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CRITICAL PROBLEMS OF THE
DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE

By Stephen Bonsal

An expert analysis of the situation that will confront the Con-

ference for the Limitation of Armaments and of the chief problems

that will come up for settlement—The United States at the parting

of the ways in regard to enforcing the Open-Door policy

BY a happy coincidence which is

symbohc rather than fortuitous,

on the 11th of November next,

at the same hour, one of our nameless
rather than unknown heroes, brought
from the battle fields on the long-

endangered frontier of humanity,
will join the bivouac of our glorious

dead in Arlington, and the World
Disarmament Conference of broad-
ened scope will assemble in Washing-
ton. The memory of the dead, the

thought of those who live to mourn
as well as of the generations unborn
who should be spared such experi-

ences, if it is in our power to prevent
them, are, as they should be, asso-

ciated with the date that closed the
slaughter and the destruction of

Armageddon, let us hope for all time.

I say conference of " broadened
scope," I think advisedly, because the
principal naval powers of the world,

as well as those with special interests

and responsibilities in Asia, are in-

vited in the solemn words of Presi-

dent Harding's invitation " to par-

ticipate in a conference on the subject

of the limitation of armament, in con-

nection with which Pacific and Far
Eastern questions should also be dis-

cussed."

The formal program of the con-
ference, in so far as Far Eastern
problems are involved, is subject td

future agreements and is to be shaped
by " suggestions to be exchanged
before the meeting of the conference."

Subject then to the accords that may
be reached in the diplomatic exchanges
now in progress between the powers,
the scope of the conference and the
tentative program as outlined in the
President's call is as follows, ex-
pressed in the President's own
words

:

1. The limitation of armaments, naval
and others, which, are a menace to the peace

of the tvorld.

2. The discussion of Pacific and Far East-
ern questions.

3. To formulate proposals to control in

the interests of humanity the new ageticies

of warfare.

U. By a common understanding with re-

spect to Pacific and Far Eastern jn-oblems

of unquestioned importance, to arrive at a
solution through the conference that tnay

serve to promote enduring friendship among'
the peoples.

Prompt acceptance from all the'
powers was forthcoming, except from
Japan. After some delay, however,
and explanatory correspondence be-
tween Tokio and Washington, Japan
has accepted, though advising that
questions which may be regarded as
accomplished facts, or " as more
properly problems such as are of sole
concern to certain particular powers,
be scrupulously avoided." In other
words, while it is couched in cour-
teous diplomatic language, Japan
makes a sweeping reservation and
retains full liberty of action in case
her suggestions as to the more profit-
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able scope of the conference, now
being received in Washington, are
not followed. Without in the least

seeking to minimize the force and the

effect, since until they are adjusted
that those far-seeing statesmen in

Washington and elsewhere, who are
seeking to establish a new world pro-

cedure enlightened by and open to

the currents of aroused public opinion
on the subject of war and armament,
have secured an initial triumph and
that a hopeful expectancy toward
coming events is fully justified.

The pending questions awaiting
solution and retarding the develop-
ment of the countries across the
Pacific, and, indeed, of world-wide
effect, since until they are adjusted,
all drastic disaraiament proposals
should be regarded as dangerous ex-

periments, may be briefly enumerated
as follows: First, the status of the
Island of Yap, pivotal in world com-
munications. Second, Japanese im-
migration to California, a casus belli

whenever the will to war and conquest
prevails. Third, the control of Shan-
tung, from which is inseparable the
policy of equal opportunity and the
Open Door in China. Fourth, the
scope of the Anglo-Japanese Treaty,
its renewal or discontinuance. This
last question may be kept off the
agenda, but it will and should figure
in the real proceedings, as it is a very
powerful factor in a situation which
intelligent world opinion everywhere
is seeking so to compose, that dis-

armament may be regarded as a sane
policy.

The Open Door

Great Britain, France, Belgium
and the United States are all vitally

interested in the Open Door to
Chinese markets, but some of these
powers, unfortunately, have other
vital interests. For instance, France
is vitally interested in the protection
of her Indo-China possessions, and
she has sought to safeguard them in

a special treaty with Japan—imposing
mutual obligations—that is still oper-
ative. Great Britain is, of course,

keenly interested in maintaining her
possessions on and off the East Asian
coast, and her sphere of influence in

the Yangtse Valley, not foi'mally re-

nounced in favor of the later policy

of equal opportunity. The leaders of

the British Colonial Office are today
embarrassed by a tie with Japan
which is none the less binding because
it is rarely emphasized. They know
what would have happened in all hu-
man probability to British Malaysia
but for the opportune arrival of the
Japanese warships at Singapore in

February, 1915, and the drastic way
in which they suppressed the mutiny
of the Indian troops with which the
native Malays openly sympathized.

So perhaps it would bewise to admit
that there are two categories in the
ranks of the upholders of the Open
Door: Those who think with us that
it is a promise of peace and a guar-
antee of the salvation of China, and
the others who see alternate meas-
ures a little way up-stage, by which,
in certain contingencies, at least their
commercial interests might be safe-
guarded.

England has generally maintained
much the same attitude toward China
as we have, but her financial affilia-

tions are quite different from ours,
and it is quite clear that there are
certain British financial groups, pow-
erful in the Far East, whatever their
strength in Downing Street may be,
of which I know nothing, who might
be able to see with placid equanimity
our attempt to internationalize Yap
for cable pui-poses fail. For, if we
succeed in our purpose as stated by
Secretaiy Hughes, and President Wil-
son's contention as to what was
agreed upon with respect to this
infinitesimal speck of land at the
council of the Big Four in Paris pre-
vails, the present cable supremacy of
the British in East Asia would be a
thing of the past.

In business and in diplomatic
circles it is not necessary to point
out how imperative an all-American
cable to China is in the present world
situation. Without it, the Chinese
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would continue to regard the Open

Door as a delusion, perhaps as a snare.

Our business circles, m the light ot

recent experience, not limited to this

world quarter, are sufficiently en-

lightened as to the trade-getting qual-

ities that a cable in the unrestricted

hands of a commercial rival possesses.

While other and more influential

countries have acquiesced in our posi-

tion, as so ably stated by Mr. Hughes,

the warmest supporter of our policy

in this regard is probably Holland, a

country which was vitally interested

and closely associated in the imperial

German attempt to escape from the

coils of the English cables during the

ten years preceding the war. Indeed,

the cables that Germany laid, and the

connection with the Dutch cable from

Java to Europe, constitute the pres-

ent subject of contention: that, and

the fact that the Japanese have trans-

ferred the former Yap-Shanghai cable

to Japanese waters, and that Amer-

ican business to reach the Asiatic

mainland must still pass over British

or Japanese wires. Hope of reaching

an agreement on this vital matter, be-

fore the formal conference, is widely

held in Washington.

Japanese Exclusion Issue

The question of the status of the

Japanese in California is really a petty

domestic issue, but it is susceptible

of being magnified into a grave ques-

tion at the whim of political dema-

gogues on either side of the Pacific.

While little is printed to this effect,

least of all in the Japanese press,

Australia, Canada and New Zealand

are much more drastic in their

methods of excluding Japanese than

we are, or than even the most ill-con-

sidered proposals of Cahfornia legis-

lation contemplate. When the real

history of the Paris Conference is

written, it will be plain that the Japa-

nese plea of racial equality could and

undoubtedly would have been accepted

had the Japanese plenipotentiaries

been willing to accept a stipulation in-

sisted upon by Premier Hughes of

Australia expressly reserving the reg-

ulation of immigration matters as

economic measures within the dis-

cretion of each State.

Although we did it with the best

intentions, and were inspired by the

most creditable motives, it was ad-

mittedly an initial mistake on our

part to enter upon the " Gentlemen's

Agreement " deaUng with the immi-

gration question. Both the Japanese

and the American authorities have in

an honorable spirit lived up to the

terms of the agreement ; nevertheless,

since it came into operation the

Japanese population of California

has increased threefold, from thirty

thousand to nearly a hundred thou-

sand, largely through evasion of the

terms of the agreement, by people

who were not Japanese or American

or gentlemen.

Japan has handled the same ques-

tion as it arose in her ports in a com-

mendably frank way, and frankness

has proved to be the best policy. On
this matter, all the world knows

where Japan stands. By imperial

ordinances and formal statutes, thd

immigration of laborers into Japan

is forbidden, and foreigners cannot

obtain individual landholdings. They

cannot engage in agriculture or

in fishing, and the introduction ot

Chinese or Korean farmers or labor-

ers is expressly and specifically for-

bidden. And yet these races do mix

when they meet in other countries.

Intermarriage is frequent, and not

unsuccessful. In Japan, only the

economic necessity of protecting the

native farmer and laborer exists, and

Japan reacts to it as we do, as do the

Canadians, the Australians and the

New Zealanders, but she makes her

decision in the open light of day, and

no Chinese or Korean troublemaker

can misrepresent her action and her

attitude, as I am afraid our policy

under the " Gentlemen's Agreement

is frequently misrepresented by men

of low standing, but who, none the

less, at times are influential molders

of public opinion in Japan.
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Anglo-Japanese Alliance

And now comes the far-reaching
question of world-wide effect—the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance. Today it is

continued by common consent. The
opinion of the Lord Chancellor of
England, who holds that it is still

binding, that it is not suspended or
invalidated, was hardly required, be-
cause, according to the explicit terms
of the instrument, the treaty cannot
be abrogated at all; in wartime and
in time of peace, twelve months'
notice from one of the contracting
parties is demanded.

Let us make this matter very plain.
Should Great Britain give notice of
her wish to discontinue the treaty on
Dec. 1 next, she would yet be held by
its terms even under peace conditions
until Dec. 1, 1922, and if, in the course
of these twelve months, Japan should
enter upon a war, even with a single
power, or be attacked by a single
power. Great Britain would be com-
mitted by solemn treaty obligation
to assist Japan with all her forces.
It is further held, and by the highest
authorities, that not until twelve
months after the conclusion of these
supposititious hostilities, and not until
twelve months after notice to this ef-
fect had been given, could Great
Britain escape from the obligations
which this solemn pact imposes.

In view of these hard facts, which
are well known, but not as well known
as they should be, it is not surprising
that public opinion in England and in
the Dominions should be greatly exer-
cised at the present status of the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance. Now and
again the comforting suggestion is
launched that the agreement is in a
state of suspended animation ; that it
will be carefully put away at an early
opportunity, and that at present it is

inoperative. But, unfortunately, these
reassurances are not valid. The treaty
is a public one, and it is duly filed
and acknowledged before the Regis-
trar of the League of Nations. It
should prove at least as binding as
the secret treaties of 1915-17 between
the powers with regard to territories

on the Adriatic and on the Yellow
Sea. And yet, while regretting the
necessity, the powers involved held
themselves in honor bound to live up
to the terms of these treaties, world
disturbing as they admittedly were.
Acknowledging as they do the im-

portant war services rendered by
Japan—not in the least exaggerated
by the recent eloquent speech of the
Premier in the House of Commons

—

yet Englishmen and colonials alike
are uneasy and indeed alarmed at the
fact that the foreign policies of the
empire are today not within their
immediate control. England knew
why the treaty was negotiated in
1902 and why it was renewed, but,
with Russia and Germany having
ceased to exist as militaristic powers,
few see any justification for another
renewal. To many—and this idea is

not wholly exaggerated—Great Brit-
ain finds herself today a member of a
" blind pool," with Japan the direct-
ing partner and Britain bound to an
almost automatic obedience. Now,
with all due respect to the strong pro-
League of Nations sentiment in Ja-
pan, and to the growing sentiment in
favor of a reduction of armament,
with unquestioning belief in the sin-
cerity of the criticisms of Japan's
actions in China that have recently
been made by such important and in-
fluential Japanese leaders as Mr.
Takahashi, the present Minister of
Finance, and of Mr. Ozaki, the recent
Minister of Justice, this is indeed a
strange position for an empire of
free men composing free Common-
wealths to be placed in, and still

stranger if they should remain placed
in it long.

But, after all, that is their predic-
ament, and it is our own, to which we
should devote our attention. For we,
by our treaty commitments and the
public pronouncements of our leaders
in and out of Congress, are held to a
policy of equal opportunities in China,
without the suggestion that there is

an alternative that would be agree-
able to us, by which we could be pla-
cated. So far as I can see, we are the
only power pledged to back the Opei '
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Door policy, that is, the only power

that stands today in this clear-cut,

unequivocal position, without reser-

vations or alternatives.

Japan's Aims in China

Japan's avowed aims, at least with

respect to China, are widely held, and

it seems to me that, as publicly stated,

they are wholly creditable. They are

inspired by a very natural desire on

the part of the Tokio Government to

obtain for the Japanese the. full-

est opportunity possible to develop

China's natural resources and so se-

cure at moderate cost the raw mate-

rials which are absolutely necessary

to Japan's development as an indus-

trial country. Japan wishes likewise

to secure in China an important re-

tail market for her manufactured

articles, which, with the development

of the country and the increasing

wants of its inhabitants, might well

become what it is so frequently called

in enthusiastic anticipation — the
" greatest market in the world."

When this has been said, undoubt-

edly some of the political aspects of

the situation force themselves upon

the attention of the ruling classes,

and to a limited extent upon the com-

mercial classes of the nation. When
Japan as a result of her successful

war with Russia obtained world-wide

recognition as a great power, China

was in swift political decay ; her par-

tition had begun, and its completion

was daily threatened, nor was it an

idle menace. The respective zones of

the predatory powers had been care-

fully staked out, and almost all the

conflicting claims to tidbits of terri-

tory had been more or less amicably

adjusted. The successful completion

of these plans would have meant com-
mercial ruin to Japan, and, to put it

mildly, political insecurity. Japan
immediately attacked with energy the

vital problem which this situation

presented, but in the light of what
has followed it is fair to say with lit-

tle success.

And yet the difficulties were and
are admittedly very great. To save

the situation, China was told she must
abandon the philosophy she had clung

to for ten thousand years and enter

the very real world of today under

the tutelage and in the leading strings

of the long-despised " dwarfs " of the

islands off the coast of the Middle
Kingdom. The attempt was made to

develop China's latent strength and
inspire her with sympathy and un-

derstanding of the Japanese pro-

Asian policy at one and the same
time. In this task the Japanese have

failed and the policy is abandoned. It

is now admitted that a strong China
might become an even greater danger

to Japan than the annexed territories

of the predatory powers on the East

Asian shores. Hence the growing
strength of the doctrine that is fre-

quently, although not always, in the

ascendant in Tokio and often, ex-

pressed in these words : " What we
need of China is to secure our mili-

tary position, and our materials and
our markets must be in our^own safe-

keeping."
This doctrine has secured many

adherents during the last ten years,

and it was emphatically in the ascen-

dant the last three years of the great

war. Japan took advantage of the

embarrassment of the West, just as

the West had so frequently taken ad-

vantage of anarchic conditions in the

East. If this attitude is maintained

at the Pacific conference, the resulting

steps toward disarmament will be

short, and even these may prove dan-

gerous. I do not ignore the voices

that have been raised in Japan in

favor of disarmament or of the

League of Nations, or in criticisni of

recent Japanese policy in China.

They are sincere and they are im-

portant, but as long as it is clear that

the military party in Japan under

the titular leadership of Yamagata,
that aged bow-and-arrow soldier, is

in actual control of the destinies of

his country, disarmament might prove

a costly experiment and invite bur-

dens in comparison with which the

present grievous load of armament
might seem but a feather weight in-

deed.
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The Japanese, without dictinction

of party or of caste, are convinced
that they have as much right to a pre-

dominant position on the Asiatic
shores of the North Pacific as we
have to our claim of supremacy and
control on our side of that ocean, and,
as a people, they are inclined to

underrate our military and naval
power, although not to the extent
they indulged in before the events of
1918. Suggestions from war-locks
and war-mongers—they have them
in Japan as well as elsewhere—creep
into the columns even of influential

papers from time to time, and the im-
pression grows that, while the present
Administration in Washington is

alarmed at the outlook and proposes
to " build a navy second to none in

the world," our people are war weary
and are forcing Congress to scrap
whatever instrumentalities for war
we developed during the years of
world danger.

Danger of Another War

The word goes forth—I admit not
from very influential sources, but still

it goes, and many converts to this

point of view are secured—that in the
East there is developing another " ir-

repressible conflict," and that per-
haps today or at latest tomorrow the
inevitable issue should be faced, now
that America is war weary and un-
prepared, and Japan is eager and
relatively better prepared than her
finances and her prospective income
will permit her to be, say ten years
hence.

The Japanese public and, I believe,
the Japanese Government are watch-
ing the developments in the Philippine
Islands as they have not watched
them since the day when it looked as
though American was to yield to Ger-
man control—when Dewey with vague
instructions, and Diederichs with
very specific orders, lay face to face
w ith shipscleared for action in Manila
Bay. The Japanese hold that the
people of our trans-pacific islands
are somewhat disaffected as a result

of the sharp change from the Wil-
sonian promise of independence and
the Jones bill, which gave it Congres-
sional sanction, and of the attitude
upon this question, as yet, however,
only outlined by the Harding Admin-
istration. I was told in Berlin some
months ago by a leading German re-

publican and democrat whom I have
frequently found to be well informed
that when the pros and the cons were
debated by the Imperial War Staff
and the great councilors before
Emperor William in " shining
armor " that momentous afternoon
in Potsdam, the justification or the
pretext of the war decision there
reached was a report from an Em-
bassy Secretary upon the disloyal atti-

tude of Ireland. Stranger things
have happened then than that the
state of the Philippine Islands should
be the pretext of an equally momen-
tous decision.

At such a juncture Japan, with an
army of thirty-one divisions and a

navy in some respects superior to our
own and with a reserve of trained
sailors greater than that of all the
other naval powers taken together,

would not only have to face a poten-
tially great power, but actually a very
disorganized one. Japan's war-tried
ally, whatever else she might do, could

not be expected to rule the seas in a
spirit unfriendly to Japan. In this

posture of affairs it might take us
some time to mobilize once again our
resources, which saved the world, but
unfortunately were not permitted to

lead it into a relatively safe haven.
Perhaps then for a season we
should have reason to regret

that while the territorial integ-

rity of Japan is guaranteed by
the signers of the Covenant of

the League our boundaries and our
possessions, as belonging to a non-
member, are outside the immediate
sphere of the League's influence and
activities. In a word, in the face of

an always possible aggressive thrust
on the part of Japan upon the Philip-

pines or Guam or Hawaii, the powers
with whom we were so lately asso-
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ciated, and with whom our taxpay-
ers and our treasury will probably
be associated to the end of time, could

act as they saw fit and as their inter-

ests dictated. They would be foot-

loose and word free. There would be
no scraps of paper to tear up.

In the confused appeals that are
voiced in China today by the few, in

the inertia of the great silent masses
of the million-headed population,

there is little promise of salvation.

Admittedly there is a growing desire

to save China, but, unfortunately,

each graduate of a technical school

insists upon saving China in his own
way. The leaders do not lead, and
the compromisers do not achieve even
group solidarity. Racial pride is

aroused, it is true, by the pitiful state

of the Middle Kingdom, and this may
grow into effective national conscious-
ness ; but the way to it is still long, and
perhaps the time available is short.

Possible Triple Entente

Only one thing seems certain and
stable in all the confusion—instabil-

ity, and, above all, the world in-

security that is inherent in the
present Far Eastern situation. If

this thing can be shaped into a
practical plan we should, perhaps,
not grasp it unconditionally, but
at least we should scrutinize it care-

fully, even if the source and inspira-

tion of it should prove to be exclu-

sively Japanese. Even should it be
proved that Japan is solely respon-

sible for the present conditions in

China (in my judgment this is far

from being the case) , the rest of the
world must share the consequences.
Japan will not reap the whirlwind
alone.

The present Premier of Japan, Mr.
Takashi Hara, with his party, the

Seiyukai, behind him, subject of

course to the uncertainties of party

supremacy, has publicly presented a

plan to world scrutiny and examina-
tion, from which he confidently as-

serts that the salvation of China,

world peace, and gradual disarma-

ment may be expected. He has de-
clared with his great authority that
Japan would welcome an Anglo-
American-Japanese understanding
for the purpose of formulating and
enforcing a reconstruction policy in

China. There is, of course, nothing
new under the sun, least of all in

China ; and even superficial observers
of the trend of affairs in the East
will recognize in this project a revival

of the old plan of an international

stewardship in a more limited and
more concrete form than it has been
presented before. Premier Hughes
of Australia has publicly approved of

the plan, and he joins with Mr. Hara
in expressing the belief that the exe-

cution of such a project will require

the good-will, the cordial approval and
perhaps the active co-operation of the

United States. Hara and his follov;-

ers are the men, it should be recalled,

who in 1915 and since have com-
bated always the twenty-one de-

mands of the Japanese military party.

They have given guarantees of good
faith.

Clearly, then, public opinion in the
United States should be prepared to

face very definite proposals on these

lines at the world conference, which
is admittedly convened to discuss Far
Eastern problems intimately, indeed
inextricably, involved in all sane plans

of world disarmament. We may well

be asked at an early day with what
grace we can insist upon the mainte-
nance of the Open Door if we refuse

to share in the guardianship of the
gates or to make any move to assist

in the establishment of a stable gov-

ernment in those regions which, when
the Open-Door policy was enunciated,

constituted the greatest potential

market in the world. But today how
changed the situation ! Conditions in

China no longer border on anarchy;
they overstep it. And the. troubles

are no longer localized. Murder,
rapine and lawlessness are endemic in

practically all the Chinese provinces

today.
It is a grave decision however we

make it. If we assume the share of
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responsibility which will probably be
assigned to us, how can we hope to

make our action palatable to our
Chinese friends, who are well-nigh
unanimous in denouncing a scheme in

which they think they have discov-

ered another drive, more carefully

cloaked, however, than previous ones,

of a group of Japanese imperialists

who seek to secure in this indirect

way what they failed to achieve by
frontal attacks?

Here again we are at the parting of

the ways. Here again the situation

in which we are involved must be
carefully considered. One thing and
one only in this connection is certain

:

Until a stable government emerges
from the present anarchy and dis-

order, world disarmament would be
premature; and for Japan, just out-

side the gate—from which there is no
telling what will emerge, perhaps a

White Wolf of world vision, a modern
Kublai Khan—it would be suicidal.

We must recognize that a change
has come over China. The pacifist

victim of the predatory powers has
at last become inoculated with the
virus of militarism. After all, the
handling of the situation in China
will be the acid test of the conference

in Washington, as the treatment of

Russia tipped the scales of world
judgment in Paris. It is perhaps not

too soon to say with sonae insistence

that the Chinese situation cannot
be measurably improved unless the

American people is prepared to take a

grave step fraught with far-reaching
consequences, and entailing an abrupt
departure from principles long hon-
ored and undeviatingly pursued.

Japan's Energetic Attitude

At this point the question presents

itself, unavoidably. What are the

basic terms in which Japan's present

foreign policy, admittedly, until quite

recently, disturbing to all plans for

world peace and disarmament, can be
expressed? I think I find something
approaching a clear keynote in Ja-

pan's recent plea to the members of

the Four Powers Consortium. In this

important and, as I think, revealing
document Japan appears to waive her
specific claims to the independent
construction of railways in Manchu-
ria and in other districts comprised
in her claimed spheres of influence.

She subscribes once more to the prin-
ciple of co-operation and mutuality

—

that is, to the Open Door—but with
the understanding, I take it, to be a
clear reservation, recorded in Lord
Curzon's covering dispatches, that
the Governments behind the finan-
ciers of the consortium will not per-
mit any activities or operations " in-

imical to the security of the economic
life and the national defense of
Japan."

This may mean peace or war in the

Far East. Such pronouncements gen-
erally are ambiguous. Interpretation
depends upon the viewpoint. Is in-

sistence upon the twenty-one de-
mands of 1915 indicated here? Does
Japan, as a measure indispensable to
her national defense, insist upon the
recognition of her secret military
agreement with China, which was
literally forced from the Peking Gov-
ment in 1918? The terms of this

agreement, which is said to be oper-
ative in the eighteen provinces of
China proper, have never been made
public. It has never been submitted
to the Registrar of the League of Na-
tions, as required by the covenant
binding upon all subscribing mem-
bers, including Japan and China. It

may be harmless, and it may bo justi-

fied by existing conditions in China,
as the few Japanese who admit its

existence assert. It may also mean
the knell of China's independence and
her appearance on the Far Eastern
stage as a vassal State. This is what
the war mongers of Shanghai assort
it is, and they will never be silenced
until the document is produced; and
the conference in Washington, which
it is so widely hoped will make
smooth the path toward disarma-
ment, would seem to be a most appro-
priate occasion for it to be brought
into the light of day.
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The expression as to steps " inimical

to the security of the economic life of

Japan " is a large and comprehensive
reservation. Is it to be applied local-

ly or to the Continent of Asia? It

may well be interpreted as demand-
ing a favored, even an exclusive posi-

tion in the markets of China, both
as to the sale of manufactured ar-

ticles and as to the procurement of

raw materials. Such an exclusive in-

terpretation has been made time and
again, but unofficially, in Japan,
where many economists, and not al-

ways of the frankly jingo school, as-

sert that Japan's survival as a great
power is dependent upon her domi-
nant position in the Chinese field.

Should this principle be asserted as a

national policy, openly and officially,

just as it is secretly but most effi-

ciently enforced in Manchuria today,

it would mean the closing of the Open
Door in China at least as far as the

powers other than Japan are con-
cerned.

Issue Momentous for Us

Do we intend to acquiesce in any
such decision ? How far do we mean
to go in the defense of the Open-Door
policy? Since 1915 it has been in-

fringed upon or ignored, and the

issue will be presented in un-
mistakable terms at the Wash-
ington conference. True, we have
time and again served notice upon
all concerned—and no less recently

than last June—that we cannot
" recognize any agreement or under-
taking impairing the treaty rights of
the United States and its citizens in

China." Now, do we mean this? Are
we aware where this policy may lead

us, and are we prepared to face
whatever may be the consequences of

such a policy—and are we determined
to enforce it? Is the Open Door a car-

dinal principle of our polity and for-

eign policy, or was it the whim of an
hour or of an Administration which
died with John Hay and is not bind-
ing on the nation? I have no doubt
that the Department of State is fully

prepared to defend the interests of
the United States in this matter, as
well as in other important questions,
as far as its powers extend, but with-
out the keen support of an awakened
and an enlightened public opinion its

powers do not extend very far.

The second series of solutions
which Japan announces that she will

not accede to are those " inimical to
the national defense of Japan." Cer-
tainly the return of Korea to an in-

dependent status falls in this cate-
gory. The whole trouble in the Far
East of recent years is due—as many
have said who love to put problems
in a nutshell, if not quite correctly

—

to the fact that the Korean coast, two
hours' sail away across the Tshu-
shima Strait, was in weak, un-
friendly hands and was coveted in

turn by the relatively strong hands of
China and of Russia. Admittedly,
Korea was not so much to be feared
as the masterful invader her weak-
ness seemed to invite. A change in

the present control of South Korea
would undoubtedly weaken the na-
tional defenses of Japan and would
require extensive armament expendi-
tures. Japan, of course, would fight
any proposition of this nature, and
the friends of Korea are ill-advised

in advancing it. Japan will defend
her dearly bought rights in the Pe-
ninsula with all her force and all her
strength, and in the present posture
of world affairs she is wise in as-

suming this uncompromising atti-

tude. The hope of the Koreans lies

in other solutions.

Then comes the status of the Phil-

ippine Islands, always a minor prob-
lem with us, since it has practically
passed out of campaign literature;

but it looms with increasing potential
importance once you have the Pacific
behind you. There is no reason to

believe that Japan covets these is-

lands now. The sad lesson of the
cost of tropical possessions inhabited
by uncertain and probably unruly
races, as illustrated by her experi-
ence in Formosa, has sunk it. But
Japan was keenly interested in the
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Philippines when, in 1899, it looked
as though we meant to abandon them
and Geraiany was on hand eager to

step into our shoes. Now, of course,

the Philippines, in the hands of a
strong naval power or as the football

of an unprepared democracy, such as
many think the islands will reveal
when abandoned by us, is an impor-
tant and direct concern of Japan.
She cannot and should not be ex-

pected to be wholly disinterested as
to the possible changes in the political

complexion and control of the archi-

pelago. But Japan's attitude toward
the present phase of the Philippine
problem, while it has not been formu-
lated in any public document or dec-

laration of policy, is not concealed in

the secret archives. Undoubtedly it

is very much like our policy or atti-

tude toward the Spanish occupancy
of Cuba, which we maintained unde-
viatingly down to the Spanish-Amer-
ican War of 1898.

As long as Spain lived upon terms
of neighborliness with us and main-
tained comparative peace and law
and order throughout the islands, or
at least prevented her West Indian
possessions from becoming an inter-

national nuisance, we would not and
did not interfere. But, as indicated
in the exchange of notes with Lord
Malmesbury and the French Foreign
Minister of his day, and in many
others, we would not sanction any
change that might be made in the
status of Cuba without consulting us.

This is a natural position for Japan
to assume, and there is some reason
to believe that she will shortly state

it in a public manner. Japan has, of

course, the samq right as we have al-

ways had, and generally exercised, to

keep at arm's length undesirable im-
posed Governments or the develop-
ment of unruly and inefficient ones
in her sphere of interest and imme-
diate concern.

If this natural anxiety and indirect

responsibility of Japan in the Philip-

pine solution, yet to be found, were
recognized, many thorny develop-

ments of the future would be entirely

obviated or smoothed over. I person-
ally do not expect a breakdown of ef-

ficient government in the Philippines
in the event of our withdrawal, but I

know that many Americans and quite
a few Japanese have this apprehen-
sion. Certain it is, however, that
upon our departure the responsibility
for the good behavior of one of Ja-
pan's closest neighbors will pass from
strong, tried hands into hands that
have not been tried and that are
steadied by but little experience.

In conclusion, let us try to resume
in a few words the fundamentals of
a situation which I have but outlined.

China's weakness and J a p a n's

strength, coupled with our sincere de-

sire, in the words of the Department
of State, " to supplant the present in-

tense spirit of competition by a spirit

of mutuality and co-operation," are
the pivotal factors of the Far Eastern
problems today pressing for adjust-
ment. It is, then, high time to ask,
and if possible ascei-tain, if China's
present weakness and disorganiza-
tion are beyond revival and recall ; to
learn if possible how long and in what
directions Japan will continue to use
her giant strength as a giant. Then
we should have something as authori-
tative as a silent plebiscite in regard
to our own purpose. Are we pre-
pared to safeguard China in its pres-
ent great extremity? Are we reso-
lutely determined to keep open the
greatest market in the world for our
merchants, our manufacturers and
our wares, or are our pleas in this re-

gard merely academic or platonic ?

To make even progressive disarma-
ment possible, all these vital questions
will have to be answered unequivo-
cally at the Pacific Conference, and
upon the tenor of these answers will

depend the peace of the world for the
next generation, the prosperity of the
United States for many decades to

come—in fact, the course of history,

for as long as short-sighted, man
should dare to cast its horoscope in a
world filled with grim realities and
flooded with dark shadows as well as
promising rays of light.



TWO BILLION DOLLARS
FOR FARMERS

By Julian Pierce

Meaning and oyeration of the new law which authorizes the

Government to finance the farmers of the United States in their

present emergency, eriabling them to hold their crops for a better

market—Terms on which the loans will he made

PRESIDENT HARDING, on Aug.
24, 1921, approved a law which
empowers the Government to

lend $2,000,000,000 to finance the
farmers of the United States and the

dealers in farm products. The loans

are designed to be used for two broad
purposes: To enable farmers and
dealers in farm products to withhold
them from the market until prices
reach a profitable point, and to enable
farmers who have borrowed money
for " agricultural purposes " on short
term notes to renew their notes and
borrow more money.

The $2,000,000,000 of " relief " do
not reach the producers and dealers

directly. The Government, through
the War Finance Corporation, will

lend the money to the banks and
similar institutions. The banks, in

turn, will relend the $2,000,000,000 to

the producers of farm products and
the middlemen who deal in them. In
the term " farm products " is included
everything, animate and inanimate,
whose habitat is land, from peanuts
to watermelons and pumpkins, from
day-old chickens to ostriches, from
veal calves to fat steers and breeding
stock.

This Government adventure is a
serious attempt of the Congress of
the United States to meet and ameli-
orate a crisis in American agriculture
more severe and threatening than any
known in recent' years. It is the
major measure of the special session

of the Sixty-seventh Congress to re-

store national prosperity. Congress
has a basic theory concerning national
prosperity and its causes. That theory
rests upon the assumption that the
prosperity of all the rest of the people
depends upon and starts from the
prosperity of the farmers.

It is a rather unusual method—to

stimulate prosperity by encouraging
debt. Yet, claiming to understand
the farmers* condition thoroughly.
Congress decides to start the cycle of

agricultural good times by enabling
the farmers to increase their mort-
gages by a round two billions of dol-

lars. To understand the plan it is

first necessary to get a vision of the
present plight of American agricul-

ture.

Present world conditions and in-

dustrial farming militate against the
farming industry. With modern ma-
chine production the farmers produce
annually a large surplus of agricul-

tural products—a surplus in excess
of the purchasing power of the Amer-
ican people. This surplus of staple

farm products, which is chronic in

present-day agriculture, must be sold

in foreign countries if our agriculture
is to thrive.

But the 1920 surplus was larger
than usual. There are vast accumu-
lated supplies of cotton, rice, corn,

hides, barley, oats and meatstuffs.
With the 1920 surplus unsold, the
sunshine and the rain and the other
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fructifj'ing forces of nature keep
rapidly at work producing new crops.

The prospects for the 1921 crops are
" fair to good." Consequently, an ad-

dition to the last year's surplus is

visioned.

Cause of the Emergency

During the war the Department of

Agriculture and the Food Administra-
tion urged the farmers to produce
and produce and then produce. It

was their patriotic duty to see how
much of every farm product they
couid raise. Increased production
was necessary to feed ourselves and
our allies. After the war, increased
production was held to be necessary
to assist in the economic reconstruc-
tion of Europe. Under these influ-

ences the farmers acquired the habit
of a large output, relying on Euro-
pean demands to take the surplus in

excess of American needs at fair

prices.

Trade experts predicted that, after

the war, commerce with Europe would
not only be large and ever larger, due
to reconstruction conditions, but they
expected that trade would be resumed
on the same basis as existed prior to

the war. The experts went wrong.
After the war Europe did not buy our
agricultural products in the quantities

which she was accustomed to pur-

chase before the war. Nor did Europe
buy those products in the short period

of time during which she formerly
satisfied her requirements.

Take cotton. Cotton is our leading

export commodity. The cotton situa-

tion is a fair example of what Euro-
pean conditions have done to the

American farmer. In pre-war times
European textile manufacturers
bought nearly a year's supply of

cotton in the Fall; at least 80 per
cent, of our cotton exports went
abroad in the six months beginning
with September, that is, during the

first six months of the cotton year.

Now it is different. Due to the ex-

change situation and the general fi-

nancial situation abroad, European

cotton buyers are buying " from hand
to mouth," buying as they need the
cotton for immediate use, so that but
40 or 45 per cent, of the cotton crop
is marketed during the first six
months of the cotton year. The rest
of the crop has to be carried over. If

it didn't have to be carried over, the
present two-billion-dollar Government
loan would not have been provided.

The same condition applies in vary-
ing degrees to all other agricultural
staples. There is a large exportable
surplus, and it has to be carried over.
To accentuate the agricultural depres-
sion came the industrial depression.
From the railroads down and up
manufacturers and other employers
dismissed some 6,000,000 workers.
Ordinarily, discharged employes do
not have cash reserves to draw on.

Their purchasing power is limited by
the contents of the weekly pay en-
velope. If their wages are reduced,
their purchasing power is diminished.
If their wages are stopped, their pur-
chasing power is reduced to nothing.
And inasmuch as the workers' wages
are largely spent for necessaries pro-
duced either by the farmers them-
selves or from farm products, the un-
employed army raised the farm
products surplus still higher and at

the same time reduced the price still

lower for what was marketed.

Then, too, in the cost of produc-
tion the liquidation of prices has hit

the farmers harder than any other
industrial group. Price adjustment
stuck fast when it reached the agri-
culturalists. They were unable to re-

sist the conditions which forced down
the prices of their staple crops. On
the other hand, they were insuffici-

ently organized to beat down the
prices of the raw materials which
they had to have in order to produce
those crops.

As the inevitable result of this one-
sided price adjustment, the most re-

liable statistics reveal that hides, cat-

tle, cotton and corn, making up a con-

siderable part of the farmers' output,
are selling at less than pre-war prices,

while many of the commodities they
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are compelled to buy to operate their

business still stand at from 50 to 100
per cent, above the pre-war level.

Moreover, in many instances the

prices for which they sell their prod-
ucts, if they are compelled to sell, do
not meet their costs of production.
The farmers declare that they should
not be compelled to sell their crops
below the cost of production. They
go further. They insist that they
should be able to secure prices that

will give them a reasonable profit.

They see but one course to take, and
that is to hold their crops until the
law of supply and demand raises

prices.

Hold their crops ! But they have
been operating on a credit basis.

Their bills are due. Their creditors

are clamoring for the settlement of

their accounts. Their bankers are
" calling " notes. Their credit is

exhausted. And unless they can
obtain an extension of credit, un-
less they can obtain more credit, un-
less they can borrow more money,
unless they can run still further into

debt, they must sell, and sell at bank-
rupting prices. With renewed credit,

with more credit, they can hold their

crops for higher prices. And it is the

judgment of Congress and the Presi-

dent that $2,000,000,000 of Govern-
ment money should be used for this

purpose.

The Farm Credit System

Now we come to the farm credit

question itself, which in turn must
be understood; for, in spite of the

huge surplus of farm products and
low prices, if farm credit as operated
under the private initiative of the

banks had functioned adequately the

Government would never have inter-

vened with Government credit. Due
to the wide extent of tenant farming
and to the specialized agriculture of

the South, the farm credit system
there is complex, and consequently

more disorganizing. The credit sys-

tem exists in a similar form through-
out the United States. A p-icture of

the complex will lead to a clear knowl-
edge of the entire system.

In the South the agricultural credit
supply stores are found in every town.
Landlord farmers and tenant farm-
ers, commercial farmers and self-

employing or " dirt " farmers, all buy
their farm supplies on credit during
the crop growing season with the un-
derstanding that the notes will be
paid when the crops are harvested
and sold. The farm implement dealer,

the fertilizer dealer, the horse and
mule dealer, and all the other dealers,

load up during the crop growing sea-

son with farm paper, which signifies

chattel mortgages on the growing
crops. But none of these dealers are
able to carry these credits. They sell

the farm paper to the local banks.
The farmers usually settle with the
banks at the end of the crop year.
And the cycle continues normally.
But last year the price of cotton was
so low that even the cotton farmers
who sold their entire crop were unable
to liquidate their chattel mortgages.

In the meantime the bankers had
to finance this year's crop, taking
the same sort of short-term farm
paper. In business and commercial
life the Federal Reserve Banks would
come to this sort of business distress

by loaning Federal Reserve Bank
money on short-time commercial
paper. But the Federal Reserve
Board ruled that it would not make
loans on farm paper held by Federal
Reserve member banks. Consequent-
ly the member banks could not make
loans on the farm paper held by the
local banks. The local banks were
tied down to loaning merely their own
resources, which quickly brought the
cycle to an end. They have gone as
far as they can. The burden is too
great for them. Agricultural credit

by private initiative does not ade-
quately function. And wholesale
bankruptcy is impending in many
sections unless the credit situation is

relieved.

Extensive selling of staple crops at
present prices would menace the en-
tire farming industry. Therefore the
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crops must be held until the price
situation improves. And to the or-

ganized farmers and Congress two
billions of Government credit ap-
peared to be the only solution of an
impending national calamity. In the
language of Senator Simmons of
North Carolina:

We are unable to find a present market
for our surplus products. The owners of
these surplus products, unless they obtain
such relief as is now proposed, will be
forced to sell that surplus in the markets
of this country for whatever it will bring

—

and that will be whatever speculators in

these products wish to pay for them.

If we are to escape this disaster, we must
provide some means by which the owners of

these surplus products may hold them and
carry them over, not for a day or a month,
but as long as is reasonably necessary in

order to enable Europe and other markets
of the world to take them as they are
needed and can be purchased for consump-
tion.

What we need to relieve the situation is

a provision to advance money to enable
the producer of agricultural products to

carry those products until they can be mar-
keted in an orderly way.

In short, the farmer's money, with
which he buys a living for himself
and family and operates his farming
business, comes from the sale of his

crops. If he holds one crop, or a por-

tion of one crop, while he is gi'owing
another crop, he must borrow the
money required to keep the food flow-

ing and the new crops growing. The
loanable money supply of the local

banks is exhausted. And the only

other source of supply is the money
fund of the Goveniment of the United
States. And Congress starts the ad-

venture with an authorization for

$2,000,000,000 of Government money
for the " relief " of producers of and
dealers in agricultural products.

The language of the law is clear as
to the purposes for which the Gov-
ernment money is to be loaned. The
Government's agent is the War Fi-

nance Corporation. And the law de-

clares that whenever the Board of Di-

rectors of the War Finance Corpora-
tion is of the opinion that economic
conditions " have resulted in or may
result in an abnormal surplus ac-

cumulation of any staple agricultural
product of the United States or lack
of a market for the sale of same or
that ordinary banking facilities are
inadequate to enable producers of or
dealers in such products to carry them
until they can he exported or sold for
export in an orderly manner," then
the corporation is empowered to loan
$2,000,000,000 to enable the pro-
ducers and dealers to hold staple farm
products until the increased demand
enables them to be sold in an " orderly
manner," which, of course, means in

a manner that will result in a profit.

How Loans Are Made

The War Finance Corporation is

empowered to make loans to various
classes of people associated with the
farming industry, usually through the

medium of banks or similar money
loaning institutions. To relieve the
persons whom Senator Simmons had
specifically in mind the corporation
is authorized to make loans to " any
bank, banker, or trust company in the
United States, or to any co-operative
association of producers in the United
States which may have made ad-
vances for agricultural purposes, in-

cluding the breeding, raising, fatten-
ing, and marketing of live stock."
Note the breadth of the term " agri-
cultural purposes." Inasmuch as the
Secretary of Agriculture, who is a
farmer, is a member of the Board of
Directors of the War Finance Cor-
poration, while the rest of the mem-
bers, including Eugene Meyer Jr., the
Managing Director, are bankers,
there promises to be some interesting
board discussions as to the interpreta-
tion and inclusiveness of " agricul-
tural purposes."

The corporation is also authorized
to make loans to the so-called Edge
law banks; to any bank, banker, or
trust company in the United States
which has made or makes loans
to any concern, individual or as-
sociation engaged in dealing in

or marketing or producing staple
agricultural export commodities,
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provided such loans have been
made or are made to enable the bor-

rowers to carry such products until

they are exported or sold for export
in an orderlj^ manner ; to any concern
in the United States dealing in or
marketing the products ; to any asso-

ciation of persons engaged in pro-
ducing such products ; and to any in-

dividual engaged either in producing,
dealing in, or marketing the products.

Outside of the Ignited States, the
corporation may loan money to any
concern purchasing exportable prod-
ucts in the United States. This pro-

vision will enable us to finance for-

eign concerns which wish to purchase
agricultural products on long-time
negotiable securities.

The Edge law banks were author-
ized by the Edge law and given cer-

tain privileges to finance our export
trade. The idea underlying the law
was that the banks would sell Amer-
ican commodities in foreign countries
on long-time payments, issue Edge
law bank bonds in the United States
with the European notes as security

and sell them to the American in-

vestors, use the funds so acquired to

finance more exports sold on the same
terms, sell more Edge law bank bonds
to more investors, and continue the
process indefinitely.

Actual experience under existing

conditions indicated that the invest-

ment market was a little chary of the
foreign securities which were the
basis of the Edge banks' activities

So the two Edge law banks already
organized have not undertaken to sell

their debentures. But now the pres-
ent law bill for " agricultural relief

"

is to extend to the Edge law banks.
In his testimony before the House
Committee on Banking and Cur-
rency, Eugene Meyer Jr., Managing
Director of the War Finance Cor-
poration, made it clear that it is the
intention of the corporation to use a
portion of the $2,000,000,000 to put
the Edge law banks on their feet and
sustain them while they are endeavor-
ing to acquire the ability to navigate
with safety the troublesome waters

of international finance. Mr. Meyer
said:

We thought that by giving the War Fi-
nance Corporation authority to purchase
some of these debentures (debentures of
the Edge law banks), thus co-operating in
the marketing of them in the public invest-
ment market, we might accelerate the com-
ing into usefulness of the Edge law banks,
which Congress hoped would add materially
to the banking resources of the country in
our foreign trade.

In order that every money loaning
institution in the United States may
participate in the distribution of the
$2,000,000,000 of Government money
to the farmers and dealers, the law
specifically declares that the words
" bank, banker, or trust company "

shall be held to include " any reputa-
ble and responsible financing institu-
tion incorporated under the laws of
any State or of the United States with
resources adequate to the undertaking
contemplated."

This definition lets in national
banks, State banks, private banks,
savings banks, in fact, any reputable
person or persons engaged in the
money loaning business, provided the
loans which they have made or make
are for " agricultural purposes," and
especially if the loans are made to
assist people to hold farm products
for higher prices ; or, to use the lan-
guage of the act, to assist people tor

hold the products until they can be
marketed in an " orderly manner."
It is estimated that something over
31,000 banks will qualify as go-be-
tweens in passing the m.oney from the
War Finance Corporation to the
farmers and dealers in farm prod-
ucts.

But the banks and similar institu-

tions are not permitted to profiteer
with the Government funds. They
are prohibited from charging more
than 2 per cent, per annum in excess
of the interest which the corporation
charges them. It is expected that the
corporation will fix 6 per cent, as its

rate. It is also expected that the
bankers will add the maximum dif-

ferential. So that the people who
wish to hold farm products for higher
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prices will pay at least 8 per cent, for

the privilege.

Should the War Finance Corpora-
tion make the maximum loans author-

ized by the law, namely, $2,000,000,-

000, the farmers' and dealers' annual
interest charge at 8 per cent, will

amount to $160,000,000, of which the

banks will take $40,000,000 as their

2 per cent.

The impression has gone abroad
that individual farmers and dealers

will be able to borrow money from
the War Finance Corporation. There
is a provision in the law which per-

mits the corporation to make loans to

individuals. But it was inserted for

psychological effect. It is what is

called a legislative " joker," which
will be eliminated by administrative
processes.

Lastly, the agrarians responsible

for the law saw to it that its time
terms are flexible enough to accom-
modate even such a long turnover
agricultural business as stock raising.

It is provided that the notes given by
the farmers may be extended to a

maximum period of three years from
the date of the original loan.

The " agricultural relief " law
makes no appropriation to provide
the funds from which the loans may
be made. How is the War Finance
Corporation going to get the money?
Mostly by selling the credit of the
United States Government. The cor-
poration is capitalized at $500,000,-
000, fully paid up. The Secretary of
the Treasury bought all the capital

stock for the Government, paying
cash for it. This was during the war.
The corporation loaned considerable
money, and has got the most of it

back with interest. At present it has
about $500,000,000. in cash in its

Treasury, which will keep it going for

a few weeks. As for the remaining
$1,500,000,000, Congress authorized
the corporation to raise that by bor-
rowing it from the investing public
by issuing War Finance Corporation
bonds at an attractive rate of in-

terest, made more attractive by the
usual tax-exempt provision inherent
in Government bonds.

THE HALL OF THE LAST SUPPER

THE Italian press has recently published

several articles claiming from the

British Government the possession of the

famous Coenaculum, or Chamber of the

Last Supper, at Jerusalem. The ground of

this claim is historical. King Robert the

Wise of Naples, the patron of " il gran
Petrarca," in 1333 purchased the Coena-

culum from the Sultan of Egypt, then ruler

over the Holy Land. Granted by him to the

Franciscans as a permanent abode, it re-

mained in their possession until 1449. It

was again given to the monkish fraternity

in 1470, and it remained in their custody
until 1547, when the Moslems expelled them
on the ground that the subterranean cham-
bers held the tomb of David, especially

revered by the Moslems. From that date

down to 1918 the Coenaculum remained
under continuous Moslem control.

Shortly after the armistice the Italian

Government made a separate arrangement,
without the assent of the Allies, with the

Sultan of Turkey. Under this agreement
the Coenaculum was ceded to the King of

Italy as heir of the Angevin Kings of

Naples. Italy, as the chief Catholic coun-

try of Europe, feels that not only by his-

torical, but also by religious right, this

holy place should be hers. The beautiful

frescoes at Milan depicting the Last Sup-

per ai'e but a part of her artistic claim. It

is understood, however, that another Catho-

lic country—Spain—also claims the custody

of the .Coenaculum.

The British position is very simple. The
Government merely points to Article 95 of

the Treaty of Sevres, under which a special

commission was appointed " to study and

regulate all claims relating to the different

religious communities " in Palestine. The

Italian claim obviously falls within this

category. As the mandatory power over

Palestine, Great Britain, of course, has now
a strong claim of its own to possession of

the hall sacred to all Christianity.
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Fate of German property seized by the Alien Property Custodian

during the war finally determined—Overthrow of the New York

Soldiers' Bonus act—Tax Revision hill passed—Serious labor

troubles in West Virginia

[Pkriod Endkp Sept. 12, 1921]

IN a conference on Aug. 31 between
President Harding and Colonel
Thomas W. Miller, the Alien

Property Custodian, questions were
discussed dealing with the formation
of a policy governing the ultimate dis-

position of German and Austrian
property seized during the war. Col-

onel Miller said that, under the pro-
visions of the peace treaty with Ger-
many, it was indicated that property
now in the hands of the Alien Prop-
erty Custodian would be held by this

Government until arrangements had
been made by Germany and Austria
for the satisfaction of claims of

American citizens against those Gov-
ernments arising before the United
States entered the war, the most out-

standing examples of which were
those for the Lusitania sinking. It is

understood that such claims total

about $400,000,000.

The property holdings in this coun-
try consist not only of industrial es-

tablishments, which are being op-
erated by the Alien Property Cus-
todian, but many million dollars'

worth of securities, which in the
present state of the market are at a
low figyre, but which will increase in

value if the security market advances.

War Law Status

Attorney General Daugherty, it

was stated on Aug. 27, had been re-

quested by President Harding to have
the Department of Justice make a

report on the war and emergency
legislation that will be affected by the
new peace treaty between this coun-
try and Germany.

Considerable uncertainty existed
respecting the time the various unre-
pealed wartime laws and joint reso-
lutions have to run, and this had
caused some trouble to legal officers

in the different executive branches of
the Government. One reason for the
puzzle was the fact that Congress
proceeded with no uniformity in the
enactment of its wartime legislation.

Some of the acts were to terminate
at " the end of the present war," oth-

ers were enacted for the " period of
the war," or until after " the existing
state of war between the United'
States and its enemies shall have
terminated "

; and still other phrase-
ological forms were used.

The Bergdoll Scandal

The special Congressional commit-
tee which investigated the escape of
Grover Cleveland Bergdoll, the draft
deserter, who fled while on a journey
leading to an as yet unfound " pot of
gold," rendered its report to the
House of Representatives on Aug. 18.

There were actually two reports, one
a majority report signed by Repre-
sentatives Johnson of Kentucky and
Flood of Virginia, both Democi-ats,
and Representative Luhring of Indi-

ana, a Republican ; the other a minor-
ity report signed by Representatives
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Peters of Maine, Chairman of the

committee, and McArthur of Oregon,
both Republicans.

The majority report charged that

while " there are many who partici-

pated in the conspiracy leading to

Bergdoll's escape and the acquittal of

those who brought it about, there are
three who are more culpable than the

rest," and named in this connection
Samuel T. Ansell, formerly Brigadier
General in the army and one of Berg-
doll's counsel ; Colonel John E. Hunt,
Commander of Fort Jay, where Berg-
doll was confined, and Colonel Charles
C. Cresson, who did not come into the
case until after the escape, but who
prosecuted Colonel Hunt when that

officer was court-martialed. Respect-
ing General Ansell, the majority re-

port said

:

He is now out of the army. He is beyond
the jui'isdiction of court-martial proceedings,
but provision should be made against his

future practice before any of the depart-
ments, before any court-martial or in the
courts of the District of Columbia or the
nation, above -whose safety and integrity

he has placed gold. Anybody who has seen
and heard all of those associated, directly

or indirectly, with the plan and manner of
Bergdoll's escape, not only must recognize
Ansell as the master mind of them all, but
as their dominating and controlling spirit.

Colonel Hunt was charged with hav-
ing participated " criminally " in the
escape and Colonel Cresson was ac-

cused of laxity in Hunt's prosecution.
The minority report severely criti-

cised Ansell, but held that the evi-

dence did not support the charge that
his motives were improper. It held
Major Gen. Peter C. Harris, Adjutant
General of the army, primarily re-

sponsible for the escape, though it

absolved him from improper motives.
It accused no one directly of con-
spiracy except Bergdoll, D. Clarence
Gibboney, a Bergdoll lawyer;
" Judge " Romig, the Bergdoll agent
and friend; Joe Stecher, Bergdoll's
chauffeur, and " possibly " Mrs.
Bergdoll. The report specifically said
that no commissioned or non-com-
missioned officer in the army know-
ingly participated in a conspiracy or

received or was approached in con-
nection with a bribe.

Both Ansell and Cresson issued
vigorous denials of the charges con-
tained in the majority report. The
latest news regarding Bergdoll was
that he had gone from Gerinany to

Switzerland.

Bonus Act Overthrown

The New York Court of Appeals
ruled on Aug. 31 that the State law
providing for the payment of a soldier
bonus was unconstitutional, on the
ground that it lent the credit of the
State for the benefit of individuals.
Five Judges concurred in the decision
and two dissented. The action was
brought to the court on an appeal
from the decision of the Appellate
Division, which upheld the constitu-
tionality of the State bonus bond issue
for $45,000,000. New York was the
first State to declare soldiers' bonus
legislation unconstitutional. Nine of
the States have sold issues totaling
$69,500,000, and in some of them the
bonuses have been paid. In eight
other States bond issues totaling
$191,500,000 await referenda to make
them effective, and in twentv-one
other States $370,939,200 has-been
provided in legislation now pending.

Battleship Not Obsolete

The battleship has not been ren-
dered obsolete by the airplane, in the
opinion of the Joint Army and Navy
Board, whose report on the recent
aerial bombing tests off the Virginia
Capes was made public Aug. 19. The
opinion of the board, as approved by
the Secretaries of War and the Navy,
was thus summarized

:

(a) The mission of the navy is to control
vital lines of transportation upon the sea.
If no opposition is met from enemy naval
vessels, this mission can be accomplished
without entering an enemy's coast zon*^
within which aircraft bases on shore or in
sheltered harbors are effective.

(b) Without an effective navy in time of
war, a nation must submit to an economic
blockade fatal to its trade and the importa-
tion of necessary materials for the produc-
tion of war supplies.
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(c) If heavier-than-air craft are to be
effective in naval warfare they must have
great mobility, and since their radius of

action is not great, additional mobility must
be obtained by providing mobile bases—i. e.,

aircraft carriers.

(d) So far as known, no planes large
enough to carry a bomb effective against a
major ship have been flown from or landed
on an airplane carrier at sea. It is prob-
able, however, that future development will

make such operations practicable.

(e) Even in the present state of develop-
ment the aircraft carrier, as exemplified by
the Argus of the British Navy, is a type es-

sential to the highest efficiency of the
fleet.

(f ) Aircraft carriers are subject to attack
by vessels carrying guns, torpedoes or

bombs and will require, as all other types
of vessels require, the eventual support of

the battleship.

(g) The battleship is still the backbone
of the fleet and the bulwark of the nation's

sea defense, and will so remain so long as
the safe navigation of the sea for purposes
of trade or transportation is vital to suc-

cess in war.
(h) The airplane, like the submarine, de-

stroyer and mine, has added to the dangers
to which battleships are exposed, but has
not made the battleship obsolete. The bat-

tleship still remains the gi'eatest factor of
naval strength.

(i) The development of aircraft, instead
of furnishing an economical instrument of
war leading to the abolition of the battle-

chip, has but added to the complexity of
naval warfare.

(j) The aviation and ordnance experi-

ments conducted with the ex-German
vessels as targets have proved that it has
become imperative as a matter of national
defense to provide for the maximum possi-

ble development of aviation in both the
anny and navy. They have proved also the
necessity for aircraft carriei's of the maxi-
mum size and speed to supply our fleet with
the offensive and defensive power which air-

craft provide, within their radius of action,

as an effective adjunct of the fleet. It is

likewise essential that effective anti-air-

craft armament be developed.

Tax Revision Bill Passed

The House of Representatives on
Aug. 20, by a vote of 274 to 125,
passed the revenue bill, which re-

vised the war revenue laws to raise
in taxation about $3,366,000,000 so
as to reduce taxes $818,000,000 by
1923. Representative Garner, on be-
half of the Democrats, moved to re-

commit the bill in order to cut out
the provision repealing the present

surtaxes, which range as high as 76
per cent. The motion was rejected
by a vote of 230 to 169. Fifty Re-
publicans deserted their party and
joined with the Democrats on this
motion, while only one Democrat,
Campbell of Pennsylvania, refused to
follow his party. On final passage
three Democrats voted for the bill

and nine Republicans opposed it.

The only important departure from
the original intentions of the Ways
and Means Committee and the Re-
publican leaders was the decision to

repeal the excess profits taxes and
reduce the income surtaxes next Janu-
ary. The original bill provided that
these should become effective as of

Jan. 1 last, but a Republican caucus
forced the committee to make the re-

peal and reduction begin next Janu-
ary, when it is planned to have a 121/2

per cent, corporation tax substituted
for the repeal of the excess profits

tax.

Rail Relief Bill

On Aug. 22 the House, acceding to

President Harding's request for rail-

road relief legislation before taking a

recess, passed the Administration bill

by a vote of 214 to 123. It was sent

to the Senate without substantial

amendment. While there was some
opposition to the bill, especially

against the section which prohibited

any of the funds being used to pay
the railroads for the alleged ineffi-

ciency of labor during Government
control, it was not strong enough to

force an amendment. Representative
Webster of Washington, a. Republican
member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, offered a motion to

strike this section from the bill, which
was rejected by a vote of 145 to 17.

One Liquor Ban Lifted

Temporary suspension of the cus-

toms ban prohibiting intoxicating

liquors which are shipped from one
foreign country to another from
being moved across the United States
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was announced by Secretary Mellon
on Aug. 17. Mr. Mellon said:

In view of the injunctions granted at
Detroit and at New York requiring the
Collector of Customs to continue to permit
the transportation and exportation entries
for liquors in bond, the Treasury Depart-
ment has deemed it advisable temporarily to
suspend its order regarding such shipments.
Accordingly, and until otherwise advised,
the Collectors of Customs •will permit intoxi-
cating liquors shipped from a foreign coun-
try to move over the territory of the United
States when the destination of such liquors
is another foreign country. This has been
done so as to avoid the unnecessary multi-
plication of litigation, and in order that the
important questions involved may, if pos-
sible, be speedily and finally deterniined by
the court.

Shipments of liquor from a foreign
point of origin by way of this country
to a foreign destination were held by
foi*mer Attorney General Palmer in

an opinion to be in violation of the
prohibition laws. After hearing pro-
tests by Canadian shippers against
the ruling, Attorney General Daugh-
erty upheld the opinion and early in

July customs regulations were pro-
mulgated by the Treasury forbidding
the in transit shipment of intoxicat-
ing beverages across the country.

West Virginia " Insurrection "

An uprising that proved serious
enough to call forth a proclamation
from President Harding took place
in the latter days of August and the
early part of September in Kanawha,
Boone, Fayette, Logan and Mingo
Counties, W. Va. The outbreak came
as a climax to the labor troubles that
had convulsed Mingo County for two
years past. A struggle had been going
on there to unionize the coal fields,

and great bitterness had developed
between the miners on one hand and
the operators, supported by bands of
hired detectives, on the other. The
avowed pui*pose of the miners and ad-
venturers who gathered in neighbor-
ing countries about Aug. 20 was to
march into Mingo County and forci-
bly unionize the field. Armed bands
that were rapidly augmented until
they were said to number from 10,000

to 15,000 set out on the march and
citizens and State forces were hastily

marshaled to oppose them. Desultory
warfare ensued, largely of the guer-
rilla or " sniping " variety, and the
uprising assumed such alarming pro-
portions that the Governor of the
State called upon the Federal Govern-
ment for help. President Harding
issued a proclamation on Aug. 30 or-

dering the insurrectionists to dis-

perse by noon Sept. 1, and stating
that if the order were not obeyed
troops would be sent to enforce it.

The proclamation was disregarded,
and in consequence a comparatively
small force of soldiers under the com-
mand of Brig. Gen. H. H. Bandholtz
was sent to the troubled area. The
effect was almost instantaneous.
There was practically no fighting,
and large numbers of the miners
yielded up their arms, while the bulk
of the others dispersed to their homes.
By Sept. 10 the troubles were, under
control and most of the troops were
ordered back to their depots. The
number of casualties in the fighting
was undetermined, but was believed
to be small.

Reduction of Wages

The United States Steel Corpora-
tion on Aug. 19 announced another
adjustment in the wages of its em-
ployes, the third to be put into effect
since the decline in steel prices began.
It became effective on Aug. 29 and
amounted to a reduction of 7 cents
an hour for unskilled labor, bringing
the wage down to 30 cents an hour,
or the level which prevailed on May 1,

1917. Other wages and salaries, it

was said, would be equitably ad-
justed.

On the basis of the ten-hour day,
unskilled labor will receive $3 a day,
which is 50 per cent, above the wage
paid at the beginning of 1915. but
about 40 per cent, below the wages
paid on Feb. 1, 1920, when laborers
were receiving $5.06 for a ten-hour
day. The high rate was 153 per cent,
above the 1915 level.

Judge Landis, sitting as arbiter in
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the building trades wage controversy
at Chicago, handed down a decision

on Sept. 7 which made wage cuts

varying from 10 to 33 per cent, from
the old uniform rate of $1.25 an hour
for skilled workers.

• Workmen on eight of the forty-four
building trades ruled upon by Judge
Landis will receive less than 85 cents

an hour and those in ten crafts which
are in the laboring class will receive

70 cents. Considering the elimina-

tion of all restrictions on labor-saving
machinery and materials, Judge Lan-
dis estimated the saving in actual cost

of building would be about 20 per
cent. The decision opened the Chi-

cago territory to all contracting firms
and, according to contractors and
union men, prepared the way to re-

newal of millions of dollars' worth of

construction.

The average weekly earnings of
factory workers in New York State
decreased 13 per cent, from last Oc-
tober to Aug. 1 of this year, according
to a statement from the office of In-

dustrial Commissioner Henry D.
Sayer, issued Aug. 7.

The State Department of Labor
made a special inquiry to ascertain
the extent to which reductions in

wages had been put into effect in fac-

tories, the statement said. Replies

were received from nearly 700 plants,

which normally emplov mOi'e than
300,000 workers. About'^500 factories

with more than 230,000 workers re-

ported having made wage reductions
in wage rates of various amounts,
while 200 factories with about 75,000
workers reported no reductions.

Retail Food Prices Rising

Statistics prepared by the Depart-
ment of Labor for fifteen principal
cities of the United States were issued
Sept. 9, and showed that for the
month from July 15 to Aug. 15 there
was an increase in the retail price of
food in all of the cities over the pre-
vious thirty days.

The greatest increase, 8 per cent.,

was in Rochester. Buffalo showed an

increase of 7 per cent.; New York
City and Baltimore, 6 per cent. : Mil-
waukee, Newark and Norfolk, 5 per
cent.; Charleston, S. C, Louisville,

Manchester and Portland, Me., 4 per
cent. ; Houston, 3 per cent. ; Butte and
Dallas, 2 per cent., and Minneapolis,
1 per cent.

For the year period, Aug. 15, 1920,
to Aug. 15, 1921, there was a decrease
of 30 per cent, in Butte ; 28 pei- ce -r.

in Louisville; 26 per cent, in Balti-

more, Charleston, Dallas, Milwaukee
and Minneapolis; 25 per cent, in

Buffalo, Manchester and Norfolk ; 24
per cent, in Houston, Newark, Port-
land, Me., and Rochester, and 22 per
cent, in New York.
As compared with the average cost

in the year 1913, the retail cost of
food on Aug. 15, 1921, showed an in-

crease of 62 per cent, in Manchester

;

60 per cent, in Milwaukee; 50 per
cent, in Baltimore and Charleston,
S. C. ; 50 per cent, in Minneapolis and
Newark; 47 per cent, in Dallas, and
43 per cent, in Louisville. Prices were
not obtained from Butte, Houston,
Norfolk, Portland, Me., or Rochester
in 1913.

" Reasonable " Rent Defined

The problem of defining " reason-
able rent," which had been the sub-

ject of great controversy in the mu-
nicipal courts of New York, was set-

tled on Aug. 31 by the Appellate Term
of the Supreme Court in Brooklyn,
N. Y., which ruled that a reasonable
rent was a return of 10 per cent, on
the present value of a house.

In the opinion, written by Justice

Shelby and concurred in by Justices

Cropsey and Lazansky, five rules in-

tended for the guidance of municipal
courts, landlords and tenants, were
promulgated. These involved de-

termining the present fair market
value of the premises, the gross rent-

als demanded by the landlords, the

allowable operating expenses for the

previous year. Deducting from the
gross rental the operating expanses
would give the net rental. If this net
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rental should not exceed 10 per cent,

of the present value of the property,

the rent demanded, in the opinion of

the judges, would not be unreason-
able.

New Secret Service Head

Attorney General Daugherty, on
Aug. 18, announced the appointment
of William J. Burns, head of a private
detective agency, whom he had known
for years, to be Director of the
Bureau of Investigation of the De-
partment of Justice. Mr. Burns was
sworn in Aug. 22. succeeding William
J. Flynn. In response to questions,

Mr. Daugherty said the appointment
of Burns did not necessarily mean
that the investigation agencies of the
Government would be co-ordinated
under the Department of Justice,

though there would be some house-
cleaning. " I have known Mr. Burns

personally for thirty years and have
watched him develop in his specialty,"

Mr. Daugherty said. " The bureau
will be reorganized as expeditiously
as possible and brought to the highest
point of efficiency."

The State Department recei\ed on
Sept. 3 a telegram from the American
Minister at Bangkok announcing
that exchange of ratifications of the

new treaty of commerce between the

United States and Siam was effected

on Sept. 1. The document followed
in large part the usual lines of such
treaties between the United States
and other countries. Full fiscal

autonomy was accorded to Siam and
a protocol was annexed under which
the United States surrendered extra-
territorial jurisdiction over American
citizens in Siam, reserving the right
of revocation for a period of five

years from the date of the treaty.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE ARMS
CONFERENCE

Acceptance of President Harding's invitation by the nations concerned—
Messrs. Hughes, Lodge, Root and Underwood, our representatives in the

conference—Preparations for the great event

THE British Government's formal
acceptance of President Har-
ding's invitation to the Washing-

ton conference of Nov. 11 on limita-

tion of armaments and for a discus-

sion of international problems pre-
sented by the Pacific and the Far
East, was received on Aug. 22 by
Secretary Hughes and made public at
the State Department. It took the
form of a note from Lord Curzon, the
British Foreign Minister, to Colonel
George Harvey, United States Am-
bassador to Great Britain, expressive
of the British Government's " ready "

acceptance of the invitation, with the
" earnest and confident hope that the
conference might achieve far-reach-

ing results conducive to the prosper-
ity and peace of the world." The text
of the British note follows

:

I have the honor to acknowledge the re-
ceipt of the invitation proffered to his
Majesty's Government by the Groveinment
of the United States to participate in a con-
ference at Washington, 'beginning on the
11th of November next, for the discussion
of the limitation of armaments and in con-
nection therewith of the international prob-
lems presented by the Pacific and Far East.

It is with sincere gratification that I

have the honor on behalf of his Majesty's
Government to request your Excellency to

convey to the United States Government
our ready acceptance of their invitation to
take part in this auspicious meeting, with
the object of which his Majesty's Govern-
ment an dthe British nation are in whole-
hearted sympathy. It is the earnest and con-
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fident hope of his Majesty's Government
that this conference approached, as it will

be, by all concerned in a spirit of courage,
friendliness and mutual understanding, may
achieve far-reaching results that will be
conducive to the prosperity and peace of

the world.

The Japanese reply to the invita-

tion was communicated to the Amer-
ican Government on Aug. 24, and,

apart from one modification, was a
hearty acceptance. Reciting that the

peace and welfare of the world had
long been an object of solicitude to

the Japanese Government and people,

the note asserted that the Japanese
Government warmly welcomed the

idea of the limitation of armaments
as a means of removing from industry
and cultural development the deaden-
ing burden created by competitive
armaments.

Japan had a pre-eminently vital in-

terest in the preservation of the peace
of the Pacific and the Far East, the
note declared, and she regarded the
discussion and removal of any causes
of misunderstanding that might exist

and the arrival at an eventual agree-
ment with regard to general princi-

ples and their application which
would insure friendship, as of great
value and importance. The part of

the note bearing on the proposed
modification read as follows:

The Japanese Government gladly concurs
in the proposal of the United States that
the scope of the discussion of Pacific and
Far Eastern problems shall be made the
subjects of a free exchange of views prior
to the assembly of the conference. They
hope that the agenda of the conference will

in this way be arranged in harmony with
the suggestion made in the memorandum
of the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs of July 26, 1921, bearing on the same
subject, in order that the labors of the
conference may meet speedily with the
fullest measure of successful achievement.

In the memorandum referred to
(the full text of which was published
in September Current History, p.

920) , the Japanese Government ex-

pressed as an implied condition of
acceptance the opinion that the
agenda should be arranged prior to

the assembly of the conference, and
that " introduction therein of prob-

lems such as are of sole concern to
certain particular powers, or matters
that may be regarded as accomplished
facts, should be scrupulously avoid-
ed."

China also, on Aug. 18. accepted
the invitation to take part in the con-
ference, as far as its discussions
might bear upon Pacific and Far
p]astern problems, and expressed sat-

isfaction that she had been put on a
footing of equality with other Gov-
ernments in " this beneficent move-
ment."

Because of the opposition of Sena-
tor Lodge, one of the American dele-

gates to the conference for the limi-

tation of armaments, Senator Harri-
son, Democrat, of Mississippi, with-
drew on Aug. 23, before a vote could
be had, his amendment to the Ship-
ping Board Deficiency Appropriation
bill directing the American delegates
" to use every effort and exert every
influence to have the sessions of the
conference held in public and not be-
hind closed doors." Senator Lodge
declared that the adoption of the
amendment would be an exhibition
of '' futile bad manners " and an " in-

civility " to the great nations invited
by the President to participate in the
conference.

In wihdrawing his amendment,
Senator Harrison announced that this

did not mean the. abandonment of
the fight to have the sessions held in

the open. When the Congress recon-
vened, following the thirty days' re-

cess, he would reintroduce the amend-
ment, he stated, in the form of an in-

dependent joint resolution, and would
make an effort to bring it to a vote
before the conference convened on
Armistice Day.

It was determined on Aug. 26 that
the conference for the limitation of
armaments would be held in the Hall
of the Americas of the Pan American
Union Building in Washington. On
that date, Senor Don Beltram
Mathieu, the Chilean Ambassador to
the United States, who is also Vice
President of the Governing Board of
the Pan American Union, sent a let-
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ter to Secretary Hughes, offering the

use of the building for the conference.

The Secretai-y hastened to reply, ac-

cepting the offer and expressing the

sincere thanks of the American Gov-
ernment for the action taken. The
building stands at the corner of Sev-
enteenth and B Streets, N. W., about
three blocks south of the State De-
partment Building, and is in the
midst of a group which will also be
utilized in connection with the Wash-
ington conference.

It was announced at the State De-
partment on Aug. 27 that the United
States, as host at the conference,

would provide the machinery of the

sessions and bear the expense of the

Secretariat General, the corps of

translators and stenographers and all

bills for official printing.

The White House on Sept. 9 stated

that the main American delegation
to the conference would consist of
four members. These would be
Charles Evans Hughes, Secretary of
State; Henry Cabot Lodge, Senator
from Massachusetts, Chairman of

the Senate Committee on For-
eign Relations and Republican floor

leader in the Senate ; Elihu Root, for-

mer Secretary of State, also foi'nier

Secretary of War, ex-Senator from
New York and member of The Hague
Tribunal; and Oscar W. Underwood
of Alabama, former Democratic floor

leader in the House, father of the Un-
derwood Tariff law and present
leader of the Democratic minority in

the Senate.
The statement also was authoi'ized

from the White House that the main
delegation from each country partici-

pating in the conference would com-
prise four members, who would sit in

the sessions, although each delegation
would be assisted by an advisory
group of indefinite number, the mem-
bers of which would be designated as
" advisory members." The advisory
council to be appointed to assist the
main American delegation would con-
sist of twelve persons, and these
would be chosen for their expert
qualifications in military, naval, aero-
nautic, political and economic knowl-
edge.

HISTORIC RUNNYMEDE NOT FOR SALE

RUNNYMEDE is a name which to every

Englishman and American spells lib-

erty, for it was on that quiet meadow by
the Thame.-?, between Windsor and Staines,

that the embattled armiet of the English

barons, on June 15, 1215, after defeating

King John, wrested from him the priceless

Magna Charta, on which the liberties of all

English-speaking peoples are founded. Yet

that historic meadow was recently put up
for sale as an ordinai'y bit of grazing land

by the Commissioner of Woods and Forests,

who was getting only $660 a year from the

three tenant farmers who were using it.

Instantly ail England rang with an outcry

of protest. The Government quickly real-

ized that these ninety-nine acres of former

Crown land in the Parish of Egham were

more than fo much sheep pasture in the es-

teem of the nation—that the people still re-

garded it with an almost religious devotion,

and would not tolerate its being sold into

private hands. So the Minister of Agricul-

ture, Sir Arthur Boscawen, decided to with-

draw " Lot 8 " from sale, and so informed

the House of Commons on Aug. -10, 1921.

His announcement was made in reply to an
intei-pellation which inquired whether he

was aware that this historic property was
not only " one of the beauty spots of Eng-
land," but was also looked upon with feel-

ings of the utmost veneration " by all the

English-speaking democracies in the world."

His announcement that Runnymede would

be retained as Crown property was hailed

with universal approval.



ITALY'S CRIMINALS IN THE
UNITED STATES

By Tommaso Sassone

The facts regarding the high percentage of violent crimes com-

mitted in American cities by men of South Italian birth or

parentage—Evil methods and ideals of the Camorra and Mafia
transplanted from Italy to this country

[The Avriter of this article has made careful
reseai'clies, and his statements are authentic.
The better element of Italians in this country,
who comprise the overwhelming majority, de-
plore the carnival of crime due to groups trans-
planted from Southern Italy, and are sympa-
thetic with all efforts to bring the criminals to
justice.—Editor Current History.]

CRIMES of violence in our larger
cities have recently become an
increasingly ominous feature of

current news, and no careful observer
can have failed to notice the prepon-
derance of Italian names in this evil

record.

A part of the prevailing lawless-
ness, no doubt, is due to the ex-
traordinary conditions following the
World War. After all wars the dis-

banding of armies causes social ir-

regularities, but the circumstances in

this case have been intensified.

When the men were called to the
army, great numbers of woi*ian were
engaged in their places, and often in

employments never before filled by
women. After the armistice there
was a disposition to restore soldiers

to their jobs, but in many cases the
men have found themselves perma-
nently displaced. Some of these, des-
titute and confronted by an abnormal
cost of living, took to crime to supply
their living need. A world-wide in-

dustrial depression has come, throw-
ing vast numbers of mt,n and women
out of work. These conditions have
been responsible for a share of the
prevailing crimes, especially those
against property.
But there is a criminal class that

comes under an entirely different
category. This class is not a for-
tuitous product of great social dis-

turbances. It is a transplanted prod-
uct. To this class crime is not a
makeshift, but a trade and a cult. Its

crimes are not solitary or sporadic,
but deliberate and organized.

In the list of recent crimes the
operations of what are popularly
called the " Black Hand " have been
markedly prominent. Robbery, black-
mail and murder are its inevitable
handiwork. A short time ago 5-

year-old Giuseppe Verotta was kid-
napped in New York City, and, be-
cause his father would not or could
not pay a ransom of $2,500, was
thrown into the river and drowned.
Reports from other cities constantly
tell of the murderous activities of the
" Black Hand." With alarming fre-

quency murder succeeds murder, and,
as if protected by some mysterious,
powerful influence, the murderers
usually succeed in escaping.

Only last year the United States
Government sent Captain Michael
Fiaschetti of the New York police

force to Italy to demand of its Gov-
ernment the capture of thirty-two
murderers who had returned there

from America. On the very day that

Captain Fiaschetti disembarked at

Naples Lieutenant Giuseppe Monda,
who, after amassing wealth in

America, had returned to Italy for

war service, was waylaid, shot and
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killed by two masked persons a few
yards awaj'^ from his house. While in

Italy Captain Fiaschetti arrested a
murderer who two years previously

had killed two persons on Brooklyn
Bridge. In August, 1921, confessions

were obtained in New York City from
members of an Italian " murder syn-

dicate " believed to have been respon-
sible for more than 125 assassinations

in New York City, Detroit, Buffalo,

Pittsburgh, Chicago and Bridgeport
during the last four years.

Of the foreign-born inhabitants of

New York City the greatest propor-

tionate number of convictions in the
courts are those of Italians. Lead-
ing New York's foreign-born popu-
lation of 1,991,547 are people from
Russia totaling 479,765, and next
come 388,978 Italians, but the per-

centage of crime is greater among
the Italians, The latest available re-

port of the Department of Correc-

tion—that of 1919—shows that 4,392

Italian prisoners were committed to

the workhouse, penitentiary and other

city penal institutions, while the

number of Russian-born persons sen-

tenced was 5,046. Russian prisoners

were numerically greater, but propor-

tionately less, than Italian, the per-

centage of Italians to their total

number being 1.13, Russians 1.05.

The crimes for which Italians were
imprisoned were generally of a more
serious nature than those of other

nationalities. Assaults, burglary, rob-

bery, blackmail, extortion, carrying
dangerous weapons, and other such
offenses were common grounds for

convictions of Italians.

The greatest number of foreign-

born convicts in New York State's

prisons—Auburn, Clinton, Great
Meadow and Sing Sing—are Italians.

Of a total of 928 foreign-born convicts

in these prisons the 1920 report of

the New York State Commissioner of

Prisons states that 378 were Italians

—about 40 per cent,—whereas their

percentage of the total should be 19,

The foreign nationality having the
next largest number was the Russian,
of which there were 171 convicts.

Assaults, robbery, abduction, kidnap-
ping and homicide were among the
chief crimes committed by Italians,

and larceny figured prominently
among those by Russians, The New
York State penitentiaries have fewer
Italian prisoners than Irish. Russian,
or Austrian, but their offenses are
usually grave. In the New York
State reformatories Italians lead all

other foreign-born prisoners.

How does it happen that the Italian

nationality has become so conspicu-
ously identified in America with
blackmail, kidnapping, murder and
bomb outrages? What, furthermore,
is the " Black Hand "? Is it a myth
or a reality?

To get a clear understanding of

the addiction of certain sections of

Italians to crime it is necessary to go
far back and describe antecedents.
Northern Italians have different

traits and characteristics from those
of the South, and again the Sicilians

have dispositions and traditions dif-

ferent from the mainland peoples. In
Southern Italy for years homicide has
been five times and assault three
times more frequent than in North-
ern Italy, while in Southern Italy five

robberies occur for every one in

the North. The Sicilian records have
shown seven times the homicide, four
times the brigandage and four times
the obscene crimes committed by
Northern Italians. Manslaughter
and murder have been fourteen times
more frequent in Sardinia than in

Lombardy.
It is from Southern Italy that 80

per cent, of Italian emigrants to the
United States have come, and 70 per
cent, of these have been illiterate.

But illiteracy has not been the worst
evil brought over. The most vicious

and malignant influence transplanted
here has been that of two powerful
and dreaded secret societies—the
Camorra, with headquarters at

Naples, and the Mafia of Sicily. A
description of the origin and develop-
ment of these v/ill tend to explain
how it was that brigandage and mur-
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der became recognized industries in

Southern Italy.

The Camorra

The Camorra is both a society and
a system. Writers disagree as to the

derivation of the name, as the word
is not taken either from the Italian

language or the Neapolitan dialect.

The usual assumption is that it comes
from the name of a Spaniard, Gamur-
ra. Saturated with the old ideas of

chivalry, he conceived the idea of

founding at Naples, in the sixteenth

century, a society for the suppression
of robbers and bandits on the high-

ways. At that period Naples was
under Spanish domination and was a
haven for the worst element of Span-
ish cutthroats. Gamurra's organiza-

tion gradually became known as the
'' Onorata Societa della Camorra "

—

the Honorable Society of the Camor-
ra. It became a notable power. As
the roads between Naples and other
cities werp infested by highwaymen,
the aid of the members of the Camor-
ra was abundantly sought as escorts,

for which service they were paid.

It was not long before adventurers
saw a fertile opportunity to avail

themselves of the Camorra's func-
tions to enrich themselves. Under the
mask of disinterested service they en-
tered the society, and when assigned
to protect travelers would, after they
had set out on escort, refuse to do
their part unless lavishly rewarded.
If their demands were not complied
with they would send word to the
highwaymen, and when the traveler

was attacked contrive to be absent
from the scene. The robbers would
share the proceeds with the confed-
erate escorts, and, in fact, the two be-

came a kind of union. By successive
stages the Camorra degenerated into

a society of extortioners, blackmailers
and bandits who did not scruple to
commit murder when thought neces-
sary.

But the Camorra was something
more than a criminal organization.
It professed to have a patriotic side,

warring secretly against political

domination of Naples and the adja-
cent country by foreigners. To assault
or slay a foreign official was es-
teemed a praiseworthy act, and to
give information to the authorities
was scorned as the deed of a traitor.

It was this patriotic phase that en-
listed the support of many influential
natives who would not have entered
a criminal organization. The leaders
of the Camorra became rich, and
when the feudal and later the ecclesi-

astical estates were broken up and
sold, many of them bought land and
became great landlords, respectable
to all appearances. Their power in

the Camorra, like their estates, fre-
quently descended from father to son.
After the consolidation of the va-

rious Italian States into the Kingdom
of Italy the patriotic phase vanished,
and the Camorra became and has re-
mained a politico-criminal organiza-
tion. Its ramifications have extended
from the highest to the lowest strata
of society. Under its two executive
heads—the Capo, or Chief, and the
Treasurer—^the Camorra has a corps
of twenty-four leaders, two for each
district of Naples. In turn each of
these leaders has forty-eight picciotti,

or probationers—men who have al-

ready served an apprenticeship in
crime. Assisting the picciotti are the
" honorary members," usually men of
shady careers masking their activities
under the cloak of some semi-respect-
able business.
The whole society is divided tra-

ditionally, although not actually, into
two classes—the Alta, or Higher,
Camorra and the Bassa, or Lower.
The Alta has concerned itself with
the more important affairs, such as
political intrigues, corruption of offi-

cials, large robberies and assassina-
tions. To the Bassa has been given
the function of levying blackmail on
petty gamblers, pickpockets, sneak
thieves and other violators of the laws
and seeing that they are completely
subservient to the political and other
designs of the Alta. Assassinations
decreed by the inner circle or court
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of the Camorra have usually been car-

ried out by means of what is called

the " dichiaremento," or picked quar-

rel. The intended victim has been
isolated from his friends in some res-

taurant, surrounded by his enemies,

drawn into a quarrel and finally

stabbed as though the act were done
in self-defense.

The Mafia

The Mafia is distinct from the

Camorra and is peculiar to Sicily. It

originated as a secret political seciety,

the object of which was to rid the
island of foreign rule. But it also

has been aptly described as a mixture
of felony and patriotism. As in the
case of Ireland's attitude toward
England, Sicily has long nursed griev-

ances against the Italian mainland,
accusing it of both exploiting and
neglecting it. Centuries of foreign
domination and oppressive govern-
ment long ago bred in the people of
Sicily a contempt for law and a
hatred for authority.
Any Sicilian who applied to the au-

thorities for help, or gave them any
kind of information, was condemned
as acting in bad faith toward his fel-

low-Sicilians. Long insistence on this

code gave criminals practical immu-
nity. Like the Camorra, the Mafia
has two branches, a high and a low.
The members of the low Mafia are
the instruments used by the high
Mafia in attending to the slanders,
persecutions, perjuries, conspiracies,
blackmailing, robberies and murders
ordered by the high Mafia. Control-
ling the high Mafia have been men
of social and administrative rank
who have unhesitatingly destroyed
the career or life of any foe. Every-
where in Sicily there has long been
a dread of the Mafia, and no Sicilian,

under peril of death, has dared to di-

vulge its crimes to the authorities.

Powerful Sicilian politicians have
supported and protected the Mafia as
a necessary league for the defense of
Sicilian interests. During the reign
of King Humbert, Senator Count
Condonchi was personally appointed

by that King as High Commissioner
for Sicily for the express purpose of
stamping out the Mafia there. He
tried hard to suppress it, but failed.
" It exercises its baleful influence all

over Sicily," he said ;
" all fear it, and

in order to secure their property and
persons, people are compelled to sub-
mit to its behests. Its power knows
no obstacles, not even at the hands of
the Government." The Mafia, in fact,

drove Condonchi into retirement.

Two codes persist in Sicily. One is

the vendetta ; the other is " onesta."
The highest national virtue in Sicily

it "onesta" (literally, honestly),
meaning that one must never in any
way assist the authorities by giving
information of crimes within one's
knowledge, even if he himself is the
victim. So strong is the hold of this

code that if a man has been badly
or even fatally wounded he will

stanchly deny all knowledge of the
identity of his assailant. Should he
recover, he will make it his life mis-
sion to avenge himself; but nothing
will induce him to turn informer or
" cascittuno," which is considered the
most opprobrious teiTn in the Sicilian

dialect. " If I live, I shall kill you ; if

I die, I forgive you," runs the old

Sicilian saying, which is the keynote
of Sicilian action.

The vendetta originally was caused
by retaliation against foreign offi-

cials sent to rule the island. Finding
it impossible to have them removed
or punished for oppression, the na-
tives often disposed of them by assas-
sination, which became exalted as a
laudable act. In the course of time
the idea was elaborated into the doc-
trine that clans, families or individ-

uals had the right to take private ven-
geance. Sometimes the grievance was
personal, sometimes economic, and
often both.

At least two-thirds of the owners
of proprietary estates in Sicily have
long been absentee landlords. Salviola,

in his book on the subject, describes

them as descended from bandits and
extortioners, and Alongi, in his trea-

tise, traces their beginnings to organ-
ized robbery. The men, he says, who
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became proprietary landlords " were
energetic, audacious characters and
masters of that robber class from
which they sprung and which even
then were called Mafia." Their de-

scendants were often unscrupulous.
They violated families and forced
agricultural laborers to work for the
poorest kind of pay, frequently as
low as a few cents a day. Against
their outrages and tyrannies the peo-

ple felt that they had no legal way of

striking back. So the vendetta be-

came the established method, and the

stiletto or pistol was used to obtain a
satisfaction denied by law itself. The
vendetta requires an implacable mem-
ory and a vigilant noting of the aus-
picious moment to strike. For ten,

perhaps twenty years, the marked vic-

tim may go his way confidently and
unsuspectingly. Suddenly he is mur-
dered, and so mysteriously that there
is not a. clue to the motive or per-

petrator.

Transplanted to America

It was not until recent decades that
the activities of the Camorra and
Mafia were transplanted to America.
In 1879 the total immigration from
Italy was only 5,791. In 1880 to 1890
it ranged from 12,000 to 52,000 a
year, chiefly from the south of Italy.

The police in different cities noted
the increasing number of murders
among Italians, but there was then
not an Italian member of any police

force, and the sources and causes of
the murders remained mysteries.

A succession of dramatic events in

New Orleans first fixed the attention
of the American people upon the fact
that a new and dangerous criminal
element had fastened itself here. For
years secret murders had baffled the
New Orleans police. Witnesses al-

ways knew nothing, and invariably
the victim would refuse to identify
the murderer. The source of these
outrages, it transpired later, was a
secret society with 300 members who
Avould kill any one standing in the
way of their designs.

There were two factions of Italian

stevedores, one of which had sup-
planted the other in the profitable
business of unloading fruit. On the
night of May 5, 1890, the ousted party
ambushed and attacked seven of their
successful competitors on the street
and riddled three with slugs from
shotguns. The victims recovered ; but
as the Louisiana law defined shooting
with intent to murder while lying in

wait as a capital offense, the six Ital-

ians convicted were sentenced to life

imprisonment.

Later in the same year—though as
a separate episode—came the assas-
sination of Chief of Police David C.
Hennessy. About a dozen years pre-
viously Hennessy had incurred the
hostility of the lawless Italian element
in New Orleans. He had arrested and
shipped to New York the notorious
bandit Esposito, who was then de-
ported to Italy, tried and convicted.
Hennessy had also learned certain
secrets of Italian societies transplant-
ed from Italy. A vendetta was pro-
claimed, and the Chief of Police was
marked for death. Year after year
assassins grimly waited, until on the
evening of Oct. 16, 1890, he was shot
down as he was entering his house.

This was the first instance of an
American victim of the vendetta.
Some persons unfamiliar with Italian

conditions declared it to be the work
of the Camorra, but this was unlikely,

for a traditional rule of the Camorra
was never to take revenge on a police

official. It was the work of the
Mafia. There was great excitement
in New Orleans. A Committee of
Fifty was organized, arrests were
made, and the prosecution pushed.
When on March 13, 1891, the verdict
was given, a great multitude sur-

rounded the Court House. It expected
conviction of the six prisoners, for
the evidence was strong against them.
But, to the surprise of every one, they
were acquitted. Charges were made
alleging bribery. " It is known," said
a dispatch from New Orleans, " that
large sums of money have been re-

ceived and expended by the defense.
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The amount is estimated as high as

$75,000 or $100,000. Italians all over
the country are made to contribute

$2 apiece. Thousands of dollars have
come from New York and Chicago,

and every day brings in more collec-

tions."

Prominent New Orleans citizens is-

sued a call for a mass meeting the

next day at Clay Statue. A big crowd

attended. " The' law has proved a

farce and a mockery," said Mr. Park-

erson, one of the speakers. " Are we
to tolerate organized assassination ?

"

The crowd went to the prison, forced

the doors and shot down eleven Ital-

ian murderers. Italian Consul Corte

admitted that the Mafia society was
strong in New Orleans and that he
and Father Manoritta had been
warned to keep out of the Hennessy
case. Father Manoritta had been told

by a friend that more than 360 ban-

dits in New Orleans were being pro-

tected by the Mafia society. They
had managed to escape from Italy,

where many had been convicted and
sentenced to be imprisoned or hanged.

The Italian Government made
an international issue of the matter,

professing horror at the incident, al-

though no one knew better than it did

the appalling frequency of murder in

Italy. After capital punishment had
been abolished in Italy, in 1875, mur-
ders had greatly increased. In 1890

and following years Italy exceeded all

other countries in the number of its

murders; its annual list was about

2,470, a ratio of 29.4 per 10,000

deaths ; Spain followed with 1,200 an-

nual murders, a ratio of 23.8 per 10,-

000 deaths.

American public sentiment support-

ed the action of the New Orleans citi-

zens, and even English publicists such

as Moreton Frewen approved it.

Whatever the abstract considerations

of the affair, it had one notable prac-

tical effect. Criminal Italians there-

after were more careful to respect the

lives of American officials. The long

roll of their lawless acts continued,

but it was mostly a case of Italian
against Italian.

Inrush of South Italians.

Immigration of Italians annually
increased, reaching the 100,000 marik
in 1900. Its proportions grew yearly,
going to 285,731 in 1907, falling off
somewhat in each of the succeeding
years and then swelling to 265,542 in

1913 and 283,738 in 1914. From 1901
to 1910 there were 2,045,877, and
from 1911 to 1918 a further 1,012,495
Italian immigrants were admitted.
The bulk of this inrush was composed
of people from South Italy. Thus in

1909 there were 165,248 from South
Italy and only 25,150 from North
Italy, and the same proportion was
generally true of the Italian immigra-
tion of each following year.

Great numbers of these immigrants
had not the slightest intention of be-
coming American citizens. Their sole

aim was to amass some money as
quickly as possible and return to Italy.

The standards and influences of their
home regions followed them here,
dominated them, and impelled them
to go back. In 1905 fully 31 per cent,

returned ; the next year 38 per cent.,

and in 1907 the rush back to Italy

reached 62 per cent. From 1908 to
1910 at least 30 to 42 per cent, of
Italian immigrants went back to
Italy. Many later returned to Amer-
ica, but it was with a renewed infus-

ion of the spirit, ways and methods
of their native land, chiefly South
Italy.

A change now came in some. Amer-
ican cities. It was welcomed by hon-
est, law-abiding Itahans and equally
resented by the criminal Italian ele-

ment. In cities where there were
large Italian colonies administrations
began to put officers of Italian ex-
traction on their detective forces.

These policemen knew how to deal

with their countrymen.

One of the ablest of these detectives
was Police Lieutenant Joseph Petro-
sini, on the New York City force. He
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arrested many Italian criminals who
had committed crimes both in Amer-
ica and Italy. One of his noted ar-

rests was that of Errico Alfana. Early
in 1906, members of the Camorra at-

tended a banquet in Naples and de-

cided on the execution of Gennaro
Cuoccolo and his wife. He was a
Camorrist with a long criminal rec-

ord; both he and his wife, Marie
CutineHi, a woman of a much tarn-

ished past, had somehow incurred the

enmity of various Camorra members.
The Cuoccolos were murdered in May,
1906. The Naples police made a show
of investigation, but that was all.

Finally one of the King's relatives,

reported to be the Duke of the Abruz-
zi, complained to the King of the in-

activity of the regular police. There-
upon the military police were put vig-

orously at work upon the case.

Errico Alfana, one of the Camorra
leaders, fled to New York City. Petro-

sini located him. One afternoon
Petrosini approached and said, " Er-
rico, do you want to submit right

away, or shall we have to extradite

you?" "I am a gentleman," Alfana
replied, " and this is hard on my
nerves. But I will go back to Italy,

as you say." When, in 1909, Petro-

sini was sent to Italy to bring back
some criminals wanted for murder,
he was shot and killed in Palermo.
The perpetrators of this crime have
never been discovered.

The Italian Government did seri-

ously try to break up the Camorra
and punish those of its members ac-

cused of the murder of the Cuoccolo
couple. The Camorra called into ac-

tion every possible influence to delay

the trial, hoping meanwhile to get rid

of witnesses who had turned State's

evidence. The trial of eight accused
Camorrists, however, was at last be-

gun at Viterbo in 1911 and lasted six-

teen months. The official report of

its proceedings occupied 40,000 pages
and filled sixty-three volumes. For-

mer Mayor George B. McClellan of

New York City, who had formerly
resided in Italy, attended the trial,

and it was to him that Abatemaggio,

one of the chief witnesses, thus de-
scribed the Camorra :

" It will do
anything you hire it to do. It will kill

your enemy or carry you an election

or bring you your heart's desire."

In July, 1912, the eight Camorrist
chiefs on trial were found guilty and
each sentenced to thirty years' im-
prisonment at hard labor. On hear-
ing this sentence Dr. Marinas, one of
the prisoners, cut his throat in court.

But later a rehearing of the case was
granted on the allegation that seven
principal witnesses had committed
perjury. Then came the war and the
hearing was delayed because of the
absence at the front of important wit-
nesses. There has been no recent
cable dispatch as to the final disposi-

tion of the case.

In American Cities.

The enormous increase of crimes
in the United States, especially those
of personal violence, led to an investi-

gation of immigration and crime by a
joint committee of Congress. This
committee reported (United States
Senate Document No. 750, 1911) , that
in gainful offenses, such as burglary
and robbery, Americans exceeded.
Of immigrants the Russians led in

larceny, the French in prostitution,

and the Greeks in violations of city

^ordinances. Then the report went on

:

The Italians have the highest percen';ages
of the aggregate of offenses of personal
violence shown by the data. * * * The Chi-
cago police records alone show a different
condition; in them the Italian percentage is

exceeded by the Lithuanians and Slovenians.
Certain specific crimes of personal violence
also belong distinctively to Italian criminal-
ity. Abduction and kidnapping * * *

form a larger percentage of the crimes of
Italians than of those of any other groups
of offenders. In the Chicago figures the
Italians rank second in percentage of these
crimes, being slightly exceeded by Greeks.

Of blackmail and extortion the Italians
also have the highest percentage in the four
sets of data having a sufficient number of
cases to make comparison possible. In all

five sets of data the Italians have the high-
est percentage of homicide. Rape likewise

forms a higher percentage of the crimes of
Italians than those of any other nationality
in the statistics of the New York City
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magistrates' courts, the New York Court of

General Sessions and the penal institutions

of Massachusetts. * * * Of the aggregate
of offenses against public policy, the Italian

percentage exceeds all others in two sets of

data. * * * Of violations of city ordi-

nances shown in the records of the city

magistrates' courts of Greater New York,
the Italian percentage is greatest, while of

tile same offenses shown in the records of

arrests by the Chicago police, the Italian

percentage ranks third.

The report then described the ten-

dency of the Italian of the second

generation to break away from the

criminal methods of the immigrant

generation and to take up those of

the American native-born criminals.

Court figures showed that the Italian

of the second generation committed

many more gainful offenses than the

Italian immigrant and fewer crimes

of personal violence and offenses

against public policy.

Recent reports of various State

prison boards confirm the findings

of that Government inquiry. The
1920 report of the California Prison

Director shows that of 659 foreign-

bom convicts there were—of Euro-

pean immigrants—more than twice

as many Italians as members of any
other nationality. The 1920 report of

the Massachusetts Bureau of Prisons

shows that the largest number of

prisoners in jails and houses of cor-

rection were Irish, but their offenses

were mostly minor transgressions ; of

the 1,094 Irish prisoners 845 were
sentenced for drunkenness. On the

other hand, the 169 Italian prisoners

were largely convicted of serious

crimes, ranging from carrying weap-
ons and assault to rape and man-
slaughter. In Newark, N. J., the rec-

ord of arrests shows that of the for-

eign population Italians supply the

greatest number of prisoners. The
same is true in Rochester, New York,
New Orleans and various other cities.

Chicago is one of the few cities hav-
ing considerable Italian populations
where more of other European na-
tionalities than Italians are arrested,

although the offenses committed by
Italians are usually more serious.

Activities in Detroit

The earnest energj^ with which the
police departments of American cities

are trying to grapple with organized
Italian criminality is shown by the
attention given to the problem in the
1920 annual report of the Detroit
Police Department. How thoroughly
South Italians have transplanted
their peculiar standards is shown by
these extracts from the report:
Every once in a while an Italian or Sicil-

ian is shot or stabbed, but seldom are the
police able to learn who ha^ committed the
crime. The victim will tell his father, or
his brother, or some other relative or friends
who his assailants were, so that he can be
avenged. But the police—never! That, ac-
cording to his standard and belief, would
not avenge him. And so the quari-els have
been carried on among the families, each
one gathering to itself all the available male
strength, and the quarrel never ends until
every male member of at least one side has
been exterminated. Several have already
been ended that way in Detroit.
But the killing of one another often be-

comes dull as a pastime. Then the members
of the different clans are employed to kill

the enemies of others, to bomb houses, kid-
nap children and hold them for ransom
or to thieve. This is the way they earn
their daily bread. * * * Yet the police,

though they may know who has committed
the crime, are seldom able to obtain a con-
viction in court. Witnesses afraid of the
power of the " Black Hand " i-efuse to tes-

tify.

The Black Hand is an offshoot or
extension of the Mafia. \Vhen in Milan
last year, Captain Michael Fiaschetti

of the New York City police force

said that his mission was directly

connected with a new campaign " for
the extermination of that tremendous
network of dangerous criminals who
constitute the Black Hand gang and
who come to us principally from the
Sicilian provinces of Trapani, Gir-
genti and Palermo." Captain Fias-
chetti further said:

It is a sad fact that some of these Black
Hand daredevils are recruited from the
professional classes. In a dramatic raid
on a country inn in the suburbs of New
York I had the good luck to find thirty
famous Black Handei-s in conclave in

underground vaults. Three of them were
Italian medical men, specialists in the de-
partment of the Black Hand concerned with
the fabrication of false dollars.
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Shortly afterward two brothers were
done to death in their own dwelling, their

bodies being riddled through and through
with revolver shots. Within a month I

succeeded in capturing the four authors of

the crime. They confessed that the murders
were wrought with their own hands in the

execution of a mandate from the Black
Hand, or La Mano Nera, as they call it,

because the victims had been judged guilty

of having betrayed to me the subterranean
meeting place of several chiefs of the or-

ganization.

While Captain Fiaschetti was in

Naples he received a cable from
Police Commissioner Enright of New
York City warning him that two des-

peradoes were on their way to Italy

and that it was believed their errand
was to kill him.

Italian " Bootleggers "

Since prohibition of liquor came
into force in the United States, Italian

criminals have turned to bootlegging

as a quick means of illicitly acquiring

wealth. One of their leaders was
Albert Altieri. For years, from his

quarters in New York City, he had
directed the operations of a Camorra
gang in New England who black-

mailed and also ran chains of gam-
bling houses and other unlawful re-

sorts. They murdered other Italians

venturing to encroach upon their self-

assigned monopoly. According to the

police, many of these murderers were

sheltered by Altieri and his aids, pi'o-

vided with funds and hurried to Italy.

Altieri and his crew expanded their
operations to include bootlegging.

Having accumulated a fortune of
several hundred thousand dollars, Al-
tieri retired from the criminal busi-

ness. Later, however, members of his
old gang in Providence, R. I., de-
manded his assistance in some trou-
ble. He refused to give it, and an
agent was sent to New York City
to kill him as an ingrate and a rene-
gade. Several attempts upon Aliieri's

life were fruitless, and Altieri was
about to leave for Italy. At last, at
noon on Feb. 10, 1921, Altieri was
caught off guard at Mulberry and
Grand Streets, New York City, and
shot. Characteristically, he refused
before dying to tell the police the
name of his murderer. His body was
embalmed and sent to Italy for burial.

Tlie Italian record of criminality
is a gory one. But this is not because
all Italian immigrant? are criminally
disposed. Herded in cities, out of con-
tact with American ways, they are
preyed upon and dominated, as Vil-

lari says in his book on the Italian

immigrant, by a horde of adventurers
and camorristi, who maintain in the
new country the factions, supersti-
tions and methods of the old. There
is an orderly Italian element which
applauds every effort to exterminate
these destructive influences.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF " JAPAN "

BOTH the name " Japan " and the sobri-

quet, " Land of the Rising Sun," come

from ihe .->ame source—two Chinese ideo-

graphs, " Yih-pen," or " Sun-origin." This

name was given by the Chinese to their

Mongolian neighbors across the Yellow Sea

because of the geographical position of the

Japanese archipelago on China's east.

From " Yih-pen," the Japanese themselves,

following the laws of their own phonetics,

developed a native form, " Nihon." The fa-

miliar name Nippon is a corruption of this.

The form Nihon was officially adopted by

the Japanese in the year A. D. 670. Before

that time the name used was " Yamato,"
properly the name of one of the central

provinces, an example of the well-known

rhetorical principle of using a part as the

designation of the whole. Japanese poetry

and belles-lettres still prefer to use the

name " Yamato " today. The English name,

Japan, comes to us through the Portuguese,

who spelled " Yih-pen " as " Japon," the
' J " in Portuguese being silent or pro-

nounced as aspirate " h." Spanish, Portu-

guese and French have all crystallized this

form. The English foiTn, Japan, represents

only a slight modification.



THE PASSING OF TURKEY
By Adamantios Th. Polyzoides

Editor of the Greek Daily, Atlantis

Narrative of the successful campaign of the Greek Armies against

the Turkish Nationalist forces under Mustapha Kemal—Facts

about the strength of each side and summary of the chief battles—
Why the Turkish Empire is gone forever

WITH the triumphal advance of
the Greek armies in Anatolia,
with the fortresses and cities

of Kutahia, Afioun-Karahissar, Eski-
shehr and Ismid fallen in quick suc-

cession to the victors, and with An-
gora itself threatened, one may at-

tempt to write the closing chapter of

the passing of Turkey. The Ottoman
Empire, which was created by the
sword, is being ended by the sword,
and the nation which is dealing the
coup de grace to the once mighty
horde of Osman is, as if by some
strange decree of fate, the one on
whose ruins five hundred years ago
Turkish power was founded. It is

not only, however, as a military force
that Turkey is dying ; bad as her mili-

tary plight is, it is further compli-
cated by the debacle of Turanian na-
tionalism, for which there was no
room in a twentieth century Europe.
The Young Turk revolution of

1908, the starting point of the Turk-
ish collapse, was encouraged by all

those who calculated that its success
would bring about the overthrow of
Teuton influence in the Ottoman Em-
pire. That influence, beginning in

the late '80s, had acquired a new im-
petus after the famous pilgiimage of
Wilhelm II. to Constantinople and the
Holy Land in 1897.
The Young Turk revolution was

launched in the small Macedonian
town of Resna, by two young officers,

Enver and Niazi Beys, with whom,
later on, such leaders as Shevket
Pasha, Djemal Pasha and Talaat Bey
were associated.

• It was then thought that the ob-
ject of the movement was to bring
about the federalization of the em-
pire in a way that would give equal
rights and opportunities, as well as
an equal share in the government of
the country, to all the different na-
tive races of the Turkish Imperial
State, and this fact alone explains the
sincere and undisguised enthusiasm
with which such racial elements as
the Greeks, Armenians and Arabs, as
well as the Albanians, Bulgars, Serbs.
Syrians and Kurds, came together
full> prepared to help in the nicon-
struction of their common country.
For a time the United States of Tur-
key was the slogan of all those people.

Now, indeed, that plan, honestly
and sincerely applied, would have
saved the Ottoman Empire, and in all

probability would have prevented the
World War. But it soon became ap-
parent that what Enver and his party
were scheming for was not the liber-

alization of Turkey, but the complete
Turkification of an empire four-

fifths of which was non-Turkish. The
Young Turks feared that by giving
equal rights to all the former subject

peoples of the Sultan they were run-

ning the risk of entirely changing the

racial and national character of the

empire, and, extremely nationalistic

as they certainly were, no sooner had
they established their regime than
they raised the banner of " Turkey
for the Turks alone."
To fight these tendencies the Bal-

kan countries for the first time in

their long history buried the hatchet
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of racial differences and formed that
famous coalition of 1912 which was
to finish the Sultan's hold over nine-

tenths of his European possessions,

and over all the Greek Arphipelago.
On the other hand, such events as

the Austrian annexation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and the definite

amalgamation of Eastern Rumelia
with Bulgaria, in 1908, and finally

the Italian war in Tripoli in 1911, al-

though not directly due to the nation-
alist character of the Young Turks,
nevertheless indicated the desire of
Austria, Bulgaria and Italy to take
advantage of the weakness of Tur-
key before her new regime succeeded
in strengthening the decrepit em-
pire; the same psychology actuated,
partly at least, the policy of the Bal-
kan States when they decided to put
an end to Turkey's hold on Near East-
ern Europe before the Young Turks
got a chance to galvanize into life the
crumbling Ottoman State.

After her Balkan defeats, Turkey
threw herself into the arms of Ger-

many. She did so, first, because
Enver and. his party believed that
Turkish Nationalism was not com-
patible with the interests of the
Western Powers, and, second, be-

cause an alliance with Russia was
out of the question at that time, and
the only alternative left was co-opera-
tion with the Central Empires of
Europe.

The great war ended for Turkey
in the last days of October, 1918, and
with her defeat the first phase of her
nationalist revival, initiated ten
years earlier, was closed.

Enver Pasha was overthrown with
his entire party, and the victorious
Entente, occupying the whole Turk-
ish Empire with the exception of
portions of Asia Minor, and being
master in Constantinople, forced the
formation of a Turkish Ministry dia-

metrically opposed to the ideas and
the policies of the Young Turks. Thus
the work of Enver Pasha was un-
done.

SCENE OP THE SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN OF THE GfiEEK ARMIES AGAINST THE
TURKISH NATIONALISTS
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Second Nationalist Movement

We come now to the second phase
of the Young Turkish Nationalist
movement, the utter debacle of which
we are witnessing today. It may ap-
pear as a paradox, but it is never-
theless a fact that the second revival

of Young Turk Nationalism was the
indirect, but none the less actual, re-

sult of the mistaken allied policy pur-
sued in Turkey immediately after the
armistice. And this is how it all hap-
pened :

When the war ended with the
coming of the allied fleet to Con-
stantinople and the shattering of
every Turkish front from Mesopo-
tamia to Palestine and Thrace, an
immeasurable fear seized the entire
population that still remained under
the more or less nominal control of
the Sultan. The victorious alliance

was still too strong and too compact
to permit the Turks any indulgence
in hopes they considered vain. The
whole universe seemed to be crum-
bling on Turkey's head, and those
who up to that time sat in the seats

of the mighty were more dazed than
the others by the sudden and un-
expected turn of events.

At that time General Allenby in

Asiatic Turkey and General Fran-
chet d'Esperey in Thrace had under
their command ten times as many
troops as would have been needed to

occupy and disarm the whole of Tur-
key. The state of mind of the popu-
lation was such that an international
gendarmerie could have put the
whole country in order. It was
then, however, that the old Turkish
(leus ex machina appeared in the
shape of allied discord; because, no
sooner was the Turk defeated than
the various allied diplomats resumed
their ante-bellum courtship for
Turkish favors. French diplomacy
began to suspect Britain, British
policy began to distrust France,
while Italy more openly than either

came out in favor of the Turk.
Discussions of the different " man-

dates " were then going on in full

pressure all over Europe and

America, and during those discus-
sions each power interested in secur-
ing the mandate over some section of
Turkey had its organization woi'king
overtime in the localities concerned,
and in Constantinople. This condi-
tion was so propitious for the Turk-
ish interests that an old and accom-
plished diplomat, the Grand Vizier
Damad Shereef Pasha, was quick to

understand all its portent and to act
accordingly. Damad, who had been
appointed to his position by the En-
tente, succeeded so skillfully in play-
ing one allied diplomat against the
other that he was enabled to create
a double political and diplomatic
Turkish front, the one loyalist in

Constantinople, and the other revolu-
tionary in Asia Minor, with the ob-
ject of winning by one or the other
way the diplomatic victory which
alone could save Turkey from the
consequences of her military defeat.

With this object in mind he dis-

patched, early in February, 1919,

first to Samsun and then to Amasseia
and finally to Angora, Brig. Gen.
Mustapha Kemal Pasha, whom he
placed at the head of the revolution-
ary movement of the Turkish Na-
tionalists. Mustapha Kemal hails

from Larissa, in Thessaly, and has
studied in the Imperial Turkish Mili-

tary School in Constantinople. Con-
trary to what is commonly said, he
is not a graduate of the Berlin
Kriegsakademie. He was formerly
an officer of the Turkish General
Staff, where he was known as an able
but very eccentric militarist. During
the war he was Divisional Com-
mander in Gallipoli Peninsula, but
he soon disagreed with his German
chief, General Liman von Sanders,
and with Vehib Pasha, after which
he was sent to Syria. There, how-
ever, he became objectionable to Gen-
eral Djemal Pasha, who sent him to

the chief of the Eastern armies, Izzet

Pasha, with headquarters in Mosul.
Shortly afterward he was recalled

to Constantinople and accompanied
the heir apparent to the Turkish
throne—now Sultan Mehmet VI.—to
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Berlin. On their return from Ger-
many he remained in Constantinople
until he was sent to Asia Minor to
organize the Nationalist movement.

Creating the Kemalist Army.

The Turkish Army being demobil-
ized soon after the armistice, Kemal
was from the first confronted with
the difficulty of raising a new body
of troops. Nevertheless, he succeeded
in rallying to him a number of offi-

cers, and through them he incor-
porated various irregular bands into

a more solid organization. These
bands were made up of all sorts of
adventurers and the riffraff of the
Turkish prisons, who had been re-

leased during the war by Talaat
Pasha with the special mission of ex-
terminating the Armenian and
Greek populations of the Pontus and
the interior of Anatolia. Kemal ap-
pointed the local leaders as Military
Governors of the pro\inces in which
their bands were operating, and to

each he attached a prominent Young
Turk civilian as counselor and per-
sonal representative of the supreme
chief, which meant himself. In order
to give an idea of the elements that
Kemal used in the formation of his

army, it is enough to say that an ex-

boatman of Kerassund was appointed
Governor of the Pontus and was in-

strumental in annihilating two-
thirds of the entire Greek and Ar-
menian population of that province.
The original Kemalist organizations
contained twenty to fifty men each,

but when the prospects of loot in-

creased their strength was soon
trebled and quadrupled.

In the course of his organizing ac-

tivities Kemal Pasha made use of his

bands for the forcible conscription of
the Turkish peasantry, the collection

of all kinds of taxes from the popu-
lation, and the service of his commis-
sariat. Finally Kemal completed
his organization with numerous
Lazian pirates, who proved their
worth by smuggling in arms and am-
munition to Samsun from Batum and
Constantinople.

Extent of Kemalist State

In the whole territory subject to
Kemal's control the genuine Turkish
population has never amounted to
more than 1,500,000, scattered over
a wide territory with primitive com-
munications. On the other hand,
during the ten years of almost con-
tinuous war and conscription, that
part of the population which was
capable of bearing arms was reduced
by half, so that, considering the cir-

cumstances, Kemal could not expect
to raise more than 50,000 or 75,000
men if everything went well. Ac-
cording to the best information ob-
tainable, the forces of Kemal from
the central and northern part of
Anatolia last April reached the fig-

ure of 60,000 men.

The Turkish Nationalist leader,

however, had another source of

strength in the vast number of for-

mer officers of the imperial army
whom the armistice had released in

idleness and left starving in the
streets of Constantinople and other
cities of the empire. It is calculated
that the Ottoman army employed
over 25,000 officers, a considerable
proportion of whom were not Turks,
but men drawn from the Albanian,
Khurdish, Arabian and other ele-

ments of the country that do not
sympathize particularly with Na-
tionalist Turkey. It is safe to say
that at least 5,000 officers of the
former army joined the forces of
Kemal as the only open way to a de-
cent livelihood. To these forces
must be added the men that the
southern provinces of Anatolia con-
tributed to the Nationalist move-
ment after it was well under way.
These may be estimated at between
30,000 and 40,000 men. Finally
comes the assistance given more or
less openly by the Constantinople
Government and the territoiy under
the Sultan's jurisdiction. This is an
unknown factor, but on the whole it

is safe to assume that when Kemal
took the field early in the Spring he
had between 180,000 and 200,000
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troops for use against the Greek
armies.

In order to equip this army Mus-
tapha Kemal had to depend on the fol-

lowing supplies: First, he had at his

disposal the military stores of the
Turkish eastern armies, chiefly lo-

cated in Sou-Shehri, about a hundred
miles inland from Kerassund. This
was the base of the Turkish Third
Army, which, after the armistice,

ought to have been turned over to the
Allies, but which remained in the
hands of the Kemalists. In addition

there were other smaller depots in

Angora and Sivas, and these also fell

to the Kemalists. It must be added
that at the time of the demobilization
of the army the soldiers and officers

as a rule took with them their rifles

and revolvers, with all the ammuni-
tion they could carry, while a large
amount of war material was freely

distributed to the peasantry to be
used " should the need arise."

The Russians in their retreat from
Trebizond had abandoned no less than
two hundred pieces of heavy artillery,

with two large dumps of ammunition.
General Denikin made an attempt to

get this material, but the Turks got
wind of the plan and blew up one
dump, keeping the other. The Kemal-
ists also found a good deal of artillery

in Kars and Batum, although in both
cases the Armenians and the Georgi-
ans had appropriated the best pieces

for their own armies. Finally the
Kemalist Turks got their best artil-

lery from Erzerum, because the Rus-
sian retreat there was so precipitate

that the newest and largest guns
were abandoned. These weapons, to-

gether with those smuggled from
Constantinople, Bulgaria, Russia and
certain countries of western Europe,
helped arm the Kemalist troops.

Mustapha Kemal solved his finan-

cial problem partly by levying all the
taxes and surtaxes previously paid to

the Constantinople Government, and
mostly by getting hold of all money
that came in sight. The Greek and
Armenian element, the backbone of
the economic strength of the empire,

was stripped of its last penny, while
remittances from Constantinople and
Moscow and from other more opulent
sympathizers of the Kemalist move-
ment soon filled the coffers of the or-
ganization. To send troops to the as-
sistance of Kemal was not an easy
task, but monetary help was more
convenient to get to him from all

parts of Islam, and especially from
the neighboring States.

Kemal Takes the Field

From March, 1919, to March, 1921,
Mustapha Kemal continued his prep-
arations, entirely undisti'.rbed by
what was going on among European
statesmen and the diplomats. His
main idea seems to have been that
success depended rather on the moral
effect that his organization would
have on the Entente than on an
actual victory on the battlefield. He
made no serious attempt to engage
the Greek Army in Asia Minor during
the two years following the occupa-
tion of Smyrna, because he had not
the necessary forces for such an un-
dertaking, and because he was con-
vinced that European diplomacy
could succeed in driving the Greeks
out of Smyrna much better than
force of arms. All the information
that the Nationalist leader was get-

ting from Paris and Rome, by way of
Constantinople, was in sympathy
with this view.

What Kemal aimed at was the re-

vision of the Treaty of Sevres, and
this was almost accomplished when
his own representatives were accepted
by the allied Governments to discuss

in London the details of the Near
Eastern settlement, during that
memorable conference of last March,
when Premier Briand of France came
out openlj^ in favor of their claims;
Italy had been clamoring for the re-

vision of the Turkish treaty ever
since the day of its first inception in

San Remo, a year before. Greece
unanimously rejected the proposal to

modify the Turkish treaty, and
shortly afterward she launched her
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first offensive against Eskishehr.
The story of that operation is briefly

as follows

:

The offensive started March 23,

1921, the Greek troops of the south-
ern group advancing toward Afioun-
Karahissar, which was their objec-

tive, while the northern group ad-
vanced toward Eskishehr. Incident-

ally the tw^o groups were to destroy
the Turkish railroad leading from
Afioun-Karahissar to Konia, and also

the line that connected Eskishehr
with Angora. Both groups reached
their objectives, but the connecting
group of Kutahia, forming the centre
of the Greek advance, failed to

march in connection with the others,

and thus the whole operation was
frustrated, the Greeks falling back on
their bases of Oushak and Brusa.
The Greek Army lost almost four
thousand men in killed and wounded,
while the Turkish losses must have
been equal if not more. The railroad

remained in the hands of Mustapha
Kemal, as well as the moral advantage
of that battle, which Turkish diplo-

macy endeavoi-ed to use by every
means.

It has remained for a distinguished
French military critic. General De
Lacroix, writing in Le Temps of

Paris, to appreciate fully the Greek
military effort of that first offensive.

Says the General

:

For the attack on Eskishehr the Greeks
assembled the equivalent of four divisions

between Brusa and Ismid, while two others

operated from Oushak against Afioun-Kara-
hissar in the direction of Angora. Follow-

ing the ill-success of the Greek attack

against the Turkish positions of Eskishehi-,

the northern group returned to its starting

point in the neighborhood of Brusa, fol-

lowed, but not pursued, by the victorious

Turkish corps, which were exhausted by the

preceding struggles. At the moment of this

retreat the southern Greek group, more
successful than the northern, had passed be-

yond Afioun-Karahissar, and was too much
exposed. The Turkish troops, taking ad-

vantage of this situation, left the neighbor-
hood of Eskishehr, and by way of Kutahia
attacked Guediz, northwest of Oushak. This
attack the Turks made with a cavalry di-

vision, whose orders were to advance up to

the railroad and cut the communication of

the Greek column with Smyrna. The stub-

bom resistance of the Thirty-second Greek
Regiment on the heights of Mourad Dagh
(7,000 feet high) enabled General Contoulis
to bring back his forces of the southern
group very quickly and to frustrate a
movement that presented a real danger.
The chief of the Thirty-second Regiment
had a veiy clear notion of the general sit-

uation, and he must be commended for this
comprehension of the solidarity and the ne-
cessity of liaison. The two divisions of
General Contoulis, notwithstanding their
forced marches in a difficult country, not
only came in time to exti-icate the Thirty-
second Regiment, but even launched a coun-
ter-attack. A violent battle took place, last-
ing three days. The Turkish divisions, prob-
ably on account of their shortage of ammu-
nition, withdrew toward Kutahia, after re-
calling in that region their cavalry division,
which they had abandoned right in the cen-
tre of the Greek communications. This
prolonged action, carried by the Greek side
with great vigor and great manoeuvring
ability, called attention to the ground be-
tween Kutahia-Guediz, Tulou-Bounar and
Afioun-Karahissar, which dominates all the
countiy west of the Bagdad Railway.

Second Greek Offensive.

From King Gonstantine down,
every Greek felt that it was his duty
to help wipe off the memory of this

first Eskishehr failure. In vain
did the Entente address to Athens a
solemn note offering mediation with
Turkey. Greece arose with a single
niind and a single resolve. Gonstan-
tine soon went to Smyrna, and the
flower of the Greek Army, the vet-

erans of the Balkan wars, the
classes of 1912 (which had served al-

most ten years under the .colors) and
1913 and 1914 were recalled for the
supreme effort, and the second great
offensive was launched exactly three
months and seventeen days after the
retreat of April.

At the time of the first offensive
Greece had an army of 150,000 men
in the field. Three classes were add-
ed in May, bringing the effectives to

198,000 men. At the same time eleven
classes were mobilized in Thrace,
giving an additional force of 20,000
men. Smyrna alone gave 10,000 vol-

unteers, and other volunteers to the
number of 5,000 helped swell the
total to 233,000 troops. With the
calling of three more additional
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classes, the grand total of the Greek
Army reached close to 300,000 troops,

while another hundred thousand were
left in the reserve, subject to service

on the first notice.

The Greek General Staff has re-

frained from giving a detailed state-

ment as to the disposition of the
Greek Army at the time of the launch-
ing of the second offensive; but the
Turkish newspaper Ikdam of Con-
stantinople, claiming to have its in-

formation from the Turkish General
Staff, gave the following list, which
seems to have been substantiated by
events

:

On the northern, or Brusa, front,

the Greeks had their Second, Seventh,
and Tenth Divisions with one cavalry
brigade. On the southern front,

known as that of Oushak, the Greek
forces comprised the Third, Fourth,
Fifth, First, Ninth, and Thirteenth
Divisions, with one cavalry brigade.

The Eleventh Division was some-
where in the neighborhood of Ismid
and the Twelfth in Thrace.
The Greek offensive was launched

this time from Brusa in the north
and Oushak in the south, on June
10, and advanced in three directions,

namely, toward Kutahia, Afioun-
Karahissar and Eskishehr. In addi-

tion to these forces carrying a frontal

attack against the Turkish positions,

a new column descended from the
western slopes of Mount Olympus of

Bithynia (not to be confused with
the Olympus of Thessaly) and at-

tacked the Turkish positions in

Adranos, successively occupying the
towns Beidjikioi, Harmanjik, and
Yenikioi, which is nearly twenty
miles to the east of Kutahia. At the
same time the column coming from
Oushak advanced successfully to

Guediz, which was occupied on the
third day of the offensive, and which
put Kutahia between two fires.

The battle of Kutahia was the first

great encounter. The Greeks sur-

rounded the Turks from three direc-

tions, and the Turks desperately
fought to escape to Eskishehr. The
encircling movement was carried on
by five Greek divisions, starting from

Oushak, and assisted by the troops
coming down from the north. The
whole attack was made with such
speed that, when the Turks became
aware of the magnitude of the danger
threatening them, they fiercely coun-
ter-attacked the right wing of the
central group of the Greek Army with
the entire strength of four divisions

;

these the Greeks repulsed and put to
rout after a most sanguinary battle
before Kutahia.
The success of the Greek strategy

consisted in the fact that, instead of
attacking the almost impregnable
positions of the Turks frontally, they
outflanked them and attacked from
the rear, thus rendering useless the
splendidly organized position. Never-
theless, the Turks, having still at their
disposal the railway to Eskishehr,
succeeded in extricating themselves
from Kutahia and in saving a large
part of their material, thanks to a
great concentration of rolling stock
and engines in that city, which proved
veiy useful to them in their hasty
retreat. The battle of Kutahia lasted
all day the 16th of July, and con-
tinued throughout the night up to the
dawn of the 17th, when the last Tur-
kish forces withdrew under the con-
stant fire of the victors. Kutahia was
occupied at 3 P. M. on that day.
The task now confronting the

Greek troops was to pursue the
beaten enemy toward Eskishehr ; this
was done very systematically, the
Hellenic forces fighting their way on
both sides of the railway and fight-
ing continuously against six retreat-
ing enemy divisions, namely,- the
Third (Caucasian), Fourth, Seventh,
Eighth, Twenty-third and Fifty-sev-
enth. At the same time the northern
group of the Greek armies, coming
down from Brusa, was in continuous
action, the gi^eatest encounter being
at Biledjik, where the Greeks routed
a Turkish force of 5,000 men and
captured a large number of prisoners,
together with the regimental flag of
a crack cavalry corps. The two
Greek groups met on either side of
Eskishehr on July 21, when the
Turkish command, apprehensive of
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the situation, counter-attacked with a
total force of fourteen divisions and
two cavalry brigades; this Turkish
attack was of a most fierce character,

seven divisions being launched
against the Greek centre. It was then
that Greek artillery came into play,

magnificently assisting the large

forces of infantry attacking the
Turks from all sides. The Greeks
soon afterward took the initiative,

and literally stormed their way into

the Turkish position. The two Greek
groups joined, and General Poly-
menakos, commanding the northern
group, entered Eskishehr on the
evening of July 21, occupying the city

in the name of King Constantine.
The Turkish debacle in Eskishehr

eclipsed the defeat before Kutahia,

and the Greeks stopped the pursuit

of the fleeing enemy only after they
had pushed him fully thirty miles to

the east of that city.

Having consolidated their positions

in Eskishehr and established their

communications from Ismid clear

down to Afioun-Karahissar, the

Greeks resumed their march toward
Angora on Aug. 14, taking in succes-

sion the historic towns of Sivri-

Hissar, the ancient Claudianoupolis
and Gordium, famous for its knot, cut

by Alexander's sword. Finally, on
the 25th, the Greek forces established

contact with the Kemalist army on
the banks of the River Sangarios,
forming the last barrier before An-
gora, and a great battle began, which
is still undecided as these lines are
written.

Winning Despite Handicaps

During this triumphal progress of
their armies the Greek people at home
were in a delirium of enthusiasm.
Their emotion was deepened by the
fact that ever since the 14th of last

November, when for reasons of their

own they overthrew a regime for
which they had no sympathy, they
had found themselves abused and
boycotted in a way seldom equaled in

the annals of recent European his-

tory. Why should other countries take
so much to heart the Greek vote on a

Greek issue? Yet the allied Govern-
ments refused to recognize King Con-
stantine when he was recalled by 98
per cent, of his people, and, for rea-
sons still unexplained, even the Gov-
ernment of the United States joined
in a policy so contrary to American
ideals of popular government. In
the second place, an economic boycott
was declared against Greece, whose
national loans could no more be
floated in Europe or America.
Finally the Greek people were aban-
doned in their struggle against the
Turks, with every political and diplo-

matic influence in Europe working
overtime for Mustapha Kemal.

In the face of such universal opposi-
tion, Greece took the field against
Mustapha Kemal; she mobilized her
300,000 troops; she borrowed money
from the National Bank of Greece;
she appealed to the Hellenic nation for

support, and thus the Greek soldier,

abandoned by all, crossed himself, as
he does before the charge, and with
God's help dashed forth and won the
greatest triumph in his history. The
pride and self-reliance of a nation
were never more fully vindicated. The
Greek people at that moment knew
they had sealed the fate of the Otto-
man Empire; they knew that they
were the masters of the Near East.

What Turkey Has Lost

The old Ottoman Empire has fallen

definitively; out of the twenty-odd
millions of population subject to the
Sultan in 1914, less than seven millions
remain under Mustapha Kemal. The
others are irretrievably lost, as fol-

lows: Arabia, with 3,500,000 popula-

tion, is independent; Syria, with 2,-

000,000, is under France; Palestine,

with 600,000, is under Britain, along
with Mesopotamia with its 1,000,000

people. Kurdistan, with 500,000, is

in open revolt against Kemal; Ar-
menia, with 300,000—the remnants of

a people massacred wholesale—is def-

initely separated from the Turkish
State; the vilayet of Smyrna, with
2,000,000, and that of Constantinople,
with another 2,000,000, are under
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Greek and allied control. The
killed and wounded, and those

disabled during the Turkish par-
ticipation in the European war,

with those who left the country after

the armistice, amount to more than

2,000,000 people. Kemal represents

barely 7,000,000 people, and if he
meets final disaster at Angora he
will represent even fewer. [For later

details of the month's fighting, see
" Turkey " in Table of Contents.]

Turkey has lost her prestige for-

ever, and there is no power on earth
that can restore it; both as an auto-
cratic State and as a nationalistic

experiment Turkey has been a ghastly
failure, because she lacks vitality and
will never adapt herself to the ideals

of democracy and civilization. A
Turkish State in Anatolia may live

and prosper in peace. No one wants
to exterminate the Turkish people,

but no one will tolerate the reconstitu-
tion of the Ottoman Empire, now that
its destruction is an accomplished
fact.

The Greek people are today the
only guarantors of law and order in

what was the Ottoman Empire. More
than that, they are the only ones who
can revive that whole country nation-
ally, politically, commercially, finan-
cially and socially. They are the ones
who always held the keys of business,
shipping and industry in the Ottoman
Empire. They are the only elements
in the Balkans and in the Near East
who have absorbed American ideals

of democracy and business efficiency.

,Half a million Americanized Greeks
from the United States are ready to

help re-establish the old Byzantine
homestead; and with these Greeks
risking their all to see Greece succeed
in Constantinople, America should
join in the enterprise.

SPAIN'S NATIONAL HERO REINTERRED

AN impressive ceremony took place in

Spain on July 21, 1921, when the re-

mains of the Cid Campeador, supreme pro-

tagonist of innumerable Spanish epics, only

a few of which, notably the Poema del Cid,

have survived the erosion of time, were re-

moved from the Town Hall of Burgos to

the transept in Burgos Cathedral. From
1070, when <he great champion died after a

noted victory over the Moors at Valencia,

until 1809, when they were transferred by

the French invaders to Burgos, the bones

of the Cid had lain in the Convent San

Pedro de Cardena. There they had been

transferred to other parts of the convent,

but not removed. The ceremony of July 21

was planned to reinter them in Burgos

Cathedral amid scenes of deep national

homage. A nineteenth century Spanish

writer had r.aid that it was time to bury the

Cid and foiget him. But Spain cannot for-

get the Cid, who bids fair to be immortal.

"Long livo the dead Cid!" said Cardinal

Benilech, thi present Archbishop of Burgos,
in his inspiring address on this occasion.

After 822 years, the remains of the great

hero, together with those of his wife, Dona
Jimena, whom Corneille immortalized as

Chimene in his tragedy of " Le Cid," were
removed from the Town Hall and carried

in solemn procession to the great medieval
cathedral. King Alfonso XIII. walked be-

hind the coffin, and in the presence of the

King and Queen and a brilliant throng of

high officials and spectators it was low-

ered into the transept floor, while the great

guns of Burgos thundered a Ijast greeting of

farewell. The epitaph on the coffin, in

Latin, was composed by Spain's greatest

modem scholar. Professor Ramon Menen-
dez Pidal. In thus honoring the Cid, King
Alfonso ha;5 shown once moi-e how funda-
mental is his Spanish national feeling. The
Cid, with his deeds of prowess, his great
soul and his fanatic chivalry, lives in the
very heart of modem Spain.



FACTS ABOUT NAVAL
DISARMAMENT

By Graser Schornstheimer

A helpful analysis of the comparative sea forces of the nations

that are to take part in the Washington conference—How each

stands in actual fighting efficiency—Difficulty of finding a

common unit of power for limitation purposes

WHAT is popularly called the
" disarmament conference

"

is in reality to be an interna-
tional conference for the reduction of
naval armaments. Its scope is limit-

ed almost entirely to dealing with the
sea forces of the represented powers.
This was made quite clear by Presi-
dent Harding's note to the Imperial
Japanese Government in answer to

the question as to its limits. Before
one can understand, therefore, what
is to be accomplished at Washington
in November, one must know the
cards each nation has to play. The
fleets of England, Japan, France and
Italy and the United States will come
under consideration.

In the last seven years the range
of naval power has been so expanded
as to require almost a complete re-

vision of types. The battleship of to-

V day is three times as powerful as

was the dreadnought of 1914. All the

other types have progressed in the

same manner, and entirely new forces

have made themselves felt. Thus,
when the war started, the British

possessed a naval aviation force of

only a few unarmed planes; today it

consists of hundreds of armed planes,

with some airships, and is supported
by great aircraft carriers and large
coastal establishments. In 1914 the
submarine was in its infancy; today
it has reached the height of its power
and seems to be holding to a rather
set standard.

In order to understand what each
nation has in ships, a new set of def-
inite rules has been brought forward,
serving for classification. All battle-

ships and battle cruisers are of dread-
nought types ; that is, their main bat-

teries consist of at least six large
guns of a single calibre. The battle-

ship of former days, with its mixed
battery of 12-inch and smaller guns,
has disappeared from the lists as en-
tirely obsolete, and the same may be
said of the armored cruiser type. To a
great extent the light cruiser of other
days has been retained for supple-
mentary purposes in almost every
navy. True, its lack of speed and

,
other modern features makes it im-
possible for line of battle purposes,
but even today it remains a fairly

fast ship for gunboat and auxiliary
uses.

The capital ships carrying 12-inch
guns are rated as third-class; those
carrying less than 15-inch, but great-
er than 12-inch guns, are rated as
second-class, and those carrying 15-

inch guns or greater, as first-class.

The division between the battleship
and the battle cruiser is quite ap-
parent in their respective speeds. A
speed of twenty-six knots or more is

necessary to obtain any real manoeu-
vring advantage over the modern
battleship; and this excess speed can
be gained only at the sacrifice of some
other element, such as gun power,
armor, cruising radius or some other
factor. And so it is to be seen that
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the battle cruiser is inferior to the
battleship in the same class.

In cruisers the dividing lines are
far more indistinct. The first-class

cruiser may be considered one of over
8,000 tons displacement, having a
speed of thirty knots or better; the
second-class cruiser, a vessel of more
than 3,800 tons displacement, having
a speed of thirty knots or better, and
the third-class cruiser, a vessel having
a speed of less than thirty knots, but
more than twenty-five knots on a
displacement of 6,000 tons or less.

The war saw the building of about
a thousand or more destroyers of

types which were great improvements
on the pre-war ones, rendering obso-
lete almost all coming before them.
A third-class destroyer may bo con-
sidered as one of better than 600
tons displacement, having a speed of

twenty-seven knots or better. A sec-

ond-class destroyer must have a dis-

placement of from 800 to 1,100 tons,

^^ith a speed of thirty knots or bet-

ter. The first-class destroyer must
be of more than 1,100 tons displace-

ment, having a speed of thirty-three

knots or better.

Submarines are almost impossible
to classifv. Thev range from the
small 200-ton boat to the new 2,500-

ton mastodons ; from the gasoline-

driven boat to the steam-driven Brit-

ish " K " class, and back to the Diesel-

driven type. In surface speed they
range from twelve to twenty-five
knots, and in armament from the ma-
chine to the 12-inch gun on the sur-

face, and submerged from the 14-inch

to the 23.6-inch torpedo tubes. Only
the most modern boats can be consid-

ered efficient, and, as stated above,

some of them have proved to be en-

tirely unreliable.

Of course, as it has been through
the centuries, the battleship is the
backbone of a nation's sea defense;
and the reduction of this most ex-

pensive force to its lowest degree
will be attempted at the conference.
Britain has ten first-class battleships

in the five Queen Elizabeths and the
five Royal Sovereigns. They carry a

main battery of eight 15-inch guns
but their displacements are small in

comparison with the ships now build-
ing. The Queen Elizabeths, however,
are the world's fastest battleships,
with their speed of twenty-five knots.
Neither France nor Italy possesses a
first-class battleship, though Japan
has two very fine vessels complete
and others building. On the other
hand, the United States has but one
first-class battleship complete—the
Maryland—and another 75 per cent,
complete; the other eight, which arc
supposed to be building, are put down
as " date of completion indefinite " in

the latest report of the Bureau of
Construction and Repair. The Colo-
rado, the battleship mentioned as 75
per cent, complete, is also on this list,

so it is to be seen that actually we
will possess but one first-class battle-
ship at the time of the conference.
Japan has just completed the bat-

tleships Negato and Mutsu. They are
the world's most powerful warships.
True, their main batteries consist of
eight 16-inch guns, as does the main
battery of our Maryland, but the
Japanese guns fire a heavier shell

than do ours, and the ships upon
which they are mounted are larger,
faster and probably better protected.

. And so it is evident that the Japanese
advantage is greater than just two to
one.

From an American viewpoint, the
battle cruiser question hardly exists.

There is not a single battle cruiser
in our navy today, and the six vessels
we are supposed to be building have
been marked as " completion indefi-

nite " by the Bureau of Construction
and Repair. Japan has four huge
battle cruisers at sea today, which are
the most powerful ships of their tj-pe

in the world, next to the single

British Hood. Also, Japan has four
battle cruisers building which will be
nearly twice as powerful as the Hood
when complete, and at least 25 per
cent, more powerful than our battle

cruisers, if ours are ever completed.
In addition to these last ships Japan
intends to lay down four further bat-
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(From a Westinghouse Photograph

j

United States superdreadnought Washington, launched Sept. 1, 1021 ; a sister ship of the
Maryland and Colorado, and one of the mightiest sea fighters in the world. It is fi24 feet

long-, electrically propelled, displaces 8;{,()(M) tons, and will have a speed of 21 knots

tie cruisers as soon as the slips are
available.

The British battle cruiser forces

are led by the Hood, with its main
battery of eight 15-inch guns, and
followed by the Renown and the
Repulse, each carrying six 15-inch
guns. These ships are followed by
three second-class battle cruisers,

carrying eight 13.5-inch guns. Also,
there are a few other old third-class

battle cruisers carrying eight 12-inch
guns, which can scarcely be regarded
as effective in these days of high
speeds, extreme protection and great
gun power. From this statement of
things it is evident that the battle

cruiser power of the woi'ld lies be-
tween England and Japan, and that
Japan has entirely the best of the
situation according to the latest

figures.

Inucd States scout cruiser Cincinnati—not yet completed—from an official nav«I drawing.
The Omaha will he of tin- snm*' size and di'sign
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America's main strength lies in her
14-inch-gun, second-class battleships.

She has eleven vessels of this type.

The California, the last of our 14-inch-

gun ships, will hardly be complete be-

fore the conference is assembled.

Japan possesses four 14-inch-gun

dreadnoughts carrying twelve guns,

like our California. Two further

Japanese first-class battleships will

be afloat by the time the conference

is assembled. They are the Kaga
and the Tosa, and with their ten 16-

inch guns will be the most powerful
warships the world has ever known.
These ships, coupled with the Negato
and Mutsu, will be a match for the

^ whole ten of England's first-class
*
battleships, as their protection is the

last word and their guns are far more
powerful than the British.

France posses.ses three second-

class battleships carrying ten 13.4-

inch guns, and England has twelve

ships of the type carrying ten 13.5-

inch guns. Italy has no second-class

battleships.

What shall I say of the third-class

battleship power of the nations ? The
12-inch-gun battleships are out-

weighted and outranged in battery

power by the newer vessels. They

are but poorly protected, in almost

every case they are slower, and

always are they the oldest ships. The
British consider them to be almost

entirely useless and so are scrapping

them for economy's sake. As they

are almost useless, would it not be

possible for the conference to scrap

the lot without bothering with too

much detail? It would save trouble

at the conference, and probably some
misunderstandings. The cost of

keeping these ships up is very great,

and every nation would save by cut-

ting away this accumulated deadwood
exactly as England is doing without
any disarmament conference. In this

Japan would lose the least, as she
possesses only one third-class battle-

ship, and that one vessel, the Settsu,

is of extremely doubtful value, even
for a third-class ship. England and

the United States would each lose six

ships, Italy five and France four.

The old-time battleship of the pre-
dreadnought type could be entirely

done away with. England has al-

ready scrapped her lot, and France
is following her lead. In America,
we are using some for test purposes.
The Indiana was bombarded by air-

craft a short time ago, and the Ala-
bama was about to follow when these
pages went to press. The Massachu-
setts was quickly sunk by the fire of

our coastal foi'tifications recently,

and the Oregon has been given to the

State after which she was named, and
will be used as a naval museum. The
Iowa has been disarmed and convert-
ed for radio control tests, and the
Kearsarge is being converted to a

crane ship. The Ohio has been fitted

as a wireless controlling ship and
other vessels of the Maine and Illinois

classes are soon to meet their fate.

Japan, on the other hand, keeps all

her old battleships and cruisers in

full commission. Only lately has she
letired a few of the oldest of them
from active service. Among them
was the Iwami, formerly the Russian
Orel, captured after the battle of the
Sea of Japan and a fine specimen of
obsoleteness. However, the Japanese
are keeping other vessels, almost
equally useless, in full commission,
and it is certain that this is not done
to spend money when all the world
is attempting to cut expenses. Not a
single pre-dreadnought is maintained
in full commission in the United
States Navy.
America today is undoubtedly the

third naval power, England and
Japan ranking first and second re-

spectively. While it is entirely true
that we have tremendous power in

the eleven second-class battleships
mentioned before, we are and we will

be lacking in first-class battleships,

in all classes of battle cruisers and
other cruisers, as well as in the new
t>'pes brought about by the war.
Japan is rapidly building first-class

battle power, and England will begin
to do so shortly, while the United
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States, because of the reduction in

naval appropriations, will continue to

see the ships which would give her
power relegated to the realm of " in-

definites " and non-entities. Under
the 1916 naval program we were to

build ten fine, fast cruisers, of which
only one is listed for completion at

present. England has about seventy
such vessels, and Japan will shortly
have about thirty, and, it is said,- will

increase this number by a dozen or
fifteen in the future.

England has six aircraft carriers
in commission today. Japan has one,

the Hosho, almost complete. America
has not a single vessel of that type in

her fleet, nor is she building any.
Congress having refused the appro-
priations. Some critics may wish to

contradict this by sajing that we have
two vessels under construction. We
have two " vessels " under construc-
tion, but not aircraft carriers. True,
they will carry planes, but they will

not be available in a fleet action, be-

cause of their extremely low speed
of fifteen knots. All the British and
Japanese vessels mentioned have

speeds of from twenty-one to thirty-

one knots, and so will be available in

any action. Warships must be built

to fight, and these so-called aircraft
carriers of ours would never be able

to fight or cruise with the fleet. The
highest naval officers admit that
these ships will be useful only for
experimental work—yet they are all

we have.
Another type, which is most con-

spicuous in our navy by its absence,
is the destroyer flotilla leader. It was
found during the war that destroyer
flotillas must be led by a large de-

stroyer, capable of forcing her way
through a line of enemy destroyers.
England, Japan, Italy and France have
built and are building vessels of this

type, but America neither has built

nor is building a single one. Next to

England, America possesses the
greatest number of destroyers. Our
destroyer service would be one of the
best in the world, if not entirely the
best, if it had flotilla leaders, but
without them it must rank with
Japan and France.

It is common knowledge that our

Official United States Navy silhouette of the Lexington class of six battle cruisers, which
cannot now be completed on account of lack of appiopriations
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submarines are not of the best, that

we haven't a single real fleet subma-
rine in our service, and that new
boats embodying the war's experience
have not been provided for.

These are the cards the nations

have to lay upon the conference table.

America goes to conference as the

third naval power, entirely lacking in

the most important types of ships.

The fault cannot be laid at the door
of the Navy Department, for the Gen-
eral Board has asked for ships of

proper types ever since the end of the
war, only to have them refused al-

most point blank. Instead of being
the first naval power, as the av2rage
American seems to believe, America
is quite a bit behind other nations to

be represented, both in actual and in

future power.
Each nation will certainly demand

that a unit of power be decided upon
before agreeing to reduce its fleet.

This will be an extremely difficult

figure to arrive at. Never before has
there been any attempt to establish a
ratio of power. Should each nation
individually arrive at a figure for its

own fleet, again will there be trouble,

because all the nations have different
reasons and different problems to

consider when building a warship of
any type. Therefore, the warships of

each nation are entirely different

from those of its neighbors, both in

conception and in construction.

In addition to these questions, tac-

tics and strategy will play important
parts. Bases will count. Every naval
advantage, geographical or otherwise,
will count. As the Japanese have
pointed out, if the diplomats are al-

lowed to cloud the situation still fur-

ther there is not a hope for success.

Complete disarmament, of course, is

not thought of by any nation ; but it

would seem that an entirely reason-
able reduction of armaments in lesser

ships could be and should be reached.
Also, it may be possible to provide
against future expenditures on the
part of every nation. A great deal

depends upon the presence of the
right spirit at the conference.
The Washington conference was

brought about not by moral reasons
entirely, but by business reasons

—

armaments are costing too much, and
this cost must be and can be reduced.
And that will be the aim of the con-
ference—to cut down the naval ex-

penditures of each nation. Sea forces
will continue to be necessary, but they
must be maintained without competi-
tion and at the least possible expense
if the world is to derive any real

benefit from the conference.

ROCK OF AGES, CLEFT FOR ME "

XTO other hymn in Christendom, perhaps,
-^^ has stirred the souls of believers with

such power of emotion as the famous
" Rock of Ages." Wherever the English

language is spoken—in England, Canada,

the United States, Australia, New Zealand,

South Africa—this great hymn is sung in

childhood and old age, and its deep, organ-

like harmonies linger on in the hearts of

many whose church attendance has become
a negligible (juantity. Thousands of those

who have sung it have given little thought

to the man in whose brain, the deeply stir-

ring words, so simple, yet invested with

such a universal religious appeal, first

originated. On Aug. 1, 1921, an event

occurred which sei-ved as a reminder. On
that date thousands of English churchmen

and Non-conformists joined in a holy

pilgrimage to Burrington Combe, Som-
ersetshire. Here, before a towering cliff,

fissured by a deep cleft in its ceptre, they

stood, gazing upward, and sang fervently

Toplady's " Rock of Ages." In the minds

of all was the event which led Augustus

Montague Toplady, an Anglican divine,

Wesleyan and Calvinist, whose life fell be-

tween the years 1740-1778, to conceive this

great religious song. While wandering in

the open, Toplady was caught in a storm.

He reached the cliff of Burrington Combe,

saw the deep cleft, and took shelter there.

Standing here in its protection, the fir.st

lines of the hymn came to him:

Rock of Ages, cleft for me.

Let me hide myself in Thee.

J&i



THE TRUTH ABOUT OUR
AIRPLANE RECORD

By H. M. Hickam
Slajor in thi- I'nitt ri States Air Stivice

An authoritative account of our achievements aiul failures in air-

craft production during the war—Revelation of the obstacles en-

countered and of hovj -most of them were overcome—Inside story

of actual accomplishment

IT is doubtful if any phase of our
part in the war has been more be-
fore the public than our " air pro-

gram." Extravagant claims, bitter

denunciations, investigations and re-

ports of accomplishment, coming in

rapid succession, have created a great
confusion in the mind of the public
and a general desire to know just
what happened to the $640,000,000
and subsequent sums that Congress
appropriated without question.

When the United States entered
the war the " supremacy of the air

"

had become of vital importance.
France and England were in desperate
need of aircraft of all kinds and of
personnel for their operation and
maintenance. Their confidence in our
ability to meet their requirements
was great and apparently well
founded, and they lost little time in

making known what was required of
us. Our air j^rogrmn teas dictated by
the necessity of our allies, and that
necessity was fully impressed upon
us.

Before the war ended there were
many programs, each dictated by
changing conditions, but the only one
which is generally known and the one
upon which our production is judged
is the program of June 1, 1917, upon
which the appi'opriation of $640,000,-
000 was based. On May 24, 1917, the
French Government requested that we
co-operate to form a corps equipped
with 4,500 airplanes with the neces-

sary personnel for operation and
maintenance. As a result of this re-

quest, and realizing its importance,
the Joint Army and Navy Technical
Aircraft Board met on May 25, 1917,

and i-eported to the Secretaries of

War and Navy a program for carry-

ing it into effect. The members pres-

ent were:

Major B. D. Foulois, U. S. A.
Lieutenant J. W. Towers, U. S. N.
Captain V. E. Clark, U. S. A.
Asst. Naval Constructor J. C. Hun-

saker, U. S. N.
Captain E. S. Gorrell, U. S. A.

This report estimated that to meet
the needs of the United States Army
alone, until July 1, 1918, the follow-

ing numbers of training planes would
be required, and it recommended that

a building program to meet these
needs be started at once:

Type of Xuinber Type of Number
Airplane Ilequiretl. Engine. Required.

J N-4 S.oOO OX-r, T.(M)0

11H-4 l.T.W R-R or 3. .')()()

equivalent
.SE-.l 600 H-S 1.200
Spad <KMt H-S 1 ,2<K) .

Sopwith 6<K) Clerget 1»» 1.200
JN-4 Hall 1,000
(Stop gas order) Scott A7a

R-4 200 V-2-3 • 400
R-(! 350 V-2-.'i 700
P'armau Seaplanes. 17.~> H-S 3oO

The same i-eport also recommended
that the Aircraft Production Board
of the Council of National Defense
take steps immediately toward ob-

taining from Europe—as working
models—two each of the following

airplanes (including engines), with
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the right to manufacture them in this

country

:

DH-4 Marcinsyde
SE-5 Sopwith l^ Strutter

Spad Handley-Page
Sopwith Capioni
BE-20 Farman Savoya
Fai-man Seaplane

For the navy—in order to equip the

coast stations and to train 330 pilots

—the Joint Board estimated that the

following would be needed, not includ-

ing service airplanes:

300 School seaplanes with 100 H. P.

engines.
200 Service seaplanes with 150-250

engines.
100 Speed scouts with 100-150 engines.

100 Large seaplanes with 200-400 en-

gines.

To meet the request of PYance for

co-operation in a flying corps of 4,500

airplanes—to be available for active

service at the front during the Spring
of 1918—the further needs of the

United States Army were stated thus

:

SERVICE ATRPI.ANElS AND EN'C.INES
(LATEST TYPES)

(7o ?>': produfe(t betxceen Jan. 1, IIIIS, and
./line 30, 1!»18)

Airplanes. Kn^ines.
righting l<1ghtlnb'

Types. Line. Ueserve. Line. Ueserve.

Reconnolssance and
artilU-rv controL .3,000 1.0<M) 6,00(t 2,(K)0

(•ighting" 5.000 1,6«7 10,000 3..W4 .

I'.onibing l.iHM) 3:W 2.000 66ti

Total ll.OOO 3,000 18.000 6.000

Grand tolul ... 12,000 24.000

The recommendation of the Joint

Army and Navy Technical Aircraft

Board covering this service plane pro-

gram was approved by the Secretary

of War and the Secretary of the Navy
about the same time as the recom-
mendation covering training planes.

The entire progi-am then called for

8,075 training planes, 12,400 service

planes, of which 300 of the training

planes and 400 of the combat planes

were for the navy, making the pro-

duction as outlined for the army 20,-

475 planes in twelve months. The en-

gine production estimate accompany-
ing this plane program called for 41,-

810 engines in the year, with a maxi-
mum production of 6,150 per month.

Estimates were prepared after con-

sultation with the French and British,

and the total estimated cost for the

program was $640,000,000. In the

light of recent statements of the cost

of the war that sum is not so im-

pressive as it was when its appropria-
tion was announced in headlines of

every paper in the country. No such
sum had ever been appropriatec^ for

any one purpose in the history of

Congress, and it is small wonder that
an admiring public pictured a sky
darkened by airplanes. Congress had
certainly done its duty. That sum
was necessary, and it was appropri-

ated without question and with no de-

lay. The money was available, and it

remained but to turn it into airplanes

and to train the personnel for their

operation.

Estimate of Our Situation

On May 12, 1917, the Signal Corps
had on order 334 airplanes of thirty-

two designs placed with sixteen firms
or persons, ?^oi more than six of which
had ever manufactured more than ten

plaves. There were not moj'e than
forty officers and civilians who were
capable of instructing in primary fly-

ing, a;)d none of tho?ri had ever seen
a modern fighting or sei'vice type air-

plane. No firm had ever produced
anything but an elementary training
plane, .^^md there wei e not more than
ten men capable ot designing them.
The situation with respect to engines
was little better, although several far-

sighted automobile manufacturers
had experimented with aeronautical
engines with some succe.ss. Most of

the instruments and accessories of

aircraft had never been heard of, and
it was necessary to create a new order
of instrument manufacturers capable
01 producing in great quantity, ba-

rometers, compasses, tachometers,
speed indicators, angles of incidence
indicators, thermometers, synchron-
izing mechanism, bombing .sights,

bomb release mechanisms, electrical

gun and clothing heaters, automatic
long range cameras, special radio ap-
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One hundred of tliese Handley-Page airplanes were produced In the United States and shipped
to England for assembly before the signing of the armistice

paratus and other super-sensitive in-

struments, the skill to make which
did not exist in this country.

The program had been approved,
the money appropriated, and the cry-

ing necessity for its accomplishment
was only too apparent. The best of
those whose previous experience
seemed to fit them for the gigantic
task were assembled and the fulfill-

ment of our promises intrusted to

them. These were men accustomed
to success. No proposition had ever
been too big for them, and they were
determined to succeed. After a care-

ful survey of the situation they were
convinced that the progiam, huge as

it was, was not impossible of accom-
plishment, and in their enthusiasm
and determination they announced
that they would carry it through.
That announcement was transmitted
through the press to every citizen of
the country in such glowing terms
that it can never be forgotten.

There is a popular impression that
our air program was a failure, and
that the money so generously and
trustingly appropriated was squan-
dered without adequate return. It is

certain that if our accomplishment be
measured by what we in our enthu-
siasm and ignorance announced we
were going to do, then we failed, in-

_^^K^^^^m

V^g^''''
" 1l"^"

''"'!
!

Martin Bomber, ready for auantity production in the Fall of IDIS. This plane was used by
Colonel Hartz in his " RoUnd-tho-Rim " flight of 10.000 miles. It was also the bombing

plane that sank the Ostfriesland in the recent naval tests
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deed; but if it be measured by the
accomplishment of other countries
under similar conditions, then even
the most critical can find much cause
for satisfaction.

As It Looked in 1917

The possible aircraft production
facilities of the United States, as they
appeared to thoughtful men at that
time, were set forth on June 13, 1917,

in a long letter written by Howard
Coffin, Chairman of the Aircraft

Board, to Brig. Gen. Kuhn, Chief of

the War College Division. Though
this letter is too long to print here in

full, any one who will consult it in the

War Office files will find it very il-

luminating. It shows that the early

statements of what we could do were
no vainglorious boasts, but were the
result of a very careful analysis of the
situation, based on all available infor-

mation. Mr. Coffin outlined, item by
item, how we apparently could and
should go about the building of 5,000
training machines, 2,500 DH-4s for

leconnaissance, 800 of each of three
types of pursuit planes, and 12,000
fighting, bombing, artillery control

and reconnaissance machines. He
specified the airplane and automobile
factories to which each type was to be
assigned, and gave a complete list of
thirty or forty others that could be
enlisted in the work. The following
passages show just how the situation

looked and what was planned

:

We will concentrate on the reconnaissance
and artillery control types, relieving French
factories of the heavy production of these
types. This will permit them to concentrate
on fighting types utilizing the rotary en-
gines. In the meantime, 'he rotary engine
production will be materially increased in

this country. With the U. S. 8 A and U. S.

12 A in quantity production before Jan 1,

and the Lon-aine-Dietrich Ijy March 1, 1918,
we can meet the increased reconnaissance
and artillery control program. With de-
signs from Europe on or before Aug. 1, it

will be possible to have planes in November
from Cui-tiss and in December and January
from sources of supply established to make
training machines, but sv.'itched over to

these as training orders are transferred to

other new sources of supply. The output
of these planes will temporarily exceed that
pf engines.

It is estimated that production of these
types will have to reach and hold 1,800 per
month by March, 1918. The Curtiss Com-
pany has estimated they can reach an out-
put of 30 per daj , or 750 per month, of
pursuit or fighting machines by Jan. 1, 1918.
We e.xpect to have at least two other
sources of supply equal in size and ca-
pacity to the Curtiss Company and to
mobilize the productive capacities for wood
working of some centres like Grand Rapids,
Amesburg, Philadelphia and Camden, Cin-
cinnati, Syracu.se, Kansas City and St.

Louis. * * "^

The automobile industiy i.< producing
100,000 engines per month, while the maxi-
mum required by the aii-plane engine pro-
gram is 6,000 per month.
We firmly believe the airplane program

can be met. We believe that the Aircraft
Production Board can arrange for the pro-
duction during the next twelve months of an
engine for every plane and at least a spare
engine for every five planes. The deficit

in spare engines for training machines wiil

be made up during the Spring and the defi-

cit in engines for combat machines will be
made up during the Summer of 1918.

The pioblem of increasing the production
of French and English factories ha.s been
suggested, but th^re are so many que.^tions

involved in the transportation of all kinds
of material, men, food, clothing, &c., that
it seems best to defer an opinion on this

point until our board has made an investi-

gation of the subject abroad.
The program as submitted to the Aircraft

Production Board is a gigantic one, but
capable of accomplishment as outlined, pro-

vided fimds are quickly appropriated and
no delays permitted.

Causes of Partial Failure

Why did fulfillment in some re-

spects fall so far short of these ex-

pectations ? The reason is that, care-

ful as was the Aircraft Board's esti-

mate, it was based in part on premises
which afterward proved to be false.

Chief among these were" (1) the idea

that engine production was harder to

build up than plane production; (2)

that the quantities of raw material

needed were comparatively small and
would not conflict with demands in

other lines, and (3) that the manu-
facture of airplanes presented no
special difficulties which existing fac-

tories could not easily meet. The ra-

pidity with which planes and engines

were becoming obsolete on the front

also was not known, nor was it real-

ized that difficulty would be experi-
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Diagram showing the pilot's cockpit of the De Haviland-4 and tlio

appa)'atus tiiat must be watched while flying:

'normous amount

enced in getting the Allies to furnish
sample planes and drawings for pur-
poses of reproduction in this country.
The comprehensive inexperience of

the United States in the manufacture
of aircraft when we entered the war
undoubtedly accounts for our over-

confidence and for the heartbreaking
delay in getting under way. The
source of knowledge was 3.000 miles

away, and development there was so

rapid that it became necessary to go
to the scene of actual conflict to gain
our knowledge of what to produce.
Perhaps it was fortunate that the dif-

ficulties which were soon to appear
were not anticipated. Our advent
into the war was at a time when tho
development of special types of air-

craft for specific purposes was at it?^

height. Planes which were consid-

ered adequate one month were inade-

quate the next, and the combatants
were striving to outdo each other in

design as well as quantity production.

Foreign aeronautical engines are
mostly hand-made ; all our engines are
machine made. It is readily seen that
all the advantage in changing design
lies with the hand-made engine. If

we were to go into quantity produc-
tion it was necessary to select engines
that would not become obsolete before
they could be produced. The same
thing applied in a lesser degree to

plane manufacture. Our lack of aero-
nautical engineers with the necessary
experience made it necessary to make
" Chinese copies " of both planes and
engines. Great care must be exer-
cised, therefore, in the selection of
what we were to duplicate. Early in

the war the Boiling Commission was
sent abroad to confer on the ground
with our allies and to select and ship
back the planes and engines that were
to serve as patterns. This could not
be done in a day. In the meantime
we could not sit idle.

In the Cui-tiss JN-4 we had an ele-
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mentary training plane which had
given satisfaction, and except that
many important shop practices were
not of record but existed only in the
minds of certain operatives of the
Curtiss Company, the knowledge for

production was at hand. Our program
required large quantities of training
planes at once, but after the initial

supply had been produced only a small
part of the industry would be required
to replace wastage. The experience
gained and the industry built up could
ihen be turned to the production of
service planes. Orders were placed
with eleven different contractors, and
production started.

The Liberty Motor

Early in 1916 the Simplex Com-
pany had obtained the design and
rights for manufacture of the His-
pano-Suiza motor. This engine was
further advanced in standardization
than any other foreign motor, and the
Simplex Company had the advantage
of the assistance of a group of foreign
experts. It was not until Feb. 6,

1917, thirteen months later, that the
first motor turned over under its own
power, notwithstanding the company
had every inducement for rapid de-
livery. The General Vehicle Com-
pany had had a similar experience in

the manufactui'e of the Gnome 110
H. P. Here w^ere two significant ex-

amples of the time required to put
standardized foreign engines into pro-
duction. Both these engines were
considered to be of the best when
they were selected for production, but
both were inadequate for anything
but training before they could be got
into quantity production.
With these examples before us it

was evident that we could design and
build an engine suitable to American
manufacturing methods long before
we could receive and duplicate any
foreign engine. The idea of the Lib-
erty motor was the result. Much
criticism of the Liberty has been in-

dulged in, but the wisdom of produc-
ing it is now so apparent as to make
any comment unnecessary.

The Liberty motor is a combination
of the best elements of American mo-
tor manufacture. Every secret of the
industry was offered without reser-
vation, and the Liberty, as its name
indicates, is an enduring tribute to

the patriotic spirit of American man-
ufacturers. That everything that
was offered could not be used detracts
in no way from the splendid spirit

that was shown.

As the development of types pro-
gressed, engines with increasing
horse power were demanded. In May,
1917, our foreign advisers agreed that
we should concentrate on an engine
of about 225 horse power, and the
Liberty-8 was designed to meet this

demand. In less than three months
development had been so rapid that
all agreed that a horsepower of 330
at least would be required. Fortu-
natel}"-, the development of the Lib-
erty-12 had kept pace with that of
the 8; and as a consequence the liib-

erty-12 went into production. The
first type developed the required
power, but before quantity production
had well begun this was considered
inadequate, and a redesigning of parts
and many improvements resulted in

an increase of over 100 horse power.
The Liberty-12 today develops 440
horse power, and the end is not yet in

sight.

Experience has shown that at least

six months' service on the front is

necessary to " get the bugs out of any
new engine," but the foresight of our
air service in the A. E. F. in preparing
for the examination and test of the
first engine to reach the zone of the
advance, and the promptness with
which suggestions for improvement
were cabled home, shortened the ex-

pected time by months. These neces-
sary and anticipated criticisms were
given undue publicity, which resulted
in much loss of faith on the part of
those inexperienced in gas engine de-

velopment.
The difficulties encountered in go-

ing into quantity production were of a
very serious nature. Existing motor
building plants did not have machin-
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ery of sufficient size to handle the

parts of a motor as large as the Lib-

erty, and it was necessary to build and
design tools for the purpose. Some
300 jigs, tools and fixtures are re-

quired to produce the necessary parts,

and these had to be duplicated many
times for quantity production. Thou-
sands of men and women had to be
trained and educated before they
could be intrusted with the manufac-
ture of parts which required a degree
of skill they did not possess, and
many of these were requisitioned for

other necessary governmental activi-

ties as soon as they were trained.

Modern warfare demands the co-

ordination of every phase of human
activity, and all activities must be
speeded up to the limit, notwithstand-
ing the fact that many of the best
and most efficient producers must be
withdrawn for service with com-
))atant troops. The draft, therefore,

took many machinists and mechanics
at a time when their services were
vitally important, and fuel, transpor-
tation and materials had to be shared
with those engaged in other phases
of our military progi'am.

First Deliveries of Engines

Production, however, started with
the delivery, during December, 1917,

of 22 engines of 330 horse power.
After about 300 of these engines were
in production the horse power was
stepped up to 375, This required a
strengthening of many* parts and a
change in many tools. Information
from abroad indicated that if an en-

gine of 300 horse power could be pro-

duced, the United States would lead

the world in size and power of engines
for 1918-19.

After changes which necessitated a

redesign of many jigs, tools, &c., and
metallurgical changes in some of the

parts which required the.development
of new and better methods of making
steel, the Liberty went into final pro-

duction with the enormous horse
power of 440. So rapidly were these
changes made that by May 29, 1918,

one year after the date design was be-

gun, 1,243 Liberty engines had been
produced and delivered for service.

Six months later the rate of produc-
tion had reached the sum of 46,500
per year, and was increasing by leaps
and bounds. On Oct. 30, 1918, our
production rate of Liberty engines
alone was far greater than England's
i-ate of production for all her aeronau-
tical engines.

Up to Nov. 29, 1918, a total of 15,-

572 Liberty engines had been pro-

duced, but that by no means repre-

sents the accomplishment in motor
production, for the production of en-

gines for primary and advanced train-

ing was over 16,800. In the month of

October, 1918, America produced
3,878 Liberty 12s, 753 Hispano-Sui-
zas, 309 Le Rhones, 357 other pro-

gram types (OX-5, Lawrence, Gnome
and Bugatti) and 32 experimental en-
gines, a total of 5,329, The rate of

production was increasing daily, and
by Nov. 1, after eighteen months of

war, 'we had reached a rate of 64,000
engines per year. A comparison with
English and French production re-

ports is illuminating. From the best
available data, it is as foTlows

:

KNTCINES PRODrCED
PYanco. lialy. England. U. S.

1[)14 1.065 99 11
39].-) 7.089 *)(>0 1,721 20
1916 16.785 2,400 5.363 134
1917 23.092 6,300 11,536 2,431
1918 44,.563 15,000 22,102 34,241
imo 5,48«

Total 92,594 24,300 40,821 42,323

During the years 1914-16, inclusive,

the combined engine production of the
Allies was only 35,122, yet they did

not hesitate to demand that we pro-

duce 6,000 more than that number in

one year, nor did we hesitate to prom-
ise to do so. During 1918 we actually

did produce 34,241, and had we main-
tained the October production rate

after the signing of the armistice we
would have exceeded the demand
made upon us. This is hardly a rec-

ord of failure.

'' Fighting Planes "

Probably the most bitter criticism

of our air program is that " not one
American-made fighting plane ever
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reached the front." It is small won-
der that disappointment should be
centred on this point. We entered
the war to fight, and no small part of

our effort was to be in the air. It is

a fact that no American-made pur-
suit planes did reach the front. Act-
ing on the advice of our allies, and
finally realizing our inability to de-

.^ign and produce a pursuit plane ca-

pable of holding its own, we decided
to leave the production of pursuit
planes to the French until American
engineers could master the new and
intricate problems of design and pro-
duction. In the meantime, we were
to produce, for training purposes,
American copies of the best models
available anywhere.

The wisdom of this decision may be
questioned by some, now that all the

facts are available for study, but it is

doubtful if even the most ardent critic

w^ould have decided otherwise had he
been placed in the position of those

who had to determine the policy.

No one except those who were ac-

tually engaged in the attempt to de-

termine what to produce can ever
i-ealize the lack of definite informa-
tion upon which to base a decision.

Our source of information was 3,000

miles away, and the means of com-
munication a cable choked with other
essential business. During the six

months from June to December, 1917,

plans were made on information that

afterward proved to be inadequate,

necessitating change after change.
Signal Coi-ps records show that

from 1908 to 1916 the total number
of planes delivered to the army was
54, while in 1916, due to requirements
of the punitive expedition into Mex-
ico, 366 had been ordered, of which
only 64 were erer delivered. These
were of the most elementary type.

With this record of achievement of a
starved and struggling industry, we
were called upon to embark on a pro-

gram calling for over 20,000 planes

in a year. Of these, less than 25 per
cent, were of a type then known to

our industry. Of the remainder, we
were without practical knowledge,

drawings or designs. In fact, ire

never at any time received a complete
model or set of draivinys. " Million,
may be appropriated in a day, but
money cannot turn back the hands of

the clock and permit the gaining of

the experience and ability which
make aeronautical engineers compe-
tent to undertake the vitally impor-
tant problems which confronted us."
(Letter of Colonel Waldron to Dr.
Walcott.)

It was obvious that our only hope
was to select the best of each type
and to produce that until something"
better had been developed abroad or
in the United States. Development,
particularly in " fighting planes " or
pursuit planes, was very rapid. Even
those who had all the front-line expe-
rience available could not look far
enough ahead to determine future re-

quirements. Planes representing the
latest and best thought were often
obsolescent before they reached the
front. Confusion has resulted from
the fact that planes such as the Spad,
Nieuport, Sopwith and others retained
their original name no matter how
many changes or impiovements were
made in them. Critics demanded to

know why we didn't select the Spad
and turn it out in large quantities. It

takes even a highly organized and
well-trained industrial concern a long
time to reproduce a perfect model, and
longer to get into quantity produc-
tion on it. Certainly we had no such
concern available. The plane pro-

duced under conditions existing in

1917 would have been obsolete long
before it left the United states.

Using France's Experience

The decision, therefore, was to fui-

nish the French with raw materials
^nd to have our pursuit aviation

equipped with the latest and best

plane that French engineers of long
experience could produce with a
highly trained, experienced and well-

equipped industry behind them ; an
industry, by the way, that could not
have continued in production without
our raw materials. In no other way
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could our fighting pilots have the

latest and best equipment during the
year 1918.

A pursuit plane is very complicated
in design. It must operate at sea

level or at an altitude of over 20,000
feet; it must be fast and must climb
rapidly, characteristics which are op-

posed to each other in design. A very
delicate compromise is required to

give the necessary performance. It

must be very manoeuvrable, have
good visibility and be well armed.
Even today, development continues
very rapidly with no end in sight. No
American engineer had ever seen one,

to say nothing of having designed
one. Yet there is still criticism be-

cause we turned over the production,

in those early days of uncertainty
and inexperience, of such planes to

experts who unfortunately were
French rather than American, but
who, nevertheless, wei'e allies fight-

ing and working side by side with our
pilots in a common cause.

We actually did bend every effort

toward the design of an American-
built pursuit plane, with the result

that the first design of the MB-3, now
recognized as one of the best in the
world, was turned out and tested early

in 1919. There were others just as

promising in sight, but, while there
was American ability in plenty, there

was no time.

There are two general classes of

planes required—elementary training
planes, in which pilots are taught fly-

ing, and service planes, in which they
operate over the front lines. There
are, again, two general classes of ser-

vice planes—air force, i. e., pursuit,

bombardment and attack, which ap-
ply force from the air, and air service

planes, which serve the different ele-

ments of the army by reconnaissance,
liaison, spotting artillery fire, &c. The
duty of the first class is to fight ; the
second class fights only for self-pro-

tection, to enable its mission to be
carried out in spite of attack.

The Boiling commission reported
that the British DH-9, which was just
emerging from the experimental

stage, had reached a degree of devel-
opment which would enable it to give
excellent service, no matter how long
the war might last. This was an air
service or observation plane, which
could also be used as a light day
bomber. If we could produce this in
large quantities, we could turn out
equipment that would always be use-
ful, even though a better plane might
be developed. Here was something
we could go ahead on with confidence,
if we could get a model or a set of pro-
duction drawings. This was, how-
ever, impossible at the time, so the
determination was made to go into
production on the DH-4, which was
then in use by the British in the front
and continued in use, by the way, un-
til the end of the war.

Success With Observation Planes

On Aug. 15 the first DH-4 an-ived
at Dayton. It was without engine,
ordnance and many accessories for
its use. A set of incomplete drawings
accompanied it. The fuselage design
had to be changed many times in or-
der to accommodate the Liberty-12
and the instruments and accessories
necessary for its operation. On Oct.
29 the first DH with a Liberty motor
was flown successfully, and during
the next four months the infinite com-
plications of installing the equipment
demanded were solved and production
started with the delivery of fifteen
machines in April, 1918. By October
the rate of production had reached
1,097 a month. In the meantime,
many changes and improvements had
been made as the result of criticism
and recommendations from the A. E.
F.

On Nov. 11, 1918, 196 DH-4s were
actually in use at the front, 667 had
been received at the front, 293 were
at A. E. F. training schools out of a
total of 1,440 planes actually received
in France, and 1,040 more were en
route. A total of 4,846 had been pro-
duced. With the exception of 100
Handley-Pages shipped to England
for assembly, this represents our total
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production of planes for service on
the front.

Our program for the production of
service planes called for 12,000 of
three general classes. This really

meant about 18,000, for about 50 per
cent, spare parts were considered nec-
essary for maintenance. This item
may represent in a small way our
ignorance and inexperience in May,
1917. These planes were to be pro-
duced between Jan. 1 and June 30 if

we were to fulfill our promises. Had
we been infoimed of the maximum
rate of production that France and
England, with their years of experi-

ence under pressure, had been able to

attain, the absurdity of such a pro-
gram would have been evident. The
following table, taken from published
reports, gives the plane production
of the Allies

:

AIRPLANES PRODUCED
France. Italy. Rnglaiid. U. S.

1914 541 245 11
1915 4,469 400 1 ,932 20
1910 7,549 1,300 «,149 83
1917 14,9ir> 4,000 14,421 1.S07
1918 23,6<i9 fi,.50O 32,106 11,916
1919 409

Total 51,143 12,200 54.&J5 14,246

During the years of 1914-16 the
combined production of the Allies was
only 22,585, yet we were expected to

produce as much in one year, and that
with practically no previous experi-

ence. During the year 1918 we ac-

tually did produce 11,916 planes

—

more than the entire production of
either France or England up to the
time we declared war.

While our production was getting
under way, training and service ma-
chines were needed by the air service

in the A. E. F., and it was recognized
that for many months it would be im-
possible to meet this requirement
with planes manufactured in the Uni-
ted States. Accordingly, orders were
placed with French factories for 5,875
planes of French design, with delivery
promised by July 1, 1918, and prom-
ises were made to the French industry
for the delivery of great quantities
of raw material. Neither the United
States nor the French Government
was able to fulfill its promises. How-

ever^ 22,500 tons of raw materials and
fabricated parts were furnished the
French, and 4,791 planes were deliv-

ered to the air forces of the A. E. F,

before Nov. 11, 1918.
There have been many statements

to the effect that American aviators
flew planes of obsolete type turneJ
over by the French, but records of de-
livery show that we fared even better
than the French themselves. It re-

quires about a year before a plane
which is accepted as an improvement
replaces equipment on the front, and
there have been many cases of planes
becoming obsolescent before they ever
reached quantity production. These
planes were used on inactive sectors
and for training, and it was only just

that we take our share of such equip-
ment. After July 1, 1918, we received
nothing but planes of the most ap-
proved type.

Furnishing Raw Materials

Our accomplishments in production,
however, can by no means be meas-
ured by the number of planes pro-

duced. We had to furnish all the
spruce, and later much of the fabric

and dope, as well as wire and steel

fittings, for France, England and
Italy. A preliminary survey disclosed

an appalling shortage of spruce, linen,

castor oil and acetate. The failure of

any one of these essential raw mate-
rials could cause the collapse, not only

of our own program, but of that of the

Allies as well. In meeting such prob-

lems we were in our element; given

a reasonable amount of time, they

could all be solved, but time was the

essential we lacked. Already we were
attempting to croivd the development

of ten years into as many months, and
any delay would be fatal. Judged by
peace-time production costs, many of

the expenditures made may seem ex-

cessive, but the -value of time can be

measured only by the pressure of ne-

cessity, and certainly our necessity

justified the expenditure of any sum
required to produce results in time.

Acetone is necessary for the man-
ufacture of cordite, an explosive upon
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which the British were absolutely de-
pendent. Our aircraft program called

for 25,000 tons. Estimates showed
that the total available supply would
not even meet other demands. One
of the essential products was totally

lacking. The entire supply of acetate
of lime, as well as that of other re-

fined ingredients, was comman-
deered ; 170,000 tons were required,

and only 106,000 were available. The
lequirements of all the Allies were
pooled, and the best chemists in the
country were secured to master the

intricate technical requirements of
production. Many previously uncon-
sidered sources of supply had to be
discovered, and after large chemical
plants had been developed by govern-
mental support, the demand was met,

and 1,324,356 gallons of dope were
manufactured from original sources
which proved to be more than adequte
for all requirements.

As early as the Spring of 1917 a

serious shortage of airplane spruce

had developed, and in order to secure

spruce fast enough to meet our own
and allied production needs, the

Spruce Production Corporation was
organized in the Pacific Northwest.
New and hitherto inaccessible sources

were opened up in order that the flow

of aircraft lumber might not stop

with the exhaustion of the accessible

supply. The problem of procuring
spruce for aircraft presented new
problems to our lumber interests and
too much credit cannot be given for

the manner in which they were
solved. Education in new methods of

logging, sawing, drying and utiliza-

tion of spruce was necessary, and the
knowledge gained in the solution ot

the many and varied problems will be
of lasting benefit. As a result of im-
proved methods the requirement per
machine fell from 5,000 feet to 1,000,

with a consequent reduction of ex-

pense in all departments. Over 180,-

000,000 feet of aircraft lumber was
shipped, of which 120,000,000 went to

our allies and 60,000,000 to our own
industry.

With the collapse of the Russian

Government, one of the two grea':
sources of linen was lost, and by De-
cember, 1917, it was realized that the
air program of the Allies as well as
our own would depend upon the devel-
opment of a suitable substitute. Eng-
land's reputation as the greatest cot-

ton-maniifacturing centreof the world
is well established, but the cotton
fabric used as a substitute for linen
was developed in the United States
by our own experts to meet the needs
of our own program. The physical
characteristics of our cotton fabric
equal those of the best linen, and it

was produced at just half the cost.

Had not American genius produced a
substitute superior to the original,
after years of England's best effort
had been unsuccessful, our program
would have been brought to a full stop
before it had well begun. In August,
1918, our production rate was 1,200,-
000 yards per month, and every vara
meant a saving of 65 cents.

Important Discoveries

The castor oil situation was very
similar to that of linen and acetone.
Before Liberty Aero Oil was devel-
oped, castor oil was the only satisfac -

tory lubricant for high speed motors
and the quantity required for our pro-
gram was enormous. The Govern-
ment's country-wide round-up of
castor oil robbed every small boy in

the United States, but had not the
Lubrication Division succeeded in de-
veloping a satisfactory mineral oil for
the Liberty and other stationary
engines, the supply would have been
utterly inadequate.

Wherever our industry could obtain
adequate knowledge of what was re-

quired, there is no record of failure.

Had it been possible to make the
American people acquainted with the
true condition in 1917, and had they
been kept informed of difficulties as
they appeared and of the steps taken
to overcome them, the feeling in re-

gard to our aircraft production would
be one of pride rather than of disap-
pointment.



OUR PEACE TREATY WITH
GERMANY

THE United States at last is at

peace with Germany. After
many parleys in Berlin between

Ellis Loring Dresel, the American
High Commissioner, and Dr. Fried-
rich Rosen, the German Foreign Min-
ister, the treaty draft was finally

agreed upon. It was signed in the
German Foreign Office in the late

afternoon of Aug. 25, 1921. Thereby
the technical state of war, whicli had
remained ever since the armistice,

was declared at an end; the United
States Government received confir-

mation of all its rights as one of the

victorious powers, under the Ver-
sailles Treaty, at the same time re-

pudiating all obligation under a num-
ber of sections of that treaty, especi-

ally the one comprising the Covenant
of the League of Nations; the new
treaty also established the consent of

Germany to the fait acrompli respect-

ing our seizure of German ships and
other pi-operty during the war.

The actual signing was attended by
no pomp or ceremony. Mr. Dresel,

accompanied by Chancellor of the

Embassy Hugh Wilson, First Secre-

tary' Pennoyer, and Attache Norris,

all dressed informally, went from the

embassy to the Foreign Office, where
they met Dr. Rosen, Privy Councilors
Gruenewald and Kraus and Consul
Gruno. Brief fbrmal greetings were
exchanged, but no speeches were
made. The German Government
wished as little ceremony as possible,

and was desirous to avoid everything
reminiscent of the Versailles Treaty.

Mr. Dresel signed first at Dr. Rosen's
desk, and the German Foreign Minis-

ter signed after him.
The treaty is a brief and busi-

nesslike document. Article 1 gives

the United States all the rights

specified in the Knox-Porter resolu-

tion, especially the right of the United

States to all German property in-

terned after the United States de-
clared war on Germany, and includ-
ing all rights previously given this
country by the Treaty of Versailles.
The second clause of Article 2 repu-
diates adherence by the United States
to all clauses of the Versailles pact
which refer to the League of Nations.
Under the fourth clause of Article

2, the United States reserves its priv-
ilege to be represented in the Repara-
tion Commission or in any other com-
missions established under the Ver-
sailles Treaty, but only at its own
election and when it considers such
participation expedient.

Text of the Treaty

The full text of the peace treaty be-
tween the United States and Germany
is as follows:

Considering tliat the T'nited States, acting in

conjunction witli its co-bel liferents, entered into

an armistice with Germany on Nov. 11, 191S,

in order that a treaty of peace might be con-
cluded:

Considering that the Treaty of X'ersailles wa3
signed on June '2s, l<il!», and came into force"

according to the terms of its Article 440, but

has not been ratified by the I'nited States:

Considering that the Congress of the I'nited

States passed a joint resolution, approved by
the Prefident July 2. 1021, which reads In part

as follows:
' Resolved, by the Senate and' House of Rep-

resentatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled. That the state of war
declared to .exist between the Imperial German
Government and the I'nited States of Americn
by the joint resolution of Congress approved
April 6, 1917, is hereby declared at an end.

" Sec. 2. That in making this declaration,

and as a part of it, there are expressly reserved

to the I'nited States of America, and its na-

tionals, any and ail right.*, privileges, indemni-
ties, reparations, or advantages, together with

the right to enforce the same, to which it or

they have become entitled under the terms of

the armistice signed Nov. 11, lOlS, or an.v ex-

tensions or modifications thereof: or which were
acquired b.v, or are in the possession of the

I'nited States of America, by reason of its par-
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ticipation in the war, or to which its nationals

have thereby become rightfully entitled ; or

which, under the Treaty of Versailles, have been

stipulated for its or their benefit ; or to which

it is entitled as one of the principal allied and
associated powers; or to which it is entitled by
virtue of any act or acts of Congress : or other-

wise. * * »

" Sec. ~). All property of the Imperial German
Government, or its successor or successors, and
of all German nationals which was, on April (j,

1!)]", in, 01- has since that date come int'j the

possession or under control of, or has been the

subject of a demand by the United States of

Amei-ica or of any of. its officers, agents, or

employes, from any source or by any agency
whatsoever, and all property of the Imperial

and Royal Austro-Hungarian Government, or

its .successor or successors, and of all Austro-

Hungarian nationals which was on Dec. 7,

3U17, in or has since that date come into the

possession or under control of, or has been the

subject of a demand by the United States of

America or any of Its officers, agents or em-
ployes, from any source or by any agency
whatsoever, shall be retained by the United
States of America, and no disposition thereof

made, except as shall have been heretofore or

specifically hereafter shall be provided by law,

imtil such time as the Imperial German Gov-
ernment and the Imperial and Royal Austro-
Hungarian Government, or their successor or

successors, shall have respectively made suit-

able provision for the satisfaction of all claims

(Photo International)

ELLIS LORIXG DRESEL
Vnited States Commissmner to Germany, icho
negotiated the Annerican-German Peace Treaty

against said Governments, respectively, of al

persons, wheresoever domiciled, who owe per
manent allegiance to the United States of Amer
ica and who have suffered, through the acts o

the Imperial German Government, or its agents
or the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungariai
Government, or its agents, since July 31, 1914

loss, damage, or injury to their persons or prop
erty, directly or indirectly, whether througl
the ownership of shares of stock in German
Austro-Hungarian, American, or other corpora
tions, or in consequence of hostilities or of an.^

operations of war, or otherwise; and also shal

have granted to persons owing permanent al

legiance to the United States of America most
favored-nation treatment, whether the same b-

national or otherwise, in all matters affectinf

residence, business, profession, trade, naviga
tion, commerce and industrial property rights

and until the Imperial German Government anc
the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Gov
ernment, or their successor or successor.^, shal

have respectively confirmed to the United States

of America all fines, forfeitures, penalties anc
seizures imposed or made by the United States

of America during the war, Avhether in respeci

to the property of the Imperial German Govern'
ment or German nationals, or the Imperial ant

Royal Austro-Hungarian Government or Aus
tro-Hungarian nationals, and shall have waivei
any and all pecuniary claims against the Unitec
States of Ameiica."
The I'nited States and Germany, being de-

sirous of restoring the friendly relations exist-

ing between the two nations prior to the out-

break of war, have for that purpose appointei

their plenipotentiaries—the President of the Uni-

ted States of America, Ellis Loring Dresel, Com-
missioner of the United States of Ameiica tc

Germany; and the President of the Germar
Empire, Dr. Friedrich Rosen, Minister for For-

eign Affairs—who, having communicated their

full powers, found to be in good and due toi-m,

have agreed as follows

:

ARTICLK 1.—Germany undertakes to accord
to the United States, and the United States shall

have and enpoy, all the rights, privilege.-*, in-

demnities, reparations or advantages specified

in the aforesaid Joint resolution of the Congress
of the United States of July 2, 1921, including
all the rights and advantages stipulated fwi- th(

benefit of the United States in the Treaty of

Versailles, which the United States shall fully

enjoy, notwithstanding the fact that such treaty

has not been ratified by the United States.

.ARTICLE 2.—With a- view to defining more
particularly the obligji tions of Gei-many under
the foregoing article with respect to certain

provisions in the Treaty of Versailles, it is un-
derstood and agreed between the high contract-

ing parties:

1. That the lights and advantages stipulated

in that treaty for the benefit of the T'nited

States, which it is intended the United States
shall have and enjoy, are those defined in Sec-

tion 1 of Part IV. and Parts V., VI., VIII. IX..

X., XI., XII.. XIV. and XV. The United States,

in availing itself of t'ie rights and advantages
stipulated in the provi.^lon.s of that treaty men-
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tioned in this paragrapli, will <lo so in a manner
consistent with the rights accorded to Germany
under such provisions.

2. That the Inited States shall not be bound

by the provisions of Part I. of that treaty, nor

by any provisions of that treaty, including those

mentioned in Paragraph 1 of this article, which

relate to the Covenant of the League of Na-
tions, nor shall the United States be bound by

any action taken by the League of Nations, or

by the Council or by the As.sembly thereof, un-

less the Lnited States shall expressly give its

assent to such action.

3. That the L'nited States assumes no obliga-

tions under, or with respect to, the provisions of

Part II., Part III., Sections *2-S inclusive of

Part IV., and Part XIII. of that treaty.

4. That, while the United States is privileged

to participate in the Reparation Commission,

according to the terms of Part VIII. of that

treaty, and in any other commission established

under the treaty or under any agreement sup-

plemental thereto, the United States is not

bound to participate in any such commission

unless it shall elect to do so.

5. That the periods of time to which reference

is made In Article 440 of the Treaty of Ver-

sailles shall run, with respect to any act or

election on the part of the United States, from
the date of the coming into force of the present

treaty.

AKT1CI..K iJ—The present treaty shall be rati-

fied in accordance with the constitutional forms
of the high contracting parties, and shall take

effect immediately on the exchange of ratifica-

tions, which shall take place as soon a.s possible

at Berlin.

In tcitiu.s.s u-Ueieof, the respective plenipoten-

tiaiiea have signed this treaty and have hei-eunto

affixed their seals. Done in (hipHrntr hi Berlin,

this 2:>th day of August, 1921.

This treaty, on the whole, was re-

ceived with satisfaction by the Ger-
man press. President Ebert gave of-

ficial expression to the German Na-
tion's satisfaction over the treaty in a
statement issued on Aug. 26. The
American President expressed confi-

dence that the ratification would fol-

low in both countries without any ob-

stacle. The United States Senate,

owing to the Congressional recess,

could not take it up until Sept. 21.

The German Reichstag, to which the

treaty must also be submitted, would
not meet until Sept. 20.

Although the allied powers made no
protest to the way in which the Uni-

ted States had built upon the Ver-
sailles Treaty, and yet repudiated so

many of its most important clauses,

the tone of both the British and the
French press showed considerable
bitterness. In both countries the
general sentiment seemed to be that
the United States had taken the cream
of the Versailles compact, drawn with

DR. FRIEDRICH ROSEN
Gei'inan Foreign Minister, who, with Mr. Dresel,

negotiated the separate peace toith
the United States

such difficulty and at the expenditure
of such long-protracted effort, and
had dropped everj^thing which it

deemed to be unfavorable to specifi-
cally American interests. French
comment was especially tart, and sev-
eral well-known P'rench publicists ex-
pressed regret that France could not
have drawn a treaty similarly devised
to protect specifically French inter-

ests.

It was announced on Aug. 26 that
peace with Austria also had been
signed. The text of the document
had not been given out up to the time
these pages went to press. A similar
treaty was soon to be signed with
Hungary.



THE AGE OF LAWLESSNESS
Address by James M. Beck
Solicitor General of the United States*

A masterly analysis of the spiritual malady of the time, the

general revolt against authority, which threatens civilization itself—Aversion to labor, class hatred, mass morality, all symptoms

of a mechanical age devoid of character and stamina

IT is my purpose to discuss the
moral psychology of the present
revolt against the spirit of author-

ity. Conceding that lawlessness is

not a novel phenomenon, has not the
present age been characterized by an
exceptional revolt against the au-
thority of law ? The statistics of our
criminal courts show in recent years
an unprecedented growth in crimes.

Thus, in the Federal courts, pending
criminal indictments have increased

from 9,503 in the year 1912 to over

70,000 in the year 1921.

While this abnormal increase is, in

pai't, due to sumptuary legislation

—

for approximately 30,000 cases now
pending arise under the prohibition

statutes—yet, eliminating these,

there yet remains an increase m nine
years of nearly 400 per cent, in the
comparatively narrow sphere of the
Federal criminal jurisdiction.

I have been unable to get the data
from the State courts, but the growth
of crimes can be measured by a few
illustrative statistics. Thus, the

losses from burglaries which have
been repaid by casualty companies
have grown in amount from $886,000
in 1914 to over $10,000,000 in 1920;

and, in a like period, em'bezzlernents

have increased fivefold.

It is notorious that the thefts from
the mails and express companies and
other carriers have grown to enor-

mous proportions. The hold-up of

railroad trains is now of frequent

occurrence, and is not confined to the

unsettled sections of the country. Not
only in the United States, but even

in Europe, such crimes of violence are
of increasing frequency, and a recent
dispatch from Berne, under date of
Aug. 7, stated that the famous Inter-
national Expresses of Europe were
now run under a military guard.
The streets of our cities, once rea-

sonably secure from crimes of vio-

lence, have now become the field of
operations for the footpad and high-
wayman. The days of Dick Turpin
and Jack Sheppard have returned,
with this serious difference—that the
Turpins and Sheppards of our day are
not dependent upon the horse, but
have the powerful automobile to
facilitate their crimes and make sure
their escape.

In Chicago alone 5,000 automobiles
were stolen in a single year. Once
murder was an infrequent and abnor-
mal crime. Today in our large cities

it is of almost daily occurrence. In
New York, in 1917, there were 236
murders and only sixty-seven convic-

tions; in 1918, 221, and seventy-seven
convictions. In Chicago, in 1919,
there were 336, and forty-four con-
victions.

It has been estimated that the an-
nual profits from violations of the
prohibition laws have reached $300,-

000,000. Men who thus violate these

laws for sordid gain are not likely to

obey other laws, and the respect for

law among all classes steadily dimin-

ishes as our people become familiar

with and tolerant to wholesale crimi-

Delivered before the Bar Association of the
ITnited States at Cincinnati, Ohio, on Aug. 31,

1921.
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nality. Whether the moral and eco-

nomic results of prohibition overbal-
ance this rising wave of crime, time
will tell.

In the recent deflation in commodi-
ty values there was widespread re-

pudiation of contracts among business

men who had theretofore been classed

as reputable. Of course, I recognize
that a far greater number kept their

contracts, even when it brought them
to the verge of ruin. But when in the
history of American business was
there such a volume of broken faith

as a year ago?

In the greater sphere of social life

we find the same revolt against the
institutions which have the sanction
of the past. Laws which mark the
decent restraints of print, speech and
dress have in recent decades been in-

creasingly disregarded. The very
foundations of the great and primi-
tive institutions of mankind—like the
family, the Church and the State

—

have been shaken. Nature itself is

defied. Thus, the fundamental dif-

ference of sex is disregarded by social

and political movements which ignore
the permanent differentiation of so-

cial function ordained bv God Him-
self.

All these are but illustrations of the

general revolt against the authority

of the past—a revolt that can be
measured by the change in the funda-
mental presumption of men with re-

gard to the value of human experi-

ence. In all former ages all that was
in the past was presumptively true,

and the burden was upon him who
sought to change it. Today the human
mind apparently regards the lessons

of the past as presumptively false

—

and the burden is upon him who seeks

to invoke them.

Lest I be accused of undue pessi-

mism, let me cite as a witness one
who of all men is probably best

equipped to express an opinion upon
the moral state of the world. I refer

to the venerable head of that religious

organization which, with its trained
representatives in every part of the
world, is probably better informed as

to its spiritual state than any other
organization. Speaking lastChristmas
Eve, in an address to the College of
Cardinals, the venerable Pontiff gave
expression to an estimate of present
conditions which should have at-

tracted far orreater attention than it

apparently did.

The Pope said that five plagues
were now afflicting humanity. The
first was the unprecedented challenge

to authority. The second, an equally
unprecedented hatred between man
and man. The third was the abnor-
mal aversion to work. The fourth,

the excessive thirst for pleasure a
the great aim of life. And the fifth,

a gross materialism which denied the

reality of the spiritual in human life.

The accuracy of this indictment will

commend itself to men who, like my-
self, are not of Pope Benedict's com-
munion.

Universal Revolt

1 trust that I have already shown
that the challenge to authority is uni-

versal and is not confined to that of

the political State. Even in the nar-
rower confines of the latter the fires

of revolution are either violently

burning, or, at least, smoldering.
Two of the oldest empires in the

world, which, together, have more
than half of its population—China
and Russia—are in a welter of an-
archy; while India, Egypt, Ireland
and Mesopotamia are in a state of
submerged revolt. If the revolt were
confined to autocratic Governments
we might see in it merely a reaction

against tyranny ; but even in the most
stable of democracies and among the
most enlightened peoples the under-
ground rumblings of revolution may
be heard.

The Government of Italy has been
preserved fiom overthrow, not alone

by its constituted authorities, but by
a band of resolute men, called the
" fascisti," who have taken the law

into their own hands, as did the vigi-

lance committees in Western mining
camps, to put down worse disorders.

Even England, the motherof democ-
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racies, and once the most stable of

all Governments in the maintenance
of law, has been shaken to its very
foundations in the last three years,

when powerful groups of men at-

tempted to seize the State by the

throat and compel submission to their

JAMES M. BECK
Xeic Solicitor General of the United States

demands by threatening to starve the
community. This would be serious

enough if it were only the world-old
struggle between capital and labor
and had only involved the conditions
of manual toil. But the insurrection
against the political State in England
was more political than it was eco-

nomic. It marked, on the part of
millions of men, a portentous decay
of belief in representative govern-
ment and its chosen organ—the ballot

box.

Great and powerful groups had
suddenly discovered—and it may be
the most portentous political discov-
ery of the twentieth century—that

the power involved in their control
over the necessaries of life, as com-
pared with the power of the voting
franchise, was as a 42-centimeter
cannon to the bow and arrow.

The end sought to be attained,
namely, the nationalization of the
basic industries, and even the control
of the foreign policy of Great Britain,
vindicated the truth of the British
Prime Minister's statement that these
great strikes involved something more
than a mere struggle over the condi-

tions of labor, and that they were
essentially seditious attempts against
the life of the State.

Nor were they altogether unsuc-
cessful; for, when the armies of

Lenin and Trotzky were at the gates
of Warsaw, in the Summer of 1920,

the attempts of the Governments of

England and Belgium to afford as-

sistance to the embattled Poles were
paralyzed by the labor groups of both
countries, who threatened a general
strike if those two nations joined with
France in aiding Poland to resist a
possibly greater menace to Western
civilization than has occurred since

Attila and his Huns stood on the
banks of the Marne.

Of greater significance to the wel-

fare of civilization is the complete
subversion during the World War
of nearly all the international laws
which had been slowly built up in a

thousand years. These principles, as

codified by the two Hague conven-
tions, were immediately swept aside

in the fierce struggle for existence,

and civilized man, with his liquid fire

and poison gas and his deliberate

attacks upon undefended cities and
their women and children, waged
war with the unrelenting ferocity of

primitive times. Surely, this fierce

war of extermination, which caused

the loss of three hundred billion dol-

lars in property and thirty millions

of human lives, did mark the " twi-

light of civilization." The hands on

the dial of time had been put back

—

temporarily, let us hope and pray—

a

thousand years.

Nor will many question the accu-
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racy of the second count in Pope
Benedict's indictment. The war to

end war only ended in unprecedented

hatred between nation and nation,

class and class and man and man.
Victors and vanquished are involved

in a common ruin. And if in this

deluge which has submerged the

world there is a Mount Ararat, upon
which the ark of a truer and better

peace can find refuge, it has not yet

appeared above the troubled surface

of the waters.

Aversion to Work

Still less can one question the

closely related third and fourth counts

in Pope Benedict's indictment, name-
ly, the unprecedented aversion to

work, when work is most needed to

reconstruct the foundations of pros-

perity, or the excessive thirst tor

pleasure which preceded, accompanied
and now has followed the most terri-

ble tragedy in the annals of mankind.
The morale of our industrial civiliza-

tion has been shattered. Work for

work's sake, as the most glorious

privilege of human faculties, has gone,

both as an ideal and as a potent

spirit. The conception of work as a
degrading servitude, to be done with
reluctance and grudging inefficiency,

seems to be the ideal of millions of

men of all classes and in all countries.

The great evil of the world today
is this aversion to work. As the me-
chanical era diminished the element
of physical exertion in work,we would
have supposed that man would have
sought expression for his physical

faculties in other ways. On the con-

trary, the whole history of the me-
chanical era is a persistent struggle

for more pay and shorter hours, and
today it has culminated in world-
wide ruin ; for there is not a nation in

civilization which is not now in the
throes of economic distress, and
many of them are on the verge of

ruin. In my judgment, the economic
catastrophe of 1921 is far greater
than the politico-military catastrophe
of 1914.
The results of these two tendencies,

measured in the statistics of produc-
tive industry, are literally appalling.

Thus, in 1920 Italy, according to sta-

tistics of her "Minister of Labor, lost

55,000,000 days of work because of

strikes alone. From July to Sep-
tember many great factories were in

the hands of revolutionary commun-
ists. A full third of these strikes had
for their end political and not eco-

nomic purposes. In Germany the
progressive revolt of labor against
work is thus measured by competent
authority: There were lost in strikes

in 1917, 900,000 working days; in

1918 4,900,000 and in 1919 46,600,-

000. Even in our own favored land

the same phenomena are observable.

In the State of New York alone for

1920 there was a loss due to strikes

of over 10,000,000 working days. In

all countries the losses by such ces-

sations from labor are little as com-
pared with those due to the spirit

which in England is called " ca'

canny," or the shirking of perform-
ance of work, and to sabotage, which
means the deliberate destruction of

machinery in operation.

Everywhere the phenomenon has
been observed that, with the highest
wages known in the history of mod-

'

ern times, there has been an unmis-
takable lessening of efficiency, and
that with an increase in the number
of workers there has been a decrease
in output. Thus, the transportation
companies in this country have se-

riously made a claim against the
United States Government for dam-
ages to their roads amounting to

$750,000,000, claimed to be due to the
inefficiency of labor during the period

of Governmental operation.

Accompanying this indisposition

to work efficiently has been a mad
desire for pleasure such as, if it ex-

isted in like measure in preceding
ages, has not been seen within the

memory of living man. * * *

Of the last count in Pope Bene-
dict's indictment I shall say but lit-

tle. It is more appropriate for the
members of that great and noble pro-

fession which is more intimately con-
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cerned with the spiritual advance of
mankind. It is enough to say that,

while the Church as an institution

continues to exist, the belief in the
supernatural and even in the spir-

itual has been supplanted by a gross
and widespread materialism.

Causes Deeper Than War

If you agree with me in my prem-
ises, then we are not likely to dis-

agree in the conclusion that the

causes of these grave symptoms are
not ephemeral or superficial, but
must have their origin in some deep-
seated and world-wide change in hu-
man society. If there is to be a rem-
edy, we must diagnose this malady
of the human soul.

For example, let us not " lay the
flattering unction to our souls " that
this spirit is but the reaction of the
great war. The present weariness
and lassitude of human spirit

and the disappointment and disillu-

sion as to the aftermath of the har-
vest of blood may have aggravated,
but they could not cause the symp-
toms of which I speak ; for the very
obvious reason that all these symp-
toms were in existence and apparent
to a few discerning men for decades
before the war. Indeed, it is pos-
sible that the World War, far from
causing the " malaise " of the age,
was, in itself, but one of its many
symptoms.
A race of individuals obey reluc-

tantly, when they obey at all, any
laws which they regard as unrea-
sonable or vexatious. This spirit has
always existed, and the so-called
" best people " have not been inno-
cent. Thus, nearly all women are in-

voluntary smugglers. They deny the
authority of the State to impose a
tax upon a Paquin gown. Again, our
profession must sorrowfully confess
that the law's delay and laxity in ad-
ministration breed a spirit of con-
tempt, and too often invite men to

take the law into their own hands.
These causes are so familiar that
their statement is a commonplace.

Proceeding to deeper and less rec-

ognized causes, some would attribute
this spirit of lawlessness to the ram-
pant individualism which began in
the eighteenth century and which has
steadily and naturally grown with
the advance of democratic institu-
tions. Men talked, and still talk, loudly
of their rights, but too rarely of their
duties. To diagnose truly this mal-
ady we must look to some cause that
is coterminous in time with the dis-

ease itself, and which has been 'op-
erative throughout civilization. * * *

Machines and Supermen

Man has suddenly become the
superman. His voice can now reach
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and.
taking wings in his airplane, he can
fly in one swift flight from Nova Sco-
tia to England, or he can leave Lau-
sanne and, resting upon the icy sum-
mit of Mont Blanc, outfly the eagles
themselves.

In thus acquiring from the forces
of nature almost illimitable power,
he has minimized the necessity for
his own physical exertion or evfen

mental skill. The machine now not
only acts for him, but almost thinks
for him. This almost infinite mul-
tiplication of human power has
tended to intoxicate man. The lust

for power has obsessed him, without
regard to whether it be constructive
or destructive. He consumes the
treasures of the earth faster than it

produces them, deforesting its sur-
face and disemboweling its hidden
wealth.

As he feverishly multiplies the
things he desires, even more fever-
ishly he multiplies his wants. To
gain these he seeks the congested
centres of human life. And, while
the world as a whole is not over-
populated, the leading countries of
civilization are subjected to this tre-

mendous pressure. Europe, which at

the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury barely numbered 100,000,000
people, suddenly grew nearly five-

fold. Millions have left the farms
to gather into the cities and exploit
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their new and seemingly easy con-
quest over nature.

In our own country, as recently
as 1880, only 15 per cent, of our
people were crowded in the cities ; 85
per cent, remained upon the farms
and still followed that occupation,
which, of all occupations, still pre-

serves in its integrity the dominance
of human labor over the machine.
Today 52 per cent, of our population
is in the cities, and with many of
them existence is both feverish and
ar'cificial. While they have em-
l^loyment, many of them do not them-
selves work, but spend their lives in

watching machines work. The result
has been a minute subdivision of
labor that has denied to many work-
ers the true significance and physical
benefit of labor.

The printing press has piled up
great treasures of human knowledge
which make this age the richest in

accessible information. I am not
speaking of knowledge, but rather of
the current thought of the living-

generation. I gi-avely question
whether it has the same clarity as
the brain of the generation .which
fashioned the Constitution of the
United States. Our fathers could
not talk over the telephone for 3,000
miles, but have we surpassed them
in thoughts of enduring value?
Washington and Franklin could not
travel sixty miles an hour in a rail-

road train, or twice that distance in

an airplane, but does it follow that
they did not travel to as good pur-
pose as we, who scurry to and fro
like 'the ants in a disordered ant-
heap?
New York, which has fifty thea-

tres and annually spends $100,000,-
000 in the box offices of its varied
amusement resorts, has never in two
centuries produced a single play that
has lived. Today man has a cine-

matographic brain. A thousand
images are impressed daily upon the
screen of his consciousness, and they
are as fleeting as moving pictures in

a cinema theatre.

The press prints every year over

29,000,000,000 issues. No one can
question its educational possibilities,

for the- best of all colleges is the Uni-
versity of Gutenberg. If it printed
only the truth, its value would be
infinite; but who can say in what
proportions of this vast volume of

printed matter are the true and the
false ?

Before the beginning of the pres-

ent mechanical age the current of

living thought could be likened to a
mountain stream, which, though con-

fined within narrow banks, yet had
waters of transparent clearness.

May not the current of thought of

our time be compared with the
mighty Mississippi in the period of

a Spring freshet? Its banks are

wide and its current swift, but the
turbid stream that flows onward is

one of muddy swirls and eddies and
overflows its banks to their de-

struction.

The great indictment, however, of

the present age of mechanical power
is that it has largely destroyed the

spirit of work. The great enigma
which it propounds to us, and which,
like the riddle of the Sphinx, we will

solve or be destroyed, is this :
" Has

the increase in the potential of hu-
man power, through thermodynam-
ics, been accompanied by a corre-

sponding increase in the potential of

human character? "

Mass Morality

The specialization of our modern
mechanical civilization has caused a
submergence of the individual into

the group or class, Man is fast ceas-

ing to be the unit of human society

;

self-governing groups are becoming
the new units. This is true of all

classes of men, the employers as well

as the employes. A mass morality
has been substituted for individual

morality, and, unfortunately, group
morality generally intensifies the
vices more than the virtues of man.
What was true of Germany was true

—although in lesser degree—of all

civilized nations. In all of them the
individual had been submerged in
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formations, and the effect upon the
character of man has not been
beneficial.

To all this, the nineteenth century,
in its exultant pride in its conquest of
the invisible forces, was almost blind.

It not only accepted progress as an
unmistakable fact—mistaking, how-
ever, acceleration and facilitation for
progress—^but in its mad pride be-
lieved in an immutable law of prog-
ress which, working with the blind
forces of machinery, would propel
man forward. A few men, however,
standing on the mountain ranges of
human observation, saw the future
more clearly than did the mass. Emer-
son, Carlyle, Ruskin, Samuel Butler
and Max Nordau, in the nineteenth
century, and, in our time, Ferrero, all

pointed out the inevitable dangers of
the excessive mechanization of human
society. Their prophecies were, un-
happily, little heeded. * * *

Possible Remedies

There are many palliatives for the
evils which I have discussed. To re-
kindle in men the love of work for
work's sake and the spirit of disci-

pline, which the lost sense of human
solidarity once inspired, would do
much to solve the problem, for work
is the greatest moral force in the
world. If we of this generation can
only recognize that the evil exists,

then the situation is not past remedy.
I have faith in the inextinguishable

spark of the Divine which is in the
human soul and which our complex
mechanical civilization has not extin-
guished. Of this, the World War was
in itself a proof. All the horrible re-

sources of mechanics and chemistry
were utilized to coerce the human
soul, and all proved ineffectual. Never
did men rise to greater heights of
self-sacrifice or show a greater fi-

delity " even unto death." Millions
went to their graves, as to their beds,
for an ideal ; and when that is possi-

ble, this Pandora's box of modern
civilization, which contained all im-
aginable evils, as well as benefits, also

leaves hope intact. I am reminded

of a remark that the great Rumanian
statesman, Take Jonescu, made dur-
ing the Peace Conference at Paris.
When asked his views as to the future
of civilization, he replied :

" Judged
by the light of reason there is but lit-

tle hope, but I have faith in man's
inextinguishable impulse to live."

But what can the law and our pro-
fession do in this warfare against the
blind forces of nature? The law can
do some'thing to protect the soul of
man from destruction by the soulless
machine. It can defend the spirit of
individualism. We must defend the
right to work against those who
would either destroy or degrade it.

We must defend the tight of every
man not only to join with others in

protecting his interests, whether he is

a brain worker or a hand worker

—

for without the right of combination
the individual would often be the vic-

tim of giant forces—but we must vin-
dicate the equal right of an individ-
ual, if he so wills, to depend upon his

own strength.

Bulwark in the Constitution.

Of this spirit of individualism the
noblest expression is the Constitution
of the United States. That institution
has not wholly escaped the destructive
tendencies of a mechanical age. It

was framed at the very end of the
pastoral-agricultural age and at a
time when the spirit of individualism
was in full flower. The mechanical
civilization has greatly modified the
dual character of our Government.

If, however, in this respect, the
Constitution has proved little more
than a sandy beach, which the tidal

waves of elemental forces have slow-
ly eroded, yet we can proudly claim
that in another and more important
respect the Constitution has with-
stood the ceaseless washing of the

waves of changing circumstances, as

the Rock of Gibraltar itself.

The greatest and noblest purpose
of the Constitution was not alone to

hold in nicest equipoise the relative

powers of the nation and the States,

but also to maintain in the scales of
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justice a true equilibrium between the
rights of government and the rights
of an individual. It does not believe

that the State, much less the caprices
of a fleeting majority, is omnipotent,
or that it has been sanctified with
any oil of anointing, such as was
once assumed to give the monarch in-

fallibility. About the individual the
Constitution draws the solemn circle

of its protection. It defends the in-

tegrity of the human soul.

In other Governments these funda-
mental decencies of liberty rest upon
the conscience of the Legislature. In
our country they are part of the fun-
damental law, and, as such, enforc-

ible by Judges sworn to defend the
integrity of the individual as fully as
the integrity of the State. There-
fore, the greatest service that the
bench and bar can render in combat-
ing the evils of a mechanical age is

to defend and preserve in its full in-

tegrity the Constitution of our fath-
ers. Let us, then, as its interpreters
and guardians—and as such the civil-

ian soldiers of the State—do all that
in us lies to preserve this inspired
vision of the fathers, for again th"

solemn warning of the wise man of
old recurs to us :

" Where there \z

no vision, the people perish; but he
that keepeth the law, happy is he."

WHY HELIGOLAND IS UNHAPPY

AUG 4, 1921, was a sad day for the in-

habitants of the island of Heligoland.

It was the seventh anniversary of the Brit-

ish declaration of war on Germany, and it

recalled to the Heligolanders the fact that

the outcome of this war was the Versailles

Treaty. The connection is as follows:

This rocky sti'onghold in the North Sea,

lying off the mouths of the Elbe and Weser
Rivers, twenty-eight mile? from the main-

land, had been British since 1807, when the

English took it from the Danes. It was
ceded by Gv^^at Britain to Gentiany in ex-

change for the German island of Zanzibar

. in 1890, a bargain in the making of which

British diplomacy, for once, was caught

napping, if not soundly asleep. Bismarck

had fully realized the military value of the

island, but it was his successor, Caprivi,

who persuaded the Marquis of Salisbury,

then British Foreign Minister, to negotiate

the exchange. The statement issued by

Salisbury at the time shewed that he was

entirely blind to the 'weapon he was putting

into GciTnany's hand.

The Kaiser at once removed the old-

fashioned English defenses, and replaced

them with armored turi'ets, mounting guns

of heavy calibre. As a base for Gei-many's

growing navy, it was ideal. In 1892 the

island was incorpoi-ated foiTnally with

Prussia, when it was provided that all na-

tives bom bf.fore 1880 should have the right

to choose either British ov German nation-

ality. Until 1901 no additional import du-

ties or taxes were imposed. Since then the

iron hand of Germany has been felt more
and more. Customs duties have been in-

creased: new taxes, previously unknown,
now bear hc^avily on the inhabitants. Many
rights guaranteed by the Anglo-Gentian

cession compact of 1890 have gone by the

board. Tho Heligolanders have organized

a home rule movement, and have made ap-

peal after appeal to Great Britain. The
latter country is powerless to help them

—

and the reason is the Treaty of Versailles.

By that treaty all former treaties and

agreements lapsed, including that of 1890.

Under Article 115 of the Versailles pact,

the only right Great Britain retains is that

of compelling the dismantling of the island's

fortifications. Beyond that Great Britain

cannot go. Hence Aug. 4 was a day of

mourning in the rocky, mist-wrapped island,

which longs vainly to go back to the good

old days when Heligoland was a Briti.sh

possession. The forlorn hope of an appeal

to the League of Nations was tried by the

Heligolanders in September.



SPAIN'S HOME RULE
PROBLEM IN CATALONIA

By Carleton Beals*

Fierce nationalism of the Catalans in the Barcelona region creating

a situation like that of Ireland—Demand for autonomy with a

separate Parliament—Medieval obstacles to reform in Spain

WHEN the Mayor of Cork died
the windows of the British

Consulate in Barcelona were
smashed to the cries of " Long live the

Republics of Ireland and Catalonia
!"

A few months later I saw the Spanish
yellow and red bandera torn down
from the Gran Via Arguelles, and in

the Teatro del Liceo heard the " Royal
March " drowned in hisses. Cambo,
the leader of the Catalan Nationalist
movement, recently declared that the
Lliga Regionalista de Catalunya—
the Home Rule League of Catalonia

—

constituted the only orderly govern-
ing force in a State torn by official,

military and syndicalist terror. He
felt himself to be speaking for more
than 4,000,000 people, occupying a
territory embracing not only Cata-
lonia, but the eastern half of the ad-
jacent provinces; the gem-like islands

of the Balearic Archipelago; the
quaint, dirty city of Alguer in Sar-
dinia, the tiny, crag-perched Repub-
lic of Andorra, and Roussillon of the
French Department of the Eastern
Pyrenees.

This nationalism is recrudescent,
not new ; and though altered in spirit

and purpose, its roots run deep into
the soil of prehistoric Spain. The
Catalans believe themselves to be the
only true descendants of the Iberians
and the Romans—the Spaniards be-
ing Celts, Goths, Arabs and lesser

breeds without the law. They sup-
port this contention with semi-scien-
tific data showing that the cranial
measurements of the Catalans are, if

not superior to, at least different

from, those of the Castilians. They
proudly ask if it is not true that the
Ebro (Iberian) River is born in the
Catalan Pyrenees and dies in the

Tarragonian Sea in order to divide

Catalonia for all time from the rest of

Spain—a postern castle-moat, as it

were, to a Catalonia that should ever
face toward Italy, the Mediterranean,
the Orient.

Their pride in their Roman parent-

age is not unfounded. The -Roman
impress left its most indelible traces

in Catalonia. The remains of the

ancient walls and gates that enclosed
what for a time was the greatest Ro-
man city of the Peninsula may still be
seen in Barcelona's plazas of Rego-
mir and Angel. Did not the Romans
also use the River Ebro to divide

Spain into Hispania Ulterior and
Citerior, the latter—the civilzed por-
tion—remaining tnore. or less intact

down to the seventeenth century?
Even now the streets bear Catalan
names that are reminiscent of the Ro-
man conquest, and so strange that the
bewildered Spaniards have insisted

that the Castilian equivalents be
placed beneath; and the foot-pilgrim
in the fertile Llanos of Urgel of the
Valley of the Segres, or in the moun-
tains behind Barcelona, will be wise

*Mr. Beals, who holds degrees from Columbiji.
and the University of California, was for a tirrn'

Principal of the American High School in Mexico
City and instructor in English to the staff of
President Cananza. He has traveled extensive-
ly in the last three years, especiall.v in Latin
countries, and has contributed articles to Span-
ish as well as Amei-ioan publications.
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if he freshens his Italian and French,
for both will prove more useful than
Spanish in communicating with the
peasantry.
Nor is the history of Catalonia

without glory. Following the early

union of Aragon and Catalonia unde^-

the Barcelonian dynasty of the
Berengueres, the two States were
projected upon a brilliant imperial

career. Alfonso V. died ruling over
all Eastern Spain and the Balearic

Islands; over Corsica and Sardinia,

where the guttural dialect and the
sallow skins of the people attest to

this day those centuries of occupa-
tion; over Greece, Sicily, Naples and
Milan. The Catalans claim'this glory

equally with the Argonese, and point

to the cultural prominence of Barce-
lona during this period, when that

city rivaled Genoa and Venice as the
great mart of the Mediterranean.

But the tide of Aragonese and
Catalan supremacy turned, leaving
Castile pre-eminent. Castile owed its

ascendency to fortunate marriages
and a series of strong rulers. To
Madrid flocked the fortune-seekers
and the scribblers; even the great
Catalan, Boscan deserted his native
tongue for the popular Castilian.

These occurrences were symptomatic
of the economic decline of the Med-
iterranean world, resulting from the

break-up of the Eastern trade routes.

Castile, furthering the Westward
movement of discovery, exploration

and conquest, embodied the spirit of

the new age.

But Castilian dominion over Cata-
lonia was not easily maintained—tha
memories of old glories died hard. As
late as 1640 occurred the uprising of

the Catalan harvesters, who on Cor-
pus Christi Day—known as El Cor-
pus de Sangre—descended upon Bar-
celona to massacre all the Castilians,

singing as they came the savage
" Hymn of the Reapers "—" Els Seg-
adors." That is still the anthem of
Catalonia and " drives the people
crazy with excitement." No wonder
that in 1652 Felipe IV. was willing to

cede Roussillon and the adjoining

Catalan districts, with half of Sar-
dinia, to the French, in the hope of ex-
tinguishing, or at least dividing, the
strong local patriotism. From that
day the obliteration of that patriotism
proceeded apace, until by the time of
the repulse of the Napoleonic invad-
ers, Catholic Catalonia was bitterly

alienated from revolutionary, atheiy-
tic Roussillon, and had completely
identified its interests with those of
Spain.

Revival of Nationalism

Yet the last sixty years have wit-

nessed a resurrection of catalanismo,
heralded by the trumpet calls of the
poets, who since 1849 in annual com-
petition for a public award of flowers
and the title of Master of the Gay
Science have gathered at their Jochs
Florals to declaim their patriotic
odes.

We all are born of the same grreat height.
And (IHnk the 'vaters from its snow:

With equal rhythm our songs we write

:

Our cries in common echoes grow.*

Thus sang Margall, the most pas-
i^ionate of them all ; and the common
echoes awoke a concerted artistic,

scientific, linguistic, political and
economic renascence, v.hich has
strained at the barriers of Castilian
paternalism and for two decades has
threatened to sweep them away alto-

gether.

The Unio Catalanista was launched
upon the turbulent waters of rushing
nationalism with all the enthusiasm,
the bigotry and bitterness of a new-
found faith. It was soon superseded
by the Catalan Home Rule League,
which, although backing a much more
liberal and intelligent program, has
had a tempestuous career. It brunted
every Central aggression and headed
into the violent storm of 1909, when
Catalan impertinence was engulfed
and annihilated in blood and iron.

Even more sanguinary were its

struggles with the Republican move-
ment, which centred in Barcelona.

*Tots devallen <le la mateixa .alqada
tots bevem laigua 'le le.s mateixes neus

;

nostres conQons tenen Igual tonada
i no.strcs ciits desperten id^ntics tonaveus.
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Republicanism perforce postulated -j.

program for the whole of Spain; it

could not be regional. Much of th3

energy of both sects was for years

dissipated in bloodshed on the streets

of Barcelona—a recurring spectacle

relished by the aristocrats of Madrid,

to judge by some of their piquant

and nasty personal correspondence.

But after the bloody setback of

1909 the Nationalists, with that easy

shifting of levers that makes all Latin

politics so speed-burning, united with

the Republicans on the sensible pro-

gram of local autonomy and peninsu-

lar federation. But the Republicans,

guided by the noisy Lerroux, soon be-

trayed the Nationalists for their own
interests. Lerroux entered the Lib-

eral Cabinet of the Conde de Ro-
manones.the most clever scene-shifter

of the Spanish political stage, on a

com.promise that gave the Count a

free hand in twisting the neck of

Catalan nationalism.

After a period of disheartening dis-

solution and sporadic violence, the

national sentiment again flooded its

banks in the violent uprisings of 1918,

when secession was averted only by

a clever alienation of the principal

Catalan leaders with the promise ot

Cabinet representation and posts in

the Government. Yet, in spite of

such betrayals, the Home Rulers did

not lose their spirit, and only await
a favorable opportunity to set up ar
independent government. In 1919
they even expected to carry their ap-

peal to the newly formed League ot

Nations, but the great powers' hasty
desertion of the principle of the rights

of small nations saved that august
body from one more embarrassment.

What Catalonia Demands

The existing program was adopter
in the Congress of the League held

in 1916. It was summarized in the
Espana for June of that year, as fol-

lows:

1. The State of Catalonia to be autono-
mous, with sovereign control over its in-

ternal affairs.

2. A Parliampnt or Legislature to be i-e-

sponsible to the Catalan people.

3. An Executive Power responsible only
to the Catalan Parliament.

4. The enforcement of Catalan law, the
Parliament to be the instrument of its res-
urrection. (This refers to the old rights
and privileges guaranteed to Catalonia by
Aragon and later by Ferdinand and L^a-
bella at the time of the union in 1649.
These were abolished by Philip V. in the
eighteenth centuiy.)

3. A Catalan judicial power, with a Su-
preme Court to have final jurisdiction over
all trials and suits of Catalan origin.

6. Official use of the Catalan tongue,
and its unrestricted use in all private and
public activities.

7. A federated union, Spanish or Iberian,

directed by a central power which shall

have charge of foreign relations, interstate

relations, the army and navy, communica-
tions, money, weights and measures, cus-

toms, &c.

With this program Catalonia for

the first time enlisted strong sym-
pathy in other parts of Spain. Bit-

ter experience has taught the futility

of fighting Castile single-handed.

Mere Catalan independence has been
recognized as too narrow an aim, and
by example and propaganda the

Home Rulers have stimulated that
disintegrating sectionalism—the love

for the paf/ria chica— to be found
among the Basques, the Galicians, and
to some extent among the Andalu-
sians.

This program has also won the
support of the Liberals. Their posi-

tion is best stated by Sefior Luis Ara-
quistain in his " Spain in the Cruci-
ble " (Barcelona, 1921, Page 118) :

At the same time that Catalonia demands
autonomy, it expj-esses the desire that other
districts also organize themselves in such
manner as to promote their economic de-

velopment, with the double objective of en-
ergetically constricting the Spanish State
and of paving the way for the political

reorganization of the country, perhaps of

the Iberian Peninsula, on a federative

basis, with Catalonia as the guide and cen-

tre. This idea of an Iberian federation,

fi-eely concerted, is not foreign to the minds
of the leaders of the Catalan movement for

autonomy. It is an idea so momentous that

it cannot fail to preoccupy the thought of

any individual in the Iberian Peninsula
who has any historic understanding. Iberia,

or the United States of Iberia, would then

have four laige capitals—four poits of
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communication with the world: Lisbon,

the Atlantic capital; Barcelona, the Medi-
terranean capital; Bilboa, the Cantabrian
capital; -^nd Cadiz, a capital destined to a
great future by its maritime proximity to

the future route.- between America and the

east coa>^t of Africa. If in the indepen-

dence movement of Catalonia there is any
germ of this idea, no Spaniard wise to the

future of his country will hesitate to give

it his warme.st support.

Warning to Centralists

Yet the Catalans hold the possi-

bility of complete separation in abey-

ant reserve should that federalism

prove tardy or impracticable and
feudal exactions become too onerous.

Absolute separation has been battled

for with arms and ideas on many a

historic occasion. Through the cen-

turies the advocates of complete sepa-

ration have spread their propaganda.

One notable warning directed to the

Centralists has echoed and re-echoeU

through Spain for twenty years. On
the heels of the Spanish-American
war, when the country was smarting
from the loss of Cuba and the Philip-

pines, and when serious disturbances

were occurring in Catalonia, Spain's

great Liberal, Pi y Margall, published

in El Nuevo Regimen Dec. 29, 1900,

a clarion call of alarm. The Catalans
have never forgotten its stimulating
peroration

:

Ah, impenitent Centralists! Have you so

soon forgotten the errors that resulted in

the loss of Cuba? By the same errors you
are endangering the integrity of the patria.

By our Federal system we would guarantee
integrity; with your system you are cease-

lessly weakening all bonds of union. Every
unwarranted attack is a destructive blow
against an already crumbling wall. If the

day comes that Catalonia rises against

Spain, yours, mistake it not, will be the

blame!

Then and since, the eyes of Cata-

lonia have been turned toward
France. French troops helped the

Catalans in the seventh century, and
during the recent World War the

Catalans were enthusiastically pro-

French in contrast to the violent pro-

Germanism of Madrid. The leaders

of Barcelona's economic life would

prefer a union with industrialized

France to the present uncertain chaos
The root of these difficulties is

economic. Beneath an inherited

Roman super-state centralism thai
has precluded all exercise of de-

mocracy, Spain has been riveted to

intellectual and social backwardness,
crushed to a condition of slothful

inertia—singularly isolated from ail

the forward-looking movements ol

Western Europe. Even the Na-
poleonic conquest, which plowed up
the dead earth of feudalism and ex-

posed it to the sunlight of the new
times, could not cut deep into tho
ecclesiastical power of Spain, or de-
stroy the traditional growth of pode.}

that clung to Church, State and law.
The upper house is quite nonrepre-
sentative; the elections to the lower
house are effectively controlled by
illiteracy and caciquismo—local boss-
ism. The Government of Spain is

feudal and bureaucratic. It is more.

Spain's Medieval Incubus

Madrid is the rallying point for all

feudal interests. Hence Madrid is

moribund, degenerate, repulsive. The
lower class, with a diet one-fourth
that of the British worker, is in'

Madrid more brutalized and servile

than in any other part of the country.
The middle class, consisting largely

of Government clerks and petty of-

ficials, apes the decadent vices of the
aristocracy. The aristocracy is vile,

diseased and vapidly ignorant. Only
too clearly has Jacinto Benavente, in

his " La Comida de las Ferias," with
bleak, cynical strokes pictured it as
sucking the life-blood of a Spain
whose social structure hangs on the
precipice of anarchy. Many of the
clergy are the nadir of indecency. De-
generacy also pervades every depart-
ment of Government, so that a ter

rible ecclesiastical, medieval incubus
weights the back of every individual
in Spain.
But around the fringe, the peri-

phery, has grown up a semi-modei*n-
ized Spain. In the bustling seaports;
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—Corunna, Bilbao, San Sebastian,

Viga, Cadiz, Valencia, Barcelona

—

another type of Spaniard is encoun-
tered—aggressive, untutored, but not

degenerate. The Catalans are the

most alert of all; frugal and close-

fisted like the French ; energetic and
purposeful like the Americans. Cata-
lonia is the most vigorous of these

outlying areas. Barcelona is the great-

est industrial centre and mart of

Spain.

Furthermore, the Mediterranean is

again the courtesan of the empires.
This new Cleopatra offers with her-

self the newly discovered oil and
mineral lands of the Near East and
the Caucasus regions, and the control

cf the Orient. In Italy the risorgi-

mento was not checked by the war.
The troubled, slate-cliffed Adriatic,

reaching a long arm up to the heart of

Europe, assumes a new economic im-
portance in the councils of the na-
tions. Today an industrialized Barce-

lona is prepared to dominate the
Ligurian Sea and the western end of
the Mediterranean. This prosperity
the Catalans declare they cannot
enjoy as long as they must submit to

the exactions of the decadent Govern-
ment of Castile. Thus feudal and in-

dustrial Spain are in open and vio-

lent opposition. Industrialized Spain
wishes to secede from medieval Spain,
to slough off the leadership of the in-

efficient, parasitical Madrilenan
bureaucracy, which has no interest

in modern industrial activity and
watches Catalan enterprise with
sullen suspicion and jealousy when it

is not actually fomenting disorder
and devising new and irksome restric-

tions upon industrial expansion.

The proof of the economic charac-
ter of this split is also to be found in

the fact that the supporters of th'^

home-rule movement are restricted to

the bourgeoisie and the better middle
class. The labor movement of the

BLACK AREA IN THK NORTHEAST CORNER OF SPAIN RKl 'RESENTS THE PROVINCE OF
CATALONIA, AND THE SHADED SECTION ADJOINING SHOWS THE UEST OF THE REGION

WHICH THE CATALAN LEADERS DESIRE TO SET UP AS A SEPARATE STATE
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province is bitterly aloof from both

contestants. It is anarchistic and syn-

dicalistic. Its weapons are the ter-

ror, assassination, sabotage, the gen-

eral strike ; its goal, the world indus-

trial revolution. More than one fac-

tory owner, more than one State of-

ficial, more than one guardia civil has

been snuffed out by bomb, revolver

or knife with the cry flung in the face

of the world that " all the blood of the

bourgeoisie will not satisfy us for the

blood of our slaughtered comrades."
The syndicalists, on the other hand,

when the Centre does permit them the

license to make war on the Catalan
manufacturers, are shot down by hun-
dreds, their legal advisers assassi-

nated at their doors, and their leaders

deported or flung into the holds of

musty frigates to be beaten by the

leaded knout and stretched on the

iron wheel in queer loyalty to the

memory of Torquemada and the

honesty of the fantastical cartoons of

Goya.

Thus Catalonia is engulfed in a
constant tempest of violence, a three-

cornered conflict that has blindly de-

generated into teiTor, riot and assas-

sination. The syndicalists battle with
the patronosy with the central feudal-

ism, and with the home-rule move-
ment. The bourgeoisie battle against

the paralyzing extortion of the Cen-
tre, even in the hour that it accept>-

its aid against the syndicalists. The
Central Government battles with
syndicalist, Catalan Nationalist, and
the light of modern Europe. The
Centre knows no remedy except
through the time-honored instrument
of force ; the Catalan bourgeoisie fear

any revolution that will undermine
the Spanish State, seeing the solution

in a war of secession that they shall

control ; the syndicalists discounte-
nance all government, and with the

flame of Russia across the Pyrenees
see the only hope in industrial revolu-

tion.

Three formless despotisms heaped
together on the scales of human as-

piration and selfishness! The few
sane lovers of democratic processes
look impotently on, praying for rea-

son and peaceful, evolutionary proc-
esses—ere the wall completelv crum
ble.

FRENCH JUSTICE IN CAMEROON

FIANCE, it has often been said, and with

some ground of justice, is not a good

colonizing nation, in contrast with Great

Britain, which has been declared to be the

best colonizing nation in the world. There

are evidences, however, that France is seek-

ing to emulate the example of her neighbor

across the Channel. One of these evidences

is a decree issued on April 13, 1921, the

result of which has been only recently pub-

lished. This decree concerned itself with

the organization of justice in Cameroon. Its

main novelty consisted in its provisions for

the trying of all accused natives—not

French citizens—in their own districts, and

before tribunals of their own race, presided

over by the head official of each district.

In this way the natives are to be spared the

long absences from their native villages for-

merly necessitated by a "journey to the

chief city, often situated at a considerable

distance. The rights of the accused natives

are to be guaranteed in various ways and
all local customs respected. The various

races are to be differentiated and treated

accordingly. Any penalty above three years'

imprisonment is to be referred to a special

tribunal sitting at Douala.

The Paris Temps in its issue of Aug. 17,

1921, stated that reports from Cameroon
indicated that excellent results had ali'eady

been attained from the operation of this

new judicial system and that the reforms

instituted bade fair to be pei'manent. So

the world progresses and the idealistic doc-

trine scattered broadcast upon the waters

of international polity by the United States

declaring that mandates and protectorates

should not be devices of arbitrary exploita-

tion, but rather instruments of humane and

enlightened administi^ation, is bearing friiit

even in what was once the Dark Continent.



ALBANIA'S FIRST YEAR
OF INDEPENDENCE

By Constantine A. Chekrezi
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Story of the new nation's vicissitudes during and since the Peace

Conference—How the Albanians cast off the Italian military

yoke and established an independent Government at Tirana—
Recently recognized and admitted by the League of Nations

THE month of September, 1921,
marked the completion of one
year of real independence for

Albania. It is quite true that she
had been proclaimed independent as
far back as 1912, but her autonomy
was a theory rather than an actual
condition. The fact is that from
1912 to 1920 Albania went through a
series of tribulations and crises that
were more or less incompatible with
the status of national sovereignty.

Prior to the advent to her throne
of the Prince of Weid (March 7,

1914), the area of free Albania was
less than one-fifth of her actual terri-

torial possessions; under his govern-
ment, her lot became all the more
pitiful, for the Prince soon showed
himself to be a mere puppet of
Austria and Italy. After his de-

parture from the country, the Gov-
ernmental authority was usurped by
Essad Pasha, the Adventurer, who
would have fitted into the darkest
moments of the Middle Ages. And
then there came the barbaric inroads
of the belligerents in the World War-
The Peace Conference, finally, went
so far in denying the right of the

Albanian Nation to independence as

to partition her twice in succession,

the last time in January, 1920.

When the Albanians heard of this

second partition, an overwhelming
wave of indignation swept through
the population, and inasmuch as Italy

herself had agreed to the project of

partition in violation of the most
solemn pledges, the wrath of the peo-
ple was turned against the Italian

forces, who occupied Valona. It was
then that a national convention met
at Lushnja, in defiance of the armed
opposition of these troops. The con-
vention formed a new Government
and informed the powers that Al-

bania would fight to the last man in

order to save the countrj^ In an
address to the Italian Parliament and
Government, the convention stated
emphatically that there was enough
blood left in the Albanians* veins to
avenge the betrayal. The whole
country was in a state of feverish
excitement, and bloody encounters
between the Italian troops and the
natives were taking place every day,
duplicating the recent events in

Ireland. The Albanian Government,
believing that the whole question
would be reconsidered by the Peace
Conference, had refrained from de-

claring war; yet this same Govern-
ment unwittingly precipitated the
crisis.

The Fight for Independence

It had been left to Italy to deter-
mine the extent of the hinterland of
Valona, but so far the Italians had
left the whole matter in the dark in

the hope that some favorable turn
would enable them to extend the hin-

terland as much as possible. Natu-
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rally enough, the Albanian Govern-
ment—which had already won such
prestige at home that, even though
the country was under the military
administration of Italy, the Albanian
people ignored this military authority
and paid their taxes to their national
authorities^had no means of know-
ing how far the limits on the hmter-
land went. In the belief that the town
of Tepelen. some ninety kilometers
south of Valona, was not included in

the hinterland, the Government ap-
pointed a subprefect for the Province
of Tepelen, in compliance with the
wishes of her inhabitants. The entry
of the subprefect in the town of Tep-
elen was to be an elaborate State af-

fair organized by the people them-
selves. He was to enter the city with
a troop of Albanian volunteers just
arrived from America, who had
brought with them their own musical
band from Worcester, Mass, Tirana,
where the Government was sitting,

was far off and without any commu-
nications; it could not foresee that
such a trivial matter as the appoint-
inent of a subprefect to a province
that was not supposed to be contested
by the Italians would precipitate a
w^ar.

The subprefect, the volunteers and
the musical band arrived before the
town on May 25 without the slightest

intimation that the Italians would re-

sist. As soon as the marching volun-
teers, with the band playing national
airs, reached the gates of Tepelen,
the foi'ts began belching forth fire

from their guns, to the utter con-
fusion of the untrained volunteers.

Little by little, however, they recov-
ered their wits and rallied their

forces. They cut the Italian com-
munications off from the other mili-

tary stations, and laid siege to the
town. Ten days later the Italian

garrison surrendered with arms, guns
and ammunition, and everything
else they possessed fell into the hands
of the Albanian volunteers, who had,
in the meantime, been reinforced by
the native population. This was the
outbreak of the war with Italy.

When informed of the occurrence, the

Government of Tirana laid the blame
on the Italians, rightly enough, be-
cause it was they who had opened
fire on the unsuspecting Albanians.

This unexpected initial victory
fired with enthusiasm the whole Al-
banian people. On June 5 various
leaders of the Province of Valona held
a secret meeting at Mavrova, ten
kilometers outside of Valona, and,
having been duly prepared for the
emergency, sent an ultimatum to the
Italian General in command of the
forces of occupation, demanding that
he evacuate and surrender Valona
within twenty-four hours. Obvious-
ly, this was a most foolhardy action.
The Italian commander prepared the
city for defense. On June 6 the Al-
banians launched a furious attack.
They fought with the bravery in-

spired by despair and by the grim de-
termination to die or succeed. One
by one the outer lines of defense fell

into the hands of the attackers, who
got over the barbed-wire entangle-
ments by stepping on their heavy
woolen coats, which they stretched
over the wires. A more daring under-
taking cannot be conceived. They
even penetrated into the town of Va-
lona itself, to be repulsed only by the
broadside fire of the Italian warships
anchored in the port.

The fighting spread now through-
out Albania. At last the Italian Gov-
ernment dispatched Baron Carlo Ali-

otti to Albania to open peace nego-
tiations, but after many days of dip-

lomatic bickering on the one hand
and successful fighting on the other
he was recalled because of his in-

triguing actions. Count Enrico Man-
zoni succeeded him, and the protocol
suspending hostilities and providing
for the withdrawal of the Italian

troops from Albania, including Valo-
na, was signed at Tirana on the sec-

ond day of August, 1920.
The conflict thus came to an end.

The Italians evacuated the terri-

tories they held, and Valona was sur-

rendered on Sept. 27 to the newly
appointed Albanian Governor, Kiazim
Koculi, Commander-in-Chief of the
forces operating in the sector of
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Valona ; to his indomitable courage
and ability Valona largely owes her
freedom. The dream had become a
reality. By the protocol of Tirana
the provisions of the Secret Treaty
of London, partitioning Albania, were
annulled. The mandate was thrown
overboard, and Italy recognized the
sovereignty of Albania. In the mean-
time, while the conflict with the
Italians was raging, another happy
turn of affairs had brought about
the retirement of the French troops
from the Albanian territories they
had been holding, and in less than
nine months from the time when the
powers decreed her partition, Albania
found herself independent and united,
instead.

Winning Recognition

Albania's triumph made a profound
impression on the outside world, and
the project of partition dropped out
of sight. Yet insidious rumors were
still spread broadcast by Albania's
enemies, intimating that the people
were not mature for independence;
that they did not possess enough
national consciousness to keep them
together ; that they lacked able leader-
ship to guide them through the crises
that beset the life of a nation. Even
after the accomplished fact and the
voluntary grouping of the people
around their Government, there still

lingered this hostile expectation. For
that reason the powers relegated the
Albanian question to the background

;

for a time they even appeared to have
forgotten it altogether. The Su-
preme Council, the Ambassadorial
Conference, the Premiers' Con-
ferences met here and there from
time to time; but Albania did not
enter their discussions. In spite of
the repeated efforts of the Albanian
Government to secure recognition,

the powers showed themselves non-
committal in their attitude.

There was a flurry of excitement
when Albania asked for admission to

the League of Nations last December.
The Assembly of the League referred

the request to he Committee on Ad-
mission of New Members, and the
majority of the committee reported
against it. Lord Robert Cecil of the
minority reserved, however, the
right to reopen the question in the
Assembly. And then the unexpected
happened. Thanks to Lord Robert's
eloquent speech, which was seconded
by the effective oratory of M. Rene
Viviani and other delegates, espe-
cially of Mr. Fischer of Canada, Al-
bania was admitted to full member-
ship in the League of Nations by the
unanimous vote of the Assembly. It

is worthy of record that the delegate
of India, Imam Ali, a Moslem, advo-
cated the admission of Albania on the
ground that she is the only country
where the Cross and the Crescent live

peacefully together—an allusion to

the fraternal relations of the Chris-
tians and Mohammedans there. It

was a dramatic session indeed, that
of Dec. 17, 1920, all the more so be-
cause the Supreme Council had
warned the League against the ad-
mission of Albania on the ground
that she had not been recognized by
the powers. Her admission by the
League was the first diplomatic rec-

ognition of her efforts for inde-
pendence.

The Question of Boundaries

During the discussions in the As-
sembly of the League it came out that
the main objection was based on the
fact that Albania's frontiers had not
been determined. This question was
a complicated one. The Secret Treaty
of London had assigned to Serbia the
province of Scutari and to Greece the
provinces of Koritza and Arghyro-
castro, as a compensation for Italy's

occupation of Valona (with the unde-
termined hinterland), and for the
Italian mandate. By the agreement
of Tirana, however, Italy renounced
all claims on Albania, both as to the

mandate and the territorial posses-

sions. Clearly, then, Serbia and
Greece could not claim the northern
and southern provinces, respectively,
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on the basis of that treaty. But it is

difficult for any Government to givo

up claims that have been somehow
lecognized as valid, even though the

basis on which they" rested no longer
exists. Serbia and Greece, therefoi^,

found a new basis for their claims.

Serbia demands the province of Scu-
tari on historical, strategical and
commercial grounds. Greece, on the

other hand, lays stress on the theory
that the provinces of Koritza and
Arghyrocastro are inhabited by mem-
bers of the Greek Orthodox Church,
who allegedly wished to unite with
their coreligionists in the Kingdom
of Constantine. That theory, if ac-

cepted, would make the author of this

article a Greek, for he is a native of

Koritza, and his family belong to the
Greek Orthodox Church.

Albania, Serbia and Greece all pre-
sented their case before the League
of Nations, which found itself unable
to reach a decision. These questions
have perplexed the powers greatly. I

am officially infomied that they have
at last agreed to recognize the Al-

banian frontiers of 1913, as laid

down by the Ambassadorial Confer-
ence of that' year, which convened for

the purpose of averting a European
conflagration that would have been
precipitated by the unsettled Alba-
nian question. This agreement spe-

cifically provides that the province of

Scutari, claimed by the Serbs, and
those of Koritza and Arghyrocastro,
claimed by Greece, shall be definitely

assigned to Albania. Unfortunately,
the agreement leaves unsettled the
question as to what shall become of

the 1,500,000 Albanians that are left

outside of the established frontiers of
1913; those frontiers bar out the
province of Chameria, held by Greece,
and the still greater provinces of Kos-
sovo and Dibra, now occupied and ter-

rorized by the Serbians. The inhabi-

tants of these provinces, who desire
union with their mother-country, Al-
bania, are petitioning the League of

Nations to take care of them; th-'ir

fate seems to stretch into an anxious
future.

What was the motive of the powers
in finally interesting themselves in

Albania by agreeing on her frontiers?
The fact is that the powers have con-
vinced themselves that the fears re-

ferred to above are baseless. The Al-
banian people did not disintegrate"

nor did the Albanian Government col-

lapse. On the contrary, it has been
proved that the people and Govern-
ment of Albania have evidenced the
strongest proofs of national cohesion
and loyaltj-.

My personal observations in Al-
bania may be summarized as follows

:

In the first place, the Government
has established its authority. Never
before in all her thirty centuries of
existence has Albania enjoyed so

much order and tranquillity as at the
present time, with the possible ex-

ception of the period of the Pax Ro-
mana, when Albania was a proud
self-governing province of the Roman
Empire, to which she contributed six

Emperors, eminent among whom
were Constantine the Great and Dio-

cletian the Organizer. The habit ot

bearing amis and the addiction to

feuds have completelj^ disappeared.
One's life is safer today in Albania,
whether in a crowded town or on a
lonely highway, than in any other
country in the Balkans. Rapine, mur-
ders, hold-ups, are things of the past.

In the second place, the Government
is so secure in its support of the great
majority of the people that it is not
hesitating to use the rod for its re-

calcitrant children, spoiled by genera-
tions of misrule and favoritism. The
province of Mirdita, to mention one
case, thought of getting off scot free
of taxes, as it did under the Tui-kish
Government. Mirdita was subdued
in less than one night. In the third
place, the Government has now at its

disposal regular armed forces that
are in control of every district. Even
the latest foreign conquerors did not
attempt to extend their control so

far.

The foundations of the present
Government were laid down by the
Convention of Lushnja, to which I
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referred above. It was decided at

that time that the governmental au-

thority should be lodged in three dis-

tinct but correlative bodies. First in

rank comes the Regency Council

—

composed of two Christians and two
Moslems—which takes the place of

the Chief Executive; its authority is

not very wide. The second body is

the Council of Ministers, or Cabinet,
composed of the departmental heads
of the Government; it is responsible

to all intents and purposes to the

third body, the Parliament. The Par-
liament consists of seventy-two mem-
bers, foi-ming one chamber and elect-

ed by the people. The Cabinet is in

reality the body that wields the ex-

ecutive power, subject, of comse, to

the dictates of Parliament and to the
exigencies of the party system. There
are two well-defined parties, the
Progressive and the Popular, with a
third group of shifty Independents;
but it may be safely said that the
parties will have to undergo a new
alignment in the very near future.
The present Cabinet is headed by the
former Premier, Ilias Vrioni, a de-
scendant of one of the oldest families
of Albania ; it is a coalition Ministry,
the two chief parties being almost
equal in numerical strength.
As to the future form of govern-

ment, there are two or three plans in

the air; but if the question were put
to the people, say in the form of a ple-

biscite, the verdict would be in favor
of a limited constitutional monarchy
headed by a Prince who is not a na-
tional of any Power having interests
in Albania. The reason for such a
regime is obvious. The country is

surrounded bv older States that cling

still to the monarchical system, such
a system being the tradition as well
as the practice of the Balkan States.
Consequently, an Albanian Republic
would be the constant object of insid-
ious intrigues on the part of the more
powerful m.onarchical neighbors. Aside
from that, there are some other rea-
sons just as important.

A word now about the economic
and financial outlook of Albania.
Those who hoped that her stand-
ing as a separate nation might be
jeopardized by her apparent poverty
have ample reason at present to be
disillusioned. Albania is the only
country without any national debt,

and the only one that stands on a
gold basis. Every business deal is

transacted in gold, from those of the
public treasury to those in the hum-
blest hamlet. The people have set-

tled down, and prosperity has set in.

The long-deserted fields are being
carefully cultivated. Furthermore,
the country is very rich in all kinds
of mineral resources. Oil is plenti-

ful, and the Anglo-Persian Company's
agents are at Tirana endeavoring to

get control of the oil fields. Another
British firm has obtained the tobac-
co concession. Yet, Albania is still

waiting for American capital to de-

velop her resources. She needs rail-

roads, wharves, docks, piers, ware-
houses, to render feasible the ex-

ploitation of her coal, iron, copper
and other kinds of mines. Now that

order is prevailing throughout the
country and the Government is strong
enough to assure liberty, safety of

property and the pursuit of happi-
ness, proper means are needed to pro-

vide for inner reconstruction.



AFGHANISTAN AT THE
CROSS-ROADS

By Clair Price

Semi-indepe7ident State on the north west J'rotttier of Jridiu, lotiy n

hone of contention between Russia and Great Britain, is free of

both for the moment—Its next Tnoves important for the Middle East

FEW countries in the world are at

once as generally unknown and
as politically important as is

Afghanistan today. Little heed has
been paid of . late—indeed, little

American heed has ever been paid

—

to this wild, mountainous country of

the northwest frontier of India;
but yesterday it occasioned the hur-
ried signature of the Anglo-Russian
Trade Agreement in London, and to-

day, by reason of the Greco-Turkish
War, it constitutes an increasing em-
barrassment to the British Govern-
ment of India. Near and Middle
Eastern affairs, with their seeming-
ly endless ramifications, are not easy
to understand, but an understanding
of the entirely new situation which
obtains in Afghanistan as a result of
the war may shed a deal of light into

these dark areas of world politics.

For the history of the Near and Mid-
dle East during the next few years
now pivots largely upon Afghanis-
tan.

Before the war Afghanistan was a
political appendage to the Govern-
ment of India, Russia having aban-
doned it to the British in the famous
Anglo-Russian Treaty of 1907; but
the new Russian Government abro-
gated the 1907 Treaty in 1918, and
with London's concurrence in Mos-
cow's abrogation Afghanistan auto-
matically became " officially free and
independent, both internally and ex-

ternally." And on Feb. 28, 1921, the
newly independent Afghan Govern-
ment signed a Russo-Afghan Treaty

at Moscow providing for a Russian
subsidy for its Amir, for five Rus-
sian Consulates within its frontiers,
and for a number of other arrange-
ments to Russia's advantage, of such
a startling nature as before the war
would have brought any dead Viceroy
of India up from his grave at once.
The result was that the British Gov-
ernment hurriedly executed an
about-face in its attitude toward the
Russian Trade Delegation in London,
and on March 16 Sir Robert Horn

3

finally affixed his signature to the
long pending Anglo-Russian Trade
Agreement, at the same time handing
to Mr. Krassin a peremptory note
from Lord Curzon demanding the im-
mediate discontinuance of Russian
propaganda in Afghanistan.
Having put an end to the Russo-

Afghan Treaty, the Government <

India now sought to elaborate an
Anglo-Afghan Treaty in succession
to the old arrangements with Afghan-
istan which had been auto.matically
brought to an end by the abrogation
of the Anglo-Russian Treaty of 1907.
Accordingly, Sir Henry Dobbs,
C. I. E., was dispatched to the Afghan
capital of Kabul last Spring with a
suitable mission to conduct negotia-
tions with the Amir. But events
elsewhere have thus far frustrated
the efforts of the Dobbs Mission, and
up to the middle of August its nego-
tiations were still hanging fire, while
all the fierce nationalism of Afghan-
istan was concentrated on the main-
tenance of its new independence.
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These " events elsewhere '*' take in

the entire Near and Middle East in

their scope, and a brief survey of

them may prove illuminating.

The various tribes which make up
Afghanistan's 5,000,000 population
are overwhelmingly Moslem, and
are of the Sunni sect of Islam, which
may be roughly likened to the Catho-
lics of Christianity, just as the

smaller Shi'ah sect may be called the
Protestants of Islam, The Moslems
of Bokhara and Khiva to the north
of Afghanistan are likewise of the
Sunni sect, and the 60,000,000 Mos-
lems of India to the south are also

Sunnis; indeed, the Moslems of In-

dia are the great driving force of
Islam today. To the west of Afghan-
istan, the Moslems of Persia are
Shi'ahs and are not the sturdy fight-

ers their Sunni brethren are; doubt-
less the Afghans could overrun Per-
sia if they cared to. Further to the
west the Turks and Arabs alike are
Sunnis, and both are strong fighting

\
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races, but at present are quite alien-
ated from each other by the long
Arab revolt against Turkish rule.

The Turks, the Tartars of the Cau-
casus and Turkestan, the Afghans
and the great Moslem community of
India, then, are all of the Sunni sect,

whose Caliph is the Turkish Sultan
and whose sacred law provides that
the Caliph shall be an independent
sovereign wielding an effective
guardianship over the great Moslem
holy places at Mecca, Medina and
Jerusalem.

The war, however, has made the
Turkish Caliph virtually a prisoner
of the British in Constantinople, and
has taken Mecca, Medina and Jeru-
salem away from him, Mecca and
Medina now being held by the inde-
pendent King of the Hedjaz. who is

subsidized by the British, and Jeru-
salem being held by the British
themselves. This new state of af-
fairs has been bitterly resented by
all of Sunni Islam (except the

Arabs) as a destruction of
its most sacred institutions,

and as a result Afghanistan
has been greatly inflamed
against the British Govern-
ment .of India. The Afghan
Mission which negotiated the
Russo-Afghan treaty in Mos-
cow—a Mission headed by
the same Mohammed Vali
Khan who recently visited

Washington—had no sooner
affixed its signatures to that
treaty than it hastened to

Angora in Turkey and last

April signed a Turco-Afghan
treaty of close alliance

against " any alien imperial-
ism," which presumably
means the British Empire.
Of this treaty only an offi-

cial summary has been given
out, and the essential point

in the text of that summary
is a recognition of the

Turkish Caliphate on the

part of Afghanistan.

In the meantime the Amir
of Afghanistan had received
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at Kabul Djemal Pasha, who, with
Enver Pasha ai.d the late Talaat
Pasha, was one of Turkey's rul-

ing triumvirate during the war,
and had made him Minister of

War in the Afghan Cabinet.
Djemal Pasha had founded an Af-
ghan Military College at Kabul and
had imported forty Turkish offi-

cers from Angora to whip the Af-
ghan regular army into shape. The
Government of India's plan to extend
its military railway from Jamrud
up through the famous Khyber Pass
to the Afghan frontier posts was in-

terpreted at Kabul as a menace to

Afghanistan's new independence, and
its announcement was followed by
the erection of hill redoubts overlook-
ing the Afghan end of the Khyber
and the training of Afghan mountain
batteries to man them. This brought
a new unrest into the tribes along
the northwest frontier of India, the
control of which has long been one of

the Government of India's most dif-

ficult tasks.

Into this situation along the north-
west frontier news of the recent

Greek advances into Asia Minor has
brought further unrest, and the far-

ther the Greeks advanced (with
British aid, Islam believes'' the more

turbulent the northwest frontier be-
came. This has continued until today
Afghanistan is talking openly of in-

vading India, and Mr. Gandhi, the
gi'eat Hindu leader of India's peace-
ful boycott of the British, has been
compelled to use all his influence with
his explosive Moslem minority to

prevent the use of the Afghan army
against the British in India and to

keep the boycott in the ways of

peace.
Meanwhile Afghanistan has been

making use of its independence to

put its own house in order, and the
Amir on June 18 last proclaimed his

first Code of Criminal Law, a move
which constitutes Afghanistan's first

step toward constitutional Govern-
ment. Should it continue to adjust
itself to the march of Western civili-

zation, Afghanistan should yet prove
to be one of the strongest of the
smaller States in Asia. Before the
war it was locked in the vise-like grip
of the Anglo-Russian Treaty of 1907,
but today its opportunity to work
out its own destinies has come. And
for the next few years the history
of the great tangled area between the
Bosporus and Bengal Bay will pivot
largely upon the uses that Afghanis-
tan makes of this new opportunity.

PERSIA'S TRADE ASPIRATIONS

THE Persian Minister to the United

States, Sadigh es Saltaneh, shortly

before his recent transfer from Washington
to Madrid, delivered befoi*e the American
Manufacturers' Association an address in

which he outlined the trade policy and aims

of the new Persian Government. The
principal exports of Persia, he explained,

are carpets, shawls and other products of

cotton, wool and silk; in return she desires

various American manufactures, especially

cottons, hardware, machinery and other

things of ii'on and steel. " Persia," he con-

tinued, " has an area three times larger

than France, yet most of the land remains

untilled. Our extensive forests in the north

and west are scarcely touched. Our mine.-,

are still virgin. Our vast water power,

one of the richest sources of- energy, has

only begun to be developed. What we need

is the assistance of capital, and we will

gladly welcome the enterprise of business

men and the help of competent financiers.

* * * We have always been in favor of

the open door, and are keenly desirous of

improving and establishing direct commer-
cial i-elations—unalloyed by political am-
bitions—with all the nations of the world,

and especially with wealthy, energetic and

capable America."



SUICIDE A LA MODE
IN JAPAN

By Nancy Virginia AusTEii,
Wlio has lived twelve years in Japan

An interesting account of the amazing faahion of auicide in

Japan, the stranye forms and places chosen for the act, and t},e

wide difference between Oriental and Occidental ideas of death—
What one devoted Japanese woman is doing to change the fashion

IN Japan the rule of doing things

the opposite way to ours holds in

suicide as in all things else.

The Occidental punishes an enemy by
stabbing him to death. A Japanese
stabs himself, often killing himself at

his enemy's gate for revenge. He
kills himself as a protest against an
injury he has suffered. He kills

himself to emphasize some utterance.

He kills himself to reform his supe-

rior. He kills himself to apologize for

some mistake. Sometimes, in the Oc-
cident, men threaten the life of an
employer in order to secure their de-

mands. In the topsy-turvy East they
thi'eaten to take their own lives in

order to bring things around their

way. In our land jealous husbands
or wives have been known to kill an
offender. In Japan the lovers take
their own lives that they may be
united in the future existence. This
form of double suicide is called

"shinju" (love suicide).

In the Island Empire across the
Pacific everything is done according
to ancient rules—rules which even
would-be suicides may not ignore. If

a man has insulted another or caused
grave injury through some stupid

blunder, suicide, according to the

ancient customs, is the only proper
course for him ; and he would "queer
himself," "lose face," as we say over

there, were he to neglect its observ-

ance. On the other hand, if one

wishes to make amends for some
carelessness or wrong deed, one may
claim the privilege of suicide.

" Hara-kiri " as a method of suicide

hes been in vogue since antiquity.

Although the word hara-kiri may
have a sound of mysterious dignity

in Western ears, the meaning is very
prosaic when translated into English.
The literal meaning is "belly cut-

ting." The Japanese have a fashion
of using Chinese words to express
rude or unpleasant things, in the
same way that we use Latin and
French words, so they usually refer

to hara-kiri by the high-sounding
Chinese name, "seppuku," as we use
the word abdomen instead of the
plain Anglo-Saxon word. The act

consists in drawing a sharp dirk

across the abdomen. In the days
when hara-kiri enjoyed an official

status, the head was severed imme-
diately afterward by a friend, or, in

case of political offenders, by an offi-

cial.

Origin of " Hara-Kiri "

In tracing this custom of hara-

kiri back to its source, we find that

it gained its greatest popularity in

the old days when Japan was torn by
rebellions and counter - rebellions.

Each territorial chief, or daimyo, en-

trenched himself with his retainers

ag-ainst invasion from a neighboring
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daimyo. First one, then the other
wr.s successful. The victor always
tried to insure the safety of his reign
by beheading those who had fought
against him, and in order to make
the death of these political rivals less

distasteful, the custom of hara-kiri

w?.s called into use.

Solemn ceremonies were devised to

give a show of dignity to the con-
demned warriors, or Samurai, as they
were called. The rules governing
hara-kiri were both elaborate and
exact, everything being done accord-
ing to rigid form. Nothing new was
added; nothing old was omitted.
The place for the performance was
prepared in the same strict way.
Those of the highest rank were per-

mitted to perform hara-kiri in the
house; all others must use the gar-
den. But whether the ceremony took
place in the house or in the garden,
it was governed by the same fixed
rules. Each implement was used ac-

cording to the set regulations ; every
step taken was according to the
proper rules. The man to sever the
hoad, the one to hand the sword to

the principal, each actor in the scene
was there in the proper place, accord-
ing to the approved rules of hara-
kiri.

A Japanese learns from childhood
up to respect hara-kiri. He learns it

at school in his history and ethics
lessons. He learns it at home from
his parents. He learns it on the
streets from wandering story tellers.

He learns it from the praise of hara-
kiri which he reads in the newspapers
and books. He learns it in the temples
where he goes to worship Japanese
heroes, some of whom have been dei-

fied because they avenged their lords

through hara-kiri. Suicide by this

method is looked upon as an honor-
able way to avenge one's self, to de-

nounce an enemy, to apologize for a
wrong done, or to escape difficulties

in general. It is merely one way of

starting out upon the long journey to

the next existence. A Japanese looks

upon this life as one form of his many
existences ; the next may be better or

worse than this one. If he desei*ves
it he may be reborn in a much hap-
pier sphere; or if unworthy in this
life, his spirit may have an unfortu-
nate habitation in the next.

In Japan there are few lives of ease
and perfect happiness. Living means
struggle and sacrifice for the big
majority of the common people, es-

. pecially for the women, whom we
have come to consider the happiest
people on earth because they smile
under every circumstance. Since liv-

ing in Japan I have learned that a
smile often covers the saddest heart.
The doctrine of keeping one's trou-
bles in the background is worthy of
emulation, but when carried to the
extreme, as in Japan, it causes others
to say as we do of the Japanese,
"They are never unhappy."

In the thickly populated little king-
dom of Nippon a human life is not
considered of such importance that
one less is taken as sufficient cause
for extensive comment in the news-
papers or anywhere else. And since
18(^9, when a motion was introduced
into the Japanese Diet to abolish
hara-kiri, it has held its place against
the new Western fashions creeping
into the Japanese life. For at that*
time only three voted for the motion

;

tv/o hundred voted against it and six

did not vote ; thus was it settled that
hara-kiri was a Japanese institution
reflecting great glory upon the coun-
try; that it was a custom both de-
sirable and indispensable ; that it was
one of the distinctly Japanese cus-
toms not to be uprooted. So it has
remained. While it does not have the
same official place that it had in the
days of feudalism, still it exists as a
voluntary means of redress, of sac-

rifice, or of escape from the worries
of the world.

Typical Instances

I remember an occasion a few years
ago when a stationmaster of the
Government railv/ay committed hara-
kiri because the Emperor's special

train was delayed a few minutes by
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a misunderstanding on the part of an
official. There had been no accident.

There had been no injury—except to

the stationmaster's pride. However,
the stationmaster thought the only-

suitable apology he could make for

the slight delay to the imperial train

would be to perform hara-kiri ; so he

did. And as far as I could discover

there was not a Japanese who dis-

agreed with that view.

Last January a Japanese sentry

while on police duty in Vladivostok

shot Lieutenant Warren Langdon of

the United States cruiser Albany. The
sentry was absolved from blame, as

it was discovered that his superior

officer had not been explicit in giving

directions. It was 'reported that the

superior officer had committed sui-

cide—which would in truth have
been according to Japanese etiquette.

But, so far as I know, that rumor has
not been confirmed. The latest news
is that the sentry has taken upon his

own sword the duty of making apol-

ogy in the usual way. Knightly senti-

ments are not confined to the Samu-
rai, but often dwell in the hearts of

the lowliest. To those who know
Japan, it would seem quite in keep-

ing for one of the humblest subjects

in the empire of the Sun Goddess to

make atonement by the honored cus-

tom of hara-kiri.

The case of General Count Nogi
and Countess Nogi, who committed
hara-kiri at the time of the death of

the Emperor, Meiji, in 1912, attracted

world-wide attention at that time.

The General could not bear to see his

Emperor go to the next life with no
attendant; so he made preparations

and, quietly, accompanied by his

faithful wife, went to his Emperor's
side. The act was hailed as most
beautiful and fitting. Through the

breadth of the land the memory of

the faithful couple is held in a rev-

erence but little short of worship.

After the passing of a few genera-

tions General Nogi's name will doubt-

less be numbered among the thou-

sands of deities worshipped in Japan.

Precedent and Legend

The national story of the forty-

seven Ronin still exercises a power-
ful influence upon the people of

Japan. In 1701 Asano, Lord of Ako,
having been insulted by a nobleman
named Kira, quarreled with him in

the palace court. As a private quar-
rel inside the precincts of the palace
was a crime punishable by death,
Asano was ordered to perform hara-
kiri. His family was disgraced and
his clan ordered to scatter. His re-

tainers, forty - seven in number,
pledged themselves to live for the
sole aim of avenging their master.
They waited vigilantly two years for

the completion of their plans. When
all was ready they entered Kira's
mansion and ordered him to perform
hara-kiri. Coward that he was, he re-

fused to take the sword, so they cut
hie head off. They carried his head
in a solemn procession across Tokio
to the grave of Asano. Placing the
head before the tomb of their master,
they declared their vow fulfilled.

That evening the forty-seven com-
mitted hara-kiri ; they were buried by
the side of Asano.

The plot of ground containing the
graves of Asano and his forty-seven
faithful retainers is a popular resort
for pilgrims, who throng to the tem-
ple to worship the devoted heroes.

Many times have I taken visitors to

the tombs of the forty-seven Ronin
on the edge of Tokio, but I have yet to

see the time when the simple grave-
stones had no burning incense, or no
pilgrims bowing a mute tribute to

"faithfulness," the virtue most ex-
alted in Japan. The deed of these
forty-seven men is one of the most
popular subjects for songs, stories

and plays. A theatre is always full

when the play is the story of the
forty-seven Ronin.

In .Japan one often sees a venerable
old tree enclosed by a bamboo fence
and having a straw rope tied around
its gnarled trunk. Such trees are
sacred and are worshipped for one
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reason or another. The following

story shows how the worship of a
fine old tree in Southern Japan origi-

nated : One day long ago a man com-
mitted suicide by hanging himself

from a sturdy limb of this tree.

Soon after that another man did the

same thing; then another and an-

other, until that tree became a favor-

ite place for committing suicide.

Suicide then, as now, was nothing un-

usual, but there was an inquiry into

the reason why that one tree was the
instrument selected by so many. So
the sage old men of the village de-

ciied that evil spirits dwelt in the
tree "and lured men on to take their

lives. Therefore, a meeting of all the

men of the village was called to decide

on some means of defense against

the evil spirits.

The old men held the belief that

offerings should be made to the tree

spirits to placate their wrath and to

gain their favor. The young men said

the wiser plan would be to cut the

tree down and bum it. At this sug-

gestion the older men held up their

hands in horror. " Such a course

would bring calamity on thewhole vil-

lage," they gasped. The young men,
less superstitious and less faithful to

the gods, held firmly to their decision,

and, perhaps because they were more
numerous, carried the day.

Preparations were made to destroy

the tree. But here a difficulty de-

veloped—no one could be found will-

in? to cut the tree. Though the young
men were brave enough to laugh at
the evil spirits, yet when it came to

taking an axe in hand and actually

cutting the tree, each was loath to

taKe upon himself the honor. Finally

two of the most daring stepped out
with axes and struck two resounding
Wows. horror! no sooner had the
axes touched the tree—so the legend
goes—than blood gushed forth! The
two daring young men dropped their
axes and fled in terror. The whole
assemblage dropped to their knees
and besought the spirits to spare
their lives. Ever afterward the vil-

lagers were faithful in placing their

offerings before the sacred tree.

Fashions in Suicide

This story illustrates the fact that
there are fashions in Japanese suicide

as in everything else. The saying that
" misery loves company " holds true

in Japan, even if the English proverb
is unknown. When a Japanese has
reached the state of despondency or
some other emotion which urges
suicide, he usually seeks a spot where
others have taken the same step.

A few years ago the wheel of

fashion in its turning rested upon the
high portico of a temple in Kyoto, a
temple dedicated to the goddess of

mercy. This temple, called Kiyomizu-
dera, is built upon high piles on the
side of a hill, in a most beautiful

setting. Cherry, maple, plum and
evergreen trees almost hide it. From
its portico one can see the valley be-

low with its restless masses. The
railing is very low, and it is quite
easy just to step over—and know the
ilb of hfe no more.
But the wheel of fashion never re-

mains long in one position, and in this

case it shifted popularity from Kiyo^
mizu-dera to the crater of the active
volcano, Mt. Asama. You may be
sure it takes grim determination to

climb to the top of the long slope of
the rumbling, smoking Asama Yama,
and then to jump into its sulphurous,
fiery depths. But a Japanese would
not let a thing like that stand in his

way once his mind is made up; so

many a weary soul toiled- up the ash-
covered side of Mt. Asama with sui-

cide as the only reward in view—until

the considerate fashion wheel took
another turn. This time it led to a
more accessible place—a lake near
Kobe. The authorities took a hand
there ; soon they had the lake drained
and the would-be suicides had to seek
another refuge.

This time they did not go far in

their search ; Suma, a beautiful sub-
urb of Kobe, became the favorite
place for this sti-ange fad. The mag-
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Jiificent ocean, rolling in, splashed

with rainbow colors ;
green-clad cliffs

rearing their heads far above the

beating waves; giant pines throwing
out their arms m a spirit of protec-

tion—these make Suma a welcome
spot to the living and to the spirits of

those who have lived. For awhile

suicide was almost a daily occurrence

at Suma.
Then fickle fashion turned and

favored the north. Chuzenji is a
beautiful mountain lake near the

temple city Nikko-Nikko, which the

Japanese say one must see before one

can say "beautiful." Lake Chuzenji

d tains itself in a single outlet which
pours over a high perpendicular cliff

in an exquisitely beautiful waterfall

named Kegon, falling in one magnifi-

cent sheet for 250 feet. The spray
leaps up like billowy clouds of the
softest chiffon. Is it any w^onder that

the romantic Japanese saw a fitting

end to life in Kegon's whirling spray ?

So many of them leaped over the
cliff into Kegon that the Government
set a police guard at the top of the
alluring falls, end thus stopped sui-

cide there.

Since the beauty spots of their land

seemed denied them, the would-be sui-

cides turned to the prosaic trains as

a last resort. The despondent one
would station himself at a sharp
curve in the railway track and jump
in front of an express train as it

flashed around the curve. Before the
engineer could stop the train all would
be over for one earthly life.

A sharp curve near Kobe became
th<-; scene of so many suicides that

last year Mrs. Jo, a Christian woman
of Kobe, devised a plan for helping
her discouraged countrymen who
sought an untimely end for life. She
erected a huge sign at the spot which
had become the one favored for the
death jump. In arriving at the short
curve, one is startled by the words
of this immense sign, standing out in

bold, black characters :
" Stop a min-

ute! If you feel that you must take
your life, go to see Mrs. Jo at the

Woman's Welfare Association."
Strong electric lights make the sign
plainly visible at night.

A dramatic, imaginative Japanese,
confronted suddenly by this spectacu-
lar sign, pauses and sits down on a

'

stone to think things over. "Could
this Mrs. Jo have any possible help
for me?" he asks himself. Then with
a sheepish glance at the railway track,
as if to plead its silence, he turns and
wanders thoughtfully to Mrs. Jo's
address given on the sign. Mrs. Jo
probably persuades him that he can
do his duty a while longer by living.

He has no fear of death, which to him
is merely passing from one state of
existence to another; but why pass
on to the next if he can hold on to the
pres'int a little longer! If the little

woman can give him a new reason
for continuing the life struggle he
bows low to her, touching his head to
the floor, it may be, in his apprecia-
tion of her interest, and then marches
out to face the world once more, vic-
tory already half won by his jaunty
air of self-assurance as he takes up
again the grimmest thing in Japan

—

life.

The newspapers gave Mrs. Jo's
plan wide publicity; and in less than
six months' time 160 Japanese have
been saved from suicide by reading
that sign. This unassuming woman
has become the mother confessor for
all Japan. Women discouraged and
tempted to end life write to her for
advice; she has helped hundreds by
such letters. Word has spread that
there is a woman in Kobe who can
bring hope out of the darkest situa-
tion ; that she can solve any problem
of life, no matter how complex or
impossible it may seem. And no one
knows how far-reaching her work
may yet become. She may yet be
able to make the Japanese see that it

is more glorious to live for a cause
than to die for it; that suicide as an
apology or as an escape from trials

shows weakness, not strength. Less
things than her faith have more than
once changed the course of human
events.



CHINA, CAPTIVE OR FREE?
[An Analysis of Gilbert Reid's Latest Work]

By Jesse Willis Jefferis

How Chhm's did i>J' the Allies in the World liar has i^esulted in

her betrayal into the grip of Japan—Internal chaos fostered by

Japan to keep a vast empire in subjection—.4. worse oppressor

than Germany

THE fact that America has re-

fused to be bound by treaty

agreements relating to the

award of Shantung to Japan—a vital

subject of controversy to be discussed

i.t the Disarmament Conference

—

renders Gilbert Reid's " China, Cap-
tive or Free?" especially timely.

This notable contribution to the liter-

ature bearing on Far Eastern ques-

tions, just issued from the press of

Dodd, Mead & Co., is the most com-
plete discussion of China's foreign en-

tanglements and the attempts at her
enslavement which has yet been pub-

lished. The volume might well be

used as a handbook by the represen-

tatives of the great powers at the

Disarmament Conference in Novem-
ber, for it " divulges acts hitherto

kept secret and brings more clearly

to light many facts which bear on a

correct understanding of the East and
of the West."
That Great Britain and America

are chiefly responsible for China's en-

trance into the war—a step which has

resulted in enabling Japan to secure

a stranglehold on the " Flowery
Kingdom "—is the conclusion which
Dr. Reid has reached and substan-

tiated by his revelation of diplomatic

dealings that are decidedly dubious

and utterly unjustifiable.

The author holds that no amount
of persuasion on the part of the Allies

could have induced China to enter the

war, as she had no more grudge
against the Central Powers than that

which she felt toward other imperial-

istic Governments. Trustfully she
obeyed the behest of her traditional

friend, America, upon whom she de-

pended and still depends to rescue her
from the encroachments of her ex-
ploiters. Little did China dream that,

as a consequence of her entrance into

the war, the nation would be torn by
warring factions and rival capitals
would be established at Peking and at

Canton—the foi'mer representing
militarism and autocracy; the latter

the home of liberalism and de-
mocracy.

As director of the International
Institute of China, Gilbert Reid has
held a position unique among those
who have recorded their impressions
of the most densely populated and
perhaps most fascinating country in

the world. The object of this insti-

tute is to promote friendship and
harmony in the relations between
China and other countries, and also
between adherents of different reli-

3:ions. This has enabled him to se-

cure a comprehensive survey of Chi-
na's activities. American readers are
already familiar with his "Glances at
China," published in 1890, and
" Sources of Anti-Foreign Disturb-
ances in China," 1893. He ha^ also

produced six books in Chinese, an
achievement which demands an inti-

macy with the life and language of
the Mongolian race both comprehen-
sive and profound.
Even the casual reader of '" China,

Captive or Free?" must confess that
the author is a man uncompromising-
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ly true to his convictions. '" Out of

love for China," he writes, " I was
made to suffer, not only for China,

but with China; undergoing some
tragic, amusing and puerile persecu-

tions from the great diplomats of four

legations—British, French, Japanese

and even American— while the

United States Constitution and the

Sermon on the Mount both slumbered

and slept. The contact of European
civilization with the peoples of Asia,

Africa and the American continents

makes sad reading for the man of jus-

tice. As to the country of China,

with a long record of civilization,

statecraft, philosophy, art and reli-

gion, the question arises, Has China

been blessed or cursed by Western
civilization ?"

Great Britain's recent attempt to

gain control of South China's coal

supply is exceeded, according to Dr.

Reid, in shameless effrontery and

greed only by Japan's daily tighten-

ing death-grip on the province of

Shantung. The author contends that

what Germany had in Shantung was
certain " rights " which were granted

to her by China and by China alone.

These rights, moreover, were deter-

mined by a treaty drawn between the

two Governments of China and Ger-

many, and by the action of no other

Government. According to the terms

of the grant, the rights acquired by

Germany were unas.signable and non-

transferable.

Gilbert Reid is convinced that

there was no excuse whatever for ex-

tending the war to the Far East, as

the German fleet had sailed from
Tsing-tao, leaving only a handful of

troops which were in no sense a men-
ace to China or to any of the Allies.

The calamities which the war has

brought upon China, and the spoils

which Japan has thereby appropri-

ated, are the principal factors which
now threaten the peace of the world,

and have rendered necessary the

calling of the Disarmament Confer-

ence. According to Marquis Okuma,
the war afforded Japan " the one op-

portunity of ten thousand years."

Especially significant is the au-
tiior's contention that Japan entered
the war only upon the earnest request
of her ally, Great Britain. In a
speech before the Diet, Baron Kato,
Minister of Foreign Affairs, said:
" The British Government has asked
the Imperial Government of Japan
for assistance under the terms of the
Anglo-Japanese alliance. We could

not but comply to the request to do
our part. The Japanese Government,
therefore, resolved to open hostilities

against Germany." In a truly tech-

nical sense, Japan was the only ally

which Great Britain had. The rela-

tions of Great Britain to France and
Russia were those of an entente
cordiale.

China Coerced by Japan.

Japan occupied Shantung and thus
held a dagger over the heart of the
Chinese Nation. The Japanese Min-
ister in Peking, only two short
months later, presented to President
Yuan Shih-kai an official document
now notorious as " The Twenty-one
Demands," which are almost a dupli-

cate of the demand made on the Em-
peror of Korea prior to the absorp-
tion of that country by Japan. In
order to put this deal through with-
out molestation on the part of other
Governments, the Japanese Minister
insisted upon absolute secrecy. These
demands confirmed Japan's claim to

German rights in Shantung, enlarged
and prolonged the Japanese hold on
rights acquired in Southern Man-
churia and Eastern Mongolia, sought
control of China's greatest industrial
enterprise, the Hanyehping Com-
pany, with a share in the product of
mines; set forth the obligation on
the part of China to lease no moi^e
harbors or islands on the Chinese
coast, except to Japan ; insisted on
special railway concessions in the
Yangtse Valley and on recognition
of Japan's priority in Fukien Prov-
ince, and gave Japan a degree of

authority over the internal and polit-

ical affairs of China, undermining
her sovereignty.
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The United States Government
immediately challenged this piece of
diplomatic effrontery by dispatching
an identical note to both China and
Japan, refusing to recognize any
agreement which had been entered
into, or which might, in the future,

be entered into, between the Govern-
ments of Japan and China, impairing
the treaty i-ights of the United States

and its citizens in China, the political

or territorial integrity of the Re-
public of China, or the international

policy relative to China, commonly
known as the " Open Door," a stand
recently reiterated by Secretary of

State Hughes.
China naturally supposed that her

entrance into the war would afford
her the chance, not only of terminat-

ing her treaties with Germany, but
also of nullifying her agreements
with Japan. She did not know that

the European allies were at the same
time conniving with Japan, unknown
to China or to the United States, that

what China hoped to get from her
foreign exploiters would all pass to

Japan, lier most pestiferous neighbor,

who, according to the Lansing-Ishii

note, was granted special rights in

China on account of propinquity.

Apologists find a reasonable expla-

nation for Japan's conduct in the fact

that the Japanese people have been
Christianized for a period of only

sixty years, while Europe has re-

ceived Christian teaching for 2,000

years. As evidence of the very thin

veneer of Christianity which covers

the diplomatic relations of such a
highly civilized country as Great
Britain, it is interesting to note that

only two years after Japan had
pressed her twenty-one demands
the British Government presented
twelve demands, evidently fearing
that in the scramble she would lose

some available spoils, which would
be wholly contrary to her traditional

foreign policy. Great Britain se-

cured from prostrate China the right

to construct railways between India
and Tibet, the privilege of making
loans, thus mortgaging Chinese re-

sources; the use of British experts
for industrial enterprises, the estab-
lishment of telegraph lines and
postal service, and, most modest of
all, a demand that China shall not
interfere with the actions of the
British Government in Tibet.

In no regard did China's entrance
into the war so seriously affect her
welfare as in the resulting reign of
military autocracy and the almost
complete overthrow of her democratic
system of government. Never under
the Chinese, Manchu or Mongol mon-
archies, whei'e the literati ruled, was
there anything like the militarism
which was ushered in upon China's
entrance into the war, and which has
been perpetuated by the Tuchuns or
Military Governors of the provinces,
with the result that Dr. Sun Yat-sen,
President of the Republic of South
China, and most of the Chinese lib-

erals have seceded from the Peking
Government and are now bravely
fighting the battle for democracy
against an apparently 'hostile

world. Unless these liberals are
represented at the Disarmament Con-
ference, the author believes, it will

be far better for President Harding to

call it off and continue to wink at the
autocratic-militaristic Government in

Peking, and also at the imperialism of
both Great Britain and Japan.

Japan Worse Than Germany

China's need has been Japan's op-
portunity. For a paltry $15,000,000
China signed away a lien on all her
forests in the two northern provinces
of Heilungkiang and Kirin, about
equal in extent to the combined area
of all the States of America along
the Atlantic seaboard. To secure
funds China has also been compelled
to mortgage railway lines, gold, coal,

antimony and iron mines. She has
even mortgaged the Government
Printing Office at Peking and the
Hankow electric light and water
works.

According to Professor John Dew-
ey, who has recently toured Shan-
tung Province, the Chinese would be
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much happier with the Germans in

control than they are at present on
account of the indignities which they
suffer from Japanese officials, who
are extending further and further the
boundaries of their political and com-
mercial influence and control. Pro-
fessor Dewey says:

The Germans employed Chinese exclusive-

ly in the railroad shops and for all minor
positions. The railway guards were all

Chinese, the Germans merely training them,
but when Japan invaded Shantung and took
over the railways Chinese workmen and
Chinese militaiy guai'ds were at once dis-

missed and Japanese imported to take their

places. At an hour's notice Japan could

cut off communications between Southern
China and the capital, and, with the aid of

the Southern Manchurian railway, at the

north of the capital, hold the entire coast

and descend at its good pleasure upon
Peking.

With this view Herbert Adams Gib-

bons, author of " The New Map of

Asia," is in perfect accord. " The
Germans," he says, " were not op-

pressive masters of the natives with-

in the leased territory. Their control

led to improved sanitary conditions

and to economic prosperity. Germany
did not follow the tactics of Russia
and Japan in using the railway con-

cession as a means of permanent mili-

tary control,"'

F. Anderson, Chairman of the China
Association, further confirms the
convictions of these writers in his an-
nual message, dated July 17, 1920.
" The Japanese administration of

Shantung," he says, " is worse than
the German. There were only about
500 Germans resident in Tsing-tao,all

of whom were officials or leaders;

there are now oyer 35,000 Japanese
residents."

An offense to Japan and, unfor-
tunately, also to China was the re-

jection by the " Big Three " at Paris
of the clause which the Japanese de-

sired to have introduced, endorsing
the principle of " the equality of na-
tions and the just treatment of their

nationals." Gilbert Reid explains in

some detail that what Japan demand-
ed was not a recognition of race equal-

ity, but the abolishing of the discrim-

ination provided l^y immigration laws
or the like against any inhabitant of
Japan on account of race, " This was
an eminently fair proposal, prudent-
ly and moderately phrased," says Mr.
Reid. " The Japanese laid great stress
upon its adoption. It was heartily sup-
ported by the Chinese, for China and
Japan are the only two countries of
the world which are discriminated
against merely because of nationality
or race. Even when the principle was
rejected the Japanese reserved the
right to bring it up at some future
time." It is within the range of pos-
sibilities that they will fight it out
at the Disarmament Conference.

What China Wants

China still hopes that at the Wash-
ington Conference the United States
will back her in declaring that for-
eign powers neither legitimately pos-
sess, nor have a right to claim, spheres
of influence and special interesty in

the " Flowery Kingdom " ; also that
all treaties, agreements, notes and
contracts must be revised, including
the right of extraterritoriality, so
that the domination of Great Britain,
Japan, France, Russia and other in-

truders maj'- cease. America will be
able to take this stand consistently, as
she is the only one of the great pow-
ers, except Germany, which does not
have some kind of hold on Chinese
soil.

China may also insist upon the
withdrawal of all foreign troops and
police, the abolishment of foreign
post offices, and the right to fix her
own tariffs. " All these," writes Dr.
Reid, " are just requests." And there
is no doubt that if Great Britain,
France and the United States insist

upon the restoration of China's rights,

Japan must yield. " The concessions
made at the Peace Conference were
unjust to China, and should never
have been enacted," said President
Wilson ;

" they were all exacted by
duress from a great body of thought-
ful, ancient and helpless i>eople.

There never was any right in any of
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them. Thank God, America never
asked for any, never dreamed of ask-
ing for any."

The casual student of the Far East-
ei-n question naturally asks :

** Why
does not China, the most populous
country in the world, arm and defend
herself against foreign encroach-
ments?" But the diplomatic policy

of her oppressors has been to rule

through disunion, which largely ac-

counts for the present political cleav-

age between North and South China
and the independence of the military
Governors, rendering centralized con-
trol impossible. Also, as Gilbert Reid
points out, if China should begin to

spend millions on a vast army as a
distinctly national movement, the
Japanese, under existing conditions,
would assume direction; or, in case
of a navy, would wait until it became
a valuable prize and then capture it.

If China should join with Japan in a
defensive and offensive military al-

liance, as is frequently urged by
the Japanese Government, the devel-
opment of China's military capacity
under Japanese guidance would prove
the menace of the future, the opening
of the next world war.

Dr. Reid is also opposed to the In-

ternational consortium headed by
Thomas W. Lament for financing
China's resources and means of com-
munication, on the ground that it is

an exclusive scheme, Great Britain,

France, Belgium, Japan and the
United States being the only finan-
cial participants. In the second place
it is an extraneous scheme, as China
herself is not included, and thus her
sovereignty is threatened. Accord-
ingly, China prefers to form her own
consortium.

The traditional policy of America
is to keep hands off of China, and
thus permit her to work out her own
destiny. Surely the United States,

which did not possess a clear title to

any territory bordering on the Pacific

Ocean until 1846, has no moral right
to claim the supremacy of the Pacific

over nations which have occupied a
vast territorv on that ocean for more
than 2,000 years.

The Path to Peace

We cannot claim for ourselves in
Asia any social or political rights
which we are unwilling to grant the
Asiatics in America. As Herbert
Adams Gibbons writes in his " New
Map of Asia "

:
" If we Americans

and Europeans expect to keep Asi-
atics out of our continents and out
of Africa indefinitely, and at the
same time pretend to superior politi-

cal and commercial rights in Asia, we
shall precipitate a great struggle that
may have its repercussions in our own
hemisphere. The ' Yellow Peril ' is

far from imaginary so long as Europe
asserts the right to dominate and ex-
ploit Asia. But if we reconcile our-
selves to treating Asiatics equitably
in their own continent (they do not
ask more than that), we shall not
need to prepare for ' the next war

'

with Japan."

In his closing pages Dr. Reid urges
America to be both considerate and
conciliatory in her attitude toward
those powers which have conflicting
interests in China, and urges the
gradual elimination of racial, reli-

gious and national discords that im-
pede the progress of the human race.
This also was the keynote of the ad-
dresses recently delivered before the
Institute of Politics at Williams Col-
lege, where both Lord Bryce and
Elihu Root championed the cause of
Universal Brotherhood. " The nations
must learn to have kindly considera-
tion for one another," said Mr. Root

;

" they must learn the art of mutual
concession ; they must become inter-
nationally minded. It is not what a
nation does for itself, but what it does
for humanity, that entitles it to
honor. We must learn that, in God's
good world, the way to attain the
heights of prosperity is not to pull

others down and climb over them, but
to help one another up."



MANGLING ASIA MINOR
By George R. Montgomery
Director of the Armenia America Society

^4. biHef account^ with 7naps, of ten different treaties, all secret and

many of them conflicting with each other, which the Entente

Powers have made with a view to dividing up Turkey among

themselves—Firial settlement still in the balance

THE recent success of the Greeks
in Asia Minor, and the grow-
ing indications that they are

planning to hold at least part of what
they have captured, will force the
Western European Powers to recon-
sider the entire matter of territorial

allotments and zones of influence in

the Ottoman Empire. One very sug-
gestive bit of evidence that the
Greeks are planning to hold what
they have captured is found in the
fact that they have restored to the
City of Kutahia its ancient name of
Dorylos; it is so called in the press
dispatches emanating from Smyrna
and Athens. Moreover, the fact that
on Aug. 10, 1921, the exact anniver-
sary of the signing of the Treaty of
Sevres, the Council of Premiers prac-
tically declared the treaty to be a
dead letter, brings back out of the
shadow all the previous agreements
that have been made in the last seven
years. These all become factors in

any new deliberation as to protec-

torates and boundaries.

These many transient and conflict-

ing agreements show to what an ex-

tent the present evils in Turkey are

the result of rival and changing poli-

cies. The changes in European pol-

icy, due to rivalry and jealousy, have
been particularly unfortunate for the

native inhabitants of the country.

Not the Christian populations alone

but the Moslem populations also have
suffered greatly, because the uncer-

tainty permitted intrigue, and things
could not settle down. Many of the

Christians and Moslems have been led

to assume equivocal positions.

Had a definite policy been put into
operation soon after the close of the
war, all the elements would have ac-
quiesced, nor would India have been
stirred up. Possibly the uncertainty
as to America's sharing in the task
of reconstruction may have been a
contributing cause for the delay in
the adoption of a definite policy, but
rivalry among the victorious Allies

was the main cause. There was a
period when the ambitions of Italy

included even the Transcaucasus.

There is no doubt that at one time
France had all her plans made to oc-

cupy Cilicia as an Armenian protec-
torate. Various reasons have been
given for the unfortunate abandon-
ment of that intention—lack of mon-
ey and men, the objection of Italy,

the desire to win the friendship of
the Turks and thus head off the in-

creasing British influence at Con-
stantinople. As a result of negotia-
tions between the French Govern-
ment and the Armenian National Del-
egation in the Spring of 1918 France
had promised to give autonomy to

the Armenians in Cilicia; and when
Georges Picot was sent out in April,

1917, to represent the French Gov-
ernment in its advance into Asia
Minor, the following instructions
were given to him :

" In the coastal

zone, which one day will be placed
under our protectorate, your direc-

tion should have a more exclusive
character, so as to give the popula-
tion a clear intimation of the future
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in store for them." This traditional

policy of acquisition, of which the
above instructions are an expression,
is represented in certain of the secret
international agreements. The di-

vergence from this policy is repre-
sented in others; especially in the
separate agreement proposed by
France in March last and still under
discussion. The vacillations must be
appreciated for an understanding of

the recent history of the Near Eas^.
Mr. Picot carried out his instruc-

tions, and all the people of the coastal

zone, as included in the Sykes-Picot
Agreement, understood that France
was to assume the protectorate over

Cilicia, which was destined to be set

apart for the Armenians. When,
after the armistice, Picot was ap-

pointed High Commissioner at Beirut,

he was named High Commissioner of

Syria and Armenia. At a public ban-

quet he offered a toast to Armenia.
Colonel Bremond, who was appointed
Governor of Cilicia, went from Paris

as head of the Commission to Ar-
menia. The other members of the

Commission to Aimenia were distrib-

uted to executive posts in Cilicia. The
baggage of the commission, when it

arrived at Mersine, was marked " Ar-
menia." The writing paper and the
official blanks carried the heading
" Armenia." The Armenian refugees
were transported into Cilicia and even
compelled to settle there. The first

French army of occupation that went
into Cilicia was called the Armenian
Legion. The Armenian population of

Aintab was forced to fight with the
French against the Turks. By far

the larger part of the local Moslem
population of Cilicia took sides with
the French against the Turks, suppos-

ing that the French were in the land

to stay.

Then came the jealousy of the

Greek success, the jealousy of the

British, and the resulting pro-Turkish

attitude, which brought about a de-

cision to repudiate the Allies and make
a secret and separate treaty with the
revolutionry Turks under Mustapha
Kemal. In Article 9 of the Sykes-

MAP J
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Map No. 1, shoving details of the Italo-British convention of 1914, which gave Italy, France,

Great Britain and Germany certain clearly defined railway conces.sior.s in Turkey. This was
Just before the war
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Picot Agreement, the French had
promised to make no concession of

territory in the Blue Zone, which in-

cluded Cihcia, without the previous

consent of the British Government;
but in this secret treaty with the

Kemalists, France ceded an important
part of the Blue Zone to the National-

ists without consulting the British.

The series of maps which accom-
panied the various treaties and agree-

ments, all of them secret, will per-

haps best exhibit the confUcting en-

gagements and pledges that were
made. These pledges dealt almost
entirely with the Asiatic portions of

the Ottoman Empire, because the pri-

ority rights of Greeks or Bulgars to

the remnants of Turkey in Europe
appear to have been recognized by the
great powers. The claim of Russia
also to Constantinople was recognized
early in the war, but the defection of

Russia, subsequent to the revolution

there, altered that arrangement.
The first of these secret treaties

goes back to the Spring before the
declaration of war and was called the
Italo-British convention. We are in
a position to publish details of this
convention of 1914 and also the map
that went with it. Nothing has been
given out heretofore in any country
in regard to this important agree-
ment. It laid the foundation for many
of the subsequent agreements and dis-

agreements with respect to Near East
settlements. This convention was
made in the Spring of 1914 by Ger-
many, Italy, Great Britain and Tur-
key. At that time Germany and Italy

were allies, and Turkey was playing
both ends against the middle. The
negotiations were conducted in Lon-
don directly with the British Foreign
Office. The Ambassadors of Ger-
many, Italy and Turkey represented
their respective countries. Mr. Von
Kuhlman signed the agreement for

Germany, the Marquis Imperiale for

Italy and Haki Pasha for Turkey.
The Italo-British Convention of

Map No. 2, showing approximately liow the Turltish Empire was divided into British, French

and Russian zones by the secret Sazonoff agreement of 1915. when Russia was still expected

to share in the spoils of war. The arrangement as to Constantinople Is conjectural
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1914 shows that Italy's entrance as a
claimant to privileges in Asia Minor
goes back to a very different set of

circumstances from that of the sub-

sequent secret agreements, namely,
to a time when Italy was the ally of

Germany, and when she was brought
upon the scene by Germany in an
effort to check the expansion of Great
Britain.

In 1913 the Ottoman-Aidin Rail-

way, which was controlled by British

capital, had asked for an extension
of concessions. Map No. 1 (printed

on a preceding page), which shows
the details of the Italo-British Con-
vention, indicates also the respective

spheres of interest of France, Great
Britain and Germany up to this time.

The British railway, it win be seen,

extended as far as Eghirdir. To the
north was the Smyrna-Cassaba Rail-

way, controlled by the French. To
the northeast was the Bagdad Rail-

way, controlled by the Germans.
When the British asked for permis-
sion to extend their railway line, Tur-

PERSI A

A1AP4
Map No. 4 outlines iho agreement of 19ir>

between Great Britain and King Hussein of

the Hedjaz, by which the latter's four son.*

wore to rule four Stales of a new Arabian
iinpire. Later schemes of the allied nations

liave largely prevented the fulfillment of this

promise, on the strength of which Prince
Feisal and his army helped to conquer

the Turks

SLACK s ^ A
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.Map No. 3 outlines the carving done by the Sykes-

f'icot Agreement of 1916. The Blue and Red Zones
were to be ruled respectively by France and Great
Britain, while the Brown Zone was to be international-

ized. Zones A and B were to constitute an Arab
State in which France and Great Britain respectively

were to have priority in financial and commercial
privileges

key was affirmatively dis-

posed, and in order to thwart
the British, Germany brought
in her ally, Italy, to circum-
vent them.
The convention preceded the

declaration of war by only a
few months, and the com-
mencement of hostilities pre-
vented the actual granting of
the concessions. The map
shows the elaborate set of rail-

way lines which Italy, sup-
ported by her ally, was to con-
struct in the southwestern sec-

tion of Asia Minor. This set

of lines went far beyond any
prospective likelihood of re-

munerative returns. That
Great Britain agreed to this

introduction of Italian com-
petition into a region where
the British had already in-

vested heavily can be regard-
ed as an indication of her
good faith in the negotia-
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tions. This concession to Ger-
many's ally should go far to refute
those who asserted that Britain's
policy was to shut the Central Powers
out. In the districts served by these
projected Italian railways, the Ital-

ians had no mining concessions and
no commercial interests. The British
had both mining concessions and ex-

tensive commercial interests.

Map No. 1 does more than indicate
the probable course of future railway
development. It indicates what the
Germans considered to be important
production centres of the future. The

MAP

Map No. 3 shows how Italy, under the agreement of St.

Jean de Maurienne, was to have had a Green Zone
that included Smyrna and ran almost to Adana. This

was before Greece had come in for a share

termini appear to be selected not with
a view to further extensions and con-
nections, but the lines penetrate into

districts from which mining or agri-

cultural products might be foreseen
as emanating. The Italo-British Con-
vention of 1914 has, therefore, com-
mercial as well as historic value.

The Pact of London

There is a reference to the fore-
going agreement in the secret " Pact
of London " arranged between Italy

and her new allies on April 26, 1915.
The terms of this latter " pact " be-
came public only when the revolu-
tionaries in Russia published them on

March 6, 1917. The ninth section of
this secret treaty of 1915 begins as
follows :

" France, Great Britain and
Russia recogiiize as an axiom the fact
that Italy is interested in maintaining
the political balance of power in the
Mediterranean, and her right to take
over, when Turkey is broken up, a
portion equal to theirs in the Medi-
terranean—namely, in that part which
borders on the Province of Adalia,
where Italy has already acquired spe-
cial rights and interests laid down in
the Italo-British Convention." Italy
coveted this portion of Asia Minor be-

cause of its proximity to the
islands which she had seized
during the Italian-Turkish
War of 1913. No speciaj map
accompanied this pact.

The Sazonoff Agreement

Preceding the Pact of Lon-
don in 1915, and before the
matter of Italy's participation
in the war had become so
prominent, there was arranged
in London what may be called

the Agreement of Sazonoff.
Sazonoff was the RussianAm-
bassador at London, and this

agreement, involving only the
interests of Russia, Great
Britain and France, estab-
lished the main outlines which
were adhered to in subsequent

agreements. This agreement has
never been published, and it is

said that Great Britain paid large
sums at the time of the Russian
revolution to buy up all the docu-
ments that had reference to it. The
probable terms of the agreement of
Sazonoff are given in Map No. 2.

The boundaries in Eastern Turkey,
as given in this map, can be consid-
ered as quite accurate. The bounda-
ries with respect to Constantinople
must be regarded as conjectural.
There is good reason for believing
that not much outside of the cities of
Constantinople and Scutari was in-

cluded in the territory to be adminis-
tered by Russia, although possibly
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there may have been an intention to

consider the Black Sea littoral under
Russian influence.

The Sykes-Picot Agreement

The Sykes-Picot Agreement, often
referred to, was signed in May, 1916.
It is something of a mystery why the
Blue Zone, granted to France by this

agreement, as shown in Map No. 3,

did not fill in all the territory attrib-

uted to France by the Agreement of
Sazonoff. Possibly Mr. Sykes and
Mr. Picot did not have before them a
copy of the older agreement and out-

lined only the main provisions of the
respective claims of Great Britain
and France, In helping to draft this

agreement Mr. Sykes must have com-
prehended only in part the pledges
which the British had made through
Colonel Lawrence to the Arabs ; be-

cause the provisions adopted, while
not in conflict with the pledges to the
Arabs, were difficult to accord with
these pledges. The main points in

the Agreement are the following:

1. France and Great Britain will recog-
nize and protect an independent Arab State
or a confederation of Arab States in the
Zones A and B, indicated on the map, under
the suzerainty of an Arab chief. In Zone
A France and in Zone B Great Britain shall

have the right of priority in undertakings
and in local loans. In Zone A France and
in Zone B Great Britain will furnish coun-
selors upon the demand of the Arab State

or States.

2. In the Blue Zone France and in the

Red Zone Great Britain shall be authorized

to establish such an administration as it

desires or as it may deem expedient after

consultation with the head of the Arab
State or confederation of States.

3. In the Brown Zone an international

administration will be established whose
form shall be determined after consultation

with Russia and then in accord with the

other allies and with the representative of

the Shereef of Mecca.
4. To Great Britain will be granted the

ports of Haifa and of Acre. Great Britain

promises not to undertake any negotiations

looking to the cession of the island of Cyp-
rus without the previous consent of France.

5. Alexandretta shall be a free port for

the commerce of Great Britain. Haifa
shall be a free port for the commerce of

France.
6. The Bagdad railway shall not be ex-

tended further east than Mosul nor further

north than Samara until a railway connect-
ing Bagdad with Aleppo via the Euphi-ates
Valley shall have been completed.

7. Great Britain shall have the i-ight to

construct a railway connecting Haifa with
Zone B, and in ca.se engineering difficulties

arise, France will permit the line to pass
through a portion of Zone A.

8. Customs regulations.
9. The French Government shall not cede

its rights in the Blue Zone to any third
party except the Arab State without the
previous consent of Great Britain, and
Great Britain makes the same agreement
with respect to the Red Zone.

10. 11 and 12. Details with respect to

the Arab State.

Agreement With King Hussein

Map No. 4 presents the main fea-

tures of the agreements between
Great Britain and Hussein, Shereef
of Mecca and King of Hedj^z. Al-
though these agreements were made
in July and October of 1915, they
were not communicated to the French
till February of 1919, that is to say,

until the Peace Conference was well
under way. A secret French Foreign
Office report written in March, 1919,
calls this " a case of flagrant bad
faith." These agreements planned a
great Arab Confederacy of four king-
doms, where the four sons of Hussein
vv'ere each to have a throne. The old-

est, Ahmed, was to be heir to his
father's kingdom. The second son.
Prince Feisal, was to be King of
Syria with his capital at Damascus.
The third son. Prince Abdullah, was
to be King of Mesopotamia with his

capital at Bagdad. The fourth son,
Prince Zeid, a half-br6ther to the
other Princes, was to have a kingdom
in Kurdistan, with perhaps Mosul a-

his capital. Inspection of the pro-
visions of this map will show how ill

it accorded with the provisions of the
Sykes-Picot Agreement.

The insistence of France not onlr
that Syria be accorded to her in ac-

cordance with the Sykes-Picot Agree-
ment, but also that her domains in-

clude Damascus and Aleppo, prevent-
ed the carrying out of the agreement
with King Hussein. Prince Feisal
attempted to hold his place in Damas-
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Map Xo. 6 shows the new alignment under the Treaty of Sfivies. Greece gets Smyrna, Italy

i.s eliminatetl. Fiance abandons pait of the Blue Zone, Turkey gains much, the Arabs lose

out. The " Wilson boundary " <ot Armenia, which the Allies agreed to accept, begins west
(if Trcbizond and runs south of Bitlis to the Persian frontier, and oug'ht technically to

be considered part of this map

cus in spite of the French, but after

a brief recourse to arms was per-

suaded to withdraw. The British

have done the best they could to sat-

isfy King Hussein by setting apart
an autonomous State of Transjor-
dania, over which Prince Abdullah
rules ; and Prince Feisal has been es-

tablished as King of Mesopotamia.
Both of these arrangements are felt

by the French to threaten their posi-

tion in Syria.

Agreement of St. Jean de

Maurienne

The Agreement of St. Jean de
Maurienne was negotiated on board a
railway train by Lloyd George for

Great Britain, by M. Ribotfor France
and by Baron Sonnino for Italy, and
was made " subject to the consent of

the Russian Government." Inasmuch
as the Russian Government has never
given its consent to this agreement,
the British have construed it to have
no binding force. The Italians have
held that it would have been accepted

by Russia save for the accident of

the Russian revolution, and that
therefore it has a moral force, at least

so far as Great Britain and France
are concerned. This agreement of

St. Jean de Maurienne made Italy a

party to the Sykes-PicotAgreement of
the year before. Map No. 5 shows
how Italy was to have had allotted to

her a Green Zone similar to the Blue
and Red Zones previously given to

France and Great Britain, respec-
tively. There was also allotted a zone
of influence. Zone C, to Italy on some-
what the same terms as Zones A and
B had been previously set apart for
France and Great Britain. Article 2
established Smyrna as a free port on
the same terms as Haifa, Acre and
Alexandretta, and in addition made
Mersine a free port for Italian com-
merce.
The secret French Foreign Office

report of March, 1919, mentioned
above, refers in regretful terms to
" conversations " which have modi-
fied the Sykes-Picot Agreement to

the extent of abandoning Mosul and
of granting to Great Britain alone the
mandate for Palestine. Curiously

enough, this report mentions the pos-

sibility of renouncing a part of the

territories in the north and says that

this would be none of Great Britain's

affair, but would be a matter between
France and the power which should

have the mandate for Armenia. Pre-

sumably the reference here is to the

United States as the probable man-
datary.
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The Treaty of Sevres

The Turcophile influences already
evident in the terms of the Annis-
tice signed in October of 1918 found
their more developed expression in

the Treaty of Sevres of Aug. 10, 1920,
the geographical features of which
were illustrated by three maps. The
third map had to do with a detail of

the provisions for the international-
ization of the Dai'danelles and is not
important for our purpose. The first

and second maps, which are here re-

produced as Map No. 6, show an en-
tirely new alignment of interest.

Greece appears; Italy is eliminated;
and France abandons the largest part
of its Blue Zone, compensation being
had in the new arrangement as to

Zone A. The Arabs lose out and the
Turks gain. Although " His Majesty
the King of the Hedjaz " is printed
as one of the signatories of this

treaty, there is nothing to show that
any one actually signed in behalf of
the Arab King. Certain it is that the
Arabs have not accepted the treaty
and that it went directly against the
teiTns of the previous agreements
with the Arabs.

The Tripartite Agreement

Although in this Treaty of Sevres
Italy and France appear to have aban-

doned some of their gains in Asia
Minor, there was arranged—on the
same date as that of the signing of
the treaty—a Tripartite Agreement
by which Italy and France obtained
all the privileges contained in the
agreements of 1916 and 1917, and
were freed of most of the responsi-
bilities. The evident intention of this

Tripartite Agreement was to exclude
other powers from sharing in the
exploitation of concessions in the
zones indicated. These zones are out-

lined in Map No. 7.

Treaties With Nationalists

Since this Tripartite Agreement
there have been two separate agree-
ments between the Nationalist Turks
at Angora and France and Italy.

Neither of these treaties has been rat-

ified by the Government at Angora.
The former provided for important
modifications in the Sevres Treaty,
proposed without consultation with
the other signatories of the treaty. It

took from the Arab State and from
the Blue Zone an important slice of

territory and gave it to the Turkish
Nationalists. This was certainly a
breach of faith with the Arabs, and
directly against Article 9 of the
Sykes-Picot agreement, where, as has
been said, the promise was made not

Map No. 7 ouUlnes the " spheres of influence " which the Tripartite Agreement of 1020 sub-
stituted for the zones wliicli the earlier agreements had allotted to Italy and I-Yance
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to abandon territory in the Blue Zone
without the consent of Great Britain.

Fortunate was it for the inhabitants

of Cilicia, which constitutes the most
important part of the Bkie Zone, that

the refusal of the Turkish National-

ists to ratify the separate treaty has
held it up ; for it is possible that this

hostile attitude of Angora will drive

the French back to their older policy,

and they may decide to keep their

troops in the districts of Cilicia.

If the right sort of adjustment is

made in Turkey, under proper pro-

tection, if the different racial ele-

ments are granted geographical dis-

tricts where they can work out their

national life, there is every reason to

expect that States comparable to the

Balkan States in power and in pros-

pects may be built up in the Tauro-
Caucasian region. When Greece was

set free from Turkey in 1830 the
Greek population was in the neigh-
borhood of half a million. When Bul-
garia was set free from Turkey the
Bulgarian population was m the
neighborhood of a million. Both
Greece and Bulgaria have made great
strides since escaping from Turkish
m.isrule. The Balkan States some-
times have been referred to as types
of perpetual ferment, but the ferment
was largely supplied from outside,

and, left to themselves, the Balkan
States were in a fair way to establish
a Balkan confederacy. There is good
reason to believe that, with protection
against the Turks assur»^d, the Tauro-
Caucasian races may group iu'o, say,

the following States: Georgia, Azer-
baijan, Armenia, Kurdistan and Pont,
which all might constitute a United
States of Tauro-Caucasia.

ENGLAND'S HAND IN THE NEAR EAST
Ey Henry C. Flower Jr.=-=

A dear and sirnph statement of the actual situation underlying

all the intrigues of British, French, Italian, Greek and Arabian

politics in the former Turkish Empire— Semi-official analysis

THERE is but one hand that rules

in the Near East, and that is the
hand of England. It may often

be gloved, it may even be pocketed,
but it is always there. The justice

or injustice of this state of affairs is

not here under question; suffice it

that we know the fact.

Great Britain's control over Egypt
and the Suez region is now, except
for sporadic native uprisings, beyond
the pale of conjecture. Even these

periodic outbreaks are indications of

her strength rather than her weak-
ness, because those who clamor for

Egyptian independence—the scum of

her seaport populations, a coterie of

political intriguers, and those among

the peasant fellaheen whom propa-
ganda has reached—know full well

that it is with a strong England they
have to deal. The sympathy of

France, Italy and even America is in-

voked, not because these countries

haVe much influence in that region,

but because the leaders of the Egyp-
tian movement believe they are in-

terested in preventing England from
making her foothold too permanent.

*Mr. Flower, a Harvard graduate and a resident
of Kansas City, was a naval aviator during th"i

war, after which he made a tour of the world.
While in Egypt he was asked by the repre-
sentative of the United States to make a trip
into Asia Minor and report upon conditions.
His report, the release of which was sanctioned
by the naval authorities, is summarized in the
article herewith.
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Yet Egypt knows that no matter what
pohtical terminology is adopted to

cover her dependence, she is bound in

every respect to the apron strings of

Downing Street.

This does not imply that her con-

dition is any less fortunate than it

would be ii she were the protege of

some other power. Quite the con-

trary. 1 am firmly convinced that

among the nations of the world Eng-
land stands as the best colonizer.

F'rance is very apt to exploit the nat-

ural resources of a colony without

giving anything to the indigenous

population in return, in the way of

education or civic improvement; and

the United States would doubtless ir-

ritate dissenting multitudes by her

unwillingness to compromise in the

administration of strict and impar-

tial justice. England, by long expe-

rience, has come to know that a peo-

ple politically uneducated does not

understand irrevocable laws and un-

compromising law courts, and she has

the good sense to temper her legis-

lative enactments by cajolery and
concession. But this is all another
question linked too closely with that

of Egyptian independence to be here

discussed. To solve that problem one
must first probe deeper and deter-

mine the answer to that all-impor-

tant query: Can good government
ever be a substitute for free govern-

ment?
Palestine has lately come into

prominence through the world-wide
movement of Zionism. Sir Arthur
Balfour, realizing early in the war
that the support of the Jewish race

would be of great moral value, par-

ticularly in the Near Eastern opera-

tions against the Germans and the

Turks, issued his famous Declara-

tions, in which he promised that if

the land of Judea were reconquered,

it should be given to the Jews for

the establishment of their national

home. The conference of the Allies

called in May, 1920, at San Remo,
gave legal sanction to these declara-

tions, but at the same time expressly

stipulated that no clause should be

so interpreted as to hamper or cur-

tail in any way the interests of the
Arabs. Now, any one who has been
in Palestine during the last year can-

not fail to realize that these two
provisions are wholly incompatible.

In the first place, Judea is not a
fertile country. There are certain

valleys, to be sure, in which large

crops are raised, but the deforesta-

tion of the surrounding hills in cen-
turies past has not only deprived the

country of vegetation but of the very
soil that once covered the now prom-
inent ledges of rock. The environs
of Jerusalem are now waste and bar-
ren. When Omar marched triumph-
antly into the city in A. D. 636, he
brought with him a horde of Arab
settlers, and from that time on the
Arabian people have eked out a mea-
gre subsistence on this none too fer-

tile ground. From bitter experience
they have come to know that the land
is not sufficiently fecund to support
any large influx of outsiders.

Since the meeting of the San Remo
Conference, the Jews (I should rather
say the Zionists, for there are a great
many Jews who do not approve of
this attempt to drive out one race of
people and re-create the Jewish king-

dom by forcibly substituting an-
other) , have allowed themselves to be
somewhat carried away by their en-
thusiasm. Now that their long-cher-
ished dream is on the point of realiza-

tion, they shun no step that points
toward ultimate success. From the
Arabs, impoverished by the ravages
of war, they are buying every foot of

soil that they can obtain. Where the

Zionist money for these purchases
comes from there can be little doubt.

Prominent Jewish bankers and finan-

ciers the world over are keenly in-

terested in this re-establishment of

the nation of Israel. Nor is this

buying up of the land the only way
in which the Jews are seeking to gain
control of Palestine. Jewish mer-
chants are at this very moment sell-

ing their wares at just half the price

of their Arab competitors, and are
being repaid with unlimited subsidies
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from Zionist coffers. The Arabs re-
alize, to a man, that under such con-
ditions they will soon be driven to

the wall—driven out into the deserts
on the further side of the Jordan to

die. And they are too proud a race
to give up without a fight. These are
the causes that led directly to the
Jerusalem riots of Easter week this

year, and these are the causes that
will continue to lead to unrest and
rebellion throughout Palestine until

something is done to mitigate the situ-

ation.

But this is not the point. We all

know, or should know, that the power
of England in the Near East is re-
sponsible for this state of affairs.
The British Foreign Office has given
its sanction to the principles of Zion-
ism, and without this sanction the
movement was doomed to failure.

But now that the decisions of the San
Remo Conference have been handed
down, the Jews of the world are mus-
tering their resources so that no con-
sideration may stand in the way of
this re-establishment of the nation of
Israel. Only within the last few
months General Boles, British High
Commissioner for Palestine, has been
removed and Herbert Samuel, a Jew,
put in his place. As England decides
the countries in the Near East are
governed.

France and Syria

Let me turn for a moment to the
countries further north, to Syria and
to Cilicia. France is still making
more or less serious attempts to gain
control over this section of the Near
East. There is a small strip of Syrian
coast lying north and south of Beirut,
known as the Lebanon. This area has
been pro-French since the time that
Louis XIV. announced his protection
over the people. In again sending an
envoy to the Vatican, as she has very
recently done, and in thus identifying

herself as the champion of Catholi-

cisin, France has further strength-

ened her position among the in-

digenous Marmorites, for they, too,

are orthodox Catholics.

But France's control over the rest
of Syria and Cilicia amounts to prac-
tically nothing. From time to time
General Gouraud sends an expedi-
tion into the hinterland to relieve
some beleaguered garrison, or to ef-
fect the capture of some strategic
point, but this by no means implies
a domination of the country. A short
week's sojourn in Damascus, the lead-
ing city of Syria, is sufficient to con-
vince any one that the animositv
against France—not only inside the
walls, but throughout the surround-
ing country—is so bitter that the
French Republic can never hope to
make its control effective until it is
willing to undertake an extensive ex-
pedition and subject the people by
large military forces.
Though Great Britain has diplo-

matically remained in the back-
ground since the signing of the armi-
stice with Turkey, nobody, evenamong •

the French, is duped as to her real
power. In November, 1915, Sir Ar-
thur MacMahon, acting in the name
of the British Foreign Office, agreed
to allow Hussein I., the old King of
the Hedjaz, to establish the indepen-
dent kingdom of Syria, including
Palestine, Arabia, and parts of Meso-
potamia, if through his support in
the war the Allies succeeded in de-
feating Germany and in driving her
out of the Near East. But when this
end had once been accomplished, and
the other secret treaties contracted
during the course of the war brought
to light, Hussein was shamelessly in-
formed that the mandate over Syria
had already been given to France
under the provisions of the Sykes-
Picot agreement drawn up in the
Spring of 1916. There was nothing
further to be done: England's word
was law.

Emir Feisal, third son of Hussein
I., who had led the Arab forces by
the side of the English, and who had
ostensibly been chosen as the ruler of
this united Syria, made so bold as ac-

tually to declare himself King, and to

attempt the establishment of a Gov-
ernment over the hinterland with
Damascus as a capital. But the San
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Remo Conference publiclj* confirmed
the Sykes-Picot Agreement, and, al-

though England may not have been
entirely in sympathy, she was forced
to give her nominal support to France
in the enforcement of the mandate.
Feisal abdicated at General Gou-
raud's dictation, and the French ef-

fected the temporary occupation of
Damascus. Notwithstanding all this,

and with a full realization that he had
been betrayed, Feisal remained
strongly pro-British. It was in his

interest to be so. England has now
installed him as King of Mesopo-
tamia, much to the disgruntlement of
France. And though France still has
the mandate over Syria, she knows
that England is at her elbow, ready
to step in and take charge the mo-
ment she shows signs of weakening.
If such a time should come, Feisal be-
lieves that the British Government,

, wishing as far as possible to make
good its former promise, will call up-
on him to direct the Government of

Syria. Then the complete realization

of his nationalistic aspiration might
be possible. With Great Britain in

nominal and actual control of all that
section of the Near East, it might not
be difficult for administrative pur-
poses to effect the unification of
Syria, including Palestine, Arabia
and Mesopotamia.
Most interesting is the situation

whose nexus is Constantinople.
Though censorship has kept a great
many of the details from coming to

light, it was here that one of the
most heated and bitter of diplomatic

"battles was waged not long ago, in-

volving the removal of the Caliphate.

Throughout the Western world, and
more especially in the United States,

the feeling was very strong that the
Turkish regime of intrigue and cor-

ruption had too long been the cause
of unrest throughout the Near East.

It was advocated, therefore, that
Constantinople, the hotbed of illicit

practices and political upheavals,

should be purged of its viciousness

;

that the seat of the Ottoman Govern-
ment should be transferred to some
other city, and that the Turk should

irrevocably be driven from Europe.
Those who opposed this solution ar-

gued that it was more advisable to

keep the officials of the Turkish Gov-
ernment in some place where they
could be carefully watched rather
than let them retire to some city in

the interior where their machinations
could have free play.

It was Great Britain that was se-

cretly advocating the removal of the
Caliphate, and France was well aware
of the fact. If Constantinople were
no longer to be the centre of the Mo-
hammedan religion, one of the two
" holy cities," Mecca or Medina, would
in all likelihood be chosen. Both these
cities lie in the Kingdom of Arabia,
over which the old King of the Hedjaz
is supreme. Through their co-opera-
tion during the war against the Ger-
mans and the Turks in Palestine and
Syria, a very firm bond of alliance

has grown up between these people

and the British, or rather between
their respective Governments, for

Hussein I. realizes that his position

is wholly dependent upon the good
will of Downing Street. France was
also well aware of this fact, and knew
that if the Caliphate were transferred
to one of these two cities, England
would be able to exert great influence

over the Moslem world by her domi-
nation of its religious centre. Italy

also was jealous of England's power,
and took sides with France against
her in this fight. About this time
the Mohammedans in India, who num-
ber nearly 80,000,000, rose in protest

and objected to the removal of the

Caliphate from Constantinople, for

they felt that its transference would
symbolize the fall of the last kingdom
in the world that followed the teach-

ings of the Prophet. So England, with
great show of magnanimity, consent-

ed to let the Caliphate remain where
it had been since 1453, and allowed it

to be known among her Indian sub-

jects that her efforts had evidently

brought about its retention.

Yet this did not mean that Eng-
land was beaten. She had another
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game to play. Since the signing of

the armistice a joint control of Eng-
land, France, Italy and the United

States has existed over Constantino-

ple. One morning last Spring every

one in the city woke up to find that

the fourteen-inch guns of the Queen
Mary, the Iron Duke and the Benbow,
three of the largest dreadnouglits in

the British Navy, had been trained

upon the War Office and other Gov-
ernment buildings in Constantinople,

and that British '' Tommies " with
machine guns patrolled the streets.

This accomplished, the High Commis-
sioner for England announced to the

High Commissioners of the other

countries, and to the populace of the

city, that Great Britain was hence-

forth in control of the military occu-

pation of the city.

' The Greeks in Smyrna

While England was thus engaged
in Constantinople, Greece and Italy

were both casting longing eyes on
Smyrna, each lying in wait for the

other to move. One day the Greek
Government got word that an Italian

squadron was steaming toward this

desired seaport in Asia Minor, and
she needed no further incentive. All

available Greek battleships were im-
mediately called into action and told

to proceed to Smyrna with greatest

possible dispatch. For a while it

seemed as if the country that first

effected the military occupation of

the city would be the one to whom
the mandate would be given, and
neither Greece nor Italy was willing

that the other should be thus favored.

While the fleets were on their way,
a violent storm broke over the Aegean
Sea, and the Greek fleet was obliged

to put in at one of the land-locked

harbors of the coast. While waiting
there, the Greek commander received

a wireless message from the British

Admiral in command of the Mediter-
ranean squadron telling him to re-

main where he was and to await fur-

ther orders ; if he doubted the au-
thenticity of these orders he had only
to disobey, and a flotilla broadside
would soon convince him that the au-
thority was genuine. Apparently the
same message was transmitted to the

Italian fleet. After twenty-four
hours' delay the Greek commander
received another message from the

British Admiral saying that he had
been instructed by the Foreign Office

to approve the Greek occupation, and
that his forces would be allowed to

proceed to Smyrna. From all indica-

tions the Italian fleet was ordered to

put back, for its presence was never
again heard of. And so Greece occu-

pied the city and strengthened her

claim to the mandate which the San
Remo Conference was finally to award
her.

Then Venizelos, Prime Minister of

Greece, brought forward his demands
regarding the reapportionment of the

Turkish Empire. He held that Thrace,
Macedonia, Smyrna and the Aegean
Islands had belonged to Greece in

ages past, and that they should now,
in all justice, be returned to her.

Those who first read his demands
thought that he was asking for a very
big slice, so that when it came time

for compromising he would at least

be sure of a few crumbs. Imagine
the surprise even of the Greeks them-
selves when the San Remo Confer-

ence granted almost all of Venizelos's

requests. And why? Because Eng-
land was in a position of command at

San Remo, because Greece staggered

under an enormous war debt payable

in a very short time to England, and
because it was to their mutual ad-

vantage to stand together. England
would rule in the name of another
power, and Greece would attain her

long-cherished commercial privileges.

Here, as everywhere else in the Near
East, the hand of England ruled, and
rules today.



TROUBLES OF THE ZIONISTS
IN PALESTINE

By Gershon Agronsky
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Holy Land

Analysis of causes that have fomented the Arabs' Hostility to the

Zionist Jews in Palestine—Chief difficulties now are lack of

capital and delay of the League of Nations in approving the

mandate

ZIONISTS generally concede that
they have reached a searching
time in their movement. The

anti-Jewish riots in Jaffa on May 1,

indisputably premeditated, in which
forty Jews lost their lives and three
times that number were wounded,
have caused thinking Zionists to won-
der whether there was not something
wanting in their method. Suspension
of Jewish immigration, ordered by
the Palestine Government with the
approval, no doubt, of the British
Colonial Office, followed the riots.

Then came Sir Herbert Samuel's
speech on the occasion of the King's
birthday on June 3, in which an in-

terpretation of the Balfour declara-
tion was given, for which, in the
opinion of the member of the Zionist

Commission to Palestine in charge of

the political work, " there is not the
slightest warrant in anything that
has been said or written on the mat-
ter." Zionists are now thinking that
they spent too much time in convinc-
ing the powers of the justice of their

title to Palestine and far too little in

proving to the Ai*ab that the Zionists

are not conspiring to evict him.

Failure to appease the Arab has led

to the creation of what is commonly
referred to in Palestine as the gulf

between London, the centre of Zion-

ist promises, and Jerusalem, the

point of Zionist achievement. In Lon-
don all public .opinion, including that

of Parliament members from the La-
bor to the Government benches, with
the one extreme and outstanding ex-
ception of The Morning Post, has en-
thusiastically endorsed the Zionist
policy pursued first by the British
Cabinet and more recently by the
Colonial Office. In Jerusalem, on the
other hand, some British officials
even have been known to repeat the
alleged Arab grievance. To be sure,-
these officials and others who pro-
fess sympathy for the Arab hasten
to add that their being pro-Arab does
not make them anti-Jew. But the
fact of the matter is that the British
official adapts himself to what strikes
him at any given moment as the will

of the majority, instead of being loyal
to what is supposed to be the British
policy. Last year, when the Admin-
istration believed that the so-called

Haifa Congress, consisting of a small
number of self-appointed Arab not-
ables, was not a formidable force, its

representatives were openly flouted
and their demands rejected. Now,
when the same number of Arabs meet,
but with more insistent and garrulous
demands, the Administration finds

that it must yield to at least some of
them. The suspension of Jewish im-
migration was by its very nature " a
concession to Arab violence and prej-

udice," as The London Times pointed
out in an editorial. So was the whole
of the High Commissioner's speech,
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announcing a policy of restrictive

immigration for the future, and a pe-

culiarly limited interpretation of the
British Government's promise to the
Zionists, as embodied in the Balfour
declaration. This looks almost—in

the words of the same political mem-
ber of the Zionist Commission—" as
if immigration were restricted as a
punishment to the Jews for having
been killed and wounded and robbed."
The Jaffa riots this year and the

Easter outbreak in Jerusalem last

year were not the result of a popu-
lar uprising. They were caused by
Arab politicians who, in their cam-
paign against the announced British
Zionist policy, have used the good-
natured, uneducated Arab as a dupe.
These politicians, protagonists of an
" Arab Homeland " or a " United
Syria," are of two classes: There are
the superior natives of Palestine,
members of the landed class, who
have had a much bettei- time of it

under the Turkish regime, and who
feel that their interests are endan-
gered by a Western Government with
Western ideas of justice. They also

fear Jewish immigration because of

the effect of the Jew's higher stan-

dard of living upon the exploited cul-

tivator. Foreigners who are opposed
to the British because they would pre-

fer French rule over what they choose
to call Southern Syria constitute the
other class. Peculiarly enough, there
has been formed a loose sort of union
between the representatives of the
former, who are mostly Moslem, and
the latter, who are Catholic. That
French Syria received a very sub-
stantial piece of territory to the
northwest of the Sea of Galilee, with
nearly all access to the waters of

the Litani River, is due to the manip-
ulations of this combination. The or-

dinary native has had no hand in the
matter, and it is doubtful if even now
he has any knowledge of what has
been done or is being done in his

name.

The success of the Arab agitators
is largely due to the injection of a
new note in their appeal. They used

to express the fear that Jews would
overrun the country and dispossess
the native. When this fear was dis-
pelled by categorical and convincing
assurance from British and Zionist
sources, Arab leadership adduced a
new reason. The Jews, said they,
even if admitted in reasonable num-
bers, would, by reason of their wealth,
superiority in knowledge and political

acumen, seize the most important
places in commerce, in industry and in
politics. When, after a year of Jew-
ish immigration, Jewish capitalists
failed to swarm to the country, the ten
thousand or so pioneers from East-
ern Europe embracing labor of the
hardest kind on the roads and on
the railways, the politicians raised
a cry that Jewish Bolsheviki were
swamping the land.

The riots and other overt acts do
seem to point to hostility on thv3

part of a section of the native popula-
tion toward Zionist immigration. It

is based, however, on a misconcep-
tion of the Zionist aims, and could
be overcome. Those who have spent
any time in the country know, as
the Ai'abs directly affected by Zion-
ist work know, that Palestine has
much to gain and nothing to lose

from a large Zionist immigration.
Where Arab villages cluster about
Jewish colonies, said Winston Church-
ill, " the Arab houses are tiled in-

stead of being built of mud, so that
the culture from this centre has been
spread out into the surrounding dis-

trict." Low as the standard of
wages is in Palestine, it is infinitely

higher where Arabs are employed by
Jews. Jewish labor has given an im-
petus to the organization of Arab la-

bor. Arab trade unions are spring-
ing up that never would have sprung
up had the country been left to Turk-
ish ideas of economic progress and
the Effendi's idea of social justice.

The network of Zionist schools has
prompted Arab parents to begin
thinking of their children's education.
The Jewish peace courts are begin-
ning to serve as m.odels for the Arabs,
who are only now learning to settle
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disputes by other means than tribal

feuds resulting in mutual extermina-
tion. Had the Zionists been in a po-

sition to give free play to their pow-
ers and given a stable form of ad-

ministration, there would be no more
hostility against Zionists and Zionism.

Peace in Palestine will be secured

when the League of Nations puts the

formal stamp of approval on the

mandate, and when the Zionist or-

ganization obtains the means for car-

rying out its program. Just now
there is keen disappointment on the

part of the Palestine Government
with the Zionist Organization. When
the Jewish National Council protested

against Samuel's interpretation of the
Balfour Declaration, the High Com-
missioner replied, with some bitter-

ness, that he was not to blame. Where,
he asked, is the Jewish capital;

where the great Jewish minds that
were expected to regenerate Pales-

tine? The Jewish representatives

could only point to the plight of the
Jewish people. Of the 15,000,000

Jews in the world, only the Jews
of America and of the British Em-
pire are in position to make substan-
tial financial contributions to the

Zionist movement. The rest, espe-

cially those in Eastern and Central

Europe, are politically incapacitated

and financially ruined. It also hap-
pened that a period of decided Zion-

ist inactivity in this country coin-

cided with the inauguration of the

civil administration in Palestine in

July last year. This inactivity, fol-

lowing four years of splendid organ-
ization work and whole-hearted fi-

nancial assistance to the World
Zionist Movement, was in tho

main responsible for the rejec-

tion of the former American Zion-

ist leaders at the Cleveland con-
vention. Meantime, the plans pro-

posed by the Palestine Foundation
Fund (Keren Hayesod), which con-

templated considerable expenditure
for immigration, for purchase of

land for agricultural settlements, for

afforestation and terracing of the
hillsides, for drainage of marshes,
sanitary service, educational facili-

ties, co-operative and mortgage banks,
and a great electrification and irri-

gation scheme—all had to be pigeon-
holed pending the financial support
from America which was not forth-
coming. Zionists in this country,
aware that their inactivity was at

least pai-tially responsible for the un-
rest in Palestine, welcomed Dr. Weiz-
mann, the President of the World
Zi,onist Organization, when he came
to enlist the support of American
Jewry.
The delay in registering the man-

date because of America's refusal to

participate is holding up a number of

important concessions. Industrial

stagnation produced in this way leads

to dissatisfaction with the Palestine

Government and disappointment with
the Zionist Administration. It is re-

sponsible for the continuous increase

in import figures and corresponding
decrease in exports. It tends to scat-

ter sparks in a country surcharged
with combustible material. Those
earnestly wishing to see peace in

Palestine, which is becoming the pivot
of the Near East, who desire to see

an end to the eternal wrangling be-

tween the sects over the holy places,

who wish to see the Zionist dream
on its way to practical achievement,
hope for three things : They want the
mandate to be ratified, the Keren
Hayesod to succeed, and, as a result

of the two, the Arab to be reconciled.



POLAND AND THE JEWS
By Maurice Samuel

MfiiilKi- of fhc Morgpnthaii Mission to I'oland

A reply to the article hij James J. Kami in the August Current

History defending the attitude of the Poles toward the J.ews—
Various evidences of Polish injustice and persecution cited—Why
i\o Polish paper published General Jadwin's report

IT is impossible to reply to Mr.
Kann's article, or to analyze the
Polish-Jewish situation without

first pointing out certain fundamen-
tal inaccuracies on which much of the
argument of Mr. Kann is based. Al-

most at the outset we find the follow-

ing passage :
" Since the report of

the Morgenthau Mission it is almost
unnecessary to waste space with a
denial of the vivid and exaggerated
stories of atrocities which have been
disseminated, for one reason or
another, as the various allegations of
this kind were fully investigated and
properly disposed of by that body of
men." Further in the article occurs
the phrase, " the rare instances of
violence to the Jew. * * *"

A dry and colorless report of bare
physical facts, the Mo-rgenthau report

contains among other matters a de-

tailed and dispassionate account of

the massacre of seventy Jews in

Vilna, sixty-odd in Lemberg, thirty-

odd in Lida, thirty-odd in Minsk,
about the same number in Pinsk; it

tells coldly of the brutal deportation
of hundreds of Jews, of the violation

of thousands of Jewish homes. As
interpreter to the mission during the
investigations in Vilna and elsewhere,
I heard from surviving victims of

the heartless murder of defenseless

men, women and children, was told

by an eyewitness how Weiter, the
brilliant Jewish dramatist (a pro-
Polish writer, en passant), was
dragged into the street and shot down
by jeering soldiers; how a friend of

his, Mme. Sherman, who pleaded for
him, was shot dov^^n by his side ; how
eight Jews, who were being marched
to prison, were shot down on the
road to Lipuwka (a suburb of Vilna)
by their escort, and hastily thrust
into a common grave. Does Mr.
Kann know nothing of the story of
Pinsk, where a Zionist meeting was
interrupted by Commandant Luszin-
ksy, and thirty^six Jews were
marched out and shot down without
semblance of a trial? He will find
the facts set down without exagger-
ation in the Morgenthau report. Does
he know nothing of the massacre of
Lida ? He will find an unimpeachable
account in the same document.

But there is this further statement
of Mr. Kann :

" The failure of the
Government to protect the Jews is

not due to any predetermined policy
of the officials, but rather to the
general weakness of the administra-
tive system. * * *" Permit me to
quote from unpublished notes of
mine, made in Poland while with the
Morgenthau Mission ; they will throw
a curious light on the attitude of
Government officials.

Genei'al Jadwin, a member of the
Morgenthau Mission, went down with
Captain Goodhart and another
American officer, both of them mem-
bers of the same mission, with the

Polish troops which took Minsk from
the Bolsheviki. Before General Jad-

win's official report was published,

there appeared in part of the Jewish
press a statement that after the tak-
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ing of Minsk thirty-odd Jews were
killed and over three hundred Jewish
stores looted. The Polish P. A. T.

(Official Polish Telegraph Agency)
printed a counter-report, stating that

only seven Jews had been killed, and
these accidentally or deservedly.

Side by side with this Polish version

appeared, of course, the usual edi-

torial comment, branding the Jewish
reports as wild exaggerations and in-

timating that the Jews were traduc-

ing Poland in the eyes of the world.

The very day that the Polish press

printed the denial (" official ") of the

Jewish reports, it might have ob-

tained from General Jadwin the of-

ficial report of the mission on the

Minsk incident, in which the General
stated that thirty-odd Jews had been
killed and three hundi'ed Jewish
stores looted. Not a single case of

Jews shooting on the Polish soldiery

from the windows (this was a favor-

ite defense of the Polish press) had
been reported or observed.

General Jadwin's report appeared,

of course, in the Jewish press. Not
a single Polish organ, governmental
or otherivise, reproduced General Jad-
ivin's report. But the crowning insult

lay in the last words of the official

Polish report, which, after insisting

that only seven Jews had been killed,

added :
" General Jadivin wa^ a ivit-

ness of the taking of the town! "

Let it be noted that among the

Polish organs referred to are several

official and semi-official journals,

namely, the papers of Dmowski and
Niemojewski. Let it be further noted
that Commandant Luscinksy, by
whose orders the thirty-six Jews of

Minsk were shot down without trial,

was never rebuked, much less pun-
ished.

Mr. Kann's defense of Polish ha-
tred for the Jew falls into four sec-

tions : The intense patriotism of the
Poles, who, now that the opportunity
is theirs, desire to see their country
united and homogeneous; Jewish
separatism ; Jewish Bolshevism ; Jew-
ish business. It is not the first time
that the last two explanations have

been offered en bloc without an ap-
preciation of the fundamental con-
tradiction contained in them. " The
Jews," says Mr. Kann, " are inclined
bj'' heredity toward a mercantile life."

Yet, in the same article, he speaks of
the " preference of great numbers of
them for tlie rulership of the Ger-
mans or the Bolsheviki." Now, if

there is any class of society which
hates Bolshevism with all its heart
and soul, it is the merchant class, the
distributing middleman, whom the
Bolsheviki first and most rigorously
suppressed. And the truth is, as Mr.
Kann states, that the Jews, " forbid-
den the ownership of property, form
the great class of merchants." To
accuse them of Bolshevism, then, is

the height of absurdity. And to
blame them for constituting " the
great class of merchants " is, in view
of the fact that " they were forbidden
the owTiership of property," the
height of injustice.

Let us turn to the accusation of
Jewish separatism and its relation

to the desire of the Poles for a united
and homogeneous Poland. Mr. Kann
says:

" The Jews who live today in Po-
land are mainly the immigrants of re-

cent years, who have come westward
from Russia. These late arrivals, or
' Litwacs ' are as orthodox in their
beliefs and customs as were their
forefathers generations ago." These
are two historical inaccuracies. There
were Jeivs in Poland before there
were Poles. The vast majoi-ity of
Polish. Jews have in any case been
settled in the country for centuries.

During the wars of Bogdan Chmel-
nitzky, in the seventeenth century,
300,000 Jews, we are told, were mas-
sacred in Poland. This does not sound
as though the vast majority of Jews
were recent arrivals. Moreover, there
is not a Jew who does not know that

the " Litwac " is the modernizing
element in Poland. I wonder wheth-
er Mr. Kann has ever traveled from
Warsaw to Vilna through the Jewish
towns of Wishkow, Ostrow, Zambrow,
&c., and seen the Jewish gabardine
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give way gradually to modern garb as

he came into " Litwac " territory.

One such trip would have shown him
the absurdity of his contention. Such
separatism as exists among the Jews
of Poland is not the result of foreign
influence; it is the heritage of Jews
whose historic claim to Polish citi-

zenship is at least as well founded as
that of the Poles. And the " separa-
tism " of the Polish Jew is confined to

utterly harmless details of dress and
appearance and to the practice of a

different though not inferior reli-

gion.

But the most curious accusation

is that " the Jews insist on crowding
together in ghettos, .where filth and
disease cannot possibly be prevent-

ed." I have spoken with hundreds of

tliese unhappy Jews, who live, four,

five, six, ten to a room, in the hor-

rible P>anciskana 29 of Warsaw and
in the equally horrible Baluty of

Lodz; I have yet to learn that there

is a single one of them who " in-

sisted " on the priceless privileges

of dirt, poverty and hunger; that

there is a single one of them who
would not sacrifice a year of life

for the opportunity of removing to

the Marshalkowska or the Georgew-
ska, nearer to their wealthier co-re-

ligionists.

The blind demand of the Poles for

a homogeneous country, excited to

the point of fanaticism by sudden
liberation from foreign oppression,

is only the explanation of their hatred
for the Jew, not an excuse for it. Nor
is it a purely Polish problem. The
clauses in the Polish treaty which
give the Jews minority rights (there

are only 5,000,000 Jews in Poland,
notes Mr. Kann—rather more than
there are Irish in Ireland, that is)

were not peculiar to Poland or to

the Jews. They were an answer to

the ancient and bitter problem of
minorities, whether of Hungarians
in Rumania, of Germans in Czecho-
slovakia, or of Poles in Lithuania.
The ancient system of repression
(practiced by Germans on Poles, by

Hungarians on Czechoslovaks, by
Germans on Alsatians, to quote a few
historic instances) is discredited;
part of the war at least was fought
by the Allies for the removal of this
ancient evil. Ethnic homogeneity is,

of course, the dream of every coun-
try; but where populations are so
mingled as in Europe, it is an impos-
sibility, and no repression, no perse-
cution, will achieve the disappear-
ance of millions of human beings
with powerful ethnic characteristics.
Germany has learned that lesson at
terrific cost; let Poland benefit bv
her neighbor's disasters.

The problem is not as simple as
this critic would have it appear.
" The Jews must be persuaded to
forsake their secular peculiarities,"
he says. " They must be educated in

the modern conceptior. of religious
practice, taught that devotion to the
State is as paramount as devotion to
creed." The Jew does not need or
desire outside tuition as to " the mod-
ern conception of religious practice."
Nor need he be taught that " devotion
to the State is as paramount as de-
votion to creed:" America has
shown, by its large and generous
tolerance of " secular peculiarities

"

of a harmless nature, that the Jew
responds by instinct to love of coun-
try—witness the tens of thousands
of Jews (a goodly proportion of them
of Polish origin) whose names are
recorded on the rosters of the Ameri-
can armies of the great war. The
problem is a large and complex prob-
lem of education, of the evolution of
tolerance and neighborliness. It is

not the problem of a day. The long
and vicious work of demagogues has
borne fruit in the unreasoning em-
bitterment of the whole Polish Na-
tion against the Jews. It will need
the efforts of lofty and inspired
statesmen to undo that disastrous
work. Perhaps the troublous times
do not encourage such efforts, but
sooner or later they will be made and
crowned with success.



INTERNATIONAL CARTOONS
OF CURRENT EVENTS

[American Cartoon]

LOOKS AS THOUGH THEY WOULD NEVER
DO TEAM WORK

1^' IRISH PEACE]

-Neiv York Evening Mail.
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[Dutch Cartoon]

The Japanese Ass Between Two Haystacks

[American Cartoon]

Finally Opened—From the Inside

—De Notenkraker, Amsterdam,

[French Poster]

To the Rescue!

-of. Louis star.
Help for the Russians dying of hunger

!
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[Polish Cartoon]

JOHN BULL'S NIGHTMARE.

—Mucha. Warsaw.

John Bull: " I never thought that the wine of victory would produce such effects."

Despite the fact that Great Britain emerged victoriously from the war, she has
found it to some extent a Pyrrhic victory. There is serious trouble in many of her
wide-flung dominions. The Irish question has not yet been solved; insun-ection
has reared its head in India; the Nationalist movement in Egypt has aroused ap-
prehen^on, and Kemal Pasha has been menacing her control of Constantinople.
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[American Cartoon]

OUT OF MEAT!

—National Uepvhlican, Washington

The Soviet regime in Russia, after the destruction of the most intelligent ele-

ments of the population, finds the country it has so grossly misruled in the throes
of starvation. Bolshevist Russia now appeals to the charity of the w^orld.
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[American Cartoons]

Coming Along Fast Cutting It Out

T'"X

-Rochester Democrat and Chronicle.

The cordial i-esponse that
has greeted President Har-
ding's invitation to the Dis-
armament Conference war-
rants the hope that a weary
and war-ridden world may at
last find peace.

—Central Press Associdtion.

Come on in, the water's
fine

—San Francisco Chronicle.
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[iElnglish Cartoon]

DELILAH UP TO DATE

'- t V

—Pas.siny Hhnw, London

Miss Columbia: " Now's the time, boys, for us to give old Samson a hair-cut!
"
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[Norwegian Cartoon]

Yejlow Friendship

—Hvepsen, Christiania.

Japan: " I deny absolutely that I have any enmity to America. Indeed, I look
with pleasure to the day when that glorious land shall belong to me."

[American Cartoon]

The New Czar of Russia.

-Kolokalj A'eit/ York.
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[American Cartoons]

—San Francisco Chronicle.

Plenty of Room for Both.

-Dayton ( O. ) News.

"Oh, Boy! If Those
Tax Payers Could See

Me Now."

The problem of dispos-
ing of the wooden ships,

built in haste during the
war, is a puzzling one.
Many of them are unsea-
worthy, and all of them
are costing the Govern-
ment immense sums for
maintenance. An offer has
been made of $430,600 for
206 ships, or a little over
$2,000 apiece, and has
been seriously considered.
The whole amount would
not equal what it cost to
build a single ship.

How Much Longer
Is He Going to Keep
His Little Pet?
—Los Angeles Times.
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[American Cartoons]

Enforcing the Volstead

Law
—Central Press Assn.

The difficulties of enforc-
ing the Volstead law seem to

increase, and the acquiescence
of the public, which was
looked for by prohibition
advocates after the first pro-
test of the " wets " had sub-
sided, is nowhere in evidence.

Bootlegging is rampant,
" rum runners " with liquor

from abroad are hovering
about the coast, and an im-
mense quantity of liquor is

flowing over the Canadian
and Mexican borders.

Another Trou-

blesome Immi-

gration Problem
—Daytoa (O.) News.

Not only does the
Government have its

difficulties in exclud-
ing contraband s|jip-

ments of liquors from
abroad, but its efforts
are hindered by a
marked change in

Congressional circles

on the question of en-
forcement. Sentiment
seems to be growing
that prohibition
agents have been too
drastic in the matter
of entry and search of
private houses, and
an amendment has
been passed in the
Senate which makes
it a punishable of-

fense to search prem-
ises without a war-
rant.
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[German-Swiss Cartoon]

INTERNATIONAL DISARMAMENT

^Q^A

^2:^ Zc
-̂ Nibrlspaltcr, Zitiicli.

(1) France, (2) England, (3) Japan, (4) Russia, (5) Poland, (6) America agree
that disarmament must begin, and toward this end the first step is the total disarm-
ament of Germany (7).
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[English Cartoon]

UNANIMOUS

—The Passiuif Show, London.

Japan : " My intentions, I assure you, ?ire entirely Pacific !
"

Uncle Sam: "Sure—so are mine!"
John Bull: " Same here! "
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[Dutch Cartoon]

THE IRISH QUESTION

—De A iiisterdainmcr, A.msterda)n.

Lloyd George (to De Valera) :
" Pull on the oars. We must .pass through the

breakers to reach the harbor! "

[American Cartoon]
" Search me, sonny."

Neptune, in the accompanying car-

toon, is represented as giving up the

conundrum, " What is Pacific about

this ocean? " That ocean is now
generally acknowledged to be one of

the most dangerous political storm

centres in the world. The importance

of the subject is indicated by the fact

that Asiatic newspapers today almost

invariably refer to the coming arms-

limitation conference at Washington
as the " Pacific Conference."

-Detroit \f-)r.s.



A BULGARIAN REPLY TO
SERBIAN CHARGES

To the Editor of Current Jlistory:

To my plea for justice to my unhappy
country, published in the May issue of

Current History, Mr. Gordon Gordon-

Smith, in the issue for July, has returned

rash denials couched in vehement and
abusive language. Let me point out that

denial is not refutation, and that violent

language can add nothing to the defense of

a good cause.

I know Mr. Goz'don-Smith as an old hand
in the bolstering up of Serbian calumnies

against Bulgaria. No Serbian could be more
violent than he in his denunciations of Bul-

garia and of the alleged wrongs that Bul-

gai-ia has inflicted upon Serbia. He is

" more Royalist than the King." Special

writers for special purposes are necessarily

so. I am, however, obliged to him for the

opportunity he has given me to array a
further list of facts and figures in the de-

fense of my country against unscrupulous

abuse and accusations.

I stated that Bulgaria led the Balkan
allies in the first Balkan war; fought the

great and decisive battles, and unaided

drove the Turks—the common enemy—to

the walls of Constantinople and obliged

them to sue for peace. I further declared

that Bulgaria committed no acts of treach-

ery against her allies or against the En-
tente powers, and that the conduct of those

allies, on the contrary, w'as invai-iably

treacherous toward Bulgaria throughout the

war. I repeat those statements.

Lack of space prevents me from giving

all the facts which prove that Bulgaria was
the leader and main belligerent in that first

war. The Serbian opeiations were limited

to the south, in Macedonia—those of Bul-

garia extended not only to Macedonia, but

also to Thrace. The Turkish forces in

Thrace totaled 215,000 men, as compared
with only 60,000 in Macedonia. Serbia

fought but one decisive battle, that of Kou-
manovo. She fought a secondaiy battle at

Bitolia (Monastir), and Bulgarian foi'ces

contributed powerfully to the Turkish de-

feat. Bulgarian combatants were active in

clearing Macedonia of the Turks. The main

Bulgarian forces, after a series of hai-d-

fought battles, immured some of the Turks
in Adrianople and drove the rest to the

Chataldja positions and Boulair on the Gal-

iipoli Peninsula.

Thougli the Sei-bian.s contributed 28,000

men to complete the blockade of the Adrian-

ople fortress, not one Serbian took part in

the actual stoi-ming. Not one Serbian took

part in any of the operations against the

Turkish main forces, Adrianople excepted.

Serbia withdrew after the secondary battle

of Bitolia, twenty days after the beginning

of ho.stilities; Bulgaria fought on until war
bi'oke out between the allies, June 29, 1913.

The report of the Carnegie Commission
shows that Bulgaria's losses were 30,024

killed, 53,465 wounded, 3,195 missing, a

total of 86,684 casualties. In contrast Serbia

had 5,000 killed and 18,000 woxmded. (These

figures were given by the Serbian Minister

of War to the Serbian Assembly. Both

Serbia and Greece withheld the information

demanded by the Inteinational Commis-
sion.) The data given will enable the reader

to draw his own conclusions as to which of

the allies was leader in the war.

Let me now dispose of the charges

made against the Bulgarians of committing

atrocities on Serbians and others. Mr. Gor-

don-Smith formed part of a self-constituted

international commission of inquiry, com-

posed of himself, his friend Professor Reiss

of Lausanne—one of his main witnesses—

a

Belgian newspaper correspondent and a

Serbian officer. Mr. Gk)rdon-Smith rode, as

he says, through Serbian Macedonia after

the retreat of the Bulgarians and the con-

clusion of the armistice and witnessed as

he progressed from village to village the
" hell " work committed by the Bulgarians

during their occupation.

The one-sided report of this commission

has been largely exploited bj'^ all interested

in its special purpose—viz, the damage of

Bulgaria—especially during her long and

enforced isolation from the outside world,

while she has been unable to utter a word
in her own defense. Mr. Gordon-Smith still
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lays great stress upon this report. He
totally disregai'ds the fact that Bulgaria,

after being made the victim of similar reck-

less charges following the second Balkan
War, appealed for an impartial inquiry,

and that that noble institution, the Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace, heard

this appeal, and appointed an international

commission to ascertain the truth, and that

this commission made an exhaustive report

(" the report of the International Commis-
sion to Inquire Into the Causes and Conduct

of the Balkan War"), the main conclusion

of which was that, so far as atrocities were
concerned, the conduct of the Bulgarians,

as compared with that of their allies, ^ras

the least reprehensible

.

I would further point out that this Pro-

fessor Reiss who accompanied Mr. Gordon-

Smith on his expedition of inquiry has been

and still is a paid Serbian agent, the or-

ganizer of the secret Serbian police, and
that he is one of the main propagators in

the foreign press of calumnies against

Serbia.

The charges that Bulgaria acted treach-

erously both toward her own allies and to-

ward the Entente are absolutely unfounded

;

the facts, on the contrary, point wholly the

other way, so far, at least, as Bulgaria's

allies are concerned. The Bulgaro-Serbian

Treaty of 1912 provided that the occupied

Turkish territories should fall under a con-

dominium. Serbia unblushingly violated this

clause even in the districts cleared of the

Turks by the Bulgarian forces. The exi-

gencies of the war demanded that these

forces proceed to join the main Bulgarian

forces pitted against the main Turkish

armies defending Adrianople and Constanti-

nople. In the rear of the Bulgarian Army
the Serbians closed the Bulgarian schools,

expelled the Bulgarian Bishops, and ad-

ministered as Serbian even the territories

recognized by the treaty as incontestably

Bulgarian. This treaty bears the date of

Feb. 29, 1912.

The Serbian Minister of Foreign Affairs

sent out a circular, dated May 23 of the

same year, to the Serbian representatives

abroad, in which he instructed them to bear

in mind that Serbia had no intention to

abide by the frontiers fixed by this treaty,

and that they would have to be extended

southward.

While the Bulgarian Army was exerting

all its resources to keep in check the Turk-
ish forces—ever increasing in numbers and
growing in desperation at Chataldja and
Boulair, on the Gallipoli Peninsula—the
Serbian Army was at complete rest. Secret-
ly it was building and occupying fortifica-

tions with which to dispute eventually the
rights the treaty gave Bulgaria. Serbia
furthermore concluded a secret offensive
treaty with Greece against Bulgaria on
May 5, 1913.

Bulgaria did attack the Serbians on June
29. It was an attempt, after the failure of
the deceitfully protracted negotiations', to

occupy the territory the treaty gave her.

A question, familiar to all American read-

ers, may here be asked : Was the first shot
fired in Lexington held responsible for the
war which followed?

It is absurd to talk of treachery, as Mr.
Gordon-Smith does, on the part of Bulgaria
against the Central Powers. Bulgaria had
the unconteyted right of choice. She ha<l

no sympathy with the Central Powers; her
sympathies were naturally with Russia and
her allies. As Italy and Rumania made
their bargains for joining the Entente, so

Bulgaria Lried to make hers. She failed,

not for ladv of good-will, but because the

Entente diplomacy, dominated in this case
by that of Russia, refused the very reason-

able minimum satisfaction demanded by
Bulgara—the abrogation of the Bucharest
treaty of 1913. Bulgaria blundered by tak-

ing, as she believed, the shortest cut toward
securing the reunion of her race, frustrated

by the ti-eacherous coalition of her former
allies and thr. Bucharest treaty. She joined

the Central Powers solely for this purpose,

moved by disappointment in the failure of

her negotiations with the Entente.

Mr. Gordon-Smith stoutly asserts that

Rumar'a, having failed in her demand for

rectification of frontier, mobilized and
marched against Bulgaria. Rumania de-

manded no rectification; what she asked
was cession of Bulgarian territory, and this

at the suggestion and entreaty of Serbia

and Greece, already united against their

leading ally, Bulgaria. Right or wrong, Ru-
mania did receive satisfaction. The Con-
ference of the Ambassadors in St. Petei's-

burg pwarded Rumania the fortress town
of Silistria, with some territory. Rumania
accepted tlie award, and a mixed commis-
sion was fixing the new frontiers when war
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broke out between the allies. Rumania
joined in it by invading undefended Bul-

garia, undoubtedly encouraged by Kussia,

who wished to see Bulgaria defeated.

Mr. Gordon-Smith's insinuations, accu-

sations and reckless statements against Bul-

garia ?.re l.nc many for me to deal with in

their entirety. One and all, they are of the

same charn,cter. I will say a word a.s to

Bulgaria's endeavor to elude the execution

of the peace treaty of Neuilly. How can she,

how dare she think of such a possibility,

disarmed as she is, surrounded as she is by
neighbors who are like hungry wolves, wait-

ing to fall upon their defenseless prey? Mr.

Gordon-Smith is exasperated at Bulgaria's

organization of compulsoiy labor. Serbia

—

the hungry wolf at the door—^wished to see

in this organization military power and

raised a clamor of protest. The competent

in such matters, the representatives of the

Powers, have not looked at this organiza-

tion with the eyes of the Serbians, and have

allowed the law to stand.

" The National Library of Belgrade was
carried off to Sofia and its priceless vol-

umes and manuscripts reduced to pulp," says

Mr. (Jordon-Smith. The statement is untrue.

On the evacuation of Belgi'ade this library

was brought to Nish, and there abandoned on

the capture of the place by the Bulgarians.

The Bulgarian authorities immediately took

steps to store it in a safe place, out of the

war zone, and transported it to Sofia. In

Sofia a special building was rented, and the

books taken out of their mouldy cases and
arranged on shelves. After the armistice a

Sei'bian commission of professors made in-

quiries as to the existence of this library;

believing it to be destroyed, in whole or in

part, they had already calculated the

amount they would claim as compensation.

Their surprise was great to find the library

in the best possible order and condition.

They had counted too much upon the " lack

of culture " of the Bulgarians, supposedly

incapable of appreciating literary wealth.

This library has been restored to the

Serbians—by a commission presided over

by a superior officer of the French military

mission, in Sofia—complete and uninjured;

67,029 bound and unbound volumes in 159

cases. The calumny against Bulgaria, how-
ever, has been repeated ad nauseam, and
never once refuted by the Serbians. Why
should they attempt to do so? To refute

one calumny would require the refutation

of so many. Not doubting that this slander

was carried also to the Carnegie Endow-
ment Fund for Peace, I obtained, a short

while ago, certified copies of the reports

drawn up on the occasion of the return of

the library. These documents are now lodged

in the offices of the Carnegie institution.

One last word about the Bulgarian prison-

ers of war in Serbia, not those taken by the

Serbians themselves, but the 12,000 prison-

ei"S delivered over to them by the French

command as part of the common war booty.

I can refer only in passing to the atrocious

treatment by Serbia of these war prisoners,

in complete violation of the provisions of

The Hague Convention. There are still

some hundreds of these men held in bond-

age in various places in Serbia, employed in

corvee labor, and deprived of all commimi-
cation with their native land.

Serbia is the ally of the great conquerors;

Bulgaria, disarmed and humiliated, is with-

out remedy and cannot even secure the

execution of the clauses of the Versailles

Treaty which are favorable to her.

P. M. MATTHEEFF.
Sofia, July 28, 1921.

DEMANDS OF THE BLACK RACE

rpHE Pan-African Congress held in Lon-
-*• don toward the end of August, 1921,

was attended by various peoples of African

descent in the United States, the West In-

dies, Central and South America and
Africa. At the session of Aug. 29 a mani-

festo was read by Secretai-y William E.

Burghardt du Bois of New York, which de-

clared it to be "the duty of the world to

assist in every way the advancement of

backward and suppi-essed groups of man-
kind," and protested against the treatment

of colored people as uncivilized. It argued
that the experiments at self-government at-

tempted in Haiti and Liberia by the pure

blacks, and in South America by the democ-
racies of mixed blood, had been successful,

and on this it founded a demand for general

negro enfranchisement in white countries

on the basis of educational oualification.



A GREEK DEMOCRAT DEFENDS
CONSTANTINE

Tn ibc Editor of Current History:

After reading N. J. Cassavetes's article,

" The Ca^e of Constantine and the Allies,"

published in the September number of Cur-

rent History, one gains the impression that

its author regards himself as being conver-

sant with facts concealed from the average

Greek. And yet the documents he invokes

have been used on so many occasions that

they are literally " worn out." Says he

:

" These facts are well known to the world.

Only the Greek people have not been al-

lowed to know them." Surely he knows

that the Greek Venizelist newspapers have

devoted most of their space during the last

three or four j^ears—since the first Con-

stantine-Venizelos disagreement proper

—

to these so-called documents and to the in-

exhaustible Venizelist arguments.

I speak as an independent, non-Constan-

tinist, non-Venizelist Greek—a democrat.

One may be a democrat without denying

justice to a man, even though he be a king.

What should be remembered above all is

that Constantine has never had a fair trial.

Constantine, appreciating Germany's mil-

itary organization, predicted a long war
without victory, a prediction which would

A ery probably have been realized had Amer-
ica not gone to the aid of the Allies. Since

r.o one then felt confident that Ameiica

would ultimately participate, Mr. Venizelos

was obviously rash in advocating Greece's

entry into the conflict. Later, when Serbia

was attacked by Bulgarian troops, Mr.

Venizelos felt that under the Greco-Serbian

treaty of alliance Greece was obliged to go

to Serbia's assistance. Constantine held

that the object of the treaty—common ac-

tion against Bulgaria, in case of attack on

either of the allies—had been attained

since the second Balkan war (1913). Of

course, if, in reality, the Greco-Serbian

treaty placed an obligation on Greece to go

to Serbia's assistance, Constantine desei-ves

the condemnation of every moral pei-son.

The evidence presented by Mr. Cassavetes,

however, has not convinced many of us

Greeks of the Greek King's guilt so far as

the treaty is concerned.

Mr. Cas.savetes's contention that Constan-

tine " ordered the royalist troops at Athens
to open fire upon French and Italian de-

tachments " is a bold assertion. Every
Athenian knows that neither the King nor

the Government of Greece was in any way
responsible for the attack upon the allied

troops. The fiee, independent, proud

Greeks resented the invasion of their capi-

tal by foreign tioops, as any people with a

sense of pride would have resented invasion,

oi- even the mere presence of foreign troops

in their capital. An American citizen,

knowing how difficult it is to control a mob,
will readily understand the Greek Govern-

ment's position. The fact that most of the

persons involved in the conflict wore the

uniform of the Greek soldier does not ren-

der Constantino responsible for their con-

duct.

Another chaige against Constantine is

that he acccploa moneys from Germany.
Were Mr. Cassavetes as well infoi-med on

the Greek question as the average Greek,

he would not have touched upon the ques-

tion of the German loan, since that has been

settled satisfactorily for the then Greek

Government by the Venizelist courts. After

trying the Government which negotiated

this loan, the court of Mr. Venizelos de-

cided that there was nothing treasonable or

even illegal in this Greco-German transac-

tion.

But the greatest argument against Con-

stantine is the surrender of Fort Rupel to

the Bulgars, the enemies of the Allies. In-

deed, this may be a proof that Constantine

was pro-German. It is well, however, to

remember that prior to the surrender of

this Macedonian fortress Saloniki, another

part of Greece, was occupied by allied

troops. Among others questioned by the

defense counsel was Nicholas Politis, Min-

ister of Foreign Affairs in Mr. Venizelos's

Cabinet and formerly a professor of inter-

national law in a French college. Mr. Po-

litis was forced to admit that the landing

of allied troops at Saloniki constituted a

violation of Greece's neutrality. The sur-

render of th(B fortress to the Bulgars, then.
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was made evidently for the pui*pose of neu-

tralizing the effect of the allied landing at

Saloniki.

Mr. Cassavetes is mistaken in believing

that the Greek people have not been allowed

to know the facts. On the contraiy, it is

the foreigner, not the Greek, who has been

denied information. But even should we
admit that Mr. Venizelos's defeat at the

polls and Constantine's triumphant election

were due to the ignorance of three-fouiths

of the Greek voters, to what should we at-

tribute the anti-Venizelism of four-fifths of

the members of the bar of Athens, the

cream of the country's intellect? To what

should we ascribe the anti-Venizelism of

the Medical Association of Athens, mani-

fested by their triumphant election as their

President of Professor Gheroulanos, whom
Mr. Venizelos had expelled from the

Athenian University and exiled? How
does Mr. Cas.savetes explain the verdict of

Greece's larger and more enlightened cities

—Athens, Saloniki, Piraeus, Patras, &c.?

Mr. Cassavetes would have the allied and
American Governments refrain from i-ecog-

nizing the present Government of Greece in

order to drive the Hellenic people to over-

throw it and establish a republic. He
seems to forget that a form of government
forced upon a people cannot be regarded as

democratic, whatever it may be called. It

is not the name but the substance that

counts. The Greek people with Constantine

in power enjoy their liberty much more
than they did under the " Liberal " Party's

Government.

Let me say in conclusion that my ob-

ject is not to defend the King of the Hel-

lenes, but i-ather the good judgment of the

Hellenes themselves. It may be that Con-

.stantine was guilty of all the moi-al crimes

ascribed to him, but the evidence presented

so far surely is not conclusive.

EFTHYMIUS A. GREGORY.
• Aiken, S. C. Sept. 1, rj21.

A DEFENSE OF VENIZELOS

To the Editor of Ciirrtnt llistoty:

From the tone of the letter written by

Efthymius Gregory, and published in

your June issue, it would seem that the

writer strangely misunderstands the spirit

of Venizelism. He also shows a surprising

lack of historical perspective. The present

Greek Government is composed of all the

unhealthy political elements of Greece, all

striving to establish political ascendency

under the banner of a despot King who be-

lieves that he derives his prerogative not

from the people, but from the Deity alone.

Exercising that divinely authorized prerog-

ative, he dismissed Venizelos early in the

war and put in his place another more

subservient to the royal will.

It is a well-established fact that the op-

ponents of Venizelos exploited the ignorance

of the rural population, and made an unfair

use of certain cases of internal maladmin-

istration which occurred during the long

and necessary absence of Venizelos abroad,

when he was fighting for Greek national

aspirations at the Paris Peace Conference.

The Constantinists regained power regard-

less of the country's best interests, and they

did it by means more dishonorable than

those which Cicero denounced in a letter to

his friend Atticus, flagellating the political

corruption of his time.

The whole conflict between the Venizelists

and the Constantinists is one between de-

mocracy and monarchy. Venizelos fosters

no animosity against King Constantine per-

sonally, but he stands diametrically opposed

to the returned monarch's theory of the

divine right of kings. Venizelos and his

adherents interpret monarchy rationally as

merely a civil institution established by the

nation for the benefit of all its members.

The Greek Tories look upon the King as the

delegate of Heaven, exempt from all respon-

sibility. The difference is radical and in-

surmountable. This outworn interpreta-

tion is bolstered up today in Greece by a

portion of the clergy, just as Bossuet in the

Grand Siecle, identified with the reign of

Louis XIV., preached the divine right of

kings. All serious study of history, start-

ing from the Pharaohs, shows the fallacy

of this interpretation.

This is not the first time that the Greeks
have exiled their best and noblest. Herac-
litus, the famous philosopher of ancient

days, said of the Ephesians : " The Ephe-
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sians would do well to hang themselves,

every grown man of them, and leave the

city to the beardless youths, for they have

cast out Hermadetous, the best man among
them, saying: 'We will have none who is

best among us; if there be any such, let

him go elsewhere, and among others.' So

the Athenians exiled Aristides, solely be-

cause they were weary of hearing him

called " The Just." And so, vexed at

Venizelos's greatness, the modern Greeks

have ca.st him out.

Venizelos lives in exile, and his adherents

are enforcedly acquiescent, for the star of

Constantine is again in the ascendant. But
the Venizelists await the day of regenera-

tion. Above the squalid details of factious

strife their ideals survive. " We are all

Greeks," wrote Shelley. The Venizelists,

who think only of the welfare of all the

Greeks, say the same today.

CONSTANTINE V. TOUNTAS,
St. Louis, Aug. 1021.

WHAT MACEDONIA DESIRES
To the Editor of Ciinvnt Histniy:

Greek pi-opaganda through the Christian

Science Monitor and other peiiodicals con-

tinues to affirm that the Macedonians

have had nc national conscience and care

nothing about the question of their nation-

ality. They try to represent that Macedonian

nationalism is an ailificial movement and

that it matcers to the people there but little

whether the world call them Bulgarians,

Greeks or Serbians. The purpose of these

writers is t'.» lay' a foundation for Greek im-

perialistic projects, and their statements

are contrary to the proved facts. They

have asserted, for instance, that Mr. Brails-

ford, a well-known authority, thinks the

Macedonians are a mob without political

aspirations or national conscience. This is

an unsciTipulous falsification. Witness

these passages, written by Mr. Brailsford

immediately after the insurrection against

the Turks in 1903, when he visited Mace-

donia:

The first puiprise was that this race revolt-

ed en masse. The second surprise, in my
opinion more touching than the first, is that

all the sufferings of the last Autumn did not

kill its spirit and did not pir)duce any reac-

tion whatsoever against the committee or its

leaders. More than one hundred villages, of

which several were relatively rich, were re-

duced to ashes. Sixty thousand families lost

not only their homes but all their property.

I doubt whether they were able to cave one-

tenth of their cattle and sheep, of their plows

and horsei^. Besides, there were murder afMi

devastation. Neoliazi, Amnensco, Mokreni,

Kroushevo, Smerdesh, Dambemi and Kossi-

netz are the names of some of the villages

in vv-hich hundreds were killed, without par-

ticipating in the struggle.

In many villages one may meet insane unfor-

tunates. And in spite of all this lesson be-
fore them, the villagers remain faithful to

the organization which plunged them into
such misery. Among the ashes of burned
villages or in the rooms of hospitals where
the said organization takes the wounded wo-
men and children, there were moments when
one was inclined to curse the entire revolu-
tionist idea, to think that no provocation
could justify a population which exposes its

breast to such a risk, to doubt whether a
certain gain of freedom could compensate for

the physical torture endured for its acquisi-

tion. But these can be only reflections of an
outside person. Similar reflections seldom
penetrate into the heads of the Macedonians
themselves. One could hear no blame, no
attacks against the committee, no sorrow for

the evidently lost forces. Sick men, slowly
recovering from sufferings, wounds, priva-
tions, spoke cheerfully of their future plans
and of the struggle they looked forward to

renewing as soon as their health and the
Spring came. * * * The more one st^idies

the Macedonian Bulgarians, the more he re-

spects their patriotism and heroism. • • •

The Serbian movement is a purely official

agitation, guided and financed in Belgrade,
whereas, despite the sympathy of Sofia, the

Bulgarian Revolutionary Committee is a
genuine organization.

Let me cite some official Greek docu-

ments on the subject. In March, 1915,

when the greater part of Macedonia had
already passed under Greek rule by virtue

of the treaty of Bucharest, the Commander
of the Eighteenth Greek Infantry Regi-

ment, stationed in Seres, reported to the

Commander of the Sixth Greek Division

that the men of which his regiment was
composed were " not only Bulgarophones

(Bulgarian speaking), but pure Bulgarian

in their soul and con.science to such an ex-

tent that it represents a real danger."
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I do not pietend to predict whether or not

the great powers will cotrect the injustice

they Jid at the Peace Conference in not

creating an autonomous Macedonian State;

I merely wish to call attention to the fact

that the denp national consciousness of the

Macedonians remains, and that, even in

face of th<3 brutal force of Serbian and

Greek rule, they will yet have the political

independence which they desire. The propa-

gandists aro representing the Macedonian

people as j^ood Serbian and Greek subjects

at a time when all the Greek and Serbian

papers are printing daily evidence to the

contrary. I'he sole purpose of those who
are misrepres<jnting the facts is to defend

Greek imiieiialistic aspirations. Greece

may truly be said to be the paramount

cause ci thi^ war in Asia Minor and of the

whole dangerous situation in the Near East
today.

Macedonia is determined to be an autono-

mous State, and will be some day, because
her people are ready to make fresh sacri-

fices to gain their independence. Today
Macedonia calls upon thosf, who are ruling

her to ceaso their violence against indi-

xiduals, their robbery of property, their in-

fringement of the primp ry rights of life

and liberty; she demands that they reopen
the schools and churches, fulfill the obli-

gations of the peace treaties protecting the

rights of the ethnic groups, and peiTnit

refugees to go back to their homes.
CONSTANTINE D. KOJOUHAROFF,

Member of the Bulgarian National Scientific,

Historic and Geographic Societie.'s.

1412 Massachnsctf>s Avenue, Washington, D. C,
Aug. 30, 1021.

THE ANGLO-JAPANESE ALLIANCE
To thr Editor of Current History:

The article by Professor Koehn in the

August number of Current History, en-

titled " Menace of the Anglo-Japanese Al-

liance," resting as it does on a plain mis-

interpretation of the treaty between Eng-

land and Japan, ought not to be allowed to

pass without correction. The text of the

tx-eaty, as quoted by Professor Koehn, states

that it is " by reason of unprovoked attack

or aggressive action," and when " either

high contracting party is involved in war of

defense of its territorial rights or special

interests mentioned in the preamble of this

agreement," that the other high contracting

party " will at once come to the assistance

of its ally." It is self-evident that in the

case of an attack on the United States by

Japan, England would not be bound to

assist Japan, and, even if Japan were at-

tacked by the United States, it would be for

England to decide whether the attack had
been " unprovoked " or whether it involved
" the defense of the territorial rights or

special interests mentioned in the pre-

amble." It is clear that the treaty does not

work automatically, as Professor Koehn as-

sumes, and that if England went to the aid

of Japan when she was attacked by the

United States it would be because England
considered the action of the United States

as " aggressive and unprovoked." To say of

the treaty that " it explicitly places upon
England the obligation to go to war against

the United States in the event of ho.stilities

between the United States and Japan " is

an inexcusable misinteiTjretation of the text

of the treaty.

FRED MORROW FLING,
University of Nebraska (Department of Hi.>*-

tory).

Lincoln, Xeb., Aug. 13, 1921.

IN FAVOR OF LARGE TYPE

To thr Kflitor of Current History:

Permit me to express a hearty Amen! to

the change in type introduced in the August

issue of Current History. This type can

be read without magnifying glasses, and to

one who takes the time and trouble to read

a consideiable jjortion of your .splendid

magazine it is quite a saving to the eyes.

J. EUGENE HARLEY,
Dept. of i'olltical Science (and International Re-

lations), University of Southern Califtirnia.

Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 22, 1021.



JAPAN'S KOREAN POLICY DEFENDED
To the Editor of Cwrent History:

I have read your magazine continuously

for more than four years, and have ap-

preciated its fairness, in general, in treat-

ing different countries; but lately I hav«

seen various articles about Japan with

which I disagree, especially the one in

the August issue by George L. Koehn.

Mr. Koehn says that Japan had long

cherished designs against Korea, en-

tirely oraitting to mention the encroach-

ment of Russia, who had just gobbled up
Manchuria and the Liao-tung peninsula,

with Port Arthur, and was on a fair way
to take over Korea, thus becoming a deadly

menace to Japan. That country, in order

to exist, had to declare war. As regards

Korea, with the worst burlesque Govern-

ment in the world, Japan dragged her out

of the mire, washed her and literally

knocked self-respect into her. Look at the
enormous improvements in the country,

which are rather scantily treated in your
magazine; as for the alleged cruelties done
to the Koreans, many of those stories are
garbled, and some are just plain lies. (See
the book about the Far East by Charles H.
Sherrill.) I could dig up enough histopy

of the last fifty years to fill a good-sized

book, all about indignities and cruelties

done by European States to the Far East-

ern nations. Why is it a virtue that Euro-
pean nations possess enormous territories

in Asia, while it is a crime for Japan to

possess land contiguous to her own shore

for her own safety?

ROBERT ERICKSON.
2.") South St., New York, Aug. 24. 1921.

BRITAIN'S WIRELESS CHAIN

AT Leafield, England, on the crown of

a rolling upland, fifteen miles .from

Oxford, the first link of a gigantic wireless

chain, reaching over many seas and even

to the other side of the world, was inau-

gurated with appropriate ceremonieson Aug.

18, 1921, by the British Postmaster General

and a selected party of officials. British-

built from the boilers to the Poulsen arcs, it

sends into the air-bed stretching without

interruption between England and Cairo

sixteen powerful alternating currents which

can be picked up within a radius of 2,000

miles. The transmitting wires are hung on

ten masts each 300 feet high. Two mes-

sages were sent out on the day of inaugura-

tion. The first was addressed to all British

Empire wireless stations, announcing the

completion " of this, the first station of the

impei'ial wireless chain," and voicing the

hope " that the station will help to knit still

closer the bonds which bind together the

different parts of the empire." The second

message sent greetings to all European sta-

tions and other foreign stations in range,

and expressed the empire's desire that this

new wireless link should strengthen the ties

of international friendship.

The first replies began to Qome in only a

few minutes after the messages were sent

cut. Acknowledgments were flashed from
the French Under Secretary of Posts and
Telegraphs and from Malta. The German
Reichspostminister sent friendly congratu-

lations from Berlin. Answers came from
Posen, Budapest, Christiania and other sta-

tions.

The Leafield station is the fir.st of four;

the second is to be at Abu Zabal, Cairo; a

third in East Africa, and a fourth in South

Africa. Two other twin stations are to be

erected in England and Egypt, and through

arrangement with the Imperial Wireless

Telegraphy Committee are to be continued

to Mesopotamia, India, Singapore, Australia

and Hongkong. Soon it will be possible to

broadside large volumes of news to India.

The commercial value of th6 wireless sys-

tem also is considered as an asset of high

impoi-tance.



ITALY'S ANTI-HAPSBURG PACT WITH
JUGOSLAVIA

Text of the treaty hitiding the two nations to oppose armed force to any Hapsburg

who tries to regain the throne—Document that defeated ex-Emperor Charles

THE treaty of peace and reconciliation

between Italy and the new State of

Jugoslavia was signed at Rapallo,

Italy, on Nov. 12, 1920. By this compact

the long and dangerous dispute over Fiume

and a part of the Adriatic coast was brought

to an end by setting up Fiume as a free

State; the whole boundary between Italy

and Jugoslavia was fixed, and the relations

between the two countries wei-e established

on an amicable and sound basis.

Not until the end of June did Italy decide

to publish the negotiations which led to the

.signing of this treaty. This publication re-

vealed that at the time the Rapallo compact

was signed there was also signed a separate

and supplementary treaty whose object it

was to supervise the strict execution of the

Treaty of Saint Germain (with Austria) and

the Treaty of Trianon (with Hungary), to

maintain the present status quo in Central

Europe, and to combine against any future

attempts of the Hapsburgs to effect their

own restoration to the thrones of Austria

and Hungary. The compact declares that

the contracting parties will watch every

activity directed against their common se-

curity either on Austrian or on Hungarian
territory, and that this agreement shall be

communicated to Czechoslovakia, between

which country and Jugoslavia a similar

compact had already been signed.

The efficacy of the compact was seen

at the time of ex-Emperor Charles's recent

attempt to seize the Hungarian throne. It

is generally understood that it would be

invoked again in case Austria should insist

on union with Germany in defiance of the

prohibition of the Treaty of Saint Germain.

The text of this specific anti-Hapsburg

agreement reads as follows:

In order to .socure the blessing.* of peace, ob-

tained at tiie price of i'uch great sacrifices

tlirougli victory over tlic .\ustro-Hungarlan
•Monarchy, the Government of his Majesty the

King of Italy and the Government of his

Majesty the King of the Serbs. Croats and

Sloven's have di-leriiiined to agree to the pres-
ent convention and to this end have delegated

:

On behalf of the Italian Government, the
Oavaliere Giovanni Giolittl, President of the
Council of Ministers; Count Carlo Sforza, Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, and Professor Ivanou
Bonomi, Minister of War;
On behalf of the Serb-Croat-Slovene Govern-

ment, M. MiWnko R. Vesnitch, President of th'j

Council of Ministers; Dr. Ante Trumbitch, Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, and M. Costa Stoian-
ovitch. Minister of Finance, who have agieed as
follows

:

Article i—The two contracting Government.s
mutually engage to keep a watch over the strict
execution of the Peace Treaties of Saint Ger-
main and Trianon. In particular they will adopt
all measures of policy by common agreement
calculated to prevent the restoration of the
House of Hapsburg to the throne of Austria and
Hungary.
Article. 2—The two contracting Governments

engage to give one another such mutual diplo-
matic support as they Judge to be best adapted
to this end.

Article il—ln accoidance with the spirit of the
present convention the two contracting Govern-
ments engage at the same time to keep a watch
upon all activities directed against their mutual
security, both on Austrian and on Hungarian
territory, and to keep in close touch by means
of the exchange of information.
Article .t—The Italian Government (which has

learned with satisfaction of the agreement estab-
lished between the Serb-Croat-Slovene Govern-
ment and the Czechoslovak Government, the
aims of which are exclusively " those of the
present convention) and the Serb-Croat-.Sloveiie
Government will communicate the present con-
vention to the Czechoslovak Government.

If fresh agreements of the same kind are con-
cluded, the two Governments will confer before
ratifying them.
Article J—The present convention shall remain

in force for two years after the exchange of
ratifications. It shall be renewed foi- the same
period if it has not been denounced six months
before its expiration.

Article 6—The present convention shall be rati-

fied as soon as possible and the ratiflcation.s

shall be exchanged in Rome.
(For Italy) GIOVANNI GIOI.ITTI.

C. SFORZA,
IVANOE BONOMI.

(For Jugoslavia) MIL. R. VE9NITCH.
Dr. ANTE TRUMBITCH.
COSTA STOIANOVITCH.

Rapallo, Nov. 12, 19iti.



POLAND'S MILITARY ALLIANCE WITH
RUMANIA

Text of the treaty signed at Bucharest on March 3, 1921, by the terms of which

the two nations pledge help to each other in defending their present boundaries

THE Polish Diet, on July 1, 1921, ratified

the defensive and offensive military al-

liance with Rumania, signed at Eu-
charist on March 3. By this agree-

ment, each of the two contracting nations

pledged itself to come to the aid of the

other in case of any attack from a third na-

tion on its eastern frontier. Though not

specifically stated, this alliance was directed

against the possibility of any sudden on-

slaught from Bolshevist Russia, on the one

hand, and from Bulgaria, on the other. All

alliances with other nations, excluding those

signed by either nation for the execution of

the peace treaties, must previously be sub-

mitted to the other contracting party. Po-

land expressed her cognizance and approval

of Rumania's previous agreements to se-

cure the execution of the Treaty of Trianon

(with Hungary) and Neuilly (with Bul-

garia), Rumania of Poland's compact with

France. The terms of the Rumano-Polish

alliance were placed before the Diet, and

went through the usual three readings, after

which, despite the opposition of Hie Social-

i{St members, the treaty was approved and
ratified. The text is as follows:

The Ctoief of the Polish State and His Majesty
the King of. Rumania have resolved to safeguard
and confirm the peace which has been won
thnough ^ch great sacrifices, and have agreed
tooowciude a convention regarding a defensive

alliance.

For tbi.s purpose plenipotentiaries were ap-

pointed by the Chief of the Polish State, his

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Prince Eustace
Sapieha, and by His Majesty the King of Ru-
mania, hi.s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Take
Joneecu, ysriio, after reciprocally communicating
their full powers in the prescribed manner, have
determined on the following convention:

Article /.-^Poland and Rumania engage to

give one another mutual support if either Power
should be attacked on its present eastern fron-

tier without provocation. If, accordingly, either

of the two Powers should be attacked without
provocation on its flank, the other will declare

war and give armed a.ssistanee to the Power
attacked.

Article 2.—In order thaic to facilitate their
peaceful efforts both Governments engage to act
in concert in those questions of foreign policy
which concern their neighbors on the east.

Article J.—The manner of giving assistance in

case of need shall be agreed upon in a military
convention. The said military convention shall

be agreed upon subject to the same conditions
regarding duration and denunciation as the pres-
ent alliance.

Article -J.—If, in spite of their efforts, both
Powers should find themselves in a position of
armed defense, as anticipated in Article 1, they
engage mutually that neither will enter into ne-
gotiations, or sign an armistice oi- peace, with-
out the other.

Article 5.—The anticipated duration of this

convention shall be five years from the date of

signature, but either of the two Powers shall

have the right to denounce it after two yeais
if an agreement shall h?. reacUeo between the
parties to that effect six months previously.

Article 6.—Neither party will conclude an alli-

ance with a third Power without having previ-

ously reached an understanding in the matter
with the other party. The only case in which
this condition shall not hold good is in connec-
tion with any alliance that serves the purpose
of maintaining the peace treaties which both
Poland and Rumania have signed. Such alli-

ances, nevertheless, shall be reciprocally com-
municated.
The Polish Government hereby declares that

it has been informed of the conventions which
Rumania has concluded with other Powers to

guarantee the Peace Treaties of Trianon and
Neuilly, and that these conventions may be
transformed into formal alliances. The Ru-
manian Government declares that it has been
informed of the convention between Poland and
the French Republic.
Article 7.—The present convention shall be

communicated to the Leagrue of Nations, in ac-

cordance with the Peace Treaty of Versailles.

Article 8.—This convention shall be ratified

and the instruments of ratification shall be ex-

changed in Bucharest as soon as possible. To
this end the plenipotentiaries have signed this

convention and enclosed the authentication of

their plenary powers.
(For Rumania) TAKE JONESCU.
(For Poland) E. SAPIEHA.

Bucharest, March 3, li)2J.



THE TERRIBLE FAMINE IN RUSSIA
Fifteen million 'people threatened by death, which the aid of the whole world can

avert only in part— Tales of horror officially confirmed by Moscow—America

the only country to which the Soviet leaders have given a free hand

ALL rhetoric pales before the grim

realities of the famine that is ravag-

ing Russia. Competent American ob-

servers now admit that the situation, far

from being exaggerated, is even more ter-

rible than was at first reported. The new
official famine paper, Pomoshch (Help),

published in Moscow, printed reports at the

end of August from the Volga provinces

giving a picture of human suffering almost

too horrible to contemplate. The entire

lower Volga basin, the region through

which flows the Don River, and the dis-

tricts along the lower courses of the Dnie-

per and Bug Rivers, were all stricken.

Men, women and children v/ere dying by

thousands in Astrakhan, Samara, Saratov,

Kazan, Ufa, the Don Cossack region, Ku-

ban, Taurida, Kherson, Ekaterinoslav, and

parts of Voronezh, Tambov, Penza and

Kharkov—a region representing a total

area of 600,000 square versts, a population

of 13,000,000 peasants and 2,000,000 towns-

people.

The conditions in Saratov, and especially

in Samara ,are appalling. Horrible de-

scriptions of people dying like flies from

the eating of offal, grass, wood bark, melon

rinds, clay and other substitutes for food

v;ould seem incredible were they not offi-

cially confirmed by the Soviet Government
i-eports. Cholera is raging; there are no
hospital facilities, no medicines, no food re-

lief in sight for weeks, perhaps even months,

tc come. Some Russian and international

authorities estimate that, even allowing for

outside succor, 1,000,000 people are doomed
to perish. Others estimate the probable

deaths at twice that number. Thousands*

are passively awaiting death. Others,

panic-stricken, are fleeing they know not

v^hither, vainly seeking relief. Many who
had thus trekked to the east and south-

west have returned, despaii'ing, to die in

their own homes. Words fa,il to describe

the gigantic nature of the Russian catas-

ti ophe.

The Soviet Goveinment has issued proc-

lamation after proclamation .seeking to lay

the fundamental blame for this vast na-

tional calamity on the seven years of war
forced on Russia by the capitalist nation.-;.

Compelled to call on tho.se nations for help,

they have not failed to voice deep suspicion

ol the inotives of the bourgeois world in

offering such aid. The voicing of distrust

has been frequent in the Soviet press since

the despairing cry of Maxim Gorky and
the appeal of Archbishop Tikhon echoed

around the world. Of the Allied Council'.s

I'loposal to send an investigating commit-
tee made up of allied experts into Russia
to ascertain how great the disaster was,
Vvhat the Government itself was doing to

alleviate it, and what additional help would

(Harris & Ewing)

COLONEL WILLIAM N. HASKELL
Appointed to svpervkc the famine work of the
Avicricon Relief Administration in Hiissia
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be required, the Soviet leaders were es-

pecially suspicious. Charges that the Al-

lies, especially " imperialistic " France,

were hatching new counter-revolutionary

plots to overthrow the Bolshevist rule were

repeated ad nauseam. When Maxim Gor-

ky's non-partisan relief committee was

formed, the Bolsheviki boasted that, out of

regard for the welfare of Russia, they had

accepted even the assistance of their fac-

tional enemies. Early in September, how-

ever, the Moscow dictators dismissed this

committee, on the ground that its members

were seeking to go abroad, and that the

Soviet enemies outside the Russian boun-

daries were striving to use it as a political

lever to oust the Soviet from power.

The international scheme sponsored by

Dr. Nansen, who has long headed the ac-

tivities of the League of Nations to repa-

triate war prisoners from Russia, to bring-

strictly European aid to the starving Rus-

sian people, was received by the Soviet

with less suspicion, but, despite his best ef-

forts, Dr. Nansen was unable to gain the

consent of the dictators to autonomous dis-

tribution of the supplies contemplated. All

the international Red Cross and relief com-

mittees centred in S'-xitzei'land, under this

scheme, were to distribute supplies for the

immediate present, and also to send to Rus-

sia the seed necessary before the end of

September if a like calamity were to be

avoided at the next harvest. Though the

Soviet leaders welcomed this offer, they re-

turned to Nansen's pleas for a free hand an

unshakable " No!"

The eyes of the Bolshevist Govei'nment

v/ere turned most hopefully toward the

United States. When, in answer to Gorky's

despairing appeal, Secretary Hoover pledged

the support of the vast relief organization

with which his name has long been identi-

fied in Europe, a flame of joy ran through

political and what remains of intellectual

Russia. The Soviet leaders consented in ad-

^ance to the conditions which Mr. Hoover,

backed by President Harding and Secre-

tary Hughes, imposed. The American po-

litical prisoners were freed. The American

organization was pledged full co-operation

by the Soviet authorities, and was prom-

ijied unreservedly the free hand in distrib-

uting food on which Hoover insisted.

The formal agreement between Walter

Lyman Brown, the American representa-

tive, and M. Litvinov, a high Soviet func-

tionary, was reached at Riga after some
considerable discussion, on Aug. 19. All

Litvinov's attempts to force the United
Slates to give up its insistence on independ-

ent distribution proved fruitless. Cables

sent from Washington in reply to Mr.
Brown's messages showed that the Harding
Administration was adamant in this regard.

The United States would help, help power-

fully, but it had jio intention to be made a

catspaw or a point of leverage to bolster

up the tottering Soviet regime. Whatever
food supplies it sent it would see person-

ally delivered to the suffering victims. Con-
fronted by this unshakable determination,

I itvinov yielded. When the agreement was
concluded he voiced tentative hopes that

this would lead to other agreements with

the United States. Mr. Brown, in replying,

v/as careful to emphasize the fact that the

relief measures to be carried out would be

strictly activities of a private, non-govern-

mental organization.

Ships were chartered, food trains from
Riga were put in motion, the American re-

hef organization was perfected. Mr.

Brown estimated that 8,000 tons of food

could be secured by the organization in

Europe. Colonel Haskell, the American of-

ficer who headed Armenian relief in 1919-

20, sailed from New York with a consid-

erable staff on Sept. 3. It soon became
clear that the United States had no inten-

tion of wasting time in talk. The invita-

tion of the allied organizations to partici-

pate in a conference to be held at Geneva

on Aug. 15 to discuss the whole situation,

and decide how co-ordination could best be

obtained, was virtually declined by Secre-

tt-ry Hoover in a note sent on Aug. 10 to

the former President of Switzerland, M.

Ador. The gist of Mr. Hoover's argument

was contained in the closing words of this

note :
" Generally it appears to me that

co-ordination of distribution can be practi-

cal only after actual contact with the situ-

ation in Russia, and that this step cannot

be taken to any purpose without a prior

and immediate knowledge of what resources

can be relied upon."

This sentiment, of course, was that which

prompted the allied council to send its wire-

less message to Moscow proposing the dis-
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patch of a committee of investigation, the

main difference being that relief would

wait on a protracted report, while Hoover
v^as getting his relief machinery into im-

mediate action. For investigating commit-

tees, as such, the Soviet leaders have long

shown a very particular aversion. Al-

tliough Secretary Hoover understood clearly

that co-operation with the relief organiza-

tions of Europe was desirable, he was ham-
pered by the fact that Nansen had not been
able to gain the free hand in delivery and
movement which the Moscow leaders had
accorded to the American organization.

i)r. Nansen's whole arrangement with the

Soviet authorities brought on his head much
ciiticism, and he was accused of playing

into the hands of the Red leaders.

In order to lightning-rod home criticism

from its own head, the Soviet Government,

through its leaders, asserted that in ac-

cepting foreign aid it had no intention oi

yielding any of its rights of sovereignty.

Litvinov had tried strenuously to put
through a proviso maintaining the Soviet's

right to expel any member of the American
organization caught in any political, anti-

Bolshevist activities. The American Com-
missioner had declined to consider this.

Colonel Haskell, however, just before sail-

ing from New York, declared that the ob-

ject of the American Relief Administration

was purely humanitarian, and that he would
rigorously control the actions of his per-

sonnel. He himself, he stated emphatically,

would expel any member who sought to

supplement this humanitarian work by
political activities.

Meanwhile 20,000 tons of food had been

ordered in the United States. President

Harding and his Secretaries held an official

conference in Washington to discuss the

energetic launching of the American cam-

paign. In a letter sent out by the Presi-

dent co-ordinated effort through a single

organization was urged. Food was already

moving from Hamburg, and over eighty

carloads had been sent into Russia. Soup

kitchens had been established in Moscow.

The Soviet, on its part, published a detailed

account of its own efforts to alleviate the

distressing situation (Aug. 11). A Central

Soviet Famine Relief Commission had been

created to direct all relief activities. (The

non-political famine commission, headed
by Gorky, of which this proclamation boa.st-

ed, has since been dissolved, a.s related

above, and some of its members arrested.)

The Volga area had been freed from the
food tax on an estimated total of 1,000,-

000 tons, which was being diverted to feed-

ing the urban population. A special com-
mittee to care for the famishing, sick and
dying children had been established. Special

measures had been taken for the evacuation
of " fugitives "—meaning the former in-

habitants of Western Russia, who had fled

before the Germans to the Volga district,

and who were now frenziedly trying to re-

turn to their original homes.

The Soviet report did not mention the

evacuation of many Letts, who reached
Latvia in a deplorable state of hunger,

disease and sorrow, owing to the fact that

a considerable number of the men had been

left behind to perish. Nor did it mention
the former prosperous German settlers in

the Volga region, who, like many refugees

from Turkestan and other Eastern Russian
districts, had fled before the gi-im horseman
trampling all before him. In rags and filth,

these refugees huddled in the stations, wait-

ing for relief or death.

The problem is a formidable one. As
Lloyd George pointed out in the Paris con-

ference at the end of August, the whole
disaster is almost too gigantic to control

without a very great international effort.

According to reliable British advices, no
fewer than 35,000,000 people are stalked by
the ^rim spectre of famine and pestilence.

In the House of Commons the British

Premier pointed out the danger that epi-

demics beginning in Russia might sweep all

Western Europe, decimating populations too

exhausted by war to resist them. The
seriousness of the situation could not, he

declared, be ovei-estimated. The British,

French and Italian representatives had all

agreed upon this, and had appointed an
international, not an interallied, commis-
sion to study the best methods of allevia-

tion. But for this the co-operation of the

Soviet authorities was necessary. Up to

the time when these pages went to press,

there was little probability that the Moscow
dictators would consent to the admission of

any such commission on the terms which
the interallied Ministers demanded.



POLAND AND THE VILNA
SETTLEMENT

Poles and Lithuanians agree on the administration of the former Lithuanian

capital—Warsaw's anxious waiting for the decision of the League of Nations

on Upper Silesia—Danzg Treaty and pacts with Rumania and Czechoslovakia

[Period Ended Sept.'' 12, 1921]

VILNA, the former capital of Lithuania,

over which the Poles and the Lithu-

anians have come to blovv's repeatedly

since 1919, has -now ceased to be an object

of strife betw^een the tw^o peoples. The
settlement of this dangerous problem was
effected at Geneva, where Polish and Lith-

uanian representatives had met in one last,

almost despairing effort to find a solution,

on the morning of Sept. 1. The decision

represented also a triumph for the League
of Nations, under whose auspices the nego-

tiations had been dragging on since Septem-
ber, 1920.

The dispute arose out of a declaration of

the Supreme Council on Dec. 8, 1919, pro-

visionally establishing the frontier between
Northeastern Poland and Lithuania. After

the ai-mistice with Gennany, the Lithuanian

Government had established itself at Kovno.

The Russian Bolsheviki, however, still re-

tained and occupied Vilna. From the for-

mer Lithuanian capital the Bolsheviki were
later driven out by the warring Poles. In

July, 1920, Poland recognized the Statehood

of Lithuania, but in the same month the

Poles wei-e driven out of Vilna by the re-

turning Reds. The latter permitted the dis-

po.ssessed Lithuanians to re-establish their

Government in Vilna. Furthermore, the

Russians concluded a treaty of peace giving

Lithuania part of the territoiy accorded tu

Poland by the Allies on Dec. 8, 1920.

Serious armed clashes occurred in the fol-

lowing month, when the Poles tried to drive

the Lithuanians back of this line and out of

Vilna. In September the dispute was taken
up by the League of Nations, which decreed

that the 1920 line must be observed—but
only provisionally—by the Lithuanians.

These proposals were accepted, and a com-
mission was assigned by the Allies to put

them in force. In November, 1920, how-,

ever. General Zeligowski, at the head of an
army of Polish insurgents, occupied Vilna

and set up there a Provisional Government
to make Polish possession permanent.

Several attempts to patch up a working
agreement failed, Lithuania obstinately re-

fusing to give up Vilna, and Poland as ob-

stinately refusing to yield this predomi-

nantly Polish territory to Lithuania. Zeli-

gowski remained in Vilna and refused to

evacuate, in defiance of the Lithuanians,

the Entente and even Poland herself. The
Lithuanians openly charged the Polish Gov-
ernment with aiding and abetting Zeligow-

ski in this d'Annunzio-esque adventure, and
Lloyd George, the British Premier, at the

time of his outburst in Parliament over the

Korfanty upi-ising in Upper Silesia, said

virtually in plain words that he believed

this. The Polish Government has system-

atically denied its responsibility either for

Zeligowski or for Korfanty. Be that as it

may, Poland has long been anxious to reg-

ularize the status of Vilna, and for this

reason she gladly accepted new offers of

mediation by the League. This mediation,

however, was not offered until it had been

plainly shown that the holding of a plebi-

scite was impossible, for the simple reason

that neither the Poles nor the Lithuanians
wanted the issue decided on this basis. The
League then proposed a settlement by direct

negotiation. Representatives of the two na-

tions met in Brussels under the Presidency

of M. Paul Hymans, a prominent member
of the Council of the League, to find a

modus Vivendi. The opposing views, how-
ever, proved to be irreconcilable, and the

negotiations were again broken off. The
success of the new discussions in Septem-
ber, 1921, was joyously hailed by both
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countries, each of which has made sacri-

fices for the sake of ending the long turmoil

between their respective peoples.

It was later stated (Sept. 12) that both

Lithuania and Poland had accepted the new

League plan under reservations. There was

some obscurity as to the exact terms of the

agreement. The decision that Zeligowski

must evacuate was definite. A local mili-

tia was to be created for police purposes;

whether this force was to be of Polish,

Lithuanian or mixed composition was not

stated; but the implication was that the

Lithuanians would retain nominal sover-

eignty, while granting the Polish majority

equal rights.

The former East Prussian Port of Memel

was delivered outright to the Lithuanians,

though the Poles were given access to the

sea in this direction. Lithuania's foreign

policy was to be independent, but she was to

sign no foreign treaty harmful to Polish

interests. A defensive military convention

was to be negotiated.

With this important question of boun-

daries settled Poland continued to look

hopefully to the League Plebiscite Commis-

sion and the Entente leaders for a settle-

ment of the still more dangerous dispute

with Germany over Upper Silesia. At

Paris the entente cordiale between France

and Great Britain had almost been shat-

tered by this question. The British Pre-

mier, supported by Italy's representative,

favored the allocation of most of the rich

mining area in the southeast to Germany;

France urged the claims of her protege,

Poland. Wholly unable to agree, Lloyd

George, facing a rupture, suggested that

the dispute be referred to the League of

Nations; thus it came about that the

League Council, when it met again in Sep-

tember, faced this new problem. At the

present writing it is still unsettled and

threatening. The Germans contend that

possession of the Upper Silesian mines is

absolutely essential to their national exist-

ence. The Poles say the same regarding

their nation. Ethnical statistics are

wielded by both sides with patriotic fervor.

The plebiscite vote is a tangled affair. If

the League unravels that, it will do more

than the Entente Premiers could compass.

The Poles meanwhile reached an agree-

ment with the Free City of Danzig; save

for two or three points to be referred to

the League of Nations, this agreement es-

tablishes friendly relations between Poland

and the city republic. The negotiations at

Danzig were completed by Aug. 15. M.
Piucinski, the Polish commissary, arrived

in Warsaw a few days later, accompanied
by Senator Jewelowski, a member of the

Danzig Diet. Both negotiators explained

to the Polish press the difficulties that had
been facing them for many months. The
only points left outstanding were the ad-

ministration of railways, the legal status

of Polish officials on Danzig territory, the

status of the Polish merchant marine in

Danzig, and the reimbursement of moneys
expended by the Free City.

^

Poland's foreign relations, taken as a

whole, are developing satisfactorily. The
foundation of a commercial rapprochement

with Czechoslovakia had been laid before

the departure from Warsaw, toward the

middle of August, of M. Hotowetz, Minister

of Commerce for the neighboring republic.

Both Poland and Rumania looked with

satisfaction on the offensive and defensive

treaty which linked the two countries. Ru-
mania through this entente gains security

for her eastern frontier. Statements made
by M. Take Jonescu, the Rumanian Foreign

Minister, indicate that Poland contem-
plates entering the so-called Little Entente,

composed at present of Rumania, Jugo-

slavia and Czechoslovakia.

Though technically Poland is at peace

with Soviet Russia, the Warsaw leaders are

still hostile to the Russian dictators. Causes
of friction still exist, especially due to Po-

land's harboring of organizations hostile to

the Soviet Government. Poland, however,

is showing deep sympathy for the famine

sufferers of Russia. The Pilsudski Govern-

ment has voted to extend to the Russian

Government, purely from humanitarian mo-
tives, all the aid that it can offer, and has

pledged itself to transport relief supplies

coming from the west over the Polish rail-

way lines free of all costs or charges.

The Witos Cabinet collapsed Sept. 12.

Stanislaw Glabinski, Professor of Political

Economy in the University of Lemberg, was
named as the new Premier. The Wito.!

Cabinet fell because of dissatisfaction with

foreign conditions and with the home eco-

nomic situation.



EMIR FEISAL CROWNED KING OF IRAK
Enthronement of King Hussein s son at Bagdad the occasion of rich Oriental

ceremonies—Reward of the Arab chief who helped the British armies against

the Turks

[Period Endkd Skpt. 12, 1921]

EMIR FEISAL, third son of the aged
King of Hedjaz, was crowned King of

Irak at 6 A. M. on Aug. 23, in the

great court of the Serai in Bagdad. After

his nomination by Lord Allenby at the

Cairo conference, the strong recommenda-
tion given him by the British Colonial

Secretary in the House of Commons, and
linally the referendum vote of the people of

that region of Mesopotamia round about

Bagdad (called by the Arabs "Irak"), the

Emir's elevation to the throne had become
one of the fe"\v certainties in the Near East.

The coronation took place before a large

assembly, and was made the occasion of

elaborate ceremony.

Shortly before the appointed time the

Emir left his residence, accompanied by Sir

Percy Cox, the British High Commissioner

for Mesopotamia; the General Officer

Commanding in Chief, Sayid Mahmud,
eldest son and representative of his High-

ness, and the Naqid, President of the Pro-

visional Council of State, who had been

Feisal's chief unsuccessful rival for the

throne.

As the Emir mounted the dais the im-

mense throng rose to acclaim him, the First

Battalion, Royal Berkshire Regiment, pre-

sented arms, while brass instruments, both

English and Arab, raised a musical din.

Then the High Commissioner took his seat

at the Emir's right hand, with the British

General on his left and Sayid Mahmud next

to him. The Secretary of the Council of

State read in Arabic the proclamation of

tile High Commissioner announcing the

election of the Emir Feisal by the people

of Irak and ending with the phrase: " Long
live the King! " Then there was more
shouting, with blasts from trumpets and a

long roll on the drums of the English bat-

talion; the national flag was broken out

over the dais and a royal salute given by

the military present and a salute of

twenty-one guns by the British artillery.

Simultaneously royal salutes were fired at

Mosul and Basra, and the national flag was
displayed on all public buildings and over

camps and garrisons.

Sayid Mahmud read an address of loy-

alty from the Council of State and the

Naqid swore his loyalty. At the end of

the ceremony, which lasted scarcely half an
hour, the High Commissioner handed the

new King the following personal message
from King George:

I offer your Majesty my sincere congratu-
lations on this historic and moving occasion,

when by an overwhelming vote of the people
of Irak the ancient city of Bagdad has again
become the seat of an Arab Kingdom. It is

a source of deep gratification to myself and
my people that the combined military effort

of the British and Arab forces and those of
their allies has culminated in this memor-
able event. The treaty which will shortly
be concluded between us to consecrate the
alliance into which we entered during the
dark days of war will, I am confident,
enable me to fulfill my solemn obligations
by inaugurating an era of peace and re-
newed prosperity for Irak.

GEORGE R. I.

The new kingdom embraces the former
Turkish vilayets of Basra and Bagdad, to-

gether with part of Mosul on the nia-th. It

has an area of 140,000 square miles, with a

population of nearly 2,000,000.

According to the same official sources

which designate the new King as the third

son of King Hussein, his age is given as

36 years 4 months. He was born in Hed-
jaz while his father was assistant to his

uncle, who was then Gi'and Shereef. His

youth was passed at Hedjaz and with the

Arabs of the desei^t, imbibing from them
that knowledge of tribal lore which has
helped him to gain and keep the good-will

of the tribes. When still a boy he went to

Constantinople and there pursued his gen-

eral education. When his father, Hussein,

succeeded his uncle on the latter's death.
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Feisal went with him to Hedjaz and j^ained

an insight, into tribal administration both in

peace and war.

Elected to sit in the Turkish Chamber of

Deputies, he became the leader of the Arab
Nationalist Party, which then had its head-

quarters at Damascus. When Djemal Pasha
was appointed Governor of Syria in 1914 he

practically forced Feisal to accompany him
and used him for his influence over the

Arabs. He was practically a prisoner, and

having learned that Turkey intended to

side with Germany in the war and also that

an order of execution had been issued

against himself, he managed to escape in

disguise and returned to his father at

Mecca. The information he brought decided

his ^father to declare his independence of

Turkey and greatly strengthened the cause

of the Allies among the Arabs.

Colonel Lawrence, who was then nego-

tiating with Hussein, soon recognized

Feisal's abilities, while on his side Feisal

gave his entire confidence to Colonel Law-
rence, and it was principally due to the al-

liance of the two that the Arab Army was
able to play so brilliant a .part in the Pal-

estine-Syrian campaign. At the end of the

war, when the variou.s. Entente powers re-

ceived their mandates under the Treaty of

Sevres, the Arab Congress at Damascus
elected Feisal King of Syria. From this

position he was soon after ejected by Gen-

eral Gouraud, the Prench High Commis-
sioner. He then placed his case before the

chancelleries of Rome and London, and at

the latter, where he sojourned from De-

cember until last April, he so impressed

every one with his statesmanlike views that

he finally secured the support of the British

Government.
Considering the parlous times which then

prevailed throughout Mesopotamia, it was
fortunate for the British Government that

Feisal was willing to support it. What the

French did not care for the British were

glad to possess. Too late the former regai'd

the accession of Feisal as a great loss of

prestige by France. Some Paris papers, in

(Commenting upon the coronation at Bagdad,

regard it as a distinct menace to French in-

terests in the Near East, contrived for that

purpose by Downing Street, overlooking the

fact that many statesmen believe that Eng-

land is merely making a merit of a stem
necessity.

Feisal, who had been told at Downing
Street to make his claim good by quieting

the Arabs in Mesopotamia, reached Basra
on June 23, and opened the political cam-
paign which has now turaed out so suc-

cessfully for him. This campaign, the stoiy
of which is still the chief piece of news in

the papers of the Levant, and even of Mos-
lem India, forms a curious contrast to a
Presidential campaign in the United States;

in the East ceremonials, a display of

EMIR FEISAL.

Arab Prince who has been crowned King of

Mesopotamia
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wealth and debates on erudition take the

place of talks on political expediency.

At Basra Feisai's reception was not en-

thusiastic, and so, after a few tactful

speeches, calculated to provoke favorable

discussion, he went on to Bagdad via the

Euphrates Railway, visiting Hallas, Nejef
and Kerbala en route. At the Holy Places

he aroused some quiet enthusiasm.

At Bagdad the British High Commis-
sioner prepai'ed great festivities. There

were three days of rejoicing; banquets fol-

lowed banquets, with diplomatic receptions

attended by all foreign representatives;

only France was conspicuous by her

absence.

Meanwhile, through the skillful work of

the High Commissioner and his able coi'ps

of Moslem assistants, municipal delegations

began to arrive in Bagdad, the most im-

portant being from Mosul and Dulaim.

These were followed by the Sheiks of the

tribes. Soon Feisal began to be acclaimed

as King, an honor he quietly accepted, stat-

ing, however, that the voice of the people

had not yet been fully heard. So they began

to acclaim him with more noise. At Dulaim
Liwah, at Fahad Bey Al Had Hadhdhal, at

Ramadi and at the Oases of the Fallujah

Desert there were strange festivals in

which automobiles and Arabian chargers
were curiously mingled, as was the powder
play of the ancient flintlocks and magazine
rifles.

The greatest festival of all was toward
the end of July at Ramadi, where Feisal

was received by Mutesarrif and Sheik Ali

Sulaiman, with the local forces dra%vn up
in modem style to do honor. Here there
was a great durbar tent on the banks of the
Euphrates, and here Feisal made his most
effective speech, punctuating his logic,

which was wholly practical, with beautiful

figures of speech. He represented himself
as merely the messenger of the British
Government, whose power was infinite on
earth. In that character all the notables
paid him homage. According to native ac-
counts, the light, color and beauty of the
festival, which was carried on throughout
the night under the bright stars of the
desert, could be likened only to the scenes
pictured in the "Arabian Nights." Then
Feisal returned to Bagdad, where the vot-
ing of the Council of State and then the ref-

erendum, which ratified the vote, took
place. The coronation is said to have sur-
passed even the splendors of the days of
Haroun Al-Raschid.

PERSIA'S RAGE AGAINST ENGLAND
[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

THE pessimistic speech on Persia made
by Marquis Curzon, the British For-

eign Minister, in the House of Lords on

July 26 (quoted in September CURRENT

History, Page 1069), aroused a storm in

the press of Teheran. The reaction of the

Iran and the Star of Persia was especially

violent. Earl Curzon, in this statement, had
intimated that, since the new Teheran Gov-

ernment had denounced the Anglo-Persian

Treaty, and had, furthermore, allied itself

with Moscow, Great Britain would hence-

forth wash its hands of Persia. The

Teheran press was exasperated that Lord

Curzon should describe himself as an old

friend of Persia, declaring that he opposed

Lord Grey's policy toward Persia merely

because he coveted the latter's portfolio of

Foreign Affairs, and gave vent to a bitter

attack on Lord Curzon's own policy
attack on Lord Curzon's own policy, ini-

tiated as soon as he gained possession of
A part of this attack embraced the ad-

ministration of the British financial ad-
viser appointed by Lord Curzon—Mr. Ai-mi-

tage-Smith—whom the Star of Persia com-
pared with his American predecessor, W.
Morgan Shuster, much to the disadvantage
of the former. Mr. Shuster, the paper de-

clared, was a sei-vant of the Mejliss (the

elected J^ational Assembly), honored and
trusted by all Persians, and expelled in

1911 by a harsh ultimatum, which was the
joint work of England and Czarist Russia.
The Star of Persia continued thus:

Lord CUrzon himself admits that the
Anglo-Persiaa convention is invalid with-
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oat ratification of the Mejliss. Why. then,

did he send a financial adviser without this

ratification, and send him back when he

returned to England, and still urges him
upon Persia, when Persia does not desire

him?

The Star of Persia is incensed that Lord

Curzon should pretend that England saved

Persia in the great war, when the British

attempted to use Persia as a battleground,

after Persia had declaimed her neutrality,

just as Germany had used Belgium. And
as to the Soviet danger, everybody knew
that the troops of Lenin would never have

invaded the country had it not been occu-

pied by British troops. The writer adds:

Lord Curzon thinks we are the tool of an

alien because the Cossack division is now
officered by Persians, whereas if it had Brit-

ish officers he would call it a national force.

We are not such fools that we do not know
our friends and cannot tell the difference

between a treaty signed with Russia, from
which. Lord Curzon threatens us, we shall

ultimately suffer, and the English treaty,

which was an instrument of English colonial

policy, and would have destroyed our inde-

pendence forthwith.

Many Americans sympathize with Persia

and still deplore the methods used by the

British Foreign Minister, then Sir Edward
Grey, in 1911, to get rid of the efficient Mr.

Shuster. The latter had done economic

wonders in Persia and was so beloved by

the Persians that they were willing to die

for him, A fjirther statement of the Per-

sian reaction to British methods may prove

interesting. First, because the Wilson Ad-

ministration was opposed to the Anglo-

Persian Treaty (when Lord Grey came here

in 1919 as British Ambassador he was

not received at the White House), and, sec-

ond, because this is the first time that the

Persian case has been so fully set forth.

The Star of Persia says:

England, by the Convention of liWT, the

ultimatum of 1911 [ousting Mr. Shuster], the

Convention of 1910 [the Anglo-Persian

Treaty], the formation of the South Persian

Rifks [a corps organized in direct opposition

to the Constitution], the dispatch of Mr. Ar-
mitage-Smith, the covering of Persian with
Indian troops, the obstruction of reforms and
foreign loans, and by the action of the Brit-
ish authorities in Per^fia, made the Persian
Nation understand that the English Govern-
ment is not interested in promoting Persia's
gieatness and strength, and wants to make
Persia a second Egypt for the developmt>nt of
its colonial policy.

The English Oorvemment wants Persia to

have an organized army, but under British
officers, like the South Persian Rifles, and
subject to the commands of the Government
of India.

It wants Persia to have sound finances,
but, like Egypt, under English Government
supervision and with English advisers as
administrators.

It wants Persia to have railways, but will

not permit a concession to any foreigrn com-
pany except the English, or to any inter-

national association.

It wants Persia's mines developed, but, like

the Ahwaz oil, this must be done only by
English companies, so that it may keep con-
trol over the Persian Government's expen-
ditures. And it welcomes a revision of cus-
toms tariff, provided this favors British im-
perial trade.

These are the views of the English Gov-
ernment, whose Secretary of State says no
Western power has worked so disinterestedly
to revive the life and greatness of any Ori-
ental country. The Persian Nation, with cor-
dial thanks, declines this disinterestedness,

these efforts for such a revival and such a
life. It desires to maintain friendly relations

with the Durbar of London, and not be the
dangerous tool of Britain's enemies, but it

will not pledge all its economic resources to

Britain. It desires that the doors of its riches
shall be open to all nations, and wishes to
interest the commerce of all in its economic
development.

It i.=5 only necessarj' to add that, by
the genius of Mr. Shuster, Persia was in

a fair way to realize all the advan-
tages enumerated above, by her own ef-

forts, when in January, 1912, she was
obliged to choose between his going and
war with Great Britain, and Persia was
even hesitating over the alternative when
Mr. Shuster decided for her by going.



THE GREAT BATTLE FOR ANGORA
Victorious advance of the Greek armies against the Turks, culminating in

the battle of the Sakaria River—Lloyd George's frank explanation regarding

the attitude of the Allies toward the two combatants

[Pkriod Endkd Sept. 12, 1921]

THE Greeks and Kemalists by Sept. 10

had apparently fought each other to a

standstill within fifty miles of An-
gora, with the possibility of a limited Greek
retirement without any Turkish pursuit. In

the first week of August the Greeks had
regained all the positions they had been

obliged to abandon in April, and had in-

flicted severe injuries upon the army of

Mustapha Kemal, which was then rapidly

retreating, having lost in various ways, per-

manently or for the time being, fully 60 per

cent, of its effectives. From Aug. 6 to 15

the Greeks had consolidated their positions

and brought up supplies. They then moved
in the direction the enemy had taken.

Meanwhile the main body of Kemal's
army had concentrated over the line of

mountain summits and valleys from a point

behind Sivrihissar to Berbazar, on the up-

per Sakaria River. Thus the enemy had not

only strong mountain positions, but also the

curves of the Sakaria River as far as its

confluence with the Pursak, as his defense.

His positions were impregnable, except for

one vital circumstance—some of his detach-

ments had retreated along roads which had
no communication with the base of supplies

at Angora. [For map see Page 33.]

On Aug. 15 the Greeks were occupying

the line Mandra (on the Sakaria River )-

Kaimaz-Ak Kiiprii (on the Pursak Su
River, seventy miles east of Eskishehr,

which is also situated on the Pursak Su, a

branch of the Sakaria). Within the next

few days three columns of Greeks were on
the march, although strong detachments

had preceded them. The first followed the

line of the Angora Railway; the second

moved toward the Sakaria River from Said

Ghazl; the third was moving across the

salt desert which lies noi-theast of Afium
Karahissar.

In order to understand what took place

when these columns came in contact with

the Kemalist lines of defense, it is neces-

sary to know the course of the Sakaria

River, for its varying path caused many
false deductions to be made from the cable

dispatches. This river rises in the Emir
Dagh, about forty miles south of Eskishehr;

it flows in a. general easterly direction until

it reaches a point southwest from Angora
and about ninety miles from that city; it

then flows north under the Angora Railway

and then northwesterly to a point east of

Biledjik; and thence in a general north-

easterly direction, emptying into the Black

Sea, eighty miles east of Constantinople.

The great battle was begun at Gordion,

at the confluence of the Sakaria and the

Pursak Su, forty-three miles southwest of

Angora, on Aug. 18. In the two days tbut

followed, the Turks were driven from their

positions. Conflicting reports placed the

Turkish loss in prisoners at 4,000 men and

170 officers and the Greek losses at exactly

the same figures, but the news, ccmmor.

to both sources of information, that the

Turkish cavalry had been annihilated by
the column of Greeks which had emerged
from the salt desert, seemed to confirm a

Greek victory.

From Aug. 21 until the Greeks reached

the second line of the enemy's defense on

Aug. 23, and then on for eight days, during

which there was severe fighting, the only

reason for supposing that the Gi'eeks were
advancing and the Turks I'etreating was
that with the news of each day's Turkish
" victory " there was indicated a place fur-

ther east than the scene of the " victoiy "

of the day before. No news came from the

Greek front, just as no news came from the

front of the Allies for long periods during

October, 1918, when the pursuit of the Ger-

mans was so rapid. From Aug. 23 to 31 the

Greeks drove the Turks from their second

line and almost succeeded in isolating their

left wing.

On Aug. 26 there was a report from Con-

stantinople that the Turkish centre had
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been reinforced by two divisions from the

Caucasus, making eight in all facing the

Greeks on the railway, and that each wing

of the Turks, both on the left bank of the

Sakaria River, on its northerly course, had
four divisions. While the Greek.s rested

on Aug. 31 for their transport service to

reach them on a line forty miles long lying

across the Sakaria southeast from Sivri-

Hissar, the Turks, in spite of tl'.e i-einforce-

ments they had received, resumed their re-

treat and actually succeeded in removing

their heavy artillery behind their ?econd

line, which had already been occupied by
the Greeks.

Fighting was then resumed on the forti-

fied heights north of the Rivers Gheuk and
Katranji, on a line deployed by the Turks to

between sixty and seventy miles. From
these positions the Turks again slowly re-

tired until, in the first three days in Sep-

tember, they were occupying the line Gor-

dium—Polatli—Sarighiol—Karahodja, only

fifty miles from Angora.

Then there were rumors of a Turkish

flight from the Nationalist capital, but up

to the time when these pages went to press

the movement for the envelopment of An-

gora had been held up, as the Greeks were

temporarily unable to proceed further, on

account of their long and hazardous lines

of communication, constantly interrupted by

troops of bandits.

In the British House of Commons, on Aug.

16, the Prime Minister made a long state-

ment in regard to the Turko-Grecian prob-

lem and the Treaty of Sevres. He said

that when the Kemalist insurrection arose,

Venizelos, then Premier of Greece, was for

dealing with it at once, but was held back

by the Allies. Subsequent events had

proved that Venizelos was right. He then

explained why the Allies could not " force "

both the Nationalist Turks and the Greeks

to come to terms, and added, explaining

many things of which the world had been

ignorant or which it had misconstrued:

There is only one other alternative, and
that ie to leave both of them to fight it out.

Some say we might have referred the matter
to the League of Nations. That would have
been an unkindness to the League of Na-
tion.s. How could they have dealt with it?

They would only have had the means wnich
the Allies could have placed at their disposal,

and there was no allied power which would
have sent an army for the purpose of enforc-

ing a decision. Therefore you had to leave
both to fight it out. We have not given arms
to either of them—not a single gun, rifle or
shell. These battles have been fought with-
out any assistance from us either way.
Not only do I think that that was the only

course, but I am afraid It is the best course.
I will tell the House quite frankly why I

think so. One is a reason that applies to
the Turks and the other a reason that ap-
plies to the Greeks. The Mustapha Kemsl
Turks undoubtedly had an exaggerated Idea
of their own prowess. They conquered Asia
Minor vei-y easily. They gained some very
easy victories in Cilicia, and they had a very
exaggerated view of their own prowess and a
contemptuous estimate of the Greeks' mili-
tary capacity. Their realization that they
were wrong in both those instances will
make them none the worse neighbors for
Greeks or Italians or Frenchmen or British.
The Turk accepts a fact in the end when it is

really driven into his mind. There are Greek
enthusiasts, on the other hand, who, I have
no doubt, will realize soon that there are
limits to what Greek resources, valor and
.-kill can accomplish in the fastnesses of Asia
Minor. War has one merit, in that it does
in the end teach a respect for facts. I think
both these races will be easier to deal with
when their own limitations have been brought
thoroughly clearly to their minds.

The British Admii-alty has officially an-

nounced that from Oct, 15 Rear Admiral
Aubrey Clare Hugh Smith, C. B., M. V. O.,

will be lent to the Greek Navy as chief

naval adviser. Before the war he was at-

tached to the Admiralty and to various em-
bassies abroad: during the war he served

first in command of the cruiser Drake and

then as Commodore on the South American
and Pacific Station.

There are increasing signs that all is not
well diplomatically between Moscow and
Angora. The Turks, accoi-ding to com-
plaints of the Russian Foreign Commis-
sioner to Ali Fuad, Turkish Ambassador at

Moscow, have been ill treating communists,
have even executed some. An authentic

copy of Ali Fuad's explanation to the Com-
missioner, dated Moscow, June 22, 1921, has
come to hand. In it is the following pas-

sage:

The official reports which I have from my
Government state that the communists are
constantly committing serious tactical errors,

weakening the Turkish front by attempting
a premature social revolution which at the
moment the Turkish people do not at all

desire, and openly and directly opposing the
laws and regulations of the Great National
Assembly of Turkey. In view of such action.
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I do not see how the action of the Turkish

officials who apply tlie law against all

trouble makers in Turkey can be misinter-

preted. As to the suggestion that the Turkish

army was the cause and author of the bloody

events at Alexandropol or of the tragic end
of some of the inhabitants of that city, it

is at least astonishing that officers of the

Red army, allied with the Turkish army,
should be victims of such inventions and
should accept without proof such unfounded
stories. It is clear from documents and
copies of documents at the lieadquarterf of

our eastern army, some of which come from

the communist organizations of Alexandro-
pol and some from neutral institutions such
as the American institutions, that all the
victims referred to were sacrificed by the
counter-revolutionaries when they refused to
obey while the Turkish army was still far
from those regions. As to the incidents at
Kars and at Artivin, the data furnished by
the Turkish Government indicated that they
amount merely to a few perfectly legal ar-
rests of persons who made themselves agents
of our enemies by seeking to stir up discord
between the two peoples of Turkey and of
Russia.

ENGLAND'S UNEMPLOYMENT CRISIS

Great industrial depression weighs upon the nation—Borough Councilors go to

jail to save money for the local poor—Greatest airship disaster in history—
Forty-four men killed by collapse of the giant American dirigible, ZR-Z

IPeriod Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

IN checking up the British industrial de-

pletion through sickness and disable-

ment, as covered by the eight-year pe-

riod 1913-1920, since the National Insurance

act went into effect, a recent Government

report showed that on the average there

were at least 14,065,941 working weeks

lost every year. This total was made up of

men, 8,916,000 weeks, and women, 5,149,941

weeks. During the year before last the

Government paid out to sick and disabled

persoi.s £7,089,784. As pointed out by a

medical expert, the foregoing figures sig-

nify that there is a constant loss of work in

Great Britain of 270,000 person.?. That,

l;owever, is but an item in the larger bill.

For not only does the employer lose in the

sickness itself; he loses on the sick man.
At present this loss may not be computed,

because there is no means of estimating it.

Upon this point, however, the medical

expert goes on to say in effect that if firms

v.ould observe the fluctuations of their out-

put in relation to the sick-absence of their

work people, information of a most valuable

kind would be available. In one in.stance in

which an attempt was made to ke"p figures

it was found that the absence of a good

worker cost a definite sum each week. This

was accounted for in part by the diminished

skill of the man replacing him and in part

by the general disorganization resulting

from his absence. Thus, even if we put the

cost so low as one shilling a worker per an-
num—an absurd underestimate—we have
to add almost a million pounds to the gen-
eral bill of costs for sickness. Tlie prob-
ability is that twice this figure is too small

a reckoning. The medical writer expresses
the belief that the dead loss to the em-
l>loyers thus amounted to £2,000,000 a year.

He therefore urges, in the interest of both
employers and workers, that instead of let-

ting the worker go to the physician when
sickness falls upon him, as at present, the
employers should invite local physicians to

inspect their workers periodically, inasmuch
as the great mass of disease which cripples

industry is preventable.

In the field of labor a downward revision

ox wages from the high peak ran between
12% and 15 per cent., according to figures

presented by Trade Commissioner Hugh D.
Butler, stationed in London. Where the

earnings of the workers had not been re-

duced by at least such amounts, further
cuts at some specified date were generally

in prospect, or there was an agreement to

reconsider the matter soon or later. The
shipyard joiners were reported to be an
almost solitary exception to the disposition

of all trades to accept wage reductions by
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agreement with employers, thus terminat-

ing the disastrous strike period through

which the country had recently passed.

A serious condition of unemployment,

however, continued to prove its existence

by startling incidents. For instance, the

response of 5,000 unemployed men to an

advertisement in the newspapers for help in

a lumber yard resulted in a furious riot

when it was discovered there were only fifty

jobs vacant. The mob of disappointed ap-

plicants wrecked the company's office and
sheds, and in some manner the whole yard

caught fire. Mounted and foot police

iinally drove the idle men out of the yard,

but the best efforts of the firemen were

powerless to save a loss which ran into

millions of pounds.

Connected with the unemployment prob-

lem also was the decision on Aug. 31 of

thirty labor members of Poplar Borough
Council of London to go to prison rather

than obey an order of the High Court re-

quiring them to raise rates to pay the call

of the London County Council dealing with

education, drainage of roads and other ser-

vices for the whole of London. Their de-

cision was based on the ground that they

were heavily burdened with the mainte-

nance of the poor and unemployed in this,

one of London's poorest districts, and they

declined to saddle the borouorh with any-

thing further until the laws were reformed

which compelled each borough to provide

for its own poor, a burden which the rich

districts escaped.

On Sept. 3 and 4 considerable excitement

attended the arrest of nineteen refractory

Councilors, among whom was George

Lansbury, editor of The Daily Herald, the

national labor organ. On the 5th a great

denionstiation was staged in support of five

women Councilors who elected to follow

their male colleagues to jail rather than

impose more taxation on the borough for

money due the London County Council.

Immense crowds accompanied the arrested

women Councilors to the doors of Brixton

Prison.

Decontrol of the railways of Great Brit-

ain and Ireland took place on Aug. 15 after

seven years of administration and oper-

ation by the companies under the control

of the State. So vast are the adminis-

trative and financial changes that have

taken place in those seven years that it is

certain under the present cost of operation
there can be no return to the pre-war level

of rates, either as to passenger or goods
traffic, if there is to be any margin of in-

come for their owners. Decontrol of the
consumption of beer, wines and spirits in

Great Britain was scheduled for the end of

the month by the; passage of the Licensing
bill through the House of Lords on Aug.
17. Regulation will again be by act of

Parliament, not by the unpopular Orders
in Council.

A preliminary report on the census of

1921 gave the population of Great Britain

on June 19 as 42,767,530, an increase of

1,936,134, or 4.7 per cent., over the figures

of 1911. This was the smallest increase

recorded in any decade for 100 years. One
legacy of the war is the preponderance of

females over males. For England the fig-

ures showed 16,984,987 males and 18,694,443

females; Wales, 1,098,133 males and 1,108,-

579 females; Scotland has a surplus of

more than 180,000 females. In all there

are 1,906,000 more women than men in the

United Kingdom. No Irish census was
taken in 1921. London remains the largest

city in the world, with a population of

7,476,168. Birmingham is second in the

British Isles with 919,438 persons, Liver-

pool third and Manchester fourth.

Great Airship Disaster

An airship disaster of unparalleled mag-
nitude occurred over the City of Hull on

Aug. 24, at 5:45 ?. M., when the giant

dirigible ZR-2, purchased by the American
Government, suddently collapsed high in the

air. The vessel was on a final test trip be-

fore being delivered to her American crew
for navigation to the United States, when
she was seen from below to break in two.

This appalling spectacle was followed al-

most instantly by explosions and the burst-

ing of the airship into flames.

As the vessel began a nose dive, watchers
fled in panic to the shelter of the houses,

fearing the burning airship would plunge
into the centre of the business district. But
by an act of heroism on the part of her
commander, Captain A. A. Wann, this ad-

ditional disaster was avoided, and the air-

.'ihip was steered so that it fell into the

Humber River. Three members of the
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crew, who had descended by a parachute,

made a safe landing, and two others, in-

cluding Captain Wann, were subsequently

taken off the wreck. These were found to

comprise all the survivors from a crew of

32 British and 17 Americans—49 in all.

None of the Americans was saved.

Among the British officers who lost their

lives. General E. M. Maitland was regarded

as a leader in aviation. The names ofThe
American officers on the ill-fated ZR-2, as

officially given out in Washington on Aug.

25, were Commander Louis H. Maxfield,

Lieut. Commander Valentine N. Beig, Lieut.

Commander Emery Coil, Lieutenant Charles

G. Little, Lieutenant Marcus H. Esterly and
Lieutenant Henry W. Hoyt. The cause of
the disaster was said to have been a struc-
tural weakness.

The ZR-2, the greatest of airships, was
695 feet long, 85 feet in diameter and had
engines of 2,100 horsepower and a cubic

capacity of 2,700,000 feet. The cruising
radius, at fifty miles an hour, was 9,000

miles. The vessel was originally known as

the R-38, but her name was changed by the

American Navy Department when the pur-

chase was agreed upon at $2,000,000. The
ZR-2 was to have been housed at Lakewood,
N. J., in the largest hangar ever built.

FEELING THE WAY TOWARD
IRISH PEACE

Gradual progress toward agreement between Lloyd George and Eamon de

Valera through the exchange of many notes—New negotiations at Inverness—
Ulster refuses to he bound by any decisions made by the other two parties in

the controversy

[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

PUBLIC attention in Ireland was almost

wholly centred upon the peace nego-

tiations, which mainly took the form
of a lengthy exchange of notes between

Eamon de Valera, the Irish Republican

leader, and Premier Lloyd George. A read-

ing of this correspondence showed not only

that each note was written with extreme

care but also that more than one betokened

the united effort of several minds. Again,

while both sides found themselves in posi-

tions of determined opposition, at the out-

set both appeared equally averse to mak-
ing an impassable barrier to a final settle-

ment. But in the background of this con-

troversy there was always the determina-

tion of the Northern Parliament of Ulster

to stand upon its newly acquired rights as

independent of whatever agreement might
be reached between the Dail Eireann and the

British Government. In other words, Ulster

flatly refused to be drawn into any pres-

ent plan to satisfy Sinn Fein aspirations

for a United Ireland.

This peace correspondence, of undoubted-

ly great historic importance, properly began
with a long letter from General Jan C.

Smuts, Premier of South Africa. It was
dated Aug. 4 and indicated that the former

South African rebel, and the elected Presi-

dent of " the Irish Republic," to whom the

letter was addressed, were upon terms of

personal friendship. General Smuts was
about to sail for South Africa, and he be-

gan by expressing his regret that he could

do no more to remove the impasse which

had been reached by Mr. de Valera and Sir

James Craig, the Ulster Pi-emier. He found

that the question of Ulster's coming into a

L'^nited Ireland Constitution was as firmly

insisted upon by Mr. de Valera as it was
rejected by Sir James Craig. While Gen-

eral Smuts believed that it was to the in-

terest of Ulster to come in, yet such was her

opposition that he advised leaving her alone

foi the present, and to concentrate upon a

free Constitution for the remaining twenty-

six counties. Once this was successfully

established, he thought economic and other

forces would eventually pull Ulster into
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that State. The remaindei' of General

Smuts 's letter was indeed an eloquent plea

for the Irish leaders to be guided by that

same political light which had brought

South Africa from out her period of na-

tional stress to become " a happy, contented,

united and completely free country."

On Aug. 14 three notes were given to the

public, disclosing the positions taken up by
Mr. de Valera and Premier Lloyd George at

the outset of the negotiations. First, the

original British proposal for a settlement,

dated July 26. It began with the declara-

tion of an earnest desire " to end the up-

happy divisions which have produced so

many conflicts," and expressed the belief

that " the Irish people may find as worthy
and a? complete an expression of their polit-

ical and spiritual ideals within the empire as

any of the varied, numerous nations united

in allegiance to his Majesty's throne." Such
coni^ummation was desired not only for the

welfare of Great Britain and Ireland, but

for peace throughout the world. To this

end it was proposed that Ix'eland assume
forthwith the status of a dominion, with all

the powers and privileges as herewith set

forth. Briefly, in addition to dominion

status, Ireland should have autonomy in

taxation and finance, witji her own courts

of law and Judges, army for home defense,

constabulary and police, postal services and
all matters concerning education, argicul-

ture, mines, forestry, labor, transport, trade,

public health, insui-ance and^ liquor trade.

Only the British Government laid down
these conditions: Tha Royal Navy alone

would control the seas around Ireland, and
Great Britain would raise Irish Territorials

to conform numerically to the military

establishments of other parts of these

islands. Voluntary recruiting would be al-

lowed in Ireland for the Imperial Army,
Navy and Air Sei-vices. No protective duties

would be adopted, and Ireland would be re-

sponsible for her share of the United King-
dom's debt.

To these proposals Mr. de Valera replied

en Aug. 10, after consulting with his col-

leagues. He reminded the British Premier

that at their London conference he had ex-

pressed the conviction that the Dail Eireann

could not and would not accept the forego-

ing proposals. He was now compelled to

confirm that opinion. He complained that

the principle of the pact was not easy to de-

tei-mine, for while Ireland's sepai-ate nation-

iiood and right to self-detennination were
implied, there were stipulations and condi-

tions at variance with the vital principle of

independence— "absolute separation.'' He
pointed out that dominion status was an
illusory tenn, since the freedom which the

British Dominions enjoyed was not so much
the result of legal enactments as of the im-

mense distances which sepai-ated them from
Great Britain. Regarding the question oi'

the independence of Ulster, Mr. de Valera

contended that Great Britain must stanu

aside in a matter which concerned only the

Irish, though if impossible of solution from
that point of view he was willing to submit
it to extend arbitration. On the whole,

therefore, the proposals were rejected, but

not without concluding words by way of

illumination to the final sentence: " The
road to peace and understanding lies open."

Premier Lloyd George's answer to the

foregoing was dated Aug. 13. After call-

ing attention to the fundamental differ-

ences which had arisen, and the decision
*' to leave you in no doubt of our mean-
ing," Mr. Lloyd George declared emphatic-

ally that no British Government could com-
promise on the right of Ireland to secede.

" No such right can ever be acknowledged

by us," he went on. " The geographical

propinquity of Ireland to the British Isles

is a fundamental fact. The history of the

two islands for many centuries, however it

is read, is sufficient proof that their desti-

nies are indissolubly linked."

At this point Mr, de Valera was re-

minded that when he came to see Mr.

Lloyd George only one condition was stated,

viz. :
*' That Ireland should recognize the

force of geographical and historical facts."

Regarding the suggestion that existing dif-

ferences between the two parts of Ireland

might be submitted to foreign arbitration,

that was squarely rejected. In conclusion

Mr. Lloyd George said :
" Our proposals

present to the Irish people an opportunity

such as has never dawned in their history

before. We have made these in a sincere

desire to achieve peace, but beyond that we
cannot go."

The position of Ulster at this time was
disclosed in a letter from Sir James Craig

to Premier Lloyd George, after a copy of

the British Southern Irish proposals had

been forwarded to the Ulster Premier.
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After calling to mind the sacrifices made
in agreeing to self-government and con-

senting to the establishment of a Parlia-

ment for Northern Ireland, much against

their wishes but in the interests of peace,

they were now busily engaged in ratifying

their part of that solemn bargain. This,

" while Irishmen outside the Northern

area," who in the past struggled for that

Home Rule the people of Ulster did not

want, " have chosen to repudiate the Gov-

ernment of Ireland act and to press Great

Britain for wider powers. To join in such

pressure is repugnant to the people of

Northern Ireland." Therefore they respect-

fully declined to determine or interfere v/ith

the terms of settlement between Great

Britain and Southern Ireland. He con-

tended Ulster did not block the way to

peace. What she could not permit was in-

terference with her Parliament and rights.

Consequently no meeting between himself

and Mr. de Valera could take place until

the latter recognised that Northern Ireland

would not submit to any authority other

than His Majesty the Iking and the Parlia-

ment of the United Kingdom, and admitted

the sanctity of the existing powers and

privileges of the Northern Irish Parlia-

ment.

On Aug. 16 the Dail Eireann, Irish Re-

publican Parliament, was formally opened

in the Assembly Hall of the Mansion

House, Dublin. At 11:15 A. M. Mr. de

Valera, accompanied by his Cabinet Min-

isters, the Lord Mayor of Dublin and

Frank P. Walsh, entered the densely

thronged chamber. Several notable figures

were present. The proceedings then went

forward with remarkable order and dis-

cipline. After a short prayer in Gaelic by
Father O'Flanagan, the signing of the roll

took place. The oath administered to mem-
bers read as follows:

I do solemnly swear or affirm that I do
not and shall not .yield voluntary support
to any pretended grovernment, authority or
power within Ireland hostile and inimical

thereto, and I do further swear or affirm
that to the best of my knowledge and ability

I will support and defend the Irish Republic
and the Government of the Irish Republic,
which is the Dail Eireann, against all

enemies, foreign and domestic ; that I will

bear true faith and allegiance to the same,
and that I take this obligation freely, with-
out any mental reservation or purpose of

evasion. So help me God.

After Professor John MacNeill had been
elected Speaker, Eamon de Valera, in an
address to the House, declared for Ire-

land that he and his colleagues stood for
the ideals embodied in the American Dec-
laration of Independence. He reiterated

Ireland's claim to separation from the Brit-

ish Empire, and asserted that the Cabinet
of the Republican Parliament was the sole

Government the Irish people recognized.

Regarding the peace negotiations he said:
" The trouble in the present negotiations

was the lack of principle on the part of

Great .Britain to stand for principle, and
we mean to die for it, if necessary."

After organization meetings the Dail

Eireann went into secret session on Aug. 2B
to consider its reply to the British Govern-
ment's proposals.

Meantime, on Aug. 19, Premier Lloyd

George, in speaking before the House of

Commons, said:

There is one thing that has been achieved

—

the issues have been defined more clearly

than they have ever been before, and their

rejection would be an unmistakable chal-

lenge to the authority of the Grown and
the unity of the empire. Here we are in the
very heart of the empire, and no party in the
State could posslWy pass that over without
notice.

But he protested against using language
of menace, for that would be folly, as ag-

gravating the old difficulty. In another

place the Premier said :
" We have put all

our cards on the table. The outline of our

offer cannot be altered nor the basis

changed."

The first result of the deliberations of

the Dail Eireann took the form of a letter

signed by Eamon de Valera as a reply to

Lloyd George's note of Aug. 13, and sent by
a special courier to the British Premier in

London on Aug. 25. It was in effect a vig-

orous repudiation of the British argument
of " geographical propinquity " and of the

British right that Ireland must subordinate

herself to Britain's " strategic interests."

The note said in part:

We cannot believe that your Government
intended to commit itself to the principle of

sheer militarism, destructive of International

morality and fatal to the world's peace. • * *

!lf nations that have been forcibly annexed
to an empire lose thereby their title to inde-

pendence there can be for them no rebirth

of freedom. * * * If our refusal to betray
our nation's honor * * • be made an
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issue of war • • we deplore it. * * *

We have not sought war, nor do we seek

war, but if war be made upon us we must
defend ourselves. * * If your Govern-

ment be determined to impose its will upon

us by force and, antecedent to negotiation.*,

to insist upon conditions that involve a sur-

render of our whole national position and
make negotiations a mockery, the responsi-

bility for the continuance of the conhict

rests upon you.

The note concluded by suggesting that on

the basis of the broad guiding principle of

government by the consent of the governed,

peace could be seciired. Dail Eireann was

ready to appoint its plenipotentiaries to se-

cure such a peace.

In a prompt reply to this missive on Aug.

26, Lloyd George expressed himself as

" profoundly disappointed " by the Irish

reply. He categorically denied the Irish

contention that the British proposals " in-

volve the surrender of Ireland's whole na-

tional tradition, and reduce her to sub-

sen-ience," and declared that under these

proposals, on the contraiy, " Ireland would

control every nei*ve and fibre of her na-

tional existence "—language, religious life,

taxation, finance, education, land and agri-

culture, labor and industry, national health

and homes, the maintenance of law and

order. Ireland would, in other words,

within her own shores, "be free in fevery

respect of national activity, national ex-

pression and national development. The

States of the American Union, sovereign

though they be, enjoy no such range of

rights." Great Britain, however, if the

Iri.=h insisted on absolute independence and

sovereignty, would answer with an em-

phatic " No! " The conditions were the

same as those prevailing at the time of the

Civil War in the United States, and the

words of Abraham Lincoln, " Physically

speaking, we cannot separate. We cannot

remove our respective sections from each

other now and build an impassable wall be-

tween them," were equally applicable to the

relation between Great Britain and Ireland.

In conclusion, he expressed willingness to

continue negotiations in an attempt to find

a basis of agreement, but waraed against

delay as playing into the hands of the ex-

tremists anxious to wreck the negotiations

and tenninate the truce.

To this letter the Irish Republic Parlia-

ment replied by a communication given out

from 10 Downing Street on Sept. 2. Mr.

de Valera and the Dail Eireann had not re-

ceded in the slightest from the position for-

merly adopted. They declared that the Gov-
ernment proposals were not an invitation

to enter into a free-willing partnership with

the nations of the Bi'itish Commonwealth,
but that, on the contrary, the conditions Mr.

Lloyd George sought to impose would
divide Ireland into two artificial and mu-
tually destructive States. The position of

Ulster was thus brought to the forefront.

Further, insistence was laid on the entiy

of plenipotentiaries into a conference un-

trammeled by any conditions.

The gravity of the resulting situation

moved Mr. Lloyd George, taking a vacation

in Scotland, to summon a meeting of the

British Cabinet at Inverness on Sept. 7. It

was recalled that never before had the Min-
isters been called upon to take such a
journey to attend a council in circumstances

so unusual.

With unlooked-for celerity the British

Cabinet completed its discussions. By 4

o'clock on the afternoon of Sept. 7 the

British reply had been handed to Comman-
dant Barton, the Irish courier, and was on
its way to Dublin. Couched in earnest, even

solemn, tone, the text of the note read as

follows

:

Government by consent of the governed
is the basic principle of the British Consti-

tution, but we cannot accept as the basis of

a practical conference an interpretation

thereof which would commit us to any de-

mands you might present, even to the extent
of setting up a republic and repudiating the

Crown.
You must be aware that a conference on

such a basis is impossible. So applied, the

principle of government by consent of the

governed would undermine the fabric of

every democratic State and drive the civi-

lized world back into tribalism.

On the other hand, we have in^•ited you
to discuss our proposals on their merits,

in order that you may have no doubt as to

the scope and sincerity of our intentions.

It would be open to you in such a confer-

ence to raise the subject of guarantees on
any point in which you may consider Irish

freedom prejudiced by these proposals. His
Majesty's Government are loath to believe

that you will insist upon rejection of their

proposals without examining them in a con-

ference.

To decline to discuss a settlement which
would bestow upon the Irish people the full-

est freedom for national development with

the empire can only mean that you repudi-
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ate all allegiance to the Crown and all mem-
bership in the British Commonwealth.

If we are to draw this inference from
your letter, then further discussions between
us could serve no useful purpose and all

conferences would be in vain. If, however,
we are mistaken in this inference, as we
still hope, and if your real objection to our
proposals is that they offer Ireland less than
the liberty we have described, that objection
can be explored at a conference.
You will agree that this correspondence .

has lasted long enough. His Majesty's
Government must therefore ask for a defi-

nite reply as to whether you are prepared
to enter a conference to ascertain how the
association of Ireland with the community
of nations known as the British Empire
can best be reconciled with Irish national
aspirations.

If, as we hope, your answer is in the
affirmative, I suggest that the conference
should meet at Inverness on the 20th inst.

The Irish answer to this had been de-

livered by Sept. 12. Though its text was
not officially published, it was understood

that de Valera and his associates had ac-

cepted the invitation to the proposed con-

ference at Inverness. A new courier was
sent from Dublin to Lloyd George at Inver-

ness on this date. The Dail Eireann was
already selecting its plenipotentiaries for

this all-important conference. Prominent
Irish personages mentioned as likely to be

selected were Arthur Griffith, Foreign

Minister of the Dail Eireann Cabinet, Pro-

fessor John MacNeill, Speaker of the Irish

Parliament, and Commandant Barton, the

former Irish special courier to Lloyd George
and a cousin of Erskine Childers, who is a
nephew of one of Gladstone's Chancellors.
The name of Austin Stack, the Dail Min-
ister of Home Affairs, was mentioned as a
fourth possibility.

A strong and emphatic warning was is-

sued by Ulster at this time through Hugh
O'Neill, Speaker of the Ulster Parliament,
at an address at Ballymena. Mr. O'Neill
said in part:

Any diminution of the rights and privi-
leges of the new Ulster Parliament as a
result of the projected negotiations, would
lead to a bitter civil war in Ireland which
would become world-wide. * » * There
would be in Ireland a w^ar which would em-
broil Great Britain and the United States
and would spread horror over the earth.

While the long and anxious negotiations

were being carried on, the truc6 which
made them possible was being faithfully

observed throughout the greater part of

Ireland. Factional strife, however, again

flamed up in Belfast during the last week
of August. Serious rioting occurred on
Aug. 21, and again on Aug. 29. On the

31st, with a list of fifteen persons killed

and thirty-four seriously wounded and with

all signs pointing to a widespread increase

of the disturbance, the authorities appealed

to the military to take charge of the city.

Action by the Crown forces restored out-

wardly normal conditions by Sept. 1.

CANADA AND OTHER BRITISH
DOMINIONS
[Period Ended Sept. 12, 19211

A GENERAL election is to be held in

Canada before the New Year. Right

Hon. Arthur Meighen, the Prime
Minister, made this announcement in an

address at London, Ontario, on Sept. 1. The
exact date has not yet been stated. In ef-

fect the Premier declared that the continu-

ance or rejection of a protective tariff was
the issue. He considered the farmers' po-

litical movement to be the real challenge to

the Government, arguing that the Liberal

Party could not be regarded as a serious

contender.

The Premier's announcement was some-

what of a surprise to the general public.

A census of Canada had been taken in June,

and no general election had been expected

pending a redistribution bill based upon

this census. As matters now stand, the

election will be contested on the census of

1911. That the Premier recognized that

the question of redistribution was likely to

be used in strong criticism of the Govern-

ment, was indicated in his speech. He said

that the rural portion of western prairie

Canada would gain by redistribution, but
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the Government would lose more in the

East than they could possibly gain in the

West. The advantage was now with them.

He also said that there was no means of

redistribution except at the price of holding

the country in suspense through very dif-

ficult times for eighteen months or so on

an issue (protection) that was formidably

challenged. It was his contention that the

rigors of an election campaign in Januai-y

or February should be avoided.

At the present time there are seven va-

cancies in the House of Commons. To fill

these, by-elections would have to be held

vriih the knowledge that the life of Parlia-

ment automatically expires next year, and

a general election would then have to be

held. No doubt the Government's decision

to hold a general election this Fall was to

some extent based on the hope that further

losses in by-elections might result in a de-

feat on a vote in the Commons, thus forcing

them into an appeal to the people, instead

of giving them the prestige of a voluntary

appeal.

The last general election in Canada was
held in December, 1917, when a union Gov-

ernment was voted into office by an over-

whelming majority. The previous Govern-

ment, under Sir Robert Borden—since re-

tired from the Premiership—^was Consei'-

vative. Union Government was effected by

the coalition of a number of leading Con-

servatives and Liberals for the express pur-

pose of putting conscription into effect.

Since the end of the war a number of the

Liberals have left the Cabinet, which now
largely consists of Conservatives. Premier

Meighen intends to reorganize the Cabinet

before the elections.

Since the coalition, or union, of 1917,

two important new parties have made their

appearance—the Farmers' Party and the

Independent Labor Party. These have a
coalition of their own. In constituencies

where the rural element is preponderant,

the laborites support farmer candidates; in

urban centres it works the other way. In

the Canadian or Federal field the Farmers'

Party is known as the National Progres-

sive Party. In the provinces it goes under

the name of the United Farmers of Ontario

—or whatever the name of the province is.

The farmers have come into power, with the

aid of the Labor Party, in Ontario. They

have a strong position in Manitoba, and
they have swept Alberta. In all these

provinces, and wherever else they are or-

ganized, they will turn their votes and in-

fluence to the aid of the National Progres-

sive Party in the federal campaign.

The general election will therefore wit-

ness an alignment of three parties, count-

ing the farmer and labor organizations as

one, namely, the Government Party, largely

conservative and led by Premier Meig-
hen; the Liberal Party, led by Hon. Wil-

liam Lyon Mackenzie King, and the Na-
tional Progressive Party, led by Hon. T. A.
Crerar. It will be the first general elec-

tion in Canada in which parties other than

the traditional Liberal and Conservative

parties, or a coalition of these two, have

been serious elements. The Consei'vative

Party, generally speaking, stands for a high

protective tariff; the Liberal Party for
" tariff for revenue," or a more moderate
tariff than that advocated by the Conser-

vatives, while the National Progressive

Party is practically for free trade.

AUSTRALIA—Great Britain and her

dominions stand before the world as one

great Commonwealth as a result of the de-

liberations of the Imperial Conference, ac-

coi'ding to an address by Premier William
M. Hughes of Australia at a farewell ban-

quet given in his honor in London on Aug.
22. He advocated a protective tariff, so

that high wages might be maintained in the

British dominions.

Premier Hughes at Amiens on Aug. 25

unveiled a " cross of sacrifice " greeted in

Bonnay cemetery, where thousands of Aus-
tralian and British soldiers are buried.

Later he presented to the city of Amiens
a flag sent by Australian mothers in mem-
ory of the part played by the Common-
wealth's armies in the defense of that city.

An electric line bringing high-tension

power from Victoria Falls to Melbourne, a

distance of 112 miles, is about to be con-

structed by the State, the power to be sold

for manufacturing purposes. There will be

634 steel towers to carry a current of 132,-

000 volts. The contract was awarded to

a New York firm by the Electricity Com-
missioners of Melbourne.

Australia has offered a reward of $125,-

000 and the State of New South Wales has
offered $50,000 to any one who discovers
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petroleum in paying quantities. Thus far

the discoveries have been practically neg-

ligible.

NEW ZEALAND—An imperial constitu-

tion which should include within its scope

the United Kingdom and all British domin-

ions was advocated by Lord Milner on Aug.

23 at a farewell dinner given in honor of

Premier W. F. Massey of New Zealand,

who left England on Aug. 25 on his return

home by way of Canada. At Cobalt, On-

tario, on Sept. 6, he predicted that the
*' next war " would be fought with the Pa-

cific as the centre of activities. He fa-

vored a renewal of the Anglo-Japanese Al-

liance.

Sentiment in New Zealand is against the

granting of favorable tariff terms to coun-

tries such as the United States which im-

pose prohibitive duties on the products of

New Zealand; this statement was made in

a cable dispatch from Wellington to The
London Times on Aug. 18. The question of

revising the tariff will come before the next

session of the New Zealand Parliament

and local secondary industries are pressing

for greater protection.

EGYPT—An Egyptian delegation headed

by Adly Pasha was in London several

weeks, conducting negotiations with Lord

Curzon, the Foreign Minister, regarding the

political claims of the nation. The confer-

ences were adjourned in August to Sept. 24,

when they were resumed. The recent riot-

ing in Alexandria and Cairo was insti-

gated by a lawless element of the lowest

classes in those cities and is not regarded

seriously. The Egyptians are demanding

broadened autonomy and independence. One
of the chief obstacles to an agreement is

the insistent demand of the Egyptians that

the British troops be withdra.wn from the

country.

BRITISH EAST AFRICA—Deep depres-

sion is felt in British East Africa—now
known as Kenya Colony—as well as in the

adjoining British territory of Nyassaland.

The last budget of Kenya showed a deficit

of $800,000. It is now proposed to float a

loan of $45,000,000, to be spread over three

years, for development works. This will

be expended chiefly in harbor developments

and railroads. The principal exports are

coffee, flax, copra and hides. There are

26,000 acres of coffee and 33,000 acres of

flax under cultivation. In Nyassaland a

railroad is now being built across Zambesi.

This road may eventually be extended to

link up the great lakes to the waters of the

Upper Nile, thus carrying out the design

of Cecil Rhodes. The low prices of tobacco

and cotton produced a gloomy situation in

the colony.

TANGANYIKA TERRITORY (formerly

Gentian East Africa)—Work has been

begun on the bridge that is to span the

Zambesi River at Chinde, the British con-

cession in Portuguese East Africa, which is

to open trade with Lake Nyassa and Tan-

ganyika Territory and form a link of the

Cape-to-Cairo railroad. This road is finished

as far as Salisbury in Rhodesia and the

northern end is completed as far as Sennar

on the Blue Nile. From Salisbury a branch

runs to Beira on the coast, which it follows

northeast to the Zambesi. Crossing the

river here, it will again strike inland to

Fort Johnston, at the southern end of Lake
Nyassa, by way of Blantyre. The Zambesi

bridge will be the longest in Africa.

UGANDA—One of the pioneers of mis-

sionary work in Uganda, Mother Mary Paul

of the Fx'anciscan Order, died at Kampala
in August, aged 64 years. She had laboi*ed

there fourteen years. She was Miss Mary
Murphy and was bom in New Yoi-k City.

She was the first white woman to go to

Uganda. Colonel Theodore Roosevelt in his

book on his African hunting trip pays a

warm tribute to her and describes the mis-

sion, which he visited and of which she was
Superior.

GOLD COAST—A surprising increase of

trade of the Gold Coast is noted in the re-

turns for 1920, the biggest in the history of

this British colony, totaling £26,000,000, or

£8,500,000 more than in 1919. The chief

gain was in imports, which increased 77

per cent.



HOW GERMANY WILL PAY FRANCE
Payment in kind agreed upon in the new Reparations Agreement concluded at

Wiesbaden—France to obtain materials for reconstruction on easy terms, and
Germany to be relieved of difficult cash payynents— Visit of the American
Legion to France

[Period Ended Skpt. 12, 1921]

A T last France has gained assurance that

l\ she will receive her reparations due
^ -^from Germany, and, what is more, that

they will be made according to a plan of the

most practical character that could be found.

By the special agreement with Germany
signed at the end of August, Germany
bound herself to pay France in kind. The
importance of this to France is that the

materials to be furnished her by Germany
within the next four or five years will en-

able her to rebuild her devastated provinces

in the quickest, least expensive and easiest

way possible.

This new compact, which was negotiated

by M. Loucheur, French Minister for Recon-

struction, and Herr Walther Rathenau, the

German Minister of Reconstruction, at Weis-

baden on Aug. 27, brought new hope to the

French people, and exorcised the depressing

effect of the financial agreements reached

by the allied Finance Ministers and experts

in Paris on Aug. 17. Under these agree-

ments, to which M. Doumer, the French

Finance Minister, subscribed with the utmost

leluctance, France received no part of the

first $250,000,000 to be paid by Germany on

reparations during the current year. The
ground for this apparent discrimination

against Germany's greatest creditor was a

simple one—both France and Belgium had

already received in payments in kind a
value considerably in excess of the costs of

their occupation forces on the Rhine, while

Great Britain had received less than her

disbursements. The British deficit, in fact,

reached a total of from £25,000,000 to £30,-

000,000. The French, however, sought to

have coal deliveries excepted from the pay-

ments in kind, on the ground that the yield

of the Sarre coalfields was not immediately

realizable, and pointed out that if such ex-

ception were made the French themselves

would have a deficit to show of some 150,-

000,000 gold marks, in contrast with the

300,000,000 excess which the Reparations
Commission had charged up against her.

Under the Versailles Treaty there was no
special provision that coal deliveries should

be charged against the first $250,000,000

payment to be made by Germany. The
allied financial experts, however, pointed to

the Spa agreement, under which coal was to

be charged against this initial payment.
They further pointed out that France was
exporting and re-exporting coal, and that

notes of small denominations were being

circulated in Paris bearing the inscription
" Mines de la Sarre." All in all, the French
Financial Minister got the worst of the ar-

gument, and the allied distribution agreed

upon by the experts held in France's despite.

The Loucheur-Rathenau agreement, con-

sequently, came as a welcome relief to the

French Government, for it embodied a defi-

nite and satisfactory solution of virtually

the whole reparations issue, so far as

France was concerned. It was noteworthy

as being in effect a separate treaty with

Germany, the first that France has con-

cluded with her fomier enemy since the end

of the war. The meeting at Weisbaden
(Aug. 25-27) between the French and Ger-

man negotiators was the second held by

them within several months. The prelimi-

nary basis for this treaty was reached in

the first interview. For many weeks M,

Loucheur and Herr Rathenau have been

working out the details. The draft of the

whole compact was submitted to the Repara-

tions Commission early in August, and al-

though it was understood that there was
considerable objection from the British

side, the commission approved it. With this

approved draft scheme in hand, M. Loucheur

and Dr. Rathenau made quick work in con-

cluding it. The treaty was signed on Aug.

27. Though a number of details still re-

mained to be finally settled, the main pro-

visions were incoi-porated.
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Under the plan agreed to, France will re-

ceive in the next few years materials for re-

construction far surpassing what she would

. get as the recipient of 52 per cent, of cash,

her originally allotted share of German
reparations payments. In return for these

materials she v-iiJ be allowed to pay back
over a number oi years the cash which she

is scheduled to receive under these pay-

ments. This main project is full of common
sense, as it supplies France immediately

with supplies which she cannot wait for, and
gives Gei-many a much-needed outlet for

her products. The specific terms of the

agreement are briefly as follows:

France is given the right to demand up to

May 1, 1926, deliveries of material by Ger-
many up to a total value not to exceed
7,000,000,000 gold marks. This sum will be
paid back to Germany as follows: Up to 19.33.

the sum which France must pay in any one
year, inclusive of 3 per cent, interest,

shall not exceed 1,000,000,000 gold marks.
In 1935 and 1936 the balance is to be paid in

four semi-annual instalments, payments to

be made in any one year not to exceed what
France receives as her 52 per cent, of Ger-
man reparations payments. The agreement
luithor settles a number of other points.

The coal price to be credited to Germany is

to be that paid by the big German consum-
ers. Any excess materials over that which
France finds she needs is to be used by Ger-
many for her own export trade, and the

value will be paid by her to France in other

deliveries. France agrees not to continue her
search in Germany for the cattle driven out
of France by the German Army, and accepts

in final settlement a delivery of 62,000 horses.

2.5,000 cows, 25.000 sheep and 20.000 hives of

bees. A similar arrangement is to obtain

respecting the industrial material stolen from
France by the German invaders; Germany is

to restore 120,000 tons of machinery as de-

manded by France, and to pay the latter

country 158,000.000 marks in gold. To take
the place of French rolling stock removed
from France, Germany is to send her former
enemy 6,000 railway cars.

The importance of this agreement to

France, and also to Germany, is very great.

It will eliminate many causes of friction

still existing between the two nations. It

gives Fi*ance assurance of payment in the

most useful way, and it admits that Ger-

many must pay France in kind, and not in

cash—an arrangement highly appreciated by

struggling Germany. It does not replace

the allied i-eparations terms, but it makes
it far easier for Germany to pay them.

Hailed by both the French and German
Governments with a sigh of relief, the

agreement still runs the risk of rejection
by both the Fi-ench Chamber and the Ger-
man Reichstag. The French leaders expected
trouble in the Chamber, but believed that it

would pass by a small majority. The Ger-
mans also foresaw difficulties with the
lieichstag delegates, but the Gei-man Gov-
ei-nmsnt leaders were prepared to present
such strong arguments of the advantage
which it would bring to Gei*many that it

wouid be put through. The falling value of

the mark, said Herr Rathenau, was so seri-

ous as to make it increasingly difficult for

Gei-many to obtain cash abroad, and she

would probably be forced to default in her
cash payments by next Spring. He expected
this consideration would insure the treaty's

acceptance.

France still remained highly displeased

with the trials of German war criminals be-

fore the Leipzig tribunal. This dissatisfac-

tion was voiced at the meeting of the Su-
preme Council in Paris on Aug. 13. After
full discussion, the Council decided to carry

out its previously formed intention, an-

nounced to Germany in a note of May 7,

1920, of naming a commission to report to

the Council the results of these trials and to

express its official opinion of the way in

which they were carried out; also to pre-

sent suggestions for future guidance under
the articles of the Versailles Treaty refer-

ring to war criminals (Articles 228-230.) It

was agreed that this commission should be

composed of representatives of France,

Great Britain, Italy and Belgium, each of

these countries to be empowered to send two
delegates.

The visit of a delegation of the American
Legion to France was made the occasion of

many signal honors, dinners and animated
speeches on both sides. The primary object

of the visit was to present foi-mally to

Fi-ance the statue of Jeanne d'Arc at Blois,

donated by Mr. Sanford Saltus, and also to

visit the devastated districts, and to make a

holy pilgrimage to the cemeteries where
America's fallen heroes lie. All Paris

turned out to do the Legion delegates honor

on Aug. 13. The first thing the Legionaries

did was to march to the Arc de Triomphe to

pay homage to France's unknown soldier

who rests in the shadow of the mighty arch.

This act went to the heart of the Parisians,

.

who cheered the Americans with deliriou.s

enthusiasm as they marched through the
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streets upon this pious mission. The cere-

monies at Blois were solemn and impressive.

The departure of the Legion from Paris on

Aug. 27 was marked by a review of a large

parade of the Republican Guard and the

Paris police. Major Barney Flood of the

New York Police Department presented an
American flag from the New York police

force to the Prefect of Police. Decorations

were conferred on the Legion delegates by
President Millerand, who received the Amer-
ican visitors subsequently at his country

home in Rambouillet. The delegates left for

Belgium the following day.

At a luncheon given the Legion represen-

tatives before their departure, Premier

Briand announced that the American Gov-

ernment had sent a formal invitation tq

Marshal Foch to visit the United States in

October, and that the Marshal had accepted

this invitation, as well as that given by
the Legion to attend its annual session in

Kansas. This news was confirmed by Mar-
shal Foch in person, in a special visit paia

by him to Mr. Myron T. Merrick, the Amer-
ican Ambassador. The Marshal explained

that he wished to give this confirmation
'* by word of mouth," and to express " how
deeply touched I have been by this invita-

tion and by the echoes from America of my
projected visit." He further said that the

visit of the Legion had brought France in

closer touch with America than at any time

since the conclusion of the war.

GERMANY SUPPRESSES MONARCHISM
Murder of Erzherger unites discordant forces of Republicanism to quell reac-

tion and lay the ghost of Kaiserism—The Government completes payment of

1,000,000,000 gold marks on reparations— Continued business revival

[Pemod Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

SHOT to death in the Black Forest on
Aug. 26 by two men, presumably in-

spired by the campaign of vilification

carried on by the German reactionaries,

Matthias Erzberger, leader of the progres-

sive elements of the Centrist (Clerical)

Party, may go down in history as a martyr
whose blood cemented the discordant forces

of German Republicanism into a body solid

enough to resist the attacks of the Monar-
chist reaction and lay the ghost of Kaiser-

ism once for all.

The news of Erzberger's murder was the

signal for a fierce outburst of partisan

political strife, the Socialist, Democratic and
Centrist press calling for suppression of the

Junker and reactionary Big Business papers,

which had been busy stirring up civic strife

for many months preceding the crime. The
latter defended themselves by reiterating

their charges that Erzberger had betrayed
the Fatherland, and by pointing to the

alleged danger of a communist revolt.

Chancellor Wirth had counted upon the

slain Deputy's active support in the coming
battle in the Reichstag over the taxation

program, and was one of Erzberger's

closest friends and disciples. The Chan-

cellor quickly took advantage of the oppor-

tunity to try to line up all the Liberal ele-

ments of the nation for the fight for which
the reactionaries had evidently been long-

ing. Apparently determined to show the

people that the Government could be as firm

in putting down the Junkers as it had been

in suppressing communist revolts, an order

was issued prohibiting a meeting scheduled

for Sunday, Aug. 28, in Potsdam, in com-

memoration of the battle of Tannenberg,

won by Von Hindenburg over the Russians

early in the World War. The Junkers did

not hold the meeting, but there was a clash

between the police and a crowd of com-

munists and Socialists who had taken pos-

session of the Lustgarten to see to it that

there would be no Tannenberg celebration.

Two Socialists were killed. The day before

a Tannenberg parade had been broken up

by radical workingmen.

Following a meeting of the Cabinet on

Aug. 29 President Ebert issued a decree

prohibiting meetings, demonstrations, pro-
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cessions and the publication of periodicals,

if, in the opinion of the authorities, they

v.?ere calculated to promote the violent

change or abolition of the Constitution of

the Republic. Fines up to 500,000 marks
and jail 'sentences were fixed as the penal-

ties for violations of the order. A proc-

lamation to the people signed by Chancellor

Wirth stated that:

The Government is determined to do what
the circumstances of the time and the menace
to the Constitution imperatively demand, and
to employ the most drastic means to checli

the anti-Republican movement in the German
Commonwealth.

This was followed by an order from

Minister of the Interior Gradenauer sus-

pending the publication of several rabid Na-
tionalist newspapers, including the Deutsche

Zeitung, the Lokal-Anzeiger and Der Tag.

They were permitted to resume publication

after a few days. When some members of

the People's Party (the Big Business group)

attempted to hold Sedan Day meetings in

Berlin and Chemnitz on Sept. 2, despite

police orders to the contrary, crowds of

workingmen raided the halls and broke up
the celebrations. There were similar hap-

penings all over Germany, with the excep-

tion of Bavaria, and in nearly all cases the

reactionaries were put to flight.

President Ebert also issued an order for-

bidding the wearing of army uniforms by

persons not in active military service. This

was intended to put an end to the frequent

displays of war trappings by Generals

Ludendorf, Hindenburg et al. at monarchist

demonstrations and to make it easier to

enforce an order prohibiting members of

the regular army and the security police

from taking part in Nationalist demonstra-
tions. The uniform order was subsequently

modified so as to allow the wearing of

army regalia by ex-soldiers at funerals of

their comrades and upon other occasions to

be determined by the authorities. Both Ad-
miral von Scheer, last chief of the German
High Seas Fleet, and General von Lettow-
Vorbeck, the German commander in East
Africa, were forbidden to make speeches in

public.

The Wirth Government was strengthened
in its determination to squelch the reaction

by the appearance before the Chancellor of

delegations representing some 11,000,000

German union men and the Majority and

Independent Socialists, with the assurance
that the organizations they spoke for were
ready to go to the limit in backing the au-

thorities in their war upon the monarchists
and reactionary business leaders. Then, on
Aug. 31, while Chancellor Wii'th was at-

tending the funeral of Erzberger in Bibe-

rach in Wiirttemberg, some 100,000 Ber-
liners quit work at the call of the two So-

cialist Parties and paraded through the

streets to the Lustgarten. There, with 100,-

000 others, they listened to scores of orators

who denounced the reaction and all its

works. Red flags were mingled with the

black, red and gold colors of the republic.

Good order was maintained, largely due to

the fact that the reactionaries were too

thoroughly cowed to attempt any counter-

demonstration. Although the communists
had not been particularly invited to par-

ticipate in the pro-republic demonstration,

thousands of them were on hand, and their

speakers joined the Socialists in asserting

that the republic must be maintained,

despite its faults.

On the other hand, the reactionaries of

the Nationalist Party, at a convention

opened in Munich on Sept. 1, voiced open
defiance of the Government and, through
the mouths of Karl von Helfferich, ex-Min-

ister of Finance, and Dr. Hergt, an ex-

Prussian Minister, warned Chancellor Wirth
against sowing the wind which might result

in a Nationalist whirlwind. Hergt declared

his party would eventually change the Con-

stitution so as to effect the restoration of

the monarchy.

A meeting held Sept. 2 of the Reichstag

Committee of Eight, which keeps an eye

on the Government's actions during Parlia-

mentary recesses, voted unanimous approval

of the Chancellor's acts. Even Dr. von Kahr,

the reactionary Bavarian Premier and a

leader of the People's Party, said he and
his party would stand by the Republican

Constitution. Dr. Stresemann, chief of the

People's Party, made the same statement.

Both these men, however, are avowed be-

lievers in monarchism. Chancellor Wirth
was quoted as having said to the commit-

tee:

There is danger that the German Nation
may fall apart into socialistic and bour-

geois halves, which must inevitably lead to

civil war. We must counteract this dai;ger.

But I want to leave no doubt in any one's

mind. If, despite all my efforts, this break-
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up comes to pass, then I shall stand on the

side of the working class.

In Bavaria the reaction believed itself

strong enough to defy the orders from Ber-

lin suppressing two anti-Republican news-

papers and prohibiting the wearing of army
uniforms; butwhen the various Socialist and

labor union groups served notice upon Pre-

mier von Kahr that they would back up

Chancellor Wirth with the general strike

if need be, a committee representing the

Bavarian Government was sent to Berlin to

try to patch up a truce.

Apparently impressed by the firmness of

the Wirth Government in insisting upon the

extension of national control to Bavaria,

the delegation yielded to most of the Gov-

ernment's demands. This decision was re-

jected by the Nationalist and People's Party

members of the Munich Cabinet, and on

Sept. 12 Dr. von Kahr and the whole Cabi-

net resigned. This was expected to result

in the formation of a more liberal Govern-

ment in Bavaria.

Matthias Erzberger was born at Butten-

hausen, Wiirttemberg, Sept. 20, 1875, in

humble circumstances. His brightness as

a boy caused a wealthy landowner to pay

for his elementary education, but aside

from this he was a self-made man. He soon

got into politics as a progressive Clerical,

and his home district of Biberach-Leuth-

kirch kept him in the Reichstag from 1903

to the day of his death. Erzberger was
the object of violent attacks from both sides

of the House, both during and after the

war. His Pan-German professions when
it looked as if Germany were sure to win

drew the fire of the Socialists and Moder-

ates, while his work for a compromise peace

later, and his drastic plan of taxation while

Minister of Finance in 1919, aroused the

anger of the Junkers and capitalists. Early

in 1920 an attempt was made on Erzberger's

life, for which his assailant was sentenced

to serve eighteen months in jail. It was
Erzberger who, as chief of the German
peace delegation, signed the armistice terms

laid down by Marshal Foch on Nov. 10,

1918, which ended the World War. Erz-

berger is survived by a widow and two

daughters. His only son was killed in the

war.

On Sept. 13 the Baden police announced

that the murderers of Erzberger had been

identified as ex-officers and former mem-
bers of the notorious Ehrhart Marine bri-

gade which captured Berlin for the Kapp
reactionaries in March, 1920. A reward of

100,000 marks was offered for their cap-

ture.

Through heavy purchases of bills of ex-

change, and by taking some 68,000,000

marks from the gold reserves of the

Reichsbank, the German Government man-
aged to complete the payment of the

twenty $10,000,000 three-month notes due

on Aug. 31 under the terms covering the

payment of the 1,000,000,000 gold marks
provided for in the final reparation plan

agreed upon last May. On Sept. 6 the

Reparation Commission in Paris issued the

following statement:

On May 31 Germany had paid thj Repa-
ration Commission 160,400,000 gold marks
and had supplied drafts at three months on
the Grerman Treasury for the remainder of

the 1,000,000,000 gold marks. The Repara-
tion Commission has now received in ap-
proved foreign currency from the German
Government 770,000,000 gold marks in re-

demption of these drafts. Moreover, the

German Government has shipped gold to

New York to make up the balance of the
1,000,000,000 marks. Subject to final adjust-

ment of accounts, the payment due under
Article 5 of the schedule of payments has
been effected.

Under a reparation plan signed by Dr.

Walter Rathenau, German Minister of Re-

construction, and Louis Loucheur, French
Minister for the Devastated Regions, on

Aug. 27 in Wiesbaden [details of which are

given in the article on France in this issue

of Current History], material to the value

of 7,000,000,000 gold marks is to be fur-

nished to France during the next five years.

This agreement must be ratified by the

French Chamber of Deputies and the

Reichstag.

Coincident with the return from Paris to

Berlin on Aug. 19 of General Nollet, chief

of the Interallied Military Control Commis-
sion, it was reported that the commission

intended to prolong its supervision of Ger-

man armaments, as the Germans were re-

fusing to furnish an inventory of the arms

on hand, thus making it impossible to esti-

mate accurately the potential strength of

armed German forces. A Berlin report of

Sept. 8 said that large numbers of the

formally disbanded Bavarian Home Guards

had been organized into an " emergency
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force," led by the old commanders of the

Guards and presumably ready to put down
communist uprisings or to support a mon-

archist revolt, if need be.

Another step toward the final settlement

of the problem of Upper Silesia was taken

on Sept. 1, in Geneva, when the Council of

the League of Nations appointed a commis-

sion composed of Paul Hymans, Belgium;

Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, China; Count

Quinones de Leon, Spain, and Dr. Castoa de

Cunha, Brazil, to hear all experts, except

those Germans and Poles already involved

in the controversy, and to submit a plan

for the approval of the League. The Allies

informed Germany that they intended to

send more troops into the disputed plebiscite

territory to make sure that the decision of

the League of Nations would be respected.

Prompt ratification of the Treaty of

Peace between Germany and the United

States, signed on Aug. 25 in Berlin by Dr.

Friedrich Rosen, German Minister of For-

eign Affairs, and Ellis Loring Dresel,

American Commissioner to Germany, was
expected in Gemnany on the Reichstag's re-

assembling Sept. 27. [For text of treaty

see Page 58.]

The general business revival continued

during the month, and was accompanied by
wild speculation in German industrial

stocks. The Bei'lin Bourse was compelled

to suspend operations several times in or-

der to catch up with the volume of trad-

ing. To some extent this speculation was
due to the drop in the exchange value of

the mark. This fell on Sept. 12 in New
York to .91 cent, the lowest :a record. An
official report by the Pi-usc.an Ministry of

Trade received in London on Sept. 8 stated

that the German manufacturing boom was
still on. The clothing and millinery pro-

ducers had sold their entire 1922 output in

advance, while the demand for cotton goods

and for iron and steel products and auto-

mobiles could not be. met.

An echo of the communist " putsch " of

last March was heard in Berlin when Minis-

ter of Justice Schiffer announced that the

last of the extraordinary courts set up to try

the leaders of the riotei's had been abol-

ished on Aug. 15. Four days later Presi-

dent Ebert freed forty-two of the impris-

oned communists and reduced the jail sen-

tences of several hundred others. None of

the eight death sentences pronounced by
the extraordinary courts has been reported

as carried out.

POLITICAL FEUDS IN HUNGARY

Enemies of Count Karolyi get a tart answer from Clemenceau—New attacks

on the Horthy regime by the Hapsburg partisans—Trouble over cession of

Burgenland to Austria

[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

THE campaign conducted by Prince Louis

Windischgraetz against Count Michael

Karolyi, former leader of the anti-'Ger-

man party and ex-President of the Hun-
garian People's Republic, took an unpleas-

ant turn for the Prince himself. He had ac-

cused Karolyi of having communicated
Austro-German war secrets to the French

Government and of having received a sub-

sidy from Soviet Russia. To substantiate

these charges, the Prince quoted verbatim

a speech of M. Clemenceau, made in the

French Chamber of Deputies on Dec. 18,

1918. Count Theodore Batthyany, a for-

mer Cabinet Minister and now prominent

in the Opposition, doubting the authenticity

of this revelation, telegraphed to Clemen-

ceau himself for confirmation and received

the following answer: " I have not said a

single word of what Prince Windischgraetz

attributes to me." Count Batthyany's pub-

lication of the telegram created .conster-

nation among the enemies of Count
Karolyi, who is now an exile in Jugoslavia.

The feud between the " Legitimists," or

partisans of Hapsburg restoration, and
" Free Electionists," who maintain that the

Hungarian throne is vacant and should be
filled by popular election, continues with
unabated bitterness. A Legitimist leader.
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Edmund Beniczky, one of the closest friends

of Charles IV., aroused a series of stonns

in Parliament by his continued disclosures

of horrors pei-petrated by officers of the

Horthy army. He described the massacre

at Orgovany in the Winter of 1919, where
the so-called Hejjas detachment murdered
with unspeakable tortures a batch of com-

munist suspects; he also referred to the

assassination of numerous Jews by Horthy's

officers. These outrages had been denied

officially, and reports concerning them were
attributed to a Bolshevistic campaign of

slander. Now, however, some of the promi-

nent Conservative leaders, members of the

aristocracy, come forward with charges

about a White Terror in order to discredit

the Horthy regime and increase sympathy
for the Hapsburg King, who, they say,

would punish the terrorists and restore law

and order. One of the results of these dis-

closures was that Lieut. Col. Pronay, most
dreaded of the teiTorist chieftains, ad-

dressed a threatening letter to Stephen Ra-
kovsky, Speaker of the House and promi-

nent Legitimist, for having dared to

criticise the activities of Pronay and his

officers. Rakovsky resigned, saying that

if army officers who attempt intimidation

of representatives are not immediately re-

moved parliamentarism itself becomes a
farce.

Contingent upon the ratification of the

Peace of Trianon by the Hungarian Par-

liament, two of its teriitorial clauses were
to be executed in August. One of them re-

turns to Hungary tiie city of Baja and the

county of Baranya, since 1918 occupied by
Jugoslavia. The Magyar inhabitants of

this region protested against being incor-

porated in Horthy's Hungary, and organ-

ized an autonomous administration under

Jugoslav protection. They declared that

they were eager to rejoin a democratic Hun-
garian Republic, byt that they preferred

Jugoslav occupation to the White Terror of

Horthy's amny. Their protests, however,

though supported by the Jugoslav Govern-
ment, were oveiTuled, and on Aug. 22

Horthy's troops entered the territory, the

Jugoslav troops having left the night be-

fore. Several thousand Hungarians, op-

posed to the Horthy regime, fled to Jugo-
slav teiTitory in order to escape persecu-

tion.

The other territorial clause to be put into

effect—as stipulated also in the Treaty of

St. Germain—was the cession of Burgen-
land, or the three westernmost counties of

Hungary, inhabited by Gei-mans, to the

Austrian Republic. This should have taken

place on Aug. 22, but when, after several

postponements, an Austrian force entered

the district, on Aug. 28, it was met with

violent resistance by armed bands of Hun-
garians. SkiiTnishing continued for sev-

eral days; the Hungarian irregulars, be-

sides fighting the Austrian gendarmerie,

committed a series of atrocities against the

peaceable German population. This led to

energetic protests on the part of the Aus-
trian Government, which accused the Mag-
yar Government of bad faith, and demand-
ed that the transfer be enforced and Bur-

genland cleared of Magyar soldiers by
Entente troops, as Austria had fulfilled her

obligations under the treaty of peace and
disarmed, whereas Hungary still maintains

a large army. The situation was rendered

more serious on Sept. 11, when Burgenland

was occupied, not by Entente troops, but

by a detachment of the regular Hungarian

Army.
The territory in dispute has an area of

1,700 square miles and a population under

350,000. The proximity of Burgenland to

Vienna, with the remarkable productivity

of this small strip in respect to milk, fruit,

vegetables, poultry, eggs, cereals, potatoes,

sugar and wine, gives it especial impor-

tance to the Viennese, and, as it now be-

longs to the Austi'ians by treaty rights,

they are detennined to hold it at all haz-

ards.



HARMONY IN THE BALKANS
Bulgaria not to be disarmed by the Interallied Commission^ lest it render

her helpless—Passing of King Peter of Serbia simplifies the situation in

Jugoslavia—Czechoslovakia signs a military alliance with the Jugoslavs

[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

WITH the problems of a defeated or a

victorious Greece still undefined by
the Supreme Council, and with the

problems of Albania, Bulgaria and Jugo-
slavia intricately interwoven with the doings

of the Council of Ambassadors at Paris or

the League of Nations at Geneva, Rumania
seems to be about the only Balkan State

which has not faced serious questions since

the middle of August. In the last week of

August Take Jonescu, the President of the

Rumanian Council of Ministers, was caught

by Paris reporters at the Hotel Maurice.

He was on his way to take the cure at

Vichy. On the length of that cure, he
smilingly intimated, would depend the date

of the coronation of King Ferdinand at Bel-

grade. He said:

We Rumanians work hard. Our country is

calm and free from agitation of all sorts.

Yet we are not unfasJiionable, for we have
had a drought. That has reduced our crop
of Indian corn. But our crop of wheat will

be enormous and we shall export large quan-
tities. We have alliances with our neigh-
bors—that is, with three of them, and with
Bulgaria our relations are sympathetically
friendly. There is the Little Entente, which
protects us from the Magyars on one side

and Bolshevism on the other. The world is

buying our exchange as fast as it can. '

What more can we desire?

ALBANIA—On Aug. 30 the Albanian

delegation at the League of Nations was
vainly trying to have the Assembly of the

League rescind the decree of the League's

Council referring Albanian complaints

against Greece and Jugoslavia to the Coun-

cil of Ambassadors. At both the Assembly
and the Council Italy backed up Albania,

partly to oppose the aspirations of Greece

and Jugoslavia, and partly in her own in-

terests. Denied a military pied-a-terre at

Valona, Italy wishes to have her title

cleared to the island-rock of Saseno, which

lies at the mouth of Valona Bay and com-

mands, with Brindisi on the Italian side, the

Strait of Otranto, and hence the entrance to

the Adriatic. According to a dispatch from
Geneva published Sept. 6 in the Idea Na-
zionale of Rome, the Albanian delegates

make no objection to Italy's having a clear

title to Saseno.

The Jugoslav and Greek claims, however,

form a problem not so easily adjusted, for

these claims strike at the territorial en-

tity of Albania. Meanwhile, the Council of

Ambassadors has settled the Albanian-

Grecian frontier question, quite contrary to

the numerous interallied agreements and

memoranda exchanged in the days of Wil-

son and Venizelos. These agreements are

still opposed by Italy, although at the time

of the Peace Conference Italy reluctantly

gave way and allocated to Greece the dis-

tricts of Korytza and Argyrocastro. On the

present occasion Italy, backed by France,

has had her way, and British support of the

Greek claims, then decided purely on ethnic

graunds, has not been in evidence. But the

northeast frontier, the Serb-Albanian

boundary, is a much more delicate question.

Here the Serbians are actually administer-

ing Albanian communities, although with

less rigor than they did some months ago,

just as they have now changed their policy

in Montenegro.

BULGARIA—Neither the Bulgarian Gov-
ernment nor the Interallied Military Com-
mission of Control at Sofia expects the mil-

itary clauses in the Treaty of Neuilly to

be executed by Oct. 1, as was decreed by
the commission on Aug. 6. It is now known
that the commission is not in sympathy
with the decree, does not see how it can be

carried out, and issued it only under pres-

sure from the Council of Ambassadors and
under a misapprehension. This last phase

of ,the question caused the Sofia Govern-
ment to issue the following dementi on
Aug. 21:
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Some foreign agents have furnished to the

Interallied Military Commission of Control
in Sofia certan apocryphal letters relating to

?ome imaginary secret orders of the Bulga-
rian authorities about concealing war mate-
rial, &c., with the obviously sole object of

discrediting Bulgaria before the Allies. The
Bulgarian Government has pointed out that

thef^e documents are forged, and !has de-

manded that an inquiry shall be made on the

subject by the commission itself "with a view
to finding the malefactors.

Aside from the specific trouble, which

will presently be dealt with, Bulgaria, in

spite of her seemingly correct attitude to-

ward the Treaty of Neuilly, in all its

reasonable demands, in spite of the high

esteem in which Premier Stambolisky is held

in the chancelleries of the Entente, ap-

pears to be the victim of malicious propa-

ganda of various sorts. There are about

as many Bulgars outside of Bulgaria as

there ai-e within; that is to say, 5,000,000.

Seme of those outside have affiliations with

the Turkish Nationalists, some with the pro-

Teutonic plots of those, within and with-

out the Kingdom, who desire the return of
' Czar " Ferdinand. Added to all this is

the heritage of hate and suspicion enter-

tained for the Bulgars as a people, not as

a constituted nation, by the Greeks and

Serbs, and the belief of their Governments,

either well or ill based, that the Bulgars

have not been sufficiently bled.

Then there is the specific problem of dis-

armament. Under the Treaty of Neuilly

Bulgaria was obliged to abolish compulsory

service and reduce her army to 20,000 men,

including officers and depot troops, while

the maximum of police was to be 10,000

and of frontier guards 3,000.

Such a force, military authorities of the

Entente agree, would be quite adequate for

Bulgaria as a member of the League of

Nations; but this force means a volunteer

force adequately paid by the State. Volun-

teers have not been forthcoming and there

would have been no money to pay them

had they been enrolled. Pay varies accord-

ing to the civil status of the volunteers

—

that is to say, whether they are married

men or bachelors, or whether they have to

support families. A minimum of 700 leva

(S35) per month has been fixed for pri-

vates and 1,200 for non-commissioned offi-

cers. They will, moreover, be housed, fed

and clothed, and will receive three or four

months' holiday every year. Meanwhile,

the Interallied Military Control Commis-
sion, through arrangements with the Gen-
eral Staff, has been discharging the old

conscript army. So, by Oct. 1, there will

be none left. Bulgaria will have no army
to speak of, and a diminished police and

frontier guard corps. If this should occur

Bulgaria might become a prey to the worst

conflicts within and to attacks from with-

out. None realizes this better than the

commission.

At Belgrade and Athens, however, they

tell a different story. There they say that

the Sofia Government has concealed large

amounts of war material secured from Ger-

many dui'ing the war. With this material,

including large and mid-calibre guns and
nearly 1,000,000 rifles (which, however, the

keenest agents of the commission have

failed to uncover), Bulgaria has 856,000

veterans ready with very little training to

take the field.

How can that be possible, and if possible,

what could be done without a reserve ? They
answer in Belgrade and Athens that the

Bulgarian law on the organization of the

army and the guard of the frontiers, pro-

mulgated on May 27, taken in connection

with the law of enforced labor, would suf-

ficiently supply recruits for a reserve force,

while the military instruction under the

guise of gjTnnastics, which is being intro-

duced into the schools, would do the rest.

M. A. Dimitroff, the Minister of War, has

declared to General de Fourton, the French
officer at the head of the mission, that if

the decree be executed Bulgaria will be en-

tirely helpless, and that this situation would
"make possible the revival of the comitajis

on the Greek, Serbian and even Rumanian
frontiers. For their acts the Sofia Govern-

ment, I'educed to helplessness, could not

rightly be held responsible.

General de Fourton sympathizes with M.
Dimitroff, but he believes that Bulgaria may
count on the League of Nations in case

trouble arises through an inadequate mili-

tary, police and frontier force. He also

believes that Bulgaria can raise by the vol-

unteer system from 3,000 to 4,000 men a

year, should the Government take steps to

make the sei'vice popular, as it has not done

hitherto. On his own initiative he sent a

scheme to the Council of Ambassadors by
which each year's quota might be made up
by ballot, but this the council promptly re-
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fused. M. Dimitroff has also pointed out

to him that the idea that the Bulgars are a

nation of warriors is a pure delusion based

on the fact that they have always given a

good account of themselves when fighting

for their country. " The truth is," he says,

" we are a peaceful nation, who have learned

by experience to abhor war—one who
would volunteer only if our independence

were endangered." In proof of this he

quoted the drastic conscription rules for the

old army, whose peace footing, in spite of

popular clamor, was kept at 80,000.

JUGOSLAVIA—While the Prince Regent

Alexander, who was also the heir presump-

tive to the throne of Jugoslavia, was incog-

nito at a Paris hospital suffering from ap-

pendicitis, his father. King Peter, died in

the lonely palace at Belgrade on Aug. 16.

The third member of the Karageorgevitch

dynasty to reign, he had succeeded when
King Alexander of the Obrenovitch line was
assassinated in 1903. Peter was born in

1844, and had lived in exile since his father's

banishment in 1868. He received his mili-

tary education at the French military

school of Saint-Cyr, where he translated

John Stuart Mill's reflections on " Liberty."

With the French Foreign Legion, in which

he was first a Lieutenant, then a Captain,

and finally a Major, he fought against Ger-

many in 1870. He was living among his

books in Switzerland when called to the

throne in 1903. His great military achieve-

ment was driving the Austrians across the

Danube in December, 1915, with an army
one-tenth the size of the enemy's. In the

following Autumn he shared the privations

of the great retreat with his men.

But the new King, Alexander, has an

elder brother, George, who resigned all

rights to the throne in 1909, when he came
under suspicion of having slain a servant.

Late in August there were rumors from

Paris that George, urged on by Croat and

Slovene factions, had denounced his renun-

ciation and would claim the throne.

MONTENEGRO — With the death of

King Nicholas of Montenegro the question

of that State's independence became quies-

cent. With the death of King Peter, who
had married one of Nicholas's daughters, it

has probably ceased to be of grave import.

It had been kept alive principally by the

Italians as a propagandist instrument

against Jugoslavia, although shortly after

the armistice the Montenegrin National
Council had voted to become a part of Jugo-
slavia and had denounced and dethroned
King Nicholas for his alleged treasonable

relations with Austria. His personal fol-

lowing, inspired and paid by Italy, contin-

ued to keep the question of independence
alive. It was even favorably reported on
by Count de Salis in the Spring of 1919,

and given to the Peace Conference for set-

tlement; then the Supreme Council, which
inherited most of the unsettled questions of

the Conference, took the matter up, but
failed to act upon it, owing to Italian oppo-

sition to incorporation in Jugoslavia.

Now, since the death of Peter, Italy has
assumed a different attitude, partly due to

the desire of more friendly relations with

Jugoslavia. Italy had been supporting a
Montenegrin Consulate at Rome at a cost

of 20,000,000 lire a year. It was discov-

ered that some of this money had been

used in anti-Jugoslav propaganda. On Aug.
23 the Rome police visited the " Con-

sulate " and secured, it is said, incriminat-

ing evidence against the occupants. At
about the same time, Signor Magrini i"e-

ported on Montenegro in a manner favor-

able to the Jugoslav administration. He
discovered no atrocities, no cruelties, no
sufferings inflicted on the ancient popula-

tion. On the contrary, the Serbians have

wisely respected the " vested interests " by
allowing many Montenegrin officials to re-

tain their posts, and by giving to Monte-

negrin officers the same rank in the Jugo-

slav army which they held in that of old

King Nicholas. They have also, declares

Signor Magrini, humored the very national

Montenegrin sentiment for local adminis-

tration of Montenegro by Montenegrins, in

other words, administrative autonomy.

Thus, " all the prefects, functionaries, and

officials of Montenegro are Montenegrins,"

and Cettinje, the capital, is no mere prefec-

ture of Belgrade. Moreover, Montenegrin

students, who may desire to attend Jugo-

slav universities, are furnished with

scholarships for so doing by the Bel-

grade Government. Finally, the Italian in-

vestigator emphasizes the fact that the

chief argument for Montenegro's being a

part of Serbia is economic, for Montene-

gro, during the last two-and-a-half years,

has received, in the form of public works,

pensions and subsidies, from Jugoslavia
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93 Vs million dinars (about $5,000,000), and
has paid, in the shape of taxes, only five

million.

In these circumstances, which seem to

indicate the removal of all Italian opposi-

tion to the incorporation of Montenegro in

Jugo.-lavia, it is expected that the Supreme
Council will at least refer the problem to

the League of Nations, if it does not, in-

deed, solve it itself.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA— Jugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia signed at Prague late in iVu-

gust a military compact which gives the two
countries the means to execute and defend

their treaty of alliance. The compact
places at the disposition of the two State?,

sufficient forces for their security, witii

provisions for a mutual organization and

unified command. On Oct. 1 Czechoslovakia

will take possession—at Budapest, Vienna

and Ratisbon—of the Danube steamboats

allocated to her under the treaty. These

boats will ply the Danube chiefly in the

transportation of cereals.

An unpleasant incident occurred at

Prague following the decree against the dis-

play of Gei-man colors at the Richenberg

Fair. Several Gennan Deputies and Sen-

iitoi's protested and made impassioned ad-
dresses advocating revolt. The Senators
from Slovakia joined in a protest against
the propaganda industriously conducted
abroad to convey the impression that Slo-

vakia was dissatisfied with the union and
wished separate existence; they denounced
these sentiments as false, and warmly as-

serted that their people are loyal to the
Czechoslovak State. On the other hand, the

American and European newspapers are
flooded with leaflets—issued at Budapest

—

indicating widespread dissatisfaction among
the Slovaks, The chief grievance of the

Slovaks, according to Hungarian reports, is

against the schools and the alleged inferior-

ity of the teachers assigned to them by Lhc

Czech authorities. The Hungarian press an-

nounces that a Slovak National Council has
been organized with 100 members. Dr.

Francis Jehlicksa, a Deputy of the Prague
National Assembly, was elected President.

The pui-pose of this body is to advocate se-

cession from the Czech Republic. The Hun-
garian politicians are industriously engaged
in stirring up strife among the Slovaks

against the Czechs and do not disguise

their motives.

NORWAY'S PROHIBITION DILEMMA
If absolute prohibition is adopted the wine-producing countries threaten to

put on the Norwegian fish trade a tariff that would mean bankruptcy and

famine

[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

WITH Norway's vast fishing industry

already threatened with ruin through

the high tariffs that wine-growing

Spain and Portugal have imposed in retal-

iation for Norway's limited prohibition, and
with the " drys " as well organized and ac-

tive in Norway as in the United States, the

present Norwegian Government is strug-

gling for life between counter-currents. The
fishing population, in despair over the loss

of their chief markets, threaten to go over

to Bolshevism unless the Government does

something at once for their relief. The
pressure of the prohibitionists keeps the

Government afraid to rescind its ban on

the stronger Spanish and Portuguese wines.

This complication creates one of the leading

political issues of the day in Norway. The
outcome of the campaign for absolute pro-

hibition before the October elections to the

Storthing is uncertain. Meanwhile, nego-

tiations are being conducted in order to

reach an agreement with the wine-produc-

ing countries and to forestall further retal-

iatory measures on their part against the

Norwegian export trade in fish.

The Cabinet that has to steer the ship of

State through these uncertainties was or-

ganized by Premier Blehr last June. The
complete list of its Ministers is now avail-

able. The distribution of portfolios was as

follows

:
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Premier and Minister of Finance, M. Blehr.

Foreign Minister, Dr. Raestad.
Minister of Cults and Education, Olsen
Nalum.

Minister of Justice, O. Amundsen.
Minister of Public Worlts, M. Mjelde.

Minister of Commerce, M. Mowinckel.
Minister of Social Welfare, M. Ostedahl.

Minister of Agriculture, M. Fivet.

Minister of yVar. General Aavatsmark.

Premier Blehr is 74 years old and has

held many important posts in various Nor-

wegian Government. His Cabinet is classi-

fied as bourgeois radical.

The Odelsthing (lower house) of the

Storthing adopted on Sept. 8 a bill forbid-

ding importation of liquors or wines con-

taining more than 14 per cent, of alcohol,

thus confirming the status quo of prohi-

bition in Norway. It was expected that the

Lagthing (Senate) would approve this

measure. The incorrectness of a statement,
" the Lefts favor the present system of

absolute prohibition," in the September

Current History, has been pointed out.

There has never been absolute prohibition

in Norway, though the " bone-drys " there

have hopes, regardless of any afterclap.

During the war Norway put a ban on all

wines and liquors containing more than 12

per cent, of alcohol. Lately, however, fol-

lowing urgent representations from France,

this niaximum was raised to 14 per cent,

in order to obtain the recently concluded

commercial agreement with that country.

By the terms of this commercial treaty,

after France had threatened retaliation

similar to that which Spain and Portugal

carried out, Norway agreed to unlimited

importation of wines containing up to 14

.per cent, of alcohol, and to a certain mini-

mum amount of strong wines and brandies

for medicinal and technical purposes which

would be commercially satisfactory to

France. Negotiations with Portugal and

Spain have met with greater difficulties.

When Norway barred the stronger Spanish

beverages from importation, Spain added

50 per cent, to its import duty on Nor-

wegian klipfisk (dried cod and other stock-

fish). Portugal passed a law which raised

considerably the harbor dues of ships be-

longing to countries which restricted the

importation of Portuguese products and

also the import duty on goods from such

countries.

Already these actions are causing dis-

tress in the Norwegian fishing population,

which for many years has depended on the

shipment of vast amounts of cod and other

stockfish to Spain and Portugal. Codfish

forms one of the main staples of diet of the

Spanish and Portuguese people, especially

the poorer classes; nevertheless, these two
Latin countries threaten, if Norway adopts

absolute prohibition, to put a complete em-
bargo on the Norwegian fish trade and to

import all their codfish from Newfound-
land. Such a change would mean wide-

spread bankruptcy and famine in Norway,
where fishing is one of the largest indus-

tries.

The Prohibition Party is strong and not

inclined to make concessions. A plebiscite

taken in Norway about two years ago
showed a large majority in favor of pro-

hibition. Many Norwegian fishermen who
then voted for the present system of limited

prohibition are now bewailing its afterclap

in the depression of their industry. The
prohibitionists may yet have to accommodate
their demands to the pressure of economic

necessity.

Meanwhile the labyrinthine fjords that

indent the coast of Norway and the multi-

tudinous islands and skerries that fringe

it afford unparalleled advantages for smug-
ling. Large numbers of Norse seafaring

folk have taken to rum-running. They bring

their stocks of " drinkware " (drikkevare)

from Sweden, Denmark and Germany, in

which countries there is nothing to limit

the supply but the length of the buyer's

purse. As it is impossible to employ a

revenue patrol sufficient to catch or even

to discover many of these smugglers, almost

every cargo is disposed of at wholesale or

retail, either within the three-mile limit or

beyond it. Moonshining flourishes also, and

the production of home brew. The usual

complaint is that, although there is plenty

of the legalized 12 to 14 per cent, wines,

these are obtainable only at prices pro-

hibitive to people of moderate means, who
are therefore impelled to undergo the dyna-

mic effects of " home brew " and " moon-
shine."

Norwegian commercial representatives

were officially in Stockholm all through

August while two dramatically contrasted

events were taking place in the Swedish

capital—the secret trial of those involved

in the Bolshevist conspiracy in Northern
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Sweden and Norway, and the commercial

conference between delegates from Norway
and Sweden and representatives from Soviet

Russia. After prolonged negotiations the

Norwegians made a commercial agreement

vi'ith Russia, but it was criticised severely

by the conservative press of Christiania.

Aftenposten published an assertion that this

commercial agreement implied de facto

recognition of the Soviet Government, and

deplored the circumstance that the Nor-

wegian Government had not obtained recog-

nition of compensation claims for Nor-

wegian property seized in Russia by the

Bolsheviki. These claims amounted to

about 300,000,000 kroner.

The continued sinking in value of the Nor-

wegian krone caused the prices of goods to

rise all over Norway. Taking the lowest

prices of 1913 as 100 per cent., the rise for

the month of July was 292.5 per cent.

Captain Roald Amundsen's power-
schooner, the Maud, is undergoing repairs

at Seattle, preparatory to recommencing

the quest for the North Pole early next

May, with the present native crew, besides

Drs. Sverdrup, Olonkin and Wisting. Cap-

tain Amundsen is to have two new men
from Norway, aviators and machinists. One

of these is to be the Norwegian aviator, Odd
Dahl, between whom and the American

aviator, Naulty, there will probably be a

race for the North Pole, in the opinion of

Aftenposten. Besides the new appropria-

tion granted to Amundsen by the Storthing,

new provisions are being collected in Nor-

way under the direction of Professor Torup,

the noted scientist. The relief expedition

sent out to look for Tessem and Knudsen,

the two men missing from the Maud in

Siberia, returned to Christiania on the

power-cutter Heimen about the middle of

August, without news of the men. The ex-

pedition had sought in vain for them from

the middle of August, 1920.

DENMARK—Depression from the great

slump in values caused by German compe-

tition in the Danish markets has reached a

critical stage, according to a long editorial

in Dagens Nyheder, Copenhagen, on the

Industrial Council's report to the Ministry^

of Commerce presented late in August. The
amount of unemployment is startling. The
comparatively few industries that keep in

operation retain only from three-fourths

down to one-sixth of their normal working
forces. In speeches made throughout the

country, the Commerce Ministry repeatedly

attributed the depression to the public's

withholding its purchasing powev. This

view the editor of Dagens Nyhedei* belittled,

declaring that the importation of German
goods while Danish industries lie idle is

patently to blame. Conditions in the tin-

ware industry are cited as typical. Tin-

ware has been bought extensively because
it has to be used. But while the Danish
tinplate factories are depopulated, the im-
ports from Germany have mounted to 450
per cent. Other industries are in propor-

tion.

Since the return of the Danish sovereigns

from their visit to the Faroe Islands, Ice-

land, and Greenland, the Faroese Senate
has been debating vehemently the proposal

of the Faroe Islands Government to alter

the islands' status in the Danish Kingdom.
This is the only essential question that sep-

arates the two Faroese political parties.

The Union (Samband) Party wishes to keep
the communal county (amtskommunal) po-

sition now in force, while the Autonomous
(Selvstyre) Party works for a separation,

so that the Faroe Islands shall occupy a re-

lation to Denmark equal to that which Ice-

land has.

SWEDEN—While the trial of the Bol-

shevist conspirators has progressed in

Stockholm, Soviet agents have been going
about all over Sweden buying up grain.

The authorities have kept a sharp watch on

this traffic, with a view to forbidding grain

export on a large scale. The harvest of

beet-root, rye and wheat promises an un-

usually good yield.

Hugo Stinnes, the German financier, ar-

rived in Sweden early in September and
Went to his estate in Smaland. Although
he is said to be seeking recreation after a

recent automobile accident, the Swedish
papers insist that his visit has to do with

the Swedish-Russian trade negotiations.

Sweden is not feeling as severe a business

depression as Denmark, but German com-
petition here also is making itself disagree-

ably felt. Decline in most industries was
gradual, but the 70,000 to 80,000 unemployed
workmen were the greatest number yet re-

corded in Swedish labor history. Bank-
ruptcies increased in the last fiscal year.



ITALY OUT OF HER QUANDARY
The Bonomi Government suppresses the Arditi del Popolo without reprisals

from the Fascisti, who remain quiescent—Widespread denunciation of

extremists in other parties, and subsidence of militant communism—
Winding up the Fiume affair

[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

THE Parliamentary recess which began

Aug. 6 is expected to last into Octo-

ber. There is comparative tranquillity

in political circles, for, where now the par-

ties are trying to put their houses in order

and little is heard about members of the

Cabinet except their villegiatura, two years

ago Nitti was demoralizing the country by

trying to govern by decrees, and a year ago

Giolitti seemed powerless against the red

flags bobbing up every day in the metal-

lurgic region of the north.

The attempt of the militant communists

to develop an organization to wipe out the

Fascisti, calling it the Arditi del Popolo,

proved a flash in the pan. The carabinieri,

who for months had reflected the growing

authority of the Ministry of the Interior

and its firm directions to the Prefects, kept

things well in hand; so the Fascisti had no

excuse for reprisals.

The Partita Popolare, or Catholic Party,

has recognized more and more the leader-

ship of intelligent Catholics and has de-

nounced those extremists who wished to

make common cause with the Socialists.

The liberal views of the Vatican, recently

expressed on several occasions through both

the Princes of the Church and the Osserva-

tore Romano, have tended to close its ranks

and to pledge its support to the Government
as long as the Government will insist on

law and order. The Congress of Catholic

Young Men of Italy (II Congress© della

Gioventu Cattolica Italiana), which closed

in Rome on Sept. 6, had a strong moral ef-

fect on the party and on the country at

large; for, when the Catholic associations

entered the Vatican to receive the Apostolic

blessing from the Holy Father, they bore

at their head the Tricolore of the Italian

monarchy with the emblems of the house of

Savoy—possibly a significant oriflamme of

peace between Vatican and Quirinal.

Deputy Acero of the Parliamentary Fas-

cisti (Gruppo Fascista), who was instru-

mental in aiding the President of the Cham-
ber in bringing about a truce between the

Fascisti and the United Socialists in the

last days of the session, made an important

declaration on Sept. 1. While he deplored

the disrupture wrought among the Fascisti,

mainly because of misconstruing the atti-

tude of their leaders in regard to socialism,

monarchism and republicanism, and the

withdrawal of Benito Mussolino from among
them, yet all that was needed to unite them,

Acero declared, was a political program
with definite and easily comprehended
political ideals. On Sept. 9 Signer Mus-
solino announced the formation of such a

party as an accomplished fact.

While the Communist Deputy from
Trieste, Nocila Bombacci, continued to make
speeches eulogizing the twenty-one points of

Lenin and the Third International, he was
periodically " shown up " by his erstwhile
" comrade," Giacinto Menotti Serrati, in the

columns of the Avanti. Other Socialist lead-

ers, Turati and Treves, were trying to bring

order out of chaos in order to present a re-

spectable front at the Milan Socialist Con-

gress, which meets in October.

At Turin, where the communist dictator-

ship has kept 70,000 out of work, the So-

cialists, in trying to break the power which

held the men in bondage, came to blows

with the communist leaders and vanquished

them, while gi-oups of Fascisti looked on

smiling. On Aug. 20 a communist mani-

festo was issued calling a general strike.

Thereupon the Labor Confederation, which

a year ago was actively leading the demand

of the workers for the control of the facto-

ries, issued a counter-manifesto, saying,

among other things

:

It is time to do away with this mad policy

of communism, whioli threatens to ruin tho
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proletariat, especially during the present un-
employment crisis.

Just what the Socialists look for at the

Milan congress in October has been im-

parted bj' the Socialist Deputy Morgari in

an interview printed in the Messaggero. He
was noncommittal as to whether the in-

transigeants would secure a majority, but

added:

If they do a scission in the party will be

Inevitable. If Sigrnor Turati's party is suc-

cessful the congress will not adhere to the
Moscow or Amsterdam International but
to the International which has already re-

ceived adhesion of the German Independent
Socialists, the British Independent Labor
Party and the Austrian Socialists.

Italian and Jugoslav commissions con-

tinued at various places to settle the prob-

lems presented by the Treaty of Rapallo

—

from fishery rights off the Dalmatian coast

to the most important question of the Porto

Baros. That the latter shall become Jugo-

slav is said to have been conceded, but the

tenns which were being arranged toward

the middle of September, it is learned,

would not deprive Fiume of the use of the

harbor for commercial purposes. On Sept.

7 the Legionaries of Gabriele d'Annunzio

quit both the harbor and Fiume, and the

Italian General Amantea assumed military

command. All other powers were taken

over by the special Italian Commissioner,

Commandant Castelli, who will attempt to

organize the Government of Fiume. It is

believed that matters will now make rapid

progress, for the present situation of civic

and industrial inactivity is costing Italy

some millions of lire a month, which the

Fiumese were content to have spent on

them so long as nothing more was required

of them than to cry " Viva I'ltalia! " The

real situation was brought home to Com-
mandant Castelli when the Italian and

Jugoslav delegates arranged how the

Zagreb railway should be operated and

the delegates of Fiume arose in opposition.

With no railway or shipping movement, of

course there is no commerce, and for this

stagnation Italy has been paying, while
Jugoslavia has no returns.

On Aug. 31 the new Italo-German com-
mercial treaty became operative for nine

months. After this period it will be auto-
matically renewable, unless denounced on a
month's notice by either of the contracting

parties. Its chief feature is to facilitate

the import and export of food, clothing,

and manufacturing necessaries. On the

same day the Italo-Russian trade agree-

ment was signed. It is similar to the An-
glo-Russian pact—a mere basis for further

negotiations while removing all obstacles

to a renewal of commercial and consular

relations.

On Aug. 23 a decree of the Treasury an-

nounced that in the future the United

States dollar and not the English pound
would be the standard of international pay-

ments. This was done on account of the

stability of the dollar as the practical ex-

change unit.

The cost of replacing the war ruin

wrought in the Asiago and Trentino regions

has been placed at 3,000,000,000 lire at the

present rate of exchange. Over 130,000

homes were destroyed. Of these 50,000

have been rebuilt. It is estimated that in

two years the task will be completed. In

the historical Magistrato alle Acque of Ven-
ice more than 1,500 engineers are at work.

Here 600 co-operative societies, varying in

politics from Socialists to Catholics and
Fascisti, have taken matters into their own
hands and are rebuilding much more quick-

ly than the Government could do. At the

same time they are learning to appreciate

one another's good qualities.

In the north amid the mountain torrents

the electrification of water-power (Italy's

white coal) has made great strides during

the Summer. The Lake of Santa Croce has

been turned into a reservoir containing 120,-

000,000 cubic meters of water, which will

shortly produce 250,000 horsepower. Even
the Piave has been harnessed and its wiies

from Pola to Ancona will next Winter save

the consumption of 1,000,000 tons of coal.



SPAIN'S COSTLY ADVENTURE
IN MOROCCO
[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

THE Spaniards launched an offensive on

Sept. 10 against the insurgent Beiber

tribes from Melilla and other selected

tactical points on the Mediterranean coast

of Morocco. According to report from the

Headquarters Staff at Melilla, the object of

the offensive is to raise the siege of that

city, recover as quickly as possible the lost

Spanish posts in the interior, and drive the

tribes into the mountains before the rainy

season sets in, which will be in the first

week in October.

The force operating from Melilla is said

to consist of 45,000 men; that distributed

at other points, of 20,000. Before the re-

volt the Commandant General at Melilla

had at his disposal (on paper) 25,000 men,
of whom 5,000 were native troops. At the

various posts there were 18,000 "white

.troops and an unknown number of native.

In Paris it is stated that the operations

of Spain are merely intended to re-estab-

lish Spanish honor. In Madrid the press

and public are opposed to a costly punitive

expedition, devised to establish Spanish

authority solely by force of arms. In both

Paris and Madrid it is believed that the

Spanish offensive, although brief, will be

of such a character as to open the way to

an armistice; this is thought to be all the

more certain since many of the more intel-

ligent of the tribal chiefs have already

withdrawn from the conflict. They have
become disgusted, it is said, with the atroci-

ties committed by their less civilized col-

leagues and have appealed to Marshal
Lyautey, the French High Commissioner,

to mediate between them and the Spanish

High Commissioner, General Domaso
Berenguer, who has planned the present

offensive. Indeed the leader of the insur-

gents, Abd-el-Krin, has already sent a mis-

sion to Marshal Lyautey defining the griev-

ances of the Moors and stipulating the con-

ditions of peace. All the same, the French
have disarmed the natives in their zone

and have concentrated 6,000 Senegalese on
the frontier.

On Sept. 9 the Spanish losses, according

to official reports, were set at 20,000 men
and 200 guns, 30,000 rifles, 500 machine
guns, and an immense amount of war

. material.

All signs at Madrid point to the unpopu-
larity of a war in Morocco. A credit of

only 19,000,000 pesetas was decreed by the

Government and ratified by Parliament

with some hesitation. The Spanish Con-

sulates at London, Paris, New York and
other cities opened their books to recruits

for the Foreign Legion. Nearly 500, mostly

war veterans, were enrolled in New York,

but it has not been learned that any have
been embarked. On Sept. 12, Spaniards of

the 1920 class were called to the colors.

Meanwhile, between Aug. 15 and Sept.

ID there were a number of operations,

usually favorable to the Spaniards. On
Aug. 16, Sidi Amaran, which commands the

approach to the Tres Forcas peninsula, on

which Melilla is situated, was captured by
troops under General Sanjurjo; from Aug.
20 to the 27th Spanish warships bombarded
Moorish gatherings on the coast between

Alhucemas and Cape Tres Forcas; the

Spaniards also raised the siege of Mez-
quita, on Sept. 4. On the other hand,

Sheshuan, seventy-five miles south of Ceuta,

in the western part of the zone, fell to the

enemy on Aug. 19; as did Peiion de Valez,

an island eight miles east of Ceuta, held

by the Spaniards since 1664, on Aug. 20;'

also, a few days later, Tefer, thirty miles

from Alkazar Bekir.

The political situation at Madrid is most

complicated. King Alfonso has presented

flags and has made speeches to departing

regiments, but what little news of these

things the censor has allowed to transpire

does not reveal any great amount of en-

thusiasm. The Liberals under the Conde
de Romanones will place no obstacles in the

way of the new National Ministry under

Don Antonio Maura, provided the Govern-

ment does not attempt to conduct military

operations on a large scale—which, how-

ever, seems most unlikely.

In the crisis brought about by the revolt
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of the Moors there are beneath the surface

social forces at work which make the posi-

tion of the Government most hazardous.

The question asked by the press of Madrid

power to restore the authority of the State

which has recently been little more than a

shuttlecock between rival greed and am-
bition, and bankrupt in a rich country ? He

is: Will Maura have the influence and has a great task; also a great opportunity.

SETTLEMENT OF THE MEXICAN
OIL QUESTION

Conference between oil producers and Mexican officials ends in an under-

standing apparently satisfactory to both sides—American Government

still refuses to recognize Obregon unless a treaty is signed

[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1921]

PRODUCTION of oil in Mexico, which

had been suspended by the American
companies owing to the export tax, was

resumed on Sept. 5 and the taxes on oil

held in storage were paid by a majority of

the companies the same day. This was the

result of an agreement reached between

large American companies and the Mexi-

can Government. These companies, seeing

that the demand of the Washington Ad-
ministration on a neighboring State to re-

write its Constitution to suit them was ag-

gravating rather than calming the situation,

decided to take the matter out of the hands

of the State Department.

This was all the more imperative, as the

British companies, recognizing the right of

Mexico to manage its own affairs, had paid

the tax and continued to export oil right

along. Therefore, Walter C. Teagle, Presi-

dent of the Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey; J. W. Van Dyke, President of the

Atlantic Refining Company; Harry F. Sin-

clair, Chairman of the Sinclair Consolidated

Corporation, and Amos L. Beatty, President

of the Texas Company, left New York on

Aug. 24 for Mexico City, being joined en

route by E. L. Doheny, President of the

Mexican Petroleum Company, to confer di-

rectly with the Mexican authorfities, hav-

ing previously ascertained that opportunity

for such a conference would be granted.

President Obregon, when asked for his

opinion regarding the visit of the five com-

pany executives, said : " I believe this is

the first step they have taken over the

shortest road."

The American Association of Mexico, an

organization formed to represent the in-

terests of landowners and other Americans
who formerly lived in Mexico, sent a pi-otest

to Secretary Hughes and Secretary Fall

against the trip of the oil men, saying:

"An adjustment of the present controversy

over taxes would be far from a settlement

of the oil question in Mexico and much less

a settlement of the attitude of the Mexican
Government with regard to property rights

and the interests in general of Americans

in Mexico." But the great oil companies

having decided, the State Department
acquiesced.

The oil men wei*e met on Aug. 28 at San
Luis Potosi by representatives from Mexico

City and Tampico, with whom they con-

ferred on their way to the capital, which

they reached the next day. They lost no

time in formalities and began their con-

ferences with Adolfo de la Huerta, Seci-e-

tary of the Treasury, on the afternoon of

Aug. 29, and saw President Obregon the

next day. Six days were devoted to confer-

ences and by Sept. 3 all difficulties had been

settled and the oil men signed an agreement

arranging the oil taxes. They were photo-

graphed in a group with Secretary de la

Huerta, who then took the agreement to

President Obregon at Chapultepec to sign.

The latter described it as " a happy and

satisfactory solution to all concerned."
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Meanwhile a decision involving the famous

Article 27 was rendered by the Supreme
Court of Mexico on Aug. 30, in a suit

brought by the Texas Oil Company in 1919

against the Mexican Department of Com-
merce and Industry. The decision upholds

the contention of the American oil opera-

tors that Article 27, which vests in the na-

tion the ownership of subsurface mineral

wealth, cannot affect private titles validly

acquired before May 1, 1917, when the new
Constitution went into effect. By a unani-

mous vote the Court decided in favor of the

Texas Company and enjoined the Depart-

ment of Commerce and Industry from de-

nouncing rights to lands held by the com-

pany before that date.

Justice Adolfo Arias, who prepared the

decision, argued that such a denouncement

would be in direct violation of Article 14 of

the same Constitution, which states that

" no law shall be given retroactive effect to

the prejudice of any person whatsoever."

He was emphatic in declaring that the

nationalization of petroleum deposits under

Article 27 of the Constitution must not be

made retroactive and applicable to lands

legally acquired under the mining law as it

stood prior to May 1, 1917. The decision

sets a precedent, according to Benito

Flores, one of the Justices, for the Court's

action in dealing with nearly 150 other

cases.

Mexican opinion regarding the effect of

the decision on the question of recognition

was that the American State Department

probably would maintain its insistence that

President Obregon sign a treaty first, inas-

much as the Supreme Court's action or even

a Congressional enactment might be sub-

ject tc revision or modification by any suc-

ceeding administration. It was pointed out

that the Supreme Court two years ago de-

clared Article 27 retroactive, and the Mexi-

can Foreign Office is reported to have

similarly informed the American Embassy
six months ago. In Washington it was said

if careful study of the decision convinces

the State Department that Article 27 must
be held non-retroactive it would go further

toward settling pending controversies with

Mexico than any other step.

Mexican taxes on American oil held in

storage amounted to a levy on some 30,000,-

000 barrels, and under the arrangement

with the companies production taxes will

be paid every three months, instead of

monthly. The Government is studying a
new sliding scale of oil prices, taking the

English and American markets as the base

on which the present export tax may be

reduced. In commenting on the Supreme
Court decision, Herbert G. Wiley, Vice
President of the Mexican Petroleum Com-
pany, said that if the taxes were reduced to

suit the oil companies the State Depart-

ment's objection to recognizing Mexico

would be waived.
" No special privileges " was the keynote

of President Obregon's message delivered

in person on the opening of the Mexican
Congress on Sept. 1. He declared that the

signing of a treaty with the United States

was " neither possible, convenient nor neces-

sary " and was contrary to Mexican ideas,

inasmuch as it would create special privi-

leges for Americans. Mexico asked for

recognition only on the ground of her legal

and governmental ability to fulfill her in-

ternational obligations. Making it depend-

ent upon conditions, as the United States

demanded, he said, was unjustified.

Three questions in dispute had been

placed in the way of settlement—Article 27,

claims for damages and the foreign debt.

There were 1,440 damage claims, aggregat-

ing 221,331,891 pesos, of which claims for

93,965,045 were by foreigners. Mexico's

invitation to form an international commis-

sion to adjust claims for damages during

the last ten years of revolution had been

accepted by China, Spain and Holland.

Twenty-four nations. President Obregon

said, had recognized Mexico, and he

enumerated them as follows: Argentina,

Austria, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China,

Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Germany,

Guatem.ala, Holland, Honduras, Italy,

Japan, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,

Peru, Salvador, Spain, Sweden, Uruguay,

and Venezuela. Cordial messages had been

received from France and Switzerland.

Reports submitted by members of the

Cabinet were unanimously optimistic.

The army has been reduced by 30,000

men and the War Department budget has

been decreased 26,000,000 pesos. All

groups which were in arms against the

Government had been exterminated or had
surrendered. Scattered uprisings, the
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Secretary declared, were not due to pop-

ular desire, but represented personal am-

bitions.

Twenty-one banks which were closed dur-

ing Carranza's administration, had been re-

opened and only three remained for final

adjudication. More than 8,000,000 pesos

had been spent for the rehabilitation of the

railroads, and several more millions to im-

prove port conditions. The credit of $2,-

,500,000 extended by the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Company is to be i:sed to purchase

rolling stock and construction material for

the national railways. Ramon P. Denegei,

who is President Obregon's personal repre-

sentative on the Board of Directors, says

that the railroads have lost more than

$300,000,000 by gi*aft, and as a result have

become lamentably inefficient. Vera Cruz,

Tampico and Laredo have been congested,

but the situation is gradually clearing.

Henry P. Fletcher, Under Secretary of

State, in an interview on Aug. 11 with

Senor Ugarte, Director of the Universal of

Mexico City, showed that the Harding Ad-

ministration had no intention of recogniz-

ing the Obregon Government in advance of

the signing of a treaty. A translation of

this interview was given out by the State

Department on Aug. 20. In it Mr. Fletcher

said :
" It is absolutely untnie that oil in-

fluences are determining the action of the

American Government."

Senator King of Utah on Aug. 15 de-

nounced President Obregon, saying that his

policy was to confiscate American property

and divide it among Mexicans without giv-

ing any return. In defense of Obregon,

Senator Ashurst of Arizona asserted that

his State had suffered more than any other,

nevertheless had unanimously petitioned

Washington for recognition of Mexico. The

State Legislatures of Michigan, Illinois,

Oklahoma, California and Texas had taken

similar action. President Obregon, he de-

clared, was a man of integrity and high
impulses.

Celebration of the centenary of Mexican
independence on Sept. 12 precedes by one

month Spain's celebration of the 400th

anniversary of the conquest of Mexico, post-

poned fi-om Aug. 13 to Oct. 12 on account

of the Spanish reverses in Morocco. The
Mexican celebration is marked by a brilliant

season of opera, which began on Sept. 3.

The company includes singers from the

Metropolitan Opera, New York, the Chicago

Grand Opera Company and notable opera

companies of Europe. Latin America is to

be represented in force at the celebration,

many States sending official delegations.

Passport requirements for Americans were
waived and railroad fares to Mexico City

were reduced 20 per cent, for the occasion.

A campaign of economy in expenditure

and expansion in production has been in-

augurated by the Obregon Administration.

It includes the abolition of petty graft in

the use of Government automobiles, dis-

continuance of supplying gorgeous gala uni-

forms to officers gratis, and a reduction of

ten per cent, in the wages of all Federal

employes. A tax is placed on all lottery

winnings running from 2M per cent, to

10 per cent, on prizes above $5,000.

To encourage the production of homes
and offices in Mexico City, all buildings for

residence or business purposes, construc-

tion of which is begun within six months,

will be exempt from taxation until June

30, 1926. National lands in the territory of

Quintana, which have stood idle since 1909,

are to be divided into small tracts and sold

on easy terms to farmers. The export duty

on sisal has been reduced from 6 to 2 cents

in an effort to revive the industry in Yu-
catan. Import duties on automobiles and

flour have been removed. The Government
is sending a party of agricultural experts

through Western Canada to study the work-

ings of agricultural colleges.



CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION
Constitution of the new Federation signed at Tegucigalpa—It grants

woman suffrage—Settlement of the Panama-Costa Rica dispute enforced

[Period Ended Sept. 12, 1021]

THE Constitution of the Federation of

Central American Eepublics was signed

at Tegucigalpa, Honduras, on Sept. 10,

by representatives of Guatemala, Honduras
and Salvador, and it was announced that on

Oct. 15 elections would be held in the

three States for members of the Federal

Council. Tegucigalpa is to be the Federal

capital. The Constitution grants woman suf-

frage. Nicaragua, it was thought, would

join the union if the Constitution would per-

mit any member State not only to live up
to any treaty obligations already incurred,

but also to negotiate and carry out any

future treaty agreements that might be

necessary. Nicaragua had in mind the

treaty with the United States granting per-

mission to build an interoceanic canal across

her territory. As this treaty is only general,

a more definite agreement as to details will

be needed when the time comes to build the

canal, and Nicaragua wants her liberty of

action assured. Costa Rica and Panama
have made no move to join the union.

NICARAGUA—A state of war was pro-

claimed in the northern part of Nicaragua

on Aug. 23 against armed bands which in-

vaded the country from Honduras and cap-

tured the villeges of Limay and Somoto,

near the Pacific Coast. Three thousand

troops were sent to the scene and forced the

bands to flee to Honduras, where they were

captured and disarmed. They numbered
1,208 soldiers and 103 officers.

GUATEMALA—An uprising of Indians

in the Department of Zacapa, Guatemala,

near the Honduran border, occurred in

August. Two chieftains, Urango and Zula,

as the result of a dispute concerning the

possession of lands, joined forces, entered

a village, killed the commandante and held

up the day train on its way to the planta-

tions. A trainload of soldiers from Guate-

mala City quelled the disturbance.

PANAMA—Costa Rica has sent troops

to occupy the Coto region in dispute with

Panama and the incident is closed, although

President Porras, in a manifesto issued on
Aug. 24, protesting against the occupation,

said:

Panama reserves the right to occupy,
whenever opportunity offers, the territory

adjudicated to her by the Loubet award and
also to make effective all ri&lits originating
from an unprecedented act by which Costa
Rica violated the existing status quo be-
tween the two nations.

Secretary Hughes on Aug. 18 sent a note

to Panama saying there was no reason why
the United States should suggest to Costa

Rica
that it delay longer taking jurisdiction over
the territory which is now occupied by
Panama and which was adjudged to belong
to Costa Rica by the terms of the Loubet
award.

Costa Rica meanwhile had notified the

United States that it was ready to assume
immediately jurisdiction over the territory

referred to.

At Secretary Hughes' request, a battal-

ion of marines, consisting of 18 officers

and 388 men, was sent to the Canal Zone,

leaving Philadelphia on board the battleship

Pennsylvania on Aug. 21. At the Canal
Zone the men were to be transferred to a

gunboat and sent to the Coto region on the

Pacific. It should be remembered there

never was any question that Coto belonged

to Costa Rica, but Panama had been oc-

cupying it to force boundary concessions

from Costa Rica on the Atlantic side.

Panama, yielding to force, ordered Coto

evacuated by civilian authorities so that

Costa Ricans on their arrival would find

no Panama Government representatives

there. Narciso Garay, Panama's Foreign
Minister, who was in Washington endeavor-

ing to present Panama's side of the dispute,

on Aug. 23 was ordered to leave after filing

a protest at Washington. Secretary Hughes
on the previous day notified Panama that
" because of its special treaty relations to

Panama " the United States Government
could not permit Panama to renew hostili-
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ties against Costa Rica when the latter pro-

ceeded to occupy the territory.

Chief Justice Taft, on Aug. 24, appointed

Professor John F. Hayford, dean of the

College of Engineering, Northwestern Uni-

versity, and Professor Ora Miner Leland

of Cornell University to delimit the boun-

dary in co-operation with one engineer

named by Costa Rica and one by Panama,

in accordance with the Porras-Anderson

Treaty. These are the same two professors

who were selected by Chief Justice White

some years ago.

Panama refused to name any commission-

er or to recognize those appointed by Chief

Justice Taft. Dr. Garay left Washington

for Panama on Aug. 24, after filing a pro-

test stating that the action of the United

States shows that " force still rules " the

relations between nations and that the

rights of people are esteemed only in pro-

portion to the rifles, machine guns and

cannon they can employ to enforce those

rights. He asserted that the United States

had assumed powers which were not con-

ferred on it by the Canal Treaty or the

Panama Constitution. Panama, he said,

" cries to Heaven against the injustice

"

and " will look to the future to see that re-

deeming justice comes some day by the in-

exorable design of God." In reply. Secre-

tary Hughes said he was " unable to find

that any of the statements made by your

Excellency require further comment from
me."

Panama evacuated the disputed territory

on Sept. 5, and on Sept. 9 the State Depart-

ment announced that Costa Rica had taken

peaceful possession.

PANAMA CANAL ZONE—It had been

agreed (Aug. 15) to take a final vote

Oct. 10 on Senator Borah's bill providing

exemption from tolls by American coastwise

vessels passing through the Panama Canal,

but it was later said that it would be post-

poned until after the Disarmament Confer-

ence at the urgent solicitation of President

Harding. As Great Britain is to be the

principal foreign power at the Disarma-

ment Conference, it was not thought politic

to offend her by previously passing a bill

in violation of what the late Ambassador
Walter Hines Page described as the " spe-

cific and solemn agreement of the Hay-
Pauncefote Ti-eaty," the former attempt at

which so " amazed " the British. Moreover,

the British Government had indicated that

it did not regard with favor the proposal

to exempt American coastwise shipping

from paying Canal tolls, according to an
Associated Press dispatch from Washing-
ton dated Aug. 12.

BRITISH WEST INDIES DEMAND
SELF-RULE
[Period Exded Sept. 12, .1921]

BRITISH colonies in the West Indies are

demanding of the home Government a

larger measure of self-i*ule. The Wind-
ward Islands, with headquarters in Gre-

nada, hitherto administered by officials

and members of a Legislative Council nomi-

nated by the Crown, are to have four elect-

ed members in the Council, according to

a decision by the Secretary of the Colonies.

Trinidad also is out for representative gov-

ernment, a public meeting in Port of Spain

on Aug. 11 having unanimously voted that

" the time has come when the inhabitants

of the colony should have a voice in the

government thereof,"

BAHAMAS—Never since the days of pi-

racy has such an opportunity for gain

come to the inhabitants of the Bahamas.
Money is circulating in Nassau in quanti-

ties undreamed of, and all other business

has been practically abandoned for that of

supplying American customers with liquor.

Care is taken to restrict their trade to

their own island, the goods being delivered

only to the nearest wharf. Some vessels

under the British flag engage in supplying
Americans beyond the three-mile limit. The
United States Treasury's contention of the

right to seize British ships twelve miles

from shore is not conceded, and Great Brit-
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ain has protested against any overhauling

of foreign vessels outside the three-mile

limit.

CUBA—Havana newspapers have been

attacking Major General Crowder for his

prolonged stay in Cuba, calling it a " po-

tential menace." The State Department, in

view of these criticisms, made it plain that

the Administration is satisfied with the

work of General Crowder and has no in-

tention of recalling him.

American marines sent to Oamaguey at

the beginning of the World War were still

there in August. This was revealed by an

attack on Major Leroy Foster on Aug. 6

by two Cubans, who injured him so seri-

ously that he was still in the hospital on

Sept. 5, when his father, George Foster,

of Scribner, Neb., asked for a Government
investigation, saying that the two assail-

ants were permitted to go free.

Cuban loans are proposed in bills passed

and laid before President Zayas in August.

One is for $50,000,000 to be negotiated in

the United States, and another is for an

internal loan of $45,000,000. As the Piatt

amendment forbids any loan, external or

internal, unless revenues of the republic

are sufficient to meet expenditures, includ-

ing amortization and interest, a new tax

bill was passed raising revenue sufficient

to meet those items. Approval was sought

at Washington by the Cuban commercial

mission, headed by Sebastian Gelabert, the

Finance Minister.

Seiior Cespedes, Cuban Minister at Wash-

ington, on Aug. 30 formally pi-oiested

against the Fordney tariff bill as i-uinous to

Cuba's trade. The emergency tariff bill,

he declared, had already caused an " over-

night loss of $32,000,000" to Cuba. The
proposed duties would seriously impair
American investments in Cuba and injure

exports from the United States amounting
to $515,000,000.

PORTO RICO—Governor E. Mont Reily,

by a rather brusque letter to Antonio Bar-

celo. President of the Porto Rican Senate,

on Aug. 17, has aroused a storm of indig-

nation. Seiior Barcelo had i*ecommendeu
three persons for local offices, and Gov-

ernor Reily replied: " I want you fully to

understand that I shall never appoint any
man to any office who is an advocate of in-

dependence. When you publicly renounce

independence and break loose from some of

your pernicious and un-American associates,

then I will be glad to have your recommen-
dations." Governor Reily, who was the

Harding pre-convention Western campaigi:

manage!', also wants Spanish eliminated in

favor of English in the curriculum of the

public schools. Members of the Porto

Rican colony in New Y'ork on Sept. 4 adopt-

ed resolutions calling upon President Har-
ding to remove Governor Reily.

Pope Benedict has appointed the Rev.

George C. Caruana, secretary to Cardinal

Dougherty of Philadelphia, to be Bishop of

Porto Rico, succeeding the late Bishop

Jones. Father Caruna is a native of Malta
and was educated by English Jesuits.

LOSING OUR TRADE IN
SOUTH AMERICA

MOST Argentine firms have only a

small stock of American goods left

and when that is gone no more will

be ordered," said W. K. Ackley, head of the

American Foreign Banking Corporation at

Buenos Aires, to an interviewer on Aug. 12.

" During the war, while the European na-

tions were helpless to defend their com-
merce in South America, the United States

secured a brilliant and imposing position.

Americans are now losing it through laxity,

and it is returning to the hands of British,

French, Germans, and Italians." The Epoca
of Buenos Aires says North American in-

vestors have shown little inclination to put

tlieir money into South American enter-

rrises or to consult Latin-American tastes.

While praising the " open door " policy

which is to eliminate unjust privileges, the

American Government adopts an emei-gency

tariff in protection of its own producers

which constitutes a severe blow to Argen-
tine exportation.

ARGENTINA—Although the first oil
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well in Argentina was drilled thirteen

years ago, the fields are only now be-

ginning to attract attention from for-

eign capital. English, Dutch, French

and Gemian interests are competing

for concessions and have obtained com-

paratively large areas. Swiss and Bel-

gian capital is also interested. * * *

Bids opened for bridge work disclosed Ger-

man offers at one-third American costs.

German deliveries are prompt and ample

end American articles are being ousted

from the market, but the Germans are less

effective in selling heavy machinery, loco-

motives, rails and other large steel prod-

ucts. * * * Germany is awaiting the re-

turn of the Argentine Minister to his post

to perform at Kiel the ceremony of atone-

ment which she has agreed to make for the

sinking of the steamers Monte Protegida

and Toro during the war. * * * Traffic

between Argentina and Russia was resumed

on Sept. 2, when a Norweg:ian steamship

left Buenos Aires for Petrograd with a

cargo of flour purchased by the Soviet Gov-

ernment. A Spanish mission arrived in

Buenos Aires on Aug. 24 to study a plan to

establish airship communication between

Spain and Argentina. On the ocean a rec-

ord voyage was made by the Vestris of the

Lamport & Holt Line, from Buenos Aires to

New York in 16 days 11 hours and 54 min-

utes.

BOLIVIA—A request was forwarded by
Bolivia to the League of Nations Secretary

to present one phase of the Tacna-Arlca

dispute between Chile, Peru and Bolivia to

the Assembly of the League at Geneva for

adjudication. Consideration was set for

Sept. 6, but the Chilean delegation threat-

ened to withdraw if it came up. Bolivia

asked the League to revise the Treaty of

1904 with Chile, in which Chile's authority

was recognized in Antofagasta, while Chile

gave custom houses to Bolivia there and

at Arica, besides promising to build a

railway from Arica to La Paz, the Bolivian

capital—a railway which has been in opera-

tion since 1913. Augustin Edwards, head

of the Chilean delegation, argued that the

League cannot revise peace treaties, other-

wise it must concede the right to Germany,
Austria and Turkey. Finally, at the sug-

gestion of Mr. Karnebeek, who presided

over the Assembly, discussion of the sub-

ject was postponed. Chile, on Sept. 11, con-

sented to refer to a commission of three

jurists her dispute with Bolivia over the

Treaty of 1904.' * * * Bolivia has a

minor dispute with Chile regarding the use

of the waters of the Mauri River, which
starts in Peru, crosses the Tacna district,

and enters Bolivia. Chile proposed to use

the river to irrigate part of the Tacna re-

gion, but Bolivia opposes it.

BRAZIL—An American engineering firm

has received a contract to supei^ise the

reclamation of Brazil's semi-arid States.

Five large dams are to be constructed in

Ceara and Parahyba, turning several val-

leys into reservoirs to store up the water

of the rainy season from January to April

and distribute it during the dry season fi*om

May to December, when scarcely any rain

falls. * * * The second half of an is-

sue of 850,000,000 in twenty-year 8 per

cent, gold bonds of Brazil was offered for

sale in New York on Aug. 30 and over-

subscribed within an hour. * * * One
thousand German emigrants left Hamburg
for Rio Janeiro on Aug. 23, completing the

contingent of 3,000 to whom the Brazilian

Government offered free passage.

CHILE—A general lockout at the Port

of Valparaiso was begun on Aug. 18 by

direction of the Commercial Association.

Non-union workmen were hired to unload

foreign vessels. The new Premier, Hector

Laso, declared that the Gk)vernment would

protect any one who wished to work. On
Aug. 29 the maritime workers who had

been locked out declared themselves ready

to work under the old conditions.

COLOMBIA—The Colombian Cabinet re-

signed on Sept. 4, announcing that the step

was taken to promote harmony between the

Executive and the legislative body. * * *

The National City Bank of New York on

Aug. 19 announced that its branches at

Barranquilla, Bogota and Medellin, Colom-

bia, had been closed owing to unprofitable

business and slow collections.

PERU—A dispatch from Lima on Sept.

6 announced that a group of American

farmers, comprising the advance guard of a

colonization scheme involving 200 farmers

from the West, had arrived on its way to

the Pampa del Sacramento Valley, along

the headwaters of the Amazon River in
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Northern Peru, where the colony is to be

established. The party was in charge of

J. B, Schoenfelt of Okmulgee, Okla., for-

merly United States Indian Agent for

Oklahoma Territory, who obtained for col-

onization purposes a grant of 650,000 acres

of agricultural and forest lands from the

Peruvian Government in October, 1920.

URUGUAY—President Brum has sent to

the Uruguayan Congress a bill providing

suffrage for women and all other legal

rights held by men.

VENEZUELA— General Jose Manuel
Hernandez, at one time one of the most
spectacular figures in Latin-American his-

tory, died in New York on Aug. 25, at the

age of 68. He was the leader of many
revolutions in Venezuela, generally known
by the nickname of El Mocho, " the crip-

pled," because he had lost some of the

fingers of his right hand in a battle. In

1914 he made his last revolutionary effort,

but found little support and later lived in

Havana.

STORM CLOUDS IN INDIA

IN the face of things, all is well in

India, from the viewpoint of the Brit-

ish raj. So at least the India Office

officials in London declare to the British

people in the public press. The reform

measures initiated by Lord Chelmsford, the

former Viceroy, and Mr. Montagu, the

British Secretaiy for India, it is declared,

have begun to give the Indian people that

for which they have longed—representative

Government. The work of the new As-

sembly Council at Delhi, it is asserted, has

been such as to inspire great confidence

that it will ultimately prepare India for the

consummation of her national desires—in-

dependence as ari integral member of the

empire with Dominion status. Mr. Gandhi's

movement of non-co-operation is proving

itself impotent. Lord Reading, the new
Viceroy, and one of the most brilliant ju-

dicial minds of Great Britain, has taken

hold of the Indian situation with a strong-

hand. From his first encounter with Mb,
Gandhi the Viceroy has come out tri-

umphant, and Mr, Gandhi, under the threat

of prosecution, was forced to exact a signed

retraction from his Mohammedan allies

—

the Ali brothers—of violent statements

made by them in public addresses inciting

to rebellion. Free speech is allowed short

of direct subversive propaganda. The popu-
lation is generally peaceful. The Malabar
uprisings in Southern India, which oc-

curred in August and which cost hundi-eds

of lives, were staged not by native Indians,

but by a fanatic sect—the Moplahs—the de-

scendants of Arab Mohammendans who emi-

grated to India long ago, and who have

never lost their warlike proclivities and
their hatred of Hindus and Europeans alike.

The status of Indian citizenship outside of

India has been raised by the Imperial Con-
ference. The political development of India

is progressing favorably, and there is every
ground of hope for the future of India

within the empire.

Such is the rosy-tinted picture limned by
the India Office. How far do the British

people accept it as a true depiction of af-

fairs in the mighty Indian empire whose
population totals 300,000,000 souls, one-

fifth of the world's entire population?

Numerous letters of protest against this

roseate view have been printed of late in

the English press, emanating from men
whose knowledge of India is first-hand and
intimate. The most striking contradiction

thus far published was an impressive article

conti-ibuted by Sir Michael O'Dwyer, late

Lieutenant Governor of India's stormiest

and most disaffected province, the Punjab,
in the August number of The Fortnightly

Review, under the title " Present Conditions

in India." This article is devoted in the

main to an analysis of the working of the

Chelmsford-Montagu " Reforms." Sir

Michael, it should be remembered, was in

control of affairs in the Punjab when the

Amritsar massacres occurred, the respon-

sibility for which was thrown on General

Dyer, who was subsequently reprimanded

severely by the Government and dismissed

from Indian service. What the late Lieu-

tenant Governor says has weight, both be-

cause of his former high official rank and
because of his long and close contact with
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conditions in India. Briefly summarized,

his conclusions regarding the reforms are

these

:

The so-called democratic regime now es-

tablished in India is a mockery. The mem-
bers of the Provincial Councils represent

the voices of less than 1 per cent., and those

of the Central Assembly at Delhi less than

one-tenth of 1 per cent., of the population.

The great masses are debarred, and will be

debarred for many years to come, from the

electoral franchise. Realization of this fact

makes them easy victims of the Gandhi-Ali

anti-English pi-opaganda. The Indian mem-
bers of the Councils and the Central As-

sembly are drawn exclusively from the Eng-

lish-educated lawyer class. Indians who are

not afraid to speak their mind have long

leveled against the British Indian Govern-

ment the reproach that it has imposed on

India a " Vakil Raj" or lawyers' rule. The
lawyer, the journalist and the professional

politician, many of whom are secretly dis-

loyal and of a trouble-making tendency,

have been selected for the Government of

the empire which the rural classes, the

Indian aristocracy, the landowners and in-

dustrialists maintain by their labor and

loyalty. All these have no representation

in the Government of India. This augurs

ill, not well, of the future. Gandhi has not

failed to use it as a new argument to prove

the futility of trusting the British rulers

to give India any effective form of popular

government.

It is, however. Sir Michael's picture of

the mood of the people as a whole, and their

attitude to the British political officers and

their families, which gives most food for

thought. The situation he sets forth is little

less than alarming, as may be gathered

from a passage such as this:

The officers of Government, from the

highest down, are regularly obstructed and
insulted in public ; the masses, hitherto loyal

and courteous, are being embittered against

the hated foreigner, whether official or non-

official : shops are shut in protest when they

appear on tour, supplies refused, transport

facilities withheld. In many parts of India

the district officer, on whose vigilant watch
over his subordinates, maintained by con-

stant touring, the efficiency of the Adminis-
tration largely turns, is unable to move out-

side headquarters. Isolated Europeans in

remote stations are living in constant fear

of attack ; their servants are intimidated into

deserting them, their property is raided or
burned.

Various writers of the British press de-

clare that the situation in India is ominous,

that the British are living there in a virtual

state of isolation and constant apprehen-

sion. Gandhi, the most formidable enemy
England has ever had in India, is unremit-

ting in his activities. The " victory " won
by Lord Reading was an empty one, con-

sisting merely in the pledge to tone down
the violent utterances of the brothers Ali to

a point just short of liability to prosecu-

tion. It is essential that these powerful

allies to the Gandhi cause should conserve

their liberty of action. The latest advices

indicate that though they are observing

more caution, they are showing no decline

in anti-English bitterness.

Other propagandists of less luminance

are daily transgressing the limits prescribed

and are being arrested and tried for sedi-

tion. And Mr. Gandhi marches on. His

latest demonstration was one in favor of the

public burning of all cloth of British manu-
facture, the example for which he set him-

self. Many of his fanatic followers are

consigning to the flames all the foreign

cloth they possess. The first two stages of

the Mahatma's program—refusal to accept

Government titles and honors and refusal to

attend Government schools—^have been exe-

cuted with a much wider success than is

generally believed. The next two stages, re-

fusal to serve in the Government police or

the Indian army and refusal to pay Gov-

ernment taxes, loom in the future. What
cares Gandhi—this dark little wisp of a

man, who lives like a Hindu monk and fa-

natically believes that India can be saved

only by a return to the teachings of the

ancient Vedas and to a primitive state of

society—for the public renunciation of his

movement by Indians of lofty intellectual

rank such as Rabindranath Tagore? Tagore

is a poet. England, the national enemy,

must be dispossessed. And so powerful is

Gandhi that the Government of India is

afraid to arrest him, and Gandhi and the

people of India know that the Government
is afraid to arrest him. Wherever he goes he

is treated with love and veneration. The
people bow down before him at railway

stations and kiss the hem of his garment.

Lord Reading has yet to show that he can

keep this situation from developing into

another Indian mutiny.



THE RIGHT ROAD TO
BUSINESS RECOVERY

Foundations for a new era of prosperity indicated by Otto H.

Kahn and other financial leaders—Prices now the crux of the

whole problem—Adoption of a monetary policy that will give

producers an opening for activity without inflating prices again

To turn for encouragement and testimony

of forthcoming improvement in world

affairs, toward a land of utter misery,

of stai'vation and pestilence, of political mis-

mle and social ignorance, a land which
seems to have exhausted the range of hu-

man distress, has in it something of the

grotesque. Yet it is toward Russia, the un-

fortunate, that the eyes of Europe are turn-

ing and toward which the eyes of America
should turn. For there can be seen the

earnest of better times which are to come
over the whole world, if only the nations of

the world grasp the opportunity which is

offered.

In Russia lies the salvation of war-ex-

hausted Europe. The acreage of a conti-

nent, its fields, its forests, the minerals that

lie beneath the ground, could supply the

wants of practically all the transatlantic

nations, could they be worked scientifically

under a stable and wise Government. And
therein is the hope which may be a recom-

pense for the agony which has come upon
Russia.

Under the Bolsheviki the land was truly

the dark continent which it has been called,

as dark as Darkest Africa in the days be-

fore exploration. Today famine has broken

the grip of the rulers whose own crazed

ideas brought it on. The Russia which
Hoover and the relief workers of Europe
leave will be a different Russia from the

Russia they entered. The change cannot
come abruptly and at once—at least, it

probably will not—but come it must, and it

is possible now for those who are trying to

gMide Europe through a period of recon-

struction to see ahead a Russia which, eco-

nomically, shall somewhat resemble the

Russia of the Czars, and shall differ from

it not in any lessened, but probably in a
wider, field of usefulness.

Otto H. Kahn is among those who have
seen these possibilities. Upon his recent re-

turn from Europe he cited the Russian situ-

ation as one of the most significant devel-

opments he had noted in comparing his im-

pressions recently formed with those with

which he returned to the United States a

year ago.

First in importance he put the fact that

the theories of Bolshevism have been wholly

discredited and have ceased to be a con-

tagious ini^li^ence and an article of faith

Avith all but a small fraction of the bona
fide working people of Europe. Second, he

found that the eyes of the industrial na-

tions of Europe were on Russia, as the new
land of unlimited possibilities, and, third,

that there seemed to be almost universal

recognition, even in strongly antagonistic

quarters, that for the commercial penetra-

tion and the proper economic ordering and

development of a regenerated or to-be-re-

generated Russia, the active co-operation

of Germany was requisite and essential,

owing to her contiguity and her knowledge

of Russian ways and qualities and con-

ditions.

" England and France," said Mr. Kahn,
" are alive to that situation, and their finan-

cial and industrial leaders are astir, es-

pecially those of England, with traditional

enterprise, skill and foresight. American

co-operation would be welcome at this time.

It would appear to me that this situation

should receive the careful and prompt at-

tention of American industry and finance,

lest by standing aloof too long we may find

ourselves foreclosed from desirable oppor-

tunities when the proper time arrives. This

suggestion is, of course, entirely apart from
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the political or moral question of according

any recognition to the Soviet Government
until and unless it be sanctioned by unmis-

takable action through the free vote of the

Eussian people."

America, Mr. Kahn pointed out, looms so

lai'ge as an actual, and still more a poten-

tial, factor in \vorld affairs that our do-

mestic affairs formed an appropriate sub-

ject for discussion in even so cursory a

survey of world matters as his trip abroad

had enabled him to make.
" It was inevitable," Mr. Kahn asserted,

" that the artificially stimulated boom
period of the war years and the period

immediately following should be succeeded

by a drastic and painful process of read-

justment to normal conditions, though it

need not have been as drastic and painful

as it was and, indeed, still is. At any rate,

it seems to me the time has come when we
should rouse ourselves out of the slough of

industrial despond. And I believe we can

do so if we make a determined effort and

pull together and follow that road which

is marked by the signposts of economic

soundness."

Guide to the Right Road

What are these signposts? Mr. Kahn
has summarized them so well that his words
may be used:

First, a wise taxation policy. After all,

the total sum required to be raised by taxa-

tion for our Gove)Timental needs, while vast

in comparison with ante-war years, is rela-

tively light in compai-ison with what it is in

the principal countries of Europe, as pro-

portionate to our wealth and population and

theirs. The burden of taxation, direct and

indirect, resting on the man of small or

moderate means in America is many times

lighter than it is in any of the leading coun-

tries of Europe. That is as it should be,

and no revision of taxation would or should

be considered by Congress which would re-

lieve the well-to-do at the expense of the

masses of the people. If our system of tax-

ation has been, as undoubtedly it has been,

a strongly intensifying factor in biinging

about the present situation in business col-

lapse and unemployment and in retarding

recovery, the reason is not so much tlie total

size of our tax bill—though that, of couri^e,

waf extravagantly swollen and must and

will be greatly reduced—but the fact that

taxation was dumped on the back of busi-

ness and capital most clumsily and crudely.

We cannot have a return to normal busi-

ness conditions, we cannot have vigorous
enterprise, until we shall have corrected

the most glaring, at least, among the faults

of our present system of raising revenue.

Second, a wise credit and loan policy.

There has been too much willingness in cer-

tain quarters to promote enterprises, to

float securities for public sale and to facili-

tate business expansion when prices were
abnoi-mally high and a policy of caution

and restriction was indicated. The con-

comitant of that attitude was insufficient

willingness or ability to grant loans and
credits when the danger flag of unduly

swollen prices had disappeared. In times

like the present, the attitude of those who
ai'e in charge of the business of loans and

credits should be one of active encourage-

ment and of a ready willingness, within the

limits of prudence and capacity, to extend

adequate facilities to borrowers for legiti-

mate needs at home and abroad.

Third, a wise tariff policy. Our Govern-

ment, during the war and for some time

aft-er, extended huge loans to European
Governments—I venture to think with un-

due and unnecessary lavishness. Private

loans and credits have likewise been ex-

tended to foreign applicants to a very large

aggregate, and perhaps not always with

sufficient discrimination. Whatever may
be the merit of suggestions put foi-ward for

dealing with this question, it appeal's mani-

fest that public opinion and Congress are

unwilling at this time to consider any dis-

position of the loans owing us by foreign

nations except their refunding. But we
cannot eat our cake and have it. There are

only a very few ways in which foreign na-

tions can discharge the interest on the debts

owing us, let alone the principal, and of

these ways the most available is to furnish

us with goods and sei-vices. Further-more,

if we want the foreigner to buy fI'om us, we
must be willing that he should sell to us.

Trade, in the long run, cannot be a one-

sided matter of sensational export balances.

I am in favor of the principle of a protec-

tive tariff for America to the extent that its

application is necessary to presei'V'e our in-

dustries and the American standard of

wages and living. But that principle can

no longer be applied, with safety and ad-
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vantage to the country and with fairness to

the consumer, in the old-fashioned, some-

what haphazard and sometimes extreme

way. New factors have entered into the

problem which must be carefully studied

and taken into account. And the American
standard of wages and living does not and

can not and should not mean that extrava-

gant and wholly fortuitous standard which
resulted from the war and from its after

effects. In oi-der to use the capacity of our

industrial plants and to give full employ-

ment to our workers we must make every

effort to hold our own in the markets of the

world. And that is possible only if the cost

of production can be brought into line with

existing conditions. To that end the pre-

requisites are that waste and slipshod meth-
ods in business be eliminated, costs brought
down, the " get-rich-quick-and-easy " period

considered definitely at an end, and that

both capital and labor recognize the need of

adjusting their respective compensations to

the circumstances which the country has to

meet. All of us, including labor, will be

better off in the long run by getting away
from an artificial level, which has been of

genuine benefit to no one and of consider-

able charm to a large fraction of our popu-

lation.

Farming and Export

Fourth, sound and effective measures to

aid the farming industry. The vital im-

portance of that industry and the critical

situation of the farmer who, for some time

past, has been receiving pre-war prices for

his product while paying inflated prices for

his needs, and who, moreover, has been

laboring under inadequate credit and distri-

bution facilities, are so manifest that it

seems needless to put forth any arguments

on that score. Second only to agriculture

in national importance is the railroad in-

dustry, affecting, as it does, the public at

large, the shipper, the investor and many
industrial and commercial activities de-

pendent on it to a considerable degree. It

is greatly to be hoped that the long-pending

settlement between the Government and the

railroads will at last be consummated with-

out further delay.

Fifth, cultivation of our export trade.

That is a difficult task at best, in the face

of depreciated currencies, cheap labor and

other stimulating factors operative in

foreign countries. It requires, first of all,

careful study of that field on the part of

our merchants and bankers, and the setting

up of organizations and machinery to be as

effective, and the training of men to be as

competent and expert, as those that have
been developed by our competitors. It re-

quires us to project our thoughts and plans

internationally and to establish serviceable

affiliations and appropriate co-operation

abroad. It requires co-operation and com-
parison of views and experiences between
exporters and bankers among each other

and between them and the proper depart-

ments of the Government. The somewhat
costly mistakes which have been made
within the past few years ought to be

tiarned to account as lessons for the future.

In connection with this problem, the ques-

tion of what, if anything, can be done to

" stabilize the exchanges " ought to receive

the close attention of the Government, and
might profitably form the subject of an in-

ternational comparison of views or of a con-

ference in which the American representa-

tive should be more than a mere observer.

These are the views of Mr. Kahn, and
the number of those who think like him is

legion. A sound tax and tariff policy, wise

handling of loans and credit, proper han-

dling of the agricultural and railroad prob-

lems and the cultivation of an export trade

are certainly chief among the essentials of

prosperity for this country. But what con-

stitute sound policies, proper handling and
wise cultivation are open to argument.

Were there accord on these subjects it

would certainly be possible to record greater

strides along the road marked by these eco-

nomic signposts than can be done now.

Tariff and tax are still unsettled by Con-

gress, farm and railroad problems are prob-

lems still, and the cultivation of export

trade is notable chiefly for its absence.

Even our banking situation has its critics

who complain loudly of the very deflation

which others contend has not extended far

enough. But there is satisfaction to be

had in the knowledge that conditions are

improving with steadiness, even if with

slowness. We are better off today than we
were a month ago, and better off then than

the month preceding. We are making prog-

ress.
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Mostly a Problem of Prices

Business is beginning to pick up in many
lines, though the improvement is slight, ex-

cept in the cotton field, where something

resembling a real boom has recently devel-

oped. There is a little more activity in iron

and steel, and there was surely room for it.

Other textiles besides cotton have improved

their position somewhat.

We are still far from what we are pleased

to call normal, however, and the problem

of reaching this desired end seems tremen-

dous, when examined with an eye which

takes in its most remote ramifications. A
broader view of the question makes it less

puzzling, however. After all, prosperity is

simply a matter of production, trade and

consumption. All other problems fall under

these heads. If goods can be produced at a

plaice which will find a ready market and

still yield a fair profit to the maker, con-

ditions will rapidly become as normal as

conditions ever are, for every producer is

also a consumer, and the whole problem is

really one of balance—to find the point of

greatest volume at which supply and de-

mand will offset each other.

From the consumer's viewpoint the matter

is largely one of price. Much of the read-

justment which has already taken place in

industry has failed to i-each the retail mar-

kets. The merchants who bought at inflated

prices are still hopeful of passing these

high-priced goods along to their customers

and of restocking their shelves with the

lower-priced goods which the jobbers and

manufacturers are offering. Consumers are

reluctant to buy while they feel that this

desire exists, and injury is done even to

the man who is offering his goods at a fair

price, because the buying public is still sus-

picious of all prices.

It is a question of finding the right price,

and the right price may be said to be the

one which will move goods. Dr. Benjamin

M. Anderson Jr., Ph. D., economist of the

Chase National Bank of New York, ex-

pressed this thought succinctly before a re-

cent meeting of the West Virginia Bankers'

Association. He called attention to the fact

that there was too much discussion of right

prices, as if the matter were a moral ques-

tion, and asserted that the idea that prices

are morally right or wrong, just or unjust,

was an idea which had real meaning only in

the case of a very narrow market, where
one party to a buying and selling contract is

pretty much at the mercy of the other. In

the great markets, where there are many
buyers and sellers, questions of moral right

and wrong have little to do with the matter.

The question is an economic one. Those
prices are right from the economic stand-

point which keep the industrial machinery
moving. Right prices are prices which will

move goods, and the way to find out what
are right prices is to have a flexible, com-
petitive, two-sided market, and to let prices

go up or down in such a market until the

supply and demand become equalized.

Obstacles to Recovery

In such a situation. Dr. Anderson pointed

out, goods will move and the markets will

be cleared, new supplies will be called for

and business activity will go on. If prices

are held above the point which open, two-

sided competition would bring about, the

tendency is for consumption to fall off and
for stocks to accumulate, causing a glut. If

prices are artificially set below the level

which open market conditions would bring

about, the tendency is for consumption to go
too fast and for production to be checked,

leading to a scarcity. If prices are left free

from artificial control, however, and if sell-

ers, as well as buyers, really compete vigor-

ously and effectively with one another in

the price-making process, right prices can

be reached and business revival can come.

Dr. Anderson listed under six heads the

main classes of resistance points which were
preventing the establishment of I'ight prices.

These, he said, were

:

1. The prices of finished manufactures are
still much too high as compared with farm
products and raw materials.

2. Retail prices have not yielded ade-
quately.

3. Wages are still too high by and large,

though scaling down of agricultural wages
in the South has gone very far, and agricul-

tural wages have yielded greatly in some
parts of the country. But wages in manu-
facturing industries generally, and very es-

pecially wages on the railroads, in the

bituminous coal fields, and in the building

trades are still much too high.

4. Building materials are too high.

5. Steel has not yielded adequately.

6. Railway rates on steel, building mate-
rials, and other bulky goods are much too

high, though some readjustment has been
made.
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Right railroad rates, from the standpoint

of the railroad company itself, said Dr. An-
derson, are I'ates which will move traffic,

rather than rates which stop traffic. The
old-fashioned railway rate-makers knew
this. They made their rates, not whole-

sale, but piecemeal, with reference to

" what the traffic would bear," and found

it best for the railroads themselves to

charge low rates on bulky stuff, which

would cover the direct costs of moving the

bulky goods, together with some contribu-

tion to the overhead expenses of the rail-

roads, rather than to charge much higher

I'ates at which the bulky goods could not

move in volume. Right wages are wages
at which full employment can be brought

about. It is far better that labor should

have full employment than that a part of

the labor force should be employed part of

the time at very high wage rates. We can-

not banish moral principles from the deter-

mination of wages, as we can from the de-

tei-mination of market prices of goods. But
the very best friends of labor must appre-

ciate that wages which are so high as to

make it impossible for employers to pro-

duce goods at prices which the market will

pay ai*e of no advantage to labor. The
far-sighted business man will not be eager

to reduce wages more than is necessary.

The fax'-sighted union leader will seek to

reconcile his followers to such wage read-

justment as is necessary to facilitate busi-

ness revival, knowing well that gi*eatly pro-

longed depression would lead to disastrous

breaks in wage standards.

British Financial Recovery

Peinisal of the British economic and
financial magazines discloses that Great

Britain and the Continent are going
through much tTie same phase of perplexity

that we are. The problems of readjustment

to the post-war situation are much the

same in all countries and differ practically

only in degree, with the distinction, of

course, that the United States is solvent

beyond all question, while the European
countries, none of thom firmly on a gold

basis, are struggling to return there. The
London Economist, commenting upon some
cheerful signs of recovery in industry,

gives this advice:

On the other hand, there is no need to be
too complacent. We have a long row to hoe

before we can get back to anything like our
old piosperity, and the position is still full

of difficulties and anxieties. What we need
most now is neither exaggerated depression
nor headlong gayety, but calm, determined
confidence, hard work, all together, and
sensible spending.

It is interesting to note that the mone-
tary policy—and by this is meant the credit

situation as well—is a chief topic of concern

in England, even as it is here. The Econ-
omist calls attention to the fact that the

currency and financial policy are only ma-
chinery designed to help production and as-

serts :
" If we do not get the goods that

are real wealth, the most perfect currency

system will not fill our cupboards; but the

use or misuse of the machine is of the

greatest importance, second only to the most
serious question of all, the need for inducing

the manual workers to work well and con-

tentedly and heartily."

The United States has been held up as

a " horrible example " by at least one critic

of the Bi-itish financial policy, Arthur Kit-

son, who. The Economist says, " has long

been well known as a critic of our system,

and he now, with that fearless frankness

which leads him so straight along the path

of what he believes to be the truth, says

that deflation has caused the United States

greater losses than the whole of their war
expenditure; that we are suffering from
the same ' lunatic policy,' and that Ger-

many, having reduced her m.ark to the low-

est point in her history, is purposely keep-

ing it low by issuing fresh notes, and that

she has only to continue this policy for the

next five years and the ' bulk of the world's

trade will be in her control.'

"

The Inflation Fallacy

This is the inflationist case carried to its

logical conclusion, and the comment of the

editor of The Economist so amply answers
the position that it will serve here as well

as in England. Says he:

If these things are so, the way to pros-
perity is easy. We have only to stop all

this talk of economy, encourage our wasters
to waste as much as possible, print notes

and expand credit in the process, and the

world's trade is ours, as long as other

people do not seize this bright idea and put
it into practice still more effectively. Ul-
timately, it would seem, the fight for the
world's trade will resolve itself into the

question which nation can get paper and
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print notes fastest, and the control of the

paper supply will be the real key to Indus-

trial victory. It is easy to reduce this ex-

treme view, as expressed by Mr. Kitson,

to absurdity. It was prettily done by a
letter signed " Economist in Wonderland,"
and published in our issue of Aug. 6,

air. D. M. Mason, of the Sound Currency
Association, also suggested that, on Mr.
Kitson's theory, Poland and Russia would
be our most formidable competitors, and
Mr. Kitson says that this is not argument,

and that if Poland could add to her cheap
currency an unlimited supply of labor, raw
material, and capital, then she would be a
dangerous competitor. Thereby he dispels

the whole sweet vision, and tells us not

only to print, but also to work and save.

If we worked as hard as Germany—and in

this connection we must remember that the

number of hours worked per day are not

the only test—it is possible that if we suc-

ceeded in depreciating our currency in the

same way as hers, we might get a tempo-

rary advantage in export. If we depreciate

all around, so that our currency loses buying
power at home as much as abroad, we shall

surely be just as we were. Germany's cur-

rency is worth more at home than it is

abroad, and this gives an advantage to her
exporters and foreign customers at the ex-

pense of the home consumer. The question

is whether this advantage will last. It seems
to be artificially promoted and preserved by
Germany's need to pay reparation, and those

who believe that reparation will seriously

damage our trade, point to it as one of the

means by which Germany will undo us. She
has to make this compulsor>- payment, and to

that extent cannot import, and so the de-

mand for her currency abroad is lessened

and it remains depreciated in foreign centres
more than at home.
But many nations have in the past made

compulsory payments in the shape of interest

without producing this effect. They were,
of course, smaller, and the remedy in Ger-
many's case seems to be to encourage her
export trade to grow instead of employing
stupid measure to restrict it, so that the
relation between the reparation payment and
her total exports may be reduced. In any
case, if we take Mr. Kitson's advice and in-

flate for the good of industry, it seems that

we must be careful to depreciate sterling
abroad more than we do at home, and it is

rather hard to see how to do this. On the
other hand, there is something to be said
for the view that America and we have
been a little too hasty in deflation, or rather,
in producing the fear of deflation, for we,
at least, have so far produced little or no
reductions in credit, though a considerable
decline In currency circulation.

America is deliberately sitting on her
" mountain of gold " and not allowing it to

produce its natural effect of currency ex-

pansion, which would have tended to de-
preciate the dollar. In the Chase Economic
Bulletin of July 20, Messrs. A. B. Hepburn
and B. M. Anderson argue that " we must
recognize that we hold much of our gold
in trust against the time when Europe will

need it to restore sound currency. We must
not let it depreciate on our hands or tie it

up in illiquid credits." But if the gold is

thus to be cherished it cannot work the cure
that expansion based on it might produce,
though it is natural enough for the Federal
Reserve Banks to check the expansion in

view of other consequences that might ensue
from it.

Here we have had a policy of dear money,
through advances in bank rate and Treasury
bill rates, which was questioned from its

outset, and Is now abandoned by some of its

most distinguished supporters ; and there are
some interesting passages In the recently

Issued report of the Netherlands ' Bank
which show that in Holland tlie rationing
policy has succeeded without any increase
in the discount rate. What we want is a
monetary policy which will give genuine
producers a chance without setting us off

again around the vicious circle of rising

prices. If a new currency committee de-
manded by the Federation of British Indus-
tries can produce it, by all means let us
have one.

American business will endorse the wish:

a monetary policy which will give genuine

producers a chance without setting us off

again around the vicious circle of rising

prices. That is what business everywhere
desires, and, in the United States, it should
get it first.
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PERSONNEL OF THE ARMS
CONFERENCE

By Richard V. Oulahan

Characteristics of the chief delegates who have been intrusted with

the task of limiting the nations^ armaments and removing the

dangerous elements from problems of the Pacific—A glance at

the agenda and the larger obstacles to be overcome

FROM the viewpoint of American
internal politics the Conference
for the Limitation of Arma-

ments has an importance which can-
not be ignored by those who are con-
cerned over its chances of success and
are seeking material with which to

counteract a prevailing pessimism.
The element of doubt has entered
largely into the discussion of possible
accomplishments of the conference.
Recent efforts toward harmonizing
international differences have exem-
plified the fact that the burnt child
dreads the fire—^with the peoples of
the world visualizing themselves as
burnt children. They have lost faith
in international statesmen, whom
they regard as actuated by motives
too selfishly sordid to permit of sym-
pathy with the great mass of human-
ity, which hates wars and hopes for
an international application of the
Golden Rule.

American internal politics affects
the situation vitally, for upon the suc-

cess or failure of the objects sought
by the conference may depend the
success or failure of the party in

power in Washington. If we are will-

ing to concede that the outcome of
President Wilson's experiences in

Paris had a marked influence in caus-
ing the defeat of the Democratic
Party at the polls last November, an
inkling may be obtained of the vital

interest the present Republican Ad-
ministration has in seeing the confer-
ence succeed. Leaving aside the con-

sideration that President Harding
was actuated by the highest motives
in calling the conference, and coming
down to a hard, practical fact, an
abortive ending of the Washington
gathering would bring an outcry of
resentment which the Administration
would find it difficult to combat.

In these circumstances there is air

added incentive to translate into
deeds the slogan, " It shall not fail !

"

Fortunately, the Washington confer-
ence has been kept free from domes-
tic influences purely partisan. Be-
hind it is the fervent desire of the
generality of American people whose
attitude is shown in their prayers for
its success. There were no party
lines drawn in the overwhelming vote
by which Congress declared for a con-
ference between the leading naval
powers to discuss the limitation of
armament, and since the purpose un-
derlying that declaration was ampli-
fied to include problems of the Far
East and the Pacific which appeared
to menace world stability, there has
been a ready and enthusiastic ac-

ceptance of the wider application of
the business the statesmen of many
nations will be called upon to adjust.

It was a triumph of no mean char-
acter that came to Secretary Hughes
in the endorsement he obtained of the
purposes for which the conference
was called. But the difficulties over-

come are as nothing compared with
the obstacles to success which will

confront the conferees. A maze of
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problems, intricate in ramifications

and interlocking significance, is to be
penetrated. National ambition and
inspiration, patriotic attachment to

certain political ideals, insistence

upon commercial extension, terri-

torial valuation, national security, the
wish to hold, will each play a part in

the great game in Washington.
Paris taught the world, and partic-

ularly trustful America, that every
nation is so imbued with the justice

of its own nationalistic aspirations as
to fail to see the justice of antagonis-
tic causes involving other nationr,.

One's mind here instantly reverts to

the unhappy outcome of President
Wilson's earnest endeavor to bring
the nations into an association de-

signed to keep peace in the world.
The Senate's rejection of the League
Covenant, with the overwhelming
defeat of the Democratic Party in the
next ensuing Presidential and Con-
gressional elections, is construed in

Europe as an example of national sel-

fishness run mad, whereas those who
voted for Republican candidates in

order to swat the League regard
themselves as having done a highly
patriotic duty. If it may be said that
Mr. Wilson thought in terms interna-
tional, it may be advanced also that
the American people, generally speak-
ing, think in terms national.

How Americans Feel

Perhaps, after all, this lack of close

interest in international goings-on
may have an important favorable
bearing on the things President Har-
dmg seeks to accomplish at the Wash-
ington conference. Most Americans
are not greatly worried over whether
Japan extends or retains her "spheres
of influence " in China. They have a
hazy knowledge of what " spheres of
influence " means. Their sympathies
go out to China because they be-

lieve China to be the under dog;
but China, as far as they can see, does
not touch their lives. They do not like

the Anglo-Japanese alliance because
they think it is inimical to America.
They may believe that the Philippines

are a liability, but they would be
ready to fight to the ^nd if any nation
attempted to take them from us. They
have been indignant over Shantung,
but it is an academic indignation.
They have no racial antipathy to the
Japanese, but they think the Cali-

fornians have the right to object to
them as neighbors. Shantung and
other incidents have made them for-

get that their sympathy was with
Japan in her war with Russia, and
have caused them to classify Japan
in their minds along with other great
powers which they regard, almost in-

discriminately, as a parcel of land
grabbers. They dislike monopolistic
tendencies and think most big nations
are monopolistic. The quarrels and
little wars of nations make them
laugh, but excite their interest merely
casually or not at all. Railroad con-
cessions in China, electrical communi-
cations in the Pacific, the separation
of South China from North China,
the twenty-one points, the occupation
of Sagh alien, the Far Eastern Repub-
lic, extraterritoriality, the British at
Wei-hai-wei, secret treaties, financial
consortiums, four-power, five-power
or six-power loans, preferential eco-

nomic privileges, preferential railway
rates on " spheres of influence " rail-

ways, administrative integrity—these
and many other questions present
vague and indefinite and rather unin-
teresting possibilities which they are
inclined to dismiss with an indiffer-

ent " I should worry !

"

If they are not bothered about
knowing the details, the American
people have, however, a deep interest

in some general aspects of the con-
ference. For, other than the purely,

material influence of the taxation
which comes from heavy armaments,
they are keenly sympathetic toward
the desire to place a limitation on
great fleets and armies, because they
believe these things breed wars.
Above all else they desire the confer-
ence to succeed, because success, they
feel, means the assurance of a long

peace.
With that state of popular feeling

to sustain them. President Harding
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and the American delegates to the

Washington conference are placed in

a favorable position. They are

cheered also by the conviction that

world sympathy is behind the effort

to bring about a limitation of arma-
ments. There is a little fly in the

ointment of optimism in a strong
American tendency to believe that

complete disarmament must be ar-

ranged to make the conference a suc-

cess. President Harding and his ad-
visers have been concerned over this

tendency, and the President has taken
occasion in a letter furnished to the
press to make known that no expec-
tation existed of " universal disarm-
ament," which, he declared, " will be
beyond hope of realization." What
he hoped for was " reasonable limita-

tion," which the President defined as
" something practical that there is a
chance to accomplish, rather than an
ideal that there would be no chance to

realize."

Obstacles to Success

What are the currents and cross-

currents which those who desire the
conference to be a success will have
to combat with determined vigor in

order to accomplish that end ? In the
optimistic sense we have the knowl-
edge that the sympathy of a large por-
tion of the world goes out to the ob-
jects of the conference. On the pessi-

mistic side we find national aspira-
tions and ambitions which seem hope-
less of harmonizing with the purpose
of the conference. But the problems
they present will not appear so insur-
mountable when they are viewed in

the light of the earnest effort which,
from present prospects, is to domi-
nate the conference proceedings. If

we start with the premise that
Japan's desire to expand is not justi-

fied, an important, even vital, element
of discord, which might spell failure,

is injected. There is no justification,

however, for any such assumption.
On the contrary, it is certain that the
conference will be so ready to recog-
nize that Japan is entitled to her as-

pirations to find new fields for her

rapidly growing population, where
that expansion does not trespass on
the sovereignty of other people, that
the principle will never be brought
into question, except, possibly, by
China. If Japan, for her part, should
insist upon excluding from discussion
her existing- arrangements with
China, which give her great advan-
tages in that vast country, minds
would come into play to find a way
out of the apparent impasse. Failure
is posible, some think likely. If such
should be the outcome the United
States Government, charged with the
responsibility of m.aking the confer-
ence a success, could furnish its de-
fense only by attempting to place the
responsibility for failure.

With the Paris Peace Conference
we learned that agenda meant
*•' things to be done." The agenda of
the Washington conference is broad
and elastic enough to be almost a
catch-all of problems affecting the
nations concerned. Under the head-
ing, " Questions Relating to China,"
we find listed territorial integrity,
administrative integrity, the open
door, concessions, monopolies and
preferential economic privileges, de-
velopment of railways, " including
plans relating to the Chinese Eastern
Railway," preferential railroad rates
and " status of existing commit-
ments." The whole " Chinese ques-
tion " seems embodied in these topics.

Though Russia will not participate

in the conference, " Siberia " is found
in the agenda, and " Mandated Is-

lands " suggests a comprehensive dis-

cussion of matters growing out of the

peace treaties arranged at Paris.

Attitude of Mr. Hughes

Before he became President, Mr.
Harding began to preach his " gospel

of understanding," and his delegates

will go into the conference imbued
with the spirit of that gospel. In

liking men he has learned to know
them, and he attaches importance to

the personal side. When he chose Mr.
Hughes to be Secretary of State, his

old friends of the Senate were up in
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arms. But the apprehension of Sen-
ators that Mr. Hughes would present
a repelling demeanor to them was not
i-ealized. On the contrary, he has
shown himself to be possessed of a
charming personality, which some
describe as fascinating, and it is cer-

tain to be a tower of strength to the
American cause at the conference
table. Mr. Hughes supplements Mr.
Harding's " gospel of understand-
ing " by " the gospel of facts." He
lives and dreams facts, and it is to be
expected that the presentation of
facts will be the motif, so to speak,

of the American procedure. In all

things he is practical. He digs below
the surface to find a firm foundation
and builds his facts upon it. With
that enthusiastic vigor of which he is

capable he sought to adjust the Yap
controversy before the conference as-

sembled, because adjustment would
mean the removal of a trouble-

breeder; and he exercised a sympa-
thetic if indirect influence over the
negotiations between Japan and
China for an amicable settlement of

the Shantung issue, which might
cause an awkward situation at the
conference table. Like President
Harding, he has striven to counter-
act efforts to create prejudice
against Japan, and by patience and
diplomacy has shown the participat-

ing nations that the American Gov-
ernment will enter the conference
actuated by a spirit of fair play and
square dealing, with an earnest de-

sire to achieve results beneficial to

the world.

Messrs. Root and Lodge

Those agreeable personal qualities

displayed by Mr. Hughes, which may
have such an important influence on
the temper of the conferees, have
their counterpart in his American
associates. Any impression that Mr.
Elihu Root was a cold, hard, mental
machine, interested in little save the
laws affecting corporations, was dis-

pelled years ago when he came to

Washington to be Secretary of War.
Colonel Roosevelt delighted in Mr.
Root's sense of humor, and his genial

qualities made him popular among
his associates in the Senate. Like
Mr. Hughes, he has a passion for
facts, and, like Mr. Hughes, an abil-

ity to present them in the most tell-

ing way. Each has the ability, too,

of absorbing information—a valuable
asset. Root likes diplomacy, and his

experience in it as Secretary of State
was considerable. He and- Hughes
have another common bond, for when
Hughes's chances of being elected

Governor of New York were in dan-
ger in 1906 it was Root who came to

his rescue with his remarkable speech
at Utica. That speech was generally

considered to have turned the tide for
Hughes, and his victory was all the
more striking because his running
mates on the Republican State ticket

went down in defeat.

When Ml'. Root was a Senator he
and Senator Lodge were in the habit

of walking home together from the
Capitol nearly every afternoon.

Their intimacy was obvious. Lodge,
now 71, is five years younger than
Root. One was a scholar, the other

a lawyer, but both were interested

and concerned in public affairs and
they had a bond in their close friend-

ship with Roosevelt. Whether recent

events made any difference in their

relationship has not appeared. The
Senate, of which Mr. Lodge was so

conspicuous a part, did not want Mr.
Root to be Secretary of State in

President Harding's Cabinet. Root
was too sympathetic toward the prin-

ciple of the League of Nations. But
as between Root and Hughes it pre-

ferred Root. Now Hughes and Root
and Lodge find themselves touching

elbows at the conference table. The
chances are that they will find it

most agreeable association.

As there are misconceptions as to

the personal qualities of Root and
Hughes, so are there concerning
those of Lodge. A tradition exists

that he holds himself aloof from
those who cannot boast lineage equal

to his own ; that he is a pedigreed and
mental "aristocrat." The tradition

is not reflected in the election re-

turns, when the common people vote
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on Mr. Lodge's candidacy for office,

and it has no standing among the
many who have been thrown in per-
sonal contact with him in Washing-
ton. If " the Cabots speak only to

God," as a satirical rhyme goes,
Henry Cabot Lodge has not lived up
to this restrictive rule. His knowl-
edge of international affairs is far-

reaching, and in conversation with
his friends and associates he ex-

presses himself on foreign questions
with a freedom and frankness quite in

harmony with the desire that free-

dom and frankness shall exist at the
Washington conference.

Status of Mr. Underwood

Senator Underwood's appointment
as a member of the American delega-
tion exemplifies President Harding's
scrupulous care to take every means
of making the conference a success.

Treaties or a treaty may emerge
from the conference, and President
Wilson's bitter experience showed
that the Senate must be reckoned
with in making a treaty effective.

Senator Underwood is the Demo-
cratic leader of the Senate, as Sena-
tor Lodge is the Republican leader of
that body. Mr. Wilson's failure to

have a Senator on the American
Peace Commission at Paris irritated

the Senate, while its Republican
members were doubly displeased in

the designation of Mr. Henry White
in recognition of the Republican
Party. Mr. White was well-liked

personally, but it was said with sar-

castic humor that he did not know
he was a Republican until his ap-
pointment as a Commissioner was
made. Senator Harding knew the
feeling in the Senate, and President
Harding determined to profit by it.

He did not appoint one Senator, but
two, to represent the United States
in the Washington conference.

Senator Lodge was a natural selec-

tion, because he is not only the Chair-
man of the Committee on Foreign
Relations, but the chosen leader of
the dominant party in the upper
house. As the leader of the Demo-
cratic minority in that body. Senator

Underwood's choice gave full recog-
nition to the opposing party.

But Mr. Underwood's selection had
other reasons behind it. He has a full
share of common sense, his courage is

unquestioned and his ability has a
monument in the Underwood tariff
law, with its application of the un-
tried income tax and other provisions
for direct taxation new to the Amer-
ican people. Besides these qualifica-
tions, he has a charming personality,
a way of getting along with men, a
willingness to see the justice of the
contentions of his opponents, and, if
this may be regarded as one of the
reasons for his designation, a very
warm place in President Harding's
heart. So the American delegation
appears to have the qualities which
will count tremendously in the deli-
cate exchanges across the conference
table.

The agenda agreed upon tentatively
in advance of the conference place
" limitation of armament " at the
head of the list of "things to be
done." It is well understood, how-
ever, that this important topic will be
deferred until there has been an
earnest effort to adjust the causes of
international worry embodied under
the heading " Pacific and Far East-
ern Questions." The agenda provide
that the armament problem shall be
discussed in three groupings, the first
of which embraces " Basis of Limita-
tion, Extent and Fulfillment " ; sec-
ond, " Rules for Control of New
Agencies of Warfare," and the third,
" Limitation of Land Armament."

If the participating nations are to
recognize Japan's claims to the neces-
sity of finding outlets for her surplus
population it is equally likely that the
conference will recognize the peculiar
dependence of Great Britain upon her
fleet. The United Kingdom is a man-
ufacturing nation, which produces lit-

tle in the way of food and raw mate-
rials to sustain its population. Brit-
ain's far-flung empire requires the
protection of trade routes between the
mother country and her dominions,
and that fact will be taken into con-
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sideration in devising a formula of

armament restriction.

Llqyd George's PERsoNALifV

It is to be expected that this topic

of the agenda will bring the British

delegates on tiptoe. Colonel E. M.
House used to say during the Paris

Peace Conference that if you wanted
to give an Englishman a ship and
opened the subject delicately he be-

came excited when the word "ship "

was mentioned, evidently thinking

you were actuated by selfish motives

and wanted to take something away
from him. Mr. Lloyd George was
not different from the other British

delegates in Paris in this regard. His

strong personality as a negotiator is

too well known to the world to need

further explanation. Full of the fire

of the Celt, quick and resourceful,

ready to change his line of attack if

he sees an impregnable barrier before

him, adroit, eloquent, with a sense of

humor that has relieved tense situa-

tions, he presents a picturesque figure

whenever he pleads the cause of his

Government. He eagerly welcomes
the opinions of his associates, and,

while always a leader, is prepared to

follow where popular sentiment

points the way.

In the British delegation will be

found representatives of the empire's

overseas dominions, and they are cer-

tain to play an important part. The
invitation to a conference on Pacific

and Far Eastern questions came at

an opportune time for Britain. It

came at a moment when the states-

men of the Imperial Government and
the dominions were engaged at Lon-
don in the endeavor to harmonize sen-

i iments in regard to renewing the ex-

piring Anglo-Japanese alliance. That
this agreement was inimical to

America was believed by a large

number of the British people, and th6

opposition which this condition pro-

duced was accentuated by the unwill-

ingness of some of the dominion
statesmen to maintain further close

partnership with Japan. The Anglo-
Japanese alliance continued, but it

was not formally renewed. Out of the
discussion in the imperial conference
came a suggestion to the United
States of a conference, either in Eng-
land or America, preliminary to the
conference which President Harding
bad proposed, the object being to ef-

fect " some larger understanding " as
a substitute for the Anglo-Japanese
alliance. This suggestion was not
accepted, for reasons which the Unit-
ed States believed to be imperative,
but the sentiment developed in the im-
perial conference has indicated the
important part the British dominions
will play in the Washington gather-
ing.

The picturesque W. M. Hughes,
Prime Minister of the Australian
Commonwealth, who crossed swords
with Woodrow Wilson at Paris, is

sending as his substitute at Washing-
ton a man of quiet demeanor with
none of the surface qualities which
we associate with political leadership.
George Foster Pearce, Minister of
Defense and Senator for Western
Australia, has the appearance of a
scholar and the methods of a business
man. He has the reputation of being
a deep thinker whose judgment is

good. Mr. Pearce is no orator. He
is not ready in the give-and-take of
parliamentary debate. But he is ac-
counted a shrewd politician, with a
thorough understanding of Aus-
tralia's problems and an ability to
make them clear at the conference ta-

ble.

Two Orators From France

France has great possessions in the
Far East, but, while she is not indif-

ferent to the bearing the Washington
conference may have upon them, her
main interest lies in limitation of
land armament. As at Paris in 1919,
her question at Washington will be.

What guarantees can you give us
agaiftst Gerinah aggression if we are
to reduce our armies? The Franco-
American treaty of defense has been
ignored by the United States Senate.
France and all Europe know that an
alliance with this country is out of
the question. It is significant, how-
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ever, that hope is entertained that a
formula will be adopted which, while
embodying no offensive or defensive
undertaking, will afford France the
guarantee she demands and enable
her to reduce the heavy burden she is

carrying through the maintenance of
a great standing military force. If

that can be accomplished it will be a
great triumph of statesmanship, and
the character of men France sends to
the conference will have an impor-
tant bearing in connection with it.

When Rene Viviani came to
America with the picturesque Joffre
as his associate to bring the greet-
ings of France on America's entry
into the World War, he delivered an
address before the Senate of the
United States of which men talk to-

day in terms of wonderment. He
spoke in French. It is doubtful if

more- than a handful of that consid-

erable assemblage had any familiarity

with his language. His remarks
were punctuated by frequent general
applause. It was not mere politeness

which actuated his auditors, most of

them knowing no language except
their own, in showing their apprecia-

tion. Some of them have explained
their attitude in the statement that

the man's oratorical fervor was so

vivid, his gestures so illuminating,

his enunciation so clear, that perforce
they caught his meaning even if they
did not understand his words.
Such a situation is difficult to com-

prehend. Yet there is the testimony
of those who, confessing their igno-

rance of the world's polite language,
insist with evident sincerity that
Viviani's utterances were clear to

them. Senator Medill McCormick,
whose French came to him in the

days when his father was Ambas-
sador in Paris found, when he of-

fered to assist the official reporters

in smoothing out the English trans-

lation furnished them, that the

French words had burned so deeply

into their minds that the translation

merely confirmed their unconscious
interpretation of what the statesman
had said in his native tongue.

Aristide Briand is an orator, too,
but of a different sort. Like Viviani,
he is brilliant in expressing his
thoughts, but he does not attempt to
clothe them in those beautiful fig-

ures which mark Viviani's declama-
tion. His method is more direct. His
oratory is of the kind described as
" native." He speaks to the point,
and so convincingly that his hearers
are charmed by the very simplicity
of his logic. Persuasive, he turns
men from the inclinations of their
minds. He carries forward convic-
tion of his sincerity. It is a trait

that has stood him in good stead in

many an awkward political crisis.

Briand is to remain only a short
time in Washington, but long enough,
it is supposed, to impress his person-
ality on the conference. A man who
has been seven times Premier of
France must have qualities that com-
mand attention. His career is a suc-
cession of surprises, of being out and
being in. Originally combative, ag-
gressive and uncompromising, in later

years he has become conciliatory, and
so remarkable has been his metamor-
phosis that the Catholics, who hated
him for his separation and congrega-
tion laws, and the methods he fol-

lowed in carrying them out, have
shown a disposition to meet him half
way in his efforts to show moderation
toward them. The enemies he made
in his days of radical socialism were
many, but it is now said that he is

on good terms with all the political

parties in France.
Viviani, who will succeed Briand as

head of the French delegation in

Washington, is well known in

America through his tour of the
country with Joffre in 1917 and his
visit to New York and Washington
last Spring, Unlike Briand, he has
not succeeded in overcoming the hos-
tility of the Catholics on account of
the part he took in enforcing the sep-
aration and congregation measures of
the French Government. When he
appeared at Kansas City after
America's entrance into the World
War the Catholic Bishop of that dio-
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cese refused to appear on the plat-

form with him. Viviani was a busy
man when he came to America last

Spring, and he made acquaintance

with Senator Lodge and others with
whom he will be closely associated in

connection with the armament con-

ference.

The Japanese Delegates

Prince lyesato Tokugawa. who will

head the Japanese delegation, is

President of the House of Peers in

the Japanese Parliament. Educated

in England, he speaks English flu-

ently. When he visited the United

States years ago he was so well re-

ceived and so cordially treated that

he has never ceased to express kindly

feelings for America and Americans.

A picturesque atmosphere surrounds

his personality in that he is " the

last of the Shoguns," who gave up
their feudal lordship at the Japanese

restoration. With him will be asso-

ciated Admiral Tomosaburo Kato,

one of Japan's naval heroes. He is

a sailor, not a politician, and has no

known political affiliations. Baron

Kijuro Shidehara, another Japanese

delegate, is the Ambassador to the

United States, a man of poise and

high attainments, whose capacity for

writing strong diplomatic notes has

given him a high standing among
diplomats the world over.

Washington will be glad to wel-

come Masanao Hanihara, the general

secretary of the Japanese delegation.

He served in this country for many
years with the Japanese Embassy,
and it is said of him that he was the

most popular Oriental who ever lived

in the American capital. " Honey,"
his friends in Washington called him
in his younger days, and they will

find it hard to realize that the digni-

fied Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs
—his present official title—is the
boyish, enthusiastic young Japanese
with whom they used to frolic.

The Chinese Delegates.

Three young Lochinvars are com-
ing out of the East to represent
China in the conference. All of them
know America, all of them speak
English, and if you would better un-
derstand their occidentalism it is

necessary only to look at their names.
W. W. Yen, Wellington Koo and S.

Alfred Sze hardly suggest the be-
queued and silken Orientalswhom one
would expect to bring the case of
China—even the New China—before
an international body. They are
redolent of the spirit of republican-
ism ; there is little about them of that
which we associate with the Flowery
Kingdom. Would you have evidence
of this in a nutshell? Then let it sink
into your mind that Dr. Yen was
editor-in-chief of the English and
Chinese Standard Dictionary, that
Dr. Koo was an editor of the school
newspaper at Columbia University,
and that Mr. Sze was a captain of
the Washington High School Cadets.

The occidentalism of their front
names is born of the new spirit of
China. In his native land Dr. Yen
is Yen Hui-ching, Mr. Sze is Shih
Chao-chi, and Mr. Koo is Yen Kung-
ch'o. But for all essentia! purposes
the new names ser\'^9 and are a con-
stant reminder that the old order
passeth in China to a gradual rj
placement of what is new.

Dr. Yen received the finishing
touches to his education at Columbia
University and holds the degree of
B. A. from that institution. He is

also a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
In a measure Dr. Yen is a connecting
link between the old and the new
China, for he was an officer of the
late dynasty. Adopting diplomacy
as his profession, he was Third Sec-
retary of the Chinese Legation in
Washington and Junior Secretary of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
under the dynasty, and became Vice
Minister of Foreign Affairs on the
establishment of the Chinese Re-
public in 1912. Dr. Yen has served
as Minister to Denmark and Minister
to Germany, and was a plenipoten-
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tiary to the Opium Conference at The
Hague in 1913.
China best remembers Wellington

Koo as one of that group which bat-

tled in the Paris Peace Conference
against the transfer of Shantung to

Japan and refused to sign the Treaty
of Versailles because the principal
allied and associated powers denied
China's claim. His is an attractive
personality. His years in America
enabled him to catch the American
spirit of humor, and his after-dinner
speeches have charm and a witty
naivete. Dr. Koo is 41, but nobody
would suspect it. He is active physi-
cally, with a buoyant temperament
and a quick mind.

Dr. Koo topped off his education
at the Government University at

Peking by taking a law course at Co-
lumbia tJniversity. He, too, is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa. Under
the Chinese Republic he has been an
active figure with a wide experience
of sei^vice to his credit. Joining the

K
Ministry of Communications at

"^ Peking, he became Vice Minister,

then Minister to Washington, Vice
Minister of Finance, Minister of Com-
munications, and lately was appointed

Minister to Great Britain. In the
Paris Peace Conference he was nomi-
nally an adviser on communications
to the Chinese delegation, but ac-
tually took an important part in the
effort to make the Big Five see the
justice of China's case. His work
there brought him appointment as
China's r(ipresentative on the Council
of the League of Nations. Everybody
admits that he is clever and certain
to take a prominent part in the de-

liberations at Washington.

Mr, Sze has been Minister to Great
Britain and is now Minister to the
United States. He is considered very
pro-American. Educated at Cornell,

he took up a political career in his

own country and served in the Cabi-
net.

Upon the demeanor of these and
other notable personalities in the
conference—statesmen of ItalJ^ Bel-

gium, the Netherlands and Portugal
—much will depend. It may not be
going too far to say that the charac-
ter of the men who will participate

in this great international gathering
has raised high hopes of a successful
outcome.

DOES THE MELTING POT MELT?

AN answer to the foregoing question was
sought by eminent students of ethnol-

ogy and biology at the Second International

Eugenics Congress held at the American
Museum of Natural History, New York, in

September. According to some of the

speakers, notably Dr. Charles B. Daven-
port, Director of the Eugenics Record

Office, and Professor Henry Fairfield Os-

born, President of the Congress and an au-

thority on evolution, the melting-pot theory

is fundamentally false. " In the matter of

racial virtues," he said, " my opinion is

that from biological principles there is little

promise in the melting-pot theory. Put

three races together, and you are as likely

to unite the vices of all three as the vir-

tues." Professor Osborn pointed out the

danger of the fallacy to the United States,

and put himself on record, with a number
of others, in favor of a restriction of immi-

gration, adding: "In the United States

we are slowly awakening to the conscious-

ness that education and environment do not

fundamentally alter racial values. We are

engaged in a serious struggle to maintain

our histoi'ic renublican institutions through

barring the entrance of those who are unfit

to share the duties and responsibilities of

our well-founded Government."



CHINA'S DILEMMA AND
AMERICA'S DUTY

By Stephen Bonsal

Japan's unrivaled opportunity, by wise action regarding China,

to maintain the peace of the world—A brief statement of the

danger points of the situation that confronts the Disarmament

Conference— Momentous words of Dr. Schurman, United

States Minister to China

IN view of the approaching Pacific
conference, I shall endeavor to

state fairly the facts of China's
present dilemma, of Japan's great re-

sponsibility and unrivaled opportu-
nity to maintain the peace of the
world and of the duty of the United
States in the disturbing premises.

In the list of commitments which,

as the provisional agenda of the con-

ference indicate, will be taken up
seriatim, our pledged support to

China and our guarante of her terri-

torial and administrative integrity,

now greatly menaced, will bulk large.

Our pledge to support China against
outside aggression goes back to the
Treaty of 1858 and is only reaffirmed
in the Open Door Agreement of more
recent date. In the Treaty of 1858
we pledged ourselves to use our good
offices in case any nation acted un-
justly toward China. Today that
pledge is China's main hope of salva-

tion from the many dangers by which
she is threatened. Should we be
blind to our own interests, which are
only a degree less menaced than are
those of China by the recent course
of events in the Far East, when China
presents her case to the world court
of public opinion which will shortly
be convened in the capital of our coun-
try, the appeal to our national honor,
implicit in it, will not be made in vain
or go unheeded.

To minimize our treaty obligations

and to befog the issue, friends of
Japan—who in my judgment are do-
ing her a great disservice which she
will seek an early opportunity to dis-

avow—urge that conditions in Asia
are greatly changed, and that our
policy should change with them. It

is stated by these advocates of might
and militarism that China, divided up
into innumerable factions, has ceased
to exist as a nation, and that our
traditional and treaty-covenanted at-

titude toward China was abandoned
by the Ishii-Lansing Agreement. The
second of these claims can be shortly
dismissed. The agreement referred
to binds Japan, in words at least,

more firmly to the promise of the
Open Door and the policy of mutual-
ity and equal opportunity in China
than do any of the other special agree-
ments dealing with this world ques-
tion since the proclamation of the
Hay Doctrine. The negotiations
which terminated in this agreement
were entered upon at a time when
the French and English Foreign Of-
fices were seriously alarmed by the
attitude, if not of the Japanese Gov-
ernment, at least of the Japanese
people, toward Germany, then still in

the plenitude of her great military

strength. It was, of course, at the

urgent request of these powers, with
whom we had become associated in

the battle to save civilization, that

Japan was given such nosegays as
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she could garner about the undeniable
geographical propinquity of Japan to

China, and Mr. Ishii went upon his

way outwardly rejoicing, it is true,

but, as the Tokio Foreign Office well

knew, Japan was pledged more firmly

than before to support the American
policy in the great republic that had
arisen so recently across the Yellow
Sea.

Factional Division

As to the other question, to what
extent the civic disorders and the fac-

tional fighting until recently in prog-

ress in China change the situation

and the obligations previously en-

tered upon, Japan will come to the

conference well primed and will be

heard at great length. This, of course,

is a factor in the situation that can-

not be dismissed lightly or in a few
words. The suggestion, however,
heard in some quarters, that because
civil strife is in progress the outside

powers should take sides for or

against one of the belligerents, will

prove unwelcome to the ears of those
who still recall the heritage of ill

feeling which Gladstone's dallying

with the Southern Confederacy left

in many sections of our own country.

As a matter of fact, the complicated
internal affairs of China are no con-

cern of ours except in so far as we
are bound to the established govern-
ment until and when it should be dis-

established. The South China group
declares that it is the legal Govern-
ment of the Chinese Republic, 'be-

cause it was created in pursuance of
the government-making power vested
by the Chinese Constitution in the
Parliam.ent in session at Canton. An-
other advantage attributed to the
South China group is the fact that it

has not, as has the Central Govern-
ment, ever been forced by duress im-
posed by an outside power to make
wholly illegal and most unpopular
concessions.

It would, of course, be unwise to

minimize the importance and the ef-

fect of this division in council and in

forces that still obtain in a measure

in China today. True, China would
present a stronger front to the world
if she could appear at Washington, as
she did at Paris, with a delegation
representative of the whole country.
But, as a matter of fact, there is

much misrepresentation as to the pre-
vailing want of harmony. The
aroused people of many of the Chi-
nese provinces, greater in population
and larger in area than most of the
European countries, after the experi-
ences to which they have been sub-
jected in the last ten years, are now
exceedingly chary of conferring full

powers upon a central or federal gov-
ernment, however representative and
trustworthy it may at first sight
seem to be.

Experiences in this direction, both
North and South, among the young
Republicans have been bitter and dis-

illusioning. It took years for a Fed-
eral Government to develop in the
United States after independence
was gained, and we should not expect
the Chinese to surpass us in the quick
accomplishment of a task for which
by our historic and ethnic antece-
dents we were better prepared.

New Spirit in China

There is no doubt much brotherly

conduct going on today in the divided

States of China, but we should not
lose sight of the main fact of the situ-

ation, and that is that today, as of old,
*• between the four seas all men are
brothers," at least as far as Japan
is concerned, or any other power
that may show an inclination to fall

back at the expense of China into the
predatory practices which so many
of the European powers indulged in

a short twenty years ago. Brushing
aside the superficial criticism which
is made upon this subject, let us em-
phasize the words of a man who has
enjoyed an intimate acquaintance
with the Far East for many years.
*• Today," says Doctor Schurman,
our new Envoy in China, " despite
serious division, a strong national
consciousness is in existence and ag-
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gressive patriotism is actuating the

leaders of China and the rising gen-
eration." These words were care-

fully weighed, for the man who spoke
Inem knew better than any one else

that the success or failure of the
great mission intrusted to him by

1
^^^p°#

^^^.
\^

J. G. SCHURMAN
United States Minister to China

President Harding depends upon his

correct diagnosis of the situation.

If these Chinese are determined
to help themselves—and they are to

a man, 400,000,000 strong—our
pledged word and our interests de-

mand that we help them help them-
selves. Very curious and interesting

revelations as to the causation andthe
real instigation of the little revolu-

tions and the sporadic factional fights

which have harassed China for sev-

eral years past will be made at the

conference. We shall have very cir-

cumstantial accounts of Japanese ad-

venturers—it is to be hoped, wholly

without the support of their Govern-
ment—who have started several of

these movements, if for no more tan-

gible and immediately profitable pur-

pose than to bring the Chinese Gov-
ernment into disrepute; and we shall

hear of little revolutions that have
been started by patriotic Chinese in

the belief that there is safety in num-
bers, and that with so many parties
and factions in the field Japan will

not have sufficient capacity to swal-
low them all; we shall hear some-
thing, too, of that Day of Remem-
brance with which a patriotic people
400,000,000 strong commemorates
with annually increasing fervor the
anniversary of the day when the
Shantung and other Japanese de-
mands were forced upon a people
who are as liberty loving and as re-

sentful of foreign aggression and in-

terference as we are ourselves.
But, of course, the great outstand-

ing fact of the situation, as it will

be revealed at the Disarmament Con-
ference, is contained in the state-

ment easily substantiated that be-
yond the Yellow Sea there are under
arms at least a million and a half men
trained to fighting. Some of the
things they seem to be fighting for
may appear trivial, but as a matter
of fact they are training—conscious-
ly and with a fixed purpose—for the
battle for the possession of an undi-
minished fatherland—a battle that is

coming, unless wiser counsels than
have been until recently dominant in

Japan prevail.

China as a Market

There is a striking phase of the
transpacific situation which should
not be lost sight of at a moment when,
according to economists, who for
once are unanimous, the impover-
ished and indebted world is entering
upon a stem international struggle
for existence. China is a market
which at this critical juncture of
world affairs we cannot afford to

lose. Many of those stately build-

ings of Columbia University which
today crown the heights of "mast-
hemmed and water-laved Manhattan"
through the benefactions of the Lows,
the Greens, the Olyphants and the
Griswolds testify to the profits of
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the China trade in the past, and the

fact that Alfred Sze, Wellington
Koo and many scores of the leaders

of young China today studied with
great advantage in these halls of

learning indicates in a direct personal

way how mutually profitable these

past exchanges have been and how
necessary and valuable they will

prove to be to both countries in the
future.

V/hen I say that China was our
gjeat market I merely state what
most people will admit; but when I

add that China, far away and dis-

turbed, today the Cinderella of world
politics, is a market opening of almost
limitless possibilities I shall be
thought to indulge in a figure of

speech or at best to be merely ex-

pressing a pious wish. Neverthe-
less, it is a fact that cannot be suc-

cessfully controverted. For proof of

my assertion let us look at the care-

fully compiled figures of our export
trade for the first six months of the
current year as furnished by the mat-
ter-of-fact statisticians of the Depart-
ment of Commerce. These figures re-

veal that Russia is off the commer-
cial map and that our German trade,

naturally enough, is greatly reduced.
In fact, in every column radical re-

ductions are revealed, not merely
from the figures of the boom years,

but also by comparison with what
were our exports in normal times. It

is only v/hen we come to China, in

part famine stricken and with her
trade and transportation disturbed
and even crippled by unfavorable in-

ternal and external problems, that

anything like a basis for optimism is

noticeable. Now, these figures show
that, in spite of all these unfavorable
conditions and heavy handicaps that

await adjustment at the Pacific con-

ference, our exports to China for the

first six months of 1921 have in-

creased 12 per cent. ! This fact is in-

trinsically important, but it also pos-

sesses a psychological value of great

importance, for it gives the first in-

dication of a favorable change in the

commercial chart of our world trade,

upon the maintenance and growth of
which depends, among other things>
the high living standard of American
labor.

Indeed, orders are coming in from
China which promise a still greater
increase of profitabe trade for the
closing months of the year, and to-
day, as the vigilant look-outs of many-
chambers of commerce and boards of
trade report, a number of American
industries are reviving and a num-
ber of factories that were closed down
are being opened up to execute orders
from China. Here plainly, then,
across the Pacific, with its hundreds
of millions to be clothed and fed, is

the cure for present unemployment
and an available and most opportune
substitute for European markets,
which will be disturbed and may
prove unprofitable for years, long
lean years, to come.

Anglo-Japanese Alliance

It is a matter of regret to Amer-
icans, and apparently to all British
Colonials, that England enters the
disarmament conference with the
Japanese alliance, although not re-
newed, in full present strength and
vigor. It must not be lost sight of
for a moment that, sustained by this
agreement, the rape of Korea has
been accomplished, the absorption of
Manchuria is being attempted, the
Shantung grab is persisted in, and
Eastern Siberia is still under Japa-
nese occupation. Many of our Brit-
ish friends point out that Japan
might well have advanced more dis-

turbing policies and indulged in even
more unruly practices but for the
fact that her demands were re-

strained by British calmness and
phlegm. Perhaps this delusion is sin-

cere, but it leads us into the realm
of pure guessing, where it is bootless

to follow. If I did, I would certainly
hazard the guess that none of these
disturbing things would have been
attempted, much less achieved, but
for the assistance and the outspoken
or tacit support of the Anglo-Japa-
nese pact.
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Of course, while engaged as she is

in endeavoring to secure a monopoly
of the coal of Kwantung, which
would be so helpful to Hongkong
and insure the dominant position of
British shipping in the China trade,
England feels hampered in any at-

tempts she may be urged to make
toward getting Japan to let go her
hold of Shantung coal and iron. Dur-
ing the Peace Conference in Paris,
Genei'al Smuts, the distinguished
South African Prime Minister, said
on several occasions: " The only path
of safety for the British Empire is

the path on which she can walk with
America." It is deplorable that ap-
parently the great South African is

not to be with us in Washington.
Perhaps he is detained by the duties
of his high office. Perhaps his selec-

tion is obstructed by petty jealousies.

But for the benefit of those who may
be chosen for the difficult task of
filling his boots and taking the place
of Jan Christian Smuts at the Wash-
ington conference, it should be frank-
ly stated that the devious paths that
England is following in China indi-

cates a course of action in which
America can never be associated.

In Shantung England is the ef-

fective if silent partner of Japan.
By treaty arrangements, open as well

as secret, she has hitherto backed
Japan's indefensible aggression in

that cradle of the Chinese race. It is

true that England is also a guarantor
of the Open Door in China and shares
with us full responsibility for the
maintenance of China's territorial

and administrative integrity. The
English Chambers of Commerce and
Boards of Trade interested in China
have recently sent a strong pro-
Chinese memorial to the Foreign Of-
fice—with what effect we shall per-

haps see in Washington. British di-

plomacy is apparently in a dilemma
that will try even the Persia-trained
abilities of Lord Curzon. Either the
burglary of Shantung or the Open
Door in China will have to be dis-

avowed, and in a last resort it would
be well for Downing Street to re-

member that when Mr. Hughes said

" there would be no valid or effective
disposition of the overseas posses-
sions of Germany now under con-
sideration without the assent of the
United States " he included Shan-
tung as well as the Yap cable reserva-
tion.

Open Door in China

Last month, in the pages of this
magazine—after stating that China's
perplexity and weakness and Japan's
unbridled strength were the funda-
mentals of a Far Eastern situation
which, as President Harding well
said and has since insisted upon,
" should be discussed at the Pacific
conference for the limitation of
armament "—I, in common with
many others, asked the following
questions and proposed a silent

plebiscite upon them :
" Are we pre-

pared to safeguard China in its pres-
ent great extremity? Are we reso-
lutely determined to keep open the
greatest market in the world for our
merchants, our manufacturers, our
wares," which today are accumulat-
ing on the docks and in the ware-
houses with the resulting increase in

unemployment ?

Before my question was published
it had been answered on the other
side of the world by Dr. Jacob Gould
Schurman, that distinguished Amer-
ican diplomatist and educator, who
has been selected by the President for
the most difficult mission ever in-

trusted to an American envoy. Upon
landing in Shanghai, Dr. Schurman
was welcomed by the long-perplexed
American Association of China and
the American Chamber of Commerce
in a joint reception, and from unof-
ficial but absolutely reliable sources
I am able to repeat here what were
the Minister's words on this occasion,

momentous for China and for the
United States. These words were
spoken by a Minister who had just

concluded his period of instruction in

Washington, where he had conferred
at length with the President and the
Secretary of State upon the disturbed
conditions in the East and upon the
details of the approaching confer-
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ence called to adjust and to compose
them.

You aak nie [began the new envoy],
What is the policy of the United States
toward China? I answer in a word: We
stand for the integx-ity of China and for
the Open Door. We want China to remain
in pc!??ession and control of her own ter-

ritory and to be mistress in her own house.

And we want in China the Open Door to

the trade and commerce of all nations upon
equal terms.

In regard to disarmament Dr.
Schurman's language was equally;

frank and to the point. " Every one
knows," he said, " that it is Oriental
questions which today menace the

j

peace of the world. We cannot lay
[

down the tools of war until we have
|

removed the causes of war," With i

reference to the thorny questions of /

spheres of influence and railway''

zones claimed by foreign powers, the
new envoy was, if possible, even more
explicit.

The question is [he stated]. How may
China get back her territory unencumbered
and be reinstated in her sovereignty un-
impaired? I note that eminent publicists

in China are not agreed on the solution

of this problem * * * But the end
aime-^ at by both schools is the safeguard-
ing of China against foreign aggression
and the restoration to China of her full

sovereign rights, making China absolute
mistress in her own unabridged domain;
and t»hat I am especially concerned to

emphasize is that this object coincides with
thf .T-gnding American policy of the terri-

torial integrity and unimpaired sovereignty
of China.

In conclusion Dr. Schurman said

:

It is my hope to see the dawn of this

brighter day for China. I should count it

the supreme joy and honor of my life if,

even in the most insignificant degree, as
Ameiioan Minister, I might be of service

in ushering it in. And it is not incredible

that the dream, though without merit of

mine, may be fulfilled; for, just in pro-
portion as American policy, which I have
the honor to represent and uphold, actually

prevails in China, this great and venerable
nacioi;, with territory intact and sover-

eignty unimpaired, will march steadily for-

ward to the glorious future.

In a word, then, the cards are on
the table. The present Administra-
tion accepts the responsibility which
Hay, McKinley and Roosevelt as-

sumed with good reason, and which
Chief Justice Taft in his famous
Shanghai speech on Oct. 10, 1908, re-

affirmed in the winged words which
flew from Siberia to Sumatra.
The United States has [he said] a fun-

damental interest in the Far Eastern sit-

uation, particularly in the fate and welfare
of China, and the United States expects
that her views shall be taken into consid-
eration in any action affecting the future
of China or the control of the Pacific.

Premier Hara's Attitude

Though it is pleasant to see how
universally the justice of the claims
with which China appeals to the con-

ference is recognized by ouv press

and by our public men, I should like

to sound a note of caution. Let us be
politic and achieve our end by the

easiest path and by giving as little

umbrage as possible. After all, what
we want Prime Minister Hara to do is

practically little more than to trans-
mute into action the resolution of con-
ure which, as leader of the opposition

on June 3, 1915, he moved in the Im-
perial Japanese Diet against the Gov-
ernment of the day headed by Okunia
and Kato. If, in power. Prime Min-
ister Hara would only act as he
talked when in opposition and secure
support from the powers that be, or
at least have been for so long in

Japan, he would insure peace in the
Far East for years to come and start

a race for disarmament among the
Pacific powers that would cover with
imperishaV)le honor.all who contribute
to its glorious realization. To illus-

trate my point, I find a number of
leading American papers comparing
the action of Japan in China to the
behavior of the semi-barbarous pow-
ers of the thirteenth century. This
may be correct, but to those of us who
lived in the Far East at the time it

seems more pertinent and perhaps
more helpful to say that Japan's ac-

tion in China of which the civilized

world complains, and which is unset-

tling the world peace for which all

the powers involved fought as allies,

is almost slavishly fashioned and pat-
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terned after the behavior of Imperial
Russia and Imperial Germany in the

days twenty-five years ago when they
had their passing moment of supreme
power, and strutted with the big stick

across the Chinese stage. That, we
should remember, was the formative
period of Japan's foreign policy. This
was the time when the Island Empire
was plastic to receive impressions,
and by belaboring her now we may
only make her marble to retain them.

In his resolution of censure, which
was supported by 133 votes of the
Seiyu-kai and the Kokumin-to—par-

ties now in power—Hara, then leader
of the opposition, stated that the Chi-
nese negotiations "had been conduct-
ed in a mistaken manner, had dam-
aged the cordial relations between the
two countries (China and Japan),
had aroused suspicion in the minds
of the foreign powers and had sown
seeds of future trouble." We should
be able to do business with a man who

talks in this way. If Mr. Hara or his
delegates stand on the platform which
was outlined in this resolution of cen-
sure, the greater part of our problems
will not prove difficult of solution.
In the m.eantime it is the part of wis-
dom and a requisite of courtesy that
we cease belaboring the Japanese
Government of today and eschew
criticism which rasps the Japanese
sensitiveness, which is acute. After
all, our period of restraint will not be
prolonged. In six weeks we shall

know the kind of Japan with which
we are confronted, and also whether
Prime Minister Hara has abandoned
his former policy of friendly helpful-
ness to China, which six years ago
was shared by many of his associates
in the liberal and progressive groups
of the Diet, and which at times, at
least, the present Premier of Japan,
be it said in his honor, has held in

solid phalanx against the dictation
of the War Office.

THE CZAR, ENGLAND AND KERENSKY
INTEREST in the tragic fate of the late

Czar of Russia has recently been revived

by a controversy between Kerensky, the

Premier of the first Provisional Govern-

ment, and Kerensky's Russian enemies. The

latter assert that Kerensky is primarily

responsible for the Czar's terrible end, and

their charge has recently been reflected by

the European press. To this attempt to

put the responsibility on his shoulders,

Kerensky has replied in the Volia Rossii, a

Russian newspaper published by emigres

at Prague, Czechoslovakia. In a vigorous

article on Aug. 28 he declared that the

Governments of the Entente Powers, and

especially the royal family of England,

were ultimately . responsible for the ex-

Czar's fate, inasmuch as they refused to

give the Czar sanctuary in the day of his

extreme peril.

After describing the attempt of the Bol-

sheviki to get at the Czar at Tsarskoe Selo,

and the subsequent action of the Provi-

sional Government in taking the safety of

the Czar and his family out of the jurisdic-

tion of the Minister of War and the com-

mander of the troops—General Komilov

—

and intiTisting it to Kerensky, the latter

declares that preparations were made to

send the royal prisoners abroad, and that

to this end he began diplomatic negotia-

tions with the London Cabinet. His specific

charge against England is contained in the

following passage:

But already In Summer, when the prolongra-

tion of the sojourn of the imperial family
at Tsarskoe Selo had become absolutely im-
possible, we « * • received a categorical of-

ficial declaration that until the end of the
war the journey of the former monarch and
his family to the British Empire was im-
l)ossible. I maintain that but for that re-

fusal the Provisional Government would
have .'successfully conveyed Nicholas II. be-

yond the frontiers of Russia, just as we
conveyed them within Russia to what was
then a safe place—Tobolsk. [From Tobolsk
the Czar and his family were removed for

greater safety to Ekaterinoslav. in the Urals,

where they were slaughtered In an under-
ground cellar.]

Kerensky's defense is contradicted by a

series of articles written by one M. Fenner
and published by a German review, the

Nachrichten iiber Ostfragen (" The Diplo-

matic Relations between the Entente and
the Rus.sian Government in 1917 ").



PERIL TO THE OPEN DOOR
By Owen Street

Origin and development of the American policy which demands

equal trade opportunities for all nations—John Hay^s achieve-

ment imperiled hy recent allied acts under the mandate system—
The Open Door potent for pence

AT the conclusion of the Chinese
Opium War in 1842, the British

officials who negotiated the

treaty of peace obtained from the
Chinese Commissioners certain trade
concessions and privileges for Eng-
lish merchants and their merchan-
dise. Admiral Kearnj% who was in

command of the American naval ves-

sels lying in the Canton River, had
maintained an unobtrusive but ob-
servant attitude during the hostili-

ties. On hearing of the commercial
pact made by the British, he lost no
time in opening negotiations with the
Chinese Commissioners, and exacted
from them a promise that the same
trade concessions which had been
granted to the English should be ex-

tended equally to the United States.

This promise was ratified a few
months later in the form of a com-
mercial treaty negotiated by Caleb
Cushing, who went as a special en-
voy from the President of the United
States to the Emperor of China. Thus
was the policy of the Open Door first

given practical expression in Amer-
ican foreign relations.

This principle of equal opportunity
in commerce was again brought for-

ward in 1898, when the United States
made peace with Spain in Paris. A
clause was inserted in the treaty
which accorded to Spain, for the
space of ten years, the same rights
of entry into the ports of the Philip-

pine Islands for Spanish ships and
Spanish goods as those enjoyed by
the ships and goods of the United
States.

It was not, however, until the year

following, when the Secretary of
State, John Hay, sent his famous cir-

cular note on China to the great
powers, that the Open Door as an
American policy was brought to the
attention of the world. Great Britain,
Russia, France, Germany and Japan
had forced China to lease to them
large tracts of her territory which
had come to be considered as
" spheres of influence." Although
these " spheres " were still under the
nominal soveignty of China, the ac-
tual administrative control rested in

the hands of the foreign lessees. The
United States viewed with alarm this
wholesale acquisition of the territory
of an independent nation, and, al-

though we had no desire for Chinese
territory, we did have a desire for
Chinese trade. It was felt that inas-
much as the United States was in di-

rect communication with China
across the Pacific, our right to un-
hindered commercial intercourse
with a free and sovereign nation
should be respected. With this pur-
pose in mind, Mr. Hay sent his note
to the great powers, putting forth the
doctrine that China, being a free na-
tion, should be open on an equal basis
to the commerce and industry of all

the nations of the world. Assisted
by the mutual fears and suspicions
of the powers, Mr. Hay was able to

get each one to subscribe to this doc-

trine, on the understanding that all

the other interested powers would
likewise subscribe. These events put
the policy of the Open Door on a
world basis.

Russia had long had envious eyes
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on Manchuria, and in 1902 she man-
aged, by manipulating corrupt of-

ficials in Peking, to induce the
Chinese Government to accord ex-

clusive railway privileges to her in

that province. On the eve of the
signature of this agreement between
Russia and China, the United States
protested in a note sent by Secretary
Hay on Feb. 1 of that year to Aus-
tria, Belgium, China, France, Ger-
many, Great Britain, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, Russia and Spain.
This note read in part as follows

:

An agreement by which China cedes to

any corporation or company the exclusive
right and privilege of opening mines, estab-
lishing railroads, or in any other way in-

dustrially developing Manchuria, can but be
viewed with the gravest concern by the Gov-
ernment of the United States. It consti-

tutes a monopoly, which is a distinct breach
of the stipulations of ti-eaties concluded be-
tween China and foreign powers, and there-

by seriously affects the rights of American
citizens; it restricts their rightful trade and
exposes it to being discriminated against,
interfered with, or otherwise jeapordized.
* * * It is for this reason that the
Government of the United States, animated
now, as in the past, with the sincerest

desire of insuring to the whole world the
benefitij of full and fair intercourse be-

tween China and the nations on a footing
of equal rights and advantage to all, sub-

mits the above to the earnest consideration
of the Imperial Governments of China and
Russia.

The principle of the Open Door, so
lucidly enunciated by Mr. Hay, had
three main effects:

1. It gave all nations an equal opportu-
nity in developing the trade of China.

2. It checked the great powers from par-
titioning China to their exclusive advan-
tage.

3. It diminished the likelihood of those
jealous quarrels which lead to war.

The Post-War Mandates

Thus stood China, a vast territory

containing untold natural wealth, a
nation huge and unconscious of itself,

needing the energy, the capital and
the goods of the other nations of the
world. These other nations, recog-
nizing the farsightedness and practi-

cality of the Open Door policv, sub-
scribed to it in 1899. In 1918, the
war left vast territories of great

natural wealth, great nations uncon-
scious of themselves and needing the
energy, the capital and the goods of
the other nations of the world. The
allied and associated powers recog-
nizing that these territories, which
had been thrown on their hands by
the fortunes of war, were in the
nature of a public trust, have ex-
pressed themselves to this effect in

the covenant of the League of Na-
tions, Article 22, which says in part

:

To those colonies and territories which as
a consequence of the late war have ceased
to be under the sovei*eignty of the States
which formerly governed them, and which
are inhabited by peoples not yet able to

stand by themselves under the strenuous
condition of the modem world, there should
be applied the principle that the well-being
and development of such peoples form a
sacred tnist of civilization, and that securi-
ties for the performance of this trust
should be embodied in this covenant.
The best m-ethod of giving practical ef-

fect to this principle is that the tutelage of
such peoples should be intrusted to ad-
vanced nations who by reason of their re-

sources, their experience, or their geograph-
ical position can best undertake this respon-
sibility, and who are willing? to accept it,

and that this tutelage should be exercised
by them as mandataries on behalf of the
League.
The character of the mandate must differ

according to the state of the development
of the territory, its economic conditions and
other similar circumstances.

Certain commimities fonnerly belonging
to the Turkish Empire have reached a stage
of development where their existence as in-

dependent nations can be provisionally
recognized, subject to the rendering of ad-
ministrative advice and assistance by a
mandatary.

Other peoples, especially those of Central
Africa, are at such a stage that the man-
dataiy must be responsible for the admin-
isti-ation of the territory under conditions
which will guarantee freedom of conscience,

&c., * * " and will also secure equal op-
portunities for the trade and commerce of
other members of the League.

It should be observed that although
the covenant of the League upholds
the principle of the Open Door for
mandated territories, the door is to

be held open only for those nations
which are members of the League.
This exclusiveness is further set

forth in Article 23, which says in

part:
The members of the League will make
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provision to secure and maintain freedom
of communication and of transit and of

equitable treatment for the commerce of all

members of the League.

Step in Wrong Direction

It was doubtless with a deep con-

sciousness of their " sacred trust

"

that Lloyd George on behalf of Great
Britain, and Millerand on behalf of

France, signed an agreement at San
Remo with respect to the oil resources

of Mesopotamia, a British mandate.
According to the text which appeared
in The Manchester Guardian of July

24, 1920, this agreement provided
that

:

The British Government undertakes to

grant to the French Government or its

nominee 25 per cent, of the net output of

crude oil at current market rates w^hich his

Majesty's Government may secure from the
Mesopotamian oil fields in the event of

their being developed by Government ac-

tion; or in the event of a private petroleum
company being used to develop the Meso-
potamian oil fields the British Government
will place at the disposal of the French
Government a share of 25 per cent, in such
company. * * * it is understood that the
said petroleum company shall be under per-

manent British control.

The significance of all this is that

Great Britain, the mandatary of

Mesopotamia, takes to herself three-

quarters of the entire oil output of
this territory held in " sacred trust,"

and for political reasons accords to

France the remaining one-quarter.

Both nations are signatories cf the
covenant, and yet they do not even
grant equal opportunity to the other
members of the League, as provided
in Article 22 and 23, much less to all

the nations of the world. The practi-

cal result of this agreement is that
foreign—and especially American

—

petroleum geologists are, at the pres-

ent time, excluded from Mesopo-
tamia.

The United States, not being a
member of the League, could notpro-
test against the San Remo agree-
ment under the provisions of Article

22, but it could and did protest on
another ground, the ground that hav-
ing helped to win the war, it has a
right to expect the principle of equal

opportunity to be administered in
those territories which have come
into the trusteeship of the victorious
nation. This protest is set forth in
Secretary of State Colby's note of
Nov. 20, 1920, in which he said

:

I need hardly refer again to the fact that
the Government of the United States has
consistently urged that it is of the utmost
importance to the future peace of the world
that alien territory transferred as a result
of the war with the Central Powei's should
be held and administered in such a way as
to assure equal treatment to the commerce
and to the citizens of all nations. Indeed, it

was in reliance upon an understanding to
this effect, and expressly in contemplation
thereof, that the United States was per-
suaded that the acquisition under mandate
of certain enemy territory by the victorious
powers would be consistent with the best
interests of the world. * * *

The United States as a participant in
that conflict and as a contributor to its suc-
cessful issue, cannot consider any of the as-
sociated powers, the smallest not less than
itself, debarred from the discussion of any
of its consequences, or from participation
in the rights and privileges secured under
the mandates provided for in the treaties of
peace.

Peace and the Open Door

A vital blow would be struck at
the roots of war if an international
agreement could be made and abided
by which would insure the policy of

the Open Door in the development
of those countries which, either be-
cause of inefficient Governments,
lack of national consciousness, or na-
tive backwardness, need the assist-

ance and energy of the advanced na-
tions. Such an agreement should be
international in the largest sense, in

that it should comprise ail the nations
of the world who conduct themselves
according to the dictates of interna-

tional comity and international law.

In the light of such an agreement,
mandates would indeed be regarded
as sacred trusts, not only for mem-
bers of a League of Nations, but for

all the nations of the world. The
spirit of such trusteeships is well de-

fined by General Jan Christian Smuts
in his proposals for a League of Na-
tions published in The Nation for Feb.

8, 1919. With regard to mandataries
he says

:
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The mandatoiy State should look on its

position as a great tioist and honor, not as
an offiCe of pj-ofit or a position of private
advantage for it or its nationals—no peg-
ging out of claims should be allowed under
the guise of the mandate.

It must be part of this suggested scheme
of mandatory control that the mandatary
shall in no case adopt an Bconomic or mili-

tary policy which will loa-l to its special
advantage. In fact, for all territories which
ai-e not completely independent States, the
policy of the Open Door, or equal economic
opportunity for all, must be laid down. In
this way a fruitful soui'ce of rivalry and
friction between the powers will be re-

moved * -r- t-
I g^^j^j yp g^g fqUoWS I

* * * That the mandatory State shall in

each case be bound to maintain the policy
of the Open Door, or equal economic oppor-
tunity for all.

The applying of these principles as
set forth by General Smuts would
strengthen the confidence of the
world in a system of mandates, and
would constitute a very definite ad-
vance toward the avoidance of war.
It is possible, however, to go a step
further. Leaving to the mandatory
States the political and administra-
tive functions of the territories

which they hold in trust, the develop-
ment of the trade and resources of
these territories could be put in the
hands of an international syndicate,
an organization based on the same
principles of equal participation as
those proclaimed for the consortium
of international banking interests or-

ganized for the purpose of financing
China ; all nations to be allowed equal
representation on the s^mdicate, re-

gardless of size, population or wealth.

The prime function of the syndicate
would consist in apportioning to each
State an equal share in the develop-
ment of the trade and natural re-

sorces under its jurisdiction, such as
coal, iron, petroleum, railways, tele-

graphs, &c. It might seem that in
giving a small State an equal share
with a wealthy and populous one, an
injustice would be done; this, how-
ever, would not be the case, as the
matter would adjust itself according
to economic laws, the small State be-
ing limited in its participation ac-
cording to its resources. By care-
fully defining the administrative
functions and responsibilities of man-
dataries, conflicts of authority with
the syndicate would be avoided or
would be justiciable before a tribunal
of arbitration. The intent of this

suggested plan is that it should ap-
ply not only to nations under man-
date, but also to backward nations,
such as China and Persia.
The United States is today better

able to advocate the principle of the
Open Door than any other nation in

the world. She is not bound by
treaty to carry out the precepts of a
League of Nations based on the force
of the few great powers; she is

stronger physically, economically,
financially and governmentally than
any other country. Let her, there-

fore, continue to press forward the
doctrine of equal opportunity, as she
has so ably done in the past, and
make the Open Door America's great
policy for peace.

DISTINGUISHING THE VARIOUS COUNCILS

SINCE the close of the Paris Peace Con-

ference, with its Supreme Council, it

has been rather difficult to keep track of

the various other councils that have figured

in the European news. The Supreme Council,

which had consisted of the two ranking dele-

gates from each of the five chief powers,

bequeathed its functions to a Council of

Premiers and a Council of Ambassadors
(Jan. 21, 1920), the former to deal with

all large issues of international policy, and
the latter to handle routine matters con-

cerning the execution of the peace treaties.

The Council of Ambassadors, quietly pur-

suing its labors at Paris, has fignired but

little in the news headlines ; but the Council

of Premiers, which has met at irregular

intervals and in many places, has continued

to hold the centre of the stage and is still

almost invariably called the Supreme Coun-

cil. Meanwhile, with the creation of the

League of Nations (Jan. 16, 1920), the

League Council began functioning at regfu-

lar intervals. The four different councils,

three of which are still in active existence,

require some watching to avoid confusion.



MILITARISIM IN JAPAN
By Raymond Leslie Buell, M. A.*

A striking analysis of the hidden forces that nullify the popular

will in Japan, defying the wishes of the Government itself with

impunity—Delay in evacuating Shantung and Siberia cited as

examples—How our exclusion policy aids the Japanese militarists

WHEN the leader of the Japa-
nese parhamentary party de-

clared at a banquet in Los
Angeles last June that the militarists

no longer control the Government of

Japan, he voiced a sentiment loudly

applauded by many Americans.
Even those who hesitate to believe in

the reality of such a statement must
hope that eventually it will prove
true. Tor militarism in Japan is the

very crux of the Oriental problem, as

it affects not only China and Siberia,

but America as well. In fact, it is

the determinant factor in the future
peace of the world.
And yet an unfounded optimism

which lulls a critical opinion into

somnolence is worse than unwar-
ranted suspicion. For if the liberal

movement in Japan is nothing more
than a screen behind which the well-

disguised activities of an irrespon-

sible bureaucracy are hidden, Amer-
ica and the world are being duped,
indeed. Copied as it was after the
newly framed Constitution of the
German Empire, the Japanese Consti-
tution of 1889 in theory elevated the
Mikado to a position paralleling in

power that held by the German
Kaiser. He has practically all his

prerogatives: he can forestall the
attempts of the Diet to pass laws over
his head by his right of sanction and
promulgation ; he can declare war and
make peace ; he may dissolve the Diet,

•The author of this article was Assistant
Professor of History and Economics in Occi-
dental College, Los Angeles, and holds a degree
from Princeton University, where he is now
Procter Fellow in Politics. He has long made a
special study of Japanese politics and social
conditions.

which meets but three months out of
the year; he appoints the Ministerr,

and he dismisses them. They are re-

sponsible only to him.

Despite these sweeping powers,
however, the Mikado has little more
real authority than King George of
England. At the same time the
policies of the Imperial Government
are seldom moved by the rise and fall

of majorities in the Diet, or by the
destruction of one Ministry and the
elevation of another. How may this

strange inconsistency of a Govern-
ment in which neither Emperor nor
Parliament steers the Ship of Statebe
explained? The answer may be found
in the existence of bodies unknown to

the Constitution, and yet possessed of

more power because unrestrained by
written law.

Feudalism was not an institution

indigenous solely in Europe. On the

contrary, it was the basis of Japanese
society as early as the seventh cen-
tury, if not before. Just as it re-

duced the power of the Capets in

France by its complicated system of

subinfeudation and local allegiances,

so in Japan feudalism reduced the

power of the Emperor until he was
little more than a Pope uninspired
even with hopes of temporal ascen-

dency. The actual power was held by
a Shogunate, the successful leader of

one of the dozen or so feudal clans

who were territorial lords of the em-
pire. Up to the seventeenth century
each one of these clans had a chance
to dispossess the ruling Shogun and
itself take over the Government. But
with the rise to power of the
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Togugawa clan, its position became
so firmly entrenched that the other
clans individually had Httle chance of
ovei*turning it. Moved by jealousy."

the western clans united to overthrow
the Tokugawa rule in the Revolution
of 1867. But though the Emperor
was restored to the divine place which
he occupied in Shinto mythology, and
though feudalism was destroyed in so

far as the system of land tenure and
local Government was concerned, the
actual control of affairs remained
vested in the clans that drove out the
Shogun usurpers. And in one form
or another these clans have continued
to control the important branches of
the Japanese Government down to

the present day.

Clan Rule and the Genro

Naturally, since these clans had re-

stored the Emperor to power, they
were given the most important places

in the new Government. Even be-

fore 1853 the Satsuma and Choshu
clans had begun the manufacture of
arms and the practice of gunnery;
and when the Department of War
was organized, with its two offices of
the army and the navy, these two
clans logically assumed control. Sat-
suma took over the navy, while
Choshu undertook to manage the
army. In fact in 1876 it was said
that four-fifths of all the Government
offices were occupied by clansmen of
Satsuma, Tosa and Choshu.

Despite the institution of a civil

service regime and despite the fact
that occasionally an outsider becomes
the head of these offices, the policy
of the army and navy has been vir-

tually dictated by these two clans,

who, when acting together, have
withstood every assault. In 1894
their control was actually strength-
ened. Frightened lest the Diet might
bring about the appointment of civil-

ian ministers to these offices, the
Privy Council passed an ordinance
which declared that the two Cabinet
positions of War and Navy should
never be held by any but active of-

ficers of the rank of at least Lieu-
tenant General or Vice Admiral. Ac-

tually, therefore, these two ministers
can control the Cabinet. If they re-
sign, and if other officers, controlled
by a military esprit de corps, refuse
to take their places, the whole Cab-
inet must fall. The Diet cannot even
control their pursestrings, for if it

refuses to vote a new budget the
previous years' appropriations are
automatically continued.

In addition to the control of the
Army and Navy, the clans have en-
trenched themselves in the Upper
House of the Diet. This body is com-
posed of princes of the blood, peers
created by the Emperor, and repre-
sentatives of wealth. Since the Jap-
anese peerage is hereditary, and since
the Upper House, unlike the British
House of Lords, is a powerful body,
the clans also perpetuate their influ-
ence through this branch of the (Gov-

ernment.
Besides the clans, another powerful

body exists, called the Genro, or Elder
Statesmen. This body is composed of
the venerated group of men who
framed the Constitution of 1889 and
guided the new Government through
the stormy days which first beset its

voyage. Esteemed for this great ser-
vice by a people steeped in centuries
of ancestor worship, the G^nro have
since that time virtually dictated the
policies of the Japanese Government.
This tacit rule has been facilitated by
the fact that practically all the Elder
Statesmen are clansmen. Thus the
Genro decided whether Japan should
form an alliance with England rather
than with Russia in 1902; and also

that the war with Russia should be
ended when it was in 1905. In fact,

the three remaining Elder Statesmen,
Prince Yamagata, and the Marquises
Matsukata and Saionji, in addition to
the semi-outsider, Marquis Okuma,
were responsible for the elevation of
the Hara ministry to power in 1918.
The Genro's intrigues have frequently
been responsible for the fall of min-
istries. The continual conferences
which Premier Hara holds with
Prince Yamagata are added evidence
of the fact that a Japanese ministry
exists at the sufferance of the Genro.
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Military Dictation

A government of this character cer-

tainly does not represent the people

of Japan, even if its Diet were repre-

sentative. As a matter of fact, even

under the new Election law passed by
the 1918-19 Diet, the great masses
of the laboring population cannot

vote, since they do not pay the annual
tax of three yen required. Of more
importance to America, however, is

this duality of power whereby a civil-

ian member of a Cabinet, placed in

office by public opinion, may sign a

treaty or make a promise which the

military party or the clansmen may
totally disregard. For example. Vis-

count Ishii may promise the League
of Nations by all that is holy in the

Land of Great Gentleness that Japan
will immediately evacuate Shantung,
yet General Yamanashi of the War
Department may refuse absolutely to

have the troops withdrawn. And
there is very little that the Foreign
Office or the Diet can do.

At the present time the clans are

doubtless strong enough to control

the appointment even of civil officers

;

thus Baron Makino, one of the Peace
Envoys to the Paris Conference, is a

prominent member of the Satsuma
clan. That misunderstandings, repu-

diations and bad faith have arisen

over this emphatic division of author-

ity can, nevertheless, be shown by
several examples from contemporary
Japanese politics.

Periodically since the joint occupa-

tion of Siberia, the Japanese Govern-
ment has given out intimations that

Japan's troops would be withdrawn
as soon as the objects of the occupa-
tion had been accomplished. Now
that the war has come to an end and
the Czechoslovak troops are repat-

riated, it seems that the civilian

members of the Hara ministry have
been persuaded that because of the

pressure of world opinion—likewise

of the great financial expense re-

quired—the troops should be with-

drawn. But the military party will

not have it so. For the evacuation of

Siberia will bring to an end their

most cherished dream—a Japanese
hegemony over Asia. Despite re-

peated pronouncements of Japanese
ministers, General Tachibana, the
commander of the Siberian troops,
saw fit to give an interview to the
Tokio paper Asahi, in which he de-
clared that, although the opinion
was growing that the Japanese should
evacuate Siberia, the policy was un-
wise and imprudent. Very naively he
states : "It is strange that the false

impression should now prevail among
some Japanese that the Empire's di-

plomacy has been transferred to the
military from the Foreign Office

authorities." Yet in the same breath
he proves what he denies by saying:
" If the military men ever played the
part of diplomats in Siberia, certain-
ly that was only because the Foreign
Office failed to take the necessary
steps for the maintenance of national
prestige as well as of national inter-

est." Thus the War Office does not
interfere with Japanese diplomacy as
long as it conducts itself in a manner
pleasing to the militarists—an as-
tounding admission indeed.

After the Colonial Conference held
in Tokio last May to discuss the for-

eign and colonial policies of the em-
pire, the American press proclaimed
the welcome news that Japan was
now to evacuate Siberia and to i-eturn

Shantung to China. As a matter of
fact, this conference did decide to

evacuate Siberia, but only upon the
following conditions: that the newly
organized government of the Far
Eastern Republic at Chita should
(1) maintain order in the three east-

ern provinces of Siberia, (2) desist

from all communistic policies, and
(3) facilitate the economic develop-
ment of Japanese resources in Si-

beria.

Illiberal as these conditions were,
they angered the military men, who
returned to Siberia resolved that they
should never be carried out. Within
ten days after this announcement,
which the well-wishers of Japan had
expectantly awaited, a revolt broke
out in Vladivostok and Nikolsk which
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drove the local Governments out of

power. The Japanese Army had made
those revolts possible by disarming
the Government forces, under the pre-

tense of maintaining a strict neutral-

ity; but at the same time they per-

mitted the Kappelite and Kolchak
remnants secretly to store up am-
munition. Just before the coup oc-

curred the Vladivostok authorities at-

tempted to search a house occupied
by Japanese under the suspicion that
it harbored insurgents and contra-
band. They were summarily ordered
out by a Japanese Colonel after they
discovered a couple of dozen Wliite
Guards and a number of hand gren-
ades in the outer rooms. The next
day, after the Japanese had had time
to clear up the premises, notice was
sent to the Russians that they might
search the house

!

This constant intriguing with the
Russian emigres has not been so
much inspired by a fear of Bolshe-
vism as by the desire to keep Siberia
seething with disorder. If the Co-
lonial Conference had not decided to

evacuate Siberia as soon as order was
assured, the Vladivostok revolution
would quite probably never have oc-
curred. Instead of bringing about
peace, the Japanese occupation makes
certain the persistence of anarchy.

Aggression in China

In the Fall of 1920 the military
party, under the pretense of punish-
ing fugitive Korean malcontents
for burning a Japanese consulate,
launched a now-famous expedition
against the Manchurian city of
Chientao. The statement was pub-
licly made in the Japanese Diet
(March 1, 1921) that the Japanese
troops while in Chientao burned a
church merely because a newspaper
pasted to its wall contained the word
" independence." Dwelling places
were also destroyed and a large num-
ber of Koreans killed. On top of this
defilement of Chinese sovereignty,
Colonel Mizumachi, in a communica-
tion to British missionaries, publicly
charged them with being the cause

of the tragedy, since they had given
assistance to the Korean indepen-
dence movement. He went further
and declared that if they did not de-
sist from their treasonable activities,

the Japanese would find a " legal

cause " for encouraging the non-co-
operative movement in India! The
fact that the Japanese Minister of
Foreign Affairs disavowed this
brazen statement still more clearly
illustrates the disaster which may re-

sult from an irresponsible military
bureaucracy. As long as the actual
administration of Japan's foreign
policy remains in the hands of parties
uncontrolled by those who ostensibly
frame that policy, nothing but inter-

national ill-will can result.

The present Japanese Cabinet,
however, cannot shift the responsibil-

ity for all its imperialism to the mili-

tary party, for the Cabinet also has
been frequently inspired by the
Chauvinism apparently inherent in

the upper strata of Japanese society.

Despite the fact that T. Hara is the
first commoner ever to hold the office

of Prime Minister, and that his Min-
istry has been pledged to a policy of
" non-interference " in China, the
encroachments of Japan on China's
sovereignty have continued unabated.
Hara's Ministrj'^ has brought about
the confirmation of Japan's hold on
Shantung. It has indirectly set up
financial control in Manchuria by
driving out the unstable Chinese
silver standard and replacing it with
the gold currency of Japan, issued

in the Liaotung Peninsula and along
the Railway Zone. Actually this cur-

rency consists of paper backed by a
gold reserve, w^hich remains in Japan.
By her lease of the Kwantung

Province, Japan controls the principal

outlet for Manchurian exports, which
makes her economic control still m.ore

secure. During the campaign in Si-

beria, the Chinese Eastern Railway
was compelled to carry allied troops,

but compensation has not yet been
forthcoming. The Czechoslo\'aks are
charged up with a bill of $12,000,000.
which Mr. H. Nagao of the Inter-

allied Railway Commission admits
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will never be paid. He goes {»n to

say that the railroad is being run at a
hopeless deficit, which he attributes
partly to political disturbances!
After having forced the road into

near-bankruptcy, it is now rumored
that Japan is magnanimously nego-
tiating a loan—which means that the
control of the road will pass into its

hands. According to a dispatch to

the Asahi, in " somo quarters " a de-
mand is being made that the road be
garrisoned by Russian and Japanese
troops, since the Chinese are so " un-
reliable." As this railway is the
chief road in Northern Manchuria,
the implications of the article are
obvious.

Vicious Circle of " Interests "

No doctrine can be more dangerous
to the peace of the Orient than the
doctrine of " special interests," which
the United States, in an evil hour,
recognized through the Ishii-Lansing
agreement. Korea was annexed in

order to defend these special interests
of Japan; but now Korea has itself

become an object of concern. In order
to protect *' interests " there. Japan
is contemplating the dispatch of an-
other cavalry brigade, and justifies
the invasion of Chinese territory
(Manchuria) to punish offenders.
Meanwhile the Japanese forces re-

main in Siberia to cover Japan's in-

terests in Manchuria. The last step
taken was in the Pacific. Although
it may not be true that Japan is forti-

fying the islands mandated by the
League of Nations, the Mainichi de-
clares that " the national defense pro-
gram in the Pacific is steadily in

process of materialization." The
navy has already fortified the Bonin
Islands and the Luchus. and a port
of call and a watch-tower are to be
established on other Japanese islands,

located between the mandates and
Japan. As a result of the system
supposedly designed to minimize mili-

tarism, Japan has found an excuse to

extend her fortifications in the neigh-
borhood of territory bequeathed in

trust to her by the Peace Conference.

Militarism rotates in a vicious
- circle. The ends it is designed to
achieve constantly elude its grasp ; to
protect Japan, Korea is annexed; to

protect Korea, Mancliuria is invaded

;

to protect Manchuria, Siberia is oc-

cupied; to protect the whole nexus,
the Japaneses islands in the Pacific

are fortified. And so it goes. The
more territory Japan occupies, the
larger becomes the population which
will chafe against its rule. The up-
shot of this policy can only result in

disaster to Japan. This is the para-

dox of imperialism.
Nothing could be more indicative of

the real spirit which animates Japan's
foreign policy than the replies which
Foreign Minister Uchida recently

made to questions submitted to him
by the Kenseikai, or opposition party.

Especially significant was the discus-

sion of the Chinese consortium. It

will be remembered that throughout
1920 negotiations were carried on for
the joint financing of Chinese enter-
prises by a " full and equal partner-
ship " of the powers. It was hoped
that by this means future spheres of
influence would be eliminated, as well
as the political advantages which had
gone with national loans. Japan
originally had demanded that Man-
churia and Mongolia be expressly re-

moved from the operation of the con-
sortium because of her " special in-

terests " there. But in May, 1920, it

was announced that Japan had agreed
to withdraw this reservation on the
understanding that the powers con-
templated no acts " inimical to her
vital interests," and that they were
ready to give assurances safeguard-
mg them. The Kenseikai, at this in-

terview, wanted to know what these
** vital interests " were, if they were
limited to Manchuria and Mongolia,
and if the consortium nullified the
grants gained in the treaties with
China of 1915. To these questions
M. Uchida replied that he agreed that
Japan's special interests were by no
means limited to these two provinces

;

that they could not be defined except
as they "may arise in the future,"
and (most significant of all) that " I
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cannot believe that Britain and Amer-
ica will take exception to any propo-
sal by Japan which she brings for-

ward as a necessary step for ensur-
ing the safety of her national defense
and economic existence." Finally,

he declared that the consortium did
not nullify the rights granted to

Japan by China after yielding to the
Twenty-one Demands.
Mr. Thomas Lamont may justify

this tacit understanding—in reality

another " Gentlemen's Agreement "

—on the ground that it was neces-

sary to safeguard Japan's food sup-

ply. But the whole attitude of Japan
toward the consortium has a very
ancient smell, which, in fact, is made
more " fishlike " by the suggestion
of Viscount Takahashi, the Japanese
Minister of Finance, that a Sino-Jap-
anese economic alliance be negotiated.

He says that Japan should abandon
her policy of " non-interference " in

China, and loan " ungrudgingly " to

this sister nation in view of the lat-

ter's deplorable financial condition.

His suggestion, which the Elder
Statesmen are understood to approve,
may have been made with all due sin-

cerity. But when he goes on to say
that if the other powers are hostile

to the independent action of Japan
in this regard Japan can secede from
the consortium, the real purpose of

his suggestion is immediately re-

vealed. For the raison d'etre of the
consortium was to prevent any one
power from securing monopolies or
political advantages to the detriment
of China. And yet M. Takahashi, a
public official, is advocating the very
policy the consortium is designed to

avoid.

Japanese Loans to China

During the Terauchi Ministry the
Japanese Government unofficially

followed this policy of loans toward
China. Through the medium of a
mysterious Mr. Nishihara, it lent its

support to the Northern Government
by lending it some 220,000,000 yen.

Up to the present time even the in-

terest on these loans has not been
paid since their principal was reck-
lessly dissipated among Chinese Tu-
chuns, into whose hands the money
ultimately fell. But the Japanese
banks which, with shocking credulity,
helped to float the loan are demand-
ing that action be taken. No more
striking warning of the danger of
such a policy can be found than in
the Nishihara loans. It affords the
Japanese Government an opportunity
to play one government in China
against the other; it gives it an ex-
cuse for intervention which is in
thorough accord with its conception
of an Asiatic Monroe Doctrine. To
cap the climax, some Japanese papers
now suggest that these loans, ad-
vanced to Chinese renegades and
spent in personal dissipation, should
constitute Japan's contribution to the
consortium

!

It is no difficult task, however, for
Japanese apologists to vindicate their

attempts to buttress a Pax Japonica
in the Orient. Certainly the annexa-
tion of Korea rests upon as specious
grounds as the annexation of the
Philippines. If France should insist

so vigorously upon maintaining her
protectorate over all Catholics in

China, why should not Japan, as she
did at the recent Communications
Conference, refuse to surrender her
Post Offices there? As long as Eng-
land imports ten boxes of opium
monthly into Hongkong, it is not
strange that Japan should overlook
the smuggling of morphia into China
—at a reported profit of $400 a
pound. One need not accept the naive
excuse which Marquis Okuma once
gave for a large navy—that it was
to be used against the Chinese pirates—^to pardon Japan's readiness to
carry out her plans for an Eight-
Eight Navy (which means eight bat-
tleships and eight battle cruisers, to
be replaced every eight years). It

is quite probable that the Diet never
would have voted the necessary ap-
propriations if the American Con-
gress had not insisted on carrying
out its 1916 building program, de-
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signed to make the American Navy
equal to any other in the world. Japan
may deserve all the epithets heaped
upon her because of the tenacity with
which she holds to Shantung. Yet
Russia did the same thing to Port

Arthur ; Germany to Tsing-tao ; Eng-
land to Wei-hai-wei, not to mention
Hongkong ; France to Indo-China. As
for Japan's policy in Siberia, it may
find a counterpart in France's sup-

port of Kolchak, Denikin and Wran-
gel. Both have had the same ex-

cuse: the fear of Bolshevism.

Beginnings of Democracy

Despite the sluggish consent which
the people of Japan have given to

militarism in the past, it is meeting
with obstacles at home which, if en-

couraged, may result in its downfall.

Naturally the reduction in number
of the Genro—today there are only

three—will be accompanied by a

diminution of their influence. The
past year has witnessed a violent

quarrel between the Elder Statesmen
and the Emperor over a certain " se-

rious affair " which the press is

sternly inhibited from mentioning.

The Emperor violated an established

precedent when he permitted Crown
Prince Hirohito to become betrothed

to a young lady who was not a mem-
ber of the clans. Furthermore, the

journey of the Prince to Europe, in

violation of a tradition which had
lasted for twenty centuries, outraged
the Shinto proclivities of these Grand
Old Men. Whatever the issue, Prince

Yamagata and Marquis Matsukata
tendered their resignations; and it

was only after the earnest entreaties

of the Emperor that they decide-i to

remain.

Furthermore, the growth of the

democratic movement, which resulted

in an overwhelming demand for uni-

versal suffrage and the emancipation
of woman from 1918 on, is eating into

the moats of militarist control. The
rice riots of 1918 for the first time

in the history of Japan aroused a feel-

ing of class consciousness among the

laboring people. Living in one of
the most heavily taxed countries in

the world, the tenant farmers of
Japan are beginning to wonder for
whose profit they are being ground
down. The labor movement—repre-
sented by the Socialists, headed by
T. Sakai, and the Japanese Federation
of Labor, headed by B. Susuki—con-
demns militarism out of hand.

Nor is labor alone in its denuncia-
tions. The disarmament campaign
which Y. Ozaki launched last Febru-
ary has met with gratifying response,
especially from the business men.
Employing the novel device of charg-
ing an admission fee to his meetings,
Ozaki explained to thousands the ben-
efits of disarmament; and the Ozaka
and the Yokohama Chambers of Com-
merce have gone on record in sup-
port of his views.
A new sect of Shintoism has also

arisen, called the Omoto-kyo, which
has aroused the wrath of the Govern-
ment because it is bold enough to de-

clare that " those who are above (the
governing class) in this world are
doing nothing really good," and that
" henceforth things will be entirely

changed * * * so that those who
have so far been above will have a
fairly bad time of it !

" When it is

remembered that Shintoism was the
instrument which elevated Emperor
worship to renewed heights in Japan,
the pronouncements of this new sect

are doubly significant. Little wonder
that the Government is prosecuting
its leaders for " dangerous thought "

!

Militarism's Weapon

Unfortunately, the western world
has done much to offset the influ-

ences of these forces of liberalism.

Whenever Japanese immigrants
abroad are singled out for treatment
which is not accorded to immigrants
of other countries, militarism is for-
tified in Japan. The militarists can
readily convince a peculiarly sensitive
people that such action on the part of
western countries is due merely to
racial prejudice. The exclusion of
the Japanese from America is an
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economic necessity. But the Japa-
nese people will never be convinced
that such a policy is based on eco-

nomics as long as California, for ex-

ample, adopts a land law which ap-
plies to them alone and not also to

other aliens. Because of this discrim-

inatory treatment, the accusations

made against the activities of the
United States in the Orient are
strengthened. Thus the charge is re-

peatedly made in Japan that the

United States has instigated the

Chinese boycott of Japanese goods
and has fostered the independence
m.ovement in Korea, in order to in-

crease America's trade and to reduce
Japan's position in Asia. These
charges are false enough; but they
are the more readily believed by the
Japanese people when western coun-
tries deny to Japanese abroad rights

accorded to other aliens. Convinced
of the reality of the White Peril in the
Orient, the Diet can be persuaded to

vote huge budgets, the people can be
convinced that western liberalism is

blatant hypocrisy, and that Japan's
existence rests on force alone. Thus
enlightened, they will continue to ven-
erate the wisdom of the Genro and to

leave the control of the army and
the navy in the parasitic hands of the
Western Clans, still animated by the
philosophy of a bygone age. As
long as the United States discrimin-

ates against the Japanese, after their

admission to this country, and as long
as Europe still steeps in Briand-ism,
the Japanese militarists will find a
prop which the beardless forces of lib-

eralism will find difficult, if not im-
possible, to shake.

Anti-American Propaganda

The ambitions and tactics of Japa-
nese militarism have been recently

displayed, with uncommon boldness,

by Lieut. Gen. Kojiro Sato, known as

the *' Japanese Bernhardi," in a book
called ' If Japan and America Fight."

In his pompous words, *' Itiis the duty
of the Yamato race, who have at their

head the gracious Imperial family of

unbroken lineage, to undertake to

spread the benefits of the unbound-
ing Imperial virtues to rescue the
600,000,000 people of East Asia."
The real reason, however, for at-

tempting such a " rescue " is not so
much sentimental as it is military and
economic. " We are firmly resolved,"

Sato says, " that in order to satisfy

the demands for wartime materials
and provisions, we should plan for
the industrial development of the
continent." By this a Japanese mili-

tarist can only mean the Closed Door
—the development of exclusive
sources of supply which in time of
war will make Japan independent of
the United States and Europe.
With Bismarckian duplicity, the

militarists are hiding their real de-
signs by inciting public opinion to

believe that the very existence of
Japan is being threatened by Amer-
ica. Once this belief becomes gen-
eral, public endorsement of imperial-
ism is readily given, because the peo-
ple believe it is " defensive." Con-
sequently, General Sato, among
others, bases his whole case for Jap-
anese militarism on the impure mo-
tives of America, which " haughtily
insults our empire and is endanger-
ing our existence." He declares that
Japan has passed through two great
national crises, the first of which was
the Mongolian invasion of the thir-

teenth century, and the second, the
Asiatic expansion of Russia ending
in the war of 1904-05. In both of

these crises Japan has been con-

fronted with supposedly superior
foes. But each time she has been
victorious because ** the Japanese in

those days were not weak-kneed men
such as the present day Japanese
are !

" The third national crisis is

at hand. America has taken the
place of Russia. ** America's inso-

lence is far worse than Russia's be-

fore the Russo-Japanese war "—the

menace is far greater. The World
War made the United States tremen-
dously rich; its people are "drunk
with gold." It is the intention of

American capitalists ' to carry out a
gigantic economic development in the
Asiatic continent; and to fulfill her
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(America's) capitalistic imperialism

on a large scale in China and Siberia."

The General asserts that the " Repub-
licans are mostly tools of the capital-

ist classes," and " if Japan and
America should fight it will be be-

cause America was moved by the ad-

vocates of war of the Republican
Party." Consequently, he appeals to

the " masterful spirit " of the Japa-
nese and to an increased " moral edu-
cation " to arouse the nation to the
imminence of the white peril.

It should be needless to point out

that the success of Japanese mili-

tarism depends upon the support it

receives from the Japanese people.

If the militarists can convince the

super-sensitive and racially self-con-

scious millions of Japan that the
United States is animated solely by
prejudice and capitalism in its Far
Eastern policy, they will remain in-

definitely in power. As General Sato
points out, it is geographically and
strategically impossible for the
United States to fight a successful
war (to overcome Japanese mili-

tarism) in Asiatic waters. Conse-

quently, Japanese imperialism will be
defeated by the Japanese people only
when they are convinced that its im-
moralities exceed its supposed bene-
fits. But the Japanese people will
never be convinced of this as long as
they fear the " designs " of this
country.

It seems foolish that any one fa-

miliar with the Far Eastern policy
of the United States should harbor
such suspicions. Yet the discrimi-
natory treatment of Japanese resi-

dents in the United States; the bi-

ennial " anti-Japanese " campaigns
on the Pacific Coast; the attempt of
Americans to obtain exclusive conces-
sions in Asia, such as Washington
Vanderlip believes he has secured in
Kamchatka, and the efforts of others
to impose a tariff which will kill

Japanese trade with America—all

are used by the militarists to con-
vince their people of the impurity of
America's motives and to make them
believe that if Japan does not domi-
nate Asia the United States will.

America must, therefore, keep her
own skirts clean.

TRANSFER OF TWO HISTORIC DOCUMENTS

ON the recommendation of Secretary of

State Hughes, President Harding has

signed an executive order for the transfer

of the original Declaration of Independence

and the original Constitution of the United

States fi'om the Department of State to the

Library of Congress. The explanation was
given by the President in the concluding

paragraph of the order:

This order is issued at the request of the
Secretary of .State, who has no suitable place
for the exhibition of these muniments, and
whose building is believed not to be as safe

a depository for them as the Library of Con-
gress, and for the additional reason that it

is desired to satisfy the laudable wish of

patriotic Americans to have opportunity to

see the original fundamental documents upon
which rest their Independence and their Gov-
ernment.

The department building has always

been subject to fire risk, and Secretaiy

Hughes has been impressed by this, as well

as by the fact that nearly all visitors to

Washington desire to see the great charters,

while the State Department had no exhibi-

tion room at its disposal. The Library of

Congress is the most suitable place both for

the preservation and for the exhibition of

the charters, for it is of modern fireproof

construction and possesses appropriate

exhibition halls, together with expert

archivists in charge of ail manuscripts

of value.

Soon, therefore, the citizen? of this

country will be able to look upon the

original Declaration of Independence and
Constitution of the nation, just as all vis-

itors to the British Museum today can look

upon Magna Charta.
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A Japanese publicist's categorical answers to a dozen different

charges made against his country in regard to the treatment of

aliens—Japan makes no discrimination between races—Farming

and ownership of land by foreigners permitted

FROM every quarter of the globe,

from every stratum of the
world community, there arises

the fervent wish for the noblest suc-

cess to the Washington conference.

Whether this earnest wish of a large

portion of mankind be fulfilled or not
will depend largely upon the temper,
the psychological mood, of the dele-

gates to the conference and of the
peoples who have sent them. That
there will exist the most genial at-

mosphere around the council table

—

" an atmosphere of mutual trust and
confidence "—can easily be imagined
when we think of the high gifts,

largeness of heart, wide experience,

and long philosophic training of the
distinguished personages who are to

grace the seats. These delegates are,

however, under commission, and their

action is naturally circumscribed.
What is not certain is the psycholog-
ical mood of the peoples, especially

the American and Japanese, and what
effect it will have upon their repre-

sentatives.

Inasmuch as the principal naval
powers have expressed their genuine
wish for a curtailment of naval equip-

ments, the question of limitation of

naval armament will not be a diffi-

cult issue. If the delegates of those
powers proceed boldly in the same
determined fashion as Czar Alexan-
der III. ordered, as the story goes,

the building of the Transsiberian
Railroad by drawing on the map in

the presence of his engineers a
straight line from Petersburg to Vla-
divostok, ignoring the thousand dif-
ficulties in the way, the navy experts
will succeed, we sincerely hope, in
evolving a naval scheme whereby the
defense and vital interests of the
powers will be safeguarded, on the
one hand, and a decided reduction of
naval armaments made on the other,
to the untold blessings of the peoples
concerned and to the lasting peace
of the world.

Solution of the Pacific and Far
Eastern problems may not be so easy,
for they involve many vast and com-
plicated subjects whose subtle threads
are intricately interwoven by the
hands of history. Moreover, the
question touches the most vital in-

terests of one of the invited nations,
to whom the Far East is the only
possible field of development, being
barred under the present circum-
stances from other favored spots of
the earth. Whatever may be the at-

titude of the American and Japanese
Governments on the problem, it would
be insincere to deny, so far as the
present indication goes, that the dis-

parity between the views entertained
in America concerning those sub-
jects, as reflected in the press, and
the views held in Japan, is too great
to justify much hope of smooth sail-

ing with regard to these matters.
When one of the invited nations is

depicted, not infrequently, in the
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American press as playing the devil

in the Far East at every turn it

makes, with a deep plot in its sleeves

to hold China down in its present
weak, distracted, disunited state, and
as harboring an intensely hostile feel-

ing toward all foreigners, especially

Americans; and when, further, it is

remembered that these absurd rep-

resentations are complacently be-

lieved by not a small portion of the
American public, it is rather difficult

to see how a sane and thorough un-
derstanding with regard to the vast
problem of China could be arrived
at and a new constructive policy be
formulated which would receive the
endorsement of the peoples of Amer-
ica and Japan.

The New York Times was right

when, in an editorial of Oct. 2, it

gave a solemn warning to Japan, ad-

vising her to make a radical change
in her attitude of mind; but it for-

got to counsel its own countrymen
also to give a thorough overhauling
to their frame of mind when they
study Japan's history and policies.

For the difficulty lies not solely in

the peculiar, stereotyped, bureau-
cratic mind, which time has evolved
in Japan, but also in the sentimental,

unscientific, unhistorical way of the
Americans when they tackle the Chi-
nese problem. To bridge the gap
between these two schools of thought
is the most difficult task—likewise

the most important and urgent

—

confronting those who have at

heart the best interests of the two
countries and the complete success

of the Washington conference.

Charges Against Japan

The psychological factor plays a
very important role in the relation-

ship of peoples; we should do well,

therefore, to scrutinize closely any
allegations tending to create suspi-

cion and ill-feeling in one nation
against another nation. It is with
this conviction that I propose in this

article to examine the status of for-

eigners in Japan and to see whether
the charge that Japan is hostile to

foreigners is well founded.

Readers of Current History will
recall that in the September issue a
summary is given of Major Battine's
contribution to The Fortnightly Re-
view of London. In that abstract, en-
titled "Japan's Hostility to Foreign-
ers," we find a list of Japanese dis-

criminations against foreigners, with
the assertion that "intense hostility

to all foreigners is now evident every-
where in Japan." Major Battine is,

however, not the real author of those
charges; he borrowed them from
other sources. We find the same
charges in Bywater's " Sea Power in

the Pacific," and similar charges in

Pooley's " Japan's Foreign Policies,"

and other works. In fact, the real

source of these aspersions is found
in the Anglo-American residents in

the Far East who are temperamen-
tally and incorrigibly hostile to Ja-
pan. Unfortunately, the story thus
concocted is not only believed by the
uninitiated, but even cautious writ-

ers, such as Stephen Bonsai, who is

far from being an ungenerous critic

of Japan, accept some of those
" charges " as gospel truths.*

Let us enumerate the main points:

1. Japan does not allow foreigners to be-

come the owners of land.

2. Foreign labor immigration into Japan
is prohibited.

3. Foreign doctors of medicine cannot
engage in the practice of their profession

unless they pass a medical examination in

the Japanese language.
4. Foreigners cannot become sharehold-

ers in Japanese national banks, the Bank
of Japan, the Agricultural and Industrial

banks.
5. Foreigners as individuals cannot en-

gage in mining.
6. Foreigners cannot engage in agricul-

ture in Japan.
7. Foreigners cannot become members,

shareholders or brokers of various Ex-
changes, nor members of Japanese Cham-
bers of Commerce.

8. Foreigners cannot hold any public of-

fice, nor can they become members of the

Japanese Bar.
9. Foreigners do not enjoy the franchise.

10. Foreign life insurance companies
cannot write insurance in Japan unless a
large percentage of the money collected is

left in the country.
11. The laws of Japan permit rebates

See Page 3, October number of Currext
History.
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being given by Japanese steamship com-
panies on all goods imported and exported
by Japanese merchants.

12. The administration of justice in the
courts of Japan discriminates against for-

eigners.

Before taking up these points in

detail, a few things should be made
clear. In the first place, it is well

to remember that Japan is quite dif-

ferent from other, and especially Oc-
cidental, nations. For a long time
she remained a hermit nation. In
the meantime she developed a system
of national life peculiar to herself,

and many distinctive traits of that
period still adhere to the present re-

organized status in the form of cus-
toms, traditions, statutes, etc. It

takes more than half a century to

complete the rebirth of a nation.

Again, Japan is an Island Empire,
with a very limited area and meagre
natural resources; and yet she must
sustain her population of sixty mil-
lions, which is increasing fast. In
a word, Japan's is a very poor house-
hold with a big family. As a conse-
quence she cannot extend comforts
and luxuries to her guests, however
much she tries to be a hospitable hos-
tess.

The Japanese people, again, when
suddenly confronted by the aggres-
sive Occidental civilization half a
century ago, were simply astounded,
and found themselves helpless; not
until recent years have they become
equipped with the necessary weap-
ons to cope with Western capitalism
and industrialism.

In the foregoing are found the
causes which gave rise to the pater-

nalism, officiousness and omnipo-
tence of the Japanese Government,
which strike a queer note in the
minds of foreigners, especially Anglo-
Saxons, some of whom, because of

dislike, lose their mental balance and
fail to view things Japanese in the
proper light.

Answers to Charges.

So much for the preliminary con-
siderations. Now, as to the first

charge—that Japan does not allow
foreigners to own land—the charge

is true in a theoretical sense, but in
that sense only. That Japan still

has no explicit provision for the own-
ership of land by foreign residents,
although a law to that effect was once
passed by the Diet, is a clear illus-

tration of the survival of the medie-
val closed-door policy and of the in-

tense paternalism of the Japanese
Government. In practice, however,
land in Japan can be possessed by
foreigners as easily as in any other
enlightened country. Briefly, there
are three ways in which foreigners
may come into actual possession of
land in Japan: First, by ordinary
lease, running for any convenient
term and renewable at the will of the
lessee; second, so-called superficies
title may be secured by foreigners in

almost all parts of Japan, which runs
as long as 999 years, and which
gives as complete control over the
surface of the land as a fee-simple
would give; third, foreigners may
form joint-stock companies, and
through such hold land. Such com-
panies are deemed juridical persons,
and are endowed with the same
rights as natives.*

The following record proves bet-

ter than any argument that in prac-
tice foreigners can and do own land
in Japan : There are • 169 corpora-
tions organized exclusively by for-

eigners owning 656 acres of land, of
which about 164 acres are farm land

;

335 foreigners, including fifty-five

Americans, hold perpetual leases on
430 acres of city lots, and 335 for-

eigners, including 100 Americans,
hold superficies on 547 acres of land,

of which fifty-two acres are farm
land. The total amount possessed is

small, but it is not due to the diffi-

culty of acquisition; it is due rather

to the lack of demand on the part of

foreigners for Japanese soil.

The second charge—that foreign

labor immigration into Japan is pro-

hibited—is a false one. There is an
Imperial Ordinance (No. 352), pro-
mulgated in 1899, which reads:

*For detailed explanation see " Japan and the

California Problem,' by T. lyenaga and K.
Sato. Putnam's Sons.
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Article I.—Foreigners who either by vir-

tue of treaty or of custom have not free-

dom may hereafter reside, remove, carry
on trade, and do other acts outside the
former settlements and mixed residential
districts. Provided that in the case of
laborers they cannot reside or carry on
business outside of the former settlements
or mixed residential districts unless under
the special permission of the administra-
tive authorities.

The Home Office notification ac-
companying the ordinance states that
such permission for laborers is ob-
tainable from the local authorities.
This latter provision is generally ap-
plied nowadays only to cases of im-
porting contract-labor immigrants,
and, as such, it is closely akin to the
regulation of Australia, which de-
mands the permission of the Minis-
ter in charge in order to import con-
tract-labor immigrants. Contract-
labor immigrants are prohibited in

America. To necessitate permission
of authority is different from forbid-
ding. Here, again, facts are more elo-

quent than argument. There are in

Japan thousands of Chinese work-
men, besides many white laborers, in-

cluding Russian refugees and former
German prisoners, who prefer re-

maining in Japan, all employed in

various lines of industry. The com-
paratively small number of foreign
laborers in Japan is again not due
to prohibition, but to the low status
of labor as a result of an abundant
native supply.

The third charge—that foreign
doctors are required to pass a medi-
cal examination—is true, and Japan
is proud of it. It is the duty of the
State to protect its citizens from the
danger of quack doctors. Physicians
deal directly with the welfare of hu-
man life; hence communities have
the right to see to it that only those
properly trained are permitted to
practice medicine. In fact, there is

no responsible State which does not
require some form of examination
before it issues a license to a physi-
cian. Like all other advanced na-
tions, Japan demands all those wish-
ing to practice medicine in the em-
pire to pass an examination—^natives

and foreigners alike. There is, how-

ever, no provision in the law or
statutes of the land requiring foreign-
ers to pass an examination in the
Japanese language, and, in fact,
many foreign physicians incapable
of commanding the native language
are found engaged in their profes-
sion. It may be added here that, by
virtue of reciprocity, Japan exempts
(since 1906) from examination the
graduates of medical colleges of high
standing in countries that extend a
similar privilege to Japanese. The
countries that extend such a privi-

lege to Japan at present are Great
Britain and Mexico.

Regarding National Banks

Were it not for the prestige of the
writers quoted, foolish items, such as
that enumerated under the fourth
charge—that foreigners cannot own
snares in the national banks of Ja-
pan—would hardly merit considera-
tion. Such a charge only reveals the
critics' utter ignorance of the struc-
ture of the financial organizations of
their own countries. The Federal
Reserve Bank of the United States
does not permit foreign banks or
foreign individuals to become its

shareholders. The Banque de France
allows foreigners to become share-
holders, but denies them the right
to vote. De Netherlandishe Bank
limits its stockholders to the citizens

of Holland. The Schweizerishe Na-
tional Bank allows the right of share
holding not only to citizens of Swit-
zerland, but also to juridical persons,
even when these are foreign organi-
zations, provided their establishments
are in Switzerland. The Bank of
Japan proceeds on the same princi-

ple as the Swiss National Bank, and
grants the right of stock holding even
to foreigners, provided they form a
corporation in accordance wfth the

laws of Japan, and through these ju-

ridical persons acquire the stock.

It may be added here that in New
York and California the State law
forbids foreign banks from engaging
in the business of receiving deposits

and discounting, wher(3as in Japan
foreign banks enjoy, in the same way
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as the native banks, the privilege of
engaging in these lines of business.
The Yokohama Specie Bank, the Hy-
pothec Bank, and the Industrial Bank
of Japan, each of which was estab-
lished by a special charter granted
by the Government, all are regulated
by the specific law. Of the above-
named banks, the Industrial Bank al-

lows foreigners to become share-
holders.

Regarding Mines and Farms

The fifth charge—^that foreigners
as individuals cannot engage in min-
ing in Japan—is true, but there is a
very legitimate reason for this. Un-
like the mineral products of America
or Britain, those of Japan are very
meagre. The little coal and iron
turned out are life-givers to Japan's
industries, and she has no such vast
colonies as other countries have. She
cannot risk her national existence by
allowing a Carnegie or a Rockefeller
to control her mineral resources. It

is remarkable, under the circum-
stances, that she allows mining by
any corporation formed of foreign-
ers. And since the forming of a cor-

poration is not a difficult matter, for-

eigners have no reason to complain
about the arrangement; 837 subjects
of other lands are engaged in mineral
and industrial enterprises in Japan
at present.
The statement that foreigners can

not engage in agriculture in Japan
is baseless. Any citizen of a foreign
country wishing to do farming in

Japan is quite welcome. The only
handicap which he will encounter is

the scarcity of land and the impossi-
bility of using his accustomed method
of cultivation. There are only fifteen

million acres iof farm land in Nippon,
and thirty million people scratch a
livelihood from them. This is equiv-

alent to half an acre per individual
of farming population. The result

of the scarcity of land is an unpar-
alleled intensive cultivation. In con-
sequence, the Japanese farmers pro-
duce crops many times more per acre
than, say, American farmers. It is,

therefore, this impossibility of com-

peting with the natives, in other
words, the small margin of profit
found in agricultural pursuit, which
forbids foreigners going to Japan as
farmers. There is no law or statute,
we repeat, prohibiting foreigners
from undertaking farming in Japan.
Fifteen foreigners are engaged at
present in agriculture and stock farm-
ing there.

The statement under charge No. 7—that foreigners cannot become
members, shareholders, or brokers
of various Exchanges, nor members
of the Chambers of Commerce—is

only partly true; that is to say, they
cannot become either members of
these bodies or brokers of Exchanges.
The Imperial Ordinance No. 58 of
1899 has, however, annulled the re-

striction placed upon foreigners for-
bidding them to become owners of
stocks of Exchanges. Unlike those of
America, the Exchanges and Cham-
bers of Commerce of Japan are semi-
official institutions, with charters
granted by the Government, and ac-
cordingly their memberships are
strictly restricted to a special class

of Japanese.

When I come to the eighth point,

that foreigners cannot hold any pub-
lic office, and to the ninth, that for-

eigners do not enjoy the franchise,

I cannot help being astounded at the
naivete of the critics. They ought to

turn to their own country or other
advanced nations and see if these per-
mit foreigners to become Cabinet Min-
isters or Mayors of cities, or even
policemen. They ought surely to re-

study the laws of their own country
and see if England or America allows
an alien the privilege of the fran-
chise. In Japan there are many dis-

tinguished Americans and English-
men who are employed in various
branches of public work; for exam-
ple, as advisers to the Government,
or as professors in the univei'sities,

or as honorary Consuls in foreign
lands. But as to the regular public
offices and franchise, Japan, like all

other nations, rightfully asks foreign-
ers to become naturalized before they
demand such rights. And Japan wel-
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comes naturalization of foreigners

—

something that cannot be said of the

United States, which bars the yellow

race from that privilege.

The charge (10) that foreign life

insurance companies must leave a
portion of paid-up premiums in Japan
is no charge at all. It reveals only

the ignorance of the one who thinks

it a point. Such men are referred to

a recent admirable and comprehen-
sive book by Greenwood, " Status

Governing Foreign Corporations in

All Nations," in which they will find

a comparative exhibit of foreign cor-

poration treatment in the principal

countries. They will find after study-

ing it that the Japanese regulation

of foreign corporations is about the

most generous.

The eleventh charge, that the laws

of Japan permit steamship compa-
nies to give rebates on goods import-

ed or exported by Japanese mer-
chants, is a false charge. There is

no such law in Japan. Steamship
companies make no discrimination

against any customer, and if they

allow rebates, these apply to goods

handled by Japanese and foreigners

alike. The critics might as well go

instead to America's Jones Shipping

act, which allows differential ton-

nage dues and customs tariff to

American ships and their cargoes,

and provides for lower railroad

freight rates for goods that are des-

tined to be carried in American bot-

toms.
As to the twelfth point, since it is

a grave charge, it should be accom-
panied by the citation of cases of ju-

dicial decision. So long as such cases

proving the points are not given, the

charge must be pronounced a calum-
ny, or hearsay at best. A respon-

sible person would not so lightly im-

pugn the dignity, honor and inde-

pendence of the courts and Judges
of a foreign country.

Some of the foregoing charges are

often adduced to show that Japan
has not the right to protest against

the discrimination now meted out

in California to the Japanese. Such

an assumption is completely unwar-
ranted, for, whatever shortcomings
there may be in the treatment of for-

eigners in Japan, no discrhninatio^i

whatever is made against any 'par-

ticular people or race, as is the case
with California's treatment of the
Japanese. All foreigners are treated
alike in Japan.

Japan's Real Attitude

The foregoing discussion will

clearly disclose the baselessness of

the assertion that Japan is hostile

to foreigners. Those who imagine it

have not mastered the A B C of

the history of modern Japan. The
fundamental policy that has inspired

the Meiji statesmen and their suc-

cessors, and that has nerved them to

undertake sweeping reforms, was
and is to bring Japan to an equal

footing with Western powers. To
achieve this aim, every possible ef-

fort was made to win the good-will
of foreigners. This solicitude of Ja-
pan was sometimes carried to such
an extreme as to result in comic per-
formances, thus eliciting ridicule
from foreigners and severe criticism
from her stalwart sons. For Japan
not only copied the best in Western
law, legislation, science and philos-

ophy, but went to the extent of copy-
ing European fashions in every de-

tail from Court uniforms to ball

dresses and of paying respect to

every Western globe trotter who
happened to land on her shores. Nat-
urally, the laws and regulations gov-
erning foreign residents in Japan are
framed as liberally as is possible

within the bounds of the circum-
stances narrated at the outset of this

article.

Especially toward Americans the
Japanese people have always enter-

tained a warm and friendly feeling,

which is doubtless due to their con-

viction that their modern career owes
much to American assistance and to

the fair attitude Americans have
heretofore uniformly maintained.
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True, a sudden change has come
within recent years, but a just his-

torian will see in it nothing but a

reflex of what has happened on this

shore of the Pacific. At first con-

fined to the advocates of Asiatic ex-

clusion on the Pacific Coast, the ad-
verse sentiment against Japan has
I'ecently been fostered and height-

ened by the critics of her foreign pol-

icies. While the great majority of

the American people who, I confi-
dently believe, entertain no ill-feel-

ing toward Japan, remain inarticu-
late, the most vociferous of them en-
gage in bitter attacks on their neigh-
bors across the Pacific and spread
broadcast false rumors and baseless
misrepresentations, an illustration of

which has been given in this article.

The Japanese people naturally look
askance at these attacks and are con-
founded by some of the acts of Amer-

ica, which seem to them as calculated
to block eveiy road open to them.
The misunderstandings and fric-

tion between the two peoples are,

however, not the sole creation of yel-

low journalism or of a few mischief-
makers and fire-eaters : they arise in
large measure from the divergence
in the angle of their vision when they
consider the Pacific and Far East-
em problems. That the English and
Japanese views on these questions
are not far apart—is this not a con-
firmation of what I say? The key to

the whole situation, then, is the har-
monizing of the diverse viewpoints of
the United States and Japan, a rx-
essary preliminary to any satisfac-

tory solution of those problems
which are of vital concern to the Jap-
anese people and of increasing in-

terest to Americans. It is perhaps
the greatest task that confronts the
Washington conference.

THE LAST OF THE MONITORS

MARCH 8, 1862-August, 1921. These

dates comprise the history of the iron-

clad monitors, the first of which, invented

by John Ericsson, met and defeated the

Merrimac at Hampton Roads on the date

first named. The last of the British moni-

tors, after seeing minor sei'vice in the World
War, were consigned to the scrap heap by
the Admiralty last August. The history of

the monitors goes back to the days of Na-
poleon III., when Great Britain was in a

ferment, apprehending invasion from across

the Channel. Ericsson, a Swedish engineer,

urged the French Emperor in 1854 to build,

according to his design, armored vessels of

low freeboard, with big guns in revolving

shot-proof cupolas, placed centrally on the

decks. Such a type of armor-clad ship, he

declared, would revolutionize naval warfare.

The idea was not carried out, and Great

Britain's wooden ships never had to face

the ordeal of the Mei-rimac. But Ericsson

pi'evailed on the Union leaders of the Amer-
ican Civil War to give his idea a trial. In

100 days his ship was built, armed and

equipped, "^^5 ^t soon fulfilled the inventor's

hope that it would sei-ve as a " monitor " or

lesson CO the Confederacy.

Even before this, however, the British

Admiralty had taken up the idea, and had
built a vessel of a similar type at Blackwall

on the Thames, which it baptized the War-
rior. Others were developed for coast de-

fense. A few of these still remained when
Lord Fisher, at the beginning of 1921, went

to the Admiralty as First Sea Lord. When
the war clouds broke, none were left, but

the Admiralty, made apprehensive by the

German invasion of Belgium, took over

three such vessels that were being built for

Brazil, and they did good service. Of light

draft, they were able to steal in close to

the Belgian coast and fire with effect on

the right flank of the German Army.
Others were built, but Lord Fisher's plans

to build a considerable fleet were never car-

ried out. Some of tho."e existing were used

in the Dover Patrol ; others in the Medi-

terranean. At the time of the armistice

the British Navy had thirty-seven of them.

Now that the war is over, the superdi-ead-

nought idea is triumphant.
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ONE of America's thorniest prob-
lems is that of her relations
with Japan. The present dis-

pute over California and Yap and
the sabre-rattling of the Japanese
press make it legitimate to consider
seriously the following questions:
What are the possibilities of a com-
plete diplomatic break between the
two countries and of an ultimate
declaration of war ? What chance
of success has Japan, in case such a
war should occur?

Starting from a basis of twenty-
five years' military service in the
Russian Far East, and twelve years'
holding down of military posts re-

quiring exhaustive study of Japan's
military resources, the first question
I asked myself was this :

" Can
Japan ever drive matters to such an
extremity as to lead to a declaration
of war on the United States?" My
answer was: "Yes! But only if

Japan's destinies should by that time
have fallen into the hands of men
who are both politically and militarily

illiterate, and who have reached a
state of Berserker-like frenzy, v/hich

alone could account for such an ad-

venture, spelling destruction for

Japan."
The radical and swift changes,

however, which have already taken
place and are still occurring at the

present time in the conditions of
Japanese political life warrant the
belief that the chances for such per-
sons taking hold of the reins of power
are growing less. Although the
bigoted, blind followers of the mili-

tary caste and political intriguers
and newspaper men looking for cheap
popularity continue defiantly to
" rattle the sword " and to base pre-
dictions on the generally hostile senti-

ments of the Japanese toward the
United States, there can be no doubt
that the same elements among the
Japanese business and laboring
classes, as well as increasingly large
portions of the general public, have
already sufficiently realized whither
the policy of " Continental " military
adventures has led their country.
These elements are beginning to see
both the futility and the danger of
this rattling of swords at theii*

neighbor across the Pacific, realizing

that what was once expedient and
effective and brought such splendid
results in dealing with Russia and
China would be stupid, harmful and
dangerous if used against America.

If this attitude of belligerency
sometimes meets with approval even
among the classes just mentioned, it

happens only in the artificial excite-
ment caused by alleged military
preparations ostensibly being made
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by America with the object of

swallowing up completely the beauti-

ful land of Yamato's people! Were
it not for the unceasing agitation of

this alleged menace and of the Cali-

fornia trouble we would find all

aspirations of the sensible majority
of the Japanese people reduced mere-
ly to the improvement of their con-

dition, the lowering of the incredibly

high cost of living, the restoration of

trade and lost markets; and all

political adventures launched by the

military circles and by business trusts

seeking an outlet in concessions on
the mainland, in war orders, secret

war loans, &c., would cease.

Japanese Victory Impossible

Let me, however, suppose that some
extraordinary circumstances may
arise which will drive Japan to a
declaration of war; what, in that
event, would be her chances of suc-

cess, and could the Japanese army
and navy inflict a crushing defeat on
the enemy across the sea?

There can be only one answer;
Japan has absolutely no chance of a
decisive victory, not even a ghost of

a chance! There can be only one
issue of an armed conflict between
Japan and the United States, namely,
the total defeat of Japan, and the loss

of everything she has gained in the
course of thirty years of unbroken
military, political and financial pros-

perity. This answer is by no means
the result of any particular sympa-
thies or antipathies; it is merely
based on an impartial measuring of

all the resources available for the
struggle on both sides, taking into

account certain immutable factors

presented by the conditions of time
and space under which such a con-

flict would have to be fought out. All

the various major and minor causes
predetermining just such an issue for

this conflict may be reduced to these
two: financial and military.

Japan, first of all, is not able to

stand the tremendous financial strain

which would be imposed upon her by
a protracted war with so powerful.

persistent and resourceful an faiemy

as the United States. Japan's jingoes

are boasting of her immense annual
budget and of her 2,000,000,000 yen
gold reserve [a gold yen is equivalent
to one American dollar] as being an
index to her financial power. But they
are silent on the fact that this same
budget is incredibly unsound and in-
flated; that in balancing it they are
forced to withhold from the country
the satisfaction of its most urgent
domestic needs ; and that for the sake
of maintaining the formidable ap-
pearance of a great and terrible world
power, the last sap has to be squeezed
out of the country. They do not tell

the people how many months this gold
reserve could last, and what they
could accomplish within those few
months to bring the enemy to his
knees, and to present to Japan tri-

umphs and trophies far greater than
those of Shimonoseki, Portsmouth
and a score of Chinese treaties. Nor
do they reveal what will become of
Japan after the gold reserve and
means of warfare have been exhaust-
ed, with the war only just begun
and the foe across the ocean only be-
ginning to unfold all the might of
his resources, finances and technical
equipment. They do not tell the peo-
ple, lastly, that modern warfare
against so powerful an enemy re-

quires either inexhaustible natural
resources, or powerful alliances, or
open, unlimited foreign credits, or an
assured, unbroken, plentiful flow of
supplies from the outside, to furnish
the army and the country Math every-
thing necessary for the prosecution of
the war, and that Japan has nothing
of that kind and never will have it.

They keep silent, for a true answer
to any of these questions would prove
fatal to them, should they dare un-
sheathe the sword. Even now Japan
is panting* and heaving under the
strain of the effort to save herself
from an economic catastrophe engen-
dered by the critical state of her in-

dustr>% inflated by war orders and
not yet demobilir.ed ; she is unable to

find a market for the billions of dol-

I
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lars' worth of all kinds of third-rate
goods congesting the warehouses of
Yokohama, Kobe and Osaka ; her mar-
kets are lost everywhere; her cost of
living is incredibly high; her people
are roaming all over the world in

search of a livelihood.

Can a country suffering from such
financial handicaps, and with techni-
cal resources inadequate to meet the
colossal demands of modern warfare,
ever wage a successful war with the
United States, whose financial power,
natural resources and technical equip-
ment are so incomparably superior
to those of Japan ?

For the United States is not China,
nor Russia of 1904-1905 ; it is not the
kind of enemy which, challenged to
battle, is capable of stopping half-

way, and, under the influence of ac-
cidental failures or military reverses,
of accepting national humiliation and
defeat. The cards of the past have
already been shown, and it is time for
the military circles of Japan, who are
so much puffed up over their Russian
victories, to realize that the Russian
armies were not defeated by the abil-

ity of Japanese military leaders, nor
by the heroism of Japanese troops,
but by that which, breaking into such
luxurious and bloody flower in 1917-
19, was already at that time imper-
ceptibly sapping Russia's strength.

That same past, those identical

years of 1917-19, the things that were
done during those years by the United
States, the immense scale of its mili-

tary enterprise, its stupendous tech-
nical equipment, the enthusiasm of its

people rising in defense of an alien

cause and demonstrating what they
are capable of; its financial and in-

dustrial endurance and elasticity are
the factors on which the jingoes who
are so defiantly rattling their Samu-
rai swords, and who seem to forget
that mere morale no longer suffices to

settle armed disputes, ought to reflect.

Japan May Take Philippines

That the armed resources of Japan
are excellent cannot be gainsaid; she
undoubtedly has at this moment

undbr arms the best anny in the
world, homogeneous and strong in
spirit, with a warlike rank and file

capable of heroic deeds and great
exertion. Her navy, manned by
natural-born sons of the sea, proud of
its importance to the country, is a
powerful weapon. However, no mat-
ter how valuable these may be in
themselves, they cannot in a war with
the United States find the applica-
tion that would make theln a de-
cisive factor and enable them to de-
liver a mortal blow. No matter how
great an effort Japan may make to
augment and perfect her army and
navy, she cannot create conditions
which would enable these armed
forces to penetrate to the enemy's
territory and strike a decisive blow
within the limited time for which
Japan could bear the strain of modern
warfare.

But Japan has no such objective of
war, either on the mainland or on the
sea. It is usually pointed out that
there is danger in the isolated posi-

tion of the Philippines which renders
them liable to seizure. Of course,
with a certain amount of exertion on
the part of the Japanese navy and
landing forces, the seizure of the
Philippines is quite likely. But what
of it? Would that end the war?
Would that be the mortal blow that
would force Uncle Sam to the mat and
make him beg for peace? By no
means! For that would only be the
beginning, the prelude to a long,

stubborn, ruthless struggle to settle

the Pacific problems once for all.

No other employment except a
Philippine or Hawaiian expedition
could exist for the formidable Japa-
nese army. Some jingoes, and those
who have been scared by their cries,

talk about a landing of the Japanese
army on the Pacific Coast, about a
conquest of California, about bat-

talions of death and similar nonsense

;

all these bugbears, however, are fit

only to scare infants or over-credu-
lous and over-timid folk. The funda-
mental, immutable characteristics of

extensive landing operations are such
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that a crossing of the vast expanse
of Pacific waters and a landing on
American soil, in the event of hos-

tilities between Japan and the United
States, are absolutely impossible. No
sleep should be lost by the inhabi-

tants of the Pacific Slope on that

account.

Invasion Impossible.

In the first place, before making
the decision to attempt such an ex-

traordinary landing, it is indispen-

sable for the landing forces to have

an objective which would justify the

immense expenditures and risks. The
only objective of that kind would be

the crushing of the American armies,

thereby deciding the issue of the war.

The very idea is fantastic, and no
Japanese Commander-in-Chief would
undertake it. He would not dare to,

because he could not realize the first

indispensable condition of success

—

absolute mastery of the sea and se-

curity of the landing vessels from at-

tacks by the naval and air forces of

the enemy.

There remains, then, the Japanese
navy as a means of long-distance op-

erations for ferreting out and de-

stroying American war fleets, for

cruising and destroying trade, for

bombarding large ports along the

Pacific Coast, &c. This, however,
sounds terrible only in the stories

told by Japanese militarists; a sober

and calm analysis of all the conditions

required for the actual execution of

such operations will demonstrate their

impossibility.

In order to operate against the

American navy, the Japanese navy
will have to cross the Pacific, get far

away from its base, accept battle

under most unfavorable conditions

for Japan and most favorable ones

for the enemy, near foreign shores,

under the combined attacks of all the

fleets of the enemy and of his subma-
rines and aerial means of defense.

Japan's naval forces are not so large

that she can venture upon such an ex-

ceedingly risky action, which, even in

case of partial successes, would de-
mand so high a price that nothing
could compensate for it. The Japa-
nese jingoes, bragging about their
naval prowess, ought to forget all

about the successes at Tzushima and
Port Arthur, and realize that the
American navy is not a hodge-podge
of vessels fit only for relics in a mu-
seum, such as were the fleets of Roz-
destvensky and Nebogatoff, which,
according to the testimony of honest
witnesses, had already gone to pieces
long before their actual destruction.

However greatly the Japanese
might overestimate their own powers
and underestimate tneir enemy's le-

sources, they could scarcely assume
that the mere appearance of their
formidable battle fleets would in it-

self prove sufficient to drive the
American fleets to shelter in the
bays of the Pacific Coast for the
pupils of Togo and Kamimura to de-
stroy as easily and swiftly as the
Spanish ships were destroyed some
years ago along the shores of Cuba
and Manila. Cruising operations,
stoppage of Pacific commeice, daring
raids on the coast, bombardment of
the shores, all these, of .course* are
possible, although accompanied by tre-

mendous difficulties and great risk.

But these operations, even though
they provea successful, woula De mere
pin-pricks, exercising no influence
upon the final issue of the struggle.

Warning to Jigoism.

As a general conclusion, I feel con-
fident that, from whatever viewpoint
we may look at the possible issue of
an armed clash between Japan and
America, even if we are to make the
most favorable allowances foi* the
former power, such a conflict is

bound to end in total failure for
Japan.
The sooner the militaristic .swash-

bucklers in Japan, with their constant
threats against their transpacific
neighbor, disappear, the better w^ill it

be for peace throughout the world.
The helmsmen of the Japanese ship
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'of state ought to consider seriously

the future of their beautiful country

;

they should understand that those ex-

ceptionally fortunate circumstances
which, in the course of thirty years,

have promoted their previously ob-

scure and backward country to the

rank of a world power, and burdened
their shoulders with a load beyond
their capacity, are gone forever. They
should realize that the task before

their Asiatic island empire at present

is no longer one of reaching out for

choice and unattainable morsels and
of stringing new beads on their chain

of martial, political and annexational

successes. Conditions have changed
radically, and new, difficult times

have come. Clear-sighted Japanese
statesmen must already have comput-
ed the cost of their Siberian interven-

tion, fruit of the alliance of swash-
buckling jingoes and over-reaching

capitalists; they ought also to figure
the cost of their Chinese policy and
realize whither it has led them. Let
them last give thought to where
jingoistic hatred for America may
lead them, and dam it up at its source.
One occasionally reads expressions

of alarm over a Japanese-Chinese yel-

low alliance directed against the white
races of the Western world. Such
fears are fantastic. Few people realize

the profound intensity of the hatred
felt by the overwhelming majority
of Chinese for their island neighbors.
The Japanese politicians have during
the last thirty years done their best
to render such an alliance absolutely
impossible. If ever the Japanese had
a foe, a mortal foe, that speaks of
them with gnashing teeth, with a
sinister glare in the eyes, and with a
thirst for revenge in the heart, that
foe is China.

THE BALANCE OF THE SEXES

THE question of the balance of sexes has

recently been much discussed in the

light of the figures gathered by the British

Census. Geographically, the problem of an

excess of female over male population is

clearly confined to Europe, and especially

to the white races. Ten years ago all the

various countries of Europe showed an ex-

cess of females over males of 8,062,000, dis-

tributed as follows:

Russia (estimated) 2,'00,000

Great Britain 1,323,000

Germany 841,000

France G83,000

Italy 028,000

Spain 550,000

Austria n06,000

Portugal : .''.OS.OOO

Hungary 196,000

Sweden 125,000

Norway "1.000

Denmark S4,000

Switzerland 62,000

Belgium «0.000

Netherlands 00,000

Finland 22,000

Ireland : "_"""

Total female excess 8,062,000

On the other side of the account the fol-

lowing countries had an excess of males.

Bosnia and Hei'zegovina 91,000
Bulgaria Tft.OOO

Serbia 70.000

Greece 18.0(M»

Luxemburg 8,000

Total male excess 266.0PO

This leaves in round figures an excess of

7,750,000 females for Europe, excluding

Turkey. Owing to the ravages of the war
among the male population, this excess is

now very much increased in some of these

countries, notably France, Great Britain,

Belgium, Germany, Austria, Hungary and

Italy. The excess of females over males in

Great Britain in the past ten years was
close to 2,000,000. The latest census figures

seem, however, to show that nature is try-

ing to restore the balance, apparently con-

firming the popular belief that after a

war there are more boy babies than girl

babies born. The London correspondent of

the Medical Record notes that in Great

Britain there has been a preponderance of

male births since 1915, and that for the

three months ended Sept. 1, 1921, the ratio

of boy babies was 1,057 for each 1,000 girls

born.
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Progress in enrolment of the new National Guard and in

organizing Army Reserves—Naval and merchant marine affairs—Ruling on the exclusion of surplus aliens—Cost of prohibition

enforcement—Results of the Unemployment Conference—New
Ministers appointed

[Period Ended Oct. 15, 1921]

IN a statement issued Oct. 10, the

War Department announced that

126,000 officers and men were en-

rolled in the National Guard units,

out of 215,397 allotted for organiza-

tion by June 30, 1922. Progress in the
reorganization of the National Guard
in the various States had been so

rapid that the Militia Bureau had
been forced to refuse acceptance of

several commands offered for Fed-
eral recognition, on account of lack

of necessary funds. The department
estimated that at the present rate of

progress the National Guard would
reach 450,000 in 1924.

An outline of the preliminary steps

for the creation of the organized re-

serve of the United States Army on

a ' basis that would permit a quick

mobilization of more than 4,000,000

men was made public on Sept. 27 by
Colonel J. Mayhew Wainwright, Act-
ing Secretary of War. The scheme,
which was prepared under authority

of Congress, contemplated virtually

no expenditure at present. General
Harbord, Acting Chief of Staff, stated

that it would furnish the framework
for mobilization of the nation in

weeks instead of months.
Twenty-seven infantry divisions of

the reserve were provided for, num-
bering from the 76th to the 104th,

and preserving in number and geo-
graphical location the sixteen war-
time national army divisions. The
same territorial distribution as to

armies and army corps areas would
be followed as in the regular army
organization and the present struc-
ture of the National Guard.

Lieutenant John A. Macready, test
pilot at McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio,
shattered the world altitude record on
Sept. 28, attaining a height of 40,800
feet (about seven and three-quarters
miles) in the same Le Pere biplane
used by Rudolph C. Schroeder, who
had set a record of 38,180 feet on Feb.
28, 1920.

Lieutenant Macready was in the air

1 hour and 47 minutes, requiring all

but a few minutes of the total flying
time to reach his mark. At 39,000
feet ice formed on his oxygen tank,
but he pressed on until the altimeter
registered 41,000 feet. At this point
his engine died and he then glided
safely to the ground. Later correc-
tion of the instruments made the of-
ficial height 40,800 feet.

Navy and Merchant Marine.

The Navy Department, on Sept. 29,
announced that reduced Congressional
appropriations had made it necessary
to disenroll or transfer on their own
request to the Volunteer Naval Re-
serve all members of the Naval Re-
serve Force, except classes one and six.

It was said that this action would af-
fect 195,000 officers and men. Those
of classes two, three, four and five,

now on active duty, and those of the
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Reserve Force who have taken the ex-
amination for transfer to the perma-
nent navy' are not affected by the
order. Inactive members of the Naval
Reserve Force, whether confirmed or

© Harris & Ewing
COL. ARTHUR WOODS

Head, of unemployment agency to co-ordinate
relief measures

provisional, were disenrolled from
Sept. 30.

It was stated on Sept. 29 that the
bid of the Ship Construction and
Trading Company for the wooden
fleet had been rejected by the United
States Shipping Board. The company
had put in a bid of $2,100 for each
vessel of the wooden fleet, each of

which had cost from $300,000 to

$500,000 to build. The board was
dissatisfied with the offer. Irregu-

larities in the bid, failure to deposit a

certified check and other technical

points were cited by the board in sup-

porting its contention that it could

not be held liable under the negotia-

tions, It was intimated that the com-

pany had threatened legal action to
compel the acceptance of the offer.

The Senate on Oct. 10 by a vote of
47 to 37 passed the Borah bill, giving
to vessels in the American coastwise
trade the right of free passage
through the Panama Canal. Five
hours of debate preceded the final

vote. Party lines were broken, with
thirty-five Republicans and twelve
Democrats voting for the bill and
twenty Democrats and seventeen Re-
publicans voting against it. Senator
Lodge, the Republican floor leader,

fought the bill, while Senator Under-
wood, the Democratic leader and Mr.

Lodge's colleague on the delegation to

the conference for the limitation of

armaments, supported it.

Senator Lodge told his colleagues

that, in his opinion, the enactment of

the Borah bill, in view of the ap-

proaching arms parley, was neither

wise nor sound policy. America, he
said, had the " legal right " to grant
free passage to its vessels, but even
the assertion of a legal right was un-
wise when it exposed the country to

an " implication of bad faith." The
defense of the bill was led by Senators
Borah and Reed, who contended that
the purposes sought were largely do-
mestic in character, and for that rea-
son should not be of great concern to
other nations.

Railroad Income Higher

Estimates prepared for the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, under
date of Oct. 1, indicated that the Class
1 carriers of the United States earned
a net operating income during Au-
gust of at least $90,000,000. Reports
had been received from 178 of the
203 railroads, and these showed a
total net operating income of $85,653,-
000. The net operating income in
July, 1921, as shown by revised fig-

ures, was $69,298,521. The net oper-
ating income for August marked the
best showing that the railroads had
made for more than a year.
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Excluding Surplus Aliens

In a decision of great interest to

shipping companies and aliens in all

parts of the world, Federal Judge
Julian W. Mack on Sept. 8 ruled that

not only had the immigration authori-

ties the right to detain aliens arriving

after the monthly quotas from their

countries have been exhausted, but

also had the right to exclude them.
Judge Mack further held that the

Government had the right to divide

the annual quota into twelve monthly
parts^

The case was a test proceeding
brought on behalf of George Philipa-

copulos, a Greek immigrant w^ho ar-

rived in this country Aug. 20, and who
was excluded on the ground that be-

fore his coming the monthly percent-

age quota of immigrants had been
exhausted by prior arrivals from
Greece. The decision covered the

cases of other aliens of various nation-

alities held under similar conditions at

Ellis Island.

The United States Supreme Court
on Oct. 10 held that undesirable im-
migrants might be deported, even
though they had been in this country
for several years. The case was an
appeal from the decision of the United
States District and Circuit Courts at

New York, which held that the Sec-

retary of Labor could deport a certain
Salvatore Lauria at any time. De-
portation was based on crimes that
Lauria was alleged to have committed
in Italy.

Prohibition Enforcement

Efforts to enforce national prohibi-

tion cost the country $6,250,095.43 for

the last fiscal year, according to a
statement given out Oct. 11 at prohi-

bition headquarters in New York
City. The figures were compiled from
the records in Washington. The total

was offset, it was explained, by as-

sessments, involving civil penalties,

special taxes, &c., of $53,296,998.87,
of which $2,152,387.45 was collected.

In addition, the appraised value of

property seized was $10,906,687.53.
Court fines, which are being compiled,
will, it was stated, run into several

million dollars. The chief items of

expense in enforcing the prohibition
law have been salaries, totaling $3,-

501,209.61, and traveling costs, $1,-

396,443.51.

During the year a total of 29,114
criminal cases involving violations of

the prohibition law were commenced,
16,610 offenders pleaded guilty, 17,-

962 were convicted and 765 were ac-

quitted. It is evident that the per-
centage of convictions was much
higher outside of New York City,

where only a few have been convicted.

At the end of the fiscal year there
were pending 10,365 cases involving
prohibition law violations.

Cases made during the year involv-

ing assessments numbered 39,066, and
the amounts assessed were as fol-

lows: Double taxes. Section 35, Pro-
hibition act, $28,399,133.10; addi-

tional penalties, $17,943,875.90; $1,-

000 special tax. Section 1,001, Reve-
nue act, $375,872.80 ; taxes on spirits,

wines, &c., $6,578,117.07 ; total, $53,-

296,998.87. Property seizures total

$10,906,687.53 in value. A total of
413,987 gallons of distilled spirits

were seized and 428,303 gallons of
wine, cider and pomace.

House Membership

The House of Representatives on
Oct. 14 recorded its opposition to any
increase in its membership, recommit-
ting to the Census Committee by a
vote of 146 to 142 the Siegel bill to

increase the membership from 435 to

460 members. The vote was taken on
a motion to recommit, offered by Rep-
resentative Fairfield of Indiana, after
nine hours of debate and wrangling
about Parliamentary procedure. Op-
ponents of the bill contended that the
House already was an unwieldy body,
and that it would function less effi-

ciently with an increased member-
ship. Party lines were disregarded in

the final vote.
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Federal Expense Restricted

Mr. Mellon, Secretary of the Treas-
ury, stated on Oct. 14 that the Fed-
eral expenditures for the current

fiscal year would be kept within the
agreed limit of $4,034,000,000, and
denied reports that additional defi-

ciency appropriations of $370,000,000
would be asked for. The original pro-

gram made allowance for estimated
deficiency appropriations which " it

was realized would be necessary in

connection with certain Government
activities," Mr. Mellon explained.

These included particularly the settle-

ment with the railroads growing out
of Federal control and vocational

training for former service men, but
Mr. Mellon added that his information
indicated that the revenue require-

ments of the Government still would
be amply provided for in the $4,034,-

000,000.

Unemployment Conference

The first session of the conference
called by President Harding to help
solve the nation's unemployment
problem was held in Washington on
Sept. 26. President Harding made a
brief address and turned the direction
of the proceedings over to Secretary
Hoover. The President expressed the
conviction that the nation's economic
structure was sound and capable of
weathering the period of reaction fol-

lowing the World War. He also said
that there must be no program of
paternalism or charity adopted which
" seeks either palliation or tonic from
the public treasury."
On Sept. 30 an emergency program

was recommended for the immediate
relief of the workers of the United
States, estimated to be between 3,-

500,000 and 5,500,000. The more im-
portant recommendations were as fol-

lows:

Private houses, hotels^ offices &c., can
contribute to the situation by doing their
repairs, cleaning and alterations during the
Winter instead of waiting until Spring,
when employment will be more plentiful.

Public construction is better than relief.

The municipalities should expand their

school, street, sewerage, repair work, and
public building to the fullest possible vol-
ume compatible with the existing circum-
stances. That existing cii'cumstances are
favorable is indicated by the fact that over
$700,000,000 of municipal bonds, the largest
amount in history, have been sold in 1921.
Of these, $106,000,000 were sold by 333 mu-
nicipalities in August. Municipalities should
give short-time employment the same as
other employei-s.
The Governor should unite all State

agencies for support of the Mayors and,
as the superior officer, should insist upon
the responsibility of city officials; should
do everything compatible with circum-
stances in expedition of construction of
roads. State buildings, &c.
The Federal authorities, including the

Federal Reserve Banks, should expedite the
construction of public Ijuildings and public
woi'ks covered by existing appropriations.
A Congressional appropriation for roads,

together with State appropriations amount-
ing to many tens of millions of dollars al-

ready made in expectation of and depend-
ence on Federal aid, would make available
a large amount of employment. The con-
ference, under existing circumstances, not-
withstanding various opinions as to the
character of the legislation and the neces-
sity for economy, recommends Congres-
sional action at the present session in order
that worK may go forward.
The greatest area for immediate relief of

unemployment is in the construction indus-
try, which has been artificially restricted

during and since the war. We are short
more than a million homes; all kinds of
building and construction ai-e far behind
national necessity. The Senate Committee
on Reconstruction and Production, in March
of this year, estimated the total construc-
tion shortage in the country at between ten
and twenty billion dollars. Considering all

branches of the construction industries,
more than two million people could be em-
ployed if construction were resumed.

These recommendations were for
the iniinediate emergenc}^ but on Oct.
n a program was put forward for
permanent recovery from present con-
ditions. The salient features of this

l>rogram were the following:

1. Readjustment of railways i^ates to a
fairer basis of the relative value of com-
modities, with special consideration of the
rates on primaiy commodities, at the same
time safeguarding, the financial stability of
the railways.

2. Speedy completion of the tax bill, with
its contemplated reduction of taxes, in order
that business now held back pending def-

inite determination may proceecd.

3. Definite settlement of tariff legisla-

tion in order that business may determine
its future conduct and policies.
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4. Settlement of the financial relation-

ships between the Government and the rail-

ways, having in mind the immediate neces-

sity for increased maintenance and better-

ments, making effective increased railway
employment and stimulation of general em-
ployment in order that the railways may be

prepared for enlarged business as it comes.

5. Limitation 'of world armament and
consequent increase of tianquillity and fur-

ther decreases of the tax burden not only

of the United States but of other countries.

6. Steps looking to the minimizing of

fluctuation in exchange, because recovery

from the great slump in exports (due to

the economic situation in Europe) cannot
make substantial progress so long as ex-

travagant daily fluctuations continue in

foreign exchange, for no merchant can de-

termine the delivery cost of any interna-

tional shipment.
7. Definite programs of action that vrill

lead to elimination of waste and niore reg-

ular employment in seasonal and intermit-

tent industries, notably in the coal industry,

in order that the decline upon capital may
be lessened and the annual income of work-
ers may be increased.

8. In" the field of all the different indus-

tries and occupations the rapidity of recov-

ery will depend greatly upon the speed of

proportionate adjustment of the inequalities

in deflation. A table is attached hereto,

drawn from various sources, showing the

percentage of present levels above or below
the levels of tne same commodities and
services of the pre-war period. It will be
observed that agriculture has reached an
unauly low plane, while transportation, coal

and some branches of the construction in-

dustries are of the highest. It will also be
observed that there is an entire dispropor-

tion between the price of the primary com-
modities and the ultimate retail price.

These disproportionate increases in the

progressive stages of distribution are due
to increased costs of transportation, en-

larged profits, interest, taxes, labor and
other charges.

Business Conditions Improved

A slight improvement in the unem-
ployment situation, a prediction that
" the industrial pendulum is defi-

nitely on the upward trend," and a re-

port of " marked increase of indus-

trial optimism from every section of

the country " were features of the re-

port of the United States Employment
Service made public Oct. 6. Liquida-

tion in the wholesale and retail busi-

ness, due principally to the change of

season, was given as one of the causes
of the more hopeful conditions. The

report was based on statistics col-

lected from the payrolls of 1,428 firms
in sixty-five principal industrial cen-

tres, each of which usually employs
more than 500 workers. On Sept. 30
these firms had 18,050 more em-
ployes on their payrolls than they car-

ried on Aug. 31, an increase of 1.2

per cent.

The United States Steel Corpora-

tion on Oct. 11 led the way in an en-

deavor to alleviate the unemployment
situation by voting the expenditure of

$10,000,000 in the extension of its

manufacturing plants. This was done
with the understanding that exten-

sions be made where the services of

their own employes who are now idle

could be utilized and where costs

would be fair.

Prayer for Unknown Dead

The American people were called

upon by President Harding, in a proc-

lamation issued Sept. 30, to offer two
minutes' silent prayer at noon on
Armistice Day, Nov. 11, when the

body of an unknown American soldier

killed in France will be laid to rest in

Arlington National Cemetery. " All

devout and patriotic citizens " were
called upon to pause for two minutes
—from 12 o'clock noon to two min-
utes past 12—" for a period of silent

prayer of thanks to the Giver of all

good for these valuable and vaolorous
lives, and of supplication for His di-

vine mercy and for His blessings upon
our beloved country."

Eight Ministers Named

President Harding on Oct. 4 made
eight diplomatic appointments to

European and Latin-American coun-
tries. Lewis Einstein of New York,
former Minister to Costa Rica, was
named as new Minister to Czechoslo-
vakia, succeeding Richard Crane 3d.

Mr. Einstein is a Columbia University
man and has been prominent as a dip-

lomat, author and editor. The other
appointments announced were Ed-
ward E. Brodie of Oregon, to be Min-
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ister to Siam; Charles L. Kagey of

Kansas, to be Minister to Finland;

Roy Davis of Missouri, to be Minister

to Guatemala; Charles S. Wilson of

Maine, to be Minister to Bulgaria ; Dr.

John Glover South of Kentucky, to be

Minister to Panama; John E. Ramer
of Colorado, to be Minister to Nica-

ragua, and Willis C. Cook of South

Dakota, to be Minister to Venezuela

Mr. Brodie is a newspaper publisher

and President of the National Edi-

torial Association. Mr. Kagey was
born in Virginia and now is a lawyer

of Kansas. He was formerly a Dis-

trict Judge and President of the

Kansas Bar Association. Mr. Davis

is prominently associated with educa-

tional, political and business affairs

of Missouri. Mr. Wilson is a graduate
of Harvard, has acted as Charge
d'Afaires of the legation at Sofia since

1918, and has been connected with the

Diplomatic Service as a Secretary of

Embassy or Legation since 1901,

serving in Greece, Cuba, Argentina,
Italy, Russia and Rome. Dr. South
was formerly President of the Ken-
tucky Board of Health, and is now
President of the Kentucky Medical
Association. Mr. Ramer was former
Secretary of State of Colorado. Mr.
Cook is a graduate of the University
of Wisconsin Law School, a former
County Judge and a former State
Senator. He is President of the South
Dakota branch of the League to En-
force Peace, and until Dec. 1, 3920,
was owner and publish erof The Sioux
Falls Daily Press.

The President also nominated J.

Morton Howell of Dayton to be Dip-
lomatic Agent and Consul General at
Cairo. Mr. Howell is the founder of
the Dayton Board of Health and the
American Child Hygiene Association.

Death of Senator Knox

Senator Philander C. Knox of
Pennsylvania died suddenly in Wash-
ington of apoplexy, Oct. 12. He was
68 years old. For the last two dec-

ades Senator Knox had been a prom-
nent figure in public life. He first

came into national affairs when in

1901 President McKinley appointed

him Attorney General. He retained

that office under President Roosvelt

until 1904, when he resigned to ac-

cept an appointment as United States

Senator from Pennsylvania to suc-

ceed the late Senator Quay. He be-

came Secretary of State in President
Taft's Cabinet, and initiated an active

policy of aiding the extension of

American trade with foreign coun-
tries. He took a prominent part in

the fight in the Senate against the
ratification of the Versailles Treaty,
and was the author of a resolution

adopted by the Senate in May, 1920,
declaring peace with Germany. This
was vetoed by President Wilson,, but
later formed the basis of the separate
peace treaty between Germany and
the United States. His home was in

Pittsburgh, where he had an exten-
sive law practice.

BELGIAN EXCHANGE FELLOWSHIP
XTINETEEN Belgian students, winners
*-^ of the Belgian Exchange fellowships

established at the suggestion of Herbert

Hoover by the Commission of Relief in

Belgium as a Belgian Educational Founda-
tion, reached New York Sept. 12, 1921. Six

Belgian scholars of the same foundation

already had been enrolled in American uni-

versities. The nineteen newcomers were
distributed as prearranged. Twenty-five

American students, under this exchange ar-

rangement, are now at work in Belgian

universities on fellowships provided by the

corresponding Belgian organization, the

Fondation Universitaire. The two parallel

foundations were established after the

armistice, when the Commission for Relief

in Belgium was liquidated and Mr. Hoover
suggested the exchange of students. Both
organizations are supported by the income

of surplus funds of the Commission for

Relief and the Comite Nationale.



THE FUTURE OF RUSSIA
By Sidney C. Graves

Former iHajor and assistant to Chief of Staff of American Expeditionary Force in Siberia

To the Editor of Current History:

Can the United States, or the rest of the

world, if animated by a sincere desire to

further the cause of international peace,

afford to neglect Russia in the coming con-

ference? Can there be any conclusive set-

tlement of Far Eastern affairs if the terri-

torial integrity of the Russian Empire is to

remain but a mockery and the inherent

right of the Russian people to the benefit

of their natural resources be continually

violated? The question has no reference to

the character of the Soviet Government or

to the present impotency of the nation.

How short-sighted indeed is the opinion

that Siberia affords a natural field for

Japanese colonization and exploitation!

How readfly accepted seem the Japanese

contentions that her efforts in these mari-

time provinces are of a temporary nature,

to be discontinued in the event of the estab-

lishment of a stable government, and, cal-

culated as a protective measure, preventing

the spread of Bolshevism near enough to

constitute a menace to the Japanese Empire.

We have the evidence of her actions toward

every government set up to the contrary,

and, in view of her imperialistic infringe-

ments on China and Manchuria, it is hard

to credit any unselfish motives in the vast

expenditure to which she has been forced

in Siberia.

Articles which have appeared in CURRENT
History, giving concrete facts which expose

the policy of Japan, have occasioned no

effort at refutation and are a welcome di-

version from the exponents of the purely

opinion theory of Charles H, Sherrill. His

idea that Siberia is a natural field for

Japanese control originated while he was a

guest in Japan, and was avidly seized upon

by the Japanese, translated and distributed

broadly as voicing American sentiment.

From Siberia information has been re-

ceived that Japan is still dispatching her

troops northward along the Chinese East-

ern and Trans-Siberian Railways and the

protests of the new republic established at

Chita, requesting an evacuation of Russian

territory or a declaration of intention to

evacuate, evoke no reply despite the com-

ing conference to settle the questions of the

Far East. The complete accord which ex-

isted, during the period of joint allied in-

tervention, between British and Japanese

representatives in Siberia is still in evi-

dence; from the influx of English capital

for development of the mineral resoftrces,

and from the seizure of the fishery rights

by Japanese interests, it appears that the

spoliation of Asiatic Russia is by agree-

ment to go on apace. The United States

is concerned with a sincere desire to arrive

at a solution of points of difficulty in the

Orient, but it is interesting to consider of

what value an open door in Asia will be to

the United States if transportation facilities

remain in Japanese hands to exact toll from
her competitors.

Russians of all parties derive little satis-

faction from the declaration of Secretary

Hughes that the rights of their country will

be safeguarded, but that no representation

from the Soviet or Chita Government will

be entertained. The lessons of the Peace

Conference are fresh in their minds; there

they witnessed a partial dismemberment of

the old empire in a desire on the part of

Europe to create a series of small States as

a buffer against Bolishevism, without regard

to a future regenerated and rehabilitated

nation. Of more recent moment have been

the various futile counter-Soviet adven-

tures; Kolchak, Denikin, Wrangel, &c., as

participants in which the unselfishness of

some of the Allies at least may be doubted

and as a result of one of which Russia's

eastern seaboard is still overrun by troops

of a foreign power or by its mercenaries.

However, present information from

Washington indicates that the faith which

has always been placed in the American
people by Russia will be justified to the ex-

tent that the future of Siberia is an im-

portant factor in the scope of the confer-

ence as contemplated by Mr. Hughes. It

remains to be seen whether or not the ques-

tion will be met by insincerity and evasion

on the part of interested powers, but the

continued aggressive actions of the Jap-

anese toward the Chita Government can

certainly not be construed as pointing to

an early evacuatior or to an abandonment

of the advantages which have been seized.



THE FARMER AND
TROUBLES

HIS

By Henry C. Wallace
Secretary of Agriculture of the United States

Causes and remedies of the widespread agricultural depression

in the United States—Farm products bring less than pre-war

prices, while nearly everything which the farmer must buy costs

twice as much as before the war—A readjustment necessary

I
DOUBT whether the people of the
East realize just what has hap-
pened to the farmers of the pro-

ducing sections. Take the grain and
live-stock country of the Central

West, for example; I speak of

this region because it is the one
with which I am most familiar,

and also because it gives us our
great surplus crops. We have the

finest rural civilization,' taken as

a whole, the world has ever seen ; our
farmers average very high in intelli-

gence; they produce more per man
than almost any other farmers in the

world; they have adopted the most
advanced system of farming. Not-
withstanding all this, they are now
in a most trying period and are suf-

fering severe financial losses.

People who are not familiar with
agriculture find it hard to understand
the situation. They refuse to believe

that the depression is as serious as it

really is. They point to the high

value of our land, to the high prices

at which farm products have been
selling prior to this heavy drop, to

the large number of automobiles

owned by farmers, to the apparent

wealth and comfort on every side;

and they refuse to take seriously

what the farmers say concerning

their troubles.

There are two causes for this wide-

spread agricultural depression. One

is the high cost of production. If we
include all the factors which properly
enter into the cost of production, we
find, for example, that last year the
cost of producing a bushel of corn in

Iowa, the greatest corn State, was
more than 90 cents. This includes
the land cost, the labor cost, and
everything else which ought to be
included.

Many people say, " You are figur-
ing the land on an inflated price.

You should not do that. The farmer
did not pay that price for the land.

He wants dividends on water."

It is true that the land charge is

considered on the basis of its value

a year ago, but it is also true that the
advance in land prices was not nearly
as great as many people suppose.
They hear of occasional sales at $400
or $500 an acre, and assume that that
represents the average. Nothing of

the sort. The average advance in the
value of our rich corn-belt land was
only about 80 per cent, above pre-war
values. It must be remembered also

that in the principal corn States over
half the land is farmed by tenants,

and these tenants mostly had to pay
rent on the basis of the advanced land

values. It is true, further, that if

we omit the land charge altotrether,

the price which the farmer can get

for a bushel of corn is still consider-

ably below what it cost him to pro-
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duce it. The largest item of cost in

corn production is not land, but labor.

The man who has been farming his

own land and who has saved his

money has prospered. The five years
prior to 1920 were profitable years,

especially to the grain farmer. If he
exercised ordinary intelligence, he
made more money than he ever be-

fore made at farming. Those years

were not so profitable to the live-stock

farmer. The man who gi-ew his own
live stock and grain, and fed his grain

to the live stock, on the whole, made
money, although not as much as if

he had sold the gi-ain instead of feed-

ing it. The man who bought the li^e

stock and bought the grain, and fed
the grain to the live stock, on the aver-

age, lost money. When hogs were
selHng at $20 per hundredweight,
everybody seemed to think the hog
feeder was growing rich, but most of

the time when hogs were selling at

those high figures, the men who had
to buy the grain to feed the hogs lost

money.

Low Prices of Farm Products

The second cause of the farmer's
trouble is this : Prices of farm prod-
ucts have dropped out of all propor-
tion to the prices of other things,

as well as out of all proportion to tho
cost of production. For example, the
price of corn today on the Iowa farm
is about 20 per cent, below the normal
price of corn before the war ; the price

of oats on the Iowa farm is about 21
per cent, below pre-war normal; the
price of fat cattle and of hogs is from
20 to 25 per cent, above the pre-war
normal, if we take Chicago prices,

but on the farm the prices of both
cattle and hogs are down to pre-war
normal.

Now note, the prices of some of the

things the farmer must buy: Wages
of farm hands are about 100 per cent,

above the pre-war normal; railroad

rates are from 70 to 90 per cent,

above pre-war normal; such basic

commodities as pig iron, coke, petro-
leum, lumber, Portland cement, are

far above the pre-war normal—from
100 to 150, and in some cases, 200 per
cent, above the pre-war no]-mal.
Factory wages and railroad wages
are both more than 100 per cent,

above the pre-war normal.
In other words, while the farmer is

selling the things he produces at
prices no higher, and, for great sur-

plus crops, lower than the pre-war
normal, he must buy practically

everything he needs at prices from
50 to 150 per cent, above the pre-war
normal. The severe agricultural de-
pression is inevitable as long as such
a condition exists, and this depression
will certainly be communicated to in-

dustry and business generally.
While I have spoken particularly

of the corn belt States, the farmei*s
throughout the nation, and especially
those in the South and West, are ex-
periencing exactly the same trouble.
The cotton farmers of the South, the
rice farmers, the cattle and sheep
growers of the Far West, the fruit

growers, all are passing through this

same valley of discouragement and
financial stress.

This is a situation which should
challenge the very best thought of the
entire nation. If it continues, the
trouble will be communicated to
every one. We are brothers one of
another. Anything which hurts the
farmer will very soon be communi-
cated to all our citizens. The farmers
represent probably 35 to 40 per cent,

of the population. Anything wjiicli

seriously affects their buying power
will bring trouble to the people who
make or deal in the things the farmer
buys.

Problem of Surplus Food

It is a terrible indictment to our
modern civilization that this great
country should be in a state of what
might almost be called economic
chaos because of our great surplus
food supply, while across the seas, in

both directions, almost half the world
is suffering for want of food. If our
statesmen had given more thought to

getting the world back on a sound
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economic basis, and perhaps had
spent less time on idealistic schemes
and theories, they would have ren-

dered a greater contribution to the

(© TTndcrwood & Underwood)

HENRY C. WALLACE
Secretary of Agriculture, formerly an Iowa editor and

a practical farmer

peace and happiness of the people of
the earth.

Surely the duty of the Department
of Agriculture is evident. We should
do everything possible to find an out-
let for this great food surplus. We
should search for ways to produce
more cheaply. Our scientific men
should try to find new uses for our
surplus crops. We should develop
more efficient marketing systems and
bring the producer and consumer
closer together. It is a time for every
man who can help to take hold.

Every good citizen, no matter in what
business he may be engaged, should
do what he can to help the farmers
through this period of depression, not

only for their sake, but
also for the sake of
helping himself.

We cannot hope to
regain normal condi-
tions until we reach a
price level which will be
fair to all our people
and to all products.
Farm products must
come up in price, and
other products must go
down, until the normal
relation between them
has been restored. This
talk of bringing prices,

whether farm prices or
other prices, back to

the pre-war normal is

wrong. We incurred
a heavynational debt on
the inflated prices. If

now we force the prices
back to the pre-war
normal it will be equiva-
lent to just about doub-
ling that debt. We can
pay off our debts much
more easily if we main-
tain a price level near
to that at which the
debts were incurred.

Of course, the higher
prices which prevailed
during the war can-
not continue, but if we
should try to bring

about a level, say 70 per cent, above
the pre-war normal, everybody would
be better off.

We shall get through this period.

The nation is not going bankrupt.
The farmers are not going banksupt.
Gradually farm prices will be brought
into fair relation with other prices.

But there is another thing in the long
run—a more important phase of our
agricultural problem—which we have
been slow in considering. Let me
sketch briefly the development of our
agriculture.
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The farmers of the United States
during the past seventy years have,
on the average, produced and sold

grains and live stock at less than the
cost of production, if we take into

consideration all the factors which
properly enter into production costs.

What I mean is, that if the farmer
should draw up, on the basis of a
system of sound business economy, a
cost-total inclusive of a fair interest
on the capital invested, both in his
farm and his farm,equipment, and in-

clusive of a fair wage for the actual
labor expended on the farm; and if

he should then compare this with the
intake from marketing his crops, he
would find that he had not received
for them enough to cover his actual
costs. We omit here the value of the
fertility of his soil, which is in effect
a portion of his capital, and which he
has marketed in his crops; but we
simply throw it in for good measure.
I know that many people are inclined
to question such a statement as to

the farmer's losses. They think of
individual farmers who have become
well-to-do; but I am speaking of the
average farmer, the farmers as a
mass, and the statement I have just
made is absolutely true and has been
corroborated by every scientific in-

vestigation made.

The farmers have been able and
willing to sell their crops at less than
the actual cost of production because,
first, they have been willing to accept
the value of the farm as a home—

a

good place in which to raise their
children—as a part of the substantial
reward for their work; and, second,
because as our population has in-

creased there has been a steady in-

crease in the value of farm land. In
times past, therefore, the young
farmer who could get enough ahead
to make a very small payment on a
piece of land—enough to give him a
foothold—and who had a lot of hard
work in him, and who had a good wife,

as most of them have, was able, by
living very economically, denying
himself and his wife the luxuries and
many of the comforts of life, to hang

on, paying out on the farm, and
finally seeing it growing into a val-
uable piece of propei-ty.

Drift Toward the Cities

During all this period we have been
a. great surplus food producing
nation. We have grown more food
than our own people could consume.
As a result, we have had to compete
with the farmers of the world in the
gi*eat consuming markets, and take
prices fixed by that competition.
Another result of this great surplus
of food was to stimulate our indus-

trial development and to build up our
commercial enterprises of all kinds.

The steady increase in the value of

our land and the relatively low prices

for farm products have caused a con-

stant drift of young farmers to the
towns and cities, where they thought
they could get better pay for their

labor and find better opportunities to

advance themselves in a material way.
In some of our heaviest producing
States there are not as many people
on the farms today as there were
thirty or forty years ago. This move-
ment from the farm to the city has
been a perfectly natural movement,
and fully justified by conditions. It

will continue as long as the cities offer
greater financial rewards, greater
opportunities for advancement, more
comfortable living conditions, and
better social, educational and religious

privileges. It is the inevitable result

of present economic conditions, and
no amount of talk extolling the beauty
of farm life can stop it.

Nor has this relative decline in the
producing population been a very
serious matter up to the present time.
Certainly it has not been serious from
the farmers' viewpoint. We have
made great advances in methods of
production. The development of
labor-saving macliinery has enabled
us to increase our production per man.
Notwithstanding our increase in total

population and the decrease in fai-m

population, we have, until very re-

cently, steadily increased food produc-
tion per thousand of total populaticm.
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This increase has come both from
the use of labor-saving machinery
and from bringing into cultivation

new areas of fertile land. We cannot
keep up this pace in the future. Con-
sumption has almost overtaken pro-

duction under normal world condi-

tions.

Most of our fertile land which can
be farmed profitably has been taken
up. We still have large areas of

swamp land, dry land and cut-over
land, but these cannot be profitably
reclaimed and farmed unless we can
depend upon higher relative prices for

farm products than those which pre-

vailed before the war. So, also, we
can greatly increase the productive
power of a large area of the land in

surplus-producing States, provided
we can depend upon prices which will

cover the increased expense. Under
our system of farming we have pro-

duced far more per man than almost
any other nation, but we have not
produced nearly as much per acre as

the nations of Europe. Our greatest

increase of food production in the
future must come from increasing
our acre yields, but this, in turn, de-

pends upon prices which will justify

the increased cost.

The farmer is the one man engaged
in a big business who has had no

\ voice in fixing the price of the things
he produces. He has been compelled
to take whatever prices he could get.

His cost of production has not at any
time been considered in determining
this price. In times of small crops
prices have been high. In times of
large crops prices have been ruin-

ously low. Very large crops, as a
rule, give the farmer fewer dollars
than small crops. Farming seems to
be one business in which large pro-
duction is always penalized.

Future Prospects

No doubt, when we get through
this period of world readjustment,
there will be a gradual increase in

the value of farm land, provided our
national policy is fair to agriculture;

but this increase will be much slower
than in times past. The speculative
value has been taken out of the land.
The farmer can no longer depend upon
the increase in the value of his farm
to make good the losses suffered
through his farming operations year
by year. Farmers' crops must sell

higher relatively in the future than
in the past.

We seem to have been going on the
theory that the fertility of our soil,

especially in the great corn and tame
grass country, is inexhaustible. To
the nation this is a most dangerous
theory. We must start in earnest the
development of an agricultural policy

which will enable us to feed our peo-

ple at fair prices and, at the same
time, to retain the fertility of our
soil, our greatest national material
asset.

The increase in tenancy has
aroused great concern. Many people

seem to think that tenancy is in itself

an evil. Not necessarily so. As land
advances, tenancy increases. This
has always been true everywhere, and
it is not necessarily a bad thing in

itself. The farmer who has a limited

working capital can far better afford

to rent than to own after the land
has reached a fairly stable value
based on its productive power. Men
are willing to invest their money in

land, and accept a very low rate of
interest because of the security of the
investment, but there are evils which
grow out of the tenancy system
which must be corrected.

If we are to make this a self-sus-

taining nation agriculturally, as

President Harding said in one of his

speeches, there is no time to be lost

in studying these great problems. It

is not a question of production alone,

it is a question of the farmer's ability

to sell what he produces at a price

which will justify him in continuing
to produce. We are the best pro-

ducers in the world, but our sales sys-

tem is very bad indeed. We must
study everything which influences

both production and price. We must
look into the matter of competition
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from farmers of foreign lands where
the standards of living are very much
below those which we demand for our
people. We must look into world con-

ditions both of supply and of demand

;

we must produce more intelligently

and adjust our various crops to the
probable needs. We must also look

into the administration of our credit

machinery. Those who control the
finances of the country and who have
it in their power to influence, either

directly or indirectly, the extension

of credit, can exercise a large amount
of control over the prices of farm
products. The same thing is true of

the administration of our transporta-

tion systems. Through the simple

device of regulating the flow of cars,

the prices of farm products can be
sent up or down at the will of those
who exei-cise such control. We had
some costly experiences along this

line during the war.

Our prosperity as a nation depends
upon the prosperity of our farmers.
The Department of Agriculture is

shaping its activities with that

thought always in view. We have
here a magnificent body of men and
a splendid organization. We are

going to try to use the scientific

knowledge of these men wherever it

can best be used to promote the agri-

culture of the nation.

THE BRITISH DEAD IN FRANCE
THE world knows in general that thou-

sands on thousands of British soldiers

fell on French or Belgian soil durin'^ the

great war, but few realize the gigantic

task which the Imperial War Graves Com-

mission has been facing for the last two

years. The number of cemeteries in its

charge in France totals 3,280. Nearly 1,200

of them have been decorated with old Eng-

lish garden flowers. Traveling gardeners

—

mainly war veterans—journey from ceme-

tery to cemetery on motor lorries, mowing
the grass, planting . and watering flowers,

and giving loving care to the last resting

places of their dead comrades.

The French and Belgian people reverence

these British dead. On pleasant Sundays

and holidays the French come to walk by

the smooth green lawns between the bright

flower borders of the cemeteries in the Ar-

ras district, where 600 cemeteries send

forth the white gleam cf their rows of

monuments. All .these " God's Acres " are

rectangular in shape. At one side stands the

Stone of Remembrance, a great altarlike

slab of white limestone, on which are cut the

words: "Their name liveth for evermore."

Facing it rises the tall Cross of Sacrifice,

bearing a great bronze sword where the

figure of Christ is placed on Catholic cruci-

fixes. In between lie the graves in serried

rows, each with its white marble headstone

bearing the name, the regiment and the

date of death.

A typical cemetery is that at Verlincthun,

on the cliffs beside Boulogne, within sight

of the English coast, where 12,000 officers

and men rest peacefully. One little ceme-

tery, where seventy New Zealanders who

fell all together one day in 1918 are buried,

is the smallest, the most secluded and per-

haps the most touching of all. There are

10,000 graves at Tyne Cot Cemetery, on the

edge of the bloody Ypres salient. Here,

where men and guns and tanks struggled

in vain to ci*oss the sea of mud and the

formidable barbican of barbed wires be-

tween 1914 and 1918, rich golden grain

grows against the rusted sides of the

abandoned tanks. The cemeteries which

stand thick around Ypres, Hooge, Zillebeek,

Gheluvelt, Boesinghe and the Paschendaele

Ridge tell the tragic story of the defense of

Ypres. In the ruined city an inscription in

Flemish, French and English says:

The Burgomaster and the City Council of
Ypres urge you to remember that the ground
you walk on is hallowed by the sacrifice of
2."0,000 British officer-s and men who were
killed or wounded in the four terrible years
of battle endured in the salient of Ypres, and
whose heroism Belgium can never forget.

This spirit of veneration and gratitude

is found everyT\'here in France and Bel-

gium. The British dead, sleeping from
their land afar, are among friends linked

by an unbreakable tie.



WHY THE FHJPINOS DESIRE
INDEPENDENCE

By Manuel L. Quezon
President of the Philippine Senate and leader of the independence movement

A clear and vigorous statement of reasons why the people of the

Philippine Islands believe they should noiu be allowed to run their

own Government—Gratitude to the United States combined with

American ideals of liberty—N^o fear of Japanese aggression

TF anything in the long struggle of
mankind toward democracy and
liberty is worth while; if Maz-

zini, Garibaldi, Hofer, Arnold Winkel-
ried, Patrick Henry, James Otis and
Nathan Hale are still potent names
in the world's admiration and re-

gard, the movement for the inde-

pendence of the Philippine Islands is

worth the most serious attention of
all men everywhere not moribund in

their sympathies with human aspira-
tions, and particularly worth while to
the American Government.

I am asked to write for Current
History an article on this movement,
and I accept the invitation with more
than usual pleasure because on this
visit to America I have been deeply
gratified to find a greater readiness
to recognize that the cause of the
Filipinos is no less eternally just than
was the cause of every other people
struggling out of national submersion
into national individuality.

The best way to make clear the
scope, nature and aims of the inde-
pendence movement in the Philippine
Islands is to take up, one by one, the
questions most commonly put to me
as I travel about the United States

:

1. What is the desire for Philippine
independence based upon?

It is based upon the same instinct
and passion for national existence
and national expression that has ani-
mated every virile people in the
world's history. The people of the
Philippine Islands feel that they are

a separate nation, that they have the
individual destiny that pertains, of
right, to a homogeneous people dwell-
ing within a defined area, having a
common origin and a common vital

philosophy. It is based upon exactly
the same instinct for freedom that
animated the American people from
1775 until they succeeded in erecting
the great Republic ; on the geograph-
ical, ethnological and institutional
conditions that historically have jus-
tified nationality. We feel that if it

was essentially incongruous for the
free peoples that from many coun-
tries had come to settle the Atlantic
seaboard of America previous to

1776, to be ruled and dominated by
an alien people 3,000 miles away,
of different instincts, institutions and
aspirations, it is just as incongruous
for the people of the Philippine
Islands to be ruled by another coun-
try of different racial origin and feel-

ings, 8,000 miles away; and we feel

this to be essentially and unassailably
true, no matter how generous, benev-
olent and well-intended may be the

policy of that other nation toward us.

We desire to be free because all in-

telligent, ambitious, forward-looking
people have and must have that im-
pulse if they are to realize and ex-
press the real principles of their na-
tional life.

The movement for independence in

the Philippine Islands is further
based upon history. In America the
fact is almost unknown that this
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movement is not new, is not of this

generation, of this century, nor even
of the century before it. For 150
years the idea and hope of national

liberty have been lights to the Fili-

pinos, like the pillar of cloud and the
pillar of fire in the desert to the
children of Israel. However success-

fully Spain put down the successive
revolutions that sought to attain

liberty, the idea and promise of
liberty were never eradicated from
the Filipino mind and never will be.

In the next place—and this seems
to be largely unknown or obscured
to the American public—the present
movement for independence in the
Philippines is based upon the promise
of the great American nation, ex-

pressed through every President, be-

ginning with the honored McKinley,
and reiterated through Governors
General and Congress. P'rom the out-

set this prospect has been held forth

to us, this pledge has been given, and
after more than twenty years the
Filipinos are beginning to feel that
longer delay in its fulfillment is foot-

less, unreasonable and indefensible.

2. In what way is the protectorate

of the United States objectionable?
" Objectionable '* is not quite a fair

word to use in regard to our rela-

tions with the United States. Every
Filipino understands and acknowl-
edges the obligations of his country
to the generous altruism that the
United States has followed in its

policy toward these islands. It is not
that any one in the islands would say,

or would dream of pretending, that

the sovereignty of the United States

over the islands is oppressive, tyran-
nical, unjust or autocratic. On the

contrary, the truth is that the people

of the Philippines, since 1916, have
been allowed a larger share of self-

government in the direction of their

own affairs than has been allowed to

a dependency of any other nation. It

is not that we revolt against oppres-

sion, wrong or repressive force; but
there is all the time confronting us
the fact that without nationality we
are not realizing and shall not realize

what is plainly our national and eth-

nological destiny. Every people is

entitled to determine its own way
and to secure, if it so wishes, a recog-
nized place in the great family of
nations. The fact that there are 10,-

500,000 people in the Philippine
Islands and 105,000,000 people in the
United States cannot possibly affect
the basic and eternal principle of self-

determination that is involved at the
bottom of all this subject.
We are like, let us say, a young

married couple starting out in life.

A mother-in-law is helping to run
their establishment. She may be a
perfectly admirable woman, kind,
generous, affectionate, wise, and the
best cook on earth, but the young
household does not want her, ought
not to have her, and can never
enjoy the happiness that comes of
self-effort, self-expression and self-

control, until the dear old dame has
withdrawn her hand from the affairs
of the new home. A block down the
street, or across the river, the house-
hold thinks of her with profound af-

fection and regard, maintains the
friendliest association and is always
her warmest friend and champion,
but it does not want her forever
stirring the pot and dominating the
bill of fare.

This is not only natural but in-

evitable. There never has been a
case in history where a normal peo-
ple were willing to bargain inde-
pendence and self-expression for be-
nevolence, no matter how kind, liberal

and sincere.

This, I think, exactly expresses the
situation in the Philippines. Effort
is made to cause it to appear that
because we desire our own country
for ourselves we are ungrateful to

the United States. This is most un-
fair and untrue. We do not forget
and can never forget the kindness we
have had at American hands. It is a
tie that we shall hope always to feel,

binding us in bonds of affectionate
friendship to our national foster

mother. But I may be pardoned if I

suggest that one of the elements of
continued friendship and good-will
between two men or two peoples is
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the observance of good faith and the
fulfillment of promises.
The Filipinos today love and ad-

mire the United States because they
feel that it alone, among the great
nations of the world, scorns the ex-

ploitation of the weak. It is the only

(© Harris & Ewlng)

MANUEL. L. QUEZON
President of the Philippine Senate and leader

of the independence movement

country that has refused to grab ter-
ritory from reluctant inhabitants or
play the international bully, pirate
and land thief. It has an unsmirched
record of promises kept and ideals

maintained. We base our appeal for
independence upon that record and
we are confident that we shall not be
disappointed.

3. In the event of independence,
would the Filipinos feel in the least

afraid that Japan would seek to domi-
nate them?

No. There is no person well in-

formed of the exact economic situa-

tion in the Orient who entertains any
such fear or belief. There is no niore
danger that in the case of Philippine
independence Japan would seize the
islands than there is that she would
descend upon the islands of Italy or
of France. The notion that Japan is a
demon only waiting for the United
States to withdraw that she may
spring upon the defenseless Philip-
pines and devour them is groundless.
The fact is that Japan is governed
by her economic needs and not by
mere desire for territory. The Philip-
pine Islands could supply none of her
economic needs. She must seek that
supply in other quarters. This ought
to be sufficient to relieve the sensi-

tive and timorous mind of the shadow
of the Japanese bugaboo, even if it

were true that Japan alone of all the
nations in the world was entirely

without a code of morals or a sense
of decency. As a matter of fact,

Japan is no less amenable to the court
of the world's opinion than any other
country, and no more likely to incur
the world's damnation.

4. Would the Filipinos he oMe to

organize a stoMe Government?
The history of the last five years

in the Philippine Islands proves con-
clusively that they would. In those
years they have, in fact, organized
such a Government and operated it

with conspicuous success. Of its sta-

bility there is not room for the slight-

est question. It is a Government in

which law and order are observed, in

which life and property are secure,

in which legislation is intelligently

conceived, in v/hich the essential

functions of government in a civilized

state of society are in accordance
with modern social science. Noth-
ing remains to be done to achieve
stability of government in the Philip-

pine Islands. All that is still to be
accomplished is to achieve inde-

pendence.
5. Would it he along repiddican

lines?

Most assuredly. What other lines

could it be along? Great as is the

lack of fam.iliarity in America with
the people and history of the Philip-
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pine Islands, it can hardly be imag-
ined in any quarter that these people
have the slightest notion of ever
again tolerating any form of outworn
monarchy. I think that those familiar
with our story will laugh at the ques-
tion. As a matter of fact, there does
not exist in the world a people whose
instincts, impulses and convictions
are more broadly democratic than the
Filipinos. A glance at history will

easily verify the fact that a form of
democracy was practiced in the
Philippine Islands when there was
hardly a beginning of it in England.

But even if the earliest antecedents
of these people were not strongly im-
pregnated with democracy, what do
you imagine has been the effect upon
them of more than twenty years of
widespread and even intensive study
of the history of the United States?
To the people of the Philippine
Islands, George Washington, Nathan
Hale, Israel Putnam, Francis Marion
and Thomas Jefferson are just as
great figures as they are to any
Americans. Washington's Birthday
and the Fourth of July are celebrated
throughout the Philippine Islands
with at least as much fervor as they
are anj'ivhere in the United States.

What has appealed to the Filipino's

imagination in the stories of these
men is their supreme devotion to the
eternal principle of human liberty;

and is it conceivable that, after ador-
ing these heroes and diligently im-
pressing upon the youthful mind the
great? less of their services, th3 same
people could, by any possibility, de-
part from that principle?
On this subject at least all uneasi-

ness may be allayed. The Filipino
people hold democracy no less dear
than the Americans, the French, the
Swiss or any other republicans upon
earth, and will be no less ready to
sacrifice for and serve it.

6. What urns the record of the
islavds under the sovereignty of the
United States?

It was good. No Filipino desires
to obscure or avoid or belittle the fact
that the islands made great progress
while they were under the immediate

direction of the American Govern-
ment. The facts are open to all.

Schools were established, roads were
built, communication improved and
all material ganglia of civilization

were stimulated into healthful ac-
tivity. But please observe that in
the five years in which the Filipinos
have been entrusted with self-gov-
ernment all these processes of civil-

ization have gone on under native
management with no less intelligence
and efficiency than before. That
being the fact, explicitly acknowl-
edged by eminent visitors, what pos-
.sible reason can there be for deny-
ing to people that have so abundantly
and excellently proved their capacity
the full exercise of the rights of na-
tional individuality and existence?

7. Is the desire of the r)cop^f- for
independence a 'political desire of a
certain faction to get control of the

offices, or is it a universal move-
ment ?

It is a universal movement, if there
ever was such anywhere on the face
of the earth. The charge that the
demand for independence is only a
device in a political game has the
same ground, or rather lack of
ground, as the fiction of the Japa-
nese demon, the fiction of intertribal

hostilities and the fiction that the
Filipino people go naked and eat

dogs. Wherever in the history of the
world a movement for nationality has
come in conflict with profits and the
cash drawer, similar fictions have
been as plentiful as blackberries.

Mankind by this time should be im-
mune to them. Let me say, then, em-
phatically, and I hope once for all,

that there are no politics in the move-
ment for Philippine independence.

The people of the Philippine
Islands desire to be free. It is their

movement, not the movement of any
party faction or set of politicians. It

is kept alive and made to grow daily

in intensity and seriousness of pur-

pose by the inflexible will of the

masses of the people of the Philippine

Islands. It is because they want it,

plead for it, beg for it, demand it,

and will never be satisfied \\ith any-
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thing short of it, that the men they
elect to office in the Philippine
Islands feel agitation for independ-
ence to be their first, most solemn
and most sacred duty.

It is perfectly true, as opponents
of independence frequently and glee-

fully tell you, that certain individuals

in the remote regions of the islands,

elderly men on whom civilization and
enlightenment have not yqt fallen,

respond unintelligently or without
enthusiasm to inquiries about inde-

pendence. But these men are few
and insignificant. Similarly, in the
American struggle for independence
you could have found on a remote
mountain or in a dense forest set-

tlers untouched by the great move-
ment for liberty that was firing the
hearts of the rest of the colonists.

Indeed, if I remember correctly, there
were Americans—and a considerable
number of them—who were called
** Tories " and traitors to the na-
tional cause, who vigorously opposed
it, who even joined the armies of
King George, who took gun in hand
to fight their countrymen or who
fled to Canada to escape inclusion as
citizens of the new-born Republic.

The number of the natives in the

Philippine Islands not with ail their

hearts and souls in favor of inde-

pendence is relatively smaller than
the number of Americans • that in
1776 disgraced their birth and flag

by turning Tories.

The charge of selfish motive has
been applied by reactionary influ-

ences to every person in our history

that has taken a prominent part in

any movement for freedom. It is the
universal weapon of reaction and
autocracy. In the American Civil

War, everything that Lincoln did and
said was described as directed toward
his own re-election. A million critics

would never for a moment admit that

he was capable of disinterested pur-
pose in standing for emancipation
and freedom. Washington was de-

nounced all about England as a self-

seeker and a land-grabber. Garibaldi
was supposed to be carried away by
his boyish satisfaction in his red

jacket and sword of command. Even
Lafayette was described as an ad-
venturer that joined the cause of
American independence merely be-
cause he was poverty-stricken.

But, however much endangered
autocracy or menaced profits may
distort motive or heap up vitupera-
tion, the single fact remains unde-
niable to any reader of history that
movements for freedom do not con-
tinue from year to year and from
generation to generation because of
the machinations, wiles, plots, ambi-
tions or designs of any politicians cr
persons that seek office. Such move-
ments always have had and always
must have their roots deep in a uni-
versal feeling of the people or they
wither in the first noontide of strug-
gle. Movements for freedom are not
the manufacture of any man, set of
men, group or faction. No man can
create them. No man can direct

them. No man can restrain them.
WTien a people set their hearts upon
liberty and the fire of that desire

has entered into their blood, if

they be people of any worth or char-
acter, they never abandon the strug-
gle until they have won; and the in-

dividuals that stand in the way, or
individuals that help along the move-
ment are not of enduring importance.
It is the people and the people alone
that count, and unless America has
most strangely and lamentably fallen

away from ancient and honored
standards that fact is just as cer-

tainly in the mind of every American
as is the fact of his own existence.

8. If left to a vote, tvhat percent-^

age of the people would vote for ab-
solute independence from the United
States?

This is a question that will have to

be determined without the assistance

of directly bearmg statistics, for the

reason that it has never in that exact

form been submitted to the vote of

the people. But it has been submitted

to their judgment and decision in

other ways, and from the verdict they

have given it is possible to arrive at

an approximate estimate of their

judgment.
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I call special attention to the fact
that the Government of the Philip-

pine Islands, under the Jones law, is

vested chiefly in a Legislature of two
Chambers, elected by the vote of the
people. Every such Legislature has
unanimously adopted a resolution or
an address asking for complete inde-
pendence from the United States.

The Representatives and Senators
that have voted for these resolutions,

that have voted for appropriations to
defray the expense of agitation for
independence, that have in every con-
ceivable way voiced the demand for
it, go back to their respective con-
stituencies for the reveiw of their
legislative service. These men, con-
spicuous in the independence move-
ment and with records of repeated
votes in its favor, are re-elected prac-
tically without opposition on that
score. For the fact is that every po-
litical party in the Philippine Islands
is committed to independence. There
is no issue at the polls between in-

dependence and the continuance of
the present relation, because no
native in the Philippine Islands suf-

ficiently desires the present relations

to express that desire in a vote.

The intense enthusiasm that is in-

variably aroused in any assembly of
Filipinos anywhere in the islands by
even so much as a mention of inde-
pendence is a satisfactory gauge of
the state of the public mind. If any
one doubts that the masses of the
Philippine people are overwhelmingly
in favor of separation, and separation
at once, such a one can easily ascer-
tain how just is the basis of his doubt.
Let him go to the Philippine Islands.

Let him arise in any public assembly
of natives, oppose independence, and
argue in favor of a continuation of
the present relation. I should esti-

mate that the time required to elimi-

nate all doubt from his mind might
be about ninety seconds.

This, it is to be understood, repre-
sents the state of mind in all parts of
the islands, north as well as south.
It is customary and has often been
convenient to picture the people of
the Philippine Islands as carrying on

irreconcilable feuds among them-
selves. For instance, the inhabitants
of the southern islands are supposed,
by a fiction, to be very much incensed
against the inhabitants of the north-
ern islands. It is even said that a
Moro or southerner would much
rather be governed by an American
or by a Spaniard than by a fellow-
Filipino from the north. This again
has been proved by abundant experi-
ence to be a preposterous and a ma-
licious invention. The people of the
Philippine Islands, north and south,
are of one mind in regard to inde-
pendence.

Let me call attention to one signifi-

cant fact, from among many that
might be cited, of a nature to make
all this clear to every intelligence.

You will find in southern towns and
cities—as, for instance, at Zambo-
anga, a capital city of the southern
country—memorials or monuments
to Rizal or to other heroes of the
Philippine struggle. These are
erected by the public as expressions
of a certain feeling. What is that
feeling? It is that these men suf-

fered for Philippine independence,
and it is this alone that is com-
memorated in them. Dr. Rizal, it is

true, was a man of extraordinary en-
dowments and achievements in many
directions, but great as he was, he
would be today without a monument
if he had not given up his life in the
Philippine cause. The same is true
of other men whose names adorn
Philippine streets, squares, schools,

buildings and the like. Every one of
them is dear to the popular imagina-
tion, north and south, but dear only
because of his contribution to the one
cause which the Filipinos have never
for a moment lost sight of, that their

country should be free.

They ask to be free and they feel

that the time to set them free is now.
They have demonstrated their com-
plete ability to conduct an efficient

Government, answerable to the stern-

est tests of modern society. The laws
that in the last five years have been
passed by the Philippine Legislature,

which is composed entirely of na-
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tives, may be placed side by side with
the laws passed by any other legisla-

tive body in the world in the same
period and will not suffer in any
point of comparison, whether for

clearness, reasonableness, logicality

or conformation with the highest
ideals of modern governmental sci-

ence.

The percentage of litejracy in the
Philippine Islands today is farTiigher
than the percentage of literacy in the
American Colonies when they won
freedom; the number of minds
trained to carry on government by its

best methods is much larger ; the jus-

tice of the Philippine claim to free-

dcHn is at least as good ; and we come
now before the American people, the
arbiters of this great question, and

say, " We stand here for justice.
Shall we have it?

"

It is not possible to convince the
people of the Philippines that to this
question, of such overwhelming im-
portance to them, the answer will be
in the negative. You cannot, by word
of speech, convince a Filipino that
America will prove recreant to its

faith or place itself in the category
of nations whose only morals are
their pocketbooks. Only one thing
could possibly bear this conviction
down upon my countrymen. It would
be the adverse action of the Am.erican
people themselves; and the collapse
of the Filipino's faith in and friend-
ship for America that would follow
such a demonstration would not be
less than a historic catastrophe.

THE MEMOIRS OF PRINCE WINDISCHGRAETZ
BIOGRAPHIES and memoirs of former

great statesmen, diplomats, High Ad-

mirals and Field Marshals have multiplied

since the conclusion of the war. A new
contribution to historical material of this

kind has recently been made by Prince Lud-

wig Windischgraetz's book, " My Memoirs,"

now published in English translation by

the London firm of George Allen & Unwin.

This work is beyond question one of the

most vivid accounts yet written of the fall

of the Hapsburg monarchy. Prince Win-
dischgraetz, as former Hungarian Food
Minister and confidential adviser to Em-
peror Charles, was in a position to know
the truth of the fall of the Austrian Em-
pire. Prejudiced, bitter and resentful, the

haughty and megalomaniac trend of the

great aristocrat is eloquently expressed in

such phrases as " A Windischgraetz always

knows best," or " Before the cock crowed

thrice, he had betrayed me." With a pic-

turesque and epigrammatic pen, the Prince

portrays a society strangely like that re-

vealed by the author of " The World's

Illusion," brilliant, decadent, swathed in

" Spanish etiquette of the spirit," dissi-

pated, entertaining, filled with eccentric

characters, facile causeurs,hoi'se racing dev-

otees, and so on.

Vivid pictures are given of the old Em-
peror, displaying flashes of good will, but

imprisoned in formalism as in a strait-

jacket; cf Count Berchtold, " the true after-

dinner type; an interesting converser on

Gobelins, women and horses; of Count
Tisza, as grim and dour as a Calvinist

schoolmaster, yet dancing in his shirt-

sleeves, with passionate abandon, to the

wild music of a gypsy orchestra; of Count
Karolyi, ridiculed in youth on account of

the silver palate in his mouth, a reputed

dandy and idler, who quite suddenly, with

grim determination, began to train himself

for the career of a public man.
The memoirs show how the ruin of Aus-

tria galloped on apace after the death of old

Francis Joseph and under the reign of his

successor, young Emperor Charles. Per-

haps the most dramatic moment of the book

is the account of the momentous session of

the Hungarian Parliament on Oct. 18, 1918,

when, after the Prime Minister's weaving
of rose-colored clouds of camouflage,

Karolyi rose and uttered the cry of revolu-

tion. In tense silence the House waited for

Tisza to crush Karolyi like a worm. Tisza

raised his huge bulk, and to the amazement
of all, disavowed Wekerle's roseate picture,

and admitted Karolyi's sombre depiction of

the situation as correct. " We are beaten,"

he concluded. He sank back on his bench,
" a huge stag which had received its death

blow."
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HOLLAND'S COLONIAL EMPIRE
By Spencer Brodney

How the far-away Islands of Java, Sumatra and Borneo came

into the possession of little Holland, making her rich, and why

they are now a burden—Their defense against possible Japanese

aggression a problem for the Disarmament Conference

HOLLAND, in these days one of

the smallest and least powerful
of nations, has retained until the

present time a great colonial empire
which she won three centuries ago.
It is an empire in the far eastern seas
—a rich cluster of islands, vast in ex-
tent, glowing with the beauty and
warmth of tropical luxuriance, va-
ried and abundant in natural re-

sources, already highly productive,
and still more bountiful in promise

for the future. Because of these pos-
sessions, known as the Dutch East In-

dies, Holland has been invited by
President Harding to take part in the
Washington conference on matters
effecting the Pacific and Far East.
Although Holland no longer counts

as a great naval or military power
and cannot hope to measure swords
with the dominant nations of today,
so intense is her anxiety about her
colonies that she is being driven into
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organizing a scheme of defense for
her East Indian possessions more
costly than she can bear. This
scheme, it is openly stated in the
Netherlands, is to be primarily for

protection against Japan. But the
Dutch would much rather not have
to assume the serious financial bur-

den of a larger and stronger colonial

fleet. A settlement of the clashing
interests of the great powers with
guarantees for the integrity of the
Dutch possessions is the end most de-

voutly wished for by Holland.
The Dutch East Indies are not the

only colonies belonging to Holland.
She also has Surinam (Dutch Gui-
nea) and Curacao in the West In-

dies, with a total area of about 50,000
square miles, which is only a fraction

of the size of the eastern empire.
Being assured by the Monroe Doc-
trine of their security from the de-
signs of other nations, the Dutch
mind is quite at ease about the West
Indian possessions.

To appreciate the vast oversea in-

terests of Holland we must turn to

that great region of the globe stretch-
ing from the southeast of Asia to the
northwest and north of Australia,
generally designated as the Malay, or
Indian, Archipelago. Here are Su-
matra, Java, Borneo, Celebes, New
Guinea and innumerable other islands,

large and small, of which by far the
greatest portion comes under tho
jurisdiction of the Governor General

of the Dutch East Indies. Holland
itself has an area of a little over
12,000 square miles, which is about
the same as that of Maryland, and
a population of 6,000,000, which is

only a little more than that of New
York City. On the other hand, the
territorial extent of the Dutch East
Indies is equal to the combined area
of Texas-, California, Arizona, Ne-
vada and Colorado, with a population
about half that of the United States.
Approximately the area of the dif-
ferent islands, portions of islands and
groups of islands which belong to
Holland is as follows

:

HOLLAND'S COLONIAL POSSESSI0T<rS
P(iuar(i

Name of IsIaiKi. Miles.
Java and Madura ."»! ,00()
Sumatra Ifti.OOO
Dutch Borneo 214.000
Celebes Islands 7S.0OO
Molucca Islands 44,000
Timor Archipelago 18,000
Dutch New Guinea ],">4,000

Other islands 27,000

Total , 744,000

The colonial possessions of other
nations in the same regions are: The
Philippines, including the Sulu Is-

lands, which belong to the United
States, about 128,000 square miles;
British East Indies, comprising Brit-

ish North Borneo, the island of
Labuan and the protectorates of
Brunei and Sarawak, about 31,000
square miles ; British New Guinea
(Papua) and former German New
Guinea, now under Australian ad-
ministration, 158,000 square miles,

Pmi-iPPiNE t%.

ilKAVY LINE ENCLOSES THE DUTCH EAST INDIES. THE ISLAND EMPIRE IN THE PACIFIC,
RULED FOR CENTURIES BY HOLLAND
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and the eastern portion of the island

of Timor and the neighboring island

of Pulo Cambing, which belong to

Portugal, about 6,500 square miles.

From this it will be seen that Hol-
land has the lion's share. In the ab-
sence of recent census figures, the es-

timated population of the Dutch pos-
sessions may be set down at about
50,000,000.

From the Dutch East Indies come
large quantities of a great variety of
products—coffee, tea, sugar, rice,

sago, palm oil, tobacco, indigo, rub-
ber, petroleum, gold, silver, tin and
other metals, and numerous minor
commodities, including cinchona and
the spices which centuries ago at-

tracted the merchant adventurers of
Europe and sowed the seed of bitter

commercial rivalries and wars of con-
quest.

Holland's Era of Expansion

To learn by what series of events
Holland won her empire in the east
we have to turn back to one of the

great dramas of European history,
the long struggle against Spain which
led to the creation of the Dutch Re-
public, its attainment of the status

of a free and independent nation, and
its rise as a mighty commercial and
maritime power. But long before
that the traders of the Netherlands
nursed a bitter grievance against the
Spanish and Portuguese Govern-
ments. By a bull issued by Pope
Alexander VI. (Rodrigo Borgia) in
1502 both the eastern seas and the
.vestern ocean were closed to all but
Spanish and Portuguese ships.

Simply by tracing a line on a map
the Pope, in 1493, had bestowed upon
Spain the whole of the Americas west
of a certain line i-unning through
Brazil, and upon Portugal all the new
countries east of that line. In the
terms of the bull the King of Portu-
gal was constituted " lord of the navi-

gation, conquests and trade of

Ethiopia, Ai-abia, Persia and India."

The Poituguese were the first to

'explore and establish settlements iji

HARKOWING A RICE FIELD IN THE DUTCH EAST INDIKS
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the Indian archipelago and develop
the sea-borne trade with the East by
way of the Cape of Good Hope. Un-
til 1580 the Dutch, who had al-

ready smashed the sea power of

Spain, did not attack the Portu-
guese, but in that year—it was
the year after the Dutch had defi-

nitely declared their independence

—

the King of Spain became also the
King of Portugal and succeeded to the

Portuguese domain in the East In-

dies. The Dutch, who had been try-

ing to find a trade route to the Orient
by land, now struck out boldly to

reach their goal by sea. In this they
were helped by the bitter animosity
which had grown up between Eng-
land and Spain and by the total in-

ability of Spain to defend her widely
scattered possessions after the loss

of the Invincible Armada in 1588.

The Dutch, having established
their right to sail the seas formerly

closed to them, began to send expe-
ditions to the East Indies bv wav of
the Cape of Good Hope. The first,

under Houtman, left Holland in 1595
and visited Sumatra and Java. Pri-
vate companies for trade with the
East were formed and became so suc-
cessful that within three years they
were already firmly established and
drawing on themselves the enmity of
English merchants. The main object
of the Dutch was to corner the supply
of pepper and spices and control the
sale at monopoly prices. Out of this
rose the fierce rivalry between Hoi-
land and England, resulting in wars
and the eventual destruction of
Dutch sea power, but not, as might
have been expected, in the loss of the
Dutch East Indian possessions.

The commercial value of pepper
and spices in those days is indicated
by the fact that the Moluccas were
for a long time known as the Spice

(Netherlands Chamber of Commerce, New York)
PRIMITIVE FERRY OVER A MOUNTAIN STREAM IN THE PICTURESQUE ISLAND OF JAVA
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Islands. Spices were relatively more
important because, as one historian

explains, there was not then, as now,
the same varied abundance of veg-

etables. Pepper was the most profit-

iible article of the Eastern trade.

When the Dutch merchants created

a monopoly in its sale and raised the

price from about 70 cents to between
$1.50 and $2 a pound, the English
were up in arais. The merchants of

London got together, formed a com-
pany to trade directly with the East
and had it chartered by Queen Eliza-

beth. This company, the first of sev-

eral finally merged in the East India

Company, which laid the foundations

of the British Indian Empire, started

modestly with a capital of $350,000.

The merchants of Holland, not to be

outdone, two years later, in 1602,

amalgamated their various Eastern
trading associations as the Dutch
East India Company and boldly com-
menced operations with a capital of

several million dollars. This cor-

poration was more closely identified

with the Government than the Eng-
lish company and was chartered by
the States General, with vast monopo-
listic rights and privileges. It soon
acquired a large fleet of trading ves-

sels and set to work not only to expel

the Portuguese from the East Indies,

but also to prevent the English from
obtaining a foothold there. The
Dutch succeeded almost entirely in

both objects. The Portuguese were
left with nothing but a few scraps of

territory and the English were
forced back on the mainland of Asia.

During tlie seventeenth century, the
period in which Holland was the
greatest maritime power in the world,

the Dutch East India Company pros-

pered exceedingly. The record of the
dividends it paid shows that it was
one of the biggest profiteering con-
cerns in history.

Policy of Monopoly

The opening of the eighteenth cen-
tury saw a change in the affairs of

the company. Although Dutch con-

trol of the East Indies had been ex-

tended and consolidated, the com-
pany became involved in financial dif-

ficulties. In the strictest sense, the
Dutch did not colonize. They had no
conception of the modern method of
settling people on the land and in-

creasing production or guiding it into
more useful channels. The sole aim
of the Dutch was trade, and they
traded under the mistaken idea that
profits were to be made only by
monopolies. The English in India
and Ceylon were now keen and vig-
orous competitors, determined to
break up the Dutch monopoly in the
spice market. The Dutch company
was, moreover, burdened with the
heavy cost of maintaining armed
forces and the expense of administer-
ing the colonies. Dishonesty among
officials and other evils also affected
the financial security of the coipora-
tion. In 1783 Great Britain finally

(Colonial Museum, Haarlem)

NATIVE DANCING GIRL IN JAVA
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(Xetheriands Chamber of Commerce, New York)

A FAMILY HOUSE AND ITS INHABITANTS IN ONE OF THE "MALLER ISLANDS OF THE
DUTCH EAST INDIES

destroyed the sea power of Holland
and won the long fight for the free-

dom of the spice market. As the
century drew to its close the affairs

of the Dutch East India Company
went from bad to worse. In 1794 it

ceased to carry on business, and in

1798 was dissolved.

Control of the colonies was as-

sumed by the States General, and sev-

eral honest and energetic Governors
General were sent out to retrieve the
situation. The best-remembered of
these Viceroys was Daendels, whose
administration lasted from 1808 to

1811. He saw that the colonies could
not succeed by trade only, but that
attention must be given to produc-
tion and to the many requirements of

an undeveloped country. He intro-

duced improvements in agriculture,

and, by having 40,000,000 coffee

trees planted, founded one of the

most successful of the present indus-
tries, Java today being one of the
chief coffee-growing countries of the
world. Daendels initiated better re-

lations with the natives, gave con-
sideration to education and religion,

undertook important public works by
a system of forced labor, wiped out
corruption among his subordinates,
reorganized the administration and
strengthened the defenses of the col-

onies.

Then for a short time the Dutch
lost their East Indian possessions.
The British seized them and placed
Sir Stamford Raffles in charge.
Under his administration reforms,
particularly in the system of land
tenure, were introduced, and the
new rulers made themselves liked by
the natives. In the European settle-

ment following the downfall of Na-
poleon the Dutch regained posses-
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sion of their own country, and it was
decided that their colonies also should
be restored to them, but with two
important exceptions—Ceylon and
the Cape of Good Hope, which were
retained by Great Britain. In 1816
Dutch rule was resumed in the East
Indies, but not without considerable
friction with the natives, who had
learned to prefer their English mas-
ters.

Although the prosperity of the
colonies has increased during the
past century, they have not been a
bed of roses for the Dutch Govern-
ment. After the withdi'awal of the
British a critical situation began to
develop in ;;onsequence of a new at-
tempt to make money out of a
monopoly. Coffee was now the prin-
cipal, if not the exclusive, staple
product. The Government, needing
more revenue, passed a decree that
the natives should cultivate coffee
under the superintendence of the
authorities and hand over 40 per
cent, of the crop for disposal in
Holland. As the sale of coffee to
foreigners was forbidden, the natives
were unable to do anything with the
remaining 60 per cent, of the crop by
legal means. While the Government
could maintain its control of the sale
of the coffee its profits were enor-
mous. But a contraband traffic
sprung up and destroyed the monop-
oly. Large quantities of coffee were
smuggled to China and there bought
by competitors, who forced down
prices. A deficit in the Government
finances had to be met by a loan, and
many firms engaged in the East
Indian trade went bankrupt. In
1824 the King of Holland tried to end
the crisis by taking the lead in the
formation of the Nederlandsche
Handel Maatschappij (Dutch Trad-
ing Society), which subsequently be-
came and remains today one of the
leading banking and commercial in-

stitutions of the world. But "the

situation grew worse. The natives
of Java, for whom the monopoly
which the Government tried to

create meant little less than slavery,

broke out into open rebellion. For
five years, from 1825 to 1830, the
Dutch were unable to restore order.
At last matters became so serious
that the Government of Holland was
almost about to abandon the island.

Introducing Modern Methods

At this critical moment the famous
Van Den Bosch came on the scene as

Governor General of the colonies.

Commencing his administration in

1830, he pacified the natives and
began to establish the system known
by his name. A vast improvement,
it nevertheless retained some of the
vices of the previous regime and of
the Dutch East India Company. In-

stead of letting Java depend solely

upon coffee growing, he decreed that
the natives should devote one-fifth
of their land to the raising of differ-

ent crops for which there were good
markets in Europe, such as rice,

sugar, tobacco, spices, indigo and
tea. Dutch rule was substituted for
that of the chiefs, and relations with
the natives were placed upon a better
basis. One of the bad features of
the Van Den Bosch regime was the
introduction of forced labor. The
natives were compelled to give one
in every five of their working days
to the State. However, agriculture
flourished and the output of coffee
and sugar was doubled in a few years
and excellent results obtained in the
production of tea, tobacco and other
commodities. Trade and shipping
increased and the population multi-
plied. Many foreigners, especially

Chinese, were attracted to the Dutch
East Indies. In 1838 the large
island of Sumatra was added to the
existing possessions. The Van Den
Bosch system remained in operation
till 1850, when it was found neces-
sary to introduce various modifica-
tions. Since then the chief tendency
in the policy of the colonies has been
to grant increased scope and oppor-
tunity to private enterprise, and the
Government has withdrawn from
several industries which it formerly
carried on for revenue purposes.
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The Dutch for the most part have
been successful in their handling of
the natives, who today are said to

be so contented with their rulers that
they would not transfer their

allegiance to any other nation. But
there is one black page in the record.

For thirty years from 1873 the
Achinese in the northern extremity
ofSumatra resisted the Dutch author-
ity, and there was almost constant
fighting and skirmishing. Again,
from 1902 to 1909 the Achinese were
in rebellion. Between 1905 and 1907
there was also fighting in Borneo
and the Celebes. It has been alleged
that the Dutch waged war with
barbarous cruelty and did not spare
the non-combatant population. Dur-
ing the fighting in Achin in 1904 a
thousand women and children were
killed by the Dutch troops. When
the matter was debated in the States
General, the Colonial Minister, on be-
half of the Government, said that he
deplored the death of so many women
and children, but, he added, the
Dutch army had no alternative to

making war to the bitter end. Some
of the members of the States Gen-
eral urged that if such barbarity
were necessary, it would be better
to get rid of the colonies. Another
argument put forward was that in

any case it would be wise to sell the
East Indies before the great powers
seized them. As the result of these
and later discussions, reforms were
effected and peace restored. Forced
labor, for example, was abolished
in 1914.

The natives belong to the Malay-
Polynesian and Papuan races. In
the less developed portions of the
islands they are nearer to the ways
of primitive savagery. But the

troubles with which the Dutch have
had to contend have not been due to

lack of civilization among the natives
so much as to the fact that native rul-

ersclaimedthe control of trade, mines,
oilfields and other sources of wealth
in their respective territories. There
are still many local Sultans and chiefs
who in theory are not subject to the
Dutch Government, the rights of the

latter being established by treaties
and declarations, some of which were
made over a century ago. With the
increasing wisdom of experience the
Dutch have in the last few years be-
gun to harmonize the necessities of
economic development with the prin-
ciple that due regard should be paid
to the rights and interests of the na-
tive population. The bureaucratic and
centralized character of the adminis-
tration is now being modified by the
policy known as " the emancipation
of native government."

Governing the Islands

The scheme of government of the
Dutch East Indies is this: The
Parliament (States General) of Hol-
land is the supreme legislative au-
thority. The home Government has
power to make regulations in the
form of royal decrees and has a body
known as the Council of the Dutch
East Indies to advise it both as to
new legislation and executive acts.

The colonies are actually adminis-
tered in the name of the monarch by
a Governor General, who has his

headquarters in Java. He has both
legislative and executive powers, but
subject to the acts of the States Gen-
eral and the regulations and in-

structions of the home Government,
and he carries on his administration
in consultation with the heads of the
different departments, who form a
kind of cabinet.

At the end of 1916 the States Gen-
eral for the first time introduced an
element of democracy into the Colo-
nial Government by passing an act

to create a representative body called

the People's Council (Volksraad).
The Council consists of 39 members.
The Chairman is appointed by the
Crown; 19 members—5 natives and
14 Europeans and foreign Orientals
—are nominated by the Governor
General after consulting the Council
of the Dutch East Indies ; and the re-

maining 19 members—10 natives
and 9 Europeans and foreign
Orientals—are elected by members of
local councils. The Governor Gen-
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eral is compelled to consult the Peo-
ple's Council on the budget, the rais-

ing of loans, proposed ordinances to

impose military duties on the inhabi-

tants and other matters prescribed
by the home Government. He may,
if he so desires, consult the Council
on any other subject. The Council,

which assembled for the first time in

May, 1918, is, of course, a long way
from being a real organ of de-

mocracy, but is very much like

similar bodies which in the British

colonies were the embryo of complete
self-government.
For administrative purposes the

colonies are divided into two sec-

tions: Java, with Madura (a neigh-
boring island), and the Outlying
Possessions. Java is the most highly
developed of all the islands and has
about 37,000,000 of the 50,000,000
population in the Dutch East Indies.

Here the Government has direct con-
trol and has also gone furthest in

carrying out its policy of decentrali-

zation. In the Outlying Possessions
the variations in the forms of admin-
istration are greater, according to the
extent to which the territories have
been explored and brought vmder
control. There are still regions
which have not been completely pene-
trated and the natives of which know
no authority but that of their own
chiefs. In other parts of the islands

the native rulers have full power
under treaties or agreements. Where
a native chief remains ruler the Gov-
ernment is represented by a resi-

dent. In the directly controlled di-

visions the native officials of the
highest grade exercise considerable
authority. They are known as
regents. Subject to having the
necessary qualifications, the position

of regent is hereditary. He is the
head of the native population and ad-
viser to the Dutch official in charge
of the division, or regency. There
are various other grades of native
officials, whom the Dutch take care
to fit for their duties by instruction
in special training schools and the
Civil Service College in Batavia, the
capital. Local government has been
initiated by the establishment of pro-

vincial councils in Java and district
and town councils in both Java and
the Outlying Possessions.
No account of the population of

the Dutch East Indies would be com-
plete without a reference to the for-
eign Orientals, .who now number
about 900,000. They are principal-
ly Chinese and Arabs, with the
former the larger and more im-
portant element. The Chinese are
mainly occupied as merchants, store-
keepers and cultivators, and have
many large business interests and
valuable estates. Chinese coolies are
employed in growing tobacco and
rubber and in the tin mines. The
Arabs came with the opening of the
Suez Canal and are mostly small
dealers or coastal seamen. So that
the Government may cope with the
foreign Orientals more easily, official

advisers and intermediaries are ap-
pointed to co-operate with the Dutch
administrators and given the rank
of Chinese Majors, Captains and
Lieutenants. As stated, the foreign
Orientals have the right to be repre-
sented on the People's Council.

Islands No Longer Profitable.

The immense fertility of the soil,

the ideal tropical climate, the variety
of agricultural production, and the
valuable mines and oilfields make the
Dutch East Indies a possession worth
keeping and, if need be, fighting for.

Dutch enterprise has for three cen-
turies benefited enormously from the
island empire. But to the Dutch Gov-
ernment during the greater part of
the last half century the colonial ad-
ministration has been a financial
buden. At one time the sale of the
products of Government industry
yielded a handsome surplus over the
expenses of administration, but the
withdrawal of the Government from
business, the cost of native wars, and
the necessity of carrying out public
works and introducing reforms have
converted a profit into a loss, which
has to be made good by the taxpayer.
The Dutch have done splendid work
in impro\ing ports and harbors,
building docks, deepening rivers.
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costructing roads and bridges, erect-

ing public buildings, making cities

sanitary, caring for the health of the
natives, extending education and
generally raising the standard of

civilization. All this has meant vast
outlays of money, and, if steps have
to be taken to defend the colonies

against the designs of more power-
ful nations, the financial drain must
become much more severe.

The possibility of any aggression
that might deprive them of their pos-
sessions has had a profound influence
upon the Dutch. They have learned
that their best way of dealing with
the natives is to make them content-
ed and loyal. By maintaining an
open door policy to all and inviting
the co-operation of foreign capital,

industry and science, other nations
have been conciliated. Throughout
the world the Dutch have endeavored
to influence public opinion in favor
of disarmament. But at the same

time, if peaceful methods should be
of no avail, Holland is determined, if

she can, to hold her colonies by
armed force, and for that purpose
has devoted much attention to naval
defense. In 1913 the Commission
on the Defense of the Dutch East
Indies 'declared it necessary to build
a fleet to protect the colonies and pro-
posed the following program: 9
dreadnoughts, 6 torpedo destroyers. 8
destroyers, 44 torpedo boats and 22
submarines. The creation of the
new navy was already under way
when the World War broke out. At
the time when the Disarmament Con-
ference was called, Holland was plan-

ning still further to strengthen this

fleet because of fear of Japan. Thus,
though the Dutch delegates to the con-
ference are not expected to take an
active part in deciding the question
of reduced armaments, they are as
deeply interested in it as the larger
powers.

GERMAN MISSIONARIES IN BRITISH COLONIES

LEGISLATION has been passed by all the

British overseas colonies and protec-

torates prohibiting the entrance of any

former enemy alien for a period of three

years following the conclusion of the war.

The World Alliance for Promoting Inter-

national Friendship through the Churches

has recently made an attempt to secure the

raising of this ban in favor of German mis-

sionaries. A letter sent by the executive of

this organization to the British Secretary

of State for the Colonies toward the end of

July elicited from the Secretary a reply in

which he made the following statement

:

As regards ex-enemy missionaries, I am to

state that experience during- the war showed
that certain foreign societies and individuals

were unable to prevent their national in-

stincts from influencing their conduct to a
degree incompatible with the due exercise of

their proper functions, and prejudicial to the

security of the territories in which they were
working.

Consequently, apart from the restrictions

applying to former enemy aliens generally, it

is considered that missionaries of alien na-
tionality cannot be permitted to carry on
work in the colonies and protectorates with-

out adequate guarantees that they will con-

fine themselves to their proper functions,

and abstain from any activities calculated to

interfere with harmonious relations between
the native races and the constituted authori-

ties.

An exception, however, the Secretary

added, would be made in the case of " indi-

vidual German missionaries of unimpeach-

able antecedents * * * subject to their

being under the control of a British, allied

or associated subject in the colony, and to

their being vouched for by a responsible

British ecclesiastical authority." In view

of the exceptional circumstances still pre-

vailing in the mandated territories, said the

Secretary, a considerable degree of super-

vision would be necessary for some time to

come.



THE BRITISH EMPIRE AND
THE UNITED STATES

By J. Ellis Barker

Remarkable changes that have reversed the standing of the two

nations in financial and industrial strength—England's pro-

posal of the Monroe Doctrine^ and her support of it throughout

the century of its existence—Necessity that the two great English-

speaking nations should stand togethei

THE relations between England
and the United States have
greatly changed, not so much

owing to the war as owing to the nat-

ural progress of events. In the past
England was far ahead of the United
States in population, in wealth and in

economic power. The great struggle
of 1914-18 has not caused, but has
merely accentuated, the vast predom-
inance of the Republic in numbers and
in economic strength. The gradual
change which has taken place be-
tween the two States may summarily
be expressed as follows:

Population
Population of of 17. S., Excluding

United Kingdom. Alaska and Pos'ns.

1821 21,272.187 1820 9.638.453

1831 24.302,4a-> 1830 12,860.702

1841 27.036.450 1840 17,036,3.53

1851 27.724.0.56 1850 23.191,876

1861 29,321,28,S 1860 31,443,321

1871 31.845.379 1870 38.5.58,371

1881 35,241,482 1880 .50,15.5,783

1891 38,104,975 1890 62,947,714

1901 41,976.827 1900 7.5.994,575

1911 45.216.665 1910 .91,972.266
1921 *42.767,530 1920 105,683,108

Ireland's population is omitted from this
figure, as no census was taken in Ireland, in
1921.

In 1820-21 the population of the
United Kingdom was more than twice
as large as that of the United States.

In 1860-61, before the Civil War, the
population of the two countries was
approximately equal, but England
was far wealthier than the United
States because the American indus-

tries were in their infancy, while Eng-
land was, in the words of Cobden,
" the workshop of the world." In
1910-11 the United States had more
than twice as many inhabitants as
the United Kingdom. Within ninety
years the relative importance of the
two countries had been completely re-
versed.

In the middle of the last century
England dominated the world with
her industries and commerce. At
that time she produced two-thirds of
the world's coal and two-thirds of the
world's iron and steel. She turned
two-thirds of the world's cotton into
manufactured goods and owned tAvo-

thirds of the world's shipping. She
financed all the powers, and English
engineers built with English money
railways and factories without num-
ber all over the five continents. The
United States was an agricultural
nation, which seemingly was destined
always to be dependent upon English
finance and industry. Steam was
conquering the world. Coal was the
basis of industry and of wealth, and
it was believed that England would
always predominate in industry and
commerce, because nature had en-
dowed that country with a super-
abundance of cheap coal. English ex-
perts expressed the opinion that the
United States could never become an
important industrial country, because
the American coal fields were sepa-
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rated by vast distances from the sea
border. Besides, while in England
coal and iron occurred close together,

these two minerals were seRarated in

the United States by a thousand
miles.

American energy and ingenuity
have overcome these hampering fac-

tors. According to present geological

knowledge, the United States has
more than twenty times as much coal

as the United Kingdom, and Amer-
ica's superiority over England in

water power, in oil, in minerals of

every kind, and in raw products re-

quired in industry, is absolutely over-

whelming. America's population and
wealth have increased principally in

the towns, owing to the extraordinary
development which trade and indus-

try have taken. According to conser-

vative estimates, the United States

may have 250,000,000 inhabitants in

the year 2000 and 500,000,000 inhab-
itants in the year 2100. Apparently
the United States is destined to

eclipse completely the small islands in

the North Sea.

England's inferiority to the United
States is due not only to the smallness
of the area of the United Kingdom
and to the scantiness of its resources,

but also to the fact that industrial

efficiency is far greater in the United
States than in England. Analytical
comparison tends to show that pro-
duction per worker is three times as
great in the United States as in the
United Kingdom. From the indus-
trial point of view England has not
45,000,000 inhabitants, but only 15,-

000,000 inhabitants. However, this

artificial difference may be overcome
by the Americanizing of the British
industries, which is inevitable, unless
England is willing to sink to the rank
of a third-rate power.

It has often happened in the his-

tory of the world that mighty em-
pires have declined and decayed be-
cause their territorial basis was too
small. All the great sea emnireg of
the world, from Phoenicia and Athens
to Venice and Holland, have grown
great and powerful because the nar-

rowness of their territories compelled
the inhabitants to seek a living over-
seas and caused them to become great
seafarers and colonizers. The few
square miles of Sidon, Tyre, Athens,
Venice, Holland and other States be-
came, through the pressure of circum-
stances, the centres of far-flung sea
empires, and the greatness of each of
these was destroyed because the
strength of the motherland was not
sufficiently great to defend her vast
possessions. Will England 'have a
similar fate? Before considering
this question, let us take note of the
changed relations between the United
Kingdom and the United States.

Growth of Friendship

For decades the bitterness caused
by the war between England and the
American Colonies rankled on both
sides of the Atlantic. Americans saw
in England a tyrannic power which
had desired to enslave them. Eng-
lishmen, on the other hand, looking at
the matter from the English point of
view, brooded on the wrongs which
they had suffered at the hands of men
of their own race. However, in the
course of years the old grievances
and hatreds became less exasperating
to the thoughtful on both sides,

Americans learned to appreciate Eng-
land, and Englishmen began to under-
stand the mistakes which their fore-

fathers had made in dealing with the
American Colonists. The two nations
began to draw together once more.
Intermarriages became more and
more frequent. Eminent Englishmen
were received with open arms in

America, and eminent Americans
were warmly welcomed in England.
Abraham Lincoln is probably as
much venerated in the one country
as in the other, and the Fathers of the
Republic are no longer considered as

rebels by intelligent - Englishmen.
Washington and Franklin, Hamilton
and Jefferson have become heroes in

the eyes of all men who speak the
English language.
Had England been animated by

strong anti-American feelings she
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might have inflicted serions damage
upon the United States. However,
England has pursued in the past not
so much a policy of interest as a sen-

timental policy. She has seen in the
United States a rising power of her
own blood, and the maternal instinct

has prompted her to defend the
young Republic against those who
wished to destroy it. After the
Napoleonic wars reaction swept over
Europe. The powers wished to sut>-

due the Spanish colonies in America
which had revolted against the
motherland. Their intentions were
foiled by the proclamation of the
Monroe Doctrine.

It is not generally realized that
England is largely responsible for the
promulgation of the Monroe Doctrine.
It is true that English and American
historians do not agree as to whether
England or America was chiefly re-

sponsible for its proclamation. It

is, however, a fact that Mr.
Canning, the British Foreign
Secretary, after revealing to Richard
Rush, the United States Minister to

Great Britain, the intentions of the
Continental Powers, urged on him in

a letter dated Aug. 20, 1823, the
formulation of an American policy

of resistance to European encroach-
ment on the American Continent, and
intimated that Great Britain would
be ready to join with the United
States in a common declaration to

that effect. This offer becomes re-

markable when one reflects that the
War of 1812 was still fresh in the
memory of all Englishmen. The pro-
posal was communicated by Mr.
Adams, the American Secretary of
State, to ]V[r. Monroe, the President
of the American Republic. Monroe
wisely consulted Jefferson and Madi-
son, his predecessors in office, and
they approved the idea; finally, on
Dec. 2, 1823, President Monroe pub-
lished his annual message, in which
the now famous Monroe Doctrine was
clearly and decisively formulated.

In the United States, however, the
fact that England played such an im-
portant part in formulating and de-

claring the Doctrine is scarcely ever
mentioned. Nor is it generally
realized that Great Britain has con-
sistently defended it by placing her
fleet between the military pov/ei's of
Europe and the United States, and
that Great Britain is, and always has
been, as strongly opposed to coloniza-
tion of the'New World by any of the
great military powers of Europe as
is the United States itself. What one
ought, 'in justice, to call the Canning-
Monroe Doctrine is also a leading
principle of British Foreign policy.
It is an Anglo-American Doctrine.

Great Britain showed her pro-
tective feeling for this Doctrine on re-
peated occasions. She withdrew from
the Mexican adventure of Napoleon
III. as soon as she recognized Na-
poleon's aim, and refused Napoleon's
proposals of pressing on the States
of the North and of the South an ar-
mistice which would have led to the
perpetual division of the American
Republic. During the Spanish-Amer-
ican War Great Britain supported the
United States against Germany
before Manila, and she refused to sup-
port or to countenance European
intervention. Though in 1902 she
was induced by Germany to join the
blockade of the ports of Venezuela
undertaken for alleged flagi-ant
wrongs done to German citizens, she
withdrew her participation as soon
as she saw Germany's hidden aims.
All suggestions made by the Germans
relative to the establishment of a
Greater Germany in Brazil and other
South American countries met with
an unconditional refusal on the part
of England, though political con-
siderations would have made this
possibility of embroiling Germany
with the United States exceedingly
profitable to Great Britain. So reads
the historical and diplomatic record,
and always it shows Great Britain in
the role of the protector of the Mon-
roe Doctrine.

Her motive in this has been one of
sentiment, based upon the principle
of racial solidarity. This principle
has led her also as a builder of empire.
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She has constantly striven to enlarge
her dominions, not in order to exploit
them—it is very doubtful, indeed,
whether on balance her possessions
yield a profit to the motherland—but
in the instinctive desire of reserving
the vast and fruitful territories of the
New World to the Anglo-Saxon race.

Therefore she views not with jeal-

ousy, but with approval, America's
prosperity and America's expansion.
She has had many opportunities to

expose the United States to the great-
est dangers, without any risk to her-
self, by merely allowing the European
powers to attack them; but she has
steadfastly resisted their temptations
to countenance European aggression.

The Logic of Alliance

During many years previous to the
war many people in England, among
them the writer of these pages, urged
the conclusion of an Anglo-American
alliance, or even an Anglo-American
reunion, on the plea that British
civilization and American civilization

are so closely akin as to be practically
identical ; that England and the
United States combined should jointly
face the danger of a German attack
which threatened democracy in both
countries, and that the best guarantee
for fhe preservation of peace through-
out the world lay in the cordial co-

operation of these two States, which
would be irresistible if they were
united by one purpose." Had there
been such an alliance or such a union,
the great war would never have oc-

curred.
Germany has been defeated and

disarmed, and the short-sighted have
proclaimed that militarism is dead,
that an Anglo-Saxon union in some
form or other is henceforth unneces-
sary. That idea has contributed to
some extent to the slight estrange-
ment which followed the period of
stress when England and America
fought shoulder to shoulder. The
States of the British Empire and the
United States are the only countries
in the world where democracy is

firmly established and where it has
been a success. Whether the other

nations of the world which have intro-
duced the democratic form of govern-
ment will succeed in retaining it

seems doubtful. Powerful monarchies
with aggressive designs may arise
once more in Europe and threaten the
peace of the Anglo-Saxon nations.
Other dangers also may be impend-
ing. It is not written in the book of
fate that the white races were created
to dominate the earth, or that Provi-
dence intended the Anglo-Saxon na-
tions to own nearly all the most desir-

able portions of the world. The
greatest wars of all times have been
caused by the economic factor.

Nations have always fought for ter-

ritory; land means bread, means
wealth. There is great danger in the
fact that the most numerous and the
most industrious races of the world
are cooped up within narrow bounds
and are subject to poverty and perio-

dical famines, while the Anglo-Saxon
race possesses boundless thinly popu-
lated lands from which it rigidly ex-

cludes the teeming millions of the

East. How thinly the United States
and the British Empire are peopled
may*be seen at a glance by the follow-

ing table:
People Per

Nation. Year. Population. Sq. Mil -.

United Kingdom. .1911 45.216,665 372.0

Japan 49,582. SO.? 33.5.8

Germany 1910 (!4,92.-,993 331.0

Italy 1911 34,087,000 313.5

China proper 407,253.020 266.0

Austria 1910 28,571,934 246.7

France 1911 39.601,509 191.2

Hungary 1910 20,886,487 160.6

Russia in Europe. 1897 105,413.775 55.2

British Empire. . .1911 417,148,000 3G.8

United States and
possessions 1910 101,840,307 13.7

The British Empire and the United
States have room for hundreds of
millions of people. Therefore it is

only natural that the European
States, which have a population of
200 or 300 people and more per square
mile, look with longinfr and envy to

the vast, fruitful, highly mineralized
and thinly populated territories, situ-

ated in a temperate zone, which are
owned and controlled by the Anglo-
Saxoi) nations, and their resentment
is increased by the fact that thes6
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hold in addition all the most im-

portant strategical points which com-
mand the approaches to their world-

wide possessions.

The continent of America lies mid-
way between overpopulated Europe
and overpopulated Asia. How thinly

some of the most desirable parts of

the United States are populated is

seen by comparing California or Ore-
gon with some of the provinces of

China or with Japan, or by compar-
ing Texas with France or Germany.
California is larger than Japan, and
Texas is considerably larger than was
the German Empire in 1914. There
is probably little danger of a war oc-

curring between Japan and the

United States. It is absolutely incon-

ceivable that England should support
Japan in such a war. However, there

is a great danger that China may
follow Japan's footsteps. That coun-

try would be far more dangerous than
Japan, because the Chinese are abler

men than the Japanese, are far more
numerous, and possess infinitely

greater natural resources. At present
it would seem fantastic to expect Asia
to challenge the white race. How-
ever, more fantastic things have hap-
pened in the past. When Julius

Caesar landed among the savages of

England, he would have laughed aloud
if a seer had told him that the Roman
Empire would be destroyed by the

barbarians, that the Roman language
would disappear, and that the savages
of Britain, who were dressed in skins

and who painted their bodies with
woad, would conquer and rule and
civilize the world and direct empires
infinitely greater than that controlled

by Imperial Rome. The great French
statesman, Siilly, wrote less than
three hundred years ago that France
was, and always would remain, the.

dominant power in Europe because
she was the foremost State in the

world by the number of her inhabi-

tants. Less than a century ago the

eminent Austrian Field Marshal, von
Radetzki, foretold that Russia was
bound to dominate the world because
of the rapid and continuous increase

of the population and the conquering
policy of the Czars.

The Economic Factor

In the beginning of this article it

was pointed out that the continuation
of America's expansion in population
and in wealth might cause England
to sink to the position of a second or
a third rate power, especially if her
industries should continue stagnating
owing to insufficient production per
worker. For decades England has
followed an individualist policy. Eng-
lish statesmen did not trj^ to develop
planfuUy the vast territories of the
empire. Millions of emigrants, who
might have been diverted toward
Canada, Australia, &c., at very little

expense, went to the United States.

Had they been directed to the British
possessions, and had these been de-
veloped with energy, the British Em-
pire might now contain a larger num-
ber of white people than the United
States, and might possess that pre-
eminence in industrial power, produc-
tivity and wealth which is now pos-
sessed by the Republic.
The World War has awakened Eng-

land and has shown even to the most
determined individualist the extra-
ordinary value of the British posses-
sions and the necessity of peopling
and developing the vast empty lands
of the empire as rapidly as possible.

Thoughtful Englishmen, bearing in
mind the fate which has overtaken
all the great sea empires of the past,
have recognized the necessity of
broadening the basis of the empire,
of creating a great empire pailner-
ship, v,^hich is to unite not onlv the
60,000,000 white, but the other
nationalities as well. India is rapidly
becoming a self-governing unit, a
dominion like Canada and Australia.
At present England is the centre of
gravity. However, the time may
come when Canada or Australia will

become the more important partner,
owing to superior numbers and su-
perior wealth. It is not inconceivable
that the capital of the British Empire
will some day be shifted from London
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to Ottawa or Montreal, or to Sydney
or Melbourne, exactly as the capital

of the Phoenician Empire was trans-

ferred to Carthage. In the organiza-

tion of the empire the success of the
United States in binding together
numerous self-governing communi-
ties should serve as a model.

If we glance at the figures given at

the beginning of this article it will

be clear that before long the United
States will completely overshadow
England in power and wealth. How-
ever, a greater England is arising,

and in the future the progress of the
British Empire may be faster than
that of the United States. The area
of the empire is four times as large

as that of the Republic, and its

natural resources are great and
varied. It is not known how . great
they are, because no scientific inven-
tory has as yet been taken. Emi-
grants have peopled the United
States. The Republic may no longer
prove as attractive to those who wish
to leave the overpopulated countries
of the Old World as it has been in the
past. In a few decades Canada, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and South Africa
may become real great powers. New
Zealand alone is almost as large as
the United Kingdom.

The Hope of the Future

All thinking Englishmen see In

close relations betv/een Great and
Greater Britain and the United States

the hope of the future. A few months
ago Lord Charnwood, the author of

an excellent life of Abraham Lincoln,

which is written with love and under-
standing for that great man and
statesman, wrote to me a letter on the
future of Anglo-American relations,

in which he expressed views thor-

oughly representative of those held
by the majority of thinking people in

England. In this letter he said:

Let us not speak of an Anglo-American
alliance oi*" Anglo-American friendship of
an exclusive sort. These are inaccurate ex-

pressions, and the true conception is tliat of
full and frank understanding (in the literal

sense) and a friendship which is by no
means exclusive, and which does not postu-

late invariable agreement. Unfortunately,
inaccurate expression in this matter does a
great deal of harm which English people
find it hard to understand, for it suggests
to Americans a design on our part to make
them serve some private ends of our own,
though the private ends are largely, and the
design is wholly, imaginary. Let us also
not imagine that the League of Nations is
necessarily the mechanism through which
we are to reach understanding with Amer-
ica. I am a believer in the League of Na-
tions, but in several directions it presents
possibilities of entanglement to the United
States which it would take a long time to
explain to English people, but which Amer-
icans are apt to feel instinctively and per-
haps excessively.

There ai-e two more definite causes of
misunderstanding which now need straight-
ening out, even at the cost of what may be
called propagandism. I will say little now
of Ireland. There are more Irish in the
United States than in Ireland, and these
care much, and ought to care much, about
Ireland; but most Americans can see that
we have here an intensely difficult problem
(as difficult as some of their own) which
mainly concerns ourselves. This only must
be said—that any Irishmen in America who
approach the question with a primary de-
sire to hurt the British Empire may suc-
ceed in that, but cannot possibly succeed in
benefiting Ireland. But I suspect there is

still more need of clearing up misunder-
standing about the Pacific. We here do not
yet realize that there are causes of danger
and strife around the Pacific at all. Much
less do most of us grasp the double fact
that Americans generally still feel .remote
from the world problems which interest us,
but are getting keenly interested in a world
problem which has hardly yet dawned upon
us and is at present connected chiefly with
Japan.

Few people in our country realize keenly
what Australians and New Zealanders feel,

and rightly feel, about color problems (they
all sympathize with them entirely when
they do). Few of us, again, have the least
idea that anything recently happened in re-

gard to Shantung whch Americans ciiti-

cise and for v/hich they criticise us. None
of us has the least idea what the real
policy of America in regard to Japan may
be. On the other hand, we have some
interests in common with Japan, and it is

fresh in our memory that Japan did the
Allies' cause, including that of America,
great and indispensable service during the
war. The resulting problem is, of course,
difficult, and perhaps there is considerable
excuse for the marvelous misunderstand-
ings in regard to our attitude which seem
to abound in America. Two things, how-
ever, are quite certain, and it is surely not •.

demanding too much of American common
sense to ask that they should be realized.
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In the first place we shall not stand by and
see our kinsmen in the Dominions in peril

from Japan. In the second place, nothing
whatever could move the people of the
United Kingdom to fight America on behalf
of Japan. Anybody who, after thinking it

over for a moment, denied this would be a
liar.

There have been misunderstand-
ings between England and the United
States about oil in Mesopotamia and
about other questions which com-
paratively are trifling and which can
easily be adjusted with a little good-

will on both sides. From the English
point of view the principal thing is

that a cordial understanding with the
United States should assure the co-

operation of the two great English-
speaking States, their standing to-

gether for the defense of the ideals
and the institutions and the interests
which they have in common. Their
harmony and union will give peace to
the world. Their disagreement and
strife would fill the world with un-
happiness and war.

CANADA AND
THE BRITISH EMPIRE

By John R. Bone
Of The Toronto Star

The Dominion's rapid strides toward autonomy since the war,

as seen at the Imperial Conference in London and in the demand

for a Canadian Ambassador at Washington—An analysis of

the change and of its significance

AN organization known as the
Round Table was formed in

"^ 1910 for the purpose of study-
ing the relations of the various parts
of the British Empire and the nature
of the future citizenship of British
subjects. Prominent in the group of
organizers were Lionel Curtis, who
had been with Lord Milner in South
Africa; Philip Kerr, who acted as
editor of the Round Table Quarterly
and later became Lloyd George's sec-

retary and political editor of The Lon-
don Daily Chronicle, and R. H. Brand,
banker, author, publicist, and now a
financial adviser of the British Gov-
ernment. Lord Milner himself was
understood to be keenly interested.

The Round Table did not seek large
numbers or notoriety. It consisted of
university young men and others in-

terested in public affairs, and was or-

ganized in groups of eight or ten each.
A group was described as a " seg-
ment " of the Round Table and held
regular meetings in private houses.
The headquarters of the society were
in London, but the segments existed
chiefly, if not exclusively, in the out-

lying Dominions—Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa.
Though the organization was

formed for inquiry, not for propa-
ganda, and though all gradations of
political thought were represented in

it, the idea predominant in the mind
of the chief promoters was an Im-
perial Federation of the Empire. The
British Empire, they said, had to be
reorganized. As it existed it was a
conglomeration of States of vaiying
status, whose relations were full of
intolerable anomalies and anachron-
isms. There were only two possible
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alternatives : either an organic union
bringing the whole empire into a sin-

gle homogeneous State, or disintegra-

tion and collapse, with each Dominion
pursuing its own independent course.

There could be no middle, muddling
course. It followed that the only way
to preserve the empire was to or-

ganize a new governing body—a new
Parliament in which the United King-
dom and the other self-governing na-

tions would be given representation,

generally according to population.

The Parliament would deal with for-

eign relations, defense, decisions as

to peace and war, and the adminis-
tration of dependencies not ready for

self-government. It would have
power to levy and collect taxes. If a
world crisis came before this organic
union could be put into operation, its

exponents feared the worst. The em-
pire would fall to pieces like a house
of cards.

The world crisis came in 1914,

when the Round Table was at the
top of its activities and influence.

But it was the Round Table that dis-

integrated and collapsed—originally

because most of its members went to

fight—and it has not yet been re-

vived. The British Empire gave a
demonstration of cohesiveness and
solidarity that amazed the world.
There were those who argued that it

was its very looseness of organization
that gave it its vitality and moral
vigor. Canada, for example, after
enlisting an army of almost lialf a
million men voluntarily, adopted a
Conscription act and asked its people
for a fresh war loan of half a billion

dollars. What, it was asked, would
have been the result if such sacrifices

had been demanded not by a Cana-
dian Parliament but by an Imperial
Parliament 3,000 miles away? It is

probably not putting it inaccurately
to say that since 1914 imperial fed-

eration, meaning thereby an Imperial
Government responsible to an Im-
perial Parliament with jurisdiction

as to taxation covering the whole em-
pire, has been dead. Leading states-

men both of the Dominion and of the

United Kingdom have so affirmed
without contradiction.

Movement Toward Autonomy

With the retirement of the Round
Table Imperialists—Centralists they
were often called to distinguish them
from many other varieties of im-
perialists—the pendulum swung
shai-ply to the other side, that is, to-

ward the side of the autonomists, or
advocates of the preservation and ex-
tension of local self-government. The
Round Table discussions had been
earnest, keenly analytical and far-

seeing, and their influence stopped
neither at the circumferences of the
segments nor with the collapse of the
organization.

A clinching argument used by the
centralizers was that under present
conditions British residents in the
dominions enjoyed a citizenship

markedly inferior to that enjoyed by
residents of the United Kingdom, and
that if only to attain self-respect

there must be " equality of status."

Many of the dominions' disabilities

were theoretical or minor, such as the
theoretical poweiof the Imperial Par-
liament to veto legislation passed by
a Dominion Parliament, or the fact

that judicial appeals from the domin-
ions may, in certain instances, be car-

ried to an imperial court. But one
disability that was neither theoretical

nor unimportant was the status of

the dominions in their foreign rela-

tions. The dominions had acquired a
certain standing in the negotiation of
treaties bearing on commercial sub-
jects. On political affaii-s, however,
the only voice authorized to speak for

any portion of the British Empire, or
of which foreign States could take
cognizance, was the British Foreign
Office. And as the dominions had no
control over the British Foreign Of-
fice and no effective machinery by
which they could bring home to it

their influence, it was evident there
was here a real inferiority.

In the piping days of pre-war peace
this did not matter greatly, or at least
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did not seem to matter. But when the
world tragedy broke it was brought
home to the dominions that they had
been engulfed in a catastrophe in

the approach to which they had been
of necessity ignored. In all the
diplomacy preceding the war, in all

the decisions as to foreign policy lead-

ing up to the final cataclysm, they
had had absolutely no voice. It was
not that they complained against pre-

war British diplomacy. It was rather
that they realized that had British

foreign policy been wrong instead of
right they had not been in a position

to influence it in a correcting direc-

tion; that, indeed, of the very nature
of the decisions which affected their

destiny no less than it affected the
destiny of the United Kingdom they
had been in many cases in actual

ignorance.
The Round Table Imperialists had

demonstrated the theoretical inferior-

ity of dominion citizenship. War
gave the practical demonstration
when 50,000 Canadians were laid

under the sod in France and Belgium
in a war into which Canada was
plunged without even a formal decla-

ration on the part of her Parliament.
Here, it was felt, was a situation that
needed adjustment.
And so it came about that *' equal-

ity of status," which had been used
by the centralizers as a flaming torch

to arouse enthusiasm in favor of an
Imperial Parliament, was snatched by
other hands for use in quite a differ-

ent cause. Not through more cen-

tralization, but through more auton-
omy, did the adapters of the phrase
assert that " equality of status

"

might be achieved.
Even a casual observer of Cana-

dian public affairs cannot fail to be
struck with the strength of the tide

toward more complete autonomy dur-

ing the last five years. Self-govern-

ment is, of course, an old story in

Canada. In its modern form it dates
from Lord Durham's report following
the Mackenzie rebellion of 1837, and
when, thirty years later, confedera-
tion was set up with an exceedingly

liberal Constitution, it may well have
seemed that the last word in colo-

nial independence within an impe-
rial organization had been spoken.
In legislation the Canadian Parlia-
ment's jurisdiction has not been chal-

lenged. No act passed by it has been
vetoed. Not only does Canada pay
no taxes to the motherland, but she
actugjly imposes taxes on British
goods when imported.

Dawn of a New Era

Domestic administration passed
completely to the control of the local

Government, and when the last de-
tachment of imperial troops was re-

called, Canada saw the departure of
the last official—outside the Governor
General's house—clothed with impe-
rial authority in Canada. In the ju-
diciary a link with the motherland re-

mained, but this seemed a minor mat-
ter when almost everything else in

the way of independent self-govern-
ment had been conceded. But growth
in population, wealth and national
consciousness, the propaganda of the
Round Table and the great war ush-
ered in the new era in imperial rela-

tions which is now developing. Years
ago the self-governing outlying por-
tions of the empire ceased to be
known as colonies; they became do-
minions. But the new responsibili-
ties imposed by the world conflagra-
tion, the searching glare spread by
that event, and the more acute mental
vision of the times revealed the fact
that remnants of the old colonialism
remained.

Titles were -among the first relics

of the past to come under fire ; first

the method of conferring them, and
then the titles themselves. By Par-
liamentary wish, titles are no longer
conferred in Canada. Thus a delib-

erate limitation has been placed upon
the prerogative of the King in Can-
ada. It is probably an unprecedented
limitation, for a monarch who cannot
honor his subjects in any way he sees

fit must be unique. But the Cana-
dian protest contained no element of
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criticism of his Majesty. It was di-

rected against the setting up in Can-
ada of Old World class distinctions,

particularly when it seemed that
sometimes the selections might be

made by persons not responsible to

the electors of Canada.
Later there came an agitation, still

continuing, to provide that the Gov-
ernor General, the representative of

the King in Canada, should be ap-

pointed, not on the recommendation
of the British Government, but on
that of the Canadian Government,
and that if possible he should be a
Canadian. For this proposal there is

no official backing. Another agita-

tion, supported by the Attorney Gen-
eral for Ontario, though opposed by
large numbers of the legal profession,

seeks to put an end to appeals from
Canadian courts to the Privy Coun-
cil.

In another category has been the
official conduct and attitude of rep-
resentatives of the Canadian Govern*
ment. They have acted, no doubt,
under stress of personal conviction,

and also under pressure of the logic

of events. First came the historic

controversy, not yet fully revealed,

between Sir Sam Hughes, Canada's
Minister of Militia, and the British
War Office as to jurisdiction over
Canada's army in France. In the
same period the Canadian Govern-
ment requested emancipation from
the jurisdiction of the Colonial Office.

Hitherto the channel of communica-
tion between the Dominion and the
British Government had been the
Colonial Office. In theory the whole
Government of the Dominion was a
subdepartment of a secondary im-
perial department. It was requested
that this indignity, even if only a

theoretical one, should be removed,
and that the Dominion Government
communicate with the British Gov-
ernment as equal to equal.

In the Imperial War Cabinet,

which came into being as a piece of

emergency war machinery, the Ca-
nadian Prime Minister, Sir Robert
Borden, took his place, not as a

subordinate, but as an equal. And
about this time his speeches began
to contain frequent references to the
" full nationhood " of the domin-
ions, " equality of status," an equal
voice in the decisions of peace and
war and similar phrases. The cul-

mination was reached when domin-
ion delegates took their place in the
Peace Conference, when they became
signatories to the Treaty of Ver-
sailles and were admitted to inde-
pendent membership in the League of
Nations.

Control of Foreign Affairs

Having established a new status
with the Colonial Office, the do-
minions now find that, in view of
their broadened world outlook and in-

terests, their relations with another
department of the British Govern-
ment require adjustment. That de-

partment is the Foreign Office. At
present the current toward autonomy
is lapping at the base of that Rock
of Gibraltar. The protest of the
Canadian Prime Minister, Mr.
Meighen, against renewal of the
Japanese treaty is an official intima-
tion that Canada, in foreign affairs,

is now thinking for herself and no
longer accepts without question the
decisions on foreign relations made
by the British Foreign Office. So
also is the decision of the Canadian
Parliament to appoint a Canadian
Ambassador at Washington.

It will be obvious that these are
acts of far-reaching importance. The
Round Table exponents of an Im-
perial Parliament used to insist that
when the dominions began deciding
for themselves the issues of peace
and war, and appointing representa-
tives at foreign capitals, the empire
would be on the eve of disintegration.

The Japanese treaty is a war
treaty, and Washington is certainly a
foreign capital. Are these steps,

then, the first steps toward separa-
tion? Is the strong tide toward in-

creased autonomy really a move-
ment toward independence? Ob-
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servers in foreign countries who
have not lived under British institu-

tions, who do not understand the

elasticity of the British Constitution,

and who do not appreciate the natural
British instincts of the peoples liv-

ing in the British dominion might
be deceived into so thinking. When
European delegates saw the domin-
ions apply for membership in the
League of Nations they thought
crafty Albion was trying to increase

her voting power; when later they
.saw those same dominion delegates

declare unyielding opposition to the

United Kingdom delegates on im-
portant issues they thought the

British Empire was crumbling be-

fore their eyes. Both deductions
were hasty.

There are also Canadian critics

who view the autonomist movement
with alarm. Sir Gilbert Parker, the
novelist, for exam.ple, is alarmed at

the assaults on the method of appoint-

ing the Governor General. If that

prerogative is taken from the Brit-

ish Government, he has said in an
interview, nothing can hold the em-
pire together. Mr. J. Castell Hop-
kins, editor of the Canadian Annual
Review, also sees in the present move-
ment a trend toward independence.

Autonomists Are Not Separatists

No such admission is made by the
exponents of the new autonomy, and
the personnel of the chief exponents
seems to rob the allegation of force.

When Sir Wilfrid Laurier at a pre-

war imperial conference opposed a
scheme of imperial federation ad-

vanced by Sir Joseph Ward of New
Zealand, he was accused of separatist

tendencies, aind a long-forgotten
speech was resurrected to support the
charge. But Sir Robert Borden,
leader of Canadian Conservatives for

twenty years, has been known all his

life as an imperialist. So has Hon.
N. W. Rowell, head of the Liberal
Unionist element in the war-time
Unionist Government. Mr. Meighen,
the present Prime Minister, who pro-
tested against the Japanese treaty,

is a life-long Conservative who has

been consistently imperialistic in his
declarations.

If Meighen, Borden and Rowell are
separatists, they are not conscious of
the fact. No one would think of charg-
ing them with separatist sympathies.
And the same may be said of the
great majority of Canadian autono-
mists. If there is any appreciable
separatism in Canada, it is concealing
its light. It is not articulate, except
perhaps, academically in the person
of John S. Ewart, a distinguished
constitutional lawyer, author of the
" Kingdom Papers," a series of ex-
haustive studies on the constitutional
relations of the empire. Mr. Ewart
has the keenly logical mind to which
the anomalies and anachronisms of
the present Commonwealth are also
intolerable. To him, as to the Round
Table Centralizers, there are only
two alternatives—imperial federa-
tion or independence. He chooses
the opposite horn of the dilemma.
Has the pendulum now swung too

far tov/ard autonomy? Did Borden
and Rowell,when in office, go further
in their declarations for full nation-
hood and in their concrete proposals—such as for a Canadian Ambassa-
dor at Washington—than they were
warranted in going by Canadian pub-
lic opinion? Professor W. P. M. Ken-
nedy, in The Contemporary Review
for July attached significance to the
new Premier's silence on constitu-
tional questions. Since Mr. Meighen
has participated in the Imperial Con-
ference, it now appears that his
former silence was due to other
causes.

As far as the political parties in
Canada are concerned, it is doubtful
if there ever was an issue, except the
war, on which there was as great
unanimity as on the general principle
of self-government. The attitude of
the Conservative and Unionist parties
may be assumed to be indicated by the
actions, already noted, of their leaders
in the Government, while both the
Liberal and the Agrarian parties in

National Conventions have, since the
armistice, adopted formal resolutions
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warning the country against any cen-

tralizing imperial scheme. Their
criticism of the present Government
was not that it was too autonomist,
but that it might fail to be sufficient-

ly so.

Ambassador at Washington

It is true that in Parliament the
debate on the appointment of a Cana-
dian Ambassador at Washington
evoked considerable criticism, and
from widely divergent quarters. Dr.

Michael Clark, Agrarian, said " the
appointment of a plenipotentiary to a
foreign court is a mark of a foreign
State," and in making such a step
" we are getting very near to revolu-

tion." D. D. McKenzie, former Lib-

eral leader, in criticising the project,

said :
" I am old-fashioned enough to

be prouder of being a British subject
than of being a Canadian." Hon. W.
S. Fielding, formerly Liberal Minister
of Finance, said :

" We are right on
the very verge of independence," and
added that it was a ridiculous thing
to say that Canada was a nation. W.
F. Cockshutt, a prominent protection-

ist Conservative, took a similarly

serious view of the proposal. There
were criticisms of details from other
quarters. But when the debate was
ended, the outstanding fact remained
that the appropriation necessary for

the appointment was unanimously
adopted, and that the principle of the
appointment was, with the exceptions

noted, approved by almost the whole
house, including, of course, the Pre-
mier and his Government.

The case for the appointment, as

presented by Sir Robert Borden, Mr.
Rowell and others, is one of practical

utility and expediency. Lord Bryce,

Sir Robert recalled, placed the pro-

portion of the work of the British

Embassy at Washington devoted to

Canadian aifairs as between two-
thirds and three-fourths. Among re-

cp.nt issues requiring attention were
the following : The Chicago drainage'

canal, supplies of coal for Canada,
levels of the Lake of the Woods, the
United States Merchant Marine act,

levels of Lake Memphremagog, export
of pulp wood from Canada, inter-
change between Canadian and Ameri-
can railways, Panama Canal tolls,

fishing questions. On all such do-
mestic issues there seems absolutely
no reason for the intervention of a
British ambassadorial staff or for
not sending communications direct
from Washington to Ottawa, instead
of from Washington to the British
Foreign Office, then to the Colonial
Office, then to Ottawa, a circumlocu-
tory route that might have appalled
even the author of " Little Dorrit."
So much for the purely domestic

American-Canadian relations. But
there is another motive for the Cana-
dian Embassy that is more recent
and goes deeper. British Empire
foreign policy in its larger aspects
now appears for the first time upon
the stage of the Western Hemisphere.
The World War shifted the pole of
world politics from the North Sea
to the North Pacific, and immediately
within its magnetic field lie the
United States and Canada. Canadians
who advocate the appointment of an
Ambassador at Washington insist

that it is of the utmost importance
that in the years which lie immedi-
ately ahead, when decisions will be
made and policies formulated affect-
ing the future of civilization and with
grave potentialities for the future of
Canada, thiere should be the freest
possible interchange of opinion be-
tween Canada and the United States,
whose continent-wide border line has
not heard or seen a gun in 100 years;
that, whether the event proves that
the interests of these two countries
are common or not, every step possi-
ble should be taken to see that each
keeps in touch with the other's ideals,

views and policies. Nothing should
be left to chance or to the possible
dulling effects of circumlocution.
Herein lies the strong motive for the
Canadian Ambassador.

Qplay in filling the office has been
ascribed by the Canadian Prime Min-
ister to difficulty in making an ap-
propriate appointment. Canada has
no school of diplomats to draw from.
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Outside the criticism in Parliament
already referred to there has been
no intimation that public opinion re-

garded the proposal as ultra-radical

or unsound. In other parts of the
empire undoubtedly the project
caused questionings. If the establish-

ment of a Canadian Embassy at

Washington meant that other domin-
ions would set up embassies at Wash-
ington and that Canada and the
others would set up embassies all over
the world, the prospect for the Brit-

ish Foreign Office would, indeed, be
chaotic. But at the recent Imperial
Conference, it is understood, Mr.
Meighen emphasized the unique close-

ness of the relations between Canada
and the United States. On this basis
the appointment of a Canadian Am-
bassador to Washington does not
need to be accepted as a precedent.

Another Startling Doctrine

But Canadian leaders go further
in their desires respecting Canadian-
American relations than the appoint-
ment of an Ambassador. The doc-

trine has been laid down by Mr.
Rowell and Sir Robert Borden in

Parliament, and according to one re-

port by Mr. Meighen at London

—

and, so far as known, its soundness
has not been challenged—that in all

British foreign issues where the in-

terests of Canada are paramount, as
they might easily be in the case of
issues involving the United States,

the views of Canada should not mere-
ly be consulted, but should be accept-
ed. Here is a far-reaching concep-
tion, the significance of which has
not yet been universally grasped, cer-

tainly not by those who see in Can-
ada's aspiration toward nationhood
only a movement toward indepen-
dence. It is not that these leaders,

in seeking to advance Canada's in-

fluence on American relations, are
seeking separation from the empire;
what they ask is that in the decisions
affecting those relations Canada shall

represent the empire. It may be
that in this and in other respects the

movement toward autonomy in-

volves the assumption of responsi-
bilities which the Canadian Nation is

not ready for, in which case there
will be a continuance for a time, or
until some new solution is found, of
some of the colonial disabilities,

which it may be observed some sec-

tions of the people do not seem to re-

gard as irksome.

Canada's representatives will at-

tend the Washington conference as
part of the British delegation. Al-
though Canadian nationhood has
been recognized by the British Em-
pire and by the League of Nations,
it was not recognized by the United
States in issuing preliminary invita-

tions to the conference. Apparently,
therefore, the status of the Canadian
delegates at Washington will be dif-

ferent from what it was at Geneva,
where they stood on their own feet

and did not hesitate on occasion to

disagree with the delegates from the
United Kingdom, to the wonderment
of foreign observers.

Nothing more interesting in the
way of constitutional development
has occurred than the incursion of the
British dominions into the realm
of foreign affairs. Advocates of im-
perial federation on the one hand,
and of separation on the other, pre-
dict that the experiment cannot work
and if persisted in will end in disrup-
tion. But the same thing has been
said about nearly every former step

in self-government, and the silken

bond of empire as it increased in

elasticity has increased in strength.

Canada's Difficult Problem

The present problem is not easy.

The only piece of co-ordinating ma-
chinery for the empire as a whole is

the convocation, at irregular inter-

vals, of Imperial Premiers, to which
convocation the Centralizers wish to

give the name and authority of Impe-
rial Cabinet, whereas the Autono-
mists insist it must not be more than
a conference. The task before this

imperfect piece of machinery is to
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provide for the continuance of the em-
pire on the basis of equal partner-
ship between the United Kingdom
and the dominions. In the words of
Lord Milner, it is one of the most com-
plicated tasks which statesmanship
has ever had to face. The assurance
of success lies not in the imperfect
machinery of government that is

" available, but in the will of the peo-
ples of the dominions and of the
British Isles to remain united. The
strength of the empire is as strong as
this will. It can be no stronger, a
point which is sometimes forgotten by
the Imperial Federationists, who seek
in organic union complete insurance
for the future.

The course of history is strewn
with the wrecks of empires, and fa-

talists predict that the British Em-
pire will prove no exception. But no
previous empire has adopted, as the
modern British Commonwealth has
adopted and is continuing to develop,
the formulae of self-government,
freedoom and equal citizenship. A
passage from the " Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire " is suggestive.

After pointing out that the revolt of
Britain in the reign of Honorius re-
sulted in the establishment of a popu-
lar Assembly in the seven Provinces
of Gaul, and after describing the
powers which were delegated to this—in that day—unusual body, Gibbon
proceeds

:

If such an institution, which gave the
people an interest in their own Government,
had been universally established by Trajan
or the Antonines, the seeds of public wisdom
and virtue might have been cherished and
propagated in the Empire of Home. The
privileges of the subjects would have se-
cured the throne of the monarch. * * *

Under the mild and generous influence of
liberty the Roman Empire might have re-

mained invincible and immortal; or if its ex-
cessive magnitude and the instability of hu-
man affairs had oppose I such perpetual con-
tinuance, its vital and constituent members
might have separately presei^ved their vigor
and independence.

There are autonomists in Canada
who are optimistic enough to believe

that, after one severe lesson, one hun-
dred and fifty years ago, the British
Commonwealth has discovered the
secret of immortality that evaded
Rome.

PASSING OF THE GREAT ENGLISH ESTATES
AN effort by the British Government to
^^ sell at auction Runnymede Meadow, a
part of the Crown lands, where in 1215 the

barons of England exacted the famous
Magna Charta of popular liberty from King
John, recently roused a storm of protest,

and in so doing served to bring to notice

how many of the great historic properties
in England, some of which had been broken
up into small holdings, have been changing
hands since the war. Through force of

economic circumstances, one nobleman after

another has been compelled to place his

estate in the market, and several medieval
castles have gone under the hammer. In

the year 1920 no less than 349,695 acres of

country estates were sold by one firm of

auctioneers for £4,382,514. Of these es-

tates, one of the most magnificent—sold for

the paltry sum of £50,000—was Stowe
House, the once palatial seat of the Dukes
of Buckingham and Chandos, with its great
suite of state rooms, its domed marble hall

fashioned after the Pantheon at Rome, and
its armory and chapel. Similarly, among
great London mansions, Devonshire House,

famous as a centre of high social and po-

litical life, passed from the long possession

of the Cavendish family.

In this respect the Duke of Portland, in

addressing his tenants at Welbeck on Aug.

4, predicted the wholesale closing down of

historic and stately homes and the housing

of their lordly owners in humbler style.

" The great war," he said, " has entirely

altered the outlook for me and most other

large landowners. For centuries past the

landed estates have been handed down from

generation to generation in one family, and

landlords and tenants have lived on terms

of mutual trust and affection. I fear, how-

ever, that that state of things is passing

away, for, with the present enormous weight

of taxation and the extremely onerous death

dutier, the future has become uncertain for

all landed proprietors in England."



SECOND ASSEMBLY OF THE
LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Permanent Court cf International Justice created, with eleven

Judges—Important rulings on Article X. and other paragraphs

of the Covenant—Progress made in the settlement of several

boundary disputes—Action taken in favor of disarmament,

despite opposition of larger powers

THE second plenary conference of
the Assembly of the League of Na-
tions met in Geneva, Switzerland,

on Sept. 5 and adjourned on Oct. 6,

1921. The length of the conference
was due mainly to the momentous na-
ture of some of the topics discussed,
notably the burning topic of world
disarmament. Over the representa-
tives of the forty-eight nations gath-
ered in the old Hall of Reformation
fell the shadow of the coming con-
ference on armament reduction
called by President Harding in Wash-
ington. The debates were animated
and protracted, in some instances giv-

ing rise to noble and impressive ora-

tory, but the influence of the greater
powers— especially Great Britain
and France, who wished the Wash-
ington conference to have a free

hand—was so strong that the smaller
nations were checked in their plans.

Despite this handicap, they succeeded
in putting through a disarmament
program which testified to the
League's determination to steam
ahead independently of Washington.
Another evidence of this spirit was

the Assembly's concrete action in

electing the Judges for the perma-
nent Tribunal of World Peace, thus
completing the last stage of an edi-

fice which will soon be able to func-
tion for the highest purposes of the
League and the good of mankind.
Important amendments to the League
Covenant were adopted, several inter-

national disputes were started on the
way to settlement, the delay on man-
dates was laid squarely on the shoul-

ders of America, and action taken to
expedite a settlement; measures of
international beneficence, such as the
suppression of the international
white slave traffic, the use of opium
and other harmful drugs, control of
immigration, &c., were also shown to
be hampered by the failure of the
United States to participate in the
League's councils; but the League
members gave every evidence of a de-
termination to go forward in spite of
America's action in blocking the
wheels of their machinery.
The sessions were preceded by a

short conference of the League Coun-
cil, which prepared the agenda of the
Assembly discussions and fought out
several matters of procedure in re-

spect to disarmament proposals,

mandates, &c.

Opening of thr Assembly

The second plenary Assembly
opened in the Hall of Reformation on
Sept. 5 at 11 o'clock. For several

days the normally quiet streets of

Geneva had been a Babel of foreign

tongues, as almost fifty nations had
assembled for the coming sessions.

The sombre old hall was crowded to

the very galleries by curious and in-

terested spectators. Some of the

leaders of the preceding Assemblv,
such as the picturesque Paderewski
of Poland, Tittoni of Italy, Rowell of

Canada, Huneus of Chile, Puyrredon
of Argentina, were absent. Notice-
able especially was the absence of all

the Central American States. New
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members stood out: Bishop Noli,

head of the Albanian delegation, come
to plead the cause of his country
against aggressors; Premier Stam-
bolisky of Bulgaria; Lord Robert
Cecil, representing for the second
time South Africa, walked between
the benches, showing his eagle profile

and his reserved smile; M. Leon
Bourgeois, flanked by M. Viviani the
" silver-tongued," and by M. Hano-
taux, talked energetically; Arthur
Balfour, diffusing his suave and
charming manner wherever he went,
chatted with Hjalmar Branting (now
Premier of Sweden) ; the tall and
austere Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, frown-
ing and preoccupied with the appeal
which he was preparing to make to

the Assembly on behalf of starving
Russia, contrasted in his frosty
whiteness of visage with Baron
Hayashi and Viscount Ishii, small,

dapper and ivory - complexioned

;

Eduard Benes of Czechoslovakia and
Paul Hymans of Belgium exchanged
greetings and conversed quietly.

Exactly at 11 o'clock the youthful
figure of Dr. Wellington Koo, the
Chinese Ambassador to London, and
a graduate of Columbia University,

took the chair as acting President of

the Council amid loud applause. In
faultless English Dr. Koo delivered

an eloquent address of welcome to

the assembled delegates, in which he
traced the past achievements of the

League in respect to financial and
economic matters, transit and com-
munication, moral and social prob-
lems—all work which made no dra-

matic appeal to the imagination, but
of the highest value to the world—de-

scribed the solid foundations the
League had laid for future world
peace, not forgetting the creation of

the International Tribunal, and
stressed eloquently the wide vista

opened before the organization for

the attainment of the aims of inter-

national peace and justice.

The first business of the Assembly
was the election of a permanent
President. Five candidates wiere

nominated at the afternoon session.

Jonkheer van Karnebeek, Foreign

Minister of Holland, received the
highest vote and took the chair. Then
the Assembly got down to business

—

and debate. Storm clouds broke al-

most immediately over the applica-
tion made by the representative of
Bolivia asking the Assembly to con-
sider the revision of the treaty be-
tween Bolivia and Chile. This treaty,
concluded nearly twenty years aero on
the ending of the war of Chile
against Bolivia and her ally Peru,
and caused by a dispute over the rich
Tacna-Arica territories, has long been
a sore point with the Bolivians. The
Chilean delegation rose instantly to

combat this demand for revision,

and a crisis was averted only after a
special commission had decided that
the Assembly had no jurisdiction to
revise treaties already ratified and
confirmed.

United States Criticised

In a strong speech before the As-
sembly at the session of Sept. 8, Lord
Robert Cecil blamed the United States
severely for the delay forced on the
League in defending and settling the
mandates. He criticised the Wash-
ington Government for ignoring the
League and insisting on negotiating
only with the separate Governments.
He recapitulated the League's efforts

to get the United States to state its

desires, and deplored the failure of

those efforts. The fate of the peoples

of the mandated territories and the

prestige of the League were at stake,

he declared, and he urged the Assem-
bly, inasmuch as it knew unofficially

the views of America, to proceed
fearlessly in its work on mandates.
His resolution to refer the mandates
to a committee of.eight for definition

was accepted, and the personnel of

this committee named. A bitter at-

tack made by him on the permanent
Advisory Council on Disarmament
paved the way to the all-important

debate on disarmament for which the

Assembly was eager.

The debate on disarmament was
based principally on the report of the

Council and the Disarmament Com-
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mission, the tone of which was one
of " inspissated gloom." The debate
was opened by Mr. Arthur J. Bal-
four, head of the British delegation,
at the session of Sept. 10. Mr. Bal-
four frankly admitted his belief that
the League was impotent to make
headway toward disarmament in view
of the present frame of mind of the
nations. Both he and M. Leon Bour-
geois, however, believed that the
League should work on for peace in

its own way. A far stronger attitude

was adopted by Dr. Lange of Nor-
way, who attacked Mr. Balfour's view
that the League was impotent be-

cause great nations such as the
United States, Germany and Russia
remained outside, and declared it

was the I^eague's duty to proceed
with its immediate efforts toward
disarmament. The Council, he
charged, was not carrying out the
Assembly's wishes, and the Perma-
nent Advisory Disarmament Com-
mission was in close contact with
War Ministers and lukewarm for

universal peace, Germany was being
disarmed, Russia was no longer a
military bogy, and the United States

was moving actively for disarma-
ment. The Washington conference,

however, would concern itself mainly
with naval disarmament, whereas the
League must work for land disarma-
ment in Europe. Its failure to do so

would be fatal to it.

After a spirited debate, the pro-

posal of M. Jouhaux, head of the

French delegation of labor, that the

League call an international confer-

ence to limit the private manufacture
of arms, was adopted, though the ef-

forts of Lord Robert Cecil and Dr.

Lange to have a date fixed for this

conference early next June came to

grief against the opposition of both

Great Britain and France. Both of

these advocates of fixing an early date

declared that the League could not

stop the private manufacture of arms
if the United States, with its vast re-

sources, continued to manufacture
them. The Assembly, however,
through the committee, voted to hold

such an international conference, but
left the date indeterminate.
Although it appeared that but few

members of the Disarmament Com-
mission believed that the Washing-
ton conference would accomplish
anything, they united on Sept. 28 in

a resolution expressing the gratifica-

tion of the League that President
Harding had called the conference in

Washington and expressing sincere

good wishes for its success. The
committee then voted to ask the
Permanent Disannament Commis-
sion to prepare plans for control and
ultimate prevention of the use of
poison gas in warfare. It also voted
for the establishment of a special

branch of the Secretariat to carry on
propaganda in favor of disarmament
among all nations.

Japan Alone Silent

Thus the disarmament work was
mapped out for the future. At the
session of Oct. 1 eloquent speeches
were made by M. Noblemaire of
France, H. A. L. Fisher and Lord
Robert Cecil. All the nations joined
in disarmament pledges except Japan,
which maintained silence. M. Noble-
maire defended France from the
charge of militarism, and declared
that France wished only security,
and that moral disarmament—in

Germany as elsewhere—must pre-
cede physical disarmament. Until
Germany, or at least a part of Ger-
many, gave up its hatred and plans
for revenge, France must keep her
arms in hand. When she gained se-

curity she would be only too glad to

seek the ways of peace. H. A. L.

Fisher paid a tribute to France, and
declared that though there had been
differences of view, the fundamental
aims of Great Britain and France for

peace were the same. France and
England between them, he declared,

had it in their power, aided by the
members of the League, to realize the
dream of humanity and lay the
foundation of general peace. Lord
Robert Cecil, as reporter for the Dis-
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armament Commission, made an elo-

quent plea for the revised proposals
of the League, which were, taken all

together, as follows:

(1) Preparation for the next Assembly
of a general plan of disarmament, and, to
make that feasible, a request to the nations
to furnish data on their armaments, in-

cluding the amount of money spent on
them; (2) a proposal for an international
conference on the restriction of the manu-
facture of arms; (3) a proposal to restrain
the ust of poison gas in warfare; (4) the
establishment of world-wide propaganda for
disarmament and (5) a resolution express-
ing hope for real progress at the Wash-
ington Conference.

Lord Robert's report and these
resolutions and proposals were unani-
mously adopted, and thus the Assem-
bly's discussions and committee work
on the most important item of its

agenda reached their logical end.

Election of Judges

The election of eleven Judges for

full membership on the Permanent
Court of International Justice, and of

four Deputy Judges, took place at the

session of Sept. 14, the Council and
the Assembly voting simultaneously
at the headquarters of the League.
A clash between the two organiza-

tions soon became apparent, and it

took five successive ballots to reach
agreement. The final result showed
that the following eleven jurists had
been chosen full members of the
court

:

Viscount R. B. Finlay of Great Britain.
Charles Andre Weiss of France.
Dionisio Anzilotti of Italy.

Johii Bassett Moore of the United States.
Rafael Altamira y Cravea of Spain.
Senator Ruy Barbosa of Brazil.

Antonio de Bustamente of Cuba.
Max Huber of Switzerland.
B. C J. Loder of Holland.
Didrik Galtrup G. Nyholm of Denmark.
Yorazo Oda of Japan.

At the same time three Deputy
Judges were elected, and later a

joint committee completed the list

with a fourth, as follows:

M. Negulesco of Rumania.
Mr. Wang Ch'ung-hui of China.
M. Yovanovitch of Jugoslavia.
M. Beichmann of Norway.

The completion of these elections
was hailed by President van Karne-
beek as a " historic event, which
opens a new era in the life of the
community of nations." The dele-
gates learned with keen regret of the
refusal of Elihu Root to serve on the
tribunal, owing to advancing years.
The American representative chosen,
the Hon. John Bassett Moore, is Pro-
fessor of International Law at Co-
lumbia University. Over ninety nomi-
nations were made in all, and each
selection was based on undisputed
legal eminence.

Article X. Interpreted

Of great import to the Assembly
also was the question of amend-
ments to the covenant. Throughout
many sessions this aroused veritable

storms of debate. First of all, the
amendment of Article XXVI., so as
to make a majority vote valid, opened
the way to further changes. The
amendments proposed were the fol-

lowing: Modification of Article X. in

such wise as to take from it the of-

fensive features to which the United
States Senate had so dramatically ob-
jected; amendment of Articles XII.,

XIII., XIV. and XV., necessitated by
the establishment of the International
Tribunal ; amendment of Article XVI.,
relating to the economic blockade of
any member resorting to war in dis-

regard of the provisions of the cove-
nant; amendment of Article XXI. in

such wise as to recognize regional
agreements between member nations

;

an amendment lastly of the covenant
provision on membership.
One of the most valuable bits of

constructive work done by the Assem-
bly was the definition of the much-
attacked Article X. All the delega-
tions agreed that this article did not
constitute a pledge by members to go
to war to protect the territorial bor-
ders of other members, but was a
declaration of principle and a pledge
by the nations not to violate the terri-

tory of their neighbors, on the agree-
ment that such aggression would be
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Foreign Minister of Holland, elected Presi-

dent of the second League Assembly

punished largely by use of the eco-

nomic weapon. The new construction

declared expressly that no nation is

bound to send troops for such a pur-

pose. An attempt by the Canadian
Minister, Charles J. Doherty, how-
ever, to secure the elimination of the
whole article was sent over for con-

sideration to the next Assembly, and
it was made clear, both in this case

and in others, that the League in-

tended to feel its way toward funda-
mental change in the covenant only

slowly and cautiously. The amend-
ments of Articles XII.-XV. were ac-

cepted without dispute, as required by
the establishment of the World Tri-

bunal. Proposed changes in Article

XVI., however, made a considerable
flurry. Switzerland, the Scandina-
vian countries and other lesser pow-
ers wielded strong influence in the

modifications finally accepted. As
amended, the article left a way out
of obligation to blockade when the
Council considered that the proximity
of a member to the covenant-break-
ing State put that member in danger.
The crux of the new text added is

contained in the italicized portion of
the passages quoted below

:

The Council will notify all members of
the League of the date which it recom-
mendo for the application of economic
pressure under this article. Nevertheless,
the Council may, in the case of any par-
ticular member, postpone the coming into
force of any of these measures for a spe-
cific period, where the Council is satisfied
that such postponement will facilitate the
attainment of the object of the measures
referred to in the preceding paragraph,
or that it is necessary in order t-o minimize
the loss and convenience which will be
caused to such member.

The Assembly rejected the pro-
posed amendment of Article XVI.
This amendment had been presented
by the new State of Czechoslovakia,
and its object had been to secui-e an
extension of the Monroe Doctrine to
regional agreements in Europe of a
similar purpose. Specifically, Czech-
oslovakia was the spokesman of the
so-called " Little Entente "—the new
coalition recently put in force be-
tween Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia and
Rumania—and sought to secure the
recognition of its aims. The Assem-
bly decided, however, that all such
regional agreements were amply pro-
vided for by Article XXL, which
sanctioned such coalitions for pur-
poses identical with those of the
League; hence it rejected the pro-
posed amendment. The amendment
of the article on membership, pro-
posed by Argentina at the Assembly
of the preceding year, was also re-

jected. This amendment proposed
that all nations, whether League
members or not, should automatically
become members of the League. The
rejection of this amendment at the
first Assembly led to the dramatic
withdrawal of the whole Argentine
delegation, headed by Senor Puyrre-
don, from the conference, and the elo-

quent absence of almost all the Cen-
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tral American States at the second
conference was attributed to Argen-
tina's withdrawal and dissatisfaction.

Nonetheless, the Assembly was un-
willing to subject the membership
privilege to so drastic an extension
at present, and consequently voted to

send the amendment over to another
year.

It also took similar action regard-
ing a proposed amendment of Article

(© Harris & Ewing)

JOHN BASSETT MOORE
Forvier Counselor of the Department of

State, elected as Anneiican Judge
in the World Court of the

League of Nations

XVII., on the registration of treaties,

declaring that " every treaty or inter-

national agreement entered into here-
after by any member of the League
shall be registered with the Secre-
tariat and shall, as soon as possible,

be published by it. No such treaty or

international agreement shall be bind-

ing until so registered." Strong op-

jection had been made by various

delegates, especially by Senor Raoul
Fernandez of Brazil and Lord Robert

Cecil, to the inclusion of the words
" international agreements," which
implied, in addition to public treaties,

the registration and publication of
secret military and technical agree-
ments. The Assembly's tendency
also here was to go slow—the sub-
ject was a very complicated and dif-

ficult one—and to consider the pro-
posed change in the light of another
year's study. T Jnder the article, Ger-
many, who was a signatory to the
convention, had the largest number
of treaties registered. The latest

treaties included one with China, four
with Poland, one each with Fiance,
Sweden, Danzig, Czechoslovakia, Aus-
tria, Serbia and Switzerland; also

several agreements with the allied

powers relating to the administration
of the Sarre Valley.

International Disputes

In the field of international dis-

putes, the Assembly was confronted
by the ever-recrudescent Vilna prob-
lem, the complaints of Albania
against military aggression by Jugo-
slavia and Greece, the demand by
Austria against Hungarian aggres-

sions in Burgenland, or Western Hun-
gary, assigned to the Austrians imder
the League settlement, and finally the

demand by Bolivia that the League
consider the revision of her treaty

with Chile. This last appeal was set-

tled during the first meetings of the

Assembly by Bolivia's withdrawal of

her demands.
The Vilna dispute between Poland

and Lithuania had been announced
some weeks before as settled by a
compromise agreement engineered by
M. Paul Hym.ans of Belgium, but as

the matter was explained on the floor

of the Assembly the two nations were
again in dispute, the Lithuanians in-

sisting on the immediate withdrawal
of the irregular forces of General
Zeligowski and on Vilna being set up
as an autonomous community, and
the Poles, headed by M. Askenazy,
energetically refusing this solution.

After considerable debate, the As-
sembly at its session of Sept. 24
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united in a resolution urging Poland
and Lithuania to reopen new parleys
to settle the outstanding subjects in

dispute. This resolution was adopted
enforcedly in view of the fact that the
requisite unanimity could not be ob-
tained, though the sentiment of the
delegates was undeniably against Po-
land after the exposition of the op-
posing factions. The fact that Po-
land allowed General Zeligowski to

remain in occupation of Vilna reacted
strongly against the Poles, and As-
kenazy's attempts at rebuttal were
considered weak and unconvincing.

The quarrel between Albania and
her aggressive neighbors, Jugoslavia
and Greece, stirred up the Assembly,
especially when Bishop Noli, head of

th4 Albanian delegation, gave the
delegates proof that Albanian villages

were being bombarded by Serbs.
An attempt by M. Spaikalovitch, who
has been called the " stormy petrel

"

of Jugoslavia, to pooh-pooh the
claims of Albania, and to subject that
country to a violent onslaught of
vituperation, met with reproof by M.
van Karnebeek, the President of the
Assembly, who told Spaikalovitch to

moderate his language. The dispute
waxed warm and split the Assembly
into two divisions, one demanding
immediate support for Albania, the
other urging that the matter be set-

tled by the larger powers at their

leisure. The delegates representing
the larger powers inclined to this lat-

ter view. Albania, however, took the
stand that sh^ would be completely
swallowed up by her more powerful
and aggressive neighbors if some-
thing were not done forthwith, and
was opposed to the suggested solu-

tion by the Council of Ambassadors,
whose competency she denied, anri

demanded that the controversy and
aggression be settled by the League
of Nations itself. This, however, the
Assembly could not do, as the con-

tention of the Jugoslavs had been all

along that the boundaries of Albania
had never been settled, and that no
charge of aggression on such hypo-
thetical boundaries could legitimately

be made. The delegates therefore de-

cided to urge the Council of Ambas-
sadors to settle these boundaries as
soon as possible, to enable the League
to act en connaissance de cause.

Regarding the aggressions of the
I-Tungarians in Burgenland, it was
decided to suspend a decision pend-
ing an investigation.
The settlement of the status of

Upper Silesia was found by the As-
sembly too complex and thorny a
problem to be settled by any swift
decision. The whole dispute between
the Germans and the Poles as to

whether this plebiscite territory
should fall to one or the other had
been passed on some weeks before
by the Supreme Council, and by the
Council had been referred to a com-
mittee composed of representatives of
Brazil, Spain, China and Belgium,
for intensive study. The investiga-
tion was continuing, but the formida-
ble nature of the task was recognized
by all, and, pending a report from this

committee, the Assembly's hands
were tied.

No Action on Russia

A special appeal came before the
Assembly on the subject of finan-
cial help for starving Russia. This
appeal was made by Dr. P>idtjof
Nansen of Norway, who had con-
cluded a working agreement with the
Soviet leaders on behalf of the Eu-
ropean relief organizations for the
distribution of food. His request that
the Assembly authorize a money
grant met with strong opposition,
and Dr. Nansen showed bitlerness
over the contradiction displayed be-
tween the eloquent expressions of
sympathy for the starving masses of
Russia and the refusal to alleviate it

by concrete assistance. He implied
plainly his view that the League was
playing politics, under the leadership
of some of the greater powers inter-

ested in the overthrow of the Soviet
Government, M. Spaikalovitch of
Jugoslavia seized the opportunity to

launch a vitriolic attack upon the
Soviet Government, with which, he
declared, no intercourse should be had
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on account of the principles for which
it stood. Jugoslavia, he said, was
close to the Soviet land, and knew
better than some other nations what
the Soviet leaders stood for. The
Assembly, despite Dr. Nansen's ap-
peals decided to refer the subject to

the coming international conference
at Brussels on measures of relief for
Russia.
The three Baltic States—Latvia,

Lithuania and Esthonia—were ad-
mitted to membership. The admis-
sion of Hungary was deferred. The
renewed claims of Armenia, based on
the changed aspect of the military
situation in the East, were consid-
ered, but no action was taken either
in Armenia's case or that of the
Caucasus nations. Herr Mensdorff,
the Austrian delegate, was heard by
the Assembly on Austria's financial

distress, the alleviation of which, like

so many other matters, was held up
by the failure of the United States to
act, in this case by reaching a de-

cision on the League's suggestion
that the Washington Government
forego its financial claims on Vienna.
Many other subjects were discussed

by the Assembly in its month's ses-

sions, notably regarding internation-
al measures to be taken by the Tieague
to prevent the traffic in women and
children, which since the conclusion
of the war had again made its ap-
pearance, the suppression of opium
and other dangerous drugs, the pre-

vention of disease, and immigration
problems and subjects akin. It ap-

peared that all the League's activities
in regard to these international perils
were being held up by the same cause—America's refusal to participate in
the League's councils. International
bodies had been set up by the League,
but they were functioning badly in a
number of instances because of the
Washington Administration's contin-
ued refusal to co-operate with them
A new program, however, was laid
out for future activity in this field,

to which the League attaches high
importance.
The question of finances was

brought up by the report of the com-
mittee charged with this subject pre-
sented to the Assembly at the session
of Oct. 5. This report showed that
Great Britain and France are sched-
uled to pay 9.2 per cent, of the total

cost. Italy, China, Japan and India
were each to pay 6.65 per cent. In
the third category were placed Ar-
gentina (which has not yet officially

withdrawn from the League) , Spain,
Brazil, Rumania, Jugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia, each to pay 3.58 per
cent. The scale was graduated down
to twenty-one-hundredths of 1 per
cent, for Nicaragua, Luxeanburg,
Panama, Paraguay, Salvador, Costa
Rica, Guatemala, Honduras and Li-

beria. Under this ruling Great Brit-

ain and France will pay 1,800,000
gold francs, the nations in the second
category 1,300,000, and those of the
third 42,000 gold francs. The budget
for 1922 amounts to 23,786,846 gold
francs, as against 21,250,000 for 1921.

THE ANGLO-JAPANESE ALLIANCE
To the Editor of Cuirent History:

IN the August number of Current His-

tory George L. Koehn, at Page 740 of

his article on the " Menace of the Anglo-

Japanese Alliance," states that no " treaty

of general arbitration " is in effect between

the United States and Great Britain. Article

1 of the treaty of 1908 with Great Britain,

provided that " differences which may arise

of a legal nature or relating to the interpre-

tation of treaties existing between the two

contracting parties, and which it may not

have been possible to settle by diplomacy,

shall be referred to the Permanent Court
of Arbitration " at The Hague, excepting

matters affecting vital interests, independ-

ence, or honor, and those concerning third

parties. This treaty was renewed for ten

years by an agreement signed at Washing-
ton June 8, 1918, proclaimed Sept. 30, 1918.

Is not this a " treaty of general arbitra-

tion," or has it been abrogated?

DELAPLANE WILSON.
Pedro Miguel, Canal Zone, Sept. 14, 1921.



GERMANY'S FINANCIAL
CRISIS

Shall It Be Bankruptcy or State Socialism?

By Edward Bernstein
Member of the Reichstag and leader of the Moderate Socialists

Germany's desperate finances and the Government's efforts to

increase its revenues by heavy taxes—Opposition to such taxation,

and the alternative of socialization through ''seizure of real

values'' by the Government

THE awkward situation of the
German Republic in respect to

finances is well known to the
world today. The whole Reich—

a

collective term now connoting all Ger-
many—with its confederated States
and local Government bodies, is strug-
gling under depressing deficits. In-

comes, fortunes, increments of for-

tunes, interest on capital, inheritances
and trade are highly taxed. All com-
modities are hit by the tax on the
amount of business done—the turn-
over—and a number of them besides
are subject to direct taxes and im-
portation duties.

The deficit in the National Treas-
ury, which affects all the States and
municipalities, as well as the Reichs-
tag budget, is steadily on the in-

crease. The increasing shortage is

partly due to the continuous fall of
the international market value of the
mark, which h9.s led to a correspond-
ing rise of prices, wages, &c. It is also

due in a high degree to the increasing
payments that have to be made to

the Allies on account of reparations,
charges for occupation troops and
kindred purposes ; also to the outlays
for pensions to the victims of the war,
and for compensation payments to.

the German nationals expelled from
districts and provinces which, by the
dictatorial provisions of the Treaty

of Versailles, were ceded to" other
countries.

The funding debt of the Reich has
now i;eached a total of approximately
90,000,000,000 marks. The floating
debt in Treasury bonds, &c., amounts
to about 240,000,000,000 marks.
Paper money issues, inclusive of about
7,000,000,000 marks in notes issued
by Government departments to cover
small loans, reach a total of nearly
88,000,000,000 marks. Taken in the
aggregate, the debt of the Reich is

now in excess of 300,000,000,000
marks.

In the defunct empire the finances
of the Reich were handled quite dis-

tinctly from those of the States. Up
to 1913 there was a partition of the
sources of revenue in force based on
the principle that the importation
duties and home taxes on commodi-
ties went into the Treasury of the
Reich, while direct taxes and some
kindred taxation were left to the
States and the local bodies. A deficit

in the budget of the Reich was to be
covered by an assessment on the
States according to population (the
" Matricular Umlage ") . In compen-
sation therefor the States were en-

titled to all the revenue from import
duties and from a few other imperial
taxes totaling more than 130,000,000
marks.
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The Constitution of the republic is

much more highly centralized than
was that of the empire. The Social

Democratic members and some other

DR. EDWARD BERNSTEIN
Member of the German Reichstag and a
leader of the Majority Socialist Party

progressives of the Constitutional
Assembly would have preferred to do

i:\way with the historical federalism

of the late empire, and to make Ger-
many a unified republic organized on
the principle of a modern demo-
cratic federation. This could not be

achieved, but in the domain of finance

the principle of centralization made
some headway. In accordance with
the Constitution and the finance law
of the republic, the whole system of

taxation, with some few unimportant
exceptions, is now enacted and 'admin-
istered by the Reich, the States and
the local bodies receiving certain per-

centages of its revenue. This must
be taken into consideration if the sum
total of the budget in revenue and ex-

penditure in the Reich is to be justly

estimated.

Budget and Income Taxes

According to the budget for the
year 1921 the total expenditure was
estimated at 87,500,000,000 marks, of
which 26,000,000,000 was for pay-
ments demanded by the allied powers
under the Treaty of Versailles. This
item will ultimately turn out to be
a much higher one, and besides this
Germany has to pay the annuities
prescribed by the London ultimatum.
The total revenue was estimated at
49,300,000,000 marks, of which the
largest part is revenue from direct
taxation, viz., 25,000,000,000 marks,
and the largest single item is the reve-
nue from the income tax, viz., 12,-

000,000,000 marks. Altogether, the
direct taxes of the Reich on property
and income are as follows:

a. Taxes on incomes of individuals.
b. Taxes on incomes of corporations (so-

cieties, partnerships, &c.).

c. Special tax on the income from capital.

d. Emergency tax on fortunes (the
" Reichsnotopfer," or " sacrifices for the
need of the nation ").

e. Regular tax on fortunes.
f. Inheritance and succession duty.

g. Tax on the increments of fortunes.

The income tax is a progressive tax
on the annual incomes of individuals

from whatsoever sources such in-

comes may derive. It leaves a certain

minimum income free; at the crea-

tion of the law (March 31, 1920) , this

minimum was put at 1,500 marks, but

it has since been increased consider-

ably in consequence of the fall of ex-

change. The tax on the taxable income
begins with 10 per cent, on amounts
up to 24,000 marks over the free in-

come; from there on for every addi-

tional hundred marks a surplus tax
of 20 per cent, is levied; so that for

30,000 marks 3,600 marks must bo
paid. This progressive tax rises to

25 per cent.; from 35,000 marks up-
ward it is 30 per cent. ; from 40,000
upward, 35 per cent., and so on up
to incomes above 400,000 marks,
where the tax is nearly 50 per cent,

of the whole, viz , 191,600 marks. For
every 100 marks above this scale
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there is an additional tax of 60
marks ; the scale then runs as follows

:

For 500,000 marks. .. 251,000 marks
For 1,000,000 marks... 551,600 marks
For 10,000,000 marks... 5,951,600 marks
For 20,000,000 marks. . .11,951,600 marks

This means an income tax of 59.76
per ctmt. There are, however, many
deductions for paiticular expenses
allowed, and the exemption possibili-

ties fere not few. It is most unlikely

that any one of our multi-millionaries

pays over 50 per cent, on his actual

income.

The tax on the incomes of corpora-
tions was created in 1920. It affects

all corporations, societies and associa-

tions that have an income from prop-
erty, investments and business enter-

prises, with the exception of those
whose incomes fall to the Reich, the

States, the municipalities, public

schools, recognized benevolent insti-

tutions, workers' insurance organiza-
tions and the like. Co-operative so-

cieties are taxed only for income from
possessions and from business with
non-members. The tax is 10 per cent.

of the taxable income of the said cor-

porations and associations, plus an
additional tax on all the dividends,

bonuses, \^c., distributed out of that

income if they exceed 3 per cent, of

the capital. The tax begins with 2

per cent, of the distributed sums if

the dividends, &c., do not exceed 4
per cent, of the capital ; it

^
rises

progressively to 10 per cent, if the
dividends exceed 18 per cent, of the

capital.

The revenue out of this tax is esti-

mated in the budget of 1921 at 1,050,-

000,000 marks, which is not much if

one considers the great profits the in-

dustrial companies make at present.

In fact, this law favors the companies
against the individual taxpayer not a
little. While the income of the lat-

ter may, as we have seen, be taxed up
to nearly 60 per cent, in cases where
large amounts 'are involved, the in-

comes of the companies have at the

highest to pay only 20 per cent. The
legislator was here led astray by the

desire to avoid double taxation. But

he did not reckon with the wiles of
the shrewd capitalist. A much larger
number of capitalistic enterprises
than in former years were changed
in 1921 into limited liability associa-
tions. In the whole year of 1920 only
7,862 limited liability societies, with
778,000,000 capital, were founded : but
in the first five months of 1921
the number of such societies created
was 4,112, with a capital of 1,758,-

000,000 marks, or more than double
the capital of the whole twelve
months of 1920. A similar increase
is shown by the limited liability

share-holding companies.
The limited liability association is

a form even more popular in capital-
istic circles. The law concedes it all

the advantages of the limited liability

share-holding companieswithout some
of their duties. It lends itself easily
to all sorts of evasions of the law.
The syndicates, the Kartelle and

kindred monopolizing associations
have, as such, never been taxed in

Germany, and are not now taxed.
Where they have as a central nucleus
a limited liability association, its cap-
ital is, as we have seen, ludicrously
small compared with the actual cap-
ital of the combined enterprises.
Moreover, these and other capitalistic

associations can evade that part of
the corporation tax which taxes the
distributed dividends by simply ac-

cumulating the profits instead of pay-
ing out dividends ; that is what many
of the societies and associations, par-
ticularly those recently created, are
now doing.

Pending Tax Legislation

In view of this fact the Government
of the republic has worked out and
laid before the Reichstag a bill which
raises the tax on the annual income
of societies up to 30 per cent, and
abolishes some of the exemptions
granted societies that hold consider-

able part of the shares of other so-

cieties; this latter proviso would hit

to some extent the highest associa-

tions of syndicates. The bill is one of
quite a number now pending, all in
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tended to increase the revenue of the

republic. They fall into three main
groups, namely: (1) Those for tax-

ation of wealth and income ; (2) those

for taxation of movements of capital

and values, such as stock exchange
transactions, betting and bookmak-
ing, automobiles and insurance, and
(3) those for further taxation of

commodities, such as food, fuel and
illumination.

If the taxes of the first group are

intended to hit " Besitz," or wealth

—

a term here used somewhat freely in

face of the declining value of Ger-

man money—the second group is in

this respect of doubtful character, for

'd tax on transactions in capital can
often act as an indirect supertax on
the already-taxed savings of the non-
wealthy. Of the third group a good
many of the bills hit the necessities

and small luxuries of the masses;
especially is this true of the proposed
tax on the trade in food and fuel. This
tax is fixed at 3 per cent, of the turn-

over of dealers, but since most com-
modities change hands three or four
times before reaching the consumer,
the latter will, in fact, be mulcted
about 12 per cent, by this tax alone.

The present tax is only II/2 per cent,

of each turnover, and yet its yield has
surpassed all expectations. It was
first estimated that it would yield

from three to four billion marks, but
its actual vield is pretty sure to ex-

ceed 7,000,000,000 marks. From the
doubling of the tax and its extension
a yield of about 24,000,000,000 marks
is estimated, which, with Germany's
population of 60,000,000, would be
400 marks per capita of population.
A tax on a very important necessity
of the masses is the coal tax, and its

proposed increase has raised much
discontent.

National Insolvency

Altogether the bundle of bills elab-
orated with much pains by the
Ministry of Finance has met with a
great amount of adverse criticism.

Quite apart from the objections and
counterproposals of the people af-

fected by it, such as manufacturers,
traders and the like, who nearly al-

ways raise the first outcry, many
political scientists, experts of com-
merce and finance have expressed
great doubts about its adequateness,
and in socialist circles it is attacked
as both unjust and insufficient. The
proposed taxes will, as a whole, prove
insufficient to yield the sums that are
required to stop the gap in the budget
and provide the means for paying the
billions due to the allied powers. The
first social-economic effect of the
taxes on traffic and commodities will

be to provoke movements for rises in

wages and salaries, create by this new
uneasiness in the industrial world
and contribute to lower the value of
the mark.

" Seizure of Real Values "

In the ranks of those who hold
these opinions a strong movement has
arisen to demand as a means of reach-
ing a system of sound finance the
seizure of real values. It has as de-
termined supporters the two Social
Democratic Parties, who in the
Reichstag command 169 votes of a to-

tal of 467 members, and who Tiave de-
clared that they will make their vote
on the finance bill dependent upon the
consideration of this demand. It is

therefore of interest to be informed
of its nature and significance.

This term, " the seizure ^f real

values," often also called " gold
values," comprises those objects
whose value, like that of gold, is not
essentially affected by the movement
in the value of paper money. In par-
ticular, the term refers to industrial,
commercial and financial establish-
ments, to land or town estates, in-

habited houses and buildings used as
factories and the like. It is proposed
that the Reich shall be declared part-
ner of those of them that the law
designates, and share in their annual
net profits to a generally estimated
percentage ranging from 20 to 25 per
cent. This participation of the ReicK
is to take the legal form of mortgages,
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which the Reich may either adminis-
ter itself, issuing debentures on them,
or which it may sell if necessity re-

quires. If one considers the value of

the property and the profits of all the

enterprises concerned, there can be
little doubt that the measure would
provide the Reich with considerably

more means than any group of the

proposed taxes. The Reich, moreover,
would be in position to raise money
on the debentures in cases of emer-
gency. It is further pointed out as an
essential advantage of the measure
that with it the industrial and other
establishments would not be deprived
of a cent of their working capital or

their stock in trade, since a part only

of the net profits or surplus revenue
would go to the Reich or to the owner
of the debentured mortgage.

Promising as tRis sounds, the meas-
ure is nevertheless strongly objected

to by almost the whole capitalistic

world, and particularly by all the

landowners. All the middle class

parties of the Reichstag have so far
declared against it. The capitalistic

entrepreneurs see in it a dangerous
step that would open the door to

troublesome interference in the man-
agement of their enterprises, and the
landowners, hitherto the spoiled chil-

dren of the legislator and of the as-

sessment authorities, hate the idea of
a public partnership in the surplus of
their estates. It is, moreover, said that
the measure would increase the
danger of Ueberfremdung, that is to

say, of a wholesale transfer of Ger-
man enterprises and fixed German
property into the hands of foreigners.

And finally the general fear is ex-
pressed that it may prove an indirect
way to socialization.

Socialization or Bankruptcy

It must be admitted that there is

a certain amount of truth in this, and
there is also some truth in one or two
of the other assertions. The measure
would certainly be a step in quite a
new direction and consequently likely

to be fraught with unexpected pos-

sibilities. But, conceding this, one
is compelled to ask whether there are
any alternatives free of the danger
of leaps into the unknown? There
are none. The described finance bills

of the Government, even if fully

adopted, will, at best, yield sufficient
revenue to cover the deficit in the
household of the Reich, but they re-

main far behind their object of cover-
ing all the necessary expenditure, for
there are, besides the needs of the
household, the needs for the fulfill-

ment of the obligations to the allied

powers as fixed by the London ulti-

matum ; the annuity of 2,000,000,000
marks in gold value plus 26 per cent,
of the value of the German exports,
which will amount at least to another
billion gold marks. With the present
value of the German paper mark, this

would make over 50,000,000,000 of
the latter, and they are not provided
for. The financial policy of the Gov-
ernment turns around the core of the
problem, instead of resolutely taking
it in hand.
The situation is this : that Germany

must either proceed to heroic meas-
ures or declare herself bankrupt.
What will follow if she chooses the
latter alternative everybody knows;
the French Government has left no
doubt about its intentions in this
case; the German owners of real val-

ues will then fare not a bit better than
under the suggested measure. And
as regards the danger of selling out to
foreigners, there is only the alterna-
tive of letting it go on, as now, in the
open market where there is no limit
or control, or to carry it out, if inevi-

table, in an organic way to the neces-
sary extent and in such forms as
would safeguard the general interest
of the community as much as pos-
sible. In the quite exceptional posi-
tion in which Germany finds herself
she will never succeed in solving her
economic problems without coura-
geously taking to new ways.
Even though this seizure of real

values should lead to socialization,

this would not be so great a danger
as has been depicted and feared.

Limited to a certain percentage of the
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surpluses, it takes more regard of the

economic interests of trade than any
other scheme of socialization yet

worked out. Since Germany has be-

come a republic she has had two com-
missions on socialization, both com-
posed of renowned socialistic and
middle-class economists of great
learning and a goodly number of ex-

perts, whose reports are most fruitful

reading and contain very ingenious
plans and suggestions. The same
can be said of at least a part of the

daily increasing general literature on
the subject. It should also be remem-
bered that of all the schemes yet de-

vised, there is none that has not its

difficulties and possible drawbacks.
The German Republic found itself

at its birth, as regards economics dis-

tinguished from finance, before two
great tasks: on the one hand there

was the necessity to restore as far as
possible the economic life of the na-
tion, disorganized in more than one
respect by the war and the blockade,
troubled by the excited and irritated

spirit of the workers and of the sev-

eral millions of homecoming soldiers,

and menaced on the one hand by the
demands of the victors and on the
other by the Bolshevists and their
agents, who worked with unlimited
finances for civil war and the dicta-

torship of the proletariat, the realiza-

tion of which, under the given condi-
tions, would have meant disaster.

They had to be fought, and the Social-

ist workers, the founders of the re-

public and its stanchest and most in-

dispensable supporters, had to be sat-

isfied in their desire for the quick
realization of efficient socialistic re-
form.

It is evident at the first glance that
these two tasks could only in a degree
be reconciled and that they were in

many respects mutually; contradic-

tory. We cannot experiment on a
sick and weakened organism without
endangering its life. The most urgent
of the two tasks was the first, and
this is one of the reasons why in the
series of social reforms taken in hand
just that one which seemed to the

workers the most decisive, viz., social-

ization of the means of production,
was deferred the longest. Another
reason is this, that if socialization

means only absorption of enterprises
or trades by the State or the munici-
pality, there was already in Germany
more socialization than in most other
countries, though almost all the estab-

lishments concerned worked with ter-

rifying deficits. Thus, e. g., the State

railways, which before the war had
always had considerable surpluses

and furnished a large portion of the
public revenue, had now a deficit of

several billions, and the outlook was
that this deficit would grow for years
instead of diminishing. Such, indeed,

has been the case.

Unofficial Socialization

But socialization is not a set form-
ula that requires only one mode of

practical application. It is the ex-

pression of a principle that allows

a variety of applications according

to conditions and the nature of the

object, viz., the principle of regard-

ing economics as social functions sub-

jected to the general interest, and in

their different forms and perform-
ances entitled to maintenance only so

far as at each phase 'of social evolu-

tion and according to the mode of pro-

duction they serve the general inter-

est better than any other possible

form. What is of ^consequence is the

recognition of this principle and its

realization in the whole domain of

social life. As I wrote some twenty
years ago :

" A good factory law can
contain more socialism than absorp-

tion by the State of whole groups of

factories." (Neue Zeit, year 1897-98,

Vol. 1., P. 740ff.)

From this point of view the young
German Republic, in spite of all the
difficulties it had to fight against,

has done more in the way of socialism

than is generally known or recog-

nized by the mass of the people them-
selves. From the proclamation of the
maximum eight hours working day
and kindred measures of social legis-
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lation in the first days of the revo-
lution down to the law of 1920 on the
establishment of Shop Councils, quite

a number of prescriptions to raise the
social status of the employes in all

spheres of economic life have been
carried out. These measures leavo

the outward form of social institu-

tions untouched, and are therefore
not appreciated by the general public
at once in their whole social import;
their true significance will show it-

self only later in the light of the
measures engendered by them.

As regards economics proper there
are a number of measures which,
while not making trades or industries

public property, yet subject them to

a high degree of public control. This
is true, for instance, of the office to

control the coal trade in respect to

fixing prices, and so on. Tn this of-

fice—the Kohlenhandelsstelle — the
Reich, the owners and the workers
are all represented. Both the Social

Democratic Parties urge the trans-

fer of the whole coal industry to pub-
lic ownership as a first measure of
socialization in the traditional mean-
ing of the word. But besides the op-

position of the middle-class parties,

there are great objective hindrances
in the way. It must never be for-

gotten that Germany, though a re-

public, is not a free country. She is,

by the Treaty of Versailles and its

amplifications in the London de-

mand, to a great extent in a state of
bondage. The Allies have reserved
the right to lay hold of all public

property in case Germany should fail

in payment of the reparation and
other bills against her. One will easily

understand that these conditions do
not encourage the taking over of
whole industries by the State.

A Living Principle

But if socialization in the tradi-

tional meaning of the term does not
make headway at present, the princi-

ple is nevertheless alive in the spirit

of the nation. One proof of this

is the movement for the better

organization of the economics of
the whole country by the legal

application of the economic principle
of the trusts. " Planwirtschaft

"

—methodical economy—it is called,

and it proposes to save unnecessary
costs by eliminating establishments
that work uneconomically and by car-
lying out a methodical distribution
of production. A gifted member of
the working class, Herr Rudolf Wissel
—originally a metal worker, and for
some time Minister of Economics
of the republic—and Herr Wal-
ther Rathenau, an ingenious cap-
tain of industry of great learn-

ing, have both worked out schemes
to that effect, which are now
being animatedly discussed. On the
other hand, the majority of the Com-
mission on Socialization proposes a
scheme for the nationalization of
leading industries under public con-
trol without making the Reich the
actual owner, and to this plan both
the Social Democratic Parties would
by preference give their support.

But both schemes are at present

;

only discussed, and for practical ap-

plication are relegated to the back-
ground by the movement for the seiz-

ure of real values. It has already

been shown how popular this pro-

posal is v/ith the organized workers
of the country. It would signify but
a partial socialization, but this on
such a large scale that its adoption
would be hailed with the greatest sat-

isfaction by them, and would thus go
far in strengthening the general sit-

uation of the republic. And since the
law can receive a form that removes
the exaggerated fears of the manu-
facturers and traders, it is yet not un-
likely that in some shape at least it

will finally find acceptance. One of
its great advantages is that it pro-
poses to furnish the means for fixing
the exchange value of the mark. In
some circles of the middle classes the
opposition is already less violent than
it was at first. They begin to par-
ley, and political necessity will do the
rest.
Berlin, Sept. 15, 1921.



RESTORING THE RUINED FACTORIES
OF FRANCE
By Louis Loucheur

Minister of the Liberated Uegions

A brief statement, written for Current History, of the progress

made in the reconstruction of war-damaged industries—Nearly

one-half the pre-war quota of employes again at work

THE reconstruction of the French
factories damaged or destroyed
during- the war constitutes a

task unprecedented in history. It is

a question not only of re-erecting the
buildings, but also of restoring the
plant? and tools under most difficult

conditions. A modern factory is as
complex as a piece of clockv/ork; if

any smallest part is absent or defec-
tive, the whole machinery is throv/n
out of gear. The difficulties of re-

construction were increased by the
fact that many special plants had
themselves to be rebuilt before the
outfit for certain factories could be
provided. In many cases it has been
found necessary to assist in the in-

stallation, at the cost of much time
and labor, of side industries without
which the reconstruction of essential
industries would have been greatly
retarded.

In order to get some idea of the
vast work already accomplished, as-

well as of the work still to be done,
it is necessary to compare the situa-

tion before the war with the situation'

when the armistice was signed on
Nov. 11, 1918. The ten ravaged de-

partments held about 30 per cent, of
French industry. They produced 35
per cent, of the sugar made in the
whole country, 50 per cent, of the coal
brought to the surface, 63 per cent,

of the steel turned out, 81 per cent,

of the textiles, 92 per cent, of the
iron ore. When the enemy armies
withdrew, it is no exaggeration to
say that ruin and desolation were uni-

versal throughout those areas. With-
out dwelling upon the moral and
physical sufferings or the courage of
the population that had remained in
the invaded districts; without men-
tioning the fair lands played up by
trenches and shells, and dotted with
unexploded projectiles, I will merely
refer to the 290,000 houses that were
damaged and the 300,000 that were
completely destroyed. My theme is

now the industrial damages, their ex-
tent, the measures projected for the
restoration of factories and the re-
sults thus far obtained.
At the time of the armistice 20,603

works had suffered damage, as fol-

lows :

(a) Works completely destroyed (buildings
and material past being turned to
account in any way whatever) 4,486

(b) Works plundered (buildings of no fur-
ther use, plant stripped or destroyed). 6,376

<c) Works damaged (buildings and plant
capable of further use, wholly or in
pai't, after undergoing repairs) 9,741

Total 20,603

The aggregate damage suffered by
these industrial establishments, on
the basis of their value in 1914, ex-

ceeds 7,000,000,000 francs, of which
920,000,000 represent the damage in-

flicted upon coal mines. The effect

of the invasion has been to reduce
the production of the damaged works
in a proportion varying from 25 per
cent, for workshops turning out ma-
chinery to 74 per cent, for the coal

mines, 81 per cent, for iron and steel

works, and as high as 93 per cent,

for some of the most important
branches of the textile industry.
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For the purpose of speeding up the
reconstruction of the liberated re-

gions, the Government created a
Board of Industrial Reconstruction,

and this proved to be a very pliable

organism, adapting itself readily to

the actual conditions, in spite of the

very great diversity of the questions

raised. Powerfully seconded by the

Central Association for the Revival of

Industrial Activity in the Invaded
Areas, by the Central Purchasing
Board and by the Regional Com-
mittees instituted in the devastated

departments, the Board of Industrial

Reconstruction was most favorably

received by the manufacturers that

had suffered damage.
But what words of praise could do

justice to the courage and self-devo-

tion of those manufacturers and their

staffs in the accomplishment of a

task on which depended the restora-

tion of the economic power of the

whole country ? Thanks to them, the

factories rose again from their ruins,

and while the work yet to be accom-
plished is immense, the results ob-

tained allow us to take a sanguine
view of the future.

The most urgent task after the
withdrawal of the enemy forces was
to bring about the return of work-
men and to supply them with food
and building materials. To give an
idea of the conditions under which
these supplies were brought up it

will be sufficient to state that 5,600
kilometers of railways had been de-

stroyed or rendered unserviceable, as
well as 500 bridges and 12 tunnels;
that 51,547 kilometers of national or
departmental highways were out of
use, and that 3,168 engineering works
had been destroyed, while the canals
were obstructed and useless.

With rare determination, masters
and men set to work together, and the
difficulties experienced only in-

creased their desire to succeed. Their
efforts can be compared only with
those of the farmers, daily risking
their lives in restoring to cultivation
fields strewn with the most danger-
ous engines of war.

At the close of the year 1918
practically all the damaged factories
were silent and dead. Six months
later, by July 1, 1919, about 10 per
cent, of the pre-war personnel had
returned to work. One year later,

on July 1, ]920, the number of em-
ployes was 42 per cent, of the per-
sonnel employed in 1914, and by July
1, 1921, it was over 47 per cent, of
that personnel, in spite of the present
economic crisis, whereby the recon-
structed factories are affected as ad-
versely as the rest.

There remains, however, a serious
obstacle in the path of industrial re-

construction. Putting the damaged
factories into proper condition is not
enough in itself; it is also necessary
to recruit the personnel w^hose task
it is to breathe life into reconstituted
works. French industiy has been
hard hit in this respect. To the work-
men lost in the war must be added
those who came back maimed for life

;

the facts must be taken into account
that a cei-tain proportion of the work-
mg classes will not return to their na-
tive towns and that for the last five
yea,rs no apprentices have been
trained. A far-reaching scarcity of
labor, therefore, confronts employers.
It is difficult to estimate the impor-
tance of this • deficit, but it may be
put down at something like 250,000
h&nds. For the housing of labor,
large blocks of dwellings have been
built, strong companies ha^e been
founded for the supplying of cheap
dwellings, and the day may be said
to be at hand when a large proportion
of the working population of the dev-
astated areas will be housed under
distinctly favorable conditions.
To sum up: A situation unparal-

leled in historv has been met by a
series of efforts to which nothing in
the past can be compared. Im-
portant results have been obtained,
but they have not made us lose sight
of the huge task which remains to be
accomplish od. The keenness hitherto
shown by workmen and employers
alike permits us to look forward con-
fidently to the future.



POSTHUMOUS MEMOIRS OF
TALAAT PASHA

The former Grand Vizier's own account, written shortly before

his assassination, of why and how Turkey entered the war—
Secret alliance that preceded the conflict—Causes of the Arme-
nian massacres as stated by the man who ordered them

EDITORIAL NOTE—The following ar-

ticle is a translation of portions of a manu-
script penned by Talaat Pasha, the Young
Turk leader and former Grand Vizier of

the Turkish Empire, after his flight from
Constantinople and during his sojourn in

Berlin, where he was carrying on a cam-
paign of Turkish Nationalist intrigue when
he was shot and killed by an Armenian
student on March 15, 1921. (See July Cur-
rent History for his connection with the
Armenian massacres.) After Talaat's
death the manuscript passed into the pos-
session of his wife, who remained in Ger-
many; she has not yet published the whole
of it, but after the acquittal of her hus-
band's assassin she permitted the Paris cor-

respondent of the Vakit, a liberal Turkish
newspaper published in Constantinople, to

reproduce the most interesting poi'tions of
it. These have been translated from the
Turkish for Current History by M.
Zekeria, a native of Constantinople. They
represent about fifty pages of the original
manuscript, the opening sentence of which,
" I do not tell all the truth, but all I tell is

truth," aroused a great sensation in Turkey.

FROM the beginning of the revo-
lution of 1907 down to the Bal-

kan war, Turkey had no definite

foreign policy. One day a pro-English
feeling would prevail at the Porte,

the next we would turn toward Ger-
many. We were in a hesitating state,

not knowing where to go, whose hand
to shake. We followed the exigencies
of the hour, trying to be equally good
to all the European powers.

After the Balkan War we thought
that the loss of Turkey's European
provinces was largely due to our un-
decided and vacillating policy. Con-
sequently, we thought it necessary to

settle all our difficulties and disputed
problems with the European powers,

and, discarding all pretexts of Eu-
ropean intervention, to devote our ef-

forts to the social and economic re-

construction of our country. With
this aim in view, the Cabinet of
Mahmoud Shevket Pasha organized
a commission under the Presidency
of Hakky Pasha—the former Turkish
Prime Minister, who was Turkish
Ambassador to Germany during the
war, and who died in 1917 at Berlin
—and invested it with the extraordi-
nary mission of visiting all the Eu-
ropean capitals, with full authority
to solve unsettled problems and to

reach an agreement with the nations
of Europe about their supposed in-

terests in Turkey, Hakky Pasha be-
gan his work, going first to England.
After concluding an arrangement
with the English Government he was
to go to Paris, then to Germany, &c.

But just at that time Russia sent a
vigorous note to the Porte. After
the Balkan War there was a world-
wide belief that Turkey had become
very weak and was lying on her
death-bed. Russia, taking advantage
of this opportunity, demanded the ap-
plication of the Treaty of Berlin to

the eastern provinces of the empire.
This treaty had been violated many
times after its signature, and its

stipulations had become obsolete.

Russia, however, wished to use it as
a means of aggression at a time when
she knew that Turkey was not able

to resist. This unexpected hostility

of Russia created great anxiety at
the Porte. Trying, on the one hand, to
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get the help of the other Ambassa-
dors at Constantinople to frustrate

the consequences of the Russian note,

we gave, on the other hand, a tele-

graphic order to Hakky Pasha at

London to sign an agreement with
England and secure her help for the
realization of a constructive program
by the Turkish Government in the
eastern provinces.

According to the Treaty of Berlin,

the integrity of these Turkish prov-
inces, where our interests were clash-

ing with those of Russia, was assured
by England. Hakky Pasha, starting

from this point, asked the English
Government to appoint English sub-

jects as supervisors of the construc-

tive work to be carried on in this

disputed area. The English Govern-
ment accepted this proposal, and
some of the English inspectors who
were to go to Turkey for this pur-

pose were even selected and their

names announced. The application

of this agreement would have elimi-

nated the dangerous effects of the

Russian note and would have saved
Turkey from great embarrassment.
St. Petersburg, realizing this, immedi-
ately applied to London and began to

use its influence against the agree-

ment. Unfortunately, she succeeded.

As a consequence, the English Gov-
ernment subsequently withdrew its

consent, and the project to get Eng-
lish help for the constructive work
failed.

Why Turkey Favored Germany.

When England turned her back to

the Porte, Germany was courting

Turkey to secure her sympathy. Dur-
ing the Balkan War Germany had
not failed to flatter the national feel-

ing of the Turks, while the other

nations had only insulted it. When
we addressed the Ambassadors to

ask their help against the Russian
demand, they all advised us to submit
to the Russian desires, except the

German Ambassador, who encour-

aged us in our project and promised
us his help. Although the negotia-

tion at London failed, we continued

our political activities, and, with the
moral aid of Germany, we were able
to divert the move of the Russian
note and to put it among the prob-
lems of the general reform program.

But this incident, which was fol-

lowed by others, gave a new impetus
to the pro-German feeling among the
members of the Cabinet. After the
Balkan War, the political balance of
the Balkans being broken in a way
unfavorable to Turkey, we advocated
an alliance with one of the European
groups to offset this disadvantage.
The amiable attitude of Germany en-
couraged us, and during the diplo-
matic conversations in regard to the
eastern provinces we suggested to
the German Ambassador at Constan-
tinople that we were ready to make
an alliance with Germany. The Ger-
man Ambassador received this sug-
gestion favorably, and asked instruc-
tions from Berlin. The German
Government, however, did not appear
enthusiastic about it, and in its an-
swer expressed the belief that Turkey
was too weak to make an alliance

with Germany; that an alliance

might be useful only if contracted at
a propitious time, and that for the
moment the time was not ripe for
such a union. All our endeavors to
find an ally failed because of this

fact. The European powers wished
a strong and powerful ally to help
them.

In the Summer of 1914, however,
Germany, to our surprise, revived
our old suggestion and proposed to
consider it anew. As no change had
occurred in our foreign policy in the
interval, there was no reason for re-

fusing this proposal, which we had
initiated some time before. Conse-
quently we accepted the discussion
of the problem, and in some consecu-
tive meetings with the German Am-
bassador v/e prepared a project of
alliance. Both parties easily fell into

accord regarding the guiding prin-
ciples and signed an agreement which
would form the main lines of a polit-

ical and military alliance between
Germany and Turkey.
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Immediately after the signature of

this document the incidents followed

which ended in the World War.
When we signed the agreement there

was no prospect of war. But after

it was signed the assassination of the

(Photo "by Pawl Thompson)

TALAAT PASHA
Turkish official iifho ordered the massacre
of ArmeniKHts, and who teas assassinated

by an Armenian youth in Berlin

Austrian Prince and the hostilities

between Austria and Serbia suddenly
proved ominous. We realized that

the change in the attitude of Ger-
many in seeking our co-operatijn
was due to a forecast of futui'e

events ; but we thought that, even so,

this alliance would be still to the
benefit of Turkey, because none of

the European powers would admit us
into their circle without hope of gain-
ing material benefit.

Trying to Avoid War

Some months later we were facing
the World War. Our position was
exceedingly delicate. By the alliance

recently concluded, we were engaged
on the side of one of the combatants.

The German and Austrian Ambassa-
dors visited us every day, insisting
upon our immediate entry into the
war on their side. Every day we
were pressed to answer such ques-
tions as these :

" When will you join
us? When will you show your good
will by fulfilling the terms of your
agreement ? " &c.

The answer to these questions was
simple. We could have said :

" Italy,

although one of the allied members,
has not yet joined the Central Pow-
ers ; though the neutrality of Belgium
has been assured by international
treaties, Germany herself has not re-

spected her own signature." But
such an answer would have been
equivalent to the denial of the alli-

ance, which we had sought so anxi-

ously and esteemed so highly. More-
over, such an attitude would have
shown the world our faithlessness to

our agreement, and would have ended
the confidence of the civilized world
in our word. Consequently we pre-

ferred to make a more diplomatic

reply to the Germans' insistence. We
told them that Turkey was faithful

to her word; that she would gladly

act as soon as necessity showed the

need of her help ; that as Russia was
the most inveterate and menacing
enemy of Turkey, it was not only a
moral obligation for Turkey to ally

herself with Germany in the war, but
a necessity proved by historical facts

;

that it was useless and even danger-
ous, both for Turkey and for her
allies, for us to join the Central

Powers without knowing what would
be the attitude of Bulgaria, who by
various pacts was closely tied to

Russia.
" After the Balkan War," we fur-

ther explained, " our European fron-

tier was modified in such a way that

Constantinople was rendered de-

fenseless before a serious attack of

the Bulgarian Army. If Bulgaria

joins the Allies against Turkey, our
capital will be exposed to a danger
which neither Germany nor the Turk-
ish Army can prevent. Therefore, it

will be an unsafe adventure for Tur-
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key to enter the war, unless Bulgaria
decisively defines her position. It is

possible to win the help of Bulgaria,

as there is a hostile feeling among the
Bulgarians against Serbia. If Ger-
many can induce Bulgaria to go
against the Serbs, Turkey will be
glad to fulfill her engagement."

This ambiguous and yet apparently
logical and skillfully prepared answer
saved our position for a long time.
Delaying our entry into the war, we
could follow the military operations
at the fronts and the political changes
which occurred in Europe and in the
Balkans.

The Allies Evasive

There was a belief that during this

period, in which we tried to remain
neutral, the Allies had offered us
very alluring proposals, and that we
refused them without serious con-
sideration. This is an exaggeration
of facts. The truth is, that from the
beginning of the World War until the
incident of the Black Sea, which
caused us to enter the conflict, not a
real or formal proposition had been
handed us by the Allies. It is true
also that the French and English
Ambassadors advised us many times
to keep our neutrality. Even when
they observed our inclination toward
Germany, the only promise they could
give us was that, in the case of our
preserving strict neutrality, they
would guarantee the integrity of the
empire and would persuade Russia
to do the same. They never went
further in their proposal than that,

and never proposed anything else.

The pledge to preserve the in-

tegrity of the Ottoman Empire had
been repeated many times after the
Paris conference, but never kept. It

was not possible and wise, therefore,
to give serious consideration to the
evasive proposal of the Allies. Who
could assure us that this promise
would or could be kept after the war?
We had a good example of what
might happen in England's attitude
regarding the eastern provinces.

f^Jjy i"*»>^ •>)/, %ii>'j'. . j-»A*'-V

TranslaUon : I confess also that the dei;orta-
tion was not carried out lawfully everywhere.
In some places unlawful acts were committed.
The existing hatred among the Armenians and
Mohammedans, intensified by the barbarous ac-
tivities of the former, liad brought many tragic
consequences. Some of the officials abused then-
authority, and in many places people took the
preventive measures into their own hands and
innocent people were molested. I confess it.

Had she not broken her word upon
the demand of Russia? Who could
say that tomorrow Russian ambition
would not nullify all the agreements
entered into with the Allies?

On the contrary, we had many
reasons for not believing in their

promises. In the very beginning of
the war England, without any rea-
son, without even a previous an-
nouncement, had requisitioned our
two great dreadnoughts, Osman I.

and Reshadie, in construction at
English arsenals. These two war-
ships were ordered from England at
the cost of a tremendous sacrifice on
the part of the Turkish people. Poor
and rich alike had shared in the ex-
pense. The Turkish women had sacri-

ficed their valuable jewels for these
ships. In spite of all our efforts
and protests, we lost them, because
England refused to give ear to our
representations. This fact created a
very bad impression both on the
Porte and on the public. The requisi-

tion was interpreted by the Turks as
a scheme to secure in the Mediter-
ranean the supremacy of the Greek
Navy, which had been recently

strengthened by an American dread-
nought, renamed the Averoff

.

After these facts we could hardly
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believe that England would fulfill her
assurance of integrity. It was true,

however, that the Allies earnestly de-

sired our neutrality. In many cases,

for instance in the purchase of the

German ships the Goeben and the
Breslau, and in the abolition of the
capitulations, they never went fur-

ther than a formal protest, and never
tried to break political relations with
Turkey. The Allies, who were fight-

ing against a fonnidable enemy, and
who knew not what the result of the
war would be, appreciated the im-

^*L]ij Sz4>j^>' ^^jJ»\ ^'JUl ^X^

Translation : I confess also that the duty of
the Goveinment was to prevent these abuses
and atrocities, or at least to hunt down and
IDunish their perpetrators. In many places, where
the pi'oper'ly and goods of the deported people
were looted and the Armenians molested, we
did arrest those who wer-5 responsible, and pun-
ished them according to the law.

portance of even a small and weak
nation going against them. Their
policy, therefore, was not to gain our
assistance, because they soon under-
stood that was impossible, but to keep
us out of the war as long as they
could. On the other hand, our aim
was to delay joining the Central
Powers as long as possible, and while
watching the political changes which
might occur in the Balkans, to secure
our interest as best we might.

The first military operations were
favorable to Germany, and very
hopeful for the Central Powers.
Even after the battle of the Marne,
in which the Germans were defeated,
the military experts strongly believed
that ultimate victory would belong to

Germany. The Allies, meanwhile,

were suspicious of the policy of the
Porte. The German military mission
was a source of real anxiety for them.
We had changed the names of the Ger-
man warships and put them under
Turkish rule and the Turkish flag;
the Allies, however, naturally pro-
tested against the keeping of the
German officers and the German
crews on board. On this score we
were in a very difficult position, and
yet the Allies limited their efforts to
keeping us neutral.

Bulgaria and Rumania

In answer to Germany's pressure
for our immediate aid, we insisted so
much upon a definite decision by Bul-
garia that at last Germany asked us
if it would not be advisable to enter
into diplomatic negotiations with
Bulgaria to that effect. It would
have been unwise if not impossible to

refuse such a suggestion. At that
time Mr. Radoslavov was at the. head
of the Bulgarian Government, and
Mr. Gnadiev, with whom we were
personally acquainted, was his For-
eign Minister. After a long discus-
sion of the matter in a meeting of the
Cabinet, we decided to send a dele-

gate to Sofia to get into personal
touch with leading persons and to in-

vestigate the situation. In company
with Halil Bey, Speaker of the Cham-
ber of Deputies at that time, I went
to Sofia. We interviewed Messrs.
Radoslavov and Gnadiev; we dis-

cussed at length with them the posi-

tion of Bulgaria, and after many

.iU- ^J^^ ^)^,\ ^jl4.U jj*,^" : JX.JV

Translation : I confess, however, that we ought
to have acted more sternly, opened up a general
investigation everywhere where deportation had
taken place, for the purpose of finding out all
the promoters and looters, aud punished them
severely.
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close conferences we understood that

the key of the situation was not in

Sofia, but at Bucharest. Bulgaria,
deprived of her previous gains by
the second Balkan War, was ready to

go against Serbia. Even the threat-

ening attitude of Creece was not con-
sidered dangerous at Sofia. The only

source of fear was Rumania. The
Bulgarian leaders were afraid of a
Rumanian blow, which, with the help

of the Russian Army, might be a
great menace in the Balkans. It was
impossible to secure the help of Bul-

garia without assuring her protec-

tion from the danger that threatened
in the rear. We left Sofia, therefore,

for Bucharest.

Bratiano was the Prime Minister
of Rumania at that time. The Ger-
man Embassy was occupied by von
Kuhlmann, later Foreign Minister of

Germany, ana the Austrian Embassy
by Count Tchernin, later Foreign
Minister of Austria. We visited both
of them and also saw Mr. Radev, Bul-
garian Ambassador to Rumania. Ac-
cording to the program planned in

our conferences with them, each of

us began to pay separate visits to the
King, the Prime Minister, the For-
eign Minister and different political

leaders of Rumania. In the evening
we met in one of the embassies, where
we reported our activities and pre-

pared the program for the next day.

After a long discussion of the mat-
ter with the Rumanian leaders, we
got the impression that Rumania was
in favor of strict neutrality. The
Rumanian Government promised us

to keep its neutrality, despite all

changes that might occur in the Bal-

kans. Radoslavov, the Prime Minis-
ter of Bulgaria, informed of the

pacific intention of Rumania, asked
a written agreement to that effect.

When we applied to Bratiano for a
written assurance he said :

** Ru-
mania promised the world to remain
neutral during the present war.
Serbia belongs to one of the hostile

parties. To give a written promise
to Bulgaria, encouraging her to war
with Serbia, would mean to use our

neutrality in favor of one of the com-
bating nations. This act, therefore,
would be the negation of our promise.
Consequently, to sign a written agree-
ment in favor of one of the combat-
ing parties is against our interest
and our national honor. But verbally
I promise you that Rumania will not
change her neutral attitude, even if

Bulgaria should declare war against
Serbia."

This assurance, though valuable,
was not strong enough to induce Bul-
garia to make a decision. She wished,
and insisted upon getting, a written
promise. Realizing that our mission
had failed, we returned to Constanti-
nople.

I do not know how far the aim
and the result of our trip to Sofia
and Bucharest were known by the
allied representatives, but after our
return the situation went on in the
same indeterminate way. The Ger-
man and Austrian Ambassadors con-
tinued playing their tricks to lead us
into the war, and the allied repre-
sentatives endeavored to avoid break-
ing political relations with the Porte.
The Porte, between these two oppos-
ing forces, tried to delay war as long
as possible.

Germany Forces the Issue

Day by day our position became
more and more difficult. The addi-
tion of the German naval mission to
the German military organization,
the increasing number of German of-

ficers and crews, and their ever-
growing influence in Constantinople
rendered the situation very critical.

Just at this m.oment the incident of
the Black Sea occurred. The German
Admiral Sushon, taking some of the
strongest ships of the Turkish fleet,

went out on the Black Sea, attacked
the Russian fleet and bombarded
some of the Russian ports. Contrary
to the general belief, this incident had
not taken place with the knowledge
of the Porte. During the war I did
not deny the rumor that it had ; but
now that the war is over, and I am
not in power, I most emphatically de-
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clare that I learned, as everybody did,

of this regretful incident just after

it happened, and that no one of the

Cabinet members gave his consent to

this sudden attack on the Russian
fleet.

This incident caused the Porte real

anxiety. All the members of the

Cabinet were angry: Some of them,
such as Mahmoud Pasha Churuk-
soulou, Minister of Public Works;
Mr. Suleiman Elbustany, Minister of

Agriculture; Mr. Oskan, Minister of

Posts and the only Armenian mem-
ber of the Cabinet, resigned as a pro-

test, and Djavid Bey, Minister of

Finance, threatened to resign if the

incident was not closed amicably in

a short time. Even Said Halim
Pasha, the Prime Minister, con-

sented to keep his place for only one
session of the Cabinet, in which we
were to discuss the matter at length,

and to reach a final decision. This
incident had created great surprise

and excitement, not only in political

circles, but among the people as well,

who followed with enthusiasm the

German victories at the front.

The situation had become exceed-

ingly critical. We had to decide

whether to admit this incident as an
accomplished fact and to side with
Germany, or to apologize for the

sudden attack of the German Ad-
miral and try to close the incident

peacefully. We immediately con-

voked an extra session of the Cabinet

at the home of Said Halim Pasha.
At the end of a long and animated
discussion, we authorized Said Halim
Pasha, the Prime Minister and Minis-

ter of Foreign Affairs, to see the

allied representatives, particularly the

Russian Ambassador, and to try to

settle the matter peacefully. At the

same time Djavid Bey, who was
known as pro-ally, was to see Mr.
Bompar, the French Ambasador at

Constantinople, and to ask his help.

Turkey Pushed into War

Immediately after the Black Sea in-

cident had occurred, the Russian Am-
bassador sent a vigorous protest,

which was followed by similar pro-
tests from the allied representatives.
The French and British, however,
showed a certain inclination for a
peaceful settlement, and, in order to
close the matter amicably, they pro-
posed that we disarm the two German
ships, the Goeben and the Breslau,
which had been annexed to the Otto-
man fleet; that we send back all the
German officers and crew, end our
secret relations with Germany, and
fulfill all the requirements of neu-
trality. Acceptance of these condi-
tions would have amounted to break-
ing our alliance with Germany. The
situation, already critical, had be-

come acute. It was impossible to

prolong this rather ridiculous posi-

tion. We had to choose one of two
alternatives ; either to satisfy the de-
mands of the allied Ambassadors,
which meant to lose Germany for-

ever, or to join the Central Powers.
At a meeting of the Cabinet we dis-

cussed the matter very minutely.
Personally I regretted the incident,

which aggravated the already existing
difficulties, but in fact I was in favor
of war. I firmly believed that, if

we avoided the fulfillment of our
agreement then, we should lose the
confidence of all the civilized world.
The Allies had already observed that
we inclined toward Germany. We
•could hardly hope for effective help
or material advantages from the
Allies. They had never done more
than give meaningless and ludicrous
assurances of integrity. If we in-

sisted upon keeping our neutrality
until the end of the war, refusing aid

to our allies in the time of their neces-

sity, Germany and Austria also would
reasonably refuse to help us in case
they were victorious. Consequently,
no matter whether the Allies were
victorious or not, if we did not take
part on one side or the other, Turkey
was doomed. In both cases the vic-

torious party would punish Turkey
for her inaction, and would try to
satisfy its political ambitions against
the empire. At the end of the war we
should be in a most disadvantageous
position. As a statesman, I could
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not consent to yield my country to

such a disastrous fate. I was, there-

fore, in favor of entering the war on
the side of Germany. I wished only

to delay this decisive act as long as

possible and to join Germany at the

most propitious time.

The Black Sea incident accelerated

Turkey's entrance into the war, which
I believed to be inevitable. Djavid
and Kahmy Beys, in whom I had un-

limited confidence, opposed our entry,

not because they were against it, but

because they believed that the pro-

pitious moment had not yet arrived.

But once the necessity of war was
admitted, the question of time was of

very little importance.
In the meantime, while we were dis-

cussing what decisive attitude to take,

the news reaching the Porte from the
Cuacasian frontier indicated an in-

creasing concentration of Russian
forces on the front. This concentra-

tion, which necessitated equal precau-
tionary'^ measures by us, had created

a very tense feeling between the two
armies. Since we had advanced so

far and had reached this climax, it

was hardly possible to retreat. I

therefore advised the members of the
Cabinet to consider the Black Sea in-

cident as an accomplished fact, and
openly to declare war against the
Allies. As this suggestion was backed
by a majority in the meeting, we re-

fused the conditions proposed by the
allied Ambassadors, and openly
joined Germany. *****
Deportation of the Armenians

The deportation of the Armenians,
in some localities of the Greeks, and
in Syria of some of the Arabs, was
used inside and outside the einpire as

a source of attack on the Turkish
Government. First of all, I wish to

inform the public that the rumors of

deportation and assassination were
exceedingly exaggerated. The Greeks
and the Armenians, taking advantage?
of the ignorance of the American and
European public of the Near Eastern
situation and of the character of the

Turks, used the deportation as a
means for propaganda, and painted it

as best suited their aim. In saying
this, I do not mean to deny the facts.

I desire only to eliminate the exag-
gerations and to relate the facts as
they occurred.

I admit that we deported many
Armenians from" our eastern prov-
inces, but we never acted in this mat-
ter upon a previously prepared
scheme. The responsibility for these
acts falls first of all upon the de-

ported people themselves. Russia, in

order to lay hand on our eastern
provinces, had armed and equipped
the Armenian inhabitants of this dis-

trict, and had organized strong Ar-
menian bandit forces in the said area.

When we entered the great war, these
bandits began their destructive activ-

ities in the rear of the Turkish Army
on the Caucasus front, blowing up the
bridges, setting fire to the Turkish
towns and villages and killing the
innocent Mohammedan inhabitants,

regardless of age and sex. They
spread death and terror all over the
eastern provinces, and endangered
the Turkish Army's line of retreat.

All these Armenian bandits were
helped by the native Armenians.
When they were pursued by the Turk-
ish gendarmes, the Armenian vil-

lages were a refuge for them. When
they needed help, the Armenian peas-

ants around them, taking their arms
hidden in their churches, ran to their

aid. Every Armenian church, it was
later discovered, was a depot of am-
munition. In this disloyal way they
killed more than 300,000 Mohamme-
dans, and destroyed the communica-
tion of the Turkish Army with its

bases.

The information that we were re-

ceiving from the administrators of

these provinces and from the com-
mander of the Caucasian Army gave
us details of the most revolting and
barbarous activities of the Armenian
bandits. It was impossible to shut

our eyes to the treacherous acts of the

Armenians, at a time when we were
engaged in a war which would deter-
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mine the fate of our country. Even
if these actrocities had occurred in a
time of peace, our Government would
have been obliged to quell such out-

breaks. The Porte, acting under the
same obligation, and wishing to se-

cure the safety of its army and its

citizens, took energetic measures to

check these uprisings. The deporta-
tion of the Armenians was one of
these preventive measures.

I admit also that the deportation
was not carried out lawfully every-
where. In some places unlawful acts

were committed. The already ex-

isting hatred among the Armenians
and Mohammedans, intensified by the
barbarous activities of the former,
had created many tragic conse-
quences. Some of the officials abused
their authority, and in many places
people took preventive measures into

their own hands and innocent people
were molested. I confess it. I con-
fess, also, that the duty of the Govern-
ment was to prevent these abuses and
atrocities,or at least to hunt down and
punish their perpetrators severely.

In many places, where the property
and goods of the deported people were
looted, and the Armenians molested,
w^e did arrest those who were respon-
sible and punished them according to

the law. I confess, however, that we
ought to have acted more sternly,

opened up a general investigation for
the purpose of finding out all the pro-
moters and looters and punished them
severely.

Atrocities Condoned

But we could not do that. Al-
though we punished many of the
guilty, most of them were untouched.
These people, whom we might call

outlaws, because of their unlawful at-

titude in disregarding the order of
the Central Government, were divided
into two class'BS. Some of them were
acting under personal hatred, or for
individual profit. Those who looted
the goods of the deported Armenians
were easily punishable, and we pun-
ished them. But there was another

group, who sincerely believed that the
general interest of the community
necessitated the punishment alike of
those Armenians who massacred the
guiltless Mohammedans and those
who helped the Armenian bandits to
endanger our national life. The Turk-
ish elements here referred to were
short-sighted, fanatic, and yet sincere
in their belief. The public encouraged
them, and they had the general ap-
proval behind them. They were nu-
merous and strong. Their open and
immediate punishment would have
aroused great discontent among the
people, who favored their acts. An
endeavor to arrest and to punish all

these promoters would have created
anarchy in Anatolia at a time when
we greatly needed unity. It would
have been dangerous to divide the na-
tion into two camps, when we needed
strength to fight outside enemies. We
did all that we could, but we preferred
to postpone the solution *of our inter-

nal difficulties until aft^r the defeat
of our external enemies.

As to the deportation of the Greeks
and the Arabs, this charge is based
more on propaganda than on real

fact. The truth is that the Greeks
living on the coast of the Sea of
Marmora supplied food and petrol to

the enemy submarines, which, passing
through the strait, entered the
MaiTOora and threatened our com-
munication by sea. In order to pre-
vent the Greeks from aiding the
enemy, we deported those who were
guilty to Anatolia. But their depor-
tation was carried out in a very regu-
lar way. They suffered neither loss

of life nor of goods. As to the Arabs
of Syria, we confined ourselves to the
application of martial law, and pun-
ished only those who promoted a revo-

lution to overthrow the Turkish au-
thority in Syria.

These preventive measures were
taken in every country during the
war, but, while the regrettable re-

sults were passed over in silence in

the other countries, the echo of our
acts was heard the world over, be-
cause everybody's eyes were upon us.



WHAT SOVIETISM HAS DONE
TO RUSSIA
By Walter Edgar Ives

The real nature of the Communist idea, as defined by Bolshevist

leaders, and how it has worked under Lenin and Trotzky,

crushing first the Russian farmer, then the workman—Peril of the

insidious poison in other countries, including the United States

SOVIET Russia has now become a
name of ominous import to the
whole civilized world, including

America. The new and unprece-

dented experiment of creating an al-

leged woi'kingman's Government has
been linked with a propaganda aimed
at world revolution which has caused
all the Western nations extreme dis-

quietude. Alarmed by Bolshevist

propaganda in the Near East and In-

dia, Great Britain has temporized with
the Soviet regime ; France has refused

compromise, and has followed an ag-

gressive policy; the United States

remains firm for a system of non-

intervention. The friends of the

communist republic point trium-

phantly to the new reform measures
introduced by Lenin not long ago to

placate the hostility of the peasants

and to stave off the imminent eco-

nomic catastrophe. Lenin succeed-

ed in putting through a partial re-

turn to private industry; a number
of factories were denationalized, free

trade was permitted to the sullen,

hostile peasants, the latter were re-

lieved of the forced requisitions of

their grain and were allowed to
" pay in kind." Glowing reports

came out of Russia following the ap-

plication of these new measures,

while the extreme Bolshevist leaders

looked on askance at these apostacies

to the fundamental tenets of com-

munism.
Hardly had the new measures been

set in motion when the Moscow Gov-
ernment was confronted with one of

the most critical situations it has yet

been called upon to face. Famine
stalked the land, thousands were
perishing in the normally rich

Volga country, and the death of mil-
lions was threatened. Staggering un-
der this last blow, the communist
leaders called on the hated bourgeois
Governments of the outside world,
whose existence they had long been
threatening, for help. The United
States relief organization has already
delivered more than 5,000 tons of
food to the starving people. The
Soviet Government, by incredible ef-

forts, has found the seed necessary
for the next harvests. The vast and
suffering land is saved again. Or at

least the Soviet Government is saved
—for the time being. Those who
favor it point triumphantly to the
new measures, and declare that by
successive modifications it will evolve
into a true democracy and maintain
its power. Those who judge it wholly
upon its record, and who have seen
clearly, from the utterances of the
Bolshevist leaders themselves, that
these recent concessions are nothing
but temporary expedients, wrung
from them by necessity; that their

beliefs remain the same, and that
they still cling to the dream of world
levolution, have armed their hearts
with patience in the hope of an
overthrow from within.
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Meanwhile the ramifications of

Bolshevist propaganda extend from
Moscow in radii that reach like lines

of steel to the Far East and the Far
West, and even across the ocean into

the ' United States. Underground
and secret, the poisonous leaven is

working everywhere. Turkey is in-

fected by it, and Afghanistan. To
Italy, Milan, Bologna and Imola
have spoken in plain language. In
Germany it has already caused the
blood of thousands to flow. Like a
poisonous stream it crawls through
France and Great Britain. Dammed
up in America by official hostility,

it flows on underground. The lead-

ers of our Government, however, un-
derestimate its danger. Only Lenin,
in the Kremlin, knows how danger-
ous it is to the " bourgeois " Govern-
ments. Labor and intelligentsia

alike are being misled by it. For
the communist arguments are in-

sidious and speciously convincing.
The average man, to say nothing of
the more ignorant elements of our
population, would be wholly unable
to answer them. To minds unpre-
pared, they seem convincing. And
therein lies the danger—and the les-

son.

About a year ago a combination
of circumstances brought me into in-

timate touch with one of the leaders
of the Communist Party in one of the
principal foreign capitals. I had gone
to Europe for a study of economic
conditions. As regards communism,
I had long believed that there must
be some good fundamental reason
why the Soviet theory had been able,

through these years, to hold its own,
and even to expand throughout the
world. But this was as far as I had
gone. I decided now to take advan-
tage of this unforseen opportunity,
and to devote myself to the study of
my new friend's philosophy. I suc-
ceeded in gaining the confidence of
his coterie, and was admitted fb one
of its secret sessions. I there learned,
for the first time, what the com-
munist doctrine really was. This
revelation was illuminating, and I

bowed to the apparent cogency of its

reasoning. It is this doctrine in all

its nakedness which I wish to lay be-
fore the reader, before showing ex-
actly what its application did to Rus-
sia.

At this secret session, the men and
women whom I found around me
were not at all the type of wild-eyed
communist which the world usually
visualizes. On the contrary, they
wore sober, serious-looking people,
keen-eyed and determined of expres-
sion. I soon discovered that I had
before me some of the master minds
of the Russian revolution—the mon-
ster's brains.

From Marx to Lenin

The principal speaker, whom I

shall call, for reasons of convenience,
Mischinev, spoke wholly in French.
His argument—the chronological de-
velopment of the whole communist
creed—traced down the history of
socialism from the pre-Marxian pe-
riod until its final emergence into
pure communism and its culmina-
tion in the Soviet revolution. This
is what Mischinev said

:

The early pioneers of socialism—men
like Fourier and Owen—had not been able
to detect in the capitalistic form of society
which survived the French Revolution—^a

movement not strictly anti-capitalistic in
character—the massed powers which un-
checked will crush this society. Marx for
the first time showed how the development
of production under the domination of cap-
italisrii entailed the ever-growing subjuga-
tion of the masses, and he also showed that
a concentration of industry must be met by
a parallel concentration of the masses
abuser! by this industry. Emancipation
thi'ough organization now became a slogan
ominous in the ears of the capitalist ex-
ploiters.

Engel's famous manifesto of 1847 made
the issue clearer. It was to be an uninter-
rupted struggle by brain and wit, pending
the inevitable resort to amied revolution.
This was already communism, which is

fundamentally the doctrine of the revolu-
tion. The Marx-Engels doctrine, however,
degenerated in the hands of the Social'

Democrats, who advocated evolution, as op-
posed to revolution. The principle of in-
fluencing governmental decisions through
general elections was preached by Ferdi-
nand Lassalle, the leading mind of com-
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munism in the sixties. This theory was
advanced by the wave of prosperity during
that decade, and was only temporai-ily

checked by the business reaction all over
Europe which set in about 1880, favored in

Gemiany, in particular, by Bismarck's i-uth-

less policy of suppression. Then came the
unprecedented boom of prosperity in the
nineties. The workmen obtained every-
where representation in their respective
Parliaments, and the era of the " Revision-
ists " (revisers of the Mai-xian doctrine)

—

led by such men as Bernstein in Gemnany,
Jaures in France and Treves in Italy—now
began.

The fallacy of revisionism, however, be-
came apparent with the formation by cap-

ital of trusts, syndicates and other all-pow-
erful and despotic organizations, which im-
posed protective agricultural tariffs,

brought, sharp ri&es in grain and other com-
modities, and began to push to the wall not
only the proletariat, but also to a great ex-
tent the middle classes. The trade unions,
which had held their own against the aver-
age employer, were powerless against the
steel, coal and oil kings, who commanded
tens of thousands. The imperialistic policv

of all large European nations bade well to

convert the fight of the syndicates and
trusts for the markets of the world into a
world war. Increased taxation for the sup-
port of military and naval armaments and
exploitation of every description awoke the
workers from their Utopian dream of re-

visionism.
Then came the first Russian i-evolution of

1905, which demonstrated the power that is

dormant in the masses. Already these
masses were feeling their power. The idea

of the mass strike originated in this same
year in Austria. The practicability of the
measure was soon afterward recognized in

Germany and France, and in the latter

country the Syndicalists proclaimed it under
the name " La greve generale " (the general
strike), as the all-potent means of the com-
ing emancipation. In Germany a slogan
was made of the poet's ominous verse:

Alle Raeder steh-^n still,

Wenn dein starker Arm es will

!

Then came the momentous question of
deciding whether the general strike was to

become a primary or a secondary weapon
in the hand of the proletariat. In other
words, was it to be wielded by the Parlia-
mentaiy labor leaders as an auxiliary aid,

or was it to be used directly by the masses
in their own advantage? And although it

was fully .established that Parliaments
everywhere formed but a screen for the
secret councils in which the sharks of jun-
kerdom and capitalism decided all the vital

questions, including the fate of the people,

the majority of leading minds of socialism,

men like Karl Kautsky, advocated the gen-
eral strike as an auxiliary weapon! Kaut-
sky & Co. thus revealed themselves as .sham
communists, and sought to postpone, if not

to avoid, the decisive battle which the des-
perate situation of the masses imperatively
demanded. Only one great minority leader,
Anton Pannekoek, then by far the rpost in-

telligent mind pf socialism, stood out, por-
1 rayed the Parliamentary farce in all it:>

grotesque colors, and proved conclusively
the necessity of smashing a capitalist state
in all its veiling democratic forms to achieve
victory. Slowly the masses moved toward
his view.

But before the blessing of seeing theories
transfomned into practice in at least one
country was bestowed on it, the proletariat
had first to suffer the fatal consequences of
its own impotence. It must go through the
hell of the World War, and bleed to death
in the interest of a feudal bourgeoisie, of
junkerdom and capitalism. Nearly a cen-
tury of oppression had not sufficed to rouse
the enslaved masses to more than an occa-
sional timid resistance. It remained for the
monster of the World War to show them
their utter helplessness.
The Russian people were the first to un-

derstand the monster's teaching, and to
draw the consequence by bringing about
the long-deferi'ed revolution. This revolu-
tion constituted the first answer of the pro-
letariat to the World War, and hence it is

the harbinger and champion of the interna-
tional revolution. Despite all obstacles and
counter-revolutionary efforts of the capi-
talist nations, the Russian proletariat, rul-

ing by the dictatorship of the proletariat
rhrouph the workmen's councils, will con-
tinue a relentless war throughout the world
to make this dictatorship universal. It will

listen to no futile arguments of heretical
Mensheviks in Russia, Italy, Germany or
France, who plead for delay until the capi-

talistic system has developed to its maxi-
mum of power. Soviet communism aims to
bring about the revolution now. From all

over the world, despite all baseness and
lies of the bourgeoisie and their press, we
receive day by day the proofs that this pre-
paratory fight of the proletariat is pro-
ijressing, stimulated by the developments in

Russia, the land that has pointed out to

them the road to liberty.

An Insidious Doctrine

The sensation I had, as I listened

to this long and chronological ex-

planation, may be best described as

a thrill of novelty, despite the fact

that I had been made informally fa-

miliar with the cardinal points of

the Soviet doctrine before I was ad-

mitted to the conclave. I venture to

say that the average loyal citizen

would have found himself in my state

of mind. Research work has con-
vinced me that the number of my
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readers who have had the opportu-
nity to obtain clear and exhaustive
definitions of the communist idea is

negUgible. The value of such defini-

tions, in my mind, is beyond all

question. Our own Government has
underestimated the danger and the
insidiousness of this doctrine, which
Soviet propagandists are ever
spreading throughout this country.
The public mind must be prepared
to understand the true aspect of this

teaching and be taught to refute it.

The menace is all the more pro-

nounced because the propagandists
understand how to dwell upon and
utilize such elements of truth as may
be contained in their indictment of

capitalistic society to further their

sinister ends. And there is no gain-
saying the existence of such ele-

ments. To deny, for instance, that
imperialism, whether displayed in

military or in naval power, is not
pregnant with plutocratic ideas, and
hence to maintain that the World
War was void of all capitalistic ten-

dencies, requires a large measure of
simplicity or duplicity, or both.
There was this difference between
the principal contestants, that on
the one side such plutocratic factors

as were at stake were shrouded in

forms of suavity, while on the other
the frame was rudely carved in lines

of offensive arrogance. It was Ger-
man arrogance that preferred the
quick decision of arms to the labori-

ous one of commercial development.
This truth was for a long time so

cleverly veiled that many students of
the war, not excluding myself, were,
prior to America's entry into the con-
flict, deceived as to the real issue,

and were led to back the wrong
horse. Only after my visit to Ger-
many in 1916 did I come to see things
in a different light. By a series of
circumstances, I came to believe
that two fundamental evils were
struggling for preponderance, and
that as long as one must necessarily
come out ahead, it was best in our
own interest to have the lesser evil

gain the upper hand.
In the following pages I shall at-

tempt, from my knowledge of con-
ditions in Soviet Russia, to give the
general guiding lines along which
the public should be instructed to
meet and to refute even the most con-
vincingly advanced theories of com-
munism. Inasmuch as the improve-
ment of the social condition of the
proletariat is fundamentally the goal
at which communist science pre-
tends to aim, the proof that the ap-
plication of the revolutionary theory
in Russia has brought about exactly
the reverse condition will mean a
good step forward on the road that
will lead deluded minds back to com-
mon sense as readily as it has rid
me personally of pernicious miscon-
ceptions. I shall attempt to give this
proof in condensed form.

How Lenin Crushed Peasants

To the observer who follows Mis-
chinev's invitation and turns his

e3^es to Russia for enlightenment, it

will at once become obvious that any
attempt to draw a parallel between
developments in Russia and other
countries would be based on a funda-
mentally wrong presumption—the
presumption that the war placed all

countries in the same indescribable
state of chaos and demoralization as
Russia. In Russia the animal-like
and drifting hordes would have fol-

lowed the leadership of a Hottentot
chief or the archfiend himself, if

only he used the right means to chain
them to his colors. Lenin, the dar-
ing adventurer who utilized the
breakdown of a civil and military
machine to seize dictatorial power,
chose the right means to prop his
rule. The slogan which the new Gov-
ernment of Lenin and his satellites

used to gain the unqualified support
of the bestial, drunken mobs was
this :

" Soldiers, workmen, peasants,
the country is yours, all that it con-
tains is yours, satisfy your passions

!"

This was for the analphabets, the
illiterate hordes. Those proletarians
intellectually higher were attached
to the Government by being given
posts in the new bureaucracy.
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To the support of these two groups,
the leaders added that of the Red
Guards. It was this latter body that

in November, 1917, executed the
coup d'etat which put Lenin in power.
It consisted at the time of perhaps
10,000 daring adventurers, who did

not worry over questions of polity,

but, like the rabble, were out to

gratify their passions. The recruits

were chosen either from such of the

more intelligent workmen as pre-
ferred army life to work in a Gov-
ernment office, or they were selected

from the Lettish population. The
Russian Lett was notorious for his

savagery, and always to be counted
on when it came to a question of

shedding blood. Like the official

caste, the Red Guard Army was en-

dowed with every imaginable privi-

lege. The combination of both formed
the whip in the hand of the Govern-
ment which" was to scourge the de-

luded masses as soon as the Govern-
ment gained sufficient strength.

The peasantry was that part of the

proletariat which was first to feel

the lash. The Government quite sud-

denly canceled all the privileges

which the peasant had enjoyed dur-
ing the period in which it was gath-
ering strength. For example, he
was ordered to deliver all arms to

the Government within twenty days.

He was further informed that free

transportation on the railways would
cease, and that he must pay for the

class he used. The peasant, hitherto
encouraged and even urged to possess
arms, and taught that as a free citi-

zen of the divine new communist
society he was entitled to the free

utilization of all public property, rail-

ways or otherwise, was dumfound-
ed. He was given little time for

thought. The Red Guards promptly
appeared at his home within the
twenty days of grace, and, where aiTns

were found, no need remained for

bringing the delinquent to justice

after the departure of the Govern-
ment's representatives. As for the

trains, one of the Red Guards' most
popular pastimes consisted in lasso-

ing the hapless peasant as he slept

peacefully in the sleeping car which,
in the days of the Czar, he had never
so much as dreamed of entering, and
yanking him out of the window of the
compartment just as the train was
set in motion.

These and other Draconian meas-
ures created an atmosphere of des-
perate acquiescence. Meanwhile,
however, as a natural consequence of
the corrupt methods and mismanage-
ment of the new official caste, prices
began to soar, money lost its value,
what production remained came to a
complete standstill, and it became
virtually impossible to obtain food.
This lack of food, which was most
dangerous, the Government blamed
on the kulak (literally, "fist"), or
well-to-do peasant, who was charged
with hoarding food and profiteering.
As a matter of fact, the kulak had
long before been exterminated. The
Government's invitation to the work-
men to organize armed bands to com-
pel the farmer-peasant to " sell " his
product, amounted virtually to de-
claring civil war between the work-
men's proletariat and the proletariat
of the peasantry.

Decree of Pauperism

To facilitate the disintegration of
this peasant proletariat, the Govern-
ment devised a scheme which com-
bined trickery with brute force. I

refer to the " Decree of Village
Pauperism " issued early in 1918. It

ordered the formation of a commit-
tee in each village, ostensibly to safe-
guard the rights of the peasant
against the extinct kulak. All in-

habitants of the village, except those
in possession of twelve kilograms of
flour monthly, were said to have a
" surplus," and were forbidden mem-
bership on this committee. This ab-
surd limitation meant that 80 per
cent, of the grain-producing inhabi-
tants of even a very poor village

community were excluded from the
committee and classed as kulaks.
Ihe small percentage eligibte con-
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sisted mostly of peasants who had
been " tipped off " by the Govern-
ment to keep their wheat or grain
production down to the prescribed
limit, and who now found themselves
richly compensated and in a position

to produce their bread clandestinely.

Other members were drawn from
Soviet workmen who in the guise of
destitute farmers had been sent to

settle in the villages. For a time all

was well. When these committees
began to grov/ too powerful, the Gov-
ernment calmly suppressed them
and confiscated their ill-gotten loot

for its own benefit.

In addition to these various blows,
th-? amazed and resentful peasantrj^
were ordered by a decree of Septem-
ber, 1918, to hand over to the Govern-
ment all the land taken from the
bourgeoisie and the real kulak in tho
early days of the communist regime.
As the principle of equal division of
land among the rural proletariat had
been, and still is, one of the main
features of the communist doctrine,
such a measure was a heavy blow to

the faithful. A further demand that
all chattels that had gone with the
land must also be delivered created
a perplexing situation. The chattels
had vanished. The Government, fac-
ing the fact that these chattels could
not be restored, gave the peasant an
opportunity to redeem himself upon
other lines. In the late Fall of 1918
the introduction of universal military
service was decided on.

This step was another measure dia-

metrically opposed to communist doc-
trine. The peasant, like the work-
men, wanted peace, and was reluctant
to don again the garb of militarism.
It was, however, on him, who war> ex-
pected to " redeem " himself, that
the main burden fell. He resorted to
subterfuge, to obstruction and deser-
tion, in some cases to open resistance.

He was dealt with in a manner be-
yond description. Furthermore, the
Government, to finance the succession
of military campaigns v/hich now be-

gan, issued the " Decree of the Ten-
Billion War Tax." It was again on

the rural proletariat that the main
burden fell. Arbitrary levies and
denunciation were employed. The
so-called Special Commissions for
the Suppression of Speculation and
Sabotage descended on the rural
communities. In some cases whole
villages were practically extermi-
nated in penalty for not understand-
ing and conforming to arbitrary and
unexpected interpretations of a given
tax, viz., the tax on luxuries.

Mindful of the revolutionary slo-

gan that all systems must perish
when they become intolerable, the en-
slaved rural masses, frantic in their
travail, rallied at last to execute the
counter-revolution. Hundreds of
thousands strong, they rose in the
provinces of Samara, Brjank, Tula,
Rjasan and dozens of others, and all

during the Spring and Summer of
1919 they fought sanguinary battles

against their oppressors, the real bat-
tle of the proletariat for liberty, a
battle forced on them, not because
they were capitalistically inclined,

but because they had been reduced by
their liberators to a condition un-
paralleled since the time of Ivan the
Terrible.

The Government used every pos-
sible means to conceal from the world
the seriousness of this rebellion.

Where complete denial proved impos-
sible, official reports were issued
m.inimizing the facts. The full truth
leaked out finally through private
sources. This counter-revolution,
which loomed up again and again
during 1919, was finally smothered
because it lacked arms and organi-
zation. The " open letters " issued
by Trotzky, declaring that the Gov-
ernment wished to consider the peas-
ants as its friends, were a fiendish
joke, calculated merely to deceive the
foreign peasantry regarding the real

condition of their Russian brethren.
The fact that there is apparently to-

day no open rebellion against the
Government must not be mistaken as
evidence that the Russian peasantry
have become reconciled to their lam-

entable lot, which had not improved
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one iota in 1920 when I made my
personal investigation. The most I'e-

cent measures of free trade and pay-

ment in kind are merely a pallintivi*

devised to cure a dangerous epidemic
of peasant hatred; they will fail of

their purpose. The will to counter-

revolution still burns on. It is only

complete impotency that is keeping
the rural proletariat of Russia in sub-

jection.

Subjugation of Workmen

What, now, was the experience of

the town poletariat? Like their

brothers in the countryside, they
were destined to undergo a similar

process of progressive disillusion.

Like them, they had been taught that

they were liberated of all yokes, under
no compulsion to submit to restric-

tions of any kind. The workman had
been taught that the factory was his,

and that the managing council chosen
by his vote would be submissive to his

wishes. He was unwilling to submit
to even the most elementary require-

ments of production, such as the
keeping of hours or the dropping of

occupations of a personal or private

nature during working hours. He
was now suddenly asked to take
orders from the factory council.

Passive and even active resistance

began. For a time obstructive meas-
ures triumphed, inasmuch as the
Government was still busy waging
its war on the rural poletariat. For
many months the workman was able

to defy, when he saw fit, any orders
his council dared give him. Unpopu-
lar delegates were simply deposed
and replaced by representatives sub-
servient to the workmen's will to
maximum profits at a minimum out-
lay of work and inconvenience. But
an end came to this blissful state as
soon as the Government's hands were
free for a new battle. The Red
Guards began to appear in the indus-
trial communities.

The Government's first measure
was to revoke the right of the work-
men to recall their delegates—at

least within a period of six months.
This removed them from the work-
men's control and dictation. Thus a
basic principle of the communist doc-
trine, preached since the time of Karl
Marx—the right of recall of work-
men's representatives—^was annulled.

Mischinev, the communist whose
speech I summarized at the beginning
of this study, very wisely passed over
in complete silence this flagrant vio-

lation of a fundamental principle of
communism. Why should a commu-
nist apostle weaken his cause? And
this was but a first step. A mass of

other measures followed, leading up
to the complete suppression of the
workmen's proletariat. The work-
men's council was now given sweep-
ing power. Only a small element were
sincere communist idealists, striving
to promote production. The rest were
selfish grafters, who sought their

own advantage under a regime of tyr-
anny.

It is curious and interesting to
observe how closely these newly or-

ganized councils followed the parallel

of the rural committees previously
discussed. Like these committees,
the councils became too powerful;
their egotistical dictation threatened
to bring production to a standstill.

The Government followed its old pro-
cedure. The councils, in the Fall of
1918, were divested of power and re-

duced to the position of factory
police and official denunciators. The
power was now entrusted to Execu-
tive Councils, formed by special com-
missaries, who were sent to the fac-

tories from Moscow and Petrograd.
This was the first step toward nation-
alization.

The new Executive Councils, how-
ever, were no more successful in pro-
moting production than the preceding
delegates. In addition, the food short-

age became so threatening that the
Soviet leaders feared disaffection in

the ranks of the Red Guards. It was
necessary to placate the workmen.
This was done by once more appeal-
ing to the lowest instincts of the most
debased elements of the masses.
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They were told that sabotage of the

"bourgeois intelligentsia" was to

blame for the failure of the Govern-

ment to redeem its promises of pros-

perity. But this " bourgeois intelli-

gentsia " had already been extermi-

nated, with the exception of needed
technical and scientific experts. The
fury of the deluded and greedy pop-

ulace was thus let loose upon the

peasantry, on the lower middle
classes in the cities, and on the few
remaining honest elements of the
workmen class itself. And the Gov-
ernment issued its " decree of the

workmen's right to take possession of

the bourgeois home."

In many cities, notably Petrograd,
where the death toll of the bour-
geoisie had been especially heavy, the

most desirable apartments and homes,
unless requistioned by the Govern-
ment, were vacant. Nevertheless, the
Government unceasingly directed the
workmen to occupy the inhabited

homes. The process of ejecting such
bourgeois elements, mostly women
and children, as were still scattered
over the city, and also the lower
middle classes, compensated the lewd
sections of the workmen for all their
sufferings. Another bait to the scum
was the " decree of the right of requi-

sition," which gave to the mob the
property of all classes who had saved
up some bare necessities, including
such workmen as had incurred the
displeasure of the Government com-
missaries in charge of requisitions.

All these and similar measures had
only a temporary effect upon the res-

tive proletariat masses, but they
enabled the Government to " carrv
on" until the crop of the Fall of 1918
insured the regime against disaffec-

tion in their own ranks.
But then began the military cam-

paigns against foreign nations, which
gave the Soviet leaders a new pretext
for carrying on their policy of sup-
pression. " For Russia's sake " the
working proletariat was stripped of

its few remaining rights. The right of
free speech was abolished. Pam-
phlets and printed matter of every

kind were vigorously suppressed un-
less specially sanctioned by the Gov-
ernment. The right of assembly was
denied. Any displeasing attitude or
utterance, no matter how inconse-
quential, was prosecuted under the
act against sabotage and counter-
revolution.

Nationalization of Industry

And even yet oppression had not
reached its limit. In the late Fall of
1918 the general nationalization of
industry was decided upon. The
Executive Factory Council was now
to be composed of a member of the
General Executive Council at Moscow,
of a technical factory superintendent
to be appointed by the General Exec-
utive Council, and of a workmen's
representative to be chosen by the
workmen in the factory. Nine times
out of ten the Government so manip-
ulated the appointment of the work-
men's delegate that the latter was
no more the representative and cham-
pion of the rights of the workmen
than the other two members appoint-
ed by Moscow direct. Very soon the
new " representatives " of the work-
men, availing themselves of their
position as direct representatives of
the Moscow Government, began to
practice their persecution on a vastly
more sweeping scale than the preced-
ing councils had done. The first act
of the councils was to create a general
spy and denunciation system every-
where, in factory, school, home, and
elsewhere, the minuteness of which
was admirable. Less than six weeks
after nationalization had been carried
through, even members of families
dared not exchange their views on the
new order of things.

Nor was this tyrannical and terror-
istic rule without its ironic aspect.
The workmen were given the explicit

right of appeal to the General
Executive Council at Moscow. They
had even been urged to make
use of that right. If the naive
complainant was lucky, he never
received an answer to his com-
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plaint to Moscow. If he wasn't, the
reply would be the arrival of the Red
Guards, sent to hale the renegade
before the supreme council. As a
rule, this was the last heard of him.
It is not surprising that complaints
grew more and more infrequent.
Meanwhile the work of crushing the
proletariat workman continued.

In February, 1919, a national
decree was issued which directed
follows

:

A. For not reporting to work, 5 days'
imprisonment. Second offense, 10 days'
imprisonment. Third offense, court-mar-
tial for sabotage and counter-revolutionary
tendency.

B. For being late to work: One-quarter
of an hour late, 5 hours' arrest in the fac-

tory jail; one-half hour late, jail from 5
P. M. until 7 A. M. One hour late, 3 days
in jail.

In March this decree was amplified
as follows:

1. The council has the right to regulate

the legal working time and to institute reg-
ular o^'ertime as it sees fit.

2. The right to strike is abolished. Any
attempt at disregarding this order will be
prosecuted under the act against sabotage
and counter-revolution.

The first part of the new decree
entailed the imposing of from ten to

twelve working hours. The second
part, in all its outrage to the rights

of the workingman, was simply an
official confirmation of what had
hitherto been an unwritten law.

Where, in the history of capitalism,

against which Mischinev inveighed so

bitterly, where during the most ram-
pant epoch of trustism, or even under
the stress of the World War, was
labor ever subjected to measures
such as those adopted in the decrees
just quoted?

And here also the law of almighty
nature, reaction, whipped the prole-

tariat of the cities to the same hope-
less battle against the tyranny of a
ruling minority. Unorganized, despair
their only leader, the urban workmen
rose spontaneously -to share their

rural brethren's fate. On March 18,

1919, the flame of insurrection shot
up from the enormous Putilov Works
at Petrograd, The Soviet Govern-

ment had been in power for nearly
eighteen months. Could there have
been a more terrible indictment of its

rule than this desperate attempt not
of the bourgeoisie but of the very
proletariat masses to free themselves
from the monster's gi'ip? The Gov-
ernment dealt with the rebellion of
the unorganized and poorly armed
majority as it had dealt with the re-

volt of the outraged peasantry. Ma«
chine gims, those loathed tools of cap-
italism, struck up their frenzied dance.
Toward the end of 1919 the torch of
active resistance had been quenched
in the proletariat's blood. The quiet
that now apparently prevails in Rus-
p.ia is the quiet of the graveyard.

And yet the Mischinevs, apostles of
this infernal creed, have the effront-
ery to continue to hold up Russia as
an example of the perfect State

!

Russia on Exhibit

But how is it, I am asked, that
occasionally not only Socialists, but
representatives of the bourgeoisie,
who have been guests of the Bolshe-
viki, will return to their native land
full of praise for the so-called new
social order? The explanation is sim-
ple. Everything is done to make the
guest's visit an unforgettably agree-
able one. The guest is shown what
the Government is anxious for him to
see, and nothing more. There is an
artful display of "glory," enthusiasm
and pomp. What student of affairs
communistic has forgotten the glow-
ing reports of the festivities of the
Third International at Moscow in Feb-
ruary and March, 1919, that were
brought to the outside world by the
returning delegates, in some cases
serious-minded newspaper men ?

Grand opera and theatrical perform-
ances, high-sounding addresses by
Trotzky, Kamenev, et al. ; overflow
meetings, overwhelming enthusiasm
of the "masses," official dinners,
brilliant parades, the unending line of
Red Guards, infantry, cavalry and
artillery, second to none in dress,

physique and discipline, moving down
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the richly decorated avenues and
squares. Dazzled by all this magnif-
icence, the foreign guests did not
observe that from these wildly cheer-

ing " masses " the lower middle
classes and even the proletariat
were conspicuously absent. These
frantic crowds were all members
of the privileged official class, tied

to the Government by the strong-
est ties, those of self-preservation
and self-interest—the instinct of
the gangster to protect the chief

whose capture will deliver his hench-
men into the hands of the law.

Only of late have the Soviets begun
to find it more difficult to deceive
their foreign guests. Returning ob-
servers have begun in many and im-
portant instances to be divided in

their opinions of this ideal State. On
Oct. 6, 1920, a Parliamentary execu-

tive group of the Italian Socialist

Party listened to a report at Trieste

of a special Italian labor commission
which had just returned from Soviet

Russia. Three members of the com-
mission, notably Deputy Bombacci,
drew an optimistic picture of the
Soviet regime. He was strongly op-

posed by the majority of his col-

leagues. Deputy d'Aragona, General
Secretary of the Italian Confederation
of Labor, summed up his experiences

as follows:

The economic life of Russia is character-
ized by an enormous moral and material
misery. The means of production in the

hands of the Soviet has meant complete
ruin. The capitalist regime has been suc-

cessfully destroyed in Russia, but commu-
nism has failed to build up a moral organi-
zation in its place.

Why, then, does not the Red
Army rise up against such an
oppressive system, and why does

it continue to fight for .Holy
Russia? The elaborate spy and
denunciation system of which I have
already spoken, the introduction of

foreign elements, Mohammedans,
Chinese and Germans, and the self-

interest of the strong and reckless

minority in the army representing the

ruling class, are sufficient explana-

tion of the first part of this query.

The repeated victories of this army
are explained by the irrefutable fact
that the armies of Denikin, Kolchak,
Judenitch and, perhaps also, at least
to some extent, Wrangel, were Czarist
reactionaries.

The deathblow to Bolshevism can
be struck only from without. France
is the only nation which from the
start has had the correct con-
ception of the methods that will
eventually prevail against the Bolshe-
vist tyranny. If the v/orld is to be
freed from the plague emanating
from Russia, the nations will sooner
or later have to come to the French
point of view and co-operate in an
active campaign against it. There is

no use to hope for an anti-Bolshevist
upheaval from within ; even should it

occur, it will simply mean new com-
plications. A counter-revolutionary
Russia which has gained power with-
out foreign help will carry punish-
ment to the foreign countries that
have remained inactive in yet another
form.

We are squarely placed before the
alternative: Recognition of com-
munism, or its destruction at the
source. Unless we are willing to

stoop to the former, we must do away
with the suspense in which we shall

be held for years to come, a suspense

,

which will make a return to normalcy
impossible, and which will render life

intolerable. Our course is twofold:
first, at home, in place of violent and
senseless suppression of the Crimson
Creed, the adoption of a policy of
counter-propaganda and enlighten-
ment, spread through Church and
home, in school and factory, this to go
hand in hand with the stern but just
punishment only of actual violation of
law; second, abroad, in -place of the
hitherto prevailing weakness and va-
cillation, acceptance of France's prin-
ciple of active measures against the
present Russian Government, the
source of the malady that has infected
the world. May our Government give
the deserving answer to Civiliza-

tion's categorical " QuousQUE Tan-
dem *?



THE BALKAN TURMOIL
By Constantine Stephanove

A Bulgarian scholat and statesman residing at Sofia

Bulgaria's passionate protest againtt unjust treatment by tJie

Entente Powers—Painful impression caused by their note making

Bi^lgaria responsiblefor any disorder in Thrace—The Stambolisky

GovernmenVs record in fighting trouble makers

HAVE the conditions of things

in the Balkans changed since

the great war? Not in the

least. Today France and England are

replacing Russia and Austria, and
are continuing their clandestine di-

plomacy. England is stubbornly sup-

porting Greece, which she virtually

created at the Peace Conference,
while France, finding herself out-

played in the Near East, is beginning
to take the side of the Bulgarians,
with ominous results for them.
France's intimate relations with
Ismail Kemal Pasha and her efforts

to create an autonomous province out
of Thrace under her protectorate have
evoked England's hostility toward
Bulgaria. This fact explains why
the English press so readily gave pub-
licity to the recent reports emanating
from Greek sources to the effect that
Bulgaria had official connection not
only with the Angora Government,
but with the Moscow Soviet as well;
that she was secretly making military
preparations for an attack on her, and
that, in the meantime, she was en-
couraging the local bands to harass
Greece in Thrace. And, in order to
mitigate public opinion abroad in re-

gard to King Constantine's return,
the Greeks spread the news that ex-
Czar Ferdinand was on his way to
Bulgaria to regain his throne!

The truth is Greece greatly fears
Bulgaria lest she make a dash for the
Aegean, particularly now, while she
is engaged in Asia Minor, and since
the friendly meeting of Mr. Dimitroff,
Bulgarian Minister of the Interior,

and Premier Pashitch of Serbia, at
Belgrade on June 5 last. All the
more is she suspicious of Bulgaria,
since France is very friendly to the
latter and is working for United
Jugoslavia with Bulgaria in it.

Greece's apprehensions, naturally
enough, were sympathetically viewed
in London, where the official circle3

are hostile to a Serbo-Bulgarian
rapprochement. The echo of it was
manifested first in the form of press
reports about Bulgaria's alleged com-
plicity with the enemies of Greece, &c.

But England's espousal of the
Greek cause was subsequently more
concretely expressed on July 23, when
the Bulgarian Government was pre-
sented with a " friendly " and
" mild " diplomatic note. Though
both the Frtench and Italian Ministers
accompanied their British colleague
in the handing of the note, it wan
plain to all that they had done it re-

luctantly and out of courtesy. The
sudden change of England's attitude
toward Bulgaria—until then Bul-
garia's warmest supporter—marks a
new phase in the Near Eastern ques-
tion, which doesn't presage good to

the peace of the world. The respec-
tive Ministers, in presenting it, de-

clared that they " were authorized by
their Governments to call attention
to the inclination of some individuals

to create disturbances in Thrace,
which, if realized, would cause grave
consequences," and gave warning
that " Bulgaria will be held responsi-
ble should any movement or move-
ments be started in that province."
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Those familiar with the earnestness
and efficacy of the present Cabinet
in putting into execution the En-
tente's wishes, in fulfilhng its peace
obligations, and in suppressing every
symptom of Bolshevist or any other
kind of illicit movement in the coun-
try, all are at a loss to understand
the present action of the three great
powers. Though the Government has
incurred the unbounded enmity of all

opposition parties and the public in

general, because of its blunderous
home measures, even its direst ene-

mies agree that Premier Stambolis-
ky's Cabinet has shown itself suffi-

ciently able to cope with any attempt
on the part of any organized body of

people to involve the country in new
conflicts with its neighbors.

To that effect it has shown itself

drastic, merciless and severe to the

point of brutality. It has terrorized

the Macedonian, Thracian and Do-
brudjan benevolent organizations, in-

terning or driving out of the country
many members, and arresting others.

It had gone so far, in its zeal to please

the Entente Powers and its neighbors,

as to hinder delegates of these or-

ganizations from going abroad to

plead their cause before Europe and
America. For two years its mailed
fist has been raised upon half a mil-

lion refugees from Macedonia,
Thrace, Dobrudja and the Tzaribrod
district, who had fled to its borders
for safety from a persecution and
terror surpassing the blackest days
of Turkish misrule.

All in the desire to further good
neighborly relations and of leading to

a federation of the Balkan States,

Premier Stambolisky's Government
repeatedly renounced interests in

Macedonia and the other Bulgar prov-
inces. And recently, in order to show
.the Serbians that its desire for a
clearer and more amicable under-
standing is bona fide, the Govern-
ment promulgated the new ortho-
graphic program which, as the Bul-
garian Minister at Belgrade recently

declared, renders the Bulgarian and
Serbian languages more nearly iden-

tical, being another step toward pav-
ing the way for a Serbo-Bulgarian
rapprochement.

Stambolisky's Government, little

successful in solving the country's
economical and financial problems,
has shown an exceptional aptitude in
handling every reactionary manifes-
tation in the country, particularly
that of the " narrow Socialists or
Communists." The Entente repre-
sentatives had a splendid opportunity
to witness the masterly hand of
Stambolisky in suppressing, on Dec.
24, 1919, the serious attempt at revo-
lution by the Bulgarian Communist
Party. This plot was aided by secret
Bolshevist agents who had slipped
into the country with the Russian
refugees which the Entente itself had
forced Bulgaria to admit. More re-

cently, on St. Cyril's Day, the com-
munistic clubs and printing press in

Sofia were demolished by an infuri-

ated populace, maddened by the ex-
plosion of a bomb believed to have
been hurled by a Bolshevik. This
one regrettable incident at any rate
shows how strongly hostile the com-
mon people in Bulgaria are to Bol-
shevism. It could not be otherwise in

a country in which the peasantry
forms the great bulk of the popula-
tion and is master of its own hous«-
The note presented by the powers

to the Premier was untimely and un-
called for. It was a mistake, for it

has created just the opposite effect

from that which it was intended to

produce. It is more than a mistake,
it is one of a series of political blun-
ders which characterize the Entente
Powers' Oriental policy— blunders
which have protracted the World War
to this day, so that nobody can fore-

tell the end of it. The Supreme Coun-
cil is daily showing itself blind to the
eternal truth that there is but one so-

lution of a problem, and that is the
right one. Its solution of the Near
Eastern problem is a wrong one, for

it flagrantly violates the very princi-

ples the Entente preached always up
to the eve of victory.

There is more and wickeder op-
pression of humanity in the Near
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East today than existed prior to the
war, and that under the eyes and
with the sanction of the greatest
democracies of Europe! These na-
tions, in the name of the principles

of democracy, are strangling the most
democratic and manly people in

Southeastern Europe. That people
has been slandered and sinned
against as seldom has been the case
with another nation. And today,
when its neighbors have doubled and
tripled their population and territory,

while its own have dwindled to one-
tenth of theirs, it is still being slan-

dered, blackened and conspired
against.
Why? Because its cultural weapons

are more feared than its' military
power. The Macedonian Bulgar, even
in Turkish times, was a better edu-
cated man than his free Serbian
brother. Consult the statistics and as-

sure yourself of it. The educational
level in Bulgaria today is higher than
that of its older and more fortunate
neighbors. It is the only country in

Southeastern Europe where there is

a spirit of tolerance that vies with
that of the most advanced States.

Come and see it for yourself, as we
are witnessing it.

Why doesn't Bulgaria complain of

the Greek, Serbian and Rumanian
bands that are disturbing her peace?
Wouldn't that be more natural, she
being the weakest of the four? Isn't

this a question which is a genuine test

of their respective claims and posi-

tions? " Thus conscience doth make
cowards of us all " explains the atti-

tude of these nations. Isn't that the
strongest argument against Bul-
garia's neighbors' claims to Mace-

donia, Dobrudja, Tsaribrod and
Thrace? And isn't that the real

cause of their well-concerted propa-
ganda of intrigue against Bulgaria?
If you doubt that, too, and if you
doubt the testimony of impartial his-

torians, learned investigators, teon-

sular reports, incontrovertible evi-

dence brought out by missionaries,
both Protestant and Catholic, send
another Carnegie commission and
find out which of the four States has
most claim to your sympathy, which
has sinned least, and which has suf-

fered most by blackmail and blackest
vituperation.
The note in question in reality is

a very successful diplomatic stroke
inspired by Greece and Serbia, whose
internal state of things breathes of
revolution ; the rulers of those States
are seeking to divert public attention
elsewhere, and Bulgaria offers the
most alluring victim, being disarmed
and almost stifled geographically.

England. France and Italy couldn't
do more than this note has done to
encourage Bulgaria's neighbors in
their tactics and to tighten their
grip upon the unfortunate races con-
demned to bear their inhuman rule.

In that respect the note is not only
a blunder, it is a crime, for it en-
courages the persecution and the
wholesale murder of innocent people.
For, pray, what have the poor Mace-
donians and Dobrudjians and Thra-
cians done to the Entente powers to
merit such a fate? You have pun-
ished Bulgaria, the enemy; why
punish those victims who were
dragged into the bloody whirlwind
as everybody else in Europe was?



THE PRINCESS MARY
By W. T. Marsdsn

An intimate Character Sketch of the only daughter of the King
and Queen of England—How she sold some of her jewels to raise

money for the soldiers—Anecdotes of her tastes and ways

THE war made a profound dif-

ference in the life of the only-

daughter of King George and
Queen Mary of England. It enabled
her to break away from nearly all the
restrictive eitquette that surrounds a

Princess of the reigning house, to

meet all sorts and conditions of peo-
ple, and to obtain a vastly broader
view of life than it is normally pos-
sible for the daughter of the sover-
eign to do. The Princess was 17
when the war broke out, and her edu-
cation was not yet completed. She
was reminded of the fact by her
parents when she expressed her wish
to leave the schoolroom and take a
part in those various activities called

into being by the war.

The desire of the Princess was
granted on one condition : She would
have to pass an examination in vari-

ous branches of her studies. If she
did not get certain marks she would
have to remain in school for at least

another six months. The examina-
tion papers were set by two of the
King's Chaplains, and in all subjects
but one she gained the necessary 50
per cent, of marks. The subject she
failed to pass in was English compo-
sition. She was set to write a charac-
ter sketch of Horace Walpole and
made two mistakes in it—one in re-

gard to a date, the other an error in

spelling. For these two mistakes the
Princess lost sixty marks out of a
possible hundred ; but a distinguished
historian, who later read the essay,

and who was unaware of the identity

of the writer, declared it to be an ex-

tremely original and able character
study of the famous statesman.

" And now what are you going to
do, Mary?" asked the King on the
morning when their Majesties in-

formed the Princess that she might
regard herself as being free from the
necessity of pursuing her studies.
The Princess had an answer ready

that rather surprised her parents.
She took from the drawer of the writ-
ing table in her boudoir a sheet of
foolscap on which she had drawn up
all the details of a scheme for start-
ing a fund to provide every man serv-
ing in any branch of his Majesty's
forces with a Christmas gift of a
pipe and a box of tobacco. The royal
parents gave their consent to the
scheme, and a few weeks later the
Princess sent a letter to the press
appealing for funds. She acted in

the matter with an impulsiveness
that is one of her most delightful
characteristics as well as one of her
weaknesses.

The fact is that had the Princess
considered the matter more carefully
she would have seen the difficulties

in the way of accomplishing her ob-
ject. Her appeal for funds was not
made until October. It met with a
generous response from the public,

but there was not quite enough time
remaining before Christmas to get in

the considerable sum of money re-

quired to pay for the immense quan-
tity of tobacco and the large number
of pipes that had been ordered as
soon as the Princess ,had got her
scheme into working order.
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When the fund (it was known as
the Princess Mary's fund) was closed
shortly before Christmas of 1914, it

was found that it fell short by nearly
£1,000 of the money required to pay
the sum due under contracts that had
been entered into with various to-

bacco and pipe manufacturers. It

would, of course, have been easy for

the Princess to go to the King and
Queen for the money, but they were
busy, and she would not trouble them.
The actual cash in her own posses-
sion was a balance of less than £100
to her credit in the Post Office Sav-
mgs Bank.
The Princess did not take long

to consider what she would do.

Through a friend she disposed of
enough of her jewelry to raise the
money required. It was not till

after the armistice that her royal
Highness made her parents aware of
how she had acted in this matter, and
though she had rather a severe lec-

ture from the Queen, both parents, I

think, were pleased with what she
had done and readily pardoned her.

On the Princess's war work there
is no need to dwell here. How she
became a girl guide and assisted in

the organization of many war chari-

table enterprises has been fully re-

lated in the press. But one incident, I

think, has not been told before, and
it sheds an interesting light on her
character. After the outbreak of
war she had begun to attend sewing
parties engaged in making various
articles of clothing for the soldiers.

At one sewing party she met the
daughter of a doctor and took a par-
ticular liking to her, so that the two
came to be on q.uite friendly terms.
One day the doctor's daughter ad-
dressed her simply as " Princess,"
though the official way of addressing
a daughter of the reigning house
is " your Royal Highness " or
" Madam " ; only people intimately
acquainted with her would call her
" Princess " in speaking to her.

When a lady of the Court who was
present pointed out this fact, the doc-
tor's daughter at once apologized for
her familiarity. The apology greatly

distressed the Princess. " Of course
call me Princess—or Mary would be
better," she exclaimed. " I do not see
why we should not call each other by
our names; how ridiculous all this
etiquette and ceremony at a time like

this! I will not have it with my
friends, anyway." And a week later
the doctor's daughter was a dinner
guest at the palace, and is still an
intimate friend of Princess Mary.
The most trying public ceremony

which the Princess had to perform
was that of inspecting the First Bat-
talion of the Royal Scots at Edin-
burgh in September, 1919, as their
Colonel-in-Chief. Here is an account
of the incident given me by a lady of
the royal household who knows her
Royal Highness intimately:

The Princess was teri-ibly nervous; some
one had drafted out a long speech for her,
and she had stayed up until nearly 2
o'clock the night before the ceremony com-
mitting it to memory. But the following
day, when driving to Edinburg, she told a
friend that she would not deliver the
speech. " It is all so tedious and ceremo-
nious," she said ;

" I am going to say only
a few words." After performing the cere-

mony of inspection and investing about
150 officers and men with decorations and
medals, she turned to the Colonel and
said :

" I am awfully proud to be Colonel-
in-Chief of this regiment. My great-
grandmother and my great-grandfather
were also Colonels-in-Chief of it, as you
may know, and you can understand how.
proud I feel. It is a splendid regiment and
the oldest, I think, in the British Army."
That was all, and what could have been
better? The few words were said so simply
and unaffectedly.

Princess Mary is not especially de-

voted to out-door life, but she is a
fairly good horsewoman and plays a
moderately good game of golf and
lawn tennis. She has often confessed
that her favorite form of taking out-

door exercise is driving, a taste in-

herited from her mother, who never
finds a country drive, however long,

tedious or monotonous.

The Princess was going out to drive

to some hospital with her governess,
in the early days of the war, when
she met Lord John Hamilton at the
entrance to the palace. " You will

be sorry to hear, your Royal High-
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ness," said Lord John, *' that poor
Pculton has been killed." " Oh, I am
sorry !

" she exclaimed ;
" I must go

and tell father." And it was from

PRINCESS MARY
Only daughter of the King and Queen of England

the Princess that the King a few
minutes later heard, much to his
Majesty's sorrow, that the brilliant

young Rugby player who captained
England in 1914 had been killed in
France. Lord John Hamilton himself
was killed not long afterward.

Of racing the Princess Mary is

profoundly ignorant, though she has
witnessed the most classic events in

the racing world. Lord Derby was
lunching at Buckingham Palace one
afternoon, and afterward in com-
pany with the King and Princess
Mary was looking at his Majesty's
collection of prints of famous race
horses. "Why is it," asked the Prin-
cess of Lord Derby, after she had
looked at prints of several Derby win-

ners, " that no horse seems to have
won the Derby twice?" After the
laughter that the Princess's question
caused had subsided, Lord Derby said

to her gravely :
" Because,

your Royal Highness,
horses, like human beings,
cannot have the same birth-
day twice." The Princess
said nothing, but she seemed
more mystified than ever,
until the King later ex-
plained to her that the
Derby was a race for three-
year-olds.

The Princess during the
past few years has paid a
good deal of attention to the
study of domestic and for-

eign affairs, her chief in-

structor being her father.
"I do not want Mary to
have any politics," said his
Majesty once to a member
of the household, " but I

want her to understand
them."

Not long since the Prin-
cess sat next to M. Paul
Cambon at a luncheon party
and discussed with him the
relations between England
and France. The conversa-
tion, it may be added, was
carried on in French. " Our
work as diplomats," said
the French Ambassador,

" would be much easier if more people
had so good a knowledge of foreign
affairs as your Royal Highness." And
the compliment was well deserved.
But though the Princess takes a

serious and intelligent interest in

public affairs, she greatly enjoys the
lighter side of life. On one occasion,

when she was going to the palace
theatre with her parents, a lady-in-

waiting who is rather blase said to

her, " I expect we shall all be ter-

ribly bored before the end of the
show." " Oh," exclaimed the Prin-
cess with a laugh, " I am sorry for
you if you feel like that; I simply
love a good music hall show."
The Princess thoroughly enjoys

dancing,and although modern dances.
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such as the fox trot, tango and two-
step are not danced at the state balls,

she persuaded her mother last Win-
ter to allow them to be danced at

small dances in the palace which
were arranged by Princess Mary and
the Prince of Wales, and at which
brother and sister acted as host and
hostess. The Queen's objection to
modern dances v/as very strong, and
up to twelve months ago she would
not allow them to be danced at the
palace, nor would she permit the
Princess to attend any social gather-
ing where any modern dance was on
the program. The ban was lifted only
after she had been persuaded to per-
mit a party of a dozen young people
at the palace to try a few modern
dances. After that the Queen allowed
the Princess and her eldest brother to
give a series of dances at the pal-

ace, but, as I have said, modern
dances are still barred at the state
balls.

Princess Mary and the Prince of
Wales have done away with that very
strict rule of royal etiquette that no
member of the royal family should
dance more than once with a person
not of royal rank. At a dance some
little while ago, when the Princess
first took advantage of her newly
won freedom in the ballroom and
danced three times with the same
partner—the heir to a Dukedom

—

the rumor arose that the Princess
had become engaged, and it traveled
so far that it had to be officially con-
tradicted in the press. But now no
one would be so foolish as to argue
that because the Princess danced sev-
eral times with the same partner she
was engaged to him.
An incident of another kind shows

what a clever and practical econo-

mist the Princess is. She recently
went to visit a hostel for working
girls in London, and in conversation
with several of the girls learned that,

though the institution was well con-
ducted and comfortable, it was re-

garded as an expensive place. The
charges 'amounted to £2 12s 6d a
v/eek (about $12.75 at normal ex-
change). The woman who managed
the hostel was well known to the
Princess, and she spoke to her on the
matter. The manageress declared
that it would not be possible to work
the place at a reasonable profit if the
charges were cut.

" I know," she said, " that your
Royal Highness understands such
matters, and if you would I'^ok into

our books and show me how we can
reduce our charges, I would feel very
grateful and very much honored."
The Princess took the manageress

at her word. She put off all her so-

cial engagements and spent every day
for a week at the hostel, going
through the books as carefully as any
professional accountant. At the end
of her labors she made out a detailed

statement showing how foodstuffs of

the same quality as were being sup-

plied could be purchased 10 per cent,

cheaper than undef existing contracts

and how certain other expenses might
be cut by almost 20 per cent. " If

these reductions are made," said the

Princess when she showed her report

to the manageress, " you will be able

to reduce your charges to the girls

to £2 a week and maintain your
profits." In a few weeks the recom-
mendations of the Princess were
given effect, and the hostel is now
generally regarded as one of the
cheapest and best institutions of its

kind in London.



INTERNATIONAL CARTOONS
OF CURRENT EVENTS

[American Cartoon]

The Taxpayer and Disarmament

—New York 7'ribune

The camel's sagging back: How many more straws will it bear?
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[American Cai-toons]

IF PRESIDENT HARDING WANTS RESULTS

^sM
Th£ Disarmament ^%.g^
COi^FE-RENce Wiu>

( ^f^^ fi:0|

/MOW CO/^B Ti3

CAUSE AND
EFFECT

—© Chicago Tribune
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[English Cartoon]

CRUELTY TO PERFORMING ANIMALS

—London Opinion

The British Lion (very fed-up): "It's no good; I've done piy best to

please this De Valera, but I can't get through that last hoop! "
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[English Cartoon]

The Wreckers

—London Opinion

Shameless profiteer-

ing on the part of

many I'^tail trades-

men is the chief ob-

stacle to an imme-
diate decrease in the

cost of living.

[American Cartoon]

Let Labor's

Partner Up

5-^^' ^t^'-^-^^
Xational Reiyublican, Washingto^ii
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[American Cai-toon]

STILL HANGING

—Dayton Netoa

k
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[American Cartoons]

Relief for the

Weary Strap-

Hanger

—Sen Fi-dncisco Chronicle

The technical state

of war that has existed

between the United

States and Germany is

nearing an end. The
treaty of- peace has

been signed and rati-

fied by Germany. It

has also been signed by
Ellis Loring Dresel, U.

S. Commissioner in

Berlin, but has not yet

been ratified by the

United States Senate.

The Siamese

Twins

In the treaty

of peace nego-

tiated with Ger-

many the United

States Govern-

ment reserved all

the rights that

were accorded it

under the Treaty
of Versailles.

—Newspaper Enterprise Association
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[German Cartoon]

BEFORE THE DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE

—Kladderadatsoh, Berlin

Uncle Sam: "Well, Friend Fritz, I don't need to invite you! "
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//
YOU RE >N TH'

RiQht church
But th' wronq

PEW I

[American
Cartoon]

Up Too

Far in

Front

-Rochester
Democrat and
Chronicle.

[English Cartoon]

It's a Wise Chick That Knows Its Own Nest

—Sunday Chronicle, Manchester
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[Dutch Cartoon]

The Greco-Turkish War

-De Amsterdammer, Amsterdam

[American Cartoon]

The Fence Post That Was Guaranteed to Grow and

Bring Forth Fruit

!

—Sociamento Bee
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[American Cartoon]

The World: "I

Want to Let

Go!"

-Detroit Netos

[American
Cartoon]

Beginning

to Show a

Preference

—Rochester
Democrat and

Chronicle
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[American Cartoons]

li
Nobody
Loves Me

The Path of

the Moonshine

":r "i^Vv

nmoBR ""^j' ''4'!^ ^

zMr^
—Los Angeles Times
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[Dutch Cartoon]

Trouble Teaches Man to Pray
[Polish Cartoon]

-De NotenToaker, Amsterdam

Russia: "Capitalism of the world,

save me from the effects of my Bol-

shevism! "

-'Muclia, Warsaw

Awaiting the decision of the

League of Nations on Upper
Silesia.

[American Cartoon]

TVfAE

—Sioux City Journal

A chain is no stronger than its

weakest link!



BUILDING A NATION IN PALESTINE

Official Report of Sir Herbert Samuel, the British High Com-
rnissioner for Palestine, on the results achieved by one year of the

British Civil Administration—Progress along all lines of

development

NO other outcome of the war has ap-

pealed more generally to the imagina-

tion of the world than the movement
to make Palestine again the national home
of the Jews. The difficulties in the way of

the enterprise were tremendous, and many
Jews were and are still opposed to the whole
Zionist idea. Nevertheless, a new State,

under a British mandate, has been created

in Palestine, and has now been a going con-

cern for more than a year. What has it

accomplished? This question is answered
in interesting detail by the first annual re-

port of the British High Commissioner, Sir

Herbert Samuel, which he presented to Par-

liament in August, 1921, and which has

since been published as a British White
Paper under the title, " An Interim Report

of the Civil Administration of Palestine

During the Period July 1, 1920, to June 30,

1921." The essential portions of the report

are as follows:

The country is underpopulated because of its

lack of development. There are now in the
whole of Palestine hardly 700,000 people, a
population much less than that of the Province
of Galilee alone in the time of Christ. Of these,

235,000 live in the larger towns, 465,000 in the

smaller towns and villages. Four-fifths of the

whole population are Moslems. A small propor-

tion of these are Bedouin Arabs; the remainder,
although they speak Arabic and are termed
Arabs, are largely of mixed race. Some 77,000

of the population are Christians, in large ma-
jority belonging to the Orthodox Church, and
speaking Arabic. The minority are members of

the Latin or of the Uniate Greek Catholic

Crjurch or—a small number—are Protestants.

The Jewish element of the population num-
bers 76,000. Almost all hava entered Palestine

during the last forty years. Prior to 1S50 there

was in the country only a handful of Jews.

In the following thirty years a few hundreds
came to Palestine. Most of them were ani-

mated by religious motives; they came to pray
and to die in the Holy Land and to be burled

In its soil. After the persecutions in Russia
forty years ago, the movement of the Jews to

Palestine assumed larger proportions. Jewish
agricultural colonies were founded. They de-

veloped the culture of oranges and gave Impor-
tance to the Jaffa orange trade. They cultivated
the vine and maniifactured and exported wine.
They drained swami. j. They planted eucalyptus
trees. They practiced with modern methods all

the processes of agriculture. There are at the
present time sixty-four of these settlements,
large and small, with a population of some
15,000. Every traveler in Palestine who visits

them is impressed by the contrast between
these pleasant villages, with the beautiful
stretches of prosperous cultivation about them,
and the primitive conditions of life and work by
which they are surrounded.
The success of tliese agricultural colonies at-

tracted the eager interest of the masses of the
Jewish people scattered throughout the world.
In many countries they ware living under the
pressure of laws or customs which cramped
their capacities and thwarted their energies;
they saw in Palestine the prospect of a home in

which they might live at ease. * * *

Societies were formed which purchased areas
of land in Palestine for further Jewish coloniza-
tion. The Hebrew language, which, except for
purposes of ritual, had been dead for many
centuries, was revived as a vernacular. A new^
vocabulary, to meet the needs of modem life,

was welded into it. Hibrew is now the lan-
guage spoken by almo?t all the younger genera-
tion of Jews in Palestine, and by a large pro-
portion of their elders. The Jewish newspapers
are published in it. It is the language of in-

stniction in the .schools and colleges, the lan-

guage used for sermons in the synagogues, for
political speeches and for scientific lectures.

[English and Arabic are the other two official

languages.]
Large suras of money were collected in Europe

and America and spent in Palestine for for-

warding the movement. Many looked forward
to a steady process of Jewish immigration, of

Jewish land colonization and industrial develop-

ment, until at last the Jews throughout the

world would be able to see one country in

which their race had a political and spiritual

home, in which, perhaps, the Jewish genius
might repeat the services it had rendered to

mankind from the same soil long ago.

The British Government was impressed with
the reality, the strength and Idealism of this

movement. It recognized its value in insuring
the future developinent of Palestine, which now
appears likely to come within the British sphere
of influence. It decidod to give to the Zionist
idea, within certain limits, its approval and
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support. By the liand of Mr. Balfour, then

Foreign Secretary, it made in November, 1917,

the following declaration: " His Majesty's Gov-
ment view with favor the establishment in Pal-

estine of a national home for the Jewish people,

and will use their best endeav'ors to facilitate

the achievement of this object, it being clearly

understood that nothing shall be done which
may prejudice the civil and religious rights of

existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine or

the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews
in any other country."

A Zionist commission was sent to Pales-

tine, after its occupation by AUenby's

forces, to carry into effect the policy thus

fomnulated. Meanwhile, however, the

Arabs of Palestine became alarmed by the

implications which they read into the Bal-

four declaration, despite the concluding pi-o-

vision in respect to the " civil and religious

rights " of the non-Jewish communities.

Fearing expulsion and the expropriation of

the Arab holy places, they set on foot an

anti-Jewish campaign among the Arab

populace, which culminated finally in a

serious outbreak in the streets of Jenisa-

lem in April, 1920, when a number of Jews

were killed and wounded and Jewish shops

were looted.

Such was the political atmosphere, con-

tinues Sir Herbert Samuel's report, when
the British Government established a civil

administration on July 1, 1920. This admin-

istration made it plain from t^e start that

it intended to safeguard the rights of the

Arabs fully, while giving to all legitimate

Zionist aspirations their fullest develop-

ment compatible with the limitation ex-

pressed. The long delay in settling Pales-

tine's international status, however, tended

to disturb the people's minds. A Govern-

ment loan, con.sequently, could not be nego-

tiated, and hence many public works could

not be carried out. The Zionist organiza-

tion, owing to post-war financial conditions,

could not contribute any large sums either

for development or colonization.* Hence

there was comparatively little expansion in

employment opportunities. About 10,000

Jewish immigrants arrived, however, be-

tween Septamber, 1920, and May, 1921. The

Administration was further faced by new

*The Zioni.^t Congress on S-'Pt. 14, 1021, passed

a budget of £1, .500,000 for the development of

Palestine, providing for land purchase, credit.

Institutions for the promotion of agricultural

and urban settlement?, Irrigation, education and
an agricultural experimental station.—Ed.

anti-Jewish riots at Jaffa, Petah Tikvah
and Chederah, which began on May 1 and
continued for several days. These riots

were suppressed by armed troops, with con-

siderable loss to the attackers. Martial law
was proclaimed over the area affected, but

for some weeks there was considerable un-

rest. In all, some 88 persons were killed

and 238 wounded, and considerable property

was looted. A number of the Arab agitators

v/ere prosecuted by special civil and mili-

tary courts, and a commission of inquiry

was appointed under the Chairmanship of

Sir Thomas Haycraft, the Chief Justice of

Palestine. Meanwhile a delegation of eight

members, appointed by a conference repre-

senting a considerable body of Moslem and
Christian opinion, left for England in July

to lay their views upon the political situa-

tion before the authorities. (This delega-

tion has since been received by the British

authorities, and has been given eveiy op-

portunity to present the grievances of the

P'lo.slem and Christian minorities. On Sept.

14 the Zionist Congress in session at Carls-

bad passed a resolution urging the fulfill-

ment of the Balfour Declaration and em-
phasizing a friendly policy toward the

Arabs.)

The report describes the steps taken by
the Administration to build up a workable

system of government as follows:

ADMINSTUATION—The administration of the
country, entrusted to the High Commissioner, is

conducted through a staff the heads of which,
both in the central departments and in the dis-

tricts, are British. A iiev/ framework of gov-
ernment has had to be constructed ; it has been
found necessary in certain cases to Introduce
new laws and regulations; experienced admln-
!st?"ators, familiar with Western methods and
impartial in local disputes, have been indis-

pensable. It is intended to reduce the number
of British and to increase the number of Pales-
tinian officials. This process had, indeed, al-

ready begun.
In October, 1920, an Advisory Council was

constituted. It consists of ten unofficial mem-
bers nominated by the High Commissioner, of

whom four are Moslems, three Christians and
three Jews, and of ten members of the Admln-
isti'atlon. Its functions are consultative, but no
case has yet arisen in which the Government
has been unable to accept the opinion of the

majority of the unofficial members.
It is the policy of the Administration to con-

tinue, whenever possible, to apply the Turkish
laws, to which the people are accustomed.
Changes are made only where they are Indis-

pensable. " Ne pas trop gouverner " is a good
maxim, particularly in an Eastern countrj-, and
above all in the early years of a new regime.
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It was staUd at the inauguration of the Ad-
visory Council that its establishment \va? no
more than a first step in the development of

self-governing institutions. * * » Steps are

now being talcen to frame a Constitution for the

country, which will include an elective element.

(Times Wide World Photos)

SIR HERBERT SAMUEL
Sritish High Corrumissioner for Palestine

and the leaders of the various sections are being

consulted as to its terms.

FINANCE—The cost of the civil administration

in Palestine has been kept within the amount
of the local revenue, and no grant-in-aid is re-

ceived from the British Exchequer. Several

taxes, oppressive in their incidence and small

in their yield, havs been abolished. * * * The
civil administration has reduced the import
duties on building materials and on live stock

from II per cent, to 3 per cent. In substitution

for the octroi, an additional import duty is

levied of 1 per cent, on most articles and of 2

per cent, on .some. A more important reform
has been the abolition of the tobacco monopoly
established by the Turks and conducted by the

Tobacco R^gie. The eff«ct has been that the

price of tobacco to the consumer has greatly

fallen ; that the cultivation of tobacco, hitherto

prohibited, is about to be begun in several dis-

tricts ; that two factories for the manufacture
of cigarettes have already been opened, employ-
ing a considerable number of work people, and

ethers are in prospect, while at the same time
the Government is drawing a large new customs
revenue from the importation of tobacco.

The railways of Palestin'^ were taken over
from the military authorities in October, 1920,

and their revenue and exp-enditure included In

those of the Government. The revenue of the
Ottoman Public Debt Administration in Pales-
tine was amalgamated with the general revenue
of Palestine as from April I, 1921. On the
other side of the account, Palestine will be
charged, unier the provisions of the Treaty of
Sevres, with an annuity in respect of her share
of the Ottoman pre-war debt. The amount of

that share has not yet been definitely fixed,

but it is estimated to be less than £200,000.

[The Egj'ptian pound Tims a little less than the

British pound stei'ling.]

DEFENSE AND Pt:BLIC SECURITY-The
defense of Palestine is assured by a garrison
maintained by tlie mandatory power. The num-
bers of the garrison have now been reduced to

5,000 combatant troops. The charge thereby
imposed upon the Britl-sh Exchequer is £2, .500,000

a year. It therefore appears that the cost of a
British garrison, with its complement of ancil-

lary troops, officers, artillery, horises and mules,
is now at the rate of £1,000 a year for every
two fighting men, or £1,000,000 for every 2,000

men.

The Palestine Administration maintains a
police force with a strength of 1,300, drawn
from all sections of the local population. The
force is not yet at a satisfactory standard of

efficiency, but a training school has been estab-

lished, and is already achieving good results,

and every effort is being made to raise the

standard. In addition, a new gendarmerie of

.'JOO men, 300 mounted, of whom 50 on camels,

and 200 unmounted, is being organized. This
force, though it will form a part of the Pales-

tine police, will not be employed on ordinary
police duties. It will be highly trained under
British officers, will receive better pay than
the ordinary police, and will be employed, in

bodies of not less than twenty-five men, In the

protection of the frontiers against raids from
neighboring territories and in suppressing any
internal disturbances that may occur.

A great number of blood feuds among the

Bedouins of Palestine have been settled by the

intervention of district officials. In the Beer-
sheba district alone 134 have been dealt with.

The peace and order of the country have been
thereby improved.
JUDICIAL. PROCEDURE—A judicial system

has been established by the military and de-

veloped by the civil administration, which dis--

penses justice with a degree of integrity, im-
partiality and promptitude hitherto unknown in

Palestine. Minor jurisdiction in civil and crim-

inal cases is exercised by Palestinian Magis-
trates. Four District Courts, presided over by
British Judges, who sit with two Palestinian

members, try the more serious civil and crim-
inal cases and hear apoeals from the Magis-
trates' judgments. There is a Court of Appeal
at Jerusalem with a British Chief Justice and a
British Vice President, which is the Supreme
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Court and hears appeals from the Distidct

Courts. In cases in which a British or foreign

subject is tried for a criminal offjnse, the court

is constituted with a British Magistrate or with
a majority of British Judges. » • * The Otto-

man law remains as the foundation of the legal

system, with such amendments, principally af-

fecting a .simplification of the procedure, as
have been introduced by ordinances and rules

of court is.siied by the Administration. In the

Beersheba district tribal law continues to be
admini.«tered among the Bedouins by the

Sheikhs court, from which an appeal lies to a
British officer.

TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT— All

the railways, as stated, have been brought under
the control of the Government. In addition, the

Palestine Railway Department operates, on be-

half of the army, the Sinai Military Railway
between Kantara, on the Suez Canal, and
Rafah, on the Egyptian-Palestine frontier. The
total length of the entire system is approxi-

mately l.WO kilometers. Within the limits of

the funds available, many improvements havt-

been effected during the last twelve months. The
main line between Rafah and Haifa, hastily

constructed during the campaign, has been
.strengthened and protected. The line from Jaffa

to Ludd Junction was of narrow gauge, involv-

ing the transshipment of all goods carried by
railway between the Port of Jaffa and other

parts of P.ilestinc and Egypt. This railway
has now been broadened. Stations have been
Improved and new stations opened. Sleeping

cars and dining cars are run on a number of

trains.

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY—A Department
of Commerce and Industry has been created,

which keeps in close touch with the trading

classes and uses its best endeavors to promote
the economic development of the country.

Chambers of Commerce have been formed in all

the principal towns of Palestine. There has
been a general fall in the prices of commodities.

In sjTnpathy with the world movement, but they
still remain high in comparison with prices in

Egypt and elsewhere. Except that the export

of live stock is still prohibited, and except for

the usual police regulations dealing with the

importation of arms and deleterious drugs, &c.,

aU restrictions upon the import and export trade

have now been abolished. Several new indus-

trial enterprises are being established. A re-

vival of house building is beginning in various

parts of the countr>-. The granting of mining
concessions and of 'prospectors' licenses is still

prohibited by instruction of his Majesty's Gov-
ernment. Egyptian currency has been made
the only legal tender in Palastino, together with

the Briti.«h gold sovereign, at the rate of 97..5

Eg>'ptian piastres to the pound. The prohibition

on the export of gold has been rescinded, with
some advantage to trade and with no counter-

balancing disadvantage.
AGRICl^LTURE—A department was formed

In the last months of the Militai-y Administra-

tion for the assistance of agriculture, which is,

and must remain, the principal industry of

Palestine. This department now includes itin-

erant agricultural assistants, who notify imme-

diately of all plant diseases and insect pests, so
that steps may be taken to prevent their spread

;

a field staff of veterinary surgeons to deal with
contagious live-stock diseases; a fisheries ser-
vice, five meteorological stations, and a for-

estry section, under whose supervision the fell-

ing of trees has been .stopped, forest nurseries
have been established, and several hundreds of
thousands of trees have been planted. Such
are the firjt beginnings of a process which
should add largely to the productiveness of
Palestine, increase its rainfall and bring fresh
charm to its scenery. The measures that have
been taken, and particularly the provision of
E£370,000 to agiiculturists, have assisted the
revival of the country. Large additional areas
have been cultivated this year, and the head of
:;tock showed a remarkable recuperation. The
agricultural development of the country • •

is hampered b;- the confusion into which the
titles of ownership of land were allowed to fall

during the Turkish regime. Land settlement
courts have been established. A survey depart-
ment has been created. A land ordinance has
been enacted, which includes provisions designed
to prevent land from being purchased by specu-
lators and held back from productive U3e. The
ordinance includes important clauses also for
the protection of existing tenants when areas
of land are sold for colonization. A Land Com-
mission examines all propo.sals dealing with the
use of State lands or the colonization of private
lands. The land registries were reopened in

October for transactions. * * •

EDUCATION—T'lere is evidence throughout
Palestine of an active desire for opportunities
for education. The majority of the Moslems arj
illiterate. The Administration has adopted a
scheme under which the peoole of any town or
village where a school is needed are invited to

provide a suitable building and to keep it in

repair ; the Government defrays, out of general
taxation, the salaries of the teachers and the

other costs of maintenance. Under this scheme
new schools are being opened at an average
rate of more than one a week. It is intended to

continue this process until the whole country
is covered. A period of four years will probably
be necessary. To assist in the staffing of these

schools, the two Government training colleges
* * have been considerably enlarged. Peri-

patetic teachers paid by the Government have
been appointed to work among the Bedouin
tribes of the Beersheba district. A number cf

voluntary schools, maintained for the most part
by organizations outside of Palestine, assist in

providing for the needs of the population. A
-system of State grants to these schools, accom-
panied by Govjrnment inspection, has been in-

augurated. Law classes have be^n established

in Jerusalem, which will enable young Pales-
tinians to qualify as advocates In local courts.

IMMIGRATION AND TRAVEL—Since the

ports of Palestine were opened to immigration
with certain restrictions in August, 1920, slight-

ly over 10.000 immigrants have arrived In the

country. These were almost all Jewish ; only
315 non-Jewish immigrants were registered. Of
the Jews, 8,084 came under the auspices of the

Zionist Organization. During the disturbances
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in Jaffa and the neighborhood, early in May
this year, all immigration was suspended for

the time being. But in any event it was be-

coming- increasingly evident that the flow of

immigrants was greater than the country was
able to absorb. The postponement of works of

development, due to the causes specified earlier

in this report (lack of available funds), re-

stricted the openings for employment far more
narrowly than had been anticipated. New regu-

lations were consequently drawn up. To obtain

a vis6 to enter Palestine a person must now be

able to show that he belongs to one of the fol-

lowing categories: (1) Persons of independent
means v.iio intend to take up permanent resi-

dence in Palestine; (2) Members of professions

who intend to follow their calling; (3) Wives,

children and other persons wholly dependent on
residents in Palestine

; (4) Persons who have a
definite prospect of employment with specified

employers or entei'prises : (5) Persons of reli-

gious occupation who can show that they have
means of maintenance here

; (6) Travelers who
do not propose to remain in Palestine longer

than three months
; (7) Retui-ning residents.

In the month of July the ports have again

been opened, and persons belonging to those

classes have been arriving. * * * Partly among
the immigrants and partly among the pre-war
residents of Palestine a small group of com-
munists was formed. This group sought to be-

come an agency of Bolshevist propaganda. It

aroused against itself an almost universal hos-

tility. * • * As many as possible of this

'group have been identified; fifteen who are

aliens have been deported from the country

and eight who had acquired Ottoman national-
ity, together with five aliens, have been bound
over to be of good behavior.

The foregoing summary gives the salient

features of Sir Herbert Samuel's report.

Various other topics are discussed, includ-

ing the growth of the postal service, the

work of the Department of Public Health to

stamp out malaria and trachoma, the meas-

ures taken to insure full religious liberty

and the encouragement given to archaeo-

logical research. An interesting concluding

section deals with the neighboring district

of Trans-Jardania, which is now adminis-

tered by the Emir Abdallah, the younger
brother of Emir Feisal, King of Mesopota-
mia. The Emir holds office as the repre-

sentative of the mandatory power for Pal-

estine, with the assistance of a small num-
ber of British officers. This arrangement
is provisional, and a definite settlement is

expected within six months. Conditions

were troubled before Abdallah's advent, but

since he took hold of Trans-Jardania all has

gone smoothly. The relations between this

outlying province, inhabited by some 35,000

people, and Palestine are intimate and
amicable.

MESOPOTAMIA'S KEMALIST MENACE
[Period Ended Oct. 1.3, 1921]

THE British Colonial Office has made
public the reply King Feisal sent to

the message of King George congrat-

ulating his Shereefan Majesty on assum-

ing the throne of Irak, at Bagdad, Aug.

23. It professes eternal friendship and

gratitude for British aid in restoring his

nationhood and enabling his Arabs to ful-

fill their aspirations, and expresses hope

of an early treaty to cement the bonds

wrought by the mingling of the blood of

Briton and Arab on the war's battlefields.

The Colonial Office also issued a state-

ment in regard to the Central Arabian

Emirate of Nejd, whose relations with the

neighboring Arab countries had given some
cause for anxiety to the British Govern-

ment, particularly during the political cam-
paign preceding the coronation of Feisal.

This noted the Nejd Arabs' choice of Emir
Bin Saud as Sultan of Nejd and its de-

pendencies, and the conveyance to him of

their resolution by Sir Percy Cox, British

High Commissioner of Irak. Emir Bin

Saud expressed grateful acknowledgment
of Britain's attitude and i-eliance on her

friendship. Also he expressed pleasure at

King Feisal's confirmation and a desire for

close friendship with Irak.

But the Nationalist Turks are not to al-

low Feisal to reign in peace. As early as

Sept. 20, it was observed by Sir Percy Cox
that Kemalists were strengthening their

positions on the Mesopotamian borderland.

They had sent Nihad Pasha thither with

the twofold object of crushing that section

of the Kurds of Southern Kurdistan which,

under British auspices, aspires to emulate

Irak and of promoting an insurrectionary

movement against King Feisal, which if

successful would b*» supported by Kemalist
bayonets. It is also reported at Bagdad
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that part of the scheme is to favor the sup-

port of the ex-Sheik-es-Senussi as King of

Northern Irak, if disturbances break out

against Feisal. Pirs and Sheiks of all de-

scriptions have considerable influence

among the barbaric but simple-minded

Kurds, and it is said to te certain that the

ex-head of the Senussi confraternity has

been most useful in distributing Kemalist

propaganda. This matter was made the

subject of a semi-official statement issued

on Sept. 23, describing a quelling of muti-

nous Kurds in Mesopotamia by 200 local

levies under British officers and the sub-

mission of UbaiduUah, the leader of the

Kurdish malcontents.

After the coronation one of the first offi-

cial acts of King Feisal was to organize the

Government by calling on the Naqib of

Bagdad, President of the Provisional Coun-

cil to the State of Irak, to form the first

Cabinet in the history of the new nation.

The portfolios were distributed thus:

President, His Higlincss the Naciib, G. B.

E. ; the Interior, Haji Ahmed Namji ; De-
fense, Ja'far Pasha al Askari ; Finance, Bas-

soon Effendi Haskail ; Justice, Naji Bey
Ibn Tusif al Suwaidi; Auqaf, Saiyid Mu-
hammad All Effendi al Fathli ; Commerce,
Abdul Latif Pasha Mandil ; Public Works,
Izzat Pasha ; Education, Shaikh Abdul
Karim Jazairi ; Health, Dr. Hanna Khalyat.

PERSIA FLOUTS BRITAIN
[Period Ended Oct. 1.5, 1921]

WITH the departure of Mr. Armitage-

Smith, the British Controller of Per-

sian Finances, from Teheran on Sept. 20,

the last vestige of British civil authority

departed from Persia. Three days later,

with the demobilization of the South Per-

sian Rifles, British military authority van-

ished. Thus Persia has accomplished in

1921 what Great Britain, under Russian

imperial pressure, prevented W. Morgan
Shuster from accomplishing for her ten

years ago.

This disbanding of the South Persian

Rifles is far more important than the exit

of Mr. Armitage-Smith, for it can hardly

fail to affect British military prestige in

the Middle East. Lord Curzon, the British

Foreign Minister, had first rejected the

offer of the Persian Government to take

over the coi*ps. The reason given was the

absence of
guarantees for the effective taking over of a
highly disciplined force with a very consid-

erable quantity of munitions. His Majesty's

Government therefore decided that the dis-

bandment must continue, and that no arms
or munitions should be disposed of in Persia,

either to the Persian Government or to unof-

ficial persons.

The press of Teheran resented the impu-

tation, and has declared that the corps was
" the most undisciplined military force in

Persia and a constant menace to established

government." It was, however, according

to all experts, -a most effective body of

highly trained men. Its organization was
begun in the Spring of 1916 by Brig. Gen.

P. M. Sykes at Bandar Abbas, when it be-,

came known that Germany had ordered the

Turks to attempt to reach India by way of

Persia.

In a recent article General Sykes, in re-

lating the history of the corps, stated that

in 1918, when Persia thought that Germany
would become the victor, the Persian au-

thorities undermined the loyalty of the

corps and succeeded in causing it to be dis-

banded. General Sykes takes a gloomy
view of Persia's future. He gives it as his

opinion that Persia will be bankrupt and
fall a prey to anarchy. She will be free,

indeed, of British influence, but powerless

to resist a Bolshevist attack or Bolshevist

penetration. She is acting against her true

interests in turning her back on her old

friends, but until she passes out of a stage

of civilization that resembles that of Eu-
rope in the Middle Ages there is little hope
of a stable Government being formed. The
construction of a railway would, more than

any otiier single measure, constitute a step

in this direction, but unless heavily subsi-

dized a railway could not pay, and conse-

quently is unlikely to be built. The friends

of Persia will not abandon hope, but seldom

has the outlook been as gloomy as at present.



THE WAR IN ANATOLIA
Both Greeks and Turks are left with equivocal advantages after mutual rough

handling—General Papoulas's report of the Battle of Sakaria River

[Period Ended Oct. 13, 1921]

THERE is a French mission at Angol-a;

an Italian mission is on its way; but

Great Britain, which alone has received

from the Greeks the terms on which they

will make peace with the Nationalist Turks,

has not a mission at the capital of Mustapha
Kemal Pasha, nor up to the middle of Oc-

tober had she dispatched one thither. There

are unmistakable signs, however, that hos-

tilities will not be resumed, at least not

on a large scale; for both armies have

severely handled each other, and by the end

of October the Winter, with its severe snow
storms and intense cold, will have begun

on the central plateau, where the altitude

ranges from 4,000 to 8,000 feet.

The retreat of the Greeks that followed

the great battle of the Sakaria River, in

which they are said to have lost 25,000 men
and the Turks at least twice as many, was

continued until Sept. 25, when they reached

the old Turkish line, running from east of

Bi-usa southward via Eski-Shehr, Afium-

Karahissar and Seid-Gazi. On that day it

was officially announced in Athens that

the military operations were over for the

season. But five days later the Turks

started a drive on Afium-Karahissar with

three divisions, including about 60,000 men,

and were defeated with severe loss after a

nine days' battle. This was a palpable vic-

tory for General Papoulas, as the Turks

had tried to do on his right wing what they

had succeeded in doing on his left wing last

Spring. It was a great moral stimulant for

the Government at Athens, for, although a

lengthy report had been published on Sept.

10 concerning the battle on the Sakaria it-

self (Aug. 23-Sept. 2) and the drive across

the river, it was silent on the subsequent

retreat of the Greeks. The Papoulas report,

which generally corresponds to the Battle

of the Sakaria River as briefly sketched in

these columns last month, ends as follows:

During the subsequent days the fighting

has subsided along the greater part of the

line, with the exception of our left wing.

The enemy is feverishly fortifying himself
in new positions, and has put up an obstinate
and desperate defense. Our army, after an
admirable march of ten days and an heroic

and victorious battle of fifteen days, has
inflicted defeat and severe losses on the

enemy. It has occupied the enemy's strongly
fortified positions and established itself

firmly on the east of the Sakaria. It is

fighting 300 kilometers (187 miles) from its

base, and part of its march was over 180

kilometers (112% miles) of desert. During
this pause it is stretching Its lines of com-
munication and remedying their defects,

while preparing to continue its successful
operations until the object of definitely de-

feating the adversary is attained.

A few days later the river was recrossed

and the retreat was in full swing. Curious

as it may seem, however, on the very day
that the Kemalists mad« their abortive at-

tack upon Papoulas's right wing before

Afium-Karahissar, Mustapha Kemal was
being made a Marshal at Angora with the

title of " Victorious," and was eloquently

thanking the Grand Parliament for the

honor. The theme of the speech is old—the

desire of the Turks to live their own lives

on their ovm land at peace with the world

—

but toward the Bnd the peace element was
emphasized more than formerly. He said:

As President of the Parliament I say be-
fore you openly that we do not want war;
we want peace. My own opinion is that
there is not any obstacle to such an aim. If

the Greek Army supposes it will make us give

up our legitimate rights it is mistaken.
Mr. Lloyd George on Aug. 16, in the British

House of Commons, indicated intervention

in favor of the winner of the war. It is

Turkey wh6 has now won, and I am hopeful
that Mr. Lloyd George will not go back on
his word. It is altogether natural that we
are defending our country's existence by
arms against attempts to wipe out our
nationhood. There can, indeed, be no more
reasonable nor justifiable attitude than this.

Gentlemen, I assure you that we will con-
tinue our offensive pressure on the Greek
Arm.v till not a single enemy soldier is left

In our country.

Since the publication of Papoulas's report
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which" told of the victory of the Sakaria,

but not of the retreat from the field, the

Greek Government has allowed fragments

of the story of the retreat to appear. From
these the following summary of the retreat

has been constructed, and confiiTned by mili-

tary bulletins issued tardily, first from the

General Headquarters at Sivri-Hissar, and

then from Eski-Shehr, forty-three and one-

half miles further west.

According to the bulletin, the retreat was
divided into three stages, during none of

which were the Turks able to attempt more
than a scouting pursuit. Their maximum
effort seems to have been made on Sept.

15. when a Kemalist column, estimated at

about one division of infantry and about

3,000 or 4.000 cavalry, approached from the

south and attacked the Greek Army; but

after an engagement that does not seem to

have lasted many hours, the Greeks put

them to flight and captured some prisoners.

There were other attacks similar in

strategy but lighter in tactics, all which

were reported at Angora as Turkish " vic-

tories." Thus retreating, the Greek Army
reached its prepared lines on Sept. 25. Then
came the Turkish concentration and attack

on its right wing five days later.

The specific event which brought about

the retreat was this: After crossing the

Sakaria the Greek right wing was found to

be too far extended, and here the Turks,

taking advantage of the situation, pushed

home an attack and managed to throw back

two Greek divisions in complete disorder.

These two divisions suffered heavily and
lost most of their artillery. This took place

immediately after the crossing of the

Sakaria. The final stages of the battle

were when the Greeks came up against the

Turkish second line, on which they were
completely held, and on whirh they could

make no impression (Aug. 23).

Then came the Turkish counter-offensive,

with evidently considerable resei-ves, and
quite unexpected by the Greeks. This of-

fensive was launched at a time when the

Greek troops were fatigued, and succeeded

in throwing back the Greek left and centre,

creating considerable confusion. Thereupon
the Greek General Staff, after a hurried

council of war, decided to retreat behind the

Sakaria; then on a line northwest from
Yappan Hamman; then on Sivri-Hissar;

then on Eski-Shehr and Afium-Karahissar.
In spite of the still doubtful military

situation, M. Stergiades, the Greek High
Commissioner in Symrna, on Sept. 25, made
public a progi-am for the civil administraton

of the entire Smyrna zone, given condition-

ally to the Greeks as mandatary under the

Sevres Treaty. On the same day M. Theo-

tokis. Minister for War, announced at Brusa
that the Government proposed to proclaim

the annexation of the teiTitory occupied by
the Greek troops. Such a declaration, it

is believed in Athens and the City of

Smyrna, will go far toward assuring an
early peace, with the sympathy of the

Allies and with their good offices exercised

at Angora.

PORTUGAL'S NEW MINISTRY

LITTLE news emanates from Portugal

through the regular channels in these

days, not on account of any censorship of

the press, but because the deplorable finan-

cial conditions of the country make routine

events there of little interest to chancel-

leries or commercial organizations abroad.

Thus the downfall of the Government of

Senhor Barros Queiroz, toward the last of

August, was not even reported through the

regular channels. It was only by Senhor

Antonio Granjo's rise to power that the

event became known in that way.

The July election had given Queiroz six-

ty-five seats, while his financial reforms

were supported by fifty-seven Democrats,
thus apparently leaving an opposition of

only twelve—Monarchists, Catholics and
other groups. But his own party, the Lib-

eral, was the first to revolt. The prospect

of his successor is said to be no brightei-.

The Liberals remain divided, and the new
Granjo coalition is looked upon as only a
tool until the Democrats can unite upon a
common policy which shall be supported by
the more conservative among the Liberals.

Queiroz fell merely as a victim of idealism,

whose idea of working with another party
for the good of the nation was resented by
his own.



ITALY'S CONTINUED CONCORD
Having settled her fishery question with Jugoslavia, she mediates between that

country and Fiume, confirms a modus vivendi with the Vatican, and shows

good feeling toward the United States

[Period Ended Oct. 15, 1921]

ON Oct. 14, at Brioni, near Pola, Italian

and Jugoslav Commissioners signed

away another cause of friction between

their countries. This was an agreement in

regard to the Italian fishing rights on the

Dalmatian coast. The basis of the agree-

ment was the Italo-Austrian settlement of

1906, under which Italian fishermen enjoyed

full rights, provided their catches were

taken to Italian markets.

There remains the Porto Baros problem,

which the new Fiume Government would

adjust directly with Jugoslavia. To solve

this and other problems, which have to do

chiefly with Fiume in the light of Italian

and Jugoslav interests, the Italian Govern-

ment invited to Rome, for Oct. 21, Pres-

ident Zanella of Fiume and the Jugoslav

Premier, Dr. Pashitch.

On Oct. 10 Signor Rolando Ricci, the

Italian Ambassador at Washington, then in

Italy, in a statement to the Roman press,

said that the United States would not can-

cel the debts owed by the Allies to the

Washington Government. From this ex-

traordinary undertaking of an Ambassa-

dor to expound the policy of the country

to which he is accredited, it is inferred that

Italy will support President Harding's pro-

gram at the coming " disarmament " con-

ference at Washington, where she hopes

to recover some of the prestige she believes

she lost through President Wilson at the

Paris Peace Conference.

Confirmation of the era of good, feeling

between Italy and the United States is to

be found in the results of a journey which

the American Ambassador at Rome, Rich-

ard Washburn Child, has been making
through the provinces. He has made many
speeches and has been constantly inter-

viewed. In spite of his inability to speak

Italian, the genius of his interpreter has

measurably rendered his mission most sat-

isfactory to both the Italian and Amer-
ican Governments—to the former particu-

larly in commercial, industrial and labor

circles.

The assassination of the Socialist Deputy,

Giuseppe di Vagno, at Mola di Bari, on

Sept. 26, strained, but did not break, the

truce established between the Socialists

and the Fascist!.

Nearly every political party is holding

a congress—that of the Socialists is going

on at Milan, and the Catholic or Popu-
larists will meet at Venice Oct. 20-23. The
results are expected to have a restraining

influence on politics and society for the

coming Winter,

On Sept. 30 the Osservatore Romano,
the organ of the Vatican, issued a long

pronouncement on the rumors of a definite

settlement of the " Roman Question." It

declared that the Vatican could not take the

initiative and that the Quirinal had not
done so. Thereupon the Government press

pointed out that the Quirinal was quite sat-

isfied with the de facto reconciliation

brought about during Signor Nitti's Pre-

miership between Cardinal Gasparri and
Signor Tittoni, then Minister of Foreign

Affairs.

This modus vivendi, which, in the for-

eign domain, led to a tacit co-operation be-

tween the two powers in the Orient, and at

home to the constitution of the Popular or

Catholic Party, was deemed adequate to

meet all the requirements of the moment-
Since then several of Italy's claims in the

Near East have been supported by the Vat-

ican. The late Cardinal Giustini even

visited the Holy Land under Italian mili-

tary auspices, going in an Italian warship.

So the " Roman Question " seems again

to be shelved, at least for the time, with

the Vatican's claim to temporal dominion

of the Popes still unrecognized.



THE IRISH PEACE CONFERENCE
A rapid summary of the telegraphic correspondence that finally led up to a

new peace conference in London—How Mr. Lloyd George evolved the lacking

formula on which the two sides could come together

[Period Ended Oct. lo, 1921]

CONTINUATION of the Irish peace

negotiations by correspondence took

the form of a rapid exchange of tele-

grams between Eamon de Vglera and Pre-

mier Lloyd George, in which both parties

strove to avoid a break while retaining

their relative positions for and against

recognition of an independent sovereignty

for Ireland. That was the question upon
which success or failure of the negotiations

mainly hung, with a brighter prospect for

peace or a return to an even worse condi-

tion of civil strife in the balance. To dis-

cover, therefore, some common ground on

which both parties could meet, some for-

mula of a preliminary agreement which

would not jeopardize the claim to Irish na-

tional independence on the one side or ad-

mit it on the other, became the eai-nest pur-

pose of the Irish and British leaders.

Thus in the letter from Mr. de Valera

delivered to the British Premier by Harry
Boland, and published on Sept. 15, the

Irish leader wrote: That while his people

were willing to " enter a conference to as-

certain how association of Ireland with

the community of nations known as the

British Empire can best be reconciled with

Irish national aspirations," nevertheless

he deemed it a duty to reaffirm the posi-

tion defined throughout this correspond-

ence that " our nation has formally de-

clared its independence and recognizes it-

self as a sovereign State."

In his telegraphed reply of the 15th

Mr. Lloyd George said he must make it

absolutely dear that " if we accepted a

conference with your delegates on the for-

mal statement of the claim which you have

reaffii-med it would constitute an official

recognition by his Majesty's Government

of the severance of Ireland from the em-

pire and of its existence as an independent

republic. It would, moreover, entitle you

to declare, as of right acknowledged by

us, that in preference to association with

the British Empire you would pursue

closer association with some other foreign

power. There is only one answer to such

a claim at that." But the British Pre-

mier, while announcing cancellation of ar-

rangements for the proposed Inverness con-

ference, left the door open to further nego-

tiations by promising to communicate the

result of the summoning of another Cab-

inet Council in the Scotch Highlands, to

discuss the new situation, in a few days.

On Sept. 17 messages were again ex-

changed. That from Lloyd George con-

tended that " it would be idle to say a con-

ference in which we had already met your
delegates as representatives of an inde-

pendent and sovereign State would be a
conference ' without prejudice.' " The
Premier proceeded to enumerate the rights

and consequences of receiving the Irish

delegates as the representatives of a sov-

ereign State, and declared :
" We cannot

consent to any abandonment, however in-

formal, of the principle of allegiance to

the King, upon which the whole fabric of

the empire and every constitution within

it are based. * * * While you insist

on claiming that, a conference between us

is impossible."

Mr. de Valera's reply stated that the

Premier's invitation of Sept. 7 had already

been accepted. AVhile he and his followers

had not asked for the abandonment of any

principle, even informally, surely it must

be understood " that we can only recog-

nize ourselves for what we are." He went
on in a more conciliatory tone, adding:
" Believe me, we have but one object at

heart, the setting of the conference on such

a basis of truth and reality as would make
it possible to secure through it the result

which the peoples of these two islands so

ardently desire."

This message was promptly answered
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by Lloyd George on the 18th. The gist of

the answer lay in the words " I must,

therefoi'e, repeat that unless the second

paragraph of your letter of the 12th is

withdrawn, a conference between us is im-

possible." The Premier, however, was pre-'

pared to meet the delegates, as he had met

Mr. de Valera in July, as the chosen

spokesman of the great majority in South-

ern Ireland, to discuss the association of

Ireland with the British Commonwealth.
Mr. de Valera replied on Sept. 19, pro-

testing against the Premier's attitude and

throwing out the following suggestion:

A treaty or accommodation and associ-

ation, properly concluded between the peo-

ple of these two islands and between Ire-

land and the group of States in the British

Commonwealth would, we believe, end the

dispute forever and enable the two nations

to settle down in peace, each pursuing its

own individual development and contribut-

ing its own quota to civilization, but work-
ing together in free and friendly co-opera-

tion in affairs of agreed common concern.

To negotiate such a treaty the respective

representatives of the two nations must
meet, but if you seek to impose preliminary

conditions which we must regard as involv-

ing the surrender of our whole position,

they cannot meet. * * »

We request you, therefore, to state wheth-
er ycur letter of Sept. 7 is intended to be

a demand for surrender on our part or an

invitation to a conference free on botit

sides, and without prejudice should an
agreement not be reached.

If the latter, we readily confirm our ac-

ceptance of the invitation, and our appoint-

ed delegates will meet your Government's
representatives at any time in the immedi-

ate future that you designate.

Several days of anxious waiting followed,

during which Mr, Lloyd George conferred

Avith his Ministers, and the British press in-

dulged in columns of speculation regard-

ing the outcome of this duel by corre-

spondence. Among prominent men who
spoke at this time Arthur Gtiffith, For-

eign Minister in the Dail Eireann Cabinet

and Chairman of the plenipotentiaries ap-

pointed to the proposed Inverness confer-

ence, said in concluding a speech in Dub-

lin on Sept. 20 :
" If the long conflict is

to be ended, it must be ended not tempo-

rarily or vaguely, but permanently and

definitely. There is a real chance today

of ending the oldest war in the world and

establishing an enduring amity between the

combatants. There will be no chance to-

morrow if the British Government tries to

play false." About this time another

promising note was sounded by Sir James
Craig, Ulster Premier, in an expression

of willingness to take part in the parley.

Also at " this fateful hour when the

future of Ireland trembles in the balance "

.

and " a world waits with bated breath,"

a message breathing the spirit of an exalt-

ed and earnest good-will was forwarded by
the Catholic hierarchy of the United States

to Cardinal Logue and his brethren of the

Irish hierarchy. To this Cardinal Logue
replied :

" It will stir to the depths the

hearts of the Irish people from their sense

of gratitude, coming after the splendid

proofs already given."

On Sept. 29 hope on both sides was
greatly stimulated by the publication of

a note from Premier Lloyd George to Mr.

de Valera, ending with a new offer, as fol-

lows:

We therefore send you herewith a fresh

invitation to a conference in London on
Oct. 11, where we can meet your delegates

as the spokesmen of the people whom you
represent, with a view to ascertaining how
the association of Ireland with the com-
munity of nations known as the British

Empire may best be reconciled with Irish

national aspirations.

In what was characterized as a " brief

and businesslike message " Mr. de Valera,

on Sept. 30, accepted the British Premier's

latest invitation. It was noteworthy that

the formula of the association of Ireland

with the other communities of the British

Empire, which had brought together the

two opposing sides to the long-drawn-out

controversy on terms which it was consid-

ered involved surrender by neither, was

conceived by Mr. Lloyd George. Mr. de

Valera's acceptance read:

We received your letter of invitation to

a conference in London, Oct. 11, with a
view to ascertaining how the association of

Ireland with the community of nations

known as the British Empire may best be

reconciled with Irish national aspirations.

Our respective positions have been stated

and understood, and we agree that confer-

ence, not correspondence, Is the most prac-

tical and hopeful way to an understanding.

We accept the Invitation. Our delegates

will meet you in London on the date men-
tioned and explore every possibility of a
settlement by personal discussion.

The personnel ol the English delegates
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to the conference was officially announced
on Oct. 7 as follows: Premier Lloyd

Greorge, Lord Birkenhead, Lord Chancel-

lor; Sir Hamar Greenwood, Chief Secretaiy

for Ireland ; Austen Chamberlain, Govern-

ment Leader in the House of Commons;
Sir Laming Worthington-Evans, Secre-

tary of War, and Winston Spencer Church-

ill, Colonial Secretai-y. Attorney Gen-
eral Hewart was designated a member of

the conference for constitutional questions.

On Oct. 8 a large crowd gathered at

the Westland Row Station, Dublin, to be-

stow a hearty send-off to the Irish dele-'

grates proceeding to London. Except for

Michael Collins, temporarily detained on

private business, the Sinn Fein party con-

sisted of Arthur Griffith, Minister of For-

eign Affairs; R. C. Barton, Minister of

Economics; Gavan Duffy, Sinn Fein rep-

resentative at Rome, and Commandant E.

J. Duggan, together with fifteen secre-

taries, press representatives and typists.

The delegation reached London the same
evening, where it was welcomed by Irish

leaders in England and an enthusiastic

crowd. It proceeded at once to 22 Hans
Place, in the heart of Belgravia, pi-ovided

as a headquarters residence.

On the morning of the first meeting of

the conference, Oct. 11, a small but good-

natured crowd of English and Irish peo-

ple gathered in Whitehall. A few minutes

before the appointed hour the British rep-

resentatives strolled up to 10 Downing
Street. Promptly on the stroke of 11 two
handsome motor cars brought the Irish

delegates. A cheer greeted their arrival,

but otherwise there was little demonstra-

tion. The conference took place in the

famous Cabinet room where so much his-

tory and so many decisions regarding Ire-

land had been made.

Premier Lloyd George opened the pro-

ceedings with a short speech, and the dis-

cussion gradually became general. At first

it was clear that the Sinn Feiners were
suspicious of their surroundings, as if

afraid they might give away points with-

out knowing it, but they gained confidence

as the morning advanced and expressed

their views more freely. Thus the initial

exchange of opinions went forward ami-

cably, both sides being anxious not to raise

awkward questions at this period of the

negotiations. Actual subjects of &ie de-

bate were not given out. One point, how-
ever, that did come up for discussion was
the extent to which the truce was being

kept. After both sides had recognized the

fact that subordinates had failed to carry

out agreements made by their superiors, it

was decided that British and Irish offi-

cials meet on the following day and try to

draft regulations to fit existing conditions.

At the conclusion of the meeting at 6 P.

M. it was hoped by the British that the

difficulty of creating an atmosphere of

good faith had been overcome.

According to the agreement arrived at

in conference a small joint committee met
at the Cabinet offices in Whitehall Gar-

dens on the 12th. This committee con-

sisted of Sir Hamar Greenwood, Sir

L. Worthington-Evans, General Macready,

Michael Collins, R. C. Barton and E. J.

Duggan. A harmonious conversation was
entered into regarding a better preserva-

tion of the truce. On the 13th the con-

ference met at noon in Downing Street,

and the subcommittee later in the day.

Michael Collins, with two of his colleagues,

also had a long discussion with Winston

Spencer Churchill at the Colonial Office.

On Oct. 14 an adjournment of the confer-

ence was taken until the following Mon-
day but, it was understood, this had no

political significapce.

Meantime Mr. Harold Spender made an

extensive journey through Southern Ircr

land and described conditions as he found

them. " Great paralysis and desolation lie

over the centre of Ireland," he wrote. " It

is a paralysis of spirit. Agi-iculture is

busy enough, but the people give one the

impression of being underfed and deeply

depressed by these long strikes. The old

cheerful heartiness of the Irish peasant

has quite deserted him. Suspicion broods

over the land like a great thundercloud.

One sees frightened faces in every dooi'-

way as one passes. The truce is well kept,

but one hears complaints."

Regarding the attitude of the popula-

tion toward the conflict Mr. Spender

wrote :
" I have investigated the condi-

tions in many villages and it is my sober

judgment that tod«y there is no party in

the south of Ireland that counts at all ex-
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cept the RepubJican Party. The whole of

the South of Ireland is out for indepen-

dence from British rule, some by peaceful

means, some by violent. They all desire

peace, yes, but always on their own terms.

The two sides stand absolutely apart. On
one side are the soldiers and police, now

with absolutely nothing to do and already

tired of the idleness of the truce. On the

other side are the Irish people. There is

a gulf of blood fixed between them, and
it will flow again and flow far more free-

ly and terribly unless civilian statesmen
can find a way out."

ENGLAND'S UNEMPLOYED MILLIONS
[Period Endehd Oct. 15, 1921]

THREE vital themes engrossed British

minds during the month in review,

namely, Ireland, the Disarmament Con-

ference and the nation's unemployed. Of
these, the last-named was the most insistent

and threatening. In accepting the freedom

of the City of Dingwall on Sept. 22, Premier

Lloyd Greorge said that he doubted whether
any of the great on Dingwall's roll of honor,

such as Fox, Grey, Gladstone, Rosebery and
Chamberlain, had had " as hard and in-

sistently strenuous a task as the one Provi-

dence has intrusted to my feeble hands."

He had tri«d to find rest in Wales, in Eng-
land, on the Continent, and now he had
fled to the Scotch Highlands, but Lis task

had pursued him even into those remote

glens. However, he must go through with

it, and if God gave him the strength he

would go through with it.

It will take a great deal of getting through
[he continued], but sometimes when things

seem worse they are really much better. I

know from the touch of things and from the

sight of things, comparing them today with

a year ago and the year before, that they
are gradually getting better. All the same,
we are not quite thiT)ugh and we must pull

together. If we pull together, it will greatly

help the world, for if Britain goes down I do
not know what help there is for Europe.

Lloyd George's task had indeed literally

followed him into the remote glens of the

Highlands, for the unemployment problem

had become so desperate that twelve

Laborite Mayors of London boroughs had
traveled thither third-class at their own
expense to obtain his advice and active as-

sistance. He met them at Gairlock and
promised earnest consideration of the prob-

lem, but rejected the Mayors' plan that the

Government carry the burden singly. The

Government had already expended over

£105,000,000 in relief of unemployment
through the insurance scheme. As Mr,
Churchill had said in his Dundee speech on
Sept. 24, if the Government had not been
repeatedly stabbed at by strikes, the dis-

tress would have been less and the means
of coping with it would have been much
greater. Lloyd George stated the Govern-
ment's attitude in the softest possible words
in a speech at Inverness on Oct. 4 when
he said:

National honor demands that those willing
but unable to get work must bo saved from
starvation, but the measure wf relief depends
upon the national resources. * * • No one
in this country will be allowed to starve so
long as there is a crumb in the national cup-
board ; but there must be co-operation be-
tween all classes, otherwise things will pro-
ceed from a crisis to disaster.

Serious riots had broken out in London
and some of the provincial centres. On
Sept. 22 the Parliamentary Committee of

the Trades Union Congress had issued a
manifesto declaring that unemployment
should not be made a local burden—that the

Government should provide work. Meetings
of Cabinet Ministers and Parliament mem-
bers discussed various plans of procedure
without finding any practicable way out.

James Henry Thomas, the General Secre-

tary of the National Union of Railway Men,
told the workers on Oct. 2 : "At no time
during the war did the situation look so

black and dangerous as now. The next few
months will be the most difficult period for

the leaders."

According to figures supplied the State

Department in Washington by A. P. Dennis,

Commercial Attache in London, the peak of

British unemployment was reached in June,

with 2,177,899 men out of work. By Sept.

16 this figure had declined to 1,469,700, rep-
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resenting a drop of 28,500 in the last week
reported. Mr. Dennis illuminated the crit-

ical situation as follows:
Measures are contemplated which should

have far-reaching results in alleviating the

conditions ; otherwise, unless trade revives,

at least 1,000,000 idle men must be main-
tained indefinitely at an average cost of £2

each week, or £100,000,000 annually. The
measures contemplated would mean a heavy
demand on the Treasury, but at the same
time the expenditures would be made for

constructive work rather than to non-pro-

ducers. The Government will assist traders

and industrial concerns to expand business.

Under the present dole system the tax-

paying ability of certain industrial districts

is breaking down. In one East Side London
borough, with a population of 167,000, 18,000

are receiving relief.

To provide employment the Admiralty an-

nounced on Oct. 8 that it was prepared to

sell a number of obsolete warships at

moderate prices for breaking up by firms

which agreed to commence work upon com-

pletion of sale. In various parts of the

country demonstrations were held on Oct. 9,

" Unemployment Sunday." At one of these

a letter was read from the Bishop of Win-

chester suggesting that the nation ration

itself. An action expected to relieve the

tension in London's East End was the re-

lease from prison of the twenty-nine Pop-

lar Councilors who had been arrested on a
matter of local taxation. On the 13th

demonstrations of a more ominous charac-

ter took place in London, Manchester, Shef-

field and Dundee. In London 20,000 men
participated in a parade, the " biggest of

its kind ever seen in London," and among
the banners carried one bore the inscription,
" Bread or Revolution !

" A committee
which sought to interview the Premier saw
two of his secretaries, and i-eceived a letter

from Lloyd George which stated that the
Government was well aware of the gravity

of the situation and was exerting every

possible endeavor to giapple with it,

C. W. McCurdy, Joint Chief Coalition

Whip, speaking at Northampton on Sept.

21, said he had made a comprehensive sur-

vey of the question of relief of ex-service

men and was staggered by the immensity

of the task the Government had to face.

The State was now paying £111,000,000 in

pensions. British war casualties numbered
2,250,000, and 3,333,000 men, women and
children were receiving pensions and al-

lowances each week. These were:

Disabled officers and men l.l.iCOOO

Widows 172,000

Motherless children (wards of Pen-
sions Ministry) 17,000

Dependents 368,000

Children of widows 359,000

Wives and children of disabled men. 1,280,000

On Sept. 23 Mrs. Wintringham was elect-

ed as the second English woman member of

the House of Commons. Mrs. Wintringham
was returned for the Louth Division of Lin-

colnshire, being the widow of a former

member. As a Liberal with a good many
democratic tendencies it was expected that

she would sit beside Lady Astor on the

Labor bench.

BUSINESS DEPRESSION IN SWITZERLAND
JOSEPH C. GREW of Massachusetts, our

Minister to Denmark, was transferred

to Switzerland Sept. 21. At the same time

John D. Prince of New Jersey was ap-

pointed Minister to Dehmark. The pro-

longed depression in the Swiss watchmak-
ing industry, and especially the decrease of

American purchasers, has created such de-

pression that the Watchmakers' Association

appealed to the Government for a subsidy

to tide it over the next eighteen months.

It is stated that 32,000 watchmakers are at

present wholly or partially unemployed.
The total number of Swiss unemployed

in September was estimated at 135,000.

The Swiss Parliament met Oct. 6 in ex-

traordinary session. A bill was introduced

proposing that Federal councilors be elected

by the people instead of by Parliament.

The result of the eight-hour working day
has so greatly dislocated Swiss railroads

and factories that it is proposed to add a

new article to the Swiss Constitution, under

which factory owners and railroad com-

panies can ask employes to work fifty-four

hours weekly. Another proposal soon to be

submitted to the Swiss voters is the aboli-

tion of the Federal war profits tax.



STABILIZING THE GERMAN REPUBLIC
Cabinet is menaced by dissatisfaction over Silesia, but the decision to

make social reform wait upon democracy seems a bulwark against monarchism

[Period Ended Oct. 18, 1921]

WHEN the German Reichstag reassem-

bled on Sept. 27 after its Summer
vacation, the political atmosphere

was filled with rumors of the impending

fall of the Cabinet headed by Dr. Wirth,

but on Oct. 18 the Chancellor was still at

his post. That his position was precarious,

however, was evidenced by his statement to

correspondents of American newspapers on

Oct. 13 regarding the crisis caused by the

reported decision by the Council of the

League of Nations dividing Upper Silesia

between Poland and Gei-niany. The Chan-
cellor said:

On the day the Geneva decision is approved
the present German Government is subject

to the verdict of the Reichstag. There has
been talli that I would fall. I shall not run
away—it is not in my nature or character.

But the policy I have pursued hitherto can be
continued only if backed by the majority of

the German people. The loss of Upper
Silesia and loss of confidence mean a change
of policy.

According to advance reports concerning

the official decision on the Upper Silesia

question, neither Poland nor Germany re-

ceives the entire plebiscite district, but it

is to be divided between them. Germany
will 'get about two-thirds of the territory,

but in the third going to Poland are the

three predominantly German industrial

cities of Beuthen, Koenigshuette and Katto-

witz. The entire Pless district and the

greater part of Rybnik are assigned to

Poland. The industrial triangle is divided,

with Germany due to get the Gleiwitz and
Zabrze districts. Tarnowitz and Lublinitz

are split, the eastern parts of the districts

going to Poland and the western to Ger-

many. The districts in the north and
centre—Rosenberg, Kreuzberg, Oppeln,

Gross Strelitz, Tost, Kosel, Oberglogau,

Loebschutz and Ratibor are to go to Ger-

many. Two-thirds of the undeveloped

mineral resources of Upper Silesia are said

to lie in the territoi-y assigned to Poland.

Equal industrial and cultural rights for

Poles and Germans in the divided territory

are to be assured by a commission to be

subject to the control of the League of Na-
tions. The publication of these advance re-

ports on the Council's decision raised a great

storm in Germany and afforded another

opportunity for the Junker and reactionary

business interests to attack the Wirth Gov-

ernment. They declared that this "out-

rageous " decision showed that the Chan-
cellor's conciliatory policy toward the

Allies and his efforts to meet the terms of

the Treaty of Versailles had only resulted

in additional insults and impositions by the

Entente. On the other hand, the Majority

Socialists, the Centrists and the Democrats,

as well as the " neutral " Independent

Socialists, insisted that, although the blow

to Germany was a hard one, it was not the

Chancellor's fault and, consequently, there

was no reason for him to leave his post.

During the month preceding the storm

brought about by the Upper Silesian de-

cision the position of the Wirth Government
had been materially strengthened by the

following circumstances

:

The Government's fight against the re-

actionary Junkers and their allies among
certain big business elements, precipitated

by the murder of Matthias Erzberger on

Aug. 26, had been carried on quite suc-

cessfully, with the approval of the great

mass of the people. In Bavaria the resigna-

tion of Dr. von Kahr, the reactionary

Premier, was followed by that of his right-

hand man, Herr Poehner, Chief of Police.

On Sept. 22 the Bavarian Diet elected Count
Hugo Lerchenfeld, a rather liberal-minded

aristocrat, to von Kahr's post. In a few
days an agreement was reached between

Munich and the Central Government, pro-

viding for raising the prolonged state of

siege in Bavaria that had facilitated the

persecution of alleged Bolsheviki and other

labor leaders, and providing for the control

of the press by the State instead of the na-

tional authorities. Extensive Junker plots

for the restoration of the monarchy were

widely rumored, but nothing materialized.

Arnold Ruge, alleged chief of the reaction-
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ary spy bureau in Silesia, was arrested, and

on Oct. 6 the Public Prosecutor in Berlin

issued warrants for the arrest on charges

of high treason of Dr. Kapp, Colonel Bauer,

Major Pabst, General von Liittwitz, Cap-

tain Ehrhardt, Ignatius Tribitsch Lincoln

and two other leaders of the monarchist
** putsch " of March, 1920. A reward of

50,000 marks was offered for information

leading to the arrest of any one of these

men; but, as most of them were believed to

be in foreign lands, the Government's move
was regarded rather as an evidence of good

intentions than as a ycrious effort to get

hold of the monarchist chiefs.

The Social Democratic Party (the Major-

ity Socialists) modified its program at its

national convention held in Goerlitz, Sept.

18-25, and the leaders of the People's Party

(representing big business) in session at

Heidelberg at about the same time, decided

to enter the Government if allowed to have

a rather large voice in the financial and

business management of the country. Thus
the foundation was laid for the formation

of a Cabinet containing representatives of

the Social Democrats, the Centrists, the

Democrats and the business interests. Such

a combination would be able to defy the

opposition of the handful of communists

on the one hand, and the small group of

extreme reactionaries organized in the Na-

tionalist Party on the other. The Inde-

pendent Socialists might be expected to pre-

serve an attitude of benevolent neutrality.

Practically all the developments of the

reparation situation during the period were

favorable to Germany. Under the protocol

of the Franco-German agreement on the

furnishing of materials, signed by Dr. Wal-

ter Rathenau, the German Minister of Re-

construction, and Louis Loucheur, the

French Minister of the Devastated Regions,

in Wiesbaden on Oct. 6 [the details of

which are given in the article on France],

German industry will be kept busy for sev-

eral years, with a consequent good effect

upon the general situation. The agreement

is almost sure to be approved by the Repa-

ration Commission, the Reichstag and the

French Chamber of Deputies.

On Sept. 29 the Interallied Rhineland

Commission announced that, as Germany

had agreed to the establishment of an inter-

allied commission to collaborate with the

German officials in granting export and

import licenses in the occupied territory,

the economic penalties imposed last March
were to be abolished the next day at mid-

night. This leaves only the military pen-

alties in operation. On Oct. 1 the Inter-

allied Committee of Guarantees announced

in Berlin that the amount of the next

reparation payment—estimated at about

350,000,000 gold marks, i. e., 26 per cent, of

the value of Germany's exports during the

three months ended July 31—had already

been covered by deliveries of material. On
the same day the village of Loscheim, near

Malmedy, was restored to Germany by the

Frontier Commission. Germany will be

credited with about 745,000,000 gold marks
on the indemnity account for the 2,153,407

tons of shipping handed over to the Allies

up to May 1, 1921, according to an an-

nouncement made by the Reparation Com-
mission in Paris on Sept. 22.

Roland Boyden, the American represen-

tative on the Reparation Commission in-

vited by the Allies to decide at what rate

of exchange Germany must pay to the Allies

the loans they had advanced to Belgium
during the war, ruled on Sept. 30 that the

debt must be calculated in gold marks at

the rate of exchange prevailing on Nov.

11, 1918.

Further progress was reported in the

work of disarmament by the Interallied

Military Control Commission. The com-

mission protested to the German Govern-

ment on Sept. 25 against the continued mili-

tary formation of the Security Police.

Data on the destruction of arms and muni-

tions up to Sept. 15 showed that there had
been destroyed 32,000 cannon, 34,000,000

tons of loaded shells, 110,350 trench mor-

tars, 83,566 machine guns, 4,160,000 rifles

and 355,000,000 small arms and cartridges

for them; leaving 102 cannon, 1,000,000

tons of shells, 186 mortars, 2,852 machine
guns, 163,000 rifles and 90,000,000 small

arms and cartridges to be destroyed.

All these events enabled the German
Government to point out that it was doing

its best to fulfill the terms of the Treaty

of Versailles, while at the same time it

hoped for a material modification of those

terms as time went on.

Although the exchange value of the mark
reached new low ground on Oct. 17, when
100 marks could hi bought in New York
for 52M cents, a fact which caused much ex-
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citement on the Berlin Boerse, German in-

dustry continued to improve. On Sept. 30

it was estimated in official circles that

there were only some 250,000 persons draw-

ing unemployment benefits in all Germany.
The export trade continued to rise, and Ger-

man shipyards kept on turning out new
vessels and doing a great deal of repair

work for foreign shipping companies. On
Oct. 4 it was announced that German
steamship companies had bought back from
England fifty of the ships surrendered

under the Treaty of Versailles—a total

tonnage of 150,000.

The peace treaty between the United

States and Germany was ratified by the

Reichstag on Sept. 30, with only the few
Communist Deputies voting No. Some of

the extreme Nationalists, including Dr. Karl

Helfferich, Count von Westarp and Gen-

eral von Gallwitz, left the Chamber before

the vote was taken. The next day the

Reichstag adjourned for three weeks to give

the Cabinet time to whip into shape the

numerous tax bills by which Dr. Wirth
hopes to raise enough money to run his

Government and meet the demands of the

Peace Treaty. On Oct. 6 the Reichsrat

(National Council) officially announced its

assent to the treaty. The United States

Senate ratified the treaty on Oct. 18 by a

vote of 66 to 20.

German publicists and statesmen attach

great importance to the decision reached

by the Social Democratic Party's convention

in Goerlitz calling for democracy first and

social reform afterward. It is emphasized

that the Social Democracy, with 1,221,000

dues-paying members and 112 Deputies in

the Reichstag, having formally resolved to

co-operate' with any parties that will stand

by the republic, is in a position, through its

influence over the some 9,000,000 members
of the so-called Socialist trade unions, to

nip in the bud any serious attempts by the

Junkers to re-establish the monarchy. Be-

cause of the convention's decision to co-

operate with all Republican bourgeois

parties, if necessary, the prospects of a

union between the Social Democrats and the

Independent Socialists have been weakened,
but it has been evident for some time that

the latter party has been losing ground
steadily as an actual force in German
politics. Its moderate members are going

back to the Social Democrats, while its ex-

tremists are either dropping all political

activities or joining the communists.
In the search for the murderers of Matthias

Erzberger, developments were limited to the
arrest in Munich of eleven persons, seven
of whom were former members of the no-
torious Ehrhardt Marine Brigade which
captured Berlin for the Kapp reactionaries

in March, 1920, and to the publication of
charges by the President of Baden declar-

ing that the murderers were members of

a secret political group pledged to destroy
the republic. These charges were repeated
by Herr Weissmann, Prussian Commissioner
of Public Safety. Schultz and Tillessen, the
alleged slayers, are supposed to have es-

caped to Austria or Hungary.
The special municipal election held in

Berlin on Oct. 16 resulted in a defeat for
the Red parties, the votes cast for the
Socialists and Communists being about 800,-

000 against 842,000 for their bourgeois op-
ponents. The new Board of Aldermen will

be made up of approximately 116 non-
Socialists and 106 Socialists and Com-
munists. The old board was composed of

125 Socialists and Communists and 100
bourgeois members. The Nationalists,

Social Democrats and Democrats gained in

the election of Oct. 16 at the expense of the
Independent Socialists, Communists and the
People's Party.

The greatest explosion in Germany'^ in-

dustrial history occurred at 7:30 A. M.,

Sept. 21, when the synthetic nitrate plant

of the Badische Anilin Company at Oppau
blew up, killing about 800 persons and doing
property damage estimated at 1,000,000,000

paper marks. The little town was prac-

tically Aviped out, and the force of the ex-

plosion was so great that store fronts col-

lapsed in Worms, twelve miles distant, and
the shock was felt fifty miles away. The
injured numbered some 2,000, about 400 of

them being seriously wounded. Paul Tirard,

the French High Commissioner on the Rhine,

took charge of the first relief work, and
French occupying troops distinguished

themselves in rescue work. The members
of the French detachment stationed in the

plant were all killed, and several other

French soldiers perished in the barracks at

Eisenheim, which was wrecked by the force

of the explosion. The cause of the disaster

remained unknown.
Figures on the German crops made puT)-
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lie in Berlin on Oct. 5 showed an estimated

production of Winter wheat of 2,370,000

metric tons, against 1,895,000 tons last year,

and 6,500,000 tons of rye, against 4,800,000

in 1920. Summer wheat and rye, as well

as potatoes, were slightly below last year's

crop. Sugar beets were below the average.

Oats were the same as last year, while hay
was short.

On Sept. 24 the formal separation of

Church and State in Prussia took place

when, at its first meeting, an assembly of

192 delegates took over the authority over

Protestant Church affairs from the head of

the State.

Among the prominent Germans who died

during the period were Professor Englebert

Humpei'dinck, the opera composer, and Wil-

liam II., former King of Wurttemberg.

The ex-King was buried in Ludwigsburg on

Oct. 7 with great pomp and much display

of militarism, while the composer was
honored by music lovers and artists the

world over. Ex-King Ludwig of Bavaria
went to his estates near Steinamanger,
West Hungary, where he died on Oct. 18.

HUNGARY'S FILIBUSTERING EPISODE
Rival hands of Legitimists and Horthyists terrorize Burgenland, crossing

the Austrian border and threaiening the peace of Europe—Agreement terms

[Period Ended Oct. 15, 1921]

THE incidents growing out of the trans-

fer of Burgenland to Austria de-

veloped into an international crisis

involving the peace of all Central Europe.

On Aug. 29 the Austrian officials sent to

take possession of that province under the

provisions of the Treaty of Trianon were

attacked and repulsed by Magyar " irregu-

lars " and " insurgents " and a guerrilla war-

fare*began which the Hungarians soon car-

ried over to Austrian territory. It became
increasingly clear that the episode was
planned by the Magyar militarist leaders as

a duplication of d'Annunzio's Fiume esca-

pade and the adventure of the Polish Gen-

eral Zeligowski at Vilna.

The Burgenland situation, however, was
complicated by the additional difficulty that

there was a rivalry between the two fac-

tions of the Magyar bands. One. led by

the former Premie^- Friedrich ; Count Sigray,

Governor of the Burgenland district; Gen-

eral Lehar and Major Ostenburg, backed

the claim of ex -King Charles to restoration;

the other, including Lieut. Col. Pronay and

Lieutenant Hejjas, leader of the Awakening
Hungarians, the dreaded anti-Semitic Mafia,

supported Regent Horthy's aspii'ations. It

was revealed that early in August, at a

conference held at Steinamanger, the Legit-

imist leaders had agreed on a plan to

launch a coup d'etat in connection with the

evacuation of Burgenland, culminating in

an attempt to bring back the ex-King
Charles, to seize Vienna and to proclaim

the restoration at Budapest. Regent
Horthy, however, learned of the plan, and
on Aug. 28-29, when the Legitimist chief-

tains carried out the first item of their

program, repulsing the Austrians and estab-

lishing their dictatorship at Oedenburg,
Horthyist leaders were on the scene, too, to

share the laurels of their rivals. Despite

the bitter enmity between the two groups,

some sort of accord was reached in their

offensive against the Austrians. The
Hoithyists operated chiefly in the north-

em, the Legitimists in the southern section

of the province. In several instances Aus-
trian territory was invaded.

The Austrian Government in the mean-
time appealed to the Entente for authoriza-

tion to send regular troops against the

Magyars. This was refused, whereupon the

Austi'ian Government withdrew its gen-

darmerie from the contested area, putting

it up to the Entente to deal with the situa-

tion. An exchange of several notes fol-

lowed, the Czechoslovak Government joining

in with communications upholding the Aus-

tiian side. A Magyar note, delivered to

the Entente representatives on Sept. 11, de-

nied any official responsibility for the Bur-

genland events, explaining the situation as
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the outcome of individual action on the

pait of Deputy Friedrich. On Sept. 12 the

Czechoslovak Foreign Minister, Dr. Benes,

addre&sed a very strongly worded note to

the Council of Ambassadors at Paris, pro-

testing against Magyar violence and point-

ing out the danger to the peace of Europe
arising from the Burgenland situation. On
Sept. 23 the Coi^ncil of Ambassadors ad-

dressed an ultimatum to the Hungarian
Government, demanding evacuation.

In the meantime the reign of terror in-

stituted by the Magyar " insurgents " and

disguised regular troops continued, and the

fighting was carried to the gates of Wien-
er-Neustadt, an important industrial suburb

of the Austrian capital. An offer of the

Czechoslovak and Jugoslav Governments to

restore order by military inter\'ention was
rejected by the allied representatives, ow-

ing to the protest of Italy, which saw its

interests menaced by the junction of the two

Slav powers. However, the Italian Gov-

ernment undertook mediation between the

Hungarians and Austrians. At first this

attempt remained unsuccessful, and on Sept.

23 another attempt to restore peace was
made by the Czech Foreign Minister, Dr,

Benes, who, this time, was asked to inter-

vene by the Magyar Govei-nment. On Oct.

4 the Magyar Government agreed to sign

a protocol at Oedenburg, guaranteeing the

withdrawal of the rebel leaders. This pro-

tocol, however, was fulfilled no more than

were previous pledges, and the terrorism

of the Magyar bands continued. According

to one report the Magyar operations in

Burgenland were directed by the Prussian

Colonel Bauer, Ludendorff's aid, and thus

the movement was linked with royalist ac-

tivities in Tyrol and Bavaria.

On Oct. 13 it was reported that an agree-

ment was reached at Venice between the

Magyar Foreign Minister, Banffy, and the

Austrian Chancellor Schober, with the Mar-

quis della Torretta, the Italian Foreign Min-

ister, acting as mediator. The terms of

this agreement were as follows

:

1. Hungary binds herself to clear Bur-
genland by military means, if necessary,

and guarantees this undertaking to the Ital-

ian Govemmtnt. The military measures
proposed by Hungary were discussed and
accepted by ihe conference.

2. Austria accepts the plan of a plebiscite

for Oeoenburg, Roboncz and five or six

small neigliboring districts.

;{. Should this plebiscite favor Hungary,
Austria will renounce almost entirely her
financial claims against Hungary. Should
any counterclaim be raised by Austria, tlie

two parties agree to put the question into

the hands of an arbitrator.

A plebiscite was to be held at Oedenburg
within ten days.

Great excitement was caused at Budapest
by the discovery, about the middle of Sep-

tember, of a gigantic governmental graft,

involving several billion kronen. The Min-

ister, Stephen Szabo of Nagyatad, a leader

of the Farmers* Party, was gravely com-

promised. On Sept. 25 a former First Lieu-

tenant in the army, George Ibrahim Kover,

fired several shots in the National Assem-
bly at Stephen Rakovszky, former Speaker

of the House. None of the shots took ef-

fect. The would-be assassin, when ex-

amined after his arrest, declared he wanted
to kill Rakovszky and also Count Julius

Andrassy, because 'they were responsible

for dragging Hungary into the World War,
and also for the Burgenland calamity.

AUSTRIA—The financial situation in

Austria became demoralized during the

first weeks of October, so that the Aus-

trian crown became practically worthless.

Offers of 3,400 crowns for $1 were made
in Vienna during October, the normal value

of the crown being less than five to the

dollar. This situation brought about chaotic

business conditions. The country was

flooded with an inrush of foreigners who,

taking advantage of the prices before re-

adjustment of values, had been buying

everything of intrinsic value on the basis

of the greatly depreciated crown. For days

all trading on the Boerse was stopped. Dr.

Ferdinand Grimm, the Minister of Finance,

resigned his post Sept. 26; he was succeeded

by a Social Democrat, thus making the Gov-

ernment a coalition one. It was announced

Oct. 14 that the controversy between Aus-

tria and Hungary over Burgenland had

been settled to the satisfaction of both

countries. This news served to allay the

popular disquiet which was manifesting it-

self in riots and other serious disturbances.



FRANCE'S SENSE OF ISOLATION
Fremier Briand, on the eve of the Washington conference, explains his coun-

try's views on disarmament—Prior security essential—Nation pleased by

the economic agreement with Germany signed at Wiesbaden

[Pehiod Ended Oct. 15, 1921]

IF any one doubts that France feels herself

isolated politically, he need only follow

the artices abounding in the French

press, which either state this sentiment spe-

cifically or allow it to be read between the

lines. Painful to France is the conscious-

ness that in carrying out the policy toward

Germany dictated by her fears of a third

attack upon her national existence she has

been compelled to witness an ever-widening

chasm between herself and England. Such

French statesmen as Poincare, former

President of the republic, have seen the

peril of this rift, regretted it, and discussed

the possibilities of a new rapprochement.

On the eve of the Washington Conference

on Disarmament this need has been repeat-

edly and emphatically expressed. On Oct.

9, ten days before the reopening of the

French Parliament, Premier Briand, follow-

ing the usual custom of his predecessors in

office, made a public exposition of his Gov-

ernment's policy. At St. Nazaire he de-

clared in the strongest terms that France

could never disarm unless she received bed-

rock guarantees of protection for the future.

France, he declared, had earned the right

to have her security assured. His mission

in Washington, he said, would be to prove

to the nations there represented that

France really wanted peace and disarma-

ment, but only on the condition of protec-

tion which to her is indispensable.

The almost universally favorable com-

ment of the French press on M. Briand's

exposition of his Government's policy

showed that he was truly speaking for the

whole nation and (excluding the irrecon-

cilable communists) for all political parties.

This favorable reception of the Premier's

statements made it clear that his Cabinet

would not be overthrown when Parliament

reopened on Oct, 18, and that he would be

able to cari-y out his plan of participating

personally in the discussions at Washington.

The great benefit to France of a reduction

of armament was pointed out variously. It

was officially shown that France is spend-

ing on her army and navy annually a total

of 4,500,000,000 francs, and this at a time

when the budget shows a deficit of over

2,000,000,000.

The official visit of General Pershing to

France, combined with the coming confer-

ence at Washington, turned the attention

of the whole nation, and particularly of the

Government leaders, toward the possibilities

of a change in the attitude of the American
Government toward France. Pershing was
received with continuous honors from the

time he*landed at Havre on Sept. 23 to the

day of his departure for Coblenz on Sept.

26. Ambassadorial honors were accorded

him on his reception by President Millerand

at the Elysees. On Opt. 2, with moving
solemnity and amid imposing military dis-

play. General Pershing, in the name of the

American Government and the American
people, laid the Congressional Medal of

Honor, which he had borne with him from
Washington, on the tomb of the Unknown
Soldier of France at the Arc de Triomphe.

Standing in a brilliant group of French

military leaders and statesmen, he listened

to an opening address by the American Am-
bassador, Mr. Herrick. The Ambassador
explained that the American Government
had sent this medal by its most distin-

guished soldier to do honor to the heroic

soldiers of France who had died in defense

of their fatherland. But the sword, he said,

had done its work, and the unfinished work
of the dead heroes must be completed. As
France, the symbol of civilization, stood or

fell, the battle for the future of humanity
would be lost or won.

General Pershing then stepped forward

and made an eloquent and affecting apos-

trophe to the Unknown Soldier whose last

remains reposed in the shadow of the great

Arch. He concluded thus:

In the name of the President and people

of the United State.-; of America, as a gagre

of eternal faith in the justice of our cause.
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for which you died, and in witness of re-

spect and admiration for you and your com-

rades, I lay on your tomb this Medal of

Honor of the American Congress.

The General then pinned on an embroid-

ered cushion the medal which he had

brought from America and, dropping on one

knee, laid the tribute at the head of the

tomb. The acceptance and thanks of

France were voiced by M. Barthou, the

French Minister of War. Replying di-

rectly to Ambassador Herrick, M. Barthou

said:

I thank you, Mr. Ambassador, for having
said here, especially here, that the security

of France is the basis for the peace of the

world.

The big problem for France is still that

of German reparations. With the economic

guarantees on the Rhine abolished (Sept.

29) and the decision of the Interallied Com-
mission on Guarantees, announced in Ber-

lin on Oct. 1, that the 26 per cent, on Ger-

man exports—an estimated total of 350,-

000,000 gold marks—due from Germany for

the three months ended July 31 had been

covered by deliveries of materials, the pros-

pect seemed none too encouraging. One
source of satisfaction was the decision of

Roland W. Boyden, American representa-

tive on the Reparation Commission, who
had been asked by the allied Governments

to arbitrate on how Germany should repay

the considerable sums loaned Belgium fol-

lowing the German invasion. Mr. Boyden

ruled that the debt must be calculated in

gold marks at the exchange rate prevailing

on Nov. 11, 1918, the day of the armistice.

This decision was highly pleasing to France.

Under the Versailles Treaty (Article 232),

Germany promised to repay these loans at

5 per cent, interest. The amounts involved

are as follows: France, 2,500,000,000

francs; England, £60,000,000; the United

States, $250,000,000. Each country, how-

ever, had loaned these respective sums in

its own currency, and France protested

strongly at the Financial Conference held

in Paris in August against the heavy loss

which she would incur if the present ex-

change rate were accepted. It was, indeed,

to satisfy the French leaders that Mr.

Boyden was invited to arbitrate. His de-

cision will enable France to recover the full

value of the sum loaned by her. The ap-

proximate new valuations must be fixed by

the Commission on Reparations and paid by
Germany before May 1, 1926.

The greatest satisfaction of all, however,

so far as France alone was concerned, came
from the economic pact between France

and Germany at Wiesbaden on Oct. 6. The
main feature of this agreement is that Ger-

many is to deliver building material to

France for the reconstruction of the devas-

tated area up to a value of 7,000,000,000

gold marks, these deliveries to be completed

by May 1, 1926. Two similar organizations

are to be created in each country, the Ger-

man company to look after the assembling

of the material ordered by the French com-
pany at the main shipping points. Pay-

ment to the German manufacturers is to be

made by the German Government out of

Government bonds to be issued specially for

this purpose. Transportation and delivery

by the German company at suitable ter-

minals and on suitable dates were also in-

corporated in the agreement. Any dispute

over prices, transportation, &c., will be re-

ferred to a committee of three, to be made
up of one French, one German and one neu-

tral delegate. The price list will be fixed

every three months, and this list will corre-

spond to normal prices in the interior of

France, less customs duties and transporta-

tion charges. The credits to be made on the

books of the Reparation Commission are

subject to three limitations, viz.: (1) Only
35 per cent, of the value of the merchan-
dise if the deliveries reach 1,000,000,000

gold marks, or 45 per cent, if the total

amount of presentations do not reach that

total, will be credited; (2) Germany will

never be credited with more than 1,000,000,-

000 gold marks up to May, 1926; (3) Ger-

many will never be credited with a sum
higher than France's share in the yearly

reparations. There was every indication

that this agreement would pass both the

French Chamber and the Reichstag some
time in October. It was officially announced

on Sept. 26 that the devastated area would
receive special aid, meanwhile, from French
sources. A loan of 3,000,000,000 francs was
to be floated by the Credit National for this

purpose, beginning Oct. 24.

Of predominant interest to the whole na-

tion was the coming discussion of the coun-

try's foreign policy in Parliament. Premier
Briand, it was learned Oct. 16, had asked
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that the new session open with this discus-

sion, in order that it might be completed

before Oct. 29, the date set for his de-

parture to the United States, thus enabling

him to arrange his program on behalf of

France at Washington on a definite and

authoritative basis. A large number of in-

terpellations had been filed.

BULGARIA AND THE BALKANS
Premier StamboUski/s exposure of the hostile propaganda spread abroad

by neighboring States—The month's events in Rumania and Jugoslavio,

[Peeiod Exded Oct. 13, 1921]

AFEW days before he departed for the

League Assembly Conference at Ge-

neva, M. Stambolisky, the Bulgarian

Pi*emier and Minister for Foreign Affairs,

made, before the Sobranje, a long speech,

in which he analyzed one after another the

various phases of Bulgarphobic propaganda

intended to malign his country at the Chan-

celleries of the Allies. In repudiating the

charge that his Government was sympa-

thetically inclined toward Bolshevism, he

made the following statement in regard to

finance

:

They say that we persecute the capitalists.

This is not the truth. Bulgaria has been

ruined by wars. Who will pay? We do

fight speculation and we would like to have
capital employed in industry and not in

speculation. We would also encourage for-

eign capital to aid our industries. But we
do fight speculation. That is why we en-

courage co-operation. With equitable co-

operation and distribution there can be no

speculation.

On the following day he called the rep-

resentatives of the press together and

spoke more pointedly about Bolshevism.

He said:

Moscow evidently intends to accomplish a
revolution in the Balkan States with the as-

sistance of the Extreme I^eft Communist
Parties in these States. The Bolsheviki's im-

mediate goal is a revolution in Jugoslavia,

and their operations will later be extended

to Rumania, Austria and Bulgaria. Bol-

shevist forces are now gathering on the

Northeastern Rumanian frontier along the

Dniester. I believe they intend to break

through the front into Rumania. Mean-
while they are actively mining the Black Sea

with both floating and moored mines.

The political horizon in the Balkan States

Is dark. It behooves Bulgaria to be on the

watch. Negotiations are now going on for

a Balkan States Conference, at which the

question of disarmament in face of the Bol-

shevist activities will be discussed. We In

the Balkans must present a solid front to-

ward Bolshevism. The entry of Poland and
Austria into the Little Entente, a closer

agreement between Jugoslavia and Bulgaria
and Bulgaria's eventual entrance into the

Jugoslav State might prove an effective

means of combating Bolshevist plans.

At Belgrade the suggestion in the forego-

ing remarkable statement about Bulgaria

becoming a part of Jugoslavia was received

with incredulous smiles. The press there

pointed out that M. Stambolisky had been

persistently worrying Belgrade for a recon-

ciliation and agreement between the " Slav

sisters," and at the same time working for

a federation of agrarian States in Danubian
and Central Europe under the aegis of the
" Green (or Peasants') International."

Hence, Stambolisky's new suggestion was
merely an evolution of the old.

On Oct. 11 the authorities at Sofia ar-

rested a Soviet delegation from the

Ukraine, which was alleged to have in its

possession jewels belonging to the Russian

Imperial Treasury. Moscow was communi-

cated with, and guarantees demanded that

Soviet delegates should be prohibited from

circulating Bolshevist propaganda while in

Bulgaria.

The speeches exchanged between Dr.

Stephan Panaretoff, the reinstated Bul-

garian Minister at Washington, and Presi-

dent Harding, w^hen the latter received him

after his lectures at the Institute of Politics,

Williamstown, Mass., reached Sofia on Sept.

25, and were published in the papers of the

following day with enthusiastic comment.

President Harding's cordial reception of a

Minister who had been found persona non

grata by his predecessor's Administration

was emphasized and lauded.

On Sept. 22 Bulgaria's great national

poet and novelist, Ivan Vazoff, died at the

age of 71. In the funeral almost royal
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honors were accorded him; a military es-

cort accompanied the remains, minute-guns

were fired and eulogies were pronounced

by members of the Government. At least

two of his books, the novels " Pod Igoto "

("Under the Yoke") and "Virgin Soil,"

have been translated into English.

RUMANIA—When the published texts of

the various treaties of the Little Entente

reached Moscow, and the provisions for a

united defense against Bolshevism were

noted, no complaint was made by the Soviet

Government. The news, therefore, pub-

lished in Riga on Sept. 12 that Soviet Rus-

sia had declared a state of war in Bes-

sarabia came as a surprise. The Little En-

tente treaties, however, had provided for

subsequent military conventions, which,

when concluded, were not made public. One
of these—that concluded between Rumania
and Poland—is said to have been revealed

to the Soviet Government, which then de-

clared the state of war in Bessarabia.

The Moscow Government has never rec-

ognized the decree of the Supreme Council

ratified by the Council of the League of

Nations giving Bessarabia to Rumania.

The territory has a population of about

2,000,000, and covers an area of 18,000

square miles. Half the people claim to be

of pure Rumanian stock ; the other half are

made up of Russians, Tartars, Slavs of

various sects, gypsies, Greeks, Armenians

and about 170,000 Jews. For two years

there has been a Rumanian civil adminis-

tration in Bessarabia.

JUGOSLAVIA—King Alexander of Ju-

goslavia still tarries in Paris, while the

throne left vacant at Belgrade by the death

of his father still remains vacant. Two
months had passed, when, on Oct. 12, the

Jugoslav Legation at Paris reaffirmed the

status of Alexander as King of Jugoslavia

and made formal denial of the reports that

he had abdicated or would renounce the

throne—" the King does not think of ab-

dicating in favor of his brother George."

This statement is said to have been made
at the command of M. Pashitch, the Jugo-

slav Premier, who arrived in Paris on

Oct. 8.

When King Peter died it was reported

that Alexander, who had been known as

the Prince Regent, was seriously ill at the

Hotel Continental, Paris. In August he

removed to a villa at Versailles. The day
after M. Pashitch arrived, the new King
made with him a formal visit to the Elysee

Palace and was received by President

Millerand.

Meanwhile, there is much gossip about

the King, and many theories are advanced

to explain his reluctance to return to Bel-

grade, from the fascinations of life in Paris

to fear of political dangers at home.

FIUME—On Oct. 6 the Constituent As-
sembly of the Independent State of Fiume
elected Professor Riccardo Zanella Pres-

ident of the Provisional National Govern-

ment by a vote of 57 to 11. Professor Za-

nella is the leader of the autonomists, or

the People's Party. Signer Blasich, the

leader of the minority party, declared that

the minority would fight for the annexa-

tion of Fiume to Italy. The first two acts

of the new President wei^ to consign the

defense of the Porto Baros to the Italian

carabinieri and to inform Belgrade that

the Government of Fiume was ready to

negotiate the disposition of the port with-

out intervention on the part of Italy.

It was the Constituent Assembly, not

President Zanella, which selected the first

Cabinet in the nation's history. It was
made up as follows:

President and Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Zanella ; Interior, Blasich ; Finance and the

Treasury, Mohosic ; Public Works, Poteeni

:

Justice, Fechel ; Education, Sablich ; Social

Defense, Lasciach.



POLAND UNDER A NEW CABINET
Installation of an "extra-Parliamentary^' Government under M. Ponikowski
—A new war averted—Polish joy over the decision on Silesia

[Pebiod Ended Qcf. 1"), 1021]

POLAND, beset with difficulties since its

erection into an independent nation, is

striving to cope with new troubles as

they arise. Premier Witos, after several

stormy months of struggle, resigned Sept.

9; the Government leaders, finding a Par-

liamentary Cabinet could not be agreed

upon, adopted the unprecedented experi-

ment of forming an " extra-Parliamentary

"

Cabinet, under the leadership of M. Poni-

kowski, who was striving at the end of

September to find strong men to work with

him for Poland's regeneration. The fall of

the peasant Government of M. Witos, who
had held office ever since the Summer of

1920, stirred Polish public opinion greatly,

and the Polish Parliamentary leaders made
strenuous efforts to form a Cabinet under

M. Glombinsky, former Austrian Minister

of Railways. This meant the predominance

of the Nationalist Democratic Party in the

new Government. Meanwhile M. Korfanty,

the stormy petrel of Silesian fame, who
represents a Posnanian constituency in the

Polish Diet, worked vainly for other com-

binations.

When it became apparent that Glom-

binsky could not obtain a majority, the se-

lection of M, Ponikowski, Director of the

Warsaw Polytechnical College, was decided

on by the Centre parties at the sugges-

tion of the Marshal of the Diet, M.

Trampczynski. The acceptance of M. Poni-

kowski, a former " Activist " (that is, one

of those Poles who believed they could serve

Poland best during the German occupation

by collaborating wjth the enemies of Rus-

sia), as the leader of the Government, shows

how far the Poles have gone toward political

moderation. The new Premier stated that

he would retain M. Skirmunt as Foreign

Minister, and General Sosnkowski as I.Iinis-

ter of War. He also appointed M. Sikorski,

formerly a Prussian Railway official, as

Minister of Railways, but the important

posts of Minister of Finance and Minister

of Trade still remained vacant. The new
Premier's gi'eat problem was to find men

of expert knowledge and experience free

from all contagion of party politics. His
efforts to complete his Cabinet were suc-

cessful; the full list of the new Ministers,

as later announced, was as follows:

Premier, Antonl Ponikowski ; Minister of

Foreign Affairs, Konstantly Skirmunt ; Minis-
ter of Finance, George Miciialski ; Minister of

Transportation, Boleslaw Sikorski ; Minister
of Public Works, Gabryel Narutowicz ; Minis-
ter of War, Casimir Sosnkowski ; Minister of
Commerce and Industry, Henryk Stras-
burger; Minister of Agriculture, Josepii

Raczynskl ; Minister of Posts and Telograpiis,

Wladlslaw Steslowicz ; Minister of Healtli,

Witold Chodzko ; Minister of Justice, Bronis-
law Sobolewski ; Minister of Provisions, Hier-
"onim Wyczolkowskl ; Minister of the former
German Poland, Dr. Julius Trzcinskl ; Minis-

ter of Public Welfare, Ludwik Darowski

;

Minister of Internal Affairs, Stanislas \Dcfw-

narowicz.

Shortly after the new Premier assumed

office he was fired upon by a would-be

assassin, a Ukrainian named Fedak; he

escaped injury, but Count Grobowski, who
was with him at the time, was shot in the

leg; Fedak tried to commit suicide, but was
foiled.

The months of August and September

were full of misgiving in Poland over the

imminent peril of a new war with Russia,

because Russia had failed to turn over cer-

tain property provided for by the Riga

treaty and also had failed to pay thirty

million gold rubles as agreed upon. After

a heated exchange of notes and the sending

by Poland of what purported to be an ulti-

matum, M. Karakhan, the Soviet envoy to

Warsaw, acting under instructions from his

Government, got into contact with M.
Dombski, the Polish Foreign Minister. Dis-

cussions lasting for a number of days led

to a new agreement on Oct. 8. Under it

Poland agreed to expel anti-Soviet plotters

and Russia promised to pay the sum
already pledged within two weeks, and to

return Polish property in Russia. Thus the

tense situation was relieved, a new war was
averted, and the two Slavic nations pre-
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pared for at least a few months more of

peace.

The status of the dispute of Poland with

Lithuania over Vilna was not appreciably

improved by the discussions in the Assembly

of the League of Nations (see the League
article elsewhere in this issue), which

showed that the already announced agree-

ment was fallacious. The Lithuanians re-

fused to accept the second solution offered

by M. Paul Hymans, the League intermedi-

ator, until the Polish Government should

compel General Zeligowski, the Polish

d'Annunzio, to evacuate Vilna, which he

has held illegally for many months. The
way was paved, however, to new negotia-

tions, and hostilities were again averted.

Nor could it be denied that in this respect,

at least, the League had fulfilled its main
function—to preserve peace among the

nations. Before the League undertook to

mediate, the Poles and the Lithuanians were

periodically flying at one another's throats

on the Vilna border. The continual delay in

settlement was vexatious to the Poles, but

it was better than the former condition of

actual warfare, with all the unsettling of

conditions on one of its main frontiers that

this implied.

On the othfer hand, the Poles were de-

lighted with the decision of the League of

Nations commission, reached by Oct. 10, in

respect to the disposition of Upper Silesia.

It will be recalled that the Supreme Allied

Council, unable to agree on how to unwind
the tangled skein of German and Polish

votes under the plebiscite held last March,

referred the problem to the Council of the

League of Nations for solution. The coun-

cil began its sittings on this question on

Aug. 29, and, after a few days' preliminary

discussions, intrusted the investigation of

the case to a committee composed of four
non-permanent members of the League
Council, viz., M. Paul Hymans (Belgium),

Seiior Quinones de Leon (Spain), Sen-

hor da Cunha (Brazil), and Dr. Welling-

ton Koo (China). These four heard evi-

dence of both Germans and Poles, em-
ployers and employed, from Upper Silesia,

and also sent to the plebiscite area a neutral

commission for first-hand investigation.

After collating all the information gathered,

the committee reported its findings to the

council.

Although the decision was not officially

published, it was semi-officially divulged,

and aroused great excitement in Germany
and Poland, to say nothing of Upper Silesia

itself. France rejoiced, for under this de-

cision the Silesian triangle in which a num-
ber of rich mining districts are included will

be bisected in such a way as to give Poland,

France's protege, at least three important

towns, namely, Beuthen, Konigshuette and
Kattowitz, and also many of the coal

pockets. A frontier boundary commission

will be created, and an intincate system de-

vised to maintain the results of the plebi-

scite vote, even where badly tangled, by
downright allocation to one or the other

element, with a balancing of the minority

elements given to one power by observing a

similar ratio in another sector. Germany,
who hoped to get the whole or the best of

the Silesian booty, stormed, the Stock Ex-
change was affected, the Wirth Cabinet

endangered, and talk of a formal protest to

Great Britain was rife. The decision must
yet be ratified by the Supreme Council. If

it stands, Poland will get 43 out of the 57

coal mines of the area, while Gei'man coal

resources will be reduced, roughly, by 20,-

000,000 tons.

ANTI-MILITARISM IN HOLLAND

pvR. J. C. A. EVERWIJN, the new Dutch
-^ Minister at Washington, who arrived

Sept. 17, is 48 years of age, and a Doctor

of Laws from the university at Leyden.

The Dutch Parliament reassembled Sept.

20, and the Queen's speech was interrupted

by anti-militarist shouts for the purpose of

securing the release of a man imprisoned

for refusing to perform military service.

The Queen's address advocated strengthen-

ing the fleet for the defense of the Dutch

East Indies. A bill calling for the con-

struction of a new East Indian fleet has

passed the Indian Council. A clause in the

Queen's speech endorsed a proposed law
giving exemption to conscientious objectors.



SCANDINAVIAN DEALINGS
WITH MOSCOW

Norway recognizes the Soviet in a commercial treaty as Russia's de facto

government — Sweden remains non-committal to Moscow's overtures

[Pekiod Ended Oct. 15, 1B21]

AFTER a month's debate, amid much

J\_ press criticism, the Norwegian Stor-

thing ratified the commercial treaty

with Soviet Russia the last of September,

by a vote of 69 members of the Left and

Socialist parties against 47 of the Conserva-

tives. This treaty had been signed the first

of the month by the Noi-w^egian Minister of

Commerce, Ludovig Mowinckel, and the

Soviet representative, M. Kerzhentsev, who
came to Christiania from Stockholm for the

purpose. The remarkable thing about the

treaty is that, though it follows the Soviet

trade treaty with Britain in all essentials,

binding each country not to interfere in

the political affairs of the other, it recog-

nizes the Soviet as the de facto government

of Russia. The main press criticism had

been that the treaty did not bind Russia

to repay the Norwegian loans and confis-

cated properties, amounting to 250,000,000

kroner, but in the course of the final debate.

Foreign Minister Arnold Raestad said that

Russia would repay the Norwegian loan of

4,000,000 kroner. The President of the

Storthing, Gunnar Knudsen, declared that

Russia appeared to be " better pay " than

the other countries, as Norway's expenses

in connection with the German and British

war prisoners had not yet been paid.

Ever since the middle of September, M.

Kerzhentsev, who is the Soviet representa-

tive in Stockholm, has been vainly impor-

tuning the Swedish Government to accept

the conditions oT the Norwegian trade

treaty, threatening a breaking off of com-

mercial relations in case of refusal. He
declared that in recognizing the Soviet

as the de facto Russian regime, the Nor-

wegian treaty follows more closely the

Russo-German than the Anglo-Russian

treaty. Danish and English interests have

recently declared that trade with Russia

had been found to be impossible, as the

Soviet had nothing to export except gold.

According to Sweden's leading financial

journal, Svenska Handels-Tidningen, the

serious position of the Soviet compelled it to

increase again the export of gold as the

only commodity it could offer in exchange
for necessities. Considerable quantities of

the metal had lately been landed in Sweden
and melted down in the Stockholm mint.

The Swedish Government and the Red
Cross claimed for the Russian relief expedi-

ition they organized, after their representa-

tive returned in September from a confer-

ence in Geneva with Dr. Nansen, the same
rights as were allowed to Dr. Nansen.
Supplies were to be stopped should the

Soviet fail in any way to carry out its

guarantees. The Swedish relief expedition,

divided into social, sanitary, and consulting,

sections, made its headquarters at Samara.
The Swedish railways granted a reduction

of fares for the transportation of 1,000

Russian children through Sweden to be

conveyed to England.

Denmark, as Foreign Minister Harald de

Scavenius announced Sept. 30, suspended

the Russian aid it had organized in the

middle of the month, because the Soviet re-

fused to admit more than five of the fifteen

Danish representatives into Russia, and
even these were permitted to act only in the

Volga districts. Under such restrictions,

M. Scavenius said, it would be impossible

to make sure of getting the food and clothes

distributed to the destitute children, and

not until such a g:uarantee should be given

could the committee be entitled to use the

Danish Government's grants. The Govern-

ment had granted a million crowns to feed

the childi'en, especially in the Petrograd

area, and to combat the diseases prevalent

there. For the latter purpose it had

ordered large supplies of serum from the

Danish Serum Institute.

SWEDEN—The two remarkable develop-

ments of the Swedish month were the recall

of Hjalmar Branfng as Prime Minister,

and the great plurality polled by his Social-
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Democratic Party in the Riksdag elections.

The whole political tendency in Sweden
thus swung far to the Left, after the

menace of Red internationalism had been

dispelled. The personnel of the Branting
Cabinet following the resignation early in

October of that headed by Oscar von Sydow,
according to the latest advices was consti-

tuted as follows:

Premier and Foreign Minister—Hjalniar
Branting-.

Minister of Justice—A. Ackerman.
Minister of Defense—Per Albin Hansson,
Minister of Finance—Fred rik Thorsson.
Minister of tlie Interior—Herman Lindquist.

Minister of Commerce—A. Orne.

Minister of Public Works—C. E. Svensson.
Minister of Culture—Olof Slosson.

Minister of Agriculture—S. Linders.

In the former Branting Cabinet, MM.
Hansson, Thorsson and Svensson, respec-

tively, held the portfolios of Justice,

Finance and the Interior. M. Lindquist

used to be Speaker of the Second Chamber
(lower house) of the Riksdag, and in 1919

was the Swedish delegate tc the Interna-

tional Labor Congress at Washington.

The prospect of a Socialist regime has

had a depressing influence on business.

Owing to the depression in the shipping

industry, Swedish shipowners have trans-

ferred to Germany vessels aggregating

55,000 tons, while licenses for the transfer

of 30,000 tons more of shipping have been

applied for. German ?nanagement is ex-

pected to reduce the operating expense of

tliese vessels by four-fifths.

Sweden extended recognition, Sept. 29, to

the de jure Government of Lithuania.

NORWAY—The bill authorizing the im-

portation of liquors or wines containing not

more than 14 per cent, of alcohol, which
was passed by the lower house of the

Storthing near the end of the last period,

was subsequently endorsed by the Senate,

thus establishing the status of limited

prohibition in Norway. As supplementary

to this act, on Sept. 24^ the Storthing re-

jected, by a vote of 38 to 31, a proposal

for medicinal rationing of alcoholic liquors,

and passed a new law giving access to

prescription alcohol for either man or beast,

in cases of disease attack.

Thus the law of Norway with regard to

alcohol will stand, unless the Parliamentary

elections set for Oct. 24 return a Conser-

vative majority, in which case it is expected

that even limited prohibition will be abol-
ished.

The Administration has ordered the im-
mediate application of the maximum tariff

to all goods coming from Portugal and the'

Portuguese colonies in retaliation for Por-
tugal's similar action with regard to Nor-
wegian stockfish, after Norway's adoption
of limited prohibition.

Owing to the activity of liquor smugglers,
mostly in GeiTnan vessels, which have been
keeping just outside the three-mile limit,

the lower house has passed a Government
bill extending the limit of Norway's terri-

torial waters, for customs purposes, to a
ten-mile limit.

The eagerly awaited opening of the

newly completed trunk-line railroad, Dpvre-
banen, from Christiania to Trondhjem, was
marred by the wrecking of the train carry-

ing most of the guests of the festive occa-

sion. Six persons were killed and many
injured, among the dead being M. Heftye,

the Director of Telegraphs and a former
member of the International Slesvig Com-
mission; and Colonel Sejerstad, head of the

Norwegian Ordnance Survey. On the morn-
ing of the opening, Sept. 17, King Haakon
and Crown Prince Olav, attended by a num-
ber of authorities, were joined by the

Trondhjem authorities at the highest point

of the road, at Hjerkinn. The royal train

proceeded amid scenes of great enthusiasm

to Trondhjem, where, in the evening, an of-

ficial reception was given, including a
torchlight procession. The King and Crown
Prince, deciding to remain overnight there,

were not on the train, which was wrecked
at midnight on the return trip.

This new tinink line is the longest and
most important in Norway. The new part

extends from Trondhjem to Dombass, over

some of the most difficult of the marvelous

scenic passes of the lofty Dovre Mountains;

there it connects with the earlier completed

part from Dombass. to Christiania, via

the Gudbrandsdalen. Thus industrial and

scenic parts of the countiy hithei'to hardly

accessible were opened to urgent traffic

and increased tourist travel. The comple-

tion of this road, begun as early as 1908,

gives to Norw'ay over 2,000 miles of track,

the Christiania-Bergen Railroad being sec-

ond in importance.

Foreign Minister Arnold Raestad, in a re-
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cent message on his counti-y's behalf to

The World's Markets, New York, wrote:
During recent years Norway has become

an excellent market for American products.

In 1917 no less than one-third of Norway's
imrorts came from the United States. On
the other hand, a market for Norwegian
canned goods and other fish products, paper,

electro-chemical products, &c., has been de-

velci>ed in America, and the demand for

these commodities is constantly improving.

Thus the exchange of goods between the two
nations has grown to be of considerable

volume and will continue to increase.

President Harding, on Oct. 6, nominated

as Minister to Nonvay Mr. Laurits S. Swen-

son, a Minnesota banker and real estate

man, who sei"\'ed as minister to sevei-al Eu-

ropean countries before 1913.

DENMARK—Mr. H. A. Bernhoft, the

Danish Minister to France, was elected

President of the Conference for the Neu-

tralization of the Aaland Islands, called at

Geneva, Oct. 10, in accordance with a de-

cision of the Council of the League of Na-

tions. Among the representatives present

were those of Sweden, France, Great Brit-

ain, Italy, and Poland.

President Harding's choice for the new
United States Minister to Denmark is Pro-

fessor John Duneley Prince, head of the

Depai-tment of Slavonic Languages at Co-

lumbia University, for many years Profes-

sor of Semitic Languages in the same in-

stitution and in New York University, and

prominent in New Jersey State politics.

From 1917 he has been President of the

New Jersey State Civil Commission, and

has served as Speaker of the New Jersey

State Assembly and President of the State

Senate. He studied Scandinavian lan-

guages and literatures while an undergrad-

uate at Colum.bia under the late Professor

Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen, and has since be-

come fluent enough to make political

speeches in them to his State constituents

of Scandinavian extraction.

King Christian X. was decorated by King

Gustaf of Sweden with a medal in com-

memoration of the Danish monarch's rescue

work in connection with the wreck of the

Bele in the course of his recent visit to

Greenland. King Gustaf's visit to Copen-

hagen at the time, Sept. 17-20, in company
with his Foi'eign Minister, was said to be

without political motive. At about the same

time King Christian received at the palace

Admiral Xiblack of the United States Navy,

and Brig. Gen. Allen, commanding the Amer-
ican troops on the Rhine. Later the King
returned the visit on the United States bat-

tleship Utah, and also entertained Admiral
Niblack on the royal yacht Dannebrog.
The Arctic expedition of the Danish ex-

plorer, Knud Rasmussen, whom the King
met on two occasions during his Greenland
visit, has kept heroically on in spite of

hardships and o£ losses in both personnel

and material. The clothing sent out from
Denmark for the expedition on board the

Bele was lost in the wreck, but has since

been partly replaced, and the party has be-

come well equipped. The personnel, how-
ever, has suffered from the epidemic of in-

fluenza that has ravaged Greenland. Ras-
mussen's power-schooner Sea King went
to Thule, Northwest Greenland, and took

back to Godthaab, on the southwest coast

of Greenland, the Eskimo members of the

expedition—^four men and three women, be-

sides seventy-two dogs, sledges and valu-

able furs. It is reported that one of these

women, Navarana, the wife of the Danish
explorer Peter Freuchen, Rasmussen's
right-hand man, who took the Sea King to

Greenland, and two of the Eskimo men
died of influenza on this return journey.

The expedition left Godthaab again on Sept.

7, to go first to the coast of Labrador for

scientific investigations, and thence to Lyon
Inlet, in the Melville Peninsula. After that

Captain Pedersen was to take the Sea King
to St. John's, Newfoundland, and send home
the next report. M. Knud Rasmussen's ob-

ject is to map the archipelago between
Greenland and the American continent, also

to investigate Eskimo history.

That the Germans still covet North Sles-

vig was indicated at a propaganda festival

held in September at the University of Kiel.

The Protector of the university stated that

the institution would hold a memorial
every year for the loss of North Slesvig,

and that " its work aimed at regaining what
had been lost." Early in the Summer the

university had sent an invitation to Nor-
wegian and Swedish students to attend an
" Autumn week of art and science " at Kiel

in September. The Swedish students of the
University of Lund refused to attend unless
Danish students were invited. The Danish
students declined the belated invitation they
received, fearing the meeting would be used
for anti-Dani.sh agitation.



RUSSIA TRANSFORMED BY FAMINE
How the Soviet Government is co-operating with the American Relief organiza-

tion—Communist principles temporarily laid aside for a return to private own-
ership and free trade—England and France displeased by Soviet propaganda

• [Period Ended Oct. 15, 1921]

THE famine threatening the death of

millions is having consequences scarce-

ly foreseen when the Moscow cry for

aid first went out to the world. One result

has been the drawing closer together of

Russia and the United States, following the

Soviet acceptance of Herbert Hoover's

terms of relief, in contrast with an even

grreater alienation of France, which saw in

the whole movement of aid for Russia only

another device of the Bolshevist Govern-

ment to bolster up a regime believed already

to be tottering. Another result has unde-

niably been to give the communist leaders

a new feeling of confidence, combined vdth

the firm resolution not to permit the ac-

ceptance of outside help to be turned into a

fulcrum by Russia's capitalistic enemies to

upset the Soviet rule. This last-mentioned

attitude explains Lenin's refusal to accept

the food supplies pledged by the allied relief

bodies through Dr. Fridtjof Nansen except

on condition that their distribution be made
under Soviet direction. It also explains the

refusal to permit the International Relief

Contmission, backed by the allied nations,

to send a committee of investigation prior

to initiating measures of relief. To the

Soviet the allied proposal to send such a

committee, and to include in its personnel

M. Joseph Noulens, charged with pro-ally

propaganda while occupying a high diplo-

matic post for France in Russia, seemed

appai-ently little less than derisive, and Lit-

vinov so stated in the bluntest language.

The greatest effect of the famine disas-

ter seems to have worked inward. It has

done much to speed up the carrying through

of Lenin's scheme of decentralization and

his reform measures of free trade and the

payment in kind. Moreover, the Soviet

leaders seem to be developing a national

Russian feeling, as opposed to a merely

communist viewpoint, and are modifying the

communist policy so that it is becoming al-

most unrecognizable. The Government has

worked feverishly, both in co-operation with
the American relief officials and on its own
initiative, to get food to the starving mil-

lions on the Volga; it has scrupulously kept
its promise not to interfere with the Amer-
ican shipments and has done all in its

power to expedite them. Furthermore, it

has, after incredible exertions, succeeded in

gathering corn enough to seed for the com-
ing harvest. Imbued with the idea that the
Government was straining every nerve to

help the nation, all classes and factions

have given their unreserved co-operation.

Meanwhile all the main industries have
been or are being decentralized, free trade

is flourishing, many shops have reopened,

thousands of idle Russians have found
work, concessions to foreigners are offered,

and the Soviet Government continues, with
new energy, to work for the opening of

commerce with the outside world. All this

is interesting, and to those who accept the

statements of some of the Soviet officials at

their face value, portentous of a transfor-

mation of the communist regime, the open-

ing wedge for which was the national disas-

ter which at first seemed to the Kremlin
rulers the beginning of the end of Soviet

power.

Both Pi-ofessor Vernon Kellogg and
Colonel Haskell, leaders of the American
organization, realize that the famine still

offers colossal difficulties. The Hoover
agents, by the end of September, had got

5,000 tons of food to Russia, and further

supplies were being systematically for-

warded. In the main the whole movement
has narrowed down to a fight with time

against the coming of Winter. It was stated

on Sept. 9 that 900,000 children were
foodless in the Tartar republic, and hun-

dreds of men and women were facing star-

vation there. The first supplies went to

Kazan, instead of to Saratov or Samara,
for the situation at the first-named place

was most deplorable. Prime Minister Mukh-
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tarov and President Nobirov were giving

their fullest co-operation. Eyewitnesses at

Kazan, Samara and Saratov confirmed the

grievous conditions prevailing at these main
points. The sufferings of the population

as reported to Europe were little less than

heartrending. One of the relief officials

stated that he had knowledge that 35,000,-

000 adults were stai-ving in the famine dis-

trict. Dr. Nansen stated in Paris early in

October that $25,000,000 must be raised be-

fore Christmas to save millions fi'om dying

during the coming Winter. [For the fail-

ure of Dr. Nansen's appeal to the League
of Nations, see the article on the League
Assembly meeting.] A ceaseless tide of

wanderers about the country, destitute of

all necessities of life, made the problem

even more difficult. Russia, even in the

times of the Czar, was a land of hrodidgi

(migrants), but the number of those now
afoot has risen to an unprecedented degi-ee.

Every train is crowded with them; riding on

the steps of the cars and on the couplings,

and even the roofs of the cars. The Gov-

ernment, despite its altered attitude, faces

almost insurmountable difficulties. M.
Kalinin, President of the Russian General

Committee for Famine Relief, made a tour

by special train to the famine-stricken dis-

tricts late in September. In all his speeches

to the peasants and officials he repeated

the same thing: " The Government has a

burden almost greater than it can bear.

You must help yourselves, and depend on

Moscow as little as possible. Decentralize.

Do it yourself! " This advice the Volga

communities are following as far as pos-

sible. The large German population has

worked on a self-help basis from the be-

ginning. Meanwhile, outside the famine

area free trade his increased and flour-

ished, and there is no doubt that the people

are pleased with the reform legislation.

Both Tchitcherin and Leonid Krassin ex-

plained the transformation of the Soviet

economic policy on the ground of expedi-

ency. Tchitcherin said in August :
" Our

fundamental ideas are the same. But we
cannot act the same way during a period

of universal bloodshed as in the present

period of slow evolution and eventual disin-

tegration, as we believe, of capitalistic econ-

omy. Rome remained the same when its

armies were commanded by Scipio and

when commanded by Fabius Cunctator.
* * * Now we must appeal to the in-

terest of the peasant; that is the basis of
our new internal system. Taxes in kind
will take what the Soviet Government needs
and the remainder can be marketed by the

farmers. The basis of my foreign policy

is co-operation with the capitalistic States."
* * * Krassin, who attained prominence
as the Soviet trade envoy to Great Britain,

developed this idea of co-operation with the.

Western nations still further in September.

Factories, he explained, could now be
opened under private management, but the

undertakers would all be treated on the

same basis, whether Russians or foreign-

ers. Ownership would remain vested in the

Soviet Government. Import and export

would similarly remain in the hands of the

Government, but foreign concessionaires

would be allowed to import machinery, &c.,

and to export produce or manufactured
goods. Goods from abroad could be im-

ported by foreigners if paid for by foreign

credits, and not by money taken out of

Russia. The guiding principle would be

an increase in production. Foreign debts

remained subject to repudiation, but with

France the Government would negotiate on

a " consolidation basis."

Leo Kamenev, head of the Moscow Soviet,

on Sept. 23 declared that all Russian indus-

tries would be returned to private owner-

ship except four—railways, and metallur-

gical, textile and fuel resources. It was
Kamenev who declared that Russia was on

the eve of a complete transformation of her

national and industrial life, which would
include the revival of a large part of the

capitalist machinery abolished in the revo-

lutions of 1917. " All restrictions upon pri-

vate, commercial and industrial activity,"

said Kamenev, " will be removed forthwith.

We realize now that it has proved impossi-

ble to refashion society at one stx'oke. We
never would have gone to such extremes if

it had not been that war conditions, both

civil and foi'^eign, compelled iron measures

to preserve the Soviet's existence. * * *

For the first time since 1917 we now are

able to pursue a policy of gradual evolu-

tion, infusing Socialist features as society

adjusts itself to them."

Russia and Poland, after serious threats

which imperiled peace between the two
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countries, reached an agreement Oct. 8

by which the Soviet leaders made new
pledges to carry out the terms of the Riga

treaty. Poland on her part agreed to expel

the " White Guard representatives " in Po-

land—the Ukrainian leader, Petlura and

Boris Savinkov, who had been active in

their hostility to the Soviet Government.

A flare-up with England occurred when
the Soviet Government was accused of stir-

ring up trouble in Persia and Afghanistan,

but the Soviet Government answered the

charges by asserting that the British Gov-

.

emment had been deceived by anti-Soviet

forgeries.

Canada announced in October that trade

relations would be resumed with Russia.

Norway signed a trade agreement Sept. 2.

Up to Oct. 15 Italy had failed to ratify its

trade agreement. Germany and Japan
opened negotiations in October for the re-

sumption of trade relations.

There were no indications that the United
States Government had abandoned its re-

fusal to recognize the Soviet regime or to

open trade relations with it. A note of the

Washington Government, sent on Sept. 19

in reply to a request by the Far iTastern

republic at Chita to be represented at the

Washington Conference on Disarmament,
made this clear. The principle of " moral
trusteeship " enunciated and followed by
the American Government, however, said

the American note, would insure decisions

acceptable to the people of Siberia and of

Russia generally.

CHINA REFUSES DISCUSSION
WITH JAPAN

Last hour proposals for a settlement of the Shantung controversy rejected flatly

by the Peking Government—Both preparing for a struggle at Washington

[Period Ended Oct. 15, 1921]

ON the eve of the Washington confer-

ence for a reduction of armament
Japan has offered, and China has

agaih refused, a settlement of the long-

pending controversy over the return of

Shantung. Japan had long sought to lure

the Chinese into negotiating, but the Chi-

nese Government, since its instructed dele-

gates at the Peace Conference declined to

sign the Versailles Treaty because it gave

Shantung to the Japanese, has never wa-
vered in its attitude that negotiations were
superfluous, and that it was China's right

to receive back Shantung without condi-

tions. The difficulty between the two na-

tions has been precisely that Japan was
willing to return Shantung, but only on

conditions which China obstinately refuses

to consider.

In a clearing house process envisaging

the establishment of a fait accompli before

the Washington conference opened, Japan
made one last effort to reach a settlement

with China over the long-dragging, and,

from the Japanese viewpoint, vexatious dis-

pute. The terms which it offered were
transmitted through diplomatic procedure

to the Peking Government, and the Tokio

leaders awaited with some anxiety the Chi-

nese reply.

This reply came early in October. It was
handed by Dr. Yen, the Chinese Foreign

Minister, to the Japanese Ambassador in

Peking on Oct. 6, and was made public in

the Chinese capital on the following day.

Its perusal brought chagrin to the Tokio

Government, for, in diplomatic but inflex-

ible language, it took up in detail the whole

Japanese proposal, and rejected every part

of it in toto. Japan had offered nothing
" fundamentally acceptable " to China, and

there was much in the new proposals " in-

compatible with the Chinese Government's

repeated declarations, the Chinese people's

hopes and aspirations and the principles

laid down in Chinese treaties with foreign

powers." An almost direct charge of " in-

sincerity " did nothing to sweeten the medi-
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cine which Japan found herself compelled

to swallow.

Text of Chinese Reply

After an introductory statement, the Chi-

nese note takes up the Japanese proposals

section by section. It does not, however,

even deign to notice Section 4, which prom-

ised that Japan would relinquish preferen-

tial rights acquired by treaty in Kiao-Chau,

or Section 8, which outlined the details of

unacceptable proposals. The essential por-

tions of the reply follow:

With reference to the important Shantung
question which is now pending between China
and Japan, China has indeed been most de-

sirous of an early settlement for the restitu-

tion of her sovereign rights and territory. The
reason why China has not until now been able

to commence negotiations with Japan is be-

causi^ of the fact that the basis upon which
Japan claims to negotiate are all of a nature

either highly objectionable to the Chinese Gov-
ernment and the Chinese people, or such to

which they have never given their recognition.

Furthermore, in regard to the Shantung ques-

tion, although Japan has made many vague
declarations, .she has in fact had no plan which
is fundamentally acceptable. Therefore the

case has been pending for many years, much
to the unexpectation of China. On Sept. 7

Japari submitted certain proposals for the re-

adjustment of the Shantung question in the

form of a memorandum, together with a verbal

statement by the Japanese Minister to the ef-

fect that in view of the great principle of Sino-

Japanese friendship, Japan has decided upon
this fair and just plan as her final concession,

&c. After careful consideration the Chinese
Government feels that much in Japan's new
proposals is still incompatible with the repeat-

ed declarations of the Chinese Government,
with the hopes and expectations of the entire

Chiruse people, and with the principles laid

down in treaties between China and the for-

eign powers. If these proposals are to be con-
sidered the final concession on the part of

Japan, they surely fall short to prove the sin-

cerity of Japan's desire to settle the question.

For Instance:

PROPOSAL 1—The lease of Kiao-Chau expired
immediately on China's declaration of war
against Germany. Now that Jfipan is only in

military occupation of the leased territory, the

latter should be wholly returned to China with-
out conditions. There can be no question of

any leasehold.

PROPOSAL 2—As to the opening of Kiao-
Chau Bay as a commercial port for the con-
venience of trade and residence of the na-
tionals of all friendly powers, China has al-

ready on previous ocfasions communicated her
intentions to do so to the powers, and there
can be no necessity for the establishment of

any purely foreign settlement again. Agricul-
tural pursuits concern the fundamental means

of existence of the people of a country ; and ac-
cording to the usual practice of all countries,

'no foreigners ara permitted to engage in them.
The vested rights of foreigners obtained
through lawful processes under the German
r6grime shall, of course, be respected, but those
obtained by force and compulsion during the
period of Japanese military occupation and
against law and treaties can in no wise be
recognized. And again, although this same ar-
ticle in advocating the opening of cities and
towns of Shantung as commercial ports agrees
with China's intention and desire of dsvelop-
ing commerce, the opening of such places should
nevertheless be left to China's own judgment
and selection in accordance with circumstances.
As to the regulations governing the opening of

such places, China will undoubtedly bear in

mind the object of affording facilities to inter-

national trade and formulate them according to

established precedents of self-opened ports and
sees, therefore, no necessity in this matter for

any previous negotiations.

PROPOSAL 3—The joint operation of the

Shantung Railway, that is, the Kiao-Chau-
Tsinan Line, by China and Japan is objected

to by the entire Chinese people. It is because
in ail countries there ought to be a unified sys-

tem of railways, and joint operation destroys

unity of railway management and impairs the

rights of sovereignty ; and, in view of the evils

of the previous ca.ses of joint operation and the

impossibility of correcting them, China can
now no longer recognize it as a matter of

principle. The whole line of the Shantung
Railway, together with the right of control and
management thereof, should be completely-

handed over to China ; and after a just valu-

ation of its capital and properties, one-half of

the whole value of the line not returned shall

be purchased back by China within a fixed pe-

riod. As to the mines appurtenant to the

Shantung Railway which were already operated

by the Germans, their plan of operation shall

be fixed in accordance with the Chinese mining
laws.

PROPOSAL r>—With reference to the con-

struction of the extension of the Shantung Rail-

way, that is, the Tsinan-Shunteh and Kiao-

Chau-Hsuchow lines, China will, as a matter
of course, negotiate with international financial

bodies. As to the Chefoo-Weihsien Railway, it

is entirely a different case, and cannot be dis-

cussed in the same category.

PROPOSAL 6—The Custom Rouse at Tsingtao

was formerly situated in leased territory, and
the system of administration differed slightly

from others. When the leased territory is re-

stored, the Custom House thereat should be

placed under the complete control and manage-
ment of the Chinese Government and should

not be different from the other Custom Houses

in its system of administration.

PROPOSAL 7—The extent of public properties

is too wide to be limited only to that portion

used for administrative purposes. The meaning
of the statement in the Japanese memorandum
that such property will in principle be trans-

ferred to China, &c.. rather lacks clearness. If

It is the sincere wish of Japan to return all the
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public properties to China, she ought to hand
over completely the various kinds of official,

semi-official, municipal and other public prop-
erties and enterprises to China to be distributed,

according to their nature and kind, to the ad-
ministrations of the centi-al and local authori-

ties, to the municipal council and to the Chi-
nese Customs, &c., as the case may be. Re-
garding this there is no necessity for any spe-

cial arrangement.

PROPOSAL 9—The question of the withdrawal
of Japanese troops from the Province of Shan-
tung bears no connection with the restoration

of the Kiao-Chau Leased Territory and the Chi-

nese Government has repeatedly urged for its

actual execution. It is only proper tliat the

entire Japanese Army of Occupation should now
be immediately evacuated. As to the policing

of the Klao-Chau-Tslnan Railway, China will

immediately send a suitable force of Chinese
Railway Police to take over the duties.

This statement gives only the main points

whicn are unsatisfactory and concerning which
the Chinese Government feels it absolutely

necessary to make a clear declaration. Fur-
ther, in view of the marked difference of opin-

ion between the two countries, and apprehend-
ing that the case might long remain unsettled,

China reserves to herself the freedom of seek-
ing a solution of the question whenever a suit-

able occasion presents itself.

The language of this refusal was unmis-

takable. There was not even a basis of

agreement, for China, from start to finish,

insisted on her own absolute sovereignty

and declined to accept as a gift with a

string to it that to which she considered

herself entitled of right. The final sen-

tence also was ominous. The Japanese

diplomats understood clearly enough that

China would lay the Shantung controversy

before the Washington conference. The
Government leaders girded up their loins

for this ultimate issue. The Shantung set-

tlement was a part of the Versailles Treaty.

If this or any other part of it were abro-

gated, they held, the whole treaty would
be laid open to being riddled like a sieve.

Toward the middle of October it was stated

that Japan was preparing a counter-analy-

sis of the entire dispute for presentation

at Washington- and that she believed she

would find support by all the nations signa-

tory to the Versailles compact. Mean-
while, the Japanese Government refused to

take the Chinese " No " for an answer, and
on Oct. 17, through Yukichi Obata, the Jap-

anese Minister, asked the Peking Govern-
ment to reconsider its rejection.

No answer had been received up to the

time when these pages went to press. There

was little hope in Tokio of a favorable re-

ply-

That the most solid and consei-vative ele-

ments of China were backing the Govern-
ment in its attitude on Shantung was
shown by a manifesto issued by the Chi-
nese Bankers' Association, the strongest
banking group in China, " for the guidance
of the Chinese policy at the Washington
conference," shortly prior to Oct. 9. This
document was little less than a syllabus of
Japan's various aggressions on China.

While the Chinese Government was thus
taking strength for a coming struggle with
Japan at Washington, Dr. Sun Yat-sen,
President of the new Canton Republic, per-
sisted in his hostility to the Peking Gov-
ernment and all its doings. In a vitriolic

manifesto issued on Sept. 5, he charged
that the Chinese President Hsu Shih-chang
and his Government were dominated by
Japanese influence, declared that Japan's
twenty-one demands and the secret agree-
ments between Peking and Tokio would
block all settlement of Far Eastern ques-
tions at Washington, and served notice that
if the Canton Government were not repre-

sented at the conference, all decisions taken
in regard to China would be, so far as he
was concerned, null and void. Not content
with this, Dr. Sun, whose ardent patriotism

is as uncontested as his hatred for the Cen-
tral Government, decided to abandon words
for deeds. Mr. Ma Soo, representative of

Dr. Sun's Government at Washington,
stated on Oct. 12 that the Canton President

had declared war on the Peking militarists

and was leading personally his southern Chi-

nese troops on a drive through the Kwangsi
province north, with Peking as his objec-

tive. Though specific information was
meagre, the belief lies near at hand that

the recent armed aggression of the north-

em General Wu Pei-fu on the southern

provinces was one of the deteiTnining in-

fluences on Dr. Sun's campaign.

The Chinese Department of Communica-

tions on Sept. 19 signed a supplementary

bond issue for completing the Federal Com-
pany's wireless contract signed last Jan-

uary. This meant that the American com-

pany would be able to proceed -with the

construction of a high-powered plant at

Shanghai and at smaller stations despite the

protest of Great Britain and Japan.
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TUESDAY, Dec. 6, has been officially

designated as the date for the Cana-

dian general elections, with nomina-

tions on Nov. 22. The new Parliament will

meet on Jan. 17. All parties are picking

their candidates rapidly, and the battle

promises to be intense and full of excite-

ment. Before proceeding with their selec-

tion the Liberals of one of the Ottawa rid-

ings offered to nominate Lady Laurier,

widow of Sir Wilfrid Laurier, a former

Premier. She declined the honor.

Premier Meighen faces the country with

a reorganized Cabinet. The Ministers who
retired to make way for new blood were

Sir George Foster, Hon. Messrs. P. E. Blon-

din, J. D. Reid, J. A. Calder, R. W. Wig-

more and C. J. Doherty. The latter, it is

understood, will be made a Judge. He is

the Canadian Minister who, , at the Peace

Conference and in the recent Assembly of

the League of Nations, strongly opposed

the famous Article X. of the League of Na-

tions Covenant. He has always contended

that it 1^ a barrier to the formation of a

workable League and contains the germ of

future troubles.

Of the retiring Ministers, Sir George
Foster, who was head of the Department
of Trade and Commerce, is the best known.
He is now in his seventy-fourth year and
has been continuously active in Canadian
politics since 1882. For the greater part

of that time he has been a member of the

House of Commons, and when Conservative

Governments were in power he usually was
included in their membership. He has been

made a member of the Senate, an appoint-

ive position in Canada, within the gift of

the Government of the day. At present he

is taking an active part in the campaign on

behalf of Premier Meighen and his party,

his great gifts as an orator with a caustic

tongue making him much sought for as a
platform attraction. During his long public

career Sir George has been a strong sup-

porter of all temperance movements.

Sir Robert Borden, the former Premier,

who is to represent Canada at the Arms
Limitation Conference, has been delivering

a number of addresses in the University of

Toronto on the status of Canada as a na-

tion. These culminated in a great mass
meeting on the night of Oct. 8, which

marked the first public gathering of the

recently formed League of Nations Society

in Canada. Sir Robert, who headed the

Canadian delegation at the Imperial Con-
ference and at the Peace Conference, pre-

sided. He is a great supporter and advo-

cate of the League. In the course of his

address he said:

We feel in this country, perhaps more tlian

any other, that a very .great loss has been
sustained in the refusal of the great neigh-
boring nation, the United States, to join In

the covenant, and to consecrate its national
purpose according to the methods which the

League has devised ; but I believe that there

is no nation in the world whose people are
more devoted to the kleals of peace.

An office for the League of Nations So-

ciety in Canada has been opened in Toronto

and many people are joining from all parts

of the country.

The Province of Ontario has now com-
pleted its machinery for the operation of

what is popularly known as the rural

credits scheme. Legally it is operating

under a measure with a ponderous name
relative to farm associations. There are a

number of local boards working in con-

junction with a central board, which, in

turn, is directly responsible to the Minister

of Agriculture. Short-tenn loans not ex-

ceeding $1,000 are provided for, as well as

long-term moi'tgages on the amortization

plan, with maximum advances of $12,000.

The scheme has been well received. The
Government has under consideration a pro-

posal to expand it by going into the bank-

ing business. By the payment of interest

at a somewhat higher rate than is now
given by the chartered banks, it is argued
that money enough could be obtained and
loaned on a paying business, not only to

meet the rural credits scheitle, but to make
loans to municipalities on approved de-

benture issues.

On Oct. 10 the Province of New Bruns-

wick took a plebiscite on the continuance

or othei-wise of the importation of liquor

for personal use. While only about one-

third of the voters went to the polls, there

was a large majority against importation.

Only two counties and a very few of the
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smaller towns voted " wet." The cities

voted " dry." As a result of the vote, the

law will be amended within the next three

months so that the only legal sale of alco-

holic liquor will be by prescription.

AUSTRALIA—Great interest is being

aroused in Australia by the comprehensive

plan of Sir Joseph Carruthers, former Pre-

mier of New South Wales, for settlements

on millions of acres of the Crown lands in

various parts of the country. It is proposed

within twenty or twenty-five years to place

1,000,000 farmers on 1,000,000 farms, most

of the settlers to be diawn from Great

Britain. Sir Joseph plans to build rail-

w^ays, roads and waterworks wherever nec-

essary, so that land shall be available for

agriculturists as soon as they arrive. He
has been touring Australia to raise a fund

of £30,000,000 to start the work. Only 8

per cent, of the land has been sold. There
are 1,740,000,000 acres of Crown lands, as

against 163,000,000 in private hands. If

only half of the idle lands can be developed.

Sir Joseph says, it will give an area equal

to the productive area of the United States.

Lord Northcliffe, before leaving Sydney
for the Philippines on Oct. 1, issued an
urgent appeal to Australians to encourage

immigration by a broad and constructive

policy, declaring that otherwise they were
likely to be swamped by Asiatics.

Australia's magnitude and riches and the
weakness of its garrison [he said] are
known to all overcrowded and ambitious
nations in the Near North. Moral right to

territory is in itself no right at all. Within
a fortnight's steam of your Commonwealth
there are thousands of millions of people,

all of whom are crowded and restless and
some of them ambitious and powerful. Yet
you continue your work and play as though
the history of the world had not been the

story of the overthrow of the weak by the

strong. The world will not tolerate an
empty, idle Australia. You cannot hold up
a human flood by a restriction clause in an
act of Parliament.

Premier Hughes, in addressing the Com-
monwealth House of Representatives on

Sept. 29, said:

Frankly, I see no hope for success of the

pioposed disarmament conference at Wash-
ington until the Pacific problem is settled.

Such a settlement is only possible through
a modus vivendi satisfactory to Japan,
Australia and the United State.«.

William Smith, Minister of the Navy, on

Oct. 13 introduced the Commonwealth's

naval estimate, carrying only £3,180,000.

He announced that Australia's seagoing
fleet had been reduced to two light cruisers,

one training cruiser, two sloops, four de-

stroyers, and three submarines.

A great national public work, the third

largest of its kind ever attempted in the

world, is the Murray Waters irrigation

scheme now being carried out in Australia.

The Murray River rises in the Australian

Alps in New South Wales and runs for 800

miles westward before entering South Aus-
tralia, forming the boundary between New
South Wales and Victoria. It was soon

proved that irrigation interests in the river

were far more important than those of nav-

igation. The three States concerned have
joined in a project to build an immense dam
and reservoir large enough to hold 1,000,000

acre-feet of water at the junction of the

Mitta Mitta River with the Murray a few
miles out of Albury. Another storage res-

ervoir of 500,000 acre-feet is planned at

Lake Victoria, near the border of South

Australia. The river drains an area of

about 240,000 square miles, and the irriga-

tion project is only inferior to similar un-

dertakings on the Nile and the Mississippi.

The cost will be about $30,000,000, of which

the Commonwealth has agreed to pay
$5,000,000, the three States sharing the rest

of the payment equally.

Dispatches from New South Wales say

the pearling industry is dead because of un-

settled conditions throughout the world, ac-

cording to James Clark of Brisbane, the

Australian pearl king. All pearling boats

at Thursday Island are laid up at Broome,

Western Australia. Only about 100 out

of 400 boats in the trade are working. Fail-

ure of Germany and Russia to purchase

pearl shell is one cause, and another is that

the Japanese are making buttons out of

trochus shell and the Americans making
them from fresh-water mussels in the Mis-

siiisippi.

KENYA COLONY, BRITISH NORTH-
EAST AFRICA—Contracts have been

awarded by the British Govei-nment for the

construction of a railroad from Nakuru to

the Nasingisu plateau, north of Victoria

Nyanza. This line will reach a higher point

than any other railroad in the British Em-
pire, the peak being more than 9,000 feet

above sea level. The cost will be $10,000,000.



RESTORING MEXICO'S CREDIT
Business relations reviving between American and Mexican interests, in

spite of the attitude of Washington—President Ohregons efforts for recognition

[Period Ended Oct. ].">, 1921]

MEXICO is desirous of re-establishing

her foreign credit by payment of the

defaulted interest on her external

bonds, regardless of the question of recog-

nition. International bankers have finally

brought the matter to the point of discus-

sion. Thomas W. Lamont of J. P. Mor-

gan & Co. arrived in Mexico City on Oct.

5 for the purpose of considering how the

proposed payments should be made. He is

Acting Chairman of the International Com-
mittee of Bankers on Mexico, which was
formed two years ago to act in behalf of

investors who hold the Mexican Govern-

ment's external bonds. British, French,

Swiss, Dutch and Belgian bankers are on

the committee, and asked Mr. Lamont to

represent them. Before his leaving for

Mexico City, the State Department was
notified of the purpose of the visit and im-

mdiately made it clear that Mr. Lamont
was acting in an entirely private capacity.

Mexico defaulted on the interest on her

external bonds in 1914 and has paid nothing

on them since. They total approximately

$190,000,000, and the interest in default is

about $50,000,000. French investors hold

many of the bonds, and many are reported

to be in Germany. An invitation was ex-

tended to James Speyer of Speyer & Co.,

as well as to Mr. Lamont, to visit Mexico.

Mr. Speyer's firm has received deposits of

securities representing some of the external

obligations, while Mr. Lamont holds proxies

for the International Committee.

Mr. Lamont held his first conference with

Secretary de la Huerta on Oct. 6. One of

the points under discussion was whether

Mexico would assume the Victoriano Huerta

debt. The Governments of Madero and

Carranza refused to accept the loan made
to Huerta on the ground that his Govern-

ment was illegal. The bonds are chiefly

held in France. There is also a loan made
to Huerta by an American packing house

in spite of the fact that the United States

consistently refused to recognize Huerta on

account of the method by which he became

Pi'esident after the murder of Madero.
Taken in connection with the settlement of

the Mexican oil question (noted in Current
History for October, Page 170), Mr. La-

mont's visit shows that Mexico is anxious
_

to establish friendly relations, and that

American business men are glad to co-

operate. Judge Elbert H. Gai-y, Chairman
of the United States Steel Corporation, and
several other prominent American business

men have recently visited Mexico. Samuel
Vauclain, President of the Baldwin Loco-

motive Company, went there and demon-
strated that it was not necessary to get

the approval of Washington politicians to

do business with Mexico; he returned with

orders for sixty-five engines, four of which
have now been delivered and are in service.

Recognition of Mexico is still barred in

Washington by imposing conditions that

few States would subscribe to. Under Sec-

retary Fletcher insists on a treaty prior

to recognition, in which Mexico must state

in black and white that she will not rob

American citizens by confiscation of their

properties or by discriminatory taxes.

The Under Secretary declared furthermore

that the plea of State rights—that the Fed-

eral Government has no authority over the

different Mexican States—must be abro-

gated, at least as far a? the United States

is concerned. It has authority over Stat«>s

and " must control the action of the States

relative to American rights," he was quoted

as saying to Representative Hudspeth of

Texas on Oct. 1. In this attitude Mr.

Fletcher has a precedent in the attitude of

Italy when the United States disclaimed

responsibility for damages by the New
Orleans riots and also by the attitude of

Japan in connection with legislation in Cali-

fornia.

Profit-sharing, which has been introduced

voluntarily by many large corporations in

the United States for the benefit of their

employes, has just been adopted in Mexico

officially by the State of Vera Ciuz and

made compulsoi-y. The share of profits
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allotted to employes according to the law

must not be less than 10 per cent. The law-

was made retroactive, applying to the

period between Feb. 5, 1917, and Dec. 31,

1920. This feature aroused criticism, and a

temporary injunction was granted by the

Federal Supreme Court, so that the law is

only partly in effect. It applies to oil

workers and companies in the petroleum

district of Northern Vera Cruz. A law

identical in form is under consideration by

the Legislature of the State of Puebla. The

Federal Government will not intervene in

an effort to have the law modified or an-

nulled, according to Sefior Calles, Secretary

cf the Interior, who declared that in such

matters the States are sovereign. President

Obregon is strongly in favor of the law.

The present Administration of Mexico is

determined to prevent exploitation of the

people, whether by Mexicans or foreigners.

By standing pat with regard to its foreign

policy it throws the burden of disturbance

on other shoulders. Thus, the oil com-

panies, despite the support of Washington,

found it prudent to compromise on the ques-

tion of taxes. The American Association

of Mexico states that the following are the

points of agreement:

T\\e decree of June 7, imposing a tax of

38 cents a barrel, is suspended until Decem-
ber. The ad valorem tax under the decree of

May 24, which amounts to approximately

12 cents a barrel, is allowed to stand, but

becomes a production tax instead of an ex-

port tax, and is thereiore paid on all oil in

storage and sold in Mexico. The companies

are paying this tax. In addition an export

tax of 8 cents per barrel has been agreed

upon. This lasts until Dec. 2.'>, at which
time taxes are to be adjusted.

The final text of the Supreme Court de-

cision that Article 27 of the Constitution is

not retroactive was approved on Sept. 24.

France in September sent M. Jules Blon-

dell to Mexico as Charge d'Affaires. In an
interview in the Universal on Sept. 25, he
said:

The reason France does not recognize
Mexico absolutely is because she is waiting
for the other Allies, who may do so at any
moment. France has lost no time in show-
ing that she is desirous of I'ecognizing Mex-
ico and has always cliampioned Mexico in

the allied councils. Last January, France
designated M. C. Pinchant as plenipotentiary

and envoy to this republic. An Ambassador
will come here from Fiance as soon as pos-

sible. Meanwhile diplomatic relations need
not be considered as broken.

The presence of a number of Latin-

American diplomatists at the Mexican cen-

tennial festivities revived rumors of a

formal federation of Mexico, Central and

South America, but no definite action was
taken. A union of Central America with

Mexico v/as suggested on Sept. 29 by the

new Costa Rican Consul in Mexico City,

Rafael Cardona Jimenez, but it elicited only

humorous comment. The Consul stated his

opinion that the Central American Union
might seek annexation to Mexico on ac-

count of the refusal of Nicaragua and Costa

Rica to enter the new State.

Illiteracy in Mexico is decreasing slowly,

with the aid of more than 1,500 voluntary

teachers, who serve without pay. A good-

roads convention was held in Mexico City

in September and an organization effected

to urge on the Federal Congress the im-

provement of the highways of the countiy.

Immigration of Americans is increasing,

partly owing to the centennial celebration.

A definite improvement in the economic

situation has apparently set in.

CENTRAL AMERICAN UNION IN ACTION
[Period Ended Oct. LI, 1921]

THE Union of Central America was for-

inally constituted on Oct. 10, when the

separate Governments of Honduras,

Guatemala and Salvador ceased to function

and a provisional Federal Council took

charge at Tegucigalpa, the capital of the

new federation. The Constitution had been

signed on Sept. 10 by representatives of the

three States. The Constituent Assembly se-

lected as the flag and coat of arms of Cen-
tral America those of the old federation.

The flag has three broad horizontal stripes,

one white between two blue ones, and the

coat of arms is a triangle bearing the motto
" God, Union and Liberty." Elections for

the Federal Council were set for Oct. 15.

Central America thus constituted has an
area of nearly 100,000 square miles, about
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twice the size of New York State, with a

population less than two-fifths, or about

3,900,000. Its three component States are

contiguous and it is bounded on the north-

east by Mexico and the southwest by Ni-

caragua. Spanish is the common language;

education is free and compulsory. The
States are autonomous. The Federal Con-

stitution is modeled in part on that of the

United States. The executive power partly

follows the Swiss system, consisting of a

Federal Council of three, but it is popularly

elected. Each State chooses one Council-

man and one Alternate for a five-year

tenn. The Alternates may deliberate, but

have no vote. From among their number
the three Councilmen elect one President

and one Vice President to hold office for

one year. They cannot immediately suc-

ceed themselves. The Australian ballot is

adopted in all elections by the people.

NICARAGUA.—After the revolutionary

movement on the Honduran frontier noted

in Current History for October, the Nic-

araguan troops were rapidly demobilized,

but a small force was again sent to the

border in the eastern comer of the State,

on the Pacific Coast, under General Masis,

Minister of Public Works in 1909. He cap-

tured a number of rebels led by General

Tobos, who began negotiations for surren-

der.

PANAMA — Panama's status was defi-

nitely settled on Oct. 13, when the treaty

between the United States and Colombia

was ratified by the Senate at Bogota. It

had been already ratified at Washington
on April 20 by a vote of 69 to 19. The
treaty was practically the same as that pre-

sented to the Senate by President Wilson

in 1914, except that an article was omitted

expressing regret that anything should have

occurred to mar the cordial relations of

the two countries. It calls for the payment
of $25,000,000, of which $5,000,000 is to be

paid in six months and the rest in four an-

nual instalments of a like amount. Colom-

bian citizens, their products and mails are

exempt from any duties or taxes in the

Zone other than those paid by American
citizens, and Colombia recognizes for the

first time the complete independence of

Panama. The full text of the treaty was
published in CURRENT History for June, Pp.

542-543.

CANAL ZONE— The Zone Commission
appointed by Secretary Weeks, headed by
General William D. Connor, recently went
to Panama to investigate labor conditions

and administrative machinery in the Canal
Zone, and returned with a report recom-
mending thorough reorganization of admin-
istration and radical changes in policies af-

fecting employment of labor, operation of

the canal and railroad, pay of employes and
other subjects. This report was made pub-

lic in Washington on Oct. 6. It recommends
that the Governor of the Zone deal with

labor, not through the unions, but through

committees of employes; favors the adop-

tion of the open shop principle; the use of

tropical native labor; discontinuance of free

housing, light, heat and other perquisites,

and separation of the operation of the canal,

railway and steamship lines. The commis-
sion says it failed to find anything to jus-

tify continued expenditure of canal funds

to maintain a naval base at the canal.

The repoi't drew fire from Samuel Goni-

pers, President of the American Federation

of Labor, who described the labor recom-
mendations as " nothing less than prepos-

terous and affronting to the entire country."

He especially objected to use of native labor.

Another dispute connected with the Pan-

ama Canal Zone was that regarding the

exemption of American coastwise vessels

from tolls, demanded by the Republican

Party platfonn. Senator Borah introduced

a bill to accord this exemption and Presi-

dent Harding is said to favor such action,

but wants it delayed until after the dis-

armament conference. In spite of the

President's desire for delay, the Senate

passed the bill by a vote of 47 to 37 on

Oct. 10, thirty-five Republicans voting for

it to seventeen against, while twenty Dem-
ocrats voted against the bill and twelve in

favor of it.

While these disputes concerning the

canal were in progress, the report of op-

erations during the fiscal year ending June

30 was made public, showing a new high

record for American tonnage passing

through. Of the 2,892 ships traversing the

waterway, 1,212 were American, exclusive

of Government owned and chartered ves-

sels, and they carried 5,179,000 tons. Great
Britain was second with 970 ships and
3,722,000 tons.



SOUTH AMERICA'S UNIFICATION
MOVEMENT

Growing unanimity manifested in Racial Day celebrations and in Pan-

American parcel-post—Exaggerated reports of rejected American merchandise

[Period Ended Oct. 15, 1921]

THE celebration in all the capitals of

South America of Racial Day, on Oct.

12, commemorating the anniversary of

the discovery of the New World, stands as

the culminant event of the month, by rea-

son of its own significance as well as the

unanimity inspiring the observance of this

holiday. In Buenos Aires, in Santiago, in

Lima, in Bogota and Quito, in every Latin

American city of any importance, both the

natives and foreign residents and the of-

ficial representatives of Spain celebrated

Columbus Day in the spirit of brotherhood

befitting the descendants of the same race

who continue to speak the same language

and uphold similar traditions.

Until a short time ago Columbus Day was
a minor local celebration throughout Latin

America: but since 1910, when the more
important countries celebrated the centen-

nial of their independence, Oct. 12 has taken

on a new significance, due mainly to the

initiative of some intellectuals from the

mother country and to the Spanish Govern-

ment itself. Special embassies, such as

those of the Infanta Isabella, an aunt of

King Alfonso, and a more recent one pre-

sided over by the Infante Ferdinand of Ba-

varia, a cousin of the King of Spain, have

visited South America with remarkable

success.

The promised visit of King Alfonso him-

self to Uruguay, Argentina and Chile will

go a long way in this movement toward co-

operation of all the Spanish-speaking coun-

tries. This movement, begun as a mere
rhetorical program, is daily taking a more
substantial foi-m through such conventions

and agreements as those put forward by

the Casa de America of Barcelona, the

Postal Congress of Seville and the plans

for celebration of a great international ex-

position in the latter city next year.

ARGENTINA—Shipments of merchan-

dise packages weighing up to twenty-two

pounds will be pennitted under a parcel

post convention adopted by the Pan-Amer-
ican Postal Congress, gathered at Buenos
Aires early this month. One of the pro-

visions of the agreement is that there should

be freedom of transit for parcel post

through contracting countries. The parcel

post agreement provides for the formation

of a Pan-American Parcel Union embracing
the United States and all the countries of

Central and South America, including Mex-
ico and the Caribbean republics. * * *

President Irigoyen has signed and put into

effect the new law designed to curb rent

profiteering. Under the new law it is

forbidden to raise rents over the average
charged before Jan. 1, 1920. * * * The
new works at Comodoro Rivadavia increased

the production of oil during the last month
to 20,324 cubic meters, making a total for

the last seven months of 171,257 cubic

meters. * * * A loan for $50,000,000,

bearing interest at 7 per cent, and matur-

ing in two years, has been subscribed by
the American financiers represented by the

Chase National Bank. * * * ^ Spanish

company, represented by the army engineer.

Captain Herrera, is negotiating with the

Argentinian Government for a subsidy to

start an aerial navigation line from Cadiz to

Buenos Aires. The airships would be of the

Zeppelin type * * * The Department of

Statistics has published the data referring

-to Argentinian exports to the United States

during the first six months of the year.

According to those figures, the exports to

North America have averaged 75 per cent,

higher in volume than the figures given for

the corresponding period during the five

years previous to the war.

BOLIVIA—The firm of William and
Spruille Braden has purchased a tract of

5,320,000 acres in the Department of Santa
Cruz, in the southeastern part of the re-

public. Tests in the oil fields show that

the oil is of paraffin base running as high

as 45.8 Baume, and that it is perhaps one
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of the highest grades of oil ever found, ac-

cording to the purchasers. There has been

keen competition for control of the field

by European interests, particularly an Eng-
lish concern. * * * Bolivia has made
tremendous gains as a tin producer during

the past decade. In 1903 it was credited

with less, than 10,000 tons a year, while

today it is the second largest tiil-producing

country of the world, and unofficial esti-

mates give its output as 25 per cent, of the

total. * * * A. contract was signed

with an American concern to construct a

railway 12S miles long between Villazon

and Atocha, which would unite the i-ailroad

systems of Bolivia and Argentina, making
it possible to travel between Arica, on the

Pacific, and Buenos Aires in two days less

time than at present. The Bolivian Gov-

ernment is to issue bonds to cover the

cost to the amount of $7,000,000. * * *

Jesse S. Cottrell of Tenneiisee has been

nominated by President Harding as Minister

to Bolivia. Mr. Cottrell is a. newspaper man
and a graduate of the University of his

native State as well as of the Georgetown
University School of Law.

BRAZIL—The North American Chamber
of Commerce of Rio Janeiro makes public

a resolution adopted declaring that reports

which have been circulated in the United

States and in Brazil regarding enonnous
amounts of rejected American merchandise

in the Custom Houses of Rio and other

Brazilian ports were " badly exaggei*ated."

These reports, the resolution declares, con-

stitute " a veritable propaganda against

North American and Brazilian business in-

terests, which is causing a profound im-

pi'ession upon the buying market, directly

and indirectly affecting orders, shipments,

acceptances and payments, and troubling

exchange rates to a considerable extent."

The resolution adds that abnormal stocks

of goods do not exist in Brazil and there

is " not the least probability of the dump-
ing of cheap goods on the market either

through so-called selling syndicates or Cus-

tom House auctions." * * * Imports in

Brazil during the first half of 1921

amounted to £38,485,000, as against £72,-

763,000 in the last six months of 1920.

* * * There has been an Emergency bill

passed, intended to cope with the present

crisis and the exchange depression. Up to

Oct. 31 all imported. merchandise was freed

of storage charges at the Custom Houses.

The Government is exerting its influence

with the laihvay companies to obtain a re-

duction in freight rates; also it is establish-

ing warrants for the coffee left over from
last year. The same law heavily punishes

the selling of products manufactured in

Brazil as imported goods. * * * With the

Amazonian tour started by Dr. Nilo Pecanha
in quest of popular support for his candi-

dacy for the Presidency of the republic,

the political campaign is in full swing. Dr.

Pecanha, who was President of the countiy
before the last two incumbents, has been
holding political gatherings at Manaos,
Belem, Bahia and Spiritu Sancto, at which
places he had been preceded by Dr. J. J.

Seabra, his i-unning mate.

COLOMBIA—The proposals presented in

the name of a North American syndicate

by ex-Senator Lorimer of Illinois embi-ace

the buildmg of a railway between Bogota,

Barranquilla and Bahia Honda; the estab-

lishment of a line of steamers with the

United States; agricultural colonization, and
oil, coal and timber development. * * *

The Tropical Company, operating 400 miles

inland on the Magdalena River, has an-

nounced that gasoline for local consump-
tion will shortly be sold to the public. This

will be the first concern to put Colombian
oil on the market. <= * * Pedro Nel
Ospina is the candidate of the major branch
of the Conservative Party for President of

the republic for the four-year period Tbe-

ginning August, 1922.

CHILE—A contract to supply the equip-

ment to electrify the central section of the

Chilean State Railway has been closed be-

tween the Chilean Government and the

Westinghouse Company of Pittsburgh. The
line about to be electrified is the most im-

portant in the country by reason of its link-

ing the capital, Santiago, and the main port

of Valparaiso with a branch to Los Andes,

where it connects with the Trans-Andean
Railway. The contract has a total value of

$7,000,000. Owing to the abundance of

water power and the high value of fuel in

Chile, all Chilean railways will eventually

be electrified. * * * Negotiations are

in progress toward the selling of a con-

siderable quantity of nitrates to Germany
through the pool established in London vvdth
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the co-operation of the Chilean Government.

German interests are eager in the purchase

of the Chilean fertilizer, mainly due to the

unsatisfactory results obtained with the

synthetic nitrate during the war, but

serious difficulties are encountered, espe-

cially in the matter of the value of the

mark. A splendid impression is reported to

have been made in Government circles and

also in public opinion by the personality

and the utterances of the new American
Ambassador, Mr. Collier, at his official re-

ception by President Alessandri. Ambas-
sador Collier dwelt on the mutual advan-

tages of industrial and business investment

and strongly declared himself in favor of

continuing and furthering the interchange

of professors and students already estab-

lished between the United States and

Chile.

ECUADOR—The Andes Corporation,

recently formed with a capital of £2,000,000,

has taken over the prospective oil proper-

ties of the Leonard Exploration Company,
which include about 6,500,000 acres in

Ecuador and other great tracts of oil land

in Colombia and Venezuela.

PERU—A bill to create a Peruvian na-

tional bank was introduced in Congress by
the Secretary of the Treasury, Rodriguez

Dulanto. It provides that half the capital

of £10,000,000 shall be subscribed by the

Grovemment and half by private capital. It

authorizes the issuance of bank notes, half

of which shall be secured by gold and Gov-

ernment bank notes on deposit, and half by
commercial paper. Prompt passage of the

bill is predicted. * * * Minister Wil-

liam E. Gonzales left Lima to board the

steamer that would carry him to the United
States at the end of October. His departure
was marked by manifestations of friendli-

ness on the part of the official element and,
of his colleagues of the diplomatic corps.

* * * A group of American educators

has arrived under contract with the Gov-
ernment to take charge of various official

institution of public education, where
North American methods will be estab-

lished.

URUGUAY—The national budget antici-

pates expenses of 43,253,497 pesos as against

an income of 36,535,475, therefore fore-

stalling an expected deficit of more than

six millions. * * * The loan of $7,-

500,000 contracted for in the United States

has been the subject of a debate in Par-

liament. There the representative of the

Government declared, in answering the

question raised by Dr. Bachini as to the

correctness of the procedure, that the ad-

vantageous conditions under which the

operation was presented to Uruguay by the

American bankers is the best excuse for the

summary discussion that resulted in ac-

ceptance by the Executive.

VENEZUELA—Besides the four radio-

graphic stations of La Guaira, Puerto

Cabello, Maracay and Maracaibo, two new
stations are under construction at San

Cristobal and Caracas. It is rumored that

in a short time there will begin the con-

struction of a station of sufficient power

to establish direct communication with the

United States and Europe.

EVENTS IN THE WEST INDIES
[Period Endh) Oct. 15, 1921]

CONDITIONS in Cuba are gradually im-

proving under the administration of

President Zayas and the excellent advice of

General Crowder, who was sent to the island

by President Wilson to prevent civil war
from growing out of last year's disputed

election, and who has been continued in

service there by President Harding. He was
appointed a member of a Cuban commission
to review the revenue situation, reduce ex-

penses, raise more Government funds and

rewrite the Cuban tariff law. He has suc-

ceeded in reducing the Government budget

from $134,000,000 in the last year of Meno-
cal's Administration to $64,000,000 for next

year. On his advice an internal loan of

$40,000,000 has been discarded, and one for

$50,000,000 is being sought from New York
bankers. Representatives of six American
banking houses went to Cuba early in Octo-
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ber to compete for the privilege of handling

the latter loan. There will be more or less

supen'ision of the expenditure of the money
by American interests. This loan, it was
jpelieved, would be sufficient to finance the

new sugar crop, which is expected to be

much smaller than this year's, owing to the

omission of the customary 20 per cent, of

replanting last Autumn and Spring and lack

of cultivation of cane fields during the

Summer. It is stated that of the 215 sugar

mills on the island not more than 160 will

operate. The amount of sugar in Cuba is

about a million tons greater than in 1919

or 1920. This year's crop is estimated at

about 3,000,000 tons. Ge»many's beet sugar
crop has been reduced nearly one-tenth.

Aside from Czechoslovakia, no European
country is likely to have any appreciable

quantity of sugar for export, and Europe
will have to import from Cuba. The last

of the 1919 crop of Cuban raw sugar was
sold for 2'hk cents, cost and freight, to New
York early in October. One result of the

surplus of sugar is that Havana taxicab

drivers have reduced their rates 50 per cent.

They have cut their automobile fuel costs

by substituting commercial alcohol made
from sugar cane for gasoline.

The Cuban Telephone Company has ob-

tained a loan of $4,000,000, secured by an

issue of 7% per cent, bonds due in 1941 and

not redeemable before 1931. The Cuban
corporation controls the telephone system

of Cuba, and through an agreement with

the American Telegraph and Telephone

Company, by means of the three submarine

cables recently put in operation between
Havana and Key West, now has direct con-

nection with all cities in the United States

and Canada.

Aerial passenger service between New
York and Havana was inaugurated in Oc-

tober, a flying boat leaving the Hudson
River off Eighty-second Street with six

passengers. There were two stops made,

and the time was about forty hours. * * *

Six hundred volunteers recruited in Cuba
for service with the Spanish forces in Mo-
rocco left Havana for Spain on Sept. 20 on
the Alfonso XII. * * * Serior Dominguez,

farmer Cuban Minister to France, on Oct.

5 presented to Mayor Robin of Verdun a

fund of 65,000 francs for the creation of

ftn infant school in that city. The fund

was collected in Cuba by the newspapers of

Havana.

HAITI—The Senate committee investi-

gating conditions in Haiti learned from
Rear Admiral Caperton that the revolu-

tionary movement of Guillaume in 1915 to

obtain the Presidency was in part financed

by Germans residing in Port au Prince.

The Admiral read a telegram from the

Navy Department stating that the United

States looked with favor upon the election

of Dartiguenave because it was thought to

" assure political integrity."

PORTO RICO—Governor Reily's Secre-

taiy in a letter to The New York Times ex-

plains the Governor's attitude on the lan-

guage question in Porto Rico, denying that

he wanted Spanish eliminated from the

public schools. His recommendation merely
was that English should be taught equally

with Spanish in the schools, and that all

other languages should be secondary. He
has appointed Juan B. Huyke to be Com-
missioner of Education. Sehor Huyke, who
is the first Porto Rican to be appointed to

the office, took the oath on Oct. 3. * * *

The insular Chamber of Commerce has en-

dorsed the efforts of Governor Reily to ob-

tain another line of steamers to Spain. He
has taken up with the Shipping Board the

question of having some of its vessels now
operated by the Ward Line out of New
York stop in Porto Rico on the way to

Spain in order to provide more frequent

means of making coffee shipments.

BRITISH WEST INDIES — Bei-muda,

Barbados and a number of other islands in

the British West Indies were visited by a

terrific hurricane on Sept. 15. Three hotels

in Bermuda were unroofed, and great dam-
age was done to property. Storm loss at

Grenada is put at $500,000. Nutmeg and

cocoa plantations were ruined. * * *

Grenada, which asked for a larger measure

of self-government, has been allowed to

elect four of the fourteen members of the

Legislative Council. St. Lucia sent to Lon-

don T. G. Westall, a West Indian merchant,

to petition for a similar measure of repre-

sentative government, and was told that it

had been decided to postpone consideration

of the matter pending a visit which Mr.

Wood, Under Secretary for the Colonies,

hoped to make soon.



SPAIN'S VICTORIES IN MOROCCO
[Pkkiod Ended Oct. lo, 191'}]

THE Spanish offensive with 60,000 ac-

tive troops under the personal direction

of General Berenguer, the High Com-
missioner, which began on Sept. 10, had
achieved all its immediate objectives by
Oct. 10. Then the King's troops captured

in a succession of brilliant charges and

rushes from hill to hill the enemy's posi-

tions on Mount Gurugu (in the dispatches
" Gourougou," according to French spell-

ing). Until then Gurugu had been bom-
barding the southern suburbs of Melilla

and had obstructed all operations along the

Mar Chica, or Little Sea, and the attempts

to recover the Batel Railway running south

from Melilla.

Meanwhile, the series of Spanish suc-

cesses, added to the encouraging reports of

Senor La Cierva, the Minister of War, who
had been visiting Melilla, has caused the

campaign to be viewed almost with enthu-

siasm in Spain. According to him, the losses

suffered by General Silvestre's forces dur-

ing the first period of the revolt amounted
to only 5,000 and not 25,000. The troops

arriving at Melilla are said to be eager for

combat, including 300 volunteers from the

United States, Canada, Cuba and Mexico
under the soldier of fortune. Captain Don-
ald McGregor, who sailed from New York
Sept. 13. There is also reassuring news
from the west, where for a time the Riff

chiefs had induced certain disbanded tribes-

men of El Raisuli to attack Spanish out-

posts. But El Raisuli is himself a fugitive

in French territory and many of his chiefs

have sent in messengers announcing their

loyalty to Spain.

But these chiefs are not loyal to the

Sultan of Morocco, under whose authority,

taken in connection with the Franco-

Spanish Treaty, Spain is supposed to hold

her mandate over the zone. The terms for

peace offered by Abd-el-Krin, the leader of

the insurgent Riff and Berber tribes, be-

came known to the Spanish Government as

5CALF OF MILES

MAP SHOWING IN DETAII^ SPAIN'S JULITAUY OPERATIONS IN MOROCCO AROt'NU
MELILLA WITH THE MORISH STRONGHOLD, MOUNT GURITGI;
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early as Sept. 20. To accept these terms,

however, would cause Spain to be not only

disloyal to the Sultan but also unfriendly

to France, which has thoroughly pacified

its own zone and re-established the author-

ity of the Sultan. France could not remain

neutral much less join Spain in an enter-

prise against the traditional, although now
nominal, Government of the country.

So Don Antonio Maura, the Spanish Pre-

mier, has a difficult problem to solve. Many
believe that it can be solved only by sub-

duing the resourceful Abd-el-Krin by force

of arms. This man's conditions of peace

are on their face advantageous to Spain,

were it not for the French contingency.

He stipulates that Spain exercise a real

protectorate over the Spanish zone without

the authority of the Sultan, instead of

merely controlling the zone by its influence.

At the same time he proposes that the Riff

territory shall receive autonomy under a

separate Spanish protectorate, also of a

direct nature without intervention of the

Sultan's authority.

In return for these concessions Abd-el-

Krin offers to hand over native chieftains

responsible for cruelties toward Spanish

prisoners. These, he declares, he discoun-

tenanced from the beginning, endeavoring

to induce the various chieftains to hand
over all the prisoners to his charge. It is

not unlikely, in these circumstances, that a

joint Franco-Spanish conference may take

place.

Aside from the Spanish offensive, the

situation in and around Melilla has been as

follows: The city is entirely surrounded on

the land side by some ten kilometers of pro-

tecting trenches. Outside this line the

Spanish hold, by means of forts and block-

houses, a line extending from Sidi Amaran
and Zoco el Had in the Reni Sicar countrj'

to Sidi Hamet el Hach and Atalayon on the

Mar Chica, an inland sea which communi-
cates with the Mediterranean by an arti-

ficial outlet. All these forts are connected

with Mellila by good roads. The railway

follows the road to Nador, passing between

the Spanish positions of Sidi Hamet and

Atalayon. Near Nador a line branches off

to the Riff mines, while the main line pro-

ceeds through a broad plain to Zeluan,

some thirty kilometers from Melilla, and

on to Batel, the terminus, twenty kilometers

further south. The whole country between

Nador and Zoco el Had is occupied by the

formidable Gurugu range, with its innum-
erable gullies, such as the Barranco del

Lobo of 1909 fame.

It was not until Sept. 19 that details of

the first stage of the offensive became
publicly known in Madrid. Nador and its

suburb Arboc on Sept. 17 were taken and
held by a brigade under General Sanjurjo,

but in order to achieve this the Spanish
high command ran the risk of being

flanked from the Gurugu range, which was
full of hostile Moors with well placed

artillery captured from the Spaniards. A
strong column, under the command of Gen-
eral Berenguer, brother of the High Com-
missioner, was blocking the heads of the

gorges leading down from Gurugu, while

light batteries on Mar Chica and the gun.T

of the Spanish fleet in the sea beyond
shelled the sides of the mountain. Mean-
while, the cavalry of General Cabanella:;

was in a position at the further end of the

Mar Chica to sweep the plains of Bu El
Areg, and so Zeluan, with Mount Gurugu
either covered or captured, could be ap-

proached from two sides. The Spanish
engineers restored the railway to Nador
four hours after the occupation of the

town.

After Sept. 19 the vicinity of Nador was
rapidly cleared. Two Spanish soldiers were
found alive in a dry well where they had
hidden themselves last July. On Sept. 24,

while rumors had reached Paris through

the Portsay correspondent of the Intransi-

geant that the offensive was a failure,

fresh columns were debouching from Zoco

and Nador and troops operating on the

shore of the Mar Chica had occupied Mount
Tauima and Pozos de Aograz, about five

miles south of Nador.

On Oct. 2 the Spanish columns concen-

trated and captured in succession three

strong posts in the vicinity of Segangan

—

Sebt, Ul-Ad-Daud and Danars—and early

in the morning of Oct. 10 the highest peaks

>f the Gui-ugu range were taken. The
Gurugu was that night converted into a

great bonfire by burning the shelters and

cantonments in which the Moors had been

quartered. On Oct. 14 the capture of

Zeluan was announced in Madrid. On the

same day the Spaniards captured the posi-

tion of Buguenzaiii and began to consoli-

date their positions.



BUSINESS THE CREATURE
OF EVENTS

Analysis of the present situation, showing that the trouble is not

overproduction but maladjustment of production—Only a nation

or a statesman capable of taking a world view of it can hasten the

solution—Diagnosis by a New York financier

WITH the United States, at this

writing, facing what may prove to

be the greatest railroad strike in

history, with the German Cabinet on the

point of disruption, England absorbed by

the Irish question, France perplexed by the

seeming hopelessness of balancing a budget

which is carrying her daily more deeply

into debt, it is not to be wondered at that

the very men under whose leadership the

world must some time be brought back to

normal are temporarily unable calmly to

fashion plans which require, as a founda-

tion, a dispassionate survey of international

scope. Their nearness magnifies the im-

portance of domestic problems, already vast

enough, and the task of bringing orderly

prosperity back into the world is approached

from many angles and in many ways, in-

stead of from a single viewpoint big enough
to include all the nations.

The world will ultimately shake itself

into some sort of working organization,

of course. Time alone is a cure for any-

thing. But, if the orderly rearrangement
of the world's activities is to be hastened,

it seems clear that the working plans must
be all-embracing and directed for the bene-

fit of all the world, rather than any of its

national divisions, great as any one

may be.

The phrase " supply and demand " falls

glibly from the lips of most of us. We
i'.ttribute price changes and goods shortages

to that so-called law. We are so familiar

with the phenomenon of some commodity

falling in price because the market is mo-

mentarily glutted, or of another rising in

cost because of a shortage, that we lose

sight of the essential fact that, taken in

the aggregate, supply and demand must

always be equal, because they are, in fact,

identical.

Dr. B. M. Anderson Jr., Economist of

the Chase National Bank of New York, de-

veloped the point clearly when, in a recent

speech before the American Manufacturers'

Export Association, he remarked:

Wheat comes into the market as supply of

wheat, but it also comes into the market as
demand for sugar, for steel, for automobiles.
Clothing comee into the market as supply of

clothing, but it also constitutes demand for

wheat, for meat, for moving-picture tickets,

and for otiier things, since the motive lying .

behind the production of clothing on the

part of its producers is to obtain the means
with which to buy the other things they
need. And so with every other commodity;
it is supply of its own kind, but it is de-
mand for other things.

So the welfare of the wheat grower de-

pends on more than the size of his crop

and of the motor-car manufacturer on more
than the success of his factory processes.

If the farmer's crop is not a success he has

not the surplus with which to buy an auto-

mobile, and if he does not buy it, the

maker of motor cars has less with which to

buy the products of the farmer's labor.

Every commodity enters into this relation-

ship until the circle is completed in which
every producer is also a consumer, and the

success of the whole depends on the success

of each component part.

Just so with the world today. Each na-

tion, no matter how small, affects each

other nation, and order and prosperity can

return only when all the nations fall again

into harmonious economic relations with

one another. No nation is big enough to

go it alone, and the troubles of the least

of the newly formed political entities are

as truly ours as theirs, and differently af-
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RATIO OF FOREIGN TO DOMESTIC TRADE

Calendar
Years.

1910.

.

1911..
1912..
1913..
1914..
1915..
1919..

Income of the
American
People.

.$30,.o00.000.000
, 29,600,000,000
, 33,800,000,000
. 34,800,000,000
. 32,600.000,000
. 35,400,000,000
. 67,700,000,000

IJomeslle Trade
of United States
Income Minus
Imports at

Retail Prices.

$28,200,000,000
27,300,000,000
31,100,000,000
32,100,000,000
29,900.000,000
32,700,000,000
61,800,000,000

Foreign Trade
of United States.

Exports at
Retail Prices.

$2,800,000,000
3,100.000,000
3,600,000,000
3,700,000,000
3,200,000,000
5,300,000,000

11,900,000,000

Ratio of
Foreign to
Domestic
Trade.
P. c.

9.9
11.4
11.6
11.5
10.7
16.4
19.3

feet US only in degree. A universally

thorough comprehension of this would help,

it would seem, to hasten the return of the

world to so-called normal more than any

other one idea. Failure to grasp the truth

involved lies back of the often-expressed

fears of German competition in world

trade, of the embargoes which some coun-

tries have set upon the movement of gold,

and here, in the United States, of the tariff

problem.

What is the importance of foreign trade

to the United States? In his speech Dr.

Anderson quoted estimates of the ratio of

foreign to domestic trade computed by him

according to a method explained in his

book, " The Value of Money," and explained

again and tabulated in the last annual

number of The New York Times Annalist.

These estimates are given in the accom-

panying table.

In other words, foreign trade increased

between 1909 and 1920 from one-eleventh of

all the nation's business to one-sixth, truly

a substantial growth, and one which fixes a

high absolute value upon the worth of for-

eign trade. And yet its relative value, that

is, the part it played in harmonizing the

relations of the United States with the rest

of the world, was probably of greater

worth to the nation.

Foreign Trade and Prosperity

Export trade is the selling abroad of

surplus products which domestic consump-

tion does not demand, but there is no indi-

cation in the rising ratios of export trade

that there has been overproduction in the

United States.' Rather, as Dr. Anderson

took pains to point out, the trouble is one

of maladjustment of production. The

world is producing much less than it did be-

fore the war, and the reduction of produc-

tion ha? been, of course, in Europe, whose
manufacturers can no longer use the world's

raw materials in normal amount. The re-

sult is a glut of raw materials and reduced

raw material prices, which react on the

manufacturer, since producers of raw mate-
rials can no longer buy manufactured goods
in noi-mal quantities. The effect is world-

wide and, as Dr. Anderson pointed out,

while the depression of agricultural inter-

ests, copper interests and other i-aw mate-
rial interests continues, the home market
for manufactures, will be a dwindling "mar-

ket. ,The situation in the foreign markets
is clearly revealed by the records of Sep-

tember's trade for the United States and
Great Britain shown in the accompanying
tabulations. The relation of foreign trade

to the prosperity of the United States was
expounded by Dr. Anderson in words which

are worth reproducing here. Said he:

There have been two opposing views em-
phasized in recent discussions of foreigrn

trade, both of which, I think, are extreme.
The one view is that our productive capacity
has greatly outrun our ability to consume

;

tliat consequently a surplus, estimated some-
times as high as 25 inr cent., is created,

which we must dispose of abroad if we are
to keep our business activity going. Adher-
ents of this view regard export trade and an
export surplus or " favorable trade balance "

as absolutely essential to American pros-
perity. The rival view is that foreign trade
is of minor importance ; that the United
States can be self-contained and work out
its own salvation without much reference

to the outside world. Adherents of this view
have been disposed to minimize the magni-
tude of foreign trade an compared with do-
mestic trade, and have at times offered

figures designed to .'show that foreign trade

is but a small percentage of domestic trade.

The first of these views involves a funda-
mental fallacy. It is impossible for a peo-

ple to produce more than they can consume
so long as they p.'oduce things that they
want and produce them in right proportions.
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Production and consumption grow together.

It is out of production that the income of the

country comes, and the income of the coun-
try is spent for goods and services. A peo-

ple ought to produce more than it consumes
in the sense of immediate consumption,
since otherwise there could be no growth of

capital. A people ought to devote part of its

energies to the production of bridges, rail-

roads, houses, highways, canals, machinery,
and other things that will last a long time,
and it ought to accumulate reserves of cne
or another kind to enable It to meet such
emergencies as crop failures or other inter-

ruptions of production. If we substitute the
word " utilize " for the word " consume,"
the proposition is strictly true that if the
productive resources of a community are ap-
portioned rightly and devoted to the right
things, it is impossible to produce more than
we can utilize, even though our current con-
sumption may not take up the whole of cur
current production. The increase of capital
in the form of durable, long-time goods is

obviously a means of utilizing productive
energies. If things are produced in right
proportion, supply can never exceed de-
mand. * »

There can, however, be oversupply of par-
ticular things, gluts in particular markets,
with deficiencies in other markets. And gluts

in particular markets may so demoralize the

whole industrial system as to lead to stagna-
tion throughout. It is certainly true that

tliere are pai'ticular commodities, notably
copper and cotton, which we produce far in

excess of our ability to consume in America
alone. If we cannot have a foreign outlet

for these commodities, a glut, With general
disorganization, undoubtedly is created. We
could, of course, given time enough, curtail

our production of cotton and copper to an
amount which the domestic market could
absorb and release the labor and other re-

sources employed in their production to

other industries. On the other hand, if we
did without foreign trade and had no im-
ports, we should for a time have no coffee

at all, a very inadequate supply of sugar,

and great scarcities in many special manu-
facturing lines in which Europe excels. "We
could, however, in time, build up a coffee

industry, using hothouses, if necessary, to

produce the coffee, and with gi-eater or Itss

inconvenience produce most of the things
which we normally import. The process of

readjustment would be a slow and a painful

one. We should have prolonged hard times

in the process, but, ultimately, we could ac-

complish it.

I should deny, therefore, the extreme view
that we must have a foreign market to dis-

pose of a general surplus. I should insist

upon our ability to utilize in the aggregate

an amount equal to all that we can produce

at home. I should deny that our prosperity

depends upon what would virtually amount
to the giving away of 25 per cent, of our

annual production. I say a virtual " giving
away " because, if this doctiine is correct,
we could never expect to be paid for this ex-
cess of exports. Tlie only way in which we
can, in the long run, receive pay for our ex-
ports is by admitting an excess of imports,
and this view maintains that we must per-
petually send out an excess of exports. If

this view were correct, the more ratioiial

procedure would be to reduce hours of labor

from eight to six per day and to enjoy more
leisure. I do not know many people in the

business world who are prepared to welcome
thi.« logical corollary of the view that we
are overproducing

!

Cause of Dislocation

Dr. Anderson called attention to the fact

that foreign and domestic trade are inti-

mately interrelated, and that our industrial

development had grov^^n up adjusted to a

larger world economy from which we were

not now shut off. He added that, before

the war, taking the world as a whole, goods

were, by and large, produced in right pro-

portions. Supply and demand were in a

state of general equilibrium. There was an
ebb and flow of production and consump-
tion; here and there minor maladjustments

occurred, but, on the whole, there was a
fairly stable balance. If a temporary ex-

cess of some kind of commodity appeared,

its price went down; that checked its pro-

duction and increased its consumption.

Labor was released from producing it to go

into other industries where prices were
higher and where scarcities were greater

and the maladjustment quickly disappeared.

The large general classes of goods, finished

manufactures, foods, raw materials, and

such services as transportation, were fairly

well balanced and fairly well proportioned.

The war, said Dr. Anderson, broke this

equilibrium. Europe used to be the world's

great centre for manufacturing and the

world's great market for foods and raw
materials. During the war, and during our

post-war boom, Europe, no longer producing

in large quantity, continued to consume in

great quantity, drawing in foods and fin-

ished manufactures on a great scale, though

ceasing to draw in anything like the normal

amount of raw materials. With the grow-

ing inability of the outside world, and par-

ticularly the United States, to supply

Europe with goods on credit in view of the

gigantic debt already piled up, a great dis-

order came.

The situation was immensely complicated
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by the inability of the raw material coun-

tries, the United States, India, South Amer-

ica, and other parts of the non-European

world, to dispose of their raw materials.

Unable to find an outlet in Europe, the raw

materials of the world were concentrated

upon the United States. We produced

them here, and the outside world poured

them in upon us in unprecedented volume.

Our manufacturing capacity, expanded

though it had been by the war, was wholly

inadequate to take care of so great a mass

of raw materials, and there came a great

collapse in raw material prices.

European revival since the war has been

more manifest in agriculture than in manu-
facturing, and, in 1920, we exported far

less of foods to Europe than we had been

exporting in the years immediately preced-

ing. The throwing back on our domestic

markets of a great volume of food products

broke the prices of foods also very violently.

In due time the buying power of the pro-

ducers of foods and raw materials was so

greatly curtailed that they could not buy

at prevailing prices anything like the

"volume of manufactured goods which even

the reduced manufacturing capacity of the

world was turning out, and there came a

crisis for the manufacturer also.

The trouble was not, however, over-

production, insisted Dr. Anderson. The
world was producing far less than it pro-

duced before the war in the aggregate, he

RECENl TRADE OF UNITED STATES
Sept J921. Aug 1921. Bept., 1920.

Exports . $32.-),0u0,O0O $371,a3.-),299 $«03,291,257
|

Imports .

Ex. expts

lJ^O.000,000 194,767,504 363,666,710

i!241,624,547.$145,000,000 $177,167,735

The September results compare thus with
preceding months of 1921 and 1920, showing
the extent of the decrease since last year: |

Kxcess
Exports. Imports. lixports.

Sept., •21. .8325,000,000 $180,000,000 $145,000,000]
Aug., '21. . 371,935,299 194,767,564 177,167,735
July, '21. . 320,708,.574 178,636,711 142.071,863
June, '21. . 336,9.58,412 ia5,679,893 1.51.278,5ia
May, '21. . 329,746,379 204.910,865 124,835.514
April, '21. . 339,914,987 2.54.571,024 85.343,983
Mar., '21. . 386,811,138 251.988,741 134.822,397
Feb., '21. . 489.297,067 214,-525,137 274,771.930
Jan., •21. . 6.54,740.1.58 208,814.382 445,925.770
Dec, '20. . 720.852.515 2«6,112,810 454,739,890
Nov., '20. . 676,706,011 321.181.080 3.55.524,931
Oct., '20.. . 751.728.570 334,263,803 417,464,767

Export and import trade in merchandise
for the nine months ended Sept. 30 1921, com-
pared with the same period in 1 series of
years (000 omitted)

:

Exports. Imports.
Excess

Exports.

1921 .

.

.$3,552,087 $1,873,409 $1,678,617
1{>20.. . 6,080,990 4,358,405 1.722.585
1919.. . 5,867.377 2,696,999 3.170.378
1918.. . 4.5.59,104 2.322,.533 2,236,5.51

1917.. . 4,607,377 2,282,794 2,324,582
1916.. . 3.950.426 1,831.174 2,119,251
191.').. . 2..531,.542 1,302,094 1,229,447
1914.. . 1,467,686 1,410.4.50 57,236
1913.. . 1,753,422 1,327,385 406,037

RECENT TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN

1921. 1920. 1919.
Exports, British £.55,240,000 £117,4.55,913 £66,.500,628
Re-exports, foreign 8,-590,000 13,350,608 15,748,678

Total exports £63,830,000 £130,806,&21 £82,249,306

Imports 87,110.000 152,692,339 148,588,572

Excess of imports... £23,280,000 £21,885,813 £66,339,266

For the nine completed months of 1921 the changes
from the same period of the previous year are as follows

:

Exports, British products decreased
Re-experts, foreign goods decreased
Total exports decreased
Imports decreased
Excels of import.? decreased

The trade for the nine months ended Sept. 30. 1921,
compares as follows with the same period of 1920 and
1919:

1921. 1920. 1919.
Exports. British.... £.518. 6.53,7.'?3 £1,007,278.0.36 £541,346,048
Re-exports, foreign. 77,635,024 180,4.58,482 98,2.51,012

Total exports. . . £506.288,757 £1,187,736,318 £039,597,060

Imports 827,9nii.573 1..501,190,.')64 1,166,4.59.071

Excess imp'ts.... £231. 702.816 £313,454,046 £.526,802,011

pointed out, and the trouble was malad-
justment due to Europe's withdrawal from
her position as the world's great producer

of manufactures and as the world's great

market for foods and raw materials. A
really fundamental solution of the present

business problems, thei'efore,

according to him, must involve

aiding Europe to get back upon
her feet and to resume her place

as the great manufacturing cen-

tre. Dr. Anderson said he did

not mean that 1914 conditions

must be restored, and that it

was probable we should con-

tinue to devote a greater pro-

portion of our energies than be-

fore the war to manufacturing,

and should absorb from the non-

European world a greater pro-

portion of raw materials than

before the war. But we cannot,

he added, begin to work up all

the raw materials that the

world is now producing. The
raw material countries, with the

exception of Russia, have been

£488,624,303
102,823,4,58
.591,447,761
673.198,991
81.7-51,230
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STATISTICS OF CENTRAL BANKS IN SELECTED COUNTRIES
(Unit: $1,000,000; Currencies Converted at Approximately Par Rates)

Pctg. of
Bank Notes Gold Total Column

Bank Notes in Plus Coin and Metallic (6) to
Central Bank Date. Circulation. Deposits. Deposits. Bullion. Silver. Reserves Col (3)Germany- (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)' '(7)

May 30, 1914 490 203 695 320 78.3(5 :i9S 57 3
Nov. 7, 1918 4,127 2,269 6.396 621 6.91 6->.S 98
Nov. 7, 1919 7,564 2,362 9,926 266 4.93 -'71 •>';

Jan. 31. 1921 1.5,869 3,772 19,641 260 2 ''6'> l'3
Feb. 28, 1921 16,061 4,134 20,196 260 2 ^62 13
Mar. 31, 1921 15,336 7,879 23,215 260 2 262 I'l
April 30, 1921 16,874 4,968 21,842 260 1 261 12
May 31, 1921 17,112 3,357 20,469 260 2 262 13
June 30, 1921 17,942 4,858 22,799 260 3 "63 1*2

July 31, 1921 18,434 3,769 22,204 260 3 263 l'.2

Italy (3 banks («) aggregates-
July 20, 1914 421 61.8 4a3 266 21.8 288 .59.6
Oct. 31, 1918 2,180 346.3 2,-526 202 22.6 225 8:9
Sept. 30, 1919 2,699 438.8 3,138 2(K) 22.2. 222 7.1
Jan. 31, 1921 2,880 393 3,273 h b 263 8.0
Feb. 28, 1921 2,827 349 3.177 h h 256 8.1
Mar. 31, 1921 2,793 372 3,167 b b 258 8.2
Aoril 30, 1921 2,707 3.33 3,040 b b 269 8 9
May 31, 1921 2.6.56 325 2,981 b b 276 9.2
June 30, 1921 2,688 3.55 3,043 b b 273 9.0

France

—

May 28, 1914 1,131 200 1,331 726 123.1 849 63.8
Nov. 7, 1918 6,000 .588 6,.588 1,060 62.3 1.122 17.0
Nov. 6, 1019 7,286 613 7,899 1,085 53.8 1.141 14.4
Dec. 2.5, 1919 7.269 644 7.913 1,088 52.3 1,140 14.4
Jan. 29, 1920 7,329 620 7,949 1,088 49.7 1,138 14.3
Feb. 24. 1921 7,295 6.35 7,9.30 1,062 .50 1,112 14.0
Mar. 31, 1921 7.410 .599 8,015 1,062 .52 1,114 13.9
April 27. 1921 7,373 .582 7.9.55 1,064 .52 1,116 14.0
May 26, 1921 7,379 .587 7,966 1.065 .52 1,117 14.0
June 30, 1921 7,221 552 7,773 1,066 .53 1,119 14.4
July 28, 1921 7,130 627 7,757 1,066 .53 1,119 14.4
Aug. 27. 1921 7,099 .531 7.630 1,066 53 1,119 14.7

Great Britain-
May 27, 1914 141 293 4.34 c c 175 40.3
Nov. 6, 1918 315 794 1,109 c c 360 32.5
Nov. .5, 1919 418 627 1,045 c c 428 41.0
Dec. 31, 1919 445 972 1,417 e c 444 31.3
Jan. 28, 1920 430 756 1,186 c c 486 41.0
Jan. 26, 1921 625 626 1,251 b , b 624 49.9
Feb. 26, 1921 621 619 1,241 • b b 625 .50.3

Mar. .30, 1921 632 670 1,.302 b b 625' 48.0
April 27, 1921 625 687 1,313 b b 625 47.6
May 2.5, 1921 622 625 -1,247 b b 625 .50.1

June 29, 1921 628 716 1,344 b b 625 46.5
Julv 28, 1921 624 .593 1,217 b b 625 ."51.3

Aug. 27, 1921 618 666 1,2»4 b b 623 49.4
Belgium

—

May 28, 1914 182 21.

S

204 c c 64.8 31.8
July 3, 1919 914 482.0 1,.39(; c c 62.1 4.4
Nov. 6, 1919 914 471.1 1,385 c c 67.0 4.8
Dec. 30, 1919 928 473.5 1,402 c c 68.6 4.9
Jan. 27, 1921 1,201 213 1,414 b b (:0 4.3
Feb. 24, 1921 1,1.52 278 1,430 b 6 a3 4.4
Mar. 31, 1921 1,178 229 1.407 b b <>4 4.5
April 28, 1921 1,178 219 1,.398 b b iM 4.6
May 26, 1921 1,185 213 1,400 b b 65 4.8
June 29, 1921 1,179 211 1,.390 b b 63 4.6
July 28, 1921 1,185 193 1,-378 b b 03 4.6

Federal Reserve Banks-
May 31, 1914—System not organized.
Nov. 8, 19]8d 2,.5.58 1,662 4,220 2.047 .54.2 f2,101 49.8
Nov. 7, 1919d 2,807 1,871 4,678 2,120 67.8 e2,188 46.8
Dec. 26, 1919d 3,0.58 1,704 4,762 2,078 .57.1 e2,136 44.9
Jan. .30, 1920d 2,851 1,80'i 4,6.57 2,013 61.3 f;2,074 44.3
Jan. 28, 1921 .3,091 1,643 4,7.34 ... ... 2..320 49.0
Feb. 2.5, 1921 -. 3,0.52 1,672 4,724 ... ... 2,.3.57 49.9

/Mar. 25, 1921 2,931 1,841/ 4,772 2,422 .50.8

April 27. 1921 2.8.30 1,726 4, .556 ... ... 2..5a5 .5.5.0

Mav 26, 1921 2,7.35 1,700 4,441 ... ... 2,.5.58 37.8
June 29, 1921 2,C34 1 ,686 4,320 ... ... 2,625 60.8
Julv 27, 1921 2,5.38 1,695 4,2.33 ... ... 2.6^5 63.4
Aug. 31. 1921 2.481 1,691 4,172 ... ... 2.788 66.8

a Bank of Italy. Bank of Sicily and Bank of Naples combined.
b No adequate data reported.
c Not reported separately, but largely gold.
d Excluding Federal Reserve Bank notes.
e Cash resei-ves, including legal tender notes.
/Previous to March IS, 1921. the Federal Reserve Board u.sed "net deposits" in com-

puting the reserve ratio: on and after that date it used "total deposits." Consequently, the
items in column 3 after March 18 are for " total deposits."
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little injured by the war; . many of

them have been stimulated. The great

damage of the war has been done in

manufacturing centimes, and the equilibrium

i.< to be restored by bringing about a re-

vival of those manufacturing centres. Dr.

Anderson did not discuss measures that

America could take to aid in the industrial

rehabilitation of Europe, but he sounded

this caution:

The domestic market for manufactures
under exi.sting conditions Is a stationary,

even a dwindling, market. With farmer and
producers of raw materials unable to sell on
profitable terms, the.v are also unable to buy
in normal quantity. To surround this

dwindling- mrirktt by a high tariff wall so

that American manufacturers may exclusive-

ly possess it is of no use to American manu-
facturers. If, however, a vigorous revival in

Europe could be induced, with a resultant

revival on the pai-t of our farmers and pi'o-

ducers of raw materials, our domestic mar-
ket for finished manufactures would rapidly

become an expanding market, and American
manufacturer"?, sharing an expanding mar.ket

with IiiUropean competitors, would sell more
goods and make more prorits than they
would if they had a stagnant marke: ex-

clusively to thomseUes.

How to promote the revival of European
industry, which logic seems to indicate as

the proper course for the welfare of the

United States, is a problem more easily

stated than answered, however. Efforts

have been made by many experts in inter-

national exchange to devise ways to fi-

nance such a revival. Among these the

Ter Meulen plan is probably best known.

As yet little progress has been made in

this direction, however, and largely be-

cause of fear of Europe's solvency possessed

by those who have tunds to invest. This

is not strange when it is realized that

Europe owes the United States some $16,-

000,000,000 already, and, so far as the

United States will permit, is increasing in-

stead of reducing this tremendous debt.

The table on page 373, derived from

statistics gathered by the Statistical Service

of the Harvard University Committee on

Economic Research, shows the condition of

the central banks in the chief countries of

Europe, together with similar data for our

own Federal Reserve system. The column

showing the percentage of total metallic

reserves to bank notes and deposits is of

the most interest, since it shows the ntetal

cover, chiefly gold, held against circula-

tion and quick liabilities. Germany, Italy

and France make the worst showing among
Ihs former chief belligerents, as was, of

course, to be expected. Great Britain has

actually attained a higher percentage than

in 1914, but, in connection with all the na-

tions which engaged in the great war, with

the exception of the United States, it is to

be recalled that much of the gold now held

by the central banks does not represent the

acquisition of additional resources, but is

gold which formerly was held in the purses

of the people and which has now been gath-

ered into the vaults of the banks. In the

United States, on the contrary, the in-

creased gold represents a real acquisition

of the yellow metal, though whether this

will ultimately be an advantage or a disad-

vantage remains to be seen.

BRITISH EXPORTS AXD IMPORTS
Exports of British products during the last 1

twelve months compaie as follows: {|

1921. 1920, 1919.

September .£5.5.240,000 £117,4.55,913 £66..500,628
August .

.

.. 51,34«,307 114,903,335 74,773,597
July .. 43,170,000 137,451,904 65,315,69\
June .. 38,152,238 116,3.52,350 64,.562,465
Ma.v .. 43,088,418 119,319,422 64,344,632
April .. 59,867,-585 106,251,692 58,482,413
March . .

.

.. 66,808,961 103,699,381 53.108,521
February . .. 68,221,731 85,964,130 46,914,921
January . .. 92,756,094 105,879,909 47,343,281

1920. 1919. 1918.
Decomber ..£90,630,523 £90,a58.233 £38,282,035
November ..119,364,994 87,110,531 43,218,879
October . ..112,29.5,474 66,.500.628 40,152,143

Imports during the same periods compare
as follows

1921. 1920. 1919.

Septem'r . .£87,110,000 £1.52,692,339 £14S,588..572
Augu.st .

.

. 88,581,040 153,254,-578 148,749,259
July . 80,760.000 163,342,351 1.53,065,760
June . 88,182,481 170,265,687 122,874,390
May . 86,308,308 166,414.032 135,612,488
April . 89,995,.504 167,129,955 112,065,823
March . .

.

. 93,741,6.54 176,647.515 105,7.52.979
February .. 96,973,711 170,434,-526 106,689,341
January . ..117,0.50,783 183,342,988 134, .546,436

1920. 1919. 1918.

Decern' r .. £142,785,245 £169,602,637 £116,243,378
November .144,260,1S;{ 143,-545,201 116,770,580
October . .149,889.227 1.53,.500,587 117,629,803

For the twelve last months the monthly
excess of imports, after allowing for import- 1

ed merchandise re-exported, compares) as fol- 1

lows:
1921. 1920. 1919.

September . . £23,280.000 £21.885.818 £66.339,266
August .

.

... 27,236,954 25,071,628 58,664,737
July ... 28,230,000 8,041,968 75,992,9-55
June .... . . . 42,947,479 33 789 409 46 347 975
May ... 35.988,0-54 26,834,-532 .59;772,504
April .... . . . 21.604,2,57 40,470,844 40.236,953
March ... ... 18,044.688 56,916.777 43,(595.209
February . ... 20.747.677 61,866,607 -54,6-55,263
January . ... 14,339,-568 51.998,602 82,643,136

1920. 1919. 1918.
December ...£33.4.55,666 £-52,-584,473 £74,848,636
November ... 11,780,330 36,168,261 70,634,051
October . ... 21,460,193 54,797,840 72,690.437
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,(© Harris & Ewing)

The four women members of the American Advisory Commission of twenty-one, selected
by President Harding to co-operate with the Disarmament Conference. Left to right: Mrs.
Charles Sumner Bird, Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, Mrs. Eleanor Franklin Egan and Mrs. Katherine
Phillips Edson

It should be added that this proposal im-
mediately concerns the British Empire,
Japan and the United States. In view of
the extraordinary conditions, due to the
World War, affecting the existing strength
of the navies of France and Italy, it is not
thought to be necessary to discuss at this

stage of the proceedings the tonnage allow-
ance of these nations, but the United States
proposes that this matter be reserved for
the later consideration of the conference.

In making the present proposal the Uni-
ted States is most solicitous to deal with the
question upon an entirely reasonable and
practicable basis to the end that the just
interests of all shall be adequately guarded,
and the national security and defense shall

be maintained. Four general principles
have been applied:

1. That all capital shipbuilding programs,
either actual or projected, should be aban-
doned.

2. That further reduction should be made
through the scrapping of certain of the
older ships.

3. That in general regard should be had
to the existing naval strength of the powers
concerned.

4. That the capital ship tonnage should be
used as the measurement of strength for
navies, and a proportionate allowance of
auxiliary combatant craft prescribed.

The American Proposals

The principal features of the proposed
agreement are as follows:

United States

The United States is now completing its
program of 1916 calling for ten new battle-
ships and six battle cruisers. One battle-

ship has been completed. The others are in

various stages of construction; in some
cases from 60 to 80 per cent, of the con-
struction has been done. On these fifteen
capital ships now being built over $330,000,-
000 have been spent. Still the United States
is willing, in the interest of an immediate
limitation of naval armament, to scrap all

these ships.
The United States proposes if this plan

is accepted:

1. To scrap all capital ships now und'jr

construction. This includes six battle cruis-

ers and seven battleships on the ways and
in the course of building, and two battle-

ships launched.
The total number of new capital ships

thus to be scrapped is fifteen. The total

tonnage of the new capital ships when com-
pleted would be 618,000 tons.

2. To scrap all of the older battleships
up to but not including the Delaware and
North Dakota. The number of these old

battleships to be scrapped is fifteen. Their
total tonnage is 227,740 tons.

Thus the number of capital ships to be
scrapped by the United States, if this plan
is accepted, is thirty, with an aggregate
tonnage (including that of ships in con-
struction, if completed) of 845,740 tons.

Great Britain

The plan . contemplates that Great Britain

and Jajpan shall take action which is fairly

commensurate with this action on the part
of the United States.

It is proposed that Great Britain:

1. Shall stop further construction of the
four new Hoods, the new capital ships not
laid down, but upon which money has been
spent. The four ships, if completed, would
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have a tonnage displacement of 172,000

tons.
2. Shall, in addition, scrap her pre-dread-

noughts, second line battleships and first

line battleships up to but not including the

King George V. class.

These, with certain pre-dreadnoughts
which it is understood have already been
sci-apped, would amoimt to nineteen capital

ships and a tonnage reduction of 411,375
tons.

The total tonnage of :?hips thus to be
scrapped by Great Britain (including the

tonnage of* the four Hoods, if completed)
would be 583,375 tons.

Japan

It is proposed that Japan:

1. Shall abandon her program of ships

not yet laid down, viz., the K-11, Owari,
No. 7 and No., 8, battleships, and Nos. 5, 6,

7 and 8, battle' cruisers.

It should be obsei-ved that this does not
involve the stopping of construction, as the
constiniction of none of these ships has been
begun.

2. Shall scrap three capital ships (the

Mutsu, launched; the Tosa, the Kago, in

course of building), and four battle' cruisers

(the Amagi and Akagi, in course of build-

ing, and the Atoga and Takao, not yet laid

down, but for which certain material has
been assembled).
The total number of new capital ships to

be scj-apped under this paragraph is seven.

The total tonnage of these new capital

ships when completed would be 289,130
tons.

3. Shall scrap all pre-dreadnoughts and
battleships of the second fine. This would
include the scrapping of all ships up to but
not including the Settsu; that is, the scrap-
ping of ten old sliips, with a total tonnage
of 159,828 tons.

The total reduction of tonnage on vessels
existing, laid down or for which material
has been assembled ^ taking the tonnage of
the new ships when completed) would be
448,928 tons.

Thus, under this plan, there would be
immediately destroyed, of the navies of the
three powers, sixty-six capital fighting
ships, built and building, with a total ton-
nage of 1,878,043 tons.

Li7nit for Three Navies

It is proposed that it should be agreed
by the United States, Great Britain and
Japan that their navies, with respect to
capital ships, within three months after
the making of the agreement, shall consist
of certain ships, designated in the proposal,
and number for the United States 18, for
Great Britain 22, for Japan 10.

The tonnage of these ships would be as
follows: Of the United States 500,650, of
Great Britain 604,450, of Japan 299,700.
In reaching this result the age factor in the

case of the respective navies has received
appropriate considei-ation.

Replacement

With respect to replacement, the United
States proposes:

(1) That it be agreed that the first re-

placement tonnage shall not be laid down
until ten years from the date of the agree-
ment.

(2) That replacements be limited by an
agreed maximum of capital ship tonnage as
follows:
For the United States, 500,000 tons;
For Great Britain, 500,000 tons.
For Japan, 300,000.

(3) That, subject to the ten-year limita-
tion above fixed and the maximum stan-
dards, capital ships may be replaced when
they are twenty years old by new capital
ship construction.

(4) That no capital ship shall be built in
replacement with a tonnage displacement of
more than 35,000 tons.

I have sketched the proposal only in out-
line, leaving the technical details to be sup-
plied by the foiTnal proposition, which is

ready for submission to the delegates.

The plan includes provision for the limi-
tation of auxiliary surface combatant craft.
This term embraces three classes, that is:

(1) Auxiliary surface combatant craft,
such as cruisers (exclusive of battle
cruisers), flotilla leaders, destroyers and
various surface types; (2) submarines and
(3) airplane carriers.

I shall not attempt to review the pro-
posals for these various classes, as they
bear a definite relation to the provisions for
capital fighting ships.

With the acceptance of this plan, the bur-
den of meeting the demands of competition
in naval ai-mament will be lifted. Enor-
mous sums will be released to aid the
progress of civilization. At the same time
the proper demands of national defense will

be adequately met, and the nations will

have ample opportunity during the naval
holiday of ten years to consider their future
course. Preparation for future naval war
shall stop now. I shall not attempt at this
time to take up the other topics which have
been listed on the tentative agenda pro-
posed in anticipation of the conference.

How THE Speech Was Received

Mr. Louis Seibold, in his account
of the proceedings for The New York
Herald, wrote thus of the address of
Secretary Hughes: When the Sec-
retary really settled down to his job
the representatives of foreign Gov-
ernments shed their air of indiffer-

ence and became suddenly attentive.
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Ewing)

iiritish delegates at the Disarmament Conference, departing from the first plenary session
in cheerful mood. Left to right: Sir Auckland Geddes, British Ambassador to the United
States ; Sir Maurice Hankey, Secretary Oeneral to the British delegation ; Hon. Arthur J.
Balfour, Lord President of the Council, and Lord Lee of Fareham.

They looked at each other with some-
thing approaching amazement, as the
Secretary without the slightest show
of emotion, or lifting of voice, said in

cold and measured tones :
' We can

no longer content ourselves with in-

vestigation, with statistics, with re-

ports, with the circumlocution of in-

quiry. * * * The world wants a
practical program which shall at once
be put into execution.' This declara-
tion was greeted with a storm of ap-
plause from the members of Con-
gress, which in itself was so unusual
a feature of international gatherings
that the delegates from both Euro-
pean and Asiatic countries looked with
something suggesting alarm at the
statesmen above them, who had risen
to their feet and were clapping their
hands with resounding force.

Mr. Balfour alone appeared to hold
to his habitual poise. Premier Briand
appeared to find gratification in the
statements of the American Foreign
Secretary, which he followed in the

French text placed before him. There
was no discounting the surprise of
Prince Tokugawa, Baron Kato and
Ambassador Shidehara, the delegates
from Japan. The Italian, Portu-
guese and Belgian envoys appeared
to be greatly pleased, if a trifle star-

tled, at the directness with which Mr.
Hughes was stating his case.

Enthusiasm of Delegates

From this time the Secretary was
interrupted at almost every sentence
by applause from the gallery and
among the spectators hemming in the
delegates and technical advisers. The
representatives responded joyously
in applauding the Secretary's state-

ment that the naval program now
under way can be given up without
heavy loss and his further declara-

tion that the evil of armament will

continue as long as the competition
continues among nations.

Perhaps the statement that pro-
voked the greatest applause and sur-
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prise to the foreign delegates was his

declaration that delegates of the
United States, acting under the in-

structions of the President, would
submit a concrete proposal for an
agreement for the limitation of naval
arms. He looked directly at Mr. Bal-
four at his left and Prince Tokugawa,
half way down the side table on his

right, as he said in even tones :
" It

should be added that this proposal
immediately concerns the British
Empire, Japan and the United
States."

When the Secretary got down to

details and set about revealing the
exact terms for limiting armament on
the part of the three countries he
named, the Japanese delegates and
the impressive array of Admirals and
other naval representatives of that
country manifested the keenest in-

terest. They looked at each other as
if wondering where Mr. Hughes had
secured such definite information re-

garding their naval establishments,
including facts unknown to most of

the people of Japan.

The figures and facts regarding
specific units of the British and Jap-
anese Navies permitted no doubt as to

the complete accuracy of them. While
the Secretary was reading them and
enumerating the methods by which
they could be dispensed with, one
could have heard a pin drop in the

vast assembly hall. His knowledge
of naval conditions, which had prev-

iously been worked out with mathe-
matical exactness, was fully sustained
by the nods of the naval experts of

not only Great Britain and Japan, but
of those representing France and
Italy.

That the Secretary had more com-
plete information at hand was re-

vealed by his announcement that the
technical details of the formal pro-

posal that the United States would
submit would be immediately fur-

nished to the delegates. His final an-
nouncement provoked a storm of ap-
plause:

Mr. Hughes, as Chairman, then
proposed the election of John W. Gar-

rett of Baltimore, former Minister to
the Netherlands, as Secretary General
of the conference. The proposal was
accepted. He then proposed that the
heads of delegations of the great pow-
ers or alternates selected by them
should form a Committee on Ai'-

mament Limitation, and that the
heads of all the delegations should
name members to sit on the Far
Eastern Committee. These pro-
posals were carried.

Remarks by Other Leaders

Mr. Hughes followed with a sugges-
tion that the first session then ad-
journ until Tuesday, Nov. 15, but
there came shouts from the group of
United States Senators present :

,

" Briand, Briand, Briand !

"

Mr. Hughes bowed to the French
Premier, who rose and spoke in

French. His remarks were translated
as follows

:

If it is possible to obtain the security
which she is entitled to expect, if it is only
a question ©f making sacrifices, France is

ready to consent. France has defended her
liberty, and, I think, at thg same time, the
liberty of the world, and if the necessary
precautions are taken in order to insure her
life and safety, France, like you gentlemen,
is ready to say "Down arms!"

There were cries then from the
Senators for " Japan." Seemingly
the Senators hesitated over the name
of Prince Tokugawa, who rose and,
adjusting his spectacles, said:

The world needs peace. It calls for po-
litical and economic stability, and to co-
operate with the powers here so worthily
represented for the accomplishment of such
a lofty end, under the guidance of the dis-

tinguished presiding officer, will be for
Japan a source of the greatest pleasure.

Successively, then, the Senators
called for and heard responses from
the representatives of Italy, China,
Belgium, Holland and Portugal. Dr.
Sze's hands trembled so that the
paper in his hands rustled between
them as he read. Finally some of the
Senators called for a speech fror^

their colleague, Mr. Lodge. The Sena-
tor rose, and instead of addressincr

the assemblage, murmured to Mr.
Hughes

:
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" I move an adjournment."

And the conference then ad-
journed.

Official Text of American
Naval Proposals

The American proposals for limitation

of world armaments, as laid before the

Conference by Secretary Hughes, called

for suspension of all capital ship build-

ing programs, present and prospective,

and for the scrapping of thousands of tons

already built or being constructed. Under

this part of the proposals the United States

would sacrifice a total of 845,740 tons.

Great Britain 583,375 tons, and Japan 448,-

928 tons. Each nation would pledge itself

not to build any new capital warships for

a period of ten years. The only exception

to this would lie in indispensable replace-

ment building, and limitations were set to

this as follows: United States, 500,000

tons; Great Britain, 500,000 tons; Japan,

300,000 tons. The proposals name specifi-

cally the warships which each nation would

possess after the execution of the whole

plan. A special section of the proposals is

devoted to auxiliary craft, certain categories

of these being made exempt, and a definite

limit of less than 500,000 tons being laid

down for the United States and Great Brit-

ain, Japan following with a limited tonnage

of 270,000 tons. The full official text of

the American proposals follows:

Thd proposal of the United States for a limita-

tion of naval armaincnts.

The United States proposes the following plan

for a limitation of the naval armaments of

the conferring nations. The United States

believes that this plan safely guards the in-

terests of all concerned.

In working out this proposal the United States

has been guided by four general principles:

(a) The elimination of all capital shipbuild-

ing programs, either actual or projected.

(b) Further reduction through the scrapping

of certain of the older ships.

(c) That regard should be had to the existing

naval strength of the conferring powers.

(d) The use of capital ship tonnage as the

measursement of strength for navies and a
proportionate allowance of auxiliary combatant
craft prescribed.

Proposal for a limitation of naval armaments.

CAPITAL SHIPS—UNITED STATES
1. The United States to scrap all new capital

ships now under construction and on their way to

completion. This includes six battle cruisers

and seven battleships on the ways and building

and two battleships launched.

(Note—Paragraph 1 involves a reduction of

fifteen new capital ships under construction,

with a total tonnage when completed of 618,000

tons. Total amount of money already spent on
fifteen capital ships, $332,000,000.)

2. The United States to scrap all battleships
up to but not including the Delaware and
North Dakota.
(Note—The number of old battleships

scrapped under Paragraph 2 is fifteen ; their

total tonnage is 227,740 tons. The grand total

of capital ships to be scrapped is thirty, aggre-
gating 84.5,740 tons.)

GREAT BRITAIN

3. Great Britain to stop further construction
on the four new Hoods.
(Note—Paragraph 3 involves a reduction of

four new capital ships not yet laid down, but
upon which money has been spent, with a total

tonnage when completed of 172,000 tons.)

4. In addition to the four Hoods, Great Britain
to scrap her pre-dreadnoughts, second line

battleships and first line battleships up to but
not including the King George V. class.

(Note—Paragraph 4 involves the disposition of

nineteen capital ships, certain of which have
already been scrapped, with a tonnage reduc-

tion of 411,37.5 tons. The grand total tonnage
of ships scrapped under this agreement will be

583,375 tons.)

JAPAN
5. Japan to abandon her program of ships not

yet laid down, viz. : The Kii Owari, No. 7, No.

8, battleships, and Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8, battle

cruisers.

(Note—Paragraph 5 does not involve the stop-

ping of construction on any ship upon which
construction has begun.)

6. Japan to scrap three battleships : The
Mutsu, launched ; the Tosa and Kaga, building,

and four battle cruisers, the Amagi and Akagi,

building, and the Atago and Takao, not yet laid

down, but for which Certain material has been
assembled.
(Note—Paragraph 6 involves a reduction of

seven new capital ships under construction, with

a total tonnage when completed of 288,100 tons.)

7. Japan to scrap all pre-dreadnoughts and
capital ships of the second line. This to in-

clude the scrapping of all ships up to but not

including the Settsu.

(Note—Paragraph 7 involves the scrapping of

ten older ships with a total tonnage of 159,828

tons. The grand total reduction of tonnage on

vessels existing, laid down, or for which mate-

rial has been assembled is 448,928 tons.

FRANCE AND ITALY

8. In view of certain extraordinary conditions

due to the World War affecting the existing

strength of the navies of France and Italy, the

United States does not consider necessary the

discussion at this stage of the proceedings of

the tonnage allowance of these nations, but

proposes it be reserved for the later considera-

tion of the conference.
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OTHER NEW CONSTRUCTION

9. No other new capital ships shall be con-

structed during the period of this agreement
except replacement tonnage as provided herein-

after.

10. If the terms of this proposal are agreed

to, then the United States, Great Britain and
Japan agree that their navies, three months
after the making of this agreement, shall con-

sist of the following capital ships

:

LIST OF CAPITAL SHIPS

United States

Maryland, Arizona, Arkansas,

California, Pennsylvania, Wyoming,
Tennessee, Oklahoma, Utah,

Idaho, Nevada, Florida,

Mississippi, Texas North Dakota,

New Mexico New York, Delaware,
Total, 18. Total tonnage, 500,650.

Great Britain

Royal Sovereign , Barhan, King George V
Royal Oak, Malaya, Centurion,

Resolution, Benbow, Ajax,

Ramillies, Emperor of Hood,

Revenge, India, Renown,
Queen Elizabeth Iron Duke, Repulse,

Warspile. Marlborough, Tiger.

Valiant, Erin,

Total, 22. Total tonnage. 604,450.

Japan

Nagato, Fu-So, Hi-Tei.

Hiuga, Settsu, Kongo.
Ise, Kirishima,

Yamashiro, Haruna,
Total, 10. Total tonnage, 299 ,700.

DISPOSITION OF OLD AND NEW
CONSTRUCTION

11. Capital ships shall be disposed of in ac-

cordance with methods- to be agreed upon.

REPLACEMENTS

12. (a) The tonnage basis for capital ship re-

placement under this proposal to be as follows:

United States, .':00,000 tons.

Great Britain, 500,000 tons.

Japan, 300,000 tons.

(b) Capital ships twenty years from date of

completion may be replaced by new capital ship

construction, but the keels of such

new construction shall not be laid

until the tonnage which it is to re-

place ife seventeen years of age

from date of completion. Provided,

however, that the first replacement

tonnage shall not be laid down
until ten years from the date of

the signing of this agreement.

(c) The scrapping of capital

ships replaced by new construction

shall be undertaken not later than

the date of completion of the new
construction, and shjill be com-
pleted within three months of the

date of completion of new con-

struction, or, if the date of completion of new
construction be delayed, then within four years
of the laying of the keels of such new con-
struction.

(d) No capital ships shall be laid down during
the term of this agreement whose tonnage dis-

placement exceeds 35,(MX) ton.s.

(e) The same rules for determining tonnage
of capital ships shall apply to the ships of each
of the powers party to this agreement.

(f) Each of the powers party to this agree-
ment agrees to inform promptly all the other
powers party to this agreement concerning:

(1) The names of the capital ships to be re-

placed by new construction.

(2) The date of authorization of replacement
tonnage:.

(3) The dates of laying the keels of replace-

ment tonnage.

(4) The displacement tonnage of each new ship

to be laid down.
(5) The actual date of completion of each new

ship.

(fi) The fact and date of the scrapping of ships

replaced.

(g) No fabricated parts of capital ships, in-

cluding parts of hulls, engines and ordnance,

shall be constructed previous to the date of

authorization of replacement tonnage. A list

of such parts will be furnished all powers party
to thi."? agreement.

(h) In case of the loss or accidental destruc-

tion of capital ships, they may be replaced by
new capital ship construction in conformity with
the foregoing rules.

AUXILIARY COMBATANT CRAFT

13. In treating this subject, auxiliary com-
batant craft have been divided into three classes

:

(a) Ai.ixiliary surface combatant craft.

(b) Submarines.
(c) Airplane carriers and aircraft.

14. The teiTn auxiliary surface combatant craft

includes cruisers (exclusive of battle cruisers),

flotilla leaders, destroyers, and all other sur-

face types except those specifically exempted in

the following paragraph

:

15. Existing monitors, unarmored surface craft

as specified in Paragraph 16, under 3,000 tons,

fuel ships, supply ships, tenders, repair ships,

tugs, mine sweepers and vessels readily convert-

ible from merchant vessels are exempt from
the terms of this agreement. •

UNITED STATES at3 7^K>

GREAT BRITAIN J83.575
JAPAN ^*8.9E8

Comparison of naval tonnage of United States, Great
Britain and Japan, which it is proposed to scrap
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United States battleship South Carolina, one of the largest war ships in actual commis-
sl<on to be scrapped accoiding: to the Hushes pro-am. The vessel is 452 feet long, 80 wide,
and ha§ a displacement of 16,000 tons. Its main battery consists of eight 12-inch guns

16. No new auxiliary combatant craft may be
built exempt from this agreement regarding lim-

itation of naval armaments that exceed 3,000

tons difsplacement and fifteen knots speed, and
carry more than four o-inch guns.

17. It is proposed that the total tortnage of

cruisers, flotilla leaders and destroyers allowed
each power shall be as follows:

For the United States, 450,000 tons.

For Great Britain, 450,000 tons.

For Japan, 270,000 tons.

Provided, however, that no power party to

this agreement whose total tonnage in auxiliary

surface combatant craft on Nov. 11, 1921, ex-

ceeds the prescribed tonnage shall be requir'jd

to scrap such excess tonnage until replacements
begin, at which time the total tonnage of aux-
iliary combatant craft for each nation shall be

reduced to the prescribed allowance as herein

stated.

LIMITATION OF NEW CONSTRUCTION

18. (A) All auxiliary surface combatant craft

whose keels have been laid down by Nov. 11,

1921, may be carried to completion.

(B) No new construction in auxiliary surface

combatant craft except replacement tonnage as

provided hereinafter shall be laid down during

the period of this agreement, provided, however,
that such nations as have not reached the aux-
iliary surface combatant craft tonnage allow-

ances hereinbefore stated may construct ton-

nage up to the limit of their allowance.

SREAT BRITAIN
UNITED STATES
JAPAN

SCRAPPING OF OLD CONSTRUCTION

19. (A) Auxiliary surface combatant craft

shall be scrapped in accordance with methods to

be agreed upon.

(B) Submarines.

20. It is proposed that the total tonnage of

submarines allowed each power shall be as fol-

lows :

For the United States, 90,000 tons.

For Great Britain, 90,000 tons.

For Japan, 54,000 tons.

Provided, however, that no power party to

this agreement whose total tonnage in subma-
rines on Nov. 11, 1921, exceeds the prescribed

tonnage shall be required to scrap such excess

tonnage until replacements begin, at which time

the total tonnage of submarines for each na-

tion shall be reduced to the prescribed allow-

ance as herein stated.

LIMITATION OF NEW CONSTRUCTION

21. (A) All submarines whose keels have been

laid down by Nov. 11, 1921, may be carried to

completion.

(B) No new submarine tonnage except re-

placement tonnage as provided hereinafter shall

be laid down during th3 period of this agree-

ment, provided, however, that such nations as

have not reached the submarine tonnage allow-

ance hereinbefore stated may construct tonnage

up to the limit of their allowance.

SCRAPPING OF OLD CON-
STRUCTION

22. Submarines shall be scrapped

in accordance with methods to be

agreed upon.
60+.450
500. 6S0
ag^. 700

.,t6ReAT BRITAIN

U.S.

Comparative sizes of the three navies if Secretary
Hughes's reduction proposal is adopted

(O—AIRPLANE CARRIERS
AND AIRCRAFT

23. It is proposed that the total

tonnage of ain^lane carriers al-

lowed each power shall be as fol-

lows: United States, 80.000 tons;

Great Britain, 80,000 tons ; Japan,
48,000 tons.

Provided, however, that no power
party to this agreement whose
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total tonnage in airplane carriers on Nov. 11,

1921, exceeds the prescribed tonnage shall be

required to scrap such excess tonnage until re-

placements begin, at which time the total ton-

nage of airplane carriers for each nation shall

be reduced to the prescribed allowance as herein

stated.

LIMITATION OF NEW CONSTRUCTION,
AIRPLANE CARRIERS.

24. (a) All airplane carriers whose keels have

been laid down by Nov. 11, 1921, may be car-

ried to completion.

(b) No new airplane carrier tonnage except

replacem>^nt tonnage as provided herein shall be

laid down during the period of this agreement,

provided, however, that such nations as have

not reached thi- airplane carrier tonnage here-

inbefore stated may construct tonnage up to the

limit of their allowance.

SCRAPPING OF OLD CONSTRUCTION
2.5. Airplane carriers shall be scrapped in ac-

cordance with methods to be agreed upon.

AUXILIARY COMBAT CRAFT. REPLACE-
MENTS

26. (a) Cruisers seventeen years of age from

date of completion may be replaced by new con-

struction. The keels for such new construction

shall not be laid until the tonnage it is intended

to replace is fifteen years of age from date of

completion.

(b) Destroyers and flotilla leaders twelve years

of age from date of completion may be replaced

by new construction. The keels of such new
construction shall not be laid until the tonnage

it is intended to replace is eleven years of age

from date of completion.

(c) Submarines twelve years of age from date

of completion may be replaced by new subma-
rine construction, but the keels of such new con-

struction shall not be laid until the tonnage

which tlie new tonnage is to replace is eleven

years of lige from date of completion.

(d) Airplane carriers twenty years of age from

date of completion may be replaced by new air-

plane carrier construction, but the keels of such

new con.struction shall not be laid until the ton-

nage which it is to replace is seventeen years

of age from date of completion.

(e) No surface vessels carrying guns of cali-

bre greater than eight inches shall be laid down
as replacement tonnage for auxiliary combatant
surface craft.

(f) The same rules for determining tonnage of

auxiliary combatant craft shall apply to the

ships of each of the powers party to this agree-

ment.
(g) The scrapping of ships replaced by new

construction shall be undertaken not later than

the date of completion of the new construction

and .^hall be completed within three months of

the dat.^ of completion of the new construction,

or, if the completion of new tonnage is delayed,

then within four years of the laying of the keels

of such new construction.

(h) Each of the powers party to this agree-

ment agrees to inform all the other parties to

this agreement concerning:

(1) The names or numbers of the ships to b*
replaced by new construction.

(2) The date of autliorization of replacement
tonnage.

(3) The dates of laying the keels of replace-

ment tonnage.

(4) The displacement tonnage of each new ship

to be lai 1 down.
(5) Tht actual date of completion of each new

ship.

(ft) The fact and date of the scrapping cf

ships replaced.

(i) No fabricated parts of auxiliary combatant
craft. Including parts of hulls, engines and ord-

nance, will be constructed previous to the date

of authorization of replacement tonnage. A list

of such parts will be furnished all powers party
to this agreement.

(j) In case of the loss or accidental destruc-

tion of .'ships of this class they may be replaced

by new construction in combatant vessels of any
class in such a manner that they later may be-

come combatant vessels in another navy. They
bind themselves further not to acquire combat-
ant vessels from any foreign source.

29. No capital ship tonnage nor auxiliary com-
batant craft tonnage for foreign account shall

be constructed within the Jurisdiction of any one
of the powers party to this agreement during
the term of this agreement.

MERCHANT MARINE.
30. A;^ the importance of the merchant mariie

is in inverse ratio to the size of naval arma-
ments, regulations must be provided to govern
its conversion features for war purposes.

Second Plenary Session

Scarcely liad the bold and concrete
American proposals ceased to echo
around the world when approval and
acceptance came from the Govern-
ments concerned. This was the
second dramatic surprise of the con-
ference, and one with perhaps even a
deeper thrill in its significance. It

marked the end of one era in world
history and the beginning of another.
The second plenary session of the

conference had met in Continental
Hall on Tuesday morning, Nov. 15,

and before the assembled delegates
stood a white-haired man, his shoul-
ders bowed as if weighed down by the
responsibility he bore, and declared
in the name of Great Britain the
abandonment of her traditional pol-

icy of supremacy on the sea and her
willingness to accept a status of naval
equality with another nation—^the

United States of America. Sup-
ported in his words by a cablegram
from Premier Lloyd George, Mr. Bal-
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four said of the Hughes naval limi-

tation plan :
" We think the limitation

is reasonable; we think it should be

accepted; we firmly believe that it

will be accepted." Then a short,

spare man with inky hair stood up
and in the name of Japan pledged his

Government to reduce its fleet, dis-

avowing all ambitions to rival the na-

vies of America and England, and
pledging his country against aggres-

siveness on the sea. Admiral Baron
Kato was speaking by authority of

instructions both from the dead Pre-

mier Hara and from the new Japa-

nese Premier, Baron Takahashi.

France and Italy, though not directly

affected by the cutting down of na-

vies, gave hearty endorsement. Thus
was the great drama played at Wash-
ington by the representatives of

many millions of men and women.

Sitting there beneath the spell of

mighty events, as a correspondent

wrote, the impression swept over one

that, after all, it was Great Britain

who was giving up the biggest

thing—something she might have

lost some time, but not just yet—

a

claim to glory which might have been

hers for some time to come. America
was called on to give up something

within sight, something she might
achieve, but something not yet

hers. But Great Britain was lay-

ing down something which had been

hers for a century. The world's en-

cyclopedias for 1916 set down the

naval policy of Great Britain as that

of having a fleet as great as any
other two nations. That is her pol-

icy no more. That chapter in the

world's history was closed on Nov. 15,

1921. The new chapter which was
begun that day is America's chapter

in history. Thus has fate left the

United States as the great victor in

the World War.

Promptly on the hour Secretaiy

Hughes, as Chairman of the confer-

ence, called the meeting to order and
announced the formation of the two
Committees of the Whole, one of five

nations on armaments and another of

all nine nations at the conference on

Far Eastern questions. He explained
that the plan was for these commit-
tees to consider in private all mat-
ters presented and report to plenary
sessions of the conference. The plan
was approved by common consent.

Mr. Balfour's Address

Mr. Balfour then took the floor. He
was greeted with a round of applause.
As is his habit, he had no prepared
speech, only a few notes on several

crumpled sheets of paper, which he
held crushed in his hand and re-

ferred to at only rare intervals. Fol-

lowing is the full official text of his

historic speech

:

Mr. Chairman: You have invited those
who desire to continue the discussion which
began on Saturday last. I think it would
be very unfortunate if we were to allow the
events of Saturday to pass without some
further observation on the part of those to

whom you, Mr. Chairman, addressed your
speech, and if, for any reason which I shall
venture to explain in a moment, I am the
first to take up the challenge, it is because
of all the powers here assembled the country
which r. represent is, as everybody knows,
the most intimately interested in naval
questions.

Statesmen of all countries are beginning
to discover that the labors and difficulties

of peace are almost as arduous and require
almost as great qualities as those which are
demanded for the conduct of a successful
war.

These struggles to restore the world to

the condition of equilibrium, so violently
interfered with by five years of war, is one
that taxes and must tax the efforts of
everybody. And I congratulate you, if I

may, Mr. Chairman, on the fact that you
have added the new anniversary which will

henceforth be celebrated in connection with
this movement toward reconstruction in the
same spirit in which we welcomed the anni-
versary celebrated only a few hours ago, on
the day on which hostilities came to an end.

If the 11th of November in the minds of the
allied and associated powers, in the minds
perhaps not less of all the neutrals—if that
is a date imprinted on grateful hearts, I

think Nov. 12 will also prove to be an anni-
versary welcomed and thought of in a grate-
ful spirit by those who in the future shall

look back upon the arduous struggle now
being made by the civilized nations of the
world, not merely to restore pre-war con-
ditions, but to see that war conditions shall

never again exist.

A Great Historical Event

T count myself among the fortunate of

the earth in that I was present, and to that
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extent had a share in the proceedings of last

Saturday. They were memorable, indeed.
The secret was admirably kept. I hope that
all the secrets, so long as they ought to be
secrets, of our discussions will be as well

kept. In my less sanguine mood I have
doubts. But, however that may be, the se-

cret in this case was most admirably kept,

and I listened to a speech which I thought
eloquent, appropriate, in every way a fit-

tin|^ prelude to the work of the conference
which was about to open, or which, indeed,

had been opened by the President, without
supposing that anything very dramatic lay
behind. And suddenly I became aware, as
I suppose all present became aware, that
they were assisting not merely at an elo-

quent and admirable speech, but at a great
historical event. It w as led up to v/ith such
art, the transition seemed so natural, that
when the blow fell, when the speaker uttered
the memorable words which have now gone
round and found echo in every quarter of

the civilized world, it came as a shock of
profound surprise; it excited the sort of
emotions we have when some wholly new
event springs into view, and we felt that
a new chapter in the history of world re-

construction had been warily opened.

Mr. Chairman, the absolute simplicity of

the procedure, the easy transition and the
great dramatic climax were the perfection

of art, which shows that the highest art

and the most perfect simplicity are very
often, indeed very commonly, combined.

Now, I said I would explain, if I was al-

lowed, why I venture to rise first today to

deal with the subject which is in all our
hearts. As I have hinted, it is because the
British Empire and Great Britain, these two
together, are more profoundly concerned
with all that touches matters naval than it

is possible for any other nation to be, and
this not, believe me, for any reasons of am-
bition, not for any reasons drawn from his-

tory or tradition, but from the hard, brutal
necessities of claims and obvious facts.

There never has been in the history of

the world a great empire constituted as the
British Empire is. It is a fact no doubt
familiar to eveiybody whom I am address-
ing at the present moment, but has every-
body whom I am addressing imaginatively
conceived precisely what the situation of
the British Empire is in this connection?
Most of my audience are citizens of the

United States. The United States stands
solid, impregnable, self-sufficient, all its

lines of communication protected, doubly
protected, completely protected from any
conceivable hostile act. It is not merely
that you are 110,000,000 of population; it is

not that you are the wealthiest country in

the world; it is that the whole configuration
of your country, the geographical position
of your country, is such that you are wholly
immune from the particular perils to which,
from the nature of the case, the British
Empire is subjected.

Britain's Special Need?

Supposing, for example, that your West-
ern States, for whose safety you arc re-

sponsible, were suddenly removed 10,000
miles across the sea. Supposing that you
found that the very heart of your empire,
the very heart of this great State, was a
small, a ci-owded island depending for over-
sea trade not merely, not chiefly, for its

luxuries, but depending upon overseas com-
munication for the raw material of those
manufactures by which its superabundant
population lives; depending upon the same
oversea communication for the food upon
which they subsist. Supposing it was a
familiar thought in your minds that there
never was at any moment of the year within
the limits of your State more than seven
weeks' food for the population, and that
that food had to be replenished by oversea
communication. Then, if you will draw that
picture, and if you will see all what it implies
and all that it carries with it,you will undei--
stand why it is that every citizen of the
British Empire, whether he comes from the
far dominions of the Pacific or whether he
lives in the small island in the North Sea,
.never can forget that it is by sea com-
munication that he lives and that without
sea communication he and the empire to
which he belongs would perish.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, do not sup-

pose that I am uttering laments over the
weakness of my empire. Far from it. We
are strong, I hope, in the vigorous life of
its constituent parts. We are strong, I

hope, in the ardent patriotism which binds
us all together. But this strategic weak-
ness is obvious to everybody who reflects;
it is present in the minds of our enemies,
if we have enemies. Do not let it be for-
gotten by our friends.
These reflections, with your kindness, I

have indulged in in order to explain why it

is that I am addressing you at the present
time. We have had to consider,, and we
have considered, the great scheme laid be-
fore you by our Chairman. We have con-
sidex-ed it with admiration and approval.
We agree with it in spirit and in principle.
We look to it as being the basis of the
greatest reform in the matter of armament
and preparation for war that has ever been
conceived or carried out by the courage and
patriotism of statesmen. I do not pretend,
of course—it would be folly to pretend

—

that this or any other scheme, by whatever
genius it may have been contrived, can deal
with every subject; can cover the whole
ground of international reconstruction. It

would be folly to make the attempt and it

would be folly to pretend that the attempt
has yet been made in any single scheme as
was clearly explained by the Secretary of
State on Saturday. The scheme deals, and
deals only, with three nations which own
the largest fleets at present in the world.
It therefore, of necessity, omits all consid-
eration for the time being of those Euro-
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pean nations who have diminished their

fleets, and who at present have no desire,

and I hope never will have any desire, to

own fleets beyond the necessities that na-
tional honor and national defense require.

Again, it does not touch a question which
every man coming from Europe must feel

to be a question of immense and almost
paramount importance. I mean the heavy
burden of land armaments. That is left

on cne side, to be dealt with by other
schemes and in other ways.

England's Endorsement

What it does is surely one of the biggest
things that have ever yet been done by con-
structive statesmanship. It does deal with
the three great fleets of the world, and in

the broad spirit in which it deals with those
fleets, in the proportion of disarmament
which it lays down for those fleets, the

Government of the country which I repre-
sent is in the fullest and the heartiest sym-
pathy with the policy which the United
States has brought before us for our con-
sideration. They have, as we think most
rightly, taken the battle fleet as the ag-
gressive unit which they have in the main
to consider; and in the battle fleet you must
include those auxiliary ships without which
a modem battle fleet has neither eyes nor
ears, has little power of defense against
certain fonns of attack, and little power of

observation; little power of dealing with
any equal foe to which it may be opposed.
Taking those two as really belonging to

one subject, namely, the battle fleet, taking
those two, the battleships themselves and
the vessels auxiliary and necessary to a
battle fleet, we think that the proportion
between these various countries is accept-

able, we think the limitation of amounts is

reasonable; we think it should be accepted,

we firmly believe that it will be accepted.

In my view, the message which has been
sent around the world on Saturday is not a
message which is going to be received by
those most concerned with cool^ approbation.
I believe it is going to be received by them
with warm, hearty approval, and with every
effort at full, loyal and complete co-opera-
tion.

I think it would be ill-fitting on such an
occasion as this if I were to attempt to go
into any details. There are questions—and
I have no doubt that the Secretary of State,

our Chairman, would be the first to tell us
that there are details which can only be
adequately dealt with in committee. At the
first glance, for example, and I give it

merely as an example, our experts are in-
clined to -think that perhaps too 'arge an
amount of tonnage has been permitted for
submarines. Submarines are a class of ves-
sels most easily abused in their use, and
which, in fact, in the late war, were most
grossly abused. We quite admit that prob-
ably the submarine is the defensive weanon,
properly used, of the weak, and that it

would be impossible, or, if possible, it might
well be thought undesirable, to abolish them
altogether. But the amount of submarine
tonnage permitted by the new scheme is far
"in excess, I believe, of the tonnage pos-
sessed by any nation at the present mo-
ment, and I only throw it out as a sugges-
tion that it may be well worth considering
whether that tonnage should not be further
limited, and whether, in addition to limiting
the amount of the tonnage, it might not be
practicable, and, if practicable, desirable, to
forbid altogether the construction of those
submarines of gi-eat size which are not in-

tended for defense, which are not the
weapon of the weaker party, whose whole
purpose is attack and whose whole purpose
is probably attack by methods which civil-

ized nations would regard v/ith horror.

All Essentials Accepted

However, there may be other questions
of detail, questions connected with replace-
ment, questions connected with cruisers,
which are not connected with or required
for fleet action. But those are matters for
consideration by the technical experts, and,
however they be decided, they do not touch
the main outline of the structure which the
United States Government desires erected
and which we earnestly wish to help it in
erecting.
That structure stands, as it seems to me,

clear and firm, and I cannot help thinking
that in the broad outline, whatever may
happen in the course of these discussions
during the next few weeks, that structure
Avill remain, as it was presented by its orig-
inal architects, for the admiration and for
the use of mankind.

I have little more to say except this: It

is easy to estimate in dollars or in pounds,
shillings and pence the saving to the tax-
payer of each of the nations concerned
which the adoption of this scheme will give.

It is easy to show that the relief is great.
It is easy to show that indirectly it will, as
I hope and believe, greatly stimulate indus-
try, national and international, and do much
to diminish the difficulties under which
every civilized Government is at this time
laboring. All that can be weighed, meas-
ured, counted; all that is a matter of
figures. But there is something in this

scheme which is above and beyond numer-
ical calculation. There is something which
goes to the root, which is concerned with
the highest international morality.

This scheme after all—what does it do?
It makes idealism a practical proposition.

It takes hold of the dream which reformers,
poets, publicists, even potentates, as we
heard the other day, have from time to time
put before mankind as the goal to which
human endeavor should aspire,

A narrative of all the attempts made, of

all the schemes advanced, for diminishing
the sorrows of war, is a melancholy one.

Some fragments were laid before you by
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our Chairman on Saturday. They were
not exhilarating. They showed how easy it

is to make professions and how difficult it

is to carry those professions into effect.

Cable From Lloyd George

What makes this scheme a landmark is

that, combined with the profession is the
practice, that in addition to the expression,
the eloquent expression of good intentions,

in which the speeches of men of all nations
have been rich, that a way has been found
in which, in the most striking fashion, in

a manner which must touch the imagination
of everybody, which must come home to the
dullest brain and the hardest heart, the
Government of the United States has showTi
its intention not merely to say that peace is

a very good thing, that war is horrible, but
there is a way by which wars can really be
diminished, by which the burdens of peace,

almost as intolerable as the burdens of war,
can really be lightened for the populations
of the world. And in doing that, in doing
it in the manner in which they have done it,

in striking the imagination not merely of
the audience they were addressing, not
merely of the great people to whom they
belonged, but of the whole civilized world,
in doing that they have, believe me, made
jthe first and opening day of this congress
one of the landmarks in human civilization.

I have said all that I propose to say, but
if you will allow me I will read a telegram
put into my hands just as I reached this

meeting, this congress, from the British

Prime Minister:

Following for Mr. Balfour from Mr. Lloyd
George

:

Many thanks for your telegram. If you think

it will serve useful purpose to let them know,
message might be published, as follows:
" Government have followed proceedings at

opening session of conference with profound ap-
preciation, and whole-heartedly indorse your

opinion that speeches made by President Har-
ding and Secretary of State were bold and
statesmanlike utterances, pregnant with infinite

possibilities. Nothing could augur better for

ultimate success of conference. Please convey
to both our most sincere cor;gratulations."

When Mr. Balfour, referring to the
proposal that scraps half of Britain's

mighty fleet and lays down a perma-
nent proportion of five-five-three for
the sea strength of England, America
and Japan, called it " one of the big-

best things ever done by constructive
statesmanship," the audience rose to

their feet in a great demonstration
of enthusiasm, and there was a simi-

lar outburst of admiration and ap-
proval when he announced his firm
belief that Great Britain would ac-

cept it.

The Voice of Japan
It was next the turn of Admiral

Baron Kato of the Japanese delega-
tion. As he rose and began speaking
in his own language a hush of puzzled
interest fell upon the assemblage, for
few indeed of his hearers could
understand Japanese. Yet as he pro-
ceeded they easily divined from his
manner and gestures that he was
adding Japan's indorsement to the
Hughes program of naval limitation.

The official translation of his state-

ment is as follows:
Japan deeply appreciates the sincerity of

purpose evident in the plan of the American
Government for the limitation of ai-ma-
ments. She is satisfied that the proposed
plan unll materially relieve the nations of
wasteful expenditures and cannot fail to
make for the peace of the world.

^
She cannot remain unmoved by the high

aims which have actuated the American
project. Gladly accepting, therefore, the
proposal in principle, Japan is ready to pro-
ceed with detennination to a sweeping re-
duction in her naval ai-mament.

It will be universally admitted that a na-
tion must be provided with such armaments
as are essential to its security. This re-
quirement must be fully weighed in the ex-
amination of the plan. With this require-
ment in view, certain modifications will be
proposed with regard to the tonnage basis
for replacement of the various classes of
vessels. This subject should be referred to
special consideration by naval experts.
When such modifications are proposed, I

know that the American and other delega-
tions will consider them with the same de-
sire to meet our ideas as we have to meet
theirs.

Japan has never claimed or had any in-

tention of claiming to have a general estab-
lishment equal in strength to that of either
the United States or the British Empire.
Her existing plan will show conclusively that
she never had in view preparations for of-
fensive war.

Italy's Official Approval
Senator Carlo Schanzer, the blond-

bearded delegate from Italy, then ad-
dressed the delegates, expressing the
satisfaction of his Government over
the progress made, and suggesting
that the conference consider also the
fleets of Italy and France. He spoke
as follows:

The time has come and this conference
has been called not for general resolutions

and for mutual advice, but for action. You
proved at once that you mean to caiTy out
your suggestions into practical execution.
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The first impression made by your state-
ment concerning: the limitation of naval
armament is one of great sincerity, great
force, great courage. You stated clearly
and unhesitatingly to the conference and to

the public opinion of the entire world the
question of the limitation of naval aiTna-
ment as concerns especially the great naval
powers, and you did it with precision of
facts and of figures, thus affording a solid

basis for discussion.
We shall not consider the technical side

of the question which concerns especially
the great naval powers. We only wish to
express in the name of the Italian delega-
tion our great satisfaction in the proposals
of general order. We hope that your pro-
po.sal when accepted will be the source of
the most beneficent economic consequences.
The peace of the world cannot be perma-
nently maintained if you do not consider
the ways and means to re-establish the eco-
nomic balance of the world.

Modem civilization is an economic civili-

zation, and the modem world, in spite of

the distance and natural barriers, cannot be
conceived except as a single great economic
system. This economic system has been
shattered by the war. It is necessary now
to revise it and get it into motion again.

We think that your proposal is the first

effective step toward giving the world a re-

lease of such nature as to enable it to start

the work of its economic reconstruction.

In respect to Mr. Balfour's reference to

the question of French and Italian naval

forces, may I be allowed to say a few
words ?

I think it rather difficult to separate the

question of Italian and French naval ai-rna-

ment limitation from the general question

of the limitation of naval armaments of the

world. Certainly, as you have stated, Mr.
Chairman, in your address, the question
concerning the great naval powers must be
considered in the first place, and you have
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stated that the United States
proposes that this matter be
left for the later consideration
of the conference. So we wish
and feel sure in accordance with
year statement that the French
and Italian naval question will

be considered by the conference
before concluding the question
involved in your pi'oposal.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman,
I express in the name of the
Italian delegation the most fer-

vent wish that the conference,
taking your proposal as its

working basis, may lead to a
result which would be extremely
happy not only for the powers
directly interested but for the
entire world.

Premier's Briand's Speech
Aristide Briand, head of

the French delegation—and
the only Premier who suc-

ceeded in attending the
Washington conference

—

was greeted with applause
as his shaggy head ap-
peared above the line of
chairs. The audience lis-

tened with delight to the
flood of pure French that
flowed from his lips with
no apparent effort. He
urged the necessity of
adopting definite rules of procedure
and said he would welcome any op-
portunity to explain the problems of
France in regard to land armaments.
The official translation of his speech
follows

:

Mr. Chairman: I fully concur with what
the President of the British delegation has
just said, when at the beginning of his elo-

quent statement he said that this conference
would be one of the great landmarks in the
history of the world and of civilization.

While I do not quite agree with him, at
least not to the same extent, as to his feel-

ings, as expressed, when he first heard the
statement made by the representative of

the United States, I may say, for my own
part, that when coming here I felt quite

sure that a great people like the United
States could not have begun such a moment-
ous initiative without having some definite,

clear-cut purpose. I think, gentlemen, that
we have no longer the right in those ques-
tions of peace and war—^when we undertake
to promise to the world that there shall be
no more war; that there shall be everlasting
peace after the painful struggle from which
we have just emerged—we have no right to

[American Cartoon]
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let the people of the world hope for a final

peace unless we have made up our minds
to prepare and to decide upon the means
that are most appropriate in order to real-

ize these hopes.

Many conferences and congresses have
already met in order to try to cany out this

noble idea, and Mr. Balfour was quite right
when he pointed out the great danger there
was in looking at this question through the
glass of idealism. But, Mr. Secretary, you
have shown us the way; you have shown
that it was no longer a question of groping
for a way out of the difficulty; you have
struck out boldly the opportunity for us by
setting the example. I may say that we are
back of you, Mr. Secretary.

Of course, during these difficult, arduous
examinations of the details of the subject,

upon which, after all, depends the practical
realization, if it happens that we are taken
out of the straight way and feel the tempta-
tion of using the devious paths, we, on the
part of France, are ready to join our ef-

forts to those of other men of good-will and
help in returning to the fair, straight road
that would take us to our goal.
The question with which we have first to

deal here is, of course, one that mainly con-
cerns the great naval powers; but I may
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say for my part that I have listened with
gTQat joy to the veiy large, broad and gen-
eral adhesion given in principle by the Gov-
ernments of Great Britain and Japan. It

is not that France feels entirely disinter-

ested in this question. We shall have, I

hope, an opportunity of saying this and
showing it, but I may say now—and this

will be carried out later on by figures and
by demonstration—that we have already
entered upon the right way, and that we
have already done something in the direc-

tion you indicate. The war has kept us
down to a certain level, of course. It has
prevented us fi-om carrying out our plans
for a weak fleet, perhaps too weak for the
necessities of national defense.

Reduction of Armies
But I will not dwell on this subject. I

rather turn to another side of the problem
to which Mr. Balfour has alluded, and I

thank him for this. Is it only a question
here of economy? Is it only a question of
estimates and budgets? If it were so, if

that were the only purpose you have in

view, it would be really unworthy of the
great nation that has called us here.

So, the main question, the crucial oues-
tion, which is to be discussed here is to
know if the peoples of the world will be at
last able to come to an understanding in

order to avoid the atrocities of
war. And then, gentlemen, when
it comes on the agenda, as it will
inevitably come, to the question
of land armament, a question
particularly delicate for France,
as you are all aware, we have
no intention to eschew this. We
shall answer your appeal, fully
conscious that this is a question
of grave and serious nature for
us.

The question will be raised

—

it has been raised, gentlemen

—

and if there is a country that de-
sires, that demands, that the
question of land armaments
should be raised, it is France.
It will come in due time before
the conference, and I hope that
I shall enjoy the opportunity
and that I shall be able to state
publicly in one of the meetings
of this conference what the posi-
tion of France is, so that the
United States and the world
may fully know; and when I

have tried to prove this, when
you have listened to this demon-
stration, I am quite sure that
you will be convinced, gentle-
men, that France, after the
necessities of safety and life

have been adequately secured,
harbors no thought whatever of
disturbing the peace of the
world. The time will come for
this demonstration.

Today I will simply record, with great
feelings of joy, the agreement that has
already been reached here on this first great
problem of the conference, and express
the wish that we shall come to a similar
agreement upon all the other questions that
await the conference.

Closing Words by Mr. Hughes
Chairman Hughes brought the ses-

sion to a close by assuring M. Briand
that he would have full opportunity
to present the case of France, and by
summing up the situation in the fol-

lowing words

:

Gentlemen: We have listened not only
with gratification, but I may say with pro-
found emotion, to these expressions, so coi'-

dial, of agreement in principle with the
proposal that ha.^ been made on behalf of
the United States with respect to the lim-

itation of naval armament. It will now be
in order to consider the many detail.'? which
must be associated with an exact agree-
ment for that purpose.
There are subjects, it has been suggested

here, which will appropriately be examined
by naval expcts, and it is the desire of the
American Government that what has been
proposed by that Government, with the
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suggestions that have been made by Mr.
Balfour on behalf of the British Govern-
ment, by Admiral Kato on behalf of the
Government of Japan, and any other sug-
gestions by way of modification or emenda-
tion 01 ci-iticii:m that may be proper, shall

all be thoroughly considered, to the end
that after the most mature and careful de-

liberation we may accomplish the great
purpose which this conference in this mat-
ter has been assembled to achieve.

But while the time is now opportune for

the consideration of these details, the great
first step has been taken in this notable
expression of approval in principle of what
has been suggested by the American Gov-
ernment. And do I go too far in saying
that we may commit this matter to a tech-
nical examination with the assurance,
which I am very certain will be gratifying

Pan American Building and should
not be open to the public.
• The first meeting of the Pacific
Committee had been held in the after-

noon of Nov. 14. The action taken
was officially given out in this com-
munique :

The Committee on Program and Proced-
ure with respect to Pacific and Far Eastern
questions, appointed by the conference in

its session of Nov. 12, met at 3 P. M. Mon-
day, Nov. 14, at the Pan-American Union,
there being present the following delegates:
Messrs. Hughes (Chairman), de Cartier de
Marchienne, Balfour, Sze, Briand, Schanzer,
Shidehara, Van Kamebeek and D'Alte, with
their respective secretaries.

It was decided to recommend to the con-

to the hearts of our people, that "there will JL.^^^ence the appointment of a committee

jut of this conference an appropriate^composed of all the plenipotentiary dele-come out of this conference an appropriate
agreement for satisfactory, important, es-

sential reduction of naval annament, to the
end that offensive naval warfare will be no
more and this great advance will be made
to the accomplishment of an enduring
peace ?

If it is not desired to have further dis-

cussion of the matter which has been
brought before us, I suppose it will be in

order to adjourn to give opportunity for
the consideration of the project to which I

have referred. And may I add that I have
no doubt that I express the wish of the con-
ference that at an opportune time M. Briand
will enjoy the opportunity of presenting to
the conference most fully the views of
France with regard to the subject of land
armaments, which we must discuss?
On motion of M. Briand the confer-

ence then adjourned subject to call by
the Chairman.

First Work of Committees

It had been announced formally by
Secretary Hughes, at the opening ses-

sion of Nov. 15, that the work of the
conference would be done through
two Committees of the Whole, one
composed of the delegates of the five

main nations, viz., Great Britain,
France, Italy, Japan and the United
States, to deal with limitation of
armament, the other of all nine na-
tions, including China, Belgium, Hol-
land and Portugal, whose duty it

would be to deal with details of pro-

gates of the United States, Belgium, the
British Empire, China, France, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands and Portugal, to examine and
report to the full conference with respect to
Pacific and Far Eastern questions, and with
power to set up such sub-committees as it

might from time to time deem desirable.
Mr. Hughes, as Chairman of the committee
and of the conference, undertook to submit
this proposal to the conference.

J, Butler Wright was nominated as secre-
tary to the Committee on Program and
Procedure, with respect to Pacific and Far
Eastern questions.

The Committee of the whole on
Limitation of Armament met in the
afternoon of the 15th and, after some
discussion, appointed a sub-comn^it-
tee of expert advisers instructed to
report on each detail of the arms lim-
itation plan as soon as agreement had
been reached on it. The committee's
anxiety to make progress was seen in

the decision to sanction all such ac-
cepted details without waiting for
agreement on the whole. Theodore
Roosevelt, as head of the American
technical advisers on naval affairs,

was elected Chairman of this special

sub-committee. The official report
of the meeting of the committee was
as follows

:

The first meeting of the Committee on
Limitation of Armament was held in the
Pan American Building Tuesday, Nov. 15,

1921. There were present the delegates of
.the United States of America, the British

gram and procedure on all matters'X'Empire, France, Italy and Japan, with a
affecting the Pacific and the Far Secretary for each delegation, and the Sec-

East. It had been agreed that meet- ^f^^ General of the conference, who was

ings of these committees and of their ^'l^rub^crm^mttSer^iSiys^S^^tltechnica^
sub-committees should be held m the naval adviser for each of the five powers,
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was constituted to take under immediate ad-
visement the questions raised by the pro-
posal of the United States for a limita-
tion of naval armament, and to report to

the committee from time to time the pro-
gram of their deliberations. The subcom-
mittee is composed of the following: Col-
onel Roosevelt, Admiral Beatty, Vice Ad-
miral Le Bon, Vice Admiral Action and Vice
Admiral Kato, with full power of substitu-
tion for each adviser. At the suggestion of
Mr. Balfour, it was agreed that Colonel
Roosevelt should act as Chairman of this
subcommittee. The committee adjourned to
meet at the call of the Chairman.

The Advisory Committee of the
American delegation, consisting of

twenty-one prominent men and wo-
men appointed previously by Presi-

dent Harding to serve under the gen-
eral direction of Secretary Hughes,
held a special meeting on Nov. 14, at
which Theodore Roosevelt, Assistant
Secretary of the Navy, explained the
disarmament program of the United
States and declared that its execution
would mean a saving of more than
$200,000,000 on construction. A dis-

cussion followed (Chairman Suther-
land presiding), in which the com-
mittee showed complete unanimity in

backing this program. Six sub-com-

mittees were appointed at

that time. On Nov. 16 the

Executive Committee met
at Washington and began
to formulate its plans for

helping the arms confer-

ence. The Sub-committee
on Far Eastern Questions
also began its work on
similar lines. [The full

membership of the Advis-
ory Committee will be
found in the list of dele-
gates at the end of this
article.]

China's Ten Points

The disarmament con-
ference met in private ses-
sion on Nov. 16 as a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Pa-
cific problems. Here the
opening gun on that front,
so to speak, was fired by
China in the form of ten

official demands or proposals drawn
up for China by Minister Sze. In gen-
eral these proposals laid down certain
principles on which the whole coming
diplomatic battle should—in the opin-
ion of the country most concerned

—

be conducted. They called for the com-
plete removal of all political, jurisdic-
tional and administrative restrictions
upon the Chinese Republic. The
United States, Great Britain and Ja-
pan all had indicated their willing-

ness to start the debate on bases pre-
sented by the Chinese, and Mr. Sze
accordingly had formulated the broad
lines of his country's desires, notify-

ing the conference at the same time
that it was the intention of his dele-

gation to bring forward more detailed

plans later. His statement in full is

as follows:

In view of the fact that China must
necessarily play an important part in the
deliberations of the conference with refer-

ence to the political situation in the Far
East, the Chinese delegation has thought it

proper that they should take the first oppor-
tunity to state certain general principles

which, in their opinion, should guide the

conference in the determinations which it is

to make. Certain of the specific applica-
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tions of the principles which it is expected
that the conterence will make it is our in-

tention later to bring forward, but at the
present time it is deemed sufficient simply
to propose the principles which I shall
presently read.

In foiTnulating these principles the pur-
pose has been kept steadily in view of ob-
taining rules in accordance with which ex-
isting and possible future political and eco-

nomic problems in the Far East and the
Pacific may be most justly settled and with
due regard to the rights and legitimate in-

terests of all the powers concerned. Thus
it has been sought to harmonize the par-
ticular interests of China with the general
interests of all the world.

China is anxious to play her part not only
in maintaining peace, but in promoting the
material advancement and the cultural de-

velopment of all the nations. She wishes to

make her vast natural resources available

to all peoples who need them, and in return
to receive the benefits of free and equal
intercourse with them. In order that she
may do this, it is necessary that she should
have every possible opportunity to develop
her political institutions in accordance with
the genius and needs of her own people.

China is now contending with certain diffi-

cult problems which necessarily arise when
any country makes a radical change in her
form of government.

These problems she will be able to solve

if given the opportunity to do so. This
means not only that she should be freed
from the danger or threat of foreign ag-
gression, but that, so far as circumstances
will possibly pemnit, she be relieved from
limitations which now deprive het- of au-
tonomous administi-ative action and prevent
her from securing adequate public revenues.

In conformity with the agenda of the
conference, the Chinese Government pro-

poses for the consideration of and adoption
by the conference the following general
principles to be applied in the determination
of the questions relating to China:

1. (a)—The powers engage to respect

and observe the territorial integrity and po-
litical and administrative independence of

the Chinese Republic, (b) China upon her
part is prepared to give an undertaking not
to alienate or lease- any portion of her tei^

ritory or littoral to any power.

2. China, being in full accord with the

principle of the so-called open door, or

equal opportunity for the commerce and
industry of all nations having treaty rela-

tions with China, is prepared to accept and
apply it in all parts of the Chinese Republic
without exception.

3. With a view to strengthening mutual
confidence and maintaining peace in the

Pacific and the Far East the powers agree
not to conclude between themselves any
treaty or agreement directly affecting

China or the general peace in these regions

without previously notifying China and giv-
ing to her an opportunity to participate.

4. All special rights, privileges, immuni-
ties or commitments, whatever their charac-
ter or contractual basis, claimed by any of
the powers in or relating to China, are to
be declared, and all such or future claims
not so made known are to be deemed null
and void. The rights, privileges, immunities
and commitments, now known or to be de-
clared, are to be examined with a view to

.

detei-mining their scope and validity and,
if valid, to harmonize them with one
another and with the principles declared by
this conference.

5 Immediately, or as soon as circum-
stances will permit, existing limitations
upon China's political, jurisdictional and ad-
ministrative freedom of action are to be re-
moved.

6. Reasonable, definite terms of duration
are to be attached to China's present com-
mitments which are witiiout time limits.

7. In the inteipretation of instruments
granting special rights or privileges, the
well established principle of consti-uction
that such gi-ants shall be strictly construed
in favor of the grantors is to be observed.

8. China's rights as a neutral are to be
fully respected in future wars to which she
is not a party.

9. Provision is to be made for the peace-
ful settlement of international disputes in
the Pacific and the Far East.

10. Provision is to be made for future
conferences to be held from time to time for
the discussion of international questions
relative to the Pacific and the Far East, as
a basis for the determination of common
policies of the signatory powers in relation
thereto.

It was noted at once that some of
these principles would be deemed de-
batable by one or more of the other
countries concerned. General agree-
ment could be expected upon the open
door, which the United States regards
as vital and which Great Britain also
suppoi-ts. Point 5 was the one most
likely to raise protracted discussion,
as it not only involved the abolishing
of extra-territorial jurisdiction but
was so sweeping that it might be con-
strued to mean the surrender of cer-

tain guarantees which perhaps none
of the powers would be ready to aban-
don. The abblishment of the zone of
influence system was regarded as pre-
senting fewer difficulties, as most of
the powers had already given up the
rights claimed under the old arrange-
ment. The plan, of course, involves
the Japanese departure from Shan-
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tung, including Kiao-Chau, as well as
the departure of other nations from
leased ports, if the principle should
be applied to its limit. The demand in

Point 4 that all nations having secret
agreements with regard to China
must publish them or throw them
away is in line with the Chinese view
that the whole question of the rela-

tion of China to the rest of the world
should be opened up to sunlight and
revised. The Anglo-Japanese alliance
itself is closely related to this subject.
The program as a whole does not
mean that China wishes to denounce
all agreements she has with outside
countries, as, for instance, for the
conduct of her railroads and post
offices; but she wants these agree-
ments limited and placed on a more
businesslike basis. The whole ques-
tion of Siberia, however, is involved.
All in all, the " ten points " of China
bade fair to open up one of the most
far-reaching and complicated debates
in diplomatic history. Nor was the
situation simplified by the fact that
not a majority vote but absolute
agreement of all parties was neces-
sary for a decision.

Comment on Proposals

The immediate effect of the pro-
posals made by Secretary Hughes re-

garding naval limitation at the first

session of the conference was electri-

fying. The emotion shown even by
the reticent Japanese delegates was
typical of the impression produced.
" The words which the President and
the Secretary of State spoke yester-

day," said Prince Tokugawa on Nov.
13, " have thrilled us no less than they
have thrilled the nations of Europe
and America." Baron Kato declared
that the proposals of Secretary
Hughes had " clarified the situation,"

and that with fears elimmated on
both sides, " an agreement, so far as
Japan and the United States are con-

cerned, cannot fail to come."
The comment in England, France,

Italy and Japan, to say nothing of

Holland and Belgium, combined a
large amount of enthusiasm with con-

siderations of just how far the con-
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ference would go toward disarma-
ment, and the immediate conse-

quences to each of the nations in-

volved. These national reactions were
reflected in most cases by the foreign

observers at Washington. The Brit-

ish correspondents found their en-

thusiasm tempered by the question

of Great Britain's need of imperial

defense. Lieut. Col. Repington, for

instance, correspondent of The Lon-
don Telegraph, wrote on Nov. 14

:

The natural inclination of all here is to

be somewhat carried off our feet by the

gi-andiose character of the plan, and the

historic aspect of the world-moving confer-

ence. America is self-contained, and not

liable to serious attack from any power.
Japan's army renders her secure at home.
But England is not self-contained, nor has
she a great anny. She has a scattered em-
pire, oceanic in chai-acter, so the presei'\'a-

tion of the maritime routes is indispensable
to her existence.

In view of these conditions, de-

clared Colonel Repington, it would
scarcely be reasonable to ask Great
Britain to ascribe to the same stand-

ard of auxiliary cruisers, especially

in view of the fact that such British

cruisers serving on distant stations

would not be able to co-operate with
the main fleet. Nor could the British

tie their hands for ten years, as the

American plan proposed, unless they
received guarantees against the dan-

ger from secondary navies (such as

that of France or Italy) or a combina-
tion of them. All in all, this British

observer implied, the adhesion by
Great Britain to the plan would mean
a great deal more sacrifice than in

the case of other nations, and the

special interests of Great Britain

must be considered.

J. H. Hamilton, correspondent of

The liOndon Chronicle, pointed out

particularly the rival claims of Great
Britain and the United States to sub-

marine equipment in view of coast-

line extension. The Americans, he in-

timated, had been somewhat discon-

certed by the demand of the British

delegates that the maximum of sub-

marine tonnage be made the same for

both, and had emphasized the length
of the American coast line and the

necessity of protecting the Panama
Canal. But, he declared, the coast of
Great Britain as an empire must be
considered, and all the British nar-
row waters and the Suez Canal must
also be taken into account.

French observers, such as " Per-
tinax," the correspondent of the Echo
de Paris, saw in the United States
policy the formulation of an Anglo-
American entente, under which Eng-
land woul^ get the lion's share.
" Washington has conceded her the

most powerful navy," he said. " Un-
doubtedly as replacements are ef-

fected the United States will rise to

the same level, but Great Britain had
always declared that she would be sat-

isfied to be on that level." Later he
added:

We are witnessing a great British diplo-

matic victory, the result of the preparation
carried out by Sir Auckland Geddes [Brit-

ish Ambassador at Washington] with in-

finite care and political acumen. On the
one hand, Great Britain successfully en-

forces her claim to the possession of the
greatest share of maritime power. On the
other, she solves the grave problem arising
out of the existence of the Anglo-Japanese
alliance, and out of the strength of the
American resentment.

This feeling that France was faced
at the conference by an Anglo-Amer-
ican combination, from which Eng-
land was deriving superior advan-
tage, was clearly expressed in the
French press three days after the
conference had begun. The effervesc-
ing enthusiasm of the first reaction
from Secretary Hughes's dramatic
proposal was succeeded by a mood of
doubt and pessimism. The Homme
Libre, from the front page of which
the name of Clemenceau, its founder,
has now disappeared, said

:

Everything is changed. Yesterday there
was enthusiasm. Today there is quibbling.
And naturally it is our good friends, the
English, who are the promoters of this

change. Mr. Balfour is a great diplomat.
The whole question of naval disarmament
and all questions of the Far East lie for
him in the dismantling of France in face of
Germany, which his Prime Minister and he
have failed to disarm completely.

Even the conservative papers em-
phasized the special necessity of
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France to retain sufficient armament
to give her protection against new
aggressions from Germany. The
Temgs admitted that the British de-

mands might be necessary for the

British Empire's safety, and declined

to admit that the Hughes program
was " already a triumph for Eng-
land," which would imply that it was
a disaster for some other country.

The Temps laid down two formulas.

The first was summed up as follows

:

Under the regime of limited annaments
such as that of which Mr. Hughes has de-

fined the basis, each State has a right to

possess forces proportionate to the dangers
to which, in the opinion of all the other con-

tracting parties, it can reasonably believe

itself exposed. [Both the British sugges-
tion for eliminating big submarines and the
Japanese request for non-fortification of
Pacific islands are taken as examples of
this right.]

The Temps then laid down its sec-

ond formula. In case agreement could
not be reached as to such dangers by
all the other powers, those powers
fall under obligation to give protec-

tion if the apprehended dangers ma-
terialize into realities. " A nation at-

tacked or menaced can then say to

the other contracting parties :
* Help

me to meet the peril, which exceeds
the powers of the arms to which you
have invited me to consent." The
Journal des Debats more definitely

combated Mr. Balfour's plea for the
limitation of submarines, saying:

The figure of 90,000 tons may be quite

enough for the British, who will have a
powerful fleet even on a reduced scale, but
it will not be enough for France, which
must compensate for her weakness in capi-
tal ships. If the Balfour suggestion is

adopted, then France must revise her naval
program, and add to her fleet.

Premier Briand himself said on
Nov. 16

:

France being isolated—for she is isolated—is in a different position from America,
Great Bntain and Japan in the limitation
of naval armaments. * * * France is

not in such a relation to Germany. Conse-
quently France is bound to make such pro-
vision for her security as seems to her suf-
ficient. Germany is in a situation where
she can with great rapidity mobilize five or
six millions of men who have had service
in her armies. We must be able to put

immediately into action a force adequate to

delay or prevent rapid mobilization.

Admiral Kato's speech before the
session of Nov. 16 showed similarly
that, although Japan had subscribed
" in principle " to the American pro-
posals and was willing to agree to a
" sweeping reduction " of naval ar-

mament, she would nevertheless in-

sist on retaining a sufficient force for
national security. The reaction in
Japan to the whole proposal was,
with few exceptions, favorable in the
extreme, the prospect of a lightening
of taxes being welcomed by all

classes.

The Japanese delegates received
China's ten demands with apparent
composure, but Dr. H. Shimomura,
Director of the Osaka-Asahi Shimbun,
called these demands a second " bomb-
shell," the full effect of which would
be that any " foreign rights, any for-

eign interests on or in Manchuria,
Wei-hai-Wei, Kiao-Chau, Indo-China
or Hongkong would be scrapped, and
China would be freed from what they
call the foreign yoke." The attitude of
China toward the conference was one
of determination to secure to the full

her national rights. Mr. P. Y. Chien,
representative of the Social Welfare,
published in Tientsin and Peking,
wrote on Nov. 16:

The Chinese delegates came with the
whole nation at their back, to fight not
against one or a number of foreign powers,
but for principles, long established, gen-
erally i-ecognized, but never carried out and
once more undermined by the Versailles
Treaty. Those principles foreshadow the
peace of the Pacific and the destiny of the
world. To uplift them by preserving the
integrity and sovereignty of China is, be-
sides preventing the dangerous aggran-
dizement of a certain empire to the detri-
ment of the whole world, to presei-ve the
peace of the world and to prevent the repe-
tition of war.

Japan Wants More Ships

Japanese opposition to the five-
five-three ratio of capital ships took
definite form on Nov. 17 when Baron
Tomosaburo Kato, the Japanese Min-
ister of Marine, who was the,spokes-
man for his delegation, called to-
gether the press representatives and
issued this statement:
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Because of her geographical position,

Japan deems it only fair at the present
time that the other interested countries
should agree that she maintain a propor-
tion in general tonnage slightly greater
than 60 per cent., and, in a type of vessel of
strictly defensive character, she might de-

sire even to approximate that of the greater
navies.

Inquiries as to the exact meaning
of this statement brought out the fact

that instead of the 60 per cent, ratio

of capital ships allowed by the
Hughes program, Japan desired some-
thing more like .70 per cent. Baron
Kato also indicated that he had light

cruisers in mind when he referred to
" a type of vessel of strictly defensive
character," which he thought Japan
should possess to an extent approxi-
mately as great as that of America
and Great Britain. It was made
known the next day that the Amer-
ican delegation was opposed to any
such modification of the program,
and that the British would support
the Americans. The British delegates

also made it plain that before they

signed a tripartite agreement on
naval limitation they desired a pro-

vision for the limitation of the navies

of France and Italy.

Great Britain's sincerity in accept-

ing the Hughes program in principle

was indicated in a practical way on
Nov. 18 when the Admiralty an-

nounced that it had notified the

Clyde contractors to suspend all work
on the four new capital ships of the

super-Hood type, which had been au-

thorized by Parliament, and on which
work had been begun two weeks be-

fore. These four battleships were to

have cost $160,000,000. While the

canceling of the contracts meant some
relief for the British taxpayer, it also

meant the canceling of work and

wages for 4,000 men and 200 firms.

The subcommittee on Far Eastern

questions met on the morning of Nov.

17 and decided lo recommend to the

full committee a general discussion

of China's ten principles jointly with

u general consideration of the Amer-
ican agenda. The meeting of the full

committee, however, was postponed

for two days at the request of Japan.

Following is the communique that
was issued:

A meeting was held this morning at the
Pan-American Building of the sub-com-
mittee appointed to outline a course of pro-
cedure for the discussion of the Pacific and
Far Eastern questions on the part of the
full committee of the delegates appointed
by the conference to deal with these sub-
jects.

The subcommittee, consisting of the heads
of the delegations of the powers, decided to
recommend that at a meeting of the full

committee of the delegates there should be
first an opportunity for a general discus-
sion of the questions relating to China and
then there should be a discussion of the
various particular topics in the order listed

in the tentative agenda which had been sub-
mitted by the American Government, with
a consideration of the proposals submitted
on behalf of the Chinese delegation in con-
nection with the appropriate heads to which
the several proposals relate.

The subcommittee then adjourned. The
full committee is to be convened at a time
found to be convenient for the members of
the delegations.

Responses to the Chinese
Demands

The conference reassembled Nov.
19 as a committee on Far Eastern
Affairs to receive the statements of
the heads of the various delegations
in response to the demands of the
Chinese delegates, which were previ-

ously presented and are printed on
full. The following was the official

cial communique of the proceedings:
The Committee on Pacific and Far

Eastern Questions held its second meeting

in the Columbus Room of the Pan-Ameri-
can Building this morning at 11 o'clock.

All plenipotentiary delegates were px*esent,

excepting Baron Shidehara for Japan, Am-
bassador Jusserand for France, and Mr.

Meda for Italy.

Admiral Baron Kato, on behalf of Japan,
made the following statement:

1—It seems to the Japanese delegation
that existing difficulties in China lie no less

in her domestic situation than in her exter-
nal relations. We are anxious to see peace
and unity re-established at the earliest
possible moment, but we want to avoid all

action that may be construed as an inter-
vention in the internal affairs of China. All
that this conference can achieve is, it seems
to us, to adjust China's foreign relations,
leaving her domestic situation to be worked
out by the Chinese themselves.
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2—The Japanese delegation wishes to as-

sure the Chinese delegation and the whole
conference that Japan has every desire to

cultivate the happiest relations with China.
We are solicitous of making whatever con-

tributions we are capable of toward China's
realization of her just and legitimate

aspirations. We are entirely uninfluenced
by any policy of territorial aggrandizement
in any part of China. We adhere without
condition or reservation to the principle of
" The Open Door and Equal Opportunity "

in China. We look to China in particular

for the supply of raw materials essential

to our industrial life and for foodstuffs as

well. In the purchase of such materials
from China, as in all our trade relations

with that country, we do not claim any
special rights or privileges and we welcome
fair and honest competition with all na-
tions.

With regard to the question of aboli-

tion of extraterritoriality, which is per-

haps one of the most important questions

proposed by the Chinese delegation, it is

our intention to join with other delegations

in the endeavor to come to an arrangement
in a manner fair and satisfactory to all

parties.

We have come to this conference, not to

advance our own selfish interests; we have
come to co-operate with all nations inter-

ested for the purpose of assuring peace in

the Far East and friendship among nations.
3—The Japanese delegation understands

that the principal object of the conference

is to establish in common accord policies

and principles which are to guide the future
actions of the nations here represented.

Although we are ready to explain or dis-

cuss any problem which in the wisdom of

the conference is taken up, we should regret

undue protraction of the discussions by de-

tailed examination of innumerable minor
matters.

Baron de Cartier, speaking for Belgium,

Mr. Balfour for the British Empire, and

Senator Schanzer for Italy, then made
the statements that follow:

Baron de Cartier, Belgium:

I believe it advisable to briefly point to

the spirit in which Belgium takes up the
examination of the questions relating to the

Far East.

She is happy to subscribe to the noble

sentiments that inspired the words of the

Secretary of State at the opening session

of the work of our committee.

In so far as China is concerned, my
country has for many years maintained
important relations with her, and has been
among the first to contribute to the develop-

ment of the natural resources of China
through the large part she has taken in the

construction of its railroad system. It has

also established there industrial and finan-
cial enterprises of importance.
The personal experience that I have been

able to acquire through sojourns in China
during the last twenty-five years, the
evidences of the progress that she has made
during that period, the manner in which
she has been able to overcome her internal
crises, inspire me with great confidence for
her future.
Belgium will take part willingly in all the

measures that this conference may adopt to
insure the territorial integrity of China,
and to furnish her with the means to over-
come her present difficulties. She is con-
vinced that the support of the action of the
Government is the necessary condition of
all progress, and of the fruitful application
of such rules as this conference might lay
down in accord with the Government of the
Chinese Republic.
Belgium will unreservedly favor the

policy of the open door. She desires to see
assured to the industry and commerce of all

the nations the possibility of sharing on a
footing of complete and genuine equality
the development of the resources of China
to the greatest benefit of the Chinese peo-
ple and of all humanity.

She has heard with satisfaction the state-
ment of the representatives of the Chinese
Republic that that country is ready to apply
the policy of commercial liberty in all parts
of its territory without exception. This
commercial liberty will not produce its full
effect unless the nationals of the powers
obtain the rights and privileges which are a
necessary condition of the full development
of economic interests.

Belgium, in accord with the powers con-
cerned, is ready to consent to a fair increase
in the customs duties.

She will align herself willingly on the side
of the countries which are disposed to ac-
cept the gradual abandonment of their
rights of jurisdiction as soon as the Chinese
Government shall have completed the work
that it has undertaken and shall be in a
position to give assurance of the many
guarantees that the proper administration
of justice demands.

Great Britain

Mr. Balfour's statement:

Mr. Balfour said that he thought it un-
necessary to add one word to what had
been said by his colleagues in regard to the
question of a general order, which had been
raised. His reason for saying this was that
he had nothing to add to the frequent dec-
larations of the Government he had the
honor to represent on all these questions;
for example, the " open door " in China, the
integrity of China and the desirability of
leaving China to work out its own salvation
and to maintain control over its own af-
fairs, and of substituting, when circum-
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stances warranted, the normal processes of

law for extraterritoriality. All these princi-

ples had been formulated over and over
again in explicit terms by the Government
which he represented.

Italy

Senator Schanzer's statement:

I have the honor to state in the name of
the Italian delegation that we fully sub-

scribe to the noble sentiments that have
been expressed by the orators who have pre-

ceded me. The Italian delegation is ready
to examine, together with the other delega-

tions, with the greatest care and in a spirit

of sincere sympathy, the questions relating

to China. It will give its support to the
solutions that shall appear to be best suited

to assure the free development of China and
to guarantee an equality in footing of the
different nations in their efforts to promote
the progress of China and of commerce with
that country.

France

M. Briand expressed the warm sympathy
that France feels for China, with which

she has a common frontier about 1,500 kilo-

meters long. The French delegation is dis-

posed to consider in the most favorable

light the Chinese claims in their entirety.

But in order to reach a practical result it

will be necessary to make a thorough ex-

amination of each claim.

Holland

Jonkheer van Karnebeek remarked that,

in the present phase of the discussion, there

is not much for him to say of a general

character and at the same time of material

importance.

He wished, however, to seize this occasion

to say, as the representative of one of

China's neighbors, that the Netherlands

delegation will be happy to consider the

principles which China has laid down and

the problems themselves from the stand-

point of the world's general welfare, and to

examine them in a spirit of sympathy and

friendship toward China. Holland, Jonk-

heer van Karnebeek said, has old friends

along the shores of the Pacific; China

knows that it is one of them.

If China avails .herself of the oppor-

tunity now afforded by this conference to

assert her rights, to declare her position

and to define her wishes, she may count on

Holland's good-will and its willingness to

aid her in the realization of legitimate

aspirations and in her endeavors toward a

consolidation and stabilization of her domes-
tic affairs which are connected with the

problem affecting the Pacific.

Portugal

Viscount d'Alte said that the Portuguese
delegation saw with pleasure that the dele-

gates of the other nations represented at the

conference had expressed nearly identical

views as to the desirability, in the interests

of all, of a prosperous and united China.

He gladly associated himself with his col-

leagues in the expression of this desire.

Mr. Sze expressed on behalf of the

Chinese delegation his sincere apprecia-

tion for the united sympathy and friendship

of the delegations here for China and her

proposals. Of course, many of the pro-

posals will be considered in connection with

their applications. He would desire to re-

serve to the Chinese delegation the right

of discussing them in detail then. But he
was sure that the friendly sentiments as

expressed and the general spirit of accord

thereby presented would be greatly con-

ducive to the success of this conference.

After a general discussion the meeting
adjomed until Monday, Nov. 21, at 4 P. M.

Dr. Koo Consults Mr. Root

After the committee adjourned Dr.
Koo went directly to the offices in
the Navy Building and held a con-
ference of more than half an hour
with Elihu Root. Mr. Root said
later that Dr. Koo had explained in
detail the situation with regard to
China.

In response to questions concern-
ing how far the ten points presented
by China several days ago repre-
sented the American policy with re-

gard to China, Mr. Root said that
some of the ten points were well rec-

ognized as American policy, some of
them were new and had never
brought forth an expression, and
others would be subject to a techni-
cal exposition. It was understood
that some of the latter points formed
the subject of Dr. Koo's meeting
with Mr. Root.

Great Britain is officially on record
as willing to abandon spheres of in-
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fluence and exclusive territorial

privileges in China. Attention was
directed by the British spokesman to
a statement made in the House of
Commons by Under Secretary
Harmsworth of the Foreign Office
in the following language : ^

" The
policy of spheres of influence in

China has been superseded by one of
international co-operation, and the
further development of this policy
will no doubt form one of the sub-
jects of discussion at Washington."
This formal statement is regarded by
the British delegates as of the ut-

most importance in its bearing upon
the proceedings of the conference.

Session of Nov. 21

The open plenary session of the
conference held on Nov. 21 was de-

voted to a discussion of the attitude

of France in respect to the size of her
army. Premier Briand delivered a
notable address, full of stirring elo-

quence and forceful logic, in which he
elaborated the position of his country
and the necessity of making provision

against a hostile Germany. At the
conclusion of his address the chief

delegates of each of the powers re-

plied in terms which were tantamount
to a pledge that France would not be
isolated if she were again attacked

—

that in such event her former allies

were ready to give her not only their

sympathy but their material aid. Mr.
Briand announced in the course of

his address that the term of service

in the French Army would be cut in

two, thus reducing the army to one-

half its present size.

Secretary Hughes opened the ses-

sion with this statement

:

]t is a pleasure to be able to state that
gratifying progress has been made in the
work of the conference. The proposals of

the American Government with respect to

the limitation of naval armament have
been under consideration by the committee
of the plenipotentiary delegates of the five

powers, and, aided by a subcommittee of

naval experts, that matter is progressing
favorably.
You will recall the appointment of a com-

mittee consisting of the plenipotentiary

delegates of the nine powers to consider

questions relating to the Pacific and the

Far East. In the course of the delibera-

tions of that committee most important
declarations have been made on behalf of
the represented countries, and while there
is nothing at the moment to report to the
plenaiy session with respect to either of
these topics, I think I am justified in say-
ing that our expectations with respect to
the expedition and thoroughness of our con-
sidei-ation on these matters have already
been more than realized.

There remains another subject which so
far has not engaged our attention, and that
is the subject of land armament or military
lorces.

So far as the army of the United States
is concerned, no question is presented. It

has always been the policy of the United
States (it is its traditional policy) to have
the regular military establishments upon
the smallest possible basis. At the time of
the armistice there were in the field and in

training in the American AiTny upward of
4,200,000 men. At once, upon the signing
of the armistice, demobilization began and
it was practically completed in the course of
the following year, and today our regular
establishment numbers less than 160,000
men

While, however, we have this gratifying
condition with respect to the military
forces in the United States, we fully recog-
nize the special difficulties that exist with
respect to military forces abroad. We fully
understand the apprehensions that exist,

their bases and also the essential conditions
of national security which must appeal to
all the powers that are here represented.

It is regarded as fitting at this time that
there should be. the freest opportunity for
the presentation of views upon this subject
of land armament or military forces by the
delegates present, and it is the wish of all

delegates that full explanation of all the
conditions that bear upon the matter should
be had, and that all the delegates of the
Governments represented here should have
opportunity to present fully the matters
which they think should be understood by
the conference and the world.

Briand's Address on Land
Armaments

Premier Briand then followed with
his address. It was delivered in

French by sections, each portion

being translated into English as he
proceeded. It created a profound im-
pression. The address in full is as

follows

:

Gentlemen, you will readily admit that I,

as a delegate of France, should feel moved
when rising to speak from this full-sound-

ing platform, whence every word that is

said goes to the attentive and anxious ear
of the world and of all civilized people.
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I wish, first of all, to thank my colleagues
of the conference who, on the opening of
this public meeting, so kindly allowed me
to speak as the representative of my coun-
try.

I shall endeavor to make it appear to your
eyes and to the eyes of the world with its

true genuine face, as it is; that will show
you that she is ready, and I might say per-
haps more ready than any other country, to
direct her attention and her earnest will to
whatever steps may be thought desirable in

order to insure final peace for the world.
Nothing for my colleagues and myself
would be more pleasant than to be about to
tell you this: We bring here sacrifices to
the fullest extent possible. We have our
own security insured. We lay down arms.
We should be so happy to be able to make

that gesture in order to participate in the
final disarmament of the world.

Unfortunately, we cannot speak in this

way. I say also, unfortunately, we have not
the right to do so. I shall briefly explain
later on for what reasons. I shall tell you,
for France, that she wants to make peace.

If you want to make peace there must be
two people, yourself and the neighbor op-
posite. To make peace—I am speaking, of
course, of land armament—it is not suf-

ficient to reduce effectives and decrease
war material. That is the physical side, a
physical aspect of things.

Wants Moral Disarmament

There is another consideration which we
have no right to neglect in such a problem
that touches vital questions which are of
the most serious character for the country
concerned. It is necessary that besides this

physical disarmament there should be in

those same circles what I shall call a gen-
eral atmosphere of peace. In other words, a
moral disarmament is as necessary as the
material one.

I have the right to say this, and I hope
to be able to prove it to you. And I have
the right to say to you that in Europe, as
it is at present, there are serious elements
of instability, there are such conditions pre-
vailing that France is obliged to face them
and to contemplate the necessary matters
from the point of view of her own security.

I am now staying in a country many of

the men of which have already enjoyed tlTj

opportunity of seeing France and knowing
exactly what she is. They came to us in

the most critical time of the war. They
came and shed their blood—mingled their

blood—Avith ours, and they shared our life,

and they have seen France and they know
what France is. And certainly these men
have contributed to enlighten their own
countrymen, and they have done everything
to dispel and drive away those noxious
gases which have been spread about and
under which certain people have been try-

ing to mask and to conceal the true face of
France.

Here in this country you are living
among States which do not know the en-
tangled barriers and frontiers of Europe.
Here you live in an immense expanse of
space. You do not know any factions in

your own land. You have nothing to fear.

So that it is rather difficult for some of
you—it must be difficult for some of you

—

to realize what are the conditions at present
prevailing in Europe, after war and after
victory.

I quite admit that every citizen of the
United States might come and tell me this:
" The war is won. Peace is signed. Ger-
many has reduced her army to a great ex-
tent. Most of her war material has been
destroyed. What is it that prevents peace
from now reigning in Europe? Why is it

that France keeps such a considerable
army, abundantly provided with war ma-
terial?

"

Spurns Suspicion of France

Of course, in saying this only certain
people have got something at the back of
their minds. They suggest that France also
has some hidden thought—some hidden do-
sig^n. It has been said that France wanted
to install in Europe a sort of military
supremacy, and that after all she wanted
to do so simply to take the place Germany
occupied before the war.

Gentlemen, perhaps this is the most pain-
ful, heartrending and cruel thing that a
Frenchman can hear.
And for them to say it, after the direful

war from which we have just emerged

—

unprovoked war which we had to undei*-

go—to be again in the cruel necessity to
give to the world only the appearance that
we have perfidious intentions and military
design—this, gentlemen, constitutes I may
say the most disheartening thing for us.

If we had not the full confidence of those
that know my country, those that have seen
it—they can testify that not one word of it

is true. If there is a country that has de-
liberately turned her steps toward peace,
that wants peace with all her heart, be-
lieves in it with her entire faith—if there
is a country that does this, gentlemen, it is

France.
Since the armistice we have had many

disappointments. France has had to wait for
certain realizations which she has not been
able to get. She has seen Germany digress
—haggle over the signature which had been
given. Germany has refused to stand by
her pledged word. She has refused to pay
compensation due for the devastated re-

gions. She has declined to make the ges-
ture of chastisement that after all, every
man of sense would expect after the horrors
that we have witnessed. Germany has re-

fused to disarm.
At that time France was strong and Ger-

many could not resist. Public opinion in

France was naturally impatient, while un-
der this provocation France remained per-
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fectly cool. There was not one gesture on
her part to aggravate the situation. I may
say here emphatically in the face of the

world, we have no hatred in our hearts, and
France will do everything she can. She
will use every means to prevent between
Germany and herself a recurrence of these
bloody conflicts. She wishes for nothing else

but that the two peoples should be able to

live side by side in the normal conditions
of peace.
But after all we have no right to forget.

We have no right to abandon ourselves. We
have no right to weaken our position; and
were it only because we must avoid giving
rise in the bosom that would only be ready
to take advantage of it, to give rise to cer-

tain hopes that would be encouraged by our
weakness.

Part of Germany Warlike Still

Gentlemen, I spoke a few moments ago
of the moral aspect of disarmament, and I

referred in my remarks to Germany. I do
not want to be unjust; nothing is further
from my mind. But we know there is in

Germany—there is one part of Germany
that is for peace. There are many people,
especially among the working classes, who
want to work, who have had enough of this

war, who have had enough of war alto-

gether and are most anxious to settle down
in peace, and also to set to work. We shall

do everything to help that Germany, and if

she wants to restore her balance in the
bosom of a pacific republic and democratic
institutions, then we can help her, and we
shall all be able to contemplate the future
with feelings of security.

But, gentlemen, there is another Ger-
many, a Germany which has not changed
her mind and to which the last war has
taught no lesson. That Germany keeps
thoughts in the back of her mind; she has
the same designs which she entertained be-
fore the war; she has kept the same pre-
occupations and she cherishes the same am-
bitions as the Hohenzollerns did. And how
can we close our eyes to this? How can
we ignore this state of things? This, gentle-
men, is happening at our very doors; we
have only got to look. This is happening
but a few miles from us, and we follow the
thoughts of the Germans, or certain Ger-
mans, and the evolution which is taking
place. And more than that, we have wit-
nessed certain attempts to return to the
old state of things.
Nobody could be mistaken about the real

bearing of what was called the Kapp Putsch.
We know very well that if it had succeeded
Germany would have returned to her pre-
war state, and we do not know what might
have happened—or rather we know too well
what would have been the consequences of
such a state of things.

Reads from Ludendorff Book

Gentlemen, a volume has been published
by no less a man than Field Marshal Lu-

dendorff, who still enjoys great authority
in many German circles, and who is fol-

lowed by a great part of the elite in Ger-
many—professors, philosophers, writers,

&c. What do we read in this book? Gen-
tlemen, I should not like to make too many
quotations. I should not like to prolong
this speech, and perhaps draw too much of

your attention, but this is part of my biief,

and 'if you are, like me,- convinced that the
moral element is of the utmost importance,
you will allow me to i-ead just two or three
passages. This is the first quotation:

" It is necessary that we should learn to

understand that we live in a warlike time;
that struggle will remain forever, for the
single individual as for the State, a natural
phenomenon; and that the struggle is

equally on the divine order in the world."
In the same book Marshal Ludendorff

produces these terrible words of von Moltke
on the 11th of December, 1919:

" Eternal peace is a dream. H is not
even a beautiful dream, and war is one of

the parts of the order of the world, such
as it has been created by God. It is by war
that are developed the noblest virtues of

man, courage, disinterestedness, devotion

to duty and the spirit of sacrifice, up to

the abandonment of one's own life. With-
out war the world would sink in the morass
of materialism."
And further—this is Marshal Ludendorff

himself speaking now:
" It is for the political education of the

German people, and it is an indispensable
notion with the knowledge of this fact, that

in the future war will be the last and the

only decisive means of policy; that thought,
completed by the virile life of war, the En-
tente shall not be able to forbid the Ger-
man people to entertain, although they are
trying to take it away from us. War is

the cornerstone of all intelligent policy. It

is the cornerstone of eveiy fonn of future
even, and chiefly of the future of the Ger-
man people."
And, lastly. Marshal Ludendorff says

this

:

" The warlike qualities of the Prussian
and Geraian ai-my have been put to the
proof on the bloody battlefields. The Ger-
man people need no other qualities for their
moral renovation. The spirit of the former
army must be the germ which will allow
this renovation to take place."

Such, gentlemen, are the words used by
the highest German authorities who have
preserved—and I can quite understand it,

the full part, the great part at least—of the
confidence of the Gennan people, antl that
is what we are listening to now. After a
war that has caused the death of millions

of men, after the sore wounds that have
been inflicted and that ai'e still bleeding in

the sides of the countries of Europe, that
is the sort of thing that is being taught at
the very door of France. How can you ex-
pect that France should close her eyes to
such words?
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Germany's Potential Soldiers

I now come to the physical aspects of dis-

armament. I can quite understand that
somebody might say it is not sufficient to

harbor evil designs, to make war one must
have appropriate means, because when it is

a question of war enormous effectives are
necessary; you must have the officers and
noncommissioned officers, you must have
plentiful material—rifles, guns, machine
guns, artillery, &c.—and Germany has no
longer any of these.

Germany, from the point of view of ef-

fectives, just emerging from the war, from
a war where her men have been fighting
for four years—and I should be the last to
underestimate the valor of her soldiers

—

our soldiers have had to face and to fight
the German soldiers, and they know to
what point the German soldier is able to
carry his heroism; but Germany, just issu-

ing from the war, still has 7,000,000 men
who have fought through and survived the
war. Of course you will say they are not
actually serving under the flag; they are
not living in barracks. Certainly. Have
these men any officers and noncommis-
sioned officers ready to be marshaled to

the field? Is it possible to mobilize such an
army tomorrow?
To this question I answer "Yes," and I

am going to explain it. Since the war, since
the moment peace was signed, Germany has
constituted a force, a so-called police force,
which was intended for the maintenance of
public order. That force is called the
Reichswehr. It is to include 100,000 men,
and in fact does include 100,000 men. But
what men? They are nearly all officers or
noncommissioned officers. I mean, gentle-
men, regulars, all having served in or hav-
ing belonged to the old army. Therefore,
the cadres are ready there ; the officers and
noncommissioned officers are ready to

marshal the army of tomorrow.
And what is that army? Is it in con-

formity with the requirements of the peace
treaty? Is it only for purposes of public
order? No. There are a certain number
of those of which I have to express the
state of facts as they are.

According to secret instructions issued by
the military authorities the Reichswehr is

to prepare not only for police purposes, but
also for war, and is to train for war, with
the necessary rehearsals and manoeuvres.
There is something more. Germany has

another denomination. There is another
group called Einwohnerwehr. This group
includes almost all the men of good-will
who are ready to serve their country in

time of need, and instead of using it only
to preserve internal order, it might be used
for other purposes.
The danger was so real that the Allies

were obliged to send an ultimatum to Ger-
many to demand that this force should be
disarmed.

Recognizes Wirth's Good-will

At another moment, under an organiza-
tion called the Orgesch, which is the organ-
ization of war, the Einwohnerwehr acquired
such strength and became such a threat
that the Prime Minister of Bavaria, ani-
mated by a spirit of revolt, informed the
world that he had at his disposal and he
could raise in a short time an army of
300,000, plentifully provided with rifles,

machine guns and artillery. Well, that
force has been disorganized. The German
Government has done its duty, and nobody
more than myself is ready to recognize it.

It is only a duty on my part, a mere duty;
a mere sense of fair play. I stated it in my
own parliament. I am ready to recognize
that the German chancellor, Chancellor
Wirth, is a man of good-will, animated by
fair purposes, loyal and frank, and that he
has applied every endeavor, acting with no
small merit on his part, in order to really
realize a state of peace, and honor the
signature of Germany.
But this Government in Germany is weak.

It is being watched. Snares are laid in its

path and it might fall at any moment.
I may say that on our side we are ready
to do everything in order to allow this

great people to return to normal conditions
of peace, and the German Government, as I

said, dissolves the Einwohnerwehr.
There is something else, gentlemen.

There is another force, which is called the
Sicherheits Politzei. That is also a police
force. It includes 150,000 men. These are
enlisted men. The force is composed almost
exclusively of regulars, officers, and non-
commissioned officers or at least noncom-
missioned officers ready to undergo a new
period of military service. We demand the
dissolution of this force, but what hap-
pened? The Sicherheits Politzei disappeared,
but another appeared in its place—Schutz
Politzei; but it was just the same. That in-

cluded 150,000 men. So that instead of its

being a local police force, it became a gen-
eral police force at the disposal of the Cen-
tral Government that could be used any-
where on German territory; so that we
come to a total of 250,000 men, and enough
men that are real officers, ready to marshal
the troops who are training to be ready
instantly in case of war. These men are
constantly watched by the Government.

The Government keeps them under its

hand. These 7,000,000 men have not re-

turned to civil life, to civil occupations en-
tirely. They are grouped together, in this

marvelously ingenious way which the Ger-
man people always have when they want to

achieve their purposes. They are called

Frei Corps, or former combatants' associa-

tions, and what not. Any day, any anni-
versary—and Germans are rather fond of
anniversaries—is favorable in order to con-
vene these men and marshal them to see
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that you have got them under your hand
ready to do the work that is to be done.

Mobilization for Silesia

We are Frenchmen. We know this. It is

happening at our door. And I will only
give you an example to show you how
rapidly these organizations might be put
on a war footing. Just one second. When
the Upper Silesian question reached a some-
what acute stage recently, within a few
weeks, I might almost say within a few
days, there were, out of these Frei Corps or

other bodies, about 40,000 men ready with
guns, machine guns, rifles, armored trains,

and with most perfect military instruments,

so that this force should have its full com-
batant value.

These are facts, gentlemen. I am not

noticing them and bringing them here just

to make my case better. They are facts

that have been verified, and that everybody
can ascertain for himself. Therefore, as a
question of fact and from the point of view
of effectives, Germany can rise in a few
weeks, and perhaps almost in a few days,

and can begin to raise her 6,000,000 or

7,000,000 men with their officers again and
the noncommissioned officers are ready to

do the work.
Now I must ask the great people of the

United States, so fond of justice, so noble

in their purposes, to answer me when I

tell them this: Suppose by your side, oh,

American people, a nation which has been
for years and centuries in bloody conflict

with you; and suppose that this nation, you
feel, is still ready, morally and materially,

to enter into a new struggle. What would
you do?
Would you tmn away your eyes? Would

you close your eyes to a danger that was
threatening you? You that are said to be

such a positive, such a precise people,

would you close your eyes? Would you
not desire to do everything in your power
in order to safeguard your life, and, what
is more, your honor? Would you do any-
thing to weaken yourselves? No. There
is not one citizen in the whole United
States who would not answer me: " No;
never in the world."

France is looking upon what is happen-
ing. France does not exaggerate. She
is only watching and waiting.

I now come to the question of war mate-
rial. We have been told that there was
no more war material. It is true; the com-
mission of control in Germany have done
admirable work. A great many guns—ar-

tilleiy, I mean—have been destroyed. Some
of the destruction has been supervised by
the allied officers. It is real.

Other destruction has taken place, as we
have been told. We might have a doubt.

We are not quite certain. But we must
give the opponents the benefit of the
doubt, and we believe the destruction on
that side is practically completed.

War Industries Available

But the problem of war material is one
that can easily be solved. You have seen,
in the war, with what promptitude—and
that was lucky, because if the help had not
come so quickly we might have been down,
finally—you have seen how quickly im-
mense armies have come over to us, pro-
vided with the most modern material, and
fought on our sides upon the battlefields.

Well, what is Germany but a vast coun-
try or industry—industrially organized ?

Germany always had two aims. The first

was trade, commerce. And that is only
natural. The second was war. All her
industi'ies, all her manufactures, have been
woi'king to the full during the war, and
they have developed since.

Everything is ready in Germany. The
plans, the designs and calibre. Everything
is there ready to insure a steady manufac-
turing of guns, machine guns and rifles.

Suppose that during a period of diplomatic
tension, purposely protracted for a number
of weeks, certain of the manufacturers, cer-

tain of the works, begin to fabricate, just

at the beginning, just to start the war, just

to set the war going, and then go on manu-
facturing guns and rifles and artillery;

what would happen? It is not only in Ger-
many that industry can work to the full.

You can make preparations outside. In fact,

preparations have actually taken place. In
fact, great -captains of industry or great
industrial magnates have bought important
fii-ms in Scandinavia and in other parts of
Europe.

It is easy enough to fabricate these guns
without our seeing it, outside of our super-
vision. You know very well that it is possi-

ble to build great railroads. You know
very well that it is impossible to bring here
the proof that Gennany is not actually
making or purchasing war materials.

It is different from the navy. It is rath-
er difficult to lay the keel of a ship in the
stocks, to prepare the dockyards without
the world knowing it. But suppose that
was po&sible. Do you think you could
launch a capital ship without somebody
being on the spot and knowing what was
happening? But the guns, the rifles, the
machine guns—any instruments used on the
field of battle—they can be manufactured
and cannot be controlled with any measure
of certainty.

Ah, gentlemen, this is not the first time
in history that France has had to face a
situation of this kind. We have known
Prussia disarmed. And disarmed by whom?
By Napoleon. Well, that Prussia, which
seemed practically disai-med, which was
harmless to all intents and purposes, we
found her again on the battlefield and we
were nearly bled white. How can we for-

get that?

"Direful Lesson" Remains
Of course, we know what is often said

of the French people. It is often said that
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we are a frivolous nation and that naturally
when the danger is passed we turn our
minds to other things—just as befits a
frivolous people. Evidently, gentlemen, we
are not the sort of men to keep our eyes
steadily fixed on whatever is sad and de-

pressing.
We have not been doing that since the

war, but wc have been too deeply wounded,
I might almost say murdered, to forget the

direful lesson which has just been taught
UL. Gentlemen, there are too many homes
in mourning in the country, there are too

many men in the streets that are disabled

and maimed. Even if we wanted to forget,

we could not.

Therefore we have not the right and we
do not intend to leave France defenseless.

France must, to all intents and purposes,

protect herself.

Such is the situation as far as we are
concerned. You will grant me, gentlemen,

that it is serious enough. But that is not

all. What about the rest of Europe? Ap-
parently Europe is at peace, although here

and there on the ground certain volumes of

smoke just aiising seem to indicate that the

fire is not extinguished everywhere. I might
say that this fire is smoldering in certain

parts of Europe, and if France had not had
an army war would already have broken out

in Europe again.
I will just draw your attention to one

subject to which I may refer later on, and
that is the subject of Russia. Kussia is a

country of 120,000,000 men, which is ac-

tually boiling over with anarchy. They
have an enormous standing army, which is

in theory 1,500,000 men, but which has a

practical strength of 600,000 men. What
will Russia do? Who can say what vnW
happen on that side?

About a year and a half ago there was a

wild rush of Russia on Europe. Russia

tried to rush Poland, and through Poland

to reach Germany, where some people were
beckoning to her. Gentlemen, we had at

that time terribly anxious hours in France.

If the barrier had not held good, if that

anaichic army had been able to join the

people who were calling them on the other

side, what would have happened? Where
would France be, and whei-e would the rest

of Europe be? Happily, there was the

French army, which was the soldier of

order for its own account and for the sake

of the world.
The situation in Russia is far from being

settled. It is a sort of permanent anxiety

to everybody. What will become of that

enormous army? What could, or might,

Germany do in order to equip Russia and

exploit her? We know not. There are so

many pioblems, economic, financial, &c.,

with which we have to deal that really,

gentlemen, we do not know to which to turn,

but the greatest problem of all, the greatest

question, is life.

First of all we must be able to live. That

is a sort of a question mark in France.

Thanks to our allies, to whom our gratitude
will remain everlasting—thanks to their ef-
forts we have been able altogether to insure
the life, liberty and dignity of men, but,
gentlemen, I trust you will certainly feel
the weight of my argument and recognize
that we are faced with a terribly serious
situation.
When we say we contemplate a reduction

of naval armaments, when we discuss it

with ourselves, heart to heart, we could
have nothing in our minds. We were speak-
ing between friends. There is no threat of
war; if there is any menace to peace it is

so far distant that you can hardly con-
ceive it, and yet you have not assumed the
right of ignoring this danger altogether.
You intend to keep your navies to the ex-
tent necessary to defend your liberties and
insure your life.

For Peace But Not Peril

If you do that, gentlemen, on the sea,

what shall we do when the danger is there
at our doors and hanging over our heads.
I may say that I have always been in favor
of peace; I have assumed power for the
sake of peace in very difficult conditions.

Where my country was feeling natural im-
patience at the state of things, I formally
attached myself to the cause of peace. I

fastened my heart on that noble task, and
I may say that if ever peace is to be dis-

turbed in the world, I shall not be the one
to disturb it. But, gentlemen, precisely be-

cause I have ui-ged everybody on the road
of peace, because I have done everything in

my power in order to obtain peace, I feel

all the moi'e the great weight of the respon-
sibility which I have assumed, and if to-

morrow, because I had been too optimistic,
I saw my countiy again attacked, trampled
under foot, bleeding because I had weak-
ened her, gentlemen, I should be a most
despicable traitor.

It is that situation which we have got to
take into account, gentlemen, and the
weight of the responsibilities with which we
are burdened.
Only the other day the course of events

turned in such a way that it certainly be-
came acute, as you know, in Upper Sile.sia.

I have already referred to this subject.
Germany, which did not think the French
people were ready to undertake a military
operation, suddenly informed us that she
was going to send the Reichswehr to the
spot in Upper Silesia in order to preserve
order.
These were momentous times for us, and

although I have been through many critical

times in my life, I may say that no hour
was perhaps of more importance than that,

and that I clearly and definitely made up
my mind, and I told Germany that such a
thing was not possible, and that if Germany
undertook a thing of the sort she would
have to bear the consequences and the lan-
guage was understood.
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But, gentlemen, if I had spoken without
having the French army back of me, what
would my words have availed? And if the
event had actually taken place, what would
have become of Europe itself? Europe is

still in a troublous state. It is composed
of young States, newly come to life. Who
could say to what such conflict might have
led?
That is the pi'oblem and that was the

problem, and the struggle did not take place
because it was felt that there was still a
sufficient force in Europe and in France to

preserve order.
Quite recently another attempt has been

made, a certain attempt at the restoring of
the old order of things in the centre of
Europe, that might have set fire to the
powder magazine again. Nothing happened
because the Allies were in perfect under-
standing and the incident was peaceably
settled.

Gentlemen, I give you these reflections
for you to ponder over. You will see that
there is nothing in that that would draw
us aside from the path that leads to final
peace. I apologize for having been with
you so long and for having so trespassed
upon your attention. Perhaps at another
time the Px-esident will be less inclined to
allow me to speak.

Army to be Cut by Half

The thought of reducing the armaments,
which was the noble purpose of this con-
ference, is not one from which we would
feel disinterested from the point of view
of land armaments. We have shown it al-

ready. Immediately after the armistice
demobilization began, and demobilization
began as rapidly and as completely as pos-
sible. According to the military laws of
France there are to be three classes of men

:

that is, three generations of young men un-
der the flag. That law is still extant; that
law is still valid. It has not been abrogated
yet, and the Government has taken the re-

sponsibility to reduce to two years the time
spent under the flag, and instead of three
classes—three generations of young men

—

we have only two undergoing military ser-

vice.

It is, therefore, an immediate reduction
by one-third that has already taken place
in the effectives—and I am speaking of the
normal effectives of the metropolis, leaving
aside troops needed for colonial occupation
or obligation imposed by treaty in the Rhine-
land or other countries and plebiscites.

We do not think that endeavor was suf-
ficient, and in the future we have plans in

order to restrict further the extent of our
ai'mies. In a few days it is certain that
the proposals of the Government will be
passed in the chamber, in order to reduce
further the military service by half. That
is to say, there will be only one class and
a half actually serving. The metropolitan
French army would be, therefore, reduced
by half, but if anybody asks us to go fur-

ther, to consent to other reductions, I should
have to answer clearly and definitely that
it would be impossible for us to do it with-
out exposing ourselves to a most serious
danger.
You might possibly come and tell us " this

danger that you are exposed to, we see it,

we realize it and we are going to share it

with you. We are going to offer you all

means—put all means at your disposal in
order to secure your safety."

Immediately, if we heard those words, of
course, we would strike upon another plan.
We should be only too pleased to demon-
strate the sincerity of our purpose. But we
understand the difficulties and the neces-
sities of the statesmen of other countries.

We understand the position of other peoples
who have also to face difficult and troub-
lous situations.

We are not selfish enough to ask other
peoples to give a pai't of their sovereign
national independence in order to turn it to

our benefit and come to our help. We do
not expect it; but here I am appealing to

your consciences, if France is to i-emain

alone, facing the situation such as I have
described, and without any exaggeration—
you must not deny her what she wants in

order to insure her security. You must let

her do what she has to do, if the need arises

and if the time comes.
I should be the last one here to try to

restrict the noble endeavors which are being
made here in order to limit armament in

the conference which has been convened,

with such noble purposes in view; and 1

should like to be able to say that I foresee

no limit, no restriction to your labors and
to the results which you may achieve. Any
ouestion here can be debated and can be

resolved upon, but I must draw your atten-

tion to one thing: moral disarmament of

France would be very dangerous.

Shuns Moral Isolation

Allow me to say it will be most unjust.

We do not enjoy the sufficient condition.

We should be ready to do it, but the time
has not come yet to give up our defense
for the sake of final peace in Europe.
We have to know, however, that France

is not morally isolated; that she still has
with her the men of good-will, and the

hearts of all people who have fought with
her on the same battlefields. The true
condition of a moral disarmament in Ger-
many—I mean to say I am referring to

these noxious elements of which I have al-

ready spoken—the time condition at this

time of disarmament in Germany lies in the
fact that it should be known over there
that France is not alone, and then I feel

quite sure that the poisonous propaganda
of which I have spoken will simply run up
dead against the wall; that it will not be
able to go through, and that nobody any-
where will believe in it.

If those that still harbor evil designs
know that, and if those that entertain
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happy ideas of peace—this working class

that wants to return to a nonnal state of

peace—if it is known in Gennany that

France is not morally alone, peace will come
back much quicker; and the words of anger,

the words of revenge, will be simply
preached in the wilderness. It will be im-
possible for Germany to reconstruct a de-

fensive arniy, and she will be able to in-

stall democratic institutions, and theji we
can all hope for final conditions of peace.

Everything that France can do in this di-

rection, she will do. In fact, she has al-

ready done much. She did not hesitate to

open conversations with the German Gov-
ernment in order to settle this painful ques-
tion of reparation for the devastated re-

gions. Evei-ything has been done and will

be done in order to restore normal condi-

tions, and the hour will come when every-
thing will be settled, but the hour has not
come yet.

If by direction given to the labors of the
conference it were possible somewhere over
there in Europe—if it were possible to say
that the outcome of this conference is indi-

rect blame and opprobrium cast upon
France—if it were possible to point out
France as the only country in the world
that is still imperialistic, as the only country
that opposes final disarmament, then, gen-
tlemen, indeed this conference would have
dealt us a severe blow; but I am quite sure
that nothing is further from your minds
and from your intentions.

If after listening to this argument, after
weighing the reasons which you have just

heard, you consider it then as valid, then,
gentlemen, you will still be with us and
you will agree with me 'and say that France
cannot possibly do anything but what she
has actually done.

Mr. Balfour's Response

At the close of M. Briand's ad-
dress the leaders of each of the
powers followed with brief speeches
pledging sympathy and aid to France
in certain eventualities. Mr. Balfour
first spoke for Great Britain, saying

:

Mr. Chairman:—rEvidently this is not a
fitting moment to deal at length or in de-

tail with the great speech which has just

come to its conclusion. It has been your
privilege, and my privilege, to hear one of

the great masters of parliamentary ora-

tory. We have heard him with admiration,
we have heard him with a full measure of
sympathy; but we have done much more,
I think, than merely been the auditors of a
great artistic performance. We have heard
something more than a great speech; we
have heard a perfectly candid, perfectly
lucid, perfectly unmistakable exposition of
the inmost thoughts of the Prime Minister
of our great ally.

He has told us, I believe without reserve,
what are the anxieties, what are the pre-
occupations, of the country over whose des-
tinies he presides. He has told us what they
fear and why they fear it. And nothing
can be more useful, nothing can be more
instructive to us of other nations, than to
have this full revelation of the inner
thoughts of one of our allied and associated
statesmen.

We live under very different conditions
from the French citizens, for whom M.
Briand has so eloquently spoken. In the
secure homes of America no terroi's exist
or can exist comparable to those which in-
evitably haunt the thoughts, waking and
sleeping, of the leaders of French politics.
P^or they have what neither you in America
have nor we in England have. I do not
venture to speak for the other nations rep-
resented around the table.

They have at their very doors the great
country that was their enemy—great in
spite of defeat, powerful in spite of losses;
and of its policy, of the course which it

means to pursue in the future, they neces-
sarily remain in anxious doubt.

It is good for us all, I venture to say,
from whatever nation we may be drawn,
from whatever part of the great continent
we come, that we should be initiated, as
we have been initiated this morning, into
the inner sanctuary of French policy.

It must be acknowledged, sorrowfully ac-
knowledged, that the speech to which we
have just listened is not hopeful for any
immediate solution of the great problem of
land armaments. And why is it—why is it

that there is this great difference between
land armaments and sea armaments ? Why
is it that we all here look foi-ward with a
confidence, which I think is not overrated, a
serene confidence, to bringing about as a
result of our deliberations some great meas-
ure, and under the guidance of the program
laid before you by the United States Gov-
ernment? Why is it we are hopeful of com-
ing to some solution of the great naval
problem ?

It is because, in the language of M.
Briand, there has been, in matters mari-
time, a moral disarmament, and it is on the
basis of the moi*al disarmament that the
physical and material disarmament is going
to be built. That is why we are hopeful
about the naval question.

And why are we less hopeful about at
least any immediate settlement of the mili-
tary questions ? It is because, as M. Briand
has explained to you, in that case there has
not been moi-al disarmament, because we
have no assurance, or because the French
Government, who watch these things close-
ly, have no assurance either in Russia or
in Germany that moral disarmament has
made the degree of progress which would
make material disarmament an immediate
possibility.
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I do not venture to offer an opinion of

my own upon this question. I leave you to

judge of the facts, as they have been ex-
pounded by one who has profoundly studied
them and whose gifts of exposition cannot
be excelled.

Only this I would say, for I need hardly
tell you that I am not going to make a
speech: M. Briand appears to have some
fears lest France should feel herself in

moral isolation. That would be a tragedy,
indeed.

That the liberties of Europe and the
world in general, and of France in particu-
lar, should be maintained and guarded
against the dominating policy of her East-
ern neighbor is the cause for which the
British Empire fought and in which the
British Empire still believes. Killed on the
field of battle, we lost nearly a million men.
I am talking of the British Empire now.
We lost nearly a million men. We lost well
over two million men in addition, maimed
and wounded.

We grieve over the sacrifice; we do not
repent it. And if the cause of international
liberty was worthy of this immense sacri-

fice from one of the allied powers—I speak
not of others, it is not my right to speak
for them—if it deserved and required this

sacrifice from one of the allied and asso-
ciated powers, and if we at all events have
not changed our views, either as to the
righteousness of the war or as to its neces-
sity, how can it be otherwise than that if a
similar necessity should again arise, if

again the lust of domination, which has
been the curse of Europe for so many gen-
erations, should threaten the peace, the in-

dependence, the self-development of our
neighbors and allies, how should it be pos-
sible that the sympathies, once so warm,
should become refritrerated, should become
cold, and that we who had done so much for
the great cause of international liberty,

should see that cause perish before our eyes
rather than make further sacrifices in its

defense ?

Those are the thoughts which rise in my
mind after hearing the great speech of M.
Briand. I should only be interfering, I

should only be weakening, its effect, were I

to dwell further upon it, and I will content
myself, therefore, with thanking M. Briand
for the admirable and candid account which
he has given of the policy of his country,
and wishing him and his country every suc-
cess and every forward step in that path of
unaggressive prosperity which I hope and
believe they are now entering.

Senator Schanzer's Speech

Signor Carlo Schanzer then spoke
for Italy, as follows:

Gentlemen: I am going to use the French
language because I wish that the thought
of the Italian delegation should arrive di-

rect, and without the short delay of trans-

lation, direct to the French delegation
across the table.

Gentlemen, we have listened with almost
religious silence to the magnificent speech
which M. Briand has delivered with warm
eloquence to explain the position of France
and the French point of view.
We are united to France, certainly, not

only by the bonds of affinity and common
race, but also by the brotherhood in art, by
the fraternity of a long and glorious war
which received a new and unforgettable
consecration when the two peoples fought
together on the same battlefields for the
sacred defense of national liberty and for
the cause of justice.

We listened with the greatest attention
to the figures and documents quoted by M.
Briand, and we found with great pleasure
that France, in spite of the great difficul-
ties, and within the limits of probability,
was ready to contemplate the principle of
limitation of land armament.

It is far from my mind to discuss what
France considers indispensable for her na-
tional safety. That safety is as dear to us
as it may be to them, and we are still

morally by the side of our allies of yester-
day and our friends of today,

I wanted to say this only: may I be
allowed to express the wish and the hope
that the general limitation of land ai-ma-
ment may become a reality within the
shortest possible space of time? Italy has
fought the war for the highest aims which
a country can seek, but Italy is in her soul
a peace-loving nation. I shall not repeat
what I had the honor to state at the first
meeting of the conference, but I should like
to emphasize again that Italy is one of the
surest factors of the world's peace; that
she has no reason whatsoever of conflict
with any other country; that she is follow-
ing and putting constantly into action a
policy inspired by the principle of main-
taining peace among all nations.

Italy has succeeded in coming to a direct
understanding with the Serb, Croat and Slo-
vene people, and in order to attain such an
end has made considerable sacrifices for
the interest of the peace of Europe. Italy
has pursued toward the successor countries
to her former enemies a policy not only of
pacification, but of assistance, and when a
conflict arose between Austria and Hun-
gary, a conflict which might have dragged
into war the Danubian peoples, offered to
the two countries in conflict her friendly
help in order to settle the dispute. Italy
has succeeded and in so doing has actively
contributed to the peace of Europe.

Moreover, Italy has acted similarly within
her own frontiers and has reduced her
armed forces in the largest possible meas-
ure. She has considerably curtailed her
navy expenditures in comparison to the
pre-war time. The total amount of her
armed forces does not exceed 200,000 men,
and a further reduction to 175,000 men is

ah-eady planned, and 35,000 colored troops.
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Our ordinary war budget for the present
financial year amounts to $52,000,000, in-

cluding $11,000,000 expenses for police

forces; the extraordinary part of the war
budget, representing expenses dependent
for the liquidation of the war, expenses
therefore of a purely transitory character,
amounts to $62,000,000.
However, although we have all reduced

our armaments to the greatest possible ex-
tent, we consider it necessary, for a com-
plete solution of the problem of limitation

of armament in Europe, to take into consid-
eration the armaments of the countries
either created or ti'ansfonned as a result

of the war. The problem is not a simple
one. It must be considered as a whole. It

is a serious and urgent problem, for which
a solution at no far distant day is neces-
sary.
Gentlemen, I trust I have said all that is

necessary to explain the Italian point of
view. The United States in calling this con-
ference has taken a great and noble initia-

tive, with the aim of creating sound guar-
antees for the safeguarding of the peace of
the world.

In conclusion, may I express the desire

and the hope that the conference, while
taking into account the present difficulties,

should give attention also to the problem
of the limitation of land armaments, the
solution of which is an essential condition
for promoting throughout the world that
atmosphere of peace which M. Briand has
so clearly explained and without which it

would be hopeless to anticipate that the
economic and social reconstruction of the
nations which have suffered most severely
during and after the war may be fulfilled?

Japan's Attitude

Baron Kato expressed Japan's
sympathy for France in words that
were translated as follows

:

It is needless for me to assure M. Briand
that Japan has nothing but a most profound
sympathy for the peculiarly difficult posi-

tion which has been so clearly and so elo-

quently presented to us this morning. May
I venture also to add Japan's appreciation
of and sympathies for the great sacrifices

in men and wealth made by France, the

British Empire, Italy and the United States
in the great war for the cause of peace,

justice and harmony?
I would like to say this morning just a

few words on land armament limitation.

Japan is quite ready to announce her hearty
approval of the principle which aims to

relieve a people of heavy burdens by limit-

ing land armaments to those which are
necessary for national security and the
maintenance of order within the territory.

The size of the land armaments of each
State should be determined by its peculiar

geographical situation and other circum-
stances, and these basic factors are so di-

vergent and complicated that an effort to

draw final comparisons is hardly possible.
If I may venture to say it, it is not an easy
task to lay down a general scheme for the
limitation of land armaments, as in the case
of limitation of naval armaments. Never-
theless, Japan has not the slightest intention
of maintaining land armaments which are
in excess of those which are absolutely
necessary for purely defensive purposes,
neces6ita';ed by the Far Eastern situation.

Belgium's Point of View

Baron de Cartier de Marchienne
spoke thus for Belgium

:

Mr. President: Being still under the spell
of the thrilling and convincing speech de-
livered by M. Briand, I would just like to
state briefly the point of view of Belgium
on the question of limitation of land arma-
ments.

Belgium, trusting in the undertaking
given by the powers that guaranteed her
neutrality, remained for three-quarters of a
century faithful to a policy of peace and
limitation of armament. The tragical
events of 1914 were for her a terrible
awakener. While she was aspiring to
nothing but peace, while she was only
anxious to accomplish her duties as a neu-
tral State, war was carried on her own
territory by the two powers that had not
only taken the engagements with regard to
neutrality, but had pledged themselves to
see that neutrality should be respected.

Devastation, fire, wanton devastation of
her industries, murdering and wounding of
her inhabitants, deportation of civilian
population, heavy losses in her armies, were
the reward of her peaceful policy and of
the fulfillment of her international obliga-
tions.

The Treaty of Versailles put an end to
this regime, which events had proved to be
worthless and dangerous for her. Owing
to her special geographical position and to
her situation, Belgium is forced to remain
in a certain position, and in 1920 she con-
cluded with France a military agreement
purely for defensive purposes, and in case
of new, unprovoked aggression on the part
of Germany. She keeps her army down to
a level that is strictly consistent with the
requirements of her national security and
she could not possibly proceed to a further
reduction of her armament. And yet there
is p.erhaps no State that is more sincerely
peace loving. We have no hatred whatever,
and we do not want to see war, which has
inflicted such painful sufferings upon us.

If I may refer to the words which King
Albert of the Belgians, in his message to
President Harding, used, I will say that
the Belgian Nation calls with her earnest
wishes for the moment where the general
situation will allow us to enter upon the
path of limitation of armaments. She ad-
mires the initiative taken by the Govern-
ment of the United States and wishes every
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success to the conference for the greater

benefit of the whole world.

America's Friendship

Secretary Hughes closed the ses-

sion with this sympathetic comment
on the situation of France:

I shall detain you, gentlemen, but a mo-
ment. It would not do justice to my own
sentiment or to that of my colleagues of

the American delegation if I did not, in a

word, take part in this expression of the

sense of privilege which has been felt in

listening to this brilliant, eloquent, compre-

hensive and instructive address stating the

position and policy of France.

No words ever spoken by France have

fallen upon deaf ears in the United States.

The heart of America was thrilled by her

valor and her sacrifice, and the memory of

her stand for liberty is imperishable in this

country, devoted to the institutions of

liberty. ^ .

It is evident from what M. Briand has

said that what is essential at this time, in

order that we. may achieve the great ideal,

ifc the will to 'peace. And there can be no

hope of a will to peace until institutions of

liberty and justice are secure among all

peace-loving people.

May I say, in response to a word which
challenged us all as it was uttered by M.
Briand, that there is no moral isolation for

the defenders of liberty and justice? We
understand the difficulties; what has been

said will be read throughout this broad land

by a people that desires to understand.

The essential condition of progress

toward a mutual understanding and a main-

tenance of the peace of the world is that

we should know exactly the difficulties

which each nation has to consider, that we
should be able justly to appraise them, that

we should have the most candid and com-

plete statement of all that is involved in

them, and then, with that full appreciation

of the apprehensions, of the dangers, of all

that may create obstacles in the path of the

policy that we are most anxious to pursue,

we should then plan to meet the case to the

utmost practicable extent; and thus the will

to peace may have effective expression.

We cannot go into a statement of detail

now. Apparently the conference is so or-

ganized that this matter may have an ap-

propriate place in our discussion. We can-

not foresee at the moment what practical

measures may be available, but the expres-

sions that we have heard from the repre-

sentatives of the powers engaged in this

conference make us confident that here will

be generated that disposition which is es-

sential to national security, the final assur-

ance of security which armies and officers

and men and material can never supply,

that is, the disposition of a world conscious

of its mutual interests and of the depen-

dence upon the fact that if they desire,

most ardently and wholly desire it, peace
will be enduring among our people.

Is it the desire of the delegates that the
matters suggested by the addresses that
have been made and the subject itself of
land armament should now be committed
for the consideration of the Committee on
Armament, consisting of the plenipotentiary
delegates of the five powers? Assent is

manifested, and it will be so ordered.
Is it now in accordance with your wish

that we should adjourn subject to the call
of the Chair?

Adjourned.

Solving the Chinese Problem
A meeting of the Committee on

Pacific and Far Eastern Questions
was held Nov. 21, when resolutions
were unanimously adopted which, in

the main, accept the ten principles
formulated by China [see page
xxviii.] and are believed to point out
the way to a definite solution of the
whole Pacific problem. The resolu-
tions, which were drawn by Elihu
Root on behalf of the American dele-

gation, are as follows:
It is the firm intention of the powers at-

tending this conference hereinafter men-
tioned, to wit, the United States of Ameri-
ca, Belgium, the British Empire, France,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and Portugal:

1. To respect the sovereignty, the inde-
pendence and the territorial and administra-
tive integrity of China.

2. To pi-ovide the fullest and most unem-
barrassed opportunity to China to develop
and maintain for herself an effective and
stable Government.

3. To use their influence for the purpose
of effectually establishing and maintaining
the principle of equal opportunity for the
commerce and industry of all nations
throughout the territory of China.

4. To refrain from taking advantage of
the present conditions in order to seek
special rights or privileges which would
abridge the rights of the subjects or citi-

zens of friendly States and from counte-
nancing action inimical to the security of
such States.

China did not participate in the
adoption of the Root resolutions be-

cause they represent the attitude of

the powers toward herself. Her dele-

gates regard them as a step nearer

the realization of the doctrines in-

cluded in the ten principles submitted
by the Chinese delegation.

The two features of the declaration

attracting widest attention were the

clause approving " administrative in-
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tegrity " for China and that under
which the powers agreed not to seek
" special rights " within Chinese ter-

ritory. Previous declarations of

policy regarding Chinese integrity

have stopped with " territorial integ-

rity," commonly construed as a much
narrower term than " administrative
integrity." The " special rights

"

agreement was considered generally

a direct contravention of the policy

of " spheres of influence."

The formula adopted differs essen-

tially in its wording from what the
Chinese asked. It deals broadly with
" China " rather than with the " Chi-

nese Republic." To have adopted the

first of the principles proposed by
the Chinese would have pledged the

eight powers to respect and observe

the territorial integrity and political

and administrative independence of

the " Chinese Republic."

Chinese Question Discussed

Discussion of the Chinese question

occupied the full time of the Com-
mittee of the Whole on the Pacific

questions of the conference, Nov. 22,

when it was decided to appoint a sub-

committee to study Chinese fiscal

affairs. This committee is to con-
sider China's proposal for restoration

of tariff autonomy, which would re-

move the present restriction limiting

to 5 per cent, the duty collectable on
China's imports.

China's undertaking in Paragraph
B of the first point in her set of prin-

ciples, not to alienate or lease any
portion of her territory or littoral to

any power, was touched upon in a
general way at the meeting, and it

was understood that this would be
one of the problems to be discussed

at the next meeting. Shantung was
not discussed, nor were Manchuria or
Mongolia or any specific proposals
other than fiscal. The territorial

issue was greatly clarified at the
meeting by a statement of Baron
Kato that Japan regarded Manchuria
as part of China.

The plea of China that the arrange-
ment entered into in 1842—^by which

China has ever since been prohibited
from exacting more than a 5 per cent,

duty on imports—so that China may
increase her revenues, to a great ex-
tent was responsible for considera-
tion of the tariff question. Chinese
delegates represented that the lifting

of existing restrictions by foreigners
on her commerce would bring to her
$300,000,000 additional annually.

Germany Answers Briand

Freiherr Edmund von Thermann
arrived in Washington on Nov. 20 to
prepare the new German Embassay,
ultimately to become its counselor.
Following the publication of Premier
Briand's speech, Herr von Thermann,
who at the time was speaking of-

ficially for the German people, an-
nounced himself through The United
Press as in accord with a public

statement of Herr George Bemhard,
editor in chief of the influential news-
paper Vossische Zeitung, Berlin, who
spoke as follows regarding the Briand
address

:

If the French people think it would be
possible to avoid any danger of future war
between France and Germany by our giving
guarantees, the German Government, I be-
lieve, would be ready to give any further
guarantees possible to any international
tribunal as a sign of its good faith and
peaceful intentions.

Herr von Thermann said he wanted
to avoid anything that might be taken
as " German propaganda " in Amer-
ica, and specifically wanted to steer
clear of a controversy with M.
Briand.

" Tell me, then, how Germany re-

gards Ludendorff, quite apart from
any remarks Briand made about
him," the questioner asked.

" Ludendorff," Thermann replied,
" has no influence upon the Govern-
ment or on the people. He scarcely
dares to go to Berlin; the fact that
he sits in Bavaria writing books and
has associations with some of the old

clique is no sign that he is a factor
today."

The German Government on Nov.
22 issued an official denial of M.
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Briand's charges. The state

ment said:

M. Briand's assertion that the
Reichswehr is composed exclusive-

ly of officers and non-commis-
sioned officers of the old army is

incorrect; on the contrary, the
bulk of the Reichswehr is made
up of youths between the ages of

19 and 21, recruited since the

war.

The "Protection Police
(Schuetzpolizei) was created at

the bidding of the Entente. The
Reichswehr is wholly unaffiliated
with the Schuetzpolizei, which
took the place of the security
police (Sicherheitspolizei) when
the Entente ordered the latter's

dissolution. The Schuetzpolizei is

primarily an agency to maintain
law and order, and is not subject
to the authority of the Ministry
of Defense. It takes orders solely

from the civilian Ministries of the
federated States. Its numerical
strength and its composition with
reference to the ratio of officers
and men are designated and
supervised by the Entente Con-
trol Commission. The number
of rifles and small arms it is permitted to
have is carefully specified. It does not
possess heavy-calibred arms suitable to con-
vert into a unit of fighting troops. The
Einwohnerwehr, or civilian guards, re-

ferred to by M. Briand, have been dissolved,

and their arms have been surrendered and
destroyed.

The statement disputed M. Briand's
assertion that Germany still pos-

sessed numerous arsenals equipped
to turn out war materials, and as-

serted that these plants are now
limited to two or three required to

keep the German Army supplied and
that their output is carefully super-

vised by the Entente Control Com-
mission.

Personnel of the Delegations

Previous to the opening day, the
United States Government gave out a
complete official list of all the delega-
tions. This list was as follows:

[American Cartoon]

UNITED STATES
PRINCIPAL DELEGATES
Evans Hughes, Secretary ofCharles

State.
Elihu Root, former Senator and ex-Secre

tary of State.

FIRST BLOOD!

Henry Cabot Lodge, Senator from Mas-
sachusetts.
Oscar W. Underwood, Senator from Ala-

bama.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

George Sutherland of Utah, ex-Senator,
who is to be appointed a Justice of the
United States Supreme Court when a va-
cancy occurs.

Herbert C. Hoover of California, Secre-
tary of Commerce.

General John J. Pershing, Chief of Staff
of the Army.
Rear Admiral W. L. Rodgers of the navy.
Stephen G. Porter of Pennsylvania, Rep-

resentative in Congress and Chairman of
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs.

Governor John M. Parker of Louisiana,
former Progressive, now a Democrat.
Henry P. Fletcher of Pennsylvania, As-

sistant Secretary of State.

Colonel J. M. Wainwright of New York,
Assistant Secretary of War.

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt of New York,
Assistant Secretary of the Navy.

Mrs. Charles Sumner Bird of Massachu-
setts.

Mrs. Katherine Phillips Edson of Califor-
nia.

Mrs. Eleanoi- Franklin Egan of New York,
a writer, who has resided in the Far East.

Mrs. Thomas G. Winter of Minnesota,
President General of the Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs.

William Boyce Thompson of New York,
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financier and close political friend of Presi-
dent Harding.
Willard Saulsbury of Delaware, ex-Sen-

ator.

Samuel Gompers of the District of Co-
lumbia, President of the American Federa-
tion of Labor.
John L. Lewis of Indiana, President of

the United Mine Workers of America.
Walter George Smith of Pennsylvania,

lawyer and publicist.

Carmi Thompson of Ohio, former Treas-
urer of the United States.

Charles S. Barrett of Georgia, President
of the National Fann Bureau.

Harold M. Sewell of Maine, former Min-
ister to Hawaii and Consul General in

Samoa.

TECHNICAL STAFF GENERAL

John Van A. MacMurray, Chief, Division
of Far Eastern Affairs, Department of
State.

D. C. Poole, Chief, Division of Russian
Affairs, Department of State.

Professor E. T. Williams, Former Chief,
Division of Far Eastern Affairs, Depart-
ment of State.

J. Butler Wright, counselor of embassy,
now at London.
Leland Harrison, counselor of embassy.
Edward Bell, counselor of embassy, re-

cently at Tokio.
Prof. G. H. Blakeslee, Clark University.
W. S. Rogers, Department of State, ex-

pert in cable communications.
Nelson T. Johnson, Department of State.
E. L. Neville, Department of State.

S. W. Stratton, Director, Bureau of Stand-
ards, Department of Commerce.

J. H. Dillinger, Department of Commerce.
Professor Edgar F. Smith, University of

Pennsylvania.
William S. Culbertson, United States

Tariff Commission.
Frederick K. Nielsen, solicitor, Depart-

ment of State.
Chandler P. Anderson, former counselor.

Department of State.

J. Reuben Clark, former solicitor, Depart-
ment of State.

Professor George G. Wilson, Harvard
University.

FOR THE ARMY
Major Gen. James G. Harbord, Executive

Assistant Chief of Staff.

Major Gen. George O. Squier, Chief Sig-
nal Officer.

Major Gen. C. C. Williams, Chief of Ord-
nance.

Brig. Gen. William Mitchell, Assistant
Chief of the Air Service.

Brig. Gen. Amos E. Fries, Chief of the
Chemical Warfare Section.

Colonel John McA. Palmer.
Colonel B. H. Wells.
Lieut. Col. Stuart Heintzelman, Chief of

Military Intelligence.

Louis Cohen.

FOR THE NAVY
Admiral Robert E. Koontz, Chief of Naval

Operations.
Rear Admiral William A. Moffatt, Chief

of the Naval Air Service.
Captain William V. Pratt.
Captain Frank H. Schofield.
Captain Luke McNamee, Chief of the

Office of Naval Intelligence.
Captain Samuel W. Bryant.
L. W. Austin.

BRITISH

PRINCIPAL DELEGATES
The Right Hon. Arthur J. Balfour, O. M.,

Lord President of the Council.

The Right Hon. the Lord Lee of Fare-
ham, G. B. E., K. C. B., First Lord of the
Admiralty.

Sir Robert Borden, G. C. M. G., K. C,
M. P., former Prime Minister of Canada,
for Canada.

Senator the Hon. George F. Pearce, J. P.,

Australian Minister for Defense, for Aus-
tralia.

Mr. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, member of the
Vice Regal Council of the Government of
India, for India.

Sir J. W. Salmond, Judge of the Su-
preme Court of New Zealand, for New Zea-
land.

The Right Hon. Sir Auckland Geddes, K.
C B., the British Ambassador at Washing-
ton, Avill act as a delegate in the absence
of the Prime Minister or of any other dele-

gate.

TECHNICAL ADVISERS

Lieut. Gen. the Earl of Cavan will head
the military staff.

Admiral of the Fleet Lord Beatty will

head the naval technical staff.

There are many other army, naval and
other technical advisers.

SECRETARY GENERAL
R. Leslie Craigie, Secretary of the Brit-

ish Embassy, Washington.

FRP^NCH

PRINCIPAL DELEGATES
M. Aristide Briand, Prime Minister and

Minister of Foreign Affairs.
M. Rene Viviani, former Prime Minister.

M. Albert Sarraut, Minister of Colonies.

M. Jules Jusserand, French Ambassador
at Washington.

SECRETARY GENERAL
M. Philippe Berthelot of the French For-

eign Office.

PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL EXPERTS
Marshal Ferdinand Foch.
General Buat, for military questions.
Admiral Debon, for naval questions.
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M. Fromageot, for legal questions.
M. Kammerer and M. Leger, for political

questions.
M. Casenave and M. Cheysson, for finan-

cial and economic questions.
M. Duchesne, for colonial questions.
M. Girardeau, for questions concerning

cables and communications.

M. Ponsot and M. Corbin, for the press.

INTERPRETERS
M. Camerlynck, M. Denaint.

JAPANESE
PRINCIPAL DELEGATES

Pi'ince lyesato Tokugawa, President of
House of Peers.
Admiral Tomosaburo Kato, Minister of

Marine.
Baron Kijuro Shidehara, Japanese

Ambassador to United States.

PRINCIPAL ADVISERS

Sennosuke Yokota, Director of the
Legislative Bureau.
Masanao Hanihara, Vice Minister for

Foreign Affairs.
Tsuneo Matsudaira, Director of the

European and American Bureau, Foreign
Office.
Kiroku Hayashi, Councilor of the For-

eign Office.
Toru Takao, Consul General.

SECRETARIES OF THE FOREIGN OFFICE

Eiichi Kimura,
Yotaro Sugimura,
Shuichi Sako,
Eiji Amau,
Yoshio Iwate,

Tohhio Shiratori,

Eiji Kishida,
Isago Gomyo,
Hirofumi Terajima.

TRANSLATORS
Tsunetaro Yamamoto, Chuichiro Harada,
Tsuneo Yoniyama, Jotaro Takayanagi

CHANCELLORS
Yokichi Okajima, Thuruya Tamaki.

SPECIAL APPOINTEES OF THE FOREIGN
OFFICE

Sakutaro Tate,
Katsuji Inahara.

Eigo Fukai.

SECRETARIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCE

Takeo Kawagoe. Tsunetaka Komuchi.

THIRD SECRETARY OF EMBASSY
Yutaro Tomita, 'Secretary, Department of.

Finance, and Secretary, Foreign Office.

Major Gen. Kunishike Tanaka.
Lieut. Col. of Artillery Noboru Morita.
Major Kanichiro Tashiro, Infantry.
Major of Infantry Tanehide Ferujo.
Major of Infantry Kanichi Nishihara.
Captain of Artillery Takamasu Iseki.

Kanichiro Morishima, Surgeon.

Vice Admiral Kanji Kato.
Captain Katsuroshin Yamanashi.
Captain Nobumasa Suyetsuger.
Captain Yo.shi Takeueda.
Captain Kichisaburo Nomura.
Commander Teikichi Hori.
Lieut. Commander Akira Kuragano.
Lieutenant Torao Kuwahara.
Engineer Lieutenant Yoshihiko Mito.
Paymaster Lieut. Commander Daisuke

Takei.
Naval Constructor Kasushi Taji.
Juji Enomoto, Councilor of Navy Depart-

ment.

Shinichiro Matsumura, Councilor Legis-
lative Bureau.

Katsji Debuchi, Counselor of Embassy.
Sadqua Saburi, Counselor of Embassy.
Yotaro Suzuki, First Secretary of Em-

bassy.
Hachiro Arita, First Secretary of Em-

bassy.
Hiroshi Saito, Consul.

Shigeru Kuriyama, Second Secretary of
Embassy.
Masaharu Shibatsu.
Renzo Sawada.
Itaro Ishii.

Shu Tomii.
Shoichi Nakayama.
Takanobu Mitsuya.
Canzo Shiosaki.
Tadakazu Ohashi.
Tatsuo Kanobu Kawai.
Renkei Tsuda.

Morindo Morishima, Attache.
Akira Omi, Attache.
Hoshiaki Miura, Secretary, Foreign

Office.
Takero Ishii, Telegraphist,
Joshiro Sugiyama, Consular Assistant.
Issaku Okamoto, Chancellor.
Sawaji Otake, Major General.
Hatsutaro Haraguchi, Major General.
Uaruji Tatekawa, Lieutenant Colonel,

Cavalry.
Tsunenari Hara, Major, Cavalry.
Harumi Mizuno, Naval Captain.
Oasaharu Hibine, Naval Captain.
Massabaru Kojima, Surgeon.
Tadashi Negishi, Instructor Tokyo Uni-

versity of Commerce.
Toyoki Nagakawa, Secretary Department

Communications.
Kiyoshi Kanai, Councilor Railway

Bureau.
Baron Naibu Kanda, Member House of

Peers.
Masunosuke Odagiri, Director Yokohama

Specie Bank.
Yasuji Seko, Secretary House of Peers.
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ITALIAN

PRINCIPAL DELEGATES
His Excellency Carlo Sclianzei', ex-Minis-

ter of Treasury, Chairman.
His Excellency Vittorio Rolandi Ricci,

Italian Ambassador to the United States.

His Excellency Filippo Meda, ex-Minister
of Treasury.

Senator Luigi Albertini.

EXPERTS FROM THE VARIOUS
MINISTRIES

General Vaccari, Chief of Staff, Royal
Army.
Admiral Acton, Chief of Staff of the

Navy.
Marquis Visconti Venosta and Mr. Po-

gliano for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Commander Ruspoli, for the Ministry of

the Navy.
Mr. Catastini, for the Ministry of

Colonies.
Mr. Gidoni for the Bank of Italy.

Mr. Pora and Mr. Giannini for the Italian

Embassy at London.

DUTCH
PRNCIPAL DELEGATES

Jonkheer H. A. van Kamebeek, Minister
of Foreign Affairs.

Jonkheer F. Beelaerts van Blokland,
Chief of Political Division of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

Dr. E. Moresco, Secretary general of

Ministry for the Colonies.

ALTERNATE DELEGATES
Dr. J. C. A. Everwijn, Netherlands Minis-

ter in Washington.
Jonkheer W. H. de Beaufort, Counselor

of Legation, Washington.

TECHNICAL ADVISERS
Jonkheer O. Six, Chief of Division, Minis-

try for Colonies.

Mr. van Wettum, former Chief of Opium
Monopoly Service in Dutch East Indies.

Mr. de Kat Angelino, Adviser for Chinese
Affairs, Dutch East Indian Government.

G. J. W. Putnam Cramer, Captain, Royal
Netherland Navy.

SECRETARIES
Jonkheer M. van Haersma de With, Coun-

selor of Legation.
Jonkheer A. Tjarda van Starkenborgh,

Secretary of Legation.
Jonkheer C. van Breugel Douglas, At-

tache of Legation.

BELGIAN
PRINCIPAL DELEGATE

Barton de Cartier de Marchienne, Am-
bassador at Washington.

TECHNICAL COUNSELORS
M. Felicien Cattier.

M. Jules Jadot.
Chevalier Emmanuel de Wouters

d'Oplinter.

CHINESE
PRINCIPAL DELEGATES

Dr. S. Alfred Sze, Minister to the
United States.

V. K. Wellington Koo, Minister to
Great Britain.
Wang Chung-hui, Chief Justice of

Supreme Court.

SUPERIOR ADVISERS
Chow Tsu-ch'i, recently Minister of

Finance.
M. T. Liang, ex-Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs.
ADVISERS

Admiral Tsai Ting-kan, Associated Di-
rector of the Revenue Council.
Hwang Fu, Adviser in the President's

Office.
Wang Hsia-jui, Secretary of Bureau of

Engraving and Printing of the Cabinet.
Lo Wen-kan, Vice Director of Law

Codification Bureau, former Chief of
Peking Procuratoi''s Court.

Dr. P. C. King, President of Tsing Hua
College.
Tang En-liang, Chief of Bureau of Roads

and Waterways, Shantung.
Hsu Hsu-jen, clerk. Bureau of Foreign

Affairs, Tsinan.
COUNSELORS

Liu Yen, ex-Secretary of the Cabinet.

Wang Chung-yu, brother of Wang
Chung-hui.
Chung Wen-yao, Directorate of Shang-

hai Mint.
Hsu Tung-fan, Secretary in the Foreign

Office and Shantung Government's Office.

Wu Nan-ju, editor the newspaper New
Society.
Wang Ta-chen, translator in the Foreign

Office.
Yang Tien-chi, Secretary in the Ministry

of Finance.

CHIEF SECRETARY OF THE DELEGATION
Philip Tyau, recently senior counselor of

Foreign Office, now Minister to Cuba.

ASSISTANT CHIEF SECRETARY
Sao Yun-Hsiang, counselor of Foreign

Office.

MILITARY MEMBERS OF DELEGATION
Lieut. Gen. Lee Chung-lo, Chief of the

Department of Operations in the War De-
partment.

Colonel Chen Ting-chia, counselor in War
Department.

NAVAL MEMBERS OF DELEGATION
(in addition to Admiral Tsai above men-
tioned.)

Admiral Lee Ching-Hsi, Chief of the
Department of Naval Education, acting as

Naval Technical Delegate.

HONORARY ADVISERS
Ho Hsiao-sheng and Wen Shih-chen.

PORTUGUESE
Viscount d'Alte and delegation.



THE MURDERED JAPANESE PREMIER
AND HIS SUCCESSOR

THE overshadowing event of the
month in Japan was the assassi-

nation of the Hberal Premier, Takashi
Hara, at a Tokio railway station on
Nov. 4, 1921. The assassin, a youth
named Ryichi Nakoka, a station
switchman, leaped upon the Premier
from behind a railway blackboard,
and stabbed him repeatedly with a
short sword. Nakoka was appre-
hended, together with the station
master. Mr. Hara, mortally wounded,
was brought to his home, where he
expired shortly afterward. The news
of his untimely end filled Japan with
grief and consternation. The Hara
Government had been subjected dur-
ing the last year to merciless criti-

cism, particularly of its Shantung
and Siberian policy, and several
anonymous threats had been made to

kill the Premier and other high of-

ficials, including even the Japanese
delegates to the Washington confer-
ence. The late Premier bore the re-

sponsibility for many acts that were
really due" to the military party. Hara
stood pre-eminently for harmony. It

TAKASHI HARA
Late Premier of Japan, assassinated at Tokio

on Nov. 4, 1921

(Keystone View Co.)

BARON KOREKIYO TAKAHASHI
New Premier of Japan, succeeding Hara, in

whose Cabinet he had been
Minister of Finance

was he who framed the policy of con-
ciliation which dictated the reaching
of a settlement with China and with
the Far Eastern Russian Republic at
Dairen, both of which attempts
proved unsuccessful. The same spirit

was shown by him in regard to the
California issue. The Japanese dele-

gates brought many of his ideals with
them to Washington.
Baron Korekiyo Takahashi, Minis-

ter of Finance in the Hara Cabinet,

was named as the new Premier on
Nov. 12. He is 67 years old, is an emi-
nent b£.nker of wide foreign interests,

and has twice visited the United
States. Like the late Premier, he has
always opposed the military element.

On Nov. 17 he sent a mes age to

America declaring himself in full

sympathy with the Disarmament
Conference.



JAPAN, ENGLAND AND
WORLD PEACE

By Stephen Bonsal

Because the militarists of Japan still control the Government's

foreign policy ^ and because the Anglo-Japanese Alliance is still

a weapon in their hands, permanent peace is difficult of at-

tainment—The late Premier Hara and his problems

THE practice of thousands of years
has imbedded militarism deep in

the souls of the Japanese people.
The tenets of Bushido have long been
taught as the ideal of life. The Em-
peror, the army, the nation from im-
memorial times have been set up as
the trinity which all Japanese must
worship. Energized by this spirit,

the military caste has created a ma-
chine which holds the dominating po-
sition, and the military policy is dic-

tated by the General Staff, which is

entirely independent of every agency
of Government and is only subject to

the will of the Emperor himself. In-

deed, by its practical veto upon the
appointment of Ministers abroad and
its exclusive control of the military
and naval attaches all over the world,
the General Staff completely domi-
nates Japanese diplomacy. As to

army organization and expenditure,
the General Staff makes its plans
without the slightest consultation
with any other branch of the Govern-
ment. When these plans reach him
bearing the legend—and, indeed, it is

often a legend—" Approved by the
Emperor," the helpless Prime Minis-
ter, with the wreckage of his prede-
cessors floating on the political seas
all about hSm, if he wishes to retain
power and to carry out some of his

plans which the people ask for and
which the militarists may tolerate,

knows where he has to sign, on the
dotted line.

Even the gallant Hara, who has
fallen a victim to the assassin's knife.

had to conciliate the omnipotent
power whose existence is known to

everyone in Japan. Although op-
posed to militarism and probably en-
gaged constantly in undermining it,

Hara had to give sops to Cerberus.
In many ways he was very democratic
and was continually calling upon the
people to assert their dormant pow-
ers. In addressing the Diet he no
longer referred to himself pompously
as all his predecessors had done as
" This Imperial Minister," but simply
as " I." He abolished the bodyguard
of uniformed police who had always
guarded the Prime Minister; and
this, though a step in the right direc-
tion, now proves to have been a mis-
take. He would not have the street
traffic in the capital stopped when
the Emperor passed, and he per-
mitted discussions of socialism in

public meetings. To the amazement
of many, he did not suppress the visit

of Bertrand Russell. He was very
lax in executing the laws restricting
the formation of labor unions, and,
to the disgust of the narikin, or war
millionaires, he openly favored the
revision of the factory laws.

These same narikin, or war profi-

teers, should not be lost sight of as
an important and adverse factor in

the situation today. Out of the war
with China came Fujita and Okura,
who profited largely by selling muni-
tions. Out of the Russo-Japanese
War, Baron Furukawa, the copper
king, emerged with untold millions.
The greatest and perhaps the most
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unhealthy of these war growths is

the Suzuki Company, which made
colossal sums by cornering the sugar
crop of Formosa during the great

war. These men, together with the

Mitsuis and the Iwasakis, control the
finances and the industry of the na-
tion, and while they differ as to de-

tails at times, they generally have a
very smooth-working agreement with
the militaristic group.

The Real Takashi Hara

Takashi Hara, the late Premier,
whose untimely and tragic end is

everywhere lamented, was a secretary
at the conference in Shimonoseki,
where the treaty ending the Sino-

Japanese war was concluded ; he acted
there as the joint secretary of Mr.
Mutsu and of Marquis Ito, who after-

ward attained princely rank and also

fell by the hand of an assassin. Mr.
Hara was entirely without fortune
and without influential friends, and
everything he accomplished in life he
owed to his unaided efforts.

He was never, at least in his aca-

demic years, noted as an industrious
student. Not because he wanted to,

but because he had been urged to do
so, he matriculated in the late eighties

at a mushroom law college in Tokio
which had a record for the ease of its

examinations and the shortness of its

terms. While ostensibly studying
here, Mr. Hara really worked as a re-

porter on the Hochi, and in this ca-

pacity laid the foundation of his pro-

found knowledge of the realities of

Japanese politics—a knowledge that

was later to stand him in good stead.

However, the inevitable hour of the
final examinations approached, and
Mr. Hara, his professors and his fel-

low-students were quite confident
that he would fail. But three days be-

fore the examinations were due, the
mushroom law school went into bank-
ruptcy, and the examinations were
never held. Mr. Hara was wont to

dramatize this story and dwell upon it

from many and most amusing angles,

but the moral lesson he drew from it

was this : " Even if you are sure to

fail, perhaps the other fellow will

fail first."

After this adventure, in which he
flattered himself that he came out
with flying colors, Mr. Hara went
to Korea on a special mission with
Count Inouye. Inouye appreciated
the young man's ability and succeed-
ed in placing him in the Consular
Service, in which he spent some
years in Tientsin and in Paris. He
was called home to act as private
secretary to Inouye when this elder
statesman, then in the prime of life,

became Minister of Agriculture. In-
ouye was soon succeeded by Count
Mutsu, and when Mutsu returned to
the foreign office he took his invalu-
able assistant with him in rec-
ognition of his services at Shimono-
seki; thus Hara in 1895 became Un-
der Secretary or Vice Minister for
Foreign Affairs. I can testify from
what I saw at Shimonoseki that
though Hara was the junior of all the
other -Japanese delegates, he proved
himself to be at once the leading
spirit and the wheel horse of the
Japanese delegation. As further re-

ward he was appointed Minister to

Korea.
I often fancied that Mr. Hara was

not an ardent admirer of the Ko-
rean policy which his Government
was then developing. Perhaps, how-
ever, it was merely the restraint of

diplomatic life that proved irksome
to him. Be this as it may, early in

1897 he resigned his position and
became the editor of the Osaka
Mianichi, a great liberal organ. The
following three years were the most
fruitful of his career. His editorial

work and his frequent speeches on
timely topics gained him great prom-
inence. He and Mr. Hoshi Toru
were naturally selected as Prince

Ito's active lieutenants when in 1900

the Prince raised the standard of

liberalism, separating from his for-

mer affiliations, and founded the

Seiyu Party. Mr. Hoshi, after hav-

ing been Japanese Minister at Wash-
ington, where he distinguished him-
self by his careful study of American
machine politics, had run a some-
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what radical course as Deputy in the
Diet from Utsonomiya. He then be-

came Lord Mayor of Tokio and was
shortly afterward assassinated by a
reactionary fanatic. Indeed, it is a
noteworthy fact that the founder of

the liberal party, the great Ito, and
his two ablest lieutenants, Hoshi and
Hara, all came to their end at the

hands of assassins. All are dead now,
including Mr. Mutsu, and of the early

leaders only Marquis Saionji, who
served as the senior delegate of the

Japanese Mission at Paris, remains.

If he had assumed the reins of power
it would have been a temporary and
a nominal leadership at best. Mar-
quis Saionji is very old and quite in-

firm. In Paris during the peace

conference it was with great diffi-

culty that he performed the duties

that were incumbent upon him. He
played a prominent part in the Resto-

ration struggle in Japan as far back

as 1868, and, as M. Clemenceau
loved to recall, Saionji was the only

representative of Asia who fought

for liberty on the barricades of Paris

in the terrible year of 1870. His ac-

tive career is now finished.

Prime Minister Hara formed his

Cabinet and assumed responsibility

and the reins of power in 1918, after

the fall of the Terauchi Ministry.

On several occasions later he made
statements quite in harmony with his

attacks on the Okuma-Kato Ministry

in 1915, but the expected, and indeed

promised, reversal of the militarists'

policy has not been realized. Admit-
tedly Mr. Hara was not an imperial-

ist and not a " Prussian." Still, it

must be conceded that as regards
foreign affairs of the East his policy

did not come up to the liberal expec-
tations which were not without justi-

fication. In the general election that

was held in May, 1920, the Seiyu-Kai,
as the ministerial pai-ty, received a
great popular endorsement, and the
election conducted a few months be-

fore for the provincial assemblies
gave equally satisfactory results. It

is certain that Mr. Hara's efforts to

lower the franchise and to broaden
the electorate proved highly favor-

able to the representatives of his
party and the allied progressive
groups. But I cannot recall a single
instance of that constructive assis-

tance to China which was promised,
or a single demand of the Imperialist
Party that was actully reversed while
the late Prime Minister was in power.

The Anglo-Japanese Alliance

With the centre of world interests
and of world alarm shifting from
Europe to the Pacific, there is no
factor of the complex situation more
vital to us than exact knowledge of
the present relations between Eng-
land and those sovereign States, her
overseas dominions. We are fre-

quently comforted with the sugges-
tion—sometimes it even amounts to
a semi-official assurance—that as
far as the overseas dominions are
concerned the Anglo-Japanese alli-

ance has for all practical purposes
been denounced, or in any event may
be regarded today as void and of no
effect. Unfortunately, there is little

or no justification for this comfort-
ing delusion. Before these lines are
published Washington may well be
more concerned as to what the Brit-
ish dominions are going to do in the
light of possible contingencies than
even what Japan is going to do. This
new imperial policy promising a dis-
tinct change in methods was initiated
by Sir Robert Borden, the Premier of
Canada, during the Peace Conference
in Paris, and resulted in the follow-
ing memorandum, by which it was
thought a new theory of constitution-
al relations was laid down:

1. The Dominion Prime Ministers, after
careful consideration, have reached the con-
clusion that all the treaties and conventions
resulting from the peace conference should
be drafted so as to enable the dominions to
become parties and signatories thereto.
This procedure will be a suitable recogni-
tion of the part played at the peace table
by the British Commonwealth as a whole,
and will at the same time record the status
attained there by the dominions.

2. The procedure is in consonance with
the principles of constitutional government
that obtain throughout the empii'e. The
Ci-own is the supreme executive in the
United Kingdom and in all the dominions,
but it acts on the advice of different Minis-
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ters within different constitutional units;

and under Resolution IX. of the Imperial
War Conference [1917] the organization of
the empire is to be based upon equality of
nationhood.

Australia has gone somewhat fur-
ther. An Order in Council has been
passed in Australia " praying his
Majesty to issue letters patent ap-
pointing plenipotentiaries in respect
of the Commonwealth of Australia"
to facilitate the signing and the rati-

fication of peace treaties. At the
imperial conference in London last

June, however, Mr. Hughes, Austra-
lian Prime Minister, advocated the
renewal of the Anglo-Japanese alli-

ance as a means of eliminating possi-

ble causes of war, coupling his ad-
vocacy, nevertheless, with two nota-

ble reservations: "(1) That no
treaty must impair the White Austra-
lia policy; or (2) in any way en-

danger Australian friendship and un-
derstanding with the Ignited States."

Mr. Hughes's course at the impe-
rial conference subsequently received

the general support of the Australian
Parliament, though it was far from
unanimous. Mr. Ryan, a leader of

the Laborite opposition, moved an
amendment forbidding the Prime
Minister to make Australia a party
to any Anglo-Japanese treaty with-

out the consent of the Australian
Parliament, and he argued at some
length that in spite of the reserva-

tions made by Mr. Hughes the An-
glo-Japanese alliance, if renewed,
would almost necessarily give offense

to the United States. Mr. Ryan pro-

voked by his frank words storms of

approval as well as of disapproval,

but Prime Minister Hughes met the

situation and weathered the storr^

by pledging himself to bring before
Parliament " questions of naval and
military defense and any scheme for

adjustment of foreign policies to-

gether with the terms of the Anglo-
Japanose Alliance—if it should be re-

newed."

Apparently this solution is re-
garded as fairly satisfactory in Aus-
tralia. It is thought that the new
status of the dominions, as mani-
fested at the Peace Conference in
Paris through their separate repre-
sentation and by their separate mem-
bership in the League of Nations, is

fully safeguarded. And so it may
be for the future, but the dominions
are still bound by the Anglo-Japanese
alliance and by the secret Shantung
Treaty of 1917, just as they were be-
fore the new procedure was adopted.
As I have stated before, the Anglo-
Japanese Treaty, which is the bul-
wark of Japan in Shantung and the
main danger to the integrity of
China, is self-continuing. In time of
war it cannot be denounced at all, and
in time of peace a notice of twelve
months in advance of termination is

required. Down to the present writ-
ing no such notice has been given.
Today the Anglo-Japanese Treaty is

in full force and its unhappy influ-

ence is of world-wide effect. It is

estranging the English-speaking
peoples in the East as well as in the
West.
The practical effect of the present

policy is to let the treaty continue
terminable at any time, as long as
peace prevails, upon twelve months'
notice. This drifting course may be
satisfactory to the Australian and
perhaps even to the Canadian, al-

though I doubt it ; but it is—and this

fact should be emphasized—increas-

ingly unsatsfactory to the people of
the United States. While we are
drifting along in this way a treaty is

in full force that is endangering
" Australian friendship and under-
standing with the United States."

In the shadow of this misunderstand-
ing more progress is being made by
those who for a variety of reasons op-
pose the association of England and
America for the upholding of world
peace and progressive civilization

than ever before.



A FRANK OFFICIAL
STATEMENT FOR JAPAN

By Baron Mijuro Shidehara
Japanese Ambassador to the United States and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Arms Confer ;nce

Policy of Japan in the Far East, and its hearing on arms limita-

tion, stated authoritatively by the Japanese Ambassador—
Attitude regarding China and the Philippines—War against

United States would be **national suicide''—Baseless suspicions

I
AM glad to comply with the re-
quest of Current History for a
statement of the Japanese posi-

tion at the Washington conference. In
the first place, Japan welcomes the op-
portunity afforded by the conference
to make clear her policy, which has
been either misunderstood or misrep-
resented too frequently. We have as
a principal article in our conference
creed the belief that by a frank inter-
change of views, a straightforward
statement of ideas without conceal-
ment or indirection, much of the
international suspicion and distrust
which now make understandings dif-

ficult will be removed, and a substan-
tial measure of success will be
achieved.
The primary object of the confer-

ence is, of course, limitation of naval
armament. To what extent this re-

duction of expense may be carried
is naturally impossible now to state

exactly; too many factors are in-

volved. But in a general way there
should be little difficulty in reaching
an agi-eement, for there are practi-

cally only three powers concerned, and
only three navies. Each of the three
is separated from the others by broad
oceans, and none of them has vital

interests conflicting with the others.

Thus it is only by a display of the
most obtuse obstructionism that the
great purpose can be defeated, for

the peoples of every country are de-

manding with profound earnestness
a relief that can be afforded now only
by agreement in the conference.
None of the delegations can afford to

go home to confess failure.

There are some obstacles in the
way, but they exist chiefly in the
mind of the public, or in its attitude
toward us. Many Americans see the
pathway toward an agreement
blocked by the " Far Eastern prob-
lems." As a frank discussion is the
only safe way to understanding, I

shall venture to point out the simple
character of these problems, and the
unsoundness of the contentions that
have been advanced here by those
who expect the conference to fail and
by those whose interest opposes its

success.

There is the fear that Japan might
attack America.
The World War left America un-

assailable. No nation could make
war on the United States without
risking national suicide. Europe con-
tains no threat to you, over the 2,500
miles that separate you. European
countries are too keenly alive to the
fact that they must look to you for
the help they so urgently need in this
period of dreadful exhaustion. You
are the living, vigorous example of
the fact that national power resides,
not in the extent of armed establish-
ment, but in the perfection and ex-
tent of industrial organization.
But Japan, with a land too small

to feed its population and facing a
transformation into an industrial
nation, dependent on the rest of the
world for both its markets and its

supplies of material, is divided from
your continent by an ocean twice as
broad as the Atlantic. If she had the
will to attack America, the circum-
stances being what they are, can you
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conceive that she would be so foolish

as to attempt it?

No Desire for Philippines

The alarmists, however, do not
confine themselves to that argument.
They assert that Japan could take the
Philippines. But Japan does not
want them, nor does she want Hong-
kong, or French Indo-China and other
Eastern possessions of the Western
nations. Japan does not want them,
and although she could well consider
them a threat against herself if they
were in the hands of enemies, she is

content with the assurance that none
of those nations has designs against
her.

Japan's unfriendly critics, how-
ever, also charge her with a plan to
control and organize China into an
immense yellow threat. That vicious
phrase, *^ the Yellow Peril," was, if

you remember, coined by Wilhelm II.

of Germany in his abortive attempt
to stir up antagonism between our
countries and to turn America's eyes
from his war. If that idea still sur-
vives in America, the fact proves that
you do not realize, what Japan recog-
nizes clearly, that such a project is

impossible of attainment.
First, an attempt to carry it out

would bring us directly into conflict

with all the other nations already
holding great interests in the Far
East. Next, we should have not only
to organize and train, but to control
China politically. There are centuries
of history to show the impossibility
of it. China has been invaded and
conquered, and the unvarying end of

the adventure has been the ab-
sorption of the " conqueror " into the
mass of China. Besides, a conquered
people can never be an asset in war

;

and Japan needs peace and friends,
not war and enemies.
The big blessing for Japan would

be a prosperous, stable China, organ-
ized to produce and able to buy. The
Open Door and equal opportunity in

China mean economy, if not actual
salvation, for Japan. Every million
of dollars or pounds sterling or francs
that goes into the development of

Chinese resources is a direct saving
of the equivalent in yen. It means
prosperity to China—increase of her
purchasing and producing power

—

without expense to Japan. It means
good business for Japan.

Japan's Aims in China

-But equal opportunity to help
China and in that way to help our-

selves is not to be denied us. We are

not self-sustaining, rich in natural
resources, like the United States. Nor
have we an empire like the British,

broadcast over the world, to supply
our needs. We have an area about
equal to vour State of Montana, and
a population of 60,000,000. Like
England, we must obtain our suste-

nance abroad, and our products must
go to foreign markets. China's mar-
kets and materials mean to other

countries only more trade; to Japan
they are vital necessities.

We have reached the stage of de-

velopment where we must industrial-

ize in order to preserve our existence.

Continental Asia has the materials

for our trade. We demand the right

to equal opportunities there, secure

in the knowledge that in competing
with other countries we need no ad-

vantages beyond our geographical

position. We ask only an adoption

by all concerned of the " live and let

live " policy.

In developing these resources and
markets of China we should deprive

—according to our opponents—the

Chinese of their native rights. But
the contrary is true. By such de-

velopment, whether it should be the

result of Japanese, British or Amer-
ican enterprise and capital, the chief

gainer would be China. There are, it

must be confessed, unscrupulous
rogues among the traders in China
as on any trade frontier. There is

keen competition in dishonesty among
many nationals; it is not a Japanese

monopoly. An unorganized and back-

ward country is invariably victimized

by such persons, either of its own or

other nationalities. But the Asian
Continentals are always the first to

benefit by any industrial or agricul-
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tural development made possible by
foreigners.

Along the line of the South Man-
churian Railway, for example, in a
region where the native population
was so harassed by brigands—before
the Japanese control of the railway

—

that it was being driven out of the
country, a regime of law and order
has now so stabilized conditions of
life and property that the Chinese
have flocked to the new prosperity.
A district that was threatened with
extinction as a human habitation,
with becoming a part of the barren
Mongolian Desert, has become a place
of prosperity, producing crops so

great in volume that there is an in-

flux of farm laborers each harvest
season. Hundreds of thousands of
Chinese cross over each year from
the Provinces of Shantung and Chi-li

to gather the crops and then go back
with their wages to winter at home
in comfort.

Wherever development is under-
taken the resulting activities benefit

the whole world. At present America
does with Japan many times the
volume of business that she does with
China, whose size and natural wealth
are so vast. In China, America may
have lost part of her piece-goods trade
to England, but she has taken in ex-

change a business in textile machin-
ery.

Regarding Shantung

Japan is charged with having de-

prived China of the Province of Shan-
tung. What are the facts in that

case?
When Japan, in the great war, as-

sumed the duty of protecting allied

interests in the Far East, she was
obliged to remove the existing threat

of the German military base in Tsing-

tao. She made the necessary mili-

tary effort—together with a British

contingent—and took the place.

Japan then occupied Tsingtao and
the Tsingtao-Tsinan-fu Railway,
formerly held by Germany under a
ninety-nine-year lease, in order to

prevent a recrudescence of enemy in-

fluence from that focus. This leased

territory of Kiao-Chau is about two
hundred square miles in extent—the
Province of Shantung is two hundred
times greater—and contained about
fifty or sixty thousand persons who
had gathered there to trade with the
Germans and who remained there to
do business with the Japanese. The
population of the Province of Shan-
tung is estimated at forty millions.

Japan had no intention of retain-
ing the former German leased rights,
and after the war she repeated her
original offer to turn them back to
China, suggesting that the former
leased territory be made a free port
for the trade of all nations on equal
terms, and that the section of the
German railway which she held be
made a joint Sino-Japanese enter-
prise.

China has refused this offered ar-
rangement, contending that all the
former German rights automatically
reverted to China when she declared
war against Germany. But that dec-
laration of war was made a full year
before China arranged with Japan a
loan—and accepted payment under it

—recognizing the principle of the
joint working of the former German
railway.

Japan maintains troops along the
railway line in Shantung to police

the line. Together with the contin-
gent in Tsingtao—the port—^the de-
tachment numbers about two thou-
sand officers and men. Twice that
number of troops are maintained by
the great powers, including the
United States, in the neighboring
Province of Chi-li to police the rail-

way from the coast to the capital and
to guard the legations in Peking.
Moreover, the former German prefer-
ential rights, to supply capital for
further railway development, are to

be turned over—if the Japanese sug-
gestion is followed—to the present
International Financial Consortium
composed of American, Belgian, Brit-

ish, French and Japanese banking
groups, supported by their Govern-
ments.

So it is evident that there is really

little truth to support the charge of
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Japanese aggression in Shantung.
Now all this has to do with naval
armament limitation. For if it can
be demonstrated that there is no vital

conflict of interest among the con-
ferring nations, and therefore no
threat of aggression to arm against,

the solution becomes merely a matter
of degree.
And again, frankly, Japan comes

to the conference recognizing that
there is in America suspicion and dis-

trust to be overcome, though Japan
feels no such distrust regarding
America; her delegates come hoping
and trusting that this cloud will be
cleared away when the facts are made
known. She hopes to demonstrate
the facts, her needs, and the justice

of her policies. She is ready to har-

ken to advice and to co-operate with
the others to her utmost.
As Admiral Baron Kato, the Minis-

ter of Marine, has stated, Japan is

prepared to agree to limitation of
naval armament so far as may be
consistent with her national security.

Details of proper proportionate re-

ductions of building programs belong
to the technicians.
Japan is an island empire depend-

ent on sea-borne commerce, but she
believes that relief can be obtained
by armament limitation, and that
armament limitation can be achieved
by a genuine co-operation based on
mutual knowledge. She is hero pre-
pared to spread her facts on the table,

knowing that she has nothing to con-
ceal and much to gain.

CHINA AT THE WORLD
COUNCIL
By Sao-Ke Alfred Sze

Minister of China to the United States and Ambassador Plenipotentiary to the Washington Conference

Representatives of the Peking Government at the Arms Conference

seek only a full recognition of China's sovereign rights—Covetous

eyes of other nations turned upon her undeveloped resources—
Need of a definite understanding on Pacific questions

CHINA gave immediate and whole-
hearted acceptance to the invita-

tion of the United States to par-
ticipate in the conference for the par-
cussion of political questions in the
Pacific, for no nation is more desirous
than is China that world peace—espe-
cially peace in the Pacific—should be
preserved.
The Chinese Government is con-

vinced that it is possible to establish
and maintain, by friendly agreement
among the nations, a regime in wh'ch
the legitimate interests of every na-
tion may be recognized and advanced.
In other words, the Chinese Govern-

ment believes that there is an essen-
tial harmony between the true inter-

ests of all nations, and that the Wash-
ington conference offers an oppor-
tunity to determine, as far as the
Pacific is concerned, the basis upon
which such harmony may be more
securely maintained.

China is all the more glad to enter
this conference because she is in the
fortunate position of seeking only a
full recognition of her rights as a
member of the family of nations. She
has no acts of aggression on her part
to gxplain to anybody. She will ask
only that the conference give its for-
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mal recognition to principles of in-

ternational conduct which the world
will recognize as just and calculated

to advance the interests of all the peo-

ples of the Far East and of those na-
tions of the West which have political

or economic interests in the Pacific.

At the same time that China is thus
able and disposed to co-operate for the
attainment of the common ends for

which the conference has convened
she is confident that her own inter-

ests will be greatly advanced. She
expects that as the result of the con-

ference she will be freed in future
from the assaults that in the past

have been made upon her territorial

and administrative integrity, and that
thus she will be able to concentrate
her efforts upon the improvement of

her domestic conditions—the exten-
sion of her railways, the reorganiza-
tion of certain of her public services

and the adoption of a permanent Con-
stitution whose provisions will meet
the political needs of the country as

they have been disclosed since the es-

tablishment, ten years ago, of a re-

publican fonn of Government.

We must all admit that the world is

poorer because of the World War
through which we have just passed.
Untold destruction was wrought in

the fields of wealth and man-power,
and many years will be required for
various nations to get on th^ir
feet again. Many nations are so im-
poverished that it may require half a
century for them to return to the
condition of prosperity that existed
before the war, and, to make matters
worse, the war has left in its wake
problems of social readjustment that
make the economic readjustment
much more difficult. Even the na-
tions of the American continents have
not escaped the consequences of six

years of destruction in Europe.

China in the War

The Republic of China took part
in the World War. It broke off rela-

tions with the Central Powers, largely
because of the fine example of the
United States of America. China

did not send soldiers to the western
front, but she did send an army of
more than 150,000 laborers, art'sans
and mechanics, and these men did
yeoman service for the allied cause.
In France they mingled with the
American and British and French
and Belgian soldiers, and their enthu-
siasm for the cause was just as pa-
triotic as the spirit that animated the
doughboy, the Tommy and the poilu.

In Archangel and Murmansk several
regiments of Chinese volunteered for
the firing line, donned British and
French uniforms and helped to hold
the trenches against Bolshevist ad-
vance. Chinese laborers were also

found with British expedit'onary
forces to Southern Russia and Meso-
potamia.

China was affected by the World
War in other ways: Two great and
powerful nations of Europe, Germany
and Russia, both of which at various
times in the past constituted a men-
ace to China, were eliminated as mili-

tary powers and placed in a new posi-

tion in respect to their relations with
China. China was also affected vitally

by the territorial arrangement grow-
ing out of the war settlement—a ter-

ritorial arrangement that must be
righted to the just consideration of
our people before we can ever have
permanent world peace. And then
there was another change wrought
in China by the World War—a change
in the minds and thoughts of our
people that may ultimately be the
most far-reaching of all. I believe I

am stating the case exactly when I

say that the people of China were
more deeply stirred by the war and its

consequences than by any other event
in our recent histor\% with the poss'-

ble exception of the change from' a
monarchy to our present republic.

The Hepublic of China has a terri-

tory approximately one-sixth larger
than the continental United States,

and we have a population about four
times as gi'eat as the United States.

We have always been an agricultural

people, producing largely for our own
needs, with a small sui-plus for export.
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In recent years we have had the be-

ginnings of industrial development,
and this process of transition was
hastened by the war. In may ways
we are going through the same tran-

sition stages that the United States
passed through in its industrial de-

velopment. You foU'iT'd a virgin, unde-
veloped land. First, you conquered
the land to agriculture. You bor-
rowed large sums of money abroad,
and with the money you developed
your railroads, waterways and indus-
tries. We are trying to do the same
thing, and in our new development
we are trying to benefit by your ex-
perience.

Undeveloped Resources

We see a great deal in the press
these days about the financial situa-

tion in China. The Banque Indus-
trielle de Chine, one of the largest
banks in China, recently failed after
many years of operation. Thfs was
not a Chinese failure, but was a part
of the financial stress that all coun-
tries are feeling. The Banque Indus-
trielle de Chine had always been man-
aged by foreigners, never by Chinese

;

and when it failed it was the Chinese
bankers who came to the rescue and
averted a general financial collapse.

Our difficulty has been that we
have not had the free opportunity for
development that you have had. Our
great, undeveloped resources, coupled
with our weakness in national de-
fense, have made China the object of
the covetous eyes of more powerful
nations. This has handicapped our
development and has produced a sit-

uation in China that is generally rec-
ognized to constitute a menace to.the
world's future peace and prosperity.
Whether this condition is to continue
or not depends largely upon the atti-

tude of the various nations now gath-
ered in Washington to consider the
limitation of armaments and the set-

tlement of the Far Eastern problems.

The World War produced tremen-
dous changes in the relative standing
of nations—changes which we are
only now beginning to realize. China,
although weak economically, is in the
position of a going concern. China at
the present time constitutes a market
for practically everything that the
Western World produces. Although
oui* country is the most densely popu-
lated section of the earth, we have
vacant spaces in the hinterlands of
China that are unmatched by any
other world areas save the great
western part of the United States,

which you have made so productive.
It has been stated by competent au-
thorities that Germany, in order to

carry her after-the-war burdens, will

have to produce six or eight times
as much as she did before the war.
In relation to the problem of German
production, think what it would mean
to the present prosperity of the world
if China could be helped to produce
just twice as much as she now does.

It would set your factories to going
almost overnight, and your problem of
unemployment would disappear as if

by magic.

China comes to this conference
w.'th confidence that her own sover-
eign rights and legitimate national in-

terests will be recognized and re-

spected. Her delegates will gladly
support any conclusions which may be
reached, the purpose and result of
which will be to enable the other na-
tions of the Pacific to maintain the'r
sovereign rights and legitimate in-

terests.

So far as China will ask for a cor-

rection of conditions which she deems
unjust and burdensome, she will not
do so solely or primarily for her own
benefit, but '"n order that thus the re-

lations of other powers with herself
may be simplified and harmonized,
and that thus international concord
and co-operation may be maintained
and international peace made more
certain.



SOUTH CHINA'S WARNING
By Ma Soo*

Representative of the Canton Government at Washington

President Sun Yat-sen's envoy at Washington declares that the

greatest Pacific problem cannot be solved by the Disarmament

Conference if South China is denied a voice in the settlement—
Bitter criticism of Japan and powers that have exploited China

CHINA'S importance to the world
seems not to have been generally

realized until the wreck of the

more highly organized trade and
commercial systems of the West
brought about by war's upheaval
forced attention more acutely upon
the vast potential resources awaiting
development in the East. Now, be-
cause of its natural resources and
the quality and unlimited units of
its man-power, China has suddenly
sprung into prominence and seems
destinjed to play a role of vast im-
portance in the future development
of the world. It is this very vastness
of natural resources and man-power
which is partly responsible for the
predicament in which China finds
herself today.

There are two things which the
world powers demand today, and
which they must have: markets and
natural resources. Both of these ex-
ist in China. Nowhere in the world
are there greater resources of unde-
veloped material. The soil of China
has been farmed for centuries and
shows no signs of exhaustion. The
agricultural wealth of the land is sup-
plemented by vast deposits of coal
and iron, two minerals essential to
the industries of the world. To these
may be added deposits of tin, quick-
silver, copper, antimony and other
minerals essential to industry. And
with this vast store of natural wealth
China has an extensive sea coast, un-
surpassed harbors, and rivers which
form practical transportation routes
from the coast to the undeveloped

fields so rich in material now de-
manded by the world. Add to this

store of wealth a population of some
four hundred million people who
have produced a civilization which
has endured for four thousand years
and compares favorably with the civ-t

ilization of any race on earth, a pop-
ulation which is frugal, industrious,

patient, peaceful and intelligent, and
you have a large section of the world
wherein exist the greatest possibili-

ties of history. All this the nations

of the West now realize. The result

is that, together with Japan, they are
marking China for their own exploi-

tation. They are turning to the last

great storehouse in a mad scramble to
be first in dipping the greedy hand
of the West into the treasure-chest of
the East.

Long before the nations of the

West began to take a serious interest

in China as a possible source pf trade

development and raw materials, Ja-

pan realized the commercial possibil-

ities dormant in her great neighbor.

Systematically, and not always hon-

estly, Japan set about gaining con-

trol of these resources, as she is poor-

ly supplied with the things that are

Mr. Ma Soo, lilie his chief. President Sim
Yat-seri, is a Chinese statesman and scholar of

the new school, having received his education la

the United States and Europe. He has been
chosen by the President of the Canton Govern-
ment—vihich is seeking to overthrow the Pekinf?
Government on the ground that it is corrupt—
to serve as Chinese Minister at Washington, but
thus far the United States Government has not
given him official recognition. In the intervals
of his diplomatic duties Mr. Ma Soo recenUy
lectured at Columbia University, his American
Alma Mater, on ." The Development of Chinese
Civilization. "—Editor.
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SO abundant in China. When the

World War broke out, Japan at once

saw that either group of powers en-

gaged in the struggle would be will-

ing to pay well for such services as

she could render. Especially would
they be willing to pay, as the price

would not be demanded from their

own coffers, but from the people of

China. Japan realized that her su-

preme chance had come. She acted

accordingly. Already in a strong

natural position with regard to

China, she saw that she could so

strengthen her hold as to obtain great

quantities of the raw materials which
she required, and in exchange she

could make payment in manufactured
articles to her own advantage. Ja-

pan entered the war, and she was
astute enough to enter upon the win-

ning side.

Although China later entered the

war as an ally of Japan and of Ja-

pan's allies, the attitude of the Japa-

nese Government toward China was
never that of an ally. It is prob-

able that Japan honestly desired in

1914—and that she desires today—^to

cement the Far East into one great

productive organization, with her-

self at the head. Nevertheless, her

methods with regard to China have

not been such as to win the con-

fidence of the Chinese people. The
attitude of Japan is resented by the

Chinese, and, instead of drawing the

two Eastern nations into closer mu-
tual relations, is driving them fur-

ther and further apart.

The policy of Japan was clearly

disclosed in the now famous Twenty-
one Demands. These were withheld

from the world at the time they were
forced upon China—a course that

was not surprising in the light of

their nature. Had China acceded to

these demands she would have be-

come a mere bondman for Japan; in

fact, they were designed to give

Japan a protectorate over China. It

is well for the rest of the world that

at this critical time the people of

China, rising in their seldom-used
might, forced the Government at

Peking to balk Japan's plan for gain-

ing control of the wealth and man-
power of China.

The Open Door

Japan is making hay in Shantung
today by reason of her economic and
governing status there. The nations
of the West see what is going on, and
they sense further Japanese inroads
in China, especially into the Chinese
market; they are anxious, therefore,
to proclaim anew and very loudly the
policy of the open door in China, in
order that all of the plums may not
fall into Japan's basket.
The commercial nations of the

West have come to realize that one of
their greatest needs today is a market
for their manufactured products and
a source from which to draw raw ma-
terials. They see both of these in the
great, awakening and resourceful
land of China. In the old days, be-
fore war was made so stupendous and
so horrible—and so expensive as to
become unpopular with the mass of
the people who bear its burdens—na-
tions would unhesitatingly have
fought for what they desire from
China. Today the competition in
armaments necessary for expansion
by means of war is becoming too ex-
pensive. Nations bent upon acquiring
special privileges, spheres of influ-
ence, concessions, &c., are today en-
gaged not in fighting for these things,
but in talking for them. The present
idea oT some of the nations of the
West, in fact, is to talk Japan into
giving them some of the plums she
stole from China while the rest of
the world was busy with war in Eu-
rope.

It is quite apparent that one main
cause for the calling of the Washing-
ton conference is the desire to share
in the great development of China.
The world has seen what wealth there
is behind the curtain which has so
long shrouded the Far East, and it

wants a share of the treasure without
a fight.

In these calculations the West
seems to have overlooked the Chinese
people. The millions who inhabit the
land where the natural riches are
stored, the millions who will make
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possible a great trade expansion in

the Orient, cannot be ignored. Na-
tions which fail to consider the Chi-

nese people, which do not co-operate

with them in the development of nat-

ural resources, planning for the ben-

efit of the Chinese people as well as

for that of the rest of the world, will

never solve the problem of the Far
East. The rights of the Chinese peo-

ple in their own country cannot be
successfully ignored.

China is quite aware that in her
past dealings with other nations she

has not always, not very often, in fact,

been accorded strict justice. Suspicion

of the motives of foreign nations is

but natural in a land which has been

so largely exploited as has China.

There is only one way in which this

suspicion can be removed by those

nations which have enriched them-
selves at China's expense, and that is

by giving up their ill-gotten and often

extorted concessions and so-called
" rights." To prove their honesty of

purpose beyond any doubt, Japan,

Great Britain and France should give

up their " spheres of influence," and
there should be established in China

but one " sphere of influence "—that

of the sovereign people of the Repub-
lic of China.

Corrupt Peking Government

There is one other important con-

sideration in regard to rehabilitating

China and making her what she

should become, the greatest produc-

ing .and buying nation on earth, and
that is the stabilizing of her Govern-
ment. The people of China are awake
to this essential. They understand

that success cannot be obtained so

long as the powers persist in backing

corrupt government in China in order

to gain concessions and authority.

The powers must realize that, in spite

of temporary advantages to be gained

from corrupt officials, they must ulti-

mately deal with the Chinese people

as a whole. It is a well-known fact

that, before the Republic of China

was recognized, Great Britain made it

a condition of recognition that a new
treaty giving Britain increased rights

in Tibet be drawn. It has been the
practice of the powers to support cor-

rupt government in Peking in order
to feather their own nests at the ex-
pense of the Chinese people. They
supported Yuan Shih-kai financially

and morally—Yuan Shih-kai, the
man who would have made himself
Emperor, who betrayed the Chinese
people, and who was destroyed by the
people because he wished to destroy
the republic.

Unfortunately, the lesson with re-

gard to Yuan Shih-kai was not a
warning to the powers. Today they
are supporting an equally corrupt
Government in Peking headed by
Hsu Shih-chang, who is dominated by
the pro-Japanese Tuchuns, the mili-

tarist chieftains of the North. Unless
such a policy as this is discontinued,
there can be no lasting success in

stabilizing government in China.
Another great cause for the failure

to stabilize China, perhaps the great-

est cause working in the interest of
eventual disintergration, is the con-
tinued ignoring of the pleas of the
Canton Government, the only real

and legal Government functioning in

China, for recognition. The Canton
Government is headed by patriotic,

progressive men who have made the
greatest sacrifices for their country,

instead of exploiting it for their own
profit, as others have done. Inviting
representatives of the Peking Gov-
ernment to the Washington confer-

ence and ignoring the Canton Gov-
ernment cannot but result in failure

in the settlement of Chinese ques-

tions. Peking no longer represents
China. It is merely representative of

a small clique of militarists who re-

tain power by force. It is obvious
that this clique cannot represent the
Chinese people, nor can its delegates

to the conference speak in any way
for China.

Sun Yat-sen's Declaration

President Sun Yat-sen, the chief

executive of the Republic of China,

has set forth the case as it is seen by
a large portion of the Chinese people

in the following declaration made at
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the time invitations to the conference
were sent to the Peking Government
and withheld from the Canton Gov-
ernment :

The President of the United States has
invited China to participate in the discus-
sions of Pacific and Far Eastern questions
at the conference to be held at Washington.
The Gove7Timent of the Republic of China,

of which I am the duly constituted Chief
Executive, affirms that no settlement of
these questions is possible so long as China
is not freed from policies which are defined
and elaborated in the Twenty-one Demands
and Treaties, and further worked out in the
series of secret agreements, loans, conces-
sions concluded and granted by Hsu Shih-
chang's Administration in favor of Japan.
All other questions are subordinate to these
menacing policies, the unchecked prosecu-
tion of which involves an alien domination
of China, with her man power and natural
resources.

To secure her release from this policy of
domination China must be represented at
the conference by a delegation under the
direction of an Administration that is not
only the legal Government in China but is

not committed and not compromised by
dealings and relations with the foz-eign

power pursuing that policy.

Hsu Shih-chang and his Administration
are so committed and .30 compromised. He
was the Secretary of State of the Admin-
istration which mismanaged the negotia-
tions connected with the Twenty-one De-
mands, and in consequence sacrificed vital

Chinese rights. He and his Administration
oncluded the secret agreements of Sept. 24
and Sept. 28, 191S, and other secret transac-
tions impairing the independence and integ-
rity of China and subjecting Chinese eco-
nomic resources to an exploitation subserv-
ing the same policies of domination. Be-
sides this moral incompetency of the Ad-
ministration, Hsu Shih-chang is illegal. He
was elected by an illegal Parliament, which
was set up in violation of the Chinese Con-
stitution, and which he himself had to dis-

solve in the Autumn of last year as uncon-
stitutional.

On the other hand, this Government is

entirely free and stands uncommitted vis-a-
vis any foreign power. It is also the legal
Government of the Republic of China, be-
cause it has been established in pursuance
of govei-nmont-making power vested by the
Constitution in Parliament.

The moral disqualification of Hsu Shih-
chang and his Administration to state
China's cause is a difficulty that goes to
the root of the Chinese representation at
'the conference. This difficulty cannot be
solved by any paper scheme for political

unification of China. It is a stem reality

that must be faced if China is to secure a
minimum of justice at the conference.
Therefore I, in the name of and on be-

half of the Government and the people of
the Republic of China, hereby declare that
unless a delegation under the direction of
this Government attends and takes pai't in

the work of the Washington conference,
none of the decisions of the conference re-

lating to China shall be recognized as hav-
ing any validity or force.

Whatever influence the Peking
Government has is the influence of
Japan. This influence is at work in

Peking today. It will be at work at
the conference. It will be felt at
Washington, even though some of the
Pekmg delegates may find their in-

structions from Peking distasteful.

The grip of Japan is upon the throat
of Peking, and it cannot be shaken off,

even though Peking is gasping and
dying from the strangle-hold.

The Canton Government has made
its stand perfectly clear in the above
declaration of its President, and it

will abide by its position. Nothing
that the conference may do will
change the patriotic attitude of these
men who, above all other considera-
tions, place the well-being and the
future sovereignty of their country
first.

There can be no solution of the
" Problem of the Pacific," there can
be no permanent basis for disarma-
ment in the Far East—and that
means, of course, that there can be
no disarmament anywhere—until the
sovereign rights of China are fully

restored to her, until she has control
of h'jr own resources, railroads, cus-
toms, waterways and internal and ex-
ternal relations. There may not even
be a start made toward the stabiliza-

tion of China until the powers rec-
ognize the legal Government set up
by the Chinese people in accordance
with their Constitution and their de-
sires, and give over dealing with a
fictitious Government maintained in
the interest of militaristic overlords
willing to sell the rights of the Chi-
nese people to the highest bidder in
order to maintain their own fleeting
authority and line their own pockets^
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Geneial rcishing laying a wreath at the Cenotaph in Whitehall, Londcm, as America's

tribute to Britain's UnknoTv-n Soldier

BRITAIN'S UNKNOWN WARRIOR HONORED
BY AMERICA

CERTAINLY the most impressive event
of the month in England was the cere-

mony attending the decoration of the
grave of the unknown British warrior in

Westminster Abbey, Oct. 17, with the Amer-
ican Congressional Medal of Honor. As
a special military representative for the

occasion, General Pershing arrived from
Paris, escorted by a detachment of 500
American troops from the Rhine zone.

At the north door of the abbey the Prime
Minister, with several of his Cabinet, joined

the dean and clergy to receive General Per-
shing. Upon the American General's ar-

rival a procession was formed to escort him
to the unknown warrior's grave by the west
door. American soldiers lined the passage.

General Pershing walked immediately be-

hind the dean, with George Harvey, the

American Ambassador, at his side. After

them came Admiral Niblack, U. S. N., other

naval and military officers, and the British

Ministers. Near the grave were groui>ed

a brilliant gathering of Field Marshals and
other high dignitaries. After the chanting

of a hymn, the American Ambassador be-

gan an address. . In a dramatic passage Mr.
Harvey typified the two armies in two sol-

diers, different in race, but one in patriot-

ism, fidelity, honor and courage; one re-

cumbent in the grave, " the other, equally

noble and equally well beloved, by my side.

Both live, and will ever live, in the hearts of

their countrymen." General Pershing fol-

lowed with an appropriate speech, in which
he said:

As we fondly gather about -his sepulchre, the
hearts of the American people join in this

tribute to their English-speaking kinsman. And
now, in this holy sanctuary, ir the name of the

President and the people of the United States, 1

place upon his tomb the Medal of Honor con-
ferred upon him by special act of tlie American
Oonsress, in commemoration of the sacrifices of

our British comrade and his fellow-countrymen,
and as a slight token of our gratitude and af-

fection toward his people.

General Pershing stooped to one knee,

and, with reverence, deposited the wreath
with eyes still riveted upon the hallowed,

spot, and standing out alone, he gave a sol-

dier's salute. Intense stillness prevailed

throughout all the multitude the abbey at

that moment sheltered.
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Famous war leaders watching- the parade of the American Legion in Kansas City. Left
to right: General Jacqv.es of Belgium, <>en€ral Diaz of Italy, Marshal Foch of France, General
Pershing of America, Admiral Beatty of Great BHtain

THE MONTH IN THE
UNITED STATES

Burial of Arnerica's " Unknown Soldier " in Arlington National

Cemetery— Visit of Marshal Foch and other distinguished men—
Ratification of peace between the United States and the Central

Powers—Army and navy developments— Noteworthy speeches

[Period Ended Nov. 10, 1921]

SELDOM has the soul of the na-
tion been more deeply stirred
than on the occasion of the bur-

ial of the " Unknown Soldier," which
took place with solemn ceremonies
at Arlington National Cemetery,
Washington, on Nov. 11, the third
anniversary of the £ igning of the ar-
mistice that ended active fighting in

the World War.
Great care had been taken to as-

sure that the identity of this soldiei-

should remain forever unknown. The

choosing of the body took place at
the City Hall of Chalons-sur-Marne,
France, Oct. 24. Four earth-stained
coffins lay in a row in a flag-deco-
rated room. They had been broun'ht
there, one from each of the four
American military cemeteries—Bel-
leau. Bony, Thiaucourt and Romagne.
While French and American com-
rades stood at attention, Sergeant
Younger of the Fifty-ninth Infantry,
who had been selected to make the
choice, walked slowly past the hon-
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ored row, a bunch 'of white roses in
his harid. Through a door floated
the strains of a dirge played by the
band of the 106th French infantry.
Twice the Sergeant made a tour of
the room, and then gently placed the
roses on the coffin at the right, look-
ing toward the door. The coffin was
placed in a casket, which bore the
inscription :

" An unknown Ameri-
can soldier who gave his life in the
great war." The casket was then
taken to Havre and placed on board
the Olympia, the old flagship of Ad-
miral Dewey, which conv^eyed the re-

mains to America, arriving at Wash-
ington on Nov. 9.

The casket was conveyed under a
guard of honor to the rotunda of the
Capitol, where it lay in state on the
same catafalque that had borne the
bodies of Lincoln, Garfield and Mc-
Kinley. Under the vast, shadowy
dome had gathered the most eminent
men of the nation. A broad white
ribbon was laid over the casket by
Mrs. Harding, and then the Presi-

dent stepped forward and pinned to

the ribbon a silver shield, on which
were forty-eight gold stars, repre-

senting the States of the Union—

a

symbol of the heart of the nation
which went with the soldier to his

tomb.
Until the morning of Nov. 11 the

body lay in state and thousands
passed before it in silent homage.
Flowers and wreaths were brought
by individuals and organizations.

Representatives of foreign countries

brought tributes from their nations.

The Earl of Cavan placed upon the
catafalque the wreath from King
George, which bore a card with the

royal crest and, in the King's own
handwriting, the message:

" As unknown and yet well known.
As dying, and, behold, we live."

Nov. 11, 1921. GEORGE, R. I.

Mr. Balfour brought a wreath from
Premier Lloyd George, which carried

a card reading :
" Nameless, yet his

name liveth forever." Canada's
wreath of maple leaves bore this sen-
tence, chosen by Sir Robert Borden
from " The Pilgrim's Progress " :

" But that which put glory of grace
in all he did was that he did it out of
pure love to his country." France,
Belgium and a host of other nations
brought tributes of similar eloquence
and appropriateness.

It was at 8:30 in the morning of
Nov. 11 that the body of the unknown
was lifted from^ its resting place in
the rotunda and borne tenderly down
the broad steps of the Capitol to the
caisson waiting below, while the band
played " Nearer, My God, to Thee."
The pallbearers were eight men
from the army and navy, chosen for
this duty as examples of the finest
types of soldier and sailor.

The President of the United States
and an ex-President walked with the
mourners, while another ex-Presi-
dent, Mr. Wilson, owing to his shat-
tered health, rode in a carriage. The
ranking General of the American
Armies, war veterans whose valor
had won for them the Congressional
Medal of Honor, Cabinet members,
Justices of the Supreme Court, Sena-
tors, Representatives and Governors
were in the cortege.
At the Amphitheatre in Arlington

Cemetery an immense throng had
assembled. Hymns were sung and
psalms recited. Decorations were
placed on the casket by Marshal
Foch, General Diaz and other repre-
sentatives of foreign nations. Secre-
tary of War Weeks spoke briefly, and
then President Harding made a not-
able address, which was marked by
deep emotion. As the body was low-
ered into the tomb, " taps " was
sounded, and a battery began the na-
tional salute of twenty-one guns.
By means of telephone amplifiers,

every word of the President's ad-
dress, every note of song or bugle at
Arlington, was heard distinctly by
tens of thousands of ex-soldiers and
their friends assembled in New York
and San Francisco, and the same
emotion that swept the vast concourse
in Washington moved these far dis-

tant listeners to tears at the same
moment. The day was observed as a
solemn holiday throughout the na-
tion.
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Distinguished Visitors

The period under review was nota-

ble because of the great influx of dis-

tinguished foreign visitors. Most of

these were comprised in the delega-

rAmerican Cai'toonl

and at Washington, Kansas City, St.

Louis and Chicago the population
turned out almost en masse to do
them honor. The journey of Mar-
shal Foch especially resembled a tri-

umphal progress. Honors, decora-
tions and degrees were showered on
him everywhere, and cities vied with
each other in showing the former
Generalissimo of the allied forces how
high a place he held in their gratitude
and affection.

•—© New York Tribune
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tions of the Governments invited by
President Harding to participate in
the Conference on the Limitation of
Armaments. Many military and na-
val leaders came, ostensibly as the
guests of the American Legion at its

annual convention in Kansas City,

but their visits were so timed that
they could act as advisers to their
respective delegations at the confer-
ence.

The welcome extended to these emi-
nent guests of the nation was most
cordial. Marshal Foch of France,
General Diaz of Italy, Admiral Beat-
ty of Great Britain and General
Jacques of Belgium were greeted with
great ovations. To most of them the
freedom of the City of New York
was given, immediately on landing,

Less demonstrative, but very
friendly, were the welcomes given to

the eminent statesmen of the various
countries represented at the confer-
ence. Prominent among these were
Briand and Viviani of France, Bal-
four of Great Britain, Tokugawa,
Kato and Tanaka of Japan, Schanzer
of Italy, d'Oplinter of Belgium, Van
Karnebeek of Holland and Welling-
ton Koo of China. The warmth of
the greeting extended to them was
significant of the deep interest the
nation took in the conference and
the hopes it held regarding the re-

sult. [The text of Marshal Foch's
address at Kansas City will be found
on page 413.]

Peace I'reaties Ratified

The treaties negotiated by the
Harding Administration to end the
war of the United States with Ger-
many, Austria and Hungary were
ratified by the Senate on Oct. 18.

The treaty of Berlin, ending our war
with Germany, was "first acted upon,
the vote for ratification being 66 to

20, or a fraction more than eight
votes in excess of the required two-
thirds majority. The Administration
victory was due to Democratic sup-

port. Thirteen Senators on the mi-
nority side joined Senator Under-
wood, their leader, in support of the

treaty. Had the Democrats voted as

a unit, ratification would have been
defeated. The Wilson leaders in the

Senate, Glass of Virginia, Heflin of

Alabama, Williams of Mississippi

and others who favor the Treaty of

Versailles fought against it to the

end.
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The Austrian treaty was ratified

by the same vote as the German com-
pact, while the Hungarian treaty was
approved by a vote of 66 to 17.

The Democratic vote in support of
the Administration surpassed all ex-
pectations. At no time had any of
the treaty advocates claimed more
than twelve votes from the minority
side. The final count showed six-

teen Democrats for the treaty, for

in addition to the fourteen who voted
for it, two others—Smith of South
Carolina and Hitchcock of Nebraska
—were paired in its favor.

Ratifications of the American-Ger-
man peace treaty were exchanged in

Berlin on Nov. 11, and the next day
President Harding formally pro-

claimed peace. On the 16th he nomi-
nated Ellis Loring Dresel of Boston

—

who had negotiated the treaty—to be
American Charge d'Affaires at Ber-
lin. On Nov. 18 peace with Austria
was formally proclaimed.

Harvey's Liverpool Speech

A significant utterance bearing on
the foreign policy of the United
States was made in England by Am-
bassador Harvey on Nov. 3, in a
speech delivered to the Liverpool
Chamber of Commerce. He referred

to a speech made by I^ord Derby in

Paris, in which the latter had ex-

pressed his judgment that a definite

alliance of Great Britain and France
would be wholly desirable in the in-

terest of peace, at the same time
voicing the hope that in the near fu-

ture the United States might join

the combination. To this proposition

Ambassador Harvey replied:

I feel impelled to say frankly that the

hope voiced by Lord Derby must be re-

garded as futile. Our first President,

George Washington, with the acquiescence
of famous contemporary statesmen of the
young Republic, fixed the foreign policy of

the United States clearly and unequivocally
when he adjured his countrymen never un-

der any circumstances to enter into a per-

manent alliance with any other power. This
policy has been reaffirmed by practically all

his successors. It was reiterated vdth great
positi^eness in our latest national campaign
by our present President, and was con-
firmed by a majority of the people so great
as to be beyond the pale of comparison.

[American Cartoon]

TO STRUGGLE ALONG ON
BORROWED LEGS

In view of these circumstances, and with-
out considering the wisdom and advisability
of a continuance of this definite policy and
unbroken practice, am I doing more than
stating a wholly obvious and unescapable
fact when I pronounce the entrance of the
United States into any permanent alliance,
however desirable that action may seem
to be, an utter impossibility? May it not
be then the part of wisdom to avoid the
discussion or even the suggestion of a
proposal which, however praiseworthy it

may be, could hardly serve any purpose
other than to feed the enemies and distress
the friends of both Great Britain and
France who live in America?

A warm reaffirmation of the
friendship and unity of interest be-
tween Great Britain and the United
States was made by the President in
a speech at Yorktown, Va., Oct. 19,
the occasion being the 140th anni-
versary of the surrender of the forces
of Comwallis to Washington. The
United States and Great Britain, the
President declared, had consecrated
a long-time friendship by association
in the common sacrifices of the
World War, and found themselves
arrayed together in a " trusteeship
for the preservation of civilization."
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[Grerman Cartoon]

—Fliegende Blaetter, Munich

THE PEACE PIPE
" Well, Fritz, wliat do you think of my peace

pipe? "

" Well, as you kept it back so long, you might
have put a better tobacco in it."

He spoke also a word of gratitude for
the aid given by France in the Revo-
lution, and said that the time had
come for world-wide co-operation and
amity between nations. In the gen-
eral discussion of world relations that
followed, the President declared
American participation in world af-

fairs " inevitable " and voiced a hope
that general co-operation " for the
common good " would usher in a new
day of international relationship. He
sounded a warning, however, against
impairment of national sovereignty
in the name of international unity.

Equality for the Negro

In a speech at Birmingham, Ala.,

Oct. 26, before a great audience of
white and colored people in Capitol
Park, President Harding declared
that the negro was entitled to full

economic and political rights as an
American citizen. He added that this
did not mean " social equality." The
white man and the negro also should
stand, he asserted, uncompromisingly
against " every suggestion of social

equality." Racial amalgamation, he
added, could never come in America.
The race problem, the President de-

clared, was no longer a sectional ques-
tion, applicable only to the Southern
States, but a national question, which
must be met as such. In recent years,
he pointed out, great numbers of ne-
groes had left the South to seek homes
in the North and West, and as a re-

sult of this migration the " race prob-
lem " had been brought closer to the
people of those sections. " I believe,"

he added, " that it has served to mod-
ify somewhat the views of those sec-

tions on this question."

Army Below 150,000

Latest official statistics on recruit-

ing, prepared by the War Department
for possible use at the pending arms
conference, showed that new enlist-

ments in the United States Army
during recent weeks had not been suf-

ficient to offset normal discharges
and other " casualties." As a result,

it was said, the regular army was be-
low the minimum peace strength set

by Congress. The official total was
138,000 on Oct. 31. In October 2,834
men left the service, while only 2,800
men were signed as recruits.

It was announced by the Secretary
of War on Oct. 22 that the Govern-
ment had decided to retain approxi-
mately 5,600 officers and men of the
army in the occupied region of Ger-.

many for an indefinite period, pend-
ing determination of whether the
United States should participate in

the permanent occupation of German
territory. About 8,000 of the 13,000
American g'oldiers now in Germany
were to be brought home, but as only
two transports had been assigned to

this duty, the reduction would not be
fully accomplished until March, 1922.

In the annual report of the Red
Cross Society, issued Oct. 29, it was
disclosed that the organization had
spent $10,000,000 in the last fiscal

year to aid disabled veterans of the
World War. The report showed that
at the close of the fiscal year on June
30 there were 26,300 disabled men in
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the 1,692 Public Health Service, con-
tract and other Government hospitals

and soldiers' homes. This number,
the report added, was increasing at

the rate of 1,000 a month, and the
Red Cross had been told by Govern-
ment officials that the peak would
not be reached before 1925.

The work done by the Red Cross
was varied, and consisted in obtain-

ing medical treatment, compensation
and vocational training for veterans,

in furnishing financial aid and care
for their families and in providing
recreation and assistance of every
sort while the men were receiving
treatment and training.

Naval Affairs

President Harding on Oct. 29 nomi-
nated Captains Sumner E. W. Kit-
telle, William V. Pratt and Louis M.
Nulton to be Rear Admirals. Cap-
tain Kittelle was graduated from the
Naval Academy in 1889, and had
served as Commander of the battle-

ships Georgia and Maryland. Captain
Pratt served as Assistant Chief of
Naval Operations from 1917 to 1919.
He will be one of the naval advisers
to the American delegates at the arms
conference. Captain Nulton has been
in command of a number of naval ves-
sels, including the battleship Penn-
sylvania.

It was stated in Washington on
Nov. 6 that a new type of submarine
'motive plant, a combination of gas
and electric propulsion, would be put
in three American submarines of the
V type, two of which had just been
laid down at the Portsmouth (N. H.)
Navy Yard. Naval engineers were
said to be watching the construction
with great interest, because of their
expectation that improved operation
of submersible war craft would re-
sult from the new power plant. A
cruising radius of 10,000 miles was
said to be a possibility.

The newest submarines are to be
2,025-ton boats, 300 feet long and
equipped with electric engines of
6,500 horsepower. They are de-
signed for a surface speed of twenty-
one and a submerged speed of from

[American Cartoon]

—© New York Tribune

WELL, THEY CAN'T SAY THE SIGNAL
WASN'T WORKING

nine to ten knots an hour. When
completed in 1923, each of the new
submarines will be armed with a 5-

inch gun set in a " wet " mount for-

ward of the conning tower. The gun
is designed to remain in the water
when the boat is submerged, and can
be trained almost in a complete circle

or elevated as an anti-aircraft weap-
on. Machine guns will be mounted
on the conning tower bridge. For-
ward will be four torpedo tubes and
aft two others, all of the 21-inch size.

Storage space is planned for sixteen

torpedoes.

Loss ON Merchant Ships

The United States Shipping Board,
it was stated on Oct. 18, had had an
inventory made of all surplus ma-
terial and supplies left over from
its war activities, and had authorized
the removal of all restrictions placed

on the sale of general materials and
supplies.

The cost value of the material cov-

ered by the appraisal and inventory
was $389,780,000 and its value at

present is estimated at approximately
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Tacoma Neivs-Tribune

OPENING -THE TUNNEL WOULD HELP
A LOT

^75,000,000, exclusive of the real
estate at 45 Broadway, New' York,
fuel oil stations all over the world,
and ships and drydocks under con-
struction, on which no appraisal value
lias been set. The supplies and ma-
terial available for immediate sale
were bought for $125,000,000, and
their present appraisal value is $35,-
000,000.

Whole towns were also slated to
be sold regardless of cost. Contracts
were signed on Nov. 1 by the Ship-
ping Board through the Emergency
Fleet Corporation to sell about 2,000
houses erected by the Government
during the war for occupancy by the
officers and employes of the ship-
building yards.

Tax Revision Bill

The Senate xm Nov. 8 passed the
tax revision bill after a continuous
session of more than fifteen hours.
The measure then went to conference
between the Senate and the House for
final agreement on the amendments
made by the Senate. The bill passed
the Senate by a vote of 38 to 24. Sen-
ator Broussard of Louisiana was the

only Democrat who supported it,

while Senators LaFollette, Norris and
Moses, Republicans, voted against it.

The soldiers' bonus amendment was
brought forward twice, but was re-

jected both times.

Somewhat unexpectedly, the Senate
adopted an amendment which taxes
gifts that exceed in monetary or
property value $20,000, the purpose
being, it was stated, to check the
practice by which it was possible for
a man to reduce his tax bill by trans-
ferring parts of his taxable property
to members of his family, other per-

sons or institutions. The amendment,
which was offered by Senator Walsh
of Massachusetts, provided for a
graduated tax, beginning with 1 per
cent on gifts between $20,000 and
$50,000, and ending with 25 per cent,

on all gifts that exceed $10,000,000.
Outstanding features of the bill

were provisions for repeal of the ex-

Qess profits tax and of all the trans-

portation taxes on Jan. 1, 1922, and
a reduction of the surtax rate all

along the line, with the maximum
rate reduced from 65 per cent, to 50
per cent.

Railway Rate Decision

A decision of far-reaching import-

ance to railroads, shippers and the

public was handed down by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission on
Oct. 22. The commission not only

directed reduction of freight rates on
certain commodities, but revived a
principle of rate-making believed to

be of greater consequence than any
enunciated for a decade past. The
principle was that the commission,
instead of making its freight rates

applicable to the operating costs of

the railroads, would be guided in fu-

ture by the reasonableness and jus-

tice of freight rates, leaving to the

railroads the readjustment of their

expenses to conform to the income
which the commission's rate-fixing

rulings permitted. The special case

in question involved interstate rates

on grain, grain products and hay
in carload lots between points in

the Western and Mountain-Pacific
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groups of railroads, and the reduc-
tion on the commodities named aver-
aged 16 per cent.

Strike Order Nullified

The threatened strike of railway
employes against the decision of
the Railroad Labor Board reducing
wages, which was scheduled to go
into effect on Oct. 30, was called off

on Oct. 27 after a four-hour confer-

ence of the " Big Five " Brotherhood
heads at Chicago. It had been made
clear by the Labor Board that it

" would deal with the unions with
ungloved hands " in its attempt to

prevent a walkout of the union mem-
bers, and the contest had virtually

narrowed down to one between the
union leaders and the Government it-

self. Under these circumstances, the
leaders felt that a further fight would
be useless.

The resolutions annulling the strike

went extensively into the history of
the controversy, and pointed out that
the " Big Five " groups based the
cancellation of the strike order upon
(1) the assurance given by the rail-

way executives that no carrier would
seek changes in wages of working
schedules except through the legal
agency of the Labor Board, and upon
(2) the policy of the board as enunci-
ated in the memorandum it had
adopted.

That memorandum stated as a
policy that the Labor Board would
not take up for consideration any
request for further wage cuts for any
class of employes until it had fin-

ished with the matter of rules and
working conditions for that class.

The board held that it thus elimi-
nated both contingencies which in-

fluenced the vote to strike against the
July wage cut itself.

Foreign Liquor Barred

In a decision handed down Oct. 21,
Judge Julius M. Mayer of the United
States District Court held that the
transshipment of liquor through the
United States from one country to

another was prohibited by the Eight-

[Amerlcan Cartoon]

—New York Evenimg Mail

IN ONE EAR AND OUT THE OTHER

eenth Amendment and the Volstead
act. The pronouncement of the Court
was in a test case brought by the
Anchor Steamship Line to restrain
George W. Aldridge, Collector of the
Port of New York, and other Govern-
ment officials from interfering with a
shipment of five cases of Scotch
whisky through the Port of New
York. Had Judge Mayer upheld the
contention of the plaintiff company,
it would have been lawful for liquor
originating in Canada, for instance,
to be shipped across the country to
Mexico, and for liquor originating in

Europe to be shipped across the
United States for export from a Pa-
cific Coast port.

Internal Revenue Commissioner
Blair announced in Washington on
Nov. 1 that letters were to be sent to
brewers, advising them that beer al-

ready manufactured and held in stock
could be sold for medical purposes
under the new Treasury regulations.
Sale of this beer, Mr. Blair declared,
could begin at once under the proper
permits. The whole status of this
question was changed a week later,

however, by the passage of the anti-
beer bill by Congress. Details of that
measure will appear in next month's
Current History.



MARSHAL FOCH'S ADDRESS TO THE
AMERICAN LEGION

Full text of the historic speech at Kansas City, in which the greatest living

soldier of France extolled the brave deeds of Americans in Uhe World War

FERDINAND FOCH, Marshal of France,

probably touched the supreme moment
of his visit to the United States when,

on Nov. 1, 1921, he and other distinguished

World War leaders led a parade of 25,000

ex-soldiers of the American Legion through

the streets of Kansas City, Mo., and when,

in reply to a speech of welcome by General

Perishing, he delivered in French the ad-

dres.s which is here ti'anslated:

Officers, non-conimtssioned officers and sol-

diers of the great American Army, my dear

comrades of the American Legion:
I cannot tell you how great is my satisfaction

at finding myself among you, valiant .soldiers of

1918, to live again our glorious memories. Three

years ago, on the first of November, 1918, the

entire American army in France took up vigor-

ously the pursuit of the defeated enemy and did

not halt until the German surrender. Hour of

glory for the American Army, a proper culmina-

tion for a military effort, prodigious alike in its

intensity as in its rapidity. One and all you

have had your share in it. You may well be

proud I

In responding in mass to the call to arms of

your Government, in equipping, training and
organizing yourselves as rapidly as possible, you
had in 'view only the purpose to take your

.

place as soon as possible in the line of battle.

In numbers—Eighteen months after the dec-

laration of war by the United States on Ger-

many the American Army had passed from
effectives of 9,500 officers and 125,000 men to

180,000 officers and 3,500,000 men.
Effort of organization—If, in the month of

March, 1918, you had in France but six divi-

sions, six months later you had forty-one, of

which thirty-one engaged in battle.

Effort in instruction—In order to have officers,

non-commissioned officers and men rapidly

trained, you multiplied in America, as in France,
your schools and camps, which became centres

of prodigJous activity. In order to arm you and
encamp you the American manufactories worked
without respite and supplied all your needs.

Admirable effort also in transportation—You
swept away every obstacle which interferea with
bringing your units from the centres of instruc-

tion to the ports of embarkation. In France,
you improved the ports of debarkation, created
new installations, increased the traffic of the
railroad system by work of all kinds and multi-
plied your store houses and hospitals.

Your shipyards were organized for intensive

production in such a way that when the war
ended you utilized for your ocean transporta-

tion almost four millions of marine tonnage,

instead of 94,000 available at the beginning of

the war. And meanwhile your splendid war
fleet, thanks to its vigilance and its fine mili-

tary qualities, protected, with an efficiency to

which I am happy to pay tribute here, the trans-

portation of your troops and material.

A prodigious effort on the part of your entire

nation's intelligence, will power and energy I A
prodigious effort which has filled your asso-

ciates with admiration and gratitude and con-

founded your enemy !

This splendid spirit of an entire nation we
find again on the battlefields of France, where
it was blazoned in the admirable virtues of

bravery and heroism. It was the spirit of the

Second and Third American Army Divisions

which, one month later, took part in the second

battle of the Marne and distinguished them-
selves immediately in the operations around
Chateau-Thierry and in Belleau Wood. Again
it was the spirit of those five divisions which,

on July 18, participated in the victorious counter-

offensive of the Tenth and Sixth French Armies,

between the Aisne and the Marne, and con-

tributed in great ineasure to that victory.

Finally, it was that spirit which animated
all the American Army when, on July 24, Gen-
eral Pershing formed your splendid units under

his own direct command. On Sept. 12, 1918,

the First American Army delivered its first bat-

tle on the soil of France. It dislodged the

enemy from the St. Mihiel salient, where he had
entrenched himself for nearly four years, and
thr«w him back beyond the foot of the hills

of the Meuse. From the very first the American
Army entered into glory. How many further

laurels was it yet to win?
The St. Mihiel operation was nearly ended

when the American Army attacked on a new
front. On Sept. 25 it was engaged on the right

wing of the vast allied offensive. The point

of direction assigned to it was Meziferes, on

the Meuse. Deployed from the left bank of

the Meuse to the eastern confines of Cham-
pagne, it had three army corps In line on a
front of nearly forty kilometers. Before it

stretched the region of the Argonne, formidable

emplacement of the German defense, a wooded
terrain, rugged, difficult in its very nature,

and rendered more so by all the defensive or-

ganizations which had been accumulated there

during tlie last four years.

Nothing could discourage or check your army.

It threw itself with generous ardor into the

immense mel6e. The task was a rude one, but

it was carried out to a thorough finish. Fight-

ing without respite night and day for a month,

advancing in spite of the pitfalls and the coun-

ter-attacks of the enemy, it succeeded, by pure
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force of tenacity and heroism, in liberatinicr the

wild region of the Argonne. After St. Mlhlel,

it could now inscribe proudly upon its banners
the name of the Argonne I

On the 16th of October this great task was
finished ; it Joined hands with the Fourth
French Army In the defile of Grand Pr6. In

consequence of this, the enemy's resistance was
severely shaken : the moment ha^ arrived to

give him the final blow.
On Nov. 1, just three years ago today, the

Fir-st American Army again attacked and. in

a splendid advance, reached Buzancy, pene-
trating the German line for more than ten kilo-

meters. The enemy this time retired definitely;

the Stars and Stripes at once took up the pur-
suit and, si.x days later, floated victoriously

over the Meuse reconquered. After St. Mlhiel,

after the Aigonne, the American banners now
bore the name of Meuse I In a few months
you had taken 45,000 prisoners and 1,400 can-
non from the enemy.

Gloi-j- to the First American Army!" Glory
also to those of your divisions which, distrib-

uted among the French and British armies, con-

tributed in great measure to the final success,

whether with the Fifth French Army to the

northwest of Rheinis or with the Fourth French
Army, in which they carried, in magnificent
assault, the strong positions of Orfeuilles; or.

again, with the British armies for the capture
of the famous Hindenburg line, or with the

group of armies of Flanders, pursuing the en-
emy on the road to Brussels.

During this time your Second Army impatiently
waited to attack in its turn in the direction of

Metz, which already was stretching her arms
to us for deliverance; but, harassed and de-

feated, the enemy laid down his arms I A sol-

emn hour, which compensated for all the sac-

rifices freely consented to for the cause of

right.

It is you who have made the«e sacrifices.

More than To,000 of your count r>'men were
buried in the soil of France. May they rest In

peace ! Your French brothers in arms watch
over them. Glory to you who survive them
and who enjoy victorious peace I You may
well be proud of your past exploits. Your coun-
try had asked of you to lay low a redoubtable
enemy. You have placed him at your mercy,
and, after having assured every guarantee for

the liberty of our peoples, you have imposed
upon him the peace which our Governments
have dictated. Has not your task been com-
pletely fulfilled?

As for me, the great honor of my life will

be to have guided along tiie road of victory the
American Army of 191S, which was a ival grand
army, beginning with its commander.

ONE REASON WHY THE HAPSBURGS
WISH FOR RESTORATION

A DISPATCH from Paris in September
stated that an American syndicate had

arranged with the Archduke Friediich,

Commander-in-Chief of the Austro-Hun-

garian Armies, for the recovery of his

family's pre-war property from the suc-

cession States which have confiscated it.

If the efforts of such a syndicate should

be successful, it would mean much to the

old Austrian and Hungarian aristocracy,

whose properties, for the most part, are

situated in Slovakia, where the people

are demanding the speeding-up of the Land
Reform measures which are intended to fur-

nish full economic liberation from the old

regime. The property involved had a direct

bearing on the complete failure of ex-

Emperor Charles to regain his throne.

Recent statistics issued by the Czecho-

slovak Minister of Agriculture show how
vast an amount of land was held by the

aristocratic exiles. The following tables

are illuminating. They show the percen-

tage of the total land area held by the aris-

tocracy and by other classes:

CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC
Land

Holding
per Cent.

Aristocracy s.'i

Imperial estates 10
Catholic Church ." 8
People l.T

Communities 12

BOHEMIA. MORAVIA, SILESIA
Aristocracy 71

Imperial estates 3.5

Catholic Church 9

People . . ; !»

Communities 5..".

SLOVAKIA
Aristocracy 3(i

Imperial estates 1(5

Catholic Church (i

People and Communitie.'j 22

Thus it will be seen that the aristocrats

and the former rulers of these countries

held and are trying* still to hold 65 per

cent., 76.5 per cent, and 52 per cent, of all

the lands. Thirty-thi-ed noblemen in Bo-

hemia hold 846,000 hectares of the soil,

which is one-sixth of all Bohemia. And it

is the best and richest soil; the poorest soil

is held by the people and the communities.



OUR PART IN THE STRATEGY
OF THE WORLD WAR

By Thomas G. Frothingham
Captain United States Reserves

War effort of the United States defined by an expert as the

furnishing of a reinforcement against a contained enemy at a well-

defined crisis^ thus adding a sudden definite element to the

strength of the Entente—The task faced by our armies in France

ANY ONE attempting to estimate
the influence of the United

• States upon the World War
should first of all realize that America
became a part of a military situation

which differed from any that had
gone before. In the history of the

strategy of the v»-ar che United
States will be given its place as pro-

viding a reinforcement against a con-

tained enemy at a well-defined crisis.

For this reason, in any true narrative
of the war, the effort of America must
be described as a separate strategic

factor. That our nation's service

should stand out in this way does not
imply undue praise, nor any compari-
son with the continued efforts of the
Entente Allies. It simply means that

the function of the United States

must be characterized a? a thing
apart, as will become evident in re-

viewing the strategy of the war.

In 1914 .the supposedly infallible

German superman was not long in

showing ordinary human lack of un-
derstanding the initial strategic

problem of Germany, and this soon
neutralized the results of long years
of German preparation. For Ger-
many, at the outset, there existed an
advantageous strategic situation that
was thought to be a sure promise of
victory. The Teutonic allies pos-
sessed a central and concentrated po-
sition against separated antagonists.
This was the result of events in pre-
ceding years, as Russia had been shut
off from Great Britain and France.
With this established condition

—

that their enemies would be separated
—the Germans were enabled to plan

to attack the Entente Allies in detail

—first France, then Russia. This
was the strategy of the German Gen-
eral Staff, and it was to be carried out
by the Schlieffen plan of war "on
two fronts." * This plan had been de-

termined years in advanace, and it

hg,d been elaborated with rigidly fixed
detailsr to the exclusion of all other
solutions. Its strategy obsessed the
Germans. It was the product of the
hierarchy of Clausewitz, Moltke, and
Schlieffen—and that it would fail was
thought impossible.

Of this German plan of war, it

should be stated at once that it vio-

lated a fundamental of warfare, in

that it was essentially a military
plan and neglected to make full use
of the navy arm. Admiral Tirpitz
unqualifiedly says that the navy's
plan of operations " had not been ar-
ranged in advance with the army."
For the Germans to allow themselves
to be absorbed in this military plan
was an error, but at the outbreak of
war German strategy must be studied
as restricted to the Schlieffen mili-

tary plan—to overwhelm France by
" forcing a speedy decision," while
Russia was to be contained.
The elaborate encircling movement

through Belgium, to which the Ger-
man General Staff had thus commit-
ted the powerful German armies,
failed to produce the essential result

of imposing these German armies in

Bethmann Hollweg.
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destructive contact upon the allied

armies, until after- the Allies had
gathered sufficient force to fight an
equal battle—and, in the words of
Falkenhayn, " the intention of forc-

ing a speedy decision, which had
hitherto been the foundation of the
German plan of campaign, had
failed." At the same time the Cen-
tral Powers had failed to contain the
Russians.

Situation After the Marne

Consequently the middle of Septem-
ber, 1914, saw the failure of German
strategy to win decisive results with
the great forces that had been pre-
pared through so many years. The
Moltke regime was ended, though this

fact was kept secret to prevent
" further ostensible proof of the com-
pleteness of the victory obtained on
the Marne."* Then and there the
decision was forced that the World
War was not to be a quick, over-
whelming victory won by Germany's
long-prepared military strength. Not
only had the perfected strategy of the
Schlieffen school failed to win the
victory which had been thought cer-

tain, but also great harm had been
done to the prospects of Germany by
the moral effect of the invasion of
Belgium. Moral forces are of actual
strategic value in war—and there is

no question of the fact that the viola-

tion of Belgiumt arrayed strong
moral forces against Germany.

By this defeat of the German war
plan of 1914 a complete change had
been brought about in the strategic
situation. The Central Powers had
quickly lost the offensive, and mili-

tary events had already shaped the
war into a new form—a long, pro-
tracted struggle to gather strength
enough for one side or the other to
force a decision.

The initial blow of the carefully
prepared strength of Germany had
failed, but its great proportions had
already fixed the scale of the war at

Falkenhayn.
+" Our preatPst flisastcr : the German entry

Into Belgrium "—Count Czernln, " In the World
War."

a magnitude undreamed before. There
were about two million and a quar-
ter men engaged in the Battle of the
Marne. At the Battle of Leipsic, the
" Battle of the Nations," the culmi-
nation of the forces evoked by the
Napoleonic wars, the number of
troops of all armies was 430.000.
(Battle of Leipsic, Oct. 16-19, 1813.)
It had taken many years de-
voted to the production of armies to
furnish the numbers at Leipsic, and
that was a decisive battle resulting
in the overthrow of Napoleon. In
1914, a few short weeks formed
arrnies of many times this number,
facing one another with no possi-
bility of an immediate decision.

From this time the war became an
unending effort to maintain and
strengthen these huge armies in the
long struggle which followed, each
side attempting to gain a superiority
that would win a decision, and all the
warring nations involved in expendi-
tures that were unprecedented. As
soon as the war reached this stage
the influence of sea power began to
have an effect. Armies on the bat-
tlefields maintain their positions by
being replenished with men and sup-
plied with material. Even where re-
cruits do not have to be transported
by sea, the sea is the one greatest
means of moving supplies, and the
nation cut off from the sea has always
sooner or later felt the results of this
deprivation.

This was the case with Germany
in the World War. The Germans had
failed to win the quick decision which
they had thought would surely be ob-

tained by their armies alone. After
this failure, throughout the war, the
central allies were to feel more and
more the ill effects of the control of
the sea by their enemies. The stra-
tegic situation brought about thus
early in the war by sea power should
always remain in the mind of the
student of the history of the World
War—and the foundation of this
power lay in the British Navy. It

meant that the Entente Allies pos-
sessed the waterways of the world as
secure means of transporting men
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and supplies, to maintain their ar-

mies, their peoples and their indus-

tries. It also meant that the Central
Powers were shut off from the use
of these invaluable means of carry-

ing on the war.

German Military Strength

Yet, in spite of the relentless pres-

sure of sea power upon the Central

Powers, the military preparations of

Germany had developed so great a
strength that for three years the war
remained a desperate struggle, with
nach of the great nations of the En-
tente suffering the constant strain of

maintaining the contest. The year
1917 ended with Russia in military
collapse, and the Italian armies so

shattered that they had become a
drain upon Britain and France, at a
time when the British and French
armies had been woefully depleted by
the losses in the battles of 1917 on
the western front.

It was true that the Central Pow-
ers had failed to win their expected
decision through unrestricted sub-
marine warfare, but the beginning of

1918 found them enabled to concen-
trate the full German strength upon
the western front, without any dan-
ger of a diversion elsewhere, as Rus-
sia had been put out of the war and
the Italians could not undertake an
early offensive. This ability to move
troops from the east gave the Ger-
mans an actual superiority in num-
bers,* as the British and French re-

sources in man-power had been
drained in the costly and unsuccess-
ful battles of 1917 to such an extent

that it had become a hard task to

fill the ranks of the British and
French armies. There was no hope
of an increase to offset the German
reinforcements from the east.t

Holding this assured superiority,^

*" Numerically we had never been so strong
in comparison witli our enemies."—Ludendorff.

t" Allied resources in man-power at home
were low and there was little prospect of in-

creasing their armed strength."—General Per-
shing.

t" When on March 21, 1918, the German army
on the western front began its series of offen-
sives, it was by far the most formidable force
the world has ever seen."—General Pershing.

the Germans were able to plan their
great offensive in 1918 without any
danger of counterattacks. Luden-
dorff had become the controlling
power in the German General Staff.
His strategy was •a, return to the)

direct methods of concentration of
forces against a chosen point of at-
tack, and new tactics had been de-
vised by which many divisions were
grouped against the chosen point, in-
suring successive streams of troops
which infiltrated the enemy positions
and dislocated the defenders.
These new tactics were surpris-

ingly effective against the Allies, and
at the beginning of July, 1918, this
formidable German offensive, in a
series of overwhelming attacks, had
so smashed and dislocated the allied

armies, even after they had at last

been united under the command of
Foch, that it is difficult to see how
the situation could have Deen saved
except by a strong reinforcement for
the Allies, and this could be furnish-
ed only by the American troops. To
define this critical military situation
explicitly, it is only necessary to
quote the following statement of the
Versailles Conference, June 12, 1918

:

General Foch has presented to us a state-
ment of the utmost gravity * * * as
there is no possibility of the British and
French increasing the numbers of their di-

* * * there is a great danger
of the war being lost unless the numerical
inferiority of the Allies can be remedied as
rapidly as possible by the advent of Amer-
ican troops. * * * We are satisfied that
General Foch * * * jg not overestimat-
ing the needs of the case. * * *

D. LLOYD GEORGE.
CLEMENCEAU.
ORLANDO.

It is not often in history that a
crisis has been put on record in such
unmistakable terms by the highest
authority, and it is a matter for
thanksgiving that the United States
was able to provide the reinforcement
needed at this time.

Task of United States

There is no longer any question of
the fact that the German Headquar-
ters made their calculation that it

was utterly out of the question for
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the United States to exert any physi-
cal force upon the war.* The Ger-
man leaders had on occasions yielded

to keep us out of the war—to avoid
having our resources at the service of

the Allies—but the Germans applied
their own formulas to our nation,

and, following these, it was held a
military impossibility for an ade-

quate American army to appear upon
the fighting front. It must also be
said that this was the prevailing
opinion among European military ex-

perts of all countriest and f:*om the
European point of view a military
impossibility was accomplished when
our troops performed their part in

the war.
Our strategic problem was an

operation against a contained enemy
with the great advantage for us of
freedom from danger of being at-

tacked. But it v/as complicated by
the condition that transportation
overseas, which would normally have
been provided by allied shipping, had
been impaired by the submarines to

so great an extent that we were com-
pelled to provide a large share of the
transportation ourselves. The sub-
marine menace, and its diversion of

allied naval forces, also made it im-
perative for us to provide a great
proportion of the necessary naval
protection. There was the added
urgent necessity of haste, or the war
would be lost.t

This crisis demanded an effort on

•" Would she appear in time to snatch the
victor's laurels from our brows? That, and that
only, was the decisive question ! I believed I

could answer it in the negative."—Hindenburg.

t" Joffre, in an interview with the 5?ecretar>'
of War in May, 1017, said that 400,000 would be
our limit, and that one French port would be
sufficient to receive them."—Admiral Cleaves.
" History of the Cruiser and Transport Force."

t" The Allies are very weak and we must
come to their aid this year, 1918. The year after
may be too late."—General Pershing, lftl7.

the part of the United States that
would comprise: Raising and train-
ing an army; transporting a great
part of that army overseas

;
providing

supplies and transporting them over-
seas ;

giving naval protection
;
provid-

ing terminals and bases overseas to

receive and handle the troops and
supplies. All this must be done in

haste, and at the outset on the vast
scale set by the unprecedented de-
mands of the World War. There was
no time for the gradual development
of forces.

This was the task which the
United States must perform in a race
with an emergency. It is needless
to point out that this service of
America necessarily implied intensive

effort for a short time, and the func-
tion of the United States in the strat-

egy of the war differed in this re-

spect from that of any nation of the
Entente. This service was accom-
plished by giving and taking material
and munitions, but in a strategic

sense the force exerted by America
should be looked upon as a sudden
definite element added to the strength
of the Entente. Consequently the
effort of the United States must be
treated as an episode by itself in the
strategy of the war.
As has been said, this condition

implies that the account of the Amer-
ican effort must stand out, in a way,
in any history of the strategy of the
World War. On the other hand, the
services of Great Britain and France
comprise the history of the whole
war, as they are intertwined with its

events from the beginning to the end.

The fact that America had its own
important part, which must be told

en bloc, does not mean any compari-
son with the long ordeals of effort

which extended throughout the war.



THE FUTURE OF POISON GAS
By Brig. Gen. Amos A. Fries, U. S. A.

Revolution in war methods due to the use of poison gas on the

battlefields of France—How the nations now face a new set of

problems in defensive warfare—A step toward world peace

Introductory Note by Carl W. Ackerman.

Contrary to the accepted view, Germany
did not discover poison gas or " invent

"

chemical warfare. Although the German
Army was the first to use poisonous and
suffocating gases during the World War,
history credits the Spartans with the dis-

covery of this " new agency of warfare."
More than 2,300 years ago they saturated
wood with pitch and sulphur, and burned it

under the walls of Plataea and Belium.
Furthermore, in 1855, a British Admiral,
Lord Dundonald, suggested to Lord Pal-
merston that the British use the fumes of
sulphur from Sicily in attacking Sebasto-
pol. The publication of Lord Dundonald's
reports in 1908 is said to have given the
German military leaders the idea of utiliz-

ing poisonous gases in a European war.

Fron7 the time of the first gas attack
upon the Canadians until the close of the
war, chemical warfare had progressed so
rapidly that in the American Army alone
4,066 commissioned officers and 44.615 en-
listed men were assigned to this branch of
the service. Military experts state today
that when the armistice was signed the
war was 55 per cent, chemical. Twenty-
eight different chemicals were being used
by the belligei-ents and sixteen combina-
tions of poisons, making a total of forty-
four varieties of poisonous and suffocating
gases. Of this number the Germans used
seventeen, the French thirteen, the British
six and our own army five different kinds
of gases, not to mention TNT and " com-
mon smoke " used in smoke screens.

When it is recalled that in one. night
alone, late in the war, 50,000 gas shells
were fired into Nieuport, some containing
as much as three gallons of mustard gas,
it is possible to realize the extent to which
poisonous gases will be used in a future
war. During the brief period we were in
the war the United States manufactured
22,257,070 pounds of poison gas, including
over 5,000,000 pounds of liquid chlorine and
another 5,000,000 of chloropicrin. Of this
amount we shipped in bulk 8,556,000
pounds to France, and among the 400,000
gas shells received by the Chemical War-
fare Service in France from this country
" not a single leaky shell " was found.

The United States is today experimenting
on a large scale with poison gases. These
experiments take in every phase of warfare,

because chemical warfare is the most uni-
versal of all methods of waging war.

England, Italy, France and Japan, all

realizing the possibilities of future uses of

gases obtained from coal-tar products, have
protected their own chemical industries

from German dumping, and are experi-
menting and studying on a large scale the
" new agencies of warfare," which, as is

poiftted out in the following article by Brig-
Gen. Fries, are r«Tolutionizing armaments
and methods of offense and defense in war.

Brig. Gen. Fries is the leading authority in

the United States on poison gas. In August,
1917, he v/as made chief of the Chemical
Warfare Service of the United States Army
in France. He made our chemical warfare
service what it is today, and he is still di-

recting this branch of the service for the

War Department in Washington. He is the

co-author with Major Clarence J. West of
" Chemical Warfare," the first authorita-

tive book on the subject of poison gas to

be published in the United States.

WAR is today at the beginning of

a complete change in arma-
ment. New forces discovered

m coal-tar products and the applica-

tion of these to military and naval

strategy have produced new agencies

of warfare which are causing a revo-

lution in armaments.

Greater progress has been made
since the close of the war in perfect-

ing and devoloping poison gas bombs
than any nation foresaw three years

ago. Poison gas, in this very brief

period of time, has become the big-

gest potential military and naval prob-

lem of the world, and some of its

future possibilities were indicated

by the recent bombing tests off the

Atlantic coast. These tests demon-
strated that our coasts are almost im-
pregnable against a foreign enemy
who has to cross the ocean. If bombs
containing poison gases can be
dropped from airplanes upon or
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around enemy warships, if submarines
can lay mines containing gases, and
if gases in solid form, which will burn
on water as well as on land, can be
utilized to protect our coasts, chemi-
cal warfare is bound to have a great
influence upon our methods of de-

fense.

The most expensive forms of arma-
ment are those most readily visible.

Thus battleships, huge guns carried
on railroad mounts, permanent forti-

fications, submarines, airplanes and
numbers of soldiers themselves, are
items that cannot be maintained or
developed secretly in peace. All are
subject to easy inspection, which will

at once reveal whether or not a nation
is keeping its agreement. But limi-

tation of armament is not disarma-
ment, nor is it necessarily abolition of
war. Expensive and easily visible

items of armament may be kept down,
but preparation, which is really a
part of the peace life of a nation, can
be neither successfully supervised nor
repressed.

It is true that chemical warfare
materials as well as high explosives,

being so fundamentally bound up
with the synthetic organic chemical
industry, present at once the most
difficult method of 'preparation to

supervise, and the cheapest and most
effective for defense. Indeed, the

outstanding result of the bombing
tests carried on during the last year
has been the realization that the de-

fense of the seacoast against an
enemy that must cross the ocean has
become immeasurably strengthened.

The New Warfare

For nearly forty years it has been
realized that the battleship could not

successfully cope with the gun on
shore. In order to keep those battle-

ships at a distance, fortifications

were built on the most seaward points

of land in order to keep ships from
shelling harbors and cities. In those

days fleets contemplated and prac-

ticed the " run-by." The " run-by
"

was simply what Farragut did at

New Orleans when he steamed his

vessels past the fortifications below

that city. Today such an attempt
would be suicidal. With submarines
and bombing planes inside harbors,
the defender of a port, could ask for
nothing better than that enemy ships 1

should come inside.

Prior to the World War the sub-
marine had already made the old-

fashioned blockade of a port impos-
sible. Today and in the future, with
the submarine augmented by the air-

plane and chemical warfare mate-
rials, fleets cannot approach a coast
with safety at all unless they can
carry sufficient airplanes to over-
come the land air force. This means
that war is today at the beginning of
a great change in armament. The
limitation of armaments will but
hasten that change—a change which
war would in time itself produce.

That the change will not take place
at once is proved by the battle of the
Monitor and Merrimac on March 8,

1862, which doomed at once and for-
ever the wooden ship. The single
gun of the Monitor, with its protec-
tion of steel and all-round fire from a
turret, was more than a match for the
140 guns of the great wooden battle-
ship of that day. And yet it was
twenty-five years or more before the
last of the wooden ships disappeared
from the sea. The change in the pres-
ent instance will come faster, but
even then we shall probably have the
mingling of the ancient and the mod-
ern for a decade and more to come.
The last year has seen also the ab-

solute triumph of the most scientific

nations over the savage, through the
development of chemical warfare and
aviation. No longer can an uprising
in anj^ country on the globe amount to

anything unless those in control of it

are supplied with the necessary avia-

tion and chemical warfare materials.

It may now be said that the devel-

opment of aviation and chemical war-
fare materials has made defense of
the homeland cheaper and easier.

Particularly is this true of a country
separated from other powerful coun-
tries by water. With the realization

of this power of defense has come
also the realization that great mili-
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tary power in the future will be meas-
ured far less by numbers of soldiers

than in the past. The nation which
has a coal supply sufficient to furnish
power and coal, tar products can
make all the high explosives and war
gases needed, or that can be used, by
any nation. With the development
of an air service she can with com-
paratively small numbers of men de-

fend her shores against any enemy.

Chemistry in Future Wars

The last year has been remarkable
for the growth of understanding of

the fundamental importance of chem-
istry in peace and war. With this has
come a realization that the activities

of peace and those of war are no
longer capable of complete segrega-
tion.

The war of today and of the future
will involve every activity of a nation
and of every inhabitant of that na-
tion. The development of sanitation
and preventive medicine, which has
made possible the continual growth
of great cities, has made possible also

the maintenance in the field of num-
bers of men limited only by the man
power of nations.

Although some of the chemicals de-

veloped for use in war prior to the
armistice have been made known to

the world, a number of others have
not. Every nation of first-class im-
portance, moreover, has continued to

pursue the study of chemical war-
fare. These studies will continue,

and we must expect that new gases,

new methods of turning them loose

and new tactical uses will be devel-

oped. Gas is the only substance used
in war which can be counted upon
to do its work as efficiently at night
as in the daytime. Chemical warfare
has come to stay, and just in propor-
tion as the United States gives chemi-
cal warfare its proper place in its mil-

itary establishment, just in that pro-
portion will the ITnited States be
ready to meet any or all comers in the
future, for the United States has in-

comparable resources in the shape of
crude materials that are necessary in
the manufacture of gases.

So long as wars were carried on
solely by men trained in peace for
that purpose—in other words, by a
standing army—definite rules of
warfare could be enforced. In other
words, so long as the numbers of each
nation not engaged in a war were
much larger than the forces engaged,
there was a sufficient force to make
armies live up more or less well to

fixed rules of carrying on warfare.
When, however, whole nations became
involved in war, and the fate of the
entire nation hung in the balance, it

became evident to thoughtful men
that no set rules of warfare could be
guaranteed. In other words, a nation
fighting for its life will use any means
that offer a chance to win.

This must be accepted as funda-
mental and axiom.atic, and all plans
for future defense should be based
thereon.* Thus, no method of war-
fare that promises results can be abol-

,
ished by agreement, unless all warfare
can be so abolished. The last year,

however, has been remarkable for the
growth of feeling that the burden of

preparation for war is too great, and
with the growth of that opinion has
come the feeling that expensive forms
of armament might safely be reduced
by agreement.

War is like dueling. So long as it

was a safe sport for Kings, noble-

men and statesmen to engage in, duel-

ing prospered. So long as the lead-

ers of nations could carry on wars
for years without harm to themselves,

war was a sport. But today, with the

development of chemical bombs and
airplanes, no statesman or ruler is

any more immune from attack than

*An English authority, Majoi- Victor Lefebure,
in a book called "The Riddle of the Rhine:
Chemical Strategy in Peace and War." treats
the same subject, and reaches practically the
same conclusions. Poi.son gas" as a powerful
militaiy weapon, he intimates, has come to stay,

and will tend to revolutionize all future inter-

national warfare. He studi.-^s the use the Ger-
mans made of it in France, showing the ad-
vantage it gave them with the great chemical
equipment which they had ready at hand, until

the Allies, caught unprepared, were able to
establish chemical plants for the same purpose.
In the March offensive of 1018 German guns
fired more than HO per cent, of gas and war
chemicals, which they got mainly from the
great Essen works, still the world power in
chemical enterprise.
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a private soldier. The one thing that
killed dueling in the United Spates
was not public sentiment, but fear on
the part of combatants. A gentle-
man who thought his honor was im-
peached challenged another to a duel.

Being challenged, the second party
had the right to choose weapons, time,
place and conditions. He selected

butcher knives, a dark room with all

doors locked—and the duel was never
fought. So it will be with chemical
bombs. They have not only made
coasts impregnable, but they have

vastly decreased the possibilities of
another long war.
Every development of science that

makes warfare more universal and
more scientific makes for permanent
peace by making war intolerable ; and
I, for one, believe that all nations
should be given to understand that
if we are forced into a war we shall

use every known chemical method of
warfare against hostile forces wher-
ever they are located. That would be
our permanent guarantee against
attack.

COST OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

How much does the League of Nations

cost? A recent report by Sir Rennell

Rodd, an active member of the League
Finance Committee, gives authoritative in-

formation on this subject.

The estimated cost of the League for 1922

was to have been 23,768,846 gold francs (21

gold francs equal £1 gold, or $5). Of this

sum Great Britain and France were to have

paid 2,291,242 francs each. The estimated

total was cut down subsequently to 20,758,-

945 gold francs, of which 6,135,610 go to

the International Labor Bureau. Thus the

quota of each member State was reduced

by 18 per cent. This was tidings of great

joy to some of the smaller States, on whom
the cost of the League has weighed heavily;

States like Poland, which complained that

its quota was one-third of what it spends

on its foreign office; or Salvador, which
has paid nothing so far, on the plea of
" Non possumus !

" The delegates of various

nations have further complained bitterly of

the high cost of living in Geneva, which

makes all Conference sojourns unreasonably
expensive. Unfortunately, the League has

bought, not rented, the former Hotel Na-
tional in Geneva, and the loss by sale and
removed would be considerable.

There has also been criticism of the high

salaries paid the League officials. These

salaries were fixed on the basis of the Brit-

ish Civil Service. Italy has pointed out

that there are secondary officials of the

League who get more than the 25,000 lire

which Signor Giolitti received as salary for

governing Italy! The salary of Sir Eric

Drummond, Permanent Secretary of the

Council of the League, was cut from 84,000

gold francs—£4,000 plus £6,000 for repre-

sentation expense—to £6,500 by reducing

the representation expenses. A reduction

in printing estimates was also made. The
printing cost for -1921 was 250,000 gold

francs; it was estimated at 415,000 for

1922, and was cut to 311,250 francs. Extra-

expensive meetings at far distant points

like Barcelona and San Sebastian will prob-

ably not occur again. The contemplated

opening of a branch League Office in South

America will also reduce the hitherto heavy
cable costs.



GROWTH OF THE CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY

By Charles Frederick Carter

Remarkable results of the World War in creating a vast new
business in the United States—Our manufacture of chemicals

and dyes increased 2^7 per cent, in five years—How former

German plants are contributing to American enterprise

GRANTING that Jonah's gourd
grew as fast as has been al-

leged, its achievement must still

seem tame when com.pared with the
remarkable development of the
American chemical industry in recent
years. According to Census Bureau
figures, the aggregate value of prod-
ucts manufactured by the chemical
industry of the United States in 1919
was $694,643,000 as compared with
$200,195,800 in 1914, an increase of
247 per cent, in five years.

Such statistics take a part of the
sting out of memories of our late

abject dependence on Germany for
dyes and chemicals. It was only
seven years ago that Germany's pro-
duction of dyes, drugs and the like

was more than twice that of all the
rest of the world and more than
twenty-one times that of the United
States, a nation with a population
approximately 50 per cent, larger
than that of Germany. And it does
help forget that dole of dyes conde-
scendingly delivered by submarine

and accepted with due humility in

1916, to learn that our exports of
dyes increased from a paltry $400,000
in 1914 to $29,823,591 in 1920, which
was nearly double the 1919 figure.

While on the subject of dyes, the
fact rnay be mentioned that in the
calendar year 1920 eighty-two manu-
facturers reported a total production
of 88,263,776 pounds of dyes valued
at $95,613,749. This quantity rep-

resents an increase of 40 per cent,

over 1919 and exceeds the imports of
1914 by 92 per cent. The dyes used
in large quantities were made in

amounts sufficient to supply Amer-
ican needs. A number of these dyes
were made in considerable excess of
our needs and so were exported, as
already related. An interesting fea-

ture of the year was the production
of 18,178,231 pounds of indigovalued
at $13,497,981. This quantity exceeds
by 105 per cent, the production of
1919 and is 116 per cent, greater than
the importation in 1914.

Synthetic tanning materials pro-

The value of the chemical products of the United States In
1919 was nearly three and a half times that of 1914

The exports of dyes from the United States
ill 1920 were nearly seventy-five times as

great as those of 1014
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duced in 1920 totaled 3,142,861
pounds, a marked increase over 1919.
Synthetic tans made by the condensa-
tion of certain coal-tar derivatives
with formaldehyde in the presence
of an acid are of recent development.
The large expansion in this new
branch of the coal-tar chemical in-

dustry is one of the conspicuous
events of 1920.

The output of coal-tar medicinals in

1920 was 5,184,989 pounds valued at
$5,726,776. The production of coal-

tar flavors and perfumes in 1920 was
99,740 pounds, valued at $332,008, a
gain of 138 per cent, over 1919, while
the variety produced was increased
from 24 to 41. Perhaps these figures
may suffice to visualize the reality of
the material development of our new
chemical industry. Unfortunately,
during 1921 the chemical industry
slowed down in sympathy with other
business.

Progress in Research

Still more gratifying is the discov-
ery that growth has been scientific

as well as financial, intellectual as
much as material. Dr. John E.
Teeple, Chairman of the New York
Section of the American Chemical
Society, in the course of an address
at the sixty-second meeting of the
society in September, said:

We are gradually mastering Nature.
New products are coming so fast we can
scarcely keep abi-east even of the records
of their discoveries. It is a very great
privilege to have a part in this work of
mastery. * * * Our brothers in science
and its application, the physicists and the
engineers, can do wonderful things in the
erection of buildings, bridges, railroads,
telegraphs and other means of locomotion
and communication, but their hands fall to

their sides unless chemists can furnish ma-
terials of construction necessary, the iron
and steels of many kinds, the alloys and
the other metals of various kinds. No one
of these exists in Nature in a form suitable
for use. In every case we must take some-
thing that Nature furnishes and transform
it by chemical process into something else
which is suitable for construction "material.

Yet only two years ago Dr. J. R.
Angell, then Chairman of the Na-
tional Research Council, declared that

" Research in industry is astonish-
ingly backward (in America) as com-
pared with Germany and even with
England." The good doctor spoke in

the present tense probably because he
did not have the heart to refer to the
dark ages of American chemistry.

Although a few great corporations
had signified their appreciation of
the importance of chemistry by estab-
lishing laboratories for the control of
processes and for research to improve
their products before the war, the
mobilization of two thousand Amer-
ican chemists at the Government ex-
periment station in Washington by
the Chemical Warfare Service when
America entered the war may be said
to have marked the real beginning of
our chemical industry. The rate of
progress now should satisfy even Dr.
Angell.

Yale University, of which Dr.
Angell is now the head, is building a
chemical laboratory to cost $3,-

500,000, which will be the " finest in

the world," if that overworked su-
perlative conveys any meaning.
Yale is also establishing chairs of re-

search which will be free from the
labor of teaching. Harvard and
Princeton are following suit by ex-
tending materially their activities in
chemistry. Cornell has appropriated
$500,000 for a chemical laboratory.
Altogether American universities in

1921 appropriated more than $30,-

000,000 to promote the study of chem-
istry. Leland Stanford LFniversity

has an endowment for research
studies in the chemistry of food.

The Carnegie Foundation has made
a grant of $5,000,000 for a building
and an endowment for the National
Research Council. The Rockefeller
Foundation has made a grant of
$500,000 to be expended within five

years to promote fundamental re-

search in physics and chemistry at
educational institutions in the United
States and to found fifteen or twenty
research fellowships. A philan-
thropist as yet unnamed has an-
nounced his intention of establishing
an institution to insure proper re-

search in plant life.
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On this showing the outlook for the
future of the American chemical in-

dustry would appear to be encourag-
ing.

To return to the present, the Amer-
ican Chemical Society has 15,000
members holding regular meetings in

fifty-five local sections scattered
throughout the country. The Chem-
ists' Club, although a New York cor-

poration, is national in scope. In
1898 it had 89 members ; today it has
1,800. It is housed in a fine building
of its own in a desirable location.

Germany's Unwilling Aid

More potent for progress than any
other organization is " The Chemical
Foundation," through which Ger-
many, however unwillingly, is mak-
ing reparation to the United States.

To understand this it is necessary
again to refer to the war, from which
everything in chemistry seems to

date.

It seems that various investigating
agencies of the American Govern-
ment disclosed the fact that the
chemical industry, being then in the
hands of Germans, was a natural
centre for espionage, propaganda and
direct governmental activity during
the early period of the war. To cite

a single example, representatives of
German dye houses working with
representatives of their Government
were completely successful for a time
in efforts to prevent the use of Amer-
ican-made phenol in the manufacture
of explosives.

The result of this discovery was
the seizure by the Alien Property
Custodian of all German dye and
chemical patents, numbering approxi-
mately 4,-500, and covering a very
wide field, the classification includ-
ing metallurgy, fertilizers, fixation of
nitrogen, hydrogenization of oils and
many other things.
At the suggestion of the Alien

Property Custodian a Delaware cor-

poration called " The Chemical Foun-
dation " was formed by members of
the American Dyes Institute, the
American Manufacturing Chemists
Association and others engaged in

various branches of the chemical in-

dustries, to buy from the Alien Prop-
erty Custodian and hold for the chem-
ical industries and the country at
large the German-owned United
States Chemical and allied patents
which he had taken over under the
Trading with the Enemy act. The
foundation is capitalized at $500,000,
of which $400,000 is preferred and
$100,000 common stock, only the lat-

ter having voting power. Ihe pre-
ferred stock is to be redeemed at the
pleasure of the Board of Directors
whenever the accumulated surplus
amounts to 100 per cent, of the issue.

Dividends are limited to 6 per cent.

The common stock is issued under
an agreement to deposit it in a voting
trust which is to continue to Jan. 1,

1936. In order to render it certain
that the control of the foundation can
never be vested in any small group
of interested parties, the stock is be-
ing distributed as widely as possible
among the chemical and allied indus-
tries, no one subscriber being allowed
to hold more than two shares, or pos-
sibly only one.

Having taken all possible precau-
tions against a monopoly under any
of these former German patents, the
foundation issues non-exclusive li-

censes under them on reasonable and
equal terms to manufacturers whose
Americanism and competence are un-
questioned. It will also prosecute
any who may attempt to import any
infringing product. As many of the
seized patents are for products, the
foundation should be able to exclude
infringing goods from any source
whatever and should thus be able to

give at least a partial protection to

the young American dye industry.

Chemical Foundation's Work

In addition to the patents the
enemy trademarks taken over have
also been sold to the foundation ; and
American manufacturers will be li-

censed to use them, provided it shall

appear upon examination by the
foundation that the goods to which
the trademarks are attached are equal
or superior to those of the original
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owner. Such trademarks thus be-
come a guarantee of quality furnished
by an impartial bodj*, and thus give
American manufacturers an impor-
tant advantage over foreign compet-
itors. The foundation also pur-
chased from the Custodian the Ger-
man copyrights covering some of the
indispensable literature of science,

thus rendering vastly more accessible

than at present many of the necessary
scientific publications. The founda-
tion also has power under its charter
to purchase new patents, a provision
which should stimulate chemical in-

vention. It will also be a feature
valuable to the public at large, as all

inventions purchased will be available

for immediate use by any suitable

manufacturer, and cannot be sup-
pressed.

The chief usefulness of the Chemi-
cal Foundation is expected to be as a
centre of research. After the pre-

ferred stock has been redeemed and
the nominal dividend of 6 per cent,

has been paid on the common stock,

the free net earnings are to be devoted
to the development and advancement
of chemistry and allied sciences in

the useful arts and manufactures of
the United States. It is expected
that a considerable income will thus
become available for research. The
foundation will be in a position to

bring about in America the co-opei'a-

tion between the laboratories of the
universities and those of the dye
works as close as that which accom-
plished so much in Germany. By
taking a laboratory census of the
country, a thing never before at-

tempted, the foundation will be able

to create a bureau of information
where any scientist at the start of an
important research may be able to

ascertain where the facilities he needs
are obtainable and what institution

has already made progress along simi-

lar lines. The bureau should also

be able to bring together those who
wish to undertake, and those who are
interested, in such researches. These
activities will furnish valuable aid in

what is perhaps the most important
work before the country, namely, the

advancement of chemical science in
the industries, and particularly in
medicine.
One of the most important events

of 1921 in the chemical industry was
the completion of a large plant at
Syracuse for the fixation of nitrogen
from the atmosphere by the Haber
process, which was one of the patents
referred to as having been seized by
the Alien Property Custodian and
sold fo the Chemical Foundation.

Great Corporations

A significant development from
conditions indicated in the foregoing
was the formation early in the year
of the Allied Chemical and Dye Cor-
poration by the consolidation of five
leading chemical corporations of the
United States having an aggregate
authorized capitalization of $159,-
000,000, which is equivalent to 40 per
cent, of the capitalization of the gi-

gantic German cartel, embracing the
entire chemical industry of the late

unlamented empire, built up by many
years of effort for the purpose of
dominating the chemical trade of
the world. The new combination,
through its constituent com.panies,
covers the entire field of coal-tar
products from the mine to finished
dyes, drugs and other chemicals.
This combination being the first real-

ly big one in a field which has so
recently won recognition, a few facts

about its constituent companies may
be of interest.

The Barrett Company of New Jer-
sey has an authorized capitalization

of $37,500,000. It has 40 plants cov-
ering an area of 314 acres on which
there are 574 buildings, giving em-
ployment to 7,000. Its products in-

clude roofing and building paper,
roofing and paving pitch, tarvia, car-

bolic acid, benzol, naphtha and all

coal-tar derivatives.
The General Chemical Company,

with an authorized capitalization of

$40,000,000, manufactures heavy
chemicals and groceries in a number
of plants scattered from Bayonne,
N. J., to Bay Point, Cal.

The National Aniline and Chemical
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Company, with an authorized capital-

ization of $25,500,000, in numerous
plants from Brooklyn to Buffalo

—

one of which is the largest aniline

factory in the country—covers the
entire process of converting coal into

dyes and drugs. The Semet-Solvay
Company, with an authorized capital-

ization of $20,000,000, manufactures
—in addition to gas—acids, explo-

sives and chemicals, iron, steel, coke,

copper and lumber.
The Solvay Process Company, with

a capital of $36,000,000, makes soda
and alkalis and their by-products, and
operates by-product coke ovens. One
feature not without interest in con-

nection with these big chemical cor-

porations is that they have become
addicted to the dividend-paying habit,

rates in some instances being 20 per
cent. To forestall misunderstanding
the fact should be mentioned that the
five concerns named, comprising the
first big combination, are by no
means the only important ones among
the 1,274 chemical establishments
listed by the Census Bureau in 1919.

There are many big concerns—such
as the Newport Chemical Works,
with an enormous plant near Milwau-
kee—of which the public never hears,

but which play an important part in

the industry.

Practical Uses of Chemistry

Chemistry, which is the science of
the transformation of matter, plays
a part in the industrial life of today
so important as to be beyond the
comprehension of all but those whose
business it is to be informed on the
subject. Chemistry is principally

applied to the control of industrial

processes; but it is being applied to

such a vast extent that it may be said

to touch almost every stage in manu-
facturing. Chemistry makes possible

the scientific control of such widely
diversified industries as agriculture
and steel making. It governs the
transformation of elements of the
soil into wheat, corn, vegetables and
fruits as well as the transformation
of iron ore, coke and limestone into

steel of any degree of hardness, elas-

ticity or strength that may be desired.
In exactly the same way it governs
the various processes in the trans-
formation of cotton, silk and other
fibres into textiles, and so on through-
out the interminable list of manufac-
tures. It is to chemistry, by the way,
that the farmers of the South look
for help in overcoming the boll weevil,
which now threatens the total de-
struction of the cotton crop in the
near future.

Our Army of Chemists

Some five hundred of the larger
manufacturing corporations of the
United States maintain laboratories,
partly for the control of industrial
processes and partly for research for
the further development of their
products. In these five hundred
laboratories are employed a total of
five thousand chemists, physicists,

other scientific specialists and their

assistants, the total outlay for sal-

aries, materials and maintenance be-
ing between fifteen and twenty mil-

lion dollars a year.
One of the finest examples of cor-

poration research laboratories is that
maintained for a number of years by
the General Electric Company at
Schenectady, at the head of which is

Dr. Willis R. Whitney, who rendered
such distinguished service in the war,

. and who was the 1921 recipient of the
Perkin medal, awarded for distin-

guished achievement in chemistry.
Here 225 men are employed. As an-
other example, the E. I. du Pont de
Nemours Company maintains four
laboratories employing a total of
1,189 men on problems relating to the
manufacturing operations of the com-
pany, including miscellaneous chemi-
cal dyes and intermediates, explo-
sives, coated fabric, plastics, pyroxy-
lin solutions, lacquers, paints, var-
nish, mineral acid, nitrates of soda
and miscellaneous products.

Chemists play a vital part in the
live stock industry, although the
stockman may never have met a
chemist in his life. It was the chem-
ist who made it possible for the
packer actually to pay more for a
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steer than he can sell the beef from
that steer for. Less than thirty

years ago there was no such thing
as a chemical laboratory at the stock-

yards. When the first one was estab-
lished the venturesome Chicago
packer who did it was the subject of
patronizing derision by his compet-
itors. His own faith was so weak
that the solitary chemist employed
found it expedient to put in a vacuum
pan for making beef extract, though
that was not a laboratory process, to

cover his intrusion upon the pay-roll

until he could have an opportunity to

demonstrate his true worth. Now
that same packer employs nearly a
hundred chemists in his laboratory,
while his skeptical competitors have
followed his example.

It was the collective work of the
chemists which long ago gave rise to
that venerable witticism about utiliz-

ing everything about the hog but his

squeal. The work of their chemists
has not only led the packers into

practically every branch of the food-
preserving industry, but it has also

ventured far into pharmacy and
medicine. At first pepsin was the
only pharmaceutical product of the
packing house; now thirty-five dif-

ferent pharmaceutical and medicinal
products are manufactured by the
packers. Practically every gland in

the animals slaughtered is collected

and its active principle segregated
and purified. Extracts of all the
ductless glands, all the digestive

ferments and enzymes, hemoglobin
and the like are prepared. In
addition to all this the chemist now
draws specifications for every opera-
tion and for every department of the
industry. Chemists draw specifica-
tions for the purchase of all raw
materials, from brass journal bear-
ings for refrigerator cars to the
strength of the attar of roses for the
finest grades of soap.
The field of chemical industries

embraces sugar making and refining,
the manufacture and proper applica-
tion of fertilizers, the manufacture of
cement, paints, varnishes, leather,

textiles, bleaching and dyeing, paper
and pulp manufacture, rubber, metals,
oils, soaps, extracts, glass, food prep-
aration, and a great many other
things in addition to the enormous
output of chemicals and acids them-
selves. In all these things the proc-
esses are necessarily under the direc-

tion and control of chemists, whose
work in turning out the finished
product is constantly being developed
and improved by the great experi-
mental and research army working
in technical schools and in industrial

plant laboratories.

So large a part of our natural re-

sources has been wasted by ignorance
and recklessness in the past that
henceforth the chemist will be obliged

to find the means of existence for the
nation. And, judging by his past
performances, the chemist is quite

equal to the task.

THE TRADE COURT IDEA

THE first Court of Commercial Arbitra-

tion established in the United States is

in full swing at Chicago; in the last four

months it has heard and decided some forty

cases. This court, functioning as an arm
of the Chicago Association of Commerce,
and headed by J. Kent Greene as Man-
ager and Judge, was founded, after strenu-

ous opposition by certain elements of the

bar and the established courts of law, with

the object of settling by direct and specific

action all commercial disputes of a given

State or locality. The work done has been

so valuable in taking from the regular

courts a mass of litigation which interfered

with important criminal cases, and in se-

curing quick decisions, that it is now
planned to extend this innovation through-

out the country. One of the departments

at Washington is studying the feasibility

of such a step in co-operation with the

Chicago Association of Commerce.



EDUCATION IN THE ARMY
By Elbridge Colby

Captain of Infantry, United States Army

Liitie-known facts about the vast new system of instrvxtion by

which the United States Army is not only training men to be

soldierSf but is educating them to be successful in any walk of

life—Creating strength of character

Behind the gun is the schoolbook.—Elihu Root

rj^HE Army of the United States
-*- has embarked upon a huge edu-
cational project which few people un-
derstand or appreciate. It is doing
three things: It is training troops,

training officers, training men. These
three kinds of training are necessary
to the success of the army as a mili-

tary organization, and all fit together
into a well-rounded educational pro-
gram that will have very valuable re-

sults, not only for national defense,

but also for the furtherance of na-
tional ideals and national economic
strength.

The United States Army not only
trains men as efficient fighting units,

but also develops their bodies and
directs their morals. It creates a mo-
rale and makes loyal Americans of

men who never before knew the
meaning of the ideal of service. It

also trains civilians, through the Na-
tional Guard, the Organized Re-
serves, the Citizens' Military Train-
ing Camps and the Reserve Of-
ficers' Training Corps units, so that

when the next war comes those called

into service can be converted into

brigades and divisions with a rapid-
ity and an efficiency that will put
to shame our best efforts of 1917-18.

Nor is this training merely mechani-
cal ; it does more than create the habit
of prompt response to set commands.
There was a time when an army

was a machine directed by a single

brain. In Civil War days, a colonel

led his regiment into battle and even
gave the commands for loading and
firing, thus directing the entire unit
in person. Now it is different. When
the officers of the army were asked
to state, from their experience in

the recent war, what was the largest
number of troops that could be di-

rectly controlled by one man under
modern conditions, 87 per cent re-

plied: "Eight men." This contrast
merely emphasizes the change that
has come to pass—a change evi-

denced by the altered drill regula-
tions. A colonel used to command his

regiment by word of mouth for the
simultaneous execution of move-
ments; later it was the major and his

battalion ; and now the captain with
a company is the highest officer who
gives such commands. With this de-

crease in the size of units that can
be handled efficiently by one man a
new method of military training has
been instituted.

Our army now trains its soldiers to

think as well as to do. They have to

learn the manual of arms and troop
marching, for purposes of control
and order and ease in moving bodies
of men. They have to learn the
mechanism and the manipulation ot

their weapons, which are nowadays
neither simple nor few. But this is

all preliminary. They must next ap-

preciate the characteristics of these

weapons, the possibilities of their

power and the limitations of their
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use. A soldier is taught how a ma-
chine gun works; he is taught to fire

it accurately and steadily, making re-

pairs and readjustments instantane-
ously; and he is trained to use his

weapon in co-operation with other

soldiers for the furtherance of the
common plan. The real purpose is

to teach him how to think in a mili-

tary way, along sound tactical lines.

A purely mechanical mind is of small
value in the army. The army man
must learn how to use his judgment
when handling his military materiel.

In many respects our training of

troops is similar, in its principles

and methods, to the education of the
schools ; indeed, it has been laid down
as doctrine by the Infantry School
that above all things an army officer

must be a teacher and trainer of men.
There are certain facts to be

learned. Then the mind must be
taught to think on the basis of those
facts. It must be trained to remem-
ber details, to seek information, to

evaluate conflicting factors, to arrive

at a decision, and finally to act with
force and vigor. This is the method
for all army men, down to the lowest
private, who must in time of peace
be trained to become a corporal and
lead his eight-man squad himself in

time of war. According to the latest

tables of organization we shall need
non-commissioned officers and spe-
cialists in such numbers as to require
an intelligence of "above average" or
better in 37.9 per cent of our enlisted

personnel. These men must have in-

telligence, but they must also have
instruction that will give them—in

addition to a purely military knowl-
edge—soniething real and tangible in

the way of character, initiative, de-
cisiveness, aggressiveness and a
sense of responsibility. This is the
true military training. The materiel
is military; but, since the conditions
prescribed by modern weapons have
changed warfare from the old frontal
clash of long lines of solid masses
into the co-operation of separated
units, the essence is the development
of sound thinking and individual re-

sponsibility. This is our army edu-

cation,

men.
It is a type which builds

Training Officers

The army trains officers not as it

did this during the war, hurriedly,
frantically, and insufficiently, in

three-months camps. It is now done
much more thoroughly and in a man-
ner more worthy of the seriousness
and dignity of the profession of arms.
When an officer is commissioned, he
has just begun his education. There
is a complete system of higher educa-
tion through which all officers have
to go. Each branch of the army has
its special service school, as, for in-

stance, the Infantry School at Camp
Benning, Ga., the Cavalry School at
Fort Riley, Kan., and the Field Ar-
tillery School at Camp Knox, Ky.
Each of these gives three full-year

courses which all officers of each
branch have to take when their turns
come. Then there are the General
Service Schools, each comprising a
full-year course: the School of the
Line and the Staff School at Fort
Leavenworth, and the Staff College
at Washington. Six yearns! This is

higher education with a vengeance.
And our officers are trained not only
in militarj'^ technique, but as leaders
of men, particularly as instructors
who shall in turn train our next Na-
tional Army. Further than that,

these schools train not only officers

of the Regular Army, but also Na-
tional Guardsmen and Reserve of-

ficers. And, not by any means to be
overlooked, the Resei've Officers'

Training Corps schools and colleges

train those youths who will be the

platoon and company commanders in

our next war.
What, then, is the nature of this

training? It is not merely military,

with only drills and ceremonies, as

the laymen seem to imagine, any
more than is our training of troops.

We teach military history, modern
diplomatic history, international law,

educational psychology, and a clear-

cut, practical form of logical think-

ing. In our officer schools, in our
non-commisioned officer schools.

I
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and in our garrison schools we in-

culcate the spirit of discipline, and
discipline does not mean punishment,
nor are its symbols the guard-house
and a court-martial. Discipline is a
state of mind, a loyalty, a habit of ac-

tion which enables leaders to obtain
orderly and efficient results even
without the giving of commands.
Rigid attention to detail, careful ex-

change of military courtesies, upright
bearing, and uncomplaining obedi-
ence to instructions are required of
every officer and every soldier. " The
ultimate aim of disciplinary train-
ing," says the War Department, " is

to enable a man in battle, under heavy
fire, when separated by wide inter-

vals from his comrades on either side,

to stick to 'his task, to utilize intelli-

gently the weapons with which h/
has been trained, and to obey such
orders as may be signaled or other-
wise transmitted to him by his su-
periors, or in their absence properly
to carry on his mission in the light
of his own judgment." This is army
training, based on the development
of sound leadership, beginning with
the squad and going on to the higher
units. This is more than military
mechanics. It is education of a high
order.

The Training of Men
The army trains men. In the edu-

cational and vocational schools for
enlisted men it offers courses on a
par with, if not superior to, those of-
fered by trade schools, business col-
leges, and municipal night schools.
Such subjects as the following are
taught

:

Arithmetic.
Algebra.
Geometry.
Trigonometry.
General history.
United State!

hi.story.

CJeograpVy.
I'tnmanship.
Sr<'lling.
Autcmobile driving.
Motorcycle driving.
English grammar.

English for illiterates.

Tractor drivin?j.

Auto and truck repairing.
Tr.'ictor repairing.
Motorcycle repairing.
Locomotive engineering.
Storage batteries.

Motion-picture operation.
Muf^ic.

CkrJLal work.
St<:nof,raphy.

Typewriting.

There were, before the army was
reduced by Congressional resolution,

120,000 men taking courses such as
these.*

Here the lad who has been forced
by family circumstances or by eco-
nomic pressure to leave the day
schools can continue to improve him-
self while solving the problem of self-

support. He can learn grammar and
history and mathematics, or he can
learn a trade. He can also work his'
way through school, earning his liv-

ing while he learns. And let no one
imagine that this educational and vo-
cational system is Federal philan-
thropy, or Federal competition with
the public schools of our cities, or a
mere trick of the peace-time army
to get recruits. This system is of
immense value to the individuals who
take the courses, to be sure, and we
must not forget that in a group in

the Second Corps Area, where "no
attempt was made to 'sell' vocational
training to the men," 90 per cent of
the recruits elected courses "of their
own free will and accord." This sys-
tem is of value to the country as a
whole in increasing educational fa-

cilities, reducing illiteracy, and pro-
viding skilled labor of a well disci-

plined and patriotic mind; and we
must riot forget that 24.9 per cent of
the young citizens enlisted and in-

ducted during the last war were ac-
tually illiterate. But this system is

likewise of great utility to the army
itself in a purely military sense.

During the recent war we had to
hold schools to teach our privates the
English language, and finally, pressed
for time, we organized various " for-

eign legion " units at Camp Gordon.
We had to start courses to develop
specialists in subjects which the men
might have learned before enlistment,
and we taught 1,250,000 men in this

way. It is now being planned to give
many of these courses in correspon-
dence work Lo members of the Na-
tional Guard and Organized Reserves.
This is considered an urgent matter,
in a military sense. It has been found

This list is from the cour.ses given at one of
our smaller posts, and thus is thoroughly repre-
sentative. A still greater variety of subjects is
offered at the larger camps.
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that, though we require 37.9 per cent

of our enlisted men to demonstrate
intelligence " above average " or bet-

ter, we have only 34.8 per cent with
that intelligence, and that the propor-
tion of that intelligence in the civilian

population, according to all estimates,

is even less. This has recently been
pointed out by Professor McDougall in

his book, " Is America Safe for De-
mocracy?" The others must be de-

veloped, and this is being done
through our military schools. "In-

telligence" is an innate quality, but
it can and must be developed by
means of education. The education
is being provided. Though this is be-

ing done for purely military pur-
poses, the country at large must
recognize that the army is at the
same time educating the uneducated,
developing the intelligence of the na-
tion and making better citizens.

Methods and Results

Every man who has worn the uni-
form in our present-day army is now
a more useful citizen when he gets
his discharge than he was the day he
enlisted. He is able to take up the
rifle and bayonet in time of war for
the execution of the primary mission
of our army—national defense; but
he is also better educated in a general
way and better trained to work at a
trade.
The army teaches by what is called

the "applicatory method," which was
developed by the School of the Line
and is designed to train the type of
soldier required in modern warfare.
In the words of C. R. Mann, "Since
every soldier in battle is almost cer-

tain at some time to be placed in a
position requiring independent action
and qualities of leadership, it is es-

sential that the training system of

the army should develop in every
man, as far as possible, indepen-
dence, initiative, resourcefulness, and
powers of quick and sound judgment.
There are two fundamental princi-

ples underlying the applicatory
method. The first is that the best
method of training men to think is

to place them in real situations which
j

challenge their abilities and make
thinking necessary. The second is

that progress is best measured by
objective standards which reveal
what a man can actually do." The
army teachers begin with an explana-
tion ; then they have a demonstration;
then an application. All the psycholog-
ical aids of the laws of association
are utilized; both oral and visual
means of presentation are employed.
The principles taught are then put to
immediate practice, forcing the mind
of the man under instruction to work
immediately in and around the facts
taught—thus fixing the instruction
practically and indelibly.

The army instructor n^eets many
of the same problems that are met
by civilian educators. Indeed, we
feel that in a few particulars we have
answered questions which the civil-

ians have not been able to answer;
we have new methods which they
might well study, for we as well as
they have on our hands the vital is-

sue of national education. We teach
illiterates, for instance, how to read
and write by having them study and
copy out such sentences as these

:

It is a big job to learn to read and write.
A good American soldier likes a big job.

We are American soldiers.

Theodore Roosevelt wrote letters to his chil-
dren and his children wrote letters to
him.

My sergeant can read, wi*ite and use a
gun.

My sergeant is a good soldier.

I

I have learned to brush my teeth, to keep
my head and shoulders up, and to
keep my uniform neat and clean.

The army is a good place for any man.

I learned what our flag means.
Uncle Sam is good to us.

They read of the lives of great
Americans, and every biography em-
phasizes the value of education to

Washington, Jefferson, Grant, Frank-
lin, Roosevelt, Lincoln. They are al-

ways taught patriotism, whatever the

subject of instruction. They are
taught self-reliance, obedience to

duty, self-respect. After their ser-

vice, theycan intelligently function as
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citizens to the best interests of the

nation in social, economic, and po-

litical affairs, just as in a military^

sense they have been trained to act

on the field of battle, with or without
orders, for the success of the army
as a whole. That is the army's aim

—

to turn out good citizens. We are
trying to develop in this country
skilled labor, minds that do not run
to radicalism and the red flag, edu-
cated men who can work at their spe-

cific business with the interests of

the nation at heart, fine upstanding
youths who are a credit to the army
and the nation. Nor should we ever
forget, whether we are dressed in
khaki uniform or in academic cap
and gown, or in the sack suit of the
man-in-the-street, that, as Steinmetz
says :

" When God holds His assizes
and hurls the nations against one an-
other in battle, there is no single ele-

ment of physical, moral, or intellec-

tual worth which does not weigh in
the balance."

THE UNMARRIED MOTHER
By Francis Haffkine Snow

The situation with respect to a growing evil and to the medieval

laws that still exist with regard to it—What Great Britain and the

United States are doing to remedy the injustice of the ages—
Russia's radical change in regard to children born out of wedlock

DOWN through the ages the long
procession of " unmarried
mothers " has come—a pale and

spectral line of figures whose faces
are stamped with suffering. Behind
them come their children—born out
of wedlock—a wan and ghostly
pageant, on whose pinched features
are reflected the agony and bitterness
of their mothers. Little martyrs are
these, whose wistful eyes are too big
for the thin faces, and whose narrow
temples, like those of the child Saint
Dmitri, are stained with the crimson
wounds of their martyrdom.
Among all races, among all.peoples,

from the time, many thousands of
years ago, when marriage was estab-
lished as an institution, and the bride
was brought to the house of the
bridegrom amid the music of
hymeneal feasts, the problem of birth
outside of marriage has been always
present: A problem, like a stream
flowing to the sea, that ever widened
and deepened, and, like the sea, ever a
waste of salt bitterness. For mar-

riage, from being merely a protection
to woman, grew into a legal device to

perpetuate private property and in-

heritance rights. When this stage
was reached, the stigma on the child

not bom in wedlock became greater,
and greater also became the dangers
to which the offspring were sub-
jected.

But the stream never ceased flow-
ing. Down through the dark years
of the Middle Ages it came, a gloom-
wrapped, tortuous current, flowing
mostly underground, unseen and un-
realized by the multitudes of happy
mothers who could look in the eyes of
their newborn children without
shame or self-reproach. The solemn
lawgivers realized that it existed,

when they had to punish, often with
death, the guilty mothers brought be-

fore them for the crime of infanti-

cide. The Church also knew it as
well as, if not better than, the civil au-
thorities, and when the State de-
prived the proscribed children of
their civil rights, the Church took
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from them also their ecclesiastical

rights. Theirs not the joy of absolu-
tion or of burial in consecrated
ground. Those that survived were
branded for all their span of life

—

branded even before they were born,
by the agonies suffered by the mother
when she knew her disgrace ; branded
by all her nervous reactions and
dread, her pain and humiliation.
One of the most pathetic figures in

literature—Marguerite in Goethe's
" Faust "—will remain immortal as a
picture painted by the hand of genius
of the mental, moral and physical
agonies endured by such unwedded
mothers.

If this were all there was to it—if

it were merely a question of suffer-
ing—the self-righteous and pitiless

world would have no immediate con-
cern. On the contrary, as the social

history of the world has demon-
strated, it would allow the process of
suffering to go on forever, strong in

its entrenched belief that sin must
find its punishment. " As ye have
made your bed— !

" The moral
castigation of the community is

necessary, for otherwise sin would
be encouraged ; the illicit mother, far
from being helped, must be cast out
forever, as a warning to all those who
refuse to accept the convention and
who refuse to recognize the sanctity
of the marriage code. Furthermore,
the rights of the legal child over the
illegal child must be maintained. A
curious state of affairs it would be,

have thought the men who gave the
world its social legislation, if the
child born out of wedlock were ad-
mitted to have rights on an equality
with the child born in wedlock

!

The result of this attitude toward
the unmarried mother has been that
the laws relating to this subject are
stamped with an inherent cruelty
which has done nothing to mitigate
the evil, while adding to the suffer-
ings of the transgressing women and
their offspring, and hence ultimately
to the aggregate of the sufferings of
humanity. If the erring woman,
driven to desperation by shame and
poverty, committed infanticide—and

infanticides have been frequent from
the medieval to the modern epoch

—

she was tried by the inexorable maj-
esty of the law, and duly punished
without regard to psychological com-
plexities or relative judgments. And
the father of her child has remained
immune from all responsibility. All
the anguish and disgrace have fallen
upon the mother. An inevitable re-
sult has been that the children have
suffered by reaction. They have been
born in large ratio abnormal, the vic-

tims of nervous and psyschological
disorders ; the mortality among them
has been twice that of legitimate off-

spring, and of those that survived,
the social records existing indicate
that many were defectives, tending to
become burdens on the community or
to drift on the easy stream leading
down to criminality.

The Present Situation

What is the world situation in our
modern times? Study of an authori-
tative source—the Annuaire Interna-
tional de Statistique, published by the
permanent Bureau of the Interna-
tional Institute of Statistics at The
Hague, 1917—shows that the great
underground stream is still flowing.
The table on the following page giv-
ing the number of unlegalized births
in the various countries of Europe is

based almost wholly upon figures
from that source. (This and the two
tables near the end of the article are
taken from the study published by
the United States Department of
Labor referred to on Page 436.)
Blanks indicate that no figures are
available for the periods shown.

It will be noted from this table that
the average for the period 1910-14
shows almost everyw^here an increase 1
over the preceding period tabulated, 1
and that the figures given for 1915,
1916 and even 1917, v/here available,

show a similar increase.

That there is a great evil here
which the world has tolerated for too

many hundreds of years there can be
no question. An average of 9 per
cent, of fatherless children in the
world's population equals an enormous
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NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF ILLEGAL BIRTHS IN EUROPE
Illegitimate Live

Births, 1914.

Country.

Number.

Austria-Hungary

:

Austria 102,84;"

Hungary 63,301
Belgium 10,975
Denmark 8,395
Finland 6,846
France 66,000

Gorman Empire 176,270
Bavjria 25,180

. Prussia 99,172
Saxoisy 18,803
Wurttemberg 5,737

Great Britain and Ireland :

England and Wales... 37,329
Ireland 2,943
Scotland 8,879

Italy 52,813
Norway 4,406
Portugal 20,601
Rumania 25,367
Russia in Europe 118,139
Spain 28,858
Sweden 20,481
Switzerland 4,341

The Netherlands 3,728

Per Cent,
of Total
Live

Births.

11.9
8.5
6.4

1'1.5

7.8
8.8

9.7
12.6
8.5

16.0
8.6

4.2
3.0
7.2

4.7
7.1

11.0
8.1
2.3
4.7

15.8
5.0
2.1

Per Cent of Live Births Illegitimate.

Annual
Average,

1906-

1909.

12.3
9.4
6.3

11.0
6.9
8.9

8.7
12.2
7.4

14.1
8.3

4.0
2.6
7.0

5.1
6.8

11.3
9.2
2.3
4.6

13.3
4.4
2.1

Annual
Average,

1910-

1914.

11.9
9.0
6.3

11.3
7.7
8.7

9.4
12.4
8.1

15.5
8.6

4.2
2.8
7.3

4.8
6.9

4.8
15.1
4.7
2.1

9.5

11.7
8.0

4.4
3.1
6.9

4.3
7.3

5.0

4.6
2.2

191G.

11.7

191T.

4.8
3.0
7.1

V.O

5.3

4.4
2.2

5.6
3.1

7.5

V'.i

aggregate of human misery. A cer-

tain element of earnest men and wo-
men who have awakened to the evil,

and sought its remedy, have banded
together in various countries to work
for better legislation. Efforts have
been made in a number of countries to

fasten responsibility on the father, to

help the mother, to care for the child

;

but the ponderous inertia of the law
has made most of these efforts as fu-

tile as the impact of a pebble on a
granite cliff. It has taken the fright-

ful consequences of the World War,
in respect of depopulation, to bring
the problem home to the legislators of
Europe.

A bill to protect and aid the unmar-
ried mother and her child—the second
of its kind—is now pending in Eng-
land. France, in co-operation with
the International Child Welfare Asso-
ciation, is seeking to fix legal respon-
sibility upon the father—a far cry
from the provision in Napoleon's fa-

mous code which prohibited any in-

quiry into the paternity of such a
child. The Scandinavian countries
are legislating to assure the child's

future. Soviet Russia has made the
rights of the non-legal child equal
with those of the legitimate. A num-
ber of States in our own country have
enacted similar legislation.

The child—the world's most en-

lightened thought revolves around
this centre. For the child is the fu-

ture man or woman, and whatever
may be the sins of the parents, it is

innocent. This conclusion, simple and
obvious to all high-minded people to-

day, has been accepted as axiomatic
only within the last few decades; but
the great majority of communities,
even if they accept this conclusion
when it is brought to their attention,
rarely, if at all, think of the problem
and of what shall be done to solve it.

They scarcely, indeed, realize that it

is serious. The statistics of European
nations, so far as available, are elo-

quent.

The New Law in Russia

One country for which statistics

have failed for a number of years is

Russia. The 2.3 per cent, recorded up
to 1909, however, is far below the
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facts. Any one who has lived in Rus-
sia knows this. Here, where the so

called " grazhdanski brak " or " civil

marriage " was an institution no less

recognized than legal marriage, and
where thousands of men and women
were living together outside the insti-

tution of marriage, all over the vast

empire, the percentage of illegitimate

issue was enormous. The Bolsheviki,

whatever crimes may be laid at their

door politically or otherwise, must be

given credit for the passage of en-

lightened legislation on this subject.

It has remained for Soviet Russia to

make the rights of the child born out

of wedlock absolutely equal to those

of the child born in wedlock; to com-
pel the mother to reveal the name of

the father three months before her
confinement, and to force the father

to recognize and support the off-

spring. In cases where the prospec-

tive mother's relations have been such
as to make the paternity of the child

doubtful, all those named are held to

proportionate contributions for sup-

port. Ten clauses of the new marriage
law of Soviet Russia embody this new
legislation. The two introductory
paragraphs ring like a clarion of chal-

lenge to the still medievalized legisla-

tion of the Western World. This is

what they say

:

The basis of the family shall be actual
parentage; no distinction shall be estab-
lished between natural parentage and legit-

imate parentage.

Children not born in matrimony shall

have the same rights as children born to

persons whose marriage has been regis-

tered.

It is easy for those entrenched
within the • puritan moral code to

point to the statement made by Karl
Kautsky, the German Socialist leader,
" the complete equality of rights be-

tween all children, without distinction

of parentage, is a measure of social

psychology preparing the way for ap-

plying the care of the community to

all children, removing the last founda-
tions of bourgeois marnage," as

ground for the assumption that this

new legislation of the Soviets is in-

tended to do away with marriage as

an institution, and to realize the So-
cialist dream of breaking up the fam -

ily as a social unit. To those who have
studied the grinding of the pitiless

laws of Western nations, notably of
Great Britain—and not excluding the
United States—the few simple words
quoted above have in them that sub-
limity found everywhere in Russian
life and Russian literature, and cry.s-

tallized in Tolstoy's " Resurrection."
Here, if anywhere, is the spirit of
" the great White Christ who corner

out of Russia."

English Reform Measures

Coming more closely to our own
sins of omission and commission, the
bare statement of the situation as re-

gards unmaiTied mothers in the two
great English-speaking countries of

the world—Great Britain and tho
United States—will serve to show
how necessary it is for the so-called

Anglo-Saxon nations to take heed, not
only of the present, but of the future.

Mrs. C. Gasquoine-Hartley in the
Nineteenth Centurv for September,
1921 (pp. 511-520), makes the follow-

ing statement, based on official sta-

tistics :

The births registered in Great Britain in

1919 (the last year for which the complete
figfures had been published) include 41.876
illegitimate births, an increase of 424 upon
the numbers of 1918. In one year nearly
42,000 children born out of wedlock in this

land of ours! Try to realize v/hat these
figures mean. In the course of a single

generation of twenty-five years, 1,000,000

shame-branded little ones are born—branded
because their parents have acted illegit-

imately.

The situation in the United States

is scarcely less serious. An estimate

made in the same year by the Chil-

dren's Bureau of the United States

Departm.ent of Labor [" Illegitimacy

As a Child-Welfare Pi-oblem." B.v

Emma C. Lundberg and Katharine F.

Lenroot] makes it certain that at least

32,000 white children are born out of

wedlock each year. If this indicates a

percentage a little lower than that for

Great Britain, it should be remem-
bered that the proportion of unregis-

tered illegitimate births here is much
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greater than that of unregistered le-

gitimate births, as many of our States

and cities fail to compile separate sta-

tistics for the first category. From
all the figures obtainable, the problem
is as serious here as in Europe.

What is being done to lighten this

gigantic burden of suffering, both of

the thousands of unwilling mothers
and of their unwanted, socially handi-

capped and unhappy children?

In England, Mrs. Gasquoine-Hart-
ley tells us, a National Council for the

Unmarried Mother and Her Child was
formed in London on Feb. 14, 191?^.

This council " is composed of repre-

sentatives appointed by public author-

ities, as well as representatives of na-

tional voluntary organizations, and to

these are added individual members.
In this way the co-ordination of ef-

forts so greatly needed is gained.

Much admirable work has been done,

especially in educating public opin-

ion." English public opinion is gener-

ally awakening to the peril of this

growing evil. The actual percentage

of illegitimate births is much greater

than the available figures show. " In

England, unfortunately," says Mrs.
Gasquoine-Hartley, " still-born births

need not be registered ; were they re-

corded the illegitim^ate birth rate

would be much higher. In those coun-
tries where the records are kept the

number of still-born illegitimate

births is always very high—some-
times twice as high as it is for chil-

dren born under the protection of mar-
riage." The most enlightened British

public opinion is uniting in believing

that the laws known by that old and
opprobrious term of insult and re-

proach, the " Bastardy Laws," must
be so amended as to protect the child,

to help the mother, and to fasten re

sponsibility upon the father.

This awakening of public opinion
has crystallized in an attempt to in-

troduce new legislation. In May,
1920, Mr. Neville Chamberlain, repre-
senting the National Council, pre-
sented to the House of Commons a
bill devised to give every child born
out of wedlock two parents instead of

one. It encountered great opposition,
especially to the provision aimed to

settle the question of paternity tVom
the outset, and also to the provision
seeking to protect the children by
placing them under public guardian-
ship as wards of court under the
Children's Act of 1902. Pruned and
amended to the point where its own
sponsor could scarcely recogni?e it,

this bill, " the most rational and t^o)--

oughgoing attack on irresponsible
parenthood that has ever been at-

tempted in this country " [ibid. p.
514], was finally successfully shelved,
but the English workers would not be
silenced. This year another bill was
brought forward by Captain BoNvyer,
based on the uncontested clauses of
the Chamberlain bill, and it has
passed both readings in the House
without opposition. Its title, " Chil-
dren of Unmarried Parents bill,"

shows the revolution that has tiken
place in the English attitude. If thit^

bill is finally made law, it will compel
the father to support his child. It

will further do away with that mon-
strous feature of (Engish) law which
says that a child born out of wedlock
must remain so for all tim.e, even
though the parents marry in order to
give the child legitimacy. In Scotland
this brutal injustice has never been
perpetrated by the law.

The position of unmarried mothers,
always bad, has been made worse J)y

the conditions arising from the war.
The unwilling mothers, usually very
young, often weak-minded, of poor
physique, untrained, and hence low
wage-earners, struggle against heavy
odds. Their bitter cry is: " Help me
to get rid of my baby !

" Forced to go
out to work, they must necessarily
neglect their offspring, a fact which
helps to explain the high mortality
among these children. Defective nu-
trition, bad home conditions and lack
of care combine to lessen the child's
chances of survival; but for these
conditions, implies Mrs. Gasquoine-
Hartley, the criminal negligence and
indifference of the social order is pri-

marily responsible, not the unwedded
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mother. It is all very well for society

to say that the mother must be pun-

ished for her sin, but in saying this,

and in dealing with the girl-mother

harshly, as it has done in the past,

society has lost sight of the fact that

it is penalizing itself in wastage of

child life, to say nothing of the em-

bitterment and anti-social instincts

which such treatment develops in

those that survive. It all comes down
to this: the mother must be helped,

not pushed lower; her child must be

put under the guardianship of the

State, and its physical, mental and
moral well-being, so far as possible,

secured.

In the United States

The figures available show that the

conditions observable in Great Britain

are duplicated on this side of the At-

lantic. The estimate of 32,000 ur
sanctioned yearly births has been al-

ready referred to. The figures given
on the opposite page are drawn with
but one exception from information
furnished by State departments of

health and bureaus of vital statistics.

That the table covers only sixteen

States is explained by the difficulty

of obtaining differentiated data, spe-

cial registration laws, &c. Figures
for the negro population of the
country, which are very high, are ex-

cluded, as representing a special prob-
lem in themselves. The situation i:3

shown in certain States and cities.

Incomplete and unsatisfactory as
are these figures, they are serious
when weighed as a whole, and espe-
cially when one considers the un-
counted and unknown percentages of
the States not recorded. Equally un-
representative of the country as a
whole and equally serious in its im-
plications is the tabulation for cities

of over 100,000 population where
figures are available. For i^ome

cities, the percentage runs up to 4 or
5 per cent.

The official records show that the
majority of the mothers are young,
irresponsible morally and often men-

tally weak and of bad heredity. The
rate of mortality among the illegiti-

mate issue, large numbers of which
are already under the care of social

agencies, is alarmingly high. In Bal-
timore, in 1915, white children of
legitimate birth died at a rate of 95.9

l^er thousand, says Katharine F. I.en-

root (Annals of the American Acad-
emy of Political and Social Science,

Sept. 3, 1921), while the infant mor-
tality rate for white children of ille-

gitimate birth was 315.5, or 3.3 times
as great. In Milwaukee, during the
two-year period, 1916-17, the death
rate was 236.8 per thousand, or 2.25

times greater than for children of le-

gitimate birth. In Boston, in 1914, the
rate was 95 for legitimate, 281 for il-

legitimate births—nearly three times
greater. Miss Lenroot says in this

connection

:

Early separation of the mother and child,

and the consequent difficulties in feeding,

undoubtedly accounted in large part for

this excessive rate, though the rate for
diseases of early infancy, closely associated
with pre-natal and natal conditions, was in

Boston nearly three times as high as the
corresponding rate for children of legiti-

mate birth. * * * Recognizing the rela-

tion between separation from the mother
and infant mortality, the laws of two States
(Maryland and North Carolina) forbid the

separation of mothers and babies under 6

months of age, while in another State
(Minnesota) and in the largest city of a
fourth (Milwaukee), the same purpose is

attempted through regulation by official

bodies.

Other figures show that a majority

of the children bom in this country
out of wedlock receive no financial

support by the fathers. Boston rec-

ords show that of 2.178 such children

cared for by social agencies, only 674
--not quite one-third—received any
assistance. Philadelphia records show
two-fifths as an average for 629 chil-

dren, Milwaukee a three-tenths aver-

age for 271, and this only for partial

and inadequate support. In most
States, up to the present time, it has
been found incompatible with the in-

terests of the legal family to place

the child of illegitimate birth upon
an equality—as regards his claims

upon the father—with the child bom
in wedlock. North Dakota, by legis-
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UNLEGALIZED BIB^HS IN CERTAIN STATES

Births in 1915
Per Cent, of
Reported as

Live Births
Illegitimate.

Reported as nie- Annual
gitlmate. Average,

Number. Per Cent. 11)10-1914. 1910. 1917. 1918.

302 1.0 0.9 0.9
2,448 14.1 13.7 12.8
356 1.1 1.0
881 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.4

622 2.4 2.3
1.295 20.7 15.2
2.108 2.3
1.363 1.7 1.6
1,117 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.8
1.504 2.1 2.4 2.2 2.4 2.3

12 .9 .8 1.9 1.0 .3

84 .8 1.0
4,448 2.0
215 1.5 i.5 i.3. 1.2 • • .

107 .8 .8 .9 .9

109 .8 .7 .7 .7

149 1.9 1.7 1.4 1.8
840 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.5 • . .

Live

State.

Total.

Alabama

:

White 31.424
Negro 17,340

Connecticut 31,910
Indiana 61,850
Maryland

:

Wnite 26,126
Negro 6,241

Massachusetts 93,394
Michigan 81,100
Minnesota 55,233
Missouri 71,543
Nevada 1.290
New Hampshire 10.003
Pennsylvania 219.061
Rhode Island 13,987
South Dakota 13,650
Utah 12,983
Vermont 7,875
Wisconsin 58,014

ILLEGITIMACY FIGURES IN CERTAIN AMERICAN CITIES

Live Births in 1915.

City. Reported as Ille- Annual
Total. gitlmate. • Average,

Number. Per Cent, 1 910-191 4.

Baltimor-! 11.460 3,'59 3.1 3.8
Boston 19,725 800 l.(i 4.1
Buffalo 12.683 263 2.1 2.0
Cincinnati 7.804 299 3.8 3.7
Cleveland 16,623 386 2.3 2.3
Denver 3,703 105 2.8 3.0
Detroit 21,088 547 2.6 2.7
Grand Rapids ; 3,157 117 3.7 2.7
Kansas City 5,418 329 6.1 6.1
Milwaukee 11,278 292 2.6 2.6
Minneapolis 8,.529 365 4.3 4.4
Newark 10,935 1.52 1.4 1.5

New York 141,2.56 1,703 1.2 1.4

Philadelphia 40,849 1,122 2.7 2.5
Pittsburgh 16,139 490 3.0 3.6
Providence • .5,835 123 2.1 2.2

St. Louis 14,143 .529 3.7 4.3

St. Paul 5,291 272 5.1 4.5

Toledo 4,495 118 2.6 2.5

Washington 4,872 110 2.3 2.1

Per Cent, of Live Births
Rf-ported as Illegitimate.

1916.

2.6

2.2

2.9

6.2
2.8
4.0
1.3
1.1
2.4

l'.7

3.9
4.5
1.7
1.6

1917.

2.1

2.5

3.6

7.9
2.6
4.0
1.1
1.0
2.3

3.6
5.0
1.8
2.3

1.8

i'.2

8.2

3.8

3.6

lation passed in 1917, and Arizona in

1921, became exceptions. Iowa, Wis-
consin and Missouri give rights of

limited inheritance from a father

w^hose paternity has been proved dur-

ing his lifetime. In some States spe-

cial legislation has decreed a share of
support so small as to be ludicrous.

There is a tendency in some* States
toward liberalization. The obligation

of the father was increased in Massa-
chusetts in 1913, The Minnesota law
of 1917 is one of the most liberal laws
on the statute books of any State.

Best of all in the hope it brings of
amelioration of the modem world*^
greatest social injustice was the for-

mation of the Children's Bureau of
the United States Department of La-
bor established to deal with this

whole problem. At the request of the

Intercity Conference on Illegitimacy,
this bureau in 1920 held two regional
conferences, one in New York, the
other in Chicago, for the purpose of
securing a standard of legal protec-
tion for children born out of wedlock.
A report which included a first ten-

tative draft of a uniform illegitimacy
act was drawn up by the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uni-
form State Laws in 1920 ; as a direct
result of the action of the Children's
Bureau, this was presented to the
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National Conference in 1921, and was
laid over for one year for considera-
tion. If this bill eventually goes
through, it will be no less effective

than the English bill now pending in

fixing the father's responsibility for

support. Thus far, however, the sit-

uation is far from satisfactory, and
calls for action devised to safeguard
the rights of the unwedded mother,
of her child, and of society. The ex-

isting legislation on this subject in
most of the so-called civilized coun-
ties is virtually medieval. The in-

nocent child is still penalized at its

mother's breast, and for all its life,

if it survives. As to the parents, the
whole punishment still falls upon the
head of only one of the guilty parties.
This, from the standpoint of our
Anglo-Saxon principles, is not " fair
play."

IS THE RADIUM SUPPLY VANISHING
By Thomas C. Jefferies

THERE is little or no wan-ant for state-

ments that have recently been made
declaring that the supply of the world's

radium is vanishing; that the supply is

now alarmingly small, and that no new
deposits of radium-bearing ore have been

discovered for several years. An investi-

gation recently made shows that about

seventy-five new radium claims are dis-

covered every year, and that this average

has been maintained for the past five or

six years. About fifty of these annual lo-

cations are made in Colorado, the rest in

"Utah. One of the leading scientific repre-

sentatives of radium interests—John I.

Mullen—in charge of the radium opera-

tions for the Standard Chemical Company
in Colorado and Utah, has definitely stated

that there will never be a shortage of

radium in the world, although the cost may
increase because of the higher cost of min-

ing. " God Almighty," he added, " jeweled

the works of Nature with this precious

substance in such a way that individuals

cannot control it, and human beings can-

not dig it out in a short period. The
pockets are scarce and far between, but

as long as capital is willing to spend the

money for moving rock, so long can capital

produce radium."

Among other theories that have been ex-

ploded by the scientific and exploratory

operations conducted by the Standard

Chemical Company is the so-called " rim

theory." Certain Government geologists

and others were of the opinion that carno-

tite ore could be found only on the rims of

deep canyons of the carnotite areas, and

that such ore would extend into the hill

but a few feet. When this theory was
generally accepted throughout the world,

great alarm resulted; in America, hearings

were held before certain Congressional

committees. In the Fall of 1917, however,

it was definitely proved that the largest

todies of carnotite ore were to be found

some distance back from the rims, general-

ly from half a mile to a mile.

Large bodies of ore have been found

with even twenty to seventy-five feet of

over-burden. This discovery has led to a

greater feeling of optimism regarding the

supply of radium that may be expected

from future mining operations.

Of especial interest in this connection is

the Yellow Jacket Flat in Hieroglyphic

Camp Canyon in Montrose County, Colo-

rado. A few years ago there was opened

up in this section a claim which at first

appeared to be merely an outcropping of

carnotite ore, and quarrying operations

yielded a satisfactory production of good

quality ore. At that time it was expected

that probably the usual average number of

100, 200 or 300 sacks of ore might be ex-

tracted from the claim, but up to July 1,

1921, 18,000 tons of good ore had been

mined from this flat, and mining opera-

tions are continuing to produce about 800

tons a nronth.

Some large bodies of ore are being mined
half a mile from the rim, and the ore has

an over-burden of about forty feet. The
Standard Chemical Company, capitalized

at half a million dollars, produced approxi-

mately ten times the value of its capital in

radium. At the present time it has 240

men working, and continues to produce.



THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
HISTORY MOVEMENT

By John B. Kennedy
Editor of Columbia, a publication devoted to Knights of Columbus matters

An official explanation of the reasons for the new organization

to revise United States history and of the objects to be attained

THE KnigHts of Columbus move-
ment to revive interest in the
origins and progress of Amer-

ican history constitutes, by itself, no
unimportant item of current history.

Launched at the San Francisco inter-

national convention, it was there of-

ficially announced that the aim of the
movement was not to rewrite Ameri-
can history, but "to encourage investi-

gation into the origins, the achieve-
ments and:the problems of the United
States; to interpret and perpetuate
the Amei-icani principles of liberty,

popular sovereignty and government
by consent of the governed,* to pro-
mote American solidarity and to exalt
the American ideal."

A broad program, an ambitious
program, but one not incapable of
fulfillment bv an organization of

800,000 men that proved its title to

public confidence by the successful
fulfillment of an amazingly large and
detailed program of welfare and re-

construction work during the war.
To have managed an organization of

5,000 workers and to have provided
creature comforts and recreation for
5,000,000 embattled men during the
war, on a fund of $40,000,000, and
yet to have had a balance of sufficient
size to operate employment bureaus
that placed approximately 400,000
veterans in jobs, provided for the col-

lege education of more than 400
others and created a chain of 130 eve-
ning trade schools by which 250,000
others have benefited and still are
benefiting, besides maintaining an
intensive welfare service in all Gov-
ernment and military and marine hos-
pitals—that is achievement.

When, therefore, the Knights of
Columbus state that their history
movement is non-religious, non-
racial, simply and purely pro-Ameri-
can, they can rely on close national
acquaintance with their record to
credit them. They do not, as some
have held, seek to impose a Knights
of Columbus history, or a Catholic
history, upon America. An American
history is all that Americans need,
and American history is all that the
Knights of Columbus seek to pro-
mote.

There has been increasing evi-

dence, especially since this country's
entry into the war, of aims, some of
them arising from unquestionably
honest motives, to set the War of the
Revolution in a new light before the
youth of America, who must accept
their historv as it is given to them.
The War of 1812, the Monroe Doc-
trine, and, in fact, the entire range
of American foreign relations has
been subjected by several well-known
authors to a revision in conflict with
previously written stories of inci-

dents and personages concerned with
these great landmarks of American
history. Henry Clay has been set

down in revised historv as a "gam-
bler" and a "bluffer," Polk as a
" blusterer," Blaine as " superficial

"

and " a blatant hawker after votes,"

Cleveland as " guilty of unpardonable
rudeness " and Knox as " a dollar

diplomat." These and similar ex-

pressions contain a partisan flavor.

Unquestionably the men using them
are entitled to their opinions, and it

is equally unquestionable that opinion
does not constitute history. A com-
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parison of the editions of Barnes's
history used in our schools forty
years ago with the new editions in

use today will reveal the discrepan-
cies between the old and new esti-

mates of important events and per-

sonages that explain the necessity of
the Knights of Columbus movement.
Epitliets exchanged between the par-
tisans of statesmen in the heat of
campaigning are no fair estimate of

such statesmen's contribution to na-
tional development; yet these esti-

mates are now finding record in

many textbooks.

But the object of the Knights of
Columbus American history move-
ment is not so much negative—the

opposing of errors in history, and
their correction—as the positive pro-
motion of research into original

sources of American history and the
analysis of the results of this re-

search distributed in millions of
pamphlets throughout the country.
The Knights have offered $7,500 in

prizes to stimulate interest in the
movement—$3,000 for professors of
history, $2,000 for school superinten-
dents and school teachers, $1,000 each
for students in Mexico, Central and
South America, and overseas, who
have facilities for studying archives
and American history relations, and
$500 for students in colleges in the
IJnited States. It is estimated that
with the completion and distribution

of a cycle of some score of mono-
graphs, with the vast clerical and ex-
pert work involved, the movement
will involve an expenditure of ap-
proximately $1,000,000.

Edward F. McSweeney of Boston
is Chairman of the Knights of Co-
lumbus Commission, and serving
with him are Rear Admiral William
S. Benson, former Chief of Naval
Operations and Chairman of the
United States Shipping Board; Pro-
fessor Henry Jones Ford of Prince-
ton University ; Hon. Maurice Francis
Egan, former United States Minister
to Denmark; Hon. Hannis Taylor,
former United States Minister to
Spain; Professor Charles S. Mc-
Carthy of the Catholic University of

America, and Professor Hermann
Derry of Union College. The Board
of Judges in the American histoiy
contest comprises Gaillard Hunt,
Chief Archivist of the United Slates
Department of State, Chairman ; Pro-

EDWARD F. McSWEENEY
Chairman of the Enighta of Columbus History

Commission

fessor David A. McCabe of Princeton
University ; Professor William Cleve-
land of Boston University, and
Frank I. Cobb, a well-known New
York editor.

Headquarters for the commission
have been established at 199 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, Boston, where the
campaign is directed to enroll 100,000
teachers and students in the move-
ment, behind which the Knights of
Columbus have thrown their organ-
ized strength.

The breadth of the subjects to be
studied, embracing the period from
the discovery to the Pilgrim settle-

ment, from the origin of Colonial

Charters to the Arms Conference, in-

dicates the possibilities of the move-
ment as a stimulant to interest in the

history of the Republic's strides to in-

ternational greatness. The promi-
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nence and acknowledged scholarship
of the men serving on the commis-
sion and the board of judges are a
guarantee that every monograph
judged by them and published by the
organization will be authoritative.

In their citizenship promotion work,
carried on, not only in the chain of
Knights of Golumbus evening schools
or the innumerable open forums on
social questions maintained by the
Knights every Fall and Winter, and
supplied by them with expert socio-

logical lecturers, but through each
of the 2,000 Knights of Columbus
councils in the United States, the
Knights have learned how compara-
tively small is the knowledge of
American history possessed by those
seeking citizenship here and how
ignominiously inaccurrate, as a rule,

is the information of native citizens

regarding vital events of the story of
America.
As in their opposition to the anti-

Jewish campaign and in their sup-
port of the anti-tuberculosis fight,

both of which have been acclaimed as
vital and enduring factors for the na-
tional benefit by authorities in no
way affiliated with our organization,
so the Knights of Columbus intend
that their fostering of this new
movement to stimulate interest in ac-

curate American history shall be no
ephemeral activity, but a steady, per-

sistent endeavor to aid in supplying
that background of correct and com-
plete knowledge of the national
genesis and evolution without which
citizenship must ever remain spiritu-

ally imperfect.

THE FATE OF RUSSIA'S WAR PRISONERS

AN article published by the Japan Weekly
Chronicle on Sept. 15, 1921, not only

shatters optimism regarding the chance of

repatriation of the war prisoners still re-

maining in Russia, but paints a picture of

the treatment meted out by imperial Russia

to all her war prisoners so tragic as to

transcend anything laid at the door of Ger-

many. According to Dr. Kerner, a Hunga-
i-ian who held a responsible position in

Budapest before the war, and who was
taken prisoner and sent to Siberia soon

after the conflict started, there are still

about 50,000 war prisoners left in Russia.

All these unfortunates must resign them-

selves to spending a third Winter on alien

soil, and their chances of survival, under

the famine conditions prevailing, are ex-

tremely slim. The record given by Dr.

Kerner from authoritative figures of the

fate of the 2,406,000 unfortunate soldiers

taken pi-isoners by the Russian Army dur-

ing the war is justly characterized by the

editor of the Japan Chronicle as " appall-

ing." The following figures are eloquent:

The number of war prisoners taken up to

1917 approximated 2,406,000 men, divided as

follows: Austro-Hungarians, 2,000,000; Germans,
200,000; Turks, 200,000; Bulgarians, (5,000. Of
all these prisoners, inclusive of the nationalities

mentioned, and others, there died in prison up to

the end of 1017 no fewer than 128,000 Turks,

or SO per cent, of the total ; 50,000 Germans,
112,."00 Austro-Germans, 90,000 Hungarians,

100,500 Jews, Armenians and Persians: 183,838

Slavs, Czechs, Poles, Serbs, etc., and 183,838

Bulgaro-Rumanians. The total number killed

off by starvation and disease was 708,838.

Many of these prisoners were captured in 1914

and 1915. They were ^ent to Siberi.i, where
" they were herded into concentration camps,
insufficiently supplied with food and clothing,

and subjected to the control of heartless Czarist

military officers." Dr. Iverner calls the terrific

mortality that resulted " wanton destruction

. . . because it could not, did not, serve any
purpose whatever, save the pure desire to kill.

About 40 per cent, of all the prisoners perished

in captivity."

A considerable number of the starving, half

insane remainder escaped during the February
revolution. A trifle over CSl.OOO remained in the

concentration camps in May, 1918. Red Guard
and other recruitments took a few thousand.

Since the beginning of 1919 about 100,000 have
been repatriated by the German, Austro-Hun-

garian and Red Cross missions.

Exiled, abandoned by the world, scat-

tered, dispersed, forgotten, facing death by
starvation and disease, these men stare

drearily up at the gray, inexorable Russian

skies, " pod Bogom," in the Russian phrase

("under God," at the mercy of fate), and

ponder the cruelty of nations and Govern-

ments, dreaming meanwhile of home and

Icindred, which most of them, in every prob-

ability, are destined never to see again.
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BIrdseye view of the Gatun Lock, Panama Canal, showing, in the middle west chamber,
the T'nlted States dreadnought Tennessee, one of the newest and largest battle units of the
American Navy.

PANAMA CANAL FINANCES
By John K. Baxter

Latest Jigures for the great waterway^ showing how its income^

thovgh encouraging, is still insufficient to pay interest on the

capital invested—Why the exemption of American shipping from

the payment of tolls is a financial mistake

T\tHE revenues of the Panama
Canal from Aug. 15, 1914, when
it was opened to navigation, to

June 30, 1921, were $46,466,791.98,
and the expenses of operation and
maintenance during the same period
were $45,986,067.03, leaving net rev-
enues of $480,724.95. The operation
of the canal to date, therefore, has
cost the United States nothing. In
1915 income and expense nearly bal-
anced; there was a deficit in 1916
and 1917; in 1918 there was a sur-
plus of income over expense ; and this
surplus has increased annually. For
the fiscal vear 1921 it amounted to

?2,7n,816.56.

The canal has not for the last four
years, and should never again, re-
quire maintenance appropriations to

supplement its own current revenues

;

it should, on the contrary, turn an
annually increasing surplus into the
I Jnited States Treasury. It is not yet,

however, on a paying basis, since the
surplus revenue does not suffice to
pay interest on the capital invested
or to provide for its amortization.
If the canal were a commercial enter-
prise, it could not pay a stock divi-

dend, nor could it. if bonded for the
cost of construction, meet the interest

on the bonds even at the minimum
rate of 3 per cent.

An estimate of the revenue needed
to make the canal self-supporting
was made in 1915 by Professor
Emery R. Johnson, in a paper pre-

sented by him to the International
Engineering Congress at San Fran-
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Cisco. The estimate was worked out

as follows:

Oneration, maintenance, sanitation and
government $5,000,000

Annuity payable t(3 the Republic of

Panama 250.000
Interest at 3 per cent, on the cost of

the canal 12,000.000
Amortization of the investment (% of 1

per cent.) 3,000,000

Total .i:20,250,000

The revenue for 1921 ($12,040,-

116.70) fell short of the required

minimum, as estimated by Professor

Johnson, by more than $8,000,000;

and although revenues are increasing

rapidly, it will be some years before

they attain to $20,250,000. In the

meantime the estimate itself requires

revision.

Professor Johnson assumed the

capital cost of the canal to be $400,-

000,000, and estimated the annual
cost of operation and maintenance at

$5,000,000. This latter figure was
based on pre-war wages and material

prices. The actual expenses of oper-

ation and maintenance for the fiscal

year 1921, when wages were at their

highest and the supplies used were
purchased at the peak of the market,
aggregated $9,328,300.14. The aver-

age for seven years was $6,569,-

438.14. Tt is certain that future costs

will be lower than those of 1921, but
it is not probable that we shall get
back again to pre-war conditions. A
reasonable estimate of future ex-

penses of operation and maintenance
would be $7,000,000. As to the cap-
ital cost, the auditor of the Panama
Canal in a memorandum submitted
to the Special Panama Canal Com-
mission in June, 1921, offered the fol-

lowing figures:

Net cost of Panama Canal to June
30, 1920 $357,175,822.86
Interest on above 114,0.38,607.27

Total .$471,214,430.13

These figures do not include forti-

fications, the cost of municipal im-
provements in the cities of Panama
and Colon—a charge which is now be -

ing repaid with interest by the Re-
public of Panama—or the value of
the plant transferred to tho Army
and the Alaskan Railroad Commis-
sion, all items which are not properly

chargeable to the canal as a commer-
cial enterprise. The figures also do
not include certain auxiliary equip-
ment. The auditor estimates the
total capital cost of the. canal with
equipment up to Juno 30, 1920, at
$485,000,000.

Professor Johnson's estimate of
the revenues required to put the
canal on a commerci.'^liv sound basis
may, therefore, be revised as follows:

Operation, maintenance, sanitation and
government $7,000,000

Annuity payable to the Republic of
Panama 250,000

Interest at 3 per cent, on the cost of
the canal 14,5,50,000

Amortization of the investment (% of 1
per cent.) 3,637,500

Total $25,437,500

Sources of Revenue

Although the revenues for 1921
were less than half of the required
total, the canal can undoubtedly be
made to pay, if it is administered
with that end in view.

It was estimated, after a very care-
ful stud}'' of the normal growth of
maritime trade, that the traffic
through the canal would increase at
the .rate of 60 per cent, per decade.
In spite of the war and post-war con-
ditions, the traffic to date has ex-
ceeded that rate of increase. The
tolls, if they are maintained, will

eventually yield the required revenue.
Apart from tolls, which are the

main source of revenue, the canal de-
rives some income from auxiliary
business operations, notably repair
shops, dry docks, fuel oil plants, ship
chandlery stores, fresh water supply,
hotels and restaurants. The net in-

come from these sources, included in

the total revenue for 1921 of $12,040,-
116.70, was $778,197.39.
The net profits of the Panama Rail-

road Company might also logically be
added to the revenues derived from
the operation of the canal, although
this has never been done, and the com-
pany, so far as its finances are con-
cerned, has been treated as an entire-

ly separate entity. The railroad and
steamship line were purchased from
the French Canal Company in 1904,'

together with that company's other
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plant and franchises, for which the

United States paid a lump sum of

$40,000,000, charged against the con-

struction cost of the canal. The net

income of the Panama Railroad Com-
pany from 1904 to 1920, after paying
all charges, was $27,400,151.03. This
has been invested in the development
of the property. The capital assets,

consisting of steamships, rolling

stock, other plant and real estate, in-

creased from $12,669,821.62 in 1904
to $34,365,170.32 in 1920. The net
income on capital invested has been
at the rate of 7.5 per cent, per annum.
The activities of the Panama Rail-

road Company are inextricably in-

volved with those of the Panama
Canal, and there is no clear division

of functions. Though the fuel oil

plants are operated by the canal, the

coaling plants are operated by the

railroad. The canal supplies ships

with marine hardware, cordage,
paints, &c., and the railroad furnishes
ships with provisions. All but one of

the docks at the Cristobal terminal
were built with railroad funds, and
all but one of the docks at the Balboa
terminal with canal funds. The Hotel
Tivoli at Ancon is operated by the
canal, and the Hotel Washington at

Colon by the railroad. The Governor
of the Panama Canal is President of

the Panama Railroad Company. The
Panama Railroad Company is, in fact,

an auxiliary of the Panama Canal, or
a subsidiary corporation, and its net
income might properly be included in

the revenues of the canal. If this in-

come does not fall below the average
of the last seventeen years, it will

amount to $2,000,000 per annum.

Toll Rate Losses

If all its sources of revenue are de-
veloped, as they would be under cor-
poration management, it is fairly
obvious that the canal can attain to

a financially sound position at an
early date. But this presupposes that
Congress will administer the canal as
,a national investment, and not sacri-

fice its earnings to provide an indi-

rect subsidy for American shipping.

Congressional action, or rather
Congressional neglect, has already de-

prived the canal of 14 per cent, of its

legitimate income from tolls. The
facts are these

:

Prior to the opening of the canal
the assessment of tolls was the sub-
ject of an exhaustive study by Pro-
fessor Emory R. Johnson, acting un-
der the instructions of the Secretary
of War. The actual earning capacity
of vessels, as reflected in net tonnage,
was universally accepted as the logi-

cal basis for tolls; but the measure-
ment rules of the different maritime
nations, including the United States,

were found to be fundamentally at

fault, in that net tonnage derived
from them represented in a degree
the manipulative skill of steamship
owners and builders. Therefore the
Panam.a Canal Rules of Measurement
were formulated, which, according to

the testimonj' of Mr. E. T. Chamber-
lain, United States Commissioner of
Navigation, '' are recognized by the
most competent authorities the world
over as the most exact application of
the scientific principles which should
govern the subject yet prepared."

Section 5 of the Panama Canal act

(Aug. 24, 1912) -provides that " Tolls

shall not exceed $1.25 per net regis-

tered ton," it being assumed with rea-

son by all concerned that the net reg-

istered tonnage referred to was that
derived from the Panama Canal
Rules. The canal accordingly began
business on that satisfactory basis.

Article VII. of the Panama Canal
Rules of Measurement provided that

all tolls payable on a vessel's net ton-

nage should be increased by the ton-

nage of the goods carried on the ves-

sel's deck. A concerted agitation was
at once started and persistently main-
tained by the West Coast lumber in-

terests in \)rotest against the pay-
ment of tolls for deck cargo, as pro-
vided under this article, on the
ground that this was contrary to the
law limiting the maximum tolls to

$1.25 per net ton. This led to an un-
expected result of far more extended
scope.

The whole matter was referred to
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United States battleship Missouri passing tlirougli the Culebra Cut, the portion of the Panama
Canal which has presented some of the most difficult engineering problems

the Attorney General, who rendered
an opinion that net registered tonnage
did not mean that derived from the
special rules provided for the Panama
Canal, but rather the equivalent of

the net tonnage derived under the
United States rules of measurement.
Accordingly, supplementary instruc-

tions pursuant to this opinion were is-

sued by the President, stating that
" when the amount obtained by multi-

plying $1.25 by the net tonnage, in

accordance with the Panama Canal
rules, is greater than the amount ob-
tained by multiplying $1.25 by the net
tonnage as determined by the United
States rules of measurement, the ex-

cess amount is uncollectible."

This ruling made necessary two
certificates of measurement for each
ship, one in accordance with the
Panama Canal rules and one in ac-

cordance with the United States

rules. The assessment of tolls was
needlessly and ridiculously compli-
cated, and made to depend, in the end,

not on the scientific and equitable

measurement rules prepared after ex-

haustive study especially for the
canal, but on rules which by com-
parison are obsolete, arbitrary and

unfair. As far as canal revenues are
concerned, the result has been equiva-
lent to a 14 per cent, reduction in

the toll rate. Since the original rates
were not burdensome, and the canal
was not on a paying basis, this in it-

self was objectionable, but the re-

duction was not even uniform. Com-
plete statistics covering the period

since the canal opened show that the
ratio of savings distributed among
vessels of all nationalities is incon-

trovertibly in favor of foreign vessels.

For the calendar year 1920, American
vessels paid 87 per cent, of their tolls

reckoned on the basis of Panama
Canal net tonnage, and foreign vessels

only 84 per cent. Year after year ef-

forts have been made to restore by
legislation the original Panama Canal
measurement rules, but Congress has
declined to act.

Exempting American Ships

It is now proposed to exempt Amer-
ican vessels engaged in the coastwise
trade from the payment of tolls. If

the bill having this object, which is

now before Congress, is enacted into

law, it will reduce canal revenues from
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tolls by 12 per cent. The coastwise

trade has not the least need of subsidy
or legislative encouragement. It is

already an American monopoly from
which all foreign ships are excluded,

and after being neglected during the
war, when all available tonnage was
diverted to the North Atlantic, it is

now growing with amazing rapidity.

For example, the coastwise tonnage
through the Panama Canal duiing the
first eight months of 1921 exceeded
that of the entire year 1920.

It is said that the advocates of this

measure, though admitting that the
coastwise trade needs no subsidy, de-

sign their bill as the entering wedge
leading to the exemption of all Amer-
ican shipping. Without discussing
the policy of such an exemption, as a
partial subsidy of benefit to a frac-

tion only of the American merchant
marine, or the interpretation of the
Hay-Pauncefote Treaty, wherein it is

provided that " the canal shall be free

and open to the vessels of commerce
and of war of all nations * * * on
terms of entire equality, so that there
shall be no discrimination against any
such nation, or its citizens or sub-
jects," it is pertinent to state that
this wider exemption would have the
effect of cutting 40 per cent, from
the income from tolls, and postpone
to the Greek Calends the day when
the canal will begin to earn legitimate
interest on the capital invested.

Professor Emory R. Johnson, in the
paper already referred to, laid down
as follows the principles which, if

adopted, would make for a sound busi-

ness policy:

In the long run the management of the
Panama Canal will probably test the Gov-
ernment as fully as did the construction of

the waterway. * * * During the period
of construction, * * * the President,
having been given by Congress unrestricted
power to build the canal, was able to con-
struct the waterway with efficiency and
with great credit to the country. Business
methc^s prevailed and succeeded. In the

management of the canal there should be
the same strict adherence to business prin-
ciples.

Tolls have been fixed to be paid by all

vessels using the canal. * * * Doubt-
less pressure will be brought from time to

time upon Congress and on the President to

lower the rate of tolls. The Government
should resist this pressure until the rev-

enues derived from the canal cover the
annual operation and maintenance expenses'

and the interest on what it cost to boild
the waterway. * * *

If the rate of tolls which has been estab-
lished is maintained for ten years, and if

subsequent reductions in the rate of tolls

are conservatively made, it will be jwssible

for the American people to secure from
the Panama Canal revenues that will cover
out-of-pocket expenses and return to the

United States Treasury the sum that has
been invested in the waterway. This
can be done without resricting the useful-

ness of the canal; and if this policy is fol-

lowed out, it will be possible for the United
States, with less burden to the taxpayers of

the country, to construct other needed
public works.

A scientific code of tonnage rules has been
formulated- and put into force for the

measurement of all vessels used in the Pan-
ama Canal. Those who have to pay tolls

naturally desire and seek to have the ton-

nage rules so changed as to lessen the

amount paid by vessel owners. It is to be

hoped that the President and the Secretary
of War, who are in charge of the adminis-
tration of the canal, will resolutely main-
tain the tonnage rules as they now stand, or

will make only such modifications in the

rules ao may be required to g^ve them
greater definiteness.
Among the economic aspects of the Pan-

ama Canal to which especial attention

should be given is that of managing the

canal in a businesslike manner. It is now
being wisely managed. The present policy

of charging reasonable tolls upon all ves-

sels, and of applying impartially to all types

of merchant vessels a code of tonnage rules

so framed as to determine and express the

actual capacity available for carrying cargo

and for accommodating passengers, should

be zealously maintained. If this be done

the United States will demonstrate to the

world that a great Government enterprise

can be managed in accordance Mrith sound
economic principles.

This prophetic advice is as sound
today as its was six years ago, when
it was first published.



CHILE'S CONFLICT WITH
BOLIVIA AND PERU

By F. Nieto del Rio
Correspondent of El Diario, Santiago, Chile

Genesis of the three-cornered dispute over possession of the rich

nitrate beds South of Tacna-Arica—How Peru linked herself with

Bolivia and how both were defeated by Chile— The recent attempt

to revise the treaty terms through the League of Nations

TO understand clearly the ap-
peal made recently by Bolivia be-

fore the Assembly of the League
of Nations at Geneva, it is necessary
to revievi^ the causes and consequences
of the war waged by Chile against
both Bolivia and Peru from 1879 to

1883. This war originally started

with Bolivia. Chile had had an old

territorial controversy with that
country over a part of the province
known today as Antofagasta. The
great majority of the settlers of that
mining desert were Chileans. To
secure South American solidarity

prior to the war against Spain, Chile

had finally pushed through a settle-

ment of this dispute by a treaty
signed in 1866. Under this treaty,

Chile renounced her claims to terri-

torial possession in exchange for cer-

tain advantages, including the pro-
tection of Chilean interests in Bolivia.

As difficulties arose in the applica-

tion of the clauses providing for Bo-
livia's participation in the customs
duties, Chile proposed a new treaty
in 1874, under which she renounced
her right to control the customs of-

fices in the boundary zone, forgave
Bolivia the sums not paid for par-
ticipation since 1866, and left to the
latfer free dominion over the terri-

tory, with the sole exception of the
following restrictions in favor of the
Chilean interests established there:

Article i—The export duties to be im-
posed on the minerals derived from the re-
gion mentioned in the foregoing" articles
will not exceed the quota collected at pres-
ent, and Chilean nationals, industries and

capital will not be subject to further con-
tributions of any kind whatever, except
those existing at present. The stipulation
contained in this article will last for a
period of twenty-five years.

Shortly after having pledged itself

to this effect, the Bolivian Congress
passed a law fixing a minimum duty
of 10 centavos per quintal of nitrate
exported. This violation of the treaty
and other violations of a similar na-
ture made it necessary for Chile to

solicit, through diplomatic channels,
the withdrawal of these new tax
laws which affected the Chilean in-

dustrials. The Chilean Government
stated " that the refusal of Bolivia
to grant such a just request would
force Chile to declare the border
treaty void, and the consequences of

this painful declaration would be to

the exclusive responsibility of the
party that had failed to comply with
the treaty." (Instructions of the
Minister of Foreign Relations of
Chile to his representative in Bo-
livia.)

Nevertheless, the Government of
Bolivia went ahead with the law and
proceeded to collect the tax by force

from the Compania de Chilena de
Salitres and the Railroad of Anto-
fagasta, as from Feb. 14, 1878. The
company refused to pay, invoking the

treaty. Then their property was
seized and the manager of the com-
pany was placed in prison.

As the treaty called for arbitration,

Chile proposed this upon condition
that the application of the tax law
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be suspended. Bolivia, having- pro-
posed, on the contrary, that the tax
be collected meanwhile, did not reply
to the Chilean proposition. Instead,
on Feb. 1, 1879, the Bolivians
issued a decree confiscating all the
property of the Salitrera Company.
As there was no telegraph at that
time, Chile knew nothing of this last

act, and, on the 5th of the same
month, the Chilean Government in-

structed its charge d'Affaires in Bo-
livia as follows:

Feb. 5, 1879—Guided by a sincere spirit

of conciliation, and taking into account that
Bolivia is relatively a weak country, we
believe that if the tax is suspended we
could open and continue the discussion in-

terrupted by that Government and reach
by your influence a friendly agreement, and,
if this is not possible, to constitute arbitra-
tion in conformity with the protocol an-
nexed to the pact. In this way we will
eloquently manifest that Chile, whenever
diginity permits, prefers pacific solutions
and is disposed to fulfill with noble loyalty
her international obligations.

As Bolivia did not accept this pro-
posal, Chile allowed foity-eight
hours for a reply as to whether the
law would be suspended. This time
having expired, the Chilean diplomat
asked for his passports, and declared
to the Bolivian (Government that in-

asmuch as the treaty of 1874 had
been broken, the Chilean rights to
the territory claimed in the treaty
of 1866 were again in effect. On
Feb. 14, 1879, Chile ordered the oc-

cupation of the Port of Antofagasta
and of the " territories which she pos-
sessed before making with Bolivia
those treaties which the latter has
just broken." Chile could not aban-
don either the rights or the interests

of her citizens. It was not Bolivian
territory Chile was occupying, but
Chilean territory, which she had
ceded to Bolivia by the treaties in
question.

Peru Joins Bouvia

Notwithstanding the fact that in
1873 Peru had induced Boliyia to
sign a pact of alliance tacitly directed
against Chile, the Peruvian Govern-
ment offered its mediation in the Bo-

livian-Chilean conflict, the origin of
which was nothing more than Peru's
monopolistic nitrate policy, which had
instigated Bolivia to dispossess the
Chilean industries. The mediation
of Peru was accompanied by three
suspicious circumstances: (1) The
denial on the part of the mediating
Minister of the existence of the secret
treaty of which Chile had lately be-

come aware; (2) Previous Peruvian
demands compatible only with the
pretensions of Bolivia; (3) Hurried
war preparations of Peru, the Peru-
vian Government meanwhile showing
a desire to gain time. These circum-
stances, with the fact that Bolivia
did not manifest the slightest desire

to facilitate an amicable adjustment,
indicated to Chile that Peru was not
working "bona fide," but only with
the intention of strengthening the al-

liance. Chile then asked Peru for a
pledge of confidence and for her dec-
laration of neutrality. To this Peru
replied that such a declaration would
be premature, inasmuch as a state

of war did not yet exist between
Chile and Bolivia.

A few days later Bolivia declared
war on Chile. The Chilean Govern-
ment then demanded a declaration
of neutrality from Peru. The Pe-
ruvian President, Senor Pardo, then
confirmed the secret agreement with
Bolivia, in accordance with which it

would be impossible for Peru to re-

main neutral.

The Peruvian mediator, Senor La-
valle, upon receiving his passports in

Santiago, Chile, was also given a note
by the Chilean Government, stating:
" My Government was surprised to

learn that the Peruvian Government
had drawn up and signed this secret

pact at a time when Peru was demon-
strating to Chile sentiments of cor-

dial friendship. To this mysterious
act and one in which the most abso-
lute reserve was agreed upon, the
Government of Chile answers by
frankly declaring the relations with
the Peruvian Government broken."

The Chilean plenipotentiary, on
leaving Peru, dispatched a note to the
Peruvian Government in which he
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gave the reasons for his departure.
In this note, he pointed out Peru's
moral obligation to observe neutral-

ity, especially in view of that coun-
try's attempt to undertake the deli-

cate role of mediator.

This is how the war between Chile
and her two allied neighbors was
started. Let us see how it ended.

The war of Chile with Bolivia and
Peru was concluded by separate
treaties. With Peru the Treaty of
Ancon of 1883 was signed, and with
Bolivia, the truce pact of the same
year. Peru unconditionally sur-
rendered to Chile the Province of
Tarapaca and ceded, also, conditional
on the holding of a plebiscite, the
Provinces of Tacna and Arica. This
plebiscite did not take place in 1894,
nor has it taken place to this day,
for the reason that it hlas been im-
possible to come to an agreement with
Peru with regard to the protocol in-

dicated in the treaty.

The divergence of opinion has been
fundamentally over the rules of pro-
cedure, not over the obligation of con-
ducting the plebiscite. Peru has de-

manded that only the natives—that
is to say, the Peruvians—should be
allowed to vote ; Chile wants the right
extended to all the inhabitants,
whether they be foreigners or citi-

zens. Chile has never refused to

hold the plebiscite, but has only dis-

cussed with Peru through diplomatic
channels the form the plebiscite pro-
tocol should take. The idea that Chile
objects to the plebiscite reveals igno-
rance of the diplomatic history of the
question.

Chile rejected the proposal of the
Peruvian President Billinghurst to

postpone the plebiscite for twenty-
one years, a period that Chile con-
sidered exaggerated and one that de-

ayed the solution of the problem more
than was expedient.
The American Minister to Peru,

Leslie Combe, reported to the State
Department on Nov. 17, 1909: "While
Mr. Leguia [the President] made
patriotism the keynote of his conver-
sation, he confirmed the opinion I

have expressed in former dispatches,

that political use is being made of the
controversy [with Chile] by his Ad-
ministration to bid for popularity, or
at least to distract the people from
thought of revolution." This report
confirms the well-known fact that
Peru's politicians and chieftains
would lose their prestige as soon as
the Tacna-Arica question was solved.

Peace With Bolivia

I have said that in 1883 a truce
with Bolivia was signed. In 1895 a
final treaty of peace was drawn up.
In this treaty it was stated that if

Chile triumphed in the plebiscite of
Tacna and Arica, a seaport of the
province would be given to Bolivia.
This treaty, however, was not rati-

fied. In 1904, twenty years after
the truce pact had been signed, an-
other treaty was formulated, dis-

cussed and signed without any pres-
sure whatever on the part of the vic-

tor. On the contrary, this new pact
was drawn up in the most friendly
spirit, and devised to bring about"
closer economic ties between the two
countries. Its spirit was both mod-
erate and conservative. The Bolivian
Minister, Senor Gutierrez Guerra,
said of it in 1904

:

It is clear that the treaty with Chile has
strengthened our international prestige and
brought us close to that country to which
we now bind ourselves in practical and last-
ing terms of friendship.

Bolivia, after signing this treaty of
1904, in which the definite cession of
the Province of Antofagasta to Chile
was confirmed, lived peacefully, de-
veloping her vast natural resources
with Chilean and European capital.

A pacific people, industrious and well
governed, the'Bolivians had forgotten
the wounds of the war in which they
had fought valiantly, and were no
longer closely bound to Peru.

The treaty was put into effect under
the most harmonious circumstances,
Chile paying various credits against
the Bolivian Government for which
she had made herself responsible.
Mutual confidence and friendship
having been born again in the two
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countries, the old idea of satisfying
Bolivia in her aspirations to a port
of her own on the Pacific was voiced
anew in Chile. Recognizing Bolivia's

need of an outlet, while awaiting the
plebiscite in Tacna and Arica, Chile
began the construction of a railroad

from Arica to La Paz at her own ex-

penseand ata total cost of $25,000,000.
This railroad was completed in 1913,
and its inauguration was made the
occasion of great international cele-

brations emphasizing the sentiment
of Chilean-Bolivian fraternity, which
gave rise to favorable comments
through all Latin America, with
the exception of Peru—^the only coun-
try that had protested against the
construction of this line, on the
ground that it was to cross Tacna,
part of the territory still subject to

a plebiscite decision.

Peru's Reversive Policy

The diplomatic relations between
Peru and Chile have been suspended
since 1910, and since then the interna-
tional Peruvian policy has been di-

rected toward Bolivia. The efforts
of this policy met with little success in

Bolivia until the wrongly understood
results of the European war inspired
the idea that the " reconquest " of
Alsace-Lorraine was the signal for
territorial " revindications " through-
out the entire world. Peru supposed
that the League of Nations would an-
nul the Treaty of Ancon, returning to

Peru all that she had lost in the war
of '79, and Peruvian sympathizers
spread enthusiasm in Bolivia over the
possibility of the League's annulling
the treaty of 1904 with Chile.

This policy tended toward influen-
cing Bolivia against the Chilean proj-
ect of making a Bolivian port in

Tacna and Arica, and instead pre-
sented to the Bolivians the expecta-
tion of reconquering without effort
the rich littoral of Antofagasta.

The movement was resisted by the
Bolivian Government presided over
by Senor Gutierrez Guerra, who de-
sired to keep the national faith

pledged by the treaty of friendship
with Chile. This cost the Bolivian
Government its life. The revolutiona-
ries, instruments of Peru, came into
power, exiling from the country all

men of merit, just as Mr. Leguia has
done to this day in Peru. The new
Government came into power by
promising the people the " recon-
quest " of Antofagasta, with all its

nitrate wealth, within a short time.
Peru, on its part, applauded and agi-
tated the " revindication " of Tacna,
Arica and Tarapaca, and Dictator
Leguia's constituent Congress de-
clared null and void theAncon Treaty.
There was a moment when a crisis

seemed imminent in the presence of
the concerted action of Peru ana
Bolivia to provoke Chile in 1919.

Before the League

At last year's session Peru brought
up the question of the Pacific before
the League of Nations, but, as this
Assembly was inclined to postpone
the discussion, Peru withdrew her
request at the last hour. In Septem-
ber this year Bolivia renewed the at-

tempt, asking that the treaty of 1904
with Chile be revised, that is to say,
asking that the territory of Antofa-
gasta be returned to her, which in

truth Bolivia never had under her
control, and the eventual dominion
of which she ceded definitely an
irrevocably by means of this treaty,
signed of her own free will.

Chile opposed the League's taking
up this matter, and the Assembly
postponed its discussion in a way that
was equivalent to a peremptory rejec-

tion of the Bolivian claims. Its ac-

tion amounted to a confirmation of
the legal and moral judgment that
the treaty of 1904 was a valid treaty
of peace, signed with the fullest lib-

erty of conscience. The President of
the League Assembly declared :

" The
Assembly could not place itself in the
dangerous position of going on record
as being competent to revise treaties.
* * * Such a course would estab-
lish a precedent for possible revision

of the Versailles Treaty, and would
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cause grave alarm in France and
other allied countries." It may be
added that, if this precedent were al-

lowed, no defeated country would fail

to ask for a revision of its agree-
ments: Mexico and Spain would
claim this right against the United
States, China would invoke the prece-
dent against Japan, Panama would
set fire to the discussion in Central
America, and so on. Bolivia has now
withdrawn her request, but says she
reserves the right to bring up the
matter in another form before the
League.

It must not be forgotten that Bolivia
enjoys in practice all the advantages
of having seaports. By the treaty
Chile granted her the right to have
her own Custom Houses in the Chil-

ean ports, and at present there are
Bolivian Custom Houses in both
Arica and Antofagasta.

" SHEER PLEASURE FINE ARTS PAVILION "

ON a high hill in Tokio, which looks

down on the bay and also gives a

magnificent view of Fujiyama, there

stands a great board which bears the in-

scription, " Kyoraku Bijutso Kwan," mean-
ing " Sheer Pleasure P'ine Arts Pavilion."

On this site is to be built the most princely

gift in the history of modern art. The
donor, Mr. K. Matsukata, the celebrated

shipbuilder of Kobe, and the son of the

Marquis Matsukata, one of the few remain-

ing Genro, or Elder Statesmen of Japan,

has conceived the project of erecting here a

monument of Western Art for the edifica-

tion of his fellow countrymen. The work-
ing out of the architectural and other

details of a magnificent gallery, in which
the woi-k of the greatest Western painters

and .sculptors will be exhibited, has been
confided by Mr. Matsukata to Mr. Frank
Brangwyn, R. A., sn English painter of

high merit.

Besides some thousand paintings, etch-
ings and sculptures from Europe and
America, representing the best artists of

the last fifty years, there will be famous
period furniture and tapestries. Japanese
art will be represented by an unrivaled

collection of Japanese prints and a col-

lection of Chinese bronzes known through-

out the East as priceless and unique. All

the best work of Rodin will be exhibited in

bronze, and some 70 of the best works of

Mr. Brangwyn in oil and water color will

be represented. An inner courtyard is

planned, with loggias, and a beautiful

garden and a fountain in the centre are to

be important features. This new gallery will

be one of the beauty spots of Tokio.

The donor, Mr. Matsukata, who wishes
to broaden his country's artistic education,

comes of one of the oldest and most aristo-

cratic families of Japan. His father, the

venerable Marquis Matsukata, has a num-
ber of sons, whom he has sent abroad to

be educated. Once a year they all return

^o Japan and gather around the ancestral

board to relate their experiences. Otohiko

Matsukata, a younger son, was a student

for several years at Harvard.
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Members of the Imperial Conference, held in London, July, 1921, where many momentous
problems were discussed. Fiont row, seated, left to right: Sir Edward Montagu, Arthur
Balfour, Mr. Srinivasa-Sastri, Mr. Mas.sey, Premier of New Zealand: Mr. Meighen, Premier
of Canada; Premier Lloyd George, "W. M. Hughes, Premier of Australia; Jan C. Smuts,
Premier of South Afiica ; Lord Curzon and the Maharaja of Cutch.

THE NEW BRITISH EMPIRE
By J. Ellis Barker

How the idea of imperial consolidation first arose, and how it

developed—Influence of the World War in showing both the

dominions and the mother country the need of union—Momen-
tous results of the Imperial Conference

FUTURE generations may see in

the British Imperial Conference,
M'hich came to an end on Aug. 5,

1921, one of the most momentous
events in the history of the EngHsh-
speaking people and of the world.
The supreme importance of that very
prolonged meeting, lies not so much in

the resolutions which were passed as
in the fact that it created highly sig-

nificant precedents and marked a
complete change in the character of
the British Empire. Only very grad-
ually is the public beginning to real-

ize that a new chapter in British and
in Anglo-Saxon history has begun,
that the old British traditions have
been abandoned. Future historians
may compare the Imperial Confer-
ence of 1921 to the signing of Magna
Charta.

All the great sea empires of the
past since the time of the Phoenicians
and C-arthagenians were created for

the promotion of commerce and trade.

They were created mainly for

the advantage of the motherland.
Following the example which the na-
tions of antiquity and the Italian,

Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch colon-

izers had set in the past, England es-

tablished all over the world trading
stations, which were administered
and controlled from London. Planta-
tions were added. England followed
the precedent set by its forerunners,
although the English treated their

colonists with greater consideration

and the natives with more humanity
than had been done by other nations.

A new spirit has arisen in England.
The desire to give to the British do-
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minions and colonies full self-govern-

ment, and to replace the highly cen-

tralized empire of the past by a free

imperial partnership concluded by a
number of independent nations, has
become stronger and ever stronger.

The change in England's attitude and
policy is ascribed by some to the in-

fluence of men such as Lord Rosebery
and the late Mr. Joseph Chamberlain

;

others attribute it to the revolt of the
American Colonies, In reality there
have been in England two schools of
thought since the beginning of Eng-
land's colonial career, one favoring
the subordination of the colonies to

the motherland, and the other advo-
cating the utmost liberality toward
the overseas possessions.

s

Old View and New

Many Englishmen of the eighteenth
century were cold-blooded utilita-

rians. In the words of Bancroft, the
great American historian, " They re-

garded colonies, even when settled by

men from their own land, only as
sources of emoluments to the mother-
country, and colonists as an inferior
caste." The Hon. George Grenville,
First Lord of the Treasury and Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, cynically
proclaimed, " Colonies are only settle-

ments in distant parts of the worid
for the improvement of trade." Adam
Smith taught about that time :

" If

any of the provinces of the British
Empire cannot be made to contribute
toward the support of the whole em-
pire, it is surely time that Great
Britain should free herself from the
expense of defending those provinces
ill time of war, and of supporting ^ny
part of their civil or military estab-
lishm.ents in time of peace." Many
Englishmen desired to get rid of the
American Colonies, because they
thought such a step would be mone-
tarily profitable.

At the same time there were far-
sighted men, both in England and in

the American Colonies, who wished
to create a united empire on the basis

King John of England setting his royal seal to the Magna Charta at Runnymede, June
15, 1215. Behind him, on his left, is Stephen Langton. Archbishop of Canterbury, to whose
efforts this foundation charter of English and American liberty was largely due. The picture,

based on historical data, was drawn by a British artist for The Illustrated London News.
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of a partnership concluded between
the motherland and the self-govern-

ing settlements overseas. Adam
Smith, though supposed to be a strict

utilitarian, wrote in his " Wealth of

Nations," which was published a cen-
tury and a half ago

:

There is not the least probability that
the British Constitution would be hurt
by the union of Great Britain and her
colonies. That Constitution, on the
contrary, would be completed by it, and
seems to be imperfect without it. The
assembly which deliberates and decides
concerning the affairs of every part
of the empire, in order to be properly
informed, ought certainly to have rep-
representatives from every part of it.

* * * The principal difficulties per-
haps arise, not from the nature of
things, but from the prejudices and
opinions of the people both on this and
on the other side of the Atlantic.

The attitude of the elder Pitt and of

many other eminent Englishmen of

the time is so well known that it need
not be mentioned. Leading men in

the American Colonies also advocated
the conclusion of an empire partner-
ship and the creation of an Imperial
Parliament which should include rep-

resentatives sent by the colonies.

Twenty-two years before the Decla-
ration of Independence, Benjamin
Franklin sent to Governor Shirley a
weighty memoir " On the Subject of
Uniting thje Colonies More Inti-

mately with Great Britain by Allow-
ing Them Representatives in Parlia-

ment." In this article he wrote

:

I should hope that, by such a union, the
people of Great Britain and the people of
the colonies would learn to consider them-
selves as not belonging to different commu-
nities, with different interests, but to one
community with one .interest, which I im-
agine would contribute to strengthen the
whole and greatly lessen the danger of fu-
ture separation. * * * The colonies are
all included in the British Empire, and the
strength and wealth of the parts is the
strength and wealth of the whole. What
imports it to the general State whether a
merchant, smith or hatter grow rich in Old
or New England? And if there be any dif-

ference, those who have most contributed
to enlarge Great Britain's empire and com-
merce, increase her strength, her wealth
and the numbers of her people at the risk of
their own lives and private fortunes in new
and strange countries, methinks ought
rather to expect some preference. * * *

Growth of New Idea

Such enlightened views as these
and others expressed by some of the
most eminent Englishmen and Amer-
icans toward the middle of the eight-
eenth century have, in the course of
ages, become predominant among the
English people. Not only gi-eat lib-

eral statesmen, but the leaders of the
.conservative party as well, have be-
come more and more strongly con-
vinced of the necessity of placing the
British Empire upon a new basis.

The great conservative leader, Dis-

raeli, declared in 1876 that he could
not see " how our distant colonies can
have their affairs administered ex-

cept by self-government. But self-

government, in my opinipn, when it

was conceded, ought to have been con-
ceded as part of a great policy of an
Imperial consolidation." It should, he
thought, have been accompanied by an
imperial tariff, by guarantees, and by
a definition of mutual responsibilities

of support in case of war, above all

by the creation of a representative
council embracing all the empire.
That eminent Liberal Prime Minister,
Lord John Russell, made a similar pro-
posal in his " Recollections." Lord
Rosebery declared that it was a ques-
tion of tightening the bonds of union,
or facing the prospect of losing the
colonies altogether. Professor Seely,

the historian of imperialism, in his
" Expansion of England," pointed out
the fundamental analogy with the
United States, the success of whose
system of State federalism proved
that Federal union over vast spaces
and territories could be maintained.

Leading Englishmen not only pro-

nounced themselves in favor of reor-

ganizing the British Empire on a mod-
ern basis, benefiting by the experience
of the United States, which had solved

the problem of combining a central-

ized government of the whole State
with full self-government on the part
of the member States through the cre-

ation of a Federal Union, but they
prepared the ground for such a new
departure by vigorous spade work.
It was obviously impossible to unite
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a large number of independent States
for common action. Even the ablest

statesman cannot negotiate with a
crowd. The indispensable prelimi-
nary step toward bringing about the
unification of the empire and the
creation of an imperial authority rep-

resentative of the whole empire con-
sited in effecting preliminary unions
among the various independent States

of Canada, Australia and South
Africa, thus forming a small number
of important groups of States, each of

which would then be able to speak
with a single voice and act with a
single mind and will.

Owing to the farsightedness and
ability of the late Lord Durham and
of other men, the separate States of
Canada came together and formed in

1867 the Dominion Government, rep-
resentative of all the individual parts.
Owing to the activities of Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain and others the Austra-
lian States acted in a similar manner
and created the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment of Australia in 1900, while in

1909 the States of South Africa cre-

ated the Union Government. There
was friction at first between the
States thus united, exactly as there
had been friction between the United
States of North America in the early
days of the Union. However, the
differences existing have disappeared
in the course of time, and the consoli-
dations effected have become stronger
and stronger, and seem likely to last.

A most important step toward or-

ganizing the States of the British
Empire on the model of the United
States had been taken.

The World War's Influence

There was, however, a great dif-

ficulty in the way. Though the
statesmen and people of the United
Kingdom ardently desired the crea-
tion of a great empire union on a
democratic basis, and were willing
to make considerable sacrifices for
that ideal, their feelings were not
unreservedly reciprocated by the
statesmen and peoples of the domin-
ions and colonies. The parochial

spirit was stronger in the outlying
portions of the empire than in the
motherland. The inhabitants of the
faraway colonies, like the people of
the Western States of North Amer-
ica, were completely absorbed in
their local problems. Economic ques-
tions filled their horizon. They
talked and thought wheat, meat, min-
erals, fish, transport, labor, &c.
They had no foreign policy. They
had no local history. They did not
realize that at any moment they
might be carried into the maelstrom
of foreign politics and of world poli-

tics. Europe seemed as far away as
the moon. They felt absolutely se-

cure where they lived. The World
War and the rise of Japan suddenly
opened their eyes. Events showed the
wisdom of the old country in having
attached the colonies to herself by
silken bonds of affection. Innumer-
able eminent Germans had stated that
the British dominions would secede
in time of danger, that they would
inevitably follov/ the precedent set by
the United States, that in case of a
great European war England could
at the utmost throw 150,000 soldiers

on the Continent, but that in all prob-
ability military intervention would
be impossible because England's
small army would be needed to sup-
press risings in all the overseas pos-
sessions.

German and other Continental ob-

servers had proclaimed so frequently

that England was played out that

many Englishmen and colonials had
come to believe it. To the surprise

of all, England and her colonies flew

to arms in 1914, and instead of mobil-
izing 150,000 soldiers the empire
mobilized 10,000,000. Little New
Zealand alone raised as many troops
as, according to the calculations of
the German General Staff, the United
Kingdom would send to the Conti-
nent. The war vastly strengthened
the imperial spirit throughout the
empire. Men throughout the moth-
erland and the British dominions at

last realized the absolute necessity of

all the citizens of the empire stand-

ing together in the hour of danger.
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Besides, all Englishmen began to feel

a pride in the old country and the

daughter States. Events had clearly-

shown that motherland and colonies

were neither effete nor besotted with
selfishness and money-making. Even
the most parochially inclined realized

the necessity of preparing for united
defense and of building against fu-

ture danger by placing the direction

of imperial policy upon a new basis.

The great dominions could obviously

not be expected to bring great sacri-

fices in blood and treasure unless they
had been given some influence over

foreign policy. Otherwise they might
have to suffer for mistakes made by
the Government in London, in which
had hitherto been vested the control

of foreign policies. Hence the cry of

the colonies, " Call us to your coun-
cils " found the I'eadiest response.

Previous to the war the nucleus of

an imperial organization had been
formed by a number of imperial
conferences, the importance of which
grew steadily greater, and by the

creation of an Imperial General Staff
and of an Imperial War Council, these
last-mentioned bodies being devoted
to the study of imperial defense and
to the harmonizing of the defensive
forces of the whole empire. Thus a
beginning had been made in uniting
motherland and daughter States for
common action.

First Imperial Cabinet

Soon after the outbreak of the war
the British War Cabinet was ex-
panded and became an Imperial War
Cabinet by the inclusion of eminent
representatives from the British

overseas lands. The work begun in

the middle of the eighteenth century
was crowned by the recent Imperial
Conference, which not only marks
one of the most important events in

the history of the Anglo-Saxon peo-
ples, but should prov(? of far-reach-
ing importance also to the United
States of America.

On Aug. 5, the date when the final

sitting of the Imperial Conference
was held, there was published an of-

ficial report of the proceedings, in

which we read the highly significant
sentences

:

The discussions, which covered the whole
area of forei^ policy and extended over
many days, proved most fruitful in all these
respects. They revealed a unanimous opin-
ion as to the main lines to be followed by
British policy, and a deep conviction that
the whole weight of the empire should be
concentrated behind a united understanding
and common action in foreign affairs. In
this context, very careful consideration was
given to the means of circulating informa-
tion to the dominion Governments and
keeping them in continuous touch with the
conduct of foreign relations by the British
Government. It was unanimously felt that
the policy of the British Empire could
not be adequately representative of demo-
cratic opinion throughout its peoples unless
representatives of the dominions and of
India were frequently associated with those
of the United Kingdom in considering and
determining the course to be pursued. All
members of the conference expressed a
vivid sense of the value of this year's
meeting in that respect, and a desire that
similar meetings should be held as fre-
quently as possible.

Mr. Hughes, the Prime Minister of
Australia, one of the most outspoken
men living, stated in an interview on
Aug. 21

:

It has been a memorable conference, and,
on the whole, I am satisfied with the work
that has been done. The conference has
confirmed the practice set up during the
war—indeed, rendered necessary—whereby
the policy of the empire was to be decided
by the empire as a whole, and not by any
one part of it. * * * We have firmly

.

established * * * a great principle which
must be regarded as the very foundation
stone of this splendid edifice of the British
Empire. We are a commonwealth of free
nations, each dowered with full powers of
self-government, but all united in matters
relating to the outside world. We are many,
and yet we are one, and this Imperial Con-
ference has crystallized this vital doctrine
of empire. As we proceeded to run the
gamut of the great questions that were
presented for our consideration, each one
of us became more and more convinced that
our interests, and indeed our safety, de-
pended upon unity, and that this unity in

regard to foreign and inter-empire affairs
was to be obtained only by a frank recog-
nition of the right of all the members of
all the great dominions, as well as the
motherland, to have an equal voice in the
formulation of foreign and empire policy.

The conference which has just terminated
its labors differs widely from those Im-
perial Conferences that were held at inter-
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vals of three years before the war. The
war, which has changed many things, has
given to the dominions a new status, and
it was as full partners of the empire that
the representatives of the dominions sat
around the council table of empire.

Among the numerous resolutions
which were passed there is one of
outstanding .importance, because
from it should flow the organization
of the British Empire on a federal
basis. That most important resolu-
tion was worded as follows:

The Prime Ministers of the United King-
dom and the dominions, having carefully
considered the recommendation of the Im-
perial War Conference of 1917 that a
special Imperial Conference should be sum-
moned as soon as possible after the war to

consider the constitutional relation of the
component parts of the empire, have
reached the following conclusions:

(a) Continuous consultation, to which
the Prime Ministers attach no less im-
portance than the Imperial War Confer-
ence of 1917, can only be secured by a sub-
stantial improvement in the communication
between the component parts of the em-
pire. Having regard to the constitutional
developments since 1917, no advantage is to

be gained by holding a constitutional con-
ference.

(b) The Prime Ministers of the United
Kingdom and the dominions and the rep-
resentatives of India should aim at meet-
ing annually, or at such longer intervals as
may prove feasible.

(c) The existing practice of direct com-
munication between the Prime Ministers of
the United Kingdom and the Dominions, as
well as the right of the latter to nominate
Cabinet Ministers to represent them in con-
sultation with the Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom, are maintained.

A Present Reality

The activities of the Imperial Con-
ference were not solely devoted to the
future. The most excellent resolu-

tions with regard to future action
may be disregarded in course of time
and ultimately be forgotten. The
planned empire partnership was
wiselj' made operative at once. The
statesmen from overseas, who had
been called together to discuss the
future organization of the empire,
were iminediately taken into the con-
fidence of the British Cabinet, and all

the great foreign and imperial ques-
tions which arose during the presence
of the most eminent representatives

from overseas were not discussed and
decided by the British Cabinet, as
had been the custom in the past; but
the overseas statesmen were invited
to join the British Cabinet, and de-
cisions of the very greatest moment
were made for the first time by a
Cabinet representative of the whole
em.pire.

The official report of the Imperial
Conference states

:

The Prime Ministers of the Dominions
and the representatives of India present in
London this year were invited to meetings
with members of the British Cabinet called
to deal with imperial and foreign questions
of immediate urgency which arose in the
course of the sittings.

Among these urgent foreign and
imperial questions were the alloca-
tion of Upper Silesia, the question
whether the Anglo-Japanese agree-
ment should be renewed, the prob-
lem of the future of China, the prob-
lem of the policy of the empire
toward the United States, and many
others. All these questions, of
course, hang together. No imperial
statesmen can discuss the problems
of the Far East without discussing
the attitude of the United States. Mr.
Lloyd George stated on July 11 in the
House of Commons, after discussing
the Anglo-Japanese agreement:
The broader discussion of Far Eastern

and Pacific policy, to which we then turned,
showed a general agreement on the main
lines of the course which the Imperial
Cabinet desired to pursue. I have already
explained that the first principle of our
policy was friendly co-operation with the
United States. We are all convineced that
upon this, more than any single factor,

depends the peace and wellbeing of the
world. We also desire, as I have stated,

to maintain our close friendship and co-

operation with Japan.

Future Possibilities

It will be noticed that Mr. Lloyd
George spoke, not in the name of the
British Cabinet, but in that of the
Imperial Cabinet. During the pres-
ence of the most distinguished over-

seas statesmen the foundation of the
Imperial Cabinet was laid, and it was
made to function forthwith.

Cabinet government arose in Eng-
land after the revolution of 1688. It
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was modeled on the government of

the Venetian oligarchy. A narrow
oligarchy of statesmen has endeav-
ored to direct the affairs of the Brit-

ish Empire ever since, although in

course of time considerable changes
were made whereby Cabinet gov-
ernment was modernized. These
changes, however, were trifling com-
pared with the fundamental altera-

tion just effected. The time seems
near when the government of the
British Empire will no longer be the
prerogative of Englishmen, when the

British Empire may have an empire
Cabinet in the fullest sense of the
word, presided over by a Canadian or
an Australian, an Afrikander or a
New Zealander. In addition there
ought to arise an Imperial House of

Representatives or, perhaps, two
Houses comparable to those sitting at

Washington. Last, but not least, it

will be possible to transfer the seat

of government of the British Empire
from London to some town overseas.

The time may come when Canada or
Australia will be found more im-
portant than the United Kingdom as
regards number of inhabitants, pow-
er and wealth. An Imperial Cabinet
might conceivably determine to make
Montreal or Ottawa, Sydney or Mel-
bourne, the empire capital. Thus it

will be possible to avoid friction and
to rejuvenate the ancient fabric. Ex-
actly as the Phoenicians transferred
their capital to Carthage and as the
Romans abandoned Rome for Con-
stantinople, the increasing impor-
tance of overseas States may place
Canada or Australia at the head of
the British Empire. Great visions are
open to colonial statesmen who hith-

erto were immersed in narrow local

politics, and the glamour of the em-
pire should vastly increase their af-

fection for it.

The reorganization of the empire
will, of course, be of the greatest ben-

efit from the economic point of view.

The development of the British over-

seas States has lagged behind largely

because the energies of the empire
States were frittered away. A firm
imperial union should lead to the rap-

id development of the imperial re-

sources. The empire lacks railways.
Although its territory is more than
four times as large as that of the
United States, it has only about half
as large a railway mileage. A great
impetus to imperial development will

doubtless ensue.

Men habitually speak of the an-
cient empire created by Great Brit-
ain. In reality it dates only from
yesterday. Up to the Revolution of
the American Colonies, the only im-
portant possessions of England were
those which threw off their alle-

giance. Since their secession Great
Britain has created a new empire. At
the beginning of the last century
Canada had only 240,000 inhabitants,
and Australia was a desert which
contained 6,500 whites. Since then
England has acquired an empire in-

habitated by nearly 20,000,000 white
people. During the coming century
the British overseas dominions may
become great powers in the fullest

sense of the word. A British federal
union may arise which will not be in-

ferior to the United States in power,
wealth and promise.

The coming development of the
British Empire upon those lines

v/hich have proved so succeessful in

the United States should be of inter-

est and of advantage to all English-
speaking nations and to the world.
Peace is the greatest asset of all the
nations which have sprung from the
narrow islands in the North Sea. The
strongest guarantee of a world peace
would lie in the cordial co-operation
of the British Empire and the United
States. The dominions are more
democratic than England. The form
of government of the British Empire
promises to resemble closely that of

the United States. The two great
federal creations and the two great
English-speaking nations seem bound
to draw together. Their co-operation
is the hope of the world. Each of the
two can learn much from the other,

England and the British Empire have
opened a new chapter in their own
history and in the history of the

world.



CANADA AS A NATION
By J. Vernon McKenzie

Editor of Maclean's Magrazine, Toronto

The Dominion's natio7ial status at the Arms Conference—Need
of a permanent Canadian Ambassador at Washington, and the
explanation of delay in appointing such a plenipotentiary

THE fact that at the Washin^on
disarmament conference Canada

t IS represented, not directly, but
tthrough a Canadian member of the
'British delegation, gives food for
hought. As a Pacific power, with

-Jiore than a thousand miles of sea-
board and three important Pacific
ports, Canada had a powerful claim
to independent representation. In a
recent article, Grattan O'Leary, an
unusually well-informed correspond-
ent, who accompanied the present
Premier, Mr. Meighen, to London,
pomted out an even stronger claim
"In any important conflict in that
part of the world," he said, " Can-
ada would be a probable theatre
of war." The same writer, still
more recently, has revealed some
secret histoiy which shows that
the idea of a Pacific Conference
originated with the leader of the
Canadian Government at the Im-
perial Conference. Before he had
been many hours in London, Premier
Meighen came out strongly in opposi-
tion to a renewal of the Anglo-Japa-
nese treaty. How he got the support
of General Smuts and ultimately of
Lloyd George and the majority of the
Imperial Conference is now a matter
of history. He won his point, but his
suggestion that a Pacific Conference
be held by Great Britain, Japan and
^f^e United States to clear up Pacific
problems was rejected by Great Brit-am on the ground that such a confer-
ence would not meet with the approv-
al of Australia. This decision, it
should be pointed out, was made
without consulting Australia, which
was believed to be strongly in favor
of the renewal of the alliance.

Canada's right to be heard in the
Washington conference has been ac-
knowledged by the appointment of
Sir Robert Borden, the Canadian ex-
Premier, as a member of the British
delegation. Canada, however, re-
ceived no official invitation to attend
the conference as an independent na-
tion. This fact has a direct bearing
upon the whole question of Canada's
status as a nation. There was a
strong feeling in Canada that the Do-
minion should have separate repre-
sentation at the conference, and also
a feeling that it was Premier Meig-
hen's own fault that no direct invita-
tion from President Harding was re-
ceived at Ottawa. It was felt that if
Canada had had her own plenipoten-
tiary at Washington, representing
her as a distinct nation, the result
would have been quite different.
An effort to have a Canadian Am-

bassador sent to Washington was be-
gun about three years ago, but no ac-
tion has yet been taken, though the
Ottawa Government has declared at
intervals that an appointment would
be made Premier Meighen has
stated unofficially, since his return
from London, that the Dominion will
before long be represented at the
I'nited States capital. Whv has the
appointment been so long delayed*^

This is a difficult question to an-
swer definitely. In the 'first place,
It is generally understood that the
appointment was offered to Sir Rob-
ert Borden and to the Hon. Newton
W. Rowell, but rejected by both. The
scope of the position was not defi-
nitely described until this question
was taken up by Mr. Meighen recent-
ly with the authorities in Downing
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Street. When the appointment was
first announced it was stated that

the Canadian plenipotentiary would
be accommodated at the British Em-
bassy, and that he would be a *' sec-

ond in command," who would act as

British Ambassador in the latter's

absence. Premier Meighen has re-

ceived assurance that no other do-

minion will regard direct Canadian
diplomatic representation at Wash-
ington as any slight upon itself.

If the right man could be got for

the position, Premier Meighen would
almost certainly make an early ap-

pointment to the post. Viscount
Bryce, who was British Ambassador
at 'Washington from 1907 to 1913,
has been quoted to the effect that 90
per cent, of the business transacted
at the Washington Embassy apper-
tained to Canada. This emphasizes
Canada's dominant importance, and
not only indicates why opposition to
the appointment was withdrawn by
representatives of the other domin-
ions, but also proves the importance
of securing the very best talent in

Canada for the post. The man who
takes this position must not only be
a diplomat—in the broadest sense of
the word—but he must have a defi-
nite grasp of commercial problems.
Perhaps if the position were now of-
fered to Mr. Rowell or Sir Robert
Borden, one or the other might ac-
cept; it is indisputably true that
there are literally scores of men who
feel themselves qualified for the job,
and from whom ready acceptances
could be obtained.
One thing is clear—the relations

between Canada and the United
States are becoming closer and
closer. Ten years are a compara-
tively short time in the history of a
nation, but certain changes have
taken place in this decade which
would make impossible today the suc-
cess of any such slogan as " No truck
or trade with the Yankees," which
was current in 1911 when the Reci-
procity Treaty was rejected by Can-
ada, Canadians have recognized
that there must be " truck and trade "

with the Yankees ; the import figures

each month for several years have
driven this home. The fact that the
Canadian dollar is worth only 85 or
90 cents in New York has further
emphasized this. Closer commercial
I'elations, despite tariff bars, appear
inevitable.

One of the ties which bound Can-
ada to Great Britain in pre-war years
was a financial bond: hundreds of
millions of pouiids were borrowed by
Canada to aid in the upbuilding of
Canadian industries. The Dominion's
borrowings in London have dwindled
to petty driblets, and the money
needed is now being obtained in New
York.
These are potent commercial and

financial reasons for a closer relation-

ship between Canada and the United
States, but politically and sentimen-
tally there does not appear to be any
cleavage with Great Britain develop-

ing. Nor does there appear to be pub-
lic opinion of importance looking

toward separate nationality. It is

true that there are certain elements
which have been preaching for years

even more radical doctrines than those

enunciated by Mr. Meighen in Lon-
don. There was for two years in ex-

istence a paper called The Canadian
Nation, which advocated a more com-
plete national entity for Canada.
This paper, ably edited and backed
by John S. Ewart, K. C, attained a
circulation of about 2,000. It sus-

pended publication a few months ago.

There are influential newspapers
in Canada today which advocate more
complete Canadian autonomy—such
dailies as The Manitoba Free Press
and The. Toronto Star. But even the

editors of these papers, and citizens

who think along their lines, are verj'

definitely autonomists— not sepa-

ratists. It would be difficult to find

in Canada any potential public opinion
of importance seeking a separate na-
tionality.

The attitude of French-speaking
Canada toward the British Empire
can be expressed very briefly. The
French Canadians say in effect :

" We
have no desire for a change. We are
satisfied with our treatment under the

J



British flag. Our language and our
civil and religious rights are ade-
quately safeguarded under existing
conditions. Any change might make
us worse off; it is not readily conceiv-
able that we would be any better off."
Since the passing of Goldwin Smith

nearly ten years ago there has been
no voiced plea for annexation. Gold-
win Smith and certain other Cana-

?u^?li,^^,^ P^^^ generation believed
that the lines of communication must
inevitably run north and south on this
continent, and made the deduction
that Canada's logical destiny was as

wu'm ^^F^^ ^^^* ^^ ^^e United States.
While traveling throughout certain
portions of Western Canada, where
the influx of American settlers
(chiefly agricultural) has been very
heavy during the past ten or fifteen
years, one may occasionally hear a
discussion as to the value to Canada—and to the United States—of an-
nexation, but such discussions do not
usually go very far. During the last
twelve months the writer has traveled
between 15,000 and 20,000 miles in
Canada, visiting such far-separated
cities as Halifax and Prince Rupert
and not once has the question of an-
nexation cropped up.

Just exactly what the extent of
Canada's participation in empire
councils should be it would be diffi-
cult to ascertain by consulting an
average Canadian. Many would un-
doubtedly reply that things are going
along quite well now; why worry?
The question of Imperial Federation
had arisen before the war, but the
war dragged forth into a glaring
light the question of future imperial
relationship. Tn a letter to the writ-
er, in 1919, Viscount Bryce discussed
this point as follows:

It seems to me that the position of
Canada and the other great dominions will
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be worked out more clearly in practice

J^if" ^^" ."o^^t)e laid down by any theory.
Ihe British Empire, or British Union of
commonwealths, whichever we may call it
has been worked out in practice, like somany institutions of our race, and if it had
been attempted to prescribe future develop-
ments by means of formulas, we should
not have had the results which have been
so happily attained hitherto.
The value of an imperial council seems

to reside m the fact that it would not inter-
fere in any way with Canadian self-gov-
ernment, but would provide ample oppor-
tunities for an exchange of views between
the Government of the mother country and
Its public opinion, and the Government and
public opinion of the dominions, so that
each would understand one another more
perfectly than they do now, and that it
should be made more certain that their
joint action should represent the common
will and purpose of both.
We in Britain ought to know all that the

dominions feel about foreign policy, and
the representatives of the dominions ought
to have the fullest opportunity for express-
ing their views. Similarly, the British
members would communicate our ideas to
the Governments of the dominions and their
peoples, so that the action to be ultimately
taken should, so far as possible, represent
that which is common to both.

Canada is content—and very con-
tent—to remain as an integral part
of the British Empire, a dominion on
a status of equality with the mother
country and the other dominions
Thus she will fulfill her destiny—

a

destiny which Sir Auckland Geddes
described as that of an interpreter
between the two great Anglo-Saxon
nations. Again using the words of
the British Ambassador at Washing-
ton, Canada's task is to build the
bridge of understanding between
England and the United States. Ca-
nadians are divided upon many top-
ics, but on this they think, speak and
act practically as one; Canada de-
sires to remain a British dominion.
What this means Canadians do not
ponder very deeply; the fact itself
IS sufficient.

/.



CANADA'S ORIENTAL
PROBLEM

By John Nelson
Former Managing Editor and part owner of The Vancouver World

How the Chinese and Japanese have swarmed into British Colum-

bia and forced out the Canadians—Percentage of Orientals

five times as great in Canada as in the United States

THE United States, according to

census figures given out at

Washington Sept. 26, 1921, had
a population of approximately 105,-

000,000, which included 171,649 Chi-
nese and Japanese. Canada, with a
population which the recent census is

expected to show at not more than
8,500,000, has a Chinese and Japanese
population estimated at 65,000

—

about 40,000 Chinese and approxi-
mately 25,000 Japanese.

The United States (particularly
that portion of it which is known as
California and Washington) has for
some time considered that it has an
Oriental problem on its hands. Yet,
in proportion to the population, the
Dominion of Canada has nearly five

times as many Orientals as has her
great neighbor to the south.

Of the Orientals resident in Can-
ada, British Columbia has probably
90 per cent, of the Chinese and Japa-
nese, and practically 100 per cent, of
the Hindus—or about 63,000 in all. As
the present census may give British
Columbia in the neighborhood of
500,000 people, this means that one-
eighth of the population of Canada's
Pacific province is already Oriental

—

and growing! That in itself is

serious, whether this population re-

mains a quiescent entity, abstaining
from all claim to political or civil

rights, or whether it bestirs itself ac-

tively to obtain these rights. Cali-

fornia became hysterical in 1919
when it found every thirteenth child

of its population to be a Japanese.
Historically the development of

Oriental immigration to Canada dif-

fers sharply from the trek of Euro-
peans to this dominion. The Gov-
ernment frankly sought and paid for
Slav and Swede and Mennonite. From
1901 to 1905 Canada spent $1,445,000
on United Kingdom immigrants. On
the contrary, a head tax of $50 was
imposed on Chinese in 1885. This
was increased to $100 in 1901 and to

$500 in 1904. In the period from
1886 to 1919, inclusive, Canada de-
rived from this tax the enormous
sum of $20,537,961. The year before
last more than $2,000,000 was taken,
and last year $500,000.

Despite this head tax, the influx of
Chinese into Canada during the last

twenty years has far exceeded that of
the other two Oriental elements, Japa-
nese and Hindus. From 1900 to 1907
it ceased temporarily, but it began
anew and reached its peak between
1910 and 1914, when more than
30,000 Chinese came to Canada. The
war again interrupted it, but from
1918 to 1919 about 4,300 entered.
The total for the twenty years men-
tionedwas 37,913. This total, however,
is much larger than it seems, for
many of these belonged to the exempt
class—merchants and their wives and
children, consular agents and their
families and staffs, teachers and men
of science. Many also were Chinese
returning from visits to China under
what are known departmentally as
C-19 registrations. None the less, as
I shall show, the Chinese problem in

Canada is serious.

Of the other races involved the
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Hindu element is negligible ; it is about
5,000, and is hardly likely to increase

m the near future, in view of trans-

portation difficulties and of Section

3B of the Canadian Immigration Act,

which provides that such immigrants
must come b3'- continuous passage on
through tickets purchased in the
home land.

The problem with regard to the
Japanese is second in seriousness
only to that presented by the Chi-
nese. Contrary to general belief,

Canada's immigration relations with
Japan are conditioned not by the An-
glo-Japanese Treaty, but by the
Treaty of Commerce and Navigation
between Great Britain and Japan
signed in London on April 3, 1911.
This treaty provides for reciprocal
rights of travel, residence, the carry-
ing on of business between the two
countries, the owning or leasing of
property, exemption from military
service, &c. It has been modified only
in so far as the voluntary undertak-
ing of Japan to the Hon. Mr. Le-
mieux to restrict Japanese immigra-
tion into Canada to 300 yearly
constitutes a limitation to its pro-
visions. Nevertheless, the number of
Japanese in Canada today is consid-
erable, and they are only inferior to
the Chinese in the acquisition 6f land
and in their growing competition in
fruit producing and other lines.

Go down the Okanagan Valley,
fairest of all Canadian vales, in blos-

som and harvest time. It is still a
land of lovely homes, of people of
station, of culture and means; above
all, of those qualities of loyalty most
difficult for any nation to secure in
settlers and yet indispensable to any
nation's permanency. From one end
to the other of Okanagan Lake, a dis-

tance of eighty miles, there are per-
haps 20,000 souls. Of that number
3,300 went to the war without hesi-
tation and without counting the cost.

Whole hamlets were deserted. While
they were away a danger which had
long menaced became acute. Labor
was lacking, crops had to be har-
vested. In many instances payments
had to be met; in others the strain

proved too heavy and lands had to be
sold.

The ready cash buyer and the
available hired hand were almost in-

variably the Chinaman and the Japa-
nese. Today the situation is painfully
acute. In towns like Kelowna it is

of first concern. Public sentiment is

alert and vigilant, but gold talks. The
ability of Orientals to secure money
shows that many of their colony not
only have ample means, but are will-

ing to lend it to their countrymen
(doubtless with ample security)

.

Across the lake at Summerland
there is a considerable colony of
Asiatics, headed by such prominent
Japanese as George Tada and Frank
Agno, who now own considerable
fruit acres. In the Mission-Hatzic
district and other valley communities
a comparison of the land holdings in

the last five years shows how rapidly
the process of penetration is going
on. In 1915 there were 115 small
fruit growers in this district, of whom
10 were Japanese. In 1920 the total

had grown to 250, and 55 were Japa-
nese. The change is even more
marked in the Pitt Meadows-Haney
district. The Japanese in 1915, out
of 42 growers, numbered only 16; in

1920, out of a total of 248, they num-
bered 120. On that basis, with a very
high birth rate and the expulsive ef-

fect of Japanese influx on white set-

tlement, the small fruit industry in
the Lower Frazer Valley must soon
pass into alien hands.

In British Columbia there is a
whole fishing community—Steveston—w^hich is controlled by the Japa-
nese. The children in the schools are
Japanese and the instruction Japa-
nese. The white fishing population
has been forced out, and the whole
salmon fishing industry on the Frazer
River, once the most famous of all

salmon streams, within a quarter of
a century has passed completely into
Japanese hands. The clumsy, inef-
ficient yellow men who came twenty-
five years ago learned how to handle
the boats, taught their wives, and
later became naturalized when Ca-
nadian labor stormed and protested
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against fishing licenses for the Ori-

entals ; little by little the Indians and
whites alike were driven out bj^ race
pressure, and this fishing town of

20,000 souls is now thoroughly Ori-
entalized. Of a total of 1,376 Ca-
nadian gill-net licenses, including
those for the Skeena, the Naas and
Vancouver Island, the Japanese now
receive S73, Canadians only 133, and
English and Scotch 37 and 28 respec-
tively. Canada cannot regard this

situation with equanimity. The eco-

nomic follv of allowing an industry
worth $25,000,000 annually to fall

into non-Canadian, especially Asiatic,

hands need not be emphasized.
But, as has already been stated,

the Chinese problem is the more
serious. Immediately about Van-
couver the Chinese have acquired
under ownership about 1,000 acres,

every foot of which is devoted to in-

tensive truck gardening. More than
3,600 acres are held under lease, for
which the Orientals pay only $40 per
acre annually. On Vancouver Island,

in the vicinity of Victoria, the Chi-
nese own about 700 acres and lease

more than 800. The Japanese in the
same district lease about 100 acres
and own practically none. At En-
derby and Armstrong, where the
finest celery in Canada is grown, the
Chinese own 2,500 acres and lease

763. The Japanese lease sixty acres
in this valley. In the Okanagan the

Chinese own about 100 acres and
lease about 1,230. The Japanese hold
about 250 acres freehold and 600
leasehold. The largest holdings in the
interior by Chinese are at Ashcroft
where title to 2,500 acres has passed
to them and where they operate
another 2,000. Ashcroft is almost
another Steveston.

The whole land situation in British
Columbia spells danger. Hon. E. D.
Barrow, the Provincial Minister of
Agriculture, stated recently that 90
per cent, of the Vancouver produce
came from Chinese. Only two green-
houses in Victoria remain outside of

Mongolian control. A recent survey
made by the Department of Agri-
culture for the province shows that
there are 1,080 Asiatics controlling
26,918 acres. This includes 367 or-

chard lands, 2,341 fruit lands, 10,659
truck farms, 515 dairy farms, 3,677
acres for mixed farming. Japanese
logging cam.ps.are also multiplymg.
Legislative action, drastic and thor-
ough, has protected the metalliferous
mining of the province from the pene-
tration which is proceeding in the
case of agriculture, fishing and
lumber.

The Oriental problem is as serious
and menacing for Canada as for any
other nation represented in the
present Pacific conference at Wash-
ington.

FIRST GERMAN LINER IN SEVEN YEARS

rpHE new German steamship Bayern ar-

•^ rived at New York from Hamburg on

Oct. 2, 1921. It was the first German
passenger vessel to enter an American port

since August, 1914. It brought nine cabin

and 594 steerage passengers, of whom 175

were American citizens. The ship was met

at Quarantine by a Reception Committee

designated by Mayor Hylan; the commit-

tee went out in a steamer gayly decked with

flags and having on board a German society

band, which played popular tunes. From
Quarantine to the pier of landing the

Bayern made a triumphant progress. Thus
was international communication between

Germany and the United States resumed
under the separate peace treaty recently

signed at Berlin.



INDIA'S MOVEMENT AGAINST
BRITISH RULE

By V. B. Metta*

The Indian side of the non-co-operation movement and its causes
—Grievances that have led many of the people to support Mr.
Gandhi's boycott—Why the Moslems have joined the Hindus in
hostile demonstrations against everything British in India

The message of Non-Oo-operatlon Is self-
purification, self-sacrifice, courage and hope.—
M. K. Gandhi.

TPIE political situation in India is

of absorbing interest, because
the popular movement against

British government, known as the
Non-Co-operation Movement, is head-
ed by Mr. Gandhi, a strange mixture
of a saint, a statesman and a radical
reformer. He is as clear-sighted and
practical in some matters as any other
leader of men in any other country on
the face of the earth, and as tragically
though charmingly unpractical as
Ruskin and Tolstoy were in some
other matters. He is more loved in
India than any other political leader
has ever been since the British Gov-
ernment was established there. Older
Indian politicians like Sir P. M.
Mehta and Mr. Gokhale were semi-
aliens in their own country, because
they spoke always in English, and
therefore they addressed only
those Indians who had received
an English education. Their ideals
and aspirations, their mode of dress-
ing and living were considerably
mfluenced by those of the West, and
therefore they made hardly any ap-
peal to the majority of their country-
men. But Mr. Gandhi dresses like the
humblest of them, addresses them in
Hmdi, and preaches and practices
those ideals which have been in their
life-blood for thousands of years, and
which, therefore, they instinctively
comprehend and admire. He talks
to them not about Mill and Macaulay,
but of the moral, spiritual and po-

litical ideals which are expressed in
the Vedas, the Epics, and early Indian
history. And they feel that he is
their real spokesman, because, like a
true Indian, he puts character and
conduct above mere knowledge.

It would not be correct to say that
Mr. Gandhi hates Britishers as Brit-
ishers. He hates them for the kind of
government which they have estab-
lished m India, a government which
unduly favors British interests and
does not take sufficient notice of
Indian interests, protests and aspira-
tions. From the days when the East
India Company was firmly estab-
lished, until about forty years ago, the
liritish Government went on sup-
pressing or destroying Indian indus-
tries and commerce for the sake of
promoting British industries and
commerce in the country. There
were indignant protests now and then
against this heartless policy from
some of the ablest and noblest British-
ers themselves, but they were not
heeded, because self-interest with
most human individuals as well as
groups of men shapes their actions
more than moral principles do. Then
Indians like Dr. Naoroji, Mr. Dutt
and Mr. Ranade wrote and showed
clearly m their works how unfairhow un-British, such a policy was

hit^^- ^!-** ^.^ ^ "ative of India who receivedhis education in England at Cambridge Univer
?Jty. becoming a barrister. In his home couATrvthe Bombay Presidency, he is wideh" known ?4a writer on problems of the day and on Orient
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toward India. They were instrumen-
tal in sowing the seeds of the
Swadeshi movement—the movement
in favor of buying home-made goods
and boycotting foreign goods—which
was born in 1906, and which spread
Hke wildfire all over the country
before the end of 1908. The Morley-
Minto reforms then followed, but
Indians soon found out that they were
substantially no better off under them
than before. After that followed the
Montagu-Chelmsford reforms of two
years ago, which, though considerably
more liberal than the older scheme of
a decade ago, have disappointed many
Indians, because they do not enable
them yet to regulate the financial
policy of their country, legislate for
themselves, and make British officials

in India responsible to the Indian
public.

Causes of Hostile Spirit

What are the remote as well as the
immediate causes and grievances of

Indians underlying this Non-Co-
operation Movement? First of all,

there is the great, great wrong of

Aniritsar of 1919 to be righted. There
was no reason for Sir Michael
O'Dwyer, the Governor of the Pun-
jab, to suspect that any large con-
spiracy was organized to upset the
British raj in India then. It was
simply a little local trouble. And even
if the use of force was considered to

be necessary at the time, there was no
reason why General Dyer, after put-
ting down the rising, should have
given " crawling " and such other
orders to the " offenders " as would
degrade any self-respecting human
beings in any part of the world. And
yet Sir Michael, the instigator of the
massacre, has got off without any
punishment, while Dyer, the man of
blood, is taught by the British House
of Lords and a newspaper like The
Morning Post to regard himself as a
hero and savior of his countrymen in

India. This naturally hurts the pride
of all Indians, and therefore Mr.
Gandhi and his followers insist that
both men be adequately punished.

Then there is the Khalifate agita-
tion. While the war was going on
and the British Government wanted
Indian soldiers (many of whom are
Mohammedans) to fight for England
against their co-religionists, the
Turks in Mesopotamia and Palestine,
it promised Indians that the Turkish
Empire would not be dismembered by
the Allies at the end of the war. But
that promise has unfortunately not
been kept, since Great Britain has
practically taken possession of Pales-
tine and Mesopotamia, while France
has seized Syria.
How does the dismemberment of

Turkey affect Indian Mohammedans?—the readers of this impartial peri-
odical might ask. Well, it is this
way: The Turkish Sultan has a
double role to play. He is at once
the temporal head of all those people
who live within his empire and the
spiritual head (called Khalifa) of all

Sunni Mohammedans in the world,

V. B. METTA
Hindu Jaioyer and journaHst, who is now

visiting the United States
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whether Turkish, Egyptian, Syrian,

Arab, or Indian. The first Turkish
Sultan to assume the title of Khalifa

Turkish Sultan be regarded as
Khalifa any longer ?

This is what the Mohammedans of
India are asking, and this
is why they are agitating
to have Mesopotamia and
Arabia restored to Tur-
key. They are willing to
agree that in the govern-
ment of these two coun-
tries the Turkish Sultan
might take the advice of
able and high-souled
Europeans and Ameri-
cans on certain occasions,
but they insist that he
should remain thoroughly
independent of them' as
before. The Hindus have
joined their Mohammedan
compatriots in this agita-
tion, because they feel

scrrj'' for the dismember-
ment of Turkey; though
they are not Mohamme-
dans, they feel as other
Asiatic peoples, such as
the Japanese or Chinese,
do. It is not their re-

ligious but their continen-
tal pride that is hurt by
the Treaty of Sevres as it

stands today.

—I Financial Abuses
M. K. GANDHI

Leader of the movement in India to boycott everything
British, and to abolish all machinery. The Gandhi

cap, which he and his followers loear, is
made of hand-woven cloth

(Caliph) was Selim I. in the six-

teenth century, and since then 'all

his successors have remained and
acted as Khalifas. And among the
necessary qualifications to be the
Khalifa of Islam are: (1) That he
should be absolute and undisputed
lord of Arabia and of a greater part
of Mesopotamia also; (2) that he
should be the protector of the two
holy cities of Mecca and Medina. If

the British take Mesopotamia and set

up a protege of theirs (that is how
Indian Mohammedans regard King
Feisal ) on its throne, and mal ^

Arabia independent, how can thfe.

Without being able to

control the financial pol-

icy of their country a
people cannot become au-

tonomous in any way. They re-

main slaves of the power that

has it. British colonies, such
as C&nada, Australia and South
Africa, have got the right to decide
how their money is to be spent, to

what extent, and why ; but India has
no such right. She tried all she could
to get it before the Montagu-Chelms-
ford reforms were formulated, but
she did not succeed. She is poor, and
therefore she cannot afford to go on
paying money for Great Britain's

military adventures and exploits in

countries which are situated beyond
her borders. Had the Indian Army
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been maintained for defending only

India, the British Government would
have been justified in asking Indians

to pay for its maintenance. But it

has been sent to fight in Egypt, South
Africa, China, and other countries for

helping " the cause of the empire," as

British statesmen put it; and yet,

India alone has always had to pay for

all those wars! This is hardly fair

to her. Why should Great Britain

not pay at least a portion of the an-

nual expenditure for its upkeep, espe-

cially if she means to employ it for

wars outside of India? There are

large bodies of Indian troops in Per-

sia and Mesopotamia still.

Then, again, there is a huge annual
drain on the slender resources of the

country in the shape of pensions, " on
leave " salaries, &c., which are paid
to British officials, all of whom, it

may be mentioned, are paid much
higher salaries than those that are
paid to the majority of Indians. A
few good posts in the Government of

India, which are now offered to

Indians, do not make any material
difference to India from the economic
point of view. What she wants is full

financial autonomy, which means the
power to spend her money for her
own pressing needs first.

Faults of School System

The Educational Department is

another which Indians want to con-
trol. The school system of the coun-
try was established some eighty years
ago by Lord Macaulay, who knew
nothing of the temperament and tra-

ditions of its people. The result has
been disastrous in the extreme. Men
turned out by Government schools
and colleges in India are pseudo-'Eng-
lishmen rather than good Indians.
They do not learn their own lan-

guages properly. Instead, they fritter

away their energies in trying to mas-
ter an alien tongue. They learn more
of Shakespeare and Tennyson than
of Kalidas and Kabir, their national
poets. They are not taught to look

at their own history with the eyes of
their own temperament, so to say, but
with the eyes of the temperament of

Britishers, who naturally do not feel

much disposed to admire it. In spite

of all that may be said on the other

side, history is an art, and is there-

fore mostly subjective. It is not facts

that make us look at our own past or
that of any other people with favor
or disfavor, but the way in which
those facts are handled or arranged
by historians. Therefore no people
can feel proud of themselves and
achieve anything great, so long as
they read their own history through
other people's glasses—as Indians are
made to do at present. The present
educational system in India not only
destroj'^s the sense of patriotism and
self-respect, but initiative, independ-
ent thinking and originality in Indian
students. It is for these reasons that
Mr. Gandhi is opposed to it heart and
soul. The national schools and col-

leges which he has established all over
the country recently are by no means
ideal institutions, their curricula are
very defective from the point of view
of intellectual breadth, but they are
at least trying to make the Indian stu-
dent throw off his "slave psychology"
and become more patriotic in his out-
look on life.

A country cannot ever become
happy or contented if it cannot make
its own laws. And India is one of
those unfortunate countries. During
the war Indians were praised and
promised many good things for their
loyalty to England. They were told
again and again that but for their
help in France and Flanders, Meso-
potamia, Palestine, Egypt and East
Afnca, Great Britain could not do
what had to be done. But imme-
diately the war was over, the Press
act was more strictly enforced and
the Rowlatt act was passed. Indian
editors still cannot write what they
consider to be truth in the interests of
their own country. Is it not strange
that a paper like The Bombay Chron-
icle, edited by broad-minded British-
ers like Mr. Horniman and Mr. Pick-
thall, should still be on the blacklist

of the Government of Bombay? And
how many editors of other papers in

India have been recently prosecuted
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by the Government of India, for rea-

sons which in England or the United
States would be considered trivial ! It

cannot be denied that there were some
small groups of people in India who
conspired during the war against the

British Government, but that certain-

ly does not mean that the majority of

Indians were or are disloyal to the
British Crown. Therefore the pass-

ing of the Rowlatt act, which enables

the Government to act high-handedly
whenever it likes, raised a storm of

protest all over the country—from
Moderates, from Extremists and from
some Britishers also. If India had the
power of legislating for herself, or

even of preventing the passing of ob-

noxious and unfair laws, it is certain

that these acts would never have been
passed.

Mr. Gandhi's Ideals

Mr. Gandhi is an idealist of the

ascetic rather than of the socio-econo-

mic type, and therefore he turns his

eyes backward with a great soul-

hunger. The past shines goldenly for

him. Such a man cannot always
understand or handle the economic
problems of his country with com-
mon sense. He is totally opposed to

the industrial type of civilization

which dominates the world today. He
wants his countrymen to have noth-
ing to do with modern machinery,
which he believes has been instru-

mental in making the lives of its

operators unspeakably miserable.
" Let us have handwoven cloth and
agricultural life as in the old days,"
he says to his followers. It is a noble
ideal, but thoroughly impracticable in

these days. Nations are not self-suf-

ficient and isolated from each other
to the same extent now as they were
in the sixteenth century, or even at
the beginning of the last century.
Steam, electricity and the telegraph
have brought them closer to each
other than ever before in history. The
last war and its results have shown
how dependent they all are upon each
other. How, then, can India return
to wholly agricultural life, when tlie

rest of the world is developing along

industrial lines? And it would be sui-

cidal if she did succeed in doing so,

for other countries would sell her the
goods that she needs, such as iron,

steel, glass, oils, at much cheaper rates
than she can ever hope for if she
produces them by manual work and
primitive machinery.

It is, of course, a good thing for the
economic welfare of the peoples that
Mr. Gandhi has started the hand-
weaving industry on a large scale

there. If India succeeds in producing
ail the cloth that she requires, she will

be saving some $200,000,000 annually
that she has to pay to England for
imported textiles. But cloth is not
the only article that she needs. With-
out modern machinery, how can she
produce iron, steel, chemicals and
dyes in quantities large enough
for her present-day requirements?
Modern industrialism really reached
India only at the beginning of this

century, and if Mr. Gandhi strikes at
its root at this stage, it will be a great
misfortune for the country.

If the British Withdrew

There are many people, both friend"
ly and unfriendly toward India, who
have asked me what I think would
happen to the country if the British-
ers were to withdraw from it just
now ? It is, I confess, a question very
difficult to answer. On the one hand,
you can be very pessimistic and fore-

see nothing but internecine warfare
or conquest by some other power,
either Russia or Japan, neither of
which would treat India with even as
much liberalism as England has done.
On the other hand, you can be opti-

mistic and say that the state of con-
tinuous warfare which existed in

India in the eighteenth century need
not necessarily come back to her now.
The times have changed, and with
them the minds of Indians as of other
peoples in the world. The past is often
a great foe of the future of a country,
because the enemies of that country
always prophesy the return of the
dark side of its past. It is a fact that
Indians are more patriotic now than
they ever were before in their history,
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and so they would present a united
front to a foreign invader. As for

civil warfare, it is not probable in

these times; and even if little wars
were being waged in the country, it

would not prevent the growth of
civilization in India—of its art, its

literature, its philosophy and its

science—as the past fully proves. In-

dian society is based upon castes;

therefore, in spite of wars going on
in the country, more than half its in-

habitants, who do not belong to the
fighting castes, would go on dream-
ing, writing, observing, manufactur-
ing, and selling as usual. For that
reason India was not disorganized
by any of her old wars half as much

as Europe has been by the last war.
To come back from future conjec-
tures to present facts, Mr. Gandhi, as
I have stated, is not fighting England,
but only England's present policy in

India. He has no desire whatever to

sever political connection with Eng-
land. The following words, which he
himself wrote in Young India on Feb.
16 of this year, testify to this fact:
** Nobody, so far as I am aware,
wants to end British connection for
the sake of ending it." He also does
not disregard British interests in

India, for in the same newspaper he
wrote :

" European interests in India
will be as safe in a self-governing
India as they are today."

THE TINY KINGDOM OF LIECHTENSTEIN

THE miniature nation that lives in the

" sweet valley " of the Alps, between

Austria and Switzerland, has survived the

war, and is now preparing for a new demo-

cratic regime under Prince John II. of

Liechtenstein, its reigning monarch, scion

of the noble family from which the little

principality takes its name. Prince John,

who ascended the throne in 1858, and who
on Oct. 5, 1921, celebrated his eighty-fifth

birthday, is the dean of all reigning sover-

eigns today. Blushing unseen, the world

forgetting, by the world forgot, the tiny

kingdom for many generations has re-»

mained to the outside nations little more
than a name. It covers sixty-five square

miles of territory, and has a population of

10,716. After Monaco and San Marino, it is

the smallest State in the world.

Its history as an independent principality

dates back to 1434, when two small princi-

palities, Schellenberg and Vaduz (the lat-

ter known as the "sweet valley"), were
united under the Counts of Werdenberg. It

was sold by them to the Counts of Sulz in

1508, and passed from them by marriage
to the Counts of Hohenema in 1613. It was
bought by Prince Hans Adam of Liechten-

stein in 1699 and 1712 and the Liechten-

stein dynasty was by him inaugurated.

The Leichtensteiners favored Austria in

the Austro-Prussian War of 1866, which

ended the German Bund. Forgotten by
Bismarck at the Peace of Prague, Liech-

tenstein became an independent State, and
since 1868 has not even had the ridiculously

small army of scarcely 100 men which had
valiantly marched to defend Austria against

her enemies.

In the World War of 1914 Liechtenstein

took no sides, and, like Switzerland, its

neighbor, insisted on maintaining neutral-

ity. Its sympathy for the Allies, however,

was seen in its refusal to grant Austria her

demand for the extradition of Austrian

army deserters and allied prisoners who
had escaped from Austrian territory, and
in its allowing these refugees to depart to

Switzerland. The insertion of Article 27 of

the Versailles Treaty, recognizing it as a
sovereign State, was its reward. The
League of Nations, however, has so far re-

fused it admission. Since the war Liech-

tenstein has drawn even further away from
Austria and closer to Switzerland, whose
currency and postal telegraph and tele-

phone administration it has accepted, and
with which it is now negotiating a commer-
cial treaty. It still issues its own stamps,

and preserves at least the boast of inde-

pendence. It has refused to become a sec-

ond Monte Carlo, and its new Constitution,

approved by Prince John last August, is a
model of democratic ideals.



SLESVIG'S REUNION WITH
DENMARK
By Marius Hansome

Story of the loyal Danes who were torn from their mother country

and annexed to Prussia in 1866 , and whose hope of repatriation,

cherished through more than half a century, was fulfilled by the

Treaty of Versailles and the plebiscite of last year

ONE of the important results of

the World War was the reuniop
of the northern zone of Slesvig

with Denmark. Originally a Danish
duchy, North Slesvig was torn from
Denmark by the Prussians after the
unjustified war of 1864, and became
the victim of a rigid system of Prus-
sianization. The Danes of the con-

quered territory, however, clung ob-

stinately to their language, their re-

ligion, their culture and their tradi-

tions, hoping that the time would
come when the Treaty of Prague,
which marked the end of the war be-

tween Prussia and Austria in 1866,

would be fully carried out in so far as

the clause providing for the self-de-

termination of Northern Slesvig was
concerned. That time did not come
until 1918, when Germany, battered
and broken, was already looking to

America to aid in bringing about
peace. The Danish nationalists at

once grew active in the German
Reichstag, demanding the long-de-

ferred plebiscite and sending Den-
mark's ablest annexationist leaders

to the Paris Conference to plead
Slesvig's cause. Many long months
dragged by. The completed Treaty
of Versailles, however, contained the
provision for a plebiscite in Slesvig.

This plebiscite was held in the Spring
of 1920. The Northern zone went
Danish; the Southern zone, largely

populated by Germans, voted to re-

main with Germany. So the old sore
was healed, and the Danes of Slesvig,

wildly rejoicing, were reunited with
the mother country.

The story of how Danish Slesvig

obtained its liberty is one which
proves beyond controversy the his-

torical axiom that a liberty-loving

people cannot be crushed by a politi-

cal system of repression, even though
that system be applied by a great and
powerful nation of alien race.

Through half a century of German
rule North Slesvig kept alive the
Danish mother tongue, Danish ideals,

and an unshakable belief that " some
day " it would know the joy of re-

union with Denmark. The hope of

the expatriated Danes was based at

first upon the Prusso-Austrian Peace
Treaty of 1866, which promised them
a plebiscite. The French Emperor,
Napoleon III., had inserted into that

Treaty Paragraph V., which read

:

His Majesty the Emperor of Austria
transfers to His Majesty the King of
Prussia all the rights acquired by him in

the peace of Vienna, Oct. 30, 1864, to the

duchies of Slesvig and Holstein, with the

resei'vation that the inhabitants of the
northern district of Slesvig shall be reu-

nited to Denmark if, by a free plebiscite",

they express the wish therfor.

This provision remained to the
Slesvig Danes the lone star of hope to

which their collective gaze was up-
turned. It voiced the principle of
self-determination. The Danes will

always associate the first enuncia-
tion of that principle with Napoleon
III. Strange as it may seem, Mr.
Wilson, who gave popularity to the
phrase " self-determination " on this

side of the Atlantic, forgot to men-
tion its application to North Slesvig

among his famous Fourteen Points.
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From the early fifteenth century
Slesvig and Holstein were duchies,

politically governed by a single ruler,

a Duke, the King of Denmark. There
was no change down to the civil war
of 1848, as a result of which the

Eider River defined the southern
limit of Danish influence. Then fol-

lowed the war with Germany in 1864.

Denmark lost all of North Slesvig.

The inhabitants were torn by vio-

lence from their mother country,

from their own people, to whom they
were bound in language, customs and
memories of more than a thousand
years of honorable history.

The Prussianization policy began
in earnest with the Peace of Vienna
in 1864. Paragraph XIX. gave the

Danes the option of becoming per-

manently either Prussian or Danish
within six years. If they chose to

remain Danish, then they would be
treated as Danish immigrants settled

in Prussia, but not naturalized.

In the meantime Prussia and Aus-
tria went to war over the spoils, and
Prussia was victorious. When the
Treaty of Prague was formulated in

1866, and when, at the suggestion of
Napoleon 111., the paragraph was in-

serted providing for the retrocession
of North Slesvig to Denmark, the
idea was generally regarded as vision-

ary. The South Jutlanders, however,
clung to the illusion through all the
years, and their faith was rewarded
when the Treaty of Versailles re-

stored the amputated province to

Denmark.
Drunk with power through the

acquisition of Alsace-Lorraine in

1871, Imperial Germany began
those forty years of war preparations
which were destined to end in disaster.

Little did she dream that the ruth-
less treatment of her subject peoples
on the western, northern and eastern
frontiers would mean her eventual
undoing. Without consulting any one
but Austria, she decided to re-

scind the promise in Paragraph V. of
the Prague Treaty.

During the interim of six years al-

lowed the Slesvigers to choose be-

tween Prussian or Danish citizenship, |
many Danes, rather than submit to
the Prussian yoke, had crossed into
Denmark to await there the promised
plebiscite. After the abrogation of
Paragraph V. in 1878 they returned
to their homes and estates in Sles-

vig only to find themselves out-
lawed. They had lost all citizenship,

both in Denmark and in Prussia. They
were homeless, people without a
country, treated as a herd of cattle,

beaten and driven under the cruel
lash of official Prussia.

The Prussian Yoke

To blot out every vestige of Danish
national feeling was the aim and or-

der of the day. To this end, the no-
torious von KoUer was imported as
Governor of Slesvig-Holstein. Dur-
ing his rule 1,000 poor families were
expelled. As a boy, I attended school
for several years in North Slesvig,
and I recall with horror how the work
of oppression proceeded. Brutal
teachers were imported. Military
discipline ruled in the schools. Some-
times gendarmes were called in to
scare refractory pupils. All Danish
speech was forbidden, even on the
playgrounds. Only one hour of re-

ligion was allowed in Danish. Danish
colors, songs, books were taboo. Danes
were muzzled. To sing a Danish song
at a party might cause the singer to

be reported by spies who infested the
province and result in his being ex-

pelled from house and home. Many
Danes were told brutally to quit the
country within twenty-four hours.
The Prussians knew the value of

Bismarck's remark :
" What you

would have appear in the life of the
nation, put that into the schools." The
force of song has ever been one of the
means to psychologize the "common
herd." Children were compelled to

commit to memory German songs:
" Ich bin ein Preusse," " Deutschland
uber Alles," " Heil dir im Sieger-

kranz," " Schleswig-Holstein Meer-
umschlungen," &c. German school

readers, especially designed to make
good Prussians, were printed and dis-
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tributed. German histories were only
recitals of camp and court, of princes

and potentates, war and conquest, and
always in the name of " Gott und das
Vaterland." " Vaterland !" What
mockery to the conquered Danes, who
might be driven out at any moment
on one pretext or another! The iron

fist ruled alike in civil, political and
religious life. Every school had a
life-sized picture of that moral cow-
ard and fugitive who is now hiding
behind the petticoats of Queen Wilhel-

mina. I visited some of the schools

down there last Spring. The teach-

ers told me that Kaiser Wilhelm's
pictures had been burned.

But though a foreign overlord may
rend a people with civil feuds and
tear asunder all that has material

form, he cannot rob a people of its

soul, strike down its ideals, erase its

memories, or permanently hinder the
realization of its purposes. The words
of Georg Brandes, in an address to

the South Jutlanders in 1902, deserve
citation here:

It is humiliating to be weak [said Bran-
des], so weak that you can't even make
your rights count, but submit to fate with-

out protest. It is a misfortune to be small,

so small that one's presence remains un-
acted upon and little noticed by the big
world. But it is stimulating and uplifting

to be the one who, despite weakness and

littleness, doe? not give up and does not fall

into spiritual sleep or deatb.
It is good to be big, but only when the

objective bigness reflects a subjective big-
ness, not when it is expressed in conceit of
presumptuous advantages. A people is not
big when it is arrogant and ignoble. It is

good to be strong, but only when that power
is applied to common welfare. To live for
self is not enough. To live and share of
one's inner riches is better.

Hanssen's Work for Freedom

One of the dominant personalities
in the South Jutland question, a man
who realized that if the Danish
language and ideals were to endure,
forces must be set in motion to com-
bat the heavy inroads of the Prussian
compulsion-rule, is H. P. Hanssen of
Aabenraa. He was during many
years a member of the Reichstag,
elected by the Danish votes in Sles-
vig. In 1893, he purchased the daily
paper, Hejmdal, through whose col-

umns he has kept the North Slesvig
issue before the people has far as the
rigid censorship would permit. He,
more than any other man, was the
guiding light in the fight against the
Prussian aggression. He has been
ably assisted by Nis Nissen and Klop-
penborg-Skrumsager, also members
of the Landtag from North Slesvig.

All three men were members of the

ZONE OF NORTH SLESVIG, WHICH WAS TAKEN FROM GERMANY AND
RETURNED TO DENMARK BY THE PLEBISCITE OP 1920.
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German Government until the close of
the plebiscite.

Mr. Hanssen was particularly ac-
tive in the language and cultural so-
cieties. Through his efforts a large
circulating library was built up.
Those books were a powerful influ-
ence for the preservation of Danish.
A Danish book was a treasure during
Prussian times, a friend, a solace, a
welcome visitor to old and young.
The old folksongs were still sung; the
lullabies were chanted beside the
cradle, fables and folklore were re-

peated, the adventures of dwarfs and
giants were not forgotten.

So, at last, the will to freedom of
a small ethnic group triumphed over
the will to power of a strong alien

rule. " Now the times of the sword
are ended and plow time has begun.
I feel as if 1 had one foot in Denmark
already," rejoiced H. P. Hanssen,
still a member of the Reichstag from
North Slesvig, when world peace was
declared. After a quarter of a cen-
tury of activity in the Reichstag and
through his daily paper in behalf of

his people, he saw now imminent the
crowning of his work—the reunion of
Danish North Slesvig with the
motherland. There was, however,
much work and campaigning ahead
before the solution could be reached.
There was the question of boundary
to be determined, on which there was
sure to develop a fight even within
Denmark. Some wanted the " Clau-
sen Line " (named after Magister
H. V. Clausen, the Danish historian) ;

the annexationists raised the cry of

the old " Eiderpolitikken."
Hanssen therefore appealed to the

North Slesvig Voting Society—a well

disciplined organization. A resolu-

tion with an overwhelming majority
of the voters was sent to Hanssen,
praying for a just solution of this

aged and trouble-brewing question.

With this resolution in hand, he rose

in the Reichstag on Oct. 23, 1918, and
said:

I demand as representative of the Danish
inhabitants in North Slesvig, in the name
of justice and righteousness, that Para-
graph V. of the Prague Treaty be executed.

and thus through the coming peace program
that a final solution of this problem be
reached on the basis of the principle of self-
determination.

Practically the same resolution
was passed by the Danish Rigsdag
on the same day, unknown to Hans-
sen. On the following day, Oct. 24,,
Dr. Solf, speaking for the German
Government in the Reichstag, ac-
knowledged Hanssen's resolution and
replied :

" When we have received
Wilson's program as a basis for
world peace, we will in all directions
and upon all points fulfill the de-
mands loyally and in the spirit of
righteousness." Hanssen was over-
joyed, and Slesvig and Denmark re-
joiced with him.

Having been thus favorably recog-
nized in the German Reichstag, the
Voting Society of North Slesvig so-
licited the Danish Government to ap-
peal to the Allies to take the neces-
sary steps in order to secure recog-
nition of the rights of the Danish
North Slesvigers at the peace table.

Simultaneously the Society met in
convention at Aabenraa, North Sles-
vig, and passed a resolution which ex-
pressed the views of the Danish Gov-
ernment and of North Slesvig rela-

tive to the boundary and plebiscite
questions.

A delegation was appointed by the
Danish Government to press the
North Slesvig issue in Paris. The
members were: Ambassador Bem-
hoft, assisted by the historical expert,
H. V. Clausen; one representative of

each of the four political parties, viz.,

Dr. P. Munch, N. Neergaard, Alex
Foss and C. Bramnaes. The four
South Jutlanders who were members
of the Reichstag also participated:
H. P. Hanssen, Nis Nissen, Kloppen-
borg-Skrumsager, and P. Grau.

A Bitter Struggle

The delegation was harmonious
upon the Aabenraa resolution. Un-
fortunately, to use Hegel's epigram:
" Men learn from history that men

^

learn nothing from history." In con-
trast with the harmony and serenity

i
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that characterized the delegation,

stood a few fanatical nationalists and
annexationists at home who wanted
Slesvig annexed as far south as the

Eider River, regardless of the free

plebiscite. Failing this plan, they
wanted a third zone established in

South Slesvig to vote for reunion.

Now, South Slesvig had become thor-

oughly Germanized. Few well-in-

formed persons entertained the least

hope of restoring even the secoiKi

zone, containing the Baltic port
Flensburg, with an adult population
of 40,000. Of this number only 1,500
voted for -restoration, and those were
not wholly of pure Danish origin.

Had Hanssen not foreseen the neces-

sity of dividing Slesvig into three
zones, the case would have been lost,

as Middle and South Slesvig could
easily have outvoted the Danes in the
first zone.

When the treaty was finally

prepared, it provided for a popular
vote on linguistic lines, by zones, un-
der an international commission, in

the Spring of 1920. The result was
the return of Northern Slesvig, first

zone, to Denmark.

The Present Situation

This result of the plebiscite

brought to Denmark an area of
1,505 square miles, or territory a lit-

tle larger than Rhode Island. Its

population numbers 170,000. Of this

number approximately 10 per cent,

are Germans. The province is large-
ly rich marshland, diked in, as in

Holland. Thousands of acres of mud
flats can be reclaimed on the west
coast, joining the islands of Romo
and Mano to the mainland. The flats

here run dry at half ebb tide. The
sea does not always encroach on
coastal lands. The topographical his-

tory of the west coast of the province
shows continual accretion. In the
16th century large ships could sail

into the harbor of Tonder, and the
town of Ribe was the headquarters
for the Greenland whaling expedi-
tions. Those towns are now far in-
land, the former being twenty kilo-

meters removed from the coast. Like
Holland, North Slesvig is a land of
grass and cows, mud and manure.

This new acquisition to Denmark
is not all velvet. A provision in the
Peace Treaty called for recompense to
Germany for railroad property and
all State buildings. Then there was
the problem of restitution to Danish
citizens for the loss in exchange in

crowns, known as the " Valuta " ques-
tion. Denmark must also be respon-
sible for pensioning the widowed and
orphaned and the disabled soldiers.

Improvement of railroads and
schools is badly needed. I visited

many schools and found them in a
dilapidated condition, without equip-
ment, withouteven decent seats. Jacob
Appel, the new Minister of Educa-
tion, has already won State aid to

rehabilitate these schools. Conserva-
tive estimates have been made by the
Danish Ministry, placing the cost of
the province in the neighborhood of
400 million crowns. While many
smiled at escaping from the heavy
tax burden imposed by Germany,
some will frown when the tax sched-
ule is announced to meet the afore-
mentioned cost. The land, however,
is fertile and the inhabitants are in-

dustrious and frugal.



LATVIA, THE GATEWAY
TO RUSSIA ^^
By Frances A. Blanchard

Interesting facts that show why the Lettish Republic is compar-

atively prosperous while Soviet Russia is starving—Latvian

representative in the United States tells why he thinks his country

can keep its independence—Treaty with Russia

AS an independent republic, Lat-
via is but little known to the or-

dinary Westerner. As a part of

the " Baltic States," which for cen-
turies have been the gateway to Euro-
pean Russia, it is more or less known
to be the home of a peasant race de-

scended from Indo-European ances-

tors of thirty-five centuries ago. Ac-
cordingly, the average American is

amazed to discover that as one of the
new, independent nations which have
separated themselves from Soviet
Russia it is a third larger than Swit-
zerland and nearly twice the size of
the Netherlands; that it has estab-
lished a permanent Government with
a Constituent Assembly consisting of
150 members; that this Government
has already been recognized by twen-
ty-two nations of the world, and that
the leaders of this Government are a
progressive, educated, capable body
of men, ambitious that their country
shall excel politically, industrially and
intellectually.

The representative from Latvia to
the United States, Charles Louis
Seya, with his Secretary, Arved L.
Kundzin, is now in Washington, D. C,
where he is seeking official recogni-
tion for his Government from the
State Department. Great Britain,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Rus-
sia and Switzerland, together with
fifteen other powers, have already
granted such recognition.
One interesting development which

encourages us to have faith in
the future of such a republic is the
intense earnestness with which the

rulers have decreed that the people
shall not " spend money for that
which is not bread." Only those com-
modities may be imported which will

assist in building up industry and
providing necessary supplies. No
frivolous perfumery, no pleasure au-
tomobiles, no silk and velvet dresses,

no mechanical musical instruments,
plajing cards, precious jewels or con-
fectionery may be admitted into the
country, nor any alcoholic beverages.
Such things are classed as luxuries,

CHARLES LOUIS SETA
Latvian representative to the United States;
formerly Professor of French in the Uni-
versity of Riga and a tmember of the

Foreign Office staff
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for which the hard-earned Lettish

I'uble may not be recklessly spent.

Instead of these gewgaws there is a

demand for American plows, Ameri-
can harvesters, American textile ma-
chinery and American tractors. At
the present time farm machinery
which was seized and has been re-

turned badly worn by the Germans is

being repaired to do whatever ser-

vice it can. According to a recent
number of the Baltic Review (pub-
lished in London) the Government
has seven Fordson tractor plows,
which are lent to the ruined districts

to facilitate reconstruction of fields.

It has ordered from America 2,000
grass mowers. Spring harrows, and
horse rakes, and 250 reaping ma-
chines.

We have to visualize the fact that
this whole country was as war-swept
as Belgium, not only suffering from
German invasion and pillage, but also

being compelled to hand over manj-
of its possessions to Russia; hence
the call for work horses, breeding cat-
tle, tools for wood and metal working
industries, power machinery, steam

Z. A. MEIEROVICA
Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs

boilers and other appliances that were
plentiful before 1915.

Plans to Develop Trade

In order to stimulate trade and in-

dustry an agreement has been drawn
up by which

:

1. For five years, beginning Jan. 1, 1921,
Latvia permits, duty free, the import of
machinery, apparatus and appliances to
build up new industries.

2. For three years, beginning Jan. 1, 1921,
Latvia will admit, duty free, raw materials,
half-manufactured and manufactured arti-

cles required by Section 1.

, 3. Industrial undertakings in Section 1
are exempted from income tax, trade and
industrial tax, real estate tax, and duty
on increased value until they commence to
earn profit, but not exceeding five years.

The economic policy of the new
Government includes a study of ail

the country's natural resources. Ag-
ricultural pursuits have always been
the principal occupation of the Let-

tish people, about 85 per cent, of
whom are peasants. There are abun-
dant forests. Because of its position,

on the Baltic Sea, Latvia has large
fishing and shipping interests.

The Minister of Trade and Indus-
try early in 1921 sanctioned the form-
ing of a company called " Isstade,"

capitalized at a million rubles, for or-

ganizing an international exhibition,

beginning Aug. 1 at Riga, the capital

—a huge exhibition to emphasize
modern methods in agriculture, man-
ufacturing, education and household
arts. Everything about it is planned
with the idea of encouraging the best
methods of utilizing the resources
which already surround the people,

and of securing suitable appliances to

carry on the industries for their ex-
ploitation.

Since the year 1906 there has ex-
isted the Central Agricultural Society
of Riga, which maintains an agricul-

tural school and many experimental
farms, horticultural stations, cattle-

breeding farms and a printing and
publishing office. It has nearly forty
specialists in different branches and
more than 130 instructors.

Large quantities of flax have al-

ways been raised in Latvia—not the
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A farmer's family enjoying a noonday meal in customary Lettish style. The sturdy types in
this group are characteristic of the vast majority of the inhabitants of Latvia

highest grades, perhaps, but flax

which nevertheless furnishes the peo-

ple with yarn for spinning and weav-
ing cloth—while the raising of sheep
furnishes the yarn for weaving
woolen cloth. By means of Govern-
ment assistance, the spinning and
weaving factories, which have reor-

ganized since the war, have increased
their output to five times its volume
a year ago.

Because of the great abundance of
timber lands, the manufacture of

paper pulp and all kinds of wrapping
and newsprint paper has employed
many workers. Paper mills which
suffered during the war are gradu-
ally being restored to partial produc-
tion. In February, 1921, two impor-
tant paper mills, th^ Latvian and
Staizel, were turning out from five

to eight tons of paper each daily.

CeMPARATivE Prosperity

Thus, while in Russia itself under
the Soviet regime we see the popula-
tion half clad and more than half
starving, the Irtish people are living

in comparative comfort, restoring

their demolished factories and shell-

torn fields, and starting again the
wheels of industry.

Although Latvia has neither iron
nor coal mines, the metal industry in

normal times employs 27 per cent, of
all Lettish labor. One-fourth of all

the metal industry of the former Rus-
sian Empire was centred in Riga and
Libau, the two largest cities of Lat-
via. The reason for this was that
the Lettish laborer produced more
than the Russian. Speaking of this

fact, Mr. Seya, the nation's repre-
sentative in the United States, says

:

" The productivity of the Lettish
laborer has always been much higher
than that of Russia. Thus while in

Latvia in 1910 each metal worker pro-
duced £194 worth of goods, in the dis-

trict of Moscow a working man in

the same line produced £147. The
value of goods produced by each man
in the lumber industry was £91 in

Archangel, but £150 in Riga." For
this reason Russia shipped many of
her raw products into Latvia for
manufacture into finished products.

As to its educational status, Latvia
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Parade of all guilds and associations of Riga, some of them very ancient, at the opening of the
Constituent Assembly. The railroad bridge over the Duna River is seen in the background

ranks much higher than Russia. In
the census of 1920 it was found that
70 per cent, of the whole population
were able to read, and 90 per cent, of
these were able both to read ana
write. When in the year 1887 the
Lettish schools were brought under
the jurisdiction of the Russian Min-
istry of Education, resulting in the
closing of secondary and higher
schools conducted in the native lan-

guage, the leaders in Latvia consid-
ered that the downfall of real Lettish
cultural life had begun.

The result of this edict was that
private tuition in Latvia became mort.
common than in any other country of
Europe. In 1913 Latvia was leading
all the small nations in the number
of secondary schools, as compared
with the population, and in the num-
ber of its university students. The
Polytechnic Institute in Riga had
2,000 students. After the formation
of the independent Lettish Govern-
ment this institute was converted

into the Latvian University, the lec-

tures usually being delivered in Let-
tish, although the Russian and Ger-
man languages are occasionally used,

while with few exceptions the profes-
sors are Latvian citizens.

Can Independence Last?

What proofs have we that Latvia
will be able to remain an independent
democracy, since its near neighbors,
Russia and Germany, have for many
years looked with envious eyes upon
its ports? We can judge only by the
spirit of the people themselves, by
their past achievements, and by con-
ditions of government in the neigh-
boring countries. Treaties of peace
were consummated between Latvia
and both Germany and the Soviet
Government in the Summer of 1920.

The leaders feel assured that there is

no danger from German intrigue. Of
their political connections with Rus-
sia Mr. Seya jtells us:

One of the practical objections to the
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creation of independent Baltic States has
been the impossibility for Russia to exist

without the excellent ports of those countries.
This contention is absolutely true, and
Latvia and the other Baltic States fully

understand it. They have never tried to

bar Russia from access to their ports; they
have never tried to limit for Russia the use
of those ports; In the treaties of peace be-

tween the Baltic States and the present
Government of Russia the right of Russia
to use the ports of the Baltic Sea is re-

served without question. Despite the state

of things in Russia, Latvia has concluded
several important conventions with the
Soviet Government, among them conventions
regulating the Russian transit through
Latvia, the post-telegraph relations, the
floating of timber from Russia to the Baltic

Sea; a general convention of commerce is

under discussion.
In granting to Russia all possible facili-

ties regarding the Latvian ports, rivers and
railroads, the Latvian Government has been
guided by two considerations of equal im-
portance: (1) unless the necessity of Rus-
sia to have at her disposal the ports of the
Baltic Sea is fully satisfied, there can never
be entire security for the Baltic States; (2)

the Russian transit is highly advantageous
for Latvia. The Soviet Government is

perfectly conscious of that, and has more
than once suspended the Russian transit
through our ports, considering this as a
measure of economic reprisal for the refusal
of the Latvian Government to yield to
certain of its demands of a political nature.
Only two months ago the Russian transit
through Latvia was suspended because of
the refusal of the Latvian Government to
send to Russia nine terrorists who were
sentenced to death.
When the political conditions in Russia

are )nore settled the economic relations be-
tween the two countries are destined to be-
come very close—with advantage to both.
At the present time Russia has Latvia to
thank for keeping three of the most impor-
tant ports of the Baltic Sea—Riga, Libau,
and Windau—in sufficently good order,
while Russian ports, such as Petrograd, are
in so chaotic a condition that trade through
them is hardly possible.

Dealing With Bad Russians

The reference to the nine terrorists

who were executed touches upon a
situation which may be easily under-
stood to exist in a region so closely

adjoining a land in which revolution-
ary factions are the order of the day.
It is £L frequent occurrence to have
Russian terrorists slip secretly into

the cities of Latvia, always under as-

sumed names and using a different

name in every community, and en-

deavor to stir up revolt, holding their
meetings in secret. For such dan-
gers the authorities are constantly on
guard, dealing out punishment ac-
cording to the merits of the offense.
For instance, at the time these nine
terrorists were executed ninety others
were returned to Russia.
The Latvian Republic claims the

southern pait of the Government of
Livonia, the Goveniment of Livland,
the Government of Courland. three
districts of the Government of Lat-
galia, strips of territoiy in the Gov-
ernments of Grodno and Pskov, and
a strip in East Prussia.
The salient provisions of the Peace

Treaty with Soviet Russia, concluded
on Aug. 11, 1920, include the return
to Latvia of all property belonging to

public, charitable and educational in-

stitutions taken over between 1915
and 1917 ; the return to Latvia of all

property belonging to towns, com-
mercial and industrial institutions

and banks ; the return of all means of
transportation corresponding to the
actual economic needs of Latvia ; pay-
ment to Latvia by Soviet Russia of
4,000,000 gold rubles within two
months of the ratification of the
treaty ; the release of Latvia from re-

sponsibility for debt and other liabili-

ties of the former Russian Empire;
the granting to Latvia of the privilege
of cutting timber on 270,000 acres in

Soviet Russia as near the Latvian
frontier as possible.

Dividing Up Large Estates

In the Spring of 1919 the large
estates belonging to the nobility in

the districts of Livonia and Courland
were confiscated, economic commit-
tees were named to superintend them,
and Government inspectors were in-

stalled. Many land owners in Latvia
have declared their willingness to sell

such portions of their estates as can
be taken care of by the purchasers
within six years of the time the
estates are taken by the Government.
About one and a half million acres
will thus be distributed in Livonia and
Courland.

J
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Considerable portions of the large

estates in these two provinces were
leased on the so-called " Halbkorn."
The owner leased the land without
any appurtenances, on condition that

the farmer should furnish all his

own tools and machinery, and that the
proceeds should be divided between
him and the owner. This form of
lease acted disadvantageously upon
the yield, and created a nomadic, rest-

less lot of farmers. The Government
has these " Halbkorners " in mind
when it wants to provide the landless

with property. It takes it for granted
that the peasants will produce much
more when they own the land they
cultivate. Out of 19,000 families de-

manding land, more than 12,000 have
one or more horses, and almost all

have their own appurtenances. They
are all to receive land. How it is to be
procured is as yet undecided. It will

first be taken from the former Rus-
sian Crown properties, then from
church property, and lastly from por-
tions of large estates. Factories
which were evacuated during the war

and which shall not have resumed
operations by a certain date also will

be taken over by the Government and
put into operation.

According to statements made by
the Latvian Minister of Finance in
1920. revenue can be obtained only by
high taxes and flax exports. Lumber
exports at that time were out of the
question because of lack of capital
and transport facilities. These reve-
nues were insufficient, and the Gov-
ernment was forced to issue paper
money. This paper, however, has a
higher rating than has the Russian
paper ruble ; at the time this is writ-
ten it stands at about 450 rubles to
the American dollar.

For a nation which has had only
three years of independence, Latvia's

problems are stupendous. The result

depends on united national effort,

combined with foreign co-operation.

The key to success may be found in a
phrase which the Latvian peasant
reiterates daily :

" Ludz Deevu un
strada "—" Pray to God and work."

ILLITERACY IN THE UNITED STATES

THE war drafts showed that there existed

in the United States a considerably

larger amount of illiteracy—particularly

among the foreign-born population—than

was generally realized. Figures for 1920,

made public by the Census Bureau in the

middle of October, are interesting in the

light they shed on the comparative degrees

of illiteracy in various States. According

to the official retufiis, five of the large

Western States—Montana, Idaho, Wyo-
ming, Utah and Washington—had less illit-

eracy to record for 1920 than any other

States. The native white population of

these States classed as illiterate amounted
only to three-tenths of 1 per cent. The Dis-

trict of Columbia showed the same per-

centage. South Dakota, Nevada and Oregon
came next, each with four-tenths of 1 per

cent. High degrees of illiteracy, properly

classified, were shown by the following

States:

Georg-ia 5.4 Kentucky 7.0
Virginia 5.9 Tennessee 7.3
Alabama 6.3 North Carolina ....8.2
South Carolina ....6.5 New Mexico 11.6

The largest percentage of illiteracy

among the foreign-bom was 38.8, for

Texas; the smallest percentage, 4.7, was

for South Dakota and Washington. The

negro population ranged from 38.5 in

Louisiana to 2.9 in New York. Arizona de-

creased its illiteracy between 1910 and 1920

from 4.2 per cent, to 2.1 per cent.



THE CASE OF NORTHERN
EPIRUS

By N. J. Cassavetes
I'residtnt of ' the Pan-Eplrotlc Union

An analysis, from the Greek viewpoint, of the events which led to

the award of Northern Epirus first to Greece and then to Albania
—Danger of the present situation, which may lead to a new

Balkan war

AGRAVE situation is developing
in Northern Epirus, a situation

- that may again plunge the Bal-
kans into war and bring a general
conflagation to a Europe still bleed-

ing from its wounds. After many
vicissitudes and revoked decisions

the Council of Ambassadors has de-

cided that the Northern Epirotes,
Greek by language and sentiment,
should come under the sway of the
new State of Albania. The Greek
people of the district have been
driven out and exiled and their prop-
erty confiscated. They are preparing
to resort to arms to regain their
rtghts. Greece has vainly protested
to the allied powers over the with-
drawal of their pledged word. She
is now appealing to the judgment and
the conscience of the world. The
whole history of the controversy over
Northern Epirus must be made
known. What are the facts ?

In December, 1918, Mr. Venizelos
presented the case of Northern
Epirus before the Supreme Council.
He traced the history of the struggle
of the Greek Epirotes for freedom
and union with Greece. He pointed
out that Northern Epirus had been
Greek since the days of Homer; that
it had continued under the Romans,
the Byzantines and the Turks to be
the centre of Greek culture, with its

famous schools at Korytsa and Mos-
chopolis, and a centre of Greek na-
tionalism, with Chimarra as its citadel—^that Chimarra which during 500
years of Turkish dominMion In Eu-

rope had never yielded its liberties

to the conquering Sultans.
In 1913 the Greek troops drove the

Turks from Northern Epirus. The
inhabitants welcomed the Greek
forces as brothers and liberators.

Then Austria-Hungary and Italy de-
manded that Greece evacuate the
province and yield it to the prospec-
tive Albanian State. The Balkan
wars had resulted in the creation of
a greater Serbia and a greater
Greece, allied against common ene-
mies, Bulgaria in the east, Austria-
Hungary in the north and Italy in

the west. Austria-Hungary viewed
with dismay the aggrandizement of
Serbia and the consequent frustra-
tion of the Teutonic scheme for the
complete control of Constantinople
and the Bagdad Railway. Italy, as-
piring to the exclusive control of the
entrance to the Adriatic, was not less

alarmed at the establishment of
Greece in Northern Epirus.

At the London Conference of 1913,
when the Turkish Treaty was draft-
ed, the powers, at the unyielding de-
mand of the Triple Alliance, decided
to assign the task of settling the
Greco-Albanian frontiers to a confer-
ence of the Ambassadors of the six
powers. The Ambassadorial Confer-
ence appointed a commission to go to
Northern Epirus and determine the
nationality of the inhabitants. The
committee went to Northern Epirus,
instructed not to ask the people
whether they wanted to be united
with Greece or with Albania, but to
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find out what language they spoke.

No sooner had the commission begun
their work than they fell to grave

disagreement. The Northern Epirotes

are a bilingual people; they speak

an Albanian patois, or a Kutzo-

Valach dialect, and speak also and
read and write and conduct business

only in Greek. Wherever the com-
mission went they were met by dele-

gations which assured them that the

Northern Epirotes were Greek and
would die rather than submit to Al-

banian domination.
The commission, unable to do their

work, left Northern Epirus. Sir

Edward Grey, according to Prince
Lichnowski, German Ambassador to

London, endeavored to persuade the-

Triple Alliance to do justice to the

Northern Epirotes, but having found
Austria-Hungary and Italy inexor-

able proposed a frontier between
Greece and Albania, which left to the

latter a Greek population of 120,000.

The Greek Withdrawal .

On Feb. 13, 1914, the Ambassadors
of the powers at Athens presented a
note to the Greek Government, in-

forming it of the decision of the Con-
ference of Ambassadors in respect to

Northern Epirus and asking Greece
to evacuate the province. The Am-
bassadors, in order to force Greece
to bow to their decisions, declared

that unless Greece evacuated North-
ern Epirus she could not annex the
Greek Islands of the Aegean. Greece
notified the powers, not without a
bitter protest, that Northern Epirus
would be evacuated by the Greek
troops.

The evacuation began on March 1,

1914. Italian and Austro-Hungarian
agents swarmed through Northern
Epirus to observe and report to their

respective Governnients whether or
not the Greek evacuation was com-
plete. The Albanian charge that the
Greeks did not evacuate the province
is absurd. The fact that the Italian

and Austrian agents, who were anx-
ious to report that Greece had not
kept her word, and thus have her for-

feit the Aegean Islands, could not

find a single instance of bad faith on
the part of the Government of Mr.
Venizelos more than disproves the
Albanian allegations that the Epirote
revolution, which broke out upon the
withdrawal of the Greeks, was sup-
ported by official Greek forces. The
first outbreak occurred at Korytsa
and at Chimarra, and soon the entire
province was in revolt against Al-
bania.

The powers were finally convinced
that the Northern Epirotes would not
yield to Albanian domination, and a
conference was arranged for in the
Island of Corfu, opposite Northern
Epirus, where a protocol was signed
by the representatives of the six pow-
ers, of Albania and of the Northern
Epirote Government. This protocol,

which was ratfied by all the Govern-
ments represented in the conference
of Corfu, declared Northern Epirus
autonomous, with the Greek language
as the language of Church, school and
courts.

This " agreement," however, set-

tled nothing, and Northern Epirus
became a diplomatic shuttle, driven
back and forth by conflicting inter-

ests. In 1915 Sir Edward Grey asked
Mr. Venizelos, in behalf of France,
England, Russia and Italy, to reoc-
cupy Northern Epirus in view of the
fact that the Albanian State had dis-

integrated. It was agreed that the
ultimate fate of the province would
be settled at the Peace Conference.
In -1916 Italy and France, distrusting
Constantine, occupied Northern
Epirus, solemnly promising to sur-
render it to Greece immediately after
the war. Both Albania and Greece
anxiously awaited the decision, which
came only in 1919.

The Award to Greece

On July 29, 1919, the Venizelos-
Tittoni agreement was signed where-
by Italy bound herself to support the
union of Northern Epirus with
Greece if France, Great Britain and
the United States should consent to
it. On Dec. 9, 1919, an agreement
was reached at Paris, signed by Cle-
menceau, Frank Polk and Sir Eyre
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Crowe, assigning the western part

of the province to Greece and making
Korytsa a subject for further consid-

eration between the United States,

England, France and Italy on the one

hand, representing Albania, and
Greece on the other. On Jan. 13,

1920, the Allies considered the ques-

tion of Korytsa and agreed that it

also belonged to Greece, and so

awarded. On Fob. 10 and 25, respec-

tively, President Wilson, in his Adri-

atic notes, assented to the decision of

Jan. 13, 1920, in respect to Korytsa,

and on May 17, 1920, the United

States Senate adopted unanimously
the Lodge-King resolution expressing

the sense of the United States Senate

that Northern Epirus, including

Korytsa, should be awarded to

Greece. Finally, Mr. Harding, candi-

date for the Presidency, in a telegram

to the League of Greek-American
Citzens of New England, reiterated a

similar sentiment.

Meanwhile, on April 20, 1920, the

Franco-Italian troops evacuated
Northern Epirus. France invited

Greece to occupy Korytsa, but Italy

protested, adducing as argument the

oral promise of Mr. Venizelos not to

enforce the Supreme Council's deci-

sion of Jan. 13, 1920, until the Adri-

atic issue was settled. Mr. Venizelos

yielded, and Northern Epirus w-as

temporarily occupied by Albanian
troops. Albania sigiied an agree-

ment at Capestitsa in April, 1920,

promising to respect the Greek pop-
ulation, its schools, churches and
property meanwhile, and to accept

the decision of the Supreme Council

as to the ultimate fate of the prov-
ince.

On Aug. 2, 1920, however, Italy

signed at Tirana a separate treaty
with Albania, recognizing the Alba-
nian boundaries of 1913, and thus de-

nouncing her signature to the Tittoni-

Venizelos agreement and the deci-

sion of the Supreme Council of Jan.

13, 1920. On Aug. 10, 1920, at

Sevres, Mr. Venizelos called the at-

tention of the Supreme Council to the
action of Italy and refused to sign

the Turkish Treaty until Italy should

declare that she was bound by the

Tittoni-Venizelos agreement and" the

agreement of Jan. IS, 1920, which
recognized the right of Greece to oc-

cupy Northern Epirus irrespective of

any separate agreements of Italy

with Albania. Italy yielded, thus de-

nouncing in its turn the separate

treaty with Albania concluded eight

days before.

The Treaty of Rapallo was signed

on Nov. 12, 1920 ; the Adriatic ques-

tion was settled and Greece was free

to occupy Northern Epirus. But on
Nov. 14, 1920, Mr. Venizelos fell from
power, and Greece, having lost the

sympathy of the powers, on account

of the return of King Constantine,

'found herself involved in grave diffi-

culties over Asia Minor which made
it impossible for her to occupy North-
ern Epirus.

Albania Demands Revision

A new chapter of events was
opened by Albania's admission Dec. 5,

1920, as a member of the League of

Nations against the protest of the

Supreme Council and of the Council

of the League itself. The objection

to the admission was that Albania
was not a State, that her frontiers

had not been defined. The Assembly,
however, admitted Albania into th^
League's membership as a State
whose frontiers were to be settled by
the Supreme Council.
Upon her entrance into the League

Albania, supported by Italy, agitated

for the recognition by the League of

the Albanian boundaries of 1913.

The League, however, decided that it

had no right to decide upon frontier

issues as long as those issues were, by
the Treaty of Versailles, assigned to

the Supreme Council for settlement.

The League of Nations referred the
Albanian frontier question to the
Conference of Ambassadors at Paris.
The Ambassadors invited Greece. Ser-
bia and Albania to send commis-
sions to attend the discussion of the
Greco-Albanian and Serbo-Albanian
frontiers. The Greek Commission re-

minded the Ambassadors of the exist-

ing solemn agreements reached by the
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Supreme Council, pleaded that any
reopening of the Greco-Albanian
frontiers would lead to a renewal of
strife, and refused to admit the right
of the Ambassadors to reopen that
issue. The Ambassadors, however,
appoi]ited a commission of experts
and instructed them to make a report
on the frontiers. That report was
first to be considered by the Ambas-
sadors, then submitted to the Su-
preme Council, and, finally, sent to
the League of Nations.

The Albanians then, playing the
part of a weak and injured party, ap-
peared day by day before the League,
lamenting and pleading protection.
They declared that Albania was being
invaded by Greeks and Serbians and
that the League could save her only
by an extremely hurried decision rec-
ognizing the frontiers of 1913, which
included Northern Epirus in Albania.

The Assembly was greatly alarmed
by the incessant cries of the infant
member of the League, and, believing
that Serbia and Greece were really
after poor -little Albania's head, sent
message after message to the Ambas-
sadors urging them to get those
frontiers settled quickly, no " matter
how," and save Albania.

The experts of the Ambassadorial
Conference drafted a report in July
of this year. The same French ad-
viser who in 1919 and 1920 declared
that Northern Epirus, including
Korytsa, should be awarded to Greece
on the principle of nationality, now
gave the opinion that Northern
Epirus should go to Albania. The
Italian expert, of course, gladly gave
a similar opinion. The British ex-
pert, Mr. Tempeley, reported as in
1919 and in 1920 in favor of the
award of the province to Greece.

The Award to Albania

Then the Silesian issue began to
grow very critical. A secret parley
took place between Lord Curzon and
Marquis de la Torreta, and on Aug.
21 the Temps of Paris surprised
the diplomatic world by announcing
that England had finally accepted the

Italian view on the Greco-Albanian
frontiers.

As soon as this news reached Ge-
neva a resolution was introduced in
the Assembly and adopted on Sept. 7,

1921, " recommending Albania now to
accept the forthcoming decision of
the principal allied and associated
powers." Albania, of course, accept-
ed, knowing beforehand that the al-

lied powers had, for reasons too ob-
vious, decided to award the Epirotes
to the Albanian State.

In the course of the meeting of
Sept. 7 the Greek delegation, taking
advantage of the fact that the resolu-
tion included the phrase " associated
powers," read the notes of President
Wilson, the Senate resolution and the
telegram of Mr. Harding, and assured
the Ijeague that even if all the allied

powers could dishonor their signa-
tures affixed to solemn agreements
reached at Paris, the United States
would stand by her word, and would
not now deny the right of the North-
em Epirotes to choose for themselves
whether they would go with Greece
or with Albania.

This declaration caused general con-
fusion among the League members
and the Ambassadors. The latter are
still hesitant. France desires to see
the frontiers of Albania of 1913
altered to benefit Jugoslavia, but on
account of hatred for Constantine
desires to punish the Northern Epi-
rotes, who had no part in the return
of the King, and subject them to the
tender mercies of Moslem Albanian
tribes, wilder and more ruthless than
the Kurds, the persecutors of the
Christian Armenians. England, of
course, yielded to Italy, in order to
secure the Italian vote in the Silesian
dispute. Italy hoped, by the occupa-
tion and fortification of the Island of
Sasseno, off Valona, to control the
Adriatic Sea.
The League desired to see war pre-

vented. It voted that a commission
of three impartial persons be sent to
Albania to observe and report on the
execution of the Ambassadors' de-
cision. The League, moreover, had a
declaration drafted (Oct. 4, 1921),
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and signed by Albania, providing for

the protection of " religious, lin-

guistic and racial minorities in Al-

bana." This declaration provided that

within six months from Oct. 4 the

Albanian Government should present

to the League complete statements

about the churches, monasteries,

school and community properties of

the racial, religious and linguistic

minorities, and that these institu-

tions should be respected by the Al-

banian Government.

Albanians Drive Out Greeks

Immediately upon the adoption of

the declaration, the Albanian Gov-
ernment ordered a systematic perse-

cution of the Greek element in North-

ern Epirus. Greek churches, monas-
teries, schools and community prop-

erty have been confiscated. The male
Greek natives have been driven out

or imprisoned by the tens of thou-

sands. The homes and lands of the

Greek refugees have been assigned to

Albanian families imported from Cen-

tral Albania.- All this was done with

a view to presenting to the League
commission an Albanicized Northern
Epirus and to induce the commis-
sion to report the Greek schools,

churches, monasteries, hospitals and
other Greek community property as

Albanian.
Meanwhile the exiled Northern

Epirotes gathered at Fiorina, Jan-
nina and Corfu, facing complete ex-

patriation, loss of homes and prop-

erty, and, fearing that the League
commission may find imported Al-

banians in their villages, have decided

to re-enter Northern Epirus in arms
nd revolt against Albania, as in 1914.

Of the nearly 30,000 Northern Epi-

rotes in America, mostly young men,
forced to emigrate on account of

Turkish misrule until 1912 and on ac-

count of Albanian ruthlessness since

1916, more than one-half are ready to

join their relatives in the impending
struggle for freedom and union with
Greece. Hundreds of thousands of
dollars are already at hand, and the
revolt may break out at any moment,

unless the powers once more change
their minds and decide to respect

their signatures to the decisions of

Jan. 13, 1920, and Aug. 10 of that
year.

The Northern Epirus issue is a

dangerous one. It may become the
starting point of a new war in the
Balkans and, perhaps, of a war which
will involve almost half of Europe
and Asia Minor. Do the Ambassadors
realize this? Does the League of

Nations at least understand it?

France and England have no selfish

interests necessitating the selling of

the liberties of the Northern Epi-
rotes. Will the French statesmen
prepare another war rather than re-

fuse Italy the mastery of the Adri-
atic? Will the League of Nations
commission remain indifferent to the
cries of the Christian Epirotes, who
plead for union with Greece? And
will the world conscience remain sat-

isfied with the sending of a commis-
sion to Albania? Why has this com-
mission been sent?

The Solution by Plebiscite

Had the powers and the League
been in doubt as to the will of the
Northern Epirotes, they should have
ordered a plebiscite. But no plebiscite

could be carried out with Albanian
troops in the disputed area. The
Greeks have time and again appealed
to the League for a referendum in

Northern Epirus and have pledged
themselves to accept the results, pro-
vided that the referendum is free;

that neither Greek nor Albanian
troops be in occupation of the Prov-
ince; that Swiss, or Scandinavian, or
American troops occupy the Province
during the plebiscite. Such were the
conditions under which the plebiscite

was taken in Silesia. Neither Ger-
man nor Polish troops were allowed
to terrorize the inhabitants of that
Province while the vote was being
taken. Such a plebiscite, free from
pressure, would compel both Greeks
and Albanians to admit that no in-

justice had been done. Indeed, in 1914
the Greek revolution was a plebiscite.
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But the Greeks would now again sub-

mit to the verdict of the will of the
majority of the inhabitants of North-
ern Epirus. It is not too late to do the

right thing. The Conference of Am-
bassadors has not yet come to an of-

ficial agreement. And before a wrong banian State.

decision is reached another oppor-
tunity should be given to the people
of Northern Epirus to decide for

themselves, freely and without pres-
sure, whether they desire to join
Greece or the newly established Al-

THE TRUTH ABOUT BULGARIA
By the Rev. Theodore T. Holway

THE baiting of Bulgaria since the
close of the World War has be-
come a popular pastime. The

Bulgarians are accused of treacher-
ous dealings, both in 1913 and in

1915, when they entered the war
against Serbia, Rumania and the En-
tente, and are further accused of
committing atrocities on the Serbians
during the period of hostilities. Re-
cent typical examples of such anti-

Bulgarian animadversions may be
found in two articles by Captain Gor-
don Gordon-Smith, of the Serbian
Army, published by Current His-
tory in its issues of July and August,
1921.
Mr. Leland Buxton, in his recent

book, " The Black Sheep of the Bal-
kans," has a word to say about these
charges of treachery. The following
passage is worth quoting:

Most of the legitimate accusations
made againsts Bulgarians, both in 1913
and more recently, apply equally to other
Balkan races; for if they (the Bulgari-
ans) suffered from swollen heads, so did
(and do) their allies of 1912; if they
stabbed Serbia in the back in 1915, they
themselves were stabbed in the back by
Serbia in 1885. With regard to Bulgarian
" treachery " in 1913, nothing can excuse
the criminal insanity of General Savov's
attack on the Greeks and Serbs—ordered
by King Ferdinand, but unknown to the
Bulgarian Cabinet—on June 30, 1913;
yet it is only fair to remember that the
Greek and Serbian armies were fully de-
termined on war, and had made it quite
clear that they had no intention under
any circumstances of withdrawing peace-
fully from any of the territory then occu-
pied by them, to which Serbia had recog-
nized the right of Bulgaria in the previ-
ous year.

The charge of treason in 1915 is

also wide of the mark. Bulgaria was
a free and independent State, free to

act as she chose. First of all, she
honestly preferred to remain neutral,
as any impartial traveler through the
country in 1914 and 1915 can testify.

In the first Balkan War her " killed

in battle " and " died of wounds

"

lists were three times as many as
those of her combined allies. In the
two Balkan wars she had mobilized
over 620,000, out of a total population
of less than 5,000,000. Those two
wars had caused " the death or dis-

ablement of one-twentieth of the male
population, and those in the prime
of life, with the destruction of one-
fifth of the plant of the principal na-
tional industry—^the carts and cattle

used for agriculture." She was war-
weary. The fatal ten months of 1912-
13 had added $436,500,000 to her na-
tional debt, and at the end of it all

more than a million of her co-nation-

als had been left under Greek,
Serbian or Rumanian rule.

Despite these conditions, there is

little doubt that Bulgaria would have
entered the World War on the side

of the Allies, had the allied diplomats
early in tlie Spring of 1915 displayed

as much generosity in Sofia as in

Rome, and Bulgaria's military sup-
port would have involved also that of

Greece. George Logie is right when
he says this ("Bulgaria," p. 119),

and also when he says

:

Any intelligent person who happened
to be in Sofia early in 1915, when the En-
tente was negotiating with Greece for her
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participation in the Dardanelles expedi-
tion, could testify that the Bulgarian
Government was ready to mobilize the
army and march against Turkey as soon
as Greece's adherence to the Entente had .

been announced, so as to secure a share
in the spoils. Not even Czar Ferdinand
thought it opportune at that time to evince

his pro-Austrian leanings, so sure did he
feel of the success of the proposed enter-

prise against the Dardanelles by the com-
bined Entente and Greek troops.

If the powers had used the full

strength of their influence on the
military party at Belgrade during
the Summer of 1915, Radoslavov's
moderate and just offer could have
been accepted. Even in the early
Autumn of 1915, if Great Britain had
been willing to place British and
French troops in Macedonia and had
exerted greater pressure in Sofia, she
might have kept Bulgaria out of the
war. Many Englishmen, journalists,

business men and others, in touch
with the negotiations in Sofia before
her mobilization frankly affirm this

to be true.

While the Serbian press was at-

tacking Bulgaria fiercely, and the
Serbian Government remained sul-

lenly obstinate, and the Entente
powers dallied, Germany was using
every device to create sentiment in

her favor. She bought up the largest
paper in Bulgaria. She furnished
glowing reports of German victories.

She magnified Entente defeats. She
exalted German inventions and
harped on the perils of Serbia, until

finally King Ferdinand forced the
too independent Bulgarian War Min-
ister to resign, and brought his coun-
try in on the German side.

As regards " atrocities," I can give
my personal testimony that these
were not wholly upon one side. As
a member of The Christian Herald
and Red Cross Relief Committees
from 1913-15, I personally saw Ser-
bian officials doing to Bulgarians
some of the very things for which
Captain Gordon-Smith so bitterly at-

tacks the Bulgarians in 1917. I

talked with many of the refugees
from Greek and Serbian Macedonia
as to the treatment they had been re-

ceiving in the new Serbia. During

March, 1913, four months before the
' treason " of the second Balkan
War, I was told by a European Red
Cross official of the terrible way in
which Serbians were getting rid of
the Albanians in old Serbia and Novi
Bazar. I talked with the Bishop of
Debar, who was forced by Bulgaria's
Serbian " allies " to quit his See ; also
with Bulgarian teachers of both sexes
who had been driven out of their
schools and homes without being
given an opportunity to utter a word
in their own defense. I heard con-
stantly of reports, letters and bitter

complaints pouring almost daily into

the Government archives in Sofia.

The notorious Serbian decree of Oct.

4, 1913, gave to the most insignifi-

cant Serbian official in Macedonia
full powers to dispose of the lives of
the local inhabitants.

I certainly have no wish to justify

atrocities, by whomsoever committed.
But any impartial student of affairs

in the Balkans since 1912 knows that

atrocity stories there have been gross-

ly exaggerated. He knows that Ser-
bians and Greeks were not a whit
behind those whom they attacked in

so clever and, too often, in so con-

scienceless a way.

In plain words, the charges made
against Bulgaria are largely unjust.

An equal injustice has been done Bul-

garia by the post-war settlement

which gave Southern Macedonia per-

manently to Serbian control. No less

a personage than Viscount Bryce
pointed this out in an address before

the House of Lords last year. Vis-

count Bryce testified from personal
experience that the population of this

area was almost purely Bulgarian,

and declared that the equitable ar-

rangement would have been, not to

give the district to Bulgaria, perhaps,
but at least to make it autonomous.
The action taken in effect created a
Macedonia Irredenta in the Balkans,
in addition to the Austria Irredenta
in the Tyrol. The disaffected popula-
tion, Viscount Bryce intimated,
would remain a source of weakness to

Serbia, which had otherwise received
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enormous accretions alike of terri-

tory and population from the war.
What is needed now is the calming

of all the bitter quarrels between the
Balkan peoples; the absolute stop-

ping of mutual recriminations, of all

charges of atrocity, of quarrels over
past mistakes, and a constant em-
phasizing of all common interests

combined with constructive develop-
ment. Make Macedonia an autono-
mous member of a Jugoslav United

States, enjoying the same rights and
liberties that old Serbia does. Crush
out jingoism in each land. Urge dis-

armament equally in all Balkan
States, not merely in defeated Bul-
garia ; and recognize clearly that the
vast majority of the Bulgarians,
from King Boris and his Cabinet
down to the people, are as genuinely
democratic, progressive and peace-
loving as in any other Balkan State.
Two RiverSj Wis., Sept. 7, 1921.

[Com munications]

BULGARIA'S RIGHTS
By Theodore Vladimiroff

What the nation has suffered at the hands of foreign 'powers in the past,

and the injustice done by the Paris Conference

To the Editor of Current History:

Replying to my article on " Rumania in

New Europe," published in the July number
of the Current History, Prince Antoine

Bibesco, the Rumanian Minister in Wash-
ington, has presented in the September
number an attempt to explain away Ru-
mania's shortcomings. He writes:

It is plain that the real grievance behind
Mr. Vladimiroff s some-what heated denuncia-
tion is not what Rumania is today, but what
she did in 1913. In that year Rumania inter-

ceded in behalf of Serbia and Greece, then
treacherously attacked by their ally, Bul-
garia, and decided the conflict in the for-

mer's favor. * * * Possibly Mr. Vladi-
miroff would be satisfied by a readjustment
of Southeastern European frontiers that
would protect the racial minorities of Trans-
sylvania by turning- them over to Bulgaria.
These minorities, hov/evcr, might be less en-
thusiastic after consu,V».ing the Greeks and
the Serbians ot Macedonia, who are acquaint-
ed with the Bulgarian methods at close

range.

Rumania came to the parting of the ways
in 1878. She struggled hard at that time,

trying to decide between right and wrong,
between justice and injustice, and she fell.

From that time on, morally, Rumania has
been slipping downward very fast.

From the year 679 A. D. up to 1878

Dobrudja always was an integral part of

Bulgaria. Dobrudja is the cradle of the

Bulgarian Kingdom. In the treaty of San
Stephano in 1878 Russia assigned Dobrudja

to Rumania in exchange for Bessarabia,

which the Congress of Paris in 1856 had

detached from Russia after the Crimean

war, giving it to Rumania in order to block

Russia's way to Constantinople.

The Rumanian Government, the press—in

a word, all the organs expressing the will

and conscience of the Rumanian people

—

solemnly arose against this exchange, ob-

jecting in the most emphatic manner that

the Danube divided Rumania and Bulgaria,

that Dobrudja was a Bulgarian country, and

that its annexation would be an infraction

of the rights of nationalities, to which

Rumania owed her creation as a State. The

entire press of Rumania came out in unison,

saying: "We cede nothing, we accept noth-

ing; even if Bessarabia is taken away from
us by brute force we will not have
Dobrudja." Finally, when King Carol I. was
forced by the Treaty of Berlin to accept

Dobrudja, he issued a proclamation to the

people of Dobrudja beginning as follows:

The great powers of Europe hdve by the

Treaty of Berlin ceded your countr-y to

Rumania. Not as conquerors do we enter

within the boundaries fixed for us by
Europe, &c.
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From the date when Rumania entered

Dobi-udja, in 1878, up to the present day,

during a lapse of foity-one years, Rumania
has ruled Dobrudja by what is known as
" the exception regime," where the power of

the local prefect is unlimited. " It is a regime

of political rights without freedom under

the protection of prefects and Ministers."

On Oct. 3, 1912, the Bulgarian Minister at

Bucharest, M. Kalinoff, asked the Rumanian
Prime Minister, Mr. Maoresco, what would

be Rumania's attitude in case of war be-

tween Bulgaria and Turkey, if Bulgaria

undertook to defend the rights of her na-

tionals in Thrace and Macedonia. The latter

replied: " Rumania will have no objection

whatever, for she herself has obtained her

freedom from the Turks after a long

struggle. If Bulgaria, Greece and Serbia

want to free their nationals from the

Turkish yoke, Rumania will observe a strict

neutrality and will have no claim upon any
territory taken away from the Turk." In

consequence of this assurance the Bulgarian

Ministerial Council extended to Rumania
most cordial greetings and thanked her

heartily for the noble stand which she had

decided to take toward Bulgaria. ( See " Le.s

evenements de la Peninsule Balkanique:

L'action de la Rumanie," Bucharest, 1913,

No. 1-41).

It was in the Fall of 1912, when Bulgaria,

single-handed, had to confront the Asiatic

hordes east of Adrianople, that Rumania
came in with a claim for extending her

boundaries to the south in Dobi-udja. At
that time she asked only for the town and

fortress of Silistra. Bulgaria agreed to

cede that city to Rumania for the sake of

peace. The conference of Ambassadors at

St. Petersburg described the attitude of

Bulgaria on this occasion in the following

words:

Before parting, tho confer 3nce wishes to

pay homage to the well-known disposition of

Bulgaria to maintain and to strengthen its

ties of friendship with Rumania. These dis-

positions having singularly lightened its

task, the conference expresses the conviction

that the powers will remember the sacrifices

which they asked Bulgaria to make.

The above lines were penned on May 9,

1913. On July 10 the Rumanian Army re-

ceived the oi-der to invade Bulgaina, which

at that time was at war with its fonner
allies, trying to make them observe the

sanctity of their treaties with Bulgaria. It

was Greece and Serbia who acted treacher-

ously toward their allies.

.The truth is just the reverse of the usual

charge. It was Rumania who scrapped her

treaty with Bulgaria, signed at St. Peters-

burg only two months earlier, and stabbed

Bulgaria in the back; and it was done at a

time when she was exhausted from the

great struggle against the Turk and when
she was fully occupied with her fomier
allies, trying to drive them out of her own
back yard.

Bulgaria met the buccaneers at Bucharest,

and in addition to losing Macedonia to the

Greeks and Serbians she lost to Rumania
8,525 square kilometers in Dobrudja, the

granary of Bulgaria; and with it went a

population of 282,007, out of which only

6,359 were Rumanians.

Even Venizelos himself, in his memo-
randum to the Peace Conference at Ver-

sailles, while pleading that Western Thrace
be given to Greece, said: " Besides, if one

keeps account of the fact that Rumania
would be disposed, once her national unity

is accomplished, to cede back to Bulgaria

that portion of Dobrudja which fell to its

share in 1913, and which forms one of the

richest regions in the Balkans. * * * Bul-

garia will be the only one among her

allies which will come out of the war un-

damaged."

Bulgaria has fought three wars for terri-

tory which three international tribunals had
pronounced to be inhabited by Bulgarians

an dto belong to Bulgaria.

As regards the Greeks and the Serbians

in Macedonia, I refer Prince Bibesco to

that splendid public document, " The Report

of the International Commission to Inquire

Into the Causes and Conduct of the Balkan
Wars." The main conclusion of that report

was that, in so far as atrocities were con-

cerned, the conduct of the Bulgarians, as

compared to that of their allies, was the

least reprehensible, and that whatever

atrocities were committed by them were
done under great provocation.

To the Big Four of the Peace Conference,

in so far as their decisions on Balkan mat-
ters are concerned, I will quote Edmund
Burke's words :

" But with respect to you,

. ye legislators, ye civilizers of mankind!
Your regulations have done more mischief

in cold blood than all the rage of the

fiercest animals in their greatest terrors."



A BULGARIAN VIEW OF CERTAIN NEIGHBORS
By Velko N. Medoloff

To the Editor of C%irrent History:

The article of Gordon Gordon-Smith in

Current History for July, entitled " Bul-

garia's Crimes Against Serbia," stirred

me up, because it happens that I was a

volunteer in the Balkan War of 1913 and

had the honor to be taken prisoner by the

" brave Serbians " at Sultan Tepe. They

robbed me of everything I possessed

—

money, boots (of which they never had any),

haversack, and everything they could think

of that was useful. To my plea that they

should let me keep $10, they said " Die."

I know their brutality, and how they be-

trayed their brethren of the bravest and

smallest nation in the whole world—Monte-

negro—and how they subdued them under

their tyrannical Government. Look up the

reports of the English and Danish corre-

spondents to their respective Governments

a year ago. See how the Serbians outraged

innocent women and children, equaling any

Turkish brutality, the only difference be-

ing that the Serbians committed these

crimes upon their brethren, brave Monte-
negrins.

In the same magazine is an article on
" Rumania and the New Europe," page 631,

by Theodore Vladimiroff. I cannot too

highly express my appreciation of that ar-

ticle, as it is of great concern to me and
all those who are interested in the Balkan
States. I used to live in Rumania and
know that everything the writer says is

true. The only regret I have is that he has
not said enough, particularly on the ques-

tion of immorality and the acceptance of

bribes by the officials from the lowest to

the highest. It happens that I have the

honor to possess a poem entitled " Ode to

the Rumanian Army," composed by an

American lady in Bulgaria. This poem has

never been published and I am sending it to

you herewith. It expresses exactly my viev/'

of the Rumanian Government at that time

—

how it entered Bulgaria in a sneaking man-
ner and committed crimes of every descrip-

tion on innocent children, women and old

men. It runs as follows:

ODE TO THE RUMANIAN ARMY
By Elizabeth Hudson Holway-.

King Carol viewed in princely way.
His wealth in livestock, land and gold

;

" My realm is bioad by land and sea.
My flocks and herds o er-run the lea,

My palaces are fair to see

;

But Bulgar fields are rich, I'm told.

And all the men are far away."

King Carol mustered in array
Six times a hundred thousand guns

;

"We scoff at danger, laugh at fears;
Who says we're not the Bulgar' s peers?
We'll seize their land ere many suns.
While all the men are far away."

King Carol laughed, as Kinglets may.
When planning to assuage his thirst
For Naboth's vineyard, and to wage
A war unknown to history's page
On weeping widows, wives and babes

;

" So forward, my brave troops; but first

Make sure the men are all away."

King Carol marched one Summer's day.
To invade his neighbor's helpless land;
He marched across a bridge of boats

;

He said : " There's nothing safer floats ;

Nor fear we Bulgar keeps or moats.
For I've this great invasion planned.
When all the men are far away."

King Carol hastened on his way,
And glpi'ied in his army's might

;

Dismantled forts they bravely stormed.
Old men and boys, with care, disarmed,
And in defenseless cities swarmed

—

Then from their precincts fled in fright,*
Lest all the men were not away.

King Carol swooped upon his prey.
And stripped it clean with fiendish glee

;

Ate up its substance with the zest
Of caterpillars ; brought the pest,
Took all he could and spoiled the rest

;

" Hurrah! For who's afraid? " quoth he,
" With all the men so far away? "

As, for example, at Orhany, whence they fled
during the night at the firing of a single rifle

—

V. N. M.

1,458 HaigTit Street, San Francisco, Cat.



THE JEWS IN POLAND
By James Jay Kann

To the Editor of Current History:

By way of reply to Maurice Samuel's

criticism of my article in your August issue

on " The Jewish Problem in Poland," allow

me to state that my allusion to " rare in-

stances " of physical violence refers to five

or six cases, with one exception located at

the time within the zone of military war-

fare. Regarding these cases I wish to quote

from Commissioner Morgenthau's report as

follows

:

Just as the Jews would resent being con-

demned as a race for the action of a few
of their undesirable co-rellgionists, so it

would be correspondingly unfair to condemn
the Polish nation as ^ whole for the violence

committed by uncontrolled troops or local

mobs. These excesses were apparently not

premeditated, for if they had been part of a
preconceived plan the number of victims would
have run into the thousands instead of

amounting to about 280.

In substantiation of my statement that

the Polish Government's failure to protect

the Jews is not due to any predetermined

policy, I cite this from Mr. Morgenthau's

report

:

It is believed that these excesses were the

result of a widespread anti-semitic prejudice

aggravated by the belief that the Jewish in-

habitants were politically hostile to the Polish

State. When the boundaries of Poland are

once fixed and the internal organization of

the country is perfected the Polish Govern-

ment will be increasingly able to protect all

classes of Polish citizenry.

The following passages are from the re-

port of Homer H. Johnson, a third member
of the Morgenthau Mission:

We are of the opinion, in view of the previ-

ous training of the Polish .=oldiery in the

German. Austrian and Ru.'ssian Armies, the

Fastem low valuation of human life, the want
of food and clothing which had accompanied

the breaking up of the Central Powers, and

the universal tenseness of popular nerves

worn by th^ vicissitudes of war, that the

antagonism felt by the Polish military to-

ward the Jews and resulting in depredation

and violence against them is not a matter

of surprise, reprehensible and regrettable

as it is.

In concluding the matter of physical

violence to the Jews, I quote the following

from the report of Sir Stuart Samuel, Brit-

ish Chief Commissioner to Poland, for the

investigation of this matter:

The military authorities endeavored to re-

."•trict the action of the .«oldiers as much as
possible • • as the civil authority has
been able to make its power effective; so
the position in the rear of the troops has
become more and more satisfactory.

Captain P. Wright, also a member of the

British Commission, reports as follows, in

speaking of the number of Jews killed:

" One would be too many, but taking these

casualties as a standard with which to

measure the excesses committed against

them (the Jews), I am more astonished at

their smallness than their greatness."

Regarding the criticism of my statements
that the Jews form the great class of mer-
chants, the greater percentage being " ped-

dlers or petty traders," I wish to add that

this state was forced on them by the laws
of the country, and to quote from the Mor-
genthau report as follows:

If American Jewry want to cure the evilo

in Poland, they must get at the root of them.
Sending one or two million Jews to Palestine
will do little good ; the evil consists in allow-
ing the Jews in a town to follow one or two
pursuits. Where there are 5,00(), perhaps
1,000 could make an honest living, but 5.000

must cheat each other or starve.

Where is the historical authority for the

statement that there were Jews in Poland
before the Poles, and if so, why has the

country been known as Poland for cen-

turies? And if my critic considers the

Litwacs the " modernizing element " among
the Jews in Poland, how would he charac-

terize the Jewish " Assimilators," to whom
they are violently opposed?

If, as my critic states, the " separatism

of the Polish Jew is confined to uttei-ly

harmless details of dress and appearance,"

why does Henry Morgenthau say:

Polish national feeling is irritated by what
Is regarded as the " alien " character of the

great mass of the Jewish population. This
is con.=tantly brought home to the Poles by
the fact that the majority of the Jews affect

a distinctive dress, observe the Sabbath on
Saturday, conduct business on Sunday, have
separate dietary laws, wear long beards and
speak a language of their own. The great
majority of Jews in Poland belong to separate
Jewish political parties. • • • The concen-
tration of the Jews in separate districts or

quarters in Polish cities also emphasizes the
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line of demarkation separating them from
other citizens.

My critic states that the Jew in Poland

does not need or desire outside tuition as to

the modern conception of religious practice.

In reply let me once again quote Henry
Morgenthau, who says:

Tliey must be given schools of instruction.

They must change their mode of life. It will

take a year's intensive study to find out how
to do it, but it would be a most creditable

achievement for thoS'e Jews who have bene-

fited by liberty In this country.

In substantiating the conclusions drawn
in my article I can do no better than to

refer once more to the conclusion of Mr.
Morgenthau 's able report, which reads:

All citizens of Poland should realize that

they must live together. They cannot be
divorced from each other by force or by any
court of law. When this idea is once
thoroughly comprehended, every feffort will

necessarily be directed toward a better un-
derstanding and the amelioration of existing
conditions, rather than toward augmenting
antipathy and discontent. The Polish nation
must see that its worst enemies are those
who encourage this Internal strife. A house
divided against itself cannot stand. There
must be but one class of citizens in Poland,
all members of which should enjoy equal
rights and render equal duties.

A PROTEST AGAINST THE ZIONISTS

IN PALESTINE
By F. C. Sakran

A native of Palestine and a member of the Palestine Xational League of America, which is opposed to
Zionism and is in agreement with the Mohammedan-Christian League of Palestine

To the Editor of Current History:

I have read Gershon Agronsky's ar-

ticle, " Troubles of the Zionists in Pales-

tine," in the October Current History,

with strong feelings of dissent and indig-

nation. Well may the Zionists " concede

that they have reached a searching time

in their movement." The people of Pales-

tine are thoroughly awake to the dangers

of Zionism, and the world is beginning to

question the motives of the apostles of this

cult. The Zionists may be able to fool

some people, but they can't fool all the

people—at least, not all the time. Truth,

crushed to earth, shall rise again. Zionism

is headed toward certain failure, because

it is founded on the exploded doctrine that

might makes right and feeds on the dis-

carded idea of divine rights.

The author seems to be impatient over

the fact that the mandate has not been ap-

proved yet. He desires the League of Na-
tions to grant Immediately, and without

delay, the demands of the Zionists concern-

ing Palestine—demands which cannot be

supported by any principle of law or logic

—without even giving the people of that

country an opportunity to express their

views upon the matter. He complains that

the suspension of Jewish immigration is a

concession to the Arabs. Is there any

greater arrogance than this, or do the

Arabs need a better warning or more con-

vincing evidence of what they may expect

from Zionism if their country should fall

into its clutches? But the immigration
question in Palestine will be settled by the

people of that country and not by Russian

Jews.

By what right do the Zionists of Russia,

or of America claim title to the Holy Land
which is not their country, and has not

been for over two thousand years? By
what authority do they assume jurisdiction

over that province and undertake to dictate

to its people? Mr. Agronsky seems to pro-

ceed on the false supposition that Palestine

belongs to the Zionists, but he does not tell

us how he arrives at such conclusions. Ac-
cording to him, the inhabitants of that

country must not ask for anything but
what the Zionists, through generosity or

charity, allow them to retain. He forgets

that the case is just the other way round
and that the present population of Pales-

tine, who have inherited the land from gen-
eration to generation, are the only people
who have any right to say who should come
into it or what form of government it

should have. This right is guaranteed to
them by the League of Nations covenant.
The Zionists have no more right to dictate
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to the people of Palestine, or to meddle in

their affairs, than you or I have to meddle

in the internal affairs of Siam.

He even condemns those British officers

in Palestine who still possess sufficient

freedom of judgment to see that the natives

are not being given a square deal. Because

the leaders of the people cry out against

Zionistic aggressions and tiy to defend

their rights, he calls them " Arab agitators,"

but he quite overlooks the Zionist radicals.

He admits, however, that the Zionists have

tried to plant the seeds of labor troubles

in the Holy Land. If any one doubts that

many Zionists favor socialism, I can furnish

sufficient evidence to satisfy any curious

mind. The recent outbreaks in Palestine

were caused by Jewish Bolshevist agitators

and not by the peace-loving natives. The
people of Palestine, Arabs and Jews, lived

in peace together for centuries, until the

Zionists invaded the land. The Jew enjoyed

equal rights with his neighbors, the Mo-
hammedans and Christians, until Russian

radicals began to swarm into the country.

Their attempt to divide the people, how-
ever, has utterly failed, and instead of

starting a " class war " it has served to

strengrtfaen the ties of union among the in-

habitants. The seeds of radicalism cannot

take root in the soil of Palestine. As for
" the ordinary native," I can say on his

behalf, just let him alone and don't force

your services upon him, for he has not

asked your assistance. When he appeals to

you for help, you may go to his rescue, but

until that time keep away from him.

Peace in Palestine is assured the moment
the Zionist quits intriguing against that

country. Peace cannot, however, be secured

by having the League of Nations approve

a mandate that carries any concessions to

Zionism. This would be the sign for real

trouble. The only way to restore peace and
prosperity to the Holy Land is to abrogate

the Balfour declaration, which cannot be

defended on any ground whatsoever, and
which amounts to the same proposition as

if I attempted to dispose of your automobile

without your knowledge or consent; to end

the agitations of Zionists and their schemes
to get possession of the country, and to

recognize the indisputable right of the

people to choose their own government and
shape its course according to their own
wishes. Until this is done the world will

look in vain for peace and progress in the

Holy Land.

THE GREEKS IN MACEDONIA
By Philip Stylianos

Boston I'niversity School of Law, '22

i

To the Editor of Current History:

I note that Mr. Koudjoharoff, in the Oc-

tober Current History, warns Americans

against Greek-Macedonian propaganda. I

am a Macedonian, and I know of no propa-

ganda in behalf of Macedonia other than

the Bulgarian propaganda. I invite Mr.

Koudjoharoff to point to a single Greek

Government organization here or abroad

which is carrying on propaganda about

Macedonia or any other portion of the Bal-

kans. And in my turn I call his attention

to the following Bulgarian propaganda

agencies in America and abroad: (a) The

Near East American, a weekly newspaper,

published by Mr. Koudjoharoff and Mr.

Poiilieff, former Counselor of the Bulgarian

Legation at Washington. This weekly is

published at Washington anonymously in

order to avoid being suspected as a Bul-

garian organ, (b) The recent lectures and
newspaper interviews given in this country

by Irene Shismanova Stephanova, professor

in the Royal University of Sofia. All her

lectures are appeals for the Bulgarization

of Macedonia and Thrace, (c) The appeals

made by the Narodni Glass of Granite City,

organ of the Bulgarian Committee of Sofia

in America. This organ, to which Mr.

Koudjoharoff is a regular contributor, an-

nounced a few days ago that the Central

Committee at Sofia would send to the Bul-

garians in the United States the program
of activities here, and that the' Bulgarian

Minister, Mr. Panaretoff, who has made
many friends here, would be able to exert

great influence over the United States Gov-

ernment to secure autonomy for Macedonia

and Thrace, (d) The Albanian newspaper,

Dielli, announced in one of its issues of
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September that the Bulgarian Bureau and

the Albanian Bureau at Geneva, under the

label of Bureau of Unredeemed Balkan

Peoples, were doing beautiful work among
the delegates of the League of Nations for

the revision of treaties in a way to favor

Bulgaria at the expense of Greece, (e) Mr.

Koudjoharoff and Mr. Poulieff, as the of-

ficial agents of the Central Committee of

Sofia, presented a few days ago to the State

Department a document in which they pre-

tend that over 300,000 Bulgarians of Thrace

have been driven out by the Greeks and are

now refugees in Bulgaria. In this connec-

tion it is well to note that the Turkish

statistics of 1908 put the 'total number of

Bulgarians in Thrace at 107,843!

Mr. Koudjoharoff also shows a profound

knowledge of Mr. Brailsford's book, " Mace-

donia and Her People." Mr. Brailsford's

testimony, on page 57 of the work men-

tioned, sustains the contention of the au-

thor of an article in The Monitor that

Macedonian nationalism, speaking of Mace-

donia as a whole, is an artificial creation of

Balkan propagandists and komitadjis.

I feel, however, that the writer in The
Monitor did not do justice to the Greek

Macedonians. Greece received what is

termed the extreme south of Macedonia. It

is known Qven to grammar school readers

of history, even in Bulgaria, that Saloniki,

Kavalla, Serres, Xanthi, Castoria, Elassona,

Katerini, have always been Greek cities and

districts. The Bulgarians have never yet

contested those wholly Grecophone districts.

As to a number of districts bordering on

the Serbo-Bulgarian frontiers, which are

Slavophone, we might adduce the following

incontestable evidences to show that those

Slavophones had a Greek conscience as re-

cently as the year 1912:

(a) In 1912 the Young Turks, having

shown clear signs of desiring to Turkify

Macedonia, the Bulgarian Exarchate and
the Greek Patriarchate, acting in full ac-

cord with the Governments of Sofia and
Athens, respectively, came to a solemn

agreement. It was agreed that at the then

impending Turkish elections the Greeks

should elect six deputies from Macedonia
and the Bulgarians only four. It is to be

noted here that the Bulgarians recognized

the Districts of Elassona and Kozani as

being so Greek that they were not included

in the above-mentioned agreement.

(b) The Greek elections of 1915 brought

into the Greek Parliament a large number
of Turks and Jews from Macedonia, hut

not one single Bulgarian Deputy. And I

challenge Mr. Koudjoharoff and all his Bul-

garian agents, here or abroad, to produce

reliable evidence proving that, while per-

fect liberty was accorded to the Turks,

when Greece was at war with Turkey, to

elect their own representatives for the

Greek Parliament, such liberty was denied

to the Bulgarian nationality in Greek Mace-

donia. Even Mr. Koudjoharoff will admit

that the absence of a Bulgarian Deputy in

the Greek Parliament is a conclusive proof

of the absence of Bulgarians in Greek

Macedonia.

Furthermore, taking into account that the

Young Turks elected one Deputy for every

100,000 inhabitants, according to the agree-

ment of 1912 between Bulgaria and Greece,

for six Greek Deputies and four Bulgarians,

there were in Macedonia at that time

n00,000 Greeks. These numbers are sus-

tained by the Italian ethnologist Amadori
Virgili, who gives the total number of

Greeks in Macedonia in 1908 as 592,302.

Greek Macedonia today has a total popula-

tion of 500,000. It is evident, then, that

Greece has left to somebody in the Balkans

a total Greek population of 100,000 and is

quite willing to remain content with the

Treaty of Bucharest as regards Macedonia.

. As to the fiction of the undocumented
declaration of a Greek officer that a Slav-

.'^peaking regiment in Macedonia was Bul-

garian in soul, I need hardly advise Mr.
Koudjoharoff that the readers of Current
History will receive it with that welcome
accorded to invented, undocumented and ex

parte propaganda.

I understand perfectly why there is a

Bulgarian propaganda and why there is no

Greek propaganda and no need of any. But
what I cannot very well understand is the

meaning of the outcry of Mi-. Koudjoharoff
agaist the imaginary Greek propaganda. I

fear that he is quixotic in this case, or that

he tries to justify the existence of Bul-

garian propaganda by alleging the exist-

ence: of Greek propaganda.

57 Batavia Street, Boston, Oct. 12, 1921.



THE GUILT OF KING CONSTANTINE
By M. J. Patisteas

Maaaachusetts Institute ot Technoloe>-, '22

To the Editor of Current History:

I wish to reply to the following con-

tentions of Mr. Gregory in his letter in the

October issue of your magazine:

(1) That Mr. Cassavetes did not con-

vince him of the guilt of Constantine in re-

gard to the violation of the Greco-Serbian

Treaty. I believe that Mr. Cassavetes did

not try to prove the guilt. He merely

.«5tated that it was established by the

tribunal of mankind's foremost students of

international agreements. That Constantine

signed the decree for a general mobiliza-

tion in 1915, with the explanation of Mr.

Venizelos that Greece was treaty-bound to

aid Serbia, should leave no doubt in the

minds of the Greek royalists about the

cowardly act of Constantine.

(2) That the cold-blooded assassination

of French marines in the streets of Athens

was, as Mr. Gregory agrees, perpetrated by
Royalist Greeks, wearing the Greek uni-

form, but that they were not, forsooth,

Greek soldiers. Very well. Where, then,

were the Athenian police? How did the
" mob " get the uniforms, the machine guns,

and the Greek Army rifles? Could a mob
have terrorized officers? And were the

mob leaders punished?

(3) That Constantine surrendered Fort

Rupel to the Germans in order to match the

occupation of Saloniki by the Allies. This

is what Mr. Cassavetes has contended.

Saloniki was occupied at the invitation of

the Greek Government with the assent of

Constantine, who changed his mind only on

the eve of the landing of the allied troops.

Fort Rupel was surrendered to the Ger-

mans secretly with the avowed purpose of

weakening the position of the Allies. Con-

stantine was anxious to see the Germans

whip the Allies. In other words, he was
pro-German. And that is exactly the con-

tention of Mr. Cassavetes.

(4) That the largest and most intelligent

cities of Greece voted against Mr. Veni-

Sielos. Here Mr. Gregory is lamentably in

error. Athens, Volo, Saloniki, Patras, Pyr-

gos, Calamata, Piraeus, Jannina, Preveza,

Cavalla, Rhodosto, Adrianople, Xanthi,

Serres, Chania, the Islands of the Aegean,
Thrace, Epirus, admittedly the most pro-

gressive portions of Hellenism, all went for

Mr. Venizelos. The rural classes of Greece

and the Jews and Turks of Macedonia
voted against him.

Mr. Gregory writes :
" My object is not

to defend the King of the Hellenes, but the

good judgment of the Hellenes themselves."

I do not know of a more remarkable method
of reasoning than this. Mr. Gregory ad-

mits that he does not know whether Con-
stantine is gviilty of the moral crimes at-

tributed to him by the entire allied world
and by America ; but he defends " the good
judgment of the Hellenes," who brought

Constantine back. I venture to suggest that

Mr. Gregory's judgment would have been

infinitely better if he had first made up
his mind as to the culpability or innocence

of Constantine. Then only would he have

been in a position to give sound judgment
on " the good judgment of the Hellenes,"

who voted for Constantine.

The " intellectual Greek Royalists "—the

" Democrat " Royalists, if you please—deny

the guilt of Constantine with as perfect

equanimity as they deny the unmorality of

cheering for democracy in South Carolina

and for absolute monarchism in Athens at

the same time and in one breath.
Boston, Mass., Oct. U, Wtl.



CZECHOSLOVAKIA'S RIGHT TO
STATEHOOD

By Adam Poliak
Secretary of the Slovak League of America, Chicago District

To the Editor of Current History:

In your August issue you published an

article, "Czechoslovakia's Right to State-

hood Assailed," written by Anthony Pessen-

lehner, in which the author held that the

new Czechoslovak Republic has no right to

Statehood from a historical, political, eco-

nomical or ethnographical standpoint. This

tirticle was pure Magyar propaganda, in-

tended to disunite the Slovaks from the

Czechoslovak Republic. Slovakia is the solid

basis upon which the Magyars economically

depended, for it is rich in natural resources

;

il was to the Slovaks, therefore, that the

Magyars preached the Roman freedom,

and, from 1840 to 1914, the English freedom

with a Mongolian spirit. Ever since the

Magyar invasion of Hungary (in 896 A.

D.) their object has been to Magyarize all

who lived in Hungary; but they have failed

because there was too large a population of

Slavic nationalities.

Historically speaking, the ancestors of

present Czecho-Slavs entered Hungary in

the fifth century. The Moravian Empire
existed in 861-894—the reign of Svatopluk

of the Great Moravia. There is also proof

that St. Methodius was created Archbishop

of the Great Moravia and Pannonia by the

Pope in 868.* So, also, there is historical

proof that the "Pannonians were all

Slavs."t Again, there was the Czech King-

dom, whose independence was lost in 1620.$

In 1844 the Magyars deposed the Latin

language from its place as the official lan-

guage of Hungary and substituted their

own instead. But "in this struggle lay the

germ of a conflict of races which was later

to be most disastrous to the Magyars them-

selves; they were not willing to grant to

others the rights which they had demanded

for themselves."§ Louis Kossuth, who
pushed the Magyars ahead, was of pure

Slovak parentage, and Alexander Petori,

the poet, was likewise of Slovak origin.

''While the Slovaks thus presented the

Magyars with two of their traditional

heroes, they at the same time produced two
men of the highest literary eminence who
were destined to influence the entire Slav

world."§§ These two men were Paul Safa-

rik (Schafarik) and John Kollar.

Mr. Pessenlehner says that "until a few
decades ago the Czechs were quite content

with their lot within the confines of Aus-
tria," and that "the masses of the Slovak

people remained loyal to Hungary." These
statements are contrary to fact. In the

World War the Czechoslovak soldiers every-

where proved that they were Czechoslovak

in spirit—that they already had a national

soul; later their republic was promptly
lecognized by the civilized world.

The Slovaks, Czechs, Moravians and Ru-
sinians understand each other and their lit-

erature without any interpreters. It is

too late for any Magyar propagandist to

try to convince the world that they are

aliens to each other.

Report of the Reception of Governor I^uis
Kossuth.
tScotus Viator (R. W. Seton-Watson), " Racial

Problems in Hungary, pages 16 and 17.

JAnnual Report of the Smithsonian Institution
for 1906, " Origin of the Slavs," page 417.

§Charles Downer Hazen, " History of Europe
Since 1815," page 157.

s§Scotus Viator (R. W. Seton-Watson), " Ra-
cial Problems in Hungary," pages 49 and 50.
This is an indispensable, standard authority on
the racial problems in Hungary. Other authori-
ties are: Schafarik, " Slavische Alterth<lmer "

;

Fessler, Ignaz Aurelius, " Geschichte von Un-
garn "

; "Cambridge Modern History: The
Growth of Nationalities," Vol. XI., and " The
Latest Age," Vol. XH., Chapter 7.



PARTITION OF UPPER SILESIA

Text oj the decision of the League of Nations Council, which divides the rich

mining district between Germariy and Poland, at last settling a dispute which
caused two years of turmoil

rJE Premiers of the Interallied Supreme
Council, assembled in Paris for discus-

sion and settlement of the dangerous

problem of Upper Silesia, decided at the

session of Aug. 12, 1921, that they could

reach no agreement, owing to irreconcilable

differences of view between the British and
French Governments, and that the whole

matter in dispute should be referred to the

Council of the League of Nations. This re-

sult came after weeks of note exchanges

between France and Germany on -the one

hand, and France and Great Britain on the

other. It was the negative culmination of

a series of events dating from the signing

of the Treaty of Versailles.

The revised treaty calling for

the holding of a plebiscite in this

rich coal territory, claimed both

by the Germans and the Poles on

histoi*ical and population grounds,

was signed on June 28, 1919. The
plebiscite was long deferred.

Meanwhile intense excitement

prevailed in Upper Silesia, and

many clashes occurred between

the two elements. In February,

1920, an Interallied Commission

was appointed and placed in

charge of the district pending the

holding of the popular vote. The

date for this event was finally

fixed for March 20, 1921. The
plebiscite was held; its final re-

sult, as given by the Interallied

Commission itself, was as fol-

lows: Germans, 716,408; Poles,

471,406. Though this seemed to

mean a victory for (Jermany, the

situation was vastly complicated

by the peculiar distribution of the

vote, especially in the southeast-

em triangle, which contained the

majority of the coal mines.

Faced with this complication, the

allied Premiers were in great

doubt as to what course to pursue. The
English favored giving the largest part
of the province to Germany, as she de-

manded; the French insisted that their

protege, Poland, should receive most of the

mining district.

While the Premiers and the Interallied

Commission were still deliberating, unable
to reach a decision, a false rumor was
printed;in a German paper declaring that

the Allies had decided to grant Germany
almost all the disputed area. Believing this,

the Poles of Upper Silesia, headed by Adal-
bert Korfanty, the Polish High Commis-
sioned*, started an insurrection, which as-

sumed alarming proportions and threatened
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for a time to break the friendship between

France and England. Finally, on June 10,

1921, Korfanty, realizing that his coup had

failed, signed an agreement with the Inter-

allied Commission, promising to demobilize

his troops on condition that Germany did

the same. The allied Premiers met on Aug.

12 for a last desperate attempt to settle the

boundary question, but their differences

proved irreconcilable. By mutual consent,

therefore, they agreed to refer the whole

matter to the League of Nations Council,

pledging themselves (Aug. 24) to accept the

League Council's solution. The League ac-

cepted the task on Aug. 29 and began work
upon it at once. The details were referred

to a committee composed of four non-per-

manent members of the League Council,

viz., M. Paul Hymans of Belgium, Senhor

da Cunha of Brazil, Seiior Quinones de

Leon of Spain, and Dr. Wellington Koo of

China. These four sent a neutral commis-

sion to the plebiscite area and themselves

heard evidence from both Poles and Ger-

mans of all ranks. In due time they

formulated what they regarded as a just

solution of the knotty problem. By the first

week in October this solution had been

adopted by all the allied Governments and
had been laid before the disputants. It

caused some agitated cornments and ges-

tures in Germany, but by the end of Oc-

tober it had been accepted by both sides

and had apparently gone into history as

the first large practical achievement of the

League of Nations.

The full text of the League Council's

solution of the Upper Silesian problem was
made public on Oct. 20 by the British For-

eign Office. All the essential portions of

the document, with a map showing the new
boundary line dividing the plebiscite area,

are given herewith. While Upper Silesia is

partitioned between the two disputants, the

whole is to remain for fifteen years under

the control of the Upper Silesian Mixed

Commission, which is to aid in the preven-

tion of friction during the period of ad-

justment. The British Foreign Office sent

out the text with a covering letter which

stated that the League's decision had now
become the decision of the conference of

Ambassadors, " acting in the name of and

by the special mandate of the British Em-
pire, France, Italy and Japan, signatories,

together with the United States of America,

as the principal allied and associated
powers, of the Treaty of Peace of Ver-
sailles."

Text of the Decision

The text of the League Council's decision,

with a few unessential omissions, is as fol-

lows :

The council, being convinced that its duty
was, above all, to endeavor to find a solution
in conformity with the wishes of the inhabi-
tants, as expressed by the plebiscite, while tak-
ing into account the geographical and economic
situation of the various districts, has been led
to the conclusion that it is necessary to divide
the industrial region of Upper Silesia. .Owing
to the geographical distribution of the popula-
tion and the mixture of the racial elements, any
division of this district must inevitably result
in leaving relatively large minorities on both
sides of the line and in separating important
interests.

In these circumstances, the council considered
that it would be desirable to take measures to
guarantee during a provisional period of read-
justment the continuity of the economic life of
this region, which, owing to the density of its

p-opulation, the number of its industrial under-
takings, the closely woven network of its means
of communication, possesses the character of a
vast agglomeration. It was also of the opinion
that it would be desirable to provide for the
protection of minorities. Such aie the general
principles by which the council was governed.

The council came to the conclusion that the
most equitable solution would be obtained by
the frontier line which is described below and
the adoption of which it unanimously decided to
recommend.

Readjustment Period

The measures which the council considers
necessary in order to insure the continuity
of the economic and social existence of Upper
Silesia, and to reduce to a minimum the incon-
venience of the period of readjustment, are
chiefly designed with the following objects:

To preserve, for a certain time, for the indus-
tries of the territory separated from Germany
their former markets, and to insure the sup-
plies of raw material and manufactured prod-
ucts which are indispensable to these indus-
tries ; to avoid the economic disturbances which
would be caused by the immediate substitution
of the Polish mark for the Geiman mark as the
sole legal currency in the territory assigned to

Poland ; to prevent the working of the railways
serving Upper Silesia from being affected by
the shifting of the political frontier ; to regulate
the supplies of water and electricity ; to main-
tain freedom of movement for individuals across
the new frontier; to guarantee respect for pri-

vate property ; to guarantee, as far as possible,
to the workers that they shall not lose, in the
portion of territory assigned to Poland, the ad-
vantages which were secured to them by Ger-
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man social legislation and by their trades union
organization, and, finally, to ensure the pro-

tection of minorities on the basis of an equitable

reciprocity.

The solution of these problems should be
achieved by means of arrangements effected

under the form of a general convention between
Germany and Poland. The Treaty of Versailles

has provided, in several analogous cases, for

conventions of this kind. As regards Upper
Silesia, the treaty has regulated certain ques-
tions by means of special pii)visions. Article 92

stipulated, moreover, that " further agreements
will regulate all questions arising out of the

cession of the above territory which are not
regulated by the present treaty."

The conclusion between the parties of a
general convention, which will place Upper
Silesia under a special regime during the transi-

tional period, seems to correspond to the In-

tentlon.<3 already expressed by the States con-

cerned. Both Germany and Poland have indeed

already considered the establishment of special

institutions for this region.

The Mixed Commission

With a view to facilitating the preparation and
to supervising the application of the above tem-

porary measures, which should be incorporated

in a general convention, the council considers

that it is necessary to set up a commission com-
posed of an equal number of Germans and Poles

from Upper Silesia, and of a President of

another nationality, who might be designated

by the Council of the League of Nations. This

commission might be called the " Upper Silesia

Mixed Commission." It would be essentially

an advisory organ.

Further, it would also be expedient to con-

stitute an arbitral tribunal to settle any private

disputes which might be occasioned by the ap-

plication of the temporary measures. All dis-

putes in connection with the carrying out and
the interpretation of the general convention

should be settled in conformity with the pro-

visions of this convention and, where necessary,

with the covenant of the League of Nations.

A Frontier Delimitation Commission should

mark out the course of the frontier on the spot.

It will be the duty of the Interallied Commission
already in existence to take the necessary mea-
sures for the maintenance of order during this

preliminary period. The mixed commission re-

ferred to above should be appointed without de-

lay in order that it may give its assistance to

the Interallied Commission, which, taking into

account the provisions of paragraph 6 of the

Annex to Article 88 of the Treaty of Versailles,

will take measures for preparing the transition

from the present situation to the provisional

rSgime.

[This treaty clause provides for the taking

over by the German and Polish authorities of

the administration of the territory assigned to

them respectively within a month of the official

notification of the fixing of the frontier and the

Immediate dissolution of the allied Control Com-
mission on this taking place. To avoid prema-

ture withdrawal, the Allies on Oct. 20 •' com-
municated " the Upper Silesian decision to Ger-
many and Poland, reserving the " notification "

for some later date when the Economic and
Mixed Commissions shall have things in run-
ning order.]

Boundary Defined

[The council attached four annexes to its

recommendations. In Annexe I. it set out the
general principles by which it was guided in ar-
riving at its decision. In Annexe II. it traced
the suggested line of demarcation in detail.
Annexe III. enumerates the important provisions
designed to secure continuity In the life of
Upper Silesia after the partition and to reduce
to a minimum the difficulties of the period of
adaptation. Finally, in Annexe IV. the council
sets out its decisions on the rights of nationality
and domicile and protection of minorities in
Upper Silesia. The description of the frontier
line, as recommended in Annexe II.—and now
adopted—is as follows:]

The frontier line would follow the Oder from
the point where that river enters Upper Silesia
as far as Niebetschau, would then run towards
the northeast, leaving in Polish territory the
communes of Hohenbirken, Wilhelmsthal, Ras-
chutz, Adamowitz, Bogunitz, Llssek, Summin.
Zwonowitz, Chwallenczitz, Ochojetz, Wilcza
(upper and lower), Kriewald, Knurow, Gieralto-
witz, Preiswitz, Makoschau, Kunzendorf. Pauls-
dorf, Ruda, Orzegow, Schleslengrube, Hohen-
linde;

And leaving in German territory the com-
munes of Ostrog, Markowitz, Babitz, Gurez,
Stodoll, Niederdorf, Vilchowitz. Nieborowitzer,
Hammer, Nieborowitz, SchSnwald, Ellguth
Zabrze, Sosnica, Mathesdorf, Zabrze, Bisputitz.
Bobrek, Schomberg

;

Thence it would pass between Rossberg (which
falls to Germany) and BirkenhaIn (which falls

to Poland), and would take a northwesterly
direction.

Leaving in German territory the communes
of Karf, Miechowitz, StoUarzowltz, Friedrichs-
wilie, Ptakowitz, Larischhof, Miedar, Hanusek.
Neudorf-Tworog, Kottenlust, Potemba, Keltsen.
Zawadski. Pluder-Petershof, Kleln-Laglewnik,
Skrzidlowitz, Gwosdzian, Dzieina, Cziasnau,
Sorowski,

And leaving in Polish territory the communes
of Scharley, Radzionkau, Trockenberg, Neu-
Repten, Alt-Repten, Alt-Tarnowitz, Rybna,
Piassetzna, Boruschowitz, Mikoleska, Drath-'
hammer, Bruschick, Wiistenhammer, Kokottek,
Koschmieder, Pawonkau, Spiegelhof (Guts-
bezirk). Gross Lagiewnik, Glinitz, KochschOtz,
Lissau.

To the north of the latter place it would coin-
cide with the former frontier of the German
Empire, as far as the point where the latter

frontier Joins the frontier already fixed between
Germany and Poland.

[Tlie following provisions, embodied in Annexe
III., are designed to insure continuity in the
economic life of Upper Silesia after the parti-
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tion, and to reduce to a minimum the difficul-

ties of the period of adaptation:]

The administration of railway and tramway
systems which belong to private concerns or

municipalities shall continue to be governed by
the terms of their concessions, as regards rights

and obligations. The railway system of the

Schlesische Kleinbahn Aktiengesellschaft shall

continue to be operated as a single unit for

fifteen years. For the German State railways,

both normal and narrow gauge, a joint system
of operation shall be put into force in the
plebiscite area, for fifteen years.

The amount of rolling stock allotted to the
plebiscite area shall be determined in accord-
ance with Article 371 of the Treaty of Versailles.

Railway rates shall be uniform. The administra-
tion of the State insurance and social insurance
employes of the Silesian r:ailway system shall

be undertaken by that system.
Expenses of new construction shall be borne

by the State on whose territory they are carried

out. The working capital necessary for opera-
tion shall be lent by the German State ; the
interest on this capital will be charged to the
account of the system. The profits or deficit

shall be divided between the two countries, in

proportion to the length of the line belonging
to each and the amount of traffic.

In so far as the territory which comprises the

existing water supply system has not been
entirely allotted to one of the two countries, in

default of a special agreement between the

parties, the existing system shall be maintained.
The reserve water supply of the Tarnowitz and
Olhucz district shall be at the disposal of the

whole territory of Upper Silesia. The Ober-
schlesische JElektrizitatswerke shall continue to

operate as at present for a period of three

years. After this the Polish Government may
purchase the Chorsow power station and the

system dependent thereon. The above company
shall furnish electricity on the same terms to

both parts of the territory, so long as a Polish

company shall not have been established.

During a period which shall not exceed fifteen

years the German mark shall remain the only

legal unit of cun-ency in the plebiscite area,

and the Polish Government shall recognize in

the territory assigned to Poland the rights and
privileges of the German Reichsbank, which
shall be permitted to maintain its branches in

such territory. The two Governments may de-

cide by common agreement to modify this sys-

tem before the expiration of this period.

Falling agreement between the two Govern-
ments, and in the case when a modification of

the monetary system should become necessary,

a date would be fixed as from which the Ger-

man mark would cease to be the only legal unit

of currency. The customs frontier will be made
coterminuB with the new political frontier as

soon as the latter has been fixed. The German
and Polish customs law and customs tariffs

shall be applied with certain exceptions (speci-

fied by the League Council) to meet for varying
periods up to the limit of fifteen years the need
of allowing the interchange of raw material
and other commodities between the two par-

titioned areas free of customs duty.

In conformity with Article 268 of the Treaty
of Versailles, natural or manufactui-ed products
which originate in and come from the Polish
zone of the plebiscite area shall on importation
into German customs territory be exempt from
all customs duty during three years from the
notification of the delimitation of the frontier
to Germany and to Poland.
The two countries shall undertake to facili-

tate during fifteen years the export from their
respective territories of products indispensable
for the industry of either zone of the plebis-
cite area, by supplying the necessary export
licenses and by authorizing the execution of con-
tracts entered into between private individuals.
Any arrangement with regard to the customs

regime on the new Polish-German frontier in
Upper Silesia, which is not an application of the
principle stated above, shall be considered as
an ordinary commercial agreement between
Pola"'! and Germany.

The Coal Mines

In conformity with Article 90 of the Treaty
of Versailles, Poland shall permit for fifteen
years the exportation to Germany of the pro-
ducts of the mines In the Polish zone of the
plebiscite area. As regards coal, account shall
be taken in the application of this article of

the provisions of the different treaties of peace,
and of the international decisions and agree-
ments, between Germany, Poland, and the coun-
tries directly or indirectly concerned in the im-
portation of coal from Upper Silesia, which im-
pose obligations on Germany and Poland in

respect of coal.

Germany shall permit for fifteen years the
exportation, to the Polish zone of the plebiscite

area, of the products of the mines in its terri-

tory, under Article 90 of the Treaty of Ver-
sailles. The quantities of the products of the
mines to which this provision shall apply shall

be calculated on the basis of the average ex-

change of these products in the years 1911 to

1913.

The German and Polish Governments shall

recognize for fifteen years those unions of em-
ployers and workers whose activities take place
within the plebiscite area. These unions may
enter into collective contracts throughout the
whole plebiscite area.

The transfer of the funds of German social

and State insurances to Poland should take
place in accordance with Article 312 of the

Treaty of Versailles. The Polish Government
shall establish as soon as possible for the Polish

zone the special insurance societies and the

special jurisdiction for administrative matters
and for the hearing of causes.

Free Movement

[Rights of nationality and domicile ar.e defined
in Annexe IV. as follows :]

During fifteen years any inhabitant regularly
domiciled in the pleliisclte area, or having a
regular or professional occupation therein, shall

receive a circulation permit free of paynicnt,
which will permit him to cross the frontier with-
out othei* formalities.
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The two countries shall recognize and respect,

In the territory which shall be allotted to them,
rights of all kinds, in particular concessions and
privileges acquired at the date of the partition

by individuals, companies, or other legal entities.

Poland shall renounce for fifteen years the
powers granted by Article 92 as regards the'ex-

propriation of industrial undertakings, mines
or deposits, save where such powers are indis-

pensable to insure contiriued operation.

Any dispute between the German and l\)Ilsh

Governments which may occur within fifteen

years in respect of any legislative measure
adopted by either of the two countries for the

control of companies or Industrial or commercial
enterprises, and limiting in a manner contrary

to justice the freedom of these companies or

enterprises, from the point of view of the na-

tionality of their personnel, of their directors or

of tl.elr capital, may be referred by the Govern-
ment concerned to the Council of the League of
Nations, whose decision both Governments
un.lertake to accept.

[Questions of nationality will be decided under
Article 91 of the Treaty of Versalllos, and
Articles 3-6 of the Minorities Treaty of 1919.

German nationals who opt for German national-
ity may still retain their domicile in the Polish
partitioned area for fifteen years. The same
principle applies to those who opt for Polish,

nationality, but have their domicile in the Ger-
man partitioned area. With regard to the pro-
tection of minorities In the partitioned areas,

Germa.iy for fifteen years at least must accept
the same obligations as those which will operate
under the treaty of June, 1919. with regard to

the Polish portion of Upper Silesia.]

GERMANY'S DIFFICULTIES
Dr. Wirth's Cabinet reorganized because of popular dissatisfaction with the

Silesian decision—Measures sought to stop the alarm,ing fall of the mark—
Business operating feverishly under the false stimulus of inflation

[Period Ended Nov. 10, 1921]

k

AFTER having furnished a German
political version of the old railroad

" story of " Off again, on again," Dr.

Wirth is still Chancellor of the German Re-

public. With the exchange value of the

mark dropping every day, little headway be-

ing made with his taxation program, the

Reparation Commission in Berlin studying

the financial situation, and the People's

Party (the big business group headed by
Hugo Stinnes) demanding practical con-

trol of the Government as the price of com-
ing to his aid with foreign credits estimated

at 1,000,000,000 gold marks, Dr. Wirth is in

a decidedly uncomfortable position, but he

seems determined to try to weather the

storm without steering the ship of State

too far to either the right or the left.

On Oct. 22, unable to persuade the Peo-

ple's Party leaders to agree to support his

plan to accept the League of Nations de-

cision dividing Upper Silesia between

Poland and Germany, and to send a Ger-

man Commissioner to negotiate with the

Poles on the economic situation, Dr. Wirth

resolved on a trial of strength and placed

the resignation of his Cabinet in the hands

of President Ebert. Three days later, after

vain efforts to induce representatives of the

People's Party to help form a new Cabinet,

the Social Democratic President asked Dr.

Wirth to resume his old post and do the best

he could. This request was heeded, and the

next day (Oct. 26) the Chancellor an-

nounced the makeup of the new Govern-

ment. The Reichstag gave him a vote of

confidence the same«evening, the vote being

230 to 132. The Chancellor's supporters

were the Social Democrats (Majority

Socialists), the Independent Socialists, the

Centrists and the Democrats. Neither the

Independents nor the Democrats obligated

themselves to support Dr. Wirth in all

circumstances, but they promised qualified

support. The new Cabinet is as follows:

Chancellor and Minister of Foreign Affairs—
—DR. WIRTH (Centrist).

Minister of the Treasury and Vice Chancellor

—GUSTAV BAUER (Social Democrat).

Minister of the Interior—ADOLF KOESTER
(Social Democrat).

Minister of Defense—DR. GESSLER (Demo-
crat).

Minister of Economics—ROBERT SCHMIDT
(Social Democrat).

Minister of Agriculture and Foodstuffs, and
Finance ad Interlm-ANDREAS HERMES
(Centrist).

Minister of Posts and Telegraphs—JOHANN
GIESBERTS (Centrist).
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JUlnister of Labor—DR. HEINHICH BRAUNS
(Centrist),

Minister of Transportation—GENERAL GROE-
NER (Democrat).

Minister of Justice—DR. GUSTAV RAD-
BRUCH (Social Democrat).

The post of Minister of Keconstruction

was left open, but it was expected that Dr.

Walter Rathenau, the former incumbent,

would be able to obtain the consent of his

fellow-Democrats to re-enter the Cabinet

as a matter of patriotic duty, despite the

fact that the Democratic Party did not in-

tend to assume any responsibility for the

acts of the new Government. F'rom a po-

litical viewpoint the Cabinet is Centrist-

Social Democratic, as Dr. Gessler and Gen-

eral Groener are supposed to be serving

merely as non-partisan experts. The new
men in the Cabinet are Dr. Radbruch, a

professor at Kiel University, and Dr. Koes-

ter, who was Foreign Minister in the Her-

man Mueller Ministiy. The three members
of the old Cabinet not present in the new
Government are Dr. Rosen, ex-Foreign

Minister; Dr. Schiffer, ex-Minister of Jus-

tice, and George Gradnauer, ex-Minister of

the Interior. Herr Gradnauer has been

named Saxon representative in Berlin.

Dr. Schiffer was appointed by the Cabi-

net on Oct. 27 as National Commissioner to

negotiate with the Poles and the Council of

the League of Nations on Upper Silesian

conditions, with Dr. Lewald, Secretary of

State in the Ministry of the Interior, as his

deputy. • The Coimcil of Ambassadors in

Paris was duly notified of Germany's ac-

ceptance of the Upper Silesian decision.

[The text of this decision is printed on

pages 501-4.] This notification was accom-

panied by a German protest, but in acknowl-

edging its receipt the Council of Ambassa-
dors remarked that the protest was " with-

out foundation " and would, therefore, " be

considered null and void." The main fact

was that the Germans apparently had de-

cided to make the best of what they called

. an "outrageous situation," and trust to the

future for possible changes in their favor.

The Gennan Government officially denied

Paris rumors of German sabotage of indus-

trial plants and railways in Upper Silesia,

and on Oct. 29 officials of German mining
and smelting companies in the Koenigs-
huette and Laurahuette districts met in

Berlin and declared that they intended to

run tlieir plants as efficiently as possible,

even if they were under Polish political

rule.

The first concrete result of the decision

of the Goerlitz Social Democratic Conven-
tion allowing its members to work with
People's Party men where this could be done
to the advantage of the republic was seen

on Nov. 5, when, according to a Berlin

cablegram, Otto Braun, a leading Social

Democrat and former Prussian Minister of

Agriculture, was elected by the Diet to

head the Prussian Ministry in place of

Adam Stegerwald, who had resigned on
Nov. 1. Premier Braun's new Cabinet was
reported to be made up of three Social Dem-
ocrats, two Centrists, two People's Party
men and one Democrat. Such a combina-

tion would be sure of a big majority in the

Diet, whereas the Centrist-Democratic Cabi-

net of Herr Stegerwald, organized last

April, only existed on suffrance.

The arrival of the entire Reparation

Commission in Berlin on Nov. 10 for the

purpose of studying the financial crisis,

due to the rapid fall in the exchange value

of the mark, and consulting with German
officials and experts regarding means of

guaranteeing future pajmients on the repa-

ration account, gave rise to a huge crop of

rumors concerning the imminent bankruptcy
of the republic, its taking over by the allied

powers as receivers, and similar possibili-

ties. The definite facts available up to

Nov. 10 showed that the Reparation Com-
mission had no intention of crowding its

German creditors, as the payment scheduled

for Nov. 15—some 300,000,000 gold marks,

representing 26 per cent, of the German ex-

ports for the three months ended July 31

—

had been covered by deliveries of materials,

and it appeared that the commission was
•A^'lling to help make it easier for Germany
lO pay the regular fixed instalment ef 500,-

000,000 gold marks due on Jan. 15, 1922. It

was also reported that the problem of ar-

ranging for the carrying out of the Wies-

baden reparation agreement between Ger-

many and France in such a way as to over-

come the objections raised by Sir John

Bradbury, British representative on the

Reparation Commission, would be tackled.

Developments of the Wiesbaden agree-

ment are treated in the article on France.

If a plan for economy in administration,

recommended to the Supreme Council on

Nov. 8 by an Interallied Commission ap-
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pointed by the Council for the purpose

of studying the situation in the occu-

pied territory, is put into effect, the oc-

cupation costs to Germany during 1922

will be about 22,000,000 gold marks less

than those of the current year. There will

be a further reduction due to the winding

up of the work of many of the allied com-

missions in Germany and the expected less-

ening of the forces of occupation. On Nov.

3 the Gennan Government asked the Allies

to evacuate such watering places as Wies-

baden on the ground that the presence of

troops annoyed visitors and cut down the

receipts of the resorts. Prince von Hatz-

feld, the new German Commissioner for the

occupied territory, was formally welcomed

to Coblenz on Oct. 15. Under a German
order, unopposed by the Interallied Rhine-

land Commission, and effective Oct. 26, for-

eigners traveling through the occupied ter-

ritory cannot take advantage of the depre-

ciation of the mark by wholesale shopping,

as they are forbidden to buy anything in

the retail stores except what they need for

immediate use or maintenance.

According to the decision on the delivery

of river shipping to the Allies rendered by
Walker D. Hines, the American ai-bitrator,

Germany is to be credited with 15,450,000

gold marks for deliveries of Rhine vessels,

with 8,350,000 for Elbe deliveries, and with

338,940 for Danube deliveries.

A? the result of the protest against the

continued military formation of the Secur-

ity Police made by General NoUet, head of

the Intei-allied Military Control Commis-
sion, the number of men in each unit was
reduced from 121 to 104.

Through the decline in the value of the

mark, which fell so low that 100 marks
could be bought for 33 cents in New York
on Nov. 7 and 330 for $1 in Berlin on Nov.

8, the budget estimates and taxation plans

of the Wirth Government were all upset.

To this was added a promised increase of

some 20 per cent, in the wages of all the

State employes, including the railroad men,

calculated to add about 30,000,000,000

marks to the yearly expenses of the Gov-

ernment. In explaining the new taxation

bill to the Reichstag on Nov. 4, Minister

Hernaes pointed out that estimates for the

fiscal year 1922 put receipts at 97,000,000,-

000 marks and expenditures at 182.000,000,-

000. He took occasion to remark that " an
effective way out of this immense financial

distress cannot be found until our er.-;"

while adversaries realize that, in the inter

ests of their own peoples, the position of

the German people, made considerably

worse through the Silesian decision, mu-
be rendered tolerable by reasonable adapta-

tion of Germany's obligations to her ca-

pacity."

The League of German Industrialists, in

which Hugo Stinnes plays a big role, voted

on Nov. 7 to place foreign credits to tht

amount of 1,000,000,000 gold marks at th

disposal of the Government, provided the

Wirth Cabinet would agree to an efficiency

program calling for governmental economies,

the freeing of the country's economic life

from hampering restrictions—such as the

eight-hour day—consultation with private

interests in formulating tax bills and tlv

managing of State enterprises in such a

way as to stop their drain upon the Treas-

ury. The Socialist and radical press im-

mediately warned the Government against

being dictated to by private capitalists, and

a conference held Nov. 9 between repre-

sentatives of the industrialists and Chan-

cellor Wirth was reported as fruitless

Stories of foreign loans to Germany wei

numerous, but nothing definite was re-

ported.

In the midst of all the financial chao

German industries continued to opera t

feverishly, despite the high prices in pape

marks demanded for foreign raw material.-.

The first week of November it was re-

ported tTiat the number of unemployed per-

sons drawing Government aid was only

about 100,000, against 189,000 on Oct. 1. As
the mark dropped, the prices of industrial

stocks went up and almost everybody own-

ing large amounts of marks seemed de-

termined to turn them into pieces of paper

of more substantial value.

Baron Edmund von Thermann, describe^!

as a " special envoy commissioned to tak

up diplomatic relations with the Uniteu

States pending the arrival of a regular

German Ambassador," left Berlin for thr

United States on Nov. 5. The Baron wa
in the diplomatic service of the old empire.



AUSTRIA'S NEW FINANCIAL HOPES
Conclusion of peace with the United States regarded as a long step toward

obtaining a foreign loan—Important arrartgement between Vienna banks and

their French creditors—The United States still demands the impossible

[From ax American Coruespondicnt ix Vienna]

WHILE the news of the signing of the

Peace Treaty with the United States,

Aug. 24, 1921, at Vienna, was re-

ceived quietly by the general public and was
forgotten the following week amidst the

popular indignation at the Hungarian coup

in West Hungary, the Government and the

Viennese financial press attached great sig-

nificance to the treaty as being the greatest

step yet taken toward realization of the

much-talked-of foreign loan, upon which

Austria has built its last hopes of avoiding

utter collapse and disintegration. The
necessity of obtaining foreign credits was
given by Federal Chancellor Schober as the

reason for signing the treaty, when he laid

that document before the Foreign Relations

Committee of the National Assembly. The
treaty was ratified Sept. 2 without debate,

and became effective Nov. 8 with the ex-

change of ratifications in Vienna by Chan-
cellor Schober and Arthur Hugh Frazier,

the American Comniissioner.

The Ter Meulen scheme for assisting Aus-
tria is based on the waiving for twenty
years, by the allied and associated powers,

of their general lien on Austrian resources

imposed as security for reparations and
other claims. During the week preceding

the signing of the Austro-American Treaty,

Italy agreed to waive her rights, thus leav-

ing only the United States, Jugoslavia and
Rumania still in the attitude of demanding
payment of their bills against a bankrupt
nation. It is generally recognized that any
action taken by the United States would be
followed by the other two countries. The
Austrian Government hopes that, when the

present obstacles are removed, a loan will

be forthcoming through the Financial Com-
mittee of the League of Nations, which has
the matter in charge.

The treaties signed with the three Central
Powers—with Austria on Aug. 24, Germany
on Aug. 25, and Hungary, Aug. 29—are alike

in that the most important sections—the fi-

nancial and economic—are yet to be nego-

tiated. In the case of Germany, the magni-
tude of the trading, shipping and investment

interests involved endows the negotiations

with great significance. As regards Aus-
tria, there is much less at stake, the inter-

related problems of pre-war debts and Aus-

trian property in America being the most
important matters to be solved.

American trade with Austria has never

been of the first magnitude. Foodstuffs have

composed the bulk of American exports to

Austria since the armistice, and will con-

tinue to hold first place in the trade with

that country. With the exception of mag-
nesite, which is extensively demanded in the

United States, and of which Austria and
Czechoslovakia have a virtual monopoly,

Austrian exports to the United States have

been chiefly articles of luxury, such as fancy

leather goods, antiques, and the like. De-

clared exports from Austria to the United

States for July amounted to only $173,307.

The conclusion of peace will be a great re-

lief to Austrians wishing to go to America
on business; hitherto it has been almost im-

possible to obtain vises. The thousands

anxious to emigrate to America probably

will be disappointed.

Settlement of pre-war debts is a question

of vital interest to Austria at this time. The
amount due creditors in the United States

is approximately $2,000,000, a small sum
in comparison with the £6,000,000 due to

English creditors and the 125,000,000 francs

due in France. Before the war most Amer-
ican trade with Austria was financed in

London.

Austria's assets in the United States,

which were sequestrated by the Government
during the war, amount to nearly $8,000,000.

It is for Congress to decide whether this

property shall be returned to its private

oAvners or held until all claims against Aus-
tria are settled. As the United States asks

no reparations, those claims will consist for
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the most part only of private pre-war ac-

counts. Settlement of this question will re-

lease several million dollars in Austria's

favor—a sum which looks very large to

Austria at this time, as its Government is

in desperate need of foreign " valuta " with

which to pay for food imports.

In August considerable progress was made
toward settlement of Austria's pre-war

debts to the allied countries. It had long

been evident that if Austrian debtors were

forced to meet at par all their pre-war obli-

gations payable in crowns, every large

enterprise in the country would be forced

into bankruptcy, owing to the extreme de-

preciation of the currency. [On Sept. 1 the

exchange was about 1,100 crowns to the

dollar, as compared 'with the normal rate of

5 crowns to the dollar.] The uncertainty

of the situation has hung like a sword of

Damocles over the heads of Austrian banks

during the last three years. This uncer-

tainty has been an obstacle to commerce, be-

cause bank guarantees, which are the corner-

stone of the trading structure, ' have been

valueless as long as the solvency of the

banks themselves was in question.

Long strides toward a settlement, how-
ever, have now been made. The most im-

portant recent developments are: (1) A
proposal of the Austrian Government to re-

fund one-half of the foreign debts of Aus-

trian concerns, and (2) an agreement

reached at Paris Aug. 2 between the lead-

ing Vienna banks and their French credi-

tors, according to which Austrian debts

payable in crowns are scaled down to 30

centimes for each crown of the original

debt. As the assistance promised by the

Government, however, will be in the form of

5 per cent. State bonds, and not in cash, this

help will not be as important as it sounds,

for the bonds will never reach par. But
the Paris agreement is of great importance,

as it furnishes an opportunity for the Vien-

nese banks to regulate their position on the

Paris market. The agreement provides that

a first instalment of 12 centimes is due

Dec. 31, 1921, further instalments of 9

centimes being payable on Dec. 31, 1922

and 1923, with 5 per cent, interest. French

ci'editors were allowed—until Oct. 31, 1921

—the option of accepting payment in francs,

as above described, or of demanding pay-

ment in crowns of an equivalent value, thi

value to be calculated on the basis of the

Zurich exchange the day the option was
exercised.

The sum due France is partly covered by

French debts to Austrian creditors, and

partly by other Austrian assets in France,

but after these credits are deducted there

will still be left a balance of many million

francs which Austrian debtors must pay

within the next three years.

Austria's obligations to England are for

the most part in the hands of the Bank of

England, and the largest Viennese debtor

is the Anglo-Austrian Bank. A bill was

introduced in the National Assembly Sept.

3 to authorize the Anglo-Austrian Bank to

convert itself into an English institution;

the purpose of this plan is to allow a re-

organization of the bank whereby the Lon-

don creditors will be satisfied by a new
issue of preferential stock. A similar bill

authorizing the Laender Bank to change its

headquarters to Paris was defeated at the

last session of the National Assembly, after

a stormy fight which developed sensational

charges and counter-threats.

THE WAY TO WORLD PEACE

ELIHU ROOT, one of the American dele-

gates to the Disarmament Conference,

speaking in New York on Oct. 26, 1921,

analyzed the obstacles in the way to uni-

versal peace, and pointed out the way to

overcome them, in the following words:
The world is full of hatred and strife and

murder today because of the incapacity of mil-

lions of people in organized States to receive

the truth that Is being spread throughout all

civilization and that is to be theirs in centuries

to come—but they are not ready for it. That

is a matter not of intellectual power,- it is i.m.

a matter of learning, it is not a matter of pii-

cept: it is a matter of the development of char-

acter. • * The development of character must

come through exercise of the virtues that mak-
human character—mercy, compassion, kindly

consideration, brotherly affection, sympathy
with fellow men, unselfish willingness to sn--

rifice for others. The exercise among the !>

pie of those qualities is the essential and t!

only way by which the character of the peopl

may be developed, so that they may beconi •

truly civilized and truly Christian.



CHARLES OF AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
EXILED

Ex-Emperor's second attempt at restoration ends in failure—Sent to the

Madeira Islands—Hapsburgs permanently barred from the Hungarian
Throne

As was foreseen, the tangled situation in Bur-
genland was utilized by the supporters of

» ox-King Charles's claims to the throne for

launching another attempt to restore Charles at

Budapest. From the beginning the Magyai
troops, regular and irregular, which occupied

the Burgenland and prevented its transfer to

Austria, were sharply divided into a Karlist and

a Horthyist group, the former being le*d by Col-

onel Lehar, Major Ostenburg, Count Sigray,

Commissioner for West Hungary, and the for-

mer Premier Stephen Friedrich, the latter by
Colonel Pronay and Lieutenant Hejjas, close

friends of Regent Horthy. On Oct. 22 Charles,

accompanied by the ex-Empress Zita, appeared
at Oedenburg, having made the trip from Her-
tenstein Castle, near Lucerne, Switzerland, by
airplane. His arrival was apparently better

prepared fpr than the previous attempt at

[American Cartoon]

—The Dallas News
A WARNING FROM KARL

Easter, for this time an army of 12,000 wa»
placed immediately at his disposal.

After a day's delay, spent in celebrating the

expected victory, Charles and hia entourage
proceeded, at the head of this army, which was
commanded by Major Ostenburg, toward Buda-
pest. At first it seemed that Charles would at-

tain his goal without much difficulty. The
garrison at Raab (Gyor), the first important
;ity on his route, joined him, and a Cabinet
was formed with Stephen Rakovsky, former
Speaker of the National Assembly, as Premier,
and including Count Julius Andrassy, Dr.
Gustav Gratz and Edmund Beniczky, foremost
Karlist leaders in Parliament. From Raab
Charles issued a proclamation to the people,
announcing his return, and convoking the old
Parliament that had been dissolved by the revo-
lution of October, 1918.

At Budapest the coup d'etat

created the greatest consternation.
The Government, headed by Count
Bethlen, assumed an equivocal at-

titude, apparently making its de-
cision dependent on the attitude of

the Entente Powers and the de-
velopment of Charles's chances.
Count Bethlen, the Premier, and
other Ministers had been suspected
of Karlist sympathies, and there

is reason to believe that they would
have gone over to Charles en bloc

had there been an assurance of

success. The bourgeoisie, mostly
Jewish, as well as the organized
workers, though by no means en-

thusiastic for a Hapsburg revival,

were prepared to hail Charles as
a welcome substitute for the ter-

rorism of the Horthy regime, but
they, too, preferred to mark time.

On the first and even the second
day of the crisis the allegiance of

the military was similarly doubt-
ful. Budapest was very scantily

garrisoned, most of the army being
concentrated in West Hungary and
on the Jugoslav frontier. Mean-
while Charles's advance continued.

In the Entente capitals the Haps-
burg venture was received with
unanimous hostility. That the
Little Entente would oppose tne res-

toration was more or less a fore-

gone conclusion ; but the Karlist

leaders had believed that their
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THE ONLY WAT TO GET HIM OUT

friends at Paris and London wielded sufficient

Influence to turn the issue in their favor. They
had the success of Constantine and of the

Portuguese reactionary coup in mind, and
thought that, as in those cases, the Allies

would not interfere with an accomplished fact

in Hungary. The more sanguine even hoped
that the opposition to Hs^sburg restoration was.

as far as the Little Entente was concerned,
sincere and thoroughgoing only in Czechoslo-

vakia, and that in both Rumania and Jugoslavia
the monarchistic element would tacitly sanction

the return of legitimate monarchy. These hopes
were openly expressed in press interviews by
the Karlist leaders ; they were, however, doomed
to great disappointment,

A few hours after the news of Charles's

landing at Oedenburg had spread, mobilization

was ordered in Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia,

and at Bucharest assurances were given that

the Rumanian Government would stand by the

anti-Hapsburg covenant with the other two suc-

cession States. On Oct. 24, two days after

Charles's attempt, the Council of Ambassadors
sent an ultimatum to Budapest, demanding
Charles's deposition and delivery to the Entente
representatives.

When this ultimatum arrived, however, the

fate of Charles was already settled by the quick
and determined action of Horthy. After the

first flurry of surprise the Regent, althoupli

he could not be sure even of the support of 1

own Cabinet members, rallied some loyal trooi

recruited mostly from the region between t

Danube and Theiss, and marched to m<
Charles. An engagement was fought
Budaors, a few miles southwest of Budap.
Simultaneously with Horthy's attack the Karl:

troops were attacked from the rear by t

troops of Pronay and Hejjas, which had b»

hurried from Burgenland. Charles's defeat ^
complete, and the ex-King, after having order,

his troops to surrender so as to avoid furth>i

bloodshed, was himself taken prisoner with
Queen Zita, while in flight toward Komorn.
All the Karlist leaders at Raab—Andrassy.
Rakovzky, Major Ostenburg, Count Sigr.-i

Beniczky and Gratz—were arrested, and so w-
their sympathizers at Budapest, headed Ij.v

Prince Louis WindischgrM.tz.
The captured leaders were taken to Budapest

and jailed under allied supervision. Charle.s

and Zita were first taken to the Esterhazy Cas-
tle near Tata-Tovaros, where the ex-King.

s

half-hearted attempt at suicide was thwarted by
his wife. Later they were transferred to the
old Benedictine Abbey of Tihany, on Platten
Lake, where Charles consistently refused V'

peated requests of the Government for his ab.

cation. For several days his fate hung in tin-

balance, as the Allies had resolved to exile him
to a place sufficiently Isolated to make a third

return to Hungary impossible.

Finally the Council of Ambassadors selected the

Island of Madeira, off the west coast of Africa.

On Nov. 3 Charles and Zita were put on board
a British monitor on the Danube at Bala, taken
down to the Danube delta, and there trans-

ferred to the British cruiser Cardiff, which im-
mediately proceeded with the ex-royal couple

toward their distant destination.

.A. bill depriving the House of Hapsburg of its

hereditary rights to the Hungarian throne was
passed by the Hungarian National Assembly.
The wording of the bill was protested by the

Council of Ambassadors, as it was obvious that

the statute left a loophole- open for the election

by popular vote of a memuer of the Hapsburg
dynasty. On Nov. 8 the Hungarian Government
issued a declaration, subject to ratification by
the Assembly, correcting the ambiguity of the

statute by an interpretation which bars the

election of a Hapsburg King.
After the flight of Charles from Switzerland

it developed that he had left behind debts run-

ning Into several million francs. His property

at Hertenstein was attached by the creditors.

Not evQn the airplane which took him to Hun-
gary w -s paid for.
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SETBACK FOR GREECE IN THE NEAR EAST
THE situation in the Near East and the re-

spective relations between Mustapha Kemal,

on the one hand, and France, Italy and Great
Britain, on the other, has been clarified by the

successful termination of the peace neg-otiations

with An&ora conducted by France. The head of

the French mission, Henry Franklin-Bouillon,

has returned to Paris with the treaty, which
was sigrned on Oct. 21 at Angora and ratified a

few days later by the Angora Grand Parlia-

ment. It follows the lines of the treaty nego-
tiated on March 9 at London, except in two
clauses, the inclusion of which has caused the

new treaty to be severely censured by Lord
Curzon. These clauses—Articles VIII. and X.

—

embody concessions which Lord Curzon declares

France had no right to make, as they dispose

of mandated territory. Article VIII. fixes a
boundary line between Turkey and French Syria

running from the Bay of Alexandretta, near
Bayas, to the railway station of Meidan ; thence

southeast, leaving the region of Marsova in

Syria and Killis in Turkey ; thence to the rail-

way at Tchebin Bey to Nisibin ; thence north-

east to Jezireh on the Tigris. Article X. record-

ed the consent of the Angora Government to

the concession of the Bagdad Railway between
Bozabti and Nisibin and the branch lines in the
province of Adana to the French group.
The conclusion of this treaty, which gives

France important advantages, including the pos-
sibility of withdrawing her troops from Cilicia,

has left Greece isolated. After obtaining a vote
of confidence, the Greek Premier, M. Gounaris,
departed on a visit to the Western Chancelleries
on Oct. l.T to stave off the expected signing of

the Franco-Turkish Treaty. He left Paris
empty-handed on the very day the treaty was
signed. In London he persuaded Lord Curzon to

remonstrate with France. Lord Granville, the
British Minister at Athens, meanwhile took
steps to negotiate with Angora in behalf of

Greece In case the Greeks should ultimately be
able to comply with Mustapha Kemal's demands.
[The article on Near Eastern affairs in last

month's Cukuent History contained an extract
from a letter of All Fuad, Turkish Ambassador
at Moscow, to the Soviet Government, explain-
ing certain- incidents in connection with the
Kemalists. Due credit for the translation used
—that of The New York Nation—was inad-
vertently omitted.—Editor].

FRANCE AND MUSTAPHA KEMAL
PREMIER BRIAND was strongly endorsed by

Parliament at the sessions of Oct. 27 and
28, the vote in the Senate being 301 to 9; in the

Chamber the majority was 106. This implied a
ratification of the acceptance of the offer by a
German labor syndicate to rebuild—with Ger-
man material and German labor—eleven ruined

villages on the Somme, as well as an endorse-

ment of M. Briand's general policy toward Ger-
many. Thus the Premier was able to depart for

the Washington conference with the solid back-
ing of Parliament.
The French treatj' with Mustapha Kemal was

given out after the Premier's departure. By its

terms France withdraws from Cilicia, the

boundary Is drawn between French Syria and
Turkey, and France receives various economic
advantages, notably a concession for the opera-

tion of the Bagdad Railway from the Mediter-

ranean to the Tigris River, and a ninety-nine-

year lease on the iron, chrome and silver mines
of the valley of Harchite (Northern Anatolia),

near the shores of the Black Sea. Politically,

this treaty is beneficial to France, is displeas-

ing to Great Britaii. and especially to the

Greeks, who are still trying to dispose of the

troublesome Mustapha by force of arms. It

means that France has i-ecognized the Govern-
ment of Mustapha Kemal as the ruling Govern-
ment of Turkey, rather than the Government at

Constantinople, recognized by Great Britain. The
agreement was negotiated for the French by
Henry Franklin-Bouillon, an agent of some-
what vague status, who conferred at Angora
with Youssouf Kemal Bey, Foreign Minister for

Mustapha Kemal ; it was ratified by the

Angora Parliament before M. Franklin-Bouillon
brought it to Paris. Formal approval of this

important pact was one of the last official acts

of Premier Briand before he sailed for America.

ALBANIA'S FRONTIER ESTABLISHED
THE status of Albania underwent a gi'eat

change on Nov. 5. Her territorial entity

was established by the Council of Ambassa-
dors and her political entity centred at Tirana
was recognized by the Supreme Council. The
first decision set the frontiers about as they were
arranged by the London Ambassadorial Confer-
ence in 1913, when the great powers wern bent

on making the country a Moslem State governed
by Prince William of Wied, and rendered nought
the stipulations in the Treaty of London of

April, 191.5, as well as the Wilson-Lloyd George-
Clemenceau compromise favoring Greece and
the Nitti-LIoyd George-Clemenceau compromise

favoring Serbia of four years later. As a re-

sult of the decision of the Council of Ambas-
sadors, Great Britain, France and Italy have
invoked Articles XI. and XVI. of the Covenant
in a note sent to the Council of the League of

Nations to ascertain what measures the Council

intends to take in order to have the findings of

the Council of Ambassadors respected by Greece

in the south and by Jugoslavia in the north.

The general line of the frontier laid down by
the Council of Ambassadors on Nov. 5 rectifies

the line of 1913 as follows: The district of

Ligne is given to Albania ; the Dibra-Striga road
is given to Jugoslavia; also the territorial angle
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which secures Jugoslavia a better position in

Prizren and Podgaritza; Scutari is to go to

Albania, but Jugoslavia is to have the use of its

port of Dulcina on the Adriatic.

On Nov. 9 the foregoing was- put In the for.Ti

of a protocol and communicated to the Govern-

ments of Jugoslavia. Greece and Albania and

to the secretariat of the League. This protocol

automatically put into execution the following

resolution of the Council of the League of Na-
tions, adopted at the recent Geneva conference

:

" The Council approves of the appointment of a
commission of three impartial persons to proceed

to Albania and to report fully on the execution

of the decision of the principal allied and asso-

ciated powers as soon as it is given, and on any
disturbances which may ^ccur on or near the

frontier of Albania. The commission shall have

power to appoint impartial observers to enable

It to discharge Its functions. The Council In I^s

anxiety to see peace preserved, and feeling as-

sured that the decision of the principal allied

and associated powers [as represented by the

Council of Ambassadors] will be taken without

delay, considers that the commission should

arrive in Albania by Nov. 1. 1921, Ijut that it

should take no action until the decision of the

principal allied and associated powers is given."

On Nov. 9 the British Prime Minister, acting

for the Supreme Council, invited the Council of

the League of Nations to assemble at Paris on

Nov. 18 for the purpose of considering the at-

titude of Jugoslavia toward Albania. This is

the first time the aid of the Council of th

League of Nations has formally been invoktci

by the Supreme Council to take action against
a member of the League invaded by another.

The long and bitter boundary dispute betwc. .

Jugoslavia and Albania was finally settled i

the Council of the League of Nations at I*ar:

on Nov. 18. Representatives of the two nation

were summoned before the Council, the Jugo-
slavs having previously been notified in a pe.-

emptory manner that the troops that had In-

vaded Albanian territory must be with<lrawn Im-
mediately. The representations of the two na-
tions were made before the Council at a public >

session, a new departure for this body. The
Serbian Representative, Nata Bockovltch, denied
the charge of invasion, justifying his country's

course as best he could. MIdsat Frasherl, tha

Albanian delegate, then presented his side of the
case with equal eloquence. In the end botb
repre.'sentalivGs agreed to accept the boundary
recently decided upon by the Council of Am-
bassadors, promising to live In peace and respet t

the obligation thus assumed. A protocol to that

effect was to have been signed on Nov. 19, but
when It was presented for sigmature the Jug.o-

p!av delegation Injected certain reservations, say-

ing they would withdraw their troops from th ^

territory allotted to Albania but refused to rt'<

ognize as permanent the line fixed by the An.
bassadors. The Jugoslav delegation announce i

that they would continue to urge reconsidera-

tion of the boundary line.

STATE TRIALS IN BULGARIA

THE High Court called to judge the members
of the Radoalavoff Cabinet and General

Gekoff. the former charged with having con-

spired with the dethroned " Czar " Ferdinand

to cause the nation to ent9r the great war on

the side of the Central Empires, and the lattnr

with having illegally executed the decrees of the

said conspiracy, convened at Sofia on Oct. 11.

This Is the third time In the history of modem
Bulgaria that the High Court has been as-

sembled. The first time was in 1903 and the

second in 1914. Although almost the entire press

urged the members of the court to act " with

justice and, having acted with justice, to execute

the verdict with firmness," some conservative

papers point oiit the difficulty of governing un-

der a monarch like Ferdinand in the early years

of the war. with the people still bitter over the

great surrender in the Treaty of Bucharest In

1913.

As a public diversion from the trial, it was the

Intention also to bring to Justice the men who
were charged with having profited by the act.s

of the Radoslavoff Ministr>"—and a special arti-

cle to this effect had been Incorporated in the

law. condemning those responsible for plunging
the country into the late war. This special

clause (Article TV.) provided for the arrest of

war profiteers and the sequestration of thoir

property. As an attempt t-o execute this article,

judging from the arrests already made under ?t.

would have seriously disturbed both the political

and the industrial life of the country, the Inter-

allied Reparation Commission at Sofia advised

that it be repealed ; this was done on Sept. 2.

The cable dispatch which announced the a

sassinatlon of M. DImltroff, Minister of Wa:
together with his chauffeur and two companion-
on Oct 22, while motoring near Kostendll. whei
he was bom In 1877. gave no cause for th

tragedy. M. DImltroff's manner of executin^

the Treaty of Neuilly and his unfriendly attitui!

toward the agents of Soviet Russia, howev^'
are known to have arrayed two forces again.>t

him—the adherents of the dethroned Ferdinand

.

who have attempted to have Bulgaria resum>

her alliance with Turkey against Greece, an 1

the Bulgarian communists, many of whom have

been jailed for their activities.

Alexander DImltroff was Minister of the In-

terior when the Peasant Premier Stambolis!<

formed the Ministry in October. 1919, which w;;

to sign the Treaty of Neuilly. Although of

known pro-Entente sentiments, he had been In

office since 1917 He assumed the portfolio of

war last Summer. During the absence of

Premier Stambolisky on his round of visits ?'>

the Western chancelleries last Winter, M. Dimit

roff assumed the portfolio of Foreign Affair

and fulfilled his duties in a manner which ga^

the Entente nothing to complain of. As Mir.

Ister of War he has co-opem.ted with Gfeneral •!

Fourton. head of the Interallied Military Mit

slon. in the matter of disarmament.
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THE NEW KING OF JUGOSLAVIA

KNG ALEXANDER, whose acceptance of

the Crown of Jugoslavia had been in doubt
for two months, left Paris for Belgrade

on Oct. 29 and took the oath to support the new
Constitution of the monarchy of the Serbs,

Croats and Slovenes at the capital on Nov. 5.

When his father, the aged King Peter, died,

Alexander, then Prince Regent, was ill in Paris.

On Aug. 17 he proclaimed his acceptance of the

crown, but still lingered in the City of Light, and
then in a villa he had taken at Versailles. It has

now become known that he underwent an opera-

tion in July at a private hospital, when a piece

of bomb was extracted which had been in his

body since the attempt to assassinate him last

year. Subsequent to the operation the patient

required the utmost quiet. There was another
reason, however, for his prolonged stay in Paris.

It was his desire to bring to a happy conclusion
his courtship of Princess Sophie, second daugh-
ter of Prince Emmanuel, Due de Venddme ot

d'Alengon, a member of the Bourbon-Orleans
family. The differences of religion and ths

Princess's disinclination to reside in Belgrade
are said to have been the reasons for the un-
successful termination of King Alexander's suit.

RUMANIA AND SOVIET RUSSIA

ALTHOUGH the Soviet CJovernment at Mos-
cow has finally agreed to the claim " in

•principle " of Rumania to Bessai'abia, the

Government at Bucharest is having more diffi-

culty in persuading the Soviet to return the gold

and treasure which during the retreat in

Moldavia of the Rumanian Army was sent for

safe keeping tx) Moscow, then under the Czar.

At the beginning of the negotiations, whicn
have been going on at "Warsaw and which
reached a conclusion on Oct. 20, it was estab-

lished that the Rumanian gold no longer existed.

The Soviet Government had used nearly all of it.

It appears that the Soviet delegation sought to

set aside this issue in favor of their Bessarabian
claim. But the Rumanian delegation, headed
by M. Filality, still insisted on the return of

the gold or its equivalent. There the matter
stands, with the Soviet delegation ready to open
the question of Bessai'abia, should the Rumanian '

delegation prove too pressing for the expro-
priated gold.

ANOTHER REVOLUTION IN PORTUGAL
Elucidation of the confused events that led up to the murder of ex-Premier

Granjo and other friends of Paes—Personnel of latest Cabinet, headed by Pinto

[Period Ended Nov. 10, 1921]

SINCE the proclamation of the republic on
Oct. 5, 1910, there have been no fewer than

seven revolutions, or attempted revolutions, in

Portugal. Two of these have been Monarchical
—for the restoration of the deposed King Man-
uel II. now living in England—the rest have
been due to one faction of the Republican Party
attempting to oust its rivals, so that it might
enjoy the benefits of office.

Both the elections of last July and the suc-

cessive Governments of Querioz and Granjo had
been the outcome of a military movement of the

preceding May, which had brought pressure to

bear upon President Almeida for a more con-
servative administration with proclivities favor-
ing Royalist prisoners and unfavorable toward
the victims of Major Sldonio Paes's revolution

of December, 1917. These victims, a year later,

became the murderers of Paes, and the results

of his revolution drove ex-President Dr. Ber-
nardino Machado and ex-Premier Dr. Alfonso
Costa into exile.

Since last Spring the victims of the Paes rev-
olution who were still at liberty had determined
on military action in order to restore the one-
faction Government as It had existed prior to

the revolution of December, fl?17. What prob-
ably sealed the fate of the late Premier, Senhor
Antonio Granjo, was his unrelenting attitude to-

ward political murderers.
The promoters of the Lisbon revolution of Oct.

19, Colonel Manuel Maria Coelho, Major Cortex
dos Santos, Captain Rosa Mateus, Lieut. Com-
manders Procopio de Freitas and Serrao Ma-
chado, had, they declared, hoped to achieve

their ends by peaceful means. But they allowed

the Carbonarios to arm themselves at the naval
arsenal. These Carbonario, or professional revo-

lutionary elements, had long cherished the idea

of punishing all the partisans of the Moderate
President, Sldonio Paes, who had not already

been accounted for, as well as other Conserva-
tive Republicans. The revolution of Oct. 19

gave them their sinister opportunity.

At 7 o'clock A. M. a shot was fired as a sig-

nal by a company of the Republican Guard, and
it was immediately answered from the warships

in the Tagus, Sao Gabriel and Vasco da Gama.
Thereupon Colonel Coelho took up strategic

positions, partieularly at Edward VII. Park,

with some 8,000 cavalry and a score of machine

guns, while Machado and de Freitas took com-

mand at the arsenal. At 9:30 a deputation of

the revolutionary junta, consisting of Colonel

Nobre da Viega, Machado, Dr. Jacinto Sim'ies.

and Senhor Affonso de Macedo, waited upon

President Almeida and demanded the dismissal

of the Granjo Government and the dissolution

of the July Parliament. The President asked

for time to consider, and the delegation with-

drew. A few moments later he received a mes-

sage from Senhor Granjo, who had sought
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asylum with a loyal detachment of the Repub-
lican Guard at Carmo. Granjo's letter stated

that he had not enough faithful troops to resist

the revolutionists, and that he left the decision

in the President's hands. President Almeida
replied in a note which approved Granjo's ac-

tion and at the same time relieved him of the

responsibility of office.

At 12 :30 P. M. a second revolutionary delega-

tion visited the President. It Included, in ad-

dition to the first delegation, Lieut. Commander
de Freitas, Captain Montez, and Colonel Rego
Chaves. This time the proposal of the junta
was accepted, and a Cabinet was announced,
headed by Colonel Coelho. The first act of the

new Government was to issue a proclamation,

on the morning of Oct. 20, repudiating the events

of the previous night.

After receiving the reply to his letter Senhor
Granjo motored from Carmo to his home and
thence to the home of Senhor Cunha Leal, the

Financial Minister of the fallen Government.
There he was arrested and taken with the other

prisoners to the naval arsenal. Then took place

the lynchings by the Carbonarios. Senhor
Granjo, Captain Freitfis da Sllva. and Captain

Carlos da Mala, thrice Minister of Marine,
who had first become Minister under President
Paes, were shot dead, and Senhor Cunha Leal
wounded. Another partisan of Paes, Lieutenant
Teofilo Duarte, was searched for at the house
of the Countess Ficalho, but managed to es-

cape. Admiral Machado dos Santos, the
" founder of the republic," was murdered by
his guards while being taken to the arsenal
under arrest.

The new Government was kept busy cleaning
its hands of the charges of being responsible for
the assassinations, but public opinion was so
aroused that on Nov. 4 Colonel Manuel Maria
Coelho thought it best to withdraw in favor of
Senhor Pinto, who then assumed the Premier-
ship and portfolio of the Interior, and recon-
structed the Cabinet as follows:

Minister of Justice, Vasco Vasconcellos.
Minister of Finance, Senhor Trancoso.
Minister of War, Senhor Perez.
Minister of Marine, Senhor de Carvalho.
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Veiga Simdes.
Minister of Commerce, Senhor Simas.
Minister of Colonies, Senhor Nunez.
Minister of Instruction, Senhor Cabral.
Minister of Labor, Senhor Garcia.
Minister of Agrriculture, Artao de Carvalho.

MEXICO'S EXTERNAL DEBT
THOMAS W. LAMONT returned to New

York on Oct. 26 from Mexico City without

having concluded any definite arrangement re-

garding the payment of principal or intere.st on

Mexico's external debt, which was the chiet

object of his mission as representative of the

International Committee of Bankers, represent-

ing the associated holders of Mexican bonds.

According to published Interviews, Secretary de

la Huerta had proposed adjusting the Mexican
external debt by buying in the Government's
obligations at the market price and replacing

them, if necessary, by a new loan. Mr. Lamont
and his associates had objected to diverting

funds pledged to paying defaulted interest to

such a buying in at depreciated quotations. The
net result of the ensuing debate was that the

negotiations failed, and that both sidesi were
disappointed. The Lamont negotiations had an
indirect bearing on the question of recognition,

as no new foreign loan could be floated prior

to recognition by the United States, on whose
action Great Britain and France are waiting.

Mr. Lamont went to Washington on Nov. 2

and conferred at length with Secretary Hughes
on Mexican conditions.

During the negotiations, General Calles, head
of President Obregon's Cabinet, from a sani-

tarium at Rochester, Minn., made a spirited

defense of the Vera Cruz law of compulsory
profit-sharing with labor. He denied that this

law would result in injury to capital, charged
that the Industrials and landowners had main-
tained virtually a system of slavery in Mexico,

and declared that the Government was seeking
the liberation of the working classes. The labor
bonus, he said, was only 10 per cent, of gross'

profits. Thus, a business capitalized at 100.000
pesos and earning 20,000 pesos yearly would,
after payment of 16,000 pesos for Interest and
amortization of capital, have to pay the em-
ployes 10 per cent, of the remaining 4,000 pesos,
or a total of only 400 pesos for the year.
Secretary de la Huerta. replying on Oct. 82

to a bitter editorial attack in the columns of
El Universal, came out with a list of the Gov-
ernment's actual achievements, among which
were the following: Repatriation of thousands
of Mexicans at a cost of millions of pesos; the
expenditure of 8,000,000 pesos to aid destitute

towns and villages ; reduction of the army by
40,0(X) men ; establishment of cordial relations

with twenty-six countries ; acquisition of fifteen

vessels for the merchant marine ; better educa-
tional facilities ; normalization of the bank sit-

uation, and the stabilizing of monetary affairs.

The return of all confiscated property had been
brought about or arrangements made to settle

with owners, except in a few isolated affairs

still pending. The Mormon Church had accepted
?04,477 for its> claims. Spanish claims were
being adjusted with the Spanish Government.
Government expenditures for 1922 presented to

Congress on Nov. 1 showed a reduction of 30,-

500,000 pesos for the War and Navy Depart-

ments. There is an lncrea.=e of 10,000.000 pesos

for education. Gold and silver coinage is con-

tinued.
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THE first elections in tlie new Federal Re-

public of Central America took place on

Oct. 30 in Guatemala, Honduras and Salvador,

the three constituent States. Carlos Herrera,

formerly President of Guatemala, issued the

call for the elections, which chose members of

Congress. Each State chose fifteen Deputies

and fifteen alternates. All the Deputies, total-

ing, with the representative of the Federal dis-

trict, forty-six, will meet on Jan. 15. The Senate

will have nine members, three to be elected by
each State. The Federal Council, which is the

executive power, was also elected on Oct. 30.

Salvador elected Francisco M. Suarez, Honduras
Policarpo Bonilla, Guatemala Dr. Julio Bianchi,

who was Minister from Guatemala to the United

States during the war. Each State Government
also named a Commissioner to go to Washing-
ton to secure recognition of the new federated

republic. All the Commissioners had arrived in

Washington by Nov. 1'3.

NICARAGUA—The Government on Oct. 22 de-

clared a state of martial law for sixty days,

and a state of war in five northwestern depart-

ments, three of which border on Honduras,
from which revolutionary movements have been

organized. Nicaragua now has 1,500 soldiers at

this danger point to repel attacks and invasions.

COSTA RICA—The public debt of Costa Rica

has increased about $7,.')00,000, owing to her dif-

ferences with Panama, and now totals about
$45,000,000, or nearly $100 per capita. The Gov-
ernment has decreed the construction of a city

near Goto, along the Panama frontier, which
was the scene of the recent dispute between the
two countries.

PANAMA—Panama's independence has not yet
been formally recognized by Colombia. The
eighteenth anniversary of the separation was
celebrated in New York on Nov. 3 by many
residents of South and Central America. The
Panama Treasury has a surplus of nearly
$4,000,000, accumulated in the last three years,

besides a fund of ^-.fi.OOO.OOO. The need of immi-
grants to Panama was emphasized by Dr. E. A.
Morales, Minister of Finance, on his arrival in

Washington early in November. A memorial in

honor of the late Surgeon General Gorgas is to

be erected in Panama City as a recognition of

his sanitation work on the isthmus.
CANAL. ZONE—Secretary Weeks, on Oct. 22,

approved most of the recommendations made by
the Zone ComTnission. He adopts the open-shop
principle, and puts the Panama wage scale,

which is higher than that of the United States,

on an independent basis. All labor agreements
are to be terminable within thirty days. Free
housing, light and fuel are to be abolished.

SOUTH AMERICA AND DISARMAMENT

ALTHOUGH not actively participating in the

proceedings of the Conference for the

Limitation of Armament at Washington, the

South American countries are taking a lively

interest in the momentous questions involved.

The generous offer of the Pan-American Union
Building, in which the private sessions of the

conference are being held, is oiily one indication

of the attitude of Latin America. The South
American press appears to be in full sympathy
with the purposes outlined by President Harding,
but the editors are not unanimous in forecasting

favorable results. Authoritative organs like

La Nagion of Argentina and El Mercurio of

Chile take the opportunity to point out that

the.se two countries led the wsy to just such an
agreement as that being discussed in Washing-
ton, when in 1904 they signed tiie so-called May
Compact in accordance with which both Govern-
ments pledged themselves to S'top competitive
armaments and to limit their active forces to

the need's of maintaining public order.

Invited by the American Federation of Labor,
several workingmen's organizations throughout
South America have arranged demonstrations to

spread the sentiment of international harmony
thereby influencing their respective Governments
to take steps leading to such results. Students
and women's organizations have launched sim-
ilar movements.

ARGENTINA—As a result of the revision of
the Criminal Code by Congress, capital punish-

ment has been abolished. During the discussion

over this reform the House of Representatives
was almost unanimous for the repeal, while the

Senate twice insisted on maintenance of capital

punishment for certain crimes ; but the insistence

of the Lower House had such a majority in its

favor that it overruled the opposition. * * A
law to aid the railroad employes to become own-
ers of their homes has been enacted. * * • A
minimum salary for Government employes hasi

also been prescribed by law, fixing as the bottom
figure the sum of 1 peso, ttO centavos, equivalent

to 68 American cents, a day. * * * A com-
pany with 2,000.000 pesos capital has been
formed for the purpose of establishing a daily

airplane passenger service between Buenos
Aires and Montevideo, across the Plata River.

The giant Caproni type, with three and a half

tons cargo capacity and twenty-eight passen-
gers, will be employed. Although the threa

airplanes to be used in this service are of the

well-known Italian make, they are to be

equipped each with three Liberty-Packard mo-
tors of 300 horsepower. * * in. spite of the

general depression in foreign trade, the imports

of American agricultural implements have
broken all records. The last harvest was greater

by a third than the preceding one. The culti-

vated area is growing rapidly, new methods are

being introduced, the circulation of farm maga-
zines is increasing conslderaWy, and as a con-

sequence of all this, a better market for farm-
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ing implements Is being opened. • * • The
spreading protest from foreign radical circlets

over tlie conviction of Sacco and Vanzetti in

Boston has reached simultp.neously Buenos
Aires, Montevideo and other South American
capitals. The medical students of the Univer-

sity of La Plata have joined in the protest

growing in certain labor circles by temporarily

suspending attendance at classes.

BRAZIL—The plans have been officially ap-

proved for a great International Exposition to

be held in Rio de Janeiro in 1922, on the cen-

tennial anniversary of the indpendence of the

country. The resolution of the American Gov-
ernment to make an appropriation of $1,000,000

for participation in the celebrations at Rio next

year has been received with great satisfac-

tion. • • The Brazilian and Italian Gov-
ernments have ratified their treaty on labor

and immigration of Italians to Brazil. The
Jornal do Commercio congratulates the Grov-

ernment on the action of the Foreign Secre-

tary, Dr. Azevedo Marques. The same paper
publishes eight articles of the treaty, noting th3

favorable conditions secured by them for the

Italian immigrant. • • * A delegation of alder-

men of the city of Buenos Aires has just fin-

ished a tour of the principal Brazilian cities,

carrying the expression of the good wishes of

the Argentine capital and receiving in retur.i

the warmest welcome from their Brazilian col-

league and the people.

CHILE—With the ambiguous title of Association

of Labor (Asoclacion del Trabajo), an organiza-

tion has been started by leading producers, mer-
chants and other employers of labor for the pur-

pose of dealing more adequately with the labor

organizations. The Government has lately en-

acted legislation for an extensive improvement
of public roads, having for Its primary object

the relief of the unemployment situation. « *

The Chilean Cabinet has been reconstructed,

with Mr. Ismael Tocornal at Its head and the

majority of the former secretaries keeping th^ir

places. The prestige and moderation of Mr.
Tocornal have made themselves felt from th*;

start in political and parliamentary circles. The
Democratic (Labor) Party has withdrawn its

representation from the Cabinet without with-

drawing Its support from the Government.
• * * The new long-term loan of .$10,000,000

negotiated with Blair & Co. of New York will

be employed in purchasing railroad equipment
,nnd implements for the electrification of the

central zone of the State lines. * * Two Im-

portant branches have been added to the Gov-
ernment railway plan with the Inclusion of the

Petorca-Pedegua line and the one from Lebu
to Los Sauces, in the coal territory. • • • The
price of oil has caused a vigorous increase in

the production of native coal in South America.

especially In Chile. The mines In the Coronel
district have reached the two million ton mark
for the last ten months. • • The blowing up
of the great Oppau (Germany) fertilizing plant,

with its capacity of 80,000 tons a year, wUl
cause a shortage of the product equivalent to

500,000 tons of nitrate of soda. The Chilean
producers count on a proportionally greater de-
mand for their fertilizer on the strength of the
curtailment of production of air nitrate in Ger-
many.

COLOMBIA—With the proclamation of the
candidacy of Dr. Concha for the Presidency the
contest has been clearly defined between hla
Liberal Party and the Conservatives, aligned
behind Seflor Del Ospina. • • • Congress has
considered the appointment of General Jorge
Olguin, former Foreign Minister, for the post of
Provisional President, following the resignation
of Seizor Marcos Fidel Suarez in face of th-s

opposition he met In the House of Representa-
tives, • * * The Standard Oil Company of

California is acquiring a majority interest In

the holdings of the Transcontinental Oil Com-
pany, the Midland Colombian and the Arkansaa
Natural Gas, all owning extensive property in

Colombia. About a million acres are involved
in the negotiations. Other acreage going Into

the deal Is represented by holdings of the Latin
American Company.

ECUADOR—Negotiations for a loan for 100,-

000,000 sucres have been authorized by Congress
for the purpose of financing the construction of

a railroad from the capital to the Colombian
boundary line, passing through Slbauba and
Cuenca. • • • A law has been enacted by
which the Introduction of machinery and raw
material for industrial purposes, as well as capi-

tal for Investment In industries that are Intro-

duced Into Ecuador, are declared free of any
Government or municipal tax or duty.

PARAGUAY—President Gondra has handed
his resignation to Vice President Felix Paiva,

owing to a revolutionary movement by the fol-

lowers of ex-President Schaerer. The movement
was due to the failure of Minister of the In-

terior Guggiari to resign at the demand of Sciior

Schaerer' s friends, who Insisted upon certain

Cabinet changes, and also the resignation of

President Gondra. Quiet has prevailed all

through the political changes, as the military

and police forces were in full sympathy with the

revolution.

PERU—The situation in Peru has improved,

and the outstanding commercial and financial

factors are the proposed loan of $.50,000,000,

guaranteed by the receipts from the custom
houses, which will be under American super-

vision. A committee of New York bankers Is in

Lima to conclude negotiations.

PERSIA FREE OF FOREIGN TROOPS
THE Bolshevist troops in November evacu-

ated Enzell, Persia, on the Caspian Sea,

according to agreement. The British troops had
previously left the country entirely, so that by
Nov. 1 Persia was free of foreign troops. The
Government was reorganized by the admii^slon

of two new men. Amir Aalam and Nalb-es-
Saltaneh, with Kawam-es-Saltaner as Prime
Minister.

Rabbi Joseph Saul Kornfeld of Columbus,
Ohio, was nominated Oct. 29 to be United States

Minister to Persia.
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COURT proceedings instituted against tJioj

municipal government of Havana on Nov. 5

came as a great surprise to the general public.

The city administration had been under judicial

investigation, but the wholesale indictments is-

sued against Mayor Marcelino Diaz de Villegas

for maladministration were unexpected and
aroused great excitement. The indicted officials

were released on bail. They declared that they

were the victims of a political plot to drive them
from office. Threats against General Crowder
and the American Legation in Havana were
contained in posters distributed on Oct. 29 m
connection with the Sacco-Vanzetti case. The
Havana police made ten arrests at the head-
quarters of a syndicalist labor organization and
confiscated a number of terrorist proclamations.

An emergency treaty between Cuba and the

United States was proposed by Sebastian Grela-

bert in a memorandum submitted on Oct. 18 to

the State Department at Washington. His

plan was for a preferential of 50 per cent, on
all Cuban products imported into the United
States, in return for which Cuba would grant a
similar reduced rate on imports from the United

States. This would take the place of the

reciprocity treaty of 1903, which grants

& preferential of 20 per cent, to Cuba, and 20

to 40 per cent, to the United States on goods
shipped to Cuba. Meanwhile American trade

with the island languishes, and the Cuban cus-

toms collections for October were only $1,700,537

compared with $5,025,075 for the same montn
last year.

HAITI—The United States Senate continued its

investigation of conditions in Haiti. It learned

from Major T. C. Turner of the Marine Corps
that since the occupation of Haiti, about six

years ago, 2,500 natives have been killed " in

action," of whom 1,732 were killed in the year
following Oct. 1, 1919. " That there were kill-

ings," he said, " is undoubtedly true, and
many of them can be directly traced to Major
Clark H. Wells, but these were not prisoners,
but natives trying to escape from the corvee, or
enforced road work." In a report submitted in
1910, Lieut. Col. Hooker of the Marine Corps
stated that many natives had joined the bandits
because of brutal treatment by tlie gendarmes,
and that one officer, Lieutenant B. D. Williams,
had " admitted that he had killed several persons
when they had attempted to escape." General
Butler of the Marine Corps, Majior Gen. George
Barnett and Lieut. Col. Alexander S. Williams
gave testimony favorable to the American ad-
ministration.

PORTO RICO—Governor E. Mont Reily )f

Porto Rico has reappointed Jos6 B. Benedlcto
Treasurer, and Ramon Siaza Pacheco Executive

Secretary, both of the Unionist Party. Further
appointments were: Carlos Toro, Commissioner
of Agriculture; Dr. W. F. Lippitt, Commissioner
of Health, both Republicans; John A. Wilson,
Democrat, Commissioner of the Interior, and P.

Rivera Martinez, Socialist, Commissioner of

Labor. These officials will replace an all-Union-
ist executive body.

BRITISH WEST INDIES—In order to encour-

age ships passing through the Panama Canal to

call at Kingston, Jamaica, regular services from

Australia and New Zealand have been exempted

from tonnage and light dues. American ship-

ping interests are contemplating measures of re-

prisal in the case of British vessels bringing

.'shipments from outside British territories. » * *

Preferential agreement between the West Indies

and Canada has been put into effect after

formal ratification by proclamation by all th?

presidencies of the colony of the Leeward
Islands, of which Sir Eustace Flennes Is the

new Governor.

SPAIN RECOVERING MOROCCO

THE Spanish forces recaptured the important
strategic point. Mount Arruit, Oct. 24,

where they found 2,000 unburied corpses of

Spanish soldiers, including the body of General
Primo de Rivea. The Spaniards made con-
siderable progress in Morocco, recovering their

most important positions which had been previ-
ously lost. The Cortes decided Nov. 10 that mili-

tary operations should cease when the armies

reached the bank of the Kert. The military

juntas met a serious setback. Their Interference

with the operations of the army resulted in an
ariouncement by the King that if they continued

to meddle he would dissolve the Cortes. The
King's threat subdued them. The charge is

openly made—and not denied—that their Inter-

ference with the troops in Morocco was re-

sponsible for the disasters.

ITALY'S UNKNOWN SOLDIER

ITALY'S " unknown " military hero was en-

tombed on Nov. 4 at the magnificent monu-
ment erected to Victor Emmanuel II. A general
amnesty was declared, and among those freed
was Antonio Alba, who attempted to assassinate
Victor Emmanuel III. in 1912. The selection of
the dead soldier was made at Gorizia on Oct. 27,

and the journey through Italy was the occasion
of great demonsti'ations.

The Fasclsta Congress met at Rome, and as
a protest the worklngmen declared a general
strike, which continued for several days.

The Catholic Party also held a congress at
Milan. The Moderates, who were in control, de-

nounced both the Socialists and the Fascist!.

The Socialist Congress, which also met in

October, was dominated by the Maximalists,
but the movement to expel the Reformists failed.



WORLD FINANCES AFTER THREE
YEARS OF PEACE

Growing conviction in business circles that the delay in trade revival is due primarily to lack of

American co-operation with European tuitions—Revival abroad must precede prosperity at home

THE third year since the sigrning of tht

armistice—terminating: the great war-
ended last month, and the world started

off on the fourth year of what all nations have
sought to make a period of recovery from the

effects of the long conflict. It is pertinent to

inquire, therefore, as to the extent of this prog-

ress and to try to determine the degree of im-

provement which three full years have worked.
No comparison may be made until the

present state of world Affairs shall have been
fixed definitely, and it may be stated at once
that this cannot be done. There was never a
time, indeed, when it was more difficult to

judge the trend of business, let alone definitely

to determine the point at which it had arrived,

and so no true comparison can be made.
Nevertheless, there are certain indices to

which appeal may be had, certain outstanding
events to which reference may be made ; and,

by consideration of these available factors, it

becomes possible to state with some assurance
that the world has been going ahead along the

road of recovery, and that today it is better off,

although we may not know just how much bet-

ter off, than it has been at any other time
since the cessation of hostilities.

Pre-eminent among important events, of

course, is the disarmament conference now in

session in Washington. Whatever might be the

condition of the world in other respects, such a
meeting as is now being attended by the lead-

ing statesmen of great and less nations would
mark a progressive, forward movement toward
world welfare, which, probably, has never be-

fore been equaled. The prospective peaceful
settlement of the Irish question in Great Britain,

the faiure of the Silesian decision to be followed
by the long threatened Bolshevism in Germany,
the apparent approaching collapse of Bolshevism
in its great stronghold : all these are factors
which, rightly considered, testify to the progress
which the world has made since the conclusion
of the war. •

If it be complained that these are political

phases of the situation and so butter no
parsnips it may be answered that, while
economic laws, in the long run, will coerce the
strongest political rule and guide the world
to the destiny they proclaim, nevertheless the
arrival at an economic goal of well-being will

be much expedited by co-operative rather than
obstructive political factors.

The war rent the world into opposing factions
but it welded together the nations comprising
these factions as they had never before been
united. It emphasized the truth of a principle

which had had too little acceptance : that no

nation is strong enough and big enough to b--

self-contained. It turned the minds of American
business men and financiers from national t

international problems ; the former were suddenl

disclosed as integi-al parts of the latter and a

broadened vision supplanted the narrow view

which previously had encompassed American
affairs.

President Harding's call for a disarmament
conference is an exemplification of this new atti

tude toward universal welfare, and already thei

is talk of a financial conference to follow tli

council of arms. jNot rapidly, perhaps, but cer

talnly steadily, the notion is gaining ground that

we cannot prosper if other nations do not

prosper; that we alone cannot enjoy thrivini;

business and good times. There is an economi
relationship among the nations of the worl ^

which will not be denied. Politics can cast it

aside for a time, as politics has done In the

past, but it will assert itself again and again
until its persistency wins recognition. All for

one and one for all may be too altruistic a
slogan for a world composed as it is at present,

but something approaching this must direct th<

policies of the various nations, if all are not t

suffer together In a common distress.

Recognition of this, though the recognition

may not be con.sciously arrived at, is shown
in such plans as the Ter Meulen scheme t

finance world trade, in the idea back of tlr

Edge law banks in this country, and in th

proposals recently put forth by the Executi\

Committee of the Federation of British Indu.^-

tries, which includes such members as Sir W.
Peter Rylands, of Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.,

Ltd., and Sir V. Vas.sar Smith, Chairman of

Lloyd's Bank.
In a study of conditions affecting Great

Britain tliey found that the trade position wa.s

due to three direct results of the war: the gen-

eral impoverishment of the world, the destruc-

tion of the world's standard of value, due to in-

flation of currencies, and an alteration of the

world's channels of trade. They foresaw two
periods of difficulties to be faced : one a period

during which the exchanges and tariff policies

would form a hindrance to trade, and a longer

period lasting until the world, by hard work and
saving, had replenished the production lost in

the war. Of the fir.st period they said

:

"It is evident that the measures taken must
be directed to restoring stable conditions as

rapidly as possible. The first point obviously

is to reach stability in the exchanges. Here
both national and international action will be
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required. So far as trade—that is to say, inter-

change of goods—is concerned, it is important to

remember that stability is of far greater im-

portance than the re-establishment of any pre-

war ratio with gold or any other standard of

value. From this point of view deflation can be

made as potent a source of instability as in-

flation. It seems, therefore, that we should

first carefully reconsider our own currency
policy which, involving as it does a period of

continued inflation, must surely perpetuate

instability for an indefinite period. There are

strong arguments in favor of maintaining the

volume of our currency at or about its present

figure until prices have reached a more stable

level.

" Our own currency policy cannot be decided

without regard to what is being done in other

countries. The experience of the last year has
made this abundantly clear. Moreover, there

is little doubt that international action will be
required before certain countries can be induced

to adopt a sound currency policy. The diffi-

culties and sacrifices which some countries will

have to face to secure stability, even at a low
value of their currency, will be so great that it

is probable that they will not face these diffi-

culties unless .and until external pressure is ap-

plied.
" It would, therefore, seem useless to seek for

universal agreement on this point, and—as time

is of the greatest importance—wiser to approach
one or more of the other great commercial
powers and endeavor, in agreement with them,

to impose a common currency policy on the rest

of the world. The means of influence which
would be at the disposal of two great com-
mercial powers acting in agreement would be

enormous, and would include, among others, the

inducement provided by the extension or wiui-

holding of credit, -the manipulation of the exist-

ing international debts in the case of some
countries, the reparation payments, and, finally,

in extreme recalcitrancy, an economic boycott"
This idea of co-operation is disclosed further

In the committee's report under the heading of

an attempt to develop the markets which had
not been severely affected by the war by a care-

fully adjusted scheme of import credits worked
as far as possible through ordinary commercial
and financial channels. Of this the report said

:

" It is obvious that such credits should be

extended, in the first place, to those countries

which are potential producers in the near future

of goods which could be exchanged for ours,

but where some temporary dislocation is pre-

venting the purchase of our goods.
" In some cases this temporary dislocation

is largely due to tariff barriers and, in these

eases, the grant of credits should be made con-

tingent upon a satisfactory preliminary settle-

ment of such difficulties. It seems obvious that

these credit facilities should not be granted in

respect of countries whose productive power has
been seriosly impaired by the war and whose
financial position is such that repayment of the

credits or a real revival of trade cannot be ex-

pected within a comparatively short period.
" Credits should only be extended to countries

in this condition very carefully, and for specific
objects calculated to restore their productive
power, and they should not be granted, even to
this limited extent, until the country concerned
has taken steps to stabilize its currency and
balance its budget.

" We are not in an economic condition in

which we can afford to throw money away on
forlorn hopes, and even if we were it is prob-
able that we should do more harm than good to

the countries concerned. Such a scheme of ex-
port credits might relieve immediate unemploy-
ment by stimulating immediate orders and assist
trade through a difficult period by the develop-
ment of markets to replace those temporarily or
permanently lost to us in Europe, and, by this

means, would also strengthen our position in the
eventual competition for a restricted world trade,
when more normal conditions return."

Statistical testimony of the slowly improv-
ing condition of the world can be found in the
trade records of the commercial nations. Figures
compiled by the First Federal Foreign Banking
Association of New York illustrate the point
well. Three such tables are presented [see next
page], and of them the corporation says:

*' England's export in September, measured
in gold values, was 25 per cent, better than in

June. Roughly calculating the volume of mer-
chandise, it was a third larger. It will be seen
that England's imports and exports have both
increased since the middle of the year and, what
is perhaps an even better indication of the trend
in world trade, the re-export business has in-

creased. This is the merchant-trade England
does between other countries. Its volume is

concededly dependent to some extent on other
general trade, but rises and falls primarily for

reasons of its own. Matching England's com-
merce during recent months, and showing very
nearly the same tendencies, is our own. It is

not easy to avoid some disappointment over the
September figures of the sales of our own
products abroad. Analysis of the preliminary
figures of foreign sales of cereals, cotton, meat,
mineral oil, &c., shows that the quantity of

these sold by us in September was 4 per cent,

greater than in January. Taking all of these to-

gether, we sold for $171,450,271 whax would
have brought ?253,S93,480 if they had brought
the same price as the January shipment*
brought. What we sold in January brought
$243,432,706. The rest of our exports were,
therefore, $398,930,303 in January and $147,848,-

751 in September. We have to recognize the

continuous fall in the export of the products of

American indvistry since the first of the year,

due not only to the decline of all international

demands, to exchange difficulties, and to the

continued high average of prices of our manu-
factures, but to the fact that many manu-
facturing and financial concerns that were
active in foreign markets, with sales organia-

tions and facilities of banking, have practically

abandoned that field.

"If a part of the great aggregates shown
above for ' loss of business ' was not due to the

decrease in the dollar totals of trade through
fall in prices we would see that they would
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mean a drop in sales equal to the ordinary pro-
duction of at least SoO.OOO men in the manu-
facturing industries and nearly TiOO.OOO in all

our production, which unemployment of that
seriousness plainly Indicated. Even allowing
for fall In prices, we can see 300.000 to 42.5.000

persons out of work because of the drop in our

Home Products Volume Imports
Exports Index Resold

$".27,000,000 100.0 $(58,714,000
418.000,000 80.« 48,659,000
412,000,000 80.4 46,858,000
387,000,000 79.5 55.002,000
412,000,000 92.8 45,377,000
339,000,000 84.7 44,.577.000
342,000,000 90.8 35,257,000
203,000.000 77.8 30,895.000
2.-)0,000,000 75.6 34.574,000
23.5,000,000 71.2 33.580,000
1«J8,000,000 51.0 28,345,000
145,000,000 45.1 26,982,000
15fi.000.000 48.5 35,.540.000

1 80,000. 0(M) 57.5 36,389,000
205.000,000- 62.2 31,972.075

' is based on the figure for " Home
by one of the recognized British in-

TABLE A—ENGLAND'S TRADE IN DOLLARS
All

Imports
July $627,000,000
August 557,000,000
September 535,000,000
October 517,000.000
November 499,000,000
December 500,000,000
January 431,(KM),000
February 374,000,000
March 364.000,000
April 354,000,000
May 338.(X)0,000
June 335,000.000
July 293.000.000
August 322.000.000
September 324,000,000

Note: The "Volume Index
Products Exported " divided
dexcs of wholesale prices.

TABLE B—TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES
All

Imports
July ..; $537,170,351
August 513,550,615
September 363,666,710
October 334,263,803
November 321,181,080
December 266,112,819
January 208,814,382
February 214,.52.5,137

March 251,988,741
April •. 254,571,024
May 204,910,865
June 1&5,679,893
July 178,636,711
August 194,767,564
September 179,282,568

Note: The " Volume Index
'

comparison, based on January,
try's exports.

TABLE C—WHERE THE UNITED STATES HAS
BEEN LOSING

Our Volume Imports
Own Exports Index Resold
$640,417,274 $10,964,553
571,615,522 7,437,085
595,072,602 10,218,653
742,050,664 9,677,906
666,749,693 9,956,318
708,659,292 12,193,223
642,363,009 100 12,377,149
473,692,855 82 15,604,212
369,462,711 69 17,348,424
329.854,124 66 10,060,863
322.467,960 76 7,278,419
329,775,625 82 7,184,787
314,204,393 6,504,181
365,.5.59,604 6,375,695
319,299,022 10,1*8,133

above Is a carefully worked-out
or about two-thirds of this coun-

January..
February
March .

.

April . . .
,

May ....

June . .

.

July ....
Augnst....
September

Monthly
Exports
All Our
Products

$642,363,009
473,092,855
369,402,711
329,854,124
322,467.960
;:29,773.625
314,204,393
365,5.59,604
319,299,022

Products
of Our

Manufacturing
Industries

$367,091,716
2«;3,5.")4.236

190.203,647
170.!»23.2.J4

11(),.)()7,330

140.040,408
121,r,<)0.27T

123,105,277
119,591, (K)7

$168,670,1.54
272,900.288
312,508,875
319.895.049
312..5S9.374
328.1.58.616
276.803,405
323,063,987

Total. .$3,462,357,654 $1,637,361,801 $2,314,.589,748 $1,674,258,287

Note: The figures of "Monthly Exports of All Our Products"
will not agree with trade totals as usually given because they in-

clude only products of the United States, while trade totals usually
include re-exported stuff.

exports, and our national business situation

crippled not only by the loss of the foreign

sales but by the decrease in retail purchasiru;

by them, and concurrent disorganization u:

prosperity in our home markets. It is l

plain demonstration of what foreign tradi-

means to the country. We, for our part,

do not look for any su-

talned and substantial rall;-

(beyond the seasonal In-

crease of activity which git

special emphasis during i

period of depi'esslon) until \s

in America either benefit b>

a revival of whole woi'ld

conditions or arrive at sonii-

adjustment, which it is hai

to figure out now, to a con
dition of permanently re-

duced exportation. Such an
adjustment might be prai

tically equivalent to dc
adence.

" Anything that shows -i

revival of the whole world
economic wealth is especial I

hopeful for this country. It

might be regarded as a kind
of absurdity to raise tlv

question whether, as a mn'
ter of fact, the United State

is not, at the moment, aver-
aging a little behind most of
the world in recovery. ^\'

have thought ourselves tli

best positioned country vi

all, and in a positive com-
parison we probably are. W
have great wealth and grt

potentialities of productiui.

power. But the dynamic econ-
omies of business organi-
zation in this era of the
world have to be considered
relatively always; Man>
countries that are on a much
lower, weaker and moi
primitive level of busint

organizations depended on

moment be nearer their nor-

mal than we are to ours
Highly organized busint-
communities suffer moi
from depression than others.

The normal working of thoir

organizations depend on tt

others. It is entirely pos

sible that, relatively, we ar.

at this moment lagging in

recovery. The wish Is fatht-r

to the thought, in a way, bo-

cause our situation is much
more hopeful as we see for-

eign recovery, upon which
we can base steady future
gains."

Monthly Monthly
L.OSS of Loss of
Business, Business

All Products Manufactures

$104,337,480
177,728,069
197,068,460
227,484,383
227,951,308
246,401,439
244,886,439
248,400,709



THE ARMS CONFERENCE
Full record of the month's sessions dealing with important

problems of the Far East—Text of the four-power treaty that

assures the status quo in the Pacific—Progress toward withdrawal

of foreign powers from China—Naval tgreement on 5-5-3 ratio

[Period Ended Dec. 20. 1921]

THE Washington Conference for
Limitation of Armament made
memorable strides during the

month under review, especially in ref-

erence to the settlement of Pacific

problems. The Committee on Naval
Armaments also was in constant ses-

sion, and on Dec. 15 the State De-
partment gave out details of the re-

sults. The announced agreement be-

tween the delegates of Great Britain,

the United States and Japan on a
5-5-3 ratio for capital ships was con-
sidered—apart from the four-power
treaty on the Pacific—^to be the most
important result achieved by the con-
ference. Though Japan had accepted
in principle the sweeping plan for

naval reduction which had electrified

the world, she had been unwilling to

sacrifice one of her capital ships—the
Mutsu—which under the American
plan was scheduled for scrapping, and
the Japanese attitude, partly due to
sentimental reasons (the Mutsu had
been built in part by popular subscrip-
tions), had been the main obstacle to

agreement in the committee.

The official announcement giving
the main provisions of the accepted
compact explained how this obstacle
had been finally overcome. Japan
was to retain the Mutsu ; to offset this

she had consented to scrap the Setsu,
one of her older ships. This change
left Japan with a total capital ship
allotment of 313,000 tons, as com-
pared with 299,700 tons under the
original proposal, or an increase of
13,600 tons. The retention of the
Mutsu, moreover, gave Japan two
post-Jutland ships of the latest de-

sign. To preserve the ratio with the
other powers, it had been agreed that
the United States should complete
two ships—the Colorado and the
Washington—still in process of con-
struction, and should scrap two older
vessels—the North Dakota and the
Delaware. This would leave the
United States with the same number
of ships—eighteen—first assigned by
the agreed ratio, but representing a
total of 525,850 tons, as against the
500,650 previously suggested. Three
of the ships would be post-Jutland
ships of the Maryland type. The
British Government was to construct
two new vessels, not to exceed 35,000
tons each, English measurement
(37,000, American measurement), to
offset the fact that she possessed no
post-Jutland ships except one Hood.
She was, however, to scrap four more
of the King George V. ty^Q, leaving
her twenty capital ships, as against
twenty-two under the first American
proposal. This arrangement would
place the British capital ship tonnage
at 582,050 instead of 604,450, and
would give Britain an excess of 56,200
tons over the United States ; but that
difference was deemed to be fair in
view of the age of some of the British
ships retained. The 5-5-3 ratio in
replacement tonnage stands thus:
United States, 525,000 tons; Great
Britain, 525,000 tons ; Japan, 315,000
tons. A further feature of the new
agreement is that the status quo in
respect to fortifications and naval
bases in the Pacific is to be main-
tained.

The foregoing agreement was ex-
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plicitly stated to be contingent on a
suitable arrangement with France
and Italy. An unexpected obstacle,

however, arose in the case of France,

whose delegates asked a ratio vir-

tually double that proposed. Secre-

tary Hughes had proppsed a ratio of

1.75 for France and Italy (Italy hav-

ing already agreed to the same ratio

as that determined for France), and
this had been backed by the British,

Japanese and Italian delegates. M.
Albert Sarraut, however, held out

for an aggregate of 350,000 tons, to

be constructed on a replacement basis

from 1925 on, with a view to complet-

ing ten ships of 35,000 tons each by
the end of the ten-year naval holiday

proposed. To this plan Secretary
Hughes found strong objection, and a
virtual deadlock followed. The Amer-
ican Government at length decided to

lay the issue before Premier Briand
himself. Long cablegrams were ex-

changed between Hughes and Briand,
with the result that the latter ac-

cepted the 1.75 ratio suggested by Mr.
Hughes, but only on condition that

France should have a strong quota of

submarines and auxilary craft. The
complete replacement ratio for all the

five powers as thus adjusted was:
Replacement Per-

Country. Tonnage. Ratio, centage.

United States 525,000 5 100

Great Britain 525,000 5 100

Japan 315,000 3 60

France 175.000 1.75 35

Italy 175,000 1.75 85

Fully equal in importance to the
naval ratio agreement was the con-

clusion of the four-power treaty be-

tween the United States, Great
Britain, France and Japan on their

respective positions in the Pacific.

This treaty, was announced and read
by Senator Lodge at the session of

the Far Eastern Committee on Dec.
10. It pledged the four powers named
to accept mediation in case of dispute
regarding any of their Pacific posses-

sions, and to take concerted action in

case of any threat or aggression made
by an outside power. The new pact
was to remain in force for ten years.

Under its terms the Anglo-Japanese
alliance was automatically abrogated.

The treaty was formally signed on
Dec. 13, after the signing, on the pre-
ceding day, of a special agreement be-

tween the United States and Japan
on mandate islands, especially Yap.
The many vexed problems affecting

China were thoroughly thrashed out
before the Far Eastern Committee in

continuing sessions. Fiscal affairs,

notably customs revenues, were re-

ferred to a subcommittee for study
and report, following a plea by Dr.
Wellington Koo for an increase of
China's customs tariff from 5
to 1214 per cent. The thorny
problem of extraterritoriality was
referred to an International Com-
mission to study intensively and re-

port upon within one year. The
Chinese delegation won a tangible
victory in the case of foreign Post
Offices on Chinese soil, a resolution

for withdrawal by all the powers con-
cerned, including Japan, being passed
at the session of Dec. 12. The ques-

tion of leased territories proved to be
beset with special difficulties. After
a long argument by Dr. Koo, Great
Britain, France and Japan all agreed
to withdraw in part; Great Britain,

however, insisted on retaining Kow-
loon, to protect Hongkong, and Japan
on holding Dairen and Port Arthur.
A separate conference between the

Chinese and Japanese on the question
of the return of Shantung to China
began Dec. 1 and continued in almost
complete privacy for weeks. The crux
of the whole controversy—the return
of the Shantung Railway—brought a
final deadlock. The Chinese refused
the Japanese offer of joint control;

on the other hand, their proposal to

buy back the railroad on a three-year
payment basis was refused by the

Japanese. On Dec. 19 the Japanese-
agreed to a ten-year payment plan,

but made other demands that China
could not accept. At the seventeenth
session, on Dec. 20, the two delega-

tions adjourned sine die to await fur-

ther instructions from their Govern-
ments. The official proceedings of

the conference, from Nov. 22 to the

time when these pages went to press,

were as follows:
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Chinese Questions

The Committee of the Whole on the
*acific and Far East decided on Nov.
2 to appoint a subcommittee to

tudy Chinese fiscal affairs, notably

he question of China's customs reve-

nue. When the full committee met on
lev. 23, Dr. Wellington Koo gave a
rief summary of the history of the
Ihinese tariff treaties and set forth

he reason why China wished to have
er customs quota raised from the
stablished 5 per cent, to I21/2 per
ent. He made it clear, however,
liat China had no wish to interfere

dth the existing administration of

ip of section of China involved in the Arms Conference
liscussion. The railway from Tsinan-fu to Kiao-Chau
is the portion of the Shantung concession which the
Japanese are least willing to hand over to China

maritime customs, or with the appli-

cation of customs revenue to the
liquidation of foreign loans guaran-
teed by this revenue. The official

report of the Chinese representations,
which were referred to the subcom-
mittee above mentioned, is as fol-

lows:

The Committe on Pacific and Far Eastern
Questions met [Nov. 23] in the Columbus
Room of the Pan American Building. All
the members were present except Signor
Meda and Baron Shidehara. Mr. Hanihara
was present for the first time as one of the
Japanese delegates.

The topic of discussion was the customs
revenue of China. Mr. Koo, on behalf of
the Chinese delegation, made a statement

as follows:
First of all, he emphasized that

the Chinese Government had no de-
sire to interfere with the present
administration of maritime customs
or with devotion of the proceeds of
the customs revenue to the liquida-
tion of various foreign loans secured
thereon. A brief account was given
by him of the origin and history of
the Chinese treaty tariffs. Prior to
1842, he said, China enjoyed the full
right of levying customs duties. In
1842, however, and in the subsequent
years after having made treaties
with Great Britain, France and the
United States, a limitation upon this
right was for the first time im-
posed.
The rule of 5 per cent, ad valorem

was thereby established, and the
rates were based upon the current
prices then prevailing. In 1858, as
prices of commodities began to drop
and the 5 per cent, actually collected
appeared to be somewhat in excess
of the 5 per cent, prescribed, a revi-
sion was asked for by the treaty
powers. A revision was accordingly
made. Later, however, as prices
mounted, no request for a revision
was forthcoming, and the Chinese
Government on its part did not press
for a revision, seeing that the reve-
nue then collected from other sources
was not inadequate to meet its re-

quirements.
But the fact was that the customs

rate then prevailing was much less

than the 5 per cent, stipulated for.

It was only in 1902 that a revision

was made in order to afford suffi-

cient funds to meet the Chinese obli-

gations arising out of the Boxer pro-

tocol. In that tariff the rate was
calculated on the basis of the aver-
age prices of 1897 to 1899. In 1912
an attempt was made by the Chi-
nese Government to have another re-

vision, but it failed, owing to the
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difficulty of securing the unanimous con-

sent of sixteen or seventeen powers. It

was only after six years of long negotia-

tions that in 1918 another revision was ef-

fected. The tariff of 1918 is in force and
yields only 3% per cent.

Mr. Koo proposed to restore to China the

right to fix and to differentiate the import
tariff rates, but as it appeared hardly possi-

ble to establish a new regime all at once, he
said that full autonomy should be restored

to China after a certain period to be agreed
upon. In the meantime China would impose
a maximum rate and would like to enjoy

full freedom within a maximum, such as

the right of differentiation among the dif-

ferent classes of commodities. But as the

present financial condition of the Chinese
Government was such as to require some
immediate relief, it was proposed that on
and after Jan. 1, 1922, the Chinese import
tariff be raised to 12^/2 per cent., as it was
stipulated for in the treaty with the United

States, Great Britain and Japan.

Among the reasons he gave in support

of the proposals of the Chinese delegation,

the following is the gist:

1. The existing customs regime in China
constitutes an infringement of China's sov-

ereign right to fix the tariff rates at her

own discretion.

2. It deprives China of the power to

make reciprocity arrangements with the

foreign powers. While all foreign goods
imported into China pay only 5 per cent.,

Chinese goods exported to foreign countries

have to pay duties of a maximum rate.

Examples were given to show this lack of

reciprocity.

3. It constitutes a serious impediment
upon the economic development of China.

4. As the system now stands, there is

only one uniform rate and no differentia-

tion of rates. The disadvantage is obvious,

because it does not take into account the
economic and social needs of the Chinese
people. China is in need of machinery and
metals for which China would like to im-
pose a tariff rate even lower than the 5

per cent. For luxuries, such as cigars and
cigarettes, the tax ought, perhaps, to be
heavy in order to prevent their injurious

effects upon the moi-als and social iiabits

of the people. As it stands, therefore, the
Chinese tariff is not scientific at all.

5. The
.
present tariff has occasioned a

serious loss of revenue upon the Chinese
Exchequer. The item of customs duties is

an important one in the budget of nearly
all countries. For instance, Great Britain
raises 12 per cent, of its revenue from cus-
toms duties; France, 15 per cent., and the
United States raised 35 per cent, from this

source before the World War. But the cus-
toms revenue in the Chinese budget as it

now stands becomes a comparatively insig-

nificant factor.

6. The present regime makes it exceed-
ingly difficult for the Chinese Government

to ask for a revision, as was shown in past
experiences in 1912 and in 1918.

7. Even if the effective 5 per cent, should
be levied, the revenue resulting therefrom
will still be hardly adequate to meet the
requirements of the Chinese Government, as
the Government has many functions to per-
form in matters of modem education, sani-
tation, public utilities, &c.

After general discussion of the customs
tariff question, this subject was transferred
to the subcommittee agreed upon at the
meeting held Nov. 22, the members of which
were announced to be as follows:
Chairman—Senator Undei-wood, Unit

States of America.
Belgium—Baron de Cartier; M. Cattier,

alternate,

British Empire—Sir Robert Borden; Vr-

Lampson, alternate.
China—Dr. Wellington Koo.
France—M. San-aut.
Italy—Senator Albertini; Signor Vm-

cenzo Felleti, alternate.
Japan—Mr. Hanihara.
Netherlands—Jonkheer Beelaerts von

Blokland.
Portugal—Captain Ernesto Vasconcellos.
The meeting of the full Committee on

Pacific and Far Eastern Questions ad-
journed until Nov. 25, 1921. The subcom-
mittee will meet upon the call of Senator
Underwood as Chairman.

Important Committee Meeting

At the meeting of the Pacific and
Far Eastern Committee held on the
morning of Nov. 25, two momentous
topics arose for discussion, namely,
extraterritorial courts and the alien

Post Office system established by va-

rious powers in China. The official

communique opened with a categori-
cal denial by Chairman Hughes of a
reported clash between Mr. Balfour
and the American delegation over an
American proposal to keep a record
of the committee's proceedings. The
communique, ran thus

:

The Committee on Pacific and Far East-
em Questions met in the Pan American
Building Friday, Nov. 25, at 11 A. M. All

the delegates were present except Signor
Meda, Baron Shidehara, M. Sai-raut and
Lord Lee.
At the opening of the session Mr. Hughes

expressed his great regret at the appear-
ance of a report in a Washington paper this

morning of alleged happenings at the last

meeting of the committee. The report of an-
tagonism with Mr. Balfour was not only un-
true, but gotesque, and did him the gross-
est injustice ; Mr. Hughes could not imagine
how such a rumor got into circulation. Mr.
Balfour expressed his great appreciation of
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CROWN PRINCE HIROHITO
Proclaimed Regent of Japan on account of

his father's failing health

Mr. Hughes's statement. He had never
doubted that Mr. Hughes would take tha
view he had just stated, but the manner
and words in which that view had been put
before the committee had deeply moved him
and he wished to express his thanks.
After a discussion it was decided to ap-

point a subcommittee to investigate and re-

port in regard to the question of extrater-
ritoriality in China. In regard to this sub-
ject Dr. Chung Hui-wang, Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of China, made a state-
ment which will appear later.

The committee then discussed the ques-
tion of foreign Post Office i'n China, the
Chinese Minister, Mr. Sze, making a state-
ment which will subsequently be made
public.

The committee then adjourned to meet
vOn Saturday morning, Nov. 26.

Dr. Chung on Extraterritoriality

The statement presented at this
meeting by Dr. Chung Hui-wang on
extraterritoriality detailed the con-
ditions created by that system, and
ended with a plea that action be taken
to improve and eventually to abolish
this embarrassing application of
foreign privilege. Dr. Chung said:

Extraterritoriality in China dates bacTc

almost to the beginning of treaty relations

with foreign countries. It was clearly laid

down in the Treaty of 1844 between the
United States and China, and a similar pro-
vision has since been inserted in the treaties

with other powers. Extraterritorial rights
were granted at a time when there were
only five treaty ports—that is, places wher?
foreigners could trade and reside. Now
there are fifty such places and an equal
number of places open to foreign trade on
China's own initiative.

This means an ever-increasing number of
persons within her territory over whom she
is almost powerless. This anomalous condi-
tion has become a serious problem with
v/hich the local administration is confronted,
and if the impairment of the territorial and
administrative integrity of China is not to

be continued the matter demands immediate
solution. I should like to point out a few
of the serious objections to the extrater-
ritorial system. In the first place, it is in

derogation of China's sovereign rights and
is regarded by the Chinese people as a na-
tional humiliation.

There is a multiplicity of courts in one
and the same locality and the interrelation
of such courts has given rise to a legal sit-

uation which is perplexing both to the
trained lawyer and to the layman.
The disadvantage arising from the uncer-

tainty of the law: The general rule is that
the law to be applied in a given case is th*?

law of the defendant's nationality, and so
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in a commercial transaction between, say,

X and Y of different nationalities, the
rights and liabilities of the parties vary ac-

cording as X sues Y first or Y sues X first.

When causes of action, civil or criminal,

arise in which foreigners are defendants,
it is necessary for adjudication that they
shall be carried to the nearest consular
court, which may be many miles away, and
so it often happens that it is practically im-
possible to obtain the attendance of the

necessary wi'cnesses or to produce other
necessary evidence.

Finally, it is a further disadvantage to

the Chinese that the foreignei's in China
under cover of extraterritoriality claim im-
munity from local taxes and excises which
the Chinese are required to pay. Sir Rob-
ert Hart, who worked and lived in China
for many years, has this to say in his work,
"These From the Land of Sinim": "The
extraterritoriality stipulation may have re-

lieved the native official of some trouble-

some duties, but it has always been felt to

be offensive and humiliating and has ever
a disintegrating effect, leading the people
on one hand to despise their own Govern-
ment and officials, and on the other to envy
and dislike the foreigner withdrawn from
native control."

Progress Toward Reform

Until the system is abolished or substan-
tially modified it is inexpedient for China
to open her entire territoi-y to foreign trade
and commerce. The evils of the existing
system have been so obvious that Grear
Britain in 1902, Japan and the United
States in 1903 and Sweden in 1908 agreed,
subject to certain conditions, to relinquish
their extraterritorial rights. Twenty years
have elapsed since the conclusion of these
treaties, and while it is a matter of opinion
as to whether or not the state of China's
laws has attained the standard to which
she is expected to conform, it is impossible
to deny that China has made great progress
on the path of legal reform.
A few facts will suffice for the present.

A law codification committee for the com-
pilation and revision of laws has been sit-

ting since 1904. Five codes have been pre-

pared, some of which have already been put
into force. First, the civil code (still in

course of revision). Second, criminal code
(in force since 1912). Third, code of civil

procedure. Fourth, code of criminal proce-
dure, both of which have just been promul-
gated. Fifth, commercial code, part tf which
has been put into force. These codes have
been prepared with the assistance of for-

eign experts and are based mainly on ths
principles of modern jurisprudence. Among
the numerous supplementary laws may be
especially mentioned a law of 1918, called
" Rules for the Application of Foreign Law."
which deals with matters relating to private
international law. Under these rules for-

eign law is given ample applioaticn.

Then there is a new system of law coui
established in 1910. The Judges are all

modern trained lawyers, and no one can be
appointed a Judge unless he has attained
the requisite legal training. These are some
of the reforms which have been carried out
on our part. I venture to say that the China
of today is not what she was twenty years
ago, when Great Britain encouraged her to

reform her judicial system, and a fortiori
she is not what she was eighty years ago,
when she first granted extraterritorial
rights to the treaty powers.

I have made these observations not for
the purpose of asking for an immediate ai

'

complete abolition of extraterritoriality, 1

for the purpose of inviting the powei-^r^

co-operate with China in taking initial st<

toward improving and eventually abolishi; „
the existing system, which is admitted on
all hands to be unsatisfactory both to for-

eigners and to Chinese. It is gratifying to

learn of the sympathetic attitude of the
powers toward this question, as expressed
by the various delegations at a previous
meeting of this committee.
The Chinese delegation, therefore, asks

that the powers now represented in this

conference agree to relinquish their extra-
territorial rights in China at the and of

a definite period. Meanwhile, the Chinese
delegation proposes that the powers repre-
sented at this conference will at a date to

be agreed upon designate representatives
to enter into negotiations with China for

the adoption of a plan for a progressive
modification and ultimate abolition of the
system of extraterritoriality in China, the
carrying out of which plan is to be distrib-

uted over the above-mentioned period.

Plea For Postal Control

The official text of Dr. Sze's appeal
for abolishing the alien postal system
in China—presented at the committee
meeting of Nov. 25—is as follows:

As was referred to by Mr. Koo the other
day in his remarks before the committee,
China has suffered and is now suffering
not only from limitations upon her terri-

torial and administrative integrity, to which
she has been led to consent, but also from
open violations of her rights as a territorial

sovereign, for which not even a color of

contractual right can be claimed.
Among these violations are the stationing

of foreign troops and railway guards at

various points, the installations of wii-e and
wireless electrical communications, th€

maintenance of foreign Post Offices, and
so-called police boxes. I shall first speak
of the foreign postal services maintained
upon Chinese soil.

China requests that the powers assembled
in the conference agree at once to abolisl

all postal services now maintained by then
in China. She bases her request upon th<

following propositions:
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1. That China has organized and is now
acting a postal system covering the en-
oimtry and maintaining relations with
neign countries adequate to meet all

I ements. The transmission of postal

...er is a Government monopoly, the first

uagraph of the postal statutes of Oct.

(© Harris & Ewing)

MASANAO HANIHARA
Japanese Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs,

who has taken Baron Shidehara's
place in the conference

1921, reading: "The postal business is

cclusively conducted by the Government."
2. That the existence of these foreign
ost Offices interferes with and makes
lOre difficult the development of thjs sys-
;m, and deprives the system of a revenue
hich legally and equitably should belong
> it.

3. That the maintenance by foreign Gov-
'I'nments of Post Offices irv China is in di-

!;ct violation of the latter's territorial and
dministrative integrity, and rests upon no
*eaty or other legal rights.
Early in the '60s of the last century for-

ign Post Offices began to open branches
nd agencies in the particular treaty ports
f China. The opening of these offices was
ot based on any treaty provision or con-
ession. Their existence and gradual in-

crease was merely tolerated by the Chinese
Government.
About the same time a regular service

for the carriage of mails was established
on foreign lines in connection with the cus-
toms, operating chiefly between the numer-
ous ports on the coast of China and those
far up the Yangtse River. This service con-
tinued to work and improved its machinery
year by year. By imperial decree of March
20, 1896, this system was erected into a dis-

tinct Chinese postal system, and placed un-
der the general direction of the Inspector
General of Customs. Finally, by imperial
decree of May 28, 1911, the system was
taken from under the administration of the
Inspector General of Customs and erected
into an independent system operating di-

rectly under the Minister of Posts and
Communications. Since that date the sys-

tem has operated wholly as one of the ad-
ministrative services of the Chinese Gov-
ernment.
On March 1, 1914, China gave her adher-

ence to the Universal Postal Convention,
and since Sept. 1 of that year China has
continued as a member in good standing
of the Universal Postal Union.
As the Universal Postal Union does not

recognize the right of any country to main-
tain Post Offices in another country which
is a member of the postal union, the Chi-
nese delegation brought up the question of
alien establishments in China at tne Uni-
versal Postal Congress, opened at Madrid
on Oct. 1, 1920. The question of their with-
drawal was, however, regarded as Avithin

the purview of their respective Foreign Of-
fices, and no definite decision was reached.
A measure was passed, however, to the ef-

fect that only those foreign postal agencies
could be considered as within the union as
were established in a foreign country not
itself within the Universal Postal Union,
of which China has been a member since
Sept. 1, 1914.

Chinese Postal System

The Chinese Post Office maintains the
cheapest general service in the world. In
spite of these very cheap rates and very
high transportation costs of maintaining
long courier lines where no modern facili-

ties are available, the surplus of receipts

over expenditures has been steadily increas-
ing. All profits are being put into improve-
ments on the service, particularly in new
offices and extension of the service to the
smaller villages inland. Its income in 1920
was $12,679,121.98 and its expenditures
$10,467,053.07, thus leaving a surplus for
the year's operation of $2,212,068.91.

Senders of registered articles, parcels, in-

sured letters and express articles are en-
titled to claim indemnity in case of loss by
the Post Office. Although in 1920 over 37,-

000,000 of such articles were posted, less

than 400 claims for indemnity were made,
the percentage being about 1 in 90,000.
There has been a decrease of 30 per cent.
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in the number of insured letters posted ih

the last four years, though other mail mat-
ter has increased by 50 per cent, in the same
time. This is considered as indicating a
growing public confidence in the other non-
insured services.

The Chinese Post Office has over 3,000
linguist employes, and every office serving
places of foreign residence in China is am-
ply supplied from this large number of

linguists to cope with all foreign corre-

spondence.

Tho efficiency of the Chinese postal ser-

vice iS further guaranteed by sturdy civil

service methods in appointments of staff.

Employes enter only after a fair examina-
tion, both mental and physical. Postmas-
ters, even in the larger cities, are selected

from the most efficient of the employes,
never from outside the sei-vice The penal-

ty for invoking political aid is dismissal

and ir. practice is never done.

The Post Office functions under the same
leadeiship over the entire country. In time
of local disturbance and revolution the rev-

olutionists have recognized the Post Office

as a necessity to the welfare of the com-
munity and have always permitted it to

continue its functions without change of

staff or control.

Notwithstanding the disturbed condition

of affairs in China during recpnt years, this

system has been steadily developed since it

was placed wholly under the direction and
control of Chinese authorities.

Mall matter posted has increased approx-
imately 300 per cent, since 1911 (from 126,-

539,228 to 400,886,935 in 1920). Parcels
posted have increased from 154,740 in 1911
to 4,216,200 in 1920.

There is now scarcely a Chinese village

which is not sei-ved either by a Post Office,

agency or minor postal et-tablishment.

Major establishments (offices and agencies)
have increased from 9,103 in 1917 to 10,469

in 1920. Minor establishments (town box
offices and rural stations) have -increased

from 4,890 in 1917 to 20,856 in 1920. This
makes a total of 31,325 places now provided
with postal facilities, more than double the
number of places served four years ago.

Mr. Willoughby, in his careful study,
" Foreign Rights and Interests in China,"
in speaking of this system says:
"At the present time (1920) the postal

service in China is one for which the Gov-
ernment deserves great credit. Generally
speaking, the service is efficif-ntly operated
and with reasonable financial success, not-
withstanding the fact that China has been
obliged to acquiesce in the operation within
her borders of some sixty or more foreign
Post Offices."

Foreign Post Offices

Notwithstanding the fact that China now
has an efficient postal system, certain for-

eign Governments continue to maintain

Post Offices of this order in China. At the
present time Great Britain, France, Amer-
icii and Japan are maintaining and operat-
ing offices of this kind at a large numbei
of places. The alien postal establishmr"*

[American Cartoon]

-Dallas NcK3
WITH CARE!

in China as they stand at present are a
fellows: Great Britain, 12; Japan, 124
Fiance, 13; the United States, 1. The Jap
aaese establishments are classed as follows
First class offices, 7; second class officer

23; third class offices, 4; unclassed office*

10; suboffices, 3; box offices, 1; agenda
33; letter boxes, 33; field Post Offices, 1(

These Post Offices have their own postag
stamps and operate in eveiy respect in S
rect competition with the Chinese systen
It is to be noted, moreover, that these foj

eign offices are located at ths chief centre
of population, industry and commero
They are thus in a position where they cai

so to speak, skim the cream of the posti

business, since they are under no obliga

ti;<ns to, and, in fact, do not maintain od

fices at unimportant points.

It is submitted that if the necessity ev€;

existed for the maintenance of foreign Per
Offices in China, this necessity has nc
passed away. As early as April 20, 190:

the American Minister at Peking reporte
to his Government (United Slates foreis
relations, 1902, p. 225)

:

" I have given such investigation i-.

have been able and report that in my jucij

mcnt foreign Post Offices in China, excej
in Shanghai, are not a necessity, becaus ^

the Chinese postal service, imder the in
|

perial maritime customs, is everywhei
j

giving' satisfactory service and is rapid
\

J
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ad effectively increasing and extending
ito the interior."

More recently the Commercia,l Hand Book
China, from which we have already

noted, says : " The developments of the

[American Cartoon]
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Jhinese postal service during the last dec-
ide have been so extensive and so favorable
hat there is in reality no longer any need
01 a continuance of the foreign Post Of-
ices operated in that country."

It is to be noted, moreover, that the
'Inaintenance of these foreign offices rests
ipon no treaty or other legal right. Re-
garding this point, the American Minister,
n his communicaticn to his country on
\pril 20, 1902, to which reference has al-

j*eady been made, said

:

1
" The foreign Post Offices are being es-

^blished principally for political reasons,
either in view of their future designs upon
the empire, to strengthen their own footing
i)r because jealous of that of others. They
ire not established witii the consent of
phina. but in spite of her. They will not
)e profitable. Their establishment mate-
ially interferes with and embarrasses the
levelcpment of the Chinese postal service,
IS an interference with China's sovereignty,
s inconsistent with our well-known policy
oward the empire, and I cannot find any
?ood reason for their establishment by the
United States."

In conclusion China wishes to point out
that, wholly apart from the financial loss
suffeved by her as a result, of the ex-
istence of foreign Post Office^ on her soil

and the obstacles thereby placed in the way
of the development of her ov^ti postal sys-
tem, ';he maintenance of such offices repre-

sents a most direct violation of her terri-

torial and administrative integrity. It is

one, moreover, that is peculiarly objection-
able, ?ince it is a constant, visible reminder
to the Chinese people that they are not ac-
corded the consideration given to other peo-
ples. This necessarily has a tendency to
lower the prestige of the Chinese Govern-
ment in the eyes of her people and to make
more difficult the already difficult problem
of maintaining a Government that will com-
mand the respect and ready obedience of
her population. From whatever standpoint
viewed, the continuance of these foreign
Post Offices upon Chinese soil should,
therefore, be disapproved.

The personnel of the subcommittee
appointed to study the question of
extraterritoriality was embodied in

the communique of Nov. 26. The
members of this subcommittee as an-
nounced were: United States, Sena-
tor Lodge; British Empire, Senator
Pearce (the Australian delegate) ;

France, M. Sarraut; Italy, Senator
Ricci; Japan, Mr. Hanihara; Bel-
gium,, Chevalier de Wouters; China,
Dr. Chung Hui-wang; Holland, Jonk-
heer van Kamebeek; Portugal, Cap-
tain Vasconcellos.

To Withdraw Post Offices

While the subcommittee named
above was still studying the prob-
lems connected with the elimination
or modification of extraterritoriality
the full committee met again on Nov.
26 and agreed in principle that the
Chinese plea for withdrawal of the
alien Post Office system should be
granted as soon as such a change was
justified by the conditions. The of-
ficial communique read as follows:
The Committee on Pacific and Far East-

ern Questions met in the Pan American
Buildmg Saturday, Nov. 26, 1921. The
committee discussed the matter of foreign
Post Offices in China, and it was the sense
of the committee that there shouald be a
withdrawal of the foreign Post Offices in
China as soon as it appeared that conditions
warranted. A subcommittee composed of
Senator Lodge, Sir Auckland Geddes, Mr.
Viviani, Mr. Hanihara and Mr. Sze was con-
stituted to draw up a resolution to this ef-
fect for submission to the full committee at
its next session.

This decision was further con-
firmed by the committee at its ses-
sion of Nov. 28. The report of the
subcommittee empowered to consider
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the postal situation was discussed

and unanimously adopted. The only-

hitch that occurred was the Japanese
delegates' inability to subscribe to

any definite date for the agreed with-
drawal until after consultation with
the Japanese Government. In the
final resolution, which sanctioned
withdrawal, therefore, the date was
temporarily left blank. The official

communique reporting the action
taken is given herewith:

The committee received the report of the
Subcommittee on Foreign Post Offices in

China and adopted it unanimously, the date
on which it shall come into force and effect
being deferred f r public announcement in

the near future. The report as adopted is

as follows:
" Recognizing the justice of the desire ex-

pressed by the Chinese Government to se-

cure the abolition of foreign postal agencies
in China, save or except in leased territories

or as otherwise specifically provided by
treaty, it is resolved:

" 1. The four powers having such postal
agencies agree to their abandonment, sub-
ject to the following conditions

:

" (a) That an efficient Chinese postal
service is maintained.

" (b) That an assurance is given by the
Chinese Government that they contemplate
no change in the present postal
administration so far as the
status of the foreign Co-Direc-
tor General is concerned.

" 2. (a) To enable China and
the powers concerned to make
the necessary dispositions, this

arrangement shall come into

force and effect not later

than .

" (b) Pending the complete
withdrawal of foreign postal
agencies, the four powers con-
cerned severally undertake to
afford full facilities to the Chi-
nese customs authorities to ex-

amine in those agencies all pos-
tal matter (excepting ordinary
letters, whether registered or
not, which upon examination
appear plainly to contain only
written matter) passing through
them, with a view to ascertain-
ing whether they contain arti-

cles which are dutiable or con-
traband or which otherwise con-
travene the customs regulations
or laws of China."
The committee received the

statement of the subcommittee
on extraterritoriality, reporting
progress, and a statement from
the Chinese delegation asking
for the removal of the various ^^
establishments placed in China George,

by foreign powers without treaty sanc-
tion, such as foreign troops, police boxes
and telegraph and wireless stations. The
committee decided to begin the discus-
sion of these questions at its next meeting.
The committee also decided that there
should be constituted a standing subcom-
mittee on drafting to be composed of a dele-

gate appointed by each power. The commit-
tee then adjourned to meet Nov. 29, 1921.

International Commission on
Extraterritoriality

At the session of Nov. 29 the Chi-
nese delegation had the satisfaction
of seeing the whole vexed question
of extraterritoriality referred to an
international commission for inten-

sive study and report within one
year. Though this was far from
being as sweeping a victory as that
won in the case of alien Post Offices,

it gave earnest of an eventual solu-

tion on terms of equity, and it was I

subscribed to heartily by the Chines
representatives. The action taken b.

the committee was embodied in the

official communique printed below

:

The committee on Pacific and Far Ea
ern questions met in the Pan America

[English Cartoon]
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[American Cartoon]

—© New York Tribune
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Building, Washington, D. C, Tuesday
Nov. 29, 1921. All the delegates were pres-
ent except Sir Robert Borden, Ambassador
Ricci, Signer Meda and Ambassador Shi-
dehara.

Senator Lodge, whose report on behalf of
the Subcommittee on Foreign Post Offices
in China was accepted yesterday, today
presented resolutions of the Subcommittee
on Extraterritorial Rights in China, which
were unanimously adopted by the commit-
tee, as follows:

Resolution for the establishment of a
commission to investigate and report upon
extraterritoriality and the administration
of justice in China.
The representatives of the powers herein-

after named, participating in the discussion
of Pacific and Far Eastern questions in the
Conference on the Limitation of Armament
—to wit, the United States of America, Bel-
gium, the British Empire, France, Italy,

Japan, the Netherlands and Portugal

—

Having taken note of the fact that in the
treaty between Great Britain and China,
dated Sept. 5, 1902, in the treaty between
the United States of America and China,
dated Oct. 8j 1903, and in the treaty be-
tween Japan and China, dated Oct. 8, 1903,
these several powers have agreed to give
every assistance toward the attainment by
the Chinese Government of its expressed
desire to reform its judicial system and to
bring it into accord with that of Western
nations, and have declared that they are
also " prepared to relinquish extraterri-
torial rights when satisfied that the state

of the Chinese laws, the arrangements for
their administration, and other conditions
warrant " them in so doing

;

Being sympathetically disposed toward
furthering in this regard the aspiration to
which the Chinese delegation gave expres-
sion on Nov. 16, 1921, to the effect that
" immediately, or as soon as circumstances
will permit, existing limitations upon
China's political, jurisdictional and adminis-
trative freedom of action are to be re-
moved";

Considering that any determination in
regard to such action as might be appro-
priate to this end must depend upon ascer-
tainment and appreciation of complicated
states of fact in regard to the laws and the
judicial system and the methods of judicial
administration of China, which the confer-
ence is not in a position to determine;
Have resolved.
That the Governments of the powers

above named shall establish a commission
(to which each of such Governments shall
appoint one member) to inquire into the
present practice of extraterritorial jurisdic-
tion in China, and into the laws and the
judicial system agd the methods of judicial
administration of China, with a view to re-
porting to the Governments of the several
powers above named in their findings of
fact in regard to these matters, and their
recommendations as to such means as they
may find suitable to improve the existing
conditions of the administration of justice
in China, and to assist and further the ef-
forts of the Chinese Government to effect
such legislation and judicial reforms as
would warrant the several powers in relin-
quishing, either progressively or otherwise,
their respective rights of extraterri-
toriality;

That the commission herein contemplated
shall be constituted within three month.s
after the adjournment of the conference,
with detailed arrangements to be hereafter
agreed upon by the Governments of the
powers above named, and shall be instructed
to submit its report and resolutions within
one year after the first meeting of the com-
mittee ;

That each of the powers above named
shall be deemed free to accept or to reject
all or any portion of the recommendations
of the committee herein contemplated, but
that in no case shall any of the said power.3
make its acceptance of all or any part of
such recommendations either directly or in-

directly dependent on the granting by China
of any special concession, favor, benefit or
immunity, whether" political or economic.

Additional resolution:
That the non-signatory powers, having by

treaty extraterritorial rights in China, may
accede to the resolution affecting extra-

territoriality and the administration of jus-

tice in China by depositing within three
months after the adjournment of the con-
ference a written notice of accession with
the Government of the United States for
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communication by it to each of the signa-

tory powers.
Additional resolution

:

That China, having taken note of the
resolutions affecting the establishment of a
commission to investigate and report upon
extraterritoriality and the administration
of justice in China, expresses its satisfac-

tion with the sympathetic disposition of tho

powers hereinbefore named in regard to the

aspirations of the Chinese Government to

secure the abolition of extraterritoriality

from China, and declares its intention to

appoint a representative who shall have the

right to sit as a member of the said con>-

mittee, it being understood that China shall

be deemed free to accept or to reject any
or all of the recommendations of the com-
mission. Furthermore, China is prepared
to co-operate in the work of this commission
and to afford to it every possible facility

for the successful accomplishment of its

tasks.

The foregoing action of the Far
East committee regarding extra-

territoriality was taken in confor-

mity with the so-callced " Root for-

mula "—the resolution drafted by
Elihu Root at an earlier session ex-

pressing the main powers' desire and
intention to work for China's sov-

ereignty and welfare. Basing his ar-

guments upon this formula, Dr. Sze,

the Chinese Minister, went one step

further at the same session in pro-

posing to the committee that all for-

eign troops and foreign telegraph,

wireless and police wire systems be
withdrawn from Chinese soil. Dr.

Sze presented a long summary, part
of which he had already given at the
preceding session, of the whole situa-

tion in China regarding the presence
of alien troops and communications.

Alien Troops in China

It is estimated that the foreign
troops in China at present number
about 10,000, distributed in part as
follows

:

In Peking: United States, 14 officers,

270 men; Belgians, 1 officer, 19 men; Brit-

ish, 8 officers. 170 men; French, 4 officers,

105 men; Italians, 1 officer, 30 men; Japa-
nese, 14 officers, 273 men; Netherlands, 1

officer, 76 men.
In Tientsin: United States, 38 officers,

910 men; British, 24 officers, 707 mer

;

French, 20 officers, 945 men; Japanese, 40
officers, 666 men.

In Shanghaikuan : Briti.sh, 1 officer, 30
men; French, 1 officer, 91 men; Japanese,
6 officers and 123 mefn.

In Chingwangtao : British, 1 officer, 19
men ; French, 38 men.

In Shanghai: Foreign police in foreign
settlement.

In Tongshan: British, 4 officers, 142
men.

In Leichwang: British, 4 officers, 142
men.

In Fongtai: French, 1 officer, 40 men.
In Laofa: French, 1 officer, 20 men.
In Weihaiwei: British, 3 officers, 60

men.
In Yangtsun: Japanese, 1 officer, 50

men.
In Tangku: French, 35 men; Japanese,

5 men.

Japanese forces are also main-
tained in Manchuria and Shantung,
while a small garrison has been kept
in Hankow in recent years. One full

division is usually maintained in

Manchuria by Japan. In Shantung
there are four battalions, of an aver-
age numerical strength of 525 men,
stationed along the Tsingtao-Tsinan
Railway, headquarters being at
Tsingtao, Kaomi, Fangtze and Tsin-
anfu. There is also a force of Jap-
anese gendarmerie in Shantung. Mr.
Hanihara of the Japanese delegation

[Dutch Cartoon]
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says that Japan has 4,500 troops in

China, all told. The total of Ameri-
can troops in China is given as 1,464
men and 60 officers; Great Britain,

1,006 men and 38 officers; France,
1,214 men.

Dr. Sze's Address

The full text of Dr. Sze's speech,
exclusive of his readings of statistics,

is as follows:

Gentlemen: At the session held on Nov.
21 the conference declared that it was the
firm intention of the powers represented to

respect the sovereignnty, the independence
and the territorial and administrative in-

tegrity of China; and to provide the fullest
and most unembarrassed opportunity to
China to develop and maintain for herself
an effective and stable Government.

It will have already appeared that, in
application of these two principles, China is

asking not merely that existing treaty or
conventional limitations upon the autono-
mous and unembarrassed exercise by her
of her territorial and administrative pow-
ers should be removed as rapidly and as
completely as circumstances will justify,
but that conditions shall be corrected which
now constitute a continuing violation of her
rights as an independent State. The prop-

osition that these limitations upon the ex-
ercise of her sovereign powers should be
progressively removed was stated in Prin-
ciple No. 5 which the Chinese delegation
presented to the conference on Nov. 16, and
applications are seen in the propositicns
that have been made to the conference with
reference to extraterritorial rights and to
tariff autonomy.
A specific illustration of a violation of

China's sovereignty and territorial and ad-
ministrative integrity, as distinguished
from limitations based upon agreements to
which China has been a party, was pre-
sented to the conference for correction last
week and had to do with the maintenance
of foreign postal cervices upon Chinese soil.

This morning it is the desire of the Chi-
nese delegation to bring before you, for cor-
rection in accord with the controlling prin-
ciples which you have already affirmed,
several other instances of subsisting viola-

tions of China's sovereignty and territorial

and administrative integrity.

These relate to the maintenance upon the
Chinese territory, without China's consent
and against her protests, of foreign troops,

railway guards, police boxes and electrical

wire and wireless communication installa-

tions.

I shall not exhaust your patience by enu-
merating all of the specific instances of

these violations, for I shall not ask merely
that each of these violations be specifically
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discountenanced, for this would not give
complete relief to China since it would not
prevent other similar violatioru; in the
future. In behalf of the Chinese Govern-
ment, I therefore ask that this conference
declare, as a comprehensive proposition,
that no one of the powers here represented
—China, of course, not included—shall

maintain electrical communication installa-

tions, or troops, or railway gTiards, or police

boxes upon Chinese s<»l, except in those spe-

cific cases in which the powers desiring to

do so may be able to show by affirmative
and preponderant evidence and argument
that it has a right so to do such as can be
defended upon the basis of accepted princi-

ples of international law amd practice and
with the consent of the Chinese Govern-
ment.
No argument by me is needed to show

that this ctmference stands committed to
the declaration which I now ask, by the
principles which were adopted on Nov. 21.

Should any one of you consider the possi-

bility of foreign troops or railway guards,
or police boxes, or electrical communication
installations being maintained upon the soil

of ytjur own country without the consent
of the Grovernment which you represent,
your feelings of justice and your sense of
the dignity due to your own State would
make evident to you the propriety of the
joint declaration which China now asks yxm
to make in her behalf. The proposition
surely stands self-evident that, if a nation
asserts a right to maintain troops or guards,
or police, or to erect and operate systems
of communication upon the soil of another
State, whose sovereignty and independence
and territorial and administrative integrity
it has just solemnly affirmed and obligated
itself to respect, upon that State should He
a heavy burden of proof to justify so griev-
ous an infringement of the rights of exclu-
sive territorial jurisdiction which interna-
tional law as well as a general sense of in-
ternational comity and justice recognize as
attaching to the status of sovereignty and
independence.

In behalf of my Government and the peo-
ple whom I represent, I therefore ask that
the conference f^irve its approval to the fol-
lowing proposition:

Each of the powers attending this
conference hereinafter mentioned, to
wit, the United States of America, Bel-
gium, the British Empire, France,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and Por-
tugal, severally declare that, without
the consent of the Government of China,
expressly and specifically given in each
case, it will not station troops or rail-

way gfuards or establish and maintain
police boxes, or erect or operate electri-
cal communication installations, upon
the soil of China; and that if there
now exists upon the soil of China such
troops or railway guards or police
boxes or electrical installations without

[American Cartoon]
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China's express consent they will be
at once withdravm.

Japan's Soldiers in China

In an executive session of the com-
mittee on Nov. 30, Mr. Masanao Hani-
hara, Japanese Vice Minister for For-
eign Affairs, presented a carefully
prepared statement in which he ex-
plained and defended the presence of
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4,500 Japanese soldiers in China, in-

cluding 2,700 in Shantung. Mr. Hani-
hara denied " most emphatically

"

that Japan had ever entertained any

[American Cartoon]
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aggressive purpose or any desire
to encroach " illegitimately " upon
Chinese sovereignty in sending her
garrisons to China—notably to Han-
kow, North China, along the Chinese
Eastern Railway, to Shantung and
Manchuria—and made it plain that
Japan was willing to agree to the
withdrawal of such troops as were no
longer necessary, but did not consider
the time ripe for withdrawing her
forces from the leased zone along the
South Manchurian Railway. Dr. Sze,

on behalf of China, stated that his
delegation would not attempt to an-
swer the Japanese memorandum until

it had had full opportunity to study it.

Subsequently the Chinese delegation
issued to the press a statement of
the Chinese Government's attitude
toward the presence of foreign troops
in China, tracing the causes that led

to their establishment there and giv-
ing detailed reasons why they should
be withdrawn.

Secretary Hughes announced of-
ficially at this session that China and
Japan had agreed to discussions look-

ing to the settlement of the Shantung
controversy and the leased territory
of Kiao-Chau. It was further an-
nounced that Secretary Hughes and
Arthur J. Balfour, head of the British
delegation, had tendered their good
offices to the delegates of the two
countries in dispute, and that they
had been accepted. Here is the of-

ficial communique covering these de-
velopments :

The Committee on Far Eastern and Pa-
cific Affairs met Nov. 30, 1921, in the Pan-
American Building. All the delegates* were
present except Ambassador Shidehara and
Signor Meda. Mr. Hanihara for the Japa-
nese delegation presented the following
statement

:

Japan's Attitude in Regard td the
Foreign Garrisons in China

"The Japanese delegation wishes to ex-
plain, as succinctly as possible, why and
how the Japanese garrisons in various parts
of China have come to be stationed there.

At the outset, however, I desire to disclaim
most emphatically that Japan has ever en-
tertained any aggressive purposes or any
desire to encroach illegitimately upon
Chinese sovereignty in sending or maintain-
ing these garrisons in China.

" 1. Japanese railway guards are ac-

tually maintained along the S:)uth Man-
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churian Railway and the Shantung Rail-

way.
" With regai'd to the Shantung railway

guards, Japan believes that she has on more
than one occasion made her position suffi-

ciently clear. She has declared and now
reaffirms her intention of withdrawing
such guards as soon as China shall have
notified her that a Chinese police force has
been duly organized and is ready to take
over the charge of the railway protection.

" The maintenance of tx-oops along the
South Manchurian Railway stands on a
different footing. This is conceded and
recognized by China under the Treaty of
Peking of 1905. (Additional agreement,
Art. II.) It is a measure of absolute neces-
sity under the existing state of affairs in

Manchuria—a region which has been made
notorious by the activity of mounted ban-
dits. Even in the presence of Japanese
troops those bandits have made repeated at-

tempts to raid the railway zone. In a large
number of cases they have cut telegraph
lines and committed other acts of ravage.

" Their lawless activity on an extended
scale has, however, been efficiently checked
by Japanese railway guards, and general
security has been maintained for civilian

residents in and around the railway zone.

The efficiency of such guards will be made
all the more significant by a comparison of
the conditions prevailing in the railway zone
with those prevailing in the districts re-

mote from the railway. The withdrawal of
railway guards from the zone of the South
Manchurian Railway will no doubt leave
those districts at the mercy of bandits, and
the same conditions of unrest will there pre-
vail as in remote cornel's of Manchuria. In
such a situation it is not possible for China
to forego the right, or rather the duty, of
maintaining railway guards in Manchuria,
whose presence is duly recognized by treaty.
"2. Toward the end of 1911 the first

revolution broke out in China and there was
complete disorder in the Hupeh district,

v/hich fornied the base of the revolutionary
operations. As the lives and property of
foreigners were exposed to danger, Japan,
together with Great Britain, Russia, Ger-
many and other principal powers, dis-

patched troops to Hankow for the protection
of her people. This is how a small number
of troops have come to be stationed at
Hankow, The region has since been the
scene of frequent disturbances. There was
recently a clash between the North and
South at Changsha, pillage by troops at
Ichang and a mutiny of soldiers at Hankow.
Such conditions of unrest have naturally
retarded the withdrawal of Japanese troops
from Hankow.

" It has never been intended that the.se

troops should remain permanently at Han-
kow, and the Japanese Government have
been looking forward to an early oppor-
tunity of effecting complete withdrawal of

the Hankow garrison. They must be as-

sured, however, that China will immediately

take effective measures for the maintenance
of peace and that she will fully assume the
responsibility for the damage that may be
or may have been done to foreigners.

" 3. The stationing of the garrisons of
foreign countries in North China is recog-
nized by the Chinese Government under the
protocol relating to the Boxer revolution in

1900. Provided theie is no objection from
the other countries concerned, Japan will be
ready, acting in unison with them, to with-
draw her garrison as soon as the actual
conditions warrant it.

" 4. The Japanese ti'oops scattei*ed along
the lines of the Chinese Eastern Railway
have been stationed in connection with an
interallied agreement concluded at Vladi-
vostok in 1919. Their duties are to estab-
lish communication between the Japanese
contingents in Siberia and South Man-
churia. It goes without saying, therefore,
that these troops will be withdrawn as soon
as the evacuation of Siberia by the Japa-
nese troops is effected.

" Memorandum—At the present time Ja-
pan maintains in China proper approxi-
mately 4,500 troops, located as follows:

" At Tientsin, two battalions, approxi-
mately 1,200 men.

" At Hankow, one battalion, approxi-
mately 600 men.

" In Shantung: At Tsinan, two com-
panies, approximately 300 men; along the
Tsinan-Tsing-tao railway and at Tsi^ng-tao,
four battalions, approximately 2,400 men.

" Total, 4,500 men.

" Statement regarding the maintenance
OP Japanese police in Manchuria and the
TREATY PORTS OP CHINA:

" In considering the question of Japanese
consular police in China, two points must
be taken into account:

" 1. Such police do not interfere with
Chinese or other foreign nationals. Their
functions are strictly confined to the pro-
tection and control of Japanese subjects.

" 2. The most important duties with
which the Japanese police are charged are:
First, to prevent the commission of crimes
by Japanese, and, second, to find and prose-
cute Japanese criminals when crimes are
committed.

" In view of the geographical proximity
of the two countries, it is natural that cer-
tain disorderly elements in Japan should
move to China and, taking advantage of
the present conditions in that country,
should there undertake unlawful activities.

When these lawless persons are caught in

the act of crime by the Chinese police, it

is not difficult for that police force to deal
with the case. The culprits are handed
over as early as possible to the Japanese
authorities for prosecution and trial. But
when the criminals flee from the scene of
their acts, it is in many cases hard to dis-

cover who committed the crimes and what
were the causes and circumstances that led

up to their commission. This is more dif-
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ficult for the Chinese authorities, as they
have no power to make domiciliary visits

to the homes of foreigners, who enjoy extra-
territorial rights, or to obtain judicial testi-

mony in due form from such foreigners.
" Without the full co-operation of the

Japanese police, therefore, the punishment
of crime is, in a great many cases, an im-
possibility, and those who are responsible for
lawbreaking escape trial and punishme'nt.

" This tendency is especially evident in

Manchuria, in which region hundreds of

thousands of Japanese are resident. In
places where the Japanese police are sta-

tioned there are far fewer criminal cases

[American -<^artoon]
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among Japanese than in places without
Japanese police. Lawless elements con-
stantly move to districts beyond the reach
of Japanese police supervision.

" Apart from the theoretical side of the
question, it will thus be observed that the
stationing of Japanese police in the interior
of China has proved to be of much prac-
tical usefulness in the prevention of crimes
among Japanese residents, without inter-
fering with the daily life of the Chinese
or of other foreign nationals. The Japa-
nese policing provides a protection for the
Chinese communities which at present their
own organization fails to provide.

" The Japanese delegation is in posses-
sion of knowledge and information as to
the actual conditions prevailing in China,
and especially in Manchuria. However, it

is unnecessary to go into details at the
present stage."
Mr. Sze, on behalf of the Chinese delega-

tion, stated that he would reserve the right
to answer in detail the Japanese statements
after he had had an opportunity of study-
ing them.
The committee discussed the matter of

wireless stations in China and decided to
refer it to the Subcommittee on Draft, to re-

port their recommendations as to the ex-
pression of the sense of the full committee
with respect to these stations, with author-
ity to include in their recommendation such
suggestion for the constitution of special
committees of experts in relation to any
phase of the subject as may be deemed ad-
visable.

The Committee on Draft is composed of
the following members of the delegations:
United States of America, Senator Root;
Belgium, Baron Cartier, with M. Cattier
as alternate; British Empire, Sir Auckland
Geddes, Sir John Jordon or Mr. Lampson as
alternates, and Mr. Malkin as drafting ad-
viser; China, Mr. Koo; France, M. Viviani;
Italy, Ambassador Ricci; Japan, Mr. Hani-
hara; Netherlands, Jonkheer Van Karne-
beek; Portugal, Viscount d'Alte.

It was stated to the meeting by the Chair-
man that Mr. Hughes and Mr. Balfour had
offered their good offices to the representa-
tives of China and Japan in the suggestion
that there should be conversations between
these representatives looking to the settle-

ment of the questions relating to Shantung
and the leased territory of Kiao-Chau, that
these good offices were accepted by the
representatives 6i both Governments, and
that the conversations were to proceed ac-

cordingly, the first meeting for that pur-
pose to be held Thursday afternoon.

In order to provide opportunity for the
special committees to continue their work,
the meeting of the full committee was ad-
journed until Friday, Dec. 2.

The Draft Committee, headed by
Mr. Root, met on Dec. 2 and discussed
the withdrawal of foreign troops

xA.
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from China; the subject

was referred to a special

subcommittee, with instruc-

tions to report definite

recommendations to the
committee at a later date.

Leased Territories

Another phase of the
complex Chinese problem
was discussed by the Far
East Committee at its ses-

sion of Dec. 3, namely, the
leased territories still held

and administered by Japan,
Great Britain and France.
Dr. Wellingfton Koo, the
Chinese representative,

opened the debate by sum-
marizing the causes which
had led to the granting of

these leased areas, and,

after showing that the
Shantung lease to Grer-

many was really the causa
causans of the other con-
cessions, declared that the
changed conditions follow-

ing Germany's defeat now argued
in favor of the withdrawal of all the

leases.

Dr. Koo was followed by M. Vivi-

ani, speaking for France; Mr. Hani-
hara, spokesman for Japan, and Mr.
Balfour, representing Great Britain,

all of whom expressed the willingness

of their Governments to withdraw
from certain of the leased areas held

by them. France was willing to with-
draw from Kwang-chouan, in Kwang-
tung Province; Great Britain from
Wei-hai-Wei, in South Manchuria,
and Japan from Shantung. The Brit-

ish delegate, however, made it plain

that Great Britain was unwilling to

withdraw from Kowloon, protecting

Hongkong, and Mr. Hanihara made
it equally clear that Japan was un-
willing to relincuish Port Arthur, her
concession in Manchuria. Even this

partial agreement, however, was con-
sidered both by the Chinese delega-
tion and American Government offi-

cials as of " the greatest importance "

[American Cartoon]
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:

in the concerted movement toward re-

storing China's sovereignty.
The full history of the leased areas,

which Dr. Koo referred to but briefly,

goes back to the forcible occupation
by Germany of Shantung Province in

retaliation for the murder of two
German missionaries in 1906, This
constrained China on March 6, 1898,

to grant Germany on a ninety-nine-

year lease the bay and territory of
Kiao-Chau, the finest harbor on the
coast of China. Besides this conces-
sion, totaling in land area about 195
square miles, the construction of two
lines of railway in Shantung was
sanctioned. A similar agreement, dat-

ed March 27, 1898, leased to Russia
for twenty-five years Port Arthur
and Talienwan (Dalny). Kwang-
chouan, in Kwangtung, was leased toi

France on April 22, 1898, and Wei-j
hai-Wei, an area of 285 square miles,]

to Great Britain on July 1, 1898.1

Kowloon, which had been ceded to]

Great Britain as far back as I860,'

was extended in 1898.
China lost Port Arthur in the Sino-i
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Japanese war of 1904, but Germany,
France and Russia, moving at the
appeal of Russia, who held it on a
twenty-five-year lease, compelled Ja-
pan to return it to China. Shortly
afterward Russia took it over, and
made it a Russian fortress, with Dal-
ny, now called Dairen, as a commer-
cial port. Great Britain then seized
Wei-hai-Wei to compensate herself
strategically for the Russian occupa-
tion of Port Arthur. Japan, as a re-
sult of the Russo-Japanese war, took
over Port Arthur, succeeding to the
Russian leasehold, and later extended
the term of its duration, together
with that of the railway concession.

Because of the threat involved to
Japan, Great Britain has never been
able to fortify Wei-hai-Wei, which

faces Port Arthur, com-
manding with the latter
port the entrance to the
Gulf of Pechihli, which
controls Peking and vast
hinterlands. At the present
time British law is adminis-
tered in the concession, and
the Chinese there owe alle-

giance to Great Britain
rather than to China. It

comprises the Islands of
Liukung, all the islands in
the Bay of Wei-hai-Wei,
and a belt of land ten miles
wide along the entire coast
line. In addition to the
leased territory there is a
sphere of influence extend-
ing over an area of 1,500
square miles of Shantung
Province. The concession
is of little strategic im-
portance to Great Britain,

because of her inability to
fortify it.

The case is different with
Kowloon, the other British
concession. This strip of
territory on the mainland
opposite Hongkong had its

1860 area considerably ex-
tended in 1898, which added
the peninsula south of a line

drawn between Deep Bay
and the Mirs Bay, together

with the Islands of Lantao and
Lammas. The whole concession
now covers an area of 390 square
miles, including the Island of
Hongkong, which embraces twenty-
nine square miles, and has a popula-
tion of 436,000, of whom from 8,000
to 9,000 are Europeans. The total

tonnage entering Hongkong Harbor
in 1918 was 8,543,496 tons, compris-
ing 21,803 vessels. The British ob-
jection to withdrawing from the
Kowloon concession was based on the
view that this territory was necessary
to the protection of Hongkong.
A similar view was expressed by

the Japanese in the case of Port;
Arthur, in Southern Manchuria.' Mr.
Hanihara made it clear that this
region was too closely bound up with
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Japan's national safety to consider
relinquishing " the important rights

she has lawfully acquired and at no
small sacrifice." As to Kwangchouan,
M. Viviani made it clear that France
was willing to withdraw from this

concession as part of a collective

agreement and in common action

with other powers. Kwangchouan, or
Kwang-chow, a mere strip of terri-

tory on the coast of Kwangtung, tak-

ing in the Islands of Tunghai and
Nanchou, is under the administration

of the Governor of French Indo-

China.

Substance of the Speeches.

The text of the official com-
munique issued by the committee
read as follows

:

The Committee on Pacific and Far East-

em Questions met Dec. 3 in the Pan-
American Building. All the delegates were
present except Ambassador Shidehara and
Baron Kato. The committee discussed the

question of leased areas in China.

Mr Koo stated that the existence of the

leased territories in China was due in the

original instance to the aggressions of

Germany, whose forcible occupation of part

of Shantung Province constrained the Chi-

nese Government to gi'ant a lease for

ninety-nine years of the Bay of Kiao-Chau

in the Shantung Province on March 6, 1898.

This was closely followed by a demand on
the part of Russia for the lease of the

Liaotung Peninsula, in which are found the

ports of Port Arthur and Dalny, along
with the demand for the right of building

a railway to be guarded by Russian soldiers

traversing the Manchurian Province from
Port Arthur and Dalny to join the Trans-
siberian Railroad and Vladivostok. This
was later the cause of the Russo-Japanese
War, which resulted in 1905 in the transfer

of those territories to Japan with the

consent of China. Following the lease of

Kiao-Chau Bay to Germany and that of

Port Arthur and Dalny to Russia, France
obtained from China on April 22, 1898,

the lease of Kwangchouan on the coast of
Kwangtung Province for ninety-nine years,

and Great Britain the lease also for ninety-
nine years of an extension of Kowloon and
the adjoining territory and waters close

to Hongkong on June 9, 1898, and the lease
" lor so long a period as Port Arthur
should remain in the occupation of Russia "

of the port of Wei-hai-Wei on the coast
of Shantung on July 1, 1898. Both Great
Britain and France based their claims for
the leases on the ground of the necessity

of preserving the balance of power in the
Fur East.

If he might be permitted to go into the
j

history of the question, he might add that !

while the measures and extent of control
by the lessee powers over the lease tem-
tories vary in different cases the leases
themselves are all limited to a fixed period
of years, expressly or impliedly; they are
not transferable to a third power without
the consent of China. Though the exercise
of administrative rights over the territories
leased is relinquished by China to the
lessee power during the period of the lease,
the sovereignty of China over them is re-
served in all cases. As is stated in the be-
ginning, these leaseholds were granted by
China with the sole purpose of maintaining
the balance of power in the Far East, not
so much between China and the other
powers, but between other powers them-
selves concerning China. These are all

creatures of compact different from ces-
sions both in fact and in law.
Twenty years had elapsed since then and

conditions had entirely altered. With the
elimination of the German menace, in pai-
ticular, an important disturbing factor had
been removed. Russia had equally disap-
peared from the scene, and it could be
hoped with confidence that she would
eventually return, not as the former ag-
gressive power, but as a great democratic
nation. The misrule of the Manchu dynasty,
which had aggravated the situation, had
also disappeared. The very fact that this

conference was being held at Washington
for the purpose of arriving at a mutual
understanding on the part of the powers
indicates an added reason for dispensing
with the necessity of maintaining the bal-
ance of power in the Far East, which was
the principal ground of the original claims
of the different powers. In the absence of
that necessity, the Chinese delegation be-

lieved that the time had come for the inter-

ested powers to relinquish their control over
the territories leased to them.

The existence of such leased territories

had greatly prejudiced China's territorial

and administrative integrity because they
were all situated upon the .strategical points

along the Chinese territoiy. These foreign
leaseholds had besides hampered her work
of national defense by constituting in China
a virtual imperium in imperio, that is, an
empire within the same empire. There was
another reason which the Chinese delegation

desired to point out. The shifting conflict

of interests of the different lessee powei^
had involved China more than once in com-
plications of their own. It would be suf-

ficient to refer here to the Russo-Japanese
war, which was caused by the Russian oo

cupation of Port Arthur and Dalny. Tli

Kiao-Chau leasehold brought upon the Far
East the hostilities of the European war.

Furthermore, some of those territories were
utilized with a view to economic domination
over the vast adjoining regions as points
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d'appui for developing spheres of interest

to the detriment of the principle of equal
opportunity for the commerce and industry
of all nations in China. In the interest r^ot

only of China but of all nations, especially

for the peace of the Far East, the Chinese
delegation asked for the annulment and an
early termination of these leases. But pend-
ing their termination they would be demili-
tarized, that is, their fortifications dis-

mantled and the lessee nations to undertake
that they will not make use of their several
leased areas for militaiy purposes, either
as naval bases or for military operations of
any kind whatsoever.
The Chinese delegates were, however,

fully conscious of the obligations which
would fall upon China after the termination
of the leaseholds. The Chinese Government
would be prepared to respect and safeguard
the legitimately vested interests of the dif-
ferent powers within those territories.

Attitude of France

Mr. Viviani spoke for France as follows:
"After having taken note of the request

made by the Chinese delegation, Dec. 1,

1921, the French delegation states that the
Government of the republic is ready to join
in the collective restitution of territories
leased to various powers in China, it being
understood that, this principle being once
admitted and all private rights being safe-
guarded, the conditions and time limits of
the restitution shall be determined by
agreement between the Chinese Government
and each of the Governments concerned."

Japan's Declaration

Mr. Hanihara stated the position of Japan
as follows:

" The leased territories held by Japan at
present are Kiao-Chau and Kwangtung
Province, namely—Port Arthur and Dairen.
It is characteristic of Japan's leased terri-
tories that she obtained them, not directly
from China, but as successor to other pow-
ers at considerable sacrifice in men and
treasure. She succeeded Russia in the
leasehold of Kwangtung Province with the
express consent of China, and she succeeded
Gei-many in the leasehold of Kiao-Chau un-
der the Treaty of Versailles.

" As to Kiao-Chau, the Japanese Govern-
ment has already declared on several occa-
sions that it would restore that leased ter-
ritory to China. We are prepared to come
to an agreement with China on this basis.
In fact, there are now going on conversa-
tions between representatives of Japan and
China regarding this question, initiated
through the good offices of Mr. Hughes and
Mr. Balfour, the result of which it is hoped
will be a happy solution of the problem.
Therefore, the question of the leased terri-
tory of Kiao-Chau is one which properly
calls for separate treatment.
"The only leased territory, therefore,

which remains to be discussed at the con-

ference, so far as Japan is concerned, is

Kwangtung Province, namely, Port Arthur
and Dairen. As to that territory, the Jap-
anese delegates desire to make it clear that
Japan has no intention at present to relin-
quish the important rights she has lawfully
acquired and at no small sacrifice. The ter-
ritory in question forms a part of Man-
churia—a region where, by reason of its

close propinquity to Japan's territory more
than anything else, she has vital interests
in that which relates to her economic life

and national safety.

" This fact was recognized and assurance
was given by the American, British and
French Governments at the time of the
formation of the international consortium
that these vital interests of Japan in the
region in question shall be safeguarded.

" In the leased territory of Kwangtung
Province there reside no less than 65,000
Japanese, and the commercial and industrial
interests they have established there are of
such importance and magnitude to Japan
that they are regarded as an essential part
of her economic life.

" It is believed that this attitude of the
Japanese delegation toward the leased ter-
ritory of Kwangtung is not against the
principle of the resolution of Sept. 21."

Analysis of British Attitude

Mr. Balfour pointed out that leased ter-
ritories, though nominally all described
under the same title, were held under very
different and varying circumstances. The
Japanese delegation had already indicated
that Shantung and Manchuria, respectively,
were held on entirely different bases and
must be considered from different points of
view. Great Britain had two different kinds
of leases, and these, as he thought the
Chinese delegation itself would admit, must
be held to stand on a different footing one
from the other. Mr. Balfour referred first
to the leased territory of the Kowloon ex-
tension. Why, he asked, was it considered
necessary that the leased territory of Kow-
lodn should come under the same adminis-
tration as Hongkong? The reason was that
without the leased territory, Hongkong was
perfectly indefensible and would be at the
mercy of any enemy possessing modem
artilleiy. He hoped that he would carry the
conference with him when he asserted that
the safeguarding of the position of Hong-
kong was not merely a British interest but
one in which the whole world was con-
cerned. He was informed that Hongkong
was easily first among the ports of the
world, exceeding in this respect Hamburg
before the war, Antwerp and New York.
Mr. Balfour then read the following extract
from the United States Government Com-
mercial Handbook of China:

" The position of the British colony of
Hongkong in the world's trade is unique
and without parallel. It is a free port except
for a duty on wine and spirits; it has rela-
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tively few important industries; it is one of
the greatest shipping centres in the world;
it is the distributing point for all the enor-
mous trade of South China, and about 30
per cent, of the entire foreign commerce of

China. The conditions of Hongkong in its

relations to commerce are in every way ex-
cellent, and the Government centres all its

efforts on fostering trade, while the future
is being anticipated by increased dock facili-

ties, the dredging of the fairways and other
improvements. The merchants, both native
and foreign, give special attention to

the assembling and transshipping of mer-
chandise to and from all the poi-ts of the
world, and with the world-wide steamship
connections at Hongkong the necessity of
retransshipment at other ports is reduced to

a minimum. Hongkong is the financial

centre of the East."

Mr. Balfour said he could not add any-

thing to this perfectly impartial testimony

to the conditions of absolute equality of

nations under which the affairs of Hong-
kong are administered and the motives on
which they are conducted. The lease of the

Kowloon extension had been obtained for no
other reason except to give security to the

Port of Hongkong, and it would be a great

misfortune if anything should occur which
was calculated to shake the confidence of

the nations using this great open port in its

security. He hoped he need say no more to

explain that the Kowloon extension was in

a different category and must be dealt with

in a different spirit from those leased ter-

ritories which had been acquired for totally

different motives-

Mr. Balfour then passed to the question

of Wei-hai-wei. The acquisition by Great
Britain of this lease had been part of the

general movement for obtaining leased

territories in 1898, in which Russia, Ger-

many and France, as well as Great Britain,

had been concerned. The motive which had
animated the Germans in acquiring Kiao-

Chau had been largely to secure economic
domination. The motive of the British

Government, on the other hand, in acquir-

ing the lease of Wei-hai-wei had been con-

necter', with resistance to the economic
domination of China by other powers; in

fact, it had been based on a desire for the

maintenance of the balance of power in the

Far East, with a view to the maintenance
of the policy of the open door, and had
been intended as a check to the predatory
action of Germany and Russia. Mr. Bal-

four laid emphasis on the fact that the con-

vention of July 1, 1898, confirming the

lease, gave no economic rights or advan-
tages to Great Britain. There had been
no question of its being a privileged port

of entry for British commerce, nor for the

Cotablishment of British commercial rights

to the exclusion or diminution of the

riehts of any other power. In fact, on
Anril 20. 1898, Great Britain had announced
that " England will not construct any

[American Cartoon]
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railroad communication from Wei-hai-w€
and the district leased therewith into tli

interior of the province of Shantung."
regards the attitude of the British Go^
emment to the request of the Chines
delegation for an abrogation of thea
leases, Mr. Balfour stated that he had vei
little to add to, and he did not wish
qualify, the conditions contained in
statement just made by M. Viviani, whic
represented very much the spirit in whic
tht British Government approached tl

question. The British Govei-nment woi
be perfectly ready to return Wei-hai-wei
China as part of a general arrangemei
intendetl to confinn the sovereignty c

China and to give effect to the princip^
of the open door. This surrender, ho\
ever, could only be undertaken as part
some such general arrangement, and
spoke with his Government behind hii
when he said that on these conditions
was prepared to give up the rights whic
had been acquired. The British Govei
ment's policy was to make use of the sui
render of Wei-hai-wei to assist in securii^
a settlement of the question of Shantunj
If agrreement could be reached on this que _
tion, the British Government would noF
hesitate to do their best to promote a gen-
eral settlement by restoring Wei-hai-wei to

the Central Government of China.
After he had heard the sentiments ex-

pressed by M. Viviani, Mr. Balfour and
Mr. Hanihara, Mr. Koo expressed on behalf
of the Chinese delegation his sincere thank.';

to them for the .spirit which had guided
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them, and he hoped that this question
would be discussed at another opportunity.

China Firm on Leaseholds

At the session of the committee
held on Dec. 7 two resolutions affect-

ing^ the sovereignty of China were
unanimously adopted : one giving over
to Chinese administration all unau-
thorized radio stations, and the other
pledging the powers to respect
China's rights as a neutral in case of
" future wars to which she is not a
party." The most important feature
of the session, however, was the
memorandum presented by Dr. Wel-
lington Koo on foreign leaseholds. At
the session of Dec. 3 the powers had
offered to relinquish their leaseholds,
with certain exceptions ; Dr. Koo, re-
plying specifically to these exceptions,
was especially emphatic regarding
South Manchuria. Japan's posses-
sion of Port Arthur and the Kwang-
tung territory, he pointed out, rested
upon the Russo-Japanese war and the
original lease, which will expive in

1925. The continuation of that lease
for ninety-nine years, he said, was ob-

tained by Japan in 1915 as part of the
famous twenty-one demands, and its

legality, like that of all the other de-
mands, " remains one of the gravest
outstanding questions between China
and Japan."
The official communique of the ses-

sion was in pai-t as follows

:

The Committee on Pacific and Far East-
ern Questions met at 11 o'clock this morn-
ing, Dec. 7, in the Pan American Building.
All the delegates were present except Am-
bassador Shidehara and Senator Under-
wood. The following report of the sub-
committee on draft in regard to radio sta-
tions in China was submitted:

" The subcommittee on draft begs to re-
port the following resolution regarding
radio stations in China:

" ' The representatives of the powers here-
inafter named participating in the discus-
sion of Pacific and Far Eastern questions
in the Conference for Limitation of Arma-
ment, to wit: The United States of Amer-
ica, Belgium, the British Empire, China,
France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and
Portugal, have resolved:

"
' 1. That all radio stations in China,

whether maintained under the provisions of
the international protocol of Sept. 7, 1901,
or in fact maintained in the grounds of any
of the foreign legations in China, shall be
linaited in their use to sending and receiv-

ing Government messages iuid shall not re-

ceive or send personal or unofficial mes-
sages, including press matter, provided,
however, that in case all other telegraphic
communication is interrupted, then upon of-

ficial notification, accompanied by proof of

such interruption to the Chinese Ministry
of Communications, such stations may af-

ford temporary facilities for commercial,
pei"sonal or unofficial messages, including
press matter, until the Chinese Government
has given notice of the termination of the
interniption.

"
' 2. All radio stations operated within

the territory of China by a foreign Gov-
ernment or the citizens or subjects thereof

under treaties or concessions of the Gov-
ernmefnt of China shall limit the messages
sent and received by the tei-ms of the

treaties or concessions under which the re-

spective stations ai*e maintained.
"

' 3. In case there be any radio station

maintained in the territory of China by a
foreign Government or citizen or subjects

thereof without the authority of the Chin-
ese Government, such station and all the

plant apparatus and material thereof shall

be transferred to and taJcen over by the

Government of China to be operated under
the direction of the Chinese Ministry of

Communications upon fair and full com-
pensation to the owners for the value of

the installation, as soon as the Chinese Min-
istry of Communications is prepared to
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operate the same effectively for the general
public benefit.

"
' 4. If any questions shall arise as to

the radio .stations in leased territories, in

the South Manchuria Railway zone or in

the French concession at Shanghai, they
shall be regarded as matters for discussion
between the Chinese Government and the
Government concerned.

" ' 5. The owners or managers of all radio
stations maintained in the territoiy of
China by foreign powers or citizens or sub-
jects thereof shall confer with the Chinese
Ministry of Communications for the purpose
of seeking a common arrangement to avoid
interference in the use of wave lengths bv
wireless stations in China, subject to such
general arrangements as may be made by
an international conference convened for
the revision of the rules established by the
International Radio Telegraph Convention
signed at London, July 5, 1912.'

"

Dr. Koo's Statement

The committee further discussed the
question of leased territories in China. Dr.
Koo made the following statement:

" At the meeting of the Committee on
Pacific and Far Eastern questions on Dec.
3, Mr. Hanihara read a statement outlining
the position of Japan with i*eference to the
leased territory of Kiao-Chau and Kwang-
tung Peninsula, namely, Port Arthur and
Dalny. The Chinese delegation desire to
offer a few observations on the statement
in the hope that the position of China on
this question may be equally well under-
stood. The declaration that Japan suc-
ceeded Germany in the leasehold of Kiao-
Chau under the Treaty of Versailles is ob-
viously one-sided, and China, not being a
party to that treaty, cannot be expected to
subscribe to it.

" It is, however, gratifying to note the
statement that Japan obtained her leased
territories in China not directly from her
but from other powers at considerable
sacrifice in men and treasure, because this

assurance appears to confirm the views of
the Chinese delegation that the mainte-
nance of foreign leased territories in China
jeopardizes the peace in the Far East. It

will be recalled that Russia's possession of
Port Arthur and Dalny and Germany's pos-
session of. Kiao-Chau eventually brought
two wars on Chinese territory and resulted

in the installation of Japan herself in these
leased areas.

" As to the leased territory of ITwangtung
Province, namely. Port Arthur and Dalny,
its original term will expire in 1925, and
while an extension to ninety-nine years was
obtained by Japan in 1915, it was obtained
in such circumstances that the dispute about
its validity remains one of the gravest
outstanding questions between China and
Japan.

" Both Port Arthur and Dalny are sit-

uated in Manchuria, which is an important
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part of Chinese territory. Not only does
the national safety of China rely upon the
safeguarding of Manchuria as an integral
portion of the Chinese Republic because
these three eastern provinces, as the Chi-
nese call Manchuria, have been the historic

road of invasion into China throughout the
past centuries, but also the security of the
economic life of the Chinese people depends
in a very vital measure upon the conserva-
tion and development with the surplus capi-

tal of the world of the natural and agri-

cultural resources in Manchuria, a region
where today an abundance of raw mateiial
and food supplies is already accessible to

all nations, on fair terms and through the
normal operation of economic law of sup-

ply and demand. Moreover, Manchuria i

an important outlet for the surplus popula
tion from the congested provinces in other

parts of China.
" In view of the foregoing fact, it is clear

that China has such truly vital interests in

Manchuria that the interests of any foreign
power therein, however important they may
be in themselves, cannot compare with them.
The fact of close propinquity of Manchuria
to Korea, if it justifies any claim to con-

sideration, can be equitably appealed to

only on the condition of reciprocity.

" As to the statement that assurance was
given by the American, British and French
Governments at the time of the formation
of the international consortium that the

vital interests of Japan in Manchuria shall

be safeguarded, the Chinese delegation do
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not feel in a position, since China was not
consulted at the time, lo express an opinion
as to the question of its accuracy. Should
such assurance have been given, they could
not, however, conceal their feeling that it

cannot be reconciled with the principle
which was adopted by the conference on
Nov. 21, of respect for the sovereignty, the
independence and the territorial and admin-
istrative integrity of China.

"As to the leased territory of Kowloon,
leased to Great Britain, much is to be said
for the importance of Hongkong to the
trade of nations and for the way in which
its facilities are made accessible to the
traders of the world, and while there may
be a necessity to provide for the protec-
tion of the Hongkong harbor in the inter-
ests of such trade, the retention of Kow-
loon may not necessarily be, in the view of
the Chinese delegation, the sole solution of
this problem.

"' In making the foregoing statement,
however, the Chinese delegation have de-
sired only to make their position clear, and
unless the committee wish to continue dis-
cussion at this meeting the Chinese dele-
gation desire to reserve for the future fur-
ther observations on the question of the

[

leased territories." * * *

The proposal of the Chinese delegation
' that " China's rights as a neutral are to be
;

fully respected in future wars to which she
'• is not a party " was unanimously adopted
after a statement made by Dr. Wang as
follows

:

" The proposition advanced by the Chi-
nese delegation is an obvious one; it is in

substance a corollary of the first of the
four resolutions adopted by this committee
on Nov. 21. This subject would not be pre-
sented for discussion except for the fact
that in the past China's rights in this re-

spect have been grievously disregarded. I

need only refer you to the Russo-Japanese
War which, so far as land operations are
concerned, was fought wholly upon Chinese
soil. Again, at the time of the military ex-
pedition against Tsing-tao in the late war,
belligerent troops landed at a point 150
miles from the leased territory of Kiao-
Chau.

" It is clear that should similar incidents
occur, there would be furnished just cause
of complaint by the non-offending belliger-
ent power not only against the offending
belligerent power but also against China
herself. Furthermore, they would tend to
weaken throughout the world the respect
due, in time of war, to neutral powers. With
these preliminary remarks, I leave this

question to the pleasure of this committee."

Open Diplomacy Pledged

China's fight for " open diploma-
cy " was virtually won at the session
of Dec. 8, when, after a long debate,

a resolution was passed pledging the
nine powers not to enter into any
agreement or understanding which
would impair the force of the four
principles on China formulated by
Elihu Root. The resolution was of-

fered by Sir Auckland Geddes, British
Ambassador to the United States, and
was adopted in a slightly modified
form.

The discussion of which the resolu-

tion was the culmination followed
Dr. Wellington Koo's argument in

favor of the third point on the full

list of China's proposals, viz., the
principle that the powers should enter
into no agreements without consult-

ing the Chinese Government. Dr.

Koo insisted on China's right to be
consulted in every such instance. Mr.
Balfour, head of the British delega-

tion, took exception to Dr. Koo's de-

mand as far too sweeping, and de-

clared that the Root resolution would
cover it. Secretary Hughes pointed

out that there might be treaties af-

fecting China, but not adverse to her

;

he declared that the powers could
guarantee that there would be no
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more secret engagements, and sug-
gested a reaffirmation of the Root
resolution in connection with treaties.

Mr. Hanihara, the Japanese delegate,
agreed with Mr. Balfour that the pro-
posal of Dr. Koo would put a serious
limitation on the sovereignty of the
powers, and believed that any unjust
or oppressive treaty, from China's
point of view, would fall of its own
accord under the growing influence
of public opinion and international
law.

To surmount the difficulty Sir
Auckland Geddes proposed the resolu-
tion which, with slight modification,
was finally adopted. China herself

was included in the resolution, in ac-

cordance with an amendment offered
by the Japanese. Speeches made by
Mr. Hanihara for Japan,by M.Viviani
for France, by Signor Schanzer for
Italy, by Sir Robert Borden for
Canada, showed a general feeling that
Dr. Koo's resolution was too broad
in its scope, and unnecessary, and the
final resolution followed the sugges-
tion of Secretary Hughes to reaffirm
the intention of the powers to main-
tain the principle of the Root resolu-

tion in regard to treaties.

Official Summary

The communique issued by the com-
mittee read in part as follows:

The Committee on Pacific and Far East-
ern Questions met Dec. 8, 1921, at the Pan
American Building.

Discussin.PT the third Chinese proposal,
Mr. Koo said that the essential principle

laid down in Point 3 of the Chinese pro-
posals, which reads as follows, " With
a view to strengthening mutual confidence
and maintaining peace in the Pacific and
the Far FJast, the powers agree not to con-
clude between themselves any treaty or
agreement directly affecting China or the
general peace in these regions without pre-
viously notifying China and giving to her
an opportunity to participate," is that the

Chinese Government should have previous
notification of the negotiation of any treaty
or agreement which will affect Chinese in-

terests.

Agreements have in the past frequently
been made, relating to the Far East, or to

China particularly, without participation on
the part of China or previous notice to the
Chinese Government. Tn agreements of this

kind the nations concerned were presumably

disposing of rights and interests belonging
to them, or they were giving mutual prom-
ises with regard to action which they would
take or from which they would abstain.
Taking any one of those agreements by it-
self, it might be argued that its subject
matter was composed entirely of rights, in-
terests and actions of the parties to the
agreement.

This kind of agreement falls roughly into
two divisions, one being in the nature of
mutual engagements to abstain from cer-
tain action in special parts of China, the
other being engagements for mutual as/^ist-
ance m support of the general interests of
all foreign powers in China, or of the spe-
cial interests claimed by the parties to the
agreements.
As to the.^e treaties and agreementt^, Mr.

Koo said he felt that they were all so well
known to the members of the committee
that the complete enumeration or specific
illustrations would be unnecessary.
The first kind of agreement usually was

in the nature of an engagement on the part
of one contracting party not to seek any
railway concessions in one part of China in
return for a similar promise on the part
of the other contracting parties not to seek
railway concessions in another part of
China.
At first sight it might seem as if a

nation were within its rights in promising
to another to forego certain opportunities
within a specific region. But any deeper
examination of this matter will immediately
show that there are a great many objec-
tions to such a method of arranging the
action of one nation upon the territory of
another. In the first place, it involves an
incipient national monopoly or preference
within the region affected, because the na-
tion which has secured a promise of absten-
tion from one power will then proceed with
efforts to secure it from others. By the
making of only one agreement, two nations
are already backing a system of artificial
limitation of economic activities.

The rights of China are involved both
because she must wish that all the parts of
her territory .^hall be open on equal terms,
or on such ternis as she herself shall de- r

termine, to foreign capitalists, merchants *

and residents. As soon as such treaties as
the above are made, \vithout consultatioi
with China, her territory is divided into di

tinct spheres for foreign enterprise. To thi-

she can by no means be indifferent.
The tfther group of treaties deals with the

safeguarding and defending of territorial
rights or special interests in the Far East,
including or specially mentioning China.

These all have one or more of the fol

lowing three features:
(1) A declaration that the contractin.

parties have a special interest in havin;

a pacific state of things guaranteed in th

regions of China adjacent to the territoric

where the contracting powers have rights

of Si- .ereignty, protection or occupation, and
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engage to support each other for assuring
the peace and security in these regions; or

(2) A declaration to support the inde-
pendence and integrity of China and the
maintenance of the open door for foreign
commerce and to aid each other for the
defense of the contracting parties' special
interests in said regions; or

(3) The recognition by one contracting
power to the effect that, since propinquity
creates special relations, the other contract-
ing power has special interests in China.

It was clear that any one of the fore-

going three features must be of vital in-

terest to China. The assurance of peace
and order in any part of Chinese territory
was a matter of great concern to China
herself. The maintenance of the independ-
ence and territorial integrity of China
touched the supreme rights of China. As
to the recognition of propinquity as creat-
ing special interests in China, it was equal-
ly obvious that such recognition could not
be valid, becau.'^e special interests on Chi-
nese territory could not be created without
the consent of China, and China has always
contested the soundness of the doctrine of
propinquity.

The effect of all such treaties and agree-
ments has been to maintain iri'TIhina con-

ditions which intimately affected the rights,
prospects and liberty of action of China
herself.

It appeared, therefore, that the Chinese
Government has an equitable right to be
consulted in all agreements which deal with
or pretend to deal with the general situa-
tion in the Far East, including China. Even
if such treaties should be animated by an
entirely friendly spirit toward China, yet
their bearing is such that they may involve
consequences which would impose limita-
tions on Chinese freedom of action, and
even they should therefore not be made
without consultation with China'

It may, of course, be said that China,
not being a party to such treaties, need in

no way recognize them nor consider herself

bound by any of their provisions. That is

legally true, but the political effect pro-

duced by a group of such treaties, just as
in the case of spheres of influence, tends so
to modify the political and economic situa-
tion in China that no efforts on the part of
her Government can succeed in presei-ving
liberty of action. We must look at the total

results of a group of such cases, if the
practice should be recognized that China
need not be consulted. In that case it is

plain that vital interests of China would be
affected and the nature of activities and in-

terests within China detennined entirely by
the action of outside powers. The Chinese
Goverament would then find itself obliged
to move along grooves laid down by others
without having once had an opportunity of
insisting upon her own life needs as seen
by herself.

We must, therefore, conclude that though
an individual agreement may on the face

of it concern only the action of outside
powers, if that action relates to China, the
Chinese Government cannot remain indif-

ferent to it, because of the effect which con-
tinued action in making agreements of this

kind would have upon the liberty of move-
ment and development of the Chinese Gov-
ernment and nation itself.

Mr. Balfour's Objections

Mr. Balfour said that * * * with the
broad aspirations expressed by Mr. Koo
all must be in sympathy. The whole tenor
of the discussion on China's affairs proved
the desire to i-emove as far as possible the
abnormal conditions existing in China into

that normal course of policy which regu-
lates the relations between civilized States.

He was not sure, however, that Mr. Koo's
method was the best means of achieving
this. One of thet most important passages
in Mr. Koo's speech had referred to spheres
of influence. So far as Great Britain was
concerned, spheres of influence were a
thing of the past. * * * How did
spheres of influence come into existence?
Because at a certain period of Russian
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and German aggression in China, other
powers, in order to prevent China from be-

ing cut up before their eyes, had to do for
each other what China could not do for
herself. In China's interest, as well as
their own, they had to guard against their
exclusion from legitimate opportunities of
enterprise. This was due not so much to
their own pqlicy as to China's want of
policy; not in consequence of their own
strength, but of China's weakness.

Mr. Balfour thought it was the hope of

all those present to place China in a posi-

tion to defend her interests, to protect her
neutrality^ and no longer to be the prey of

acquisitive powers. He did not think that
this end was likely to be obtained by adopt-
ing the broad principle proposed by the
Chinese delegation, but rather by dealing
with the difficulties that beset China one
by one, as the committee was actually do-
ing. * * * He could not see that the
position was helped by this principle, which
went a good deal beyond any existing prin-
ciple of international law. He could not
believe that the powers would accept it,

more especially as China was not in pos-
session of material forces to enable her to
carry out any policy outside her own
frontiers. * * * Translated into inter-

national language, this (Dr. Koo's pro-
posal) would prevent France and Belgium
from entering into a defensive treaty of
any kind without consulting Germany. All
agreed that treaties had been entered into

not only in regard to China, but also in re-

gard to other nations, which reflected no
credit on those who had concluded them.
For this evil the great remedy was pub-
licity. Most of the nations represented at
this conference were members of the
League of Nations, and were bound to reg-
ister their treaties with the League. The
United States was not a member of the
League of Nations, but its Constitution
necessitated wide publicity in regard to
treaties. That was the real protection for
China. The whole world would become the
judge of future treaties. * * » j^j.

Balfour then quoted the first of the resolu-

tions drafted by Mr. Root and adopted by
the committee on Nov. 21, 1921: "To re-

spect the sovereignty, the independence and
the territorial and administrative integrity
of China." This resolution, if sincerely
carried out, vvould do all that the too wide
proposal made by Mr. Koo could effect,

without raising the difficulties inseparable
from his scheme.

The Chairman, Mr. Hughes, desired to
offer a few suggestions in order to find a
point upon H'hich the committee might
agree. * * * It had been agreed, he
said, to respect the integrity and sov-

ereignty of China, and this naturally im-
plied agreement by China to respect the in-

tegrity of other powers. Each power, should
be free to make the agreements necessary
for the preservation of its proper inter-

ests; any general proposition going so far

as to derogate or limit the right to make
agreements relative to fundamental legiti-
mate interests would be one not easily de-
fended. * * * There might be treaties
affecting China not adverse to China, but it

could be said that there would be no secret
agreements. More than that could be done,
however; there could be recorded an expres-
sion of a desire to be helpful to China in
the presentation of the legitimate field of
her administrative autonomy, and a reas-
sertion, in connection with Paragraph 1 of
the Root resolution, of the determination to
do nothing in derogation of the sovereignty,
independence and territorial and adminis-
trative integrity of China. * * * If

there were embodied in the resolution relat-

ing to treaties the principles underlying the
Chinese proposal, and an expression of the
intention to do nothing in derogation of
those principles, and to make no treaties

or engagements in derogation of the sov-
ereignty and administrative integrity of
China, all that China desired would be at-

tained.

The subsequent discussion followed
the lines thus indicated. The resolu-

tion, as finally passed, was as fol-

lows:
That the powers attending this confer-

ence, hereinafter mentioned, to wit, the
United States of America, Belgium, the
British Empire, China, France, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands and Portugal, declare that
it is their intention not to enter into any
treaty, agreement, arrangement or under-
standing, either with one another or individ-

ually or collectively with any power or pow-
ers, which would infringe or impair the
principles which have been declared by the
resolution adopted Nov. 21 by this commit-
tee [i. e., the Root resolution].

The Four-Power Treaty

The fourth plenary session of the

conference, held on Dec. 10, was one
of the most important since the con-

ference opened. The conclusion of a
new four-power treaty between the

ITnited States, Great Britain, France
and Japan was announced by Senator
Lodge, who read the text of the treaty

and delivered an address on its im
port. The agreement pledged the four
powers to respect each other's insular

possessions, to Accept mediation in

case disputes arose over those posses-

sions, and to take concerted action if

their rights in these island areas were
threatened by any outside power. The
compact was to run for ten years, and
on its ratification the Anglo-Japanese

i
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Alliance was to be automatically ter-

minated. Senator Lodge stated that
the treaty was subject to the signing
of a separate compact between the
United States and Japan concerning
the Pacific mandate islands, especial-

ly Yap, and emphasized the fact that
the treaty concluded did not affect

questions within the domestic juris-

diction of any of the four signatory
powers. A reservation note accom-
panying the treaty embodied these
special provisions. Following Senator
Lodge's speech of presentation, each
of the heads of the respective delega-
tions rose in turn to confirm formally
their approval of the new compact,
the importance of which was stressed

by all. Dr. Sze, the Chinese delegate,

expressed China's hearty approval of

the agreement, and voiced his hope
that a final nine-power agreement,
including China, would crown the
conference's work in bringing about a
final adjustment of conditions in the
Far East " on the basis of justice."

Secretary Hughes, as Chairman of

the conference, opened the session.

His whole address was devoted to a

recapitulation of the progress of the

conference, working through the

Committee on the Far East, toward
agreements tending to secure the ter-

ritorial integrity and sovereignty of

China. As he finished his review of

each of the .decisions reached by the
Committee of the Whole (all of which
have been given in detail in these
pages) , he called upon the delegations
for a formal confirmatory vote, and
the Chairman of each of the nine
powers represented on the full com-
mittee rose in turn and signified his

delegation's assent.

Secretary Hughes then called upon
Senator Lodge to address the con-
ference, stating that the Senator had
an announcement to make.

Text of the Treaty

Prolonged applause greeted Sena-
tor Lodge as he rose and announced
the conclusion of a treaty between the
four great powers in regard to their

Pacific island possessions. He "pro-

ceeded to read the text of the new
treaty, which, as officially given out
three days later, when it was signed,
is as follows

:

The United States of America, the Brit-
ish Empire, France and Japan, with a vieto

to the preservation of the general peace and
the maintenance of their rights in relation
to their insular possessions and insular
iominions in the region of the Pacific Ocean,
have determined to conclude a treaty to this

effect and have appointed as their pleni-
potentiaries [here follows list of dele-
gates] , who, having communicated their full
powers, found in good and due form, have
agreed as follows:

Artirl^ 1—The high contracting parties
agree as betvjeen themselves to respect their
rights in relation to their insular posses-
sions and insular dominions in the region of
the Pacific Ocean.

If there should develop between any of
the high contracting parties a controversy
arising out of any Pacific question and in-
volving their said rights which is not satis-

factorily settled by diplomacy and is likely
to affect the harmonious accord now
happily subsisting between them, they shall
invite the other high contracting parties to

a joint conference to which the whole sub-
ject will be referred for consideration and
adjustment.

Arttrl^ 2—7/ the said rights are threatened
by the aggressive action of any other
power, the high contracting parties shall
communicate with one another fully and
frankly in order to arrive at an understand-
ing as to the most efficient measures to be
taken, jointly or separately, to meet the
exigencies of the particular situation.

Arttrl^ 3

—

This treaty shall remain in
force for ten years from the time it shall
take effect, and after the expiration of said
period it shall continue to be in force, sub-
ject to the right of any of the high contract-
ing parties to terminate it upon twelve
months' notice.

Artirl^ 4

—

This treaty shall be ratified as
soon as possible in accordance with the con-
stitutional methods of the high contracting
parties, and shall take effect on the deposit
of ratifications, tvhich shall take place at
Washington, and thereupon the agreement
betiveen Great Britain and Japan tvhich
was concluded at London on July 13, 1911,
shall terminate.

The Government of the United States will
transmit to all the signatory powers a
certified copy of the proces-verbal of the
deposit of ratifications.

The present treaty, in French and in
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English, shall be deposited in the archives

of the Government of the United States, and
duly certified cojries thereof will be trans-

mitted by that Government to each of the

signatory powers.
In faith whereof the above-named pleni-

potentiaries have signed the present treaty.

Done at the City of Washington, the

thirteenth day of December, one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-one.

The Reservations

Following is the text of the reserva-

tion note, prepared by the American
delegates and accepted by the other

powers

:

In signing the treaty this day between

the United States of America, the British

Empire, France and Japan, it is declared to

be the understanding and intent of the

signatory powers:
1. That the treaty shall apply to the man-

dated islands in the Pacific Ocean, provided,

however, that the making of the treaty shall

not be deemed to be an assent on the part

of the United States of America to the man-
dates and shall not preclude agreements be-

tween the United States of America and the

mandatory powers, respectively, in relation

to the mandated islands.

2. That the controversies to which the

second paragraph of Article 1 refers shall

not be taken to embrace questions which ac-

cording to principles of international law
lie exclusively within the domestic jurisdic-

tion of the respective powers.
\Vashington, D. C, Dec. 13. 1921.

Senator Lodge's Speech

But to return to the conference pro-

ceedings of Dec. 10 : After reading the
treaty, Senator Lodge spoke in part
as follows:

The signing of this treaty on the part of
the United States is subject to the making
of a convention with Japan concerning the
status of the Island of Yap, and what are
termed the mandated islands in the Pacific

Ocean north of the equator, the negotia-
tions in regard to which are almos;t con-
cluded; and also to the reservations with
respect to what are termed the mandated
islands in the Pacific Ocean south of the
equator.

It should also be observed that the con-
troversies to which the proposed treaty re-

fers do not embrace questions which, ac-

cording to • principles of international law,

lie exclusively within the domestic jurisdic-

tion of the respective powers. * * *

Each signer is bound to respect the rights

of the others, and before taking action m
any controversy to .consult with them.
There is no provision for the use of force
to carry out any of the terms of the agree-
ment, and no military or naval sanction

luiics anywhere in the background or under
cover of these plain and direct clauses.
The surest way to prevent war is to re-

move the causes of war. This is an at-
tempt to remove causes of war over a great
area of the globe's surface by reliance upon
the good faith and honest intentions of the
nations which sign the treaty, solving all

differences through the processes of diplo-
macy and joint considei*ation and concilia-

tion. No doubt we shall hear it said that
the region to which this agi-eement applies
is one most likely to give birth to serious
disputes and that therefore an agreement
of this character is of little consequence.
Histoiy unhappily has shown that there is

no comer of the earth so i*emote or so
valueless that it is not capable of giving
cause for controversy or oven for war be-
tween the tribes and the nations of man-
kind. But the islands of the Pacific, al-

though remote from the dwelling places of
the mass of humanity, are far from value-
less. The islands of the SouthwesteiTi Pa-
cific extend over a vast space in that great
ocean. They reach from the Marquesas on
the east to the Philippines on the west;
from the Aleutian Islands on the north
nearly to the Antarctic Circle on the south.
They are far more numerous than is gen-
ei'ally realized. I do not know what the
total number is, but I am informed as to the
Philippines, and it appears that this gi*oup
alone contains over 3,100 islands, of which
1,600 have names. We have probably heard
of the remark of Robert Louis Stevenson,
who, on leaving one of the Pacific islands,

was asked how he was going to Samoa.
He replied that he should just go out and
turn to the left. These islands a^'e, com-
paratively speaking, so dense that we might
describe them in the words of Browning as
the " sprinkled isles, lily on lily, that o'er-

lace the sea." And yet the region through
which they are scattered is so vast that the
isles of Greece and the Aegean Sea, so
famous in history and in poetry, could easily

be lost thei'ein and continue unnoticed ex-
cept by wandering seamen or stray adven-
turers. They range from Australia, con-
tinental in magnitude, to atolls, where there
are no dwellers but the builders of the coral

reefs or lonely rocks marking the peaks of
mountains which rise up fi-om the ocean's
floor through miles of water before
they touch the air. To the Westei-n and
Eastern world alike most of the islands on
the Southwestern Pacific are little known,
and there still lingers about them the charm
so compelling and so fascinating which an
undiscovered country has for the sons of

men who are weary of main traveled roads
and the ti-am.pled highways of trade and
commerce which cover the surface of the

patient earth.
Upon these islands still shines the drama

of romance in the stories of Melville and
the writings of Robert Louis Stevenson, to

whom the South Seas gave both a grave
and a monument imperishable as his own
fame. But the Pacific islands aro much
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more than this. They posst-ss ceitain qual-
ities other than natural beauty and ro-
matic charm which to many minds are
more enticing. The lai-ger ones are rich in
many ways, fertile in the gifts of soil and
climate, and in other forms of riches de-
sired by men, which extend from the untold
mineral resources of Australia to the pearls
which are brought from the depths of the
ocean. There are among them all great
areas of forest and of plain "fit for the f^up-

port and prosperity of civilized man. In a
word, they have a very great material
value, largely undeveloped, and where this
condition exists the desires of men will
enter, and conflicting human desires have
throughout recorded history been breeders
of war. Thus far the wastes of the Pa-
cific Ocean with all the crowding islands,
except on the edges of the continents, have
not been the scene of great wars; and yet
not many years have passed since three
great nations sent their warships to Samoa
because there was a dispute in regard to
those distant islands. Therefore an agree-
ment among the nations controlling these
islands has a very serious importance to the
peace of the world.

We make the experiment here in this
treaty of trying to assure peace in that im-
mense region by trusting the preservation
of its tranquillity to the good faith of the
nations responsible for it. The world has
just passed through a war the very memory
of which makes us shudder. We all believe
deep in our hearts that this hideous de-
struction of life, this suffering and luin
which still beset us, must not be permitted
to come again if we can prevent it. If the
nations of the earth are still in the inner-
most recesses of their consciousness plan-
ning or dreaming of coming wars and long-
ing for conquests, no treaties of partition
and no alliance can stay them; but if, as
I firmly hope, the world has learned a
frightful lesson from the awful experiences
of the great war of 1914, then our surest
appeal in order to prevent wars in the
future must be to the hearts, the sym-
pathies, the reason and the higher impulses
of mankind.

Such an appeal we make today by this
agreement among four great nations. We
rely upon their good faith to carry out the
teiTus of this instrument, knowing that by
so doing they will prevent war should con-
troversies ever arise among them. If this
spirit prevails and rules we can have no
better support than the faith of nations.
For one I devoutly believe the spirit of the
world is such that we can trust to the
good faith and the high purposes which the
treaty I have laid before you embodies and
enshrines. Agreements of this kind, I know,
have often been made before, only to fail.

But there has been a far-reaching change
in the mental condition of men and women
everywhere. That which really counts is

the intention of the nations who make the
agreement. In this hour of trial and dark-

ness which has followed the war with Ger-
many the spirit of the world is no longer
the same.

If we enter upon this agreement, which
rests only upon the will and honor of those
who sign it, we at least make the great ex-
periment and appeal to the men and women
of the nation to help us sustain it in spirit
and in truth.

Addresses of Other Delegates.

The heads of the various delega-
tions then rose in turn to express ap-
proval, in the name of their respective
Governments, of the treaty presented
by Senator Lodge. M. Viviani, in

speaking for France, declared:

In the name of the Government of the
French Republic, whose authority I am bor-
rowing now, and which speaks through my
voice, I am glad to bring here, in its full

amplitude, without any reticence or any
reservations, our full adhesion to the pact
that has just been read. * * * The day
after the ratifications have been exchanged
France will assume all the obligations that
fall upon her by virtue of this pact, just as
she will exercise the rights that she derives
from the agreement. * * * After having
listened to the documents, after having thus
proved our willingness to work together, I

think I am entitled to say that this confer-
ence, in which we have had the honor to

participate and in which we have been
proud to help, has fully and entirely suc-

ceeded.

M. Viviani ended with a plea for

patience in dealing with the troubled
situation of the present time, pointing
out the importance of this " solemn
oath " to establish peace entered into

by the men whose Governments had
fought side by side in the war, and
declaring his belief " that peace will

prevail in the world when justice has
been satisfied."

Mr. Balfour, speaking for Great
Britain, stressed particularly that
part of the new agreement providing
for the abrogation of the Anglo-Jap-
anese alliance. He pointed out that
he had been at the head of the British
Administration which twenty years
before had brought this alliance into

being. Great Britain, he said, had
been aware of all the suspicions and
animadversions to which this alliance

had given rise in the United States,

and declared emphatically that noth-
ing had been further Irom the
thoughts of the original framers of
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that alliance than any intention to

touch, for good or evil, any of the
interests of the United States. He
admitted that the original motive of

the alliance—the aggressive attitude

taken by Russia and Germany in the
P'ar East—had disappeared, and
granted America's right to ask why
the treaty was continued after its

raison d'etre had vanished. There
was, however, another viewpoint
which he cited as explanatory

:

After all, that treaty or its predecessors
had been in existence within a few days of
twenty years. It had served a gi-eat pur-
pose in two great wars. It had stood the
strain of common sacrifices, common anxie-
ties, common efforts, common triumphs.
When two nations have been united in

that fiery ordeal they cannot at the end of
it take off their hats one to the other and
politely part, as two strangers part who
travel together for a few hours in a railway
train. Something more, something closer,

unites them than the mere words of the
treaty, and as it were gratuitously and
without a cause to tear up the written con-
tract, although it serves no longer any valid

or effective purpose, may lead to misunder-
standings in one nation just as much as the
maintenance of that treaty has led to mis-
understandings in another.

Thus, said Mr. Balfour, Great Brit-

ain found herself between two diffi-

culties—the possibility of misunder-
standing if she retained the alliance,

and of misunderstanding if she abro-
gated it. She had long ago reached
the belief that the only solution, like

that offered by the present four-
power treaty, was "that we should
annul, merge, destroy, as it were, this

ancient and outward and unnecessary
agreement, and replace it by some-
thing new, something effective, which
should embrace all the powers con-
cerned in the vast area of the Pa-
cific."

Prince Tokugawa, speaking in the
name of Japan, said:

It is needless for me to say that all Japan
will approve the consummation of this work.
Japan will rejoice in this pledge of peace
upon the Pacific Ocean. As to the Anglo-
Japanese agreement which is soon to ter-

minate, I desire to associate myself with
the words of appreciation expressed by our
distinguished coUeagnie, Mr. Balfour, with
respect to the glorious service which that
agreement has done for the preservation
of peace and liberty.

The chief delegates of the othei
countries included in the Committee
of the Whole, but not represented
among the powers signatory to the
treaty, all expressed their cordial

approval of its terms. After Signor
Schanzer for Italy, Jonkheer van
Karnebeek for Holland, Dr. Alfred
Sze for China, Baron de Cartier de
Marchienne for Belgium and Viscount
d'Alte for Portugal, had all signified
their unreserved support. Secretary
Hughes closed the session with the
following words

:

Gentlemen, we have been dealing with a
very simple pape)-. Probably you would not
be able to find an international document
couched in more simple or even briefer
terms, but we are again reminded that the
great things are the simple ones. I firmly
believe that when this agreement taken ef-

fect we shall have gone further in the
direction of securing an enduring peace
than by anything that has yet been done.

The treaty was formally signed
without ceremony at Washington on
Dec. 13, 1921, by each of the delegates
from the four powers concerned. The
debate over its ratification had al-

ready begun in the United States
Senate the day before.

Foreign Post Offices to Be
Withdrawn

Meanwhile, on Dec. 12, another im-
portant meeting of the Far Eastern
Committee was held, at which a reso-

lution was adopted for the voluntary
withdrawal of foreign Post Offices
from China on Jan. 1, 1923. Unanim-
ity of the four chief powers was made
possible by the formal assent of
Japan. The agreement is conditioned
on China's maintaining efficient ser-
vice and continuing the supervision
of the foreign Co-Director General
of the Post Office Department. It

gives China facilities for examining
the mails to prevent opium smuggling
and other contraband pending) the
coming into force of the agreement.
Dr. Wang of the Chinese delegation
explained the origin and rise of
spheres of influence, and asked the
powers represented to disavow their

spheres. The communique issued by
the committee is as follows

:
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The Committee on Foreign and Far East-

em Questions met Dec. 12, 1921, in the Pan
American Building. The committee adopted

the resolution on Chinese Post Offices as

follows

:

" (A) Recognizing the justice of the desire

expressed by the Chinese Government to

secure the abolition of foreign postal agen»

cies in China, save or except in leased terri-

tories or as otherwise specifically provided

by treaty, it is resolved:
" 1. The four powers having such postal

agencies agree to their abandonment subject

to the following conditions:
" (a) That an efficient Chinese postal

service is maintained;
"(b) That an assurance is given by the

Chinese Government that they contemplate

no change in the present postal administra-

tion so far as the status of the foreign Co-

Director General is concerned.
" 2. To enable China and the powers con-

cerned to make the necessary disposition,

this arrangement shall come into force and
effect not later than Jan. 1, 1923.

" (B) Pending the complete withdrawal

of foreign postal argencies, the four powers
concerned severally undertake to afford full

facilities to the Chinese customs authorities

to examine in those agencies all postal

matter (excepting ordinary letters, whether
registered or not, which upon external ex-

amination appear plainly to contain only

written matter) passing through them, with
a view to ascertaining whether they contain

articles which are dutiable or contraband or

which otherwise contravene the customs
regulations or laws of China."

Senator Lodge read the following letter:

" Japanese Delegation, Washington.
" Dec. 9, 1921.

" Dear Sir: With regard to the proposed
abolition of foreign postal agencies, I am
happy to inform you that my Government
have no objection to the initiation of the

arrangement as from the date in the draft

resolution, that is, not later than Jan. 1,

1923.
" In announcing this agreement of my

Government, I am instructed to state be-

fore the committee their desire concerning
the maintenance of efficient Chinese postal

service substantially to the following effect:
" Taking into account the fact that the

proposed change in the postal regime in

China cannot fail practically to affect the
Japanese to a much greater extent than any
other nationals, the Japanese Government
wish to place on record their desire that a
suitable number of experienced Japanese
postal officers be engaged by China in the
interest of the efficiency of the Chinese pos-
tal administration. The reasonableness of
this desire will readily be appreciated when
it is considered that the powers concerned
have recognized the need of effective for-
eign assistance in the Chinese postal admin-
istration, and that no less than seventy
British subjects and twenty Frenchmen are

in that service, while only two Japanese ex-
perts are employed in it. Yours respect-
fully M. HANIHARA.
" Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge, Chairman Sub-

Committee for Foreign Post Offices in
China."

Mr. Sze made the following statement:
" Since the establishment of her national

postal service China has at all times
handled with efficiency all foreign mail. She
appreciates that, with the withdrawal of
foreign Post Offices from her soil, the
amount of foreign mail to be handled by
her own nostal system will be increased.
This increase she undertakes to handle with
the same efficiency by makine- such addi-
tions to the personnel and equipment of her
postal service as will be required. As soon
as the Siberian route is reopened for the
transportation of foreign mail matter be-
tween Asia and Europe, steps will be taken
to make arrangements for the transporta-
tion of such mail matter as was formerly
transported by this route. As regards act-
ual railway transportation of such mail,
China will hold herself responsible for un-
interrupted service upon those railways or
sections of railways within her jurisdiction
which are under her own control ard opera-
tion."

The committee also entered upon the dis-
cussion of matters relating to radio stations
in China, which was postponed for further
consideration. It then took up the matter
of spheres of influence in China, in connec-
tion with which Dr. Wang made the follow-
ing statement, and the discussion was post-
poned until the next session of the commit-
tee:

" The phrase * sphere of interest ' or
'sphere of influence,' as it is sometimes
called, is a more or less vague term which
implies that the powers making such claims
in China are entitled within their respective
* spheres ' to enjoy reserved, preferential,
exclusive or special rights and privileges
for trade, investment and other purposes.

" Germany was the first to claim a sphere
of influence or of interest in its crystallized
form over the Province of Shantung; later
the other powers made similar claims over
other portions of the territory of China.

" These claims are either based on agree-
ments between the powers themselves to
which China is not a party, such as the
agi-eement of Sept. 2, 1898, relative to rail-

way construction concluded between British
and German banking groups and sanctioned
by their respective Governments, or based
on treaties or agreements made with China
under circumstances precluding* the free ex-
ercise of her will, such as the convention
with Germany for a lease of Kiao-Chau of
March 6, 1898, and the treaties and notes
of May 25, 1915, made with Japan in conse-
quence of the latter's twenty-one demands
on China.

" A tentative list of the various treaties
relating to this matter and the so-called
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spheres of interest of the various powers
has already been circulated for your infor-
mation. I need not, therefore, enter into a
detailed examination of them at present.

" That China should have been thus di-

vided into different spheres of interest is a
most unfortunate state of affairs. In the
first place, these spheres of interest seri-

ously hamper the economic development of
China. The powers claiming these spheres
seem to take the view that certain portions
of China's territory are reserved for their
exclusive exploitation, without regard to

the economic needs of the Chinese people.
There have been instances where a nation is

unwilling or unable to finance a particular
enterprise, and yet refuses to allow it to be
financed or carried out by other nations.

" In the second place, the whole system is

contrary to the policy of equal opportunity
for the commerce and industry of all na-
tions—a policy which, so far as the common
interests of the powers are concerned, is

fair and equitable, and which has been
adopted by this committee.

" A further objection to the spheres of
interest is that there has been a tendency,
under cover of economic claims, to further
political ends, thus threatening the political

integrity of China and giving rise to inter-

national jealousy or friction.
" It is gratifying to know that the United

States and Great Britain have placed them-
selves strongly upon record as opposed to

the continuance of spheres of interest in

China. At the last meeting Mr. Balfour
was good enough to say that spheres of in-

terest in China are a thing of the past.
" TTie claims by the powers to spheres of

interest have given rise to many misunder-
standings and misgivings on the part of the

Chinese people, and in view of the consid-

erations which I have just advanced the
Chinese delegation asks that the powers
represented in this conference disavow all

claims to a sphere or spheres of interest or

of influence or any special interests within

the territory of China."
Mr. Hughes then stated that he desired

to announce an important matter to the

committee, although it was outside the pro-

ce€!dings of the conference. It was a matter
that had almost been concluded before the

conference convened. He was happy to

state that it had now been completely set-

tled and an agreement reached between the

United States and Japan. He referred to

the matter of Yap and the mandated islands

north of the equator. A convention would
be put in final shape and signed by the two
Governments shortly.

In closing the session, Secretary

Hughes voiced the regret of the con-

ference over the impending departure

of M. Viviani, head of the French
delegation after Premier Briand's re-

turn to France. M. Viviani replied

appropriately. After signing the four-
power agreement on the Pacific, M.
Viviani made his personal farewells
to President Harding. He sailed on the
same steamship which bore Marshal
Foch back to France, on Wednesday,
Dec. 14. " The Washington conference
is a brilliant success," said M. Viviani
just prior to his departure. " I am
glad I have had a part in it." M.
Albert Sarraut, the French Minister
of Colonies, who is an authority on
Far Eastern affairs, succeeded M.
Viviani as head of the French dele-

gation.

The Yap Agreement

The provisions of the agreement on
mandates, referred to by Secretary
Hughes, including the island of Yap,
were given out by the State Depart-
ment at Washington on Dec. 13. They
were as follows:

The United States and Japan have
reached an agreement with respect to the

Island of Yap and the other mandated
islands in the Pacific Ocean north of the

equator. The negotiations have been in

progress since last June and the terms of

settlement were almost entirely agreed upon
before the meeting of the Conference on
Limitation of Armament. The last steps

in the negotiations have now been taken.

The points of the agreement are as follows

:

1—It is agreed that the United States

shall have free access to the Island of Yap
on the footing of entire equality with Japan
or any other nation, in all that relates to

the landing and operation of the ejCisting

Yap-Guam cable or of any cable which may
hereafter be laid by the United States or its

nationals.
2—It is also agreed that the United

States and its nationals are to be accorded
the same rights and privileges with respect

to radio-telegraphic service as with regard
to cable?. It is provided that so long as the

Japanese Government shall maintain on
the Island of Yap an adequate radio-

telegraphic station, co-opei*ating effectively

with the cables and with other radio

stations on ships and shore, without dis-

criminatory exactions or preferences, the
exercise of the right to establish radio-
telegi-aphic stations at Yap by the United

,

States or its nationals shall be suspended.
3—It is further agreed that the United]

States shall enjoy in the Island of YapJ
the following rights, privileges and exemp-
tions in relation to electrical communicar
tions

:

(a) Rights of residence without restric-

tion, and rights of acquisition and enjoys
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ment and undisturbed possession, upon a

footing of entire equality with Japan or any
other nation or their respective nationals, of

all property and interests, both personal

and real, including lands, buildings, resi-

dences, offices, works and appurtenances.
(b) No permit or license to be required

for the enjoyment of any of these rights

and privileges.

(c) Each country to be free to operate

both ends of its cables, either directly or

through its nationals, including corpora-

tions or associations.

(d) No cable censorship or supervision of

operation or messages.
(e) Free entry and exit for persons and

property.
(f) No taxes, port, harbor or landing

charges or exactions, either with respect to

operation of cables or to property, persons
or vessels.

(g) No discriminatory police regulations.
4—.Japan agrees that it will use its power

of expropriation to secure to the United
States needed property and facilities for

the purpose of electrical communication in

the island, if such property or facilities can-
not otherwise be obtained. It is understood
that the location and area of land to be so

expropriated shall be arranged each time
between the two Governments, according to

the requirements of each case. American
property and facilities for the purpose of
electrical communication in the island are
to be exempt from the process of expro-
priation.

As TO Mandated Islands

5—The United States consents lo the ad-
ministration by Japan of the mandated
islands in the Pacific Ocean north of the
equator, subject to the above provisions with
respect to the Island of Yap, and also sub-
ject to the following conditions:

(a) The United States is to have the
benefit of the engagements of Japan set

forth in the mandate, particularly those
as follows:

'' ArBcle HI.—The mandatary shall see
that the slave trade is prohibited and that
no forced labor is permitted, except for
essential public work and services, and then
only for adequate remuneration.

" The mandatary shall also see that the
traffic in arms and ammunition is con-
trolled in accordance with principles anal-
ogous to those laid down in the convention
relating to the control of the arms traffic,
signed on Sept. 10, 1919, or in any conven-
tion amending same.

" The supplying of intoxicating spirits
and beverages to the' natives shall be pro-
hibited.

"Article TV.—The military training of
the natives, otherwise than for purposes of
internal police and the local defense of the
territory, shall be prohibited.

" Furthermore, no military or na^al bases
shall be established or fortifications erected
in the territory."

(b) With respect to missionaries, it is
agreed that Japan shall insure complete
freedom of conscience and the fiee exercise
of all forms of worship which are con-
sonant with public order and molality, and
that missionaries of all such religions shall
be free to enter the territory, and to travel
and reside therein, to acquire and possess
property, to erect religious buildings, and to
open schools throughout the territory. Japan
shall, however, have the right to exercise
such control as may be necessary for the
maintenance of public order and good gov-
ernment, and to take all measures required
for such control.

(c) Japan agrees that vested American
property rights will be maintained and
respected.

(d) It is agreed that the treatie.s between
the United States and Japan, now in force,
shall apply to the mandated islands.

(e) It is agreed that any modifications
in the mandate are to be subject to the
consent of the United States.
and, further, that Japan will address to
the United States a duplicate report on the
administration of the mandate.
A formal convention embodying these

provisions will be drawn up for signature
and will be su\'ject to ratification by the
Senate.

The foregoing clause regarding
missionaries will reopen more than a
hundred Christian schools in the man-
dated islands, and will mean the con-
tinuation of seventy years of Amer-
ican Protestant and thirty-five years
of Roman Catholic missionary work
in that region of the Pacific. Under
a ruling of the League of Nations the
Japanese had closed these mission
schools and established their own
secular instruction in accordance with
the educational laws of Japan.

Against Foreign Leaseholds
At the session held on Dec. 14, Dr.

Wang for China continued his argu-
ment against foreign concessions on
Chinese soil. Japan was ready to re-
turn her Shantung holdings under
certain conditions, which the special
Chinese and Japanese negotiators
were still discussing, but she had de-
clared that she would not withdraw
from Kwangtung Province in South
Manchuria, including Port Arthur
and Dairen, because she had obtained
these concessions by treaty. At this
session of the Far Eastern Committee
Dr. Wang undertook to combat
Japan's retention of these leaseholds,
and insisted that the treaty of re-
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newal for ninety-nine years and other
treaties were obtained by Japan un-
der duress of the famous twenty-one
demands in 1915, and that Japan was
not entitled to the Kwangtung lease-

hold after the expiration of the orig-

inal treaty in 1925. He argued that
this and all the treaties resulting

from the twenty-one demands should
be abrogated. At this point Chair-
man Hughes, in view of the situation

regarding Shantung and naval arma-
ments, deemed it advisable to ad-
journ subject to the call of the Chair-
man. The official communique mere-
ly stated that " the committee took

up the question of spheres of influ-

ence and special interests in China,"
and made no mention of the Chinese
argument hinging on the abrogation
of the twenty-one demands. The text

of the official communique was as fol-

lows :

The Committee on Pacific and Far East-
ern Questions met Dec. 14. The committee
took up the question of " spheres of influ-

ence " and special interests in China, and
the Chairman stated that, in view of the
situation with regard to the matter of naval
armament, it seemed advisable to give an
opportunity for necessary conversations and
discussions and also for meetings of the
subcommittee on naval armament in order
that an agreement on this subject should be
reached at the earliest possible moment. It

was also a fact that at this time the Chi-
nese and Japanese delegations were con-
cerned with the Shantung conversations, and
in order that the greatest progress should
be made in the conference, the Chairman
took the liberty of suggesting that the Gen-
eral Committee on Pacific and Far Eastern
Questions shoxild have a short session this

morning, and then should take a recess sub-
ject to the call of the Chaii-man. This sug-
gestion was unanimously approved.

Separate Shantung Parley

China, through her delegation at
the disarmament conference at Wash-
ington, consented on Dec. 1 to a dis-

cussion of her long dispute with
Japan over the return of Shantung to

Chinese sovereignty.
This dispute was precipitated by

the clauses of the Versailles Treaty
(Section VHI., Articles 156-158),
which gave to Japan all the rights
and privileges possessed by Germany
before the war. Against this settle-

ment China vigorously protested, and
when her protests proved vain, her
delegates left the Paris Peace Con-
ference, and refused to sign the peace
treaty with Germany. Since that
time, up to the opening of the Wash-
ington conference, the Chinese Gov-
ernment has steadfastly refused to
open negotiations with Japan over
Shantung, taking the ground that by
China's declaration of war on the Cen-
tral Powers, all the former German
rights in Shantung, held on lease from
the Chinese Government, automat-
ically reverted to China, and that
negotiations with Japan were su-
perfluous.
The clauses of the Versailles Treaty

embodying Germany's renunciation
of her Shantung rights in favor of
Japan were as follows:

Article 156—Germany renounces, in favor
of Japan, all her rights, titles and privileges
—particularly those concerning the tejTi-

tory of Kiao-Chau, railways, mines and
submarine cables, which she acquired in

virtue of the treaty concluded by her with
China on March 6, 1898, and of all other
arrangements relative to the Province of
Shantung,

All German rights in the Tsing-tao-
Tsinan-fu Railway, including its branch
lines, together with its subsidiary property
of all kinds, stations, shops, fixed and roll-

ing stock, mines, plant and materials for
the exploitation of the mines are and re-

main acquired by Japan, together with all

rights and privileges attaching thereto.
The German State submarine cables from

Tsing-tao to Shanghai and from Tsing-tao
to Che-fu, with all the rights, privileges
and properties attaching thereto, are simi-
larly acquired by Japan, free and clear of
all charges and incumbrances.

Article 157—The movable and immovable
property owned by the German State in the
territory of Kiao-Chau, as well as all the
rights which Germany might claim in con-
sequence of the works of improvement made
or of the expenses incurred by her, directly
or indirectly, in connection with this terri-

tory, are and remain acquired by Japan,
free and clear of all charges and incum-
brances.

On repeated occasions the Japanese
Government, alleging its sincere in-

tention to return to China, of its own
accord, full sovereignty in Shantung,
made overtures to the Chinese Gov-
ernment to open negotiations with it

to this effect. To each overture the
Peking Government returned a re-
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fusal, reiterating the contention that

Shantung belonged to China, and that

she could not enter any parleys to fix

conditions on which Japan would be
willing to make the offered restitu-

tion. Meanwhile the Chinese people
maintained a vigorous boycott of
Japanese goods.

On the eve of the Washington con-
ference, the Japanese Government
again proposed—and the Chinese
Government refused—a settlement of

the controversy. The Chinese reply,

transmitted to Tokio on Oct. 6, dealt

in detail with the whole Japanese
proposal and rejected every part of

it in toto. In this reply China de-
clared that the reason why she had
found herself unable to enter negotia-
tions was that "the bases upon which
Japan claims to negotiate are all of a
nature either highly objectionable to

the Chinese Government and the
Chinese people, or such to which they
have never given their recognition."
Kiao-Chau must be returned uncon-
ditionally; China would open Kiao-
Chau Bay herself for trade and com-
merce to all friendly powers, and
objected to the establishment of a
purely Japanese settlement there ; she
declined joint operation with Japan of
the Shantung Railway; the Custom
House at Tsing-tao and other proper-
ties in Shantung should be handed
back by Japan unconditionally, and
Japan should withdraw her troops
from the territory without delay.
Such, in substance, was the tenor of
this new refusal. To a further note
from Tokio, urging a reconsideration,
the Peking Government returned a
no less emphatic refusal.

Such was the status of the con-
troversy when the Washington con-
ference assembled on Nov. 12. After
Secretary Hughes's startling pro-
posal of naval disarmament, the con-
ference appointed its committees to
take up and study in detail all matters
relating to disarmament and the Far
East. China appeared at session after
session of the Committee on the Far
East to state her case with regard
to encroachments on her sovereignty,
and vigorously attacked the system

of foreign Post Offices on Chinese
soil, the regime of extraterritorial-

ity, and the maintenance by various
powers, including Japan, of military
and police forces in China. Her dele-
gation, however, made no move to
bring the Shantung controversy be-
fore the conference.

The agreement of the Chinese dele-

gates to open discussions with Japan
was announced officially by Secre-
tary Hughes at the session of the Far
East Committee on Nov. 30. It was
further announced that this accept-
ance had come as the result of pro-
posals made by Secretary Hughes and
Mr. Balfour, who had tendered their
" good offices " to the delegates of
the two countries.

The first separate meeting of the
Chinese and Japanese delegates was
held in the Pan American Building
on Dec. 1. Members of the American
and British delegations were present.
The Chinese delegation was headed
by Dr. Sze and Dr. Wellington Koo;
the Japanese by Baron Kato. Secre-
tary Hughes and Mr. Balfour opened
the proceedings, expressing their

gratification at the acceptance of
their good offices, and their wish to

extend these as far as necessary to

aid the two countries to reach a final

understanding. After the two Asiatic

delegations had agreed to eliminate
points of agreement, and to proceed
at once to matters still in dispute,

Secretary Hughes and Mr. Balfour
retired, and the Chinese and Japanese
negotiators then drew up plans of
procedure, the remaining American
and British delegates assisting as
friendly observers. The results of the
session were recorded in this official

communique

:

The conversations between the Chinese
and Japanese delegates relating to the
Shantung question arranged through the
good offices of Mr. Hughes and Mr. Bal-
four commenced this afternoon [Dec. 1] in

the Conference Room of the Pan American
Building.
The meeting on the part of China was at-

tended by Dr. Sze, Dr. Koo and Dr. Wang,
accompanied by Mr. Tyau, General Wang,
Mr. Hsu, Mr. Chao and Mr. Kuo; and on
the part of Japan by Baron Kato, Mr.
Hanihara, Mr. Debuchi, accompanied by
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Mr. Saburi, Mr. Kimura, Mr. Saito and
Mr. Shiratori. Mr. Hughes and Mr. Bal-
four, accompanied by Sir John Jordon, Mr.
Miles Lampson, Mr. J. V. A. MacMurray
and Mr. Edward Bell, opened the meeting
and retired, leaving the above-named Amer-
ican and British representatives to assist

at the session.

The meeting discussed questions of proce-
dure and decided to issue a communique at
the end cf each meeting.

Points of Agreement

The points on which the two con-
fhcting powers were already in com-
plete agreement, as shown by both
Chinese and Japanese memorandums,
were as follows:

1. The whole of Kiao-Chau shall be re-

turned to China, which shall voluntarily
open Tsing-tao as a port for foreign com-
merce and on conditions that are more or
less in accordance with the special area sys-

tem at Tientsin and Hankow.
2. German public property at Tsing-tao

shall be turned over to the Chinese for ad-
ministration, the Japanese proposal includ-

ing guarantees by China for maintenance
and operation. The Chinese formula takes
such maintenance and operation for
granted.

3. The former German railway rights,

exclusive of the trunk line now in opera-
tion, shall be transferred to the Interna-
tional Consortium, under which the pro-
posed extensions are to be constructed.

4. The mines along the railway are to

be operated as joint Sino-Japanese enter-
prises.

Points on which there was sub-
stantial agreement were these:

1. The Japanese forces in Shantung are
to be withdrawn as soon as possible. The
Chinese condition is that the troops shall be
withdrawn " within the shortest limited
period." The Japanese proposal is that the
troops shall be withdrawn at once, except
for those guarding the raih'oad, which shall

be withdrawn " upon organization by China
of a police force to assume protection of the
railroad," .the question of the organization
of this railway guard to be reserved " for
future consideration between Japan and
China." The Chinese stand b. that the right
of organizing a railway guard " shall be
exercised exclusively by China."

2. The shares in the Shantung Railroad
are to be divided equally between Japan
and China, with China responsible for the
indemnification of the private German own-
ers.

3. Following an agreed settlement, Japan
shall renounce all further rights in Shan-
tung in the Chinese formula. The Japanese
basis of agreement is that Japan specifical-
ly renounces " all preferential rights with

regard to foreign assistance in persons, cap-
ital and material, stipulated in the Sino-
Gemian treaty of March 6, 1898," but re-

quires that China " undertake to respect the
vested rights of all foreigners," and leaves
the matter of the railroad guai-d open for
arrangements with Japan.

Points in Dispute

The differences at the outset were
found to lie in the following points:

China makes the following stipulations
that are not referred to in any way in the
Japanese memorandum:

" 1. That Japan must surrender to China,
as a part of the salt monopoly, the salt

works established by the Japanese at Tsing-
tao, Japan being given the right to make
certain purchases of salt for a certain
period.

" 2. That Japan share with China the
surplus earned by the Shantung Railway
during the period of Japanese operation.

" 3. That all the cable lines running out
of Tsing-tao, being in Chinese territorial

waters, be returned to China, as well as the
Japanese wireless station at Tsing-tao, for
the cost of which China will pay."
The Japanese memorandum lays down

the following conditions which are not
taken up in the Chinese formula:

" 1. China agrees to carry out the open-
ing of suitable inland cities and towns in

Shantung for foreig^n trade, regulations re-

garding such to be made by China after
consultation with the powers.

" 2. China to name Commissioners em-
powered to arrange a settlement of tho
question along the lines laid down by
Japan."
The sharp cleavage comes in the matter

of the trunk line of the Shantung Railroad.
The Japanese hold that this should be man-
aged as a joint Sino-Japanese enterprise;
the Chinese claim is that the line " should
be solely operated by China."
Another distinct difference is included in

the Chinese claim that the " sales of land
by Chinese to Japanese through force and
compulsion of the Japanese military com-
mand during the period of military opera-
tion shall be nullified."

The intensity of Chinese feeling re-

garding negotiation with Japan over
Shantung was shown by the attempt
made by delegations of Chinese mer-
chants and students in Washington
to prevent the Chinese delegates from
attending this meeting. They met
Dr. Wellington Koo and Dr. Shung
Hui-wang, but Dr. Sze had already

left. The objectors in their converse

with the officials were orderly, but

used emphatic language in denuncia-
tion of the agreement by the Chinese
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representatives to negotiate. Dr.

Shung explained that the Chinese
delegation was not entering into a

direct negotiation with Japan, point-

ing out the difference between " me-
diation " and " good offices." In

case of a deadlock, he added, the
American and British delegates might
offer suggestions, but these sugges-

tions would not be as binding as in

the case of actual mediation or arbi-

tration.

Hsu Mel-tang and Shu Jen-shu, del-

egates in Washington of the Shantung
People's Union, declared that all China
wished was " to have Shantung re-

turned unconditionally." In a formal
statement they said:

The Chinese Jelegation may accept the
invitation by the Ameincan State Depart-
ment to enter direct negotiations with Japan
over the Shantung controversy, but unless

the terms are sucb as to meet the demand
of the people at home, any decision that

may be reached will not be approved by
them. * * * We wish to reiterate that no
effort will be spared to obstruct any con-
clusion contrary to the wishes of the 38,-

000,000 souls involved in this famous award.

Mr. Hsu, who is the departmental
chief of the Foreign Office of the

Shantung Provincial Government, de-

scribed his departure from Shantung
as follows

:

The scene of my departure was most pa-

thetic. About 3,000 people saw me off at

the station. Each of them carried a white
flag, which meant that we need not return

to China until Shantung returns with us to

China.

Shantung Railway Discussed

The discussions were continued on
the afternoon of Dec. 2, when the

delegates at once attacked the heart
of the dispute, namely, the disposition

of the Kiao-Chau-Tsinan Railway,

i
The Chinese reiterated the view pre-

I

sented at the Paris Peace Conference
i —that both the ownership and ad-
' ministration of the railroad must be
given to China. Japan insisted on
the view expressed in her note to

China dated Sept. 7, in which she
offered joint control and administra-

! tion of the railroad. The conversa-

;

tions went no further than a defini-
tion of the real issue. In the course
jof the session both delegations fre-

quently appealed to the American and
British observers. The attitude on
both sides was frank and conciliatory.
The spokesman for the Japanese de-
clared later that Japan, for economic
reasons, was prepared to deal gener-
ously with China in order to break
down the boycott of Japanese goods.
Dr. Koo, for China, re-emphasized
the Chinese view that these conversa-
tions could not be interpreted as " di-

rect negotiations," and defined
them rather as " an informal confer-
ence around the table, collateral with
the Washington conference proper."

The official communique issued on
Dec. 2 preceded the report of that
day's session by the full statements
made by the heads of delegations the
day before. The communique in full

was as follows

:

At the first meeting of the Chinese and
Japanese delegates, held Dec. 1, at the Pan
American Building, relative to the question
of Shantung, and in response to the opening
remarks of Mr. Hughes and Mr. Balfour ex-
pressing their gratification in the accept-
ance on the part of China and Japan of
their good offices and their desire to extend
their friendly intei^ention with a view to
securing a fair and satisfactory arrange-
ment of this question, Baron Kato and Dr.
Sze replied as follows:

"Japanese Statement on the Shantung
Question, Delivered) at the Meeting
OF THE Japanese and Chinese Dele-
gates on Dec. 1:

" We are sincerely gratified by the oppor-
tunity which has been afforded us to meet
with the representatives of China in an at-
tempt to arrive at a satisfactory adjustment
of the Shantung question. We cannot let

this occasion pass without expressing our
deep appreciation of the good offices of Sec-
retary Hughes and Mr. Balfour, which have
made the present meeting possible.

" It is needless for us to assure you that
Japan is eagerly looking forward to an
early settlement of this long-pending con-
troversy. We may add that it is the desire
of the Japanese people to eliminate all cause
of misunderstanding between China and
Japan, in order that these two neighboring
nations in the Far East may live in future
in perfect harmony and accord. And we
have no doubt that this sentiment is fully
shared by our Chinese friends.

" We are not unmindful of the difficulties

with which the Chinese Government is be-
ing ccnfronted in entering into direct nego-
tiations on the subject. We are, however,
confident that, if approached from a broader
perspective, the question should be sus-
ceptible of a speedy solution. The true and
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vital interests of the two nations are in no
way conflicting.

" It is unfortunate that the real issues in-

volved have been very largely misunder-
stood in the popular mind. The term
' Shantung question ' is itself a misnomer.
The question is not one which affects the
whole Province of Shantung. The impor-
tant points now awaiting adjustment relate

only to the manner of restoring to China an
area of territory less than one-half of 1 per
cent, of the Shantung Province, and also to

the disposition of a railway 290 miles long,

and its appurtenant mines, fonnerly under
exclusive possession and management of

the Germans. There is absolutely no ques-

tion of full territorial sovereignty; that is

being exercised by China throughout the
length and breadth of the province.

" Careful examination of the correspon-

dence recently exchanged between Japan
and China will .<=;how that the divergencies

of opinion between the two Governments
are more apparent than real. We are hope-
ful that this meeting will be able to deter-

mine in common accord the essential terms
of settlement, leaving the matters of detail

or of local nature for arrangement by the

Commissioners of the two Governments to

be specially appointed for that purpose.

" Statement by Mr. Sze on behalf of

THE Chinese delegation:
" Mr. Hughes and Mr. Balfour: I desire

first of all to express on behalf of the

Chinese delegation the sincere thanks and
appreciation for the friendly and good
offices that you two gentlemen have of-

fered on behalf of your two countries in

bringing about conversations with a view
to a fair settlement of the Shantung ques-

tion. I need not add anything more to

what I said yesterday at the general meet-
ing of the full committee.

" The Shantung question is one of vital

importance to China. Its importance to

China and the difficulties connected there-

with are too well known to all to need any
remarks by me today. It is universally

admitted that the condition is unsatisfac-

tory and that an early and speedy solu-

tion, fair and just and satisfactory' to the
desires and aspirations of the Chinese
people, is necessary.

" I join with you all in the hope that
our conversations will be fruitful of re-

sults, resulting in a fair and just
settlement.

" With reference to the observation of
Baron Kato that the Japanese Government
was not unmindful of the difficulties which
have confronted the Chinese Government
in regard to the method of settling this

question, the Chinese delegation is gratified
that these difficulties have been perceived
by the Japanese delegation—difficulties
which have made necessary the resort to
the present procedure, which# under the
good offices of Mr. Hughes and Mr. Bal-
four in behalf of their respective Govern-
ments, has been initiated."

This conversation was resumed this af-

ternoon, together with the American and
British representatives. Prince Tokugawa
replaced Baron Kato in representing Japan
at this session.

It was agreed on the part of the two
delegations that in discussing the Shantung
question they would take the actual facts
and not the academic viewpoints as the
basis of discussion, which will be for the
sole purpose of promoting mutual under-
standing and good neighborhood between
Ciiina and Japan and without giving ground
for the least inference that the discussion
will be based on the treaty arrangemen'
which have been in dispute between the
two countries or others.
An interchange of views on the question

of Kiac-Chau-Tsinan Railway then took
place and this discussion will be continued
at another meeting.

Customs and Preferential Rights

The representatives of China and
Japan continued their separate ne-
gotiations regarding Shantung on
Dee. 5. The Chinese acceded to the
Japanese proposal that the Shantung
Railway matter be postponed, and
that they proceed at once to discus-
sion of customs and preferential
rights in Shantung. Japan consented
to waive all such preferential rights
(which passed from Germany to Ja-
pan under the Treaty of Versailles),
and further agreed that the maritime
customs of Tsing-tao, the port of

Kiao-Chau, should become an integral

part of the Chinese maritime customs
under certain conditions. The official

communique issued after the meeting
read as follows

:

The Chinese and Japanese delegates met
on the afternoon of Dec. 5 at the Pan Amer-
ican Building. Mr. Hanihara made the fol-

lowing declaration:
" Japan will renounce all preferential

rights with regard to foreign assistance in

persons, capital and material, stipulated in

the Sino-German treaty of March 6, 1898."

The question of the maritime customs of

Tsing-tao was then discussed. After an
interchange of views, the negotiators have
decided that the said customs will be made
an integral part of the Chinese maritime
customs, with the understanding, first, that

the Chinese Government will make a recom-
mendation to the Inspector General of the

Chinese Maritime Customs, with a view to

permitting the Japanese traders at Tsinr
tao to communicate with the said custom

in the Japanese language; second, the Chi-

nese Government will make a recommenda-
tion to the Inspector General of the Chi-
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nese Maritime Customs that in the selection

of a suitable staff for the Tsing-tao cus-

toms consideration be given within the
limits of its established service regulations

to the divers needs of the trade of Tsing-
tao.

With these two understandings, the
Japanese delegates waived all the privileges

formerly enjoyed by the Germans in rela-

tion to the maritime customs at Tsing-tao.

The provisional agreement between Japan
and China relative to the maritime customs
office of Tsing-tao of Aug. 6, 1915, will be
automatically abrogated when the above-
mentioned decision comes into effect.

Mr. Hanihara, the chief Japanese
negotiator, issued a public statement
on the same day, in which he ex-
plained in some detail the Japanese
view in respect to Shantung. The
salient points of the statement were
as follows:

The American people believe that the
Japanese have overrun this Chinese prov-
ince, that they cgntrol the railways, the
Government and everything else. This is

untrue. The actual condition is this: There
is a north and south railway which crosses
the province, a section of the main line
from Peking to Nanking. A part of that
line is controlled and operated by the Chi-
nese themselves and a section by British 'in-

terests. From that main road runs a line
eastward to the port of Tsing-tao, Kiao-
Chau Bay. That line, 289 miles long, is now
held by the Japanese. Policing it and sta-
tioned at the terminals at Tsinan-fu and
Tsing-tao, we have 2,700 men guarding the
line. The charge that this small force is

holding the whole province, with its 40,000,-
000 Chinese, in subjection pays Japan a
great compliment. * * * The leased ter-
ritory of Kiao-Chau covers an area of only
200 square miles, which is less than one-
half of 1 per cent, of the area of the whole
province. We took it from Germany, not
from China. Not only did we take nothing
from our colossal neighbor, we have actually
offered to restore the port to her and to
give her a half right in the former German
railway. We Japanese considered -that for
the cost we paid in blood and money we

I

had some right to compensation, but we
I planned that that compensation .should
come from Germany only. What we have
intended is that those mining rights which
the Germans held and a half share in the

I railway—not all the railway, but the 289
niiles that run from the port to the pro-
vincial capital—should be our compensation.
Our way of thinking may be peculiar, but
yre generally doubt whether Englishmen or
Americans, placed as we are in the Far
lEast, in absolute need of raw materials and
.markets for our manufactures, would have
made so generous an offer to China. • • *

We, for our part, have nothing but
friendly feelings toward the Chinese, and
we are willing to come to an amicable
understanding with them. But we do not
want the railway or the mines to fail to
function. If they did the Chinese in Shan-
tung, who live by means of these enter-
prises, would suffer equally with the Japa-
nese, who would be deprived of raw ma-
terials and of markets. We have already
agreed to withdraw 2,700 men as soon as
the Chinese authorities provide guards to

protect the line. We have agreed to hand
back Kiao-Chau, the leased territory, to
China, if she will open it and other places
along the railway for the trade and com-
merce of all foreigners—not of Japanese
alone. We have agreed in the general con-
ference to the policy of the open door, which
we Japanese have not everywhere obtainrd
nor enjoyed up to the present. The other
matters in dispute in the question of Shan-
tung are of insignificant importance. The
Chinese authorities are in control of Chine.se
affairs eveiywhere throughout the province.

The separate negotiations regard-
ing Shantung continued in secrecy
for the next two weeks. The main
obstacle to agreement lay in the con-
ditions attached by Japan to the re-

turn of the Tsing-tao-Tsinan-fu Rail-

way. China rejected a Japanese loan

and asked the right to purchase on
three years' time; Japan sought to

spread payment over tweiity years;
China finally consented to ten. The
Japanese yielded on a five years'

option to complete the purchase. The
two delegations, however, finally

reached a deadlock over initial pay-
ments and Japan's demand to put
Japanese officials in control of the

line. The final communique said:

At the seventeenth meeting of the Chi-
nese a'nd Japanese delegates (Dec. 20) the

two delegations discussed the plan of pay-
ment in cash of China's liabilities regarding
the Shantung Railway properties and also

an alternative plan of the payment in Chi-
nese Treasury 'notes, having special refer-

ence to the question of the appointment by
China of Japanese experts in the service of

the Tsing-tao-Tsinan-fu Railway, as pro-

posed by the Japanese delegation. These
questions involved points on which it was
found necessary for the Japanese delegation
to consult with its home Government.

News reached Washington on Dec.
19 that General Chang-Tso-lin, the

powerful military Governor of Man-
churia, had entered Peking, and
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that the Chinese Cabinet had re-

signed as a preliminary step toward
a complete reorganization of the Gov-
ernment, It was stated that nego-
tiations had already been begun for
the reunion of the two warring sec-

tions of Chma under a new Presi-
dent. The overthrow at Peking had
no immediate effect upon China's
disarmament delegation at Washing-
ton.

Land Armament

After Premier Briand's address of
Nov. 21 setting forth the attitude of
France regarding her army, and after
the responses of the different na-
tions (all published in the December
Current History), the Committee
on Armaments referred the whole
subject of land armament to a com-
mittee consisting of the plenipotenti-
ary delegates of the five powers. This
committee discussed the subject for
two hours on Nov. 23, and finally re-
ferred it to a subcommittee of five,

consisting of a delegate from each of
the leading nations. The full commit-
tee issued a report of the proceedings,
as follows:

The committee on the subject of the limi-
tation of armament met in the Pan Amer-
ican Building on the morning of Nov. 23.
All the members were present, except
Baron Shidehara and Signor Meda. After
a general discussion of the subjects relat-
ing to land armament and the agencies of
warfare, these were referred to the sub-
committee, consisting of the heads of the
delegations, with instructions to bring in
an order of procedure with regard to these
subjects and to appoint subcommittees to
deal with the questions relating to poison
gas, aircraft and rules of international law.
Tho subcommittee, which met at 5 o'clock,

made public a communique outlining the
result of its deliberations, as follows:

" The subcommittee decided to create
three boards of experts, each member of
the subcommittee to nominate the members
of these boards as follows:

" 1. With respect to aircraft, their quan-
tity, character and use.

" 2. With respect to poison gases.
" 3. With respect to appropriate rules for

the conduct of war.
" The experts are to conduct their in-

quiries under the direct supervision of the
subcommittee, composed of the heads of the
five delegations. As each subject is pre-
pared for the discussion of the full com-
mittee it will be reported to it."

Mr. Briand took leave of his colleagues,

expressing his regret at being obliged to
depart. The other members of the subcom-
mittee expressed their regret that he was
obliged to leave them and their apprecia-
tion of the great part he had taken in the
proceedings.
The committee then adjourned, subject to

the call of the chair.

Briand's Farewell Statement

Just before his departure from
Washington, Premier Briand made a
statement before the Committee on
Land Armaments supplemental to
his public address. In this farewell
statement he expressed his views as
to the maximum disarmament possi-
ble by his country consistent with
safety. The official summary of his
speech was as follows:

M. Briand asks the floor in order to ex-
press his keen regret at being forced to give
up his collaboration in the work of the con-
ference, as this day is the last one that he
will spend in Washington. He considers it

one of the greatest honors of his political
life to have been able to participate, even
for a time, in the work of the conference,
following the noble, generous and courage-
ous initiative taken by the American Gov-
ernment.
He wishes to say once more something

which he was unable to express at the last
plenary session with all the emotion which
he felt; how deep was his gratitude to his
colleagues for the words spoken by them
and addressed to France. It is certain that
the exchange of friendly declarations which
has taken place before the whole world has
enabled Europe to take a great step foi-ward
on the road to peace; it has, in fact, brought
about that moral situation without the ex-

istence of which it would have been hard,
indeed, to reach a positive result.

No longer will any one be able to say
that the armaments of Fi-ance mask of-

fensive intentions. Speaking frankly, it was
practically a necessity for France that the
words be uttered; she has been so sharply
attacked; she has been credited with so

many hidden motives that in foreign lanfi«

some have ventured to doubt her real pu
poses.
Tomorrow—and this is one of the reasons

for which M. Briand must return to Paris—
the French Government and the Frem
Parliament will take up the considerati'

of the military problem as it presents it.<?pli

after the war and the victory; they will

take it up with a desire ta make the greate?*^

possible progress in the realm of the redui

tion of military burdens. The duration <

military service will very probably be re-

duced by one-half. Thanks to the words
spoken at Washington, these decisions will

be reached in a serene atmosphere.
M. Briand wishes to add that he depaH
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without anxiety, since, in his place, he leaves

M. Viviani, who, during his previous trips to

America, created for himself universal sym-
pathies which have almost made him an
American citizen. It is certain that in his

hands the intei-ests of France will be well

safeguarded.

The French Parliament, as M.
Briand indicated in this statement,

was then about to act upon a bill de-

creasing the period of compulsory
military service in France from three

years to eighteen months and the

number of classes from three to one

and a half. A class numbers about
250,000 men. This law contemplates
the reduction of the French Army by
about 50 per cent., in accordance with
the program laid down by M. Briand
in his speech of Nov. 21 before the
Washington conference. Before the

war France had an army totaling

about 900,000. The present strength
of her army, according to a report of

the Army Commission laid before the
Chamber of Deputies on Nov. 30, is

818,000, made up of 591,000 whites,
117,000 natives of North Africa and
110,000 natives of other colonies and
foreigners. M. Briand's program
aims to reduce the total to about 525,-

000, made up of 375,000 Frenchmen
resident in France and 150,000 Mo-
roccans, Algerians, Senegalese and
Indo-Chinese. The main reduction is

in the home forces, which numbered
750,000 before the war. The Army
Commission's report, however, made
public a few days after M. Briand's
speech, estimated that,under the Gov-
ernment plan the army would still be
661,000 strong next Summer.

The Curzon Episode

Premier Briand left Washington
on the morning of Nov. 24. Members
of the French delegation and repre-
sentatives of the State Department,
[headed by Secretary Hughes, saw
I
him off. That night at a dinner giv-
en by the Lotos Club in New York he
made a similar plea for France's need

I

of a comparatively large army, and
his words left a deep impression. The
Premier sailed from New York on
the 25th. Before leaving, he was in-
terviewed regarding the sensational

address delivered by Earl Curzon in

London on Nov. 24, in which the
British Minister for Foreign Affairs,
referring to France's treaty with the
Turkish Nationalists and to her large
standing army, warned her against a
policy of isolation, which, he intimat-
ed, would lead her to disaster. Lord
Curzon said in part

:

In what lies "the real strength and pro-
tection of our great ally across the Chan'nel?
* * * It exists in the fact that the con-
science of the world and the combined physi-
cal force of the world—and in that I include
America—will not tolerate the reappearance
in the heart of Europe of a great and dan-
gerous power which is always rattling the
sword in the scabbard and which is a per-
petual menace to the peace of the world.
* * * The sole question of the recovery
of the peace of the world is not the old idea
of splendid isolation by any individual
power—there is not much splendor in
isolation, after all—it is harmonious co-
operation of powers as a whole.

M. Briand's informal reply to Lord
Curzon contained these sentences

:

As regards disarmament, France will
have gone as far along this road as any
other country without exception. In effect,
on land, in spite of the dangers which she
undergoes, she has already spontaneously
reduced her " metropolitan army " by a
third. In spite of the law which keeps three
classes with the colors, there are actually
only two. Furthermore, the Government
has introduced a bill into Parliament which
reduces the period of service by half, and
in consequence the number of effectives in
the same proportion. It is much more than
the other nations will do as regards navies,
since the naval reductions envisaged do not
exceed 40 per cent. * * *

France, which has 60,000,000 subjects in
her colonies, whose coasts are on three seas,
which consequently needs a navy, has seen
her capital ships reduced by the effects of
the war from three squadrons to a single
squadi'on. She is prepared on this ground
to realize an accord with her friends and
allies for the same proportional reduction.

Consequently in the sum total of her
forces of national defense, land army and
sea army, it can be said that France will
have made an effort at reduction superior
to that of any other nation, and the merit
will be greater because she is in veritable
danger. Our English friend ought to recog-
nize the fact that the German fleet is at the
bottom of the sea, and that consequently it

is no longer a menace either for England
or for us. But the seven million men of the
German armies are still very much alive
and available. It is a fact that France must
realize and consider.

This incident, together with the be-
lief in allied circles that France would
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demand a submarine tonnage equal

to Great Britain and a capital ship

tonnage equal to Japan's, caused
shai-p comment. The comment was not

made less by Premier Briand's

ironical remark that " no doubt Eng-
land needed her capital ships to fish

ior herring, and France needed her
submarines to study marine flora."

The French press at first was filled

with hostile references to Lord Cur-
zon and to England, but by the time
M. Briand landed at Havre (Dec. 2)

its tone had become calmer. The
incident apparently was closed, but it

left a profound impression of the

danger that threatened the Entente.
Premier Briand's speech on France's

army had contained charges that Ger-

many was still armed. Chancellor

Wirth on Nov. 28 read a note before

the Reichstag Committee on Foreign
Affairs denying the truth of M.
Briand's assertions and protesting
against the calumnies in his speech.

It was at first intended that this note
should be sent to Secretary Hughes
at Washington, but after a heated
debate the committee decided against
sending it.

Naval Armament

Provisional agreement on the ques-
tion of naval ratios was reached on
Dec. 20. The attempt to fix a ratio

acceptable to the three main powers

—

the United States, Great Britain and
Japan—and to bring this into a suit-

able relation with the capital ship pro-
portion to be allotted to Fra_ice and
Italy, proved to be one of the most
difficult tasks which the conference
was called upon to perform. The
Committee on Armaments discussed
all phases of the subject in repeated
sessions in camera held through the
last week in November and the first

two weeks in December. The details

of how the committee solved the prob-
lem of satisfying the Japanese desire
to retain her new large battle cruiser
—the Mutsu—by a readjustment of
the original American plan, will be
found in the introductory pages of
this article. The established ratio
(5-5-3) for the United States, Great

Britain and Japan was preserved

—

after allowing the last named country
to retain the Mutsu—by Japan's con-
senting to scrap the Settsu, a ship of
an older type, while the United States
and Great Britain were similarly al-

lowed to retain certain capital ships

originally to have been destroyed, and
to scrap others that were to have
been retained.

This whole agreement, however,
was made contingent on the reaching
of a proportionate ratio for France
and Italy. The French delegation,

headed by M. Albert Sarraut, held
out for a proportionate ratio of 3.5,

to be represented by a squadron of ten

capital ships of 35,000 tons each, con-

struction on which was to be begun
in 1925, and which were to be fully

completed by the end of the ten-year
naval holiday accepted by all five

powers. The French argument was
that a naval armament of this size

was necessary for France's protection
against Germany. Secretary Hughes,
however, supported by the British

and Italian delegates in the Naval
Armament Committee, opposed such
a large ratio for France, and when
his counterproposal of 1.75 was re-

jected by the French delegation, laid

the whole controversy before Premier
Briand through Mr. Harvey, the

American Ambassador at London.
Premier Briand, following his inter-

view with Mr. Harvey, cabled to the

French delegation at Washington ac-

cepting the 1.75 ratio on condition

that France be allowed a strong pro-

portion of auxiliary craft and sub-

marines. At the meeting of the Sub-
committee on Naval Limitation held

on Dec. 20, Secretary Hughes read the

text of a long cable message which he

had sent to Premier Briand, explain-

ing in detail why acceptance by
France of the 1.75 ratio was abso-

lutely necessary; he also read M.
Briand's reply consenting to this ratio

with the reservations stated above.

Hughes's Forceful Logic

After sketching the revised plan.

Mr. Hughes pointed out that the

change from the original plan w.-'-
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slight, but that the sacrifices agreed
to were substantially the same. Six-

ty-eight capital fighting ships were to

be scrapped by the three chief naval
powers—a total of 1,861,000 tons—as

against the sixty-six ships of the
original proposal, representing a total

of 1,878,000 tons. Secretary Hughes
then emphasized the fact that this

final agreement depended on " an ap-
propriate agreement with France and
Italy." Italy, however, was anxious
to reduce her capital ships because of

the requirements of her economic life,

and would make no opposition to the
new scheme if France agreed ; hence,
the note added, the success or failure

of the plan depended on the attitude

of France. Secretary Hughes thus

marshaled the reasons why France
should agree

:

France has seven dreadnoughts, with a
tonnage of 164,500. Reducing in the same
proportion as the United States has re-
duced, her tonnage of capital ships would
be fixed at 102,000, or if the pre-dread-
noughts of France were taken into calcula-
tion on her side, although omitted on the
side of the United States, the total tonnage
of Franc€;Js capital ships being taken at
221,000, a reduction on the same basis would
reduce France to 136,000 tons.

This would be the sacrifice of France if

she made the same sacrifice that has been
made by the other powers. We do not ask
this. We are entirely willing that France
should have the benefit of an increased ton-
nage, which would preclude the necessity of
her scrapping her dreadnoughts; that is to
say, her present strength in dreadnoughts
is about 164,000 tons, and there is not the
slightest objection to allowing this and an

[American Cartoon]

«5^9«W»ww

—Baltimore Sun
Keep your eye on that conference, my boy; they may save you from becoming a hero"
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increase over this, or a total of 175,000 tons,
which would be more than 70,000 tons over
what she would have on the basis of rela-

tive strength as it exists.

If it be said that France desires a greater
relative strength, the obvious answer is that
this would be impossible of attainment. If

such an agreement as we are now proposing
were not made, the United States and Great
Britain would very shortly have navies of
over a million tons, more than 6 to 1, as
compared with France, and Fraftce would
not be in a position to better herself, much
less by any possible endeavor to obtain such
a relative strength as has been suggested.

In shoi-t, the proposed agreement is tre-

mendously in favor of Finance by reducing
the navies of powers who not only are able
to build, but whose ships are actually in

course of construction, to a basis far more
favorable to France than would othei-wise

be attainable. The proposed agreement
really doubles the relative strength of the
French Navy.

Under these circumstances, said

Secretary Hughes, the French pro-

posal to construct a new fleet aggre-
gating 350,000 tons, was excessive,

and, he was convinced, impossible of
realization. He further cited France's
economic needs, and deprecated the
placing of hundreds of millions in

battleships, ending with an earnest
request that the French Premier give
careful consideration to the points
cited.

French Premier's Reply

Premier Briand in his reply assured
Secretary Hughes that France wished

to do all in her power to reconcile the
conflicting viewpoints compatible
" with the vital interests of France."
He then stated that he had " given
instructions to our delegates in the

, sense that you desire." But though
France thus accepted the 1.75 ratio
for capital ships, he stated, this ac-
ceptance must be conditional on the
obtaining of a larger proportion of
auxiliary craft and submarines. The
salient part of his argument was as
follows

:

In the question of naval armament, the
reoccupation of France is not the offensive
point of view, but uniquely the defensi'
point of view. * * * So far as the (!>

fensive ships are concerned (light cruisei
torpedo boats and submarines), it would i

impossible for the French Grovemment,
without putting itself in contradiction with
the vote of the Chambers, to accept reduc-
tions corresponding to those which we
accept for capital ships under this formal
reserve which you .will certainly under-
stand.
The idea which dominates the Washing-

ton conference is to restrict naval arma-
ments which are offensive and costly. But
I do not believe that it is the progi-am to
deny to a nation like France, which has a
large extent of coasts and a great number
of distant colonies, the essential means of
defending its communications and its se-

curity.

This correspondence left the prob-
lem still far from a solution, and a

meeting of the Committee of the

Whole was called for Dec. 22 to

wrestle with it.

THE SCAPEGOAT OF THE MARNE

FIELD MARSHAL KARL VON BUE-
LOW, who commanded the German

Second Army in France in 1914, died in

Berlin on Aug. 31, 1921, aged 75. He had

been on the retired list since June, 1916.

Born in 1846, he won distinction in the wars

of 1866 and 1870. On the outbreak of the

World War in 1914 he entered Belgium in

command of the Second Army, a brigade of

which occupied Liege on Aug. 7, and pressed

on to the Marne.

His own explanation of Germany's

defeat, published by him in 1920,

was that von Kluck had removed two of

von Buelow's corps on Sept. 7. During the

retreat that follow^ed, which was really the

beginning of the end for Germany, and dur-

ing the battle of the Aisne, the First and

Seventh Armies were placed under von

Buelow's charge by the German High Com-
mand, and the venerable Field Marshal wa=:

thus made the scapegoat for von Kluck

incompetent handling of the advance «:

Paris, as a result of which ail Germany
hopes of a swift termination of the war

were dashed to the ground.



GREAT PERSONALITIES AT THE
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By Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr.

Eyewitness descriptions of the dominant figures of the various

delegations—Pen portraits of Balfour, Briand, Viviani, and the

enigmatic Japanese delegates, Kato and Tokugawa— Young

China represented by Dr. Sze and Dr. Wellington Koo

WHEN President Harding issued
his historic invitation to the
great powers, not overlook-

ing China, the event was considered
by them of sufficient importance to

justify them in sending their fore-

most statesmen to Washington. War
rumblings were being heard over the
earth. Naval armaments were pil-

ing up.

Aside from the question of great
dreadnoughts, the vital importance
of a congress of nations to the world's
economic interests was realized.

With Europe an economic desert,

world interest was centring on the
Pacific and the Far East. China
loomed as the great prize of the na-
tions. She lay under the ominous
shadow of Japan's far-flung am-
bitions. The "Open Door" to the
Orient, as defined by Hay and Roose-
velt, was well on its way to being
shut. Its further closing would
create a serious obstacle to Occi-
dental trade with the Orient. Other
questions were involved, but they
were secondary to the two great out-
standing ones—naval armaments and
the " Open Door."
The world's foremost personalities

came to Washington to thrash out
these intricate problems. They ar-
rived with an apparent unanimity of
purpose that spoke well for the suc-
cess of our President's great adven-
ture into a new field of diplomacy.
The Monroe Doctrine has stood stead-
fastly for a hundred years. History
will probably refer to the great prin-
ciple govening this conference as the
"Harding Doctrine," a great instru-

ment for peace welded into definite
form by our twentieth century states-
men, Hughes, Root, Lodge and Un-
derwood, and given the stamp of
world ratification at the hands of
Balfour, Geddes, Briand, Viviani,
Kato, Tokugawa and Schanzer.

To obtain a clear perspective of
these powerful personalities it will
be necessary to view them actually
at work in the foreground of the con-
ference and under the arc light of
world observation. Let us imagine
ourselves present at one of the
plenary sessions of the conference.
At one end of the council table sit

the Americans in whose keeping our
forty-eight States have placed a sa-
cred trust. The dominant figure is

Hughes, who became the statesman
of the hour when he sent his famous
" Naval Armaments Must Cease
Now " address thundering round
the world—Hughes, the dignified
and imperturbable lawyer-statesman,
spokesman of new world diplomacy
and frank Americanism. Tall,

straight, legal-minded, doubly deter-
mined, icy cold in temperament—that
is Hughes, the Secretary of State,

conceded by all to be the right man
for the place.

Next to him sits the scholarly and
oratorical Massachusetts Senator,
Henry Cabot Lodge, frail of body,
but with a wisdom in statecraft that
would guarantee safety to any ship
of State. He is very much the Bos-
ton gentleman. Lodge has a pecu-
liarly individualistic relation with
this conference. Mainly through his

opposition the Versailles Treaty went
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to the Senatorial guillotine; his in-

fluence helped to conceive another
great experiment, the " Four Powers
Pact," which must go through the

same treadmill. He is, perhaps, a
greater aristocrat than Hughes, and
his classical oratory is generally far
above the heads of college under-
graduates, and further above the
heads of the people. Nevertheless, he
is a statesman through and through.

Beside him sits the venerable Elihu
Root, who has trod every parlia-

mentarian path in Washington and
Europe, besides being an ex-Secre-
tary of State, ex-Secretary of War,
and this country's representative at

The Hague Tribunal. In his face are
the iron-willed qualities that make for

successful statesmanship. Though
he does not address the conference,
he commands the greatest respect

from the foreign delegates, most of

whom have had diplomatic dealings

with him in the past. He carries his

years somewhat heavily—he is 76
years old—but his brain is as keen as

an eagle's eye. Watching his move-
ments and mannerisms, one says to

one's self that Roosevelt knew his

man when he chose Root for his Cab-
inet. Harding did well to seat him at

this conference.
Oscar W. Underwood is the sole

Democrat of the delegation. This
rotund Alabaman, with a face as set

as the features of a Rodin statue, is

by no means the least of the dele-

gates. Like Root, he is the essence
of silence, but when he speaks it is

with authority. He seems more of
the people than his three colleagues.

Britain's ablest statesmen sit at the
left of the Americans, and are cer-

tainly a match for them. Balfour,
Geddes, Beatty, Lee and Cavan form
a group of interesting but noticeably
diverse personalities.

The famous Balfour, of towering
stature and commanding personality,
is acknowledgedly one of the out-

standing figures of the conference.
He is the essence of smiling urban-
ity; he is the British aristocrat to
the nth degree ; every word and move-
ment of his denotes the noble Cecil

stock from which he sprang. Dr
spite these qualifications of birth, h<

seems to lean more toward the
people than our statesmen—or is it

by virtue of transatlantic diplomacy
that he does so? His features, soft-

ened by age, are really spiritual. As
an orator Mr. Balfour is not ;

Briand, or a Lodge, or a Viviani. Hi
delivery is somewhat hesitant, but
it sounds wholesome and extem-
poraneous and does not appear to de-

tract from the forcefulness of his

argument. There is a warmth and an
air of unaffected democracy sur-

rounding this old fighter for the
British Empire that pleases Ameri-
cans.

The heavy-limbed, rugged-faced
Briand looms above the French dele-

gation like a Teneriffe. Out in Ari-
zona or New Mexico he would be
taken for one of the prosperous citi-

zens of the town—a product of hard
work and extreme frugality. Like
most of his countrymen, however, he
is emotional and given to gestures.

He is by far the most convincing
speaker at the table. Watching him,
one gains the conviction that Briand
is a man who would shrink from no
effort, no sacrifice, which would be
for the good of France.

Viviani has not the magnetism of

the French Premier, though he is

Briand's equal in speech. Their per-

sonalities are as far apart as the

poles. Briand is slow in action, Vivi-

ani as quick as thought. Both states-

men constitute a perfect balance in

bringing out the French viewpoint.
Briand is carefully groomed : Viviani
more carelessly so. France did well

in sending these two statesmen to th'

conference.
What of the mystifying and para-

doxical personalities of the Orient?
The clannishness and self-isolation of

the Japanese are noted by every one.

Are these mannerisms due to differ-

ence in thought and language or to

shyness and supermodesty? This

question puzzles the Occidental. The
British, French, Americans—even

the Chinese—are " mixers," more or

less, but the Japanese have a pen-
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chant for keeping to themselves.

None of the Oriental delegates

matches the average Westerner in

stature ; in fact, all appear as if their

chairs were much too low for comfort

at the table. There is one noticeable

feature concerning them: they are

eternally busy, either studying cryp-

tic messages or whispering like

chain-lightning among themselves.

They realize the importance of this

conference. They realize that they

are its pivotal centre.

The best known among them to

Americans is Kato, Admiral and

Minister of the Japanese Navy. His

features are startlingly gaunt; his

body frail as a youth not yet arrived

at maturity ; his sea-tanned complex-

ion darker than that of most Japa-

nese. Though short in stature, he

has an abnormally large liead, shel-

tering a brain well able to cope with
Occidental diplomacy. He speaks no
English beyond " I thank you."

Then there is the polished Toku-
gawa. Prince, President of the House
of Peers, and last of a long line of

feudal Shoguns whose imperial rule

ended with the restoration of the

present dynasty in 1868. He is an
English scholar of more than ordi-

nary merit. He is the antithesis of

Kato, being short but physically mas-
sive, and having more the bodily ap-
pearance of those famed, great-

bodied wrestlers of Nippon. These
two emissaries constitute the back-
bone of the delegation from the land
of the Rising Sun.

China's delegation, metaphorically
speaking, is one of " many voices."
Not a few of the delegates are in

sympathy with the South China Gov-
ernment. Apparently " Young
China" is at the helm in Washing-
ton in the persons of Dr. Sao-Ke
Alfred Sze and Dr. Wellington Koo,
whiie " Old China " holds the actual
reins of Government in Peking. Sze
and Koo are graduates of American
universities, and have absorbed much
of our democracy, which they hope
to implant in China if those of the
old Mandarian school will permit

them. Sze is modeled along the lines

of frank American statesmanship,
while Koo would feel more at home
in the secret councils of Europe than
in Washington. In Paris Koo was
outspokenly pro-Chinese, while in
Washington he seems to have applied
the brakes, with respect to the larger
questions, quite noticeably. Neither
is a match for Kato, or Shidehara, or
Hanihara.
Without underrating the value of

Sze and Koo, the Chinese delegation
may be said to contain many others
who are their equals, if not their su-
periors. Particularly does this apply
to General Hwang-fu, who abruptly
resigned early in December through
a disagreement regarding " the prin-
ciples " of the delegation. Hwang-
fu is an out-and-out Chinese, frank
to the borders of indiscretion. On
the surface Sze and Koo seem to con-
trol China's destiny, but there is con-
siderable going on behind the scenes
of which the public knows little. For
example, there is Dr. Mon-lin Chiang,
Acting President of Peking Univer-
sity, who is in Washington as a
representative of the Chambers of
Commerce and educational institu-

tions of the Chinese Republic. More
explicitly. Dr. Chiang is attending
the conference as "watch dog" for

the Chinese people. He possesses
great moral influence with the dele-

gates. In fact, many of the recent
resignations were dispatched to Pe-
king on his advice, the Chinese fear-

ing to return home except with a
" good conduct " card visaed by Dr.
Chiang.
As foreign advisers to the dele-

gation we have Robert Lansing, Dr.
John S. Ferguson, Thomas F. Mil-

lard, W. W. Willoughby and Lenox
Simpson (Putnam Weale).

Senator Carlo Schanzer, President
of Italy's delegation, is a successful

banker, born in Austria. He is wiry,

slight of build, nervous in tempera-
ment and frigidly reserved. In fact,

his manner is one of Alpine coldness.

He speaks English passing well ; he
addresses the conference in our lan-

guage.
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Belgium is ably represented by
Baron de Cartier de Marchienne, Bel-

gian Ambassador to this country for

many years, who is really a composite
study of the European diplomat. He
is a knight of the aristocracy, and,
leaving his monacle aside, seems to

belong to medieval times. All in all,

he is a most agreeable gentleman and
highly popular in Washington.
Though Jonkheer H. A. van

Karnebeek, the Dutch Minister of

Foreign Affairs, is the chief delegate

for the Netherlands, Americans have
come more in contact with Jonkheer
W. H. de Beaufort, present Dutch
Minister to Greece and alternate dele-

gate to the conference. He is a pow-
erfully built, extremely handsome
gentleman, with all the wholesome

breeziness of our Far Western Amer-
icans. Van Karnebeek is a terse-
spoken Hollander of our old Knicker-
bocker type; thoroughly well in-

formed, he is satisfied to " accept
"

principles that can be safely applied
to Holland, and to let it go at that.

Viscount d'Alte, Portuguese Min-
ister in Washington for fourteen
years, heads the delegation from
that country. Portugal's interest in

this conference is altogether centred
in her diminutive colony of Macao,
close to Hongkong. It contains onl\

four square miles, but as thousand
of Eurasians along the China coa.^

have been endowed with Portuguese
citizenship, it is obvious that tha
country could not be left out of th(

conference.

BELGIUM'S TWO LANGUAGES

i

^"pHE visitor to Belgium before the war
-- spoke French wherever he went. Every-

where, however, he observed that all public

notices, in streets, on buildings, in tram-

ways, were in two languages, one French,

the other a language resembling Dutch.

If he was well informed, he knew that this

was Flemish, the second national language

in Belgium. In the parks of Antwerp and

other cities, as he sat on a bench enjoying

the music of the band, he noted that Flem-

ish was spoken by virtually every one,

though, as he very well knew, all these

people also spoke French. As the visitor

went up north, however, and especially

through the country districts, he found that

Flemish alone was spoken and understood.

The writer on one occasion found that he

could make himself better understood by

talking English than by talking French.

Between a low Gei-man dialect and English

the likeness is often startling.

This question of a double language has

loni? been a threatene<l source of i)olitical

disunion between the two parts of Belgium.

Flemish is the language of the north,

Fi-ench is spoken by the Walloons of the

south, often in a dialect or patois form

which is absolutely incomprehensible to one

who speaks the classic tongue of France.

Ever srnce 1830 French in practice has been

the only official language of Belgium, and
it is this fact that has aroused bitterness.

For many years the " Flamingant.^ " have

worked to put Flemish on an official equal-

ity with French. Germany tried to t-xploit

this linguistic scission during the wai-, but

Belgian loyalty was too strong in the face

of mvasion.

The Flemish faction, however, has at last

won a victory. The Bulletin Mensuel du

Parti Ouvrier Beige, in its issue of Sept. 10,

printed in full the new language law, in the

passing of which the Belgian Government
redeemed its promise made after the war
that the two languages should be placed on

a national and official equality. Flemish

is made the administrative language o

Antwerp, Westei-n Flanders, Eastern Flan

ders, Limourg-Louvain and the region

aroimd Brussels; French is the administra-

tive language of Liege, Luxembourg, Na-

mur, Hainault and Nivelles. Both tongue

are to be used by the Central Government,

by Government officials, and in the Civil

Service. The passing of this new law, and

its full operation, will have the effect of

making Belgium at last a united nation,

I



THE IRISH FREE STATE
Text of the epoch-making treaty between the British Government

and the Sinn Fein leaders, by which the whole of Ireland except

Ulster is to become a free nation within the empire.

THE Irish question came nearer to

solution during the month of

December, 1921, than at any
time in all the centuries of warfare
and friction between Ireland and
England. A treaty, the text of which
is appended hereto, was signed at

London, Dec. 6, by the British

Cabinet and by the conference dele-

gates of the Irish Dail Eireann. This
agreement, which was reached in a

dramatic manner after an all-night

session, was entirely unexpected ; the
delegates had seemed to be far apart,

so that the failure of the conference
was believed to be at hand.
The treaty was received with en-

thusiastic approval by the press of

Great Britain and the United States
—almost without exception—and it

was announced that all the Govern-
ments and Parliaments of the Domin-
ions of the British Empire had ex-

pressed approval of it and that the
Chiefs of State of all the allies dur-
ing the war had congratulated the
British Government on the compact.
The one exception to the general ap-
proval throughout the United States
was the hostile attitude of a small
faction known as the Friends of Irish
Freedom.
The British Parliament was called

in special session to ratify the treaty,
and was opened Dec. 14, with great
pomp. The King read his speech to
the peers in a firm voice, which gave
evidence of the deep satisfaction that
he felt. " It was with heartfelt joy."
he said, " that I learned of the agree-
ment, reached after negotiations pro-
tracted through many months, and
affecting the welfare not only of Ire-
land but of the British and Irish
races throughout the world. It is my
earnest hope that by the articles of
agreement now submitted to you the

strife of centuries may be ended, and
that Ireland, as a free partner in the
commonwealth of nations forming
the British Empire, will secure ful-

fillment of her national ideals." The
address to the throne was moved by
Sir Samuel Hoare, and was seconded
by George W. Barnes, the labor
leader. In the upper house the ad-
dress was moved by the venerable
Lord John Morley, the last survivor
of the Gladstone period.

The treaty was scathingly de-
nounced in the upper house by Lord
Carson, the Ulster leader. Colonel
John Gretton, in the House of Com-
mons, moved an amendment to the
address, in effect rejecting the treaty.

The treaty was supported in the
House by Andrew Bonar Law, by
former Premier Asquith, and by all

the labor leaders; in the Lords, Vis-
count Bryce, Lord Birkenhead and
other leaders spoke for it. The debate
lasted two days. The amendment to
the address of the King was rejected
by the Peers, 156 to 47, and was de-
feated in the Commons, 401 to 58.

On Dec. 19 the British Parliament
was prorogued, without waiting for
the decision of the Dail Eireann on
ratification of the Irish treaty. It

was to meet again before Jan. 31,
1922, to consider legislation with re-
lation to the treaty, in the event that
this was ratified by South Ireland.

In Ireland the first note of opposi-
tion to the treaty came trom Eamon
de Valera, " President of the Irish
Republic," m a statement in which
he intimated that the plenipotentia-
ries had exceeded their authority in
signing the treaty. The Dail Eireann
was to meet in special session Dec.
14 to consider the fate of the agree-
ment. On Dec. 13 the hierarchy of
Ireland met at Dublin, with Cardinal
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Logue in the chair, and the question

was discussed. Although, unoffi-

cially, all the Cardinals, Archbishops
and Bishops had endorsed the treaty,

it was considered inadvisable to do
so officially. A resolution was passed
to the effect that the Bishops of Ire-

land hold in highest appreciation
" the patriotism, ability and honesty
of purpose in which the Irish repre-

sentatives have conducted the strug-

gle for national freedom."
When the Dail Eireann assembled

on Dec. 14 the deliberations were
secret for the first three days. The
first public session was held Dec. 19,

when the debate indicated that there
was a wide split over the treaty. Mr.
de Valera made a bitter attack. The
treaty was strongly defended by Ar-
thur Griffith, Michael Collins and
Robert Barton. The resolution to ap-
prove it was seconded by C. M. Mc-
Keown, known as the " Blacksmith of
Ballinalee," who had been released
after a sentence of death. Speeches of
opposition were delivered by Erskine
Childers and Count Plunkett, among
the leaders. The debate was still in

progress when this issue of Current
History went to press.

The Ulster Cabinet, In a letter

written to Premier Lloyd George, re-

jected the invitation to enter the Irish

Free State. It was contended that
the altered oath meant a lowered
standard of loyalty and was not ac-

ceptable to Ulster, while the financial
provisions of the agreement would
introduce tariff wars with England
and internal disputes in Ireland. For
these and other reasons Ulster chose
to retain her British citizenship and
refuse to subordinate herself to the
Sinn Fein Government. Exception
was taken in the reply to the Boun-
dary Commission, it being contended
that it was not in accord with British
precedent that territory should be
removed from the control of any Gov-
ernment without that Government's
sanction.

As an evidence of good faith, the
British Government on Dec. 10 re-
leased all Irishmen interned in Ire-
land. The British steamship com-

panies resumed their calls at Queens-
town. It was announced at London
that all British troops would be with-
drawn from Ireland as soon as the
treaty was ratified.

[American Cartoon]
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Text op the Agreement.

The official text of this momentous
treaty, which the British and Sinn
Fein representatives had signed at
the Premier's office, 10 Downing
Street, London, on Dec. 6, 1921, was
as follows:

Article I.—Ireland shall have the same
constitutional status in the community of
nations known as the British Empire as the
Dominion of Canada, the Commonwealth
of Australia, the Dominion of New Zealand
and the Union of South Africa, with a

\

Parliament having powers to make laws for '

peace and order and good government in

Ireland, and an executive responsible to that

Parliament, and shall be styled and known
as the Irish Free State.

Article II.—Subject to provisions herein-

after set out, the position of the Irish Free
State, in relation to the Imperial Parlia-

ment, the Government and otherwise, shall

be that of the Dominion of Canada, and the

law, practice and constitutional usage gov-

erning the relationship of the Crown or

representative of the Crown and the Im-
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THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA
[Lloyd Georgp finds himself called in many

directions at once]

perial Parliament to the Dominion of
Canada shall govern their relationship to
the Irish Free State.

Article III.—A representative of the
Crown in Ireland shall be appointed in like

manner as the Governor General of Canada
and in accordance with the practice ob-
served in making such appointments.

[English Cartoon]
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THE LAST OBSTACLES
LioTb George: "Now will you gentlemen

please help to move those locks? "

Article IV.—The oath to be taken by the
members of the Parliament of the Irish
Free State shall be in the following form:

" I do solemnly swear true faith and
allegiance to the Constitution of the Irish
Free State as by law established, and that
I will be faithful to his Majesty King
George V., and his heirs and successors by
law, in virtue of the common citizenship of
Ireland with Great Britain and her ad-
herence to and membership of the group of
nations forming the British Commonwealth
of Nations."

Article V.—The Irish Free State shall as-
sume liability for service of the public debt
of the United Kingdom as existing at the
date thereof and toward the payment of war
pensions as existing on that date in such
proportion as may be fair and equitable,
having regard for any just claims on the
part of Ireland by way of set-off or counter-
claim, the amount of such sums being de-
termined, in default of agreement, by the
arbitration of one or more independent per-
sons being citizens of the British Empire.

Article VI.—Until an arrangement has
been made between the British and Irish

Governments whereby the Irish Free State
undertakes her own coastal defense, defense
by sea of Great Britain and Ireland shall

be undertaken by his Majesty's imperial
forces, but this shall not prevent the con-
struction or maintenance by the Govern-
ment of the Irish Free State of such vessels

as are necessary for the protection of the
revenue or the fisheries. The foregoing pro-
visions of this article shall be reviewed at

a conference of representatives of the Brit-

ish and Irish Governments to be held at the
expiration of five years from the date here-
of with a view to the undertaking by Ire-

land of a share in her own coastal defense.
Article VII.—The Government of the

Irish Free State shall afford to his

Majesty's imperial force (a) in time of
peace such harbor and other facilities as
are indicated in the annex hereto, or such
other facilities as may from time to time
be a.greed between the British Government
and the Government of the Irish Free State,

and (b) in time of war or of strained rela-

tions with a foreign power such harbor and
other facilities as the British Government
may require for the purposes of such de-
fense, as aforesaid.

Article VIII.—With a view to securing
observance of the principle of international
limitation of armaments, if the Government
of the Irish Free State establishes and
maintains a military defense force, the
establishment thereof shall not exceed in

size such ' proportion of the military estab-
lishments maintained in Great Britain as
that which the population of Ireland bears
to the population of Great Britain.

Article IX.—The ports of Great Britain
and the Irish Free State shall be freely
open to the ships of the other country on
the payment of the customary port and
other dues.
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Article X.—The Government of the Irish
Free State agrees to pay fair compensation,
on terms not less favorable than those ac-

corded by the act of 1920, to Judges, offi-

cials, members of the police forces and other
public servants who are discharged by it or
who retire in consequence of the change of
government effected in pursuance of the
hereof paragraph.

Provided that this agx*eement shall not
apply to members of the auxiliary police

force or persons recruited in Great Britain
for the Royal Irish Constabulary during the
two years next preceding the date hereof.

The British Government will assume re-

sponsibility for such compensation or pen-
sions as may be payable to any of these ex-

cepted persons.
Article XI.—Until the expiration of one

month from the passing of the act of'

Parliament for the ratification of this in-

strument, the powers of the Parliament and
Government of the Irish Free State shall

not be exercisable as respects Northern Ire-

land, and the provisions of the Government
of Ireland act of 1920 shall, so far as they
relate to Northern Ireland, remain of full

force and effect, and no election shall be

held for the return of members to serve in

the Parliament of the Irish Free State for
the constituencies of Northern Ireland un-
less a resolution is passed by both houses of
Parliament of Northern Ireland in favor of
holding such elections before the end of said
month.

Article XII.—If before the expiration of
said month an address is presented to his

Majesty by both houses of Parliament of
Northern Ireland to that effect, the powers
of the Parliament and Government of the
Irish Free State shall no longer extend to
Northern Ireland, and the provisions of the
Government of Ireland act of 1920 (includ-
ing those relating to the Council of Ireland

)

shall, so far as they relate to Northern Ire-
land, continue to be of full force and effect,
and this instrument shall have effect, sub-
ject to the necessary modifications:

Provided, that if such an address is so
presented, a commission consisting of three
persons, one to be appointed by the Govern-
ment of the Irish Free State, one to be ap-
pointed by the Government of Northern Ire-
land, and one, who shall be Chairman, to be
appointed by the British Government, shall
determine in accordance with the wishes of

[English Cartoon]
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the inhabitants, so far as may be compatible
with economic and geographic conditions, the

boundaries between Northern Ireland and
the rest of Ireland, and for the purposes of

the Government of Ireland act of 1920 and
of this instrument the boundary of North-
ern Ireland shall be such as may be deter-

mined by such commission.
Article XIII.—For the purpose of the last

foregoing article the powers of the Parlia-

ment of Southern Ireland under the Govern-
ment of Ireland act of 1920, to elect mem-
bers of the Council of Ireland, shall, after
the Parliament of the Irish Free State is

constituted, be exercised by that Parliament.
Article XIV.—After the expiration of

said month, if no such address as men-
tioned in Article XII. hereof is presented,
the Parliament of the Government of North-
ern Ireland shall continue to exercise as re-

spects Northern Ireland the powers con-

ferred upon them by the Government of Ire-

land act of 1920, but the Parliament of the
Government of the Irish Free State shall

in Northern Ireland have in relation to mat-
ters, in respect of which the Parliament of

Northern Ireland has not the power to

make laws under that act (including mat-
ters which, under said act, are within t^^-^

jurisdiction of the Council of Ireland), the
same powers as in the rest of Ireland, sub-
ject to such other provisions as may be
agreed to in the manner hereinafter appear-
ing.

Article XV.—At any time after the date
hereof the Government of Northern Ireland
and the Provisional Government of Southern

Ireland, hereinafter constituted, may meet
for the purpose of discussing provisions,
subject to which the last of the foreg^oing
article is to operate in the event of no such
address as is therein mentioned being
presented, and these provisions may in-
clude: (a) Safeguards with regard to pat-
ronage in Northern Ireland;' (b) safe-
guards with regard to the collection of
revenue in Northern Ireland; (c) safe-
guards with regard to import and export
duties affecting the trade and industry of
Northern Ireland; (d) safeguards for the
minorities in Northern Ireland; (e) settle-

ment of financial relations between North-
ern Ireland and the Irish Free State; (f)

establishment and powers of a local militia
in Northern Ireland and the relation of the
defense forces of the Irish Free State and
of Northern Ireland, respectively, and if at
any such meeting provisions are agreed to,

the same shall have effect as if they were
included among the provisions subject to
which the powers of Parliament and of the
Government of the Irish Free State are to
be exercisable in Northern Ireland .under
Article XIV. hereof.

Article XVI.—Neither the Parliament of
the Irish Free State nor the Parliament of
Northern Ireland shall make any law so as
either directly or indirectly to endow any
religion or prohibit or restrict the free exer-
cise thereof or give any preference or im-
pose any disability on the account of
religious belief or religious status, or affect
prejudicially the right of any child to at-

tend school receiving public money without

[English Cartoon]
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attending the religious instruction of the
school, or make any discrimination as re-

spects State aid between schools under the
management of the different religious de-

nominations, or divert from any religious

denomination or any educational institution

any of its property except for public utility

purposes and on payment of compensation.
Article XVII.—By way of provisional ar-

rangement for the administration of South-
ern Ireland during the interval which must
elapse between the date hereof and the con-
stitution of a Parliament and a Government
of the Irish Free State in accordance there-
with, steps shall be taken forthwith for
summoning a meeting of the Members of
Parliament elected for the constituencies in

Southern Ireland since the passing of the
Government of Ireland act in 1920 and for
constituting a Provisional Government. And
the British Government shall take steps
necessary to transfer to such Provisional
Government the powers and machinery req-
uisite for the discharge of its duties, pro-
vided that every member of such Pro-
visional Government shall have signified in

writing his or her acceptance of this instru-
ment. But this arrangement shall not con-
tinue in force beyond the expiration of
twelve months from the date hereof.

Article XVIII.—This instrument shall be
submitted forthwith by his Majesty's Gov-
ernment for the approval of Parliament and
by the Irish signatories to a meeting sum-
moned for the purpose of members elected
to sit in the House of Commons of Southern
Ireland, and, if approved, it shall be ratified
by the necessary legislation.

Signed on behalf of the British delega-
tion:

LLOYD GEORGE,
AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN,
BIRKENHEAD,
WINSTON CHURCHILL,
WORTHINGTON-EVANS,
GORDON HEWART,
HAMAR GREENWOOD,

On behalf of the Irish delegation:

ART OF GRIOBHTHA (ARTHUR GRIF-
FITH),

MICHAEL 0. O. SILEAIN (MICHAEL
COLLINS),

RIOBARD BARTUN (ROBERT C. BAR-
TON),

E. S. DUGAN (EAMON J. DUGGAN),
SEORSA GHABGAIN UI DHUBHT-

HAIGH (GEORGE GAVAN DUFFY).
Dated the 6th of December, 1921.

Annex
An annex is attached to the treaty.

Clause 1 specifies that Admiralty property
and rights at the dockyard port of Bere-
haven are to be retained as at present date
and the harbor defenses and facilities for
coastal defense by air at Queenstown, Bel-
fast, Lough and Loughswilly to remain un-
der British care, provision also being made
for oil, fuel and storage.

Clause 2 provides that a convention shall

be made between the two Governments, to
give effect to the following conditions: Tha
submarine cables shall not be landed or
wireless stations for communication with
places outside of Ireland established, except
by agreement with the British Government;
that existing cable rights and wireless con-
cessions shall not be withdrawn except by
agreement with the British Government,
and that the British Government shall be
entitled to land additional submarine cables
or establish additional wireless stations for
communication with places outside of Ire-

land; that lighthouses, buoys, beacons, &c.,

shall be maintained by the Irish Govern-
ment and not be removed or added to except
by agreement with the British Government;
that war signal stations shall be closed

down and left in charge of care and main-
tenance parties, the Government of the
Irish Free State being offered the option of
taking them over and working them for
commercial purposes, subject to Admiralty
inspection, and guaranteeing the upkeep of
existing telegraphic communication there-
with.

Clause 3 provides that a convention shall

be made between the two Governments for
the regulation of civil communication by air.

Antiquity of Irish Problem

The Irish question first appeared
dimly on the far horizon of the Middle
Ages as born of the rivalry between
the native chiefs and the Anglo-Nor-
man nobles settled in Ireland. This
early clash of interests was aggra-
vated by the unjust code of laws en-

forced by the English Kings upon the
Irish. It began to take definite form
and direction as a national issue with
the determination of Henry VIII. to

force the Protestant religion upon
Ireland, with himself as supreme
head of the Church, as defined in the
Act of Supremacy of 1534. At the
same time the civil power of the King
was enhanced by an act declaring
Henry " King of Ireland " instead of
" Lord of Ireland," as had been cus-

tomary from the time of King John.

The effect of these measures, to-

gether with the tyrannical character
of the Dublin Government in striving
to impose English customs and pref-i

erences upon the Irish, produced the!

Shane O'Neill rebellion in 1551. This,

with varying foi-tunes and short in-,

tervals of peace, continued until the
death of O'Neill in 1567. In 1567 re-i
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ligious differences were mainly re-

sponsible for the Geraldine rebellion,

in which the great families of Des-
mond and Ormond took sides, respec-

tively, against and for the English.

That rebellion ended with the killing

of the Earl of Desmond as a hunted
fugitive in 1583. A treacherous act

on the part of the Lord Lieutenant,

Sir John Perrott, prompted Hugh
O'Neill to rise in rebellion in 1595 and
to continue fighting until 1599. The
first general land confiscation of

those even remotely involved followed

shortly after. At the same time the
settling of Protestants on the lands

of dispossessed Roman Catholics was
introduced as a Government policy.

The reign of James L was marked
by the revival of the Acts of Suprem-
acy and Uniformity. British Protes-
tant land settlement took place in

Ulster, and a first National Parlia-

ment was called to extend uniform
protection of the law to English and
Irish alike. The result of the latter

was of hardly more than nominal
benefit. Meanwhile, corrupt officials

aided the King in obtaining large

sums of money by disputing the own-
ership of landed estates. Intolerable
civil and religious abuses against the
Catholics moved Roger O'Moore to

lead the rebellion of 1641; hs was
presently joined by the more famous
Owen Roe O'Neill, and fighting went
on continuously until, by 1651, Crom-
well had gained control of the island.

Nearly all the land was then confis-

cated.

With the restoration of Charles II.

a Court of Claims made a redistribu-
tion of the land in favor of the Protes-
tants, and Anglican Church rule was
re-established. These measures, how-
ever, were considerably reversed in

favor of the Catholics during the
short reign of James II. After the
flight of the latter monarch from
England, the Irish sided with him
against William of Orange. They re-
ceived James as their rightful sover-
eign in Ireland and supported him in
arms. The turning point of the war
was at the Boyne, where the army of
King James was defeated, July 1,

1690. James promptly fled back to
France, and though the struggle was
bravely carried on by the Irish, devas-
tation and poverty finally compelled
the acceptance of the peace terms
offered by King William under the
Treaty of Limerick, Oct. 3, 1691.
Though the Catholics were three

times as numerous as the Protestants,
they remained in possession of only
one-seventh of the island. Under the
title of the Penal Laws, 1695-97 and
1793-94, and the Test Act of 1728,
passed by the Protestant Parliament
of Dublin, the Catholics were deprived
of all religious freedom and suffered
a complete disfranchisement. More-
over, under the blighting influence of
oppressive trade laws, industry and
commerce sank into ruin. At the
same time agriculture was stifled by
the grasp of the middleman and the
extortions of the " rack-renter."

In the parliamentary contest to ob-
tain redress from this misrule, the
names of Swift, Grattari, Flood and
Edmund Burke stood out as brilliant

leaders of the Patriotic Party, formed
in opposition to the Court Party,
whose sole aim was to increase
despotic English influence. Consid-
erable moral assistance was lent to

the Irish patriotic movement by the
revolt of the American Colonies in

1775, with which the Irish Protes-
tants sympathized as striving for the
same end :

** No taxation without rep-
resentation."

Beginning of Reform

These efforts resulted in the Act of
Renunciation, passed Jan. 22, 1783.
By this measure England formally
abandoned the claim to make laws for

Ireland, relinquishing the same to the
King and the Irish Parliament. So
desperate, however, had the condition
of the peasantry become, so unavail-

ing the demand for parliamentary
representation and Catholic emancipa-
tion from the British Government-
controlled Dublin Parliament, that
the rebellion of 1798 broke out. It

centred mainly around Wexford, be-

ing ably led by Father John Murphy,
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a Catholic priest, who did everything
in his power to discountenance coun-
ter-outrages against the Protestants
for the horrible atrocities committed
by the Government militia. This re-

bellion collapsed in the following year,

due considerably to the belated arrival

of promised help from France. Gen-
eral Lake, the British commander,
court-martialed and hanged every
leader he could catch, including Fa-
ther Murphy.
On Aug. 1, 1800. William Pitt, the

English Premier, achieved his plan of
uniting the two countries under one
Parliament in London. This was ac-

complished by means of unlimited
bribery in inducing the Irish Parlia-

ment to abolish itself, though all Ire-

land was bitterly opposed to the act.

So far from proving any immediate
blessing for Ireland, the combined
Parliament at Westminster, when
not ignoring that unhappy country,
enacted fresh repressive measures.
It was at this period that Daniel
O'Connell rose to fame as the na-
tional leader who forced the conces-
sion of the Act of Emancipation,
March 30, 1829. Various remedial
measures, due to the parliamentary
efforts of O'Connell, followed, but
came too late to prevent the horrors
of the great famine of 1845-47, during

' which 2,000,000 died of starvation.
In the succeeding half century more
than 4,000,000 emigrated, chiefly to
America.
The English Government was so

impressed by the famine that it

adopted a more liberal trade policy.

The Corn laws were gradually re-

pealed, thus permitting the free entry
of wheat into Ireland and a lowering
of the price of bread. But remain-
ing discontent developed into the
Fenian revolt of 1865-68. While this
revolt ended with the rounding up of
its leaders, it at least served to awaken
England to Ireland's wrongs, and this
gave impetus to Gladstone's act for
the Disestablishment of the Protes-
tant Episcopal Church in Ireland in
1869. Parnell now came to the front
as the champion of the Land League,
an agrarian movement with the im-

mediate objects of fair rent, fixer!

hold and free sale, but with the ulti-

mate aim of the return of the land to

the people. Gladstone passed a bill

granting the foregoing " Threfc F's
"

in 1881, but was halted in further
progressive measures by the Phoenix
Park murders in May, 1882, which
caused a reaction.

On returning to power in 1886,
however, Gladstone introduced his
first Home Rule bill, but it was lost

through a split in the Liberal Party.
The first Land Purchase act to enable
tenants to buy their faims from the
landlords was passed by the Con-
servatives in 1885, and the second and
third bills, fathered by Mr. Balfour,
Chief Secretary for Ireland, were
passed in 1888 and 1891. Gladstone's
second Home Rule bill was rejected in

1893 on the ground that it gave Ire-

land the right to interfere in English
and Scotch affairs. A bill for Irish

Local Government through thirty-

two County Councils was passed in

1898, and Wyndham's Land Purchase
act of 1903 began the restoration of
the land to the people.

With material burdens now im-
measurably lightened, Irish aspira-

tions turned to an ever-increasing
demand for absolute control of do-
mestic affairs. To this, however, Ul-
ster Protestant opposition grew
equally apace, so that the grim spec-

tre of rebellion again rose over the
land. But this time it was the Prot-
estant minority of the North that, led

by Carson and 100,000 volunteers,

threatened to revolt, should the Lib-
eral Premier, Asquith, attempt to

force his Home Rule bill of 1914 upon'
them. The bill had been approved by
Redmond for the Irish Nationalists,

and was before Parliament when the^

great war broke out and action upon
\

the measure was postponed, with aj

promise to put it into effect whenj
peace was restored.

Then came Roger Casement's land-

ing from a German submarine, and]
the vigorous activity of the new Sinn
Fein Party of extremists, who, on
April 25, 1916, boldly proclaimed a
republic, hoisted their flag over the
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Dublin Post Office, and designated
Patrick H. Pearse as Provisional

President. A revolt simultaneously

broke out, known as the " Easter
Rebellion," which lasted until April

30. During the fighting $10,000,000

of damage was done to Dublin;

many were the casualties, and hun-
dreds of Sinn Fein prisoners were
captured. Within a few days 40,000

British troops were poured into Ire

land to enforce martial law. Follow-

ing the. execution of Provisional

President Pearse, with six other pris-

oners, Eafnon de Valera was elected
" President of the Irish Republic."

An attempt to compose the dif-

ferences between the Irish parties in

the Sumnier of 1917, under the Chair-

manship of Sir Horace Plunkett,

failed,' mainly owing to the absolute

refusal of"Protestant Ulster to join in

an all-Ireland Parliament.

.; Growth of Sinn Fein

The remarkable growth of the Sinn
Fein movement after the " Easter
Rebellion: ".enabled its leaders to sup-

plant t^g Nationalists entirely as the
authoHtyJfor Southern Ireland; this

was m^iiifested by the capture of sev-

enty-three constituencies at the Brit-

ish general eleetions at the end of the
World War, and the organization of

the Dail Eireann, or Irish Parliament,
in Dublin. In the face of a British

order of repression - leveled against
the Dail Eireann and all other Sinn
Fein organizations (Sept. 12, 1919)
the great majority of the people of
Southern Ireland continued to regard
it as their lawful government.
Meanwhile a guerrilla conflict be-

tween the Crown and Sinn Fein forces
grew in bitter intensity as it spread
over the island. Destruction of life

[and property went on, wholesale, as
jone side visited reprisals upon the
jother.

I
In December, 1920, the British Gov-

jernment passed a new Government
bf Ireland act. It provided for
iNorthern and Southern Parliaments,
land for a Central Council containing
;representatives of both the North and
Ithe South to act as a harmonizing

body with the ultimate purpose
of a united Parliament. De Valera
promptly denounced the plan in view
of the Sinn Fein declaration of a re-

public independent of the British
Crown; but Ulster presently faced
about and accepted it, after having,
for scores of years, declared she
would fight were any such separatist
government thrust upon her. In the
elections subsequently held the Sinn
Feiners again swept the South, win-
ning 124 out of the 128 seats. But
they refused to organize under the
Home Rule act, declaring the new
members elected would constitute a
new Dail Eireann.

On June 22, 1921, the Ulster Parlia-
ment was opened in state by King
George and Queen Mary. In a mov-
ing speech the King said:

I appeal to all Irishmen to stretch out the
hand of forbearance and conciliation, to for-
give and forget, and to join in making for
the island which they love a new era of
peace, contentment and good-will.

The favorable effect of these words
in all places moved Premier Lloyd
George to issue an invitation on July
9 to de Valera and Ulster Premier
Sir James Craig to confer with him
in London. While the invitation was
being considered, an agreement was
entered into between the Crown and
Sinn Fein forces to cease all hostili-

ties in a truce pending the outcome
of the London parley. These nego-
tiations lengthened from days into

weeks and weeks into months. At last,

however, Mr. Lloyd George found a
formula to bridge the impasse, and a
conference assembled in London for

the first meeting on Oct. 11. Again
came a period of suspense and fre-

quent crises in the negotiations.

Finally, when the night seemed dark-
est, and the British-Sinn Fein con-

ference hovered again on the verge of

civil strife, it was announced at 2 :30

A. M., Dec. 6, that an agreement by
treaty had been reached to declare

Ireland a Free State within the Brit-

ish Empire, the Ulster_difficulty hav-
ing been overcome by leaving her to

join in the new State or retain her
present status, as she was pleased to

decide.



CANADA'S LIBERAL
LANDSLIDE

By John R. Bone
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General election overturns the Meighen Government and places

W. L. Mackenzie King in the positian of Premier—The Victc-

rious Liberals pledged to a downward revision of tariff duties

CANADA'S first post-war general
election, held on Dec. 6, 1921,
indicated, in an unexpected de-

gree, a return to normal political con-

ditions. Decjine in party spirit, col-

lapse of party organization, wide-
spread unrest, and more specifically

the spectacular rise of the Farmers',
or Progressive, movement, cutting
across both the old parties, had
created a conviction that none of the
gi-oups could secure a " working ma-
jority." It was feared that in the en-

suing situation the government of

the country could be carried on only
by some sort of coalition or bargain
which would be at best insecure, and
might in other ways be gravely objec-

tionable. Therefore, among moderate
elements of the community there was
a sense of relief on finding that one
of the historic parties had achieved
a position to form a Government
that could proceed along traditional

lines.

While Liberal representation in the
new House (apparently 117 seats out
of the 235) accounts for only about
one-half the total, its position is forti-

fied by the fact that the other half is

divided into two sections which are
hopelessly incompatible. The Liberals

occupy middle ground between the
Conservative group on the one side

and the radical Progressives on the
other. It is difficult to imagine any
issue on which these two groups could
unite as against the Liberals, unless
it be possibly the question of rail-

way nationalization. To this some
elements in the Liberal Party have
been expressing opposition, whereas
both Conservatives and Progressives
are committed to existing Govern-
ment ownership and operation. But
on other issues, such as the tariff,

there seems no possibility of co-

ordinated action between Conseiw^a-
tives and Progressives. If the Liber-
als find it necessary to oppose free
trade proposals put forward by Pro-
gressives they can surely depend on
support from the protectionist Con-
servatives. If, on the other hand,
Liberals think it wise on their ow"
account to advocate tariff reduction
they cannot only count on suppo
from the Progressives, but can,
necessary, call on them for an a'

vance guard for the campaign, to sa.

nothing of high explosives.
An outstanding feature of the elec-

tion was the utter collapse of the Go\
ernment forces known recently as t!

National Liberal and Conservati^
Party, successors to the Unioni
Coalition formed for war purposes ii

1917 by a union of the old Conserva-
tive Party with a section of th(

Liberals. Whereas Sir Robert Boi

den secured 150 supporters in 1917.

his successor was favored in 1921

with only 51 seats in a House of 235.

No other party in Canada has ever

suffered such a disaster. In five pro^

inces out of nine—Nova Scotin

Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Mam
toba and Saskatchewan—not a singk

Md
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Government supporter was elected,

and only one in Alberta.

While few expected so complete a

debacle, the defeat of the Government
was inevitable from the day that T. A.

Crerar, a member of the Union Cab-
inet, resigned to assume the leader-

ship of the Progressive Party. His
defection marked the break-up of the
Union. It implied that Western Can-
ada, having helped to bring down the
Germans, henceforth proposed to de-

vote its energies to bringing down the
tariff. Mr. Crerar declared that at

least the three prairie provinces,

which had been a unit in supporting
the Government's war policy, were
fully united in support of his position

on a domestic peace policy, and no one
then or since has gainsaid him. Sir

Robert Borden, weary from his war-
time efforts and in impaired health,

retired from the Premiership. Mr.
Rowell, chief of the Liberal con-
tingent in the Union Cabinet, retired

simultaneously, an incident which
marked the termination of any dis-

tinctive Liberal support for the coali-

tion, though some former Liberals in

the meantime had merged permanent-
ly with their new colleagues.

Causes of the Landslide

Mr. Meighen succeeded to the Pre-
miership. But he had succeeded to

the command of a sadly decimated
army, and he had no promising re-

cruiting ground. Furthermore, the
shadow of the Province of Quebec
hung over him like a Nemesis. Que-
bec had been irrevocably alienated
through controversies extending over
a long period of years and culminat-
ing in issues arising out of the war.
With Quebec and the West arrayed
solidly against it, the Government was
beaten before it began the race. Re-
sentment against unchecked profiteer-
ing, against the extortions of monop-
oly, against all the favoritism and
inequality which came to light during
that hectic period, showed itself to be
awaiting the first opportunity to
chastise the Government, even if that

Government's war record, as war
records go, was creditable.

Mr. Meighen valiantly tried to save
the situation by representing his
party as the savior of protection. He
was perhaps justified in his declara-

tion that the tariff was in danger, be-

cause both the Liberals and the Pro-
gressives, in their platforms, had
advocated radical reductions. But the
people refused to become alarmed.
And when Mr. King and even Mr.
Crerar declared that the tariff was
only one of many issues in the elec-

tion, and that there was no danger of

free trade, the declaration was accept-
ed at its full value. On every side Mr.
Meighen found himself against a

blank wall, and while he conducted his

campaign with rare courage and abil-

ity, which deserved a far richer re-

ward than some of his alleged friends

were disposed to concede in the bitter

hours of defeat, there was for him no
possible avenue of escape.

Another feature of the result is the
appearance of a new, cohesive and ag-
gressively independent party. In the
West, as predicted, the Farmers and
Progressives swept everything before
them. In Ontario they fell short of
their expectations, and instead of
electing forty or fifty members there,

as some hoped, they secured only half
of what they expected. Nevertheless,
Mr. Crerar returns to Ottawa at the
head of sixty-five enthusiastic follow-
ers, fourteen more than the Conserva-
tives have, and constituting more
than one-quarter of the House. His
group will be formidable not merely
from numbers, but because of the zeal

and crusading spirit of its mem-
bers.

Failure of the Farmers to achieve
heirexpectations in the pivotal Prov-
ince of Ontario has elicited much
comment. The record in office of the
Farmers who have had control of the
government of that province for two
years has been cited in explanation,
but another view is that this Farm-
ers' government was a source of
strength rather than weakness to the
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movement. Anothere suggestion is

that even Farmers in Ontario, a prov-
ince traditionally protectionist, took
alarm at the extreme low-tariff pro-

posals of their Western colleagues.

It is further claimed that the alle-

giance of many Farmers to their new
organization was not sufficiently

rugged to stand the strain of a heated
national contest, with the result that

as polling day approached numbers
of them reverted to type. Another
circumstance that may have had some
influence was the fact that the busi-

ness side of the Farmers' organiza-

tion, its co-operative company, had,

in common with many other trading
organizations, suffered losses in the
past year.

The outstanding handicap on the
new party was undoubtedly the fact

that it was not nationally organized.

East of the Ottawa River it had only

a semblance of organization and a
handful of candidates, not one of

Vv'hom was elected. As soon as the
realities of the situation were appre-
ciated it became apparent that, with
the greatest success possible, the Pro-
gressive Party could not hope to win
more than ninety seats ; and while
this number might have been suffi-

cient to make the largest gi'oup in the
new House, it would not have been
sufficient to enable the Progressives
to organize a stable government.
Toward the close of the campaign this

fact undoubtedly had great weight
with many electors, who thereupon
transferred their allegiance to the
Liberal Party.

The causes of the Liberal victory are

to some extent indicated in the fore-

going description of the weaknesses
of the Government and of the imma-
ture Progressive Party. But it would
be ungracious to withhold credit from
W. L. Mackenzie King for a success

which was in many respects a per-

sonal triumph. It will undoubtedly
be represented that Mr. King is to be
dominated by Quebec, but the other
side of the shield is that Mr. King
dominated Quebec, at least to the ex-

tent that he attracted its confidence
to a degree quite without precedent.

Even Laurier, in the heyday of his
ascendency, never achieved a solid

following of sixty-five members from
his native province. Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island, also, elected

solid groups in support of Mr. King,
and the representation he secured
from Ontario is the best showing the
Liberal Party has made there since

1908. Only in the western strong-
hold of the Progressives was he
unable to make much impression.

Career of Mr. King .

Mr. King represents a type almost

unique in Canada, having deliberately

designed his life for a career in pub-
lic service. His flair for politics is

undoubtedly derived from his grand-
father, William Lyon Mackenzie, the
leader of the Canadian Rebellion of

1837, which resulted in responsible

government and was the beginning
of the modern British Empire. Mr.
King entered public life by; way of

the civil service. He was the first

Deputy Minister of Labor in Canada,
and from this post he was taken di-

rectly into the Cabinet by Sir Wilfrid

Laurier, who, it is said, forecast his

ultimate elevation to the Premiership.
Critics express disappointment at the
character of Mr. King's campaign
"speeches, but the calibre of his men-
tality and his sense of public service

may be judged by the fact that at the

age of 25 he declined a professorship

at Harvard, preferring to remain in

his home land at half the salary, in p

subordinate position, in the new]
organized Labor Department. Sot:

Dlogy, then as later, was his specialty

a fact which after the Liberal disast(

3f 1911 led to his accepting tempora
rily a directorship in the Rockefeller

Foundation. No Canadian on his first

appeal to the public as a national

leader has had a more auspicious re-

ception. His further career will be

followed with keen interest.

The election, while much more de-

cisive than anticipated, leaves many
questions unanswered. What, for ex-

ample, is the future of the Progres-

sive Party ? Has it reached or passed
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succeeding Mr, Meighen

the crest of its wave? And what is

to become of the Conservative Party,
reduced to unprecedented proportions
numerically in Parliament?
Answering the last question first,

it may be said at once that there is no
prospect of the disappearance of what
may appropriately be described as a
Conservative Party. The country is

full of conservatives, whether they
belong to the party of political Con-
servatives or not.

The victorious Liberal Party in-

cludes in its ranks all shades of polit-

ical opinion, Messrs. Gouin, Lemieux
and other Quebec Liberals are out-
spoken protectionists, opposed to pub-
lic ownership, and probably antagonis-
tic to many of the social and indus-
trial policies which are advocated in
Liberal circles. On the other hand,
while undoubtedly many advanced
Liberals have thrown their fortunes

in with the new Progressive Party,
there still remains in the Liberal
Party a considerable leaven of radical-

ism, particularly in urban communi-
ties to which the Farmers' Party has
not yet appealed. Mr. King himself
is liberal in outlook and on most con-
crete issues. For example, on the in-

dustrial issue he advocates in his

book, " Industry and Humanity," the
joint control of industry, and develops
the idea that modem industrial ma-
chinery is as autocratic and as be-

nighted as political machinery was in

the days of despotic monarchies. How
fast will he be able to make his party
step along the path of liberalism, and
how far will he be content to sacrifice

his convictions to the cause of expe-
diency? It is the problem of liberal-

ism the world over, and Canada's dis-

tinction at this juncture is that it has
grasped the opportunity to give
liberalism in office a chance to show
what it will do with the problem.

With respect to the future of the
Progressive Party, there are many
prophets to declare that already the
end of the movement is in sight ; that
the inevitable fate of nearly all third
parties on this continent is approach-
ing. Such judgment may be prema-
ture. The West, the home of the Pro-
gressives, rejoices that it has at last

at Ottawa an independent representa-
tion which no longer forms a part of
any party which has given hostages
to the big interests of the East. This
is a spirit which is not likely suddenly
to subside. In its less attractive as-

pects it has developed in Eastern
Canada as well as in the West a bitter

prejudice against urban dwellers
which surpasses the party animosities
of former days.

Mr. King was in the Cabinet that
advocated reciprocity in 1911,and Mr.
Fielding, who negotiated the agree-
ment at Washington, is still with him.
But the experience was disastrous
from a party standpoint. The reor-

ganized party stands pledged to revise

the tariff downward, in the interests

both of producers and consumers, and
there is little doubt that a serious ef-

fort will be made to keep the pledge.



HORTHYISM A MENACE TO
CENTRAL EUROPE

By Dr. Oscar Jaszi*
l-'oniicr Ministtr of Natii)n:il Minoriti in KarolyrH Cabinet

Hungary"s present Governrnent depicted as a rtiiliiaristic despotism

that is trying y through terrorism and chicanery, to revive the

Feudal System and restore medieval bondage—A more serious

danger than Red Bolshevism

THE second attempt of Charles of
Hapsburg to regain the throne
of Hungary has ended in a mis-

erable, ludicrous failure. After play-

ing with the idea of Hapsburg res-

toration for almost two years, the En-
tente has decided that it has had
enough. Charles is in Madeira, defi-

nitely out of the running. But this

does not mean that the problem of
Hungary is solved. The crisis of that
unfortunate country, after all, is but
a. surface symptom of a deep-seated
antagonism underlying the general
crisis in Central Europe. To Amer-
icans this may sound like an exag-
geration; nevertheless, it is literally

true that the solution of the Hun-
garian question will determine

' whether Europe is to have peace and
consolidation or is to drift further
toward dissolution. Hungary is the
Archimedian fulcrum of Continental
politics.

Hapsburgism is defeated, but
Horthyism remains; and Horthyism,
now strengthened by the victory over
its rival, aims to accomplish the'resti-

tutio in integrum of the big landhold-
ers, the magnates and prelates, the
host of army officers thrown out of
work by the disarmament clauses of
the Peace of Trianon and the junker
officials forfeiting their places by the
nation's territorial losses. Horthyism
aims at restoration, in a word, of all

the elements that were dispossessed
of their former easy and comfortable
positions and unearned increments by

the defeat and dismemberment of the
country and the contingent economic
collapse. To secure for these group
their former opulence at the expens
of the workers and peasants—thi

impracticable, anachronistic, absuri

and shameless scheme is the realit.

behind the " Christian national
"

regime of Admiral Horthy.

An aim like this cannot be openly
championed without being rejected

instantly, even by the untutored Mag-
yar masses. Brutal and bloodthir

'

anti-Semitism, nationalistic d*

gogy, Ku-Kluxism, irredentist con-
spiracies, semi-officially supported

;

export of pseudo-Bolshevistic propa-
.ganda to trouble the social atmos-
phere of the neighbor States. and to

prepare the ground for the advent of

Horthy, the Communist KiOer—these

are the means by which Horthyism
trie^ to deceive the people as to it^

real purpose.
The psychologicial situation deter-

mines this policy. There are but two
paths open for " Rump-Hungary,"
as the present regime is sardonically
nicknamed. On the one hand, it may
develop its productive capacity by in-

augurating a thoroughgoing land re-

• Professor Oscar Jftszl, the foremost soi i !• -

gist and Veader of liberal thought In Hun^-rl^\.
was Minister wf National Minorities in thi i •

-

publican Government of President Knn iv:

Under the Bolshevist regime he was exiled t'l "rn

Hungary because of his anti-communist vi' v. >,

and has lived since in Vienna. Before the « c
he was a champion of the oppressed nationalitii s

of Hungary. He has vix)n the friendship in'l

admiration of President Ma.saryk of ("z<cli< 'Slo-

vakia and of other leaders in Central Rurojie s

fight for liberty.
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form, introduce a modern education-

al system, establish all-round political

democracy and enter good relations

with the surrounding States on the

basis of economic co-operation and
cultured interchange. The alterna-

tive is to restore pre-war Hungary, to

refuse land to the peasants, rights to

the workmen, business and profes-

sional opportunity to the middle
classes—all this in order to save the
feudal privileges and unearned in-

crements of the nobility and gentry.

The choice of the second alternative

necessitates diverting the attention of
the masses from its real meaning by
aid of the drugs of nationalistic meg-
alomania, revanche and gory anti-

Semitism.

This end, however, cannot be at-

tained by merely flogging the dead
horse of Bolshevism, which the Hun-
garian people as a whole have never
ridden. The anti-communism of
Horthy is a pretext, not a policy.

What Horthyism really wants is to
destroy the very roots of all those
forces and tendencies of the last quar-
ter of a century which in Hungary
stood for liberty, democracy, govern-
ment by and for the people, land
reform, separation of Church and
State, racial autonomy, a modern
school system, anti-militarism, anti-
imperialism, a democratic foreign pol-

icy—in a word, the soul of modern
Hungary, the spirit of the anti-Haps-
burg revolution of October. 1918.

Insidious Horthyism.

This is why the national, demo-
cratic and liberal October revolution
must be identified, by hook or crook,
with the Communist March revolu-
tion of 1919. This is why Karolyi,
President of the Republic, and his
collaborators must be slandered all

over the world as thieves and murder-
ers; why all progressive intellectuals
must be driven from their offices and
their lecture-chairs ; why the freedom
of the press and every civic right
must be annulled. Instead of the ex-
propriation of the big landed estates,

therefore, a new sort of semi-feudal

system of tenure must be created.
For the same reason poor, hard-work-
ing and progressive Jews must be
murdered, and the usury and profit-
eering of certain big Jewish finan-
ciers must be backed up. Hence, also,

treaties on which the ink of signa-
ture has not yet dried must be vio-

lated and worked against by every
device of an unscrupulous Machiavel-
lism and of a sham-Bolshevism ex-
ported by official agents provosa-
teurs.

But the inexorable logic of facts
drives Horthyism even further. Mere
pre-war methods of oppression, such
as class suffrage and bureaucratic
corruption, no longer suffice. A re-

duced capacity for production postu-
lates keener instruments for exact-
ing unearned increment from the toil-

ing masses. Nothing short of a re-

turn to medieval bondage will serve
the purpose of today. A caste of
soldiery or of reliable peasant land-
holders is instituted, bound to per-
form military service at the call of
the feudal lords. Corporal punish-
ment is introduced for merchants,
styled, for convenience, profiteers.

The number of Jews admitted to

higher educational opportunities is

restricted in accordance with their

percentage in the population. Highly
qualified Jews are excluded from all

public offices. Socialist candidates
for the National Assembly are im-
prisoned, and their constituents in-

terned. Progressive writers are ar-

rested and jailed, as, for instance, the

excellent Zoltan Szasz, the only jour-

nalist in Budapest who had the cour-

age to raise his voice against Bela

Kun's despotism. Terror detach-

ments are organized in colleges, uni-

versities and municipal offices. The
medievalization of public life is car-

ried out eonsistently along all lines.

It is here that the real danger lies.

For even a country of peasants, once

impregnated with the needs of mod-
ern life and furnished with the means,
however rudimentary, to satisfy

them, cannot return to stark feudal-

ism. The mere attempt must break
up the whole system and lead to the
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most hideous forms of organic decay.
This is just what happened in Hun-
gary. Practically, political power is

wielded exclusively by a secret society

of several thousand White officers.

Their visible heads are Colonel

Pronay and Lieutenant Hejjas, prom-
inent in the recent upheaval as

Horthy's supporters. The revival of

torture, now generally practiced on
suspects and prisoners, attaches to

their names. Both have frequently
boasted in public of the atrocities

committed by them personally. Hej-
jas is the mass-murderer of Orgov-
any, where several hundred persons,

liidnapped from the prisons at

Kecskemet, were violently put to

death. Colonel Pronay has recently

bullied Mr. Rakovszky, President of

the National Assembly, into resigna-

tion by threats of violence. For this

outrage he was " punished " by Re-
gent Horthy with thirty days' con-

finement to his rooms. Horthy has
publicly called Hejjas and Pronay his

best officers. He himself is but a

puppet in the hands of the military

Mafia in whose bloody crimes he is

entangled.
The units of this Mafia are called

" detachments " or " battalions " in

common parlance ;
" gendarmerie " or

" customs guards " for the benefit of

Entente officials, or, whenever they
commit a particularly nasty outrage,
" irresponsible criminals unlawfully
wearing the uniform of the national

army." These detachments are in

charge of the recruiting, canvassing,
irredentist propaganda and secret

service. They blackmail rich Jews,
rob and murder poor ones, plunder
villages, prey upon traffic.

Terrorism and Chicanery

Another terror organization is the

Socety of Awakening Magyars.
They also engage in political mur-
der, religious persecution and gen-
eral plunder. They silence or spirit

away witnesses, browbeat juries, ter-

rorize Judges, whip newspapers into

line. The press is obliged to fill up
blanks caused by the censorship with
irrelevant type. Trade unions are

robbed of their funds. Friendly so-

cities of the workers are expropriat-
ed; even the Free Masons are ex-
pelled from their clubhouses. Prof-
itable State licenses, such as cinemas,
tobacconists' shops, &c., are confis-

cated and distributed among " the
boys." These terror organizations
have even their own prisons and tor-

ture chambers.

But it is in the field of foreign re-

lations that this general disorganiza-
tion works its most pernicious ef-

fects. The atavistic principles which
form the core of White Bolshevism
may turn out as fatal to Central Eu-
rope as Red Bolshevism threatened
to be. Hungary, supposeo to be a
link in the cordon sanitaire intended
to localize Red Bolshevism and con-
fine it to Russia, has become the cen-
tre of the White Bolshevism of na-
tionalistic-militaristic anarchy, en-
dangering European civilization. In
Poland, Bavaria and Hungary this

White Bolshevism is uppermost; in

Croatia, now a par of Jugoslavia ; in

the Slovak parts of the Czechoslovak
Republic and in Austria it may, fos-

tered by Magyar agents, gain some
day the upper hand. The time for a
united effort approaches, and Hor-
thy's Hungary will lead the danc
There can be no peace in Central Ei.

rope so long as this White incendiar-
ism is at large at Budapest.

The alternative faced by Hungary
broadens and extends to Central Eu-
rope as a whole. The succession

States must embody in their policies

without reservations the spirit of

democracy and racial equality an
succeed in restoring economic an'

cultural co-operation of the Danubia*
peoples, thus healing the wound
caused by artificial boundaries. 0th
erwise, there will come about an alli-

ance of Hapsburg and Wittelsbacb
monarchists, a reactionary bloc in

eluding the Bavarian militarists, th*

A istrian clericals, the Magyar feud

alists, the Polish magnates, possibl>

the reactionary elements in Slovakia,

Croatia and Transylvania as well—in

a word, a close-knit mutual insurance
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organization of feudal-nationalistic

interests in all Central Europe.
This latter scheme would suit the

purposes of French chauvinism, which
plots to disrupt German unity, and
would masquerade as the barbed-wire
fence against Bolshevism. But this

fence would be more dangerous than
the evil against which it is to be
erected. The vital energies of peo-
ples kept down by force would later

break forth in terrible explosions of
anarchistic and national 'Bolshevism.

Strategic Centre of Reaction

It is this alternative that today
renders Hungary the Archimedian
point of Europe. If Horthyism is

downed, the road is open to liberty,

democracy and peace. If Horthyism
succeeds. Central Europe—and ulti-

mately Europe as a whole—must pro-
ceed on the downhill road to feudal-
ism, militarism and war. Horthy's
Hungary is the symbol and the stra-

tegic centre of Old World reaction.

Three events in the last few months
indicate the fatal implications of
Horthyism. At the same time they
show its power of growth. The at-

tempt of ex-King Charles to seize the
throne last Easter was frustrated
only by the energetic and timely in-

tervention of the Little Entente. In
the middle of August, the City of
Pecs, with the surrounding district of
Baranya, important because of its

coal mines, was evacuated by the
Jugoslavs and entered by Horthy's
troops. This was under the pro-
visions of the Treaty of Trianon ; but
the population, overwhelmingly Mag-
yar, protested against the annexation
by Horthy, and asked to be allowed
autonomy under Jugoslav protection.
To no avail ; the White Terror army
arrived, but by then over 10,000
Magyar coal miners had fled across
the Jugoslav border. The Magyar
occupation was followed by the cus-
tomary outbreak of White Bolshe-

vism, with all its bloody excesses.
Thirdly, there is the recent " Kor-
fantyade " in the Burgenland, where
the Magyar monarchist troops and
irregular " bands " have for two
months brutally bullied defenseless
Austria and defied the will of Eu-
rope. The Burgenland events, culmi-
nating in Charles's ill-fated coup,
have—or ought to have—brought
home the reality of the dangers that
threaten the general peace on the part
of the Magyar reactionary plunger r..

But even the Burgenland coup and
the subsequent Karlist raid are noth-
ing but symptoms. They signify that
the ulcer of White Bolshevism has
broken at last. Dethronement of the
Hapsburgs by legislative act is a sur-

face remedy. The core of the prob-
lem of Hungary is not the Hapsburg
issue, but disarmament. Hapsburg-
ism is merely an effect, not a cause.

The militaristic and feudalistic forces

of White Bolshevism gravitatetoward
Legitimism in order to find a sanc-
tion for their privileges. The essen-
tial danger of Hapsburgism can be
averted only by a conscious de-
mocracy of peasants and workers

—

those who labor both with hand and
with brain. In the absence of such
democracy, the magnates. Bishops
and other reactionaries will reinstate
their Hapsburg puppet at the first

opportune moment. But a Hungarian
democracy is incompatible with the
present system of terrorist detach-
ments and Ku Kluxism. Without a
full and relentless execution of the
disarmament clauses of the Peace^f
Trianon, the democratic inner reor-
ganization and pacific foreign re-

orientation of Hungary are impos-
sible. Disarmament is the remedy;
everything else is a mere palliative.

Unless the remedy is applied the
wound will reopen, possibly in a dif-

ferent form, probably in a much more
vicious degree. Central Europe is too
small for both Horthyism and peace.
One or the other must go.
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Proclamations by President Harding declare the former state of

war terminated with Germany^ Austria and Hungary—Cuts in

Army and Government costs—Bills passed by the Extraordinary

Session of Congress—President's message at Regular Session
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BY a proclamation signed by Presi-

dent Harding on Nov. 14,war be-

tween the United States and Ger-
many was declared to have termi-

nated July 2, 1921, the date on which
the President affixed his signature to

the joint peace resolution of Con-
gress.

The proclamation did not declare

that the legislation adopted for the

duration of the war was repealed,

that matter having been settled

March 3, 1921, by the signature of

another joint Congressional resolu-

tion. The main effect of the procla-

mation was that, for the purposes of

war claims and other legal affairs

connected with the war, it definitely

established the fact that war termi-
nated with the signature of the joint

resolution July 2 and not with the ex-

change of ratifications of the Berlin
Treaty on Nov. 11.

A similar proclamation dated Nov.
17, 1921, declared the state of war
with Austria-Hungary, as formerly
constituted, to have terminated on
July 2, 1921. This proclamation in-

cluded the text of the separate treaty
with Austria signed at Vienna Aug.
24, 1921.

The Hungarian National Assembly,
on Dec. 12, ratified the Treaty of
Peace between the United States and
Hungary. Count Albert Apponyi,
Chairman of the committee in charge
of the peace agreement, said, in an
address to the Chamber after ratifi-

cation :
" Though we are not yet ac-

quainted with America's future pol-
icy, this separate treaty is proof of

her disinterestedness and her sincere

wish to help in the reconstruction of

Eastern Europe. This single peace,

which was not dictated, recognizes
Hungary as an equal."

Senator Watson's Charges

Senator Watson of Georgia having
made serious charges against offi-

cers of the American Expeditionary
Forces, the Senate appointed a com-
mittee, of which Senator Brandegee
of Connecticut was Chairman, to in-

vestigate the accusations. Senator
Watson had charged that American
soldiers were executed without trial,

that officers had shot down enlisted

men in cold blood, that officers had
made courtesans of army nurses and
had been guilty of other serious of-

fenses.

At a session of the committee held
Dec. 8, Colonel Walter A. Bethel of
the Judge Advocate General's De-
partment of the army, who was Gen-
eral Pershing's chief legal adviser in

France and who in that capacity re-

viewed every court-martial record in

which a sentence of death was im-
posed on an American soldier, testi-

fied that the death sentence had been
carried out in only eleven cases and
that in every instance the man who
forfeited his life was guilty of a crime
the atrociousness of which would be
difficult to overestimate. He further
stated that in every instance where
the death sentence was carried out
the condemned man had every pos-
sible legal safeguard and that in no in-

stance was a man sent to the gallows
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TRYING FOR A SEPARATION

until his case had been thoroughly in-

vestigated and passed upon by Gen-
eral Pershing. Of the eleven men ex-

ecuted, two were white, one was In-

dian and eight were negroes. One
was hanged for murder, the other ten
for attacks upon women and girls.

At a subsequent session of the com-
mittee, Dec. 9, Senator Watson grew
greatly excited and berated \he testi-

fying witness, Major Cocheu, who,
however, retained his self-control.

The Senator was quieted with diffi-

culty. The Chairman announced that,

if necessary, every ex-soMier or other
person who had made an affidavit

alleging knowledge of acts such as
charged by Senator Watson v/ould be
brought to Washington for examina-
tion by the committee. Senator Wat-
son, it was stated, would be afforded
opportunity to cross-examine all wit-
nesses.

To Beautify War Graves

President Harding on Dec. 14 gave
full approval to plans, drawn under
supervision of the Fine Arts Com-
mission, for the beautification of
American military cemeteries in

France, England and Belgium. It

was estimated that about $800,000
would be necessary for the work to be
done in 1922. The President was in-

formed that $11,000,000 had been
spent by the Government in return-
ing bodies of the soldier dead to this

country.

Army Costs Cut

A difference of $22,516,941 was
shown in the cost report of the Quar-
termaster General of the army, issued
Nov. 15, between the cost for sup-
plies, clothing, food and other Quar-
termaster properties bought for the
quarter ended Sept. 30, 1921, and for
the same period of 1920. The report
was said to reflect for the first time
in official records the reduced cost
of supplying the smaller army of
132,000 men, as compared with that
of about 200,000 in 1920. Another
difference of $4,301,306 was shown
in the net cost of operation of the
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Quartermaster depots for the same
periods. For the quarter ended Sep-

tember last the cost was only $3,213,-

189, against $7,514,496 in the same
period of 1920.

Navy Personnel Reduction

The New York Navy Yard at

Brooklyn, N. Y., received orders Dec.

13, providing for a reduction in the

enlisted personnel of the United
States Navy of approximately 5,000

men. The orders set forth that any
enlistment might be canceled by res-

ignation, with the result that, a few
hours after the orders were posted,

naval officers were deluged with res-

ignations coming from all classes of

the enlisted service. A number of

vessels, it was said, would necessarily

be laid up as a result of the drastic

cut, because full complements would
be needed on first-class ships.

Foreign Trade Ship Growth

The tonnage of American vessels

registered in foreign trade at the end
of the last fiscal year was almost
eleven times greater than in 1914,

according to the annual report of the

Commissioner of Navigation, made
public Dec. 15. The report showed a
total of 28,012 vessels of all kinds,

totaling 18,282,136 gross tons, under
American registry on June 30. This
was an increase of 1,958,114 gross
tons, or 12 per cent., over the preced-
ing fiscal year. Of this total, the
report showed that 5,951 vessels of

11,077,398 gross tons were in the for-

eign trade, 21,478 vessels of 7,163,136
tons in the coastal trade and 583 ves-

sels of 41,600 tons in the fisheries.

Vessels built in the course of the fis-

cal year numbered 1,361, of 2,265,115
f?ross tons. American ships lost dur-
ing the year totaled 183,200 tons;
those sold to foreign flags, 116,572
tons.

Shipping Board Loss Cut

Shipping Board losses for ships in
service were reduced by $850,000 be-
tween June and October, according to

a report by Vice President J. B.
Smull of the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, issued Dec. 12. The report-

ed voyage losses for last June, he
stated, approximated $1,250,000,
whereas for October, the last month
reported, they were only $400,000
and were still decreasing. j
There were 75 managing agents of ^

the board, operating 674 steel ships,

on July 24. Of these, 12 were run-
ning tramp services with a total

of 125 vessels. It was estimated that
on Jan. 1 there would be only 43 ac-

tive agents of the board, ha;ndling a
total of 321 ships. By that time all

tramp steamers, it was expected,
would be withdrawn from service.

High Surtax Passed

The President's wishes were over-
ridden in the House on Nov. 17, when
nearly one hundred Republicans
joined with an almost solid Demo-
cratic phalanx in voting to make the
maximum income surtax rate 50 per
cent.

The President had written to
Chairman Fordney of the Ways and,
Means Committee, suggesting 40 per
cent, as a compromise between the
maximum rate of 32 per cent, pro-
posed by the House and the 50 per
cent, sanctioned by the Senate. Con-
servative Republican leaders in the
House expected to make the rate 40
per cent., but ninety-four recalcitrant
Republicans broke from the party
leadership and joined with the Demo-
crats in a vote of 201 to 173 for the
higher rate. Only three Democrats
—Campbell of Pennsylvania, Deal of
Virginia and Hawes of Missouri

—

voted with the Republican majority
_

for the lower surtax.

Tax Bill Adopted

The last act of the Senate in the
extraordinary session of the Sixty-
seventh Congress, which adjourned
sine die Nov. 23, was to pass by a
vote of 39 to 29 the 1921 Revenue
bill in the form in which it was final-

ly agi-eed to by the conferees of the
two Houses of Congress, The Presi-
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dent signed the bill on the same day.

The chief bills enacted at the extra
session were thus listed by Mr. Mon-
dell, the Republican House leader:

The Emergency Tariff law, Budget
law, Revenue act of 1921; peace reso-

luction, Volstead Anti-beer law, Im-
migration Restriction act, Veterans'
Bureau act, Farm Loan act, Maternity

[American Cartoon]

—Brooklyn Eagle

THE MODERN ST. GEORGE AND HIS
DRAGONS

law, Packers' Control law, good roads
appropriation of $80,000,000, act for
the Apportionment of Waters of the
Colorado River, the War Finance
Agricultural Loan act. Grain Ex-
change Futures law, appropriation for
the Shipping Board, naval appropria-
tion measure, army appropriation
measure. Cable Control act and the
Indian Bureau act.

Regular Session of Congress

The first regular session of the Six-
ty-seventh Congress convened at noon
Dec. 5. President Harding addressed
Congress in person in a notable mes-
sage which was a frank expression of
the hopes and wishes of the Chief
Executive. He had a distinguished
audience. Occupying seats of honor
directly in front of the House ros-
trum were statesmen of Europe and
the Orient, who were representing
their respective countries at the Con-
ference on the Limitation of Arma-
ment.
The President proposed flexible

tariff and labor regulation and asked
Congress to extend the powers of the
present Tariff Commission. He was
in favor of funding foreign debts. He
hoped for changes in the Merchant
Marine act. He declared against tax-
exempt bonds. He made a strong ap-
peal for the united support of Con-
gress in the accomplishment of legis-

lation that he considered vital to the
peace, prosperity and security not
only of the United States, but of the
world.

Cut in 1922 Expenses

The effort which the Government
has been making to get national ex-
penditures within a bearable limit was.
reflected in the first report of Direc-
tor of the Budget Dawes, which was
sent to Congress on Dec. 5. Mr. Dawes
estimated the expenditures for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, ex-
clusive of postal expenses paid from
postal revenues, at $3,967,922,366 and
for the fiscal year 1923 at $3,505,-
754,727. The latter figure is approx-
imately $500,000,000 below the sum
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which Treasury officials recently es-

timated would be required annually

to run the Government for some
years to come. It also is $2,032,285,-

962 less than the $5,538,040,689 ac-

tually spent in the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1921. It was estimated that

when all factors relating to war and
the maintenance of armed forces on

land and sea were taken into consid-

eration the cost to the taxpayers

from such sources would total no less

than $2,900,000,000 annually, thus

making the cost of government as es-

timated for 1923 for civil purposes

not much in excess of $600,000,000.

" Open Shop " Rail Decision

A decision promulgating 148 new
working rules to govern the employ-
ment of the six federated railroad

shop crafts and supplanting the na-

tional agreement entered into by the

employes with the United States Rail-

road Administration on Sept. 20,

1919, was handed down by the United
States Railroad Labor Board on Dec.

1. The decision recognized the "open
shop " principle as applied to the rail-

roads and meant to them an annual
payroll saving of about $50,000,000.

It immediately affected 400,000 em-
ployes, and this number, it was
thought, would be increased to 850,.-

000. It was believed that the de-

cision would form the groundwork on
which the adjudication of further
wage disputes between the roads and
their employes would be based.

Employes of Armour & Co., Chi-
cago, 26,000 in all, through their
Plant Governing Committee, on Nov.
18 agreed with officials of the pack-
ing house that a wage reduction was
necessary and fixed the amount. The
cut was to date from Nov. 28. This
was the first time in the history of
the industry that a wage reduction
was arrived at in such a manner.
The reductions ranged from 8 to 3
cents an hour, and applied to plants
in Chicago, St. Paul, Sioux City,
Omaha, St. Joseph, Kansas City, St.
Louis and Denver.

Improvement in Business

The bi-monthly survey by the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board of
industrial-economic conditions in the
United States, issued Dec. 4, revealed

that opportunities for employment
were becoming more numerous, espe-

cially in the Eastern States. Wage
deflation continued, although against
considerable organized resistance,

and, with lower wage scales, business
activity tended to increase.

The cost of living had been affected

by seasonal fluctuations, and on Nov.
1 was 63.8 per cent, above the July,

1914, base, according to the board's
preliminary estimate. Prices of raw
materials were in some cases below
those of 1914, and the prices of manu-
factured articles were generally lower
than the peak prices, though they
were still maintained from 25 to 120
per cent, above the 1914 level, be-

cause of continued high labor costs,

high taxes and high costs of trans-
portation. Though at the beginning
of the President's unemployment
conference the number of unem-
ployed was placed at about 3,500,-

000, the latest Government figures

place the number at about 2,000,000.

The outstanding feature of wage
changes in industry had been the ef-

fort to reduce wages in trades in

which closed union shop conditions
had prevailed, or in which a large pro-
portion of the labor was organized in

trade unions. Reductions ranged
from 10 to 15 per cent., but more rad-
ical reductions in individual cases
were reported. Preliminary figures,
of a research study by the boardj
showed reductions in weekly earningsl
ranging downward from 38 to 5.2 per
cent, in industries for which the|
study had been completed.

Radicals' Influence on Labor

The first annual report of Attorneyj
General Daugherty, sent to Congress]
on Dec. 8, stated that " the movement]
launched by the Third or CommunistJ
International at Moscow to gain con-

trol of the trade and industrial unions
throughout the world " was " meeting
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with marked success as far as it re-

lated to syndicalist unions in the
United States." Communist parties

in this country, Mr. Daugherty said,

had united to carry on propaganda
more effectively, and their policy was
to endeavor to gain control of the
labor organizations through the con-
trol of the Executive Committees or
other governing bodies therein.
" Many of the leaders of this move-
ment are American citizens," he said,
" though they are subject to orders
from Moscow as to their action and
activities in the United States."
He pointed out that the only rem-

edy available to the Federal Govern-
ment was the deportation of such agi-
tators as are aliens, and that it could
act most effectively by co-operation
with State authorities. Ten of the
States, he said, had anti-anarchy
statutes, seventeen of them criminal
syndicalism statutes, four of them
anti-syndicalism statutes, eleven of
them sedition statutes, ten of them
s.tatutes on sabotage, twenty-four of
them statutes regarding membership
in ultra-radical organizations, twenty-
one of them statutes regarding at-
tendance at ultra-radical meetings,
twenty-nine of them anfi-red f}^g
laws, and six of them laws against
seditious conspiracy.

Senate for Beer Ban

The Senate, on Nov. 18, by a vote
of 56 to 22, adopted the conference
report on the anti-beer bill, despite
the fact that the two leaders of the
Senate, Messrs. Lodge and Under-
wood, opposed it. The so-called Stan-
ley amendment, which the Senate
adopted, and which forbade the
search or seizure of a person's home
or property without a warrant, was
substantially modified by the con-
ferees. The bill as finally passed
required prohibition agents to ob-
tain search warrants only in
the case of private residences. Of-
fices, stores, vehicles and the person
might be searched without the au-
thority of a warrant. It was stipu-
lated, however, that officers who
searched without "probable cause"

or " maliciously " might be penalized.
The bill also prohibited the prescrip-*

tion of beer or other malt liquors for
medicinal purposes, and limited the
quantities in which other spirituous
liquors might be prescribed. The bill

was signed by the President on
Nov. 23.

Help Urged for Alaska

More liberalized laws with an
administration co-ordinated and
brought nearer home were stated to
be the paramount needs of Alaska in

the first annual report of Governor
Scott C. Bone, made public Dec. 6.
" Capital and people are needed to
develop the resources of the Terri-
tory," ran part of his message, " and
until it is made easier for these two
necessary factors to obtain a foot-

hold, the Territory will not progress.
Under the present long-range system
of government, individual initiative

has been halted and the pioneer spirit

maimed."
Recommendations made by the

Governor were: Liberal mining and
land laws, framed to meet distinctive

conditions in Alaska; a colonization

plan to be worked out in conjunction
with the operation of the Government
railroad, to bring under cultivation

the vast area of agricultural land in

the interior; improved transporta-

tion facilities and more equitabl*^

freight rates, through private enter
prise, if obtainable, and under gov-
ernmental regulation and control;

more liberal mail subsidies, to enable
the Post Office Department to func-
tion better in Alaska.
Governor Bone said that the pop-

ulation had decreased 10,000 during
the last decade and that the Territory
had not progressed or prospered dur-
ing the last fiscal year.

" Tile Trust " Men Sentenced

As a result of the activities of the
Lockwood committee, four business
men, prominent in the so-called " Tile

Trust," received prison sentences
Nov. 23 from Federal Judge William
Co Van Fleet in New York City. They
were also fined. Twenty-nine other
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individuals and nineteen corporations

were fined.

The four business men—Arthur
Schilstone, Albert Schalle, Frank H.
Nobbe and Herman Petri—had plead-

ed guilty, so that they were barred

from making an appeal. It was
therefore practically certain that

they would serve their sentences,

which were two months in jail for

Petri and four months for the three

others. In that case they would be

the first business men to see the in-

side of a jail for violating the anti-

trust section of the Sherman act dur-

ing the thirty-one years that it has
been on the statute books.

National Health

According to the findings of the

Committee on Elimination of Waste
in Industry of the American Engi-
neering Council, appointed by Secre-

tary Hoover (these findings were
made public Dec. 4), the duration of

life in America has been increased

by five years since 1909. Morbidity
surveys, it was stated, showed an
economic gain to the nation of many
millions through lessened disability

and sickness. The report estimated
that 2,400,000 people were continu-
ously ill. Tuberculosis was stated to

be still the worst epidemic disease,

though its ravages were decreasing.
Government and State action were
included in an elaborate program sug-
gested to minimize illness and pro-

long lives. There was no reason, it

was declared, to believe that the race
was physically advancing. But that
national vitality was increasing was
the general conclusion reached by the
investigators.

Pneumonia, influenza and typhoid
fever were shown to be the most
important communicable diseases
among adults. Typhoid fever filled

more than 150,000 sick beds annually

SCOTT C. BOXE
Recently appointed Governor of Alaska,

formerly jiublicil'y man for the Re-
publican National Committee

and took about 15,000 lives, mostly
in the working ages. Influenza and
pneumonia in non-epidemic years took
about 35,000 lives in the working
ages and thus accounted for at least]

350,000 cases of illness. Hookworm]
infection was present in a large in-

dustrial area to the extent of at least!

5 per cent, among the laboring popu-
lation.



KEEPING OUR ARMY READY
FOR DEFENSE

By John W. Weeks
Secretary of War .

How the United States is organizing an efficient citizen army by

salvaging the trained personnel left from the World War—Two
miilion real soldiers to bs quickly available in an emergency

FOR the first time in the history
of the United States we now
have an operat-ve as against a

merely theoretical military policy.

Hence it is my good fortune to be the
first Secretary of War able to an-
nounce definite plans for establish-

ing in time of peace a national de-

fense organization which follows the
traditional military program of the
nation, but which has never before
been applied in actual practice.

The essence of
the country's
military policy

now, as it always
has been, is de-
pendence on the
civilian manhood
of the country for
defense in case of
war. It presumes
the smallest
standing army
that practical
needs will permit,
but one that is

capable, in case
of emergency, of
rapid expansion
into a larger non-
professional war
army.

So far as the
standing army
goes, we have al-

ways adhered to
that policy. We
are adhering to
it now. Three Secretary

JOHN W.
0/ War

years ago at this writing, there
were approximately 4,000,000 Ameri-
cans under arms, a force almost twice
as large as the country ever knew be-

fore. Today we have a standing mili-

tary force of only about 165,000 offi-

cers and men. Demobilization after
the last war, all elements considered,
was as rapid and as radical as it was
after previous wars. While our pres-
ent standing army may seem large in

comparison with the forces main-
tained twenty-
five years ago, it

is still, in a rela-

tive sense, quite

as small. For we
must consider our
growth in popula-
tion and wealth,
the development
of our world rela-

tions and the ac-

q u i r e m e n t of
overseas posses-
sions which ab-

sorb a consider-
able part of our
Regular Army.
Likewise, modern
warfare has so
extended the
range of the pro-

fessional soldier's

peace-time duties

and studies that
there is little

more than ele-

mentary similar-

ity between what

Harris & Ewing)

WEEKS
President

Cabinet
Harding's
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was required of the regular army in

the pre-Spanish war period and what
is needed from it today by way of
preparation for emergencies that still

may arise.

In the past, our policy of expand-
ing a small peace establishment into
a great war establishment has been a
theoretical one only. For we have
always deferred its application, or
intelligent preparation therefor, until
serious emergency arose. That was
a serious defect. It greatly and un-
necessarily enhanced the cost, the
hardships, the difficulties and the
dangers of our important wars. To
correct that defect without giving
any basis for the fear of militarism—indeed, to correct it in such manner
as to lessen the danger of militaris-
tic influences—is the intent of the
National Defense act now being ap-
plied.

That act contemplates a national
defense organization to be known
simply as the Army of the United
States. That term no longer implies
only those expert and well-drilled sol-

diers who make up our regular estab-
lishment. Potentially it includes
every man, uniformed or not, who
might be expected to fight for his

country in case of need. In peace-time
practice, however, it includes only
those brought within some form of
organized control or designation for
immediate, casual or extreme emer-
gency military operations. While
the regular army is the nucleus
around which all will revolve, it will

be in a numerical sense only a part,

and a relatively small part, of the
whole—only the key, so to speak, in

the arch of national organization for
defense, the whole to be known as
the Army of the United States.

New National Guard

There will be two other main
branches, the National Guard and the
Organized Reserves, both having to

do with the potential defensive
strength represented by the civilian

manhood of the country. The Na-
tional Guard practically will be as it

has always been ; that is to say, chiefly

a State force for use in casual emer-
gency, but effectively organized for
prompt employment as a part of the
national forces in the event of war.
It will be controlled and officered by
the States as heretofore, but equipped
and technically supervised by the
Federal Government. Its present
strength is about 126,000, but the
plans for its development contem-
plate gradual and systematic expan-
sion toward the legal maximum of
425,000, to be allotted equitably
among the different States. As a part
of the Army of the United States, it

will constitute eighteen infantry di-

visions, which will have the designa-
tions and so far as possible the terri-

torial identities of the National
Guard organizations which took part
in the recent war. Most of New York
State's National Guard, for example,
will continue to comprise the Twenty-
seventh Division, Army of the United
States, as it did during the World
War. Regimental designations will

be left to the States, but so far as
practicable those under which fame
was won during the World War will

be retained and perpetuated.
The Organized Reserves likewise

will be formed into divisions corre-

sponding, so far as practicable, in

both designations and territorial

identity, with those evolved from the
National Army during tlie World
War. The Organized Reserve forces

in New York City and most of its

vicinity thus will be in the Seventy-
seventh Division of the Army of the

United States.

Hence in many respects the A. E.

F. goes on. Its traditions, its memo-
ries, its experience, will be preserved,

and its actual organization perpetu-

ated in at least skeleton form. It is

pleasing to note that its commander
at the front. General John J. Per-

shing, as Chief of the General Staff,

has the duty of re-energizing it, in so

far as may be practicable, and of re-

establishing so much of its frame-
work as can be salvaged and pre-

served for possible future use.

Thus the traditions upon which we
build are not in any respect those of
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a military class, but rather those of

the historic Army of the United
States, composed mainly of the citi-

zen soldiery—traditions, too, that

will always be safeguarded against
changes prejudicial to our institu-

tions.

Avoiding Centralization.

The different branches of the
Army of the United States will meet
and be tied together, so to speak, into

corps area organizations, which will

be the intermediate headquarters be-

tween them and the War Department
in Washington. For we aim to ac-
complish the very difficult task of
decentralizing the organized military
activities of the country. Toward
centralization and concentration
the spirit of militarism trends, and
therein may lie its chief danger.
Hence we view as among the most
constructive features of the new mili-

tary law the division of the country
into nine corps areas of substantially
equal population. In each of these
areas there will be two divisions of
the National Guard and three skele-

tonized divisions of the Organized
Reserves. The commanders of these
areas, with their staffs, will consti-

tute the agencies for decentralized
administrations.

Each corps area commander—gen-
erally an officer of high regular army
rank—acting under general policies

emanating from the War Depart-
ment, but with the fullest initiative

allowed, will be charged with the duty
of developing all units of the Army
of the United States within his as-

signed territory. He will also have
supervision of the Reserve Officers'

Training Corps, the citizens' training
camps, and all other agencies through
which patriotic citizens who so desire
may be prepared for military service
in case of national emergency. These
corps areas thus form a permanent
machinery for decentralized military
administration in peace or war. The
establishiv :- of these corps areas,

based upcn the distribution of mili-

tary population, is one of the most

fa r-reaching provisions of the amend-
ed National Defense act.

The General Staff, which ha«
general supervision as well 2- fAl
control of all plans for general
strategy and operation in case of
war, is no longer an isolated and ex-
clusively regular army institution.
Both the National Guard and the Or-
ganized Reserves are guaranteed rep-
resentation upon it. In fact, the law
requires that any General Staff
board or committee having to do with
policies affecting the citizen forces of
the country must contain as many
National Guard or Reserve officers

as regulars. Therefore, no policies

affecting the citizen forces can be
adopted, except with the participation
of representatives of those forces at

the centre of control. As practically

all military policies will affect the
citizen forces, representatives di-

rectly from the civilian life of the
country will share in virtually . all

War Department actions that relate

to national defense. This obviates any
danger of the development of an ex-

clusive army hierarchy in Washing-
ton, and gives assurance that all

preparation for the national defense
will be made along truly democratic
lines.

Like the Swiss Plan

The military policy whose frame-
work is above outlined follows in

many essentials the plan of organiza-
tion adhered to by the democratic
army in Switzerland, the army that
long has been viewed as a model for
countries desiring adequate defense
with a minimum permanent estab-
lishment. One basic feature of the
Swiss system—universal military
training—was not accepted by Con-
gress when amending the National
Defense act. But voluntary military
training in our schools and colleges

and in citizens' training camps is

authorized by the law. Personally I

believe that we can go far toward de-
veloping a powerful defensive mili-

tary organization on the voluntary
basis, for we are in a superb position
with regard to the first element
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entering into army strategy, which is

numbers. The World War demon-
strated how our young men at need
will make sacrifices to defend their

country. Our young men, in greater
proportion, perhaps, than those of

any other major power, love the out-

of-doors and appreciate the benefits
coming from moderate training along
military lines. Hence we have every
reason for believing that we can
maintain an efficient overhead or-

ganization for mobilizing an army of
2,000,000 men in case of war. With
adequate organizations fully officered
and with initial movements planned
in advance, the training of a large
army becomes a relatively simple
undertaking.
Every business man knows the all-

importance of mere organization. The
chief directors of a business concern
may die, its working force may
strike, the plant and even the offices
with all records may be destroyed by
fire, and yet, if its organization re-

mains fairly intact, the establishment
may be quickly revived. It is easier
to build plants, to organize and train
workmen, even to find and develop
markets, than it is to develop effi-

cient organization, which indeed must
grow.

Our World War Investment

What we need most for the military
defense of the country is an organiza-
tion of selected and trained civilians,

which, under expert professional
guidance, can quickly be ready to
function in case of an emergency.
With such an organization, including
100,000 reserve officers capable of
handling troops or directing the
various technical branches of army
mobilization and operation, we should
be able to have a force of 2,000,000
men under training within a few
weeks after the first threat of emer-
gency. With the framework" of or-
ganization such as we are now de-
veloping, many months' time would
have been saved in preparing our
troops for service in France, and
much of the expense would have been
saved.

It might be said that, whatever
Congress might have decreed, we did
not have the material for forming an
officers' reserve corps of 100,000
prior to the last war. It would have
taken many years' time and large
expenditures to create that material.
But suppose we had salvaged and
organized a portion of the trained
personnel that came out of the Civil

War, and had used it as the years
passed in steadily preparing young
men to take .its place as age and
death removed it from availability.

We would have been ready at any
time to form a large citizen army
within a few weeks from the taking
of the first step in the direction of
war. Mobilization for the Spanish
War would have been a matter of
mere selection, and many of the huge
problems incident to the organizing
of our big army for the World War
would have been displaced by proc-
esses verging on the automatic.

The training of overhead organi-
zation for the Civil War represented
an immense investment, which, after
the war was over, was permitted to

evaporate without an attempt to sal-

vage any part of it. Likewise the
training received by thousands of of-

ficers and men in the World War
represents a huge investment, which
can be safely and economically util-

ized in making such preparations as
we may consider necessary for our
future protection. Shall we disre-

gard that investment, now that the
war is over, rather than preserve and
thus economize by reason of it?

That is what, under the National
Defense act as amended by Congress
last year, the present Administration
proposes to do. So far as officers in

the World War volunteer for it and
are qualified, they will be retained in

the reserve forces of the army of the
United States. They will be supple-
mented and gradually superseded, as
time passes, by others who in schools
or colleges or voluntary training
camps, or by technical fitness ac-

quired in their daily life, become
qualified for actual war service.

Every member of the reserves will
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belong to a localized organization.

Perhaps in many cases it will be only

a paper organization, yet it will exist,

and that is the most important factor.

Every reservist will have a specific

thing to do, in case of call to the

colors, and advanced plans will be
made for filling out and perfecting
every organization.

We already have 64,000 officers

enrolled in the Officers\ Reserve
Corps. Most of them are veterans
of the World War, and other veteran
officers probably will enroll as the
reserve organizations take form.
Last year 90,811 young men were
enrolled in the Reserve Officers'

Training Corps in our colleges and
high schools. A considerable num-
ber of them will qualify eventually
as reserve officers. Last yar, also,

11,000 young men attended the citi-

zens' training camps maintained by
the War Department in the several
corps areas.

Salvaging a Trained Personnel

All training is directed by regular
army officers, whose greatest func-
tion from now on is to develop, main-
tain and energize the great frame-
work of reserve organization,
through which the forces in case of
war can be expanded quickly and
automatically, as it were, into a large
citizen army.

Selected officers and enlisted men
of the regular army will be assigned
to the Organized Reserves, to super-
vise training, organization ^.nd

equipment and to perform detailed
administrative work. Thus civilians

who become reservists will not be
burdened, in peace time, with work
that necessarily will interfere with
their daily vocations. Tentative
plans provide for calling them out
for not to exceed fifteen days' train-
ing each year, whenever funds are
available. This will enable them to

keep abreast of military progress, to

identify themselves with their or-

ganizations, and to undergo practical
tests as to fitness for different
duties and assignments and for
promotion.

There also will be an enlisted re-

serve corps subject to expansion.
While this is desirable, the greatest
desideratum is officers properly
selected and assigned.

The Officers' Reserve Corps will

be a great reservoir for proved and
prepared talent for military leader-
ship. There is no limitation upon
the source of that talent. It may
come from the World War, from the
schools and colleges, from the ranks
of the National Guard or the regular
army—even, in respect to technical
activities, from workshops, offices,

or laboratories. Fitness will be the
single rule applied to admission to
the ranks of the ready and the de-
signated.

It will soon become apparent that
only those can hope to lead in war
who prepare themselves for respon-
sibility in time of peace. The young
man, for example, who thinks that
in case of war he should like to be
on mobilization something more than
a high private in the rear ranks will

be impelled to fit himself for leader-
ship before mobilization is needed-
There should and will be a gradual
development of the idea that it is

proper for every self-respecting

young American to give a portion of
his time during his youth to prepa-
ration for effective service, if his
country should ever need it. He who
relies upon mere potential fitness

will trust to a slender thread; for
when important assignments are
made before war comes, there will be
little room for the successful wield-
ing of ** influence " after activities

begin.
Through the general development

of an organized citizen army wo can
maintain an adequate national de-
fense system at a mmmunn of ex-
pense—at negligible expense as com-
psred with what ir would take to

keep up a standing force sufficient

for any eventuality.

With such a system there will be
no need, in case of future war, for
long and wasteful delays while
selecting and training officers, or for
setting up great and expensive can-
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tonments solely for purposes of mili-

tary organization. When the young
men of the country are called out,

they will be mobilized in or near their

own home communities, under offi-

cers whom they know and in organ-
izations of local contingents.

Localized Mobilization

Thus initially, for purposes of

organization, there will be no tre-

mendous housing or tantalizing

transportation problems to solve.

For in almost every community there

already are shelters which can be
extemporized—armories, court hous-
es and other public or available

private buildings—for local contin-

gents. Hence most of the new re-

cruits may remain near their homes
and in touch with their home people

until they have received their funda-
mental training. There will be no
need for combining them into huge
masses until concentration for mili-

tary purposes becomes necessary.

Hence we will avoid many of the
ti'oublesome " psychological " prob-
lems that went with the method of

initial concentration in the big can-

tonments. These were unavoidable
in the World War, because we were
forced to concentrate in order to be-

gin organization.

The development of a citizen army
affords our regular establishment the
gi-eatest field for constructive work
it has ever had. Instead of being a
close and isolated organization, cut

off in large paii; from the civic

activities and general life of the
countiy, its trained officers and men
will spread out through the masses
of civilian, manhood which have al-

ways been and shall continue to be
our main dependence in case of war.

Because of its isolation and con-

centration upon and within itself, in

no war have we ever utilized to the
full the highly trained skill repre-

sented by our small army of profes-

sional soldiers. General Grant, in his

memoirs, says it would have been bet-
ter to disband the regular army at
the beginning of the Civil War, This
would have made it possible to use
its expert personnel solely as frame-
work for building the great citizen

army which had to be raised. Under
the new system which we are now
developing, the trained experts, upon
whom the success of the citizen army
depends, will be identified with the
organizations of that anny in time
of peace.

Also, as heretofore, regular anny
officers and men will be assigned for
duty, as specialists, with the National
Guard. On the other hand, both Re-
serve and National Guard officers

will be assigned constantly to tem-
porary duty with the regular army
proper.

Thus the various components of
the Army of the United States will be
interlocked and made interdependent.
As the whole, in peace time, will be
predominatingly civilian; as the mem-
bers of the army not in uniform will

have means for impressing their
views on the regulars in uniform; as

the success of the regular estabHsh-
ment will be made to depend upon
the success of the Organized Reserves
and the National Guard ; as all civilian

sei'vice will be voluntary, and as the
civilian forces will be distributed
more or less evenly as to population,
the very soul of the system will be
democratic. Such an army by its

very nature cannot be militaristic in

the. aggressive sense, in the sense of

pursuing the science of war as an end
sufficient unto itself, in the sense
that contradicts democratic institu-

tions and the peaceful instincts of our
people. For it will respond readily

only to the legitimate demands of

national defense. In the words of
President Harding, " Every patriotic

citizen should encourage the develop-
ment of these forces, each within its

proper sphere." The plan is econom-
ical, democratic—and safe.



MURDER TO MAINTAIN
COAL MONOPOLY

By Charles Frederick Carter

Extraordinary situation in West Virginia coal fields revealed in

Federal court proceedings—Charge of conspiracy between western

operators and miners for the purpose of destroying non-union

competitors—Evils ascribed to the check-off system

BY filing in the United States
Circuit Court at Indianapolis
a suit in equity against the

officers and members of the Exec-
utive Board of the International Or-
ganization of the United Mine Work-
ers of America and all the members
thereof—likewise against the Jack-
son Hill Coke and Coal Company, the
Queen Coal and Mining Company,
Rowland's Power Consolidated Col-

liery Company, Lower Vein Coal
Company, all Indiana corporations,
and P. H. Penna, J. K. Seifert, J. H.
McClelland and W. J. Snyder—on be-
half of itself and sixty-two other coal

companies operating in Mingo Coun-
ty, W. Va., and Pike County, Ky., the
Borderland Coal Corporation has at
last placed in court records the story
of twenty-three years of arson, as-
sault and assassination in West Vir-
ginia.

In addition to this civil suit, indict-

ments are also pending in the same
court against substantially the same
defendants—that is, against the
leaders of the United Mine Workers*
organization and the coal operators of
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Western
Pennsylvania—for conspiracy to in-

crease the price of coal. No date
has been fixed for trial under these
indictments, but the Department of
Justice is said to be preparing to
bring the parties to trial at an early
day.

As set forth in plaintiffs' bill, the
long series of outrages in West
Virginia, including 500 murders, un-

numbered assaults and lesser crimes,
amounting on several occasions to

nothing less than armed insurrections
requiring the intervention of troops,

which has cost the coal operators and
the taxpayers of the State and of
the country at large a good many
millions of dollars, is the result of a
conspiracy between coal operators in

Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and Western

International)

JUDGE ALBERT B. ANDERSON
United States District Judge at Indianapolis
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Pennsylvania, known as " the Cen-
tral Competitive Field," and the offi-

cials of the United Mine Workers.
The conspiracy was inspired, as re-

cited in the bill, by the operators in

the Central Competitive Field, who
wanted to retain a monopoly of the
coal market in the Central West, freed
from the inconvenient competition of

West Virginia, and by officials of the
United Mine Workers, who wanted
the aid of the operators in collecting

millions of dollars from miners. By
a formal agreement entered into Jan.

26, 1898, and continued in full force

and effect to date, the United Mine
Workers undertook to unionize the
mines of West Virginia as the only
effective way to make competition
impossible, in consideration of certain
concessions from the operators in the
Central Competitive Field, including
the " check-off " [a system by which
assessments are deducted from union
men's pay before they receive it].

Judge Albert B. Anderson, in the
Federal District Court at Indianapolis,

on Oct. 31, 1921, upheld plaintiffs'

contention that a conspiracy existed,

and therefore granted an injunction
forbidding further efforts to union-
ize West Virginia as an attempt to

monopolize the coal industry and as
a violation of the Sherman act, and
also enjoining further collections of
money from miners through the
" check-off."

Under their own constitution and
by-laws and the agreement with the
operators, officials of the United
Mine Workers have the power to de-

mand any sum they see fit to be de-

ducted from the wages of miners by
their employers and turned over to

them. Sometimes the deductions col-

lected by the operators amount to as
much as $3 a month, or at the rate
of $36 a year, per man. As the union
claims a membership of 585,000 it

will be seen that very interesting pos-

sibilities are involved. The actual

gross revenues of the organization,

including sums spent both by the na-

tional organization and by locals, it is

alleged amount to $15,000,000 a year.

Breathing threats of a nation-wide
coal strike at every turn of the
wheels, the union officials and their
attorneys hurried to Chicago, where
they applied to the United States CirT
cuit Court of Appeals for relief. It

was granted on Nov. 4, the court ali

lowing an order temporarily suspend^
ing the injunction against the check-
off pending an appeal from the entire
injunction to be heard Nov. 16. Ii

all other respects but the check-offj|
the injunction was allowed to stan^
until disposed of by the court.
Nov. 16, Judges Baker, Alschuler am
Evans of the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals devoted the entire

day to hearing arguments on the in-

junction. A decision was promisee
within sixty days.

The Motives Involved

In order that this almost incredibU
story may be understood, it is neces-
sary to explain certain conditions
West Virginia is pre-eminently a coaln

mining State, having 9,500 squai
miles of coal lands, from which it is

estimated that 60,800,000,000 tons oi

coal can be mined. All coal in the
State is very high grade ; the famouj
smokeless coal, such as is supplied
the navy, is the best known. Veil
are unusuallythick. Between Williamj
town and Bluefield the Norfolk
Western Railroad passes through
tunnel cut entirely in a vein of coi

Most of the veins worked range froi

4 to 11 feet in thickness. Most of th^
mines, being above water level, havl
been developed by drifts, the coal be
ing delivered by gravity to the tippl^

beside the railroad track. Unde
these unusually favorable conditioi
the mining industry has develoj
rapidly, production increasing froi

20,220,721 long tons in 1900 to 77,^
180,060 long tons in 1917, which wi
a little more than 15 14 per cent. 0^
all the bituminous coal mined in thf
country in that banner year.

Not being an industrial State, moi
than 90 per cent, of West Virginia's
entire output of coal must be shipped'
through competitive coal fields to dis-

tant markets. The most important
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Federal troops disarming miners who have been carrying: on a private war for the unionization
of the West Virginia mines

fuel market is the Middle West, in-

cluding that part of the United States
and Canada served by the Great
Lakes. The bulk of West Virginia
coal has always been marketed in the
Middle West ; but prior to 1897-8 the
operators in the Central Competitive
Field enjoyed a monopoly of the lake
trade, being able to adjust prices to

suit themselves.
Coals from the Central Competitive

Field are not equal in quality to those
from West Virginia, so the latter re-

ceived the preference when -offered
in the lake trade. About 1898 West
Virginia competition began to be felt.

A further disadvantage of a major-
ity of mines in the Central Compet-
itive Field is that, owing to natural
conditions, costs of production under
any circumstances must be higher
than in West Virginia, thus neutral-
izing the advantage of being nearer
to market.

But the controlling factor is that
the mines in the Central Competitive
Field are virtually in control of the
United Mine Workers. It is well
known that the policy of labor unions

is to restrict production—to extort
the highest possible wage for the
smallest possible equivalent in work.
Statistics show that the average
daily production per man in non-union
mines in West Virginia is 18 per cent,

higher than in the union mines of
Illinois.

To overcome these handicaps two
means were open to operators in the
Central Competitive Field—the dis-

criminative freight rate and the
union agitator. Both have been used,
the latter proving by far the more
effective.

Charges Against the Union
Continuing the narrative from al-

legations set forth in plaintiffs' bill, it

is charged that the conspiracy
referred to was formulated at a joint
conference of operators and miners
from Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and West-
ern Pennsylvania at Chicago on Jan.
26, 1898, in an agreement signed by
both parties, the eighth paragraph of
which was as follows:

That the United Mine Workers' organ-
ization, a party to this contract, do hereby
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further agree to afford. all possible protec-

tion to the trade and to the other parties

hereto against any unfair competition re-

sulting from a failure to maintain scale

rates.

In union parlance " unfair " means
" non-union." The only non-union
field competing with the four States

mentioned is West Virginia. Hence
paragraph eight must be interpreted

to mean that the United Mine Work-
ers undertook to prevent West Vir-

ginia from becoming an effective

competitor of the four States. The
only way that could be done was by
organizing the West Virginia mines,
thus making it possible to restrict

production and otherwise harass and
impede the operators in that State.

It appears that for a number of
years the proceedings of the joint

conferences of the United Mine Work-
ers and operators in the Central Com-
petitive Field were reported by offi-

cial stenographers and published

—

solely for the information of the two
parties to the agreement; but the
efficient secret service of the West
Virginia operators procured copies,

until, this fact becoming known, pub-
lication was discontinued.

Quoting from these official reports,
plaintiffs* bill gives an outline of the
progress of the alleged conspiracy.
Thus at the joint conference in 1899
Ratchford, retiring President of the
United Mine Workers, is alleged to
have said:

The West Virginia miners, by reason of
the efforts of our organization, have been
hampered and injured more within the past
year (i. e., since the alleged conspiracy was
formed in 1898 ) than in any year they have
been operating.

Quoting from the report of the
joint conference of 1910, Mr. Maurer,
coal operator from Ohio, is represent-
ed as saying:

The chief evil was the fact that districts
which did not recognize the United Mine
Workers and had no agreement with them
produced coal much moi-e cheaply than
those districts which sustained contractual
relations with that organization. In order
to correct these most harmful conditions, a
joint convention of operators and miners of
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois, at the solicitation of the miners'
officials, was called to meet at Chicago in

1898? At this convention an interstate joint

agreement was established. The granting
of the eight-hour day by the oQerators,

after making numerous other impor-
tant concessions, was with the distinct un-
derstanding and explicit promise of the
miners to give the operators of the four
contracting States adequate protection
against the competition of the unorganized
fields.

It should be noted that while coal

is produced much more cheaply in

non-union mines, the men actually

earn higher pay than union men. This
fact is well authenticated.

William Green, Secretary-Treasur-
er of the United Mine Workers and
one of the defendants, is represented
as saying in reply to Mr. Maurer's
complaint, among other things

:

The United Mine Workers of Ameiica
have diligently and aggressively attempted
to carry out the promise made in Chicago
in 1898; they have done everything in their

power to redeem any promise they may
have made to organize West Virginia.

Since 1898 our organization has at various
times spent hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars trying to unionize West Virginia. We
have also sacrificed human life in the at-

tempt to redeem that promise.

At the joint conference of 1912
President John P. White of the

United Mine Workers is represented
as saying that

Every effort has been put forth to try

to break down the conditions that are com-
plained of here on the other side.

One of these efforts, presumably,
was the strike on Cabin Creek and
Paint Creek in 1912, which resulted

in the calling out of the militia and
the usual investigation, which
carefully avoided revealing any
fundamental facts.

At the same conference Duncan
McDonald, Secretary-Treksurer of

the United Mine Workers of Illinois,

is represented as saying in part:

Penitentiary doors have no terrors for us
* * * If putting two or thi-ee hundre<i
of our men in jail will organize West Vir-

ginia, we will send two or three hundred
down.

As men are not usually sent to

the penitentiary until after conviction
j

of felonies, Mr. McDonald's alleged \

remarks are suggestive.
j

The foregoing quotations are fair i
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Soldiers guarding the coal mine at Blair, W. Va., a typical scene in the region long harassed
by labor troubles

samples of many pages of similar
material in plaintiffs' bill.

Revolutionary Purposes

Continuing, this amazing narrative
recites that in 1912 the United Mine
Workers definitely abandoned the
trade union movement and became
revolutionary, treasonable and an-
archistic in character, quoting from
the constitution of the organization
and from speeches of its members to
sustain the assertion. It is alleged
that the Mine Workers, after obtain-
ing complete control through union-
izing the mines, purpose to seize the
properties without compensation to
the owners.

This appears to be generally under-
stood throughout West Virginia, for
in testifying before the Senate Com-
mittee " investigating " conditions in
the State recently, W. M. Wiley, Vice
President of the Boone County Coal

Corporation, declared that the Mine
Workers meant to pull down the
Government and put themselv^es in

place of it.

It is charged that the object and
aim of the United Mine Workers is to

drive out of the market all coal pro-

duced by non-umon mines; and that
owing to the restrictions and unrea-
sonable regulations imposed by the
union on all organized mines, and on
account of the constant bickerings,
disputes and strikes arising there-
from, resulting in the loss of time to
employes and loss of production at
the mines, the cost of production is

so unreasonJably and unnecessarily
enhanced that union coal cannot com-
pete with non-union.

As an interesting sidelight on
these conditions the fact may be
noted that one of the grievances aired
by operators of the Central Competi-
tive Field at a joint conference was
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that the good union miners, irritated

beyond endurance by their masters,
the union officials, were forsaking
the beatitudes of the organized field

and emigrating to the non-union
fields of West Virginia, where they
could work in peace and not be held
up at the paymaster's window by the
check-off.

Declaring that ever since 1898,
when the alleged conspiracy was en-

tered into, the parties thereto
had energetically endeavored to bring
about the results for which the con-
spiracy was formed, and that in fur-

therance of this object the United
Mine Workers had used every form
of threat, intimidation, violence,

murder, insurrection and destruction
of property to impose their will upon
coal operators and their employes,
some of "the outstanding outrages in

the State are described. These in-

clude the march in the Fall of 1919 of
5,000 armed men commanded by offi-

cials of District No. 17, United Mine
Workers, from the union fields of the
Kanawha, Cabin and Paint Creek dis-

tricts, at a time when there was no
strike or other labor trouble in these
districts, with the announced inten-
tion of invading the non-union field

in Logan County, fifty miles away,
where also there was no labor con-
troversy, to compel by force of arms
the unionization of the field.

A similar invasion was staged in
Mingo County about .May, 1920, re-
sulting in the declaration of a strike
by the union about July 1, although
there were no union miners there
and the non-union men were satisfied
with wages and working conditions.
The President of District No. 17 of

the United Mine Workers, embracing
Mingo County, West Virginia, testi-

fied that in the year ending July 1,

1921, the union had spent $2,600,000
in the war in Mingo County. During
the war they killed 22 men, some of
whom were officers of the law. On
this showing it costs the United Mine
Workers $118,000 a head to kill non-
union men in West Virginia; but
money is no object, for it is all

collected through the check-off.

It is charged that the defendant
companies, parties to the alleged con-
spiracy, knew at the time the agree-
ment with the United Mine Workers
was made that the sums they col-

lected through the check-off and de-
livered to the union treasurer were
to be used for the purchase of arms
and ammunition and to maintain an
armed force to murder non-union
workers employed in West Virginia.
They are further charged with the
knowledge that the union men, vic-

tims of these compulsory collections,

would not voluntarily contiibute any
part of their earnings for such a pur-
pose. Without the check-off the
union could not maintain a war chest,
and hence the long period of outrages
would automatically come to an end.

Results of Outrages

The ruthless system of intimida-
tion, outrage and murder described
has resulted in the unionization of
53,000 out of the 88,000 miners in

West Virginia. The operators who
were thus involuntarily brought into

the union fold have plenty of leisure

to contemplate their condition, for
most of the union mines in the State
are idle. It is said that 90 per cent,

of the mines in the unionized New
River field are now shut down alto-

gether. Organization has not proved
to be the effective antidote for com-
petition it was expected to be.

On the other hand, the non-union
fields, since United States soldiers

and State police took charge of the
districts, are producing coal in peace
now, although they are apprehensive
of another outbreak just as soon as
soldiers and policemen are with-
drawn. The United Mine Workers
are now maintaining three separate
armed camps in the Mingo field with
their guns hidden away, but ready
at hand to be used as soon as the
coast is clear. Those camps are
nothing more or less than continuing
threats meant to intimidate non-
union men and their employers.

Mr. Vinson's Charges

Facts being as set forth in the fore-

going, and as they are generally
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known throughout West Virginia, it

may seem incomprehensible to the

outsider that legal action was not

taken long ago to end an intolerable

situation. Replying to a question on
this point, Z. T. Vinson of Hunting-
ton, W. Va., senior counsel for the
coal companies bringing suit, said

:

" The war on Paint and Cabin
Creeks in 1912 was financed to such
an extent that the United Mine
Workers had millions of dollars to

back them up, to pay expenses and to

furnish guns and ammunition. They
were able to fight until these mines
were practically exhausted and had
to submit in 1914 to be unionized. At
that time, of course, the war was
going on in Europe and the market
price of coal had begun to soar to

such heights that competition be-
tween the coals produced in West
Virginia and those mined in the
Central Competitive Field no longer
existed. The reasons for unionizing
West Virginia mines did not come
back inti play again until the Sum-
mer of 1920, when the attacks by the
Mine Workers' organization, with
money furnished by the check-off
system, began on the Mingo fields.

The operators in this field felt that
the military authorities of the United
States as well as the State of West
Virginia would restore peace and stop
assaults of the Mine Workers' organ-
ization upon their mines, and conse-
quently did not go into court until the
present Summer. At last the Mingo
mine owners decided to bring suit in
order to stop the collection of money
through the check-off, knowing that
if they could accomplish this it would
end the war and peace would be
restored.

" You will appreciate the fact that
the mine owners in the coal fields
north of the Ohio River collected all

this money from employes and
turned it over to the leaders of the
Mine Workers' organization to be
used in maintaining this war, hiring
men, purchasing guns and ammuni-
tion and dynamite with which to
shoot and blow up the mines of non-
union competitors in West Virginia
and Kentucky fields. Of course we
took the ground that this arrange-
ment was not only illegal, as the
money was to be used for an unlaw-
ful purpose, but was to the highest
degree criminal upon the part of the
unionized operators as well as the
leaders of the Mine Workers' organ-
ization.

" There is not only a basis for
criminal prosecution in this respect,

but already indictments have been
made against the United Mine Work-
ers as well as the mine owners for
this conspiracy, which indictments
are now pending in the court of
Judge Anderson at Indianapolis.

" One of the reasons, and I may
say the particular reason, why these
conspiracies have not heretofore been
proceeded against criminally is be-
cause Congress in making appropria-
tions for the Department of Justice
always tacks a rider on providing
that no part of the money so ap-
propriated shall be used in the prose-
cution of labor organizations."

Putting Mr. Vinson's words into

still plainer English, he charges that
Congress, by formal enactment,
recognizes a union card as a license

to commit murder or any lesser

crime.



HOW RESTRICTED IMMIGRA-
TION WORKS OUT

By Walter W. Husband
Conimlssiont-r Geiifral of liiiniigratiun

An authoritative study of the effects of the new law limiting im-

migrants to 3 per cent, of the number in the United States in 1910
—Proportion of northern Europeans increased—Facts and

figures on the various quotas

NOT only is immigration being
kept within reasonable limits

by the new immigration act,

which became a law on May 19, 1921,
but thjB percentage of immigrants
reaching this country from Northern
and Western Europe has been in-

creased greatly by its workings, as
compared with the percentage under
the unrestricted plan in vogue in

1913.
Americans who return from

Europe in these days bring back the
information that millions from
Europe would come here if economic
and other conditions made it pos-
sible. The disturbances in the po-
litical and economic situation abroad
are powerful incentives to emigra-
tion for the average man. Emigra-
tion to South America is said to be
rapidly increasing; Germany, in par-
ticular, is showing much interest in

the future possibilities of that part
of the Western Hemisphere. But
the United States, as it has been for
decades, is still the goal of the aver-
age European who plans to begin
life anew outside his native land, and
the aftermath of war is proving so
unbearable in many European coun-
tries that the prospect of migration
to America seems to offer even more
advantages now than in the past.

The depreciation in the value of
European currency has done some-
thing to check the tide of humanity
from swamping us, but that alone
would not be sufficient. Congi-ess

realized, when the flood of immigra-
tion came upon us a little more than
a year ago and when the facilities for

receiving the incomers were found
completely inadequate, that there
would be practically no limit to the
movement toward this country unless
restrictions were imposed by law.

The result was the passage/ofa bill

in the House of Representatives last

Winter providing for a temporary
suspension of immigration, and the
acceptance by the Senate of a plan
providing for a per centum limit.

The latter proposal was accepted b>

both houses, and was ready for Pres-
ident Wilson's signature last March.
The signature was not obtained, how-
ever, and as a consequence the pres-
ent law was not enacted until last

May, when the new Administration
was in power.
The new plan is radical and far

reaching. The act itself comprises
only a few hundred words. It pro-
vides that the number of aliens ad-
mitted annually from countries cov-
ered by the act shall not exceed 3

per cent, of the number from those
countries already in the United
States in 1910. The 3 per cent, quota
applies to all the European nations
and to certain others. i.

There are numerous exceptions
under the law, all designed to prevent
hardship in individual cases and to

facilitate the free movement of trav-

elers. Aliens in transit through this

country and aliens lawfully admitted,
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who may be in transit through adja-

cent territory, are not affected by the

act. The status of immigration from
the Asiatic countries already covered
by immigration laws is not affected.

Aliens under 18 years of age who
are the children of American citizens

are likewise excepted from the opera-

tions of the law.
Analysis of the provisions of the

act shows that it applies only to

Europe, Transcaucasia, Turkey in

Asia as it existed before the war,
Persia, Africa, Australasia, the At-
lantic Islands and part of the Pacific
Islands. It is, of course, from just

these parts of the world that immi-
grants have been arriving most
freely, and the necessity for checking
the migration had long been urged
by many authorities. Southern and
Eastern Europe and Asiatic Turkey

(© Harris & Ewing)

W. W. HUSBAND
Commissioner General of Imnnigration

had supplied large numbers of immi-
grants in the years directly preceding
the World War, and it soon became
evident, once steamship service was
resumed after the armistice, that
these regions would send more peo-
ple than it was believed we could as-
similate.

Naturally, the tendency in some
cases has been to exceed the quotas,
particularly the monthly quotas.
Some countries, from which there
has been comparatively little immi-
gration, and which are only moder-
ately represented in the cosmopoli-
tan American population, are un-
favorably situated as the act now
stands. One of these countries is

Spain. There were in 1910 compara-
tively few persons in the United
States of Spanish nativity, and
Spain's quota is accordingly very low.
Yet the unfortunate economic situa-
tion in Europe has affected Spain as
well as most of the other countries,
and this country is, in effect, some-
what discriminated against. In view
of the fact, however, that Spanish im-
migration normally proceeds to coun-
tries of Central and South America,
which, for the most part, have Span-
ish-speaking populations, the hard-
ship is less severe than it would be
otherwise. Emigrants from Spain can
ordinarily adapt themselves better to
the life of Argentina, for example,
than could those from non-Spanish-
speaking countries.
The annual quota of immigrants

who may enter this country has been
fixed, under the terms of the new
law, at 355,825. The greatest num-
ber that may be landed in any one
month is 71,163—that is, 20 per aent.
of the total. There is, of course, a
greater tendency toward immigra-
tion at certain times of the year than
at others.

The quotas assigned certain coun-
tries are interesting, and they may
even prove somewhat surprising to
persons not acquainted with immi-
gration conditions. Austria, for ex-
ample, is entitled to 7,444 immi-
grants annually, and Belgium to
1,557. Czechoslovakia may send 14,-
269 persons here; Denmark, 5,644,
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Slavonian children from Southeastern Euiup> playing " cat's cradle " in the wretched sur-
roundings of their new home on the east side of New York City

and Finland, 3,890. The quota of
France—5,692—seems small com-
pared with these figures. Germany's
quota, on the other hand—68,039

—

appears abnormally large. All these,

of course, are based on the numbers
of persons resident in the country in

1910, and who were bom in the coun-
tries mentioned.

Some of the other figures follow:
Greece, 3,286 ; Hungary, 5,635 ; Italy,

42,021; Jugoslavia, 6,405; Nether-
lands, 3,602; Norway, 12,116; Po-
land, 26,019; Eastern Galicia, 5,781
Portugal, 2,269; Rumania, 7,414
Russia, 34,247; Sweden, 19,956
Switzerland, 3,745; United Kingdom,
77,206; Armenia, 1,588. The quota
of Spain is only 663 annually.
The unexpected action of this

country in adopting restrictions

would have led to great hardship in

the case of many immigrants who
were unaware of what had happened
had not the Secretary of Labor,
James J. Davis, handled the situation
in a most humane and sympathetic
way. Large numbers of immigrants
were on the way here at the time the

act went into effect; they had not

been informed of the changed status,

and many were coming here at the
express desire of relatives who had
lived in America for years. Depor-
tation would not only have wrought
hardship to the new arrivals, but
might have led to permanent separa-
tion of families.

There are certain exceptions speci-

fied in the immigration laws, in ad-

dition to those mentioned ; actors and
other professional people, for in-

stance, are admissible under condi-

tions quite apart from the per cen-

tum requirements. The number of

immigrants actually admitted in July
was 30,441 and in August 32,795

.

the quotas for those months were
28,496 and 30,315, respectively. The
quota:s, therefore, correspond quite

accurately with the numbers actually

admitted, and the numerous classes

of exceptions do not bring any con-

siderable number of persons into the

country.

The actual excess of arrivals over

the quota from June 3, when the act

went into operation, up to June 30,
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Fruit market in a border town of the Caucasus region, where Persian, Turkish, Armenian and
Russian types are intermingled. Some of America's immigration problems have to do with

nationalities from that part of the world

was 11,741, This excess has, of
course, been charged to the quotas of

succeeding months. These immi-
grants were, as has been explained,
temporarily admitted on recom-
mendation of Secretary Davis, and
subsequently Congress legalized this

action; so that the June excess im-
migrants admitted to the United
States temporarily on bond will be
allowed to remain.

Complete figures covering immi-
gration charged to the quotas are
available up to and including Nov.
23, 1921, about five and a half
months from the time the act went
into operation. Charges against the
quota in that period were 155,604,
leaving 201,505 admissible during
the remainder of the year. The total

admissions in excess of the quota to
that time numbered 1,284, indicating

, that the surplus of 11,471 on June 30
had been largely reduced. Since im-

I

migration during the Winter months

is not very heavy, it is probable that
the admissions charged against
quotas for the first six months of the
act's operation—that is, up to Dec.
3—will quite closely approximate
one-half the total for the year, or
177,913, for that would imply the ad-
mission of only 22,309, to be charged
against quotas, from Nov. 23 to Dec.
3. This figure is reasonable, for most
of the immigrants affected by the act
come through the Port of New York
—probably more than 90 per cent, of
them, at this time of the year—and
total admissions during the weeks
ending Nov. 9, Nov. 16 and Nov. 23,
respectively, were 11,975, 7,744 and
5,533. The immigrants arriving at
New York were, in each of these
weeks, more than 90 per cent, of the
total.

Naturally, the percentages of
quotas admitted from various coun-
tries exhibit wide variations., Sev-
eral countries have already exceeded
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their quotas for the year; but these,

for the most part, are countries
whose quotas are exceptionally low
in proportion to their population.
From those parts of Asia not com-

prised in the zone from which im-
migration is prohibited the excess
over the quotas has been most nota-
ble. Turkey's annual quota, for ex-
ample, was 141.8 per cent., filled in

four months; that of Palestine 355
per cent., and certain other parts of
Asia 537 per cent. The number of
persons born in those regions and
resident in the United States in 1910
was small. Other countries in excess
of their quota were Spain and New
Zealand. Spain's quota for the year
has been filled in four months, with
9.5 per cent, over, and New Zealand's
with 10 per cent. over. The admis-
sions in excess of the yearly quota
were all temporary, mainly in June,
and their status will be determined
later.

Countries which are approaching
the limits of their quotas include
Portugal, 81 per cent.; Jugoslavia,
82.5 per cent., and Greece, 86.7 per
cent. Austria, Fmland and Russia
are the only countries of Southern
and Eastern Europe that have not
sent at least 50 per cent, of Iheir
quotas, but the Russian quota is so
large that restrictions on movement
from that country keep the average
down for Southern and Eastern
Europe as a whole.

In compiling immigration statis-

tics, distinction is usually made be-
tween the countries of Southern and
Eastern Europe and those of North-
em and Western Europe. The former
are mainly Latin or Slav, and the lat-

ter mainly Nordic or Teutonic types.
Immigi-ation from Southern and
Eastern Europe was generally consid-
ered excessive before the war, and
restriction applying to that area was
continually agitated. On the other
hand, the movement of aliens from
the United Kingdom, Scandinavia and
Germany had been decreasing for sev-
eral decades.

The countries of southern and
Eastern Europe, as has been shown,

exhibit a tendency to overflow their
quotas. Immigration from Russia
has, of course, been practically im-
possible, and as for Austria, it has
been difficult for would-be immi-
grants to consider payment of trans-
portation rates to this country in the
depreciated Austrian money.

While the southern and eastern
countries are showing this excess over
their quota, however, the nations of
Northern and Western Europe, ex-

cept for Belgium and Luxemburg,
have not exceeded 50 per cent, of the
total annually admissible. Immigra-
tion from the United Kingdom in the
first four months reached only 26.5

per cent, of the quota ; Denmark, 25.9

per cent. ; Norway, 18.7 per cent.

;

Sweden, 18 per cent., and Germany,
8 per cent. Figures for six months
will aproximate 30, 30, 23, 25 and 12

per cent, respectively. The exchange
situation in Germany has probably
hact some effect on the movement
from that country, though there was
a steady increase during the Summer
months. In July there were 697 Ger-
man immigrants to America; in Au-
gust, 966 ; in September, 1,756, and in

October, 2,569. November figures

will exceed 2,000. The northern and
western countries of Europe, how-
ever, had exhausted only 20.3 per

cent, of their quotas for the year in

the first four months, and probably

the figure will not reach much more
than 25 per cent. now.
The effect of the law, of course,

will be to restrict immigration largely

to those countries which were well

represented in the population of the

United States in 1910, before the

number of immigrants from South-

ern and Eastern Europe became so

great. In 1913, the last year of un-

restricted immigration, only 14.91 per

cent, of the total immigration from

Europe to this country came from

the northern and western countries,

and 84.88 per cent, from the south-

ern and eastern countries. The per-

centages under the new law to Oct.

1 were 33.76 and 95.96 respectively,

and these figures probably have not

I
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been materially changed since then.

The relatively satisfactory politi-

cal and economic conditions in north-

ern and western countries of Europe
which were less affected by war than
the others tend to keep the inhabi-
tants of these countries within their

own borders. The operation of the

law to date, however, seems to indi-
cate that it will not only prove effec-
tive in keeping immigration down to
an amount that the United States can
absorb, but will tend to introduce
to this country people who, as past
experience has shown, assimilate
very readily.

EASTERN EUROPE'S JEWISH REFUGEES

LULLED by the strenuous activities of

the American Relief Administration in

Euvoj/e, and especially in recent weeks

in Russia, the world, which on the whole

knows compassion, has given little heed to

a gigantic sum of human suffering on Eu-

rope'.- southeastern frontiers—that, namely,

of the dispossessed rnd exiled Jews in the

Ukraine, Bessaiabia,, Poland and near-lying

territories. The nature of this suffering is

indicated in a report made by Mr. Bender-

sky, in charge of the Central Ulirainian

Relief Committee at Kishinev. In Bessara-

bia, alone, he says, some 30,000 Jewish

refugees are homeless and temporarily

quartered ; 6,000 pegrom orphans are in the

Rovno (Poland) region; 28,951 had to be

cared for by the Warsaw Bureau in the

first seven months of 1921.

Dr. Noah Prelutzki, a former member of

the Warsaw Diet, who came to America as

a representative of the Central Relief Com-
mittee of Warsaw, declared in New York
in November that there were upward of

50,000 registered Jewish refugees in Poland,

and between 60,000 and 70,000 more in

Rumania. He continued:

They have reached those countries after hard-
ship and suffering almost indescribable. They
reprerent practically every class of the popula-
tion ; there are those who were people of wealtli
and social position, but who are now reduced
to beggary ; there are teachers, lawyers and
physicians ; there are the middle bourgeoisie
and there are artisans and the unsliilled la-

borers and small tradesmen. They liave suf-
fered alilte and are alike penniless. » * *

How heavily the Jews liave suffered can scarcely
be realized. Villages in which Jews constituted
from SO to 90 per cent, of the population simply
no longer exist. There is scarcely a single
Jewish child less than 7 years of age left in
the Ukraine. A few of the children liave
escaped to other countries ; the rest have per-
ished. I think it is safe to say that for every

Ukrainian Jew who has died of violence, two
have died from exposure or disease incident to

their flight. Emigration is prohibited by the
authorities. This means that the refugees travel

by night, hiding during the day in the forests.

Few have enough food for their journey. They
must go through the forests, and are the prey
of banditti, who steal not only their goods, but
their papers of identification, and even their

clotlies, leaving them half naked. * • * They
come to us star\-ing and shivering, barefooted
and with onlj; a few rags to cover their nudity.

They pour into the already overcrowded cities,

only to be herded into barracks. There is every
chance for the rapid spread of typhus and other
diseases. The mortality is consequently high,
and the refugees are a distinct menace to the
health of the community in which they find
slielter.

Mr. Prelutzki appeared before the Execu-
tive Committee of the Joint Distribution

Committee at the home of the Chairman,
Felix Warburg, and made a plea for an
increased appropriation from the Jewish
Relief Committee funds (which the Joint

Distribution Committee disburses) for work
among these refugees in Poland.

Louis Marshall, President of the Jewish
Relief Committee, made a public statement

on Nov. 27, in which he stressed pai'ticular-

ly the tragedy of the refugee children. He
made it plain that the appeal for $14,000,-

000 which is being made by the committee
was a direct answer to the cry of 300,000

orphans, robbed by the war of their natural

protectors, and now perishing from hunger
and cold. Although Mr. Marshall placed

what he termed " the children's tragedy

"

in the first category, he pointed out that it

was, after all, only a part of the whole

Jewish problem in Europe. F'ifty per cent,

of all houses belonging to Jews in Eastern

Eui'ope had been destroyed. In Rumania,
Galicia, Eastern Poland, Southern Russia

and Lithuania the destroyed houses ap-

proximated 90 per cent.



PORTO RICO'S PLAYFUL
POLITICS
By H. P. Krippene

A friendly glance at the persistent demand Jor independence ^ in

view of the marked advantages which Porto Ricans enjoy under

American rule—Industries and products of the is and i

Ir
may be reasonable to assume that
Santo Domingo has a claim to in-

dependence, for this little republic
was somewhat brusquely deprived of
its sovereign rights by a military gov-
ernment of the United States; but
the insistent clamor for " this pa-
nacea of all social evils " which comes
from the Island of Porto Rico more
than passes human understanding.
It has, perhaps, an explanation

—

petty politics.

Porto Rico was rightfully acquired
from Spain by treaty and payment.
At the time of the acquisition, the
i'orto Ricans welcomed the Ameri-
cans with the greatest profession of
friendship, and it must be said to the
credit of the American Government
that few nations have done more for
any one of their possessions than the
United States has done for Porto
Rico. A little more than twenty years
ago, when the American troops first

landed in San Juan, they found the
island as undeveloped as Santo Do-
mingo is today, with perhaps one ex-
ception—the bases for the excellent

roads which they now have had al-

ready been laid by the Spaniards.
San Juan, the capital, was a squalid
village, lying low on a marshy water-
front ; the land in the interior for the
most part was uncultivated or low in

fertility because of centuries of plant-
ing; business was poor, and the peo-
ple, as a whole, were impoverished.
Today Porto Rico is the pearl of the

West Indies. As one enters the pic-

turesque harbor of San Juan, one is

impressed at once with its beauty. To
the left looms up impressively against

the deep blue of the tropical sky
the old fortress of El Morro; long
stretches of mellow white buildings
on the waterfront stand out sharply
in relief against the green back-
ground of feather>' palms; gleaming
white roads wind out from the city

and are lost in the luxuriant foliage

of scarlet-flowered flamboyants ; it is

an artist's Arcadia, and an Arcadia
tempered by trade winds. Within the
city itself, narrow streets, a few
low, heavy buildings with filigree bal-

conies flung up against the sky, here

and there a beggar or goat, competi-
tive scavengers of tropical streets,

are all that remain to mark a fading
Spanish influence; all but the ro-

mance of effect which even modern-
ism will never destroy.

^he Porto Ricans of today are the

descendants of the Spanish colonists

who came to the island after it was
discovered by Columbus and of the

Borinquin Indians whom they found
living there. The latter died rapidly

under the harsh treatment accorded
them by their conquerors, and negro
slaves were eventually imported to

relieve the labor shortage. These, too,

by intermarriage—usually into the

lower class—gradually became a part

of the Porto Rican race. The country
people, as a rule, constitute the lower

class. They are simple, trusting,

naturally courteous, charming to

strangers, and usually honest, though
not industrious. The upper class is

composed of refined, cultured, and

progressive men and women. Many
of them have been educated in Amer-
ican colleges and universities, have
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traveled extensively, and are cosmo-
politan in ideas and customs. Very
often the women are strikingly beau-

tiful, their Spanish characteristics,

combined with the American wo-
man's independence, which they are

rapidly acquiring, making them ex-

tremely attractive. What is especially

pertinent at this juncture is that they

have become, as a whole, thorough
American citizens.

Spanish customs have prevailed for

centuries in Porto Rico, but during
this last generation a great change,
essentially accelerated by the late

war, has been taking place. Today
the young women of Porto Rico ride

their horses astride, a la Americana,
though occasionally the shutters of

some staid old Spanish home still rat-

tle as they pass; suitors no longer
watch wistfullj'- the balconies of their

novias, promoting flirtations from
afar; an American sojourning in San
Juan for the purpose of improving
his Spanish is apt to forget the little

he already knows. It is still possible

to see here and there, as one loiters

in the parks, passing delightful eve-

nings, the brilliant colors of Spanish
mantillas artistically thrown over
heads and shoulders, and on warmer
evenings to hear the ris-ras of fans
as they, Castilianlike, are snapped
open and shut; the poetry of Porto
Rico still exists in effects, but the
fundamentals are all American.

Porto Rico and the War

During the war, after Camp Las
Casas had been established on the out-
skirts of San Juan, about 17,000 men
either volunteered or were drafted to
the American colors. Most of the re-

cruits came in from the country, and
;
the majority of them were extremely
illiterate, undernourished, and poorly
clothed. Eighty per cent, of them,
perhaps, had never worn shoes, and
had eaten only rice and plantains
since childhood. Three weeks after
these men had been organized into
companies they were taken on a short

! march, carrying no equipment, and
they came back, a straggling, disor-
idered, exhausted mass. Three months

later, under a hot tropical sun, they
were taken on a twenty-mile hike
with full packs, and not one of them
dropped by the wayside. Expert med-
ical and dental care, the daily army
ration, and scientific physical exer-
cise daily had changed weak men to
workers, failures to fighters. The
work did not stop here. The health-
ful camp life, constant medical in-
spections, good food, the daily bath,
athletics and amusements, all contrib-
uted not only to a vigorous physical
reaction, but to a quickening of the
mental processes which also became
noticeable. Peons who had entered
camp with dazed, uncomprehending
eyes, ignorant even of their own lan-
guage, began to appear on the field
with polished boots and well-pressed
uniforms, carrying their heads erect,
saluting with alacrity, and snapping
to orders in a foreign tongue. They
seemed to awaken to the fact that,
they, too, were men, and the Ameri-
can uniform gave them the courage
of their convictions. Eventually they
began to express a desire to learn to
read and write, and classes were
formd and taught by non-commis-
sioned officers.

It must not be assumed, however,
that the bulk of the enlisted men who
made up the Porto Rican army were
necessarily typical Porto Ricans.
American schools had been extending
education to thousands of children
since the time of the occupation, and
the teachers had been building bodies
as well as minds. Of about 800 offi-
cers, 80 per cent, were Porto Ricans,
and they were, as a whole, strong, in-
telligent men, representative of the
city type of the island. The enlisted
man, however, was representative of
the lower class living out in the hills

;

people, who, up to the time of the war,
had scarcely felt the influence of
American schools and their ideals. It

may appear singular that the bulk
of the army was made up of this type,

but it can be explained, perhaps, by
the fact that Porto Rico was passing
through a period of exceptional busi-
ness activity, and the educated and
skilled workers were able to avoid the
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draft to a great extent because they
were extremely .

necessary in their

various occupations, whereas the
peon had little or no responsibility.

When the men finally returned to

their fields and to their employers it

was generally conceded that their ef-

ficiency had been increased tremen-
dously, but the far-reaching result of
their life as American soldiers will be
shown in the next generation, for
their children will certainly be better
and stronger citizens. They carried
home with them, also, the idea that
they were Americans. The majority
of Porto Rican families had a son as
officer or soldier in the camp during
the war, so that the interest in the
troops was general. The civilians

gradually became infected with the
spirit of Americanism. Perhaps some
of them were not entirely sure that
they wanted the Germans defeated,
until the Carolina, carrying Porto
Rican passengers to New York from
San Juan, was sunk by a German sub-
marine ; but then, " Hacia Berlin

"

(Forward to Berlin) , a song written
by a Porto Rican officer, was on the
lips of thousands of men, women and
children in the country.

American Development

When the Americans entered upon
the task of developing Porto Rico they
put into execution at once a well-con-
ceived plan for public improvement.
In the larger cities of San Juan, May-
aguez and Ponce hundreds of un-
sightly huts, considej-ed dangerous
from the standpoint of fire and dis-

ease, were condemned and destroyed.
Sewers were constructed to carry
away the. filth which ran openly in the
streets. Exquisite public buildings
of reinforced concrete replaced the
old mortar structures of the Spanish
regime. Roads were quickly com-
pleted and efficient schools con-
structed. The sanitary commission,
facing a problem of smallpox,
malaria and bubonic plague, be-
gan the tremendous work of exter-
minating epidemic diseases. The
plague was controlled by a persistent
and scientific campaign of rat exter-

(© Harris & Ewing)
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Governor of Porto Rico, whose administra-
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mination; malarial swamps were
drained, and a general public clean-up

was ordered. Within a period of five

years Porto Rico became a healthful

winter resort.

Public improvements developed
civic pride. Individuals began con-

structing homes and buildings with a

view to beauty as well as service. An
architect, who has lived in Porto Rico

for years, has eventually developed a

style which, though based primarily

on Greek lines, has a decided Porto
Rican atmosphere. During the year

of 1918 a series of earthquakes affect-

ing the whole island destroyed a

greater part of Mayaguez, and many
of the old mortar-type buildings in

Ponce and San Juan also crumbled
under the shocks. In nearly all cases

the ruined buildings have been re-

placed by structures of reinforced con-

crete, for it was found that buildings

of this type had" not been affected by
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the shocks. As Porto Rico produces
no timber, lumber is expensive, and it

is natural to assume that concrete
will be the building medium of the fu-

ture. From the standpoint of beauty,
this is especially fortunate, for the
homes so built are usually not only
more artistic in design, but the color
of the cement mellows quickly under
the tropical sun and never blackens in

the soot-free air.

In the matter of schools, Porto Rico
has been especially fortunate. Before
the arrival of the Americans scat-

tered Catholic missions furnished a
grammar education to the few who
could afford it, but the masses had no
opportunity of self-improvement. To-
day Porto Rico boasts of the most
beautiful schools in the West Indies.
Fine, large concrete buildings with
appropriate playgrounds can now be

;
found in all parts of the island. The

I

University of Rio Piedras, situated

on the outskirts of San Juan, not only
offers letters and science, but it also

has a Normal Department in which
Porto Ricans are trained for grade
work on the island, and efficient com-
mercial, manual training and domestic
science departments. The University
of Mayaguez, on the other end of the
island, with its modern experimental
and agricultural stations, works in

conjunction with the University of

Rio Piedras.

Compulsory education, a modern
curriculum, and a corps of American
teachers, who almost without excep-
tion have been graduated from col-

leges and universities in the United
States, offer to the young people of

Porto Rico opportunities which no
other people in the West Indies enjoy.
The Normal Department of the uni-
versity is making teachers of young
Porto Ricans with the idea of event-
ually replacing the American teach-
ers, who today still hold the higher
grade, high school and university po-
sitions. Paul G. Miller, Commissioner
of Education, a former professor in

the University of Wisconsin, is largely
responsible for the rapid progress
which has been made in all branches
of education in Porto Rico.

Products of the Island

Porto Rico is still an agricultural
State, though this is true partly be-
cause of her peculiar relationship to

the United States, for the exhausted
state of her land does not warrant this

condition. Cocoanuts, fruits—chiefly
oranges, bananas and grapefruit—and
coffee are produced in large quantities,
though thousands of tons of fertilizer

are necessary annually to produce
fruits of good quality. Fruit growers,
as a whole, have not found fruit-grow-
ing a profitable occupation, for the
high cost of fertilizer, coupled with
the fact that the average grapefruit
tree lives onlj'^ about sixteen years in

Porto Rico, reduces possible profits to
a minimum, and this minimum is

usually absorbed by the brokers in

New York through the manipulation
of the fruit market.

Tobacco production has been devel-
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I

oped to a state of perfection. Most of

it is now shade-giown, and brings

usually a high price in the tobacco

market. Two years ago Porto Rican
tobacco was selling for $1.25 a pound
in New York, though now, because ol

the disorganized condition of the mar-
ket, it is worth very little in compari-
son. Although approximately 25,-

000,000 pounds of an inferior class of

tobacco are produced annually in

Santo Domingo, the low price of this

tobacco—it usually sells for about 8
cents a pound f. o. b. Santo Domin
go—would make it attractive to some
American purchasers but for the fact

that because of Porto Rico's peculiar

status Porto Rican tobacco pays no
duty into the United States, while Do-
minican tobacco pays 35 cents for leaf

and 50 cents a pound for stripped to-

bacco. One of the large American
corporations interested in tobacco in

Santo Domingo last year stripped and
fermented thousands of pounds of tho
finest Dominican leaf, and was able
to place it in the Custom House in

New York at 50 cents a pound at a
profit, but the high duty of 50 cents
a pound made it impossible to com-
pete with Porto Rican tobacco, which
was selling shghtly under $1 a pound.

Dominican tobacco, up to the pres-

ent time, has not been cultivated to

any extent, and as a result it has
never been considered a high-grade
tobacco. The land is still so rich that
the tobacco grows rank; the seed is

usually planted and the tobacco then
receives no care until it is ready for

market, the fermentation taking
place within the seroon in which it is

packed, instead of being considered a
process in itself. Some of the plant-

ers, however, have of late been im-
porting Cuban seed and growing it

under shade. This tobacco, carefully
tended during the growing season,
and later fermented and stripped, is

being used by several cigar manufac-
turers on the island, and in many
cases the cigars are considered supe-
rior to those of Porto Rican make. It

is reasonable to assume that it is only
a question of time before Santo Do-

mingo will be producing a leaf which
will compare favorably with Porto
Rican tobacco, and if Porto Rico, in

the meantime, should gain the inde-
pendence which she is constantly de-

manding, she may as well relegate her
tobacco industry to the burial ground
where her sugar industry should lonr
have been, had it not been for th

protection of the American tariff wali.

Santo Domingo will always be able to

produce tobacco and sugar much more
cheaply than Porto Rico.

Perhaps the largest industry in

Porto Rico is sugar production. Porto
Rico cannot be considered a first or
even a second class sugar country
and were it not again for the fact tha
her sugar enters the United States
free of duty, whereas the Dominican
and Cuban sugars do not enjoy this

privilege, it is doubtful whether Porto
Rico could continue to produce sugar
at a profit. Though large quantities
of fertilizer are used in Porto Rico, it

is necessary to replant the cane every
third season, whereas, in Santo Do-
mingo, without the use of fertilizer,

the cane continues growing as long as

fifteen years without replanting.

Field labor in the latter island is ob-

tainable for 40 cents a day; in Porto
Rico a man doing the same work re-

ceives approximately $2 a day. iii

Porto Rico an expensive chemical con-

trol is necessary. A high sugar con
tent is essential since it is not permi-
sible to produce alcohol from the mo-
lasses residue. In Santo Domingo,
however, most of the mills are not
operated under chemical control, for

the molasses is distilled into alcohol

and rum, both of which bring good
prices. It is obvious that if Porto
Rico is to hold her commercial posi-

tion in the West Indies she must re-

tain the privileges she now receive^

from the American Government.

Why " Independence " ?

Viewing, as a whole, the advan-
tages the Porto Ricans now enjoy be-

cause they have become American
citizens, it is pertinent at this point

to question their motives in constant-
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ly clamoring for independence. It is

significant to note that only about
270 people registered to retain Span-
ish and other citizenship when the

Jones Act made American citizens of

the people. This bill did not force

American citizenship upon the people.

Any one who did not wish to become
an American citizen had only to reg-

ister his desires at the proper con-

sulate, and it is also important to

note that of the few who did so very
few were Porto Ricans.

The Jones act, though it granted
citizenship to the natives, did not de-

fine the status of Porto Rico itself,

and there has been much discussion

as to whether the island should be
considered a territory or a possession.

It is possible that the State Depart-
ment has not considered it opportune
to define her status, for, as she is

neither a territory nor a possession,

Porto Rico has been able to retain a
very much needed half million dol-

lars annually in the form of internal

revenue which, under normal con-
ditions, would revert to the National
Treasury.

A singular situation arises when it

is considered that in the face of the
universal acceptance of American
citizenship the Unionists, who have
always led the cry for independence,
control practically every political of-

fice in the island. Since this question
has arisen the Republican Party has
always advocated statehood, but from
the recent elections it appears that it

has lost rather than gained adherents.
Porto Rico today practically enjoys
home rule, for, with the exception of
the Governor, who holds his office by
Presidential appointment, every po-
litical office is in the hands of the
Porto Ricans.
There can be but one explanation

—

petty politics—or in other words, the
insistent cry for independence is

merely political propaganda, for it is

conceivable that the intelligent lead-
ers of the Un-ionist Party realize that
Porto Rico, without the aid of the
United States, from the economic
standpoint would die overnight.
Among the Latin-Americans the cry

" independencia " has always exerted
a magic influence, and in the case of
Porto Rico it appears to be the wand
which the politicians wave over the
masses to produce political offices.

Editorial Note—Since this article was written
the following additional developments have
taken place (up to Dec. 10) : Representatives of
the Unionist Party of Porto Rico arrived in

Washington on Dec. 1 to demand the removal
of the Governor, E. Montg^amery Reily of
Kansas City, who was appointed by the President
last Spring. They charge maladministration in

office by arbitrarily removing Judges and court
officials without trial. They say Governor Reily
took with him from Kansas City six politicians

whom he appointed to responsible positions in

the island and went out of his way to give
offense by appearing in public with Senator
Santo Iglesias, a Socialist and alleged supporter
of the Russian Bolshevist regime.

Antonio R. Barcelo, President of the Senate,

headed the delegation and stated that Governor
Reily had sought to give the impression that

the Unionist Party demanded independence ;

this, he said, was far from the truth, as the

party only wanted self-government under the

United States. The Unionists polled 120,000 votes
in the last election, against 63,000 Republican
and 61,000 Socialist ballots. They elected 15 of

the 19 Senators. Thirty-nine of the 58 members
of the Porto Rican Assembly sent a cable dis-

patch on Nov. 22 to Felix Cordova-Davila,
Resident Porto Rican Commissioner in Wash-
ington, asking for the Governor's removal and
containing the same charges as those brought
later by Senator Iglesias. A resolution in the

San Juan Chamber of Commerce to support
the Governor's policy was overwhelmingly de-

feated. The extraordinary number of Ameri-
cans In Government jobs in Porto Rico since

Governor Reily's advent caused the Senate on
Dec. 7 to adopt a resolution calling for a list

giving the number and names of Americans em-
ployed by the Government of Porto Rico.

Governor Reily himself arrived in the United
states on the steamer Tanamo, which entered

New York harbor on Nov. 20 with fire in her
hold and sank at her pier the next day. Mem-
bers of the Governor's party charged that the

fire was the result of a plot against his life.

On the other hand, the Unionists denied there

was any conspiracy and said the Governor's

sympathizers were trying to make political

capital out of an accidental fire. About a hun-
dred of his opponents awaited the Governor at

the steamer pier, hooting and denouncing him
and displaying derogatory placards on taxicabs.

The Governor eluded them by taking a launch

and landing at another pier. He arrived in

Washington on Nov. 23 and was later enter-

tained at luncheon by President Harding. He
conferred with Secretary Weeks on Dec. 1, de-

fending his administration and suggesting the

advisability of constitutional changes in Porto

Rico, especially in regard to elections.



HOW THE CENTRAL
AMERICAN UNION WAS BORN

By Thomas R. Dawley Jr.

A dramatic chapter of recent history, as related by an Americaii

eyewitness in Guatemala City—How a good Bishop's sermon

oifTthrew Cabrera—Social conditions that raise doubts as to the

new republic's ability t/) survive—Fall of Herrera

I

TO a salute of twenty-one guns, on
the morning of Oct. 1, 1921, the
flag of the Central American

Union was raised in Guatemala. To
another salute at 10 o'clock the
cathedral bells pealed forth, and the
President of Guatemala, Don Carlos
Herrera, read before a crowded audi-
torium in the Centennial Palace a
proclamation—signed at Tegucigalpa
on Sept. 9—of adhesion to the Consti-
tution of the new republic formed of
three of the five Central American
States. From a rostrum at the side

of the stage an oration was read, a
cadet from the Polytechnic School in

scarlet cap, scarlet trousers, gray
coat and drab leggings bore upon
the stage a new silken flag of blue
and white, and Don Carlos, stepping
to the other side of the stage, unveiled
a painted shield with five volcanoes
rising out of a sea of green, with a
red liberty cap sending out rays of
light above them. The spectators
cheered, bugles sounded and the band
played. Government officials, mem-
bers of the President's Cabinet, Gon-
erals and staff officers took the
oath of allegiance to t he new flag and
the Constitution; more cheering,
more music and more bugles fol-

lowed ; the army, marching in review,
swore its fealty, and the federation
of the Central American States was
declared a fact. Both the flag and
the escutcheon with its five volcanoes,
emblematic of the country's turbulent
state after its declaration of inde-
pendence one hundred years ago, are

the flag and escutcheon of the n
public before its breaking up into five

independent oligarchies called n
publics.

According to the new Constitution;
the use of Guatemala's flag and coat|
of arms, wit h the scroll and emblem-
atic bird, the quezal, is prohibited^
Carlos Herrera becomes Chief oi

State, or, as we would say, Governor^
of the State of Guatemala. The
Presidency of the republic is vestc
in a council of representatives, on<
for each State forming the union, the

legislative authority in a congres
of Senators and Deputies, and th(

judicial authority in a supreme
court. The seat of the new Govern^
ment is to be at Tegucigalpa, fiv^

days' journey from the Atlantic sea-

board by muleback, and the armies
of the States forming the union, with
all arms and ammunition, must be
turned over to this Government. In

the future no State can make any
purchase of arms or munitions, except
such as may be necessary for the use
of the police.

Theoretically, the idea of the union
of the five little oligarchies into a
nation of federated States is a sound
and healthy one, worthy of every en-

couragement, but that should not in-

hibit a fair presentation of facts and
the discussion of them, in order that

an opinion may be formed concerning
the probability of the federation's
ever becoming anything more than a

theory.
For nearly three centuries the an-
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cieiit kingdom known as Guatemala,
consisting of six intendencies or
provinces, Chiapas, Honduras, Salva-

dor, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and
Guatemala, extending from the
frontier of Mexico to that of Panama,
embracing a territory of nearly a
quarter of a million square miles, was
governed by a Captain General at

Guatemala City, and peace was main-
tained with an army of only 300
soldiers. The people, although poor,
were industrious, self-supporting,

simple in their habits and require-

ments, enjoyed complete autonomy in

their municipal affairs, and were
quite independent both politically and
economically. But the flame of in-

surrection was started on one side in

South America, and on the other side

in Mexico, and on April 10, 1821, the
aged Captain General, Gaivino
Gainza, issued a proclamation de-
nouncing the insurrection in Mexico
under Iturbide. Iturbide's move-
ment, however, became successful.

and he set up an empire. The news
filtering through to Guatemala, three

municipalities in Chiapas declared for
independence, and by the middle of
September an assembly of the digni-
taries of Guatemala had declared for
separation from Spain. The revolu-
tion spread to the other Central
American countries, and they re-
gained their independence, but only
to plunge into a century of local wars
and general chaos. Chiapas joined
Mexico, and the other republics went
through a seemingly endless series of
upheavals, tyrannies and sufferings.

The CoMMoisr People

It is not because the people of Cen-
tral America are intrinsically bad
that they have suffered these abuses
for the last hundred years. On the
contrary, they are a simple, childlike,

inoffensive people. Their conception
of right and wrong is vague, to say
the least. They do not reason.
They know only the power of the
strong, of those in authority, of those
who are well to do, who wear shoes

.si(l(nU ("arlos Ilcn-era and liis Cabinet: Around the I'resident, who is seated, are stand-ing Senor Mendoza. Minister of War; Padilla, Minister of Agriculture; Escomilla, the Interior
Oria, Public Instruction; Zacina, Estates; Orias, Administration; Aguirre, Foreign Relations
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and good clothes. The environment
in which they are raised is such, and
such their fear of independent action,

or even of expressing themselves sin-

cerely, that they simply agree with
everything that is done to them or
told to them. It is the prevailing
spirit of the Toltec, the aboriginal
inhabitant, whose submissiveness to

the tyranny of his rulers existed long
before the coming of the Spaniards.

That the conditions may better be
understod it should be borne in mind
that two-thirds of Guatemala's popu-
lation consists of this aboriginal ele-

ment. The other third is classed as
" ladino," the name given to the

Creole element, the major part of
which is also Indian. For example,
the Indian who casts aside his ances-

tral garb and adopts the clothes and
language of the creole element enters
the ladino class. The ladino class

may again be divided into two dis-

tinct elements, the proletariat and an
upper element, which consists of th:

wealthy, landed proprietors, profes-

sional men, merchants, the educated,

the would-be rich and the military
men and oligarchs who govern.

A glance at the social and economic
conditions of these three elements is

illuminating. First we have the
Indian population, which, taking the
total number of inhabitants as 2,-

100,000, according to the only census
available, gives us a population of

1,400,000 Indians. This population
has not only been reduced to a con-

dition of servitude, but for the most
part is little better than so many
beasts of burden. The Indians' lot

is so hard that when one of their

number dies, and the body is prepared
for its long journey, it is spun around
several times in order that the de-

parted soul may not find its way back
to this hard old earth.

The proletariat is formed for the
most part of the indigent. They are

illiterate and own no property, as a
rule; few if atiy of them wear shoes,

and they generally lead a hand-to-
mouth existence. Nearly all of the

artisan class belong to this element.

Such homes as they may have, with

the exception of a few of the more ad-
vanced type of artisans in Guatemala
City, consist of a roof over four mud
walls, or an empaling of stakes driven
into the ground, with the earth for a

floor. They are fortunate if they

O Harris & Ewing)
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have a table at which to eat, and an
extra plate or two for their food.

Knives, forks and spoons rarely form
any part of their domestic economy.
Their cooking arrangements in the
city usually consist of an elevated
hearth of mud ; in the country the fire

is on the ground ; their cooking uten-
sils are of clay, the entire outfit, per-

haps, purchasal3le in the market place

for less than the equivalent of 50
cents.

The Upper Class

Although the dividing line between
this proletariat and the upper class is

indistinct, the difference in conditions

of life is remarkable. While the prole-

tariat is barefooted, meanly clothed,

indigent, the upper class, especially in

Guatemala City, has homes which
may be truly termed commodious if

not elegant. The houses usually sur-
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round an open court, with flowers,

shrubs and trees. Their furnishings

and decorations are the best that

money can buy, and, what is more re-

markable still, considering that I can-

not say it of some of the other Latin-

(National Photo Co.)

DR. JULIO BIANCHl
M'.iiister of Guatemala to the United States
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Central A'inerican Union

American countries that I am familiar
with, these homes are excellently well

kept, neat and clean. Nothing is lack-

ing for the requirements and com-
forts of a regulated household. And
the same may be said of the occu-
pants. The senoritas and senoritos
are powdered and perfumed, and the
parents, with few exceptions, are
dressed in the latest New York or
Paris fashion.

There is no racial difference sepa-
rating these two elements of Guate-
malan society. The son of my friend's
washerwoman of a generation ago, a
poor woman washing clothes for a
living at a public font, is today a Min-
ister in the President's Cabinet, and,
of course, belongs to the upper stra-
tum. While education furnishes a

means to the end, the lack of it is not.

necessarily a bar to one's entering this

stratum of society; neither is the in-

dividual's moral turpitude, a fact that
might be illustrated by numerous in

stances. In general, the moral status
of the country is reflected in the low
esteem in which women are held. Ex-
clusive of the Indian population,
whose moral status is better, I should
say that 75 per cent, of the children
born are illegitimate.

While a literacy test is not always
a safe guide in judging individual in-

telligence, it serves as a very good
medium for judging the state of cul-

ture at which a people may have ar-

rived. According to a recent report
of the Minister of Public Instruction,

93 per cent, of the population of

Guatemala are unable to read and
write, A casual perusal of the last

published census returns, coupled
with this information, may give some
idea not only of the people's culture

but of the numerical difference in the

two elements forming Guatemala's
population, exclusive of the Fndian.
Taking 2,100,000 as the total number
of inhabitants, 93 per cent, of which
are illiterate, we have only 147,000
persons in the entire country able to

read and write. Eliminating the

1,400,000 Indians, we have left a
ladino or mixed population of 700,000.

As we know that the Indians are illit-

erate, the 147,000 literates are
among the ladino class, which gives
21 per cent, of this population able to

read.

It may be laid down as a pretty safe

rule, although I know many excep-

tions to it, that when the individual is

able to read he wears shoes. After
taking the exceptions into account, I

estimate that there are 1,953,000 in-

habitants who are habitually without
shoes. We have, therefore—eliminat-

ing the Indians, who have no part in

politics—a population of mixed races

numbering 700,000, of which 553,000
are habitually barefooted as well as
illiterate, and which can be safely

classed as belonging to the proletariat.

Of the remaining 147,000 able to read
and perhaps write, and wearing
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A busy iiioining in the maiket place of Guatemala City, back of the Cathedral. The whiti-
walkd building on the left is the permanent market, but the street also is lined with fiuit
vendors and others

k

shoes—judging from observation in

Guatemala City alone, which is the
centre of the country's culture—fully

one-half can be classed as belonging
to the proletariat.

By this analysis an idea may be
formed not only of the degi'ee of cul-

ture attained in Central America but
of the small element numerically con-
stituting the ruling class. Nor is that
class even as large as it seems, for the
men of inherited wealth, the planters,
merchants and foreigners, take no
part in politics. Eliminating these,
we have left the politicians, the gov-
erning class, the oligarchs who rise to
power through chicanery, intrigue, by
hook or crook or force of circum-
stances, and are supported by a mili-
tary of the type referred to by Salva-
dor Mendieta in his " Sickness of Cen-
tral America," where he tells of an
" old veteran of African origin, as
faithful to the Government as a blood-
hound to his master," who knew
nothing about the Constitution, but
who announced in the legislative halls
that if the President ordered him to
" cotch " all the members of Con-
gress he would " cotch " fhem.

A Bit of Inside History

With this sketch of social and po-

litical conditions in Central America,
the reader may draw his own conclu-

sions regarding the probable success
of the union of three of the five oli-

garchies of which the vast territory

extending from the frontier of Mexico
to Panama is composed. But there is

another side to the picture which
shows what may be done with proper
direction, proper handling, proper
management.

In May, 1919, the Bishop of Faselli,

Dr. Pinol y Batres, a member of ono
of the oldest families, after a long ab-

sence from Guatemala, delivered a

series of sermons or lectures in the
San Francisco church. The simple
announcement of these sermons <^^as

sufficient to pack the temple with lis-

teners. The sermons were not polit-

ical. They were on morality and one's

duty as a citizen and patriot.

There were nine of these sermons
preached consecutively from Mav 1

to May 9. The eighth was on patriot-

ism. The Bishop took for his text.
" Happy are the people whose I^ord

is God." Though he did not name
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Centennial Building-, Guatemala City, in which the oath of allegiance was taken to the
new Constitution and flag of the Central American Union. President Herrera and the other
Government officials are in the balcony. The photograph was made a few minutes after the
army had passed in review and taken the oatli

Estrada Cabrera, his sermon was an
indictment of the dictator, who for
twenty-odd years had misgoverned
Guatemala. " One's country," said he,
" is not the inheritance, is not the
mine nor the fountain of wealth of
one person alone, but it is the birth-
right of all; every one has the same
right to its benefits., the same right
of supreme aspiration to its progress
and prosperity, and when one says,
* I am the country !

' and converts to
his own interests the efforts of all

the others, and when one's only de-
sire is to dominate, then the senti-
ment of patriotism becomes de-
stroyed, resulting in a slave country,
no longer the country of all, but the
inheritance of one." Asking how
many real patriots there were in the
country, he answered the question
himself by sajdng that perhaps there
were not even six. " Every one," said
he, " interests himself in his own per-
sonal welfare alone. If he can have
a good house and maintain its com-

forts without danger to himself, he
cares nothing about the welfare of
others." But he coi-nseled against
any armed revolution; his remedy-
was protest and the molding of pub-
lic opinion.

The Bishop was sent to prison.

There were those who said he should
have been shot. If Justo Rufino Bar-
rios had been the President instead
of Cabrera the Bishop probably would
have been shot, for he had set some of
the people to thinking. They hardly
dared to think aloud, but a tailor,

a tinker, a printer and a few others
representing the working class got
together and talked.

Eduardo Zamacc^s, the Spanish au-
thor, in his sketches of travels in

Latin America, relates that late one
night an excited individual, present-
ing himself before the guard at the
Presidential residence, demanded to

see Estrada Cabrera at all hazards,
because the life of the President de-

pended on his seeing him. The vis-
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itor, being admitted before the Presi-
dent, exclaimed:

" Your Excellency ! There are
eight men in Guatemala who have
sworn to assassinate \'ou ! I am one
of the eight ! But at the last moment
my conscience reproached me. and I

have come to give you the names of
the others !

"

The President, regarding the in-

former deprecatorily, pushed a but-
ton, and a guard of soldiers appeared
immediately. .

" Tie this man," he ordered, " and
give him fifty lashes."

" But, sir. Why? " exclaimed the
frightened individual.

" Because you are the last of the
eight conspirators to iniorm me. All

the rest, -one after the other, have
been here."

Another version of the same story
is related as having occurred during
the regime of Rafael Carrera, sev-

enty or eighty years ago. Whether
or not either of the stories be true,

they serve to illustrate the character
of the people. But in the case of the
tailor, the tinker, the printer and
their other companions—iti is ad-
mitted as most remarkable—not one
turned informer, although later the
printer was accused. Contrary to
ihe counsel of the Bishop, they talked
armed revolution.

Birth of the Union

On the other hand, five citizens,

who had never taken any part in

politics—five perhaps of the six pos-
sible patriots referred to by the Bish-
op—-got together in the suburbs of
the city, and discussed the Bishop's
advice. The problem before them
was how to stop the existing abuse
of power without breaking the law
and without incurring the usual pen-
alty of imprisonment, flogging and
exile, if not deatlT. A solution was
finally decided upon. It was to form
a political organization ostensibly to

bring about the union of the five

Central American republics. No one
could object to that!

In the meantime a woman, it is

said, brought together the two con-

(Photo Thomas R. Dawley Jr.)

GUATEMALAN INDIANS
The old man is spinning in the mai'ket place

while waiting to sell his pottery. The
other has a bunch of wool in his hand

spiring elernents, and on Christmas
morning, nearly eight months after
the Bishop's sermons, a neatly print-

ed folder made its appearance boldly
signed by the conspirators, with the
names of some others who had been
taken into the fold, announcing the
formation of the Unionist Partj-, and
declaring its purpose to obtain by
pacific methods the restoration of the

former Central American nation.

The folder caused a sensation. For
nearly half a century any political

party other than the so-called Lib-

eral had been non-existent. Fur-

thermore, the little folder stated the

party's purpose " to work within the

strictest compliance with the law, be-

cause the exercise of rights and the

fulfillment of obligations on the part

of the authorities as well as on the

part of the citizens is the sincere

and efficacious requirement of a
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domocratic republic, without which

the union is an impossibility." That
statement was a direct challenge to

the despot who had ruled the coun-

try so long and so criminally.

As part of an effective propagan-

da a leaflet began to make its ap-

pearance as the official organ of the

party, printed on a small hand press,

found somewhere, for not a printing

(Photo Tiiomas R. Dawley Jr.)

GUATEMALAN TYPES
Scuyi-istan of the Church at Solola, and Indian

hoy siniiJiinc/

press could be brought into the coun-
jtry or material bought without Ca-
jbrera's consent. As Cabrera controlled
the press and newspapers, he at first

i attempted to combat the Unionist
Ipropaganda through this medium.
These attempts were contested in the
leaflets, and he was openly defied.
jThe usual imprisonments, banish-
iments, floggings and murders then
Ifollowed; but no sooner was the im-
jprisonment of one man or the disap-

pearance of another announced than
there were a dozen or more ready to
take his place. Cabrera could not
arrest them all. At the end of two
months the National Assembly, com-
posed of representatives always se-

lected by Cabrera himself, went over
to the Unionists.

At the end of another month the
Assembly attempted to impeach
Cabrera by declaring him insane.
Since the earthquakes which had
ruined the capital, Cabrera had made
his official residence at La Palma, a
point dominating the city, which he
had entrenched and fortified with ar-
tillery. He also had possession of two
forts, with guns trained on the city

and all the arms and ammunition. On
the morning after his attempted im-
peachment he began the bombardment
of the city, which was defenseless.

The only conceivable reason for his

u'nolo luoinas U. i^awiey ji

TNDTAN WORSHIPPER
Burning incense to his pagan god in the public

square, near a Christian church, in

a Guatemalan village
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not having marched a battalion of his

soldiers to the Central Plaza, which
would have given him control of the

situation, was his lack of military-

knowledge, personal cowardice and
the decadency of the army itself.

An Orderly Revolution

Within the city the leaders of the

movement, supported by the best ele-

ment, both men and women, gave an
unprecedented example of executive

ability, courage and self-devotion.

The proletariat not only behaved
with fortitude, but demonstrated the

ease with which it can be handled.
Whatever police force had existed dis-

appeared immediately with the com-
mencement of the bombardment, and
the city was left without police pro-

tection; but there were no disorders,

robberies or anything of the kind re-

quiring police interference. Further-
more, there was not a case of drunk-
enness, which is more remarkable
still, considering that one of the most
immediate sources of the wretched-
ness and consequent degradation of

the lower classes is their prevailing
habit of intoxication. This was due
to the constant admonitions which
had been preached to them during the
organization of the movement.
No sooner had hostilities com-

menced than a printed circular was
issued from the headquarters of the
party, which said in part:

During the three long months of peaceful
campaign during which we have not de-
parted one iota from the law, each and
every member of the Unionist Party has
been the admiration of both our own people
and foreigners alike. Today the contumacy
of Estrada Cabrera obliges us to leave the
peaceful struggle in order to defend the
Constitutional Government of the Republic
with arms in our hands, and as our country
will exact the extreme sacrifice of many of
its sons on the altar of liberty, Constitution
and right, the country also exacts that its

sons conduct themselves with the decency
of soldiers fighting for liberty, and not as
undisciplined mobs of wrongdoers.
True Unionists! Conduct yourselves in

.the rational manner that your title of sol-

diers for the right rigorously demands.
Abstain from all unnecessary acts of vio-

lence, of rapine, looting and any other acts
of which you may later be ashamed. Espe-
cially refrain from the use of alcoholic

drinks, which cloud the intellect and cause
men to descend to the position of irrespon-
sible beings. Those who require alcohol to
be brave are not brave!

The thoughts expressed in this cir-

cular not only show the sentiments of
the few resolute men who brought
about the situation, but the strict

compliance with .the same gives the
lie to those who represent the people
as unruly and incapable of being gov-
erned by any other methods than
those employed by the tyrants who
have ruled the country almost con-
secutively since its independence.

I witnessed the events that fol-

lowed. As the barefooted, ill-clad,

badly fed proletariat gathered in de-
fense of the cause that had been
shown them as a just one, armed with
a few guns, rusty old machetes,
knives tied on the ends of poles, and
even sticks of firewood, my sympathy
went out to them, and all I could do
was to help them by directing their
efforts in such manner as my knowl-
edge and experience dictated. I found
them not only willing but appreciative
of my interest in their affairs, which
were of supreme moment to them. It

seemed a contradiction of human na-

ture that a people displaying the
calm, fearless spirit of self-devotion
that they exhibited when it came to

the test should have suffered all their

lives from a despotism that had kept
them in penury.

Fall of Cabrera

The bombardment continued inter-

mittently day and night from the

morning of April 9 until the evening
of the 14th (1920), during which
time the people rose throughout the

country, the defenses of the capital

grew stronger, and Cabrera weakened
accordingly. On the 14th his strong-

hold was completely invested and he

agreed to capitulate. The morning
following he surrendered himself to

various members of the diplomatic
corps, who escorted him and the im-

mediate members of his family to the

prison prepared for him. And now
occurred the blot that marred th

whole revolution.
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During the hostilities uniformed

mihtary men anywhere within the

city were conspicuously absent. The
only pretense of a government, fur-

ther than the direction of affairs as-

sumed by the Unionist Party, con-

sisted of the Provisional President

selected by the Assembly on its at-

tempted impeachment of Cabrera and
his Cabinet, which quartered itself

immediately after the beginning of

the bombardment in a private house
next to the Mexican Legation. On the

preceding evening the commandant
of the city garrison had gone over to

this Government, and later he was
quartered in an edifice used as a
school, adjoining the cathedral. About
the same time that Cabrera gave him-
self up several of his officers and
others were brought in as prisoners
and were turned over to the com-
mandant, who, like a number of other
military men caught within the city

at the commencement of hostilities,

did not show himself during the bom-
bardment; but when the prisoners
were turned over to his care he al-

lowed the commanding officer of the
Matamoras fort to be stripped of his

uniform and turned out into, the
street with only his underclothing on

;

there, naturally, a large concourse of
people had gathered, after following
the prisoners. Among the crowd was
a notorious woman who, mistaking
the unfortunate officer for an influ-

ential member of Cabrera's Govern-
ment, shot him, whereupon others in
the crowd fell upon him, shouting and
yelling until satisfied that life was ex-
tinct. This act turned the otherwise
peaceful gathering of spectators into

I a frenzied mob, which, like beasts of

I

prey, having once tasted blood,

I

howled for more. Thereupon the
I commandant, like his military proto-
type in Mendieta's " Sickness of Cen-
itral America," turned prisoner after
i prisoner out to the mob, until eight in
all had been massacred. The mas-
sacre was stopped by the sudden ap-
pearance of Jose Azmitia, who had
been directing affairs from the head-
quarters of the Unionist Party all

through the bombardment. Address-

ing the multitude in a passionate
speech, he told them that their be-

havior was a stain upon the good
name that they had previously made
for themselves, and, hanging their

heads with shame, they dispersed.

The Present Situation

The revolution over, what hap-
pened ? Don Carlos Herrera was nom-
inated for the Presidency because of

his known integrity, his financial

standing and his goodness. He was
elected by an overwhelming majority
of votes, and by the only fair, popular
election that had ever taken place. But
Don Carlos was no politician. He
began his administration by trying to

form a Coalition Government of the

two antagonistic parties that have ex-

isted since the independence—^the

Liberals and the Conservatives. It

was as though Mr. Harding, after

taking his oath of office, had placed

in his Cabinet William Jennings
Bryan, Charles Murphy and ex-Gov-
ernor Blease, and then, on meeting
with the natural protest of the party
that had elected him, he had substi-

tuted for the unsatisfactory appoint-
ments an ex-bandit, an impeached ex-

Governor, and a convicted ex-boss.

And the other appointments made by
Don Carlos were along about the
same lines. The Unionist Party was
relegated to a secondary position,

and the result has been only what
might have been expected: Not only
the return to power of some of the
Cabrera element, but a breaking away
from the Unionist Party of the Lib-
erals that had joined in the move-
ment for the overthrow of the Ca-
brera despotism. The Liberals now
refused to recognize the Unionists as
anything but Conservatives, and" the
old animosities between the two par-
ties are revived with all the bitterness

and hatred of former times. Each is

struggling for the Government con-

trol, while the masses are like grains
of corn between the upper and lower
millstones.

As for the union of the five States
which the small group had devised as
the remedy for the political evils
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from which they had suffered so long,

only three of the oligarchies have
agreed to it. And now that it has
been agreed to by Guatemala, the
Liberals have already made an effort

to destroy it by alleging that the Na-
tional Assembly which ratified the
pact for the union, signed at San
Jose, Costa Rica, was composed of
Unionists whose elections were un-
fair, and that consequently the whole
business is unconstitutional. In the
meantime the Minister of Foreign Re-
lations, the Minister of War, and all

the other Ministers, military Gov-
ernors, diplomats, consuls and chiefs,

big and little, are holding their jobs
as usual, while a congress at Teguci-
galpa is continuing in session, draw-
ing up laws for the internal govern-
ment of the States, regardless of the
views of the people who are to be
governed by them.
Guatemala, Oct. 12, 1921.

President Herrera Overthrown
[By a sudden revolution, quickly success-

ful, the Government of Carlos Herrera,
President of Guatemala (or Governor of
the State of Guatemala under the new Fed-
eral Union), was overthrown in the early
morning hours of Dec. 5. Twenty-five per-
sons were killed and scores wounded in the
brief fighting with the police of Guatemala
City, the capital. This threatens a disrup-
tion of the Central American Union, of
which Guatemala, Honduras and Salvador
are constituent States.

President Herrera and the members of

his Cabinet were made prisoners, and a Pro--
visional Government was proclaimed, headed
by General Jose Maria Lima, General
Orellana and Miguel Larrave, former
Under Secretary of War. Estrada Cabrera,
President from 1898 until ousted by a revo-
lution in April, 1920, who had been in

prison since then, was released, but not re-

stored to the Presidency, which was as-

sumed by General Orellana.

Dr. Julio Bianchi, Guatemalan Minister
to the United States, who had been elected

to the Federal Council of the Central Amer-
ican Union, finds himself without the back-
ing of his State, unless Honduras and Salva-

dor should intervene to restore the con-

stitutional Government—a proceeding of

doubtful legality, considering that the per-

manent authorities of the federation will

not take office until Feb. 1. The position

of the revolutionists is similar to that of

the people of West Virginia in the Civil

War before its recognition as a new State.

The Central American mission, seeking

recognition for the federation by thf

United States, also loses the support of th'

Guatemalan delegate. The State Depart
ment, however, had decided not to recognize

the new Government at this time. Dele

gates of the 3,000 Central Americans ii

New York met on Dec. 9, decided to oppos'

the coup d'etat and chose Dr. Bianchi ti

act for them in making representation

to the State Department at Washington.

The Guatemalan Congress, which wa-

dissolved during the previous revolution

was recalled and met on Dec. 8, ratifying:

the selection of General Orellana as Pro-

visional President, and declaring null and

void all acts of the Guatemalan Legislature

passed since the dissolution of the old Con-

gress; that is, during President HerreraV
Administration.]

TELEPHONE EXPANSION IN CHINA

MODERN methods . of communication,

especially by the telephone, are being

boomed in the Flowery Kingdom, according

to Clark H. Minor, former manager of the

China Electric Company of Peking. The
Chinese, he says, have grown weary of the

difficulties of intercity communication by
telegraph, as all messages, owing to the

cumbersomeness of the Chinese alphabet,

have to be sent in code and then decoded.

The only intercity telephone line existing

runs between Peking and Tientsin—a dis-

tance of about 100 miles. Under the

stimulus of China's younger generation of

business men, a long-distance line between
Peking and Shanghai is nearing completion

at a total cost of $500,000. Furthermore,

new telephone exchanges are being erected

in most of the larger cities to augment the

5,000 subscriber lines already in use.

Hitherto all connection work has been done

by men, but girls are now being trained in

Shanghai. In the three years since its

organization, says Mr. Minor, the China

Electric Company, which is really a joint

undertaking of the International Western

Electric Company and the Ministry of Com-

munications at Peking, has raised its capi-

talization from $250,000 to $1,000,000, a

growth fostered by the increasing demami

for telephones and other electrical material

in the capital.



AMERICAN RELIEF FOR
STARVING RUSSIA

By Vernon Kellogg

Extent and causes of the famine, and the agreement under which

the American Relief Administration undertook to aid the sufferers

—How the work is proceeding and what it has already

accomplished—The **Food Remittance" system

FAMINE is such a strong word,
and is so often used thoughtless-
ly, that when one hears or reads

it in a newspaper the first reaction of

the thoughtful man is likely to be one
of skepticism. " Famine in China,"
" famine in India," and now " famine
in Russia." But is there really fam-
ine in Russia?

I have only recently come away
from the Russian famine region, and

I have seen that there is famine there.
It is not all of Russia that is truly
famishing, though over all that great
land there is food shortage, and the
first thought of almost all of its

many millions of inhabitants is, How
shall I get food for today and tomor-
row? It is an obsession, an obses-
sion so complete as to exclude almost
every other thought.
The part of Russia that is truly in

Three of the leaders in American relief work in Russia : Colonel William N. Haskell (in the
middle) and Colonel Lonergan and Mr. Seldards in front of the American Relief Association

headquarters in Moscow
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the throes of famine is a part that is

normally blessed with plenty. It is

the great Volga basin from Kazan
south to the mouth of the river,

stretching also to the north and east,

including parts of the Provinces of

Vyatka, Perm and Ufa. This is pre-

cisely a region to which, under normal
circumstances, Russia looks for part
of its supply of bread-grain with
which to feed other parts of the coun-
try—parts that are forested, or large-

ly industrial, including and surround-
ing Russia's greatest cities. The
Vol^^a basin normally produces a con-

siderable sui'plus of wheat and rye, a
sui-plus that even helps to feed part
of Europe outside of Russia. Now
it is this very region that is crying
aloud for food.

The centre of the famine area is

that including the Volga Provinces of

Kazan, now called the Tartar Repub-
lic, the eastern half of Simbirsk, and
Samara and Saratov.

In this famine area there are at

least 15,000,000 people, and, in the
region of acute food shortage adjacent
to it another 15,000,000. The extent
of the area affected and the great
number suffering make of the situa-

tion a veritable catastrophe.

Perhaps the province (or " govern-
ment ") of Samara presents the most
critical situation. Under normal cir-

cumstances Samara regularly pro-

duces a considerable surplus of gi-ain

above the needs of its own popula-
tion (about three and a third mil-

lions). Certain statistics which I

have just brought out of Samara, and
which are as nearly accurate as can
be obtained, will reveal the situation

much better than general statements.
These figures were assembled by the
Samara Government's Bureau of Sta-
tistics, in charge of an intelligent,

well-educated and, I believe, honest
civil engineer. His helpers were field

agents of much knowledge of Samara
agriculture.

In the years 1912-17, inclusive, the
average annual acreage in Samara
planted to wheat, rye, oats and barley
was approximately a little more than
two and a half million dessiatines.

(One dessiatine is about two and a
half acres) . The specific figures are

:

1912, 2,543,398 dessiatines; 1913,
2,738,433; 1914, 2,895,353; 1915, 2,-

815,647; 1916, 2,417,285; 1917, 2,674,-
711. In 1918 and 1919 the planted
acreage dropped to 1,716,366 and 1,-

174,866, respectively. In 1920 it was
989,285, and in 1921, 979,921. From
the 2,500,000 dessiatines of pre-war
and war years up to and including
1917, the acreage dropped to 1,000,000
in 1920 and 1921. Before attempting
to explain the causes of this reduction
I will give the even more significant
figures of production.

(Wide World Photos)

ONE OF THE FAMINE VICTIMS
Russian child who died of starvali
shortly after being brought to thi

relief station
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For the pre-war years 1912 and
1913 the grain production of Samara
Province was 119,101,000 and 132,-

515,000 poods, respectively. (One
pood is about 36 pounds.) In 1914,
a bad crop year, the production was
84,983,000 poods. In 1915, a good
year, it rose again to 132,254,000
poods. Then began a significant re-

duction. In 1916 it was only 58.354,-
000 poods, in 1917 only 33,769,000
poods. In 1918 it rose to 91,184,000,
but in 1919 it fell to 49,941,000, and in
11920 as low as 18,803,000. Then came,
1
in 1921, a year of extreme drought,
the awful break to but 3,000,000 poods

1

(as carefully estimated by the bu-
jreau). Only three-tenths of an inch
of rain fell in the Volga basin during
jthe grain-growing months of April,
May and June.

Causes of Famine

I see three major contributing
causes. First, six years of con-
tinuous international and civil war,
with all its waste and devasta-
tion; second, the fatal error of the
Soviet Government, openly admitted
by them now as a terrible mistake, in

requisitioning, or attempting to requi-
sition, in conformity with extreme
communist principles, the surplus
grain produced by the farmers, and
in making private sales of grain il-

legal; and, finally, in 1921, an act of
Providence, or Nature—a drought so
absolute that simply no crop at all was
produced in a great part of the
planted acreage. I have myself seen
miles and miles of grain fields in

which no attempt at harvest was
made. When I asked the peasants
what crops they had, the answer was,
simply and positively, " No crops."

The significance of such a situation

for Samara province and for the other
provinces in the drought region—as
also for the rest of Russia—is ob-
vious. The grain consumption of
Samara province is estimated by the
local Government bureau to be about
2,000,000 poods a month, or a little

less than one pound a day per person
of the population. This is certainly
not an overestimate of bread needs,
especially when we remember how
large a part of the Russian dietary
bread is. What Samara produced in

1921 is about enough to provide its

whole population with bread for a
month and a half

!

The situation as regards grain is

little, if any, better in Kazan, Eastern
Simbirsk or Saratov, all famous grain-
producing provinces. But cannot grain
be brought from other regions of
Russia not drought-stricken into the
famine region? Yes, a little, but not
much. The Soviet Government has
made, apparently, an earnest effort

to do this. Some grain and other foo'd

have actually been sent into the fam-
ine region. Some children, gathered
into children's detention homes fror<"-

the streets and country roads, from
the farm villages and the pathetic
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refugees' camps along the railways
and the banks of the Volga and Kama
Rivers, have been fed by the Govern-
ment. Some of these children are
orphans in fact, others orphans in

effect, abandoned by their parents,
helpless to keep them alive. The
homes are dreadful sights: cold and
bare rooms, crowded with emaciated
and weak little ones, some with the
horrible, protuberant " hunger belly

"

resultant from eating the bark and
moss and chaff and " clay " (humus)
bread, which is now the staple in the
famine region.

I was in one of these homes in

Samara at noon meal time. The meal
consisted of sticky black bread, horse-
meat—the peasants are killing and
selling their farm animals—and
" kasha," a brown porridge of grits
of various grains and seeds. Many of
the children were ill of malaria—and
there was no quinine for them. The
doctors and caretakers were helpless.
The children were dying in these
homes at an appalling rate.

To understand why the relief of the
famine region is not " simply one

of better distribution of Russian
grain," we must look to the first and
second of the three contributing
causes just mentioned. The waste
and devastation of war, and the requi-
sitioning by the Soviet Government
of the farmers' surplus production,
thus desti'oying all incentive to sur-
plus production, have combined to
produce a food shortage all over Rus-
sia in the last two or three years,
whatever the rainfall. There is food
shortage, or at least no food surplus,
in other grain-producing regions out-
side of the drought area. There is no
food, or but very little, to spare from
elsewhere in Russia for the starving
people along the Volga. Relief must
come, if it come at all, from the out-
side. What is being done in this
way?

Relief Activities

There has been much talk and some
action along relief Hnes. The talk has
considered relief measures on a very
large scale ; the action, in comparison
with the degree of the catastrophe,
must be looked on as small ; it is small,

i(jj LiiiiLTWood & L lull I VM.'

Russian families of the famine-stricken Volga district carrying their own dead to the cemete

II
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Russian famine refugees being fed at the Relief Administration train at Samara,
children wait patiently in line for hours for their rations

Starving

relatively, although one part of it,

entirely American in initiative and
maintenance, is, taken absolutely, no
small matter.

There has been much talk of a
large international effort, essentially

of the character of an extension of
large credits to the Soviet Govern-
ment, for the purchase of grain, of
which there exist available surplus
supplies in America, Rumania and
Bulgaria, and perhaps elsewhere. An
International Relief Commission, rep-
resenting several European Govern-
ments, has been formed to consider
and support, if found advisable, a
combined international undertaking
to provide credits to the extent of,

perhaps, $150,000,000 for the pur-
chase of grain for food and seed. Dr.
Fridtjof Nanscn is to be the managing
director of the undertaking, if any-
thing comes of it, and he has outlined
a formal project to distribute the

grain so provided through the co-

operation of the Soviet Government

—

in fact, to. turn over, in effect, the
grain to the Soviet Government for

distribution.

This feature of the proposed inter-

national undertaking has been severe-

ly criticised by many men and by a
large part of the European press, so
that Nansen, despite his strong ap-
peals at the Geneva and Brussels
meetings of the International Com-
mission, has not much hope of seeing
such an arrangement made. On the
other hand, the Soviet Government
has expressed its strong objection to

the presence of M. Noulens, who was
the French Ambassador to the Czar's
Government at the time of the first

revolution, as head of the commission.
Altogether, there seems to be little

encouragement to expect practical re-

sults from the International Relief
Commission in the near future.
The relief that has been, and is con-
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tinuing to be, actually extended to the
famine region comes principally from
the Soviet Government and, quite dis-

tinct from this and wholly indepen-
dently, from the American Relief

Administration. The American
Friends Service Committee has a
number of representatives in Russia
and has provided relief to some fami-
lies and individuals and to certain or-

phanages. This committee has been
able so far to help about 50,000 chil-

dren. The Swedish Red Cross has an-

nounced its intention of sending in a
relief group with a certain quantity
of food and medicines. Norway has
promised Nansen a gift of about
1,000,000 kroner, and, more important
than any other outside relief except
that of the American Relief Adminis-
tration, the Save the Children League
of England has (according to Nan-
sen's statement to me in London on
Oct. 14) put at his disposal enough
funds to provide food for 250,000
children for six months. The first

food obtained in this way was sent by
Nansen to Saratov. The relief af-

forded by the Central Soviet Govern-
ment, either directly or acting
through the Provincial Governments
in the femine region, has been of
value, but entirely insufficient to

meet the situation. It has taken the
form of sending in certain quantities
of grain for food and for seed, some
other food, and a number of sanitary
trains with doctors, nurses and medi-
cal supplies, with also some special

food for children, such as white flour

and cocoa. These trains have been
few and the medical supplies sadly
deficient in amount and variety. For
example, despite the serious ravages
of malaria in the Volga Basin, almost
no quinine has been sent.

American Relief Organization

The American Relief Administra-
tion, under the Chairmanship of Her-
bert Hoover, was organized immedi-
ately after the armistice, under the
patronage and financial support of
the United States Government, to ex-
tend aid and credits for needed food
to the suffering peoples of Central

and Eastern Europe. It is now, and
has been for the last two years,
wholly a private organization sup-
ported by free contributions of the
American public. The $100,000,000
originally put into its hands by Con-
gressional action was almost entirely
used for the extension of credits to

various needy Governments for the
purchase of food in America; these
credits are now represented in the
United States Treasury to the extent
of about $90,000,000 by obligations of
those Governments. After that fund
was exhausted Mr. Hoover appealed
to the American public jfor money to

enable his organization to carry on
the feeding of about 2,000,000 under-
nourished children in the Baltic

States, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Aus-
tria and Hungary. Certain special

funds also were obtained for child-

feeding in Germany, this feeding be-
ing intrusted to the American Friends
Service Committee.
Such child-feeding has been car-

ried on by the American Relief Ad-
ministration from the armistice
period up to the present date. And
it is still going on in certain of the
countries already mentioned—most
extensively in Poland and Austria, in

which two countries about 500,000
needy children are now being given
a supplementary daily meal in the
schools and relief " kitchens."

Thus, when the Russian food catas-
trophe began to attract the attention
of the world, and an appeal was made
to Mr. Hoover by Maxim Gorky to

bring help to the starving people of

the famine region, the American Re-
lief Administration had an already
active working organization and some
funds available, so that a relief work
of limited scope could be extended at

once to Russia. It was decided by Mr.
Hoover and his chief assistants and
advisors that this relief, considering
the limits made necessary by the
funds available, should be restricted
to giving to as many children as pos-

sible, until.the harvest of 1922, a daily

supplementary meal of the food value
of about 800 calories. In other words,
if a satisfactory arrangement could be
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made with the Soviet Government
whereby adequate transportation and
protection of the food within Russia
would be assured, relief work for the
children would be undertaken along
the same lines as in other Eastern
European countries.

The Lityinov-Brown Agreement

A meeting at Riga in August, 1921,
between Max Litvinov, Assistant
Soviet Commissary for Foreign Af-
fairs, and Walter L. Brown, the Euro-
pean Director of the American Re-
lief Administration, was arranged,
and an agreement was signed on Aug.
20. This agreement covers many de-
tails set out in twenty-seven num-
bered paragraphs. Its salient fea-

tures are as follows

:

A full recognition by the Soviet Govern-
ment of the ownership and control of all

food brought in by the American organiza-
tion from the time of its entrance until it

is actually fed to the children, with specific
guarantees by the Soviet Government not
to requisition or interfere in the distribu-
tion of any of the food. The American
Relief Administration is guaranteed full

liberty and protection of its personnel while
in Russia, including the extension of dip-
lomatic privileges and all facilities for the
entry into and exit from Russia, of the
said personnel. In securing Russian and
other local personnel the American Relief
Administration shall have complete freedom
as to selection, and the Soviet authorities
will, on request, assist the American Re-
lief Administration in securing such per-
sonnel.

All internal expenses of transportation,
warehousing and storage, and distribution
of: the introduced food is to be borne
by the Soviet Government. The intro-
duced food is to be given free import,
said the American Relief Administra-
tion is guaranteed the privilege of free
re-export if for any reason it cares to send
any of this food out of the country. It is

provided that no individual receiving Amer-
ican Relief Administration rations shall be
deprived of such local supplies as are given
by the Soviet authorities to the rest of
the population. The Soviet Government
gives special guarantee to take every step
to insure that relief supplies belonging to
the American Relief Administration shall
not go to the general adult population or
to the army, navy or Government employes,
but only to the children and sick designated
by the American officials in Russia. It is

guaranteed that the American Relief Ad-
ministration shall be allowed to set up all

necessary internal organizations and com-
mittees for carrying out its relief work

free from Governmental or other interfer-
ence. The Soviet authorities shall provide,
on demand of the American Relief Admin-
istration, all necessary premises for bak-
eries, kitchens, dining rooms, dispensaries,
&c. All railway, motor, water or other
transportation for the movement of the re-
lief supplies and relief workers and such
local personnel as may be necessary to
guard the supplies, and necessary offices,
garages, store rooms and residential fjuar-
ters for the American personnel, shall be
furnished and paid for by the Soviet au-
thorities. The American Relief Adminis-
tration shall have complete freedom and
priority without cost in the use of existing
radio, telephone, telegraph, cable, postal
and courier service in Russia. The Soviet
Government shall acquaint the Russian
people with the aims and methods of the
American Relief Administration.
The American Relief Administration

agrees to supply, as rapidly as suitable
organization can be effected and within
the limits of its resources and facilities,

food, clothing and medical relief to the chil-

dren and sick. It guarantees that its re-

lief distribution will be made without re-

gard to the race, religion or political status
of the beneficiaries. Its personnel in
Russia will confine themselves strictly to

the ministration of relief, and will engage
in no political or commercial activity what-
ever. In view of the freedom of the Amer-
ican personnel in Russia from personal

search, arrest and detention, any members
of the personnel engaging in political or
commercial activity will be withdrawn or

discharged on the request of the Central
Soviet authorities after submission by these

authorities of the reasons for the request

and the evidence substantiating them.

On Aug. 24, 1921, officials of the

American Relief Administration met
in Washington, together with repre-

sentatives of the American Red
Cross, American Friends Service

Commitee, Jewish Joint Distribution

Committe, Federal Council of tHe

Churches of Christ in America,
Young Men's Christian Association,

Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion, Knights of Columbus and Cath-

olic Welfare Committee, all of which
organizations had been associated

with the American Relief Adminis-

tration in collecting money in Amer-
ica for the feeding of children in

Europe and for providing medical

supplies and care. It was decided at

this meeting that part of the funds

collected and in hand should be used

for Russian relief, but that as the

whole need was apparently beyond
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the resources of private charity the
work immediately to be undertaken
would be primarily the feeding of
children and the provision of medi-
cal supplies. A memorandum was
adopted, of which the following are
the principal items

:

The agreement between the Soviet Gov-
ernment and the American Relief Admin-
istration is accepted by the affiliated as-

sociations, and all relief activities will be
conducted according to the terms of this

agreement. A special area for the work
of the American Friends Service Commit-
tee will be assigned, in which this Commit-
tee will keep its own identity and work ac-

cording to its own ideals, but in conformity
with the Litvinov-Brown agreement. One
or more representatives of each affiliated

association will be appointed on the staff

of the Director in Russia of the American
Relief Administration; this for the sake of
assuring complete co-operation and co-ordi-

nation among the affiliated associations and
the American Relief Administration. These
associations shall conduct any and all rela-

tions with the Central Soviet authorities

through or with the approval of the Direc-

tor in Russia of the American Relief Ad-
ministration. The affiliated associations

shall be individually guided by their own
views as to the collection of funds in

America.

A week later a further special

agreement was made between repre-

sentatives of the American Relief Ad-
ministration and the American Red
Cross, the essential points of which
were as follows:

Financial responsibility up to the amount
of funds (about $3,000,000) set aside

by the Red Cross for medical relief in

Russia is to be in the hands of the Red
Cross, but the expenses inside of Russia

incidental to the handling of transportation

and distribution of the medical and hospital

supplies are to be borne by the American
Relief Administration. The Medical Direc-

tor for Russia is to be a member of the

A. R. A. Russian unit, and his staff is to be
paid and cared for by the A. R. A. The dis-

tribution of the medical supplies is to be
made by the A. R. A., which will submit
frequent reports to the American Red Cross
Headquarters in Washington, so that the
A. R. C. may keep its membership fully in-

fonned of the work.

America's Swift Action

Immediately after the signing of

the Litvinov-Brown agreement, the
American Relief Administration be-

gan sending supplies from its Ham-

burg and Dani^ig warehouses to Petro-
grad and to Riga, and from Riga to
Moscow. The first American Reliefs
Administration party, consisting ol

seven Americans in charge of Major]
Philip Carroll, left Riga for Moscowj
in the last week of August, and thej
first food train from Riga followec

closely after. The first food train foi

the Volga, in charge of E. G. Burland,!
left Moscow on Sept. 15 for Kazan^i
and others to Kazan, Samara, Sim-J
birsk and Saratov followed rapidly,

j

The first train, which I had the privi-

lege of accompanying, arrived inj

Kazan at 11 P. M. on Saturday, Sept,|

17; it was unloaded and warehousec
the next day, and the first meal was
given the children of one of the den

tention homes on the following dayj
I shall never forget the excitement
and joy of the children as they ate the

white bread and rice with milk anc
sugar, so different from the coarse
" kasha " (gi'its) and horse meat the]

had had before.
The work of organizing local com-j

mittees to work under American su-1

pervision, and of setting up specii

kitchens and dining rooms and &r-\

ranging with bakers was pushed
rapidly as possible. By Nov. 1 ovei
202,000 children were being fed, anc
by Dec. 1 the number had reachedl
750,000. It was certain that over a]

million children would be receiving

food by New Year's Day. 1922. The
present program calls tor feeding
1,200,000 children, and probably earlj

in January this whole number will

getting a daily meal of Americai
food. If no breakdown in the shipping'
and rail transportation program oc-

curs, 35,000 tons of food will have
been sent from America to Russia by
Jan. 1, and partly eaten and partly
stored in the large American-con-
trolled warehouses in Petrograd, Mos-
cow, Kazan, Simbirsk, Samara, Sara-
tov and other cities and towns of the
famine region. Up to Dec. 1, 30,000
tons had actually reached Russia.

There has been, so far, a complete
co-operation of the Soviet central and
provincial Governments in providing
transportation, warehouses, guards,
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quarters for kitchens, dining rooms
and offices and living rooms for the
American workers. Not a single case

of seizure or large robbery of the im-
ported food has occurred. Small pil-

fering always happens in the course
of relief work anywhere. In addition,

the assistance of local doctors, nurses
and helpers of all kinds has been
readily obtained without interference
by the Soviet authorities in the selec-

tion of these assistants.

The special food sent into Russia
for child-feeding includes white flour,

rice, beans, sugar, tinned mjlk, cocoa
and fats. It is cooked in bakeries
and kitchens which are controlled by
the Americans and not allowed to do
any other cooking. It is fed to the
children daily in special dining rooms
and in children's homes on the basis
of a weekly ration which provides for
daily variety. The food is eaten by
the children in the controlled dining
rooms and not allowed to be taken
home, except in the case of children
too sick or weak to come to the dining
rooms. Food is also furnished to
nursing women and to women about
to become mothers, for this is also, in

effect, child feeding.
The methods of accounting for the

food in detail in trains, warehouses,
bakeries and kitchens are elaborate
and are the same as those which have
been developed through the long ex-
perience of the administration in
other countries. The Americans are
in complete control of the food from
the time it enters Russia until it goes
into the children's mouths.*

The Men in Charge

The American Relief Administra-
tion's Russian unit now numbers

* The British Parliament acted favorably in
November on a bill granting £100,000 (normally
^>uOO,000) to cover the cost of sending medical
stores to Russian famine sufferers. About the
same time the French Parliament voted 6,000,-
000 francs (normally $1,200,000) for Russian
famine relief. President Harding's annual mes-
sage to Congress on Dec. 6 recommended unre-
servedly an appropriation to supply the Ameri-
can Relief Administration with 10,000,000
bushels of corn and 1,000,000 bushels of seed
pains for the famine victims in the Valley of
the Volga. The Soviet Government has co-
operated fully in facilitating the work of the
American medical and food relief units.—Editor.

about eighty men, with Moscow as
heaquarters. The unit is in charge
of Colonel William N. Haskell, who
has had much experience in similar
relief operations in Rumania, Serbia
and Armenia. The heads of the
principal divisions of the unit are J.
J. Mangar, administrative division;
P. H. Carroll, supply division; Dr.
Henry Beenkes, medical director; A.
C. Coolidge, liaison division; Elmer
J. Burland, warehouses; J. P. Gregg,
central local committees, and A.
Tordy, accounting division. The men
in charge of field work in the various
provinces and large cities on Dec. 1
were: Petrograd, Carlton G. Bow-
den; Moscow, Donald Henshaw;
Kazan, Iver W. Wahren; Simbirsk,
Edward Fox; Samara, Will Shaff-
roth ; Saratov, David R. Kinne ; Tzar-
itzin, Preston Kumler. Lincoln
Hutchinson is chief general investiga-
tor and statistician. As fast as the
work is extended to other hungry
provinces, such as Orenburg, Ufa,
Perm and Vyatka, new chiefs will be
assigned to have local charge.
Through all the famine region,

warehouses and special kitchens and
dining rooms, to which the children
come for their food (consumed on the
premises) are being rapidly estab-
lished. In Kazan province, for ex-
ample, 1,766 dining rooms were in
use on Nov. 19, in addition to which
meals were being provided in 296
child institutions (orphanages, tem-
porary detention homes, &c.). In
Samara province on the same date,
500 dining rooms and 89 child institu-

tions were providing meals.

Besides arrangements and provis-
ions for the feeding of 1,200,000 chil-

dren, the American Relief Adminis-
tration has arranged to supply food to

both children and adults by means of
special " food remittances," much
like the " food draft " system used
by the administration for other Euro-
pean countries. By this system any
individual or group of. individuals in

America or any other country can,
by the payment of $10 (or more, in
units of $10) , have that value in food
—purchased at wholesale in America
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—delivered to any individual or gi'oup

of individuals in Russia. A food
order is purchased in America by ap-

plying with cash, to the American Re-
lief Administration, Food Remittance
Department, 42 Broadway, New
York ; the order is made out to a speci-

fic beneficiary, with name and ad-
dress, and is sent to this beneficiary,

to be presented by him to the nearest
American Relief Administration
warehouse in Russia. If no ware-
house is within easy reach, he sends
the order by mail to the nearest ware-
house. Here the food is delivered di-

rectly or sent by mail to the benefic-
iary, and a receipt is taken from him.
which is returned to America and
notice sent to the donor that the food
has been delivered. If any remit-
tance cannot be met by actual food
delivery within ninety days, the

money paid for the remittance is re-

turned to the donor. These deliveries

by the food remittance system are
now being made in large numbers.
All the Moscow deliveries called for

by the first lot of 1,400 remittances,
and begun on Nov. 21, have been com-
pleted. Moscow reports that " con-
signees were overjoyed and astounded
actually to receive packages contain-
ing American flour, fat, rice, sugar,
tea." The average time of delivery
from date of food remittance receipt

was three weeks. Similar deliveries

are now being made in Odessa, Kiev,
and many other central Russian
points. With the gradual perfection
of the system the time between re-

ceipt of the remittance by the Mos-
cow office and actual delivery to bene-
ficiaries at central warehouses will

probably be about two weeks.

WHY RUSSIA'S GREAT ARMY FAILED

A TRAGIC story is told by Major Gen.

Sir Alfred Knox in his book, "With
the Russian Army, 1914-1917," recently

published in London. General Knox was
military attache at Petrograd before hos-

tilities began; he was with the Russian

Army practically throughout the war; he

was an eyewitness of the first revolution,

which placed Kerensky in power, and of the

second or Bolshevist revolution, which drove

Kerensky into exile. The Bolshevist success

he attributes more to the weakness of

Kerensky than to the energy of the Bolshe-

viki, to which, however, he gives full

credit.

The book reveals the inherent defects of

the vast army of imperial Russia, an army
which, in allied circles at the beginning of

the war, was regarded with such confident

hope that it was dubbed the Russian
*' steam roller." Estimates given by Gen-
eral Knox indicate that Russia mobilized

more than 15,000,000 soldiers. If victory

could have been won merely by marshalling

overpowering numbers, Russia would have

ended the war. . But the Russians lacked

everything necessai-y in modern warfare;
their railways were inadequate, the roads

were obstructed by congested horse tran-

sport, and their army itself was so cum-

brous that it was like a muscle-bound prize

fighter. Lack of modern equipment, com-

bined with inherent national characteristics,

brought about the inevitable downfall.

Everything about the Russian Army, or

almost everything, says General Knox, was
wrong. The Tartar domination and serf-

dom had robbed the peasants—that is, 75

per cent, of soldiers—of all initiative, of

everything except the quality of patient en-

durance. The men were careless, inefficient

and incapable of understanding why they

fought. " A higher type of human animal

was required to persevere through the

monotony of disaster. For the fact that the

Russian type was so low the Russian Gov-

ernment was largely to blame, for it had

discouraged education and had allowed the

brandy monopoly for many years to sap

the character and grit of the people." Else-

where General Knox says :
" The Russians

were just big-hearted children, who had

thought out nothing, and had stumbled half-

asleep into a wasps' nest." Even if the sol-

diers had been experts, moreover, they

would still have been doomed because of the

graft and corruption in the War Office at

Petrograd, which sent them to the battle

front barehanded, without weapons, to be

massacred by tens of thousands.



WHAT SOUTH CHINA IS

FIGHTING FOR
By John C. Griggs,

Of liie Canton Christian College

How the South China Government was set up in Canton, and how
Dr. Sun Yat-seny its President, and the Civil Governor co-operate—

State Rights in Kwangtung and Hupeh a sign of the new China

THE next province north of us
here in Canton is Hunan

—

"South of the Lake "—and
beyond that is Hupeh—" North of
the Lake." These two provinces, or
rather certain purely local elements
within them, are trying to throw off
the dominance of outside force, to
expel the military Governors and
their armies, and to take the matter
of governing into their own hands.
Hupeh, where the fighting has

been going on, is mid-China. Astride
of the great river, it contains the
larger part of the Yangtse basin,
and more important still the three
closely clustered Wu-Han cities, Han-
kow, Wuchang and Hanyang, where
among other new industries that of
iron already begins to rival Pitts-
burgh. Although these enterprises
seem to foreign eyes simply the result
of Western industrialism, to the
Chinese they are proving a revelation
to themselves of the potentialities of
ttieir own capital and their own
natural resources. To both foreigner
and Chinese the new industrialism
looms large as a factor in the new
political system. At Hankow, more-
over, the two great axes of the coun-
try intersect; east and west is the
river with its oceangoing steamers;
north and south from Peking to
Canton is the immemorial route of
conquest, administration and trade,
and the site of the railroad of tomor-
row. In terms of both geography
and communication, therefore, Hupeh
is China's centre, as in industrialism
it is a leader.

Thus it is with unusual interest
that we in September, 1921, are

watching the struggle for self-gov-

ernment going on in the central prov-
inces. And this both because in

Kwangtung the same effort for State
rights has within the past year come
to a successful issue, and because
State rights seem to many to be the
most promising source to which we
can look for a substantial national
sovereignty and eventual unity. It is

a paradox that the very doctrine
which in the United States has
usually seemed the antithesis of
union is now in China, as it was in

the thirteen colonies of 1776, the only
enduring basis on which a union can
be erected.

It should be noted that in Hupeh,
as elsewhere, the war for local sov-

ereignty is only incidentally a revolt

against Peking. Primarily the revolt

is against the " Tuchun " or despotic
militarist, who, either as the direct

agent of Peking or with its conni-

vance, is oppressing the province.

Forces are being rushed to Hupeh
from North and from West, and the
Government of the South has an-
nounced its purpose to enter the
fight. The old Tuchun was forced to

resign and leave at the first shock
of rebellion in July. Entered Wu
Pei-fu, the man of mystery, who only

a year ago was the idol of the stu-

dents of the North because of his

advocacy of local freedom and local

control for all parts of China. Reluc-

tantly accepting the overlordship of

the whole troubled region, he hesi-

tated a few days and then bv proc-

lamation and by ruthless destruc-

tion showed himself the implacable
foe of disunion. For the moment
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hostilities have been slackened by a
partial truce whose outcome can only
be surmised. The picture is still not
clear. As on a film which has had
two exposures, we see clearly Wu
Pei-fu as the relentless militarist, yet
almost equally clearly he is also seen
as a declared home ruler and the life-

long intimate of one of the leading
Generals of the opposing popular
forces. Conferences are being held.

Apparently there has been as yet no
personal estrangement between the
two. If they were playing only the
accustomed military chess for power
they might strike hands, call it a day
and divide the spoils. But this cannot
be done in the case of a popular up-
rising, and indeed these two men are
commonly rated above a merely mer-
cenary game.

The Canton Leaders

Professor John Dewey says every
one has for China a panacea begin-
ning with " if." But there is certain-
ly no " if " in what has been accom-
plished here in Kwangtung in the
past year in the matter of local sov-
ereignty. While the voice of the
demos has been raised in no uncertain
tone in Hupeh, hurling defiance at
alien governorship and at the remote
officialdom of Peking, this south
province of Kwangtung has found not
only the voice but the power to oust
every alien officer and soldier, to set

up and maintain from Canton and
beyond an administration strictly

native in personnel, in aim and in

control. The Sun Yat-sen Gk>vern-
ment, indeed, in its local aspect, has
already become a great achievement
in self-realization. The erettion of a
well organized and orderly home sol-

diery under local and responsible
leaders, the suppression of open
gambling, the curbing of robbery in

outlying districts with the demand
that the authorities there shall as-

sume responsibility for the elimina-
tion of all disorder, freedom from
official extortion and graft, and the
abolishing of execution for political

offense, are all in shai*p contrast to
conditions a year ago under an out-
side military Governor and an alien

army. There can of course be no
prediction that such things will

supervene elsewhere in China in the
near future, nor certainty that they
will have permanence even here in
Kwangtung. However satisfactory

DR. SUN YAT-SEN
President of the rival Government of China,

located at Canton

their aspect, their significance lies

rather in the basis of altruistic

idealism than in present accomplish-
ment. Right here and now, however,
there already exists a considerable
realization of " social integration,"
new, real and spontaneous.

It is too long a story to tell how it

all happened, if indeed any one per-
son could know all the circumstances

;

but happen it did, and results are so

apparent that they are not ignored
even by the most hostile critics of the
present regime. A Kwangtung array
led by Kwangtung commanders in

sympathy with the veteran " big
three " leaders, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Dr.
Wu Ting-fang and former Prime
Minister Tong Shao-yi, and helped
by contributions from emigrant Can-
tonese the world over, invaded the
province, threw out the usurpers and
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established in city and province a
Government of, by and for their own
people. This was war, of course

—

bloodshed—but the whole affair was
managed with as much gentleness

GENERAL CHAN CHIUNG-MING
Civil Governor of Kwangtung, South China

and reason as was consistent with
force. Looting and cruelty were not
practiced by the incoming army, and
so far as appeal, threat or bargain
could manage it, the outgoing de-
feated army was kept from the
ravaging and plunder which in most
factional fights has been counted the
soldier's dearest prerogative.

General Chan's Wisdom

To General Chan Chiung-ming,
Commander-in-Chief, the greatest
credit is due for his moderation and
wisdom both during and since the
campaign. It is noteworthy that he
allowed himself to be elected civil

Governor, instead of retaining the old
title and autocratic power of mili-
tary Governor. In a country where
the military man still has unlimited

power over life and property, and
where a civil Governor has been too
often but a figurehead, it is no small
thing for a man who in the flush of
victory returns to his native province
as an acclaimed deliverer to relin-

quish any of the traditional oppor-
tunity and popular glamour of a mili-

tary hero, and to comprehend and as-
sert the greater dignity and legality

of the civil Governorship. General
Chan is foremost in reform, in pro-
viding for the disbanded army of the
former Administration, and in every
constructive move.

With him came the three exper-
ienced advisers above mentioned.
The proclamation of a national Gov-
ernment here as the only rightful
central authority for the whole coun-
try, with the inauguration of Dr. Sun
Yat-sen as President of China, soon
followed. All the world knows the
arguments upon which the claims of
this Government are based. They
are familiar to American readers and
need not be here discussed, further
than to say that the civil Governor-
ship and the Sun Yet-sen regime are
in their working out undeniably in-

terdependent. The co-operation of
General Chan with President Sun

—

at so many points where it was con-
fidently predicted they would split

—

is sufficient refutation of the state-

ments in foreign papers, both north
and south, that these two men were
at cross-purposes, and even bitter

enemies.
Canton now has as Mayor the son

of President Sun; a Board of Public
Works which is carrying out munic-
ipal improvements worthy of the
palmy days of city building in Bu-
dapest or Birmingham; a Board of
Health which is attacking with vigor
and success the insanitary conditions
of markets, streets and housing. The
police force in the city and on the
river is admirable. In the interest of
fairness, however, it must be said
that some of these features were
present even before the home rule
restoration. An enthusiastic Amer-
ican friend, long resident here, told

me two years ago that Canton was
the most efficiently policed city in the
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world; that street widening, bund
building and other improvements had
already well progressed, but that all

local initiative labored heavily under
the opposition, or greed, or false

promises of a non-Cantonese Gov-
ernor, who even in his best moods
was indifferent and uninterested.

The revoking of gambling licenses,

with their millions of revenue, would
have been then unthinkable.

The Local Battlefront

So far a fairly straight and under-
standable story. But in China more
than elsewhere is it difficult to see
through to the bottom of any affair.

Last November, when the returning
Kwangtung army was approaching
from the east, and an attack on the
city was daily expected, machine
guns and sand-bag defenses were set

up at important street corners,
manned, of course, by the Kwangsi
troops of the Governor then in power.
But the anomalous thing was that the
city's police force, strongly Kwang-
tung in personnel and sentiment and
still nominally under the command of
Ngai Bong-ping, remained on duty.
Ngai Bong-ping himself, however,
was one of the first instigators of the
Kwangtung return and one of the
right-hand men of General Chan, and
actually at the moment in personal
command of a large section of the
attacking force. Though he himself
had withdrawn from the city and was
taking part in the attack, his own
admirably disciplined police were
still on duty. How could this be?
Why did not the hordes of Kwangsi
soldiers turn upon and overwhelm
them, and then pillage the city and
run ? We foreigners could not under-
stand, and never will know. Hundreds
were being killed in the fighting so
near the city that the guns were
often heard, and wounded from both
sides were being brought in to city

hospitals. Occasional half-hearted
attempts were made to disarm the
police, and once some of our ladies

got so near the altercation involved
in the process that they had to dodge
into a doorway to escape the bullets,

but in general the city was quiet as

usual. We were at some pains to per-
suade the ladies to stay at home, but
we ourselves, in necessary trips into
the city, bravely mounted our pranc-
ing rickshaws and charged sanabags
and machine guns without the slight-
est annoyance. It was a little discon-
certing to whisk around a corner and
come face to face with trenches and
rifles, but on the sandbags would be
Kwangsi soldiers and Kwangtung
police unconcernedly chatting and
swapping cigarettes. Probably it was
a case of " dicker, " for the evacua-
tion was eventually carried out quiet-
ly, to the great relief both of foreign-
ers and of a thoroughly terrified pop-
ulace.

The new Government has stood,
has carried out its next necessary
move of overcoming the usurping
troops in Kwangsi, the next province
to the west, instituting there a
similar home rule Government, and
propping up a limp and wilted cur-
rency. It has also vindicated itself

anew in establishing a broad-minded
and cultured non-military man, Dr.
Ma Chung-wu, as civil Governor of
that province.

PoPULAB Support

The question in all this, which has
been brought about by force of arms,
is whether the citizens of wealth and
influence in the two provinces have
enough self-realization and courage to

furnish the moral background for its

maintenance. To the peasantry, the
farmers and poor villagers, of course,
it means absolutely nothing except as
they see results, for all soldiers are
to them as tigers or invading insect

pests, something to be put up with as
a part of fate. The vote and citizen-

ship in anything above village affairs

can for the present mean little to

them.
Two views obtain. The first is that

high talk about reform and honest
officials is but a part of the all-com-
pelling military power, and whether
trustworthy or not, will not be be-

lieved. The officer who arrests you
for selling insanitary food in your
restaurant is just as bad as the sol-

dier who plunders your house, and is
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but oppression in a new guise. Taxes
are only plunder, and will be evaded.

The other view, and the one which is

to a degree correct here in Canton, is

that there is recognition and support

of these better things. Popular senti-

ment is certainly roused to an extent

which in America might be consid-

ered pitifully slight, but enough to be

already a dominant factor. The sim-

ilar effort in Hupeh had its rise,

whatever its outcome may be, in a
strongly aroused popular protest.

The mutiny in Ichang of a few
months ago, and the pillaging and
butcheries by alien soldiers, were the
culmination of a series of outrages
which at last have goaded the people

of wealth and power to take matters
into their own hands. And these

gentry and rich merchants, with their

vast clientele of dependents, are the

tremendous potentiality which if once
energized can do its will with any-
thing, whether in Hupeh or any other
province, if they but once become
possessed with the idea that public

affairs are their affairs, and that the
possibilities lie in their hands. The
days of the pretorian army, of the
satrap government imposed from
above for revenue only, are num-
bered through all China if—and here
we must resort to the " if "—if

local self-government be but once es-

tablished. Here in Kwangtung the
'* if " has been eliminated, for this

movement has come about entirely
through local leaders, local soldiers

and, although military means have
been used, through successful appeal
to local sentiment.

In several other provinces a similar

appeal and effort is being made, not
unmixed, to be sure, with selfishness,

political corruption, greed and cru-

elty. Of all the many " awakenings
of China " this is one of the most
significant. Such an awakening in

the Yangtse valley, which has al-

ready been reflected in the interven-
ing Hunan province, can result only
in a community of interest with us
in the South and in the great
strengthening of Dr. Sun's claim as
the leader of all China. Whether his

present determination to take a hand

in that fight is wise, time only can
determine. His opinion of the possi-
ble issue of the movement is as fol-

lows: "There is little doubt that
with the Southern provinces enjoying
good government and prosperity
under honest administration and a
constructive program, other pro-
vinces will be only too ready to throw
off the yoke of militarism and mis-
rule, and, acknowledging the author-
ity of this Government, bring about
the much-desired unification of the
country."

The relation of all this to Peking,
and to the tremendous power of the
Manchurian war lord Chan Tso-lin in
the North, is exceedingly complex. It

would seem that the day is far dis-

tant when such a fortified power
could be unseated. But the same
might have been said of the An-fu
Club two years ago. Things move
quickly out here. No leader rides so
fast and high that he may not be in

a moment thrown. We are wonder-
ing whether that fabulously expen-
sive armored Packard car of Chan
Tso-lin's is really invulnerable.

• No one can understand the cross-

currents that move events contrary to

tide and wind. Prophecy is a delu-
sion, and of all prophecies that of
your " old China hand "—the foreign
merchant who has lived a lifetime in

Shanghai or any of the treaty ports

—

is the most absurd and fallacious. He
always bets on the wrong horse in

matters of Chinese politics, and is

rivaled only by the book-writing tour-
ist, who comes with pomp and flour-

ish, interviews officials, and returns
to predict and publish. The first is

usually British and the second, I re-

gret to say, often American.

In contrast with these proud peo-

ple, Professor Dewey is as fine an
interpreter of China as we have had
since the revolution. His protracted

stay in the country, his many con-

tacts, his broad mind and eminently
sane and pragmatic view of things,

have resulted in an exposition of the

situation which is unique and as

complete as any one man might
achieve. Noteworthy in his many
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articles is the entire absence of cock-

sureness or of advocacy of any one
panacea, combined with his essential

idealism.

The Real China

But the pity of it all is that China
must be interpreted to the world so

largely by foreigners. We know Rus-
sia through Russian novels rather
than through Wells. Gorky has told

us things that no visitor or foreign
sojourner could tell, but it is only

rarely that a Chinese writer tells us
of his country. Loquacious, intelli-

gent and well-informed as the
Chinese are, they seldom write what
all the world may read. The Canton
Government, sensitive to this re-

proach, has established a publicity

bui'eau which we are watching with
interest. Some of the editorials in

the Canton Times, written by a son
of Dr. Wu and by other Chinese, are
not only models of clear English, but
give a point of view and understand-
ing which no foreigner can attain;

Westerners can never expound freely

to the world what China is and what
China is doing. China must get the
ear of the world and speak in her own
voice before the world can know her.

It is the vitalitj% the vigor, the
fixedness of pui-pose of the common
people that give one a feeling of
China's strength and promise, some-
thing which cannot be expressed by
an alien, which is neither the China
of the newspapers nor of the diplo-

matic table. Spheres of influence,

partition of the country, the suprem-
acy of the prophesied " one strong
man " or the return of the monarchy—all or any of these may supervene,
but unless there should be wholesale
devastation and extermination by
some colossal and long-continued war
the real China must persist in her
present vigor, and bring up on the
surface of events a national person-
ality which, building from below, will

reach a national unity commensurate
with the marvelous racial unity of
the Chinese people.

China is a topsy-turvy world in-

deed, .as much upside down as we

ever, in childhood, imagined it to be,
with perfectly smashing contradic-
tions and perfectly hopeless condi-
tions, some of which are charming in
their inconsistency, and some repel-
lant and abject. But beyond these

j

there are so many other conditions
betokening progress, intelligence and]
kindliness, and withal a sort of na*,]

tional grace and graciousness, that
China must some time win out ia!

spite of her immemorial ineptitudes*
It may be said without Western con-
ceit or religious self-righteousness i

that the question is now whether the{
cross-fertilization of Western cultui
and Christianity will help turn the
trick quickly or not. Japan with hei
astounding successes and confusing
failures is not a complete answer, but|
a helpful commentary which Chii
would do well to study with a moi
open mind.

Educational work in China is cer-<

tainly most stimulating to thosefl

carrying it on, and, it is to be hoped,(
to the students also. There is nc
question about the Chinese receiving

and assimilating information eagerly.

;

There is no lack of intelligence or of]
willingness to discuss high principU
of conduct and action. But the prol
lem of helping them to gain a fine;^

strong moral fibre, which shall stam
them in good stead in the tumult andl
warped conditions of social and poli»|

tical life, is another matter. One of
them rather plaintively remarkedJ
"It is easy enough to be a good boyj
inside this college." To help thei

discover and see clearly moral stand-*!

ards by which they can live after!

leaving college requires more than wej
sometimes can see. That whicl
seems easy and clear to us is some
times surprisingly obscure to them.
Mei^ denunciation of evil and dis-fl

honesty doesn't accomplish much. Go\
as far as you please in condemnation,]
they will cap it with something morel
sweeping. All China stands waiting
at this moment for superfluous de-

nunciation to be translated into sane,

intelligent uprightness. The dragon
kite of idealism must be brought to

eai^th. The psychology of the thing
is somewhat obscure when you have
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passed the crude distinctions between
vice and virtue, between theft and
honesty. An active morality is some-
thing more than blue-penciling out
the wickedness of the world.

It is in this region beyond that
educated leaders must find their

great sphere of activity, whether in

morals, in commerce, or in civil life.

The two great needs are personal ini-

tiative and perservance. At precisely

this point the Chinese is weakest, and
here also the Westerner finds it most
difficult to meet his necessity. Per-
servance of a certain kind the Chi-
nese have in abundance ; it is prover-
bial the world over. But it is the per-
severance of habit along familiar
lines. In this quality they excel us
by far. It is the perseverance which
goes hand in hand with initiative that
is essential. This is new to their
national mental habit. The most en-

couraging moral symptom in China
today is found in those novel com-
mercial or productive enterprises

which have been initiated by Chinese
unaided, and which are being suc-

cessfully carried on. Though the

way is strewn with faint-hearted and
abortive attempts, there are some
ventures that are being successfully

pushed. Here a man is making inter-
nal combustion engines, and doing it

without foreign help; there a factory
is turning out a high grade of Rus-
sia leather, and so it goes. There is

progress here.

But though the Chinese work
finely in all these particulars which
involve mere faithfulness, the big ob-
jective is to help them to get wound
up so that they will run by them-
selves, along new courses, or in case
of emergency will be able to rewind
themselves. It goes without saying
that the same need is felt in America
or wherever teaching is more than
inculcation of formula. Here the
need is emphasized by almost entire
absence of such qualities.

Periodicals and books bring a flood
of theory about China's needs, much
of it wise and .helpful, some of it

acrimonious and hasty. Not without
occasional bitterness of dismay do we
try to see this great country's prob-
lems, but without undue optimism we
cherish an abounding faith in its

eventual emergence and self-mastery,
and in its great future. Among the
symptoms of self-mastery is the pres-
ent assertion of State rights in

Kwangtung and Hupeh.
Canton, China, Sept. 26, 1921.

HOW SHERLOCK HOLMES FOOLED GERMANY
TN the German prison at Magdeburg dur-
-^ ing the war there were a number of

English officers who yearned for news of

the war and of England, but who could get

no word. One of them one day was called

by the authorities and told that an English

book had been sent to him from England
which he would be allowed to receive. Grate-

fully he took the book, together with a
letter from its donor, no less a person than

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, whom the officer

knew personally.

Unwrapped, the book proved to be a

familiar volume of the famous Sherlock

Holmes tales. The officer was disappointed,

as he had already read the adventures of

the subtle Holmes as recorded by his de-

voted Boswell, Mr. Watson, and wondered
why the author had not sent him something
new. The letter said: " It is slow, but per-

haps you might find the third chapter of a
little more interest."

The officer glanced through the book,

skimmed the third chapter, and did not find

it either more or less interesting than

before. A brother prisoner, Captain Keppel,

however, was more successful; he borrowed
the book, read the third chapter word for

word and discovered its ingenious cipher

message. Letter by letter Sir Conan Doyle

had pricked out all the latest news from
England, and the British prisoners had the

joy of hearing from home. Their message
of thanks, which the prison authorities in-

nocently forwarded, simply said, " Please

send us another Sherlock Holmes story."

This piquant story was related by Sir

Arthur at a dinner held in London on Sept.

28, 1921, and was greeted with laughter by
the assembled guests.



THE GREEK CAMPAIGN OF 1921

By Adamantios Th. Polyzoides
Kdltor of the Greek daily, Atlantis

Review of the war between Greece and the Turkish Nationalists, the present

situation on both sides, and the problem that faces the Greeks

THE year 1921 was an eventful
and a hard one for Greece, with
the Asia Minor campaign hold-

ing the centre of the stage. This
campaign, which began in May, 1919,
when the first Greek troops landed in

Smyrna, was intensified and extended
with the advent of the new popular
Government to power. Thus, where-
as under the Venizelos regime the
Greek Army was restricted in both
numbers and objectives, under the
new regime it took the field in a more
businesslike fashion with the purpose
of dealing a body blow to all Turkish
resistance along the only railroad

connecting Constantinople with An-
gora and Konieh. It was felt by the
Supreme Hellenic command that as
long as Mustapha Kemal was the
master of that railroad, no large-

scale movements were possible for the
Greek Army ; therefore occupation of

that line, with the capital junctions
of Eski-Shehr and Afiun-Kara-His-
sar, appeared to the Greek command
as an absolute necessity.

It was with this intention that the
1921 campaign started in March from
Ushak and Brusa, only to retreat al-

most immediately, when 40,000 Turk-
ish troops, released through the
Franco-Turkish armistice in Cilicia,

came quite unexpectedly to strengthen
the Kemalist forces facing the Greek
Army. The operation was repeated

a few months afterward, and was
crowned with success on July 21,

when Eski-Shehr was occupied by the
victorious Greek Army.
When this was done, the question

of going beyond the railroad line

Ismid-Biledgik-Eski-Shehr, Afiun-
Kara-Hissar-Konieh, was discussed
at length by the Greek command, in-

asmuch as it was connected with an

advance toward the enemy capital of
Angora.

The leaders of the Greek Army
figured that by taking Angora they
would secure a first-class moral, dip-
lomatic and political victory, although
in a military sense they knew that
as long as Kemal's army would be
able to retreat further to the east,

the Greek campaign would become
correspondingly more difficult and
costly.

On the other hand, if Angora did
not fall, the Greeks would still have
much to gain by the destruction of
the only railroad in possession of the
enemy, and by the strengthening of
their old positions resting on Brusa,
Eski-Shehr and Afiun-Kara-Hissar.
The Greek command thought that as
long as Kemal held the railroad cen-
tres there was no safety for the Greek
zone of Smyrna ; and as long as Kemal
could attack the Greek positions of
Eski-Shehr and Kara-Hissar, the
safety of these two vital points of the
Greek front was, at best, doubtful.

Mustapha Kemal, on the other
hand, fully realizing the bad effect

that the loss of Angora would have
on his army and people, strengthened
that city to the extent of making a
miniature Verdun out of it. This,

combined with the fact that Angora
is by nature a formidable fortress,

protected on the north by a mountain
chain almost inaccessible, and on the

south by what is known as the Salt

Desert, made it possible if not easy
for the Turkish Nationalists to de-

fend their capital successfully against
the Greek onslaught. Nevertheless,
the Turkish Army suffered such tre-

mendous losses that its offensive

power was definitely broken, as evi-

denced in a subsequent attempt to

turn the Greek flank beyond Afiun

II
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Kara-Hissar, which ended in a dismal

failure. In addition to this, Kemal lost

the benefit of rail communication be-

tween his front and his only base,

Angora—a stretch of 150 miles—as

Map of the region of Asia Minor in which
the Greek Armies fought against the Turkish

Nationalists under Kemal

the Greek Army in its leisurely re-

treat destroyed the entire length of
that road.

To what extent the Greek positions
were strengthened, after the Angora
campaign, may be shown from the
fact that on Oct. 1 the Turkish com-
mand, believing the Greeks to be
demoralized and weak, launched a
violent attack against Afiun-Kara-
Hissar, in which five inJFantry divi-

sions and three cavalry brigades, with
adequate artillery, the total force be-
ing more than 4G,000 men, took part.

The battle, the last in the 1921 cam-
paign, lasted nine days and ended in

the utter rout of the Turks.

The net results of the campaign
were stated by the Prime Minister o"
Greece, D. Gounaris, in the National
Assembly of Athens on Oct. 15. In
'the first place, the territory alotte'l

to Greece by the Sevres Treaty, com-
prising an area of 16,000 square
kilometers, was increased to almost
100,000 square kilometers. The
population of the former district was
barely 1,000,000, whereas in the area
at present occupied by the Greek
Army 3,000,000 people are living con-
tentedly under an administration that

has won the endorsement of even the
bitterest enemies of Greece.

This campaign has cost Greece a
sum equivalent to $100,000,000 at the
present rate of exchange. It has
kept under the colors an army of ove>'

300,000 men, fully equipped, fed and
clothed as well as any first-rate army
of its size.

At the close of the campaign, the
Prime Minister of Greece, accom-
panied by his Minister of Foreign
Affairs, left Athens and visited the
Premiers of France and Great Brit-
ain to lay before them the situation
in Asia Minor. On meeting Premier
Briand, previous to the latter's de-
parture for the Washington confer-
ence, Mr. Gounaris was officially in-

formed of the Angora treaty between
the French Government and the Gov-
ernment of Mustapha Kemal. Re-
duced to its essentials, this Franco-
Turkish treaty is equivalent to the
strengthening of Kemal's army by no
less than 80,000 troops, such being,
according to Premier Briand, the
number of French troops hitherto
facing an equal number of Turks in

Cilicia. In addition to this, the
French command of the Cilician

forces left to the Turks enough sup-
plies and ammunition to equip an
army of 40,000 men. In order to

counterbalance these reinforcements
to the Turkish Army, Greece will

have to call more reserves to the
colors and organize a Spring offen-
sive.

At this point the question of allied

intervention came up for discussion.

The Greco-Turkish war, to a certain

extent, is a matter to be settled be-

tween the two belligerents; but to

a greater extent it is a question in

which not only Europe, but the world
at large is interested. As long as
conditions are not definitely settled in

the Near East, the peace of Europe
is not secure. A new Greek offen-

sive probably will break the Turkish
power completely; the expense, how-
ever, will be great, and the process
will inflict new hardships upon a
nation that has been at war almost
continuously since 1912.
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To say that Greece ought to aban-
don Asia Minor in the same way as
the British have abandoned Meso-
potamia, the Italians Southern Asia
Minor and the French Cilicia, is to
ignore the fundamental difference
between these allied enterprises and
the struggle of Hellas. Smyrna, for
the Greeks, is not the same thing
that Bagdad, or Adalia or Mersina
is for the British, the Italians, the
French; and what is true of Smyrna
is true of the territory occupied by
the Greek forces—even of the terri-

tory* of Constantinople and the
Straits. A single boat of the Khedi-
vial Mail Line, or of the Italian Royal
Mail or of the Messageries Maritimes
of France, can very easily accommo-
date all the British, Italian or French
population in Mesopotamia, or Adalia
or Cilicia. But when the French
troops the other day were ordered out

of Cilicia, fully 170,000 Greek civil-

ians sought shelter on the Greek
mainland. This figure alone suf-

fices to show what would happen in

Asia Minor should the Greek Army
be asked to withdraw. Rather than
do this, the Greek Government and
the entire Greek people would stake
their all in a new campaig^n, because
to act otherwise would be tantamount
to signing the death warrant of be-

tween two and three million Greeks,
who have made their homes in the
area that would fall under the sway
of Kemalism.

Greece, although exhausted finan-
cially, has still the means of fighting
her war to a complete success. It

should be kept in mind, however, that

the actual opponent of Greece is not

Kemal's organization, but those pow-
ers and those influences that keep
encouraging and strengthening Turk-
ish resistance, and prevent a rational

solution of the Near Eastern ques-

tion. Therein lies the real difficulty

that faces the Greek Nation in its

struggle.

THE SCENIC CHARM OF CHINA

IT is strange," says John C. Griggs of the

Christian College at Canton, author of

an article elsewhere in these pages, " that

travelers have allowed the squalor of

China's cities to blot from their vision and

description the charm of Chinese land-

scapes. Hongkong is an apocalyptic revela-

tion, its tossing ' Peak ' trailing the glory

of supernal vistas down along slopes of

loveliness to a harbor and islands unexam-
pled. And this mighty river, the Yangtse

Kiang, with its myriad wanderings, reflects

Nature in one of her most impressive

moods. Across the miles of emerald rice,

brown junk sails moving up some unper-

ceived channel lure the sight and thought

to unknown nooks of this multiform delta,

to monastery and lychee groves, to pagodas

and remote dialects. The serrated skyline

of tawny volcanic mountains and the ever-

present lesser hills make the river trip up

to Canton but a continuation and fulfillment

of the exquisite beauty of Utah and Hawaii.
* * * The wealth of flowers we have

here, and the birds, the tufted crests of

bamboo groves, and the great secular trees,

that stand guard over the huddled brick

villages to ward off devils. * * * Pass-

ing the seagoing salt junks anchored above

our landing, one goes up the river two miles

and across to the eastern suburb end of the

bund, among hundreds of freight boats,

ferry boats, sewage boats, gambling boats,

naval boats, black, cavernous cooking boats,

red light boats, paddling boats, coal boats

—

two miles of boats on the river and two

miles of solid yellow humanity surging by

on the land. Then on foot into the cloistered

quiet of Shameen, the foreign concession

—

the clitnax and quintessence of all living

China changed in a moment to .some fabled

fairyland of cooing dove.s, grass-grown

streets, Parsee names on old massive build-

ings of romance, faLse banyans vainly striv-

ing with their dangling web of roots high

overhead to be true ones, and out in the

harbor the still ships, tramps, gaudy pas-

sage boats, the hot Tarantula, British,

broad, low, with white sides yet aglow from

its blistering journey up the Euphrates! "
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DANGERS IN THE NEAR EAST
By CONSTANTINE D. KOJOUHAROFF

Member of the Bulgarian National Scientific, Archeological, Historical and Geographic Societies

A Bulgarian view of the injustice wrought to Macedonia, Thrace and Turkey

by the decisions of the Paris Peace Conference—The dangers arising from

these settlements, which breed hale and resentment

THE Peace Conference at Pari^ was' ex-

pected to solve all the questions out of

which the great war arose, and to do it

in a satisfactory manner, i. e., one by

which the future tranquillity of Europe
would be assured. This expectation has

not been realized, for many differences con-

tinue to exist, a dangerous proportion of

which have taken the form of open con-

flict.

Among the questions imperatively de-

manding a permanent solution was the dis-

tribution and disposition of the territories

composing the countries of the Near East,

and the attendant problems presented by
Constantinople, the Straits, Thrace -and

Macedonia. On the successful solution of

these depend, to a very great extent, the

relations between the great powers and the

Balkans—relations of paramount interest in

the development of peaceful progress \n

Europe.

What was the attitude of the Peace Con-
fenoe, however, when confronted with these

serious problems? To what extent were
the principles enunciated by President Wil-

son actually applied ? It would be, I think,

a waste of time to examine the questions in

general. The decisions of the conference

have already been appraised at their in-

trinsic value. It would be useless to sub-

mit them to further criticism, for the con-

sensus of opinion is that, in general, they

cannot stand criticism. They cannot be

considered as anything other than the tak-

ing advantage of victory by the allied and

associated powers to force on their de-

feated enemies conditions which they be-

lieve will insure them the realization of

tiheir territoiial ambitions and imperialistic

dreams. This is above all the case in the

decisions in the Near East.

The geographical position of the coun-

tries of the Near East, their history, their

ethnogi-aphy, their international importance
were, and still are, of such a nature that

any one possessed of a sound understanding

of the real interests of Europe sees ciearlj'

that all territorial questions affecting these

areas must be decided accoi-ding t,o their

basic principles, and that chose ambitions

which favor misunderstanding, and which

represent a constant source of ai'med con-

flicts, must be discarded, if permanent or-

der is to be reached.

The conference was a sti-anger to every

well-considered policj% which was base<l on
Europe's real interest. It was but the

medium of expression for the impeiiali.^tic

desires of interested powers of the Entente.

To rise above such inclinations and to reach

solutions which would hold out to the peo-

ples of the Near East the promise of future

prosperity and progress, which moreover
would tend to the elimination of occasions

of misunderstanding and strife, seems to

be at present unthought of by them. In-

stead of giving pre-eminence to ethnic and
economic rules, instead of allowing to the

populations in the contested localities the

right of self-determination in the matter of

their allegiance, the conference, by its de-

cisions, determined the status of these peo-

ples beyond possibility of appeal. And this

was done because, had self-determination

been allowed them, its manifestations would

have fnistrated the aspirations of those

who, as victors, considered that they ha<l

the right to enforce their own wishes and

to participate as largely as possible in thi?

spoils of war.

The treatment accorded Macedonia

Thrace, the Zone of the Straits and Con-

stantinople was anything but enviable.

Macedonia was the booty of Greece and

Serbia; Thrace was delivered into the hands
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of Greece—geography, ethnography and
economic importance to the surrounding

countries notwithstanding, and the Zone of

the Straits and Constantinople were place^i

under a regime which, though at first sight

appealing to be a satisfactory solution, is

in reality only a masked occupation, effect-

ed chiefly through British influence.

Sooner than might have been expected, we
are witnessing some of the results of the

work of the Paris Peace Conference. We
are seeing the beginning of thoss fystematic

embroglios of which the decisions of the

conference are the source. In Macedonia
the population is placed under unbearable

conditions—conditions far harder and more
ciniel than tho?e imposed by the Turks. The
rule of Greece and Sei'bia is merciless.

Treated with injustice, subjected to brutal

and systematic persecutions, the aim of

which is to kill all national spirit, the popu-

lation, utterly exasperated, is forced into

one of two alternatives—either to abandon

their homes and seek refuge in Bulgaria

or to undei-take a rebellious struggle against

their oppressors. The same is also true of

Thrace. By all means, legal and illegal,

the people are fighting against the same
oppression—oppression most bnjtally in-

flicted for the purpose of killing the na-

tional spirit or forcing it into submission.

The Macedonians and Thraciaiis, seeinr:

that the clauses of the treaty which should

protect the rights of minorities remain noth-

ing but so many written words, in their

desperation have resorted to conspiracies

against the existing authorities. And these

are far more dangerous, far more inimical

to peace than those which were fonnerly

fomented against Turkey.

Even more complicated is the situation in

the Straits and Asia Minor. There these

difficulties, to which I have previously re-

ferred, have taken the shape of open war-

fare between the Turkish Nationalists and

Greece. This conflict is the forefront of

reaction; the beginning of an organized re-

volt against the ci-uelties inherent in the

Peace Treaty, which will ultimately play a

decisive part in the destinies of Europe.

The bloc formed by Russia, Germany and

Turkey hardly exists today in any per-

ceptible degree. But presently it will take

a far more conspicuous shape in a lasting

alliance of common interests, opposed to

the Entente, which is seemingly losing its

prestige in a gradual process of disorgani-

zation, the fruit of rival territorial policif

With regard to the Straits in particulai,

Great Britain, who apparently does not po.s-

sess the means of imposing and maintaining

there the status created by the Peace
Treaty, will be still less able to do so \\'hen

she is confronted with the bloc headed by
Russia, at last organized and holding all the

points of strategic importance, and when
the tremendous force of that bloc is diiected

to the overthrow of the present state of

affairs. The belief in London was, and still

seems to be, that the present chaotic con-

dition of Russia, combined with the good-

will of Greece, would insure England of the

advantage, whenever the present solution in

her favor is called into question. To this

end, and to safeguard her interests other-

wise, she makes use of Greece. But how-

ever much she was mistaken in her concep-

tion of Russia's powerlessness, she was still

more so when she intrusted to Greece tasks

beyond the realization of a country that

can hardly protect its own interests. To
set such hopes on Greece indicated either

that the country setting her on was in no

wise acquainted with her, or that it took no

account of her impotency, seeing only and

caring only for the fact that her long ex-

panse of coast line enabled her very ea.sily

to be kept under the influence and per-

suasions of a great sea power. Present

events show clearly to what extent British

policj' was in eri-or when it conceived the

idea of making Greece a tool in the Bal-

kans or the guai*dian of the Straits. And
future events will most certainly exemplify

this.

No one who is at all conversant with the

past history of Greece will deny that Veni-

zelos has desei-ved well of his countiy.

^Vhen he came into power he directed all his

efforts to create a State out of the finan-

cially bankrupt, politically corrupt and

hopelessly disorganized Greek nation. Un-

til Greece was involved in the great war,

Venizelos continued to display great mod-

eration as to any territorial aggi"andize-

ment. But at the Peace Conference his for-

mer wisdom was forgotten. The demands

he made disclosed a policy the ruling spirit

of which was a desire for further terri-

tories for Greece, and which relied for its

success upon the fact that Great Britain

would safeguard from attack any new Greek

acquisitions. Perhaps in his heart Veni-

zelos was conscious that he might be mak-
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ing a mistake; but knowing the greed that

is unfortunately only too well marked a

characteristic of the Greek Nation, he was
willing to risk it. If he could obtain a

large and imposing booty, with which to sat-

isfy this imperialistic appetite, he would

thus maintain his own prestige and even

further sti-engthen his position and his hold

on power. But whatever the cause, he made
the blunder that is now history, and Greece

bears and will bear its disastrous conse-

quences. She will lose, sooner or later, the

majority of those raw territories which she

now possesses, to say nothing of those to

which on paper she is entitled. Her naive

and unrestrained enthusiasm has carried

her headlong into an adventure which can-

not in any way be understood as compatible

with her true interests. For this, if for no

other, reason, she will learn a lesson for

which she will have to pay.

But the qiiestions involved in the Balkans

and Asia Minor are by no means exhausted

by the outcome of this conflict between

i
Greece and Kemal. Even if that conflict

' should be settled in the immediate future,

there is nothing to lead one to suppose that

I
an era of perfect security would immediate-

j
ly result. Macedonia, Thrace, the Straits,

1 thfi mandates in Asia Minor are but a few

of the questions which remain to fonn cen-
tres of that Near Eastern policy which will

be inevitably evolved from the conflicting

interest of the Russo-German-Turkey bloc

and Great Britain. And herein is a danger,
too vast to be visualized in all its details,

which the Peace Conference should have
foreseen, and, foreseeing, should have en-

deavored to avoid. And yet far from seek-

ing to minimize this menace of the future,

the conference by its very decisions set up
conditions which can breed only new rival-

ries and hates. And out of them will arise

dangers to European peace far more to be

feared than all the sum total of her pre-war

jealousies and bickerings. It is sufficient to

point out that from the ruins of Bolshevist

Russia a democratic Russia has been bom,
and has fallen heir to that old need of her

forefathers—a free outlet to the open sea.

When one considers where alone this outlet

can be found, and where in i-elation to it

are located the countries whose trials and
tribulations I have been discussing, it will

readily be seen how the full weight of the

mistake made by the Peace Conference may
ultimately be brought home; brought home
when it will be too late to try and undo it.

1^12 Maasachnisetts Avenue, Washington, D. C,
Sept. 19, 1921.

THE INVENTOR OF THE GAS MASK

1 rpHE name of Lieut. Col. Edward Frank
-*- Harrison, the inventor of the gas mask,

was honored officially by Great Britain on

j
Nov. 2, 1921, when a memorial plaque to

1 the late Controller of Chemical Warfare
1 was unveiled at the Pharmaceutical Society

I

in London by Sir L. Worthington-Evans,

I
Secretary of State for War. The President

I
of the society, in an opening address, told

how Colonel Harrison entered the war in

I

1915 as a private at 47 years of age, how
he was transferred to the Royal Engineers
when the first German gas attack was

1 made, and how, in 1916, as a result of his

j

cea.-cless research and hard work, the small
box gas-respirator was produced, which

I
.saved the lives of hundreds of thousands of

I

soldiers before the end of the war. No
fewer than 20,000,000 of these gas ma.sks

were manufactured for the use of the Brit-

I isb and allied armies. In recognition of his

work. Colonel Harrison was made Deputy

Controller, and finally Controller of Chem-
ical Warfare, which post he held up to his

death in November, 1918, from pneumonia.

The Minister of War, in unveiling the

memorial, paid high tribute to the inven-

tor's devotion and spirit of self-sacrifice.

The problem that Colonel Harrison was
called on to solve, he said, was perhaps one

of the most dramatic in warfare—to pro-

vide in the middle of a war, almost in the

middle of a battle, an armor that would

be proof against a new and sinister weapon,

deadly to a degree hitherto unimagined in

warfare. It was said to the honor of ancient

Kings that they slew their thousands and

their tens of thousands. It would be Hai--

rison's memorial that he saved them, for

not a man was sent to the front in the later

years of the war who might not have to

depend for his life at some unexpected

moment on the skill and knowledge of the

scientist they commemorated that day.



KING CONSTANTINE'S GUILT
By Efthymius A. Gregory

Answer to charges against the Greek King's actions during the war-

Hitherto unpublished letter from General Callaris

To the Editor of Current History:

One of your correspondents holds that it

is unnecessary to prove the Greek King's

guilt, so far as the alleged violation of the

Greco-Serbian treaty alliance is concerned,

since " it was established by the tribunal of

mankind's foremost students of interna-

tional agreements." I challenge any one to

name the newspaper, magazine or book in

which the official text of the Greco-Serbian

treaty was published in full, also the date

of its publication. I am convinced the read-

ers of Current History will duly appre-

ciate the value of the verdict of " man-
kind's foremost students of international

agreements " on the guilt of Greece in re-

gard to the alleged violation of a treaty, the

official text of which was never made pub-

lic in its entirety. Most of the Venizelist

assertions are on a par with the one above

referred to.

The conflict of the allied marines with the

Greeks at Athens has been characterized as

a " cold-blooded assassination of French ma-
rines," and it has been charged that the

Greek authorities are responsible for the

conduct of the men who took part in this

deplorable affair. At the outset, it was
not a case of Greek Army or Greek civilians

butchering innocent women and children.

Allied marines, well equipped, fought with

Greek soldiers and civilians, and the latter

had approximately as many casualties as

the former. But " where were the Athe-

nian police? How did the mob get the uni-

forms, the machine guns and the Greek
army rifles? Could a mob have terrorized

officers? And were the mob leaders pun-

ished ?
"

In the Southern States, in the Western
States and in practically every State of the

Union we witness every day the utter in-

ability of the authorities successfully to face

infuriated crowds. Some years ago the in-

habitants of the city of Omaha, Neb., vir-

tually wrecked every Greek store in that

city. Never, however, did the Greek Lega-

tion in Washington deem it wise to accu.se

the American Government of having ordered

the attacking crowds to act in this manner.

In my previous communication I stated

that " the fact that most of the persons in-

volved in the conflict wore the uniform of

the Greek soldier does not render Constan-

tine responsible for their conduct." It was

never my object to dispute the fact that

most of the men were regular soldiers of

Greece, though civilians, too, took part in

the struggle. My purpose was to show

that even soldiers, after all, are human be-

ings, subject to the same passions as other

human creatures. On the " battle of

Athens " I will say nothing beyond this, as

I feel that national interests are scarcely

advanced by the pouring of oil on the fire

of prejudice.

On the subject of Fort Rupel I will limit

myself to presenting below the translation

of a letter which was published in several

of the Athens journals over the signature of

General Callaris, than whom there is no

more honest or more patriotic man in

Greece, as even the Venizelists will admit.

I quote from the Athenian Politeia of Oct.

6, 1921, page 1, column 3:

Athens, Oct. 4, 1921.

Dear Mr. Editor : In connection with what is

published by Admiral Carr in The Westminster
Gazette on the disposition of General Sarrall

(who was at the time allied Commander in

Chief at the Macedonian front) regarding the

surrender of Fort Rupel, it Is well to recall an-

other fact, for the enlightenment of French pub-

lic opinion.

When, in the Summer of 1916, demobilization

and disarmament were imposed upon us by the

Allies, it became virtually impossible for us.

irrespective of our neutrality, to defend Eastern

Macedonia, owing to the limitation of our forces

there to the minimum and the cutting off of our

communications, on land and sea, by the Allies

themselves.

The Greek Government deemed it necessary (*)

to inform General Sarrall in due time of Its In-

ability to protect Eastern Macedonia, and to

ask him if he was not willing to occupy the

fortifications along the Greco-Bulgarian boun-

dary line which we were to abandon.

11
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(*) In view of the imminence of a Geinian at-

tack after the completion of our demobilization.

General Sarrail then replied that " the Greeks

may act in accordance with their best interests,

but it is not my intention to announce to them

my disposition and the plans of my operations,"

thus rejecting our offer out of distrust of us.

GENERAL CALLARIS.

It is not unusual to see a fact disputed,

but never have I seen before the results of

an election disputed. In my previous com-

munication I invoked the verdict of the four

largest cities of Greece, i. e., Athens, Sa-

loniki, Piraeus and Patras, in order to prove

the absurdity of the Venizelist claim that

the politicians opposing Mr. Venizelos ex-

ploited the ignorance of the rural popula-

tion, &c. Your correspondent asserts that

the above-listed names, as well as some vil-

lages of little importance, which he names,

supported Mr. Venizelos and his candidates.

I challenge him to name one single Veni-

zelist Deputy representing any of the

above-listed cities, or, rather, a de-

partment of which any of the above-men-

tioned cities is a part. He also asserts

that the majorities of the rural districts

neutralized the results of elections in the

larger cities. Permit me to state that the

Department of Attica and Boeotia, for in-

stance, has a population hardly in excess' of

half a million. Its two largest cities are

Athens and Piraeus, with a population, ac-

cording to the official census of 1921, of

300,000 and 135,000, respectively, making

a total of 435,000. Whether it is probable
that the votes of 65,000 inhabitants could

have offset the majority that is alleged to

have been given by 435,000 I leave to

Current History readers to decide.

I stated on another occasion that my ob-

ject was, and is, to defend the good judg-

ment of the Hellenic people rather than the

person of the King, and that, while Con-
stantine may be guilty of the moral crimes

ascribed to him, the evidence so far submit-

ted is not conclusive. I reiterate those state-

ments. Every man is innocent until proved

guilty. The Greek voters, composing a huge
jury, examined the evidence, and by their

verdict, presented on Nov. 14, 1920, de-

clared that it was not such "S to warrant
the charges against Constantine. The
judges were competent. If all the anti-Con-

stantine evidence was not presented to the

jurors of Nov. 14, then it is the prosecution,

the Venizelist regime, which is incompetent.

Nothing is more natural than one's reluc-

tance to form an opinion until one has ex-

amined all the documents related to the

question on which one is invited to render

an opinion. It would be possible for me to

know whether the Greek King is guilty or

innocent only if I had access to the files of

the Greek Foreign Office.

If the attitude of the Venizelists hei'e

and in Greece is in harmony with the spirit

of democracy, then we, in South Carolina,

have a peculiar conception of the tei-m.

Aiken, S. C, Dec. 7, 1921.

PROGRAM OF THE NEW ALBANIAN
GOVERNMENT

By an Albanian

OOLLOWING the resignation on Oct. 1^/^

r 1921, of the Coalition Cabinet headed
by M. Ilias Vrioni, the Regency Coun-

|il of Albania called upon the Foreign Min-
ster in that Cabinet, M. Pandeli Evangheli,

3 form .a new Ministry. The result is as

dUows:

Premier and Minister of Foreign Affaire—M.
andeli Evangheli.
Minister of the Interior—Major Bajram FevBi.
Minister of Justice—Dr. Constantine Tasi.

Minister of Public Instruction—Michael Mosi.

Minister of Finances—Amet Dakli.

Minister of Public Works—Zia Dibra.

Minister of War—M. Maksut.

The War portfolio was first offered to Isuf

Gj6nall, but he declined it, and the Under Secre-

tary of War, Major M. Maksut, took his place.

This Cabinet came into being by a fusion

into a " National Group " of the majority

of the members of the Popular Party, of the

Independence, and of a part of the Progres-
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sive Party, with the effect that a new par-

tisan aligrnment of forces took place. In

consequence, the existence of the new Min-

istry is assured for some time, and, besides

being composed of hberal elements headed

by the first Christian Premier of the Greek

Orthodox faith, M. Pandeli Evangheli, it

promises to do a lot of cleaning up in the

affairs of Albania. It should be interesting,

therefore, to see what the new Cabinet pro-

poses to do, as set forth before the Parlia-

ment by the Premier on Oct. 20, when it

received its vote of confidence. (Three days

later the Parliament adjourned until Jan. 4,

1922.) M. Evangheli said:

Gentlemen of the Parliament: I have the honor
of informing you that, following: the call on the

part of the Regency Council, I accepted the

grave responsibility of taking over the adminis-
tration of Albania during these strenuous times,

and that I have formed a new Cabinet. [Here
he read the names of members as set forth

above.] And we have undertaken this serious

responsibility in these critical times through re-

liance on your confidence and on the support of

the whole people of Albania.

In every field of governmental activity, gen-
tlemen, we are confronted by very serious prob-

lems, the solution of which requires diligence,

unity, energy and peace. The principal point In

the program of the new Cabinet is to take care

of the territorial integrity and the independence

of the Albanian State. We will endeavor to

obtain as soon as possible the formal recogni-

tion or our State on the part of the powers, and
to establish diplomatic and friendly relations

with the other States, especially with our neigh-

bors. When we have secured peace from out-

side we shall turn our attention to internal mat-
ters, in order to put our country on the road to

prosperity and progress, so that through the

carrying out of such activities our nation shall

furnish the proof of its being an element of

peace and progress In the Balkans and of de-

serving the place it has taken among civilized

nations.

In matters of internal policy the new Cabinet

will carry out the necessary administrative re-

forms by establishing the principle of a " Gov-

ernment resting on the approval of the gov-

erned," by modernizing the administration,
which we will put on sound basfs. • • »

We will exert our utmost energy in the open-
ing and constructing of roads, the importance
of which escapes none ; the solution of thia

problem is the first step toward the solution of
the economic, financial and cultural probknu
of our national solidarity, which will justify us
in foreseeing a clear horizon for the future of

our country.

These are the major points of the pro-

gram of the new Government, the rest being

detailed accounts of the different reforms

that are necessary in the various depart-

ments. As a matter of fact, this is the first

authoritative, comprehensive and reasoned

statement of the wants of the country, just

as it is the first time that a definite pledge

is given for their satisfaction.

And it would seem that the new Govern-

ment has already inaugurated the carrying

out of these promises, for it has actually

fulfilled the principal point of its program,

that of preserving the independence and

territorial integrity of the State, as well as

the pledge to obtain recognition from the

powers. The new Ministry was less than a

month old when it secured recognition from

the powers. Among the first to extend

formal recognition to the Government of

Tirana as the de facto and de jure Govern-

ment of Albania was Great Britain (Nov.

9, 1921), to be followed two days later by

France and Italy. And on the 18th the

Council of the League of Nations met at

Paris to devise ways and means for enforc-

ing the decision of the Allied Council of

Ambassadors in fixing definitely the fron-

tiers of Albania as against her Balkan

neighbors, Jugoslavia and Greece. The

matter has been settled by the two latter

powers' acceptance of the. frontier verdict

and by their promise to live in peace with

Albania, although Jugoslavia had been on

the warpath for months.

TOLSTOY'S HOME IN RUINS

I

ADVICES from Russia state that the

famous home of Count Tolstoy at

Yasnaya Polyana is falling into ruins. Free

weekly pilgrimages have been run by the

Soviet Government to the estate of the

great writer, but nothing has been done for

its upkeep. The Tolstoy family is now plan-

ning to start a world-wide restoration fund

of $100,000, and also is working toward the

foundation of a Tolstoyan University, the

funds for which the members and friend.s

of the family hope to obtain through

the publication of a memorial edition of

eighty volumes of Tolstoy's works. The

novelist's daughter, Alexandra, is now pre-

paring the first volume.



ANGLO-FRENCH DISCORD IN TURKEY
By Henry Woodhouse

Author of " Dominant Factors Affecting International Relations," " The^ Inside of the United States
versus British-Dutch Oil Controversy." " The Struggle for the World's Oil Resources,", " The Textbook
of Military Aeronautics," "The Textbook of Naval Aeronautics," "The Textbook of Aet*ia! Laws," &c.

'

Text of two secret treaties, hitherto unpublished, which reveal the inside reasons

which led to Lord Curzons severe strictures on France for concluding htr

agreement with Mustapha Kemal at Angora—Threat to British oil interests

THE world read with amazement the pub-

lic statements made in London on Nov.

24, 1921, by Lord Cui-zon, the British

Secretary for Foreign Affairs, in which

he condemned France's action in signing an

agreement with the Turkish Nationalist

Government and stated that peace will

never be achieved " if one power tries to

steal a march on another and concludes ar-

rangements on its own account."

Lord Curzon's public arraignment of

France created consternation in Washing-

ton diplomatic circles the next day. I noted

the effect on the members of the armament
delegations as I visited them at their hotels.

"What does Lord Curzon mean?" was the

'general query. The faces of the delegates

and advisers at the conference table that

day were visibly disturbed.

Premier Briand, who was known to

have directed the bringing about of the

French-Turkish agreement, was sailing that

|niorning from New York, and no one else

jseemed to know why a Near East matter

'was permitted to offset the progress madie

at the disarmament conference. Then I re-

Imembered that I had a copy of the peace

:;reaty signed at Sevres on Aug. 10, 1920,

between Turkey on one side and Great

|Britain, France, Italy, Japan, Belgium,

preece, Portugal, Armenia, Poland, Ru-

inania, Czechoslovakia and Hedjaz on the

khfer. I had taken this document and

'.opies of a number of other treaties and

jigreements, including the secret San Remo
ind other Anglo-French agreements, to

Vashington to verify certain matters rela-

tive to questions which I expected would

.rise when the mandate question came up
or discussion. The hundi'ed large printed

lages of the Sevres treaty and the accom-

jianying maps showing the southern

frontier of Turkey and Asia were quickly

scanned. By comparing the southern

frontier of Turkey in Asia, agreed upon at

Sevres, with the frontier defined in the new
Franco-Turkish agreement, the first possi-

ble cause for British complaint appeared in

the fact that France had agreed to grant
the Turks certain territorial concessions,

and that upon the ratification of the

Angora agreement France had proceeded to

withdraw over 50,000 French soldiers from
her Anatolian army of occupation. The
concessions do not represent a loss to

France, while the ending of the Anatolian

military operations brings definite relief.

To Great Britain both represent a definite

loss, the nature of the loss being expressed

in terms of land producing oil and other

minerals, and reduction in protection

through withdrawal of Fi-ench troops.

The full text of the San Remo agreement,

heretofore withheld from publication, only

a resume having been made public, indi-

cates the extent of the operations planned

on former Turkish territories by the British

Government. The uncompromising attitude

of the British Foreign Office in replying to

the American notes regarding Mesopo-

tamian oil rights indicates the importance

placed by the British Government on these

oil resources, which Great Britain would

control under both the mandate and the

San Remo agreement.

Text op San Remo Pact

The full text of the San Remo agreement,

which is illuminating, is as follows

:

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT between
M. Philippe BertHelot , Directeiir des Affaires
politiques af' commerciales an Miniatcre des

Affaires Etrangeres , and Professor Sir John
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Cadiman, K. C. M. G., Director in Charge of his

Majesty's Petroleum Department:

1. By order of the two Governments of France
and Great Britain, the undersigned representa-

tives have resumed, by mutual consent, the con-

sideration of an agreement regarding petroleum.

2. This agreement is based on the principles

of cordial co-operation and reciprocity in those

countries where the oil interests of the two na-
tions can be usefully united.

This memorandum relates to the following

States or countries: Rumania, Asia Minor, ter-

ritories of the old Russian Empire, Gallcia,

French colonies and British Crown colonies.

3. The agreement may be extended to other

countries by mutual consent.

4. RUMANIA—The British and French Gov-
ernments shall support their respective nationals

in any common negotiations to be entered into

with the Government of Rumania, for

(a) The acquisition of oil concessions, shares

or other interests belonging to former enemy
subjects or bodies in Rumania which have been
sequestrated, e. g., the Steaua Romana, Concor-

dia, Vega, &c., which constituted in that coun-

try the oil groups of the Deutsche Bank and of

the Disconto Gesellschaft, together with any
other interests that may be obtainable.

(b) Concessions over oil lands belonging to the

Rumanian State.

5. All shares belonging to former enemy con-

cessions which can be secured, and all other

advantages derived from these negotiations shall

be divided, 50 per cent, to British interests and

50 per cent, to French interests. It is under-

stood that in the company or companies to be

formed to undertake the management and the

exploitation of the said shares, concessions and

other advantages, the two countries! shall have

the same proportion of 50 per cent, in all capital

subscribed, as well as in representatives on the

board, and voting power.

6. TERRITORIES OF THE LATE RUSSIAN
EMPIRE—In the territories which belong to the

late Russian Empire, the two Governments will

give their joint support to their respective na-

tionals in their joint efforts to obtain petroleum

concessions and facilities to export and to ar-

range delivery of petroleum supplies.

7. MESOPOTAMIA—The British Government

undertake to grant to the French Government

or its nominee 25 per cent, of the net output of

crude oil. at current market rates which his

Majesty's Government may secure from the

Mesopotamian oil fields, in the event of their

being developed by Government action ; or in the

event of a private petroleum company being used

to develop the Mesopotamian oil fields, the

British Government will place at the disposal of

the French Government a share of 25 per cent,

in such company. The price to be paid for such

participation to be no more than that paid by

any of the other participants to t^^aid petro-

leum company. It is also undei^jBpd that the

said petroleum comftsiny shall be^Pider perma-

nent British control.

8. It is agreed that, should ttie private pe-

troleum company be constituted as aforesaid,

the native Government or other native interests

shall be allowed, if they so desire, to partici-

pate up to a maximum of 20 per cent, of the

share capital of the said participation, and the

additional participation shall be provided by
each participant In proportion to his holdings.

9. The British Government agree to .support

arrangements by which the French Government
may procure from the Anglo-Persian Company
supplies of oil, which may be piped from Persia

to the Mediterranean through any pipe line

which may have been constructed within the

French mandated territory, and in regard to

which France has given special facilities, up to

the extent of 25 per cent, of the oil so piped, on

such terms and conditions as may be mutually

agreed between the French Government and the

Anglo-Persian Company.

10. In consideration of the above-mentioned
arrangements the French Government shall

agree. If It is desired and as soon as appli-

cation is made, to the construction of two sepa-

rate pipe lines and railways necessary for their

construction and maintenance, and for the trans-

port of oil from Mesopotamia and Persia

through French spheres of influence to a port

or ports on the Eastern Mediterranean. The
port or ports shall be chosen in agreement be-

tween the two Governments.
11. Should such pipe line and railways oross

territory within a French sphere of influci!

France undertakes to give every facility for

rights of crossing without any royalty cr wlj-

leaves on the oil transported. Nev« it I'^
compensation shall be payable to thie lamiuwnert
for the surface occupied. /'>y>„

12. In the same way France iiffl^jlicive faclliti ?

at the terminal port for the acquisition of

land necessary for the erection of depots, r

ways, refineries, loading wharves, &c. Oil t;

exported shall be exempt from export m

transit dues. The material necessary
construction of the pipe lines, railw

fineries and other equipment shall Jalso oc im-c

from import duties and wayleaves.
13. Should the said petroleum company desire

to lay a pipe line and a railway to the Persian

Gulf, the British Government will use Its good

offices to secure similar facilities for that pur-

pose.

14. NORTH AFRICA AND OTHER COLO-
NIES—The French Government will give facili-

ties to any Franco-British group or groups

good standing, which furnish the neces;^

guarantees and comply with French laws, i\i

the acquisition of oil concessions in the French

colonies, protectorates and zones of influence,

including Algeria, Tunis and Morocco. It should

be noted that the French Parliament has re-

solved that groups so formed must contain

least 67 per cent. French interests.

15. The French Government will facilitate t

granting of any concessions in Algeria wli

are now under consideration, as soon as '

applicants have complied with all the requi

ments of the French laws.

16. BRITISH CROWN COLONIES—In so

as existing regulations allow, the British Go
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ernment will give to French subjects who may
wish to prospect and exploit petroliferous lands

in the Crown colonies, similar advantages to

those which France is granting to British sub-

jects in the French colonies.

17. Nothing in this agreement shall apply to

concessions which may be the subject of nego-

tiations initiated by French or British interests.

IS. This agreement had today been initialed b.v

M. Pliilippe Berthelot and Professor Sir John
Cadman, subject to confirmation by the French
and British Prime Ministers, respectively.

San Remo, April 24, 1920. J. CADMAN,
P. BERTHELOT.

Confirmed—D. LLOYD GEORGE,
A. MILLERAND.

April 25, 1920.

Why England Objects

The San Remo agreement explains in

part what Lord Curzon, the British Secre-

tary for Foreign Affairs, meant by his state-

ments of Nov. 24, upbraiding France for

having concluded an agreement with the

Angora Government, and especially by hi?

pointed statement that peace will never be

achieved " if any one power tries to steal

a march on another and concludes arrange-

ments on its own account," but to under-

stand his statements fully we must review

the Turkish situation .ind also read an-

other heretofore unpublished Anglo-French

agreement, dated Dec. 23, 1920.

The world knows that a peace treaty was
entered into at Sevres between the allied

and associated powers and Turkey on Aug.

10, 1920, and that by that treaty Turkey

gave up certain territories, including Meso-

potamia, Kurdistan, Syria and Palestine,

which territories, according to the decisions

of the Peace Conference, were to be placed

under the mandate form of government.

Subsequently the world learned that the

United States had objected to the award of

mandates by the League of Nations to Great

Britain and Japan without the approval of

the United States, and that as a result the

League of Nations had notified the United

States that the mandates would be sub-

mitted to the Washington Government for

approval before awarding them.

The world also learned that the United

States had protested to the powers against

the secret agreement entered into at San

Remo in April, 1920, between England and

France, to pool and divide among them-

selves certain oil resources in the Near

East, but the details of this agreement re-

mained a secret, the references to the San

Remo agreement contained in the protests

of the United States being general protests

against what appeared to the American
Government to be a monopolistic grab of

the former Turkish oil fields by Great
Britain, and the barring of Americans from
their legal rights to Turkish oil fields ac-

quired before the war, it being known that

these former Turkish territories are rich in

oil lands, capable of yielding probably over

five billion barrels of oil, or as much as

the total estimated oil resources of the

United States.

The signing of the Sevres Treaty was to

terminate the state of war between Turkey
and the signatory nations, but it did not

produce this result. The Kemalists and
other Turkish Nationalists and independents

proceeded to fight the British, the French
and the Greeks, with varied success. The
Turks proved to be stronger than had been

expected; they drove back the Greeks, and
made it desirable to the French to make
territorial concessions for the sake of their

peaceable possession of the territory on the

southern frontier of Asiatic Turkey. By
the agreement recently concluded at Angora
by the Fi-ench representative, Henry Frank-
lin-Bouillon, France made considerable con-

cessions to the Kemalists, to which the Brit-

ish object strenuously.

Another Secret Pact

The inside reason why Lord Curzon ob-

jects to the French concessions is that they

endanger the British oil monopoly on for-

mer Turkish territory established by means
of the secret San Remo agreement, sup-

ported by the Sevres treaty, and further

strengthened by an agreement dated Dec.

23, 1920. The text of this additional agree-

ment, hitherto unpublished, reads as fol-

lows:

Franco-British Convention of Dec. 23, 1920, on
Certain Points Connected with the Mandates

FOR Syria and the Lebanon, Palestine and Me-
sopotamia.

The British and French Governments, respec-

tively represented by the undersigmed plenipo-

tentiaries, wishing to settle completely the prob-

lems raised by the attribtition to Great Britain

of the m,andates for Palestine and Mesopotamia,

and by the attribution to France of the mandate
over Syria and the Lebanon, all three conferred

by the Supreme Council at San Remo, have
agreed on the following provisions:

ARTICI..1: I.—The boundaries between the ter-

ritories under the French mandate of Syria and
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the Liebanon. on the one hand, and the British

mandates of Mesopotamia and Palestine, on the

•ther, are determined as follows:

Oh the east, the Tigris from Jezireh-ibn-Omar
to the bonndaries of the former vilayets of

Diarbekir and Mosul.

On the southeast and south, the aforesaid

boundary of the former vilayets southward as

far as Rumelan Koeui; thence a line leaving in

the territory under the French mandate the en-

tire basin of the Western Kabur, and passing in

a straight line toward the Euphrates, which it

crosses at Abu Kemal ; thence a straight line to

Imtar to the south of Jebul Druse, then a line

to the south of Masib on the Hedjaz Railway,
then a line to Seniakh on the Lake of Tiberias,

traced to the south of the railway, which de-

scends toward the lake and parallel to the rail-

way. Deraa and its environs will remain in the

territory under the French mandate ; the frontier

will in principle leave the valley of the Yarmuk
in the territory under the P'rench mandate, but

will be drawn as close as possible to the railway

in such a manner as to allow the construction in

the valley of the Yarmuk of a railway entirely

situated in the territory under the British man-
date. At Semarkh the frontier will be fixed in

such a manner as to allow each of the two high

contracting parties to construct and establish a

harbor and railway station giving free access to

the Lake of Tiberias.

On the west the frontier will pass from

Semakh across the Lake of Titerias to the

mouth of the Wadi Massadyie. It will then fol-

low the course of this river upstream, and then

the Wadi Jeraba to its source. From that point

it will reach the track from El Kuneitra to

Banias at the point marked S :ek ; thenc*' it will

follow the said track, which will remain in the

territory under the French mandate as far as

Banias. Thence the frontier will be drawn west-

ward as far as MetuUah, which will remain in

Palestinian territory. This portion of the fron-

tier will be traced in detail in such a manner
as to in.-sure for the territory under the French
mandate easy communication entirely within

such territory with the regions of Tyre and
Sidon, as well as continuity of road communica-
tion to the w>?3t and to the east of Banias.

From Metullah the frontier will reach the

watershed of the vallew of the Jordan and the

basin of the Litani. Thente it will follow this

watershed southward. Tlioreafter it will follow

in principle the watershed between the Wadls
Farah-Houroun and Kerkera, which will remain

in the territory under the Brltii^h mandate, and

the Wadis El Doubleh, El Aloun and Es Zerka.

which will remain in the territory under the

French mandate. The frontier will reach the

Mediterranean Seat at the port of Ras-el-Na-

kura, which will remain in the territorv under

the French mandate.

AKTICI^K II.—A commission shall be estab-

lished within three months from the signature

of the present convention to trace on the spot

the boundary line laid down in Article I., and
shall be composed of four members. Two of

these members Shall be nominated by the

British and French Governments, respectively,

the two others shall be nominated, with the

consent of the mandatory power, by the local

Governments concerned in the French and
British mandatory territories, respectively.

In case any dispute should arise In connec-
tion with the work of the commission, the ques-
tion shall be referred to the Council of the
I^eague of Nations, whose decision shall be
final.

The final reports by the commission shall give
the definite description of the boundary as it

has been actually demarcated on the ground;
the necessary maps shall be annexed thereto

and signed by the commission. The reports,

with their annexes, shall be made in triplicate;

one copy shall be deposited in the archives of

the League of Nations, one copy shall be kept

by the mandatory, and one by the other Gov-
ernment concerned.
-CUTICLE III.—The British and French Gov-

ernments shall come to an agreement regard-
ing the nomination of a commission, whose
duty it will be to make a preliminary examina-
tion of any plan of irrigation formed by the

Government of the French mandatory territory,

the execution of which would be of a nature to

dhnlnish in any considerable degree the waters
of the Tigris and Euphrates at the point where
they enter the area of the British mandate in

Mesopotamia.
ARTICL.£ IV.—In virtue of the geograi^kie;

and strategic position of the Island of Cyp:

off the Gulf of Alexandretta, the British Gov-
ernment agrees not to open any negotiations'

for the cession or alienation of the said Island

of Cyprus without the previous consent of the
French Government.
AUTICLiE v.— (1) The French Governmenti

agrees to facilitate by a liberal arrangement
the joint use of the section of the existing rail-

way between the Lake of Tiberias and Nasib.

This arrangement shall be concluded between
the railway administrations of the areas und-

the French and British mandates, respectively,

as soon as possible after the coming into foi

of the mandates for Palestine and Syria,

particular the agreement shall allow the ad
ministration in the British zone to run their

own trains, with their own traction and trala

crews, over the above section of the i*ailway la,

l)oth directions for all purposes other than the

local traffic of the territory under the Frendl
mandate. The agreement shall determine at

the same time the financial, administrative

technical con<litions governing the runnlnc
the Briti.sh trains. In the event of the two
ministrations being unable to reach an agree-

ment within three months from the coming into

force of the two above-mentioned mandates, an
c'lrbitraior shall be appointed by the Council of'

the League of Nations to settle the points as to

which a difference of opinion exists, and im-

mediate effect shall be given as far as possible

to those parts of the agreement on which an

understanding has already been leached.

The said agreement shall be concluded for an

indefinite period and shall be subjwt to periodi-

cal revision as need ari.ses.

(2) The British Government may carry a pipe

line along the existing railway track, and shall

have in perpetuity and at any moment, the right

to transport troops by the railway.

m\
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(3) The French Government consents to the
nomination of a special commission, wliich, after

having examined the ground, may readjust the

above-mentioned frontier line in the valley of

the Yarmuk as far as Nasib, in such a manner
as to render possible the construction of the

British railway and pipe line connecting Pales-

tine' with the Hedjaz Railway and the valley of

the Euphrates, and running entii'ely within the

limits of the ai'eas under the British mandate.
It is agreed, however, that the existing railway

in the Yarmuk Valley is to remain entirely in

the territory under the French mandate. The
right provided by the present paragraph for the

benefit of the British Government must be
utilized within a maximum period of ten years.

The above-mentioned commission shall be com-
posed of a representative of the French Gov-
ernment and a representative of the British

Government, to whom may be added representa-

tives of the local Governments and experts as
technical advisers to the extent considered neces-

sary by the British and French Governments.
(4) In the event of the track of the British

railway being compelled for technical reasons
to enter in certain places into the territory under
French mandate, the French Government will

recognize the full and complete extra-territorial-

ity of the sections thus lying in the territory

under the French mandate, and will give the

British Government or its technical agents full

and easy access for all railway purposes.

(5) In the event of the British Government
making use of the right mentioned in paragraph
3 to construct a railway in the valley of the

Yarmuk, the obligations assumed by the French
Government In accordance with paragraphs 1

and 2 of the present article will determine three

months after the completion of the construction

of the said railway.

(6) The French Government agrees to arrange
that the rights provided for above for the benefit

of the British Government shall be recognized

by the local Governments in the territory under
the French mandate.

.

ARTICI^E VI.—It is expressly stipulated that

the facilities accorded to the British Government
by the preceding articles imply the maintenance
for the benefit of France of the provisions of

the Franco-British Agreement of Sa*n Remo re-

garding oil.

ARTICLE VII.—The French and British Gov-
ernments, in their respective mandatory areas,

will put no obstacle in the way of the recruit-

ment of railway staff for any section of the

Hedjaz Railway. Every facility will be given

for the passage of employes of the Hadjaz Rail-

way over the British and French mandatory
areas in order that the working of the said

railway may be in no way prejudiced. The
French and British Governments agree, where
necessary, and in eventual agreement with the

local Governments, to conclude an arrangement
whereby the stores and railway material pass-

ing from one mandatory area to another and
intended for the use of the Hedjaz Railway, will

not for this reason be submitted to any addi-
tional customs dues, and will be exempted so
far as possible, from customs formalities.

ARTICLE VIII.—Experts nominated respec-

tively by the Administrations of Syria and Pal-
estine shall examine in common within six

months after the signature of the present con-
vention the employment, for the purposes of
Irrigation and the production of hydro-electric
power, of the waters of the Upper Jordan and
the Yarmuk and of their tributaries, after sat-

isfaction of the needs of the territories under
the French mandate. In connection with this

examination the French Government will give
its representatives the most liberal Instructions

for the employment of the surplus of these
waters for the benefit of Palestine. In the event
that no agreement is reached, these questions
shall be referred to the French and British Gov-
ernments for decision.

To the extent to which the contemplated works
are to benefit Palestine, the Administration of

Palestine shall defray the expenses of the con-
struction of all canals, weirs, dams, tunnels,

pipe lines and reservoirs or other works of a
similar nature, or measures taken with the ob-

ject of reafforestation and the management of

forests.

ARTICLE IX—Subject to the provisions of
Articles 1.5 and 16 of the mandate for Palestine,

of Articles 8 and 10 of the mandate for Mesopo-
tamia, and of Article 8 of the mandate for Syria
and the Lebanon, and subject also to the general
right of control in relation to education and
public instruction, of the local Administrations
concerned, the British and French Governments
agree to allow fne schools which the French and
British nations possess and direct at the present
moment in their respective mandatory area to

continue their work freely : the teaching of

French and English will be freely permitted in

these schools. This article does not in any way
imply the right of nationals of either of the

two parties to open new schools in the manda-
tory area of the other.

The present convention has been drawn up in

English and French, each of the two texts hav-
ing equal force. Done at Paris, Dec. 23, 1920,

In two copies, one of which will remain de-

posited In the archives of the Government of

the French Republic, and the other in those
of the Government of his Britannic Majesty.

HARDINGE OF PENSHURST.
G. LEYGUES.

This secret Franco-British convention

entered into on Dec. 23, 1920, to strengthen

the San Remo agreement and provide for

joint British and French co-operation in

certain points connected with the mandates
for Mesopotamia, Palestine, Syria and Leb-

anon, was entered into after the signing

of the Sevres Treaty and after the receipt

by Great Britain of the United States notes,

including the Colby note of Nov. 20, 1920,

protesting against the San Remo agree-

ment and against the establishing of a

British oil monopoly in Mesopotamia and
other mandated territories.

The British Foreign Office had assured
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the United States in earlier notes that the

reports of British oil operations in Mesopo-»

tamia were unfounded, but the United

States Government fbund evidence to the

contrary, and so stated in the letters and

notes transmitted to the British Foreign

Office by Ambassador John W» Davis,

under date of May 12, 1920, July 28,. 1920,

and. Nov. 20, 1920. To strengthen her posi-

tion in establishing an oil monopoly in man-
dated countries Great Britain entered into

the new covention, the text of which has

just been given.

Turkey's Fighting Government

Turkey has a passive Government in Con-

stantinople and a fighting Government at

Angora. Great Britain would confine deal-

ings entirely to the passive Sultan Govern-

ment in Constantinople, and would shun

Mustapha Kemal's Nationalist fighting

Government at Angora. But the army of

the Turkish fighting Government has

pushed its way past the southern frontier

of Turkey in Asia established by the

Treaty of Sevres, has proved very trouble-

some to both the French and Greek forces

in Syria, and has threatened the Anatolia-

Bagdad Railway. The Kemalist forces have

also threatened the British in Mesopotamia,

but the British Royal Air Force, under com-

mand of Lieut. Gen. Sir J. A. L. Haldane,

officer commanding-in-chief the Mesopo-

tamia Expeditionary Force, has success

fully dealt from the air Avith the situation

and has discouraged attacks.

Strict British censorship has prevented

the world from learning the extent of the

operations conducted by the British Air

Force in connection with what is termed

the " Mesopotamia insurrection." But it is

known that the " area of insurrection,"

though large at various times in the last

two years, has been successfully reduced hy
the British Air Force.

The French, did not consider the cam-
paigns of Mustapha Kemal as insurrection,

but rather as a continuation of war. From
75,000 to 100,000 French soldiers were re-

quired in that area, and several thousand

French soldiers were killed in engage-

ments. The cost of maintaining so large an
army so far from France was large, and
the French nation grumbled about it.

Though France is interested in protect-

ing the Anatolia-Bagdad Railway, she is

not as concerned as England is in holding

and protecting the oil fields of former
Turkish territory. On the other hand, the

Britisl^ Foreign Office knows that the

Turkish Nationalists have never approved
or recognized the British c'aims to Turkish
oil fields, and that, if they should be vic-

torious, the British oil monopoly on for-

mer Turkish territory would be in danger.

Since the allied nations had recognized
the Kemalist Government to the extent of

receiving the Kemai representatives at the
London Session in March, 1921, listening to

their proposals to modify the Sevres Treaty,

and submitting to the Turkish Nationalist

representatives a number of plans contain-^

ing better terms than those of the Sevres
Treaty, the recognition of the Angora Gov-
ernment by France was not as radical a
step as it appears to be on first considera-^

tion. As a matter of fact, the Franco-
Turkish agreement signed at Angora, and
ratified by the Nationalist Assembly, is apt
to endure, where a similar agreement
executed by the Constantinople Govern-
ment would not.

[For text of that agreement see article on
" France's Pact With Mustapha Kemal."]

The Sultan's Government

In the absence of a Turkish Parliament

at Constantinople, the last Chamber of

Deputies having been dissolved on April 11^

1920, after only three months of existence,

the Great National Assembly at Angora
exercises the functions of a Parliament and
makes the de facto Government established

by Mustapha Kemal Pasha a dominant fac-

tor, much stx'onger than the Government of

Mohammed VL, the reigning Sultan of

Turkey. The Sultan is, of course, the only

legitimate head of the Government. En-
titled to the Ottoman throne as the suc-

cessor of his elder brother, Sultan Moham-
med v., following the latter's death on July

3, 1918, he lost power with the Turkish Na-
tionalists through his apparent approval of

the Treaty of Sevres, which surrendered to

the allied powers and newly created coun-

tries a considerable amount of Turkish

territory.

Had this Peace Treaty, signed at Sevres

on Aug. 20, 1920, been ratified, or recog-

nized by the United States, the leading

signatory nations outside of Great Britain

—France, Italy and Greece—would no doubt
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have felt obliged to carry out to the letter

the decisions of the Council of the League

of Nations embodied in that treaty, and

would not have recognized the Kemal Gov-

ernment at Angora. But, even with the

support gi'ven him by the landing of the

Anglo-French-Italian army at Constanti-

nople on March 16, 1920, the Sultan was
xinable to gather sufficient power to form
a Cabinet with enough stability and in-

fluence to offset the Kemalist Party.

Mustapha Kemal and his following suc-

ceeded in turn in causing the downfall of

the Ministry headed by Grand Vizier

Damad Pasha, notwithstanding the Sultan's

refusal to remove him when requested by
the Young Turks; the Nationalist Ministry

headed by Grand Vizier General Ali Riza

Pasha went down on account of the estab-

lishing of the i-ival Government at Angora;
and the Ministry of Grand Vizier Salih

Pasha went down because it was openly

favorable to the allied powers, and was suc-

ceeded by the Cabinet headed by Grand
Vizier Damad Pasha, which also fell

through lack of support.

The Cabinet headed by Grand Vizier

Tewfik Pasha, which took office on Oct.

21, 1920, weathered many storms, but found

itself unable to act, due to the absence of

a Turkish Parliament, it having proved im-

possible to constitute another Parliament

since April 11, 1920, when the new Cham-
ber, which had been assembled on Jan. 12,

1920, was dissolved. The turbulent situa-

tion prevented the holding of the elections

provided for by the Turkish Constitution,

and that left the Constantinople Turkish
Government without a Parliament. This
deficiency on the part of the Constantinople
Government added strength to the rival

Government at Angora, and the Great Na-
tional Assembly at Angora has exercised
the function of a Parliament, thereby giving
the de facto Government set up by Mus-
tapha Kemal practically supreme executive
authority over internal Turkish affairs as
well as foreign affairs.

Mustapha Kemal Pasha and his followers
want the Treaty of Sevres revised; they
want all the concessions made to Turkey
by the allied countries at the London
(March, 1921) session retained, and ad-
ditional concessions made in the Straits and
Smyrna zones; they also want concessions

in the financial clauses of the peace treaty.

France has been in favor of making these

concessions, and the other nations practi-

cally acquiesced in them at the London ses-

sions.

France, therefore, felt at liberty to enter

into the agreement with the Angora Gov-
ernment, which cost her but little in con-

cessions and made it possible to release

about 75,000 French soldiers in Anatolia.

The British, however, see in this French
compact with Angora a danger to the provi-

sions of the San Remo agreement and of

the Franco-British agreement of Dec. 23,

1920. and an undermining of the British

oil monopoly on former Turkish territory,

which the British had established and

strengthened by these agreements.

AMERICAN INDIANS IN THE WAR
STATISTICS collected in Europe by Dr.

Joseph K. Dixon, a specialist on the

history of the American Indian, show that

more than 17,000 Indians fought in France,

and made for themselves a brilliant record,

attested by the official statements of the

leading Generals of the allied armies. Their
service embraced twenty-eight battle sec-

tors, all of which Dr. Dixon visited. One
hundred and fifty Indians received decora-

tions for conspicuous bravery. One of the

hundred bravest soldiers selected by Gen-
eral Pershing was an Indian named Sevalia.

The crosses over the Indian graves in

France, says Dr. Dixon, bear such pictur-

esque names as " Takes the Shield," " Good
Bear," " Fights the Enemy," and " Goes

Forth."

Dr. Dixon urges proper measures for the

improvement of the lot of the Indians living

on American reservations. From 1,200,000,

he says, they have been reduced by hard-

ships and repressions to 332,000. " The
Indians fought for democracy," he adds,
" in the battles of the Revolutionary War,
in the battles of the Civil War and in the

battles for the freedom of France and Bel-

gium. They fought for a freedom which is

denied them' in the land of their birth. How
will America now treat the question? "



FRANCE'S PACT WITH
MUSTAPHA KEMAL

Terms of the treaty concluded by the French Government with the Turkish

Nationalists at Angora—France recognizes the Mustapha Kemal regime,

obtains a fixation of boundaries with French Syria and gets important con-

cessions—British and Greek reactions

THE situation in Asia Minor is badly

tangled. The Greeks are still at war
with the Nationalist Turks of Musta-

pha Kemal, who is entrenched in his capital

at Angora, and who declares his Govern-

ment to be the de facto Government of

Turkey. The British, who are in control

of Constantinople, assert that the Sultan's

Government, localized in that city, is the

true one, whereas the French, who are in

Syria and Cilicia, are pinning their faith

on the Nationalists. The situation took on

new complications in October, when the

French Government made a new treaty of

peace with the Angora Government.

This treaty, the text of which is pub-

lished below, was signed at Angora on Oct.

20, 1921, and was ratified by the Angora
Grand Parliament a few days later. M.

Henry Franklin-Bouillon, head of the

French mission that negotiated the com-

pact, returned with it to Paris shortly

afterward. Its conclusion gave France im-

portant advantages, notably the ability to

withdraw her troops from Cilicia (leaving

Greece isolated) ; the fixing of boundaries

between Turkey and French Syria, and the

obtaining of important railway concessions

for French interests. The new agreement

followed the lines of the treaty negotiated

by M. Briand, the French Premier, with

Bekir Sami Bey in London last March.

[Printed in Current History for May,

1921.] It contained, however, two new I

clauses—Articles 8 and 10—which caused

Lord Curzon, the British Seci-etary for For-

eign Affairs, to censure it severely, declar-

ing that France had no right to make such

concessions, as they disposed of territory

which France held only as a mandatary.

Article 8 fixed a boundary line between

Turkey and French Syria; Article 10 re-

corded the consent of the Angora Govern-

ment to the concession of the Bagdad Rail-

way between Bozanti and Nisibin and the I

branch lines in the Province of Adana.

The British Embassy in Paris issued anJ

official statement on Nov. 11, objecting^]

specifically to these clauses, and also to

Article 1, implying France's recognition ofi

the Angora Government as the sovereign
j

power in Turkey, and to Article 6, embody-]

ing France's admission of the Turkish Na-
tionalist demand for minority provisions!

differing widely from those contained in

the Sevres Treaty. The statement also de-

clared that the covering letter addressed^

to M. Franklin-Bouillon by Yussuf Kemal I

Bey, the Nationalist Foreign Minister and
negotiator for Mustapha Kemal, gave

pledges of concessions that went far be-

1

yond the London Treaty. Even that treaty,]

the British note said, had been protested;

against by Lord Curzon. The British For-

eign Secretary himself returned to the at-

tack just prior to M. Briand's departure

k
Map showing the new boundary under the Franco-Turkish agreement, and the region thus

restored to Turkey, as compared with the boundary fixed by the Treaty of S6vres
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from the Arms Conference, and took the

treaty as a text for warning France against

the danger of political isolation. In a

speech delivered at a luncheon in London

on Nov. 24, Lord Curzon declared that, so

far as Germany was concerned, the adop-

tion by France of " an isolated or indi-

vidual policy " would neither injure Ger-

many nor help France herself. Referring

specifically to the position in the Near
East and the conclusion of the Franco-

Turkish Treaty, he said:

Much more important than the victory of

cither party is that thei'e shall be no victory,

but that there shall be peace. This will never
be arrived at if any power tries to steal a
march on others and to conclude independent
reforms on its own account. Such plans take
us to a blind alley and find us landed in a
cul-de-sac unless all the great powers come
together in perfect loyalty and bend their shoul-

ders to the common task.

Thei'e was hope, he continued, that a new
attempt to bring about peace in the Near
East might be successful if the suspicion

that prevailed among all the parties con-

cerned could be destroyed. If they coukL be

persuaded that there was room for both

Greece and Tui'key in the Near East, and
if the Turks could be persuaded that, since

they were beaten, there was every desire to

give them scope for the resuscitation of their

national life, this hope might be cherished.
" But," he concluded, " our hope will ma-
terialize only if we go into this affair, as I

hope we may, with a single policy, a single

aim and a single plan."

Greece was even more displeased by the

new treaty. M. Gounaris, the Greek Pre-

mier, made a special jouniey to Paris and
London to prevent its ratification, but his

efforts proved vain. One of the last official

acts of Premier Briand before sailing for

the United States was to ratify the pact. In

the French Senate, in the course of the

debate on foreign policy which preceded his

departure, he took the view that the con-

clusion of such a treaty was necessary and
that Finance had spared no efforts to keep
her allies, including Great Britain, loyally

informed of her intentions and actions in

this regard. Premier Briand said:

As to our Eastern policy, matters were badly
tangled. We might have been led very far from
our traditions and have created terrible dif-

ficulties in our Moslem possessions. • * * It

was, therefore, essential to regard events from
the French viewpoint. It was a duty of loyalty
to remember that we had allies, to do nothing

calculated to break our word to them, and to

prejudice the general Interests of the alliance.

This we tried to do. m London we attempted
to deal with the whole question. It was not our
fault if the attempt did not succeed. More
recently, in Paris, on the initiative of Lord
Curzon, who was also anxious to restore peace
in the East, we renewed the attempt. Again it

did not succeed. We informed our allies—and
they fully understood our point of view—that
after such great sacrifices we could not exhaust
ourselves in a Cilician war against the Turks,
that we were bound by the very terms of our
mandate to evacuate those areas where we were
only mandataries and wiiere we were willing to
remain only with a minimum of expense and
without maintaining armies. We stated that we
must fix the frontiers, evacuate our troops, and
facilitate the immediate exchange of prisoners.

Several attempts were made. The first time we
came up against the intransigeance of the
Angora Assembly. Then, quite recently, through
one of our fellow-countrymen [M. Franklin-
Bouillon] who was willing to place himself at

the disposal of the Government, which made use
of the leisure the electors had left him, and
who, I make a point of saying, has rendered
great service to our country, the conversations
were resvimed. We found in Turkey warm sym-
pathies for France, a lively desire to make good
an error, which, moreover, was to a great extent
forced upon the people, and to restore ancient

traditions. The agreement has been signed. In

the course of long discussions in which the rep-

resentatives of Angora defended their national

standpoint and their ideas of independence, con-

cessions have been made and an agreement has
been reached regarding a frontier, the con-

ditions of evacuation and guarantees for the pro-

tection of the minority. We are no longer at

war in the East, and all this has been accom-
plished in perfect accord with our allies. We
have kept them informed, and they will receive

the text of our agreements, which are in no way
detrimental to their interests. Thus, French
policy has taken shape in detail in the midst of

real difficulties and yet our good relations with
our allies are not disturbed.

Text of the Treaty

The official text of the treaty, as trans-

lated for Current History fi-om the Paris

Temps of Nov. 21, is as follows:

ARTICLE 1—The high contracting parties de-

clare that from the date of the signature of the

present agreement the state of war will cease

between them, and that tlie armies, the civil

authorities and th<j inhabitant.s shall be so in-

formed.

ARTICLE 3—From the date of t^ie signature

of the present agreement, the respective prison-

ers of war, as well as all French or Turkish

nationals detained or imprisoned, shall be set

at liberty, and shall be brought, at the ex-

pense of the power that holds them, to the near-

est town designated to this effect. The scope

of this article extends to all per.'sons detained

or imprisoned by either party, whatever may
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bo the date or the place of detention. Imprison-
ment or capture.

ARTICLK S—Within a maxlnmm period of two
months following the signature of this agree-

ment, the Turkish troops wlH withdi-aw to the

north, and the French troops to the south of the

line laid down in Article 8.

ARTICLE 4—The respective withdrawal and
taking over, within the time limit laid down by
Article 3, shall be effected in accordance with

provisions to be agreed upon by a mixed com-
mission named by the military commanders of

tihe two parties.

ARTICI^E 5—Full amnesty shall be grranted by
the two contracting partlos in the regions evac-

uated as soon as they shall have been taken
over.

ARTICI.E 6—The Government of the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey declares that the

minority rights solemnly recognized in the na-

tional treaty shall be confirmed by it on the

same basis as that established by the agree-

ments in this regrard reached between the En-
tente powers, their adversaries and certain of

their allies.

ARTICLE 7—A special admlni.'stratlve r%Ime
shall be established for the Alexandretta region.

The Turkish Inhabitants of this region shall en-

Joy every facility for the development of their

cultural needs. Turkish shall be made the offi-

cial language.
ARTICLE 8—The boundary line mentioned In

Article 3 is fixed and specified as follows: The
frontier line will start from a point to be chosen
on thf Gulf of Alexandretta, inimediately to the

south of th3 region of Bayas, and will be clear-

ly oriented toward Melden-Ekbes (the railway
station and the region remaining to Syria).

Thence it will turn southeast, leaving to Syria

the region of Marsova, and to Turkey the

region of Karnaba, and also the town of Killis:

thence It will join the railway at the stajtlon of

Tchoban Bey. From there It will follow the

Bagdad Railway, whose roadbed .shall remain on
Turkish territory as far as Nisi bin : thence it

will follow the old road between Nislbin and
Jasireh-il:n-Omer, where it will rejoin the

Tigris. The region of Nlsibln and Jaslreh-ibn-

Omer, ass well as the road, will remain to Tur-

key: but both countries will have the right to

use this road. The stations and branch sta-

tions of the section between Tchoban Bey and
Nlsibln shall belong to Turkey as a part of the

railway line.

A commission composed of delegates from
both parties shall be formed within one month
from the signature of this agreement to fix the

line laid down above. This commission shall

begin to function within the same period.

ARTICLE 9—The tomb of Sulolman Shah, the

grandfather of the Sultan O-sman. founder of

the Ottoman dynasty (the tomb is known under

the name of Turq-Mezari). situated at DJaber-

Kalessl. and its appurtenances shall remain in

the possession of Turkey, whose right it shall be

to establish attendants there and to fly over

the tomb the Turkish flag.

ARTICLE 10—The Government of the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey accepts the trans-

fer of the concession of the section of the

Bagdad Railway between Bozantl and Nislbin,

as well as of divers branches situated in the
vilayet of Adana, to a French group designated

by the French Government, with all rights,

prl\1leges and advantages attached to conces-

Underwood & UnderwooclV?3

MUSTAPHA KEMAL PASHA
Leader of the Turkish Nationalists and head

of Angora Govermment

.«ilons, particularly as concerns exploitation and
traffic.

Turkey will have the right to send Its military
transport-^ by railway from Meidon-Ekbes to

Tchoban Bey, in the Syrian region, and Syria
will have the right to send its military trans-
ports by railway from Tchoban Bey as far slS

'

Nislbin, in Turkish territory. Over this wctlon
and Its branches no preferential tariff shall be
established in principle. Each Government,
however, reserves the right to study in concert
with the other any exception to this rule which
may become necessary. In case agreement
proves Impossible, each party will be free to act

as he thinks best.

.ARTICLE 11—A mixed commission shall be
organized after the ratification of the present
agreement: Its object .shall be to conclude a
customs convention between Turkey and Syria.

Both the condltkns and th-j duration of this

convention shall be determined by the commis-
sion. Both countrii»3 shall be free to act as they
think best until this convention Is concluded.
ARTICLE I«—The waters of Kouvelk shall bo

divided between the town of Aleppo and the
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northern region which has remained Turkish in

such wise as to be oquitabl? and satisfactory

to the two parties. Aleppo sliall also be au-

thorized to construct works to draw water, at

its own expense, from the Euphrates on Turkish

(Photo Underwood & Underwood)

HENRY FRANKLIN-BOUILLON
French Minister of Missions Abroad, who ne-

gotiated the pact with the Turkish
Nationalist Government

territory, in order to meet the needs of the

region.

ARTICI.E 13—Settlers or semi-nomads pos-

sessing rights of pasturage or owning land on
either side of the line fixed by Article 8 will

remain in possession of these rights. To meet
their cultivation needs they shall be permitted

freely, and without paying any customs or

pasturage dues, to transport from one side of

this Ime to the other their cattle, inclusive of

birth increments, their instruments, tools, seeds

and other agricultural product.^, it being clearly

understood that they shall be bound to pay alt

taxes and duties relative thereto in the region

where they are domiciled.

Turkish Covering Letter

Below is the covering letter from Yussuf
Kemal Bey, Turkish Minister for Foreign
Affairs, to M. Franklin-Bouillon, sent at

the time of the signing of the treaty. Cer-
tain passages in this letter also gave of-

fense to the British Government:

Angora, Oct. 20, 1921.

Excellency

:

I venture to hope that the agreement con-
cluded between the Government and the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey, on the one hand,
and the French Republic on the other, with a
view to bringing about a definite and endur-
ing peace, will have the effect of renewing and
consolidating the close relations which have ex-

isted in the past between the two nations, in-

asmuch as the Government of the French Re-
public is striving to settle in a spirit of cordial
harmony all questions concerned with the Inde-
pendence and sovereignty of Turkey.
The Government and the Grand Assembly

wishing, on the other hand, to favor the de-
velopment of material interests between the two
countries, empower me to assure you that they
are disposed to grant the concession of the iron,

chrome and silver mines located in the Harchite
Valley, on a ninety-nine-year lease, to a French
group, it being understood that this group shall,

within five years from the signature of this

agreement, begin the working of this concession
through a company organized according to Turk-
ish law, and that Turkish capital up to a total

of i)0 per cent, shall be allowed to participate

in its funding.

Furthermore, the Turkish Government is ready
to examine in the most favorable spirit all

other desires that may be expressed by French
groups relative to mine, railway, harbor and
river concessions, on condition that such desires

shall conform to the riciprocal interests of Tur-
key and France.

On its own part, Turkey wishes to profit by
the collaboration of French technical instructors

in her professional schools, and accordingly
will later inform the French Government of

its needs in this respect.

In conclusion, Turkey hopes that from the
date of this agreement the French Government
will authorize French capitalists to enter into

economic and financial relations with the Gov-
ernment of the Grand National Assembly of

Tu^'key. YUSSUF KEMAL BEY.

M. Franklin-Bouillon appeared before the
Foreign Affairs Committee of the French
Chamber on Nov. 12 and explained the con-
ditions under which this pact was negoti-

ated. The French Government at that time
took the position that the Angora agree-
ment was not technically a treaty'—which
would have to be ratified by Parliament

—

but " an arrangement intended to put an
end to a state of war on a common fron-
tier." M. Franklin-Bouillon told the Com-
mittee on Military Affairs on the same day
that the safety of French interests in Syria
still required an army of about 40,000.
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AFGHANISTAN—A treaty was f-i&ned at

Kabul, Nov. 22, in which Great Britain

recognizes tlie full independence of Af-

ghanii-tan, and which, by the promise of the

Afghan Government not to receive Russian
diplomats, practically repudiates th e Soviet-

Afghan treaty signed last "Winter. On Nov". 30

Fakhrl Pasha of the Angora Government ar-

rived at Kabul with the draft of a Turkish
Afghan treaty.

Argentina

Representatives Mora and Araujo asked Con-
gress for a law for the expropriation of the

foreign packing houses, as a measure of pro-

tection in favor of the national meat interests,

but the Argentine Rural Society sent in at the

same time a report to the House of Repre-
sentatives ascribing the critical condition of

the meat industry to the world-wide depression

following the artificial boom period of the war.
• • The Government has decided on the

acquisition of eight submarines of S(>0 tons

;

the contracts will in all likelihood be awarded
to American firms. The preparation of the

personnel has begun already in the Electrical

Department at Puerto Militar (Bahia Blanca).
* • • The lawlessness in the Territory of

Santa Cruz has been suppressed with a regi-

ment of cavalry in the most dangerous zonr>.

The uprising is believed to have been caused

by tha demoralization of the wool marltet. * * *

Immigrants are beginning to flow Into Argen-
tina in numbers not equaled since the period

before the war. In one week of November there-

came through the Port of Buenos Aires 4,600

passengers feom Europe, of which more tlian

3.500 were of the working class, mainly from

Spain and Italy. • • • Article » of tht-

Budget for 1922, as pa.ssed in the Senate, car-

ries an important provision declaring fre.» of

duty for three years the woolen cloth made in

foreign countries with raw material imported

from Argentina ; such cloth must be made to

the order of Argentine concerns, and these con-

cerns, at the end of the three-year period, must
have erected plants for the weaving of at least

half a million pounds of wool a year. • • •

The Executive has sent out a circular to the

Postmasters of the republic urging the utmost

expedition and zeal in the distribution of the

printed material for political propaganda
which the several parties are sending out In

view of the approaching general elections. The
move Is significant in the face of the bitter

political fight going on for and against th

present Government. • • • M. T. Mealov
Chairman of the American Chamber of Con.
merce at Buenos Aires, signs a manifesto in

which ho expresses as his opinion that id-

American interests so far established in Argen-
tina are In Jeopardy through the apathy and
carelessness of industrial and financial interests

in the United States. He charges that Amer-
ican enterprise is surrendering to a baseless
pessimism, without taking into consideration the
immense resources of Argentina, and especially

the fact that that country at present ranks
fifth in the amount of its gold reserve.

Armenia

Conditions of hunger and disease prevail in

Armenia, as in the other Caucasus republics.

The Soviet grip continues strong, though the

fighting Armenians—men like General Andranik
and General Torcom—are still working abroad
for deliverance from Turk and Russian alike.

A letter addressed by General Torcom to the

League of Nations declares that Armenia will

never rest until her account with Turkey Is

settled. Prominent Armenians of all countries

have denounced the new Armenian massacres
in Cilicia, and grave fears are entertained of

tlie consequences of the withdrawal of French
troops In accordance with the terms of France's

treaty with Angora. [See text of treaty. Page
«5()0.] It is estimated that the Turks have slain

25,000 Armenians in Cilicia since 1920. Near
East Relief advices indicate that fuily .W.OOO

Armenians at home are facing cold, starvation

and disease this Winter. • • • Meanwhile,

by an agreement signed between the Nationalist

Turkish Government at Angora, on the one

hand, and the Soviet republics of Azerbaijan,

Armenia, Georgia, and the Mountain Republic

(Daghestan) at Kars, Armenia, on Oct. 13. a
small autonomous State, to be known as th->

State of Nakhitchevan, was set up on Arnienii:

territory under the protection of Azerbaijan, i-

this agreement about half of Caucasian Armerji

was given to the Turks, as well as large trait

of territory In Georgia. The treaty abolished all

existing Caucasian treaties except the Russo-

Turkish agreement concluded at Moscow In 192'V

Its preamble recognized the rights of peopl

to self-determination.

Australia

Australia is about to extend her rule over the
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New Hebrides, a chain of islands lying south-

west of the Fijian and Samoan groups. Their

joint administration by Great Britain and

France under the agreement of 1906 has proved

unsatisfactory, especially to the Australian Gov-

ernment, which was not represented at the

Anglo-Frencli conference on the subject or con-

sulted in the negotiations. Among the original

;
settlers were many freed or escaped convicts

I from Australia or New Caledonia. The Aus-

tralian Parliament favors the purchase of the

islands and offers £500,000 to be paid to Great

Britain for them, the share belonging to France

to be appropriated to the extinction of a portion

of France's war debt to England. • * * Mark
Sheldon, Australian Commissioner in the United

States, left New York on Dec. 3 on his return

home via Vancouver, declaring as he bade fare-

well that the chief problem in his country was
one of immigration. He pointed out that the

Australian Continent, one-tenth larger than the

United States, had a population only about as

great as that of New York City, while Asia, on

the north, had a population of 750,000,000 of

different race and color. The Australians nat-

urally desired to keep their country for them-
selves. Mr. Sheldon emphasized the need of

selective immigration. * * * Senator George

F. Pearce, Australian Minister of Defense, who
will temporarily fill Mr. Sheldon's place, dis-

cussing the administration of former German
New Guinea, said that Asiatic immigration was
prevented there, except for the occasional re-

placement of Japanese laborers already in the

country. Shipping with Australia is treated as

coastal. " Australia is the only continent peo-

pled by one race," he added, " and must for-

ever remain a white man's country." No Asi-

atic can now enter Australia, unless he is a

student, merchant or traveler. There is no

written law that discriminates against Asiatics,

but there is an elastic educational test that may
be stretched to exclude any, no matf^ how
learned they may be.

Austria

The occupation of Burgenland by Austrian of-

ficials and troops began on Nov. 13, in accord-

ance with the Agreement of Venice, concluded

with Hungary through Italian mediation. The
Hungarian gendarmerie and irregular bands
evacuated the area formerly disputed. The dis-

!
trlcts where, under the agreement, a plebiscite

i

should decide the sovereignty remained under

i the administration of Entente representatives.

* • • Serious rioting took place in Vienna on
Dec. 1, when thousands of unemployed attacked

the Stock Exchange, a large number of shops

1 and the fashionable hotels. Well-dressed people

in the streets were ill-handled and robbed. The
police were unable to cope with the emergency,

and no resistance to the mob was attempted.

Restaurants, stores and the lobbies of some of

the leading hotels were plundered and utterly

demolished. Several American and British vis-

itors, among the latter Sir William Goode,

British Reparation Commissioner, were attacked

In their apartments and robbed of all valuables.

including most of their clothing. The damage
done by the riots is estimated at $700,000,

mounting to billions in Austrian crowns. The
rioting was ended the next day by the advent
of the Winter's first blizzard. • • » The
American mission at Vienna has been trans-
formed into a legation and Commissioner
Prazier appointed Chargfi d'Affaires. The United
States Government has notified the Austrian
Government of the acceptance of E. A. G.
Prochnik as Austrian Chargg at Washington.
• * * A treaty of commerce between Austiia
and Soviet Russia was signed on Dec. 8. Con-
sular serviee between the two countries was
resumed.

Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan, like the other Caucasus States,
remains under Soviet control. In October
patriotic forces were fighting to regain inde-
pendence, while inside Baku the native organi-
zations were passing resolutions condemning the
severity of the Soviet rule. Azerbaijan, like the
other Caucasus States, was suffering from
famine and disease. Dr. Narimanhov, President
of the Baku Soviet, had antagonized the Mos-
cow representatives by refusing to allow the
Soviet to export the country's last food supplies
to Russia to relieve the famine situation there.

Concerts and other entertainments were organ-
ized in Baku, as well as at Tiflis, the capital

of Georgia, the funds from which were applied

to the relief of the famine situation. * • •

The Soviet officials of Azerbaijan decided at
the end of October to restore to their former
owners certain factories and other property.

Mills, cotton manufactories, fisheries and naph-
tha mines were included in this restitution.

• • * It was announced on Nov. 13 that the

Caucasus Commission at Constantinople, charged
with the exchange of goods between Europe and
the Caucasus, was to be continued under the

leadership of M. Serebrovski, a Russian sent to

replace the former Azerbaijan Minister, Prince

Djevanchir, who had been assassinated. Al-

though most of the Caucasus products came
from Azerbaijan, no representatives of that

country were included in this committee. * » *

The treaty between the Turkish Nationalists and
Azerbaijan, signed Oct. 13, placed the newly
created Armenian State of Nakhitchevan under
the protection of Azerbaijan. [See Armenia.]

Belgium

The Parliamentary elections were held on
Nov. 20 and 28, under universal male suffrage,

after a hard-fought campaign on the questions

of language, national defense, and the reduc-

tion of the period of military service to six

months. Returns for the Chamber of Deputies,

elected directly, showed the new membership
to be : Catholics 82, a gain of 9 over what they
had in the Chamber recently dissolved ; Liber-

als 33, a loss of 1 ; the Combatants 1, a loss of 1^

The other parties were wiped out. Election to

the Senate is partly direct, these candidates, 22
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in all, being limited to ex-Ministers. ex-clvil

servants, secretaries of trade uniuns, and other

categories specified in the Constitution of 1910.

Some other Senators are elected by pro\incial

councils, and the rest by co-optation in the

Senate. To the new Senate were elected : Cath-

olics 73, Socialists 02, and Liberals 28. In the

old Senate, the Catholics had a majority of 13

over all. This time the Catholics wei*e divided

on the Flemish question. The twenty Senators

chosen by co-optation in the Senate are from
among the personages most eminent for intel-

lectual, moral and economic services to the

country. King Albert has requested M. de

Jaspar, Foreign Minister in the Cabinet of M.

Carton de Wiart, to form a new Cabinet, M. de

Wiart having declined to continue as Premier.

Bolivia

The Bolivian Government is negotiating with

the Stifel-Nicolaus Investment Company of

Saint Douis and associated bankers a loan of

$25,000,000, with a view to stabilizing foreign

exchange and to consolidating both the internal

and the external debt. An advantageous settle-

ment of its present indebtedness is offered to

the Bolivian Treasury, by which it can refund

its 9 and 10 per cent, bonds in a single type of

more moderate interest. It is announced in this

connection that Bolivia will employ, as in the

instance of Peru, an American financial adviser

to take care that the taxes and custom duties

attached to the ser\ice of the foreign debt shall

be promptly and fully collected. * • * The
investigation ordered by the American Minister.

Mr. Maginnis, has revealed that the death of the

American citizen. Hart Mix, caused by a clash

with the police in which two officers met death

also, was due to the fact that the men entering

Mr. Mix's house, searching for the hiding place

of some robbers, were mistaken by him for

bandits. The Government expressed its regrets

to the American representative.

Brazil

The improvement in the export and import

trade registered during the last few months has

been checked, and a period of depression In ex-

ports has taken place, with larger but unsteady

purchases abroad. This increase in Brazilian

imports is due directly to the falling off of

goods in the warehouses and in the market,

after so many months of 'restricted foreign busi-

ness. • * * The pronounced rapprochement be-

tween the Governments and peoples of Brazil

and Paraguay is materializing in a scries of

conferences held lately by the Secretaries of

State of both countries, in which practical

measures, such as the speeding up of the con-

struction of the railway from Santos to Asun-
cion, which will open to the Paraguayan capital

a direct rail route to the Atlantic, have been
readily agreed upon. Another measure recom-
mended by the Brazilian Foreign Secretary, Dr.
Azevedo-Marques, is the establishing of wireless
communication between Rio 'de Janeiro and
Asuncion of Paraguay. • • • The State of

[American Cartoon]

—New York Evening MaiJ

THE ACT ISN'T GOING SO WELL

Rio Grande do Sul will invest the procer 'r r

of the $10,000,000 loan negotiated in the 1

States toward the improvement of public i;

Three contracts, totaling $6,000,000, have bet.:

awarded by the Brazilian Government, one V
an American company and the other two t"

English concerns, for irrigation works in the

northeastern part of the country. .

Canada

By the Liberal landslide which characterized

the Canadian general elections of Dec. fi.

William Lyon Mackenzie King of North York,

Ontario, who was made the Liberal standard-

bearer when Sir Wilfrid Laurier died, was des-

ignated to succeed the defeated Arthur
Meighen as Prime Minister, and to command
the votes of the largest party in the new Par-

liament. Premier Meighen was defeated oven

in his home constituency. Portage La Prairie.

Manitoba, and his protection policy was repu-

diated. Defeated also were ten members of his

Cabinet—F. B. McCurdy, Minister of Publi'

Works ; E. K. Spinney, Minister without port-

folio ; L. .P. Normand, President of the Privy
Council; C. C. Ballantyne, Minister of Marine
and Fisheries; A. Fauteux, Solicitor General:

L. G. Belley, Postmaster General ; Rudolphe
Monty, Secretary of State ; Dr. Edwards, Min-

ister of Immigration and Colonization ; R. J-

Manlon, Minister of Soldiers' Civil Re-establish-

ment. Figures available on Nov. 13 gave th>

Liberal Partj* 117 seats in the new Parliament,

the Progressives 6.i, the Conservatives 51 (th-

party of the outgoing anti-reciprocity Mini.«try).

and the Labor Party 2. For the fiist time

there was full woman suffrage. The first

woman to hold a seat in the Canadian House

of Commons Is Miss Agnes McPhail, Progres-
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give, elected from the Southeast Grey District

of Ontario. The election is considered a victory

for tariff reform, looking toward reciprocity

with the United States. The Liberal and

Progressive platforms were agreed upon reci-

procity in natural products with the United

States, and upon free trade with Great Britain

for five years.

W- Canal Zone

Late returns of the Panama Canal show the

enormous increase of traffic, which has raised

the question of enlarging the canal or building

a second waterway through Nicaragua. The
most important trade route, considering total

cargo both ways, was that between the Atlantic

coast of the United States and the west coast

of South America, but the heaviest one-way
shipments were those from the Atlantic to the

Far East. Commerce of the United States with

Australasia is at the bottom of the list, that

between Australasia and Europe being double

the amount. In the first* nine months of the

calendar year cargoes totaling 7,912,737 tons

passed through the canal, or more than 200,000

tons in excess of the total for any single war
year. * * • A battleship of 80,000 tons, arm-
ored and armed to an extent never yet projected

for any navy, could easily pass through the

locks of the canal, according to a report issued

by the Navy Department, thus showing that

the size of the locks played no part in Secretary

Hughes's proposal to the disarmament confer-

ence that capital ships in future be limited to

3.5.000 tons.

Chile

The Chilean Government has announced its

intention of calling for September. 1022. the
fifth Pan-American Conference, which would
have been held at Santiago seven years ago
had not the great war disturbed all international

plans. * » * The pres"? and the public have
commented freely on the visit made to Santiago
by the Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Dr, Buero, but no one seems in a position to

say what really took place in the conferences
between the Uruguayan Chancellor and the
Chilean President and his Secretary of State.

To a newspaper correspondent Dr. Buero de-

clared that his visit to Santiago was made in

the same spirit of Pan American co-operation
which prompted similar personal calls on the

part of the Brazilian and Argentinian Chan-
cellors in former years. « * * 'pjie Anto-
fagasta-Bolivia Railroad is laying a double
track in certain sections of its lines, which will

be of great benefit for this important artery of

international communication. In other sec-

tions a third rail is being laid down to make
the line available for wide-gauged traffic. * • •

The great possibilities of the Chinese market,
especially for the Chilean fertilizer, nitrate of

soda, after the experiences of the last famine
in Northern China, have resulted in the creation

of a, first-class Consulate in that country. * * *

[German Cartoon—By a Russian Artist]

—Wahre Jakob, Stuttgart

GREETINGS FROM RUSSIA
"German workers, do not let yourselves be harnessed to this car!"
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There has arrived in Santiago the new Minister

of Bolivia to Chile, the first appointment since

the revolution that overthrew the Government
of Dr. Gutierrez-Guerra. Dr. Macario Plnilla

is one of the outstanding figures in Bolivian

political life; on reaching Chile he expre.s.sed

his confidence in the amicable settlement of

disputed points. " Chile and Bolivia are mutu.il

friends; they must be. they need to be." Dr.

PiniUa said to an interviewer. • • • Chile ad-

dressed a note to Peru on Dec. 12 proposing

that the plebiscite provided for under the Treaty

of Ancon—to determine the sovereignty of Tacna
and Arica—be immediately held. It was re-

ported on Dec. 14 that Peruvian troops had
crossed the Chilean frontier.

Cuba

President Zayas, in a special message to the

Cuban Congress on Dec. 1, asked postpone-
ment of consideration of the Government pro-

gram until the regular session next April. Rev-
enues for the fiscal year 11)22-23 are 'Estimated

at $72,000,000 and expenditures at .$(>4,422,6«Vt.

Estimates for the War and Navy DepartTient
were $14,1S9,.'>41, the largest item on the budge',

with public instruction next at ?3,.')2!>,717. • • •

Employers on Dec. 5 Inaugurated the open-shop
principle in wharfage and lighterage operations
at Havana, despite the threat of the stevedores'

union to strilte. * • • The Cuban House of

Representatives on Dec, 7 adopted a resolution

declaring it would be " a friendly act if the

United States would withdraw troops stationed

in Cuban territory since the beginning of the

war," and asking that negotiations be begun
to effect the evacuation.

Czechoslovakia

The President of the republic ordered de-

mobilization of the Czechoslovak Army on Nov.
10, as the emergency which had necessitated

a war footing—the Hapsburg coup in Hungary
—had passed. • • • Following the conclusion
of a commercial treaty, a political agreement
between Czechoslovakia and Poland lias been
signed at Prague by Premier Benes, in behalf

of the former, and Foreign Minister Skirmunt In

behalf of the latter State. It was stated of-

ficially that the treaty is directed against no
third country, but is merely a sanction of the
friendly relations existing between the contract-

ing partifes. It was emphasized, however, *'->at

the agreement expresses the joint determination
of the Czechoslovak and Polish Republics to

resist Hapsburg restoration anywhere and under
any circumstances. • • • Discovery of .a

rich deposit of uranium ore, containing con-

siderable radium, is reported in the mines at

Jachymov, owned by the Czechoslovak Gov-
ernment. The supply of ore with radium con-

tents is estimated to last twenty years. Ricli

seams of coal have been found at Velka Toroiv-\,

in Slovakia. * • • Paul Orszagh Hviezdoslav,

the greatest contemporary Slovak poet, died

at the age of 72 years.

[American Cartoon]

—Central Press Association, Cleveland

IT'S A HARD CLIMB TO REACH THE PEAK,
BUT THEY'RE MAKING PROGRESS

Denmark
Owing to the high-handed treatment given by

Kerzentseff to the Danish trade delegation that

went to Stockholm in the middle of November,
the negotiations for a Danish-Russian trade

agreement failed. The Soviet claimed the right

to appoint representatives in Denmark otht-r

than Russian subjects. This was taken to

mean Danish Bolshevist leaders. The Soviet

claim also for freedom to export Russian litera-

ture to Denmark smacked too much of a propa-

ganda campaign to please Denmark. • * • King
Christian X. received for an hour's audience the

new American Minister, Dr. John D. Prince
when the latter called with his credentials, Nov.

23, and presented him to Queen Alexandrine.
• * • Denmark's foreign trade statistics show
a credit balance. Imports declined for the first

six months of 1921, while exports held their

own, marking a considerable Improvement over

the first half of 1920.

Ecuador

By parliamentary decree, sumptuous fun

ceremonies were held in Quito to honor
memory of General Eloy Alfaro, Pre.sldent

the republic, who was assassinated by a i

in January, 1910. Among the speakers at

burial In the metropolitan cemetery were Pr
dent Dr. Jos^ Luis Tamayo and representati

of the House and the Senate. • • • The >

tional Merchants' Association, recently form

aims to create a single body of business v

throughout the republic, with the purposi

protecting its associates in foreign trade,
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improve and modernize commercial legislation

and to create in Guayaquil an information office

for the service of persons or firms abroad in-

terested in entering the Ecuadorian market.
• * • A syndicate to take charge of the co'-

lection of taxes on brandy, salt, tobacco and
other articles has been formed by private capi-

talists with the help of a limited company of-

fering shares to the public. The initial capital

is 3,000,000 pesos, of which 2 000,000 will be ad-

vanced to the State Treasury.

England

The most engrossing developments of the

month—tlwj setth^ment of the Irish ciuestion and
the progress of the disarmament conference at

Washington—are treated at length elsewhere in

these ))ages. * * * During a temporary ab-
sence of Mr. Lloyd George on Nov. 10, a labor

deputation consisting of thirty Mayors, Alder-

[German Cartoon]

—SimotMasimua , Munich

BAVARIAN SEPARATISM
" Let him try ! He will never get up there

!

The pole is too well greasea !

"

men and Councilors of London boroughs made
a bold though fruitless effort to interview him
on the subject of relief for the unemployed, by
forcing their way into his official residence at
10 DowJiing Street. In the same connection the
revised registers of Employment Exchanges in

the United Kingdom showed that on Nov. 4

there wore approximately 1,722,800 persons
wholly unemployed, as compared with 1,611,476
during the previous week. * * • An author-
ity of forty years' standing on estate manag;e-
ment declares that the recent turnover in the
ownership of land in England has made its In-
fluence felt on glebe, or church land, especially
in partly disposing of the vexed question of
"ecclesiastical dilapidations." He estimates
that from the first general return of glebeg in
the possession of parochial incumbents in 1887,
when 9,.')00 livings reported 659,000 acres, some
326,300 have been sold, thus producing an in-
come of £")00,000 to the incumbents from first-

class securities instead of land. The passage of
ecclesiastical landed property into other hands
is further marked by the announciment of the
sale of r,0,000 acres, of which by far the greater
part has been purchased by the tenants.

Finland

The relations between Finland and Soviet Rus-
sia, which have been tense for some time, reached
a crisis in the last month, owing to the upri-sing
of the Finnish population of Eastern Karelia, a
province that was confirmed to Russia's pos-
session and administration by the Finno-Rus-
sian Treaty, signed several months ago. The
Finns denied all complicity with the new Gov-
ernment set up by the Karelians. [See Rus-
sia.] (The economic conference between all the
Baltic States and Soviet Russia, held at Riga, is

treated in the article on Latvia.)

France

Premier Brland, on his return to France from
the Washington conference, received votes of
confidence from both the Senate and the Cham-
ber of Deputies on Dec. 6. In both houses he
found a number of interpellations awaiting him
on the results of the conference, so far as they
affected France. The mterpeilations in the
House were put off because of the continuance
of the budget debate. Only a small group in
the Senate insisted on a public statement. In
replying, the Premier pointed out that as the
Washington conference had not yet ended, it

was inadvisable to speak freely at that time.
He had told the conference and the American
people of the danger in which France still

stood, and to the full extent of his power he had
denounced the pernicious propaganda which was
being carried on against France. M. Briand
also referred to Germany'.s reparation pay-
ments, regarding which he showed optimism.
France, he said, was in a solid position ; the
sums fixed upon by the Reparation Commission
must be paid, and the German Government had
been notified to put its finances in such order
that they would be paid. He ended with an elo-
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quent plea for the continuance of the Entente.

The effect of his speech was seen in the subse-

quent votes of confidence passed by both houses,

the Senate approving his policy by 249 votes

against 12, the Chamber by 460 against 100. In

each case the vote was conditioned on the ac-

ceptance by the Premier of a subsequent wide

debate on foreign policy, following the conclu-

sion of the 1922 budget discussions and the adop-

tion of the resolutions of the Washington con-

ference. • * • By a large majority vote the

Chamber favored the calling up of the 1922 class

of the army in May and November. It was ex-

plained that this would introduce the new .system

of eighteen months' service by 1923. The Cham-
ber of Deputies adopted unanimously on Dec. 9

the measure providing for the building of three

light cruisers, six destroyers, twelve torpedo

boats and twelve submarines, during the period

from 1922 to 1925, the total expense being esti-

mated at 755,000,000 francs.

Georgia

The situation in Georgia, occupied by the Bol-

sheviki several months ago, is depicted as dis-

tressing by the exiled leaders of the dispos-

sessed Government. The various appeals to the

outside world emanating from Benjamin Tchik-

bicharll, former Mayor of Tiflis, from M. No6
Jordania, the former President, and from M.
Tcheidze, President of the former Constituent

Assembly, paint a sombre picture of famine,

disease and oppression, of the stripping of the

country by the Russian invaders, of wholesale

imprisonments and executions. Their state-

ments were confirmed by the story told by M.
Louis Vernerey, a former member of the French
Commercial Bureau in Russia, on his return to

Paris in November. Executions by scores and
hundreds were described by M. Vernerey, who
escaped after three months' impiisonment.

Many Georgians had fled before the Bolshevist

invasion, he said. The sentiment of the remain-

ing population was intensely hostile to the So-

viet regime. He also stressed the wholesale

requisitions of grain by the Bolsheviki, and the

resulting distress among the people, already

decimated by famine. • • • A dispatch from
Constantinople to the Paris Temps, dated Nov.

18, described In detail the arrest by the Extraor-

dinary Commission of a delegation of workmen
which went to present a protest to the President

of the Russian Revolutionary Committee, M.

Mdivani, against the aggravation of the eco-

nomic situation and the increased severity of

the Soviet rule. They were imprisoned in the

fortress of Metheki. The news of their arrest

created a storm of resentment. All the work-

men of Tiflis went out on strike and all public

utilities were suspended. The students of Tiflis

University joined the movement, to repress

which the Bolshevist authorities made fully

2,000 arrests. The Russian press advocated that

all those arrested and all persons convicted of

opposing the Soviet rule be deported to Soviet

Russia.

Germany

The final steps for the resumption of diplomat-
ic relations with Germany were taken on Ni

21, when the shields of the United Stat

Consular offices were set up outside the build-

ings at Berlin, Munich, Hamburg, Frankfort.
Dresden, Lieipsic, Stuttgart, Bremen, Coblenz,
Cologne, Stettin, Breslau, Konigsberg. Ellis

Loring Dresel became Chargd d'Affaires at Ber-
lin, Arthur Hugh Frazier at Vienna. The fol-

lowing are the Un ced States Consuls at the
more important points : "William Coffin, Berlin

;

William Dawson, Munich ; Hernando de Sotn,

Leipsic; John B. Kahl, Breslau; Liouis G. Dri

fus, Dresden; Francis R. Stewart, Bremen;
C. A. Reed, Stettin; J. K. Suddle. HambuiK.
• • • Baron Edmund von Thermann, the son
of a judge in Saxony, arrived at Washington on
Nov. 21 to open the German Embassy, where
he will become counselor after the Ambassador
is named. He is 37 years of age.
During November and December, Hugo Stinn'

the leading financier and industrialist of Gttr-

many, and Dr. Walter Rathenau, former Minis-

ter of Reconstruction in the German Cabinet,

were in consultation at London with the Britisa

member of the Reparation Conmiission and other

British authorities, to discuss some new adjust-

ment for Germany's reparation payments. Later,

Louis Loucheur, the French Minister of Recon-
struction, discussed the question with the Chan-
cellor of the British Exchequer. As a result,

it was announced that a meeting would be held

between Premier Lloyd George and Premier

[Americstn Cartoon]

—Rochester Democrat and Chronicle

YOU KNOW THAT FEELING
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[German-Swiss Cartoon]

-Nebelspalterj Zurich

FALLING EXCHANGE VALUE
" Only they who have fallen themselves

realize what I now suffer "

Briand with a view to arriving at a definite

decision with regard to the payments. These
negotiations caused wide fluctuations in the

value of the German paper mark, which at one
time fell as low as 300 marks to the dollar, but
rose, within a few days after the conferences, to

160 to the dollar, and was fluctuating around
that figure at the time these pages went to press.

The Berlin correspondent of The New York
Times cabled on Dec. 11 that after visiting

every part of Germany and studying all the in-

formation derived from official investigations,

he could report that Germany's disarmament,
under the military terms of the Versailles
Treaty, was 97 per cent, complete as regards ar-
tillery, and 93 per cent, complete as regards ma-
chine guns and rifles. Factories known to have
been engaged in manufacturing war materials
were industrially disarmed at that date to a de-

gree of 90 per cent. Dr. Wirth, the German
Chancellor, in a public statement made Dec. 10,

categorically denied the charges made in Franc.--

that Germany had not disarmed. He stated that

all free corps in Germany were dissolved, tha,t

all large armament was destroyed or surren-

dered, and that for Germany to dream of attack-

ing any one would now be insane folly.

The Federal Council passed a measure raising

all postal telegraph and telephone rates 2,000

per cent, above pre-war rates. Railroad rates,

freight and passenger rates also will be raised

2,000 per cent, to 3,000 per cent, above pre-war
charges. The National Economic Council ap-

proved a bill enabling the Government to impose
compulsory credit on all Germany's trades and
industries for the purpose of enabling the Gov-
ernment to use the so-called compulsory credit

association as a collateral against foreign loans.

Guatemala

A revolution in Guatemala, which threatens to

break up the Central American Union recently

formed by Guatemala, Honduras and Salvador,
overthrew the Government of President Carlos
Herrera in an early morning battle on Dec. 5.

Twenty-five persons were killed, scores wounded.
President Herrera and his Cabinet taken pris-

oners, and a provisional Government was pro-

claimed, with General Orellana as President.

[Further details on page 615.]

Haiti

A special committee appointed by the United
States Senate to investigate conditions in Haiti
left Philadelphia on Nov. 24 for Port au Prince.

Witnesses had previously been examined in

Washington, among them General Eli K. Cole,

who testified that under American occupation
the Haitians enjoyed a peace and security never
known before. In a given period of ten days
there were fewer murders in Haiti than in the
American State of Georgia, and it had never
been necessary to detail marines to guard the

mails. Martial law. General Cole said, would
be necessary as long as American troops re-

mained ; the judiciary system was venal, and
no white man could receive justice from the

native courts. On the other hand, Max Zucker-
man of Boston said that third-degree practices

were inflicted on native prisoners, who were
pelted witli sandbags and lifted until their toes

only touched the ground in order to wring from
them information concerning bandits. P. M.
Pilkington of New York, a technical expert,

who spent two years in Haiti, described the tor-

turing and eating of Private Lawrence and the
killing and mutilation of Lieutenant Muth by
bandits. The natives, he said, were in the main
docile and amenable, and the higher classes

were competent to conduct an independent Gov-
ernment. They objected to foreigners, fearing
that the strangers would take control of the

Government. Lack of security for foreign cap-

ital and failure of the United States to make
the treaty effective were criticised by Mr.
Pilkington.

Hungary

The crisis following the frustrated attempt of
Charles Hapsburg to regain the Hungarian
throne precipitated the resignation of Premier
Count Bethlen and his Cabinet. However, pend-
ing the appointment of a new Ministry, the Beth-
len Cabinet remained in office. After several
weeks of uncertainty Count Bethlen obtained
from the leaders of the National Assembly a
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pledge of their support. This enabled him to

remain at the helm. • • • Ex-King Charles

and tx-Queon Zita arrived at their place of

exile, Funchal. Madeira, on Nov. 19, on board
the British ftruiser Cardiff, accompanied by the

Count and Countess Hunyadi. • • • At Buda-
pest the idea prevailed that as the exile was en-

forced by Britain, the British Government should

cover its costs. In consequence of the British

refusal, the Hungarian Government has ap-

proached Austria and the three succession States

with a request to contribute to the expenses,

which amount tq about $.->0.000. • • • The
Swiss Federal Govornnif nt ha ; granted per-

mission to ex-Queen Zita to go to Switzer-

land for a limited period and attend the opera-

tion on her son Robert for appendicitis. • • •

Thousands of posters and handbills demanding
the election of Regent Horthy as King of Him-
gary have been distributed at Budapest by

officers belonging to the military league known
as the Move. • • • The National Assembly
ratified the separate peace treaty between the

United States and Hungary on Dec. 12.

Iceland

Olafur Fridriksson, editor of the Bolshevist

newspaper. .Mthydubladid, in Reykjavik, returned

from Russia, N*T. 18, with a fourteen-year-old

Russian boy. The authorities refused to admit

the boy because his eyes were inflamed with

trachoma, a contagious disease not found in

Iceland before. Fridriksson ensconced himself

with the boy and fifty followers In a house and

defeated the Reykjavik police in a hand-to-hand

fight. Minister of Justice Jon Magnusson can-

celed a trip to Denmark to confer with the King.

a!id called a Cabinet meeting on this case.

Bolshevism is reported not strong outside of

Reykjavik. Fridriksson had made much trouble

in Denmark, where he was a prominent Bol-

shevist leader.

India

The oustandlng feature of the month in India

was the visit of the Prince of Wales to the

far-flung Asiatic empire of his royal father. The
Prince's arrival at Bombay on Friday. Nov. 17,

was marked by impressive ceremonies of wel-

come, on the one hand, and by serious riotings

in the native quarter, due to the incitement of

Mahatma Gandhi, leader of the " non-co-opera-

tlonists," on the other. The Prince, dressed in

naval uniform; landed at the still unfinished

gate of India on the Apollo Bunder. He was
received by the highest officials of the Bombay
municipality, and replied felicitously to the

memorandum of welcome which was presented

to him. He then read a me.ssage from his royal

father, addressed to the princes and people of

India. X great procession was subsequently

formed, with which the Prince proceeded through

five miles of brilliantly decorated streets to

Government Hou.se on Malabar Point. The large

and cheering crowds, nriade up of every caste

and oo'.or. gave no hint of what was going on

behind the scenes, namely, in the native

quarter. Gandhi had arrived in Bombay that
day and had declared a " hartal," or strike,

and had harangued the people. Though no
disturbance marred the procession, serious riot-

ing began in that quarter as the procession
was passing on its way, and these riot-

ings continued that day and the next. It was
later estimated that fully 20,000 natives par-
ticipated in the disorders. Tramways were
stoned and burned, the police were a.ssaulted.

police posts attacked, constables killed, liquor

shops looted and burned, British and Parsee
men and women, returning from welcoming
the Prince, were insulted and assaulted.

Bitter fights were precipitated between the
rioters and the military police, and also with
the Anglo-Indian and Parsee elements. A
number of lives were lost. On hearing the
news Gandhi covered his face with his hands,
and wept, admitting his inability to control
the massea stirred up to resistance by his

words, and declaring that his agony during
the days Just past had been indescribable.

The Prince left Bombay for Poona on Nov. 20.

On Nov. 23 he received a magnificent welcome
from the Gaekwar of Barada. His full itin-

erary included many cities of India. • • •

The trial of the two Ali brothers. Gandhi's
chief lieutenants, was concluded on Nov. 2.

They were acquitted of treason, but received a
sentence of two years' imprisonment forj

speeches inciting "public mischief." Other
non-co-operationists were arrested and the non-
co-operationlst organization was outlawed,
but Gandhi himself was not interfered with.

[.\merican Cartoon]

-Rochester Democrat and Chronicle

A. D. 2.000
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* * * The Moplah war in the Malabar district

(Southeast India) was still going- on in De-
cembei. * * * The long-hoped-for treaty with
Afgha..-stan was signed on Nov. 22. Its two
main features were the exclusion of Bolshevist

Consulates from the Afghan frontier and the

omission of any mention of the subsidy which
the Indian Government has paid the Afghans
in the past. The clause excluding Balshevist

Consulates is a violation of the treaty already

signed by the Amir with Soviet Russia.

Ireland

A test of the British Government's Irish

policy, as challenged by the opposition " die-

hards," was made at the annual conference of

the Unionist Party at Liverpool oh Nov. 17,

when a supporting amendment to a motion of

want of confidence was carried by the over-

whelming majority of 1,900 to 70. The trian-

gular peace negotiations carried on in London
between the British and Sinn Fein delegates

and Premier Lloyd George and Ulster Premier
Sir James Craig resulted in a memorable ad-

vance toward peace. Ulster, it is true, rejected

all terms that were offered, but the Sinn Fein
representatives came to a satisfactory agree-

ment. Early in the morning a treaty was
signed by which Southern Ireland was de-

clared to be a Free State within the British

Empire, on a Dominion basis. The treaty,

which left Ulster outside its provisions to

choose her own path, was subsequently de-

nounced by Eamon de Valera as being " In

violent conflict with the wishes of a majority

o' the Irish people." His action caused a breach

among the Sinn Fein leaders. * • • Belfast

was again the scene of riotous factional dis-

order, Nov. 20-26, during which period twenty-

seven persons were killed and ninety-two

wounded. The first important vote in the Ulster

Lower House of Parliament took place on Dec.

1, when the Government accepted a majority

vote of 20 to 11 on fixing ministerial salaries.

[See article on Irish Free State.]

Italy

The printers' strike in Rome ended on Nov. 14,

after four days of more or less terrorism, in

which six persons were killed and over 100

wounded. Regarding the various conflicts be-

tween the Communists and Fascisti the Mes-

saggero sums up public opinion in these words:
" A plague on both your houses." • • * The
impending Russo-Italian treaty received a set-

back in its hitherto most favorable quarters

when, on Nov. 15, the Executive Commission
of the Moscow Third International denounced

the recent Socialist Congress at Milan because

It had failed to proscribe Turati and Serrati.

• • • The Chamber opened on Nov. 24 with

every appearance of a strengthened Bonomi
Government. On the same day news came
from Angora of a successful treaty concluded

by Signor Tuozzi with the Government of Mus-
tapha Kemal Pasha similar to the treaty nego-

tiated with Dekir Samy Bey at London last

Spring, but unratified at Angora. * » « On
Nov. 25, the centenary of Manzoni's " I Pro-
messi Sposi " was observed at Lugano. * * *

Demonstrations were made before the French
Embassy at Rome and the French consulates
at Turin, Naples and other places (Nov. 25-28)

on the receipt of news from the Washington
Conference that Premier Briand had insulted

the Italian Army—an insult to which Signor
Schanzer, head of the Italian delegation, had
failed to reply. The incident was denied by
competent authority at Washington. The
source of the story was a dispatch sent by
Pertinax, correspondent at Washington of

the Echo de Paris, to The Daily Telegraph of

London, saying that in the private sitting of

the Land Disarmament Committee, on Nov.
24, M. Briand had said: " As to the great army
reduction of which you [Signor ScKanzer] boast,

is it not a fact that it was not brought about
by law, but carried out as a result of the moral
disintegration of the army? Do not make a
merit of necessity."

Japan
By an imperial rescript issued on Nov. 24,

Crown Prince Hirohito was designated Regent of

Japan to take the place of his father. Emperor
Yoshihito, incapacitated by long-continued ill-

ness. The rescript read thus: "We are un-
able to attend in person to the affairs of State,

on account of protracted illness, and according-
ly appoint Crown Prince Hirohito Regent with
the approval of the Council of Princes, the im-
perial family and the Privy C^ouncillors." Sim-
ultaneously a bulletin was issued attributing the
Emperor's mental state to an affliction of his

infancy. The Crown Prince, who now assumes
the ruling power of Japan, is only 20 years of
age. Born in April, 1901, he was proclaimed
heir apparent in 1912, when his father acceded
to the throne, and he was formally consecrated
Crown Prince in 1916. In May, 1920. the illness

of the Emperor had already become so grave
that he relinquished some of his functions to

the Crown Prince, who received foreign
diplomats at important State functions. In the
Spring of 1921 the Emperor broke an ancient
Japanese tradition by sending the Crown Prince
on a visit to Europe. On his return to Tokio,
after seven months' absence, Hirohito was wel-
comed with enthusiastic popular acclaim—this
being as much of a break in Japanese tradition
as the Prince's tour of Europe. He issued a
message to the nation, in which he told of the
hospitality and honor shown him by Europe, and
expressed his belief that his trip would be help-
ful to Japan. * * * Though the Japanese Gov-
ernment, now headed by Premier Takahashi,
maintained silence regarding the negotiations at
the Washington conference, both the Japanese
press and prominent business men were dis-
cussing throughout November and December the
announced slash of naval armaments as an ac-
complished fact, though two new warships were
launched—the Kaga on Nov. 18 and the destroyer
Hachisu on Dec. 9. * • • Premier Takahashi
on Nov. 8 reported a deficit of 30,000,000 yen for
the present fiscal year.
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Jugoslavia

After trying in vain for a month to reorganize

hl8 Cabinet. Premier Pashitch acknowledged his

failure on Dec. 9, and King Alexander desig-

nated former Premier Davidovitch, leader of the

Democratic Party, to assume the task.

Latvia

The economic conference between Finland.

Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania on the one

hand, and the Soviet Grovernment on the other,

ended its- long session at Riga, the capital of

Liatvia, in the first week of November. The
basis for future agreements on transportation

between these Baltic States and Russia was
laid. It was also decided to establish at Riga
a permanent economic bureau in which all the

countries mentioned would be represented, whose
duty it should be to study the financial prob-

lems which confront them all.

Lithuania

The long-protracted and bitter dispute between
Lithuania and Poland over the Vilna territory

was settled at last by the vote of the Polish

Diet accepting the plan proposed by President

Pilsud.^kl on Nov. 16. The negotiations between
the Lithuanian and Polish representatives at

Brussels under the auspices of the League of

Nations had failed anew, mainly because the

Lithuanians insisted that any agreement must
be preceded V;y the resignation of General Zeli-

gowski, the irregular Polish commander, who
many months ago seized Vilna and held it for

Polish posses.sion. The Polish President took up
the matter personally, and elaborated a plan
including the establishment of a Central Lith-

uanian State, the resignation of Zeligowski and
the holding of elections in the disputed area.

On encountering opposition by the " Anni^xa-

tionists ' in the Diet, M. Pilsudski Insisted that

his resignation as Chief of State be accepted,

and though he was persuaded to withdraw his

resignation his uncompromising attitude did

much to influence the favorable decision in the

Diet, reached, it is true, only after an acri-

monious and ho&tile debate. The Pilsudski plan

in its bread lines follows the project favored by
M. Paul Hymans, the representative of the

League of Nations, whose proposals had been
rejected at Brussels. The hostility of the Lith-

uanians to the League plan was evidenced by
the attempt to assassinate the Lithuanian Pre-
mier, M. Calvanauskas, on Nov. 2.5. General
Zeligowski withdrew from Vilna at the end of

November, turning over the administration of

the district to his provisional successor, Alex-
ander Mcysztowics, a native of Vilna, a man of

moderate views and of great local influence.

Before leavins Vilna. General Zeligowski de-

livered a farewell address, in which he pointed
out the great benefits of his rule. M. Meysz-
towics in replying declared that the forthcoming
elections would give the fullest expression to

the national aspirations. The date set for the
elections was Dec. 11. According to the census
of lOl'J the whole Vilna population numbered
732,00U.

Mesopotamia

On Nov. 18 the Council of the League of Na-
tions, sitting in Paris, was formally notified of

the conclusion of a treaty between the new
monarchy of King Feisal [Irak or Mesopo-
tamia] and the British Empire. " Great Brit-

ain," said the document, " had been unable to

resist the persistent solicitations on the part of

the subjects of King Feisal for such a treaty."

. Mexico

General Obregon's first year as President ot

Mexico ended on Nov. 30 with rehabilitation in

full swing. Peace reigns throughout the repub-
lic ; public instruction is taking fir^-t place in

the Government program under the new post of
Secretary of Education ; the railroads have been
reorganized, port congestion is relieved and
hundreds of thousands of acres of land have
been expropriated from the large haciendas and
given to the peasants. The army Is being re-

duced to .50,000 men, and the soldiers are given
opportunity to settle on reclaimed lands. Presi-

dent Obregon plans the construction of cheap
homes for Mexico City workingmen, to be sold

on easy payments, and has enlisted the aid of

General Goethals in the undertaking. • • •

General Francisco R. Serrano was sworn in on
Dec. 10 as Secretary of War, succeeding En-^

rique Estrada, who took the Agriculture port-

folio, following the resignation of Antonla VII-

lareal. * * • Spain, Holland, France, Great
Britain and Italy, according to a dispatch from
Mexico City, have accepted Mexico's invitation

to appoint members of a mixed claims com-
mission to assess damages to foreigners during
the revolution. • • • The novel suggestion has

been made to American oil men that they pay
their taxes, now amounting to some 22,000.000

pesos. In Mexican Government bonds bought In

New York, thus settling the tax question and
reducing Mexico's debt at the same time. • • •

A tax of 4 per cent, levied on one month's in-

come to meet expenses incident to the Centen-
nial' celebration was very successful, yielding

more than $1,.500,000, which covered the cost of

the affair. • • • An event that shocked the

religious sentiment of most Mexicans was the

wrecking by a bomb on Nov. 14 of the famous
shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe. Mexico's

patron saint, which was the most richly adorned
shrine In Mexico, if not in the world, being

covered with pearls, diamonds and all kinds

of jewels. The greater part of the altar was
overthrown. A vast " pilgrimage of atone-

ment " from Mexico City took place on Nov. 19.

New Zealand

Administration of former German Samoa by
New Zealand is under consideration at VVas*»ing-

ton, owing to the new law passed by the nomi-
nated legislative council set up there, which
provides for an additional tariff on foreign im-

ports over and above those from New Zealand
itself. The treaty of 1899 dividing the Samoan
group between Germany, the United States and
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Great Britain barred preferential treatment in

the islands for commerce and shipment of each

of the three powers. As one-third of the im-

ports into mandated Samoa in 1919 was of

American origin, the result has led to protests

against New Zealand's action.

Nicaragua

Sporadic outbreaks on the Honduran frontier

of Nicaragua continued during November, the

most important of which was an attack by revo-

lutionaries on the town of Samotillo on the

morning of Nov. 11, which was repulsed after

an hour of hard fighting. • * • On Dec. 5 the

Nicaraguan Government received a large con-

signment of arms and ammunition from the

United States, bought to replace the very anti-

quated military equipment Nicaragua possessed.
• • * A serious clash between American
marines and civilians in Managua, similar to

that of some months ago, occurred on Dec. 10.

In breaking up the fight four policemen were
killed and one wounded and two of the marines
were wounded.

Norway

Norway's refusal to recognize the extension
of Denmark's sovereignty to the whole of Green-
land is causing considerable tension, becau.se the
shutting out of Norway's traditional hunting
rights there would entail a loss of millions a
year in whale, seal, walrus, polar bear, musk-
oxen, bottlenose whale and white and blue

foxes. • • * The Nobel Peace Prize for 1921

was awarded to Premier Hjalmar Branting of

Sweden and Christian L. Lange of Norway, Sec-

retary of the Interparliamentary Union, at a
representative assembly in Christiania on Dec.

10 in the presence of the Norwegian King and
Cabinet. Premier Branting was not present,

being represented by the Swedish Minister to

Norway. The prize was presented by Councilor

of State Loveland. * • * Great indignation

was created in Norwegian labor circles by a
demand from the executive of the Third Inter-

national for the expulsion of seventy Norwegian
trade union leaders, who, at the last labor con-

gress in Christiania, voted against adherenc-^ to

the Red International or for postponement of a

decision. A Norwegian trade union delegation

went to Moscow to try to settle the conflict.

• * * The matriculation of Crown Prince 0)af

as a student at the University of Christiania

was made the occasion of an impressive cere-

mony In which the King and several Cabinet
officers participated. * • • Dr. Fridtjof Nansen,
head of the International Commission for Relief

in Russia, was received by the Pope in Novom-
ber and thanked the Pontiff for his gift of ')00,-

000 lire for use in the famine districts. Dr.

Nansen explained its intended use in a plan to

relieve the Russian children. • » * The Norsk
Hydro-Elektrisk Kvaelstofaktieselskab recently

made the first offer from a foreign industrial

corporation in the American market since the

armistice, except French railroad securities.

This Norwegian firm for manufacturing nitrates

by hydro-electricity offered an issue cMf 50,000,-

000 kroner fifty-year first mortgage 7 per cent,

bonds. Organized in 1905, the company operates
the largest hydro-electric plant in Norway under
permanent Government grants.

Panama

A boycott has been instituted in Panama
against West Indian labor and the unemployed
are flocking back to the cities of Panama and
Colon, where soup kitchens have been set up.

The Panama Federation of Labor on Nov. 18

appointed a committee to negotiate with Great
Britain for the return home of the islanders.

Peru

Congress has passed a bill authorizing the

Executive to contract a foreign loan of £700,000,

giving as guarantee the oil export tax. * • *

An English company has secured a concession
for the construction of 1,500 miles of railroad,

for which the necessary capital is being raised
in London and other European places. • * •

The merchandise left in customs warehouses
Is at present less than in former months. The
pending collections are about $5,000,000, but most
of this sum is represented by goods already in

the hands of the consignees.

Poland

Diplomatic relations between Poland and
Soviet Russia continue to be marked by re-
spective charges and countercharges of support
of hostile propaganda. The "Warsaw Govern-
ment on Nov. 2, in reply to a Soviet note re-

ceived at the end of October, denied emphati-
cally all complicity in the recent Ukrainian
uprisings of which the Soviet complained, and
charged that the Soviet was supporting armed
invasions of the Polish frontier. * * • Poland
oil Nov. 8 sent a new note to Moscow, demand-
ing that the terms of the Riga treaty be finally

carried out. • • • Drastic anti-Communist
legislation passed its first reading by the Sejm
(Parliament) on Nov. 27. Every attempt against
the Government under this new bill is to be
punished by death; every preparation for such
attempts by imprisonment for twenty years.
• • • The Vilna controversy was finally set-

tled on Nov. 16, when the Assembly adopted
Premier Pilsudski's plan providing for the resig-

nation of General Zeligowski and the incor-

poration of Vilna into a Middle Lithuanian
State. Early in November M. Pilsudski handed
ill his resignation owing to opposition to this

measure among the annexationist advocates in

the Diet, and withdrew it only after earnest
persuasions. [See Lithuania.] • • • Mr. Plu-
cinski, the Polish diplomatic "representative at

Danzig, stated on Nov. 4 that the agreement
signed Oct. 25 between Poland and the Free
City of Danzig was being harmoniously and
successfully applied. Goods between Poland and
Danzig were circulating freely back and forth

under a common customs regime. * * • It was
announced from Katowice, Upper Silesia, on
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Nov. 11, that local German papers were print-

ing appeals to the German residents urging
them to remain in the districts assigned to

Poland by the Licague of Nations, supporting

these appeals by quotations from the Polish

Constitution guaranteeing the rights of minori-

ties. The city officials had decided to retain

their positions. The German Judges and judicial

officials of Polish districts had been as)(ed by
the Polish Minister of Justice to apply to be

retained in Polish service. • • • A treaty

between Poland and Czechoslovakia was signed

at Prague, Czechoslovakia, on Nov. 7. Kach of

the two nations guaranteed benevolent neutraU
ity in case the other was attacked; Poland
promised to refrain from interference in the

case of Slovakia, and Czechoslovakia made a
similar pledge in the case of Galicia, now ad-

ministered by Poland.

Porto Rico

Representatives of the Unionist Party,

headed by the President of the Senate, Mr.
Antonio R. Barcelo, arrived In Washington on
Dec. 1 to demand the removal of the Gov-
ernor of Porto Rico, E. Mont Reily. Mr. Reily

had already reached Washington bo consult

President Harding and Secretary Weeks. [See

details on Page 61.5.] Both Mr. Harding and
Mr. Weeks were reported to be averse to con-
sidering the charges against Governor Reily
unless they were submitted In official form by
the Porto Rican Legislature.

Portugal

Ex-Emperor Charles of Hapsburg and his

consort arrived at Funchal, Madeira, Nov. 10,

on board the British cruiser Cardiff. They
took up their residence at the Villa Victoria,

an annex of Reid's Palace Hotel, on the cliff

to the west of the town, and the next day
attended mass at the Cathedral. The British
Government having declined to pay any part
of the Hapsburg's expenses at Madeira, the
Council of Ambassadors has set his budget at

$50,000 and is trying to get the other allied

and associated nations to pledge that amount.

Rumania

On Dec. 10, with a view to consolidating the
Rumanian national debt, the holders of all

bonds, all over the world, were reque.sted to
send in full information as to their holdings
within thirty days from that date.

Russia

Soviet Rus-^iia celebrated the fourth year or
its existence with appropriate ceremonies on
Nov. 7, 1021. • • • The Government continued
Its energetic campaign for .staff and budget
economy. Ration cards were abolished generally
from Nov. 10. The Finance Committee adopted
In November the pre-war gold ruble as the
standard for future budgets and a system was
devised to adjust this standard with the paper

ruble in an attempt to equalize Government
salaries. • • The new State Bank was
opened in Moscow on Nov. 18. Exactly four
years before (Nov. 18, 1018). the Bolsheviki had
nationalized all Ru.ssian banks. The payment
of intere.'t on account*?, and the decision to make
loans to corporations and individuals, marked
a forward step to the new system of limited

capitalism. • • * The Soviet Government was
confronted through November and the first

weeks of December with an Ukrainian uprising.

Pitched battles were fought near Kiev. • • •

Another uprising broke out at the beginning of

November in Eastern Karelia, a ri>gion mainl.v

populated by Finns, wliich wa.s l^Tt under Rus-
sian administration by the terms of the Finno-
Russian treaty. Tlie Karelians set up and
maintained through November an independent
Government, A sharp note was sent by M.
Tchitcherin to Finland on Dec. .5, demanding
that the Finnish Govei-nment expel all Karelian
plotters from it.f territory. • • • Foreign re-

lations continued to be un.satisfactory. Lord
Curzon on I\ov. l.'i replied to the Soviet )iote of
Sept. 26 with a categorical denial that the
British charges of anti-British propaganda in

Persia, Afghani.«tan and Central Asia were
ba:sed on forgeries, as Tchitcherin had declared.
• • • The Soviet Government's offer (Wt.
20) to recognize the foimer Russian debt under
certain conditions made little headway. Frahce
on Nov. 9 sent a note to the British Goverrt-
m.ent repeating her firm refusal to have any
dealings with the Moscow Government until it

ceased its attempts at foreign propaganda.
• * Marquis della Torretta, the Italian For-

eign Minisiter, announced in the Italian Chamber
on Dec. .'"> that the proposed Italo-Russian trade
agreement had failed because of the Soviet rep-

resentatives' refusal to include pledges to re-

frain from propaganda and their insistence on
the injection of political clauses.

Spain

The conflict continued between the military
juntas at Madrid and the commanders in the

field in Morocco, the latter objecting to occupa-
tion of positions on the new General Staff by
members of the juntas. In retaliation, the

juntas attempted to usurp power by creating
a Committee of Defense. On Nov. 22 General
Sanjurjo occupied the position of Rasmedura,
the last refuge of the Moors in the Melllla zone.

The release of the Spanish prisoners captured
in July continued. General Berenguer, the

High Commissioner of Spanish Morocco, arrived

in Madrid on Dec. 1 and began to consult with

the War Ministry.

Sweden

Premier and Foioign Minister Hj.ilmar Brant-
ing received at Stockholm Nov. 17 a note from
Soviet Foreign Minister Tchitcherin, through
the Soviet trade representative, Kerzentseff. re-

fusing to recognize the recent Geneva iigrcemont

(signd by ten powers Oct. 22) establishing the

neutrality of the Aland Islands. The Aland

I
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[English Cartoon]

—Whitehall Gazette, London

WHERE MARXISM IS SUPREME

question, wrote Tchitcherin, cannot be settled

without consulting Russia, and Sweden's sig-

nature to this agreement is regarded as a hostile

act, in violation of reciprocal agreements be-
tween Sweden and the Soviet. The unconscious
jest in this message seemed changed to earnest
on Dec. 7 by Tchitcherin's sharp, peremptory
note to the Finnish Government demanding the
liquidation of all Karelian Insurgent organiza-
tions, the cessation of Finnish financial, mili-

tary and moral support of " the muntineers "

and expulsion from Finland of all Russian
counter-revolutiohists. Tchitcherin declared Fin-
land's proposal on Dec. 1 to submit the Karelian
question to the League of Nations an unfriendly
act against Russian sovereignty. The reported
dispatch of 15,000 picked Red troops to Petro-
zavodsk against the Karelian adventure was
taken as indicating a determination to bring all

Russo-Finnish disputes, including the Aland set-

tlement, to an issue. * * * The Swedish Acad-
emy awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for

1920 to Professor Walther Nernst of Berlin, in-

ventor of poison gas and one of the signers of

the professorial manifesto of 1914
Justifying the violation of Belgium.
The Literary Prize for 1921 was be-
stowed on the French author, Ana-
tole France. * * • Prince William
of Sweden Nov. 18 wrote for The
London Times an account of his
recent Central African expedition, in

which he collected for the National
Museum at Stockholm about 1,000

mammals, 2,000 birds and between
5,000 and 6,000 insects. • • •

Christine Nilsson, the operatic so-

prano, famous as the second Swedish
nightingale, died Nov. 22 in Copen-
hagen at the age of 78.

Turkey
The French evacuation of Cilicia

began on Nov. 28, in accordance with
the terms of the French-Angora
Treaty. At once came news from
Armenian and Greek sources of re-

newed atrocities on the part of the

Turks, and news from Angora that

the Nationalists expected to recruit

50,000 men from the evacuated region

and replenish their munitions from
the " dumps " abandoned by the

French. Several notes were ex-

changed between Downing Street and
the Quai d'Orsay in regard to the

treaty, while its ratification hung
fire in the French Senate. » * •

On Nov. 28 Sir Adam Block, chief

Administrator of the Ottoman Public

Debt, made his annual report show-
ing that the net receipts for the last

fiscal year had increased about $9,-

000,000 over the previous year.

United States

The chief interest in this country centred
about the Disarmament Conference, which is

treated in full elsewhere in these pages. Other
matters of moment will be found recorded in

the article entitled " The Month in the United
States."

West Indies (British)

The citizens of Kingston, Jamaica, have asked
the home Government to transfer to Jamaica
the body of an unknown Jamaican soldier for

burial at the foot of a cenotaph erected in the

public square of the city. • * The Jamaican
Government has authorized the expenditure of

$700,000 on a fifteen-mile extension of the Gov-
ernment railroad beyond Chapelton, adding to

the branch line feeding the main road, which
crosses the island from Kingston on the south-

east to Montego Bay on the northwest.



REPORT OF THE PHILIPPINE
COMMISSION

Full text of the official report of General Wood and Governor Forbes regarding

immediate independence for the people of the Philippine Islands—A careful

study of conditions^ resulting in a negative verdict

PRESIDENT WILSON'S message to

Congress on Dec. 7, 1920, called atten-

tion to the fact that the people of the

Philippine Islands had " fulfilled the condi-

tion set by Congress precedent to a con-

sideration of granting independence to the

islands," and added :
" It is now our lib-

erty and our duty to keep our promise to

the people of those islands by granting

them the independence which they so honor-

ably covet." Because of conflicting evi-

dence on the existing conditions in the

islands, Congress failed to act on the recom-

mendation. President Harding, with a

view to getting more decisive evidence on
one side or the other, wix)te a letter to the

Secretary of War on March 20, 1921, in

which he recited the foregoing facts and
continued :

" I have, therefore, selected

General Leonard Wood and W. Cameron
Forbes to go to the Philippine Islands and
to make there a study of the situation and

.

to report thereon, in order that I may have
a judgrment on which I can base my action

and my recommendations with a conscious-

ness that I am dealing justly with the Philip-
pine people and pursuing a policy which
the American people will sanction and .sup-

port." Secretary Weeks wrote to General

Wood two days later, outlining the nature
of his undertaking, and stating the crux of

the problem in these words:

It Is asserted with posltivene.ss by persons who
have had every reasonable opportunity to know
the conditions whereof they speak that the
Philippine Government is now in a position to

warrant its total separation from the United
States Government and that the Philippine peo-
ple are in a position to continue to operate the
Philippine Government without aid of any kind
from the United States and that the Govern-
ment so conducted would be one in which the
American people could take pride because of
the assistance heretofore given it.

All of this is quite as positively denied by
other persons having similar opportunities to

study the situation and to know the exact con-
ditions existing in the Philippine Islands.

Between these conflicting views you are to

render Judgment.
The decision of the question thus arising is of

momentous Importance, involving, as it may,
the very life of the Philippine people as a people

and the reputation and credit of our own coun-
try. • • • Certainly it would be a vain thing

to turn the Philippine Islands over to the Piiilip-

pine people without reasonable assurance that

the resources of the islands would remain the

heritage of the people of the islands. The pleas-

ing of the Filipinos of this generation would be
a minor satisfaction if it were believed that U
would result in the bondage or destruction of

the Philippine people for all time hereaiter.

The report of the si)ecial commission thus

created has now been made public, and be-

cause of its exhaustiveness and its im-

portance it is presented in its entirety by
Current History. The final judgment of

the investigators is that the time has not

yet come for granting independence—that
" it would be a betrayal of the Philippine

people, a misfortune to the American peo-

ple, a distinct step backward in the path

of progress, and a discreditable neglect of

our national duty were we to withdraw

from the islands " at the pi-esent stage of

their development toward stable self-gov-

ernment. Since the report was written Gen-

eral Wood has become Governor General of

the Philippines, having assumed that office

on Oct. 15, 1921. Mr. Forbes, the other

member of the mission, was Governor Gen-

eral from 1909 to 1913. The complete per-

sonnel of the commission, whose report is

here presented, was:

MaJ. Gen. Leonard Wood, Chairman.
Hon. W. Cameron Forbes.

ATT.\CHED
Colonel Frank R. McCoy, Chief of Staff.

Rav Atherton, Department of State.

Lieut. Col. Gordon Johnston.
Major Edward Bowditch Jr.

Lieut. Commander Stewart F. Bryant.
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Professor H. Otley Beyer, University of the

Philippines.

Major Robert C. Candee, Aide-de-camp.

First Lieutenant Osborne C. WooDj Aide-de-

camp.

Text of the Report

The full text of the official report of this

" Special Mission of Investigation to the

Philippine Islands "—with the exception of

the preliminary correspondence already

summarized—is as follows:

The special mission, as above constituted, ar-

rived in Manila on May 4, 1921. Attached to

and assisting the mission was a representative

of the State Department, Secretary of the Lega-
tion in Peking, who had also served for some
years in the embassy in Japan and is generally

familiar with international affairs in the Orient

;

a staff officer of the Admiral commanding the

Asiatic Fleet, who had served some years in

the Orient ; and Spanish-speaking officers of

the army experienced in Cuban, Philippine and
foreign affairs generally, three of whom had
had prior and long service in the islands, both
In civil and military establishments, in execu-
tive and administrative work and as members
of legislative councils. Two of these officers

had also accompanied the Harbord mission to

the Near East.

During the travels of the mission throughout
the islands it was accompanied by an ex-

perienced correspondent of The Associated
Press, a special correspondent of one of the

leading American dailies committed to giving

Independence to the Philippine people ; and, as

the representative of the Philippine press, one of

the editors of the leading Manila journals, who,
during the insurrection against Spain and the

United States, had been an officer in Agui-
naldo's army.
The attached members of the mission and the

correspondents represented a wide variety of

opinions.

From the moment of its arrival in Manila, the

mission received every assistance from the Act-
ing Governor General, the commanding General,

the Admiral, and their staffs ; also from Amer-
icans throughout the islands ; and from the

Philippine people and their political leaders gen-
erally, many of whom gave the benefit of ad-
vice and suggestion in the most cordial and
friendly spirit. Their assistance has been coup-
led with a sincere and charming hospitality

which continued to the last moment of the mis-
sion's stay.

During- these four months in the islands the

routine of the mission consisted of periods of

about a week in Manila, during which confer-

ences were held with officials of the Central
Government, with representative Americans,
Filipinos, and foreigners of every walk of life.

Investigations were undertaken looking to a
thorough analysis of the Government and its

activities, followed by periods of from two to

four weeks of investigation in the provinces.
During these trips forty-eight of the forty-nine

provinces into which the islands are divided
were visited. The mission has aggregated eleven
weeks of travel by sea, auto, horse and rail,

and has held conferences in 449 cities and
towns. All parts of the archipelago were visited,

and your mission feels it has placed itself in

intimate touch with the great mass of the
Philippine people—Christian, Moro and pagan—
and with practically all Americans and foreign-
ers domiciled and doing business in the principal
cities and towns of the islands.

Too often there has been a marked disinclina-
tion on the part of individuals, especially Fili-

pinos not in sympathy with immediate or abso-
lute independence, to state their opinion openly,
for the reason that they feared loss of standing
or persecution if they did so. Their fears were
very genuine and, unhappily, there is evidence
that their apprehensions were well grounded.
When practicable, important administrative

investigations were made, with the knowledge
and assistance of the Acting Governor General
and his assistants. The mission and its at-

tached members, however, personally visited ad-
ministrative and judicial offices, the courts (in-

cluding Justices of the Peace), schools, hospitals,

jails, and other public institutions throughout
the islands, and feel they have completed a
thorough and careful survey of the Government,
the people and their institutions. As a result,

it has been able to form definite conclusions on
the general subjects and upon the conduct of

the Government.
The date of the arrival of the mission at the

various towns and cities was made known well

in advance, in order that there might be ample
time for the preparation of petitions, memorials,

and addresses. Almost without exception, the

officials and people of the regions visited paid

great attention to the reception of the mission.

The roads and streets were decorated with

arches, generally bearing the word " Welcome,"
followed by a statement that the people desired

their independence.

The public assemblies to grreet the mission and
present addresses and memorials were usually

of a size which indicated a keen interest in the

question of independence. The people were at-

tentive and quiet, but there was a lack, due in

part to racial reserve, of that exuberant en-

thusiasm which so often marks the public dis-

cussion of questions of national import.

The proportion of speakers representing busi-

ness and agriculture was relatively small. The
majority were from the younger generation.

Historical Sketch

In considering the question of granting inde-

pendence to the Philippine Islands, it is of inter-

est to note that they have always been a de-

pendent group under the influence of a stronger

power. It is appropriate to review briefly their

history. Previous to 14()0 the islands had been

subject to Hindu-Malayan empires in Sumatra,

Indo-Chlna. and Borneo ; at that date they

ceased to form an integral part of the Javanese

Madjapahit Empire.
Shortly after 1400 Mohammedanism was intro-

dutid, but politically the islands were subject
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to China during the reign of the ambitious Ming
Bmperors.
The first Europeans who visited the Philip-

pines were Portuguese, about 1517, and Span-
iards, in 1521. The century preceding the Euro-
pean discovery had been one of the most event-

ful periods in the history of the islands. In

addition to the Chinese attempt at political as

well as commercial domination, the Japanese
entered the Islands in the north and the Mo-
hammedans of Brunei (Borneo) in the south.

At the time the first permanent European colony

under Spain was established, in 1565. al! of the

islands as far north as Manila were subject to

Borneo and, it is said, paid tribute equal to

about 1^ liters of gold per annum. Wliile the

Japanese and Chinese were also settled in

Manila, the strongest Japanese influence was
in the North of Luzon, from which they were
driven by the Spaniards in 1582, with the con-

quest of their fortified trading stronghold In

the Cagayan Valley.

The chief cause of Japanese interest in the

islands was their search for rare potteiy, gold

and pearls.

The first permanent Spanish colony was found-

ed in Cebu in 1565, and Manila was conquered

in 1570. Spanish records state that in 1600

there were some 25,000 Chinese and 1,500 Japa-

nese in Manila alone, but of these 2,300 Chinese

were massacred in the year 1603 by the Span-

iards, fearful of their numbers. There were

three subsequent massacres of Chinese by the

Spaniards for the same reason. During the

next two decades the coastal regions of almost

the entire archipelago were brought under Span-

ish control.

The Spanish Government of the Philippines

was. placed under the Viceroy of New Spain

(Mexico) and all communications were through

him. A Captain General was at the same time

military commander and head of the Civil (]k)V-

ernment. The main purpose of the Spaniards

in the Philippines was the search for treasure,

commerce and the spread of Christianity ; but

they soon discovered that the amount of treas-

ure obtainable In the islands was limited, and,

although a constant expense to both the Govern-

ments of New Spain and Spain, they were re-

tained to spread the Christian religion.

In 1592 the Shogun Hideyoshi of Japan de-

manded that the Spanish Government of the

Philippine Islands pay annual tribute and ac-

knowledge the sovereignty of Japan. The Span-

ish Government was loath to do this, but due

to shortage, of men and ships and lack of sup-

port from New Spain, was forced t» acquiesce

to the extent of paying tribute, which w^as

actually paid on several occasions during a

period of from fifteen to twenty years.

Spanish control continued in the Philippines

until 1898. although the Portuguese, Dutch end
British tried at various times to overthrow the

Spanish power. All these efforts were unsuc-

cessful, though the British captured Manila

and ruled it for three years under Alexander

Dalrymple, in the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury.

From these various partial conquests of the

Philippine Islands there remains today a strong

influence on the native customs, language amd
religion—the Mohammedan religion, from Indian
and Arabic sources, a dominant Chinese in-

fluence in commerce and trade, Christianity.
Roman law, and many features of Occidental
civilization from Spanish sources.

American control in the Philippines began dur-
ing the war with Spain, but was not firmly
established until 1900.

Racially, the mass of the Philippine population
is of Malayan stock, though other types are to

be found, especially among the 10 per cent, of
non-Christians. Chinese and Spanish race mix-
tures are common among the wealthy anii

better educated clas.ses, this mixture seeming i-

strengthen the native stock. The inhabitan;

of Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Formosa, and, t

some measure, Indo-Chlna (the Malay groups),

are racially the most nearly related to the

Filipinos.

Whatever may be said of Spain's methods (and
too much is said without knowledge), the fai i

remains that she implanted the Christian !•

Ilgion and European ideas and methods of ad-

ministration In these islands and laid the founda-
tions which have been of far-reaching value in

our work here. From a number of warrin

tribes, Spain succeeded in welding the Philii

pine people into a fairly homogeneous gioui

sufficiently allied in blood and physical chara<

teristics to be capable of becoming a people with

distinctive and uniform characteristics.

Spain did not, however, seriously undertake
to give them a common language, and although

most of the more progressive and intelligent peo-

ple managed to learn Spanish, no effective ef-

fort was made to make it a common language
for the different groups, who continue to this

day speaking many distinct dialects. There are

eight la'>iguages in the islands, each of which
is used by not less than 500,000 people, and

some seventy-odd more which are used b>

smaller groups. Some differences between the.-

dialects are slight enough, so that people using

different ones can make themselves understood,

but many are so radically different that they

are mutually unintelligible.

Under American Rule

The United States obtained possession of the

islands by conquest in 1898. The islands were

formally transferred to the United States b>

Spain in the Treaty of Paris.

Almost immediately President McKinley an-

nounced that the Philippine Islands were not

to be exploited for the aggrandizement of the

American people

:

" The Philippines are ours not to exploit, but

to develop, to civilize, to educate, to train In

the science of self-government. This is the path

which we must follow or be recreant to a mighty

trust committed to us."

The twenty-three years of American occupa-

tion may be divided into the following four dl.-

tinct periods

:

First the military period, from Aug. 13. 1S98,

to July 1, 1901. During this period the islands

were under a military Governor, and the insur-

rection against the United States, headed by
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General Aguinaldo, was being suppressed.

United States troops went to the Philippines

in large numbers, and the first problem con-

fronting the Government was the establishment
of public order.

In spite of the continuance of military opera-
tions, substantial beginnings were made in the
establishment and maintenance of a Civil Gov-
ernment, particularly in establishing respect for

the authority of the United States ; in the open-
ing of schools, in which the first teachers were
noncommissioned officers of the army ; in the

establishment of the judiciary, and also in the

matter of public health and public works. Or-
ganization Order No. 58 of 1900 of General Otis

laid broad and secure foundations for the estab-

lishment of civil government.

Second, the organization period, from July 1,

1001, to Oct. 16, -1907. in which the sole legisla-

tive body of the islands was the Philippine Com-
mission, appointed by the President of the

United States. In this period much constructive

w^jrk was done—the creation of a working Gov-
ernment was undertaken, a public school system
organized, 5,000 schools were opened with 7,671

teachers and an enrolment of 400,000 children,

about one-fifth of the children of school age in

the Philippine Islands ; a census taken, the

judicial system organized and the procedure
adopted, a currency system established, public

works started on a systematic basis, health

service reorganized and put in more effective

condition, and in general the structure of Gov-
ernment built on secure foundations. Governors
Taft and Wright, members of the original com-
mission, were the Governors responsible for most
of this work.

Third, the constructive period, from 1907 to

1913. In this period one-half the legislative

powers, namely, the lower liouse, were turned
over to a body of elected Filipinos, known as

c e L£ a e i s £-/h-^
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the Philippine Assembly, the commission be-
coming the upper house, or Senate. This, with
the proviso that in case of disagreement be-
tween the two bodies as to appropriations the
previous appropriation bill should carry over.
On three occasions the two houses failed to
agree on the appropriation bill and the previous
bill was carried over without any great injury
accruing to the public service. During this
period a broad and practical public works pro-
gram was laid down and carried out, involving
the construction of roads, bridges, port improve-
ments, irrigation works, schoolhouses, markets
and other public buildings. Artesian wells were
driven. Practical and effective negotiations
were entered into for the financing and con-
struction of railroads and for encouraging inter-

island transportation. Steamship subsidies were
established, and a large number of lighthouses
were built. A comprehensive cadastral survey
of the islands was undertaken, and many other
constructive enterprises, which met with the
cordial appreciation of the Philippine people. In
this period the University of the Philippines was
founded, also many professional schools, and
the policy of the general extension of education
was continued.

Throughout these three periods the policy was
established and followed of utilizing Filipinos
in the Government, on the general principle of
putting them in the less responsible positions—
which was proper, as they had little experience
—and carefully training them for promotion and
working them up as rapidly as their efficiency

and training proved, through protracted periods,

justified. At the end of this period the propor-
tion of Filipinos in the service was 72 per cent.,

as against 28 per cent. Americans.

Fourth, the period of Filipinization, 1914 to

1921. The first step taken by the new adminis-
tration was to give the Filipinos a majority of
the commission, or upper house. The second
was the passage of what is now the funda-
mental law of the islands, known as the Jones
bill. Sixty-fourth Congress, Act. 240, approved
August, 1916. Under it the Christian and civil-

ized provinces were permitted to elect a Senate
and a House, and the Governor General author-
ized to appoint representatives for the non-
Christian portions of the islands, the Legislature

having legislative control over the whole archi--

pelago. During this period the administration
deliberately adopted the policy of getting rid

of most of the Americans in the service, com-
petent and otherwise, and made the service so

unattractive that very few remained, until at

this writing the percentage of Americans in the

service is only 4 per cent., 96 per cent, being

Filipinos. The orderly process of promotion of

proved efficiency from the less important posi-

tions was changed to a hurried Filipinization,

placing Filipinos in nearly all of the h.gher

positions. Many, including some of those se-

lected for Judges, were chosen apparently with-

out due reference to their training or experi-

ence.

Great emphasis was laid during this period,

particularly toward the end, on the extension

of education, many new schools of all grades
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being established and the enrolment in the
public schools being brought up to the present

high figure of 945,000, or double what it had
been at the beginning of the period, more chil-

dren of school age finding an opportunity to go
to school than ever before. There are also

about 75,000 children in standard private schools,

or a total of over 1,020,000 in school.

Further progress was made in public wx>rks,

particularly public buildings, extensive boring
of artesian wells, construction of new hospi-

tals, &c.

The period was marked, however, by a de-
terioration in the quality of public service by
the creation of top-heavy personnel, the too fre-

quent placing of influence above efficiency, by
the beginning of a political bureaucracy. In
this period, taxation and expenditures were very
greatly increased.

The Philippine People

The Philippine people possess many fine and
attractive qualities—dignity and self-respect, as
shown by deportment, complete absence of beg-
gars, personal neatness and cleanliness, cour-

tesy and consideration to strangers and guests,

boundless hospitality, willingness to do favors

for those with whom they come in contact,

which amounts almost to inability to say " No "

to a friend. They are happy and care-free

to an extent seldom found among other peo-

ples, keen to own their land, strongly attached
to their homes and their children, proud of and
devoted to their beloved Philippines ; they are

free from worries arising from international

difficulties and responsibilities, they are refined

in manner, filled with racial pride, light-

hearted and inclined to be Improvident, as are

all people who live in lands where nature does

so much and people require so little. In many
positions they have shown marked capacity and
have done better than could reasonably be ex-

pected of an Inexperienced and untried people.

There are many holding high positions in the

Judicial, executive and educational departments
who would be a credit to any Government. They
are proud, as they well may be, of the advance
they have made since the beginning of American
control of the islands, for it can be safely

stated that no people, under the friendly tute-

lage of another, have made so great a progress

In so short a time; for twenty-three years is

but a brief time in the development of a
people.

They possess active minds, their children are

bright and precocious and learn rapidly. The
whole people have a consuming thirst for edu-

cation, and, as Is common among those who
have had little opportunity and much hard work,

there is a leaning toward the learned profes-

sions or occupations which do not involve

severe manual labor, and a tendency to under-

estimate the importance of agriculture and the

dignity of labor, and to overestimate the stand-

ing given by the learned professions.

Their support and aid in the building up of

public education are beyond praise. They hav«
sacrificed much that their children might be
able to go to school, and the interests of an

entire family are often subordinated to sending
the selected member to a higher school or uni-
versity. Schoolhouses are often constructed by
voluntary contributions of labor, money and
material.

There is a serious lack of educated public
opinion, for as yet the Philippine public is not

a reading public, and there is a lack of a
strong, independent press, although there has
been a great advance in this respect during re-

cent years, and there are several outstanding
independent papers of great local Influence. The
daily total circulation of all Island papers is

a little less than 140,000, and in the remote
provinces people still depend largely upon the

circulation of news by word of mouth.

The Philippine people are readily led by those

who understand them. They make brave sol-

diers, and under good leaders make excellent

troops. Due to the lack of a well-informed
public opinion they are easily swayed by their

leaders.

As a result of generations of disregard for

sanitary measures, they are still rather Oriental

in their attitude toward disease and questions

of public health and sanitation. This indif-

ference is being rapidly corrected.

The Philippine woman is a strong and domi-
nating influence in every home and community

;

she is modest, loyal and hard working, and

w^hile not much in evidence she Is neverthelefw

always to be reckoned with. She is the strong

conservative influence which keeps together the

home, saves the money, and is the foundation

of the success of many families. The estab-

lishment of large numbers of women's club.s,

that concern themselves with hygiene and other

W. CAMERON FORBES
Former Governor General of the Philippines nnd
member of Special Commission to the islands
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civic matters, is a most encouraging sign of

the times.

The mass of the Philippine people are and
always have been agriculturists or fishermen.

They have not in the past been active in com-
merce, except in small stores principally run

.. GENERAL LEONARD WOOD
Newly .appointed Governor General of

Philippine Islands

by the women," although at the present time
they are taking a constantly increasing i art in

the commercial affairs of the islands.

They have, however', a long road to travel

before the bulk of the business done in the

islands is in their hands, as most of the retail

•tores, the import and export business, finan-

cial institutions and corporations are in the

hands of Americans and foreigners, especially

Chinese.

In many sections the heads of the old families,

who were almost feudal in the extent and
method of control, still exercise a dominant in-

fluence and are able to impose their will upon
the people. Happily, as education progresses,

this condition is steadily lessening.

The people are mostly Roman Catholic, with
predominant Mohammedan groups in the south-
ern islands, and various pagan groups, espe-

cially in Luzon, Mindanao and Palawan.
They are naturally an orderly and law-abiding

people.

The numerous languages and dialects, the sepa-
ration of the people into groups living on the

islands, the lack of a press of wide circulation,

printed in a common language, have delayed

the building up of a common tongue with the
resulting spirit of solidarity.

They possess marked ability in many fields

of effort, an ability which is not as apparent
as it would have been had not all the intrica-

cies of a highly organized representative form
of government been imposed upon
them with too great rapidity.

The Philippine people represent the
most advanced experiment in the
establishment of representative gov-
ernment in the East, and in our en-
deavor to establish it, complete in all

its details, we have in many instan-

ces, by the rapidity of our procedure,
overtaxed the ability of the people
to absorb, digest and make efficient

practical use of what it has taken
other nations generations to absorb
and apply, and in our critical im-
patience we forget the centuries of

struggle through which our own race

passed before it attained well-bal-

anced government.

Present Conditions

There has Been a progressive trans-

fer of government to the people of
the islands, and at the present time
it is very largely in their hands. So
extensive has been the transfer that

many fail to realize that there still

continues in the islands a decisive

American control that assures the

maintenance of an orderly govern-
ment, secure against disturbing in-

fluences from within and without.

In view of the difficult situation

which existed after the insurrection,

the difference in language, customs
and in conceptions of citizenship obli-

gation, the progress which has been
made in the twenty-three years of

American occupation is extraordinary. It is a
high tribute to Americans and Filipinos alike.

The animosities have disappeared and there re-

mains a spirit of confidence and friendliness for

the American people throughout the archipelago.

Much has been done, but much remains to be

done.

While there has been retrogression in the
efficiency of most departments of the Govern-
ment during the past few years, we do not feel

that the responsibility for this rests solely upon
the Filipinos or that they should be unduly
blamed for such failures as have occurred, as

the ultimate responsibility for the selection of

responsible officers and for the exercise of

proper supervision was In the hands of the

American Governor General, whose duty it was
to exercise due care to appoint competent men
at the heads of departments and bureaus, nnd,

above all, to exercise proper supervision over

them.
A reversal of policy Is not needed now, but

time for the Filipinos, under careful but friendly

supervision, to absorb and master what is al-

ready in their hands. We must remember that

the good qualities of the people, their enthusiasm

the
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and their determination cannot talte the place

of experience.

We must build up an informed public opinion,

a stronger spirit of civic responsibility and a
better appreciation of the obligations of citizen-

ship. In this the island press has a vitally im-
portant part to play. The task of building up
a truly representative form of government is

made much easier by the fact that the great
bulk of the people are Christians, that they are
free from caste distinctions, that although
Oriental in blood and birth they are essentially

Western in religion, form of government and in

ideals and aspirations, and that their true sym-
pathies and affiliations lie with the great Chris-

tian nations.

The influence of our efforts to establish repre-

sentative self-government in the Philippines ex-

tends far beyond the Philippines. It reaches

every part of the Orient where free institutions

and representative government are the dream
of the people.

The great bulk of the Christian Filipinos

have a very natural desire for independence

;

most of them desire independence under the

protection of the United States; a very small

percentage desire immediate independence with

separation from the United States; a very sub-

stantial element Is opposed to Independence,

especially at this time. The Moros are a unit

against independence and are united for con-

tinuance of American control, and. In case of

separation of the Philippines from the United

States, desire their portion of the islands to

be retained as American territory under Amer-
ican control. The pagans and non-Christians,

constituting about 10 per cent, of the popula-

tion, are for continued American control. They
want peace and security. These the Americans

have given them.

The Americans in the islands are practically a

unit for the continuance of American control.

The people, as a whole, are appreciative of

the peace and order which prevail throughout

the islands. Many do not understand what
Independence means, or Its responsibilities. They
are living under the best conditions they h .ve

ever known. It is not generally realized that

the American Government cannot be expected

to assume responsibility for the results of in-

ternal disorders, particularly as they affect the

nationals of other powers, the treatment of

foreign capital, and external political relations,

unless the United States retains a certain mea-

sure of control.

The great work which the American commer-

cial population and organizations have done In

the islands should not be overlooked. It has

contributed greatly to the betterment of condi-

tions. They have built up and established busi-

ness and credit from one end of the Islands to

the other. They have always been a strong

force in the support of few and order. Intensely

American in sentiment and. on the whole, a

good, stabilizing and helpful Influence. At
times they have been impatient, and Justly so,

with the discouragement of American business

efforts, and there have been conditions which
have given rise to strained relations between

individual Americans and Filipinos, but never
resulting in any disturbance of public order.

The American and foreign church missions
and schools and charitable associations have
done much to improve the spiritual and physical
condition of the people and to build up better

relations between the Filipinos and Ameri-
cans.

Generally speaking, administrative depart-
ments of the Government are top-heavy in per-
sonnel and enmeshed in red tape. There is a
vast amount of paper work. The methods of

the administration are purely bureaucratic.
There is a lack of supervision and personal con-
tact.

The general administration of the Philippine
Government in 1913, the period of greatest ef-

ficiency, was honest, highly efficient, and set

a high standard of energy and morality. In-

herited tendencies were being largely replaced

by American ideals and efficiency throughout
the Philippine personnel, but the time and op-

portunity were both too short to develop ex-

perienced leaders and direction in the new Eng-
lish-speaking and American-thinking generation.

Both the political and administrative leaders

were still Spanish-trained and Spanish-speaking,

and many are so today.

It is the general opinion among Filipinosi

Americans and foreigners that the public sii-

vlces are now in many particulars relatively in-

efficient; that there has occurred a slowing

down in the dispatch of business, and a distinct

relapse toward the standards and administrative

habits of former days. This Is due in part to bad

example, to incompetent direction, to political

Infection of the services, and above all to lack

of competent supervision and inspection. This

has been brought about by surrendering, or fail-

ing to employ, the executive authority of the

Governor General, and has resulted in undue

interference and tacit usurpation by the polit-

ical leaders of the general supervision and con-

trol of departments and bureaus of the Govern-

ment vested by law in the Governor General.

Again, the Legislature has passed laws tend-

ing to demoralize and introduce into the civil

service the infection of politics. For example,

numerous exemptions from the requirements of

the civil service and many provisions for tem-

porary employment. All these defects can and

—unless we fail to understand the spirit of the

Licgislature and the leaders—will be corrected m
the islands.

Constabulary and Public Order

Public order is maintained principally by the

constabulary, a force of approximately 5,800

officers and men. This organization has proved

itself to be dependable and thoroughly efficient.

In discipline, morale and appearance it still

bears the strong Impress of the carefully

selected officers of the United States Army who

organized, trained and developed it.

This force, excellent as it is, is designed to

meet the police needs of the situation in time

of peace. There is no adequate local orgai'laa-

tion of the Philippine people for defense of the

islands against aggression. The American Gov-
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ernment should at once take the necessary steps

to organize, train and equip such a force.

There has been some lowering of standards,

due principally to the sudden loss of the bulk

of the experienced American officers who left

the service to enter- the World War, and to the

effects of the low rate of pay which resulted

in many leaving the service ; also to the de-

moralizing, and at times intimidating, effect of

political influence, the detached nature of the

duties, infrequent inspections and frequent

change of officers. But on the whole this force

is a very satisfactory one and is entitled to

great credit for its morale, efficiency and
orderly and effective performance of duty.

Some years ago a school for constabulary offi-

cers was organized and has been in operation

with excellent results. No men are now ap-
pointed to the constabulary who are not gradu-
ates of this school, where they have undergone
a careful preparation and training. The quality

of the graduates shows what can be accom-
plished when opportunity for careful training is

offered.

Public order is excellent throughout the

island?, with the exception of minor disturbances

111 the Moro regions, due principally to energetic

and sometimes overzealous efforts to hasten
the placing of Moro children, especially girls,

in the public schools, and to the too sudden
imposition upon the disarmed Mohammedans of

what amounts to an absolute control by Cnris-

tion Filipinos. It is also due in part to failure

to give adequate representation in local gov-
ernments to Moros.

Administration of Justice

Justice is administered in the Philippines by
a Supreme Court, numerous Courts of First In-

stance, Justice of the Peace Courts and Mu-
nicipal Courts.

The Supreme Court has the respect and con-

fidence of the Philippine people. The other

tribunals do not enjoy an equal degree of confi-

dence. In the lower tribunals, generally speak-
ing, the administration of justice is unsatisfac-

tory, slow and halting, and there is a wide-

spread feeling anvong the people that political,

family and other influences have undue weight
in determining issues.

During the existence of the Philippine Com-
mission a most serious effort was made to

secure the best available men for the bench,

without regard to party affiliation, and the men
, appointed at that time as a rule enjoyed public
' confidence. In later years the same care has
not been exercised.

There are pending in the courts of the islands

today, in round numbers, approximately .TO.OOO

cases, including some 8,000 probate and guard-
ianship cases. Conditions are growing steadily

worse, and with the present personnel and
methods the dockets will never be cleared.

The condition of the Courts of First Instance
is generally deplorable. The number of cases
filed has steadily increased from year to year.

The number of Judges has not been increased
proportionately and is insufficient to dispose
of, promptly and efficiently, the great volume

of business that they are called upon to trans-
act. The abolition of the Court of Land Regis-
tration imposed a heavy additional burden upon
these courts. The Judges in too many courts do
not realize the necessity of reaching early and
prompt decisions and are too ready to postpone
hearings and trials. The clerks of the Courts
of First Instance are too often without the neces-
sary experience. There is no uniform system
of filing records, and in many cases it Is dif-

ficult for attorneys to secure records promptly.

The Justice of the Peace Courts are the weak-
est point in the judicial establishment. Com-
plaints against these courts are numerous and
come from all parts of the archipelago. Because
of the remoteness and isolation of many of these
tribunals, the want of frequent and effective
supervision and inspection, many abuses are
perpetrated.

A frequent cause of complaint is against ex-
treme action taken under the provisions of Act
2098, which enables employers of labor to prose-
cute their laborers for breach of contract, and
in many cases to hold them against their will,

resulting in a kind of legalized peonage. The
laborers are kept in debt through the advance
of money and supplies, and in return for these
advances agree to work for definite periods of
time and under certain conditions. Under the
provisions of this act, should they leave before
completion of contract they can be arrested
and tried for violation of contract and for ob-
taining money or supplies under false pretenses.
During the fiscal year 1918 there was a total

of 3,266 cases of this nature, of which 1,456

were convicted.

Another common cause of complaint is the
initiation of proceedings resulting in the arrest
and confinement at remote places of people who
are unable to give bond. This procedure results

often in holding of men in confinement for

months before the cases are acted upon by the

Judge of the Court of First Instance.

The present condition results first and above
all from the lack of proper inspection and
prompt corrective action where inefficiency and
negligence have been shown, from an insuffi-

cient number of Judges, insufficient pay and no
provisions for retirement, and in some instances
to lack of careful selection.

Investigation also indicates very clearly that
more care should be exercised in the selection

of the fiscals, or prosecuting attorneys.

The unsatisfactory condition in the adminis-
tration of Justice can be corrected by the insular

authorities. In doing this it is important to

build up a strong public opinion in support of

a prompt, effective and impartial administra-
tion of justice. Provisions should be made for

the retirement of Judges of the Courts of First

Instance and the entire administi'ation of justice

must be placed outside the scope of political

and other improper influences. In brief, the

independence and stability of the Judiciary must
be established. It lies at the foundation of

stable government.
Land Titles—The land title situation in the

Philippines is a serious one. It should be the

policy of the Government to push forward the
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cadastral survey, determine titles to land as
quickly as possible, and to facilitate in every
po.ssible manner the acquisition of titles by
homesteaders. Nothing is more conducive to

good government than having the people secuio

in the ownership of their land and poss:;ssinfr

titles guaranteed by the Government, as is the

practice under the Torrens system. Filipinos

have the excellent trait of a strong, Inherent

desire to own their own land.

The present unfortunate land title situation

is largely due to an inefficient administration

of the Land Office in recent years and to an in-

crease in the number of problems which the

Government has to handle.

In 1913 the Insular Government had a thor-

oughly efficient and trained Bureau of Lands
and an experienced and effective Court of Land
Registration. Today the inefficiency of the

Bureau of Lands is due, in part, to lack of ex-

perienced and trained personnel, to ineffioieni

management and lack of funds.

Delay in obtaining titles is also due
to the abolition of the Court of Land
Registration and to the transfer of

land cases to the overloaded Courts
of First Instance. This has resulted

In an increase in the number of

abuses by which the poor farmer
and homesteader, ignorant of his

rights, is forced off his land by his

richer and unscrupulous neighbor.

The situation tends to serious dis-

content and must be corrected.

An adequate Court of Land Regis-
tration should be re-established.

Prisons—The Insular Government
maintains Bilibid Prison in Manila,

the San Ramon Prison and Penal
Colony combined near Zamboanga,
the Iwahig Penal Colony near Puerto
Princesa, on the island of Palawan

;

the Fort Mills Prison on Corregidor,

and a prison at Bontok in the Moun-
tain Province. The total number
confined in all these prisons for 1920

was .'5,2.54.

Bilibid is the receiving station and
distributing point of all classes of

criminals, except those of the Moro
and Mountain Provinces, which are

held at San Ramon and Bontok, re-

spectively. Bilibid retains convicts

which cannot be worked outside and
• about 1,500 employed in industrial

work.
Treatmeni of Piisoners—Prisoners,

upon arrival in any of these prisons,

are physically examined, treated if

found necessary, given a period of

training in drill and exercise move-
ments and, if possible, assigned to

work for which preference is ex-

pressed. The time of confinement in

prisons under guard is determined by
character and length of sentence and
expressed desire of prisoners, gov-

erned by good conduct. Incentives

are provided for good conduct In

additional privileges, gratuities, by

additional liberty through classification as "tni
ties " or penal colonists, and by automatic ri-

duction of the time of sentence by reason of

good behavior.

Prisoners of excellent conduct who have served
one-fifth of their sentence tit Bilibid may be
sent to Iwahig, where five additional days T'

month are allowed for good time credit. Als^
life sentence is commuted to thirty years in the

cases of convicts who are sent to Iwahig, and
good behavior counts so that life sentences can
be served in about twenty-two years. Further-
more, at Iwahig, a convict by good conduct
may become a settler and receive one-half of
what he produces, the land, tools, animals, &c.,

being provided for him.
The Iwahig Penal Colony has a reservation

of over 100,000 acres on the Island of Palawan.
It is a partially self-governing community,
founded originally somewhat upon the principle

of the George Junior Republic. It has a popula-

WAJOR GEXERAI. I.K. ..\.» ,v, • „ OOD AND THK PROVINCIAL
GOVERNORSOF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS AT THEIR FI ;:^T

CONFERENCE IN THE MALACANANG PALACE, M-X-Ml^
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tion of about 1,200 colonists and has proved to

be a most successful institution, far advanced
in reformatory methods and results, the num-
ber of convicts returned to prison after release

from the colony being extremely small.

Provincial and Municipal Jails—Besides the
above-mentioned prisons, most of the pnovincial

and municipal Jails in the Islands were carefully

[American Cartoon]

—New York Evening Mail

CONFIDENCE RATHER ONE-SIDED

inspected. The provincial jails were generally
overcrowded. There are little or no provisions
for taking care of the sick. Marked favoritism
is often shown to prisoners with influential

\ friends. The food is generally good and suf-
ficient. The condition of the clothing is fair.*

The prison guards are poorly trained and poorly
disciplined.

The municipal jails are, as a general rulo, un-
satisfactory. They are small, dark, usually
poorly ventilated and insanitary. The municipal
prisoners are poorly fed, poorly clad, and gener-
ally poorly cared for. In the great majority of

municipal jails no proper provision is made for

female prisoners.

generally throughout the

were a great number of

trial for unusually long

It was observed
Islands that there
prisoners awaiting
periods.

Public Education

The Filipinos are deeply interested in public

education. Their enthusiasm, their keenness to

secure education for their children is beyond
praise. The progressive development of the

school system has been phenomenal. Indeed,

enthusiasm has at times outrun prudence, und
expansion has taken place so rapidly thar ef-

ficiency has not been able to keep pace. How-
ever, such mistakes as have been made have
resulted from enthusiasm in a noble cause—the
education of th( j-outh of the islands.

The following gives an idea of the progress in
this department

:

ENROLMENT IN SCHOOLS
1898. 1!>02. 1907. 1914. 1920.

Pupils 4,504 •200,000 479,978 489,070 925,678
American

teachers 847 74C 658 341 316
Filipino
teachers ... 1,914 G,141 7,013 7,234 20,691

•Estimated.

In 1920 the public owned 4,063 and rented
1,163 school buildings.

The total expenditures for administration and
instruction were about ^6,869,654.50 for 1920.

The university had, in 1920, an enrolment of
4,130, witli a teaching force of 379 professors and
assistants. The cost of operation was $735,-

926.57.

As before stated, the self-sacrifice of the
parents has been great. They have willingly
deprived themselves of many necessities in order
that they might aid in the voluntary building
of schools and properly equip their children for
school attendance. The percentage of the popu-
lation in the schools is about 10, an
excellent showing for a new Government (the
percentage for the United States for 1918 was
20.13). The amount spent for each pupil per
year is $9.30 (the United States annual expendi-
ture is $36.62). The amount per capita for the
entire population of the Philippine Islands is

$0.86.

One of the most difficult problems has been
to secure efficient teachers. No class of rnen
and women should be selected with more care,

for they are charged not only with the routine
education of the children, but inevitably have a
great influence in forming their ideas of citizen-

ship obligation, respect for the law and the
authorities, and as these teachers do their work
today so will the Philippine people of tomorrow
be. Too much care cannot be exercised in their

selection, for only men and women of capacity
can teach children to think straight and to
apply tlieir minds to the problems of life intel-

ligently.

The exceedingly rapid expansion of the school
system has made it difficult to secure a suf-

ficient number of well-trained teachers. The
great majority of the teachers in the primary
schools are products of the intermediate schools

anu have had comparatively little experience

in teaching, so that hand in hand with the edu-
cation of the children has gone the etfoit to

train and build up a competent teaching force.

One of the principal objects of the schools is

to teach the children to speak English, so that

it may become the language of the people. This

is of vital importance, as it will form a ^/ond

of union for the numerous and more or less

distinct language groups and establish a com-
mon medium of communication, which will make
for efficiency in government and tend to build

up a spirit of solidarity. It will also result In

a more widely circulating press and the cre&-

tion of an instructed public opinion, which is

most Important.

There is a great shortage of English-speaking

teachers. Many of the Filipino teachers who
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are instructing in English arc themselves far
from proficient In it. The force of American
teachers is altogether too small and should be
increased to approximately 1,000 if instruction

in English Is to be rapidly and successfully

pushed forward.

In order to secure this number of American
teachers, in addition to the present salary a
liberal allowance will have to be made for

transportation to and from the islands. And as

a further measure toward better conditions for

instruction In English, arrangements should be

made for an Intensive course in English for the

native teachers during the Summer months.
The preparation \)f the Filipinos to meet the

professional and scientific requirements of their

country and for the advancement of general

culture is in part provided for by the Univer-

sity of the r'hilippines, the high schools, and
certain private schools and colleges.

At pre.sent these institutions are not turning

out a sufficient number of graduates to meet
the needs of the situation. The University of

the Philippines is an institution full of promise,

but is not meeting the demands upon It in as

satisfactory a manner as could reasonably be

expected. There is an urgent need of Ameri-

cans of high standing and capacity for the

heads of some departments. A geiieral reor-

ganization is urgently necessary and business

management must be put on a sound basis.

The medical school should be brought to a par

with the best in America and the school of trop-

ical medicine should be re-established and placed

under the direction of a thoroughly competent

personnel. This school, a few years ago, had

attained the highest standing in the East. At

present it is not in operation. The college of

agriculture, veterinary college, and the college

of education should be .'strengthened and en-

larged to meet the needs of the people.

A serious effort has been made on the part

of teachers and others to impress upon the chil-

dren the dignity of lab'or, and we are glad to

say that good progress ha.s been made. There
is a very general interest and strong develop-

ment throughout the school system in the In-

dustrial and agricultural training adapted to

the needs of the people, in the manual training

for boys and domestic .science and hygiene for

girls. There is a sti-ong Interest in athletics

throughout the public school system and in the

university. This has received the strong en-

couragement of the Philippine people. Filipino

athletes have on two occasions won the cham-
pionship of the Orient In the Far Eastern
Olympiad, in competition with athletes from
Japan and China.

The Bureau of Science

^^lis was probably the most important single

institution in the Philippines, and for years it

rendered vitally important service not only to

the Philippine Government in its various de-

partments but also to the world at large

through Its scientific research work. It attained

a position of great eminence and credit, but
on account of the lack of adequate support and
adequate personnel it does not occupy the posi-

tion ioday that it did from 190.j to ISLV Reor-
ganization and the appointment of a personnel
in all respects adequate are imperative. The
work of this institution is of inestimable val
to the Philippines and to the world at larg<

.

Health and Sanit.ation

It can be said, without fear of successful con-
tradiction, that the average Filipino is born.
lives and dies without medical attendance or
nursing. There is a great lack of hospitals and
dispensaries. The excellent health service which
previously existed has become largely Inert.
Much of the personnel remains, but it has lost
the zeal and vigor which formerly character-
ized it.

Appropriations for sanitary work and m>-.li-

clnes, Ac, are insufficient.

The statistics of the Philippine Health .Service
show that there has been a .steady increase in

recent years in the number of preventable
diseases, especially typhoid, malaria, beriberi and
tuberculosis. Before suggestions could be intel-
ligently offered as to remedying this and other
."Shortcomings in health administration, a de-
tailed study would be necessary. It would
seem, however, that as a basis for constructive
action it is a sound assumption that the health
activities and measures for medical relief which
are so scattered throughout so many different
agencies should be co-ordinated into one de-
partment and that an endeavor to correct con-
ditions .should work toward the realization of
that object.

There is a great shortage of doctors, nurses
and properly trained sanitary personnel. Out-
side of the largest towns hospitals are so few
and far between that they are a negligible quan-
tity. There are about 9."iO nurses for a popula-
tion of ten and one-half million. The /lumber of

nurses should be greatly increased. They are
most useful as .sanitary inspectors and visiting

nurses. Wherever you find good nurses you
find lowered infant mortality and improved
sanitary conditions.

Lreper«—The Philippine Islands have the

largest single leper c-olony in the world. About
.'),000 lepers are assembled at Culion. Excellent

work has been done here, and the efforts and
results are entitled to much credit; but much
remains to be done. The lepers are too con-

gested. There should be a segregation of those

who have become negative and of the children

who are born free from the disease. At pre.sent

those whose reaction is negative are living with

those who are in the active stage of the disease,

and children who are born clean are a.ssociating

with their leper parents and c-ompanions. Th--

establishment of an isolation colony near t

main colony is absolutely essential.

Recent discoveries render it almost certain

that a large percentage of lepers can be cured.

Although the remedy co.sts but little, funds

have not been made available In sufficient

amounts to provide this treatment for more

than 10 per cent, of the lepers.

In brief, it can be stated that the original

work done in Honolulu has now received con-

firmation to a degree that fully warrants intro-
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ducing this treatment on a large scale in the
Philippines and abandoning other treatments
which have been advocated in the past, as there

is every reason to believe that a large per-

centage of patients would soon recover to a
point where they could be paroled. It is obvious
that the dictates of humanity demand a very
general use of the approved treatment. P'urther-

more, the economic advantage of relieving the
Government from the care of large numbers of
cases would be another desirable outcome. In
a short time the money saved on patients dis-

charged would more than provide funds for
treating the entire number.
/rusone—The care of the insane is medieval.

Proper accommodations are entirely lacking.

Steps should be taken to provide a proper estab-
lishment for the treatment of the insane. The

.
present institution lacks practically every fea-
ture which should characterize a hospital for

. the insane and, possesses many which can be

,
guaranteed to turn those who are balancing be-
tween sanity and insanity in the wrong direc-

tion. There are no provisions for the separation
of the violently insane from the incipient and
mild cases, and conditions are, from the stand-

. point of proper treatment, exceedingly bad and
should have been corrected long ago.

This is a matter which will be presented to

the Legislature at the coming session, and, al-

though funds may not be available for the con-
struction of a fitting establishment, steps can
be taken to improve greatly present conditions

and lay the foundations for the future proper
treatment.

Defectives—According to accepted ratios per
thousand, there are in the Philippines between
5,000 and 10,000 defective children, deaf, dumb,
or blind. So far the Government has provided
for the care of. only sixty-five of these defec-

tives, to whom it owes a particular duty.

Economic Conditions

We are pleased to note and record many evi-

dences of progressive development in the islands,

as indicated by the following significant

figures

:

The postal savings bank was started in 1907,

and by 1913 it had 40,000 depositors and $675,000

in deposits. In 1920 these had reached 107,000
depositors and $1,612,500 in deposits.

The law requires that 1 per cent, of the gross
business done in the islands be paid to the
Government in the form of taxes. This business
was computed to be $200,000,000 a year in 1907,

when the tax was first imposed, and had in-

creased to $323,000,000 in 1913. In 1920 it had
reached the figure of $863,000,000. For exam-
ple, the number of cigars manufactured had
increased from 300,000,000 to r)00,000,000. The
total resources of commercial banks rose from
$15,000,000 in 1906 to $31,000,000 in 1913, and
are now estimated to be $215,000,000 ; this, how-
f-ver, includes the impaired resources of the
Philippine National Bank without reduction for
l\jsses. Money orders sold increased from $8,-

000.000 in 1913 to $17,000,000 in 1920, and postage
receipts from $380,000 in 1913 to $780,000 in 1920.

Telegraph receipts show a similar increase. The

gross earnings of the Philippine Railway have
risen from $380,000 in 1913 to $750,000 in 1920.
and the Manila Railroad from $2,400,000 in 1914
to $5,900,000 in 1920; this latter, however, is

partially to be explained by the sharp increase
in the mileage and rates.

All this development is very gratifying and
shows how rapidly the Philippine people re-
spond to improved conditions of transportation,
finance, public order and markets brought
about since the American occupation. The
sharpest advances have been made during the
war, as was to be expected, as the Filipinos
had few additional war burdens placed upon
them and were able to take advantage of the
great increase in prices, which brought them
unexampled prosperity.

The country is suffering from the general
world-wide depression at the present time ; the
prices of products have fallen off very sharply,
but even this is less acute than in other coun-
tries.

It should be noted, however, that whatever
mistakes have been made here, they have not
been sufficient to arrest the steady rate of
progress which these figures prove to have
taken place. Attention is called to the Progress
Barometer, which is among the exhibits.

Your mission has had a careful report pre-
pared showing the gross trade of the Philippine
Islands. From 1903 to 1909 the figure was al-

most stationary ; 1909 was the year in which
the Payne bill was passed, creating free trade
between the Philippine Islands and the United
States. In the first three years of free trade
the trade with all countries nearly doubled.
Beginning with 1916 the trade went sharply up-
ward, until in 1920 it reached the remarkable
total of $300,000,000. We have tried to cet the
figures of tonnage in order to analyze this

growth in trade and see how much comes from
increase in volume and how much is due to in-

crease in price, but have not been able to get
these figures.

An analysis of the trade shows that a curve
indicating exports and imports from the United
States follows almost the same lines as does
that of total trade. Roughly speaking, two-
thirds of the business of the country, or $200,-

000,000, is trade with the United States, and
one-third with all other countries. The propor-
tion of gross business done with the United
States has been steadily increasing. As the
trade with the United States pays no customs
duties and the bulk of the increase has been in

that class of trade, the result is that the total

revenues of customs has shown a tendency to

fall off, while the cost of collection shows a
steady increase.

In case free trade were to be taken from the

Philippine Islands, it is probable that the closing

of the rich markets of the United States to the

products of the Philippine Islands would be very
sharply felt. While the Philippine Government
would receive customs duties on an important
part of their imports that now come in free of

duty, it is believed that the first effect would be
a very serious blow to trade. For example, in

1920 nearly $40,000,000 of sugar was exported to

the Uniteil States, the duty on which would
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havs been 6 or 8 per cent, of its value. It is

problematical how well Philippine sugar could

have ^tood the handicap of 8 per cent, added to

the high cost of freight from the Philippines to

the United States.

The value of cigars exported to the United
States was $10.r)00,000 : the duty on these at the

present rate would amount to about $30,000,000,

which would practically have closed the markets
of the United States to these cigars. There
would have been a similar closing of the United
States markets to leaf tobacco. The Collector

of Customs estimates that the trade which has
grown up In Philippine embroidery now reaches

$7,500,000 a year and would have to pay a duty
of $4,.")00.000. As there is no other market for

this product, he believes the industry would be
practically ruined.*

In the main, it is believed that the loss in

internal revenue, were the stimulus of free trade

to business removed, would be greater than
would be the increased collections of customs
duties. In this connection it is interesting to

note that the increase in internal revenue started

when free trade was given and practically offset

the drop in customs receipts at the time.

Further analysis of the customs shows the

principal articles exported, measured in value,

to have been: tSugar. $49,619,260; hemp, in

which the Philippine Islands have a virtual

monopoly, $3.5,862,000: coconut oil. $23,268,886.50;

tobacco. $19,927,391 ; embroideries, $7,811,783.50

;

and copra, $3,716,870.50.

Finances

In 1905 the Philippine Government was put on
a thorough business basis. All services rendered
by one branch of the Government to others were
paid for, and the books were so kept that the

appropriations did not include any interbureau
or intergovermental payments.
The law has since been changed, so that the

present cost of Government includes item's of

receipts for services sometimes from other

branches of the Government, which makes
analysis difficult and exact comparison impos-
sible. The books are so kept that these amounts
cannot be ascertained without an analysis of

governmental accounts involving prohibitive ex-

pense. So that the gross figures of receipts

and expense are padded on both sides by inter-

governmental charges, which are neither real

receipts nor expenditures, as they are payments
by the Government to itself. The accounts
should be so kept that these fictitious entries

would be eliminated, in order to enable the

officers of the Government to get a true picture

of Government costs.

Certain figures, however, stand out so boldly

that they cannot be questioned. The rate of

taxation has been sharply advanced. The in-

sular gro.«s revenues from taxation in 1013, be-

fore the Filipinos were given virtual control

of their Government, were $12, .500,000, as op-

•See among exhibits indorsement, dated Sept.
9, 1921, of the Insular Collector of Customs.
tThese figures are all for 1920 and are taken

from the report of the Insular Collector of Cus-
toms.

posed to $28,000,000 in 1920, an increase of 124

per cent. Government expenditures show a sti'

greater proportion of growth. This increa.-'

in the general cost of Government has not been
accompanied by a proportionate Increase in

efficiency ; on the contrary, as has been noted
elsewhere, there has been a general falling off

in efficiency.

The per capita revenue from taxation ha
risen from $1.32 in 1913 to $2. .50 In 1020. Tlu;

compares with the per capita taxation of $23.78

in Great Britain (1914-15), $9.92 in the United
States (1914-15), $5..57 in Japan (191.5-16), $17.33

in the Argentine Republic (1915), and $7.79 in

Brazil (1915),* from which it will be seen that

the Filipino bears a smaller burden of taxa-

tion than the natives in any of the above cited

countries. One reason the burden of taxation

is so light in the Philippine Islands is because
the United States has borne all costs of mili-

tary and naval establishments necessary for

the defense of the islands, and other expenses
incident to the maintenance of sovereignty, in-

cluding international, diplomatic and consular

representation.

Of the total revenues of $40,.500,000, t$28,000,000

is from taxation and $10,500,000 from operating

income and commercial and industrial units

:

this does not Include earnings of the railroad,

which the Government owns through ownership

of the stock.

An analysis of revenue derived from taxation

shows the receipts from Internal revenues to be

$18,500,000, or two-thirds of the total. This

internal-revenue collection is nearly four tim-

as heavy as the collections of 1913.

The bonded debt of the Philippine Islands in

1920 was $22,000,000, for the redemption of which
is laid aside nearly $5,000,000, sinking fund, p'^

the net liability is something less than $K
500,000. A comparison with the debt of otht

countries demonstrates that the Philippine Isl-

ands has a smaller bonded debt than most
countries, the per capita being $1.81, compared
with $25 in Cuba, $237.07 in the United States,

$853 in England, and $1,1.59 in France. The
Dutch East Indies with $1.92, is the nearest,

and China next with a little less than double

that of the Philippine Islands.^ It will be seen

that the recent act of Congress increasing the

authority of the Philippine Itslands to borrow

was highly conservative and could be safely

further increased without jeopardizing the finan-

cial stability of the Government. Bonds and

notes of the Philippine Islands have been made
exempt from Federal taxation and are. received

on deposit as currency reserve. Although not

directly guaranteed, it is understood that the

credit of the United States Government is be-

hind them ; this accounts for the high market

value of these bonds.
In addition to the insular revenues, there are

These figures are taken from World Alruan.T

1917, and are much heavier since the great wai

fThe census .shows " income " of $49,000,000;

this, however. Is incorrect because analysis
proves that It includes moneys derived from the

sale of bonds.

JFigures furni.=!hed by the Insular Auditor.
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the provincial and municipal revenues. Those

are expended by the provinces and municipalities

by vote of their own local authority. An ex-

amination of their accounts shows a similar ex-

pansion, the receipts and expenditures having

increased about 100 per cent, in the last eight

years.

The Government expense and cost of materials

have shown a tendency to a sharp increase.

And it is to be noted that a number of new
bureaus and offices have been created.

The Philippine National Bank—The story of

the Philippine National Bank is one of the

most unfortunate and darkest pages in Philippine

history. This bank was started in 1916, and

a law was passed* compelling all provincial and

municipal Governments to deposit all their funds

in it; and at the same time arrangements were

made to transfer from other banks all Govern-

ment funds there deposited, except tiust funds,

which were held on deposit in the United States

:

later the bank was put into a position to get

control of these moneys and reserve funds. The
sum of $41,500,000, held for the conversion of

currency, was transferred to the Philippine

Islands, the bank making a large profit in ex-

change in doing so. Much of it was then

loaned out to speculative concerns under circum-

stances which have led to grave doubt as to the

good faith of the transactions.

A man presumed to be experienced in banking

was brought from the United States and took

the first Presidency, which he held a short time.

An American inexperienced in banking was
then put in charge, and upon his death a

Filipino, also without banking experience,

became President. The result of all this has
been a series of banking losses, estimated by
the Insular Auditor to reach the severe total of

$22,500,000. A partner of Messrs. Haskins &
Sells, certified public accountants of New York,

after a careful examination of the bank, makes
the following comment

:

" Our examination thus far reveals the fact

that the bank has been operated during almost
the entire period of its existence prior to the

appointment of Mr. Wilson as manager in viola-

tion of every principle which prudence, intelli-

gence, or even honesty, dictate."

As a result of these findings, charges have
been filed against General Concepcion, a former
President of the bank.
The Government became alarmed at the seri-

ousness of the situation and secured the services

of an experienced banking man from the

United States, under whose conservative guid-

ance the affairs of the bank are in a fair way
to be put on a sound footing. But a large

part of the assets of the bank have been loaned

to concerns which will be unable to repay for

many years—very largely in sugar centrals and
coconut-oil factories. These loans were made
in excessive amounts during the period of boom
prices, and minimum precaution in regard to

security was taken, with the result that the

bank has allowed its reserves to run down
much lower than required by law, is unable

*See Section 19 of Act No. 2612 of the Philip-
pine Legislature.

to meet its current obligations, has had to ask
other banks not to press for the redemption of

its notes, and has further had to ask time for
the payment of its obligations to many banks
in Shanghai representing many countries, a list

of which is among the exhibits, to whom it

owes large sums of money as a result of losses
incurred in speculation in exchange transac-
tions.

Among the exhibits will be found a copy of
the agreement entered into by the Insular
Auditor and these banks for the settlement of
these claims.

The bank also established branches and
agencies throughout the Philippine Islands, in

charge of which they placed untrained Fili-

pinos, and without exception these brannches
have been mismanaged. Of the four branches
in which examinations have been completed
criminal charges have been preferred against
the managers of each one.

These losses have seriously involved the Philip-
pine Government, and the fact that it has not
been able to meet its obligations has seriously
impaired its credit. We have been informed
by representatives of banks in North Borneo
and Japan that they have received instructions
not to honor the notes or drafts of the Philip-

pine National Bank.
The currency resources have been depleted,

the silver on deposit to redeem the currency
has been pledged and used for other purposes.
The fund for the maintenance of the parity of

gold and silver is involved in these losses, with
the result that instead of a metallic and cash
basis for the currency, its principal support now
is the pledge of the Philippine Government and
the confidence on the part of the public that the
United States will not permit these things to

happen again. The currency is now practically

a fiat currency.
In view of good earnings, moderate expenses,

inherent wealth, a small public debt, and backed
by the credit of the United States, the problem
of rehabilitating the credit of the Philippine
Islands should be an easy one. The lesson has
been a bitter one for the Filipinos and the

gravity of the mistake is generally appreciated.

One of the functions of the National Bank was
to manage Government exchange. Having
transferred all the funds usually available for

exchange to Manila, and then loaned the money
in such a way that it could not be recovered,

the Government had to discontinue selling ex-

change. The rates ran up as high as 15 per

cent., which was equivalent to a depreciation of

the Philippine currency to almost that amount,
which has resulted in great hardship to the in-

habitants of the Philippine Islands, especially

those engaged in business.

Public Works

In the matter of public works, your mission

has to report both favorably and unfavorably.

The Government and people of the islands

realize the value and necessity of public works,

and large appropriations from current revenues

have been made annually for such objects as the

construction of roads, bridges, irrigation sys-
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terns, schoolhouses, markets, port works and
artesian wells, amons others. We find, how-
ever, an undue increase in the cost of public

works, due in many instances to construction

toy administration instead of by contract ; this

has necessitated the purchase of equipment ordi-

narily furnished by the contractors. There has
also been a deterioration in the quality of the
work performed in this service. We find also

& lack of competent supervision.

On the other hand, there has been a great deal

of excellent woiit done. The director, a Fill-

Dino, Is a man of unusual capacity and fore-

eight, and he Impressed the members of the
mission most favorably.

An Important proportion of all revenues of

the Government are allocated to public works.
And in the opinion of this mission this propor-
tion should be Increased.

In the last three years there has been notable
progress in construction of Irrigation systems.
Sixteen projects have been undertaken. Involv-

ing an expenditure of $4,640, l."»8. Many more
projects are under consideration and are await-
ing the availability of funds. The completion
of these projects is of the utmost importance
and It Is an encouraging sign of progress that

they have advanced as far as they have.
There are now 2,920 miles of roads rated as

first class in the islands and 7,500 permanent
bridges and culverts. The standard, however,
of first class roads has been lowered and we
found many roads rated as first class which
are not so. There was an earnest effort by the

Government to hurry through deferred repairs

in order to prepare the roads for inspection.

During the earlier periods a system of road
construction and maintenance was adopted and
consistently followed. All .structures on first-

class roads were reinforced concrete and a
standard system of road construction was adopt-
ed suited to the traffic. Although the work pro-

gressed slowly, it was thoroughly well done, ade-

quate provision being made for constant mainte-
nance by a force of laborers. The result was
that the road service reached a high degree of

perfection, comparing favorably with the roads
of any other country and much better than most
roads in America. The terrific force of the

torrential rainfall In the islands made these

precautions necessary.

We have to record that this system has not
1).en consistently maintained ; the roads are fall-

ing into disrepair, some are impassable and the

system of maintenance is carried on spasmodi-
cally. In certain districts money has been spent

for new roads Instead of keeping up the old

ones, which is unwise. We regret to .say that

a. tendency has crept in to revert to the old

practice of building bridges and other structures

of wood, and a uniform policy of permanent con-

etruction has not been maintained. This prac-

tice, in the long run, is poor economy.
Heavy trucks have been purchased for cairy-

ing passengers and freight, and regular routes

have been established on the highways. These
trucks, in some cases, are much heavier than
the roads were designed to carry, and much of

the deterioration noted is attributable to this

(act. The maintenance service should be re-

stored to old standards and the weight of the
loads regulated, and standard sections strength-
ened to enable the use of heavier vehide.s
The roads are, at first sight, good at the

present time, but a great proportion of the
wearing surface has been worn off.

In the Mountain Province and non-Christian
provinces we find that the service of maintain-
ing roads and trails has been neglected, but it

is believed that a better organization can remedy
these defects without the necessity of additional
revenues.

Government in Business

iv^V
The Government has entered into certain li

of business usually left to private initlati

Among these can be cited the national bank
with disastrous results, the purchase of the
Manila Railroad Company, now operated at a
loss, al.so the National Development and Na-
tional Coal Companies, &c. At the request of
the mission a thorough examination of the
Manila Railroad Company was made by compe-
tent army engineers, whose report is among the
exhibits. In our Judgment the Government
should as far as possible get out of and keep
out of business.

Elections

Enough elections have now been held to base
an opinion upon results and to note the reaction
of the Philippine people in the exerci.se of this

important and fundamental function of a rep-

resentative Government.
In June, 19IJ), the first general elections were

held under the enlarged suffrage granted by the

act of Aug. 29, 1916. The suffrage is still con-

fined to men and to those who can read ar,

write, who hold a certain amount of proper t;.

or pay a certain tax, or to those who held

offices under the Spanish regime.

Interest in the elections was widespread an
election day passed without any serious di-

turbance. There was a general, quiet accei

tance by the minority of the results of t!

popular vote, although the executive burea

was deluged with complaints. The courts, sini

that time, have been loaded with fraudulent ekt
tlon cases, the legal action on which has been

so slow that there are still 350 cases pending
In the courts, and many terms of office will 1

.served out by people who were either fraudi;

lently elected or, in some cases, appointed 1

executive order to the vacancies, even ihoUKi

their claims to the office had been pronounced
by the courts as fraudulent. These were caused \

not only by the local conditions, but by an < :k< -

tlon law which Is undoubtedly defective in pro-

viding sufficient safeguards for the ballot ami

which should be thoroughly revised.

Under the present election law officers known
.as Inspectors of Election are required to pn
pare the ballot for illiterate voters. This i

a fruitful source of frauds. The electlo'

machinery is practically in the hands of tl>'

dominant parties and the Inspectors of Election

are too often their tools.

It is surprising that the elections have been
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conducted as well as they have been, in view of

the fact that outside of the larger cities and
principal towns the organization of society is

very primitive and the people generally are un-

aware of their civil rights.

Such social organization as exists is of a
patriarchal form, characterized by a strong clan

feeling and centuries of leadership by a few
influential individuals known as " caciques."

The subservience of the people to these leaders

has not yet been supplanted by new ideals that

i"ome with modern education or by a confirmed
sense of duty to the State. Whenever repre-

sentatives of two powerful family groups oppose
one another at elections there is sure to be a
bitter contest and an unwillingness on the part

of the minority to accept the situation.

During the visit of the mission through the

provinces the charges and countercharges of

fraudulent practices have been widespread and
intense. On the whole, this interest is indica-

tive of a certain development of public opinion

which will, in the end, right the wrongs.
As a rule, there is little evidence of a party

system and program, and the elections are
fought out upon personalities rather than on
principles. The party in power is so intrenched

that under the present election law it would be
very difficult for the people to dislodge it if they
wanted to change.

Legislation

Legislation in which Filipinos have partici-

pated may be fairly divided into three periods

:

First, 1907 to 1913. Under the strong, con-

servative influence of the commission with
American majority, the legislation passed was
constructive and good, with marked emphasis
placed upon the improvement of education and
construction of permanent improvements.
Second, 1913 to 1916. The restraining influ-

ence was withdrawn with the appearance of a
Filipino majority on the commission. Good,
constructive legislation was passed, but there

were marked tendencies to inject politics into

administration and to Interfere with administra-

tive efficiency. Injudicious economy by salary

cutting and discouragement of Government per-

sonnel became marked. The tendency toward
Government interference in business and radicial

Government paternalism began. The legislation

also showed a conscious effort to encourage
Filipino nationality and independence.*
Third, 1916 to 1921. With an elected House

and Senate, the leeislation in this period be-

came Increasingly radical in its paternalism and
Government interference with business. Some
constructive legislation was passed, but the trend

was toward injection of politics into administra-

tion and encroachment of the legislative on the

executive. Legislation affecting finance, bank-
ing, and currency has been radical and unwise.

Another tendency in recent legislation has
been the deliberate effort to take away from
the American officers of the Government super-
vision of the different branches of the Govern-
ment and put It into the departments controlled
by Filipinos. Act 2666 provides that the Sec-
retaries of all departments must be Filipinos.

This Is discriminatory legislation against

Americans. The so-called Jones bill provides
that the Vice Governor and Secretary of Public
Instruction must be an ^merican, and it fur-

ther provides that the health duties should be
under this officer. The Philippine Legislature

has endeavored to evade this by transferring
the management of all Government hospitals to

the Department of the Interior and by creating
and placing in the same department a board
of pharmaceutical officers, a board of optical

examiners, &c.

The tendency which is found in all Legisla-

tures of passing the bulk of the legislation in

the last two days of the session is noted. By
this means, much important legislation is passed
with a rush. The forms of budget and currency
appropriation bills are good.

General Conclusions

We find the people happy, peaceful, and In the

main prosperous, and keenly appreciative of the

benefits of American rule.

AVe find everywhere among the Christian

Filipinos the desire for independence, general-

ly under the protection of the United States.

The non-Christians and Americans are for con-

tinuance of American control.

We find a general failure to appreciate the

fact that independence under the protection of

another nation Is not true independence.

We find that the Government is not reasonably

free from those underlying causes which result

in the destruction of Government.
We find that a reasonable proportion of of-

ficials and employes are men of good character

and ability, and reasonably faithful to the trust

imposed upon them; but that the efficiency of

the public services has fallen off, and that they

are now relatively inefficient, due to lack of

inspection and to the too rapid transfer of con-

trol to officials who have not had the necessary

time for proper training.

We find that many Filipinos have shown
marked capacity for Government service and
that the young generation is full of promise

;

that the civil service laws have in the main been

honestly admini.stered, but' there Is a marked
deterioration due to the injection of politics.

It is to be noted that franchises granted by
the Government during this period contain the
following clause:
" The concession of the privilege mentioned

in the preceding section shall not take effect
unless the grantee shall accept In writing and
make part of this concession the following con-
dition, to wit, ' That the grantee state in writing
that it Is Informed of the message of the Presi-
dent of the United States addressed to the
Filipino people and communicated to said
people by the Governor General of the Philip-
pine Islands on the sixth day of October, 1013,

and of the reply message of the Philippine As-
sembly made In the name of the Filipino
people and approved and sent on Oct. 16, 1913

:

that said grantee binds itself not to engage in

or aid, by means of contributions in cash or
otherwise, any propaganda directed against the
policy of the Government of the United States
outlined In such message of the President and
the aspirations of the Filipino people set forth
In said reply message of the Philippine Assem-
bly, whether under the pretext of vested Inter-

ests or under any other pretext, and that said
grantee shall further bind itself to exact a simi-
lar engagement from Its administrators, agents,
successors and assigns.'

"
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We find there Is a disquieting laclc of con-
fidence in the administration of justice, to an
extent which constitutes a menace to the sta-

bility of the Government.
We find that the people are not organized

economically nor from the standpoint of national

defense to maintain an Independent Government.
We find that the legislative chambers are

conducted with dignity and decorum and are

composed of representative men.
We feel that the lack of success in certain de-

partments should not be considered as proof

of essential incapacity on the part of Filipinos,

but rather as Indicating lack of experience

and opportunity, especially lack of in.sp^ction.

We find that questions in regard to confirma-

tion of appointments might at any time arise

which would make a deadlock between the

Governor General and the Philippine Senate.

We feel that with all their many excellent

qualities, the experience of the last eight yeans,

during which they have had practical autonomy,
has not been such as to justify the people of

the United States relinquishing supervision of

the Government of the Philippine Islands, with-

drawing their army and navy, and leaving the

islands a prey to any powerful nation coveting

their rich soil and potential commercial ad-

vantages.

In conclusion we are convinced that it would
be a betrayal of the Philippine people, a mis-

fortune to the American people, a distinct step

backward in the path of progress, and a dis-

creditable neglect of our national duty were we
to withdraw from the islands and terminate our

relationship there without giving the Filipinos

the best chance possible to have an orderly and
permanently stable Government.

Recommendations

1. We recommend that the present general

status of the Philippine Islands continue until

the people have had time to absorb and thor-

oughly master the powers already in their hand.s.

2. We recommend that the responsible repre-

sentative of the United States, the Governor

General, have authority commensurate with the

responsibilities of his position. In case of

failure to secure the necessary corrective action

by the Philippine Legislature, we recommend
that Congress declare null and void legislation

which has been enacted diminishing, limiting,

or dividing the authority granted the Governor

General under act No. 240 of the Sixty-fourth

Congress, known as the Jones bill.

3. We recommend that in case of a deadlock

between the Governor General and the Philippine

Senate in the confirmation of appointments that

the President of the United States be authorized

to make and render the final decision.

4. We recommend that under no circumstances

should the American Government permit to be

established in the Philippine Islands a situation

which would leave the United States in a posi-

tion of responsibility without authority.

LEONARD WOOD. Chairman.

W. CAMERON FORBES.

Oct. 8, 1921.

—Birth Rate-
Manila. Prov.
;i.3.80 40.0fi

3;{.23 39.34
43.54 •36.54

Infant Death
Ra'-

Manila Prov.
801 >6 2a-{.71

.322.46 ui.sa
213.02 •160.71

Data on the Philippinks
Population—Total population, 1903, 6,703,311;

1011), U)/X)6.730 ; ChrisUan, !),.%">0,240 ; Mohamme-
dan. 434,868; Pagan. .'»40,a'V4 ; Buddhi.sts, 2r),.')68.

Foreigner.^ : Americans, 6,».'U ; Spanish, 4,271;

British, 1.202; Chinese. .'55,212; Japanese, 12,636;

all others, 2,803.

Physical—'Number of islands, approximately,
3,000. Total area, 115,026 square miles. Total

area under cultivation, ll,.'i03 square miles (10

per cent.), valued at |220,WJO,000. Total area
of forest land of commercial value, 64,800 square
miles, 09 per cent, of which belongs to the Gov-
ernment Number of Provinces, 49. Number
of municipalities, 829. Estimated total wealth
of islands, $5,.'>00,000,000.

Bdwcafiona/—Number of public schools, 6,49."?.

Total enrolment of pupils, Including privat'

schools, 1,020,000. Degree of literacy (about),

37 per cent. Having lecelved primary instruc-

tion, 35.9 per cent. : having received secondary
Instruction, 0.89 per cent. ; superior instruction.

0.13 per cent. Number of teachers (of whom
501 are American), 18,134. Number of college.«t

and universities, 17. Enrolment of students in

University of Philippines, 4,130. Number of

students attending colleges and schools in t}>>

United States, 2,700.

Health—
—Death Rate-

Year. Manila. Prov.
1904 45.57 26.10
1913 22..'i8 18.85
1920 26.47 •20.73
•Estimated.

Financial—Income of Philippine Government,
1920, .540,500,000. Tax per capita, $3.96. Tra.b
with United States (imports and exports), iitKi.

$17,907,141; 1920, $197,506,041. Persons rendering
income-tax returns for 1920, 9.519 (Americans.
1.434; Chinese, 3.123; Filipinos, 3,667).

Newspapers—Daily newspapers published, 45

;

total circulation, 131,400. Weekly and other

publications, 69; total circulation. 195.700.

wSu//rope—Number of votes cast general elec-

tion 1919, 672.122. Women do not have .suffrage.

languages—Number of distinct dialects spoken,

87. Number of ethnographic groups or tribes, 43.

Roads—Miles of railroad under operation. 755:

miles of roads rated as first class, 2.920.

.ffiiStorica/-About 200-1325 A. D.. dependency
of various Hindu-Malayan empires in Indo-

Chlna, Sumatra, and Borneo; 1325-1405, subject

to Javanese Empire 'of Madjapahit ; 1405-1440.

governed by China (under Ming Emperors)

:

1440-1565, Northern Luzon subject to Japan
from Manila south, subject to Mohammtdan
Borneo; 1.565-1762, subject to Spain through^

Mexico (paid tribute to Japan 1.592-1623 to avoli

Invasion by the Shogun Hideyoshi) : 1762-176

seized by England, but restored to Spain by
treaty ending the Seven Years' War; 1763-1(

subject to Spain (through Mexico until 1821

to Siiain direct after that date) ; 1898-1921, und«

American sovereignty; Military Government
1898-1900; Philippine Commission, 1900-1907J

Philippine Commission (American majority) ar

Assembly. 1907-1913 ; Philippine Commissloi

(Filipino majority) and Assembly, 1913-191«J
elected Assembly and Senate, under Jonea bll

1916-1021.



TREATY OF PEACE WITH AUSTRIA
Official text of the pact signed at Vienna, August 24, 1921, which restored

friendly relations between the United States and Austria.

n^HE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
I AUSTRIA:

Considering that the United States, acting

in conjunction with its co-belligerents, entei'ed

into an armistice with Austria-Hungary on
Nov. 3, 1918, in ordei- that a treaty of peace

might be concluded ;

Considering that the former Austi'o-Hungarian
Monarchy ceased to exist and was replaced in

Austria by a republican Government

;

Considering that the Treaty of St. Germain-
en-L.aye to which Austria is a party was signed
on Sept. 10, 1919, and came into force according
t\i the terms of its Article 381, but has not been
ratified by the United States

;

Considering that the Congress of the United
States passed a joint resolution approved by the

President July 2, 1921 [here Articles 4 and 5 of

that resolution are quoted] ;

Being desirous of establishing securely friendly

I'^lAtions between the two nations, have for that

pi^Vpose appointed their plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United States of America

;

Arthur Hugh Frazier ; and the Federal President

of the Republic of Austria, Johann Schober

;

who, having communicated their full powers,
found to be in good and due form, have agreed

as follows:

ARTICLE I.—Austria undertaltes to accord to

the United States and the United States shall

have and enjoy all the rights, privileges, in-

demnities, reparations or advantages specified

in the aforesaid joint resolution of the Congress
of the United States of July 2, 1921, including

all the rights and advantages .stipulated for the

benefit of the United States in the Treaty of

St. Germain-en-Laye which the United States

shall fully enjoy notwithstanding the fact that

.such treaty has not been ratified by the United

States. The United States in availing itself

of the rights and advantages stipulated in the

provisions of that treaty, will do so in a manner
consistent with the rights accorded to Austria

under .such provision.s.

ARTICLE II.—With a view to defining more
particularly the obligations of Austria under
the foregoing article with respect to certain

provisions in the Treaty of St. Germain-en-
Laye, it is under.stood and agreed between the

higl) contracting parties

:

1. That the rights and advantages stipulated in

that treaty for the benefit of the United States

which it is intended the United States shall have
and enjoy, are those defined in Parts V., VI.,

VIII., IX., X., XI., XII. and XIV.

2. That the United States shall not be bound
by the provisions of Part I. of that treaty nor
by any provisions of that treaty including those
mentioned in Paragraph 1 of this article which
relate to the Covenant of the League of Na-
tions, nor shall the United States be bound by
any action taken by the League of Nations or

by the Council or by the Assembly thereof,

unless the United States shall expressly give its

assent to such action.

3. That the United States assumes no obliga-
tions under or with respect to the provisions of
Part II., Part III., Part IV. and Part XIII.
of that treaty.

4. That, while the United States is privileged
to participate in the Reparation Commission,
according to the terms of Part VIII. of that
treaty and in any other commi-ssion established
under the treaty or under any agreement sup-
plemental thereto, the United States is not
bound to participate in any such commission
unless it shall elect to do so.

.'). That the periods of time to which reference

is made in Article 381 of the Treaty of St.

Germain-en-Laye shall run, with respect to any
act or election on the part of the United States,

from the date of the coming into force of the

present treaty.

.ARTICLE III.—The present treaty shall be
ratified in accordance with the constitutional

forms of the high contracting parties and shall

take effect immediately on the exchange of

ratifications which shall take place as soon as

possible at Vienna.

In witness whereof, the respective plenipoten-

tiaries have signed this treaty and have here-

unto affixed their seals.

Done in duplicate in Vienna, this 24th day of

August, 1921. ARTHUR HUGH FR.\ZIER.
SCHOBER.

[This treaty was duly ratified and the ratifica-

tions were exchanged at Vienna on Nov. 8,

1921. President Harding, on Nov. 17, 1921,

issued a formal proclamation " that the war
between the United States and the Imperial and
Royal Austro-Hungarian Government, which
was declared by the said resolution of Dec. 7,

1917, to exist, terminated on July 2, 1921."]



THE WORLD'S MONEY PROBLEM
Growing conviction that the disturbed condition of trade can be cured o/ily

by concerted action through an international economic conferencs—Professor

CasseVs illuminating study of the gold standard and how to get back to it

PROPOSALS for an international economic
conference whicli have been tentatively

put fortii at the Conference for Limitation

ot Armament in Wasiiington are in line

with the recommendation of Professor Gustav
Cassel, who holds the Chair of Economics at the

I'niversity of Stockholm, and whom Lloyd
George has called one of the most brilliant

economists in the world. Professor Cassel, by
Invitation of the League of Nations, submitted

a memorandum on the world's monetary prob-

lems for consideration of the International

Financial Conference at Brussels in 1920, and
recently completed a second memorandum, by
invitation of the Assembly of the League of

Nations, embodying his views on the new com-
plications in international monetary affairs.

After a broad survey of the situation Professor

Cassel recorded the following conclusions

:

" The monetary problem of the world is at

present so interwoven with political difficultie?

that it is vain to expect a definite solution

until the chief political prerequisites for stabil-

ity in economic conditions have been realized.

"It is first of all necessarj' that the inter-

national indebtedness inherited from the war
should be settled on such terms as satisfy the

world that the debts can really be paid, and
make it clear by what concrete means payment
can be offered and accepted. It might therefore

seem that the whole discussion of monetary
questions has to bo deferred to some future day.

But this would be a grave mistake. .The world's

monetary problem involves great technical dif-

ficulties which require a thorough examination

by experts and a certain amount of co-operation

between the different nations.
" There are two principal questions to be set-

tled: the question of the stabilization of the

internal value of currency and the gold ques-

tion. How these questions are related to one
another, and to what extent they are of an in-

ternational character, has been shown above.

The elucidation of these questions not only is an
indispensable condition of the establishment in

the future of a sound basis for the world's eco-

nomic life, but al-^'o would be of great immediate
utility. The exp.^rience of the last year has
shown conclusively that some guidance Is need-

ed amid the confusion into which the world's

monetary affairs have fallen, continued infla-

tion on one side and excessivt? deflation on the

other having deprived the world of ever>' sense
of equilibriu'ti in the purchasing power of money
and in international exchange.
" The only way to secure such guidance with-

in a reasonable time would seem to be to refer

the whole problem, as far as it involves purely
monetTry qMestion.-:, tJ a small committee of

experts. In view of the central position whlcl
the United States has come to occupy since thej

war in all monetary affairs, and particularly ii

connection with the gold market, the represen-

tation of the I'nittd Statej on such a committeol
is most important. In principle, however, the

committee should not represent nationalities, but
expert knowledge and experience.
' The creation of such a committee would

a sign of the willingness of the world to solve

its monetary difficulties by mutual understand-J
ing and action along common lines. The feel-

ing that the time is ripe for such action is vld^
bly growing stronger day by day."
Professor Cassel's study, which Is comprehen-l

sive and, in general, clearly presented, will bej
most sympathetically received by adherents of

j

the quantity theory of money, for his conclu-I

sions and recommendations are based upon thla

theory—that the* general price level must rise|

and fall according as there is excess or short-

ago of the purchasing medium. Accordingly, one]
of hi? suggestions is that there should be aj

more generous extension of credit on the part ofI

the banks and a cieation of money for the pur-l

pose of checking present deflation and substl-J

tutlng for it a " certain inflation." For, saysf
he, when production has already been artificial-

ly stimulated by inflation, every further exten-

sion of credit and creation of money means al
net increase in the nomln.aI purchasing power of]

the community without any corresponding In-j

crease of the mass of commodities to be sold.]

The productive capacity of the community be-

ing already fully employed, there Is no possibil-

ity for an extension of production. The fresh]

purchasing power created can therefore only

find something to buy by causing a general rla

of prices. Thus prices, as explained In the. fii

memorandum, must rise.

Putting aside for the moment all question aa

to whether or not an increase of the purchasinffl

medium is bound to be followed by a risins]

price level. It is pertinent to inquire just hoy

credit might be expanded and money created.}

Certainly Professor Cassel does not mean to

'

advocate that loans be made freely to undesir-

able and unworthy borrowers, yet it would seem
that such as these would be most likely, if not

almost the only class, to apply for loans, since

the banks say that th^re is already plenty of

credit for those who can make profitable use of <

it, and that restrictions have been clapped upon
only those who.se circumstances In the business

^

world do not justify further extensions of their
j

lines. The real problem seems to be not so

much to increase the means of production as to

find solvent purchasers for the goods which:
have been .".nd now can b'^ produced. An expan-
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sion of loans and currency would not accomplish

this.

Such statements as these give rise to specula-

tion over the probable result or an acceptance

of Professor Cassel's dicta, although the sub-

scriber to the quantity theory of money must

find in the survey a logical presentation of the

case. Professor Cassel begins with the asser-

tion that the collapse of prices which began in

LMay of 1920, and which has been accompanied

t>y a tremendous falling off of business, unem-
ployment and uncertainty of exchanges, war-

ints a critical study of the whole policy of in-

lation. He cites the United States as the most

outstanding example among nations of the ef-

fects of a policy of deflation persistently car-

ted out, and asserts that these effects have
" rather pernicious " upon the United

States in checking production, creating " frozen

credit " and threatening the liquidity and even

the solvency of smaller banks, and upon other

nations by driving them to proceed further along

the path of deflation than they might have

deemed wise or expedient had not the con-

stantly rising purchasing power of the dollar

kept them hard put to maintain their exchanges

at a steady level.

At the outset Professor Cassel's adherence to

the, quantity theory seems to lead him into dif-

ficulties, for, after stating definitely that " a
fall in the general level of prices is always
essentially a monetary phenomenon," and ' in

the preceding period of rising prices the stock of

money generally grew in about the same pro-

portion as the price level rose," he is com-
pelled to note that " the subsequent fall of prices

has, however, not been followed by a corre-

sponding reduction of the means of payment."
He offers the explanation, which many will re-

gard as inadequate, that the anomaly may be

due to two cau.ses, one the hoarding of money,

and the other the faulty testimony of price in-

dex numbers which reflect, in many instances,

not true wholesale prices, but bankruptcy prices

of demoralized markets, and so give no trust-

worthy representation of the actual situation

in regard to prices. " According," says the pro-

fessor, " if the present index numbers of whole-

sale prices give a somewhat exaggerated idea of

the fall in the general level of prices, it is nat-

ural enough that the stock of money should not

have been reduced in the same proportion as

these figures indicate."

If the latter explanation be accepted, however,

it is hard to see why Professor Cassel has not

let himself in for another, though a minor, dif-

^ficulty. He defines deflation as " a process by
which the internal value of the monetary unit is

increased," and, of course, prices are lowered.

If, then, our index numbers are untrustworthy
and exaggerate the fall in prices, it. seems evi-

dent that deflation has not yet reached the de-

gree which Professor Cassel accepts as the pre-

mise of His study.

No one, however, will quarrel with Professor

Cassel's opinion that deflation, whatever Its de-

gree, has progressed far enough to warrant a
study of its effects, and these he finds to be

the same for other countries as he has stated

them to be for the United States, differences

being accounted for by the degree to which the

policy has been enforced. And here again there

will be those who will differ with the pro-

fessor. He asserts

:

" Th% downward movement of prices has not,

as is sometimes assumed, been merely a spon-

taneous result of forces beyond our control. It

is essentially the result of a policy deliberately

framed with a view to bringing down prices and
giving a higher value to the monetary unit."

The merchant who has .seen the stock on his

shelves go begging at successively reduced prices

will be much more inclined to believe that his

misfortune has been the result of crowd psychol-

ogy, the belief that, since prices are falling, they

will fall more yet, rather than that any con-

trolled policy directed the actions of his one-

time customers.
Internationally Professor Cassel finds that

the effects of deflation have been little less

serious than upon domestic trade. Of this he
says

:

"The real disturbance of international trade

arises in connection with the movements of the

internal values of the different monetary stand-

ards. The general uncertainty as to the future

of all exchanges caused by these movements is

most detrimental to all regular business. The
alteration of the rates of exchange, which a
process of deflation in one country can bring
about in the space of time required for the pro-

duction in that country of certain commodities
for export, may easily mount to such a reduc-

tion in the exchange value of the foreign money
for which the commodities arc sold that the

whole transaction becomes a failure from a com-
mercial point of view. True, the money of his

own country which the producer receives in ex-

change has, in the meantime, acquired a corre-

spondingly higher value. But that is generally
of no advantage for the producer, who, as a
rule, uses this money to pay back debts incurred

during the process of production.
" This analysis shows that the real difficulty

is, in principle, the same as the difficulty ex-

perienced in production for the home market
where deflation, by producing a continuous fall

of prices, acts as a great drawback to all forms
of production that require more than a very
short time."
Professor Cassel directs attention to the added

burden of the public debt which results from a
rise in the value of the purchasing medium, and
asserts that stability, no mattei' at what level,

is more to be desired than the present movement
of exchanges. He concedes that the desire to

restore the old gold standard " is a general and
very powerful motive for deflation. This desire

involves two different aims. First, it is felt

that there is no way out of the present paper
money muddle other than the re-establishment

of the gold standard. Secondly, it is believed,

often without much criticism, that this standard
must necessarily be the old gold standard.
"As to the first, it Is possibly true that the

desire to revert to gold Js so general and so

strong that every effort, however well founded
theoretically, to build up a sound system of

money on scientifically regulated paper stand-
ards would prove, for the present at least, to \n-
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a failure. But even if this is conceded, it does

not by any means follow that the new gold

standard must be founded on the same parity

with gold as the pre-war standard."
Professor Cassel sees the value of gold prac-

tically determined by the value of the dollar,

because of the peculiar situation of the market
as a result of post-war conditions, and he

despairs of the various nations getting back to

the old gold standard, certainly within any
measurable time, and not, at any rate, until a
real stability of the gold market can be ob-

tained. But this, he says, can never be until

the gold standard has been restored in several

countries and actual gold payments have been
resumed in a considerable part of the world.

The true basis of a trustworthy gold market
" can only be a world-wide international trade

carried on on a gold basis. On the other hand,

such a restoration of the gold standard is only

possible on the condition that the gold market
has already acquired some stability. The only

way to a solution of a problem which presents

such complications seems to lie in a mutual co-

operation of the nations, with a view of secur-

ing that agreement in policy and that unity of

effort which alone promise success where iso-

lated action would necessarily fail. A rational

settlement of the question of war debts and
their payment is of course a sine qua non if

any effort to restore stability and reliability to

the world's monetary machinery is to be suc-

cessful. But the co-oparation here suggested
would be specifically directed at an arrangement
with regard to the way in which this machinery
should be connected with gold."

Professor Cassel cites the fact that the supply
of gold has- become insufficient to keep pace
with the rate of economic progress " which we
used to regard as normal before the war. As-
suming that the world is not going to give up
this rate of progress, a general restoration of

the gold standard, with the consequent progres-

sive development of the monetary demand for

gold, would inevitably result in an increasing

scarcity of gohl and a continuous rise in its

value. This would mean that the world con-
demned Itself, for an unlimited future, to a
slow but progressive process of deflation with
all its evil effects on enterprise and produc-
tion as well as on public finance. The pro-

gram suggested in the first memorandum of a
progressive reduction in the monetary demand
for gold is, under such clreum.stances, of very
practical Importance. In fact, the only reason-

able alternative to such a program is the imme-
diate and definite abandonment of the use of

gold a? a monetary standard."
Accordingly Professor Cassel proposes the fix-

ing of a stable internal value to the monetary
stardards of different countries, and suggests
that the authorities must determine the level at

which they will try to stabilize prices, make
their determination and their plan public, and
adhere rigidly to it, though it will require alter-

nating periods of deflation and inflation, making
it essential that the public should be assured of

the unity of purpose in the changing phases of

action and in the seemingly opposite measures
applied.

Professor Cassel acknowledges the difficulties

in choosing a level, and suggests that a read-
justment of wages will be necessary, since their

relative position In different fields of endeavor
is not now compatible with a true economic
equilibrium. With the nominal level of wages
agreed on, the general price level should be
fixed at a point where an equilibrium between
the price of products and the cost of their pro-

duction is established with the least disturb-

ance.

The disturbing effects of international war
debts and indemnities are recognized by Pro-
fessor Cassel, who is frankly pessimistic over

the outlook in Germany, and feels that among
the Allies there must be some reduction of debts

if the world is ever to return to anything ap-
proaching what was once called " normal."

CHILE MAKES ADVANCES TO PERU

THE Minister of Foreign Affairs of Chile on
Dec. 12, 1921, addressed a note to the Peru-
vian Foreign Office in which was expressed

the intention of the Chilean Government to open
immediate negotiations with Peru, with the pur-

pose of reaching an agreement on the terms of

the additional protocol contemplated in Clause ."

of the Treaty of Ancon, and by which the plebi-

scite destined to determine the final nationality

of Tacna and Arica should be governed.

The Chilean note proposes as a workable basis

the very terms advanced by Peru itself during
the negotiations of 1912, terms which would
have had a chance to succeed at that time had
not the Bllllnghurst Government collapsed in

Peru. Should these bases be acceptable to the

present Peruvian Government, the plebiscite will

be carried out in accordance with the following

terms

:

1. The plebiscite shall be held under the direc-
tion of a commission that shall proceed by ma-
jority vote, and shall be composed of five dele-
gates, to wit: Two Chileans, to be appointed
by Chile ; two Peruvians, to be appointed by
Peru, and the President of the Supreme Court of
Justice of Chile, who shall preside.

2. Native-born persons in Tacna and Arica,
and Chileans and Peruvians who shall have
resided three years In the territory, shall vote.

3. All voters must be able to read and write.

The date for the plebiscite was fixed, ac-

cording to that plan, for the year 1933, but

in the present note Chile offers to agree to a
nearer date, in fact to effect It "as soon as

possible," so as to abolish a cause of interna-

tional friction and anxiety for the whole of the

continent. The Chilean Government Is willing

to welcome any suggestion on the part of Peru

for the purpose of giving the act the h'ghe.'st

measure of solemnity and correctness.



PROGRESS OF THE ARMS
CONFERENCE

How the British plea to abolish submarines was defeated by

France and other nations—Passage of American resolutions

curbing submarine methods—No limit placed on aircraft—
Poison gas prohibited by a resolution unanimously adopted-

Agreement on Chinese tariff—Solving the Shantung controversy

[Period From Dec. 20, 1921, to Jan. 18, 1922]

rjlHE Washington Conference for

j_ Limitation of Armament bent
its chief efforts during the

month under review to the Hmitation
of the submarine and other auxiliary

craft, including airplane carriers.

The British delegation, through Lord
Lee of Fareham and Arthur Bal-
four, made an unsuccessful onslaught
on the submarine as an inhuman
agency of warfare. France had made
her acceptance of the 1.75 naval ratio

for capital ships conditional on a large

auxiliary fleet, including 90,000 tons
of submarines. Lord Lee seized this

opening to make a powerful plea for

the complete abolition of that agency
of warfare. The report of the Amer-
ican Advisory Committee, combined
with the unfavorable attitude of all

the other delegations, showed that the
British plea had no chance of success.

At the session held on Dec. 23 the
French and the British delegations
came into sharp conflict. Admiral de
Bon for France seeking to prove that
the submarine had demonstrated its

effectiveness as a weapon of defense,
Mr. Balfour for Great Britain sus-

taining Lord Lee's view that it was
chiefly an offensive weapon, and es-

sentially inhuman. On Dec. 24 Sec-
retary Hughes proposed to reduce
submarine tonnage from 90,000 to

60,000 tons for the United States and
Great Britain, and that France, Italy

and Japan should retain the status
quo, approximately 31,500 tons for
France and Japan, and 21,000 for

Italy. This proposal followed another
sharp debate between the French and
British delegations, in which Mr. Bal-
four demanded to know the reason
for the large submarine fleet insisted

on by France. Though all the dele-

gations maintained their view that
the submarine should be retained,
the result of the three days' debate
was felt to have been a moral victory
for Great Britain, the arguments of

whose chief delegates, especially Mr.
Balfour, made a deep impression on
all, especially on the American dele-

gation. All hopes of eliminating the
submarine, or even limiting its ton-

nage ratio, came to an end on Dec.

28, when France flatly refused a
quota of less than 330,000 tons for

auxiliary craft, and less than 90,000
tons for submarines. The announce-
ment of this decision precipitated an-
other clash between the French and
British delegations, Mr. Balfour and
M. Sarraut academically discussing
the possibility of future war between
Great Britain and France, and Mr.
Balfour making it clear that if France
insisted on this large submarine force,

Great Britain would accept no limita-

tion for craft adapted to fight the
submarine. M. Sarraut made a spir-

ited defense of France, and this first

phase of the submarine debate here
reached its logical end.

At this same session of Dec. 28,

however, a new phase began with
Elihu Root's presentation of a series

of resolutions formally condemning
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the illegal use of the submarine as a
weapon of naval warfare. The orig-

inal proposals restated the existing

international law regarding attacks

on merchant vessels, declared that

submarines were not exempt there-

from, invited all other powers to ac-

cept these principles, and then 'went

further in declaring that as it was
virtually impossible for submarines
in making such attacks to observe the

laws of humanity above laid down,
their use should be prohibited, and to

this end, the five conference nations

assented to such prohibition, and in-

vited all other nations to adhere
thereto. A further resolution urged
that all submarine commanders who
violated these rules should be tried

for piracy. These proposals led to

an animated debate which ended only

on Jan. 6 with the passage of the

resolutions in an extended form—one
of the most momentous results

achieved by the conference, the effect

of which was to give the British dele-

gation a virtual victory after all in

its attempt to outlaw the submarine.

Total tonnage of auxiliary ships

could not be limited, owing to the
attitude of France, but limits were
fixed on individual tonnage and ar-

mament, including aircraft carriers.

A total tonnage ratio was finally

fixed for these last vessels. The con-
ference, basing itself on an exhaus-
tive technical report, rejected any at-

tempt to limit aircraft (Jan. 7). The
use of poison gas was prohibited at
this same session—an action consid-
ered almost as momentous as the
passing of the Root submarine reso-
lutions.

The Committee on the Far East
resumed its discussion on China on
Jan. 5, and reached decisions to raise

the Chinese customs tariff and to

take steps devised ultimately to lead
to the withdrawal of foreign troops
from Chinese teiTitory. The special

negotiations between the Chinese and
Japanese delegates over Shantung
continued, important agreements be-
ing in sight on Jan. 18.

The official proceedings of the con-
ference, from Dec. 22 to the time

when these pages went to press, were
as follows:

The Submarine Debate

The Committee of the Whole on
Limitation of Armament and the
Sub-committee on the Limitation of
Naval Armaments held their second
joint meeting on Dec. 22. At a pre-

vious session, Dec. 20 I see Januar.^"

Current History], the naval ratio

on capital ships had been provision-

ally settled by the consent of France
to a proportion of 1.75 for France,
as compared with the 5-5-3 ratio for

the United States, Great Britain and
Japan. The correspondence between
Secretary Hughes and Premier Bri-

and, however, showed that France's
assent was contingent on securing a
strong auxiliary fleet. This brought
the submarine issue prominently to

the fore, and Great Britain now
seized the opportunity to urge that
the use of submarines be entirely

abandoned, or, at all events, substan-
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LORD LEE OF FAREHAM
First Lord of the Bi-itish Admiralty, who
made a memorable socech at Washington
on tehalf of aholisning the submarine
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during the war showed how expensive the

submarine might prove. Great Britain de-

sired not only a decrease of naval arma-
ment, but a decrease of expenditure. What
would Great Britain gain if the old compe-
tition were transferred to submarines? Not
much, as the submarine menaced Britain's

very life and existence. The submarine was
essentially an offensive weapon, not a by-

product of any industry, such as poison gas

or air bombs, with which it had proved im-

possible to deal. It was a weapon of mur-
der and piracy and the drowning of non-
combatants. It had been used to sink pa\-

senger ships, cargo ships and hospital

ships. It was technically so constructed

that it could not even rescue women and
children from sinking ships. That was
why he hoped it would be abolished. Foi

defense it was inefficient, and its advan-
tages were outweiged by its disadvantages.
It would be a great disappointment if the
British delegates failed to persuade this

conference to get rid of this weapon, which
involved so much evil to peoples who live on
cr by the sea.

Great Britain, to prove her sincerity, was
ready to scrap her v/hole submarine navy,
the largest and most efficient in the worla,
composed of 100 vessels of 80,000 tons, pro-

vided the other nations would do the same.
He believed this was a greater contributioii

to the cause of humanity than even the

(Times Wide World Photos)

V. S. SRINIVASA SASTRI
Member of the Vice Regal Council of India,

chief delegate from British India

limitation of capital ships. It was, how-
ever, useless to be blind to the facts, and
he realized that he could hardly hope to
convince all the powers represented at the
conference, though he believed that eventu-
ally all civilized nations would accept the
British view. In any event, the British
delegates did not intend to allow failure of
submarine abolition to affect the settle-

ment in regard to capital ships, and they
stood ready to welcome any suggestions
for the reduction and restriction of subma-
rines—especially from their French col-

leagues—in case submarines were con-
tinued.

Replies of Other Delelgates

Secretary Hughes, following the
conclusion of Lord Lee's address,
rose to make a statement of correc-
tion. The figures supplied by the
American naval experts, he said, and
upon which the American proposal
was based, concerning submarine
tonnage built and building, did not
appear to coincide with those re-

ferred to by Lord Lee. The tonnage
from these American figures stood
thus:

Tons.
United States 95.000
Great Britain 82.464
Franc* 42,a')0
Italy 20.228
Japan 31,400

The United States, therefore, he
pointed out, had 95,000 tons, which
it was prepared to reduce to 90,000,
as set forth in the American pro-
posals. The reduction was slight,

but it was a reduction. It was not
the intention of the United States to
increase, but to reduce. [Later re-

vised figures given by Secretary
Hughes at the session of Dec. 24 esti-

mated approximate submarine ton-
nage for France at 31,500 ; for Japan
at 31,500, and for Italy at a little less
than 21,000 tons.]

M. Sarraut, on behalf of France,
joined with the other delegations in
expressing profound disapproval of
the barbarous use which was made of
submarines in the late war. Both the
Peace Conference and the League of
Nations, however, he said, had dis-
cussed the question of submarines,
and public opinion had showed itself

favorable to their continuance. The
French delegation believed the sub-
marine was essentially a defensive
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weapon, especially adapted
to nations scantily supplied

with capital ships. It could

not be considered as a domi-
nating weapon ; it was unde-

niable that it could be used

under honorable conditions,

and it was certain that these
conditions would be exam-
ined, discussed and formu-
lated in accord with the

lessons of the late war. The
French delegation thus felt

called upon to approve the

use of the submarine under
these restrictions. M. Sar-
raut pointed out that in view
of the technical considera-
tions governing their use at

sea, it would be necessary
for a navy to possess a num-
ber of them proportionate to

the needs of national de-

fense. He also advocated the

use of submarines of the
larger type, which he de-

clared to be far more fitted

for observing the law of hu-
manity, and further declared

that submarines of a large cruising

radius were necessary to assure the

defense of distant colonies and to

maintain the long line of communica-
tions which such possessions necessi-

tated.

Signor Schanzer, head of the

Italian delegation, though recogniz-

ing the humanitarian considerations

urged by Lord Lee, stated that Italy

did not share the British view re-

garding the technical efficiency of

submarines, and stressed the impor-
tance of this weapon to Italy, with
its long coast line and sea communi-
cations, and the proximity of many
of its most important centres to the

coast. He also believed that the con-

ference could not settle the question

of submarines, in view of the ab-

sence of other powers. Italy, there-

fore, he said, was not in a position

to associate itself with the proposal

to abolish submarines, and the Italian

delegation was not authorized to

do so.

Mr. Hanihara said that Japan be-
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lieved a legitimate use of submarines
was justifiable for the purposes of

national defense, but was wholly op-

posed to their abuse, to guard against
which he proposed a modification of

the international rules of war so as

to embody specific prohibitions.

Points of Agreement

Secretary Hughes rose as Chair-
man to say that all could not fail to

be deeply impressed by the statement
made by Lord Lee on submarines.
One clear and definite point of view
emerged, he said, on which all the

delegates present were agreed : there

was no disposition to tolerate the ille-

gal use of the submarine, and all were
ready to prepare and announce to

the world a statement of the inten-

tions of the nations represented at

the conference that submarines must
observe the well-established princi-

ples of international law regarding
visit and search in attacks on mer-
chant ships. Mr. Hughes pointed out

that even if the delegates were will-
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ing to adopt the principle suggested

by the British, they would still have

to wait the adherence of other na-

tions. The crux of the controversy

was the use of the submarine as a
weapon of defense. Expert differ-

ences of opinion had already mani-
fested themselves. Each nation must
be guided by its own naval experts.

He would make no statement of the
position of the United States at

present, except to add to the expres-
sions of detestation of the abuse of
the submarine and of tho illegal

methods of their employment during
the war. He wished, however, to
read a report of the Advisory Com-
Imittee appointed by President Hard-
jing to assist the American delega-
tion—a committee of men and women
representing all shades of public
opinion in the United States, and
headed by a distinguished Admiral
of the American Navy. He read this
report, not as the opinion of the

United States Government,
but as the report of a com-
mittee created to advise the
American delegates as to
public opinion.

Advisory Committee's

Report*

Secretary Hughes then
read the report that had
been adopted by the Advis-
ory Committee of the
American delegation in full

session on Dec. 21, 1921

:

In the recent World War the
submarine was used in four
general ways:

(a) Unlimited use against
both enemy and neutral non-
combatant merchant vessels.

(b) Use against enemy com-
batant vessels.

(c) Use as mine planters.

(d) Use as scouts.

Whatever is said about un-
limited warfare by submarines

'

is also ti-ue of unlimited war-
» fare by surface craft, provided

the combatant wishes to violate

the rules of war. The Confederate ci-uisers

destroyed all property, but not lives. The
English expected the Germans in the latter

part of the World War to use surface craft

for unlimited warfare and had provided
means to offset this. However, the Germans
with one exception were unable to get out of
the North Sea. The Moewe, a surface ship,

sank almost all merchantmen with which
she came in contact, saving the lives of the

crews. So that unlimited warfare is not
necessarily an atti'ibute of the submarine
alone.

The unlimited use of submarines by Ger-
many against commerce brought down
upon her the wrath of the world, solidified

it against the common enemy and was un-
doubtedly the popular cause of the United
States entering the World War.
The rules of maritime warfare require

a naval vessel desiring to investigate a
merchant ship, first, to warn her by firing
a shot aci'oss her bow, or in other ways,
and then proceed with the examination of
her character, make the decision in regard
to her seizure, place a prize crew on her
and, except under certain exceptional cir-

cumstances, bring her into port, where she
may be condemned by a piize court.
The iTiles of procedure (1917), as laid

*Por full personnel of Advisory Committee,
see December Current History, p. 385.
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down foi- United States naval vessels when
exercising the right of visit and search,

make no exception in favor of the subma-
rine. In the early part of the World War
the German submarines exercised this right

of visit and search in the same manner as
surface vessels. When sunk, the papers
and crew of merchant ships so visited were
saved. Later, when the cases came up in

a Gei-man prize court sitting on appeal at

Berlin, the responsibility of the German
Government was often acknowledged and
indemnities paid.
When unlimited submarine wai-fare corn-

menced, in some cases where necessary evi-

dence was produced by the owners making
claim in the prize court, the court decided
that the matter was outside the pale of the
prize regulations, though it did not deny
the justice of the claim.
Assuming that a merchant ship may be

halted by a submarine in a legitimate fash-
ion, it becomes difficult, because of limited
personnel, for the submarine to complete
the inspection, place a prize crew on board
and bring her into port. It is also difficult

for her to take the passengers and crew
of a large prize on board should circum-
stances warrant sinking the vessel. How-
ever, these remarks are applicable to small
surface craft as well.

During the World War, on account of the
vulnerability of the submarine and on ac-

count of the probability of its sinking the
vessels it captured, the tendency was for
all merchant ships (including neutrals)
to arm themselves against the submarine.
Such action greatly hampers the activity

of the submarine and tends toward illegal

acts both by the merchant vessels and oy
the submarine.

In other words, the general tendency of
submarine warfare against commerce, even
though starting according to accepted
rules, was sharply toward warfai'e unlim-
ited by international law or any humani-
tarian i-ules. This was because the ntiI-

nerability of the submarine led the Ger-
mans to assume and declare she was en-
titled to special exemptions from the ac-
cepted rules of warfare governing surface
craft. The merchant ship sank the sub-
marine if it came near enough; the subma-
rine sought and destroyed the merchant
ship without even a knowledge of nation-
ality or guilt.

Growth of Lawless Methods

Submarines were largely responsible for
the extensive anning of merchant vessels,
neutral and belligerent, during the World
War. The average merchant vessel can-
not hope to arm effectively against enemy
surface combatant vessels, and as a rule
submits to visit and search without resist-
ance. Prospects of saving the ship and cer-
tainty of safety to personnel have caused
them to accept as the lesser risk the visit
of belligerent surface vessels.

When, however, as in the World War,
they met a belligerent submarine, witli a
strong probability of being sunk by that
submarine, the law of self-preservation
operated and the merchant ship resisted by
every means in its power. Defensive arma-
ment was almost sure to be used offen-
sively in an attempt to strike a first blow.
The next step was for each to endeavor
to sink the other on sight.
War on commerce by surface combatant

ci*aft causes change of ownership of mer-
chant vessels only, provided the surface
craft does not sink these ships, but these
merchant vessels for the most part remain
in service. They are not destroyed. The
world does not lose them. The object of
war on commerce is not to destroy .-^hip-

ping, but to deprive the enemy of its use.
Submarine warfare on commei'ce, if unlim-
ited in character, injures the enemy and
greatly injures the world as well. The
woi-ld is so highly organized and so
pendent on ocean transportation that sh:

ping is essential to livelihood. Without
it vast populations would starve.
At present, when war breaks out, bellig-

erent vessels tend to transfer to neu'ral
flags and also to fly false flags. This
hampers lawful warfare by submarines, as,

owing to their great difficulty in making
the proper visit and search, it is thus im-
possible for them to prevent belligerent
commerce from going forward.
The net results of unlimited submarine
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warfare in the World War were (a) fla-

grant violations of international law, (b)

destruction of an enormous amount of

wealth, (c) unnecessary loss of many inno-

cent lives and (d) to draw into the war
many neuti-als.

Unlimited submarine warfare should be

outlawed. Laws should be drawn up pre-

scribing the methods of procedure of sub-

marines against merchant vessels, both

neutral and belligerent. These rules should

accord with the rules observed by surface

craft. Tjaws should also be made which
prohibit the use of false flags and offensive

arming of merchant vessels. The use of

false flags has already ceased in land

warfare.
No one can prevent an enemy from run-

ning " amuck," but immediately he does he
outlaws himself and invites sure defeat by
bringing down the wrath of the world upon
his head. If the submarine is required to

operate under the same inile as combatant
surface vessels, no objection can be raised

as to its use against merchant vessels. The
individual captains of submarines are no
more likely to violate instructions from
their Government upon this point than are
captains of any other type of ship acting
independently.

Submarines and Warships

Against enemy men-of-war the subma-
rine may be likened to the advance guard
on land which hides in a tree or uses under-
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brush to conceal itself. If the infantry in

its advance encounters an ambuscade, it

suffers greatly, even if it is not totally
annihilated. However, an ambuscade is

entirely legitimate.

In the same fashion a submarine strikes
the advancing enemy from concealment, and
no nation cries out against this form of
attack as illegal. Its navy simply becomes
more vigilant, moves faster and uses its

surface scouts to protect itself.

The submarine carries the same weapons
as surface vessels, i. e., torpedoes, mines
and guns. There is no prohibition of their
use on surface ci"aft, and there can be none
on submarines. Submarines are particularly
well adapted to use mines and torpedoes.
They can approach to the desired spot with-
out being seen, lay their mines or discharge
their torpedoes and make their escape.
The best defense against them is eternal

vigilance and high speed. This causes
added fatigue to the personnel and greater
wear to the machinery. The continual
menace of submarines in the vicinity may
so wear Aovm a fleet that when it meets
the enemy it will be so exhausted as to
make its defeat a simple matter.

The submarine as a man-of-war has a
very vital part to play. It has come to
stay. It may sti-ike without warning against
combatant vessels, as surface ships may do
also, but it must be required to obsei've the
prescribed rules of surface craft when op-
posing merchantmen as at other times.

As a scout the submai-ine has great pos-
sibilities. It is the one type of vessel able
to proceed unsupported into distant enemy
w^aters and maintain itself to observe and
report enemy movements. At present its

principal handicaps are poor habitability
and lack of radio power to transmit its in-
formation. However, these may be over-
come in some degree in the future. Here,
again, the submarine has come to stay. It
has great value, a legitimate use, and no
nation can decry its employment in this
fashion.

[Here followed a statement of the pro-
posal of the United States for limitation of
naval armament, so far as submarines ai-e

concerned, as made at the opening session
of the conference.] The report then con-
tinued:
A nation possessing a great mei-chanfc

marine protected by a strong surface navy
naturally does not desire the added threat
of submarine warfai-e brought against it.

This is particularly the case if that nation
gains its livelihood thi-ough overseas com-
merce. If the surface navy of such a
nation were required to leave its home
waters, it would be greatly to its advan-
tage if the submarine threat were removed.
This could be accomplished by limiting the
size of the submarine so that it would be
restricted to defensive operation in its own
home waters.
On the other hand, if a nation has not a

large merchant marine, but is dependent
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upon sea-borne commerce from territory
close at hand, it would be necessary to carry
war to her. It would be very natural for
that nation to desire a large submarine
force to attack the approaches on the sea
and to attack troop transports, supply
ships, &c., of the enemy. Control of the
surface of the sea only by the attacking
power would not eliminate it from constant
exposure and loss by submarine attacks.

Attitude of United States

The United States would never desire its

navy to undertake unlimitefl submarine war-
fare. In fact, the spirit of fair play of the
people would bring about the downfall of
the Administration which attempted to

sanction its use. However, submarines act-

ing legitimately from bases in our dis-

tant possessions would harass and greatly
disturb an enemy attempting operations
against them. They might even delay the
fall of these possessions until our fleet

could assemble and commence major opera-
tions.

It will be impossible for our fleet to pro-
tect our two long coast lines properly at
all times. Submarines located at bases
along both coasts will be useful as scouts
and to attack any enemy who should desire
to make raids on exposed positions.
The submarine is particularly an instru-

ment of weak naval powers. The business
of the world is carried on upon the surface
of the sea. Any navy which is dominant on
the surface prefers to rely on that supe-
riority, while navies comparatively weak
may but threaten that dominance by de-
veloping a new form of attack to attain
success through surprise. Hence submarine';
have offered and secured advantages until

the method of successful counter-attack has
been developed.
The United States Navy lackr> a proper

number of cruisers. The few we have
would be unable to cover the necessary
area to obtain infoiTnation. Submarine.-
could greatly assist them, as they cannot
be driven in by enemy scouts.
The cost per annum of maintaining 100,-

000 tons of submarines, fully manned and
i-eady, is about thirty million dollars. For
the work which will be required of them
in an emergency, this cost is small when
taken in connection with the entire navy.
The retention of a large submarine force

may at some future time result in the
United States holding its outlying posses-
sions. If these colonies once fall, the ex-
penditure of men necessary to recapture
them will be tremendous and may result in

a drawn war which would really be a
United States defeat. The United States
needs a large submarine force to protect its

interests.
The committee is therefore of the opinion

that unlimited warfare by submarines on
commerce should be outlawed. The right
of visit and search must be exercised by
submarines under the same rules as for
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surface vessels. It does not approve limi-

tation in size of submarines.

After reading the Advisory Com-
mittee's report, Secretary Hughes
closed the session with a short state-

ment to the effect that the American
delegation would carefully consider

the arguments set forth by the Brit-

ish delegation, and would consult

American experts.

The report of the Advisory Com-
mittee was attacked by the National

Council for Limitation of Armament
on Dec. 27 as not correctly represent-

ing American public opinion regard-

ing submarines. Frederick J. Libby,

Executive Secretary of the Council,

appealed to the Advisory Committee
on that date to revise its opinion that

the submarine was a necessary
weapon of defense for America, but

that its use in violation of recognized

rules of visit and search should be

outlawed. The appeal asked the com-
mittee to reconvene, and to take up
the question again in the light of

public opinion as recorded by the Sub-
committee on Public Information of
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the Advisory Committee since the

Advisory Committee's report was
submitted. Mr. Libby declared in

his letter that " the statement made
by Secretary Hughes before the con-

ference regarding ' the widespread
sentiment against the submarine in

the United States/ bears out the con-

viction that your report is not in har-
mony with opinion in America
today, which we are sure you wish
faithfully to represent." Hundreds
of thousands of names and opinions,

it was made known, had been regis-

tered with the Subcommittee on In-

formation referred to in favor of the
abolition of undersea craft.

France Rejects Britain's Plea

The debate on submarines was re-

sumed at the third joint session of
the two committees, Dec. 23. At
this session the difference existing
between the French and British views
came out into sharp relief. Admiral

de Bon, speaking for the French Gov-
ernment, combated the arguments of
Lord Lee as set forth at the preced-
ing session, and presented to the con-
ference, sitting as a committee of
the whole, an elaborate statement of
the French view in favor of retaining
the submarine as a defensive weapon.
Briefly stated, his argument was that
the submarine had proved its effec-
tiveness as a weapon of defense
against warships and the protection
of coasts, that it had a right to figure
as an integral part of naval forces,
thattheGermans had abused it during
the war, and that the 90,000 tons pro-
posed by the American plan was the
minimum submarine strength that
any important naval power should
have. He advocated, therefore, that
this quota be assigned to France.

Mr. Balfour made a strong argu-
ment in rebuttal of Admiral de Bon's
views, and in support of Lord Lee,
reiterating the belief of the British
delegation that the suppression of
the submarine would be in the na-
tional interests of both France and
Italy. Signor Schanzer for Italy
declared that the arguments em-
ployed by the British delegates only
justified the Italian position favoring
the retention of submarines as a pro-
tection for Italy's coasts. Neither the
United States nor Japan participated
in the debate at this session. Follow-
ing is a summary of the official re-
port of the session

:

Admiral de Bon began the argument for
France by declaring that the statement by
Lord Lee favoring the abolition of the sub-
marine had presented the most forcible ar-
guments that could be brought to bear upon
this side of the question. On the other

'

hand, he pointed out that the report of the
American Advisory Committee, as read by
Secretary Hughes, had presented argu-
ments of incontestable value for the re-

verse of the British view and in favor of
the preservation of the submarine under
due regulation. It would seem, he said,
that these two statements had exhausted
all arguments that could be used either pro
or contra. There were, howevei', certain
differences of opinion regarding the various
arguments which it seemed desirable to clar-
ify before the committee.

The first of these was the question of
the submarine's effectiveness both as a
weapon of offense and defense. Durmg
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the war France had lost three battleships
and five cruisers and had had several other
ships torpedoed, incurring a total loss of
130,000 tons. Great Britain and Italy had
also lost a certain number of battleships.

Germany had not maintained her coasts in-

tact, moreover, merely by the barrier of
mines with which those coasts had been
protected. These could have been crossed
by any force supplied with mine sweepers
had not a force of submarines rendered ap-
proach really dangerous. Submarines in
the Adriatic, also, had proved one of the
most powerful means of action by the en-
emy. The Allies had felt submarine power
in the Dardanelles and during the long
months at Gallipoli.

As a means of attack against warships,
as well as for scouting and wireless pur-

poses and a means of general weakening of
enemy moi-ale, said Admiral de Bon, the
submarine had proved its worth. It had
showed itself especially effective against
the merchant marine. Germany's results
in this direction were known to all, and had
struck terror to all peoples. But what had
inspired this terror was not the fact that
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German .submarines had attacked merchant
shipping; it was that they had violated neu-
trality, had attacked steamers loaded with
noncombatants, even transports bearing
the wounded, flying the Red Cross flag. It

had always been admissible to attack an
enemy's merchant marine as one of the
most effective means of seriously crippling
one's adversary, and he believed it would
always be considerel legitimate. Would il

not be less cruel and wasteful of human
life than direct military force, if one might
bring one's adversaries to their knees
through use of the submarine? This could
be done especially in the blockade, which is

a legitimate practice, the effects of which
would not be confined to the submarine.

Curbing Inhuman Methods

The Admiral then briefly reviewed the
origin and motives of the inhuman prac-
tices adopted by Germany in her unlimited
submarine war, to point his view thai if
the use of the submarine against enemy
shipping were allowed it would have to be
confined within certain limits of humanity.

The Germans, by attacking neu-
tral ships and torpedoing passen-
ger ships and hospital ships with-
out warning, had lost the respect
of the world for the submarine.
The speaker then pointed out how
the Germans could have waged
this waifare differentlv, giving:
vv-ai-ning to a vessel that it would
be sunk, bringing it to a place of
rafety, removing the crew, and
not sinking the ship until all these
humane preliminaries had been
obsei-ved. The submarines would
rot have been exposed to any
greater risks by adopting this
procedure than the frigate and
corsairs of other days.
The underseas craft, in short,

must be curbed. A proper set of
rules should be drawn up with
this object in view and adopted
when the ixiles of international
law in application to all life at
sea in time of war are made sub-
ject to revision. Even under these
limitations, submarine waifare
could be very effective. Lord Lee
had recalled the hours of anguish
lived through when Great Britain,
and at times France, had been
threatened with deprivation of the
supplies on which the very life of
the nation depended. But this was
submarine warfare at its in-
huniane worst. Within proper
limitations, it was legitimate and
could be very important. Admiral
de Bon then took up the moral
argument urged by Lord Lee and
combated the view that submarine
commanders were bound to in-
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fringe the code of humanity in the heat of

passions engendered by war. He did not

believe that any Government would risk

hereafter incurring such a responsibility.

A submarine was useful for fighting war
fleets, for fighting merchant marines. It

was the opinion of the French delegation

that it was especially the weapon of na-

tions not possessing a large navy. Its

cheapness made it possible to build a large
number at a cost far below that of capital

ships. As for the cost of maintaining a
counter-submarine fleet referred to by Lord
Lee, Admiral de Bon emphasized the fact
that France could utilize a considerable
number of elements drawn from both the
merchant marine and fishing vessels. De-
fensive measures might thus be considerably
reduced. Furthermore, this was a general
argument which might be applied to any
other naval weapon. In fact, it seemed that
henceforth the submarine had the right to
figure as an integral part of naval force.

Though at first, as with every new wea-
pon, it had come upon its adversaries wheix
they were without sufficient defense, and
thus had caused great damage, from now
on, as Lord Lee had emphasized, it would
be greatly limited, as the risks
of its own destruction had
greatly increased. The Admiral
did not agree that its activities

had becom.e ineffective, but it

was possible to think that the
struggle against the submarine
might now be carried on under
conditions comparable to that
of any action between warships.
There was no doubt that further
great progress would be made
in two directions—in the sub-
marine's power of attack and in

the efficiency of methods of
combating its operations. The
progress of human ingenuity
could not be stopped. The Ad-
miral drew a vivid picture of
the possibilities of the subma-
rine as an agent of attack and
protection in naval warfare of
the future and intimated that
the submarine had come to

stay.

The French spokesman then
took up the question of what
minimum of submarine tonnage
was necessary. The French
figures on the number of U-
boats kept in service by Gei'-

many out of her fleet of 320
underseas vessels were slightly
different from those presented
by Lord Lee. Not ten, but fif-

teen or twenty, the French
figures showed, were kept avail-

able at one time. The Ameri-
can Advisory Committee had es-

timated 90,000 tons as neces-
sary for tfie United States

and Great Britain. This would repre-
sent about ninety submarines of an
average of 1,000 tons, and thus some
fifteen or twenty for continuous action.

This seemed the minimum possible for any
i;ation desiring to make use of this weapon.
The Admiral ended by declaring that he
v.'ould oppose any attempt to reduce this
minimum. In his opinion, it was the abso-
lute minimum for all navies desiring to use
a submarine force.

Mr. Balfour's Reply

Mr. Balfour, head of the British

delegation, replied to the French ar-

gument for continuation of the sub-
marine as a war weapon. He com-
bated the French view that the de-

struction of commerce by submarines
was legitimate, and cited the findings
of the Advisory Committee in favor
of the British view that such an em-
ployment of the submarine was in-

humane. It was, he intimated, bound
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to be inhumane. Mr. Balfour said at
this point:

Let me ask upon this question of destruc-
tion of commerce on the high seas |?y means
of submarines, is there any man who has
listened to this debate, is there any man
who knows what occurred in the late war,
is there any man who knows what must oc-

cur in the course of any future war, who
doubts that if submarines are sent on their
dangerous and difficult mission on the high
seas—one of the most difficult and most
dangerous as well as one of the most dis-

agreeable tasks which can be imposed up-
on a sailor—it is for something more im-
portant than the remote chance of destroy-
ing some well guarded and efficient ship
of war, and that if they are once let loose

to deal with merchantmen it is incredible

that in the stress of war their powers will

not be abused in the future as they have
been so grossly abused in the past?

Mr. Balfour did not deny the other

useful objects which could be attained

through the submarine, its ability to

attack warships, its serviceability for

scouting, &c. The main object, how-
ever, he declared, was clear—the

destruction of commerce—and he

made clear the attitude of the Brit-

ish delegation on that point. He
further declared that Admiral de Bon
had exaggerated the utility of sub-

marines for genuine war purposes.

He declared of his own personal
knowledge that Germany had not
enjoyed immunity for her coasts dur-
ing the war because of her possession
of submarines. He further did not
believe that submarines were a valid

defense against any sudden attack by
a ship of war on an unprotected
coast. They had not protected the
English coast against sudden attacks
by German ships sent swiftly across
the North Sea. They had not pro-
tected the German forces at Zee-
brugge against bombardment by
British ships. Their effect in the
Dardanelles had been insignificant.

The real issue, however, he defined
as follows:

The question before us now Is whether
you are going to encourage an instrument
of war which, if it be encouraged—if, in-

deed, permitted at all—will undoubtedly be
used in the illegitimate destruction of com-
merce.

Who, asked Mr. Balfour, is going

to be injured by that? Not Japan,
not the United States, self-contained

and independent of imports. But
what of Italy, which for the purposes
of this debate counted almost as an
island. He recalled the extreme dif-

ficulty experienced by the Allies in

the war to supply Italy even with the
minimum of coal necessary to keep
her arsenals and manufactories go-
ing. He doubted if Italy could feed
herself, supply herself, or continue
as an efficient fighting force if she
were really blockaded. The continu-
ance of the submarine would put it in

the power of every nation to make
itself a formidable enemy. Italy had
five maritime neighbors in the Medi-
terranean. The speaker hoped that
eternal peace would reign in those
waters, but the cold and calculating
point of view of a member of a gen-
eral staff would lead him to say to
Italy :

" You have five neighbors,
each one of which can, if it so desires,
blockade your coast and make your
position untenable, without having a
single surface ship of war at its dis-
posal."

And what was the case of France ?

France was nearly self-supporting in
point of food, with a great land fron-
tier giving her direct access to all the
great markets of the world. She has
a position of great military security
from the side of the sea. But from
the land side M. Briand had pointed
out to the conference the existing
military danger, against which
France required a large army, and
might even, in the future, again re-
quire assistance from overseas, across
the Atlantic or across the Channel.
This new French argument, " this en-
couragement of submarines, this
passionate declaration that it would
be almost criminal to interfere with
the growth of this promising, though
at present infantile, weapon of war—how is that going to be met? " Ad-
miral de Bon had said the small craft
necessary to deal with submarines
could be drawn from merchant ships
and from the fishing population. But
during the war it was Great Britain,
not France, that had furnished the
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bulk of such vessels which finally
broke the U-boat blockade. " It was
the British craft that did it, not the
Italian or French craft," Mr. Balfour
declared. He gave the figures to

prove his contention: France, 257
ships ; Italy, 288 ships ; Great Britain,
3,676 ships.

As for Admiral de Bon's declara-
tion that you could not stop the
progress of humanity, Mr. Balfour
said:

I confess that in so far as the progress
of humanity consists in inventing new
methods of warfare, I would stop it tomor-
row if I could, and this conference cannot
set itself to a better work than to stop it

as far as it can be stopped. I believe it

can be stopped in the matter of submarines,
if we all decide to do it. I believe the con-
science of mankind would help us. I be-
lieve that public opinion would be on our
side.

But if we cannot do it, then let us thor-
oughly realize that permission for subma-
rines is not only an increase to the burdens
of the taxpaying world; it not only adds
to the cost of the navies, at all events in

countries which are threatened by other
peoples' submarines; it adds greatly to the
cost of those navies by the non-military
organization, so to speak, which it requires
to have ready, and it adds largely to the
number of States which can potentially and
without any cost in battleships and without
any huge estimates add themselves not to
the list of nations anxious merely for self-

defense, but to the list of those nations
who wish to supplement their desire for an
aggressive policy upon land by adding to
their power on the sea.

Mr. Balfour closed his argument
with a reassertion that the motive of
Great Britain in proposing the aboli-

tion of the submarine was not one of
fear. He did not underestimate the
difficulties his country had had to
struggle against to overcome the sub-
marine menace, but the necessity had
brought its own remedy, and Eng-
land had shown she could prevent her
own destruction. It was England's
great naval population, its great fish-

ing population, that had ultimately
brought protection. No other country
could provide that defense against
submarines. It was not lodged else-

where. Britain would have to provide
it for France and for Italy under sim-
ilar circumstances. The position of
England was strong. The submarine
menace would increase her national
expenditure, but it would not imperil
her security. He did not know
whether all those at that table could
speak with equal confidence of their

position.

ScHANzER Speaks for Italy

Signor Schanzer, head of the Italian

delegation, began his reply by ex-

pressing his country's gratitude for

England's efficient aid during the

war. He also wished to express his

thanks for Mr. Balfour's important
observations on Italy's vulnerability

to blockade from the Mediterranean
and to offensive action by as many as
five maritime neighbors. Nothing
he could himself have said could jus-

tify better the position that the Ital-

ian delegation had assumed in this

debate. Mr. Balfour had said sub-
marines constitute no real defense for

coasts ; that instead of guaranteeing
the security of supplies to a country
dependent on the sea, they endanger
those supplies, and that they could be
used by hostile neighbors in block-
ading her shores. There was here,

said Signor Schanzer, a substantial
difference in expert opinion. The au-
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thority of Lx)rd Lee and Mr. Balfour
was undoubtedly great, but there

were technical experts of great au-

thority who insisted on the necessity

of maintaining the submarine as a de-

fensive weapon, and this opinion was
shared by the Italian experts and the
Italian Government.

Italy was ready to study the whole
subject further, but Signor Schanzer
made plain his belief that it was imr

possible to decide on the abolition of

the submarine at present, inasmuch
as many of the States that could avail

themselves of this dangerous weapon
were not- represented in the confer-

ence. If such a decision were taken,

he pointed out, the nations participat-

ing would be placing themselves in a
position of manifest inferiority in

respect to the States not represented.

The Italian delegation believed, there-

fore, that the problem must be ex-

amined at another and wider conferr

ence. For the present the best course
would be to follow the spirit of the
American proposal, and to limit sub^

marines to the extent necessary, for

a purely defensive policy.

Admiral de Bon rose to say, in par-

tial reply to Mr. Balfour, that he had
never wished to support the theory,
which was neither his Government's
nor his own, that submarines had the
right to destroy merchant vessels

after having saved the crews. Mr.
Balfour declared in turn that he had
no desire to misrepresent Admiral de
Bon, and that what h had attempted
to show was that if the submarine
was to play the great role in future
wars which the Admiral had sug-
gested, it could do so only by resort

to extreme methods. It was futile, he
declared, to suppose that submarines
would make a practice of stopping
merchant ships and placing prize

crews on board to take them into port.

The session then adjourned, with
the submarine debate still unfinished.

New Phase of the Debate

The fourth joint session of the two
Tiaval committees, which occurred on
the morning of Dec. 24, was marked

by new proposals made by Secretary
Hughes, the Chairman, regarding
the limit of submarines acceptable to
the United States. The compromise
proposed was briefly this : The max-
imum tonnage for the United States
and Great Britain was to be reduced
from 90,000 to 60,000 tons; the
measure for Japan, France and
Italy was to remain roughly at the
status quo, estimated for Japan at

31,500 tons, for France at 31,500
tons, and for Italy at 21,000 tons.

The British delegation accepted the
reduction at the afternoon session,

but the Japanese, French and Italian

delegations declined to accept the
quota allowed to their respective Gov-
ernments, and no definite result was
reached. The Japanese representa-
tives refused to consider any reduc-
tion from the 5-5-3 ratio already
agreed upon, declaring that the 54,-

000 tonnage under this ratio was the
minimum consistent with Japan's
defensive needs. The French de-

clared that the new tonnage assigned
to France was below the minimum
considered necessary, and that they
must await advices from the home
Government before any decision was
reached. The Italians, on their part,

following their announced policy of
parity, declined to accept a subma-
rine tonnage less than that allotted to

France.

The debate on the British proposal
of abolition in the morning session

began with another French statement
by M. Sarraut. He reiterated the
French Government's desire for the

retention of the submarine, and
pointed out the great danger that na-
tions not represented in the confer-

ence might misconstrue any attempt
to abolish, and to force them to

abolish, a naval weapon considered by
them as a valuable means of national

defense. The motives of certain

members of the conference, particu-

larly those still possessing a large

naval armament in capital ships, he
pointed out, were more than likely to

be impugned. These outside nations
could neither be persuaded nor co-

erced, as had been seen during the
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Peace Conference at Paris and in the
League of Nations, and it was wholly
undesirable that any of the outside

nations should gain the impression
that they were being dictated to in

matters concerning their own sov-

ereignty and theories of defense. Let
the tonnage in capital ships be lim-

ited—that was well—but as to a de-

fensive navy, each country best knew
its own needs.

Mr. Balfour presented again the
British side of the argument. His
words made a deep impression on all

the delegates, although most of them
were opposed to the solution which he
advocated. Mr. Balfour answered M.
Sarraut's arguments in detail.

France, he said, having put an end to

all chance of even discussing disar-

mament by land, " now proceeds to

develop her sea policy, and her sea

policy embraces the creation of a vast

submarine fleet." Suppose that the

French fears of new German aggres-
sion were realized, he said, and that

some 60,000,000 or 70,000,000 Ger-
mans were supplied with submarines
to wage a naval war on France. What
could France do to cope with this new
situation ? No number of submarines
—which were, he maintained, a wea-
pon of offense, not of defense—could

help her to protect her own merchant
ships or the transports of her neigh-
bors and friends. Her only protection

would be in that large maritime pop-
ulation of England already referred
to, and France would be dependent
on England's anti-submarine craft

for ultimate protection. How was
that consistent with the large fleet of

submarines planned by France,
which, from a strategical and geo-

graphical point of view, might seem
directed against no one more than
Great Britain herself?

Mr. Balfour knew, he said, that M
Sarraut, in his expressions of friend-
ship for Great Britain, had uttered

not one word in excess of the truth.

He added, however:

I know it represents what comes from his

heart, but no present expression of good-
will, however sincere, can control the future.
We must take account of facts, and when

we try to combine the military policy an-
nounced by M. Briand with the naval policy
announced by Admiral de Bon we cannot
fail to see that there is a naval and a mili-
tary scheme strangely inherent and incon-
sistent. Men will inevitably ask them-
selves, " What is the ultimate end underly-
ing all that is being done? Against whom
is this submarine fleet being built? What
purpose is it to serve? What danger to
France is it intended to guard against? "

I know of no satisfactory answer to such
questions.

The British spokesman also com-
bated the view of M. Sarraut regard-
ing the outside nations. The last

thing such smaller powers would do,

he declared, was to resent an inter-

national arrangement by which the
use of submarine fleets was forbid-
den, or to say that this was an ex-
ample of "British arrogance, pride
and tyranny." If they considered the
influence of Great Britain at all, they
knew that that influence had always
been exercised on the side of liberty.

He certainly would not be prevented
from doin ghis best to bring about
this great moral reform in the use of
weapons of war by fear of " even the
bitterest and most unscrupulous
calumny."

M. Sarraut in rebuttal pointed out
the connection between France's land
armaments and her need for subma-
rines, which Mr. Balfour had con-

fessed himself unable to understand.
Both were for defense. France was
compelled to make a double effort,

both military and naval. France had
no proud aspirations for naval power

;

this was proved by her acceptance of

the capital ship tonnage which had
been allotted to her. She had asked
for submarines. For what purpose

—

to attack her neighbors ? Such a sus-

picion did not merit a reply. France
was confronted by a situation of fact.

Besides her continental coastlines

she possessed also a colonial domain
whose ramifications are spread all

over the world. She must have the
weapon needed to defend those pos-
sessions and the safety of her trans-
ports and lines of communication. He
had had absolutely no desire to im-
pugn the motives of Great Britain,
and had only warned against the dan-
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ger for all those assembled of any
suspicion of having attempted to re-

duce to vassalage those powers, large

or small, which had not participated
in the conference. He admitted that
the might and safety of Britain con-
stituted one of the essential safe-

guards of the peace of the world and
of the progress of civilization. Great
Britain herself, by her course in

the war, had largely contributed

to the overthrow of any hegemony
by any nation in the world. But
the susceptibilities of certain peoples

must nevertheless be respected. The
small ones also had the right to ex-

press their views and to make their

voices heard. The creation of a will

to peace in the world can be based
only on confidence and a spirit of

justice. This is the deep conviction

which must be imparted to all na-

tions, but they must be persuaded of

this, not by having it forced on them,

but by letting it penetrate gently into

their minds.

Secretary Hughes's Statement

Secretary Hughes followed M. Sar-

raut. It was clear, he said, that a

decision could not be reached on the

matter just discussed. He added,

however, that the arguments set

forth by Mr. Balfour were deeply im-

pressive, both because of the spirit

with which they were permeated, and
because of " the manifest desire to

present and enforce, against ap-

parently hopless odds, a proposition

which was deemed important for the

maintenance of the peace of the world
and for such an adjustment of

weapons of war as might favor the

maintenance of conditions of peace."

He wished to express his profound
sympathy with what Mr. Balfour and
Lord Lee had said; their arguments
had derived force not only from hu-
manitarian sentiment, not only from
abhorrence of the atrocities of sub-
marine warfare, but also because they
were buttressed by facts drawn from
Great Britain's own experience. The
strong American sentiment against
the submarine—the feeling that as

an offensive weapon it should be out-
lawed—would be powerfully rein-

forced by what had been said. The
words of Mr. Balfour and Lord Lee
would cany far beyond this confer-
ence, and might be ultimately suc-
cessful in inducing the nations to

forego the use of a weapon which, as
Mr. Balfour had urged, was valuable
only as an aggressive weapon, and
then only in the form of aggression
condemned by humanity and inter-

national law. President Harding,
said Mr. Hughes, had been equally
impressed by the strength of the
arguments for abolition, and the
United States was ready to give the
problem its most serious considera-
tion when it became feasible to take
the matter up again.
What could now be done? The

powers participating in the confer-
ence were bound, he believed, not to
use the conference " to impinge upon
the full liberty of discussion of those
desiring to be heard in a matter relat-
ing to their defense." Full discus-
sion, however, could not but be use-
ful ; and he hoped that this discussion
would lead the five powers to agi-ee
to a denunciation of the illegal

methods of submarine warfare and
in favor of the application of the
principles of international law. Tha
moment had now come for an expres-
sion of views on concrete proposals
for limitation of submarines.
The only response to this invita-

tion made at this time was by Mr.
Balfour, who voiced his thanks, and
those of the whole British delegation,
for the words that Mr. Hughes had
spoken. "We regard your utter-
ance," he said, " as a great step for-
ward, and we do not doubt that it

will find an echo in all parts of the
civilized world, and will greatly pro-
mote the cause we have so much at
heart." He then asked to have
placed upon the record the views of
the entire British delegation, which
would take the following shape:

The British Empire delegation desires
formally to place on record its opinion that
the use of submarines, while of small value
for defensive purposes, leads inevitably to
acts which are inconsistent with the laws of
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war and the dictates of humanity, and the

delegation desires that united action should

be taken by all nations to forbid their main-

tenance, construction or employment.

The New American Proposal

It was at this point that Chairman
Hughes presented to the joint com-
mittees the new American proposals

for the relative ratios for submarine
strength. Instead of the 90,400 tons

allowed as a maximum under the

original plan, the United States, he
said, was now ready to accept a maxi-
mum of 60,000 tons, thus scrapping
35,000 tons of the existing submarine
tonnage, on the understanding that

Great Britain should also accept 60,-

000 tons for her maximum tonnage,
and scrap 22,464 tons—her present
amount of submarine tonnage being
82,464 tons, according to the Amer-
ican figures ; and that Japan, France
and Italy should retain the tonnage
they now have. In reply to a query

i: by Lord Lee, Mr. Hughes gave the
I

present submarine tonnage of these
,

last named three countries as fol-

i lows: Japan, 31,452 tons; France,
31,391 tons; Italy somewhat less than

;
21,000 tons. A tabulation showing
the old plan, in contrast with the
new, is given below:

SUBMARINE TONNAGE LIMITS

Country-. Old Plan. New Plan.
United States 90.000 GO.OOO
Great Britain 90,000 60,000

Japan 54.000 *31.500

France Not decided *31,.500

Italy Not decided •21,000

*The status quo.

The discussion of the new Amer-
ican proposals was reserved for the

afternoon session, which was the

fifth joint meeting of the main Com-

I

mittee on Limitation of Armament
' and the Subcommittee on Naval Limi-
tation. The official bulletin stated

that " the discussion concerning the
limitation of submarine tonnage was
continued, and Mr. Balfour accepted,
on behalf of the British Empire, the
American proposal that the maxi-
mum submarine tonnage for the
American and British navies should
be '60,000 tons." The communique
then gave, either verbatim or in

paraphrase, the comments of the
other delegations.

Signor Schanzer pointed out that,

as Mr. Balfour himself had shown
the day before, Italy could make
special claims as regards her need of

light craft and submarines to protect

her exposed coasts and to assure her

food supplies from the sea side. He
also pointed out the insufficient

nature of the existing submarine
flotilla. During the war Italy had
found her submarines too small to

cope with the situation, and had had
to rely on the co-operation of French
and British submarines. Since the

armistice the Italian Government had
demolished thirty submarines. It

was left with forty-three in active

service and four under construction,

a total of 20,250 tons. Only ten of

the forty-three were of any use.

Since the others were of 700-tons dis-

placement, they would have to be
successively replaced. Despite these
conditions, and despite the view of the
Italian naval experts that the quota
of 31,500 tons in submarines was not
sufficient in its relation to the
175,000 tons in capital ships already
accepted, Italy was ready to accept
the quota of 31,500 tons, on condition
that France received no more. In
plain words, Signor Schanzer voiced
Italy's rejection of the quota of
21,000 tons proposed by the new plan,

and insisted on receiving the same
quota as that allowed to France.

Mr. Hanihara for Japan said that
although the Japanese delegates had
been deeply impressed by the British
arguments for abolition, they had not
been convinced that the submarine
was ineffective or unnecessary as a
weapon of defense. Japan had al-

ready made it clear that the 5-5-3

ratio, alike for capital ships and sub-
marines, meant to her a sacrifice. In
respect to submarines, this ratio
would have given her 54,000 tons.

This was considered, so far as Japan
was concerned, the lowest minimum
of submarine tonnage with which the
insular position of Japan could be de-
fended. The new proposal, which
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meant that Japan would have only

31,500 tons, was wholly inadequate.
The delegation, therefore, feft con-

strained to insist on the tonnage as-

signed under the first American plan.

Mr. Hanihara stressed self-defense

as the motive for this attitude, and
pointed out that Japan's remote geo-
graphical position made it plain that
her submarines could not constitute

a menace against any other nation,

M. Sarraut, for France, stated that
as the new American plan contem-
plated a considerable reduction from
the minimum considered necessary
for the French Government, his dele-

gation had no recourse but to await
instructions.

Closing the day's program, a sug-
gestion was made by Mr. Balfour
that a technical examination be made
of the system of naval tons and the
measure of tonnage. Every nation
represented in the conference, he
pointed out, had a different stand-
ard, which made for confusion.
Chairman Hughes suggested that
such an examination be referred to
a subcommittee of two experts from
each delegation, to determine what
constituted a standard ton. The fol-

lowing committee was thus formed:

UNITED STATES—Admiral Taylor and
Admiral Pratt.

BRITISH EMPIRE—Real Admiral Sir
Ernie Chatfield and Instruction Com-
mander Stanton.

FRANCE—Captain Frochot and Captain
Dupuy-Dutemps.
ITALY—Vice Admiral Baron Acton and

Commander Prince Fabrizio Ruspoli.

JAPAN— (Not named at this session).

British public opinion strongly
tended to the belief that in the three
days' debate at Washington the Brit-
ish delegation had won a moral vic-

tory. Arthur J. Balfour, as head of
that delegation, received warm praise
in the British press on Dec. 28.

France's claims for a large fleet of
submarines were generally attacked,
and the French were charged with
the ambition of seeking to become
the greatest submarine power in the
world. In France, on the other hand,
the French claims were warmlv de-
fended. France's determination to

have a powerful fleet, and Fronch
nationalist objections to the subma-
rine limitation efforts of the Wash-
ington conference, were vigorously
voiced in the French Senate and in

the Paris press. During the course
of interpellations in the Senato on
Dec. 27, an important statement was
elicited from Minister of Marine
Guisthau by Senator de Kerguezec,
who defended the submarine as an es-

sential weapon of defense, though
urging that it be confined to military
u.ses instead of being applied to tor-

pedoing commerce. Minister Guis-
thau, in response to this, declared that

nothing had been proposed at Wash-
ington that would reduce France's
auxiliary naval power. In further
answer to intimations that the Senate
would ratify no agreement until it

had examined and passed on it, the
Minister gave assurance that no de-

cisions reached at Washington would
be effective until the French Parlia-

ment approved them.
On hearing M. Guisthau's state-

ment, the Naval Committee of the
Chamber of Deputies on Dec. 28 de-

cided to invite the Minister to uphold
energetically the naval interests of
France. The resolution passed de-

clared that France required an ade-

quate fleet to assure the defense of

her coasts, her colonies and her com-
munications. The committee was
presided over by Pierre Dupuy, and
the motion was presented by Jules

Cels, former Under Secretary for the
Navy.

France Rejects New Plan
Meanwhile the final decision on

submarine limitation waited on the

response of the French Government.
This response was presented by the

French delegation at Washington in

the sixth joint session of the two
committees, Dec. 28. France, on the

ground of her needs for national de-

fense, refused flatly to accept an al-

lotment of submarines less than 90,-

000 tons, and also refused a quota of

less than 330,000 tons for auxiliary

craft. She confirmed, however, her

acceptance of the 1.75 ratio for cap-

ital ships, with slight modifications
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regarding replacement. Secretary-

Hughes, after M. Sarraut, Minister

of Colonies for France, had trans-

mitted this decision, expressed his

disappointment over this outcome,

which seemed to make any agreement
on submarine and auxiliary craft

limitation impossible. He was, how-
ever, gratified by France's accept-

ance of the ratio laid down for capi-

tal ships.

The British delegation, through
Mr. Balfour, expressed even keener
disappointment, and the session re-

solved itself into a debate—^the most
heated the conference had yet had^

—

between M. Sarraut and Mr. Balfour.

The discussion reached a point where
both delegates were openly discuss-

ing what would be done by their re-

spective Governments in case of war
between them, and in the event that

France carried out her ambitious
plan for submarine expansion. Mr.
Balfour made it clear that if this

program were carried out. Great
Britain would accept no limitation for

the light craft adapted to fight sub-

marines. This serious turn of the de-

bate hinged on a remark of Mr. Bal-

four that France wanted a large

fleet of submarines to attack mer-
chant vessels, and for no other rea-

son, with the clenr implication that

the chief party menaced was Great
Britain. This M. Sarraut warmly re-

sented. France, he declared, had not
charged Great Britain with harbor-
ing hostile designs on her neighbor
across the Channel because of her re-

taining 525,000 tons in capital ships.

Why, then, should Great Britain sus-

pect France of such designs in con-
nection with her submarine require-

ments ? Lord Lee, Senator Schanzer,
Mr. Hanihara and Secretary Hughes
also took a hand in the debate, the
upshot of which was that France's
decision had made all agreement on
submarines and auxiliary craft im-
possible, and that the various dele-

gations deeply regretted this turn of
affairs.

The speech in which M. Sarraut
had announced the French Govern-
ment's decision, and which provoked

the historic debate just summarized^
was given out as follows—in the of^
ficial translation:

At the last meeting- of the committee
and as the outcome of the wcamination of
the submarine question, a proposal was
made to fix for each of the nations repre^
sented in the conference the submarine ton-
nage that it mig'ht possess. Instead of the
90,000 tons required by France, it was pro-
posed that this tonnage should be limited
as far as she is concerned to 31,500 tons.
Confronted by such a consideixible reduc-
tion of the figures which had been given
as the minimum of what France considered

,

necessary for herself in future, the French
delegation was obliged to refer the matter
to its Government.

At a meeting of the Cabinet and of the
Supreme Council of National Defense, th«
situation was examined and discussed with
the most earnest desire to do whatever
would seem possible to further the aim of
the conference and assist in reaching re-

sults. This deliberate intention has been
caiTied out in the resolution passed' at the
meetin:? as regards capital ships.

As a token of the good-will of France,
it has been resolved to accept the reduction
to 175,000 tons of her tonnage of capital
ships, although it seems nearly impossible
with such redxiced tonnage to constitute a
naval force composed of ships such as those
which it is contemplated to build, and one
nonnally organized, according to the tacti-

cal principles in force in every fleet.

The conditions of application of the
agreement as regai'ds capital ships will

be easy of settlement by taking into ac-
count such qualifications as it may be use-
ful to introduce in carrying out the naval
holiday through the liberty of laying down,
beginning in 1927, ships intended to re-

place, within the limits of the admitted
tonnage, French ships as they reached their
twentieth year of existence. It will be like-

wise easy to settle the question still out-
standing of the duration of the agreement
as to limitation of capital ship tonnage.

After examining, on the other hand, the
composition of the forces needed by B'rance
in auxiliary craft and submarines, which
are specially intended for the protection of
the colonies and their communications, the
Cabinet and the Supreme Council of Na-
tional Defense have reached the conclusion
that it is impossible to accept a limitation
below that of 330,000 tons for auxiliary
craft and 90,000 tons for submarines, with-
out imperiling the vital intei-ests of the
country and its colonies and the safety of
their naval life. The French delegation
has been instinicted to consent to no con-
cession on the above figures.

To sum up, Fi-ance accepts^ as regards
capital ships, the sacrifice which she must
face in order to meet the views of the con^
ferenee, and which represents an important
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reduction of her normal sea power. She
limits the program of the future constitu-

tion of her fleet to 330,000 tons for aux-
iliary craft and to 90,000 tons for subma-
rines.

Though regretting that she cannot pos-

sibly, under the present circumstances, en-

tirely carry out the reductions and limita-

tions contemplated in the American pro-

posal, she at least feels quite certain that

she is taking an important share in the

work of the confei*ence by reducing the

French naval power in capital ships, a
weapon specifically offensive and particu-

larly costly, and by accepting a limitation

for craft of other categories.

Response of Mr. Hughes

Secretary Hughes's speech in reply

to the foregoing was given out in the
following official summary:
The Chairman said that the committee

had heard the statement on behalf of the
French Government. It was a definitive

statement, made after careful deliberation,

and he assumed that it should be accepted
as the final expression of the atittude of

the French Government in regard to the
limitation of naval armament. He was
greatly gratified at the willingness of the
French Government to limit the tonnage
of its capital ships to 175,000 tons. He
felt that the importance of this statement
should not in any way be minimized.

Capital ships were the chief weapon of

offense. If the conference could succeed,

as it was now evident that it would, in re-

ducing in a fairly satisfactory manner ar-

mament as represented in capital ships, it

would have done much to relieve the burden
of taxation and would aid in establishing
a better basis for a lasting peace. He
wished to repeat that he was highly grati-

fied and appreciated the manner in which
the problem had been approached by the
French Government. He understood that
there were, however, certain reservations
with respect to replacements and the dui-a-

tion of the agreement. These matters must
receive fuilher consideration and be the
subject of continued negotiations.
He confessed that he was disappointed

with the statement concerning submarines
and auxiliary ships. If submarines were
to be available fer distinctly defenbive pur-
poses in connection with the movements
of fleets, it would seem that they should
bear some definite proportion to the fight-

ing fleets; that is, if they were to be used
in connection with the laying of mines,
scouting, &c.—the necessities inherent in

large defensive preparations—they should
bear some relation to the operations of the
fleet as a whole. The suggestion that
France should have 90,000 tons of subma-
rines would, on any basis of a practicable-

ratio, involve the assumption that Great
Britain and the United States should

greatly increase their submarine tonna«:e.
This could hardly be called a limitation
or reduction. Furthermore, if a large num-
ber of submarines were to be provided,
then cruisers and destroyers, the natural
enemies of submarines, would have to be
provided in numbers adequate to deal with
the situation created by a large submarine
fleet. It was a serious question whether
there was hope of accomplishing anything
like limitation in regard to submarines and
auxiliary craft. He understood that the
attitude of the French Government was
that, regardless of the I'equirements of
other nations, 90,000 tons of submarines
were deemed to be the minimum essential
for France.

If this was so, the suggestion of 33<i.' 'i

tons of auxiliaiy vessels for France w.

have its bearings on what was consid'.. - .

necessary for the other nations and mi^rht

make it difficult to arrive at an agreement
limiting submarines and auxiliary craft. He
did not desire at this time and in view of

the existing situation to discuss details,

but he wished to say that an agreement
for the expansion of aiTnament was not
under consideration. The conference nas
called to consider the limitation of arma-
ment. He left it for the committee to de-

cide in the light of the veiy definite state-

ment of the French Government what was
practicable to be done.

In conclusion, he wished to say that in

expressing his disappointment in regard to

submarines, he did not wish in any way to

detract from the importance of the definite

acceptance by France of the pi-ogram for

capital ships. This was a matter of the

first importance and he could assure his

French colleagues that their attitude was
cordially and sincerely appreciated.

Mr. Balfour's Protest

The official paraphrase of Mr, Bal
four's British protest was as follows

:

Mr. Balfoui- admitted, as the Chairman
had justly pointed out, that there was a

side to the statement just made by their

French colleagues whicli profoundly disap-

pointed him. The French position with
regard to disarmament on land they already
knew. What was their position with regard
to disannament at sea?
They were prepared, and he rejoiced that

they were prepared, to accept the ratio

which gave them 175,000 tons of capital

:>hips. He was glad that the French Gov-
ernment had accepted that all-important
part of the American program, and Iv

agreed that if nothing else was done
the conference in reference to naval 'i

armament the scheme already in sight with

regard to the limitation of capital ship^

(lid immensely relieve the burden of arma-
ment upon an overburdened world. H>^ did

not feel himself that the sacrifice en tb"^

part of France was in itself of an o\'
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whelming chaiacter, even as regards capital

ships, for he thought that if the naval
strength of a nation was to be estimated

in relation to the naval strength of other
nations it would be found that the relative

strength of France under the arrangement
already accepted as regards capital ships

would be increased. He did not begnidge
her that increase. He rejoiced in it.

But when he turned from the matter of

capital ships to the matter of other craft,

he confessed that a very different picture

met the eye. The French proposed to in-

crease the number of submarines three-

fold. If they carried out that intention, it

was evident that they would not only be
equal to the other two greatest naval pow-
ers, America and Britain, in point of ton-

nage, but that they would have a very
much larger proportion of submarines of a
newer type than either of them. He under-
stood the submarine was still in process of
development; it was still adding to its

powers of offense, and each new model was
an improvement on the capacity of its pre-

decessors for commerce destruction.
Thus it wa^ certain that when that pro-

gi-am was carried out the French quota of
submarines would exceed that of any other
power in the world. It had further to be
noted that their French colleagues accom-
panied their views of the necessity of
i.ubmarines with the announcement that
they intended greatly to increase the ton-

nage of their auxiliaiy craft. It must be
acknowledged that this constituted a some-
what singular contribution to the labors of
a conference called for the diminution of
armament. Considered in conjunction with
refusal of the French delegation to discuss
land armament, this position must cause
anxiety and disappointment to those who
had come to the conference with high hopes
regarding the limitation of naval arma-
ments. Furthermoi'e, it had to be observed
that the pleasure derived from the agree-
ment with regard to the limitation of cap-
ital ships was subject to a qualification.
He understood that the French intended

to begin replacing ships in 1927. This
seemed to be a serious interference with
the principle of a ten-year naval holiday,
but that was only a small part of the anx-
iety and disappointment which the French
program had created in his mind. They
had now come foi-ward with a great build-
ing program of submarines and auxiliary
craft. He was perfectly unable to conceive
how that could be regarded as a defensive
policy.

If submai-ines were to be used as a
istrictly military weapon, in the manner
contemplated by the American Advisoiy
Committee, how came it that a fleet of
capital ships limited to 175,000 tons re-
luired 90,000 tons of submarines to scout
for it and protect it? And if 90,000 tons of
5ubmarines were really required for a fleet
i)f 175,000 tons of capital ships, how many
submarines would America and Britain re-
luire to build to assist their fleets of 500-,

000 tons? It was perfectly obvious that
the proposed 90,000 tons of submarines
were intended to destroy commerce. They
could not be intended for any other pur-
pose.

It thei-efore appeared that at a moment
\yhen we were all assembled to discuss the
limitation of annaments we were asked to
agree to their increase, and that a country
which did not desire to be among the first
three naval powers in the world proposed
nevertheless to build instruments of ille-

gitimate warfare to an extent equal in
numbers and superior in efficiency to those
legitimately required by any other fleet in
the world. We should therefore have the
melancholy spectacle of a conference called
for the limitation of armament resulting
in a vast increase in the verj'' weapon which
the most civilized elements in all ci\ilized
countries condemned. For the moment we
need say no moi-e. The whole of this con-
troversy would again come up before the
public conference. For this occasion he
resei-ved himself.
He must, however, dwell shortly on the

effect which the French declaration of
naval policy must inevitably produce upon
British opinion. It was perfectly clear that
if at our veiy gates a fleet of 90,000 tons
of submarines, 60,000 of which were to be
of the newest type, was to be constiiicted,
no limitation of any kind of auxiliary ves-
sels capable of dealing with submarines
could be admitted by the Government which
he represented. Public notice had now been
given in the most formal manner that this

great fleet was to be built on the shores
nearest Britain, and it would necessarily
be a very great menace to her. He had no
doubt if the occasion ever arose that Britain
would be equal to it, but it was on condi-
tion that we reserved the full right of
Britain to build any auxiliary craft which
she considei'ed necessary to deal with the
situation.

Signor Schanzer, for Italy, also ex-
pressed his deep regret that it was
impossible to reach an understanding
concerning auxiliary craft and sub-
marines. He feared that the absence
of such an understanding would give
new impetus to competition in naval
armament along these lines, which
would have a serious financial effect

on all the countries interested. Both
economically and politically, he said,

the decision of France might prove
momentous to Italy, especially be-
cause the solution of the land arma-
ment problem had been deferred.

Vice Minister Hanihara, for Japan,
stressed the importance of the capi-
tal ship agreement " as a gi*eat step
forward " toward relief from the
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heavy burden of armament. It was,
however, he said, the Japanese view
that it would be a great misfortune
if the conference failed to agree on
the limitation of auxiliary combatant
craft. His delegation did not wish
to claim freedom for building such
craft, but to support the original

American proposal of Nov. 12, and
to aid in assuring the success of the
conference along this line.

It was evident, Mr. Hughes said,

that no agreement could be reached
on the basis suggested by France,
and also apparent that other powers
desired freedom of action for the con-
struction of anti-submarine auxiliary

craft.

Sarraut Defends France

M. Sarraut then took the floor to

say that the decisions of his Gov-
ernment had given rise to certain

observations which he could not al-

low to remain unanswered. He
spoke as follows:

To tell the truth, gentlemen, I am not
here to make comment on the orders of my
Government, which possess an authority
and a value sufficient in themselves; the
decisions which 1 have just communicated
to you have been carefully considered by
the highest authorities representing national
sovereignty in my country. I have received

them respectfully from their hands and
have brought them just as they stand to

the conference.
It is my duty, however—and I perfonn

this duty in the perfectly friendly spirit

which has never ceased to animate the

French rtelegation—to take up the allega-

tions which have just been made, certain

ones of which I find wholly inacceptable.

Certain delegations, while testifying to

their satisfaction in seeing France accept
the reduced proportion of capital ships

which has been detennined for her, have
expressed a real disappointment on learn-

ing that . the French Government was un-
able to make similar sacrifices in other
classes of vessels. Allow me to say that
this disappointment, if it really exists, will

call forth a similar feeling in my own
country when it is learned there how the
amount of tonnage allotted to France has
been authoritatiTely determined without
taking any account of her manifest needs
and of the absolute necessities of her de-

fense—for the security which no country
is justified in trusting to the good offices

of its neighbors..

It io this idea, this conception of the true

needs and interests of France and of her
colonies, which has inspired the decisions
of the French Government; it is this idea
which is both the measure and the limit of
their demand; and it is in no way influ-

enced by any comparison with what our
neighbor.s are doing or by any anxiety to

nieasuvfc our naval force against their.>.

Herein lies the profound difference be-
tween our point of view and those of oth-
ers. We have not apportioned our needs
and GUI' demands by carefully examining
the consequences to the French navy of the
increase of the naval power of certain
neighboring countries with whom we cher-
ish, under the happiest of conditions, re-

lations of friendship, co-operation and al-

hance. We are not guided by any fear of
what their strength may .be, precisely be-
cause they are friends. Great Britain,
with her 525,000 tons of capital ship.s, will

possess a fleet of great vessels stronger
than the corresponding fleets of France and
Italy put together.
So be it; we ourselves do not take of-

1'ense. We are not the least in the woild
haunted by this eventuality, no more than
we are apprehensive of the fact that the
fleets of the other friendly nations, the
United States and Japan, will be consider-
ably increased in comparison with our fleet.

Why, then, they say, is a submarine fleet

such a.s is demanded by France a neces.^ity

for her? Do we quibble over the needs of
the others? Do we call into question their
possible intentions? Do we suspect them?
Assuredly we shall not do so. It i.s not
only the right but the duty of each country
to assure its safety by its own means, and
it is perfectly possible to consider this

problem without being haunted by the idea

of a possible aggression on the part of a
neighbor. That others should apply to us
such a method of reasoning while we do
not think of applying it to them we cannot
pei-mit in any way. This would be still

more painful to us, would appear to us
more especially inadmissible at this table

around which we are gathered in a spirit

of the most cordial co-operation, at the

very moment when, in bringing the an<:wer
of France in the matter of capital ships,

we are furnishing the most positive proof
of the effective pai^ticipation of our country
in the success of the great ideals of peace
aimed at by this conference.

If our answer is not the same for other
categories as it is for capital ships, this

is because the tonnages which we have in-

dicated correspond to material needs of

defense, to necessities of pi'otection which
must no longer be denied, for we shall not

cease to affirm them strongly. We have
no desire to destroy merchant vessels, as

Mr. Balfour has said; we have formally
declared the contraly here, and this decla-

ration was echoed not later than yesterday
in the French Senate. But France has

coast lines which she must defend; she has

also, and above all, a great colonial domain,
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second in importance only to that of Great
Britain, which is distributed over all the

seas, and concerning which we also may
have, I presume, our anxiety as to its de-

fense, its police, and its surveillance.

We have the duty of safeguarding- the
communications of these colonies with the

mother country, and I have already said

here that in .case of war the safe transport

of our troops overseas to the mother coun-
try would be among the first of our obli-

gations. This is not a mere theory. Have
we not in the last war seen a belligerent

transform merchant ships into auxiliary

cruisers or into privateers to torpedo our
transports; and has not this been done
against all the allied navies ? And should
it cause surprise here to see the Minister of
Colonies of France take account of colonial

considerations and call to mind that our
colonial empire, though some would seem
to be ignorant of it, really exists, and that
its needs, as well as its interests, must he
strongly affirmed, defended, protected,
especially in the matter of safe communi-
cations with the mother country?

I reiterate that the French delegation is

bound by formal instructions from its Gov-
ernment. This is a fact of which it re-

minds you anew. It cannot deviate from
them. I wish to repeat again that it is im-
possible for me to hear it said, without
protesting, without asserting the contrary,
that there was an inevitable and necessary
correlation between what we are obliged to

do and what our neighbors would deem
themselves obliged to do.

Nor do we admit that there is an indis-

pensable and logical correlation between
the proportion of a country's naval force in

capital ships and the proportion of its auxil-
iary craft and submarines. That is an ab-
stract rule which you thought you ought to
lay down here. But we have shown why we
could not recogfnize it. We are guided by
our needs, duly stated, proved, legitima-
tized.

It is this rule, and no other thought,
which dominate our feelings on the subma-
rine question. We object to having it be-
lieved or to having it said that the creation
oy France of a defensive weapon involving
a certain tonnage of submarines could b«»

considered as a menace to any of her
'riends.

If such a thought were to weigh all too
heavily on our deliberations, if I found my-
self obliged to defend my country here
igainst such a suspicion, this would indeed
•esult in eliminating the hopefulness and
he enthusiasm with which I have so far
-oUaborated in the work of relieving the
)urden of armaments, in accord with the
lesire of France as clearly manifested by
he sacrifice to which she has consented in

he matter of capital ships.
;

I
But, to tell the truth, I am not likely to

i Je discouraged in this matter. The work
< ^ too fine and too generously humanitarian
1 10 permit our efforts and our good will to

grow weary. They will remain faithful to
the end to the noble project aimed at by
this conference.

Peril to Great Britain

The British answer to this was
given out in the following summary:
Mr. Balfour said that M. Sarraut was the

last man in the world whom he would sus-
pect of hoet'le intentions toward his coun-
try, but fhc speech which M. Sarraut had
just delivtred was sufficient to show that
he had not really understood the way in
whxh Britain regarded the question now
under consideration.

Mr. Balfour begged him to consider one
or two elementary facts without which he
would not understand the position of the
Britisli Empire. While it was almost un-
thinkable that their respective countries
could be on anything but the most cordial
terms, one must not overlook the teaching
of history. Britain had had many conflicts
with France, though happily in the distant
past.

Britain had always been superior in naval
armament and always inferior in land
forces. Never in the histoi-y of France had
she had to fear the power of Great Britain
to strike a blow at her heart. In the nature
of things that must be so. No inferior
military power had ever yet been able to
invade or seriously imperil a superior mili-
tary power merely because she had more
ships.

Suppose the almost inconceivable hap-
pened and close allies became enemies, it

was perfectly clear that in that case no
British superiority of capital ships woula
imperil the life of France for an hour. To
be fair, he must admit that it might con-
ceivably imperil some remote islands be-
longing to France; but France, with her
land armament, would remain secure in the
face of superior sea power.
Now compare the position of France in

the face of a superior British surface fleet

with the position of Britain in the face of
France with the largest submarine fleet in

the world. She could use that fleet, if she
chose, for commerce destruction, and it was
difficult to believe that in time of stress she
would not so use it. If Britain were un-
armed against submarines, it was evident
that France, using that felonious weapon,
could destroy her very existence.

Therefore, it was quite impossible for
Britain to treat the submarine fleet with
the serene and friendly philosophy shown
by M. Sarraut in connection with the Brit-
ish fleet of capital ships. M. Sarraut
talked of the absolute necessity for France
of possessing a fleet of 90,000 tons of sub-
marines. For what purpose? Not to co-
operate with a fleet of 175,000 tons of capi-
tal ships. It was altogether out of propor-
tion. What did he want the 90,000 tons of
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submarines for? According to him, it was
not for commerce destruction; it was for the

protection of France's lines of communica-
tion.

There was no doubt that submarines
were powerful for the destruction of lines

of communication, but they were powerless*

to protect them. M. Sarraut would not

obtain security for his Imes of communica-
tion by those* means. For those purposes

they were useless, or nearly useless. They
were powerful weapons for one purpose,

and for one purpose only, namely, the de-

struction of commerce; and it was not un-

reasonable that Great Britain, when threat-

ened by the establishment within a few
miles of her coasts of a vast fleet of sun-

marines which were of no use except to

destroy commerce, should say candidly that

she could not look with indifference upon
the situation that would be thus created.

He regretted that he had been compelled

to insist upon an aspect of the question

which he would gladly have left undealt

with. He did not yield to M. Sarraut in

his conviction that the good feeling exist-

ing between his own country and their

great ally across the Channel would remain
unshaken through all the changes which
time might bring.

The long and animated debate here
reached its logical end. It was stated

by Secretary Hughes, and generally

acknowledged by the conference, that

the refusal by France had made
further progress impossible. The
discussion then initiated on the sub-

ject of tonnage and gun limitation

for auxiliary craft will be found
treated under the appropriate sub-

head further along in these pages.

The next large question discussed
centred about the resolutions of-

fered by Mr. Elihu Root at this same
session of Dec. 28 asking the confer-

ence to declare formally that the sub-
marine could not be legally used
against merchant shipping. The de-

bate precipitated on this proposal is

recorded in the pages that follow.

The London press reacted strongly

to France's refusal to modify her sub-

marine and auxiliary craft program,
declaring that the world's hope was
thus defeated. France was likened to

the former Germany in the role she
was now playing, and unfavorable
omens were drawn as to the future
relations between France and Great
Britain. The London Times endorsed
the view, already expressed by Mr.
Balfour, that the French program

would necessitate a counter-building
program on the part of Great Britain.

The dangers of French isolation v.ere

generally emphasized.
The Paris Temps, on the other

hand, declared that the French view-
point was still imperfectly under-
stood. It said in part:

France put forward at Washington ..

claim which, in the minds of her plenipo-
tentiaries, was purely theoretical, demand-
ing that, when her financial condition per-
mitted, she should take a fitting place in
the consortium of great naval powers,
which base sea peace on their armored
forces, and she sacrificed the demand in

the interests of the peace of the world.

Can she agree to further sacrifices? The
whole country is behind the Parliament and
the Government on this point. She cannot
abandon the right to defend herself. If

some day soon we have to transport once
more our Algerian and* Moroccan divisions
to the Rhine, it will be under the protection
of our dreadnoughts, light cruisers and
submarines.

The Root Resolutions
ON Submarines

One of the most momentous results

achieved by the arms conference was
the passing of a series of resolutions

drawn up and presented in their first

form by Elihu Root of the American
delegation at the joint session of the

Committees on Limitation of Arma-
ment and Naval Limitation, held on
Dec. 28, and finally adopted in their

entirety at the sessions of Jan. 5 and
Jan. 6, 1922. The resolutions formally

condemned the illegal use of the sub-

marine as a weapon of naval warfare.
Resolution I. stated the existing

law, as universally recognized by the

civilized world, and prohibited subma-
rines from attacking merchant ves-

sels unless these laws could be ob-

served. Resolution II. embodied an

invitation to all the world powers to

give their assent to these proposals.

Resolution III. went still further; it

recognized the virtual impossibility

of using submarines as commerce de-

stroyers without violation of law, and
bound the conference powers to pro-

hibit such use among themselves.

Resolution IV. made not only all sub-

marine commanders, but the com-
manders of any ships guilty of such
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transgression, liable to punishment
for piracy.

Resolutions L, II. and III. were
adopted at the session of Jan. 5 ; Reso-

tion IV. at the session of Jan. 6. The
official text of all four resolutions, as

finally passed, is as follows

:

The sigyiatory powers, desiring to make
inore effective the rules adopted by ciinlized

nations for the protection of the lives of
neutrals and noncomhatants at sea in time

of ivar, declare that among those rules the

folloiring are to he deemed an established

part of international law:
(1) A merchant vessel must be ordered

to submit to visit and search to determine
its cliaracter before it can be seized.

A merchant vessel must not be attacked
unless it refuses to submit to visit and
search after warning or to proceed as di-

rected after seizure.

A merchant vessel must not be destroyed
unless the crew and passengers have been
first placed in safety.

(2) Belligerent submarines are not under
any circumstances exempt f7-om the uni-
versal rules above stated, and if a sub-
marine cannot capture a merchant vessel
in conformity with these mles, the existing
kno of nations requires it to desist from at-

tack and from seizure and to permit the
merchant vessel to proceed unmolested.

II.

The signatory powers imnte all other
civilized porvers to express their assent to

the foregoing statement of established law
so that there may be a clear public under-
standing tJiroughout the tcorld of the stan-

dards of conduct by irhich the public
opinion of the world is to pass judgment
upon future belligerents.

III.

The signatory poicers recognize the prac-
tical impossibility of using submarines as
commerce destroyers without violating, as
they were violated in the recent war of
19H.-1918, the requirements, universally
accepted by civilized nations for the pro-
tection of the lives of neutrals and non-
combatants, and to the end that the pro-
hibition of the use of stibmarines as com-
merce destroyers shall be universally ac-
cepted as a part of the laiv of nations they
now accept that prohibition as henceforth
binding as between themselves and they
invite all other nations to adhere thereto.

IV.

The signatory powers, desiring to insure
the enforcement of the humane rules of ex-
isting law declared by them unth respect
to attacks upon and the seizure and destruc-
tion of merchant ships, further declare that
any person in the service of any power who
shall violate any of these rules, whether or

not such person is under orders of a gov-
ernmental superior, shall be deemed to have
violated the laws of war and shall be liable
to trial and punishment as if for an act of
piracy and may be brought to trial before
the civil or military authorities of any
poiver within the jurisdiction of ivhich he
i.ui7j be found.

These resolutions, as first pre-
sented by Mr. Root at the session of
Dec. 28, came as a climax to the three
days' debate on submarine limitation,
in the course of which Mr. Balfour,
as spokesman for the entire British
Empire delegation, made a strong
but unsuccessful plea for the total

abolition of the submarine by all

civilized powers. The British plea
failed because of the attitude taken
by the French, Italian and Japanese
delegations backed by instructions
from their Governments, and even by
the United States, that the subma-
rine had real utility as a defensive
weapon, and that the conference
powers, by abolishing this agency,
would place themselves at a great dis-

advantage with respect to the nations
not represented. The French Gov-
ernment's flat refusal to accept any-
thing less than a submarine fleet of

90,000 tons brought that phase of the
conference to an impasse.

All the more electrifying, therefore,

were the resolutions offered by Mr.
Root on Dec. 28, which, on the very
ground urged by Mr. Balfour, name-
ly, the impossibility of using the sub-
marine against merchant shipping
without infringing the accepted laws
of humanity, asked the conference
and the world to agree that such use
should be prohibited.

The Original Proposals

In order to understand the stages
by which the foregoing document was
shaped, it is necessary to examine
Mr. Root's original proposals (Dec.

28.), which were as follows:

I.

The signatory powers, desiring to make
more effective the rules adopted by civilized

nations for the protection of the lives of
neutrals and noncomhatants at sea in time
of war, declare that among those rules tho
following are to be deemed an established
part of international law:
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1. A merchant vessel must be ordered to
stop for visit and search to determine its

character before it can be captured.
A merchant vessel must not be attacked

unless it refuses to stop for visit and search
after warning.

• A merchant vessel must not be destroyed
unless the crew and passengers have been
first placed in safety.

2. Belligerent submarines are not under
any circumstances exempt from the uni-

versal rules above stated, and if a sul)-

marine cannot capture a merchant vessel in

conformity with these rules the existing law
of nations re<|uires it to desist from attack
and from capture and to peiTnit the mer-
chant vessel to proceed unmolested.

The .'signatory powers invite the ad-
herence of all the civilized powers to the
foregoing statement of established law to

the end that there may be a clear public
undeistanding throughout the world of the
standards of conduct by which the public

opinion of the world is to pass judgment
upon future belligerents.

II.

The signatoiy powers recognize the prac-
tical impossibility of using submarines as
commerce destroyers without violating the
requirements universally accepted by civil-

ized nations for the protection of the lives

of the neutrals and noncombatants and, to

the end that the prohibition of such use
shall be universally accepted as a part of

the law of nationsv they declare their assent
to such pi'ohibition and invite all other
nations to adhere thereto.

IIL

The sig:natory powers, desiring to insui-e

the enforcement of the humane i-ules de-

clared by them with respect to the pro-
hibition of the use of submarines in war-
fare, further declare that any person in the
ser^'ice of any of the powers adopting these
rules who .shall violate any of the rules

thus adopted, whether or not such person is

under orders of a governmental superior,
shall be deemed to have violated the laws
of war, and shall be liable to trial and pun-
ishment as if for an act of piracy, and may
be brought to trial before the civil or mili-

tary authorities of any such powers within
the jurisdiction of which he may be found.

Opening of the Debate

All the delegations expressed sym-
pathy with the spirit of these resolu-

tions from the outset. The text was
distributed for examination and
study, and debate upon them was
opened at the session of Dec. 29.

When that session closed, the first

part of the Root proposals had been
unanimously accepted in principle.

All the members of the American
delegation spoke in its favor.

Secretary Hughes, in opening the
morning session of that day, pro-
posed that the discussion at that time
be confined to the first pai-t of the
Root prop>osals, which summarized
the existing rules of war regarding
attacks on merchant ships and de-

clared that the submarine was not
exempt from those regulations. Mr.
Balfour said that he was in favor of
reaffirming those rules. Admiral de
Bon for France stated that his dele-

gation would welcome every oppor-
tunity to condemn the use Germany
had made of her submarines during
the war, but he, as well as Signor
Schanzer for Italy and Mr. Hanihara
for Japan, though favoring the spirit

of the proposals, expressed a desire

to have the resolutions submitted to

a committee of jurists to test the cor-

rectness of the international prin-

ciples laid down by Mr. Root, and to

redraft the resolutions if it should
prove necessary. Signor Schanzer
made* the point that the second part
of the Root proposal, forbidding all

use of submarines against merchant
ci*aft, was not in agreement with the

first part. He further believed that

it would be useful to give a clear defi-

nition of merchant craft in order to

make them recognizable and to es-

tablish plainly in which cases a sub-

marine shall abstain from attacking
a ship, and in which cases, on the

contrary, attack is to be permitted,

as, for example, in the case of a mer-
chantman i-egularly armed, or of a
privateer.

Sir Robert Borden, representing
Canada on the British delegation,

pointed out that the Root proposal in

its second part was intended to

mark a notable and most desirable

advance on the existing rules govern-
ing international warfare. This part

urged that the prohibition of illegal

use of the submarine should be uni-

versally accepted as a part of the

law of nations, and asked the con-
ference nations to declare their as-

sent to such prohibition, and to in-

vite all other nations to adhere
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thereto. Though he believed that

this was wise, he also believed that

the exact wording should be care-

fully examined, and, like the other

delegates who had spoken, he 'favored

submitting the proposal to a body of

experts, provided that this would not

prevent action by the conference. He
specially stressed his country's ap-

proval of the clause which made a
lawless submarine commander liable

to punishment for piracy, and cited

a case where twenty Canadian nurses

had been drowned during the war as

the result of the torpedoing of a
hospital ship.

Mr. Root on His Own Resolutions

Mr. Root arose to reply specifically

to the points made by Signor Schan-

zer. He said in part

:

As to the agreement of Article I. of the

resolutions now before the committee with

the second article relative to the prohibi-

tion of making- use of submarines as com-
merce destroyers, which he deems incon-

sistent with Article I.:

Articla I. is a statement of existing law;

Article II., if adopted, would con':titute a
change from the existing law, and, there-

fore, it is impossible to say that it is not

inconsistent. If it were not inconsistent,

there would be no change. Article II.

could not be consistent with Article I. and
still make a change.

Senator Schanzer also suggests, that the

resolution be completed, including a defini-

tion of " a merchant ship." Throughout all

the long history of international law no
term has been better understood than the

term " a merchant ^ip." It could not be
made clearer by the addition of definitions,

Avhich would only serve to weaken and con-

fuse it. The merchant ship, its treatment,
its rights, its protection, and its immuni-
ties are at the base of the law of nations.

Nothing is more clearly or better under-
stood than the subject we call the merchant
ship.

Now, with regard to the proposal to re-

fer this matter to a committee of lawyers,
far be it from me to say anything deroga-
tory to the members of the profession of

which 1 have been an humble member for

'more years than I care to remember. They
are the salt of the earth; they are the

noblest work of God; they are superior in

intellect and authority to all other people
whatsoever. But both this conference and
my own life are approaching their termina-
tion. I do not wish these resolutions to be
in the hands of a commission even of law-
yers after we adjourn.

I supposed when we adjourned yesterday
and after what had been said concerning
the opportunity for critical examination,
that the different delegations would call in
their own experts and ask their advice with
regard to this resolution, which is now the
only one before the committee. I had sup-
posed that the experts in international law
brought here for the purpose of advismg,
would have been asked whether this was a
correct statement of the rules and that we
would have here today the result of tiiat

inquiry.
I would like to say that I am entitled to

know whether any delegation questions this
statement of existing international law.
You are all in favor of the principle of the
resolution. if it is correct. Does this or does
it not state the law of nations as it exists?
If it does, you are all in favor of it. What
then hinders its adoption?

Senator Schanzer in describing the ac-
tion of submarines with regard to mer-
chant vessels repeated on his own behalf
the very words of this resolution. The very
words—ipsissimis verbis—of this resolution
may be found in Senator Schanzer's re-
ma^rks. My respect for the learning, ex-
perience and ability of the various dele-
gates aroufid this table forbids me to doubt
that every one here is perfectly familiar
with the rules and usages as stated in the
first clause of Article I. This does not pur-
port to be a codification of the laws of na-
tions as regards merchant vessels or to con-
tain all the rules. It says that the fol-

lowing are to be deemed among the ex-
isting rules of international law. The time
has come to reaffirm them:

1. A merchant vessel must be ordered to
stop for visit and search to determine its

character before it can be captured.
Do we not all know that is true? It is a

long-established principle.
2. A merchant vessel must not be at-

tacked unless it refuses to stop for visit and
search after warning.

3. A merchant vessel must not be de-
stroyed unless the crew and passengers
have first been placed in safety.

Is there any question whatever as to the
correctness of these statements? * * *

This is only elementary. The object of the
resolution is to form something which will

crystallize public opinion of the world. It

was made perfectly simple on purpose.

An Impassioned Appeal

Then follows a principle of vital impor-
tance, on which I challenge denial. If all

the lawyers in the world should get to-

gether they could not decide the question
ijiore conclusively. The public opinion of
the world says that the submarine is not
under any circumstances exempt from the
rules above stated, and if so, they cannot
capture merchant- vessels. This is of the
greatest importance. That is a negation of
the assertiQn of Germany in the "war that
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if a submarine could not capture a mer-
chant vessel in accord with establi^shed rules

the rules must fail and the submarine was
entitled to make the capture. The public
opinion of the civilized world has denied
this and has rendered its judgement in the
action that won the war. It was the revolt

of humanity against the position of Ger-
many that led to Germany's defeat.

Is that not a true rendering of the opin-
ion of the civilized world which we seek to

express? My friends and colleagues, this is

real life we are dealing with here. This is

no perfunctory business for a committee of
lawyers. It is a statement of action and
of undisputed principles universally known
and not open to discussion, put in such a
form that it may crystallize the public opin-
ion of the world, that there may be no
doubt in any future war whether the kind
of action that sent down the Lusitania is

legitimate war or piracy.
This conference was called for what?

For the limitation of armament. But limita-

tion is not the end, only the means. It is

the belief of the world that this conference
was convened to promote the peace of the
world—to relieve mankind of the horrors
and the losses and the intolerable burdens
of war.

We cannot justify ourselves rn separating
without some declaration that will give
voice to the humane opinion of the world
upon this subject, which was the most vital,

the most heartfelt, the most stirring to the
conscience and to the feeling of the people
of all our countries of anything that oc-

curred during the late war. I feel to the
depth of my heart that the man who was
responsible for sinking the Lusitania com-
mitted an act of piracy. I know that all

my countrymen with whom I have had in-

tercourse feel the same, and I should be
ashamed to go on with this conference with-

out some declaration, some pronouncement,
which will give voice to the feeling and fur-

nish an opportunity for the crystallization

of the opinion of mankind in the establish-

ment of a rule which will make it plain to

all the world that no man can commit such

an act again without being stigmatized as

a pirate.

Action at The Hague

There are two ways in which this ques-

tion that Germany raised about the right of

submarines to disobey the rules of interna-

tional law—what they said in the way of

destroying a merchant vessel—can be set-

tled. With the whole dominion of the air

unregulated by international law, with the

score of difficult questions staring us i-n the

face (such as blockade, contraband and

other questions in the field of law), there

was a recommendation made by the com-

mittee of jurists which assembled at The
Hague last year, 1920, upon the invitation

of the Council of the League of Nations, to

devise and report a plan for an interna-

tional court of justice.

[Mr. Root then described the meeting of
that commission, and quoted in full the res-
olution finally passed by it favoring the
calling of a new conference of the -nations
for the purpose of restating the established
rules of international law, especially in the
fields affected by the events of the recent
war, of amending them where necessary
and of considering new regulations not cov-
ered by the existing international law. That
recommendation, he said, was communicated
to the Council of the League of Nations and
referred by it in a somewhat modified form
to the League Assembly, which rejected it.

" The door was closed," said Mr. Root. He
continued:]
Where do we stand? Is this not to be a

world regulated by law? What are our dis-
armaments worth if we give our assent to
the proposition that the impulse of the mo-
ment, the unregulated and unconstrained
instincts of bi'ute force, shall rule the world
and that there shall be no law? If there is

to be a law, somebody must move.
There is no adequate law now with re-

gard to submari'nes. There is no law now
regarding aircraft. There is no law now
regarding poisonous gases, and somebody
must move. The door to a conference is

closed, and here we are met in a solemn
conference of the five greatest powers upon
the limitation of armaments arnd charged to

do something toward the peace of the world.
This resolution proposes to restate the rule.s

of war that have been trampled under foot,

flouted and disregarded. This resolution
proposes that we assert again the domina-
tion of those humane rules for the protec-
tion of human life, and that we discredit
and ccndemn the attempt to overturn them.
This resolution proposes to tell what we
really believe, that we characterize as it

ought to be characterized the attempt to

overturn the rules impressed by humanity
upon the conduct of its Governments.

Mr. Root then urged an immedi-
ate vote on his resolutions, declaring:
" Either we speak clearly and intel-

ligently the voice of humanity, which
has sent us here, and to which we
must report, or that voice will speak
for itself, and, speaking without us,

will be our condemnation." He added
one last explanation:

I omitted, in answering Senator Schanzer's
question regarding the i-elations between
Articles I. and II., to say that of course, if

the second article were adopted by all the
world, it would supersede Article I. Thi."?,

however, would be a long, slow pix>cess, and
during the interval the law as it stands
must apply until an agreement is reached.
Article I. also explains in authorized form
the existing law, and can be brought for-
ward when the public asks what changes
are proposed. In proposing a change it is

necessary to make clear what the law now
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is. It is very important to link this authori-
tative statement in Article I. with the new
principle proposed in Article II.

Adopting the Resolutions

The remainder of the morning ses-

sion was devoted to suggestions for

clarifying and developing the resolu-

tions. When the committees met in

their ninth joint session that after-

noon (Dec. 29) they formally adopted
Article I. In the discussion of
changes Mr. Root showed entire

willingness that the resolutions

should go through the process known
to parliamentarians as " perfection

by amendment." All the heads of
delegations took part in the debate,

and after Secretary Hughes had
spoken again in favor of Article L,

he finally put it to the vote of the
conference, subject to such verbal
changes as might be made by the
Drafting Committee still to be ap-
pointed. After each delegation had
signified its consent, the Chairman
announced that the article had been
unanimously carried, and requested
the delegations to appoint their rep-
resentatives on the Drafting Com-
mittee whose task it would be to

shape the phraseology. Mr. Root had
been designated to serve in that ca-

pacity for the American delegation,

he said. The Subcommittee on Draft-
ing, as finally constituted, was made
up thus:

United States—Mr. Root.
British Empire—Sir Auckland Geddes.
France—Vice Admiral de Bon and M.

Kammerer.
Italy—Signer Ricci.

Japan-^Mr. Hanihara.

Article II. was then taken up, but
it was found impossible to adopt it

formally at this session. It provided
for agreement that submarines
should not be used against merchant
shipping in any way whatsoever, in-

asmuch as this was impossible with-
out violating the principles of human-
ity. The delegates showed an incli-

nation to defer action on this until it

could be studied further. Secretary
Hughes pointed out that it was in ef-

fect a proposition to change the law

already restated in Article I. ; the law
which had been ignored and trampled
upon, but which, nevertheless, was
still regarded as internationally ob-

ligatory. The new resolution would
mean that the civilized world was
asked to outlaw the submarine as a
weapon against commerce. He also

pointed out that the assent of the
nations present, under the last words
of the resolution, would be binding
only if the resolution became a part of

international law, not if other na-
tions, by their refusal, prevented it

from becoming a general interna-
tional principle.

Mr. Root rose to confirm this inter-

pretation. Mr. Balfour, referring to

Mr. Root's statement that the powers
here represented were only pledging
themselves to induce other nations,
if possible, to support a great reform,
asked if it was not possible to go a
little further ; why should the five na-
tions not agree among themselves to

act on the rule which Mr. Root pro-
posed ? Instead of merely adopting a
resolution which would be inoperative
until generally adopted, why not
adopt immediately the principles
which they desired to see eventually
embodied in international law?

Mr. Root in reply laid down the
broad principles governing the con-
stitution of international law, nota-
bly the general rule that interna-
tional law requires universal ac-
ceptance. He saw, however, no ob-
jection to the nations represented
giving their own prior and indi-

vidual assent, and cited as a prece-
dent the process by which the Con-
stitution of the United States was
amended by a progressive vote of
all the States, the amendment not
becoming valid until all the States
had voted in its favor. Such an
assent, preliminary to ratification

by the other nations of the world,
and providing that the five powers
represented at this conference should
be bound by such a prohibition as
between each other, he declared,

would make for security and good
understanding.
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A Simple Rule the Best

Mr. Root further discussed the

policy of making the prohibition

broad and not detailed. A detailed

prohibition could not be enforced,

he said. The wisdom of a broad
prohibition did not rest on theory,
but on their memory of the most
painful events of recent times. To
the world's indignant protests to the
torpedoing of innocent merchant
ships and the blowing up of captured
vessels the Germans had replied that
it was impossible for the submarines
to comply with the rules made to

govern the actions of, surface craft.

Germany declared it to be impossible,

said Mr. Root, and it was impossible.

The submarine could not take a great
load of passengers into its small
interior, where air had to be fur-

nished artificially. The distress of
the passengers and crew left to die

was obvious. The United States
admitted that the submarine had no
alternative, but instead of accepting
the decision that the rule must fail

it adopted the other alternative, that

all such warfare must end. There
was no fact more firmly established

than that a belligerent nation would
not resist the temptation to gain
its point at whatever cost, and this

would always stand between the sub-
marines and compliance witli the

rules of civilized procedure. The
only way to secure the safety of inno-

cent noncombatants was to pass a
simple and enforceable" rule like the
one proposed, prohibiting an attack
which could not be made without
breaking the rule. The public opin-

ion of all civilized countries would
give it sufficient support; no nation
would willingly face the punishment
of world condemnation.

Secretary flukes then restated the

proposals before the committee, in-

cluding Mr. Balfour's separate mo-
tion that the five nations present

record their individual assent. Mr,
Balfour put his motion to amend the

last part of Article II. (it later be-

came Article III.) in the following
definite form

:

They declare their assent to such pro-

hibition and they agree to be bound forth-

with thereby, as between themselves, and
they invite all other nations to adhere tq

the present agreement.

New Franco-British Clash

The debate on the Root resolution
was resumed at the session held on
Dec. 30, the tenth joint meeting. A
sensation was produced early in the
discussion by Lord Lee. Renewing
his attack upon the French attitude

on submarines and declaring that the
French, by passing the Root resolu-

tion, had a splendid opportunity to

reassure the British Admiralty re-

garding France's future use of the
submarine weapon, he read in justifi-

cation of the British apprehensions
an article published two years ago in

a French naval magazine by one Cap-
tain Castex, now Chief of Staff for

the Second French Naval Division,

who defended the German methods
of employing the underseas boats
during the war. The seriousness of
this lay in the fact that Captain Cas-
tex had but recently been designated
as principal lecturer to the senior of-

ficers' courses for the year 1922, and
unless a change of French policy oc-

curred, would be " pouring what we
regard as this infamy and this poison
into the ears of the serving officers

of the French Navy." Lord Lee cited

particularly the concluding para-
graph:

Thanks to the submarine, after many
centuries of effort; thanks to the ingenuity
of man, the instiniment, the system, the
martingale is at hand which will overthrow
for good and all the naval power of the
British Empire.

After depicting the fears and the
bitterness which the British felt over
the thought that their late comrades
in arms and present allies should con-
template the possibility of such war-
fai'e and such designs. Lord Lee
closed with a new appeal to the
French to pass the Root resolution,

and thus regain the gix>und that
France had lost through this misun-
derstanding.

M. Sarraut and Admiral de Bon
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both made vigorous replies, repudi-

ating emphatically the views of Cap-
tain Castex as an expression of the

policy of the French Nevy. M. Sar-

raut took occasion to deplore the hos-

tile propaganda of which France was
continually the victim.

The session had opened with a
statement by both the French and
Italian delegations to the effect that,

pending the receipt of instructions

from their home Governments, they
thought any present discussion ctf

submarines would be unprofitable.

Thereupon Lord Lee launched his

verbal broadside, speaking in part as
follows

:

I quite appreciate the position in which
we stand in the absence of complete instruc-

tions to two of the most important dele-

gations here. I cannot help feeling that in

the minds of the French delegatioD and Gov-
ernment there exists some misunderstand-
ing as to the attitude of the British Govern-
ment in regard to submarines which it is

desirable to clear up before the French Gov-
ernment commits itself in regard to the
second resolution.

I cannot help feeling that here we have a
unique opportunity for the French dele-

gation and Government to reassure the
British Admiralty and public opinion in

regard to this matte?, of which I hope they
will avail themselves. * * * The difficulty

is (and this is a point that our Admiralty
and our naval staff have to face), we are

not clear what are the views of the French
naval staff on this matter of the utilization

of submarines in time of war. * * *

M. Briand quoted the other day in his

memorable speech the atrocious sentiments
expressed by General Ludendorff and by
von Moltke, sentiments which still consti-

tute in his view a menace to France and
which it is essential that France should
guard herself against. It is, therefore, I
hope, not improper nor in any sense provoc-
ative if I have to call attention to the kind
of statement, the kind of suggestion of

policy which is openly made in high and re-

sponsible quarters of the French Naval Gen-
eral Staff in connection with the use of sub-

If, as I believe, they do not represent the

views of the French Government, if, as I

hope and believe, they will be at once re-

pudiated, and in an effective manner, then
possibly our apprehensions and the attitude

which we are compelled* to adopt with re-

gard to the use of submarines in war may
be very largely modified. I feel bound to

give chapter and verse to illustrate the

anxiety we feel in regard to this matter.

There was published quite recently in the

Revue Maritime, a technical and official

publication published in January, 1920, un-
der the direction of the French Naval Gen-
eral Staff, a series of articles now incor-
porated, I believe, in " Synthese de la

Guerre Sous-Marine " by Capitaine de Fre-
gate Castex, who at that time was chief of
one of the impoi'tant bureaus of the French
Naval Staff; who is now Chief of Staff to
the Admiral of the Second Division of the
Mediterranean and who has just been
designated as principal lecturer to the se-
nior officers' courses for the next year.

Views of Captain Castex

Therefore I am not quoting some retired
naval officer writing from his club. We all

suffer from such gentlemen, who propound
extraordinary theories. I am speaking now
of a responsible officer of the French Naval
Staff in a high position, who wrote in par-
ticular an article on " Piracy," in which
after some preliminary observations des-
tined to throw ridicule on those who criti-

cised the German methods in the late war
and treat them with great contempt, he
proceeds to say this:

" In the first place, before throwing
stones at the GeiTnans we should have re-

called that this war of the torpedo was,
like so many other novelties of our planet,
the application of an idea, which in its

origin was essentfally French."
Then he quotes in support of his view

the doctrine which had been laid down
some years ago by Admiral Aube, who was
a very distinguished and celebrated French
Minister of Marine, who had used the fol-

lowing words v/hen speaking of the use of
the torpedo from a torpedo boat [Captain
Castex goes on to point out that they are
equally applicable to the submarine to-

day]:
" Will the torpedo boat tell the Captain

of the liner that it is there, that it is lying
in wait for him, that it can sink him, and in

consequence take him prisoner? In one
word, will it seize its prize by platonic
methods? On the contrary, at an appro-
priate distance, and unseen, the torpedo
boat will follow the liner which it marks
out for its victim. In the dead of night,
quietly, silently, it will send to the abyss
the liner, cargo, passengers and crew. Then
with a mind not only serene, but fully sat-
isfied with the results achieved, the Captain
of the torpedo boat will continue his
cruise."

He continues:
" The Germans, as is their wont, have

only appropriated in this case the inven-
tion of others. The young French school
no doubt only had in mind the torpedo boat
as such, but, if the effect of the torpedo is

independent of the tube which launches it,

it will be agreed that the German subma-
rine war had its germ in the observations
quoted above. But approaching the ques-
tion from a higher standpoint than that of
mere inquiry as to who conceived this new
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form of warfare, it must be reco^ized that

the Gel-mans were absolutely justified in

resorting to it,"

He says, inaeed, that to neglect to do so

would have been to commit a great blunder.

Further:
" It is thus that resolute belligerents

have acted throughout the course of history

when people have been engaged in desper-
ate conflict."

Further:
" To sum up, one can see nothing in the

attitude of the Germans which, militarily

speaking, is not adequately correct. The
failure to give notice before torpedoing
has raised a storm of protest, but it is

not inadmissable, as at first sight ap»
pears. * * *

"

There is much more of the same kind, but
he concludes his article with these words

:

" Thanks to the submarine, after many
centuries of effort, thanks to the ingenuity
of man, the instrument, the system, the
martingale is at hand which will overthrow
for good and all the naval power of the

British Empire."
I have quoted this because, as I say, it is

the utterance of a responsible member of

the French naval staff who, at the time of

writing, was in a high position and was the
actual head of a bureau. These things are
known to our naval staff, of course; indeed,

they were published to the world under the

authority of the French naval staff.

Now, this officer, who is appointed prin-

cipal lecturer to the senior officers' course,

will, no doubt, unless a change of policy

takes place, be pouring what we regard as
this infamy and this poison into the ears
of the serving officers of the Frency Navy.

That is the justification for what I can
only describe as the apprehensions and even
the bitterness that we must feel in the
thought that under any conceivable circum-
stances our present allies, our late comrades
in arms in the greatest war the world has
ever known, should contemplate the possi-

bility of warfare of that kind.

It seems to me, now that we have ex-
pres.sed those apprehensions, the way is

open for the French delegation and the
French Government, as I fervently trust

they will, to disavow and repudiate these
things. I suggest respectfully that there is

only one way in which that can be effective-

ly done, and that is by the adoption of
these resolutions which have been moved by
Mr. Root, and particularly No. 2, with the
amendment suggested by Mr. Balfour at-

tached to it. * * *

Admiral de Bon's Reply

Speaking for France, Admiral de
Bon made this reply

:

I have been deeply gratified by Lord
Lee's statement. Since the beginning of this

discussion we could not comprehend the
misunderstanding which seemed to have

arisen between us, because—I state it

openly and declare it most emphatically

—

there is nothing more foreign to our minds
than the idea of attacking a friend. It is

not even conceivable to us. Our only regret
is that this misunderstanding has lasted so
long and that we did not know that it was
based on an article like that written by
Captain Ca.stex.

He is, it is true, an officer who belonged
to the General Staff, but who was attached
to a literary sectfon. He was above all a
man of letters. His article was published
in the Revue Maritime, w^hich is, to a certain
extent, an organ recognized by the French
Navy, but on its title page it bears a state-
ment to the effect that the French Ad-
miralty and General Staff decline to as-
sume any responsibility whatever as re-

gards utterances contained in the articles,

'

which responsibility rests wholly with the
authors of the articles. Each writer is free
to express his own opinions, but he does so
at his own ris^.

The charge should be laid at the door of.

the man who wrote the article, and to him
only. The article in no way represents,
thank Heaven, the views of the French.

Captain Castex brings up an old argu-
ment regarding the torpedo boat. I was tell-

ing you only the other day in regard to sub-
marines that we were going through once
more the same stages of discussion which
marked the appearance of the torpedo boat.

There has been no instance in history when
the appearance of a new weapon has not
unleashed a sort of fanaticism in the i-anks

of partisans. There are always extremists
who wish to impose their ideas and mak-?
fantastic statements to that end. But in

the end common sense always steps in and
public opinion keeps the ultimate judgment
within reasonable limits.

At the time when frantic enthusiasts be-

lieved that torpedo boats were the noblest

of inventions, abominable things appeared
in print which had no effect on actual prac-

tice or on the doctrines adopted by the vari-

ous Governments with regard to the use of

torpedo boats, I can find no better way of

condemning the article in question.

The author of that article has written
what we consider to be a monstrosity. The
French delegation has lepeatedly stated

that it uni-eservedly condemned the prac-

tices of the German submarines during the

late Vv-ar and that it desired that a declara-
tion sti-ongly condemning them should issue

from the conference and be spread over the
entire world.

I beg Lord Lee to believe that the French
Navy has never harbored any idea of using
methods of war practiced by the German
submarines, for which we feel only hon-of,

not only against the British Empire, but
against any other country whatever.

I maintain that the honor of the French
General Staff and of the French Navy,
which have a record of centuries of struggle
without a single stain on their escutcheon—
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cannot be sullied by the article in question.

This. article is the work of an officer who is

a man of letters rather than a sailor; and I

formally repudiate it in the name of the

French Navy.

M. Sarraut, as head of the French
delegation, solemnly confirmed Ad-
miral de Bon's formal repudiation,

adding

:

Truly, we have had enough of these mis-
understandings; they must be done away
with. I, for my part, hope for it with all

my strength. Mutual confidence free of all

reserves must agai'n prevail among us. In
this respect the French Government has
given and is ready to give every guarantee;
its word, indeed, should suffice.

Completing the Resolutions

With the ending of this episode,

Secretary Hughes, having noted

I

Japan's general approval of Resolu-
tion II. of the Root proposals and
also her inability to give formal
approval until the receipt of in-

structions from Tokio, bi'ought Reso-
lution III. before the Jojnt Com-
mittee. Mr. Pearce, representing
Australia on the British Empire dele-

gation, rose to say that there was one
point connected with this resolution

which he believed should be amended
forthwith. He referred to the fact

that th*e declaration of outlawry on
all transgressors of the international

code laid down by Mr. Root included

only persons in the service of any
of the powers " adopting these

rules." This would mean, he said,

that the submarine officers of na-
tions not adhering to these resolu-

tions would not be liable. He be-

lieved that an amendment should be
made to extend the rules so that
they might become part of interna-

tional law in order to make them
universally effective. Mr. Root ac-

knowledged the " importance and
interest " of the point that Senator
Pearce had raised. The session

closed with a debate on the limitation

of tonnage for auxiliary craft, an ac-

count of which will be found further
along under the appropriate heading.

The sessions of the joint commit-
tees were temporarily discontinued

at this date (Dec. 30) in order to give

the heads of the various delegations

an opportunity to supervise the work
in preparation for the coming agree-

ment on all matters relating to naval

armament. The committees did not
meet again until Jan. 5. At this ses-

sion all the five powers represented in

the Naval Committee adopted all but
the last of the Root resolutions. The
form in which the resolutions were
adopted differed from the original

version in the following respects:

Resolution I. was divided into two
parts, and renumbered. The new
Resolution I. laid down the interna-

tional rules governing submarine at-

tacks on merchant vessels, and de-

clared that the submarine was not
exempt from these rules. The new
Resolution II. embodied the invita-

tion to all other powers to subscribe
to this statement. Resolution II. of

the original proposals, which declared
against the destruction of merchant
vessels by submarines, then became
the new Resolution III.

Because of the divergence of views,

the committee did not adopt any defi-

nition of a merchant ship, viz., the
conditions under which an armed
merchantman would become an aux-
iliary cruiser. Each nation thus re-

mained free to decide for itself what
class of ships shall or shall not be im-
mune from attack as commerce ships
in time of war.

The third original resolution, now
renumbered as IV., made the com-
manders, not only of submarines, but
of all other ships, who transgressed
the international laws, subject to pun-
ishment on the charge of piracy ; this

was not adopted until the following
session, held on Jan. 6. With the
passing of this last resolution, the
long debate on the submarine issue

reached its logical close, and the five

greatest naval powers of the world
stood committed to the prohibition of
the use of submarines as destroyers
of commerce, accepting this prohibi-
tion as binding on themselves, and in-

viting all other nations to adhere
thereto.
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Limiting Auxiliary Ships

The question of auxiliary ships was
first taken up by Secretary Hughes
at the session of Dec. 28, after it had
become apparent that no progress

could be made toward auxiliary ships

and submarine, limitation, owing to

France's refusal of the American pro-

posals. In answer to Mr. Balfour's
declaration that if the French Gov-
ernment insisted on carrying out a
large submarine program Great Brit-

ain would consider herself free to

construct anti-submarine auxiliary

craft to the extent she deemed neces-

sary, Mr. Hughes said that he did not
understand that Mr. Balfour intended
to include capital ships in this free-

dom of action, and also that it was
not the intention to build capital ships

under the guise of auxiliary craft. If

it was not possible to agree on the

total tonnage limitation of auxiliary

craft, he continued, some arrange-
ment might be made to define the

tonnage limit of individual ships. As
a basis for such a definition, he of-

fered the following resolution

:

No ship of war other than the capital

ships or aircraft carriers hereafter built

shall exceed a total tonnage displacement of

10,000 tons, and no guns shall be carried by
any such ship with a calibre in excess of

eight inches.

The second part of this motion was
adopted by the joint committees, but
the proposal limiting an auxiliary

ship's tonnage was referred to the re-

spective Governments. Such a limi-

tation. Lord Lee said, was a necessary
corollary to the agreement to limit

capital ships, as it would prevent the
building of so-called light cruisers,

which would be battleships in dis-

guise. He understood that the ex-

perts were in agreement as to the
reasonableness of the 10,000-ton limit

as proposed by Secretary Hughes,
and also as to the 8-inch gun for all

such ships. Britain, he said, had no
gun in excess of 71/2 inches on her
auxiliary vessels; France, he under-
stood, had a similar calibre, viz., 7.6

inches. Great Britain, however, he
said, would make no objection to the

8-inch maximum proposed in Secre-

tary Hughes's resolution. Believing,

however, that the limitation of arma-
ment should apply also to the aircraft

carrier, which might otherwise be
transformed into what would be vir-

tually a capital ship, he proposed the
following amendment:

No ship of war other than a capital ship

or aircraft carrier hereafter built shall ex-

ceed a total tonnage displacement of 10,000
tons, and no gun shall be carried by any
such ship, other than a capital ship, with a
calibre in excess of eight inches.

The American delegation found no
objection to the amendment, and it

was in this form that Mr. Hughes
brought the resolution up again at

the afternoon session—the seventh
joint meeting of the two committees.
Vice Admiral Acton expressed the

consent of the Italian delegation to

the 8-inch calibre limitation, but
stated that his home Government
must be consulted on the question
of tonnage replacement. Secretary
Hughes, in view of the fact that

France and Japan had assumed a
similar position, suggested that the

resolution be laid over for later dis-

cussion.

The subject arose again at the

tenth joint session, Dec, 30. The
Italian and Japanese delegations ac-

cepted both parts of the resolution,

but final adoption was delayed by the
failure of the French delegation to

hear from its Government.

Limit on Aircraft Carriers

The question of limitation of air-

craft carriers came up for discussion

on Dec. 28, after Mr. Root had pre-

sented his submarine resolution. It

was settled after thorough discussion

at the session of Dec. 30. The confer-

ence had found it impossible to limit

the total tonnage of auxiliary craft,

owing to the attitude of France on
submarines. In the motion offered

by Secretary Hughes (see Auxiliary

Ships), capital warships and aircraft

carriers had been specially excepted
from the 10,000-ton limitation. It

had now been generally conceded that
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aircraft carriers were in a different

category from auxiliary cruisers, and
Secretary Hughes attacked the prob-
lem of total tonnage limitation for

these carriers from the very start.

Let the official summary here con-

tinue the narrative.

In the American proposals at the
opening session, he said, it had been
agreed that the total tonnage of air-

craft carriers should be fixed as fol-

lows:

United States—80,000 tons.

Great Britain—80,000 tons.

Japan—48,000 tons.

If the same ratio provided for capital

ships should be applied to aircraft carriers
for France and Italy the result would be as
follows

:

France—28,000 tons.

Italy—28,000 tons.

The American pi-oposition had added a
proviso that no country exceeding the quota
allowed should be required to scrap such
excess tonnage until replacement began, at

which time the total tonnage of airplane
carriers for each nation should be reduced
to the prescribed allowance. Certain other
rules had been proposed.
Mr. Hughes added that in view of the fact

that aircraft carriers might approach in

tonnage to capital ships, it would be wise
also to set a limit in this respect. It was
now proposed not to lay down any ships of

this character whose displacement should
exceed 27,000 tons. This was the proposi-
tion which was now presented for discus-
sion. He said that he thought he should
add that what had appeared in the resolu-
tion regarding aircraft carriers should be
deemed to be the same as that included in

tile resolutions respecting all ships of war
except capital ships, in that their guns
should not have a calibre exceeding eight
inches. If added to the resolution regarding
aircraft carriers, the latter would read:

" No aircraft carrier shall be laid down
during the term of this agreement whose
tonnage displacement is in excess of 27,000
tons and no gun shall be carried by any
such ship other than a capital ship with a
calibre in excess of eight inches."

When these proposals were brought
lup again for full discussion at the
joint session on Dec. 30, Admiral Ac-
ton of the Italian delegation pointed
out that under the ratio allowed for
Italy (28,000 tons) that country
^vould be able to build only one air-

Diane carrier of the 27,000-ton maxi-
num laid down. If this one carrier
should be laid up in drydock for re-

pairs or should be sunk, Italy would

be left destitute of this weapon. He
therefore presented Italy's request
that the allowance be 54,000 instead
of 28,000 tons.

The request was approved by Lord
Lee of the British delegation, and he
seized the opportunity to point out
that his own Government stood in
similar need of an increase in tonnage
in respect to this type of vessel. The
tonnage proposed, he said, was felt

by his delegation to be inadequate,
especially if the British Navy was
to have carriers proportional in num-
ber to the two ships which Italy had
demanded. The airplane carrier was
essentially a fleet weapon, and should
be adequate and proportional to the
size of the fleet it served. In view
of the fact that submarines were to

be continued, he did not feel that the
airplane carriers, which were an
equally important weapon of anti-

submarine defense, should be reduced.
His delegation felt that the ratio of
5-5-3 for capital ships should be ap-
plied also here. At the present time
Great Britain possessed only five air-

plane carriers, which included four
vessels which were really experi-
mental, three of which were small
and inefficient. In view of this,

whatever the division might be as to
the total tonnage. Great Britain
would have to demand that she be
allowed to scrap these experimental
ships and replace them with new
ships designed to meet the require-
ments of the fleet.

Admiral de Bon for France simi-
larly put forth demands for a higher
ratio. The French delegation, he
said, considered that France required
two airplane carriers for European
waters, and a third for use in her
colonial possessions. Assuming an
average size of 25,000 tons, the
French demand would be for an ag-
gregate of 75,000 tons. To meet the
general wishes, however, he was will-

ing to agree that 60,000 might be suf-
ficient to meet his country's needs.

Baron Kato for Japan pointed out
that under the proposed ratio his
country would have the right to con-
struct only one and a half airplane
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carriers—an aggregate of 48,000
tons. The insular character of Japan,
he pointed out, the extensive line of
its coasts and the location of its har-
bors, as well as the susceptibility of

Japanese cities, built of frame houses,
to easy destruction by fire if attacked
by air bombs, made it necessary for

his country to have at least three air-

plane carriers of 27,000 tons each, or

a total tonnage of 80,000. His dele-

gation would make no objection, he
added, if the United States and Great
Britain received a proportionate in-

crease.

Secretary Hughes then stated the

new proposals. He saw no reason,

he said, why the increased demands
set forth as necessary should not be
accepted by the United States, it be-

ing understood, however, that the lat-

ter country would receive an increase

proportionate to that of Great Brit-

ain. He then called for a vote on the

ratios asked by each power, viz.

:

Number of Total
Carriers. Tonnage.

Great Britain 5 135,000

United States 5 135,000

Japan 3 81,000

France 3 60,000

Italy 2 54,000

The vote was unanimously in the

affirmative. Secretary Hughes then
pointed out that this included, with-

out separate action, agreement on the

27,000-ton limitation for individual

ships and the eight-inch maximum
calibre for guns. He also stated, in

view of the general feeling that the

development, not only of airplanes,

but of airplane carriers, was in an
experimental stage, that the prohibi-

tion stated in Item 24 of the original

American proposals, viz., " no new
airplane carrier tonnage except re-

placement tonnage shall be laid down
during the period of agreement,"
wouldnotbe applicable to the existing

situation. Thus the disadvantageous
position of those nations who already

possessed such experimental carriers,

as compared with those who had not
built such ships, and could take ad-

vantage of the latest information and
inventions, would be equalized, he

said. Each nation would be left free

to proceed with replacement to the

maximum laid down ; but not beyond.
This was a liberty of replacement, not
of addition. After another vote, the
Chairman announced that the pro-
posals as stated had been unanimous-
ly adopted.

Aircraft Limitation Rejected

Though the conference had thus
decided on Dec. 30 to limit the ton-

nage and armament of aircraft car-

riers, it found itself in a different

frame of mind regarding the limita-

tion of aircraft itself. The deciding
factor in this regard was a long and
technical report presented by the

Aircraft Limitation Subcommittee to

the Naval Committee of the confer-

ence at its session of Jan. 7. This
report declared that any attempt to

restrict airplane development through
limitation in numbers, size or mili-

tary characteristics would be unwise.
It was presented by Chairman
Hughes immediately after the adop-

tion of the Root resolution declaring

against the use of poison gas, and
discussion was opened on it as the

third new agency of warfare which
the conference had to consider from
the point of view of limitation, the

first two—namely, submarine and
chemical warfare—having already

been disposed of. [See page 738.]

The report dealt exhaustively with

the whole subject under the following

categories: (1) commercial aircraft

;

(2) civil aircraft—meaning aircraft

controlled by a State, but not for mili-

tary purposes; (3) military aircraft.

Heavier-than-air and lighter-than-air

craft were considered separately,

since the conditions governing the

two are not in all cases the same.

The report was signed by the full

Committee on Aircraft, which was
composed of the following members:

United States—William A. Moffett, Rear
Admiral U. S. N. (Director of the Naval

Air Service), Chairman; Mason M. Patrick.

Major General, U. S. A.

British Empire—J. F. A. Higgins, A'''

Vice Marshal, R. A. F.

1
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France—Albert Roper, Capitaine, Pilote

aviateur, French Army.
Italy—Riccardo Moizo, Colonel, R. I. A.

Japan—Osami Naerano, Captain, I. J. N.

The findings of the subcommittee

may be summarized as follows:

It is the opinion of this committee that

the limitation of military air power (as re-

gards heavier-than-air craft) is not practi-

cable at the present time.

Their reasons for this decision are as
follows

:

1. The difficulty of finding a basis for the
proportion of aircraft to be allotted to the

various nations.

2. The difficulty of devising technical

methods to impose such limitation.

3. The difficulty of enforcing* such meth-
ods.

4. The interdependence between air power
and a commercial aircraft industry, which
it is not practicable to limit.

As to lighter-than-air craft, the report

said many of, these remarks also applied

but that limita'tion of dirigibles was possible

and practicable because, their war power
being dependent upon size, infractions of a
rule of size as to commercial dirigibles

could be learned quickly, and also any
Hmitation of number to be maintained was
enforceable. But again the committee held
restrictions would be imposed on com-
mercial development of the industry which
it deemed unwise to enact.

The committee also took up rules of
aerial warfare and urged that this should
be made the subject of an international
agreement. It pointed out, however, that

though the American and Japanese dele-

gations to the present conference were pre-

pared and authorized to take up such dis-

cussion, the British, French and Italian

groups were not, and that in some cases a
national policy on the subject in various
countries had not been matured as yet.

For that reason the committee recom-
mended postponement of consideration of

the rules of air warfare to a later confer-
ence to be called for the purpose.

In a closing paragraph as to use of air-

craft, the report said:
" The committee is of the opinion that

the use of aircraft in war should be gov-
erned by the rules of warfare as adapted
to aircraft by a further conference which
should be held at a later date."

As an annex to the report, the Italian

group stated its belief that one way in

which it would be possible to limit the
air power of a nation " would be by plac-

ing a limit upon the number of pilots in the
permanent military establishment, and con-
sequently agrees with the general reason-
ing of the report in so far as it is not con-
trarj' to this opinion."

Debate on the Report.

Formal debate on the report was
opened on Jan. 9. All the delega-
tions in turn expressed the view that
the experts were right in their belief

that aircraft limitation was impossi-
ble at present. Chairman Hughes ex-
pressed disappointment that the con-
ference was unable to suggest prac-
tical limitations on the building of
military aircraft, probably the most
formidable weapon of the future.
The experts had well presented the
difficulties. They were dealing with
facilities needed in peaceful devel-
opment. No ban could be put on
progress. The question, Secretary
Hughes said, resolved itself, not into a
limitation of armament, but into a
limitation of civil progress, and there-
fore there seemed to be nothing to do
but to accept the experts' report.
The report was then formally ac-
cepted. Secretary Hughes asked dis-

cussion on lighter-than-air craft,

which the experts had said might be
limited. As none of the delegations
wished to urge action along this line,

Mr. Hughes proposed the following
resolution, covering aircraft in gen-
eral :

The committee is of the opinion that it is

not at present* practicable to impose any
effective limitations upon the numbers or
characteristics of aircraft, either com-
mercial or military.

Inquiry Commission Approved

The resolution was unanimously
adopted.
The Chairman then brought up the

recommendation of the experts that
rules for the use of airplanes in war
might be considered at another con-
ference. Signor Schanzer approved
this suggestion, but thought that the
present conference could pass a reso-

lution against the bombardment of
cities by aircraft, from which prac-

tice Italy had greatly suffered during
the war. Admiral de Bon then drew
attention to the fact that this waT
provided for by Article 25 of the

The words " at present " were inserted at

the suggestion of Mr. Balfour.
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Hague Convention of 1907. Mr. Root,
however, pointed out that this article

referred only to unfortified cities.

Almost all towns in Europe, he said,

were fortified to some degree against
land attack, but completely defense-
less against attack from the air. In

view of this, he declared, some defini-

tion of what constituted a fortified

town should be made.

Chairman Hughes then said it was
apparent that a very technical ques-

tion had been raised, and that long

and thorough study would be needed
by a commission of jurists on this as

on other rules of warfare which
seemed to be demanded by the devel-

opment of new instruments of war-
fare; be suggested that this commis-
sion take the place of a new confer-

ence recommended by the experts.

Any new conference, he intimated,

would be as hampered by lack of the

technical knowledge required, and
which only highly trained jurists

possessed, as the present conference.

Mr. Borden of the British Empire
delegc.tion approved this suggestion
in general, but doubted if the five

powers of the conference could es-

tablish such a commission without in-

viting the participation of other na-

tions. To this the Chairman replied

that his desire was only that those
five powers should have the right of

initiation, and suggested that the for-

mulation of an appropriate resolution

be referred to the Drafting Com-
mittee.

Mr. Balfour approved this, but of-

fered two suggestions. The first was
that the commission of inquiry pro-

posed should not be limited to jurir,ts,

but should also include technical ex-

perts, people who had seen the new
agencies of warfare at work, who
knew what those agencies had in-

volved in the past and what they
would involve in the future, and who,
in his view, should have more to say
on the framing of such new rules than
the most expert jurists. The second
suggestion was that the inquiry

itself be divided into two parts,

(1) revision of the rules of warfare in

general, and (2) what had been de-

scribed by the agenda brought for-

ward by the Chairman at the begin-
ning of the conference as " rules for
the control of new agencies of war-
fare," and that the conference should
limit the work of the future examin-
ing body to the latter strictly limited
and specific subject. He pointed out
the vastness and complexity of in-

ternational law as applied to warfare,
and declared his belief that even the
limited field proposed would be suf-
ficient to occupy the attention of the
most powerful committee which the
conference would be able to provide.

Mr. Hughes found no objections to

these suggestions, and they were re-

ferred, together with the shaping of
the contemplated resolution, to the
Drafting Committee.

Poison Gas Prohibited.

Another achievement of the arms
conference, considered as almost
equal in importance to the resolutions
banning the submarine, was the adop-
tion by the Naval Committee on .Jan.

7 of a resolution offered by Secretary
Hughes in favor of the abolition of

the use of poison gas in international
warfare. The presentation of this

resolution on Jan. 6, immediately
after the committee had adopted the

last of. the Root submarine resolu-

tions, came as a surprise to the other

delegations.

Secretary Hughes based his discus-

sion of " chemical warfare " on the

reading of three reports : ( 1 ) The re-

port of the conference Experts' Com-
mittee on poison gas, which declared

it unwise to try to prohibit the use of

such gas; (2) the report adopted b?

the Advisory Committee of the Amer-
ican delegation, which favored pro-

hibiting it; and (3) a report by the

General Board of the United States

Navy, which similarly declared that

chemical warfare should be abolished.

Expert Committee's Repout

The Experts' Committee, composed
as follows: Professor Edgar F.

Smith, for the United States, Chair-

man ; Brig. Gen. Fries, United State-

M
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Colonel Bartholomew, Great Britain;
Professor Moureau and Professor
Mayer, France; Lieut. Col. Penti-

malli, Italy, and Major Gen. Hara-
guchi, Japan, had reported as fol-

lows :

The comtni'ttee agreed more or less unani-
niouely on the following points:

1. (a) Chemical warfare gases have
such power against unprepared armies that
no nation dare risk entering into an agree-
ment which an unscrupulous enemy might
break if he found his opponents unprepared
td use gases, both, offensively and defen-

I sively.

(b) Since many high explosives produce
warfare gases or gases which are the same
in their effects on men, any attempt to

forbid the use of warfai-e gases would
cause misunderstandings at once. That is,

one or both sides would in the first battle

find men dead or injured from gas. The
doubt would at once arise whether gas was
actually being used, as such, or whether the
casualties were due to high explosives. This
could be made the excuse to launch a heavy
attack with warfare bases in every form.

(c) Research which may discover addi-

tional warfare gases cannot be prohibited,

1
restricted or supei-vised.

(d) Due to the increasingly large peace-
time use of several warfare gases, it is im-
possible to I'estrict the maniifacture of any
particular gas or gases. Some of the dele-

gates thought that proper laws might liriiit

the quantities of certain gases to be manu-
fractured. The majority of opinion was

1 against the practicability of even such pro-

i
hibition.

(e) It is possible to confine the action of
chemical warfare gases the same as high
explosives and other means of carrying on
war. The language used in this connection
was that " it is possible^ but with greater
difficulty." On this question, as in the cases

: of (f) and (g) following, it was evident
that among the representatives of the three

i

nations thoroughly acquainted with chemi-
cal warfare gases, namely, the United
States, Great Britain and France, there was
less doubt as to the ability to confine their
gases than among the Japanese and Ital-

ians, who know less about them.
(f) The kinds of gases and their effects

on human beings cannot be taken as a basis

I

for limitation. In other words, the com-
I mittee felt that the only limitation practi-

cable is to wholly prohibit the use of gases
against cities and other lai'ge bodies of non-
combatants, in the same manner as high
explosives may be limited, but that there
could be no limitation on their use against
the armed forces of the enemy, ashore or
afloat.

(g) The committee was divided on the
question as to whether or not warfare gases
form a method of warfare similar to other
methods, such as shrapnel, machine gfuns,

rifle, bayonet, high explosives, airplanes,
bombs, hand grenades and similar older
methods. In this, as in (e) and (f), the
United States, Great Britain and French
members (five in number), who know gas,
were emphatic that chemical warfare gases
form a method of waging war similar to the
older forms.

Report of Advisory Committee
Secretary Hughes than said that

he desired to read, on behalf of the
American delegation, the report
adopted by the American Advisory
Committee on the recommendation
of its subcommittee which had
studied new agencies of warfare. The
report follows:

The Committee (of the Advisoiy Com-
mittee) on New Agencies of Warfare, hav-
ing had a number of meetings, one conjoint-
ly with the Committee (of the Advisory
Committee) on Land Armaments, has the
honor to leport that it has given careful
consideration to the subject referred to it
Chemical warfare, which is the scientific
term to cover use of gases in all their
forms, reached very important and signifi-
cant phases during the World War. The
surprise of the first gas attack on the Brit-
ish forces at Ypres shocked the civilized
world, but its military effectiveness caused
the allied Governments at once to take
measures not only of protection against gas
attacks, but also of offensive action. In con-
sequence, at the close of the war the use of
poison gases, not only temporarily injurious
but. of a toxic character, became universal.
The committee has found on consultation

with experts and reference to scientific
study of the subject that there are argu-
ments in favor of the use of gas which
ought to be considered. The proportion of
deaths from their use when not of a toxic
character is much less than from the use
of other weapons of warfare. On theotlier
hand, the committee feels that there can be
no actual restraint of the use by com-
batants of this new agency of warfare if it

is permitted in any guise.

The frightful consequences of the use of
toxic gases if dropped from airplanes on
cities stagger the imagination. No military
necessity can excuse or extenuate such
events as were of frequent occurrence dur-
ing the recent war, when bombs were
dropped on undefended and thickly pop-
ulated cities, towns and villages for no other
purpose apparently tnan to demoralize the
population. If lethal gases were used in

such bombs it might well be that much
permanent and serious damage would be
done, not only of a material chaz*acter, but
in the depopulation of large sections of the
country.

The committee is of opinion that the con-
science of the American people has be«n
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profoundly shocked by the savage use of

scientific discoveries for destruction rather
than for construction.

The meeting of the Conference on the

Limitation of Armament in the city of

Washington affords a peculiarly advan-
tageous opportunity for comparison of

views on all questions bearing on the sub-

ject. Whatever may be the arguments of

technical experts, the committee feels that

the American representatives would not be

doing their duty in expressing the con-

science of the American people were they to

fail in insisting upon the total abolition of

chemical warfare, whether in the army or

the navy, whether against combatant or

noncombatant. Should the United States

assume this position, it would be an evi-

dence not of weakness but of magnanimity.
Probably no nation is better equipped by
reason of scientific knowledge among its

technicians and by means of its material

resources to use chemical warfare effec-

tively.

This committee, therefore, submits the

following resolution for adoption by the

Advisory Board and to be communicated
to the American delegates on the Confer-

ence on the Limitation of Armament:
" Resolved, that chemical warfare, includ-

ing the use of gases, whether toxic or non-

toxic, should be prohibited by international

agreement, and should be classed with such

unfair methods of warfare as poisoning

wells, introducing germs of disease anc^

other methods that are abhorrent in modern
warfare."

Secretary Hughes then called at-

tention to the fact, stated at the be-

ginning of this report, that the Con-

ference Subcommittee had held a

joint meeting with the Advisory Com-
mittee's Subcommittee on Land Ar-

maments. This last-named subcom-
mittee had submitted a report which
the Advisory Committee had unani-

mously adopted. This report, signed

by General John J. Pershing, as

Chairman, had made the following

recommendation with regard to chem-
ical warfare:

Chemical warfare should be abolished

among nations, as abhorrent to civilization.

It is a cruel, unfair, and improper use of

science. It is fraught with the gravest

danger to noncombatants, and demoralizes

the better instincts of humanity.

United States Navy Report.

In view of the differences of opin-

ion among experts, and especially of

the finding of the Expert Committee
of the conference in favor of chemical

warfare, said Secretary Hughes, he
wished to read a report by the Gen-
eral Board of the United States Navy
upon this question. This report was
as follows:

Question: Should gas warfare be pro-
hibited?

Answer : Yes.

Comment: 1. The United States won!
undoubtedly give up a material advanta^:e
gas warfare were abolished. The resouici
and scientific development of this count;
place it in the front ranks of nations in ti

ability to wage efficient gas warfare ai

insure an adequate supply of special ga?e
Nevertheless, its abolition would be popuh.
in this country even though its effectivene-
as a weapon in war has been clearly proved
when employed under special conditions.

2. The tendency of rules of modern war-
fare is toward restraint in the employment
of weapons that produce unnecessary suf-
fering. The limitations in the employment
of the different weapons have that end v'

view. The dum-dum bullet and the £
plosive bullet are well-known examples. Fo
lowing this general principle, gases which
produce unnecessaiy suffering should be
prohibited.

3. Gas warfare has a peculiar futilit

different from any method heretofore em-
ployed, in that though directed toward a
particular target its destmctive effect is

not limited to that target, but passes be-
yond control of the belligerent agent and
may involve a sacrifice of innocent livt

over a wide area. On account of this p«

culiarity the use of gas which causes deatii

is objectionable because not only the com-
batant is killed, a perfectly legitimate tar-

get, but many noncombatants may also be
victims. And these innocent persons may
deliberately be made objects of gas attacks
by unscrupulous belligerents. Lethal "-ase-^

should therefore be prohibited.
4. The two principles in warfare, (1:

that unnecessary suffering in the destruc-
tion of combatants should be avoided, (2)

that innocent noncombatants should not be

destroyed, have been accepted by the civil-

ized world for more than 100 years. The
use of gases in warfare in so far as they
violate these two principles is almost uni-

versally condemned today, despite its prac-

tice for a certain period during the World
War.

5. Certain gases, for example tear ga -.

could be used without violating the two
principles above cited. Other gases will no

doubt be invented which could be so em-
ployed, but there will be great difficulty in

a clear and definite demarcation between
the lethal gases and those which produce
unnecessary suffering as distinguished
from those gases which simply disable ter

porarily. Among the gases existing toda;

there is undoubtedly a difference of opii

ion as to which class certain gases belonu
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Moreover, the diffusion of all these gases is

practically beyond control, and many inno-

cent nonconibatants would share in the suf-

fering of war, even if the result did not

produce death or a permanent disability.

6 The General Board foresees great

difficulty in clearly limiting gases so as to

avoid unnecessary suffering in gas warfare

and in enforcing rules which will avert suf-

fering or the possible destruction of inno-

cent lives of noncombatants, including wo-

men and children. Gas warfare threatens

to become so efficient as to endanger the

very existence of civilization.

7 The General Board believes it to be

^ound policy to prohibit gas warfare m
. verv form and against every objective, and

recommends. W. L. RODGERS.

In view of all this expert evidence,

Secretary Hughes said that he felt

that the American delegation should

present the recommendation that the

use of asphyxiating or poison gas be

absolutely prohibited. He then asked

:\Ir. Root to present the resolution.

Mr. PwOOt's Explanation

"There was," said Mr. Root, in

moving the resolution, " an expres-

sion on this subject which presented

the most extraordinary consensus of

opinion that one could well find on

anv international subject." He had

based his draft on the Treaty of Ver-

sailles, subscribed to by four of the

five chief powers represented at the

conference, and taken over by the

United States and Germany in their

peace treaty of Aug. 25, 1921; re-

peated in the Treaty of St. Germain
between the same four powers and

Austria ; in the Treaty of Neuilly be-

tween the same powers and Bulgaria

;

in the Treaty of the Trianon with

Hungary, and in the Treaty of Sevres

with Turkey. He then read from
Article 171 of the Treaty of Ver-
sailles :

The use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous

or other gases, all analogous liquids, ma-
terials or devices being prohibited, their

manufacture and importation are strictly

forbidden in Germany. The same applies to

materials specially intended for the manu-
facture, storage and use of the said products
or devices.

That declaration, said Mr. Root, he
understood to be a statement of the

previous rules whi(?h had been adopt-

ed covering the history of The Hague
conference. He had therefore fol-

lowed the language of the Versailles

Treaty, which all the 'subsequent

treaties had adopted. He then read
the American resolution, which was
phrased thus

:

The use in war of asphyxiating, poison-
ous or other gases and all analogous liquids

or materials or devices having been justly

condemned by the general opinion of the

civilized world and a prohibition of such
use having been declared in treaties to

which a majority of the civilized powers
are parties;

Noiv to the end that this prohibition shall

be universally accepted as a part of inter-

national law, binding alike the conscience
and practice of nations, the signatory
powers declare their assent to such prohibi-

tion, agree to be bound thereby between
themselves and invite all other civilized na-
tions to adhere thereto.

Inasmuch as some thirty or forty
powers had assented to this prohibi-

tion in the various treaties named,
said Mr. Root, there was not much
further to go in securing that general
consent which changes a rule from
contract to law. The session closed

with an expression of deep satisfac-

tion by Signor Schanzer of the Italian

delegation, who pointed out that the
Italian representative in the sub-
committee had been the first to pro-
pose the abolition of poison gas in

warfare. The American proposal, he
declared, would constitute one of the
conference's greatest claims to honor,
and a real step in the path of progress
and civilization.

The resolution was unanimously
adopted by all the delegates at the
session of Jan. 7, after some further
debate which brought into strong re-

lief the general feeling that the moral
effect of the resolution would be felt

throughout the civilized world. Mr.
Balfour was especially convinced of
this, though he maintained the right
of every nation, in case of future use
of this inhuman agency in war, to

prepare its defense, just as in the
case of the submarine. In the latter

case, the international law had been
extended. In the case of poison gas
the conference powers could do no
more than reaffirm the existing law,
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in view of the difficulty of controlling

the production of poison gases. Mr.
Balfour believed, however, that such
a reaffirmation would " bring home
to the consciences of mankind that

poison gas was not a form of war-
fare which civilized nations could

tolerate." The resolution was then
formally accepted by all five powers.

Chinese Tariff Agreement

Important progress was made on
Jan. 5 by the committee on the Far
East. This was the first public ses-

sion held by that committee since

Dec. 14, when it had adjourned sub-

ject to call by the Chairman, in order
to allow scope for the discussions on
limitation of naval armament. At
the session of Jan. 5 decisions were
reached on two points previously de-

bated—the raising of the Chinese
customs tariff, and the withdrawal
of foreign troops from Chinese
territory.

The question of China's proportion
of customs revenue, reduced by trea-

ties with various powers to a nominal
5 per cent, ad valorem, but practically

to only 31/2 per cent., had first been
raised by Dr. Wellington Koo, head of

the Chinese delegation, at the session

of Nov. 23. [See January Current
History.] At that meeting Dr. Koo
had made a plea for complete au-
tonomy in respect to customs tariff,

and had asked at all events that
China's quota be raised from 5 per
cent, to 121/2 per cent, in view of the
nation's financial necessities. He
made it clear, however, that China
had no wish to interfere with the ex-

isting administration of maritime
customs,, or with the application of
customs revenue to the liquidation of
foreign loans guaranteed by this rev-
enue. The Chinese demands had been
debated at length by the subcommit-
tee on this subject, and though the
final agreement reached did not grant
China her full desires (viz.,theimme-
diate increase to 12*/^ per cent., scien-
tific revision of the tariff within two
years, and eventual autonomy), it

took a considerable step forward by

raising China's customs revenue by
$46,000,000 annually, and providing
for future additional revisions.

This decision was embodied in a re-
port presented by Senator Under-
wood, as Chairman of the subcommit-
tee, at the Jan. 5 session. The gist
of the agreement was briefly as
follows

:

1. Increase to 5 per cent, effective, an
addition of $17,000,000 silver.

2. Surtax of 2^^ per cent., representinj?
$27,000,000 silver.

3. Sui-tax not exceeding 5 per cent on
luxuries, $2,167,000 silver.

4. Total additional revenue, $46,167,000
silver.

5. Total estimated customs revenues
(based on the revenue for 1920, $64,000,000
silver, plus the $46,167,000 additional reve-
nue referred to above), $110,167,000 silver.

(A maximum estimate based on the con-
clusion of all revision measures was subse-
quently given by Chairman Underwood at

$156,000,000 silver.)

Senator Underwood prefaced the
reading of the report with an expla-
nation both of its object and of its

purport. The subcommittee had been
influenced by the following consider-

ations: The last revision of the tar-

iff took place in 1918. Though this

revision had been for the pui-pose of

bringing the rates up to a 5 per cent,

effective basis, the basis adopted had
been the average of the value of im-
ports during the years 1912-1916.
The rates fixed, which became effec-

tive in August, 1919, were to last for

at least two years after the end of

the war. Manifestly, said Senator
Undei-wood, " valuations based on an
average of values from 1912 to 1916
no longer represent the true value of

importations, and, as a result, the re-

vision of 1918, instead of producing
revenue representing 5 per cent, ef-

fective, actually produced only about

2V^ per cent, effective."

The agreement, he further ex-

plained, fell into two pails. The
firet part related to tariff readjust-

ment measures which may become
immediately applicable without tak-

ing treaty form and requiring rati-

fication. This would be effected

through a committee of revision,

which would meet in Shanghai to re-
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vise the present tariff on the 5 per

cent, basis, its revision to become ef-

fective within two months after pub-

lication, without ratification. The
second part related to subjects to be

dealt with by a special conference,

which will take measures looking to

the speedy abolition of the likin (the

transit tax between Chinese prov-

inces and districts), the application

of surtaxes, and the realization of

the principle of uniformity in the

customs rates on all frontiers,

whether land or maritime. The sur-

taxes provided for in the treaty of

1902 between China and Great Brit-

ain and in the treaty of 1903 between
China and the United States would
be brought into effect by this special

conference, which would likewise fix

a specific surtax of 21/2 Per cent, ad
valorem, calculated to bring in $27,-

000,000 silver additional, and a spe-

cial surtax on luxuries not exceeding

5 per cent., estimated to bring in

$2,167,000 silver. When all these

measures had been completed, it was
expected that the total revenue would
amount to fully $156,000,000 silver.

Senator Underwood declared that the
new agreement was " a signal

achievement, not only in the interest

of China and of each of the treaty

powers, but in the interest of trade

in general and of peace itself." He
especially stressed the effect it would
have in removing " the highly unjust
and controversial preferences with
which the foreign trade of China has
heretofore been encumbered."

Text of Tariff Report

The official text of the report,

which Senator Underwood then read,

was as follows:

The subcommittee on Chinese Customs
Duties, having had under consideration the
proposals of the Chinese delegates for the
restoration of tariff autonomy and the re-
adjustment of maritime customs duties with
a view to providing additional revenue to
meet the needs of the Chinese Government,
reports that it has reached the following
agreement:

" The powers attending this conference
(igrte

:

" I. That immediate steps be taken
through a special conference representing

China and the powers which accept this
agreement to prepai-e the way for the
speedy abolition of likin and the fulfillment
of the other conditions laid down in Aiticle
VIII. of the Anglo-Chinese commercial
treaty of Sept. 5, 1902, and the correspond-
ing articles of the United States and Japa-
nese treaties with a view to levying the sur-
taxes as provided in those articles.

" II. That the present tariff on importa-
tions shall be forthwith revised and raised
to a basis of 5 per cent, effective. That this
revision shall be carried out forthwith by a
revision committee at Shanghai on the gen-
eral lines of the last revision. The revision
shall proceed as rapidly as possible, with a
view to its completion within four months
from the conclusion of the present confer-
ence, and the revised tariff shall become
effective two months after publication with-
out awaiting ratification.

" III. That the interim provision to be
applied until the articles referred to in
Paragraph 1 come into operation be con-
sidered by the aforesaid special conference,
which shall authorize the levying of a sur-
tax on dutiable imports and subject to such
conditions as they may determine. The sur-
tax shall be at a uniform rate of 2% per
cent, ad valorem, except in the case of
certain articles of luxury which, in the opin-
ion of the conference, can bear a greater in-
crease without unduly impeding trade, and
upon which the total surtax shall not ex-
ceed 5 per cent.

"IV. (1) That there shall be a further
revision of the tariff to take effect at the
expiration of four years following the com-
pletion of the immediate revision herein au-
thorized, in order to insure that the lates
shall correspond to the ad valorem rates
fixed.

" (2) That following this revision there
shall be periodical revisions of the tai'iff

every seven years for the same purpose.
" (3) That in order to prevent delay such

periodical revisions shall be effected in ac-
cordance with rules to be settled by the spe-
cial conference mentioned in Paragraph 1.

" V. That in all matters relating to cus-
toms duties there shall be effective equality
of treatment and of opportunity for all na-
tions parties to this agreement.

" VI. That the principle of uniformity in

the rates of customs duties levied on all the
frontiers, land and maritime, of China be
recognized, and that it be referred to the
special conference -mentioned in paragraph 1

to make arrangements to give practical ef-

fect to this principle, with power to author-
ize any adjustments which may appear
equitable in cases in which the customs
privilege to be abolished was granted in re-

turn for some local economic favor. In the
meantime any increase in the rates of cus-

toms duties or surtax imposed in pursuance
of the present agreement shall be levied at
a uniform rate ad valorem on all frontiers,

land and maritime.
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" VII. That the charge for transit passes
shall be at the rate of 2h^ per cent, ad va-
lorem, except when the arrangements con-
templated in paragraph 1 are in force.

" VIII. That the treaty powers not here
represented shall be invited to accept the
present agreement.

" IX. That this agreement shall override

a'l provisions of treaties between China and
the powers which accept it which are in-

consistent with its terms."

The delegate for China submitted the fol-

lowing communication, which it was unani-

mously agreed should form a part of the

foregoing agreement as an appendix there-

to:
" Declaration of intention not to disturb

the present administration of the Chinese

maritime customs.

" The Chinese delegation has the honor to

inform the Committee on Far Easteni Ques-

tions of the Conference on the Limitation

of Ai-mament that the Chinese Government
have no intention to effect any change
which may disturb the present administra-

tion of the Chinese maritime customs.

Reducing China's Army

In addition to this main report,

Senator Underwood stated that a

special resolution had been adopted

on Jan. 2, 1922 (the Chinese delegate

not voting), urging that China, in

the interests of general disarmament,
reduce the large military forces

maintained at an enormous cost by
the Tuchuns or Military Governors.
This was urged also in the interests

of China's own financial rehabilita-

tion. The resolution read thus:

The members of the subcommittee in

studying the question of increasing the

customs tariff rates to meet the urgent
needs of the Chinese Government have been
deeply impressed with the severe drain on
China's public revenue through the main-
tenance of excessive military forces in vari-

ous parts of the country. Most of these

forces are controlled by th? military chiefs

of the provinces, and their continued main-
tenance appears to be mainly responsible for
China's present unsettled political condi-

tions.

It is felt that large and prompt reduction

of these forces will not only advance the

cause of China's political unity and eco-

nomic development, but hasten her financial

rehabilitation. Therefore, without any in-

tention to interfere in the internal prob-

lems of China, but animated by the sincere

desire to see China develop and maintain
for herself an effective and stable Govern-
ment alike in her own interest and in the

general interest of trade, and inspired by

the spirit of this conference whose aim is to
reduce, through the limitation of arma*
nient, " the enormous disbursements " which
" manifestly constitute the greater part of
the encumbrance upon enterprise and na-
tional prosperity," the subcommittee ven-
ture to suggest for the consideration of the
committee the advisability of laying before
the conference for its adoption a resolution
expressing the earnest hope of the confer-
ence and embodying recommendation to

China that immediate and effective steps
be taken by the Chinese Government to re-

duce the aforesaid military forces and ex-
penditure.

Dr. Koo expressed regret that the
committee had not seen fit to grant
China the full customs autonomy
which she desired, and which, he
said, all other countries enjoy re-

specting the regulation of their cus-
toms. He made it clear that China
would not relinquish this demand,
but would bring the subject up again
for consideration on all suitable op-
portunities. The report was then
unanimously adopted, together with
the Chinese declaration regarding
maritime customs. Senator Under-
wood answered Dr. Koo's criticism.

I do not think [he said] that there was
any doubt in the minds of the men on the
subcommittees as to the question that if

China at present had the unlimited control
of levying taxes at the Custom Houses, in

viewof the unsettled conditions now exist-
ing in China, it would probably work, in

the end, to China's detriment and to the in-

jury of the world, and I think that had
more to do with the subcommittee not mak-
ing a full and direct response to Dr. Koo's
request than anything else.

I am sure there was no desire on the part
of the other powers to be selfish, or not to

recognize the full sovereignty of China, and
I only rose to say this, that if I am a judge
of the situation, a judge of the temper of

conditions in the balance of the world, I

feel sure that when China herself estab-

lishes a Parliamentary Government of all

the provinces of China and dispenses with

the military control that now exists in many
of the provinces of China, so that the out-

side powers may feel that they are dealing

with a Government that has entire and ab-

solute and free control of the situation,

China can expect to realize the great ideals

of sovereignty that she asks at this table.

[At the eighteenth meeting of this

committee, on Jan. 16, final agree-

ment was recorded to the raising of

the Chinese customs revenue, already

thus approved by representatives of
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the nine nations. This was done
through the adoption of a resolution

presented by Mr. Elihu Root, voicing

the assent of the nine powers con-

cerned to the 5 per cent, quota of rev-

enue to be assigned to China; to the
abolition of the likin, or transit dues,

and to the levying of surtaxes. The
United States, as the convener of the
conference, pledged itself to commu-
nicate the decision to nations not par-
ticipating, and to invite their adher-
ence, on the obtaining of which the
new agreement would override the
terms of any existing treaties.]

Withdrawal of Foreign Troops

Dr. Koo accepted the special reso-

lution regarding China's reduction of

ler military forces, and the resolution

was recommitted by the Chairman to

the subcommittee for formal draft-
ing in a shape to be approved by the
committee as a whole.

Secretary Hughes then asked Mr.
Root to present the resolution on
withdrawal of foreign troops. Mr.
Root read the resolution, which em-
bodied an offer by the eight powers

—

United States, Great Britain, France,
Italy, Portugal, Holland, Belgium and
Japan—to conduct through their dip-
omatic representatives at Peking,
jointly with China, a thorough in-

vestigation of this problem, with a
view to its ultimate solution. Mr.
Alfred Sze voiced the Chinese delega-
tion's appreciation of this offer, and
the resolution, after some discussion,
was unanimously adopted, China not
voting. Its text follows:

CjQ6tttQ£i,, The powers have from time
to time stationed armed forces, including
police and railway guards, in China to pro-
tect the lives and property of foreigners
lawfully in China; and

SCl&ttfad. It appears that certain of
these armed forces are maintained in China
without the authority of any treaty or
agreement; and

CUt^lbttCSl^. The powers have declared
their intention to withdraw their armed
forces now on duty in China without the au-
thority of any treaty or agreement when-
ever China shall assure the protection of
the lives and property of foreigners in
China; and

IMfitttHtSi* China has declared her in-

tention and capacity to assure the protec-
tion of the lives and property of foreigners
in China;

Now, to the end that there may be clear
understanding of the conditions upon which
in each case the practical execution of those
intentions must depend, it is

Wit&OliJtti» That the diplomatic repre-
sentatives in Peking of the powers now in
conference at Washington, to wit: the
United States of America,

.
Belgium, the

British Empire, France, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlqjids and Portugal, will be in-
structed by their respective Governments,
whenever China shall so request, to as-
sociate themselves with three representa-
tives of the Chinese Government to conduct
collectively a full and impartial inquiry into
the issues raised by the foreging declara-
tions of intention made by the powers and
by China, and shall thereafter prepare a
full and comprehensive report setting out
without reservation their findings of fact
and their opinion with regard to the matter
hereby referred for inquiry, and shall fur-
nish a copy of their report to each of the
nine Governments concerned, which shall
severally make public the report with such
comment as each may deem appropriate.
The representatives of any of the powers
may make or join in minority reports stat-

ing their differences, if any, from the ma-
jority report.

That each of the powers above named
shall be deemed free to accept or reject all

or any of the findings of fact or opinions
expressed in the report, but that in no case
shall any of the said powers make its ac-
ceptance of all or any of the findings of
fact or opinions either directly or indirectly
dependent on the granting by China of any
special concession, favor, benefit or im-
munity, whether political or economic.

Shantung Deadlock

The Shantung controversy between
China and Japan, which had been de-

bated through seventeen sessions of
che two delegations, up to Dec. 20 (see

January Current History), had
reached a deadlock at that date.

The Japanese delegates had de-

clined further discussion until

they could communicate with
their home Government. The crux
of the situation was that China
wished to buy back the Shantung
railroad outright, and to pay for it

out of her own funding, whereas
Japan insisted on China's accepting
a loan from Japanese financial inter-

ests. China also did not wish to have
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Japanese officials admitted to the
railroad's administration, whereas
the Japanese insisted that officials

from Japan should control the line.

After a period of delay the Japa-
nese received new instructions and the
interrupted parleys were resumed. A
bulletin of the twentieth session on
Jan. 6 showed that the Ja"panese ne-

gotiators had again refused the Chi-

nese proposals, and that the conver-

sations had again been suspended sine

die " pending further develophients."

The official bulletin said in part:

The Japanese delegates proposed a rail-

way loan agreement plan for the settlement

of this question on the basis of the term:?

of ordinary railway loan agreements en-

tered into by China with various foreign
capitalists during recent years, namely, on
the following general lines:

1. The term of the loan shall be fixed at

fifteen yeai-s, while China shall retain an
option of redeeming the whole outstanding
liabilities upon six months' notice after five

years from the date of the agreement.

2. A Japanese traffic manager and chief

accountant shall be engaged in the sei-vice

of the Shantung Railway.

3. The details of the financial arrange-
ment shall be worked out at Peking be-

tween the representatives of the two parties

to the loan.

This plan was not found acceptable to the
Chinese delegation. The Chinese delegates,

on their part, proposed the following two
alternative plans:

1. China shall make a cash payment for
the railway and its appurtenant properties
with a single deposit in a bank of a thii'd

power at a specified date either before the
transfer of the pi-operties or when such
transfer is effected.

2. China shall make a deferred payment
either in Treasury notes or notes of the
Chinese Bankers' Union, secured upon the
railway properties, extending over a period
of twelve years, with an option on the part
of China at any time after three years, upon
giving six months' notice, to pay all the
outstanding liabilities. The first instalment
is to be paid on the day on which the trans-

fer of the railway and properties is com-
pleted.

China shall engage that she, upon her
own initiative, shall select and employ in

the service of the Tsing-tao-Tsinan-fu Rail-

way a district engineer of Japanese na-
tionality.

Neither of these .plans was found ac-
ceptable to the Japanese delegates in the
present form.

Mr. Hanihara, the .main Japanese
negotiator, made it plain in an inter-

view after the meeting that the Jap-

anese proposals were final. The dele-

gation's instructions from Tokio, he

said, were very explicit. He ex-

plained the Japanese position thus:

Japan had no desire to sell the Shan-
tung Railway at all ; what she wished
was joint operation on a 50-50 basis,

and she even considered that this was
a considerable concession, as the Jap-

anese Government looked on the rail-

road, which it had taken over from
Germany after the latter country's
defeat in 'the Far East, as its own
property. Japan at least must retain

an interest in the railroad, and to do

that she must effect the transfer

through a Japanese railroad loan, sim-

ilar to other railroad loans made by
China previously with other foreign

nations, and the terms must include

the acceptance of a Japanese traffic

manager and accountant. Japan was
unwilling to accept the Chinese pro-

posal of a cash payment.

The Shantung negotiations between
the Chinese and Japanese representa-
tives were renewed a few days later

with the aid of Mt. Hughes and Mr.
Balfour, but were soon again dead-

locked over the question of the

terms under which Japan, should re-

turn the. Shantung railway ; pending
further instructions on this main
issue from Tokio, the Japanese dele-

gates took up collateral issues. Im-
portant discussions on the disposition

of the mines situated on the railway
marked the twenty-eighth session,

held on Jan. 17. Both delegations at

that time declared that an ultimate

agreement seemed to be in sight.

Just as these pages were going to

press a new phase of the conference
discussions on China began with pro-

posals made by Secretary Hughes
(session of Jan. 16) to assure the

principle of the open dooV. These pro-

posals, including a plan to establish

a permanent commission pledged to

maintain that principle, was earnest-

ly debated for three hours on Jan. 17.

The full debate on this topic must be

reserved for the March issue of

Current History.



GANDHFS WEAPONLESS
REVOLT IN INDIA

By Bernard Sexton

Strange power of the saint rvho is shaping the destinies of three

hundred million people—Mohandas Kararnchand Gandhi's own
explanation of his plan to overthrow British rule by "soul force'*

[Serial and book rights reserved]

WE are living in an age of mar-
vels an(J. superla'tives. World-
shaking events come one after

another. Institutions that have en-

dured for centuries are overthrown
in a day and -forgotten in a year.

The war was not yet over when the
Russian revolution began, and on the
banks of the Neva a group of daring
men attempted to build a communist
commonwealth out of the ruins of
autocracy. Ancient Ireland awoke,
and the speech of the Gael was heard
once more in camp and council.

England came to terms with the Sinn
Fein. Then the world, agape at this
wonder, was astonished at the news
that India had been reborn, that the
gentleAryanoftheEast was in revolt.

Responsible officials stated that the
empire was shaken by the uprising
of a people who fought without
weapons, who conducted a success-
ful revolution without bullet or knife,
who made war, according to their
own declaration, not upon the bodies
but upon the souls of official Eng-
lishmen, attempting to conquer by
love and gentleness. To India the
name of Gandhi is like the morning
star. He is the leader of this insur-
rection in spirit, a man whose title

is not General, but Mahatma (Great
Soul). Gandhi has invented for war
a new explosive, which he names
soul-force. This saint, who has
never injured a human being or ^n
animal, who knows nothing of war,
who forbids violence, has struck a

staggering blow at British rule in
India. Sir Michael O'Dwyer wrote
some months ago in The London
Fortnightly

:

Since the mutiny the position of our Gov-
ernment was never so weak, its credit never
so low * * * Our margin of safety in
India was never very large, and in these
days of world-wide anxiety and peril it has
been reduced almost to the vanishing point.

The man through whose leadership
these things have come to pass is evi-

dently one of the great characters of
history, one of those " pale thinkers '*

whom Emerson describes as being let

loose on the planet now and then for
its purification. A sketch of his life

and his words will, therefore, illumi-

note the purpose of resurgent India.

Gandhi's Career

Mohandas Karamchand GandHi
was born in Porbandar, India, Oct. 2,

1869. His ancestors had held high
office under the native princes, gen-
.eration after generation. A grand-
father was Prime Minister. His boy-
hood and youth were uneventful, and
it was not until he undertook the voy-
age to London in 1888, to study law,

that he saw anything of the great
world. The first plunge into West-
ern civilization was a rude shock to

the sensitive Hindu, but he faced life

in London, made valuable acquaint-
ances and spent much time studying
Christianity and Western civilization

during the years he was at the law
school. He returned to India in 1893.
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Almost immediately an opening was
offered him by a law firm in South
Africa. He accepted.

In South Africa he encountered at

once the savage prejudice which the

Colonials entertained against his peo-

ple. He was insulted, reviled, beaten.

He had to learn that birth and educa-

tion availed nothing in that violent

land where all Hindus were called
" coolies." During his years in South
Africa his life was more than once

in danger from mob violence. Before
he left he spent several terms in jail

as a convict for conscience' sake. At
the date of his arrival, however, the

Indians were not subject to the se-

vere legal disabilities which in later

years resulted in their passive re-

sistance movement.

When the Boer War broke out

Gandhi revealed at once his capacity

for infinite tolerance and forgiveness.

He organized the Indian Ambulance
Corps and worked under fire with his

faithful followers, trying to demon-
strate to the British the loyalty of

the Indian community. In 1906 again,

at the time of the Zulu rebellion,

Gandhi, with his volunteers, ren-

dered medical service.

In spite of this spirit, the attitude

of the white men toward the Indians

had grown more menacing. In a lec-

ture at Madras in 1896 Mr. Gandhi
said :

" The Indian is tht most hated
being in South Africa. * * * The rail-

way and train officials treat us as

beasts. We cannot safely walk on
the footpaths. * * * We are
' Asian diit,' to be 'heartily cursed.'

We are ' stinking coolies,' living on
* the ^mell of an oiled rag.' We are

the * black vermin.' * * * We
* breed like rabbits,' and a gentleman
at a meeting lately held in Durban
said he ' was sorry we could not be
shot like them.' " Matters became
steadily worse until, at last, in Sep-
tember, 1906, there was a large gath-
ering of Indians, which, after thor-

oughly facing the issue, under the in-

spiration of deep feeling, swore a
solemn oath committing themselves
to passive resistance.

Passive Resistance

In telling Mr. Doke, his biographer,
how the idea of passive resistance
originated, Mr. Gandhi said:

I remember how one verse of a Gujarati
poem which, as a child, I learned in school,
clung to me. In substance it was this:

If a man gives you a drink of water and you
give him a drink in return, that is nothing;

Real beauty consists of doing good against evil.

As a child this verse had a powerful in

fluence over me, and I tried to carry it into
practice. Then came the " Sennon on the
Mount."

" But," said the biographer.
" surely the Bhagavad Gita came
first?"

" No," he replied; " of course I knew the
Bhagavad Gita in Sanskrit tolerably well,

but I had not made its teaching in that par-
ticular a study. It was the New Testament
which really awakened me to the rightne.<5.s

and value of passive resistance. When I

read in the * Sermon on the Mount ' such
passages as ' Resist not him that is evil, but
whosoever smiteth thee on the right ohoek
turn to him the other also,' and ' Love your
enemies and pray for them that persecute
you, that ye may be the sons of your Father
which is in Heaven,' I was simply over-
joyed and found my o^vn opinion confinned
where I least expected it. The Bhagavad
Gita deepened my impression, and Tolstoy's
' The Kingdom of God Is Within You ' gave
it pei'manent form.

" I do not like the term ' passive resist-

ance '; it fails to convey all I mean. It de-
scribes a method, but gives no hint of the
system of which it is only a part. Real
beauty—and that is my aim—is in doing
good against evil. Still I adopt that phrase
because it is well known and easily under-
stood, and because at present the great ma-
jority of my people can only grasp that
idea. To me the ideas which underlie the
Gujarati hymn and the ' Sermon on the
Mount ' should revolutionize the whole of
life."

Soul-Force

Of the blessings attending the use
of soul-force, Gandhi says:

Passive resistance is an all-sided sword;
it can be used anyhow; it blesses him who
uses it and him against whom it is u.<'ed

without drawing a drop of blood; it pro-

duces far-reaching results. It never rusts

and cannot be stolen. Competition between
passive resisters does not exhaust them.
The sword of passive resistance does not
require a scabbard and one cannot be for-

cibly dispossessed of it.
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Its equivalent in the vernacular, rendered
into English, means truth-force. I think
Tolstoy called it also soul-force or love-

force. Carried to its utmost limit, this

force is independent of pecuniary or other
material assistance; certainly in its ele-

mentary form, of physical force or violence.
* * * Its universal applicability is a
demonstration of its permanence and in-

vincibility. It can be used alike by men,
women and children. It is totally untrue
to say that it is a force to be used only
by the weak so long as they are not capable
of meeting violence by violence. * * *

It is impossible for those who consider
themselves weak to apply this force. Only
those who realize that there is something
in man which is superior to the brute nature
in him, and that the latter always yields

to it, can effectively be passive resist-

ers. * * *

The use of this force requires the adop-
tion of poverty, in the sense that we must
be indifferent whether we have the where-
withal to feed and clothe ourselves. * * *

The exercise of the purest soul-force in its

perfect form brings about
instantaneous relief. For this

exercise prolonged training
of the individual soul is an
absolute necessity, so that a
perfect passive resister has
to be almost, if not entirely,

a perfect man. We cannot
all suddenly become such
men, but if my proposition is

correct—as I know it to be
correct—the greater the
spirit of passive resistance
in us, the better men we will

becwne. Its use therefore is,

I think, indisputable, and it

is a force which, if it became
universal, would revolution-
ize social ideals and do away
with despotisms and the ever-
growing militarism under
which the nations of the

West are groaning and
which fairly promises to

overwhelm even the nations
of the East. * * *

Thus viewed passive re-

sistance is the noblest and
the best education. It should
come not after the ordinary
education in letters, but
should precede it. It will not
be denied that a child, before
it begins to write its alpha-
bet and to gain worldly
knowledge, should know what
the soul is, what ti'uth is,

what love is, what powers
are latent in the soul. It

should be an essential of real

education that a child should

learn that in the struggle of life it can
easily conquer hate by love, untruth by
truth, violence by self-suffering.

Jail Experiences

Concerning his jail experiences in
South Africa, when he was in prison
as leader of the Passive Resistance
movement, Gandhi wrote:
The greatest good I derived from these

sufferings was that gained by undergoing
bodily hardships. I could see my mental
strength clearly increasing, and it is even
now maintained. The experience of the last
three months has left me more than ever
prepared to undergo all such hardships with
ease. I feel that God helps such conscien-
tious objectors, and in putting them to the
test He only burdens them with such suf-
ferings as they can bear. [From The Mod-
ern Review.]

Gandhi brought the Passive Resist-
ance movement in South Africa to a

(Photc International)
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successful conclusion. The more
glaring disabilities under which the

Indians there had labored were at

least legally removed. From that

time on they suffered mainly from
those social and industrial injustices

which are outside the law, and which
the dark-skinned Hindus everywhere
in the world encounter in countries

ruled by the British or American
peoples. With the prestige of this

great work accomplished, he was in

London shortly after the outbreak of

the World War and testified to his

loyalty by organizing among the In-

dians and Moslems a Field Ambu-
lance Corps. He was conscious not
only of a generous interest in the

British cause; he looked toward the
near future for a realization among
Hindus and Moslems of their com-
mon interest in India, the mother-
land.

On Oct. 1, 1914, Gandhi addressed
ia crowded meeting at the Polytechnic,
Regent Street, London. The oc-

casion was the inauguration of the
Indian Field Ambulance Corps, which
owed its existence largely to him.
Acknowledging a gift of £200 from
his Highness the Aga Khan, he said

:

We Hindus have to live side by side with
Mohammedans. Their sorrows must be our
sorrows; their joys must be our joys. I en-

tirely believe in the doctrine that the Hin-
dus and Mohammedans of India are the
two eyes of the Mother India. If one is

hurt tiie other is equally affected, and India
without Mohammedans or without Hindus
would be only a one-eyed mother, and India

divided between these two sections, who
would war against one another, would only
see with one eye and then but faintly and
dimly.

Change in Gandhi's Views

Gandhi has not always held his

present views as to British rule.

Only a few years ago he was an ar-

dent advocate of the imperial con-

nection. He hoped then that Britain

would recognize the loyalty of India's

support during the wfir and her very
material sacrifices of men and money.
But the severity with which the ex-

pressions of native aspirations were
repressed, after the close of the war,
drove him and many other loyalists to

take more extreme views. Compare
the following speech made in 1915
with his later utterances

:

The British Empire has certain ideals
with which I have fallen in love, and one of
these ideals is that every subject of the
British Empire has the freest scope pos-
sible for his energies and honor and what-
ever he thinks is due to his conscience. I

think that this is true of the British Em-
pire as it is not true of any other Govern-
ment. [Speech by Gandhi in April, 1915, at
the annual gathering of the Madras Law
Dinner.1

Following is an extract from his
organ, Young India, dated Nov. 17,

1921, in which he answers the ques-
tions of a reader who reproaches him
for his former pro-British views

:

Experience has made me wiser. •» * *

I consider the existing system of govern-
ment to be wholly bad and requiring special
effort to end or mend it. It does not possess
within itself any capacity for self-improve-
ment.

Not only did I offer my services at the
time of the Zulu revolt, but before that, at
the time of the Boer war; and not only did
I raise recruits in India during the late
war, but I raised an ambulance corps in
1914 in London. If, therefore, I have sinned,
the cup of my sins is full to the brim.

That the British Government in
India is now unworthy the allegiance
of its former loyal Hindu subjects
he holds proved by the events of the
last few years—events that have
raised Gandhi from the position of
a highly-respected Indian barrister,
a reformer of moderate demands, to
that of leadership in a movement
which is regarded by the British as
the most menacing in the history of
the empire. It can always be said
of Gandhi that his words are uncom-
promising. They mean just what
they say. In a recent issue of Young
India he wrote:
When a man deliberately breaks his own

laws, the disobedience becomes criminal.
For he commits the breach, not against him-
self, but against some one else, and not
only escapes punishment for the breach

—

for there is none provided against the
maker of laws—but he avoids also the in-

convenience caused bv their observance.
What is true of the individual is true of the
corporation. At the present moment one
observes this criminal breach by the Gov-
ernment of its own laws throughout India.

Sections of the Penal Code and the Criminal
Procedure Code are being freely abused.
And because non-co-operators refrain from
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questioning orders issued b - officials, bare-

faced illegalities are being committed by

them with impunity. * * * It is. against

not onlv the spirit of Lord Reading's pledge

but it is against the letter even of his pre-

decessor's communique, in which it was de-

clared in solemn tones that so long as non-

co-operators remained non-violent there

woufd be no repression. [Young India, Nov.

17, 1921.]

Nevertheless, the door of reconcil-

iation was still held open. In Novem-

ber, 1921, he penned these signiticant

words

:

As a non-co-operator I "eit|i^^^
J^Si,"^^!:

disown George as my King. I have disas

Sed myself from^the %-^^^ ^^^'^^^l
tered under the King's name I ^fep

my

-plf free to give allegiance to him it 1 can

!+flil mv full growth in his kingdom and

can secux^e fu redress of the Khalifate and

Punj-lb wrongs. [Young India, Nov. 17,

1921.]

Just as England has held India in

subjection and servitude, the Hindus

themselves have been guilty of an

equally grave offense toward the

pariah class—the " untouchables of

their land. Gandhi contends that

caste degradation had no place m the

virile traditions of ancient India.

True, there were castes, which were

in essence a mirroring -of the four

fundamental occupations — manual

labor, trading, soldiering, teaching--

but men and women of ability could

rise into a higher caste, while the

incompetent, the immoral, might suf-

fer degradation into a lower group.

The whole nation has suffered by

Karmic law because of its cruelty to-

ward the untouchables. For this

lack of charity Gandhi has the

severest censure. He has never hesi-

tated to mix with the lowest castes;

indeed, intentionally he used the ter-

rible third-class accommodation
while traveling through India, so that

he might know by personal experi-

ence what the poorer folk endured.

Civil Disobedience Advised

He holds that it is not only the

right but the duty of Indians to re-

fuse allegiance to the Government;
but he cautions his followers that

they must take the consequences of

civil disobedience without a resort to

violence. It may safely be asserted

that any sporadic outbreak of vio-

lence occurring in India is not only
contrary to the wishes of Gandhi, but
is in every case regarded by him as
a disaster, a failure, a defeat. For
Gandhi is in all things sincere as a
child, lucid in his sincerity, and utter-

ly uncompromising as to principle.

He holds that the nation is being
tested and tempered, prepared for
self-government in political affairs
by demonstrating spiritual self-gov-
ernment through the difficult path of
non-violent non-co-op^ ation.

Civil disobedience which is entered
upon prayerfully, as a sacrifice of
selfish interests for the sake of the
motherland, must not be confused
with unsocial and unlawful actions
performed in a selfish spirit. The
action of a man practicing civil dis-

obedience may bear some superficial
resemblance to that of the unsocially
minded self-seeker, but they are as
far apart as the poles. Gandhi makes
this distinction clear with his usual
simplicity

:

I was grieved to take notice that at the
convocation meeting organized on the 9th
instant by the National Board of Educa-
tion, several people had entered Bradlaugh
Hall without tickets and without permis-
sion. This is not merely uncivil, but crim-
inal, disobedience. For they entered by
force where they knew their force would
not be resisted by force. Such men are
unfit for civil disobedience, which presup-
poses a scrupulous and willing observance
of all laws which do not hurt the moral
sense. Obedience to laws of voluntary as-
sociations, as the rule of the manager of the
convocation, is only the first step to volun-
tary and ungrudging obedience to the laws
imposed by the State. Thoughtless disobe-

dience means disruption of society. The
first thing, therefore, for those who aspire

after civil disobedience is to learn the art

of willingly obeying laws of voluntary asso-

ciations, such as congresses, conferences
and other bodies, and similarly obeying
State laws, whether they like them or not.

Civil disobedience is not a state of lawless-

ness, but presupposes a law-abiding spirit

combined with self-restraint. [Young India,

Nov. 17, 1921.]

The Bombay Riots

In November, 1921, during the

visit of the Prince of Wales, rioting
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broke out in Bombay. Hindus, Mo-
hommedans, Jews, Parsees and Chris-
tians were involved. Gandhi's lieu-

tenants moved among the people,
exhorting them to disperse and go to
their homes. Several of these peace-
makers were severely handled by one
cf the mobs. A few were beaten so
badly that they had to have surgical
service. On hearing of the riot,

Gandhi came down and exerted his

utmost influence to bring about peace.
He was infinitely saddened by the re-

sults of this brute frenzy. At last he
found peace by fasting. After four
days of this self-inflicted penance the
warring factions became alarmed and
promised restraint in future. He then
broke his fast amid general rejoic-

ings. Writing a sorrowful message
to the men of Bombay, he said

:

Swaraj (self-determination) does not lie

that way. India does not want Bolshevism.
The people are too peaceful to stand
anarchy. * * * Swaraj is freedom for
every one, the smallest among us, to do as
he likes, without any physical interference
with his liberty. Non-violent non-co-opera-
tion is the method whereby we cultivate the
freest opinion and get it enforced, [Young
India, Nov. 24, 1921.]

There is only one God for us all, whether
we find him tlirough the Koran, the Bible,

the Zend Avesta, the Talmud, or the Gita.

And He is God of Truth and Love. I have
no interest in living save for proving this

faith in me. I cannot hate an Englishman
or any one else. I have spoken and written
much against his institutions, especially
the one he has set up in India. I shall con-
tinue to do so if I live. But you must not
mistake my condemnation of the system
for that of the man. My religion requires
me to love him as I love myself. I would
deny God if I did not attempt to prove it at
this critical moment. [Gandhi's appeal to
Bombay citizens in Young India, Nov. 24,

1921.]

A Constructive Force

He regrets that there are still

those, even among his nominal fol-

lowers, who misunderstand the
movement, who are likely to resort
to violence when it seems profitable.

These he urges to a deeper, a more
spiritual understanding

:

It has unfortunately to be confessed that
non-co-operation still appears and com-
mends itself to many only in its destructive
form. While the latter is absolutely essen-

tial, it is the constructive which is the per-
manent and best part of it. I am painfully
conscious of the fact that to many it ap-
pears only to be a preparation for vio-

lence, whereas non-violence is not only
an integral, but the only sustaining
part of non-co-operation. It is by itself

the largest part of construction. Non-
violence at once makes it a religious move-
ment and throws man on God as his only
Rock and Refuge. By non-violence the non-
co-operator bums his boats and makes
steady headway in all weathers. By non-
violence the non-co-operator appears before
his Maker in his nakedness and commands
divine help. He may not appear before him
with his Bible or Koi-an or the Gita in one
hand and his gun in the other. He appears,
on the contrary, with hands folded, a hum-
ble supliant before the Great White Throne.

I believe in God working through us, and
for or against individuals and nations, a.s

surely as I believe in the sun rising regu-
larly at the appointed hour from day to day.

By this discipline of non-violent
non-co-operation, for which the In-

dians, Gandhi contends, are by na-
ture fitted, Swaraj is obtained. There
is no long historic process, there are
no petitions, no appeals to Parlia-
ment. Swaraj becomes, descending
from the spiritual and organizing it-

self on the political and industrial.

Swaraj is there all the time—only it

has to be realized. With its realiza-

tion the great social abuses disap-
pear. The Hindu-Mohammedan feud
is settled. The evils of caste are elim-

inated. From the point of view of
the life of a nation, the change is in-

stantaneous. It all depends on the
manliness, the virtue, the nobility of
the nation. The British have no real

power to prevent it, for it comes from
within.

Railways and Machinery

Since Gandhi is known to be an
enemy of modern industrialism,many
Americans have expressed curiosity
as to his attitude in regard to what
they consider the necessary mechani-
cal contrivances on which modern
life is based. Here, as on many other
questions, his extraordinary sincerity

is manifest. There is no other politi-

cal leader in the world who would
dare assert that a great people, aspir-

ing to nationhood on an equality with
other powers, should limit its use of
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modern machinery—should, for ex-

ample, abandon, whenever possible,

the modern power-driven cotton
spindle and revert to the use of the
antique hand loom used for thou-
sands of years in the Indian village.

Other statesmen declare for limita-

tion of armaments. Will the future
assert that Gandhi struck deeper

—

that he struck at the root of the evil

when he proposed a limitation of ma-
chinery? Here are his thoughts,
written down in answer to an anx-
ious questioner:

The question about railways and tele-

graphs is really too insignificant in relation

to the great doctrine I have just discussed.
I am not myself banishing the personal use
of these conveniences myself. I certainly
do not expect the nation to discard their
use, nor do I expect their disuse under
Swaraj. But I do expect the nation under
Swaraj not to believe that these agencies
necessarily advance our moral growth or
are indispensable for material progress. I
would advise the nation to make a limited
use of these agencies and not to be fever-
ishly anxious to connect 750,000 villages of
India by telegraph and railway. The nation
when it feels the glow of freedom will real-
ize that they were needed by our rulers
more for our enslavement than for enlight-
ernment. [Young India, Nov. 17, 1921.]

Swadeshi and Ahimsa

From the time of his arrival in
India in 1915 Gandhi began to preach
Swadeshi—the use only of goods
made in India. Swadeshi has since
become the principal economic wea-
pon of his movement. Its practice
has resulted in an appreciable de-
crease in the sales of British-made
goods. But, to Gandhi, Swadeshi has
deeper meanings than the economic.
Speaking before the missionary con-
ference at Madras on Feb. 14, 1916,
he defined Swadeshi as follows:

And now for the last division of Swade-
shi: Much of the deep poverty of the
masses is due to the ruinous departure from
Swadeshi in the economic and industrial
life. If not an article of commerce had
been brought from outside India she would
be today a land flowing with milk and
honey. But this was not to be. We were
greedy, and so was England. The connec-
tion between England and India was clearly

based upon an error. But she does not re-

main in India in error. It is her declared
policy that India is to be held in trust for

her people. If this be true, Lancashire
must stand aside. And if the Swadeshi
doctrine is a sound doctrine, Lancashire can
stand aside without much hurt, though it

may sustain a shock for the time being. I

think of Swadeshi not as a boycott move-
ment undertaken for revenge. I conceive it as
a religious principle to be followed by all.
* * * I would urge that Swadeshi is the
only doctrine consistent with the law of
humility and love. It is arrogance to think
of launching out to serve the whole of India
when I am hardly able to serve my own
family. It were better to concentrate my
efforts upon the familv and consider that
through them I was serving the whole na-
tion, and, if you will, the whole of human-
ity. This is humility and it is love!

The driving force uehind Gandhi's
political non-resistance is his sincere

and passionate belief in the power of
Ahimsa, which, as he interprets it,

means conquering the enemy by love.

In an address delivered at the Y. M.
C A. Auditorium, Madras, Feb. 16,

1917, he defined Ahimsa, thus

:

Literally speaking, Ahimsa means non-
killing. But to me it has a world of mean-
ing and takes me into realms much higher,
infinitely higher, than the realm to which
I would go if I merely understood by
Ahimsa non-killing. Ahimsa really means
that you may not offend anybody; you may
not harbor an uncharitable thought even in

connection with one who may consider him-
self to be your enemy. Piay notice the
guarded nature of this thought: I do not
say " whom you consider to be your enemy,"
but " who may consider himself to be your
enemy." For one who follows the doctrine
of Ahimsa there is no room for an enemy;
he denies the existence of an enemy. But
there are people who consider themselves
to be his enemies, and he cannot help that
circumstance. So it is held that we may
not harbor an evil thought even in connec-
tion with such persons. If we return blow
for blow, we depart from the doctrine of
Ahimsa. But I go further. If we resent
a friend's action or the so-called enemies'
action, we still fall short of this doctrine.
But when I say we should not resent, I do
not say that we should acquiesce; but by
resenting I mean wishing that some harm
should be done to that enemy, or that he
should be put out of the way, even by the
action of somebody else, or, say, by divine
agency. If we harbor even this thought we
depart from the doctrine of Ahimsa. And
there is no room for any violence, even for
the sake of your country, and even for
guarding the honor of precious ones that
may be under your charge. After all, that
would be a poor defense of honor. This
doctrine of Ahimsa tells us that we may
guard the honor of those who are under
our charge by delivering ourselves into, the
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hands of the man who would commit the
sacrilege. And that requires far greater
physical and mental courage than the de-
livering of blows. You may have some de-
gree of physical power—I do not say cour-
age—and you may use that power. But
after that is expended, what happens ? The
other man is filled with wrath and indigna-
tion, and you have made him more angry
by matching your violence against his; and
when he has done you to death the rest

of his violence is delivered against your
charge. But if you do not retaliate, but
stand your ground between your chai'ge and
the opponent, simply receiving the blows
without retaliating, what happens? I give

you my promi.se that the whole of the vio-

lence ^\^1I be expended on you, and your

charge will be left unscathed. Under this

plan of life there is no conception of patriot-

ism which justifies such wars as you wit-

ness today in Europe.

This is an ancient doctrine, and it

is indeed only a great and daring soul

who would apply it in world politics.

Gandhi intends his words to be taken

quite simply and literally. Many in

India are doing so—women as well as

men. Col. Wedgewood, an EngUsh-
man, a political opponent of Gandhi,

says

:

He is as serious as a child, and as pure.

One does not feel it blasphemous to com-
pare him with Christ; and Christ, too, one

suspects, gave infinite trouble to reasonable

and respectable followers.

Gandhi's followers are in a very
simple and literal sense doing what
he advises. People have made bon-

fires of their own foreign-made
clothes, lawyers have abandoned
lucrative practices, thousands of

cases have been taken out of the law
courts. The English-speaking schools

are adversely affected. Over 25,000
titles have been renounced. The
ancient hand-loom is coming into its

own, and the sound of the spinning-

wheel is again heard in the village.

Women have a great part in this

movement, for Gandhi is sternly

against any thought of repression be-
cause of sex. The lowest castes are
\\nth him as well as the educated
young men. It is a folk movement
of all India—a passionate determina-
tion to return to that Aryan Way
which gave so much to the world long
ago when England was a forest and
America was undiscovered. It is not

merely a political phenomenon; it is

a remembering of that bright dawn
of history when the virile Aryans
poured down through the Himalayan
passes upon the plains of India

—

these Aryans, who are our own
cousins and whose speech we still

carry into daily life. In India today
they cry in different words the same
slogan that was used by our ancestors—the words that fired the English at
Runnymede, the Americans at
Bunker Hill. It is an ancient word,
a word that has ever stirred the
Aryan blood—the 'vord Freedom

!

[Recent Events in India—At present the
most interesting aspect of the silent revolt
in India is its reaction upon the official tour
of the Prince of Wales from one end of the
country to the other—a visit that is to last
eight months. Thus far no violence has
been attempted against the young Prince,
though in some cities his presence has been
greeted with a hai-tal, a sort of general
strike. His progress through the native
States has left nothing undone by the
ruling Princes to express their loyalty to
the British throne and empire. Those
scenes of gorgeous pomp and splendor

—

associated with great occasions in India

—

recall the stately ceremonials of bygone
centuries, especially in Rajputana, a name
synonymous with all that was best in
medieval chivalry. But at Allahabad the
hartal, or day of mourning, proclaimed by
Mr. Gandhi was put into such effect that
the flag-bedecked streets were empty of
other welcome. Benares proved a more
pleasant experience, for in spite of the
hartal the populace indulged in a holiday
festival. After some days' big game hunt-
ing m Nepaul the Prince emerged at Patna,
where the hartal was but half successful.
He arrived in Calcutta on Dec. 24 and re-

ceived a cordial welcome. On Dec. 28 the
Prince opened the Victoria Memorial, a
vast marble palace erected to the memory
of Queen Victoria. After his arrival at
Madras on Jan. 13 there was rioting.

Arrests for sedition continue on an increas-
ing scale over a large part of the country.
Among many notables sent to prison in

December was Mr. Gandhi's son and Lajpat
Rai, a prominent Indian Nationalist. The
Moplah revolt was reported on Dec. 22 as
rapidly approaching a collapse, with only
2,500 active rebels in the field. * * *

At a full session of the Indian National
Congress at Ahmedabad on Dec. 29, a reso-

lution was adopted declaring Gandhi the

sole executive authority, with full powers
over the Congress organization, and in-

dorsing his non-violence policy. The ap;

parent result of this is to make Mr. Gandhi
the duly-appointed dictator of all National-
ist activities in India.]



THE CARNIVAL OF CRIME IN

THE UNITED STATES
By Charles Frederick Carter

Astounding statistics showing the rapid increase of murders and

robberies—Encouragement of criminality becoming a national

cult—Laxity of laws and maudlin sentimentality the chief causes

EVIDENCE that crime is increas-

ing in the United States in a
most alarming way is so abun-

dant and conclusive that it cannot be
controverted. But because statis-

tics on crime, so far as they are kept

at all, are kept in a desultory, de-

tached and fragmentary way which
evokes the openly expressed amaze-
ment of foreign criminologists, it is

not possible to present a comprehen-
sive statement of facts on the subject.

Annual reports of the Police Commis-
sioner of New York City, for ex-

ample, form huge volumes, from
which it is altogether impossible to

glean any true idea of crime condi-
tions. Not a single large city in the
country issues a clear and compre-
hensive police report. No two follow
the same form; none follows the
same form from year to year. An-
nual periods covered begin at differ-
ent times of the year, so that com-
parisons are out of the question. For
these reasons such facts as are avail-

able are necessarily understatements;
yet, perhaps, they may suffice to give
some idea of the growing menace to
life and property which long ago at-
tained the proportions of a national
disgrace.

One significant indication of
present tendencies is the increase in
losses paid by burglary insurance
companies, which grew from an ag-
gregate of $1,686,195 in 1916 to $5,-
670,760 in 1919 and to $10,189,853 in
1920—an increase of 543 per cent, in
five years.

From the fragmentary informa-
tion available the total amount of

money and property stolen in the

United States in 1921 is estimated at

$302,799,000. This includes only

theft with or without violence, and
does not include the many millions

obtained by fraud.

The most trustworthy statistics on
a single phase of crime are those of

the American Bankers Association
on bank burglaries and hold-ups.
Even these are not complete; for,

while they cover the 23,632 member
banks fully, there is no way of know-
ing how complete the figures are for
the 9,611 non-members. For an-
other thing, these statistics make no
mention of the numerous murders
committed by bank robbers, such as
the double killing at Pearl River,
N. Y., last December.
These statistics tell a startling

story. In the year ended Aug. 31,
1921, there were 136 hold-ups and 319
burglaries of banks

—

a bank robbery
in some form every 19 hours and 15
minutes of the year! The aggregate
loss was $1,224,489, as compared with
122 hold-ups and 393 burglaries, with
an aggregate loss of $1,002,493, in
1920, and 80 hold-ups and 115 bur-
glaries, with a loss of $301,792, in
1917. In the twenty-three years
ended with 1917 the aggregate loss
amounted to $2,609,754, an annual
average of $113,467. An increase
from an annual average loss by
robbery of $113,467 to $301,792, in
the last year of the period, and to
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$1,224,489 four years later,

may justly be characterized

as startling.

The most disquieting thing
about bank crimes is the in-

crease in hold-ups. A few
years ago the chances of a
hold-up were so slight that
they were covered in insur-

ance against burglary with-
out extra charge. Now the
coverage for hold-ups is

charged for. Losses by hold-

ups in 1917 were double the
losses by burglary; in 1921
the losses, while increasing
more than fourfold in the
aggregate, were more than
three times as great by hold-
ups as by burglary. Before
the war burglary of safe-

deposit boxes was unknown

;

now that Liberty bonds are
as readily negotiable as
currency, many boxes are
broken open.
W. J. Burns is authority

for the statement that thefts
from railroads, express com-
panies, steamships, trucks,
lighters and piers aggregate
$106,000,000 a year.

It is impossible to ascertain from
the report of the Postmaster Gen-
eral the total amount of mail rob-
beries; but he does say that in 1921
the loss from 36 major crimes was
$6,346,407; and in rather ambiguous
language he intimates that the de-
partment paid for losses by theft of
registered and insured mail $38,-
000,000. Stamp burglaries added
$100,508 more.

The statistics of automobile thefts

are equally incomplete. Such figures
as are possessed by the Automobile
Chamber of Commerce show that in

the principal 28 cities, 30,046 cars
were stolen in 1920, as compared with
27,445 in 1918. At an average value
of $500 each this would represent
$15,023,000. One car out of each
thirty registered in New York was
stolen in 1920; one in each twenty-
two in Chicago; one in each thirty-
one in Detroit and Cleveland.

[American Cartoon]

—Saci'amento B< <

THE EVIL AND THE CURE

Enormous Total of Thefts

As already pointed out, police sta-
tistics are so incomplete and so er-
ratic as to be almost valueless. How-
ever, losses aggregating $1,630,009
were reported to the police of Boston
in 1920, as compared with an annual
average of $816,341 for the five j^ears

ended with 1920, or an increase of
almost 100 per cent, for that year
over the five-year average. Thefts
reported to the Washington police
aggregated $1,008,875 in 1920, as
compared with $336,067 in 1916.
Baltimore reported $1,347,402 stolen
in 1919, as compared with 410,486
in 1912. Chicago reported $3,974,-
326 stolen in 1921.

In spite of Chicago's evil reputa-
tion it appears that Eastern thieves
are the more efficient; for the pro-
ceeds of their crimes averaged $2.11
per capita for the populations of Bos-
ton, Baltimore and Washington, as
compared with $1.47 per capita for
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[American Cartoon J

-Dallas News

The Judge must be recalled

!

Chicago. Applying the per capita
rate of theft of these four cities,

which may be taken as fairly repre-

sentative, to the 52 per cent, of popu-
lation living in cities and towns of

2,500 population or over, and a per
capita of 50 cents for the remainder
of the population, would give a loss

by theft of $138,605,000. Adding the
various items enumerated in the fore-

going gives agrand total of $302,788,-
000 as the probable approximate loss

annually by theft with and without
violence. While there may be dupli-

cations in these figures, it is equally
probable that some important items
have been omitted. A gross annual
income of $302,799,000 is hardly
enough to support the criminal popu-
lation estimated hereinafter in the
style to which its members have been
accustomed.

The losses of property are but a
single item in the terrific burden im-
posed by crime. Police protection.

the ponderous machinery of
justice and the maintenance
of penal institutions add
hundreds of millions to the
total. Dividing the police
budget by the total number
of arrests shows that the ar-
rest of a suspect costs from
$14.60 in Indianapolis to

$90.70 in New York and
$163 in Youngstown, Ohio.

Judge Otto A. Rosalsky of
the New York Court of Gen-
eral Sessions, who, for a
quarter of a century, has
been exclusiveb"^ engaged in

dealing with crime, first as
Assistant District Attorney
and for the last sixteen years
as a Judge, estimates that
there are 30,000 professional
criminals in New York
State. The Chicago Crime
Commission estimates that
there are 10,000 prof<?ssional

criminals in that city, or,

roughly, one-third of 1 per
cent, of the population. Ap-
plying this ratio to the popu-
lation of the United States
would give a total of 352,000

professional criminals; Judge Rosal-
sky's ratio would make it 300,000 in

round numbers. Whatever its exact
number, this army of professional
criminals is highly organized and ef-

ficient, while the forces of law and
order are pathetically inadequate.
There are criminal cases that have
been on the docket in New York City
for two years ; the docket as a whole
is said to be about a year and a half

behind. Such great delay amounts
to a denial of justice, as is proved by
results. Only one-third of the pris-

oners arraigned in New York City in

the first eleven months of 1921
the charge of robbery were convicted,

while the cases tried represented but
54 per cent, of those reaching the Dis-

trict Attorney's office.

Federal courts deal with an inde-

terminable, but certainly a small,

fraction of felonies; yet the number
of cases dealt with there may serve
as an indication of general condi-
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tions. The Attorney General reports
that in the year ended June 30, 1921,
54,487 criminal cases were com-
menced in the Federal courts, as
compared with 47,443 in 1919, an in-

crease of 14 per cent, in two years.
But this does not tell the whole story,

because these courts are falling

steadily behind in their work from
year to year. Indictments pending
in Federal courts in 1921 numbered
70,000, as compared with 9,503 in

1912. Even after deducting the 30,-

000 cases arising under the prohibi-
tion laws, an increase of 332 per cent,

in ten years is alarming, even for
nation given to boasting of big
things.

Situation in Chicago

As an indication of the increase in

crime, the murders in Chicago are
disquieting. In 1921 there were 352
murders in that city, almost one a day
throughout the year, as compared
with 336 in 1919, 255 in 1916, 216 in

1914 and 159 in 1910—an increase of
121 per cent, in twelve years. For
years the average annual number of
murders in Berlin, a city four-fifths

the size of Chicago, was twenty-five.

That is, the proportion of murders to

population in Chicago is more then
eleven times greater than in Berlin.

Yet Chicago is not exceptional. Cleve-
land, with one-tenth the population
of London, had twice as many mur-
ders as that metropolis in 1918. Los
Angeles, one-twentieth the size of
London, had 10 more murders than
the latter city in 1917.

According to the murder statistics

collected by The Chicago Tribune

—

the only data extant covering the
whole country—59,377 murders were
committed in the United States in the
seven years from 1912 to 1918, in-

clusive. The total number of battle

deaths of American soldiers in the
World War was 50,327. That is, the
number murdered in seven years was
9,050 greater than the number of
American soldiers killed in all their
battles in the greatest war in history.
In every one of the seven years tho
number of murders was more than

double, and in one year more than
treble, the number of Union soldiers
killed at Gettysburg, the bloodiest
battle of the Civil War.

First cousin to murder is lynching.
In 1921 there were 63 lynchings, as
compared with 65 in 1920, 64 in 1918,
38 in 1917, 54 in 1916, 69 in 1915. In
the thirty-two years from 1889 to

1921, a grand total of 3,161 persons
have been lynched by American mobs.

While the whole story of the in-

crease of crime has not been told, and
from the nature of the circumstance^j
cannot be, enough has been said toj

justify the assertion that the Unite(
States is the most lawless nation onj
the globe, bairing only Russia under]
Bolshevist rule. Even there crimes]
are not committed so much by indi-j

vidual enemies of society as under thej
pretext, at least, of official sanction.]

War Not the Cause

It is customary to apologize for]

ever-increasing lawlessness by at-]

tributing it to the after-effects of theJ
war. All wars are followed by tem-
porary increases in crime, so we are]
told. Such an explanation is super-]
ficial and worthless. Only the shal-
lowest memory or the most casual re-

1

search is needed to establish the fact
that the tendencies now bearing their i

perfect fruit began long before the
war, and that they have not been ao-

;

celerated beyond their normal rate of j

development by anything which hon-
estly can be attributed to the war or
its effects. For 30 years, at least,

the increase in crime has been the
subject of public comment. In 1908,
six years before the war began, Chief
Justice Taft, in an address before the
Civic Forum in New York City, said:
The administration of criminal law in

this country is a disgrace to our civilization.
The prevalence of crime and fraud, which
here is gn'eatly in excess of that in Euro-
pean countries, is due largely to the failure
of the law and its administration to bring
criminals to justice. * * * Since 1885
there have been 131,915 murders and 2,286
executions. In 1885 the number of murders
was 1,808; in 1904 it had grown to 8,482.
The number of executions in 1885 was 108;
in 1904, 116. This startlrng increase in the
number of murders as compared with the
number of executions tells the story. As
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murder is on the increase, so are all of-

fenses of the felony class; and there can be
no doubt that they will continue to increase
unless the criminal laws are enforced with
more certai'nty, more uniformity and more
severity than they now are.

But have the laws been enforced
with more uniformity, certainty and
severity? They have not. In 1915,

two years before the United States
entered the World War, the number
of murders had increased to 9,230,

while executions numbered only 119.

In 1885 there was one execution to

each 16.7 murders; that is, the odds
in favor of the murderer were 16.7

to 1 ;
pretty safe, but still serious

enough to give pause to those bent on
homicide; for even if they escaped
the gallows there was the chance of a
long term of imprisonment. In those
days prisons were not the pleasant
retreats for gentlemen with conscien-
tious objections to hard work that
they have since become. By 1904
the odds that the murderer could es-

cape the death penalty had increased
to 73 to 1; by 1915 the odds had
lengthened to 77.5 to 1 ; by 1918, to

90 to 1.

In these more enlightened d,ays the
murderer does not have to run even
one chance in 90 of suffering the ex-
treme penalty. In 1920 the District
Attorney of New York City investi-

gated 679 homicide cases. Of these
130 were presented to a Grand Jury,
which returned 78 indictments. Of
the total just one was convicted of
murder in the first degree ! The odds
had lengthened to 679 to 1 in favor
of the murderer, in New York City,
at least. Even that does not tell the
whole story; for the record does not
disclose whether this solitary con-
victed murderer actually paid the ex-
treme penalty, or whether by num-
berless legal tricks he was released
on bail and eventually turned loose.

Canada's Better Methods

In Canada things are done differ-
ently. At the United States ratio of
murder to population, Canada should
have had 460 such crimes in 1913. The
actual number was 55. The number
of accused brought to trial was 55, of

whom 23 were co victed and sen-
tenced to death; and the sentence
was executed without any of the long
delays so familiar on our side of the
boundary. Of the rest, 5 were sent
to insane asylums and the remaining
27 were acquitted. When the crime
of murder is accompanied by such
grave risk it is small wonder that
murders are few.

In Philadelphia there were 501
highway robberies in 1919, as com-
pared with 471 the preceding year
and 330 in 1913. In Baltimore there
were 319 highway robberies in 1919,
as compared with 27 in 1.^13. In New
York City, 1,133 assaults and rob-

beries were reported in 1919, as com-
pared wifh 864 in 1917. In the whole
Dominion of Canada just 20 highway
robberies were reported in 1918.

During the construction of the first

transcontinental railroad in the Uni-
ted States, the railroad was a tempo-
rary camp in which every species of
crime flourished with no restraint

whatever. Conditions were so out-

rageous that these temporary towns
came to be known as " Hell on
Wheels." The only excuse, when any-
body took the trouble to offer one,

was that these temporary towns were
on the frontier beyond the reach of

organized society. Every other West-
ern railroad was built under identical

conditions. Yet the Canadian Pacific

was built entirely without the obli-

gato of crime considered inevitable

in this country. The frontier camp
was a peaceful community, without
disorder and without drunkenness.
The few unsophisticated American
bootleggers who volunteered to as-

suage the thirst of the railroad men
in Canada were treated by the North-
west Mounted Police with a dis-

courtesy that amounted to rudeness.

As late as the first decade of the
twentieth century, when the last of

the transcontinental lines, the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Rail-

way, was built, the old familiar " Hell

on Wheels," a trifle subdued, to be
sure, accompanied the van. The same
contractor who built a tunnel for this

road with the usual accompaniment
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of drunkenness, gambling, robbery
and murder at his camp, immediately
after the job was done obtained a
contract to build a tunnel for the Ca-
nadian Pacific in the same range of

mountains a few hundred miles fur-

ther north. There was not a single

murder, nor even so much as a rob-

bery or assault in or around that Ca-
nadian camp from beginning to end.

Canadians are descended from the
same ancestral stock as ourselves;

they live on the same continent under
similar climatic conditions, separated
from us, physically, only by an in-

visible line. Morally the breach seems
to be considerably wider ; for the Ca-
nadians respect their own laws and
are prompt to compel respect from
the few who need compulsion.

Organizations of Thieves

As further evidence that the war
has had no more to do with the in-

crease in crime than the eruption of

Krakatoa in 1883 had on the ravages
of the boll weevil in 1921, observe
that criminal depredations which had
been steadily increasing in Chicago
at least since the world's fair in 1893,
became so intolerable that at last on
May 18, 1914, ten weeks before the
war began, the city council appointed
a committee of three to investigate

and repoii; on conditions and recom-
mend remedies. This committee's
report, submitted March 22, 1915,
allowing for differences in volume in

proportion to population and perhaps
in details of particular varieties of

crime, would serve to describe condi-

tions existing in an unpleasantly
large number of American cities.

The committee found that the
greater part of the stealing, amount-
ing in the aggregate to millions of
dollars, was done by organized
thieves. In fact, the business of bur-
glary, highway robbery and the like,

with incidental murder on occasion,

was highly organized. Professional
criminals had built up a system which
the committee designated as a " crime
trust," with roots extending through
the police force, the bar, the public

prosecutor's office, bondsmen and po-
litical officials. Collusion existed be-

tween members of the detective force
and professional criminals, while
graft, favoritism and political influ-

ence tended strongly toward demoral-
ization of the police force and partic-

ularly the detective branch.

The burglars' trust had its whole-
salers, its jobbers and its retail-

ers with interstate and interurban
branches. The committee found 39
fences, 100 " hang-outs " for profes-
sional criminals, many of them kept
by criminals, and 500 professional
criminals. Of course, they did not
pretend to have exhausted the possi-

bilities of discovery; but what was
found was enough to show how fla-

grant and unafraid the crime trust
had become.

Certain professional bondsmen not
only supplied bonds for criminals un-
fortunate enough to be arrested, but
acted as general " fixers," to smooth
out misunderstandings with the cul-

prits' associates on the police force.

There was also a group of criminal
lawyers whose work included dealing
with the police, furnishing profes-
sional alibis and professional wit-
nesses, jury fixing and spiriting away
inconvenient witnesses, procuring ex-
haustive continuances, and all the
underground activities of all-around
fixers.

The police organization and meth-
ods were found to be wholly inade-
quate to cope with conditions, even
if all had been honest. Crime statis-

tics were incomplete and not assem-
bled or published by authority, and
not open to the public. Even at that
the committee was able to find and
report an increase in criminal com-
plaints from 11,732 in 1905 to 14,340
in 1913—some time before the war, it

will be observed. Of 7,342 felony
cases 932 resulted in convictions, but
only 208 finally received penitentiary
or refoiTTiatory sentences; that is,

only one felony in 69 was punished at

all. " Treatment of those sent to

penal institutions is pitifully ineffec-

tive," said the committee.
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From this it will be seen that the
risk of punishment for crime in Chi-

cago is hardly great enough to be
very effective as a deterrent. To off-

set this and provide the desirable

camouflage of great zeal on the part
of the police department and the
courts, the committee reported that
" the present machinery catches poor,

petty and occasional criminals and
punishes them severely," while
" thousands of innocent persons are
annually imprisoned in the county
jail, many of them under dis-

graceful conditions, tending to create
criminals."

Crime in New York

New York City employs other
methods. New York has even gone
so far as to reprimand a convicted
burglar! In the two years, 1920-21,
there were 6,035 arrests for burglary
in New York. Of these, 3,380 were
discharged and 2,755 convicted. But,
of the 2,755 convicted, 987 received
suspended sentences; 94 were pa-
roled or bonded, while 67 were fined,

a punishment which involved no loss

of liberty, or their bonds were for-

feited, which means that they were
freed by their own act. And then, of
course, there was the one that was
reprimanded. Thus, of the grand
total of convicted burglars, 41.7 per
cent, were able to escape jail alto-

gether; the rest went either to hos-
pitals for the insane or to prison.

Suspended sentences are by no
means peculiar to the city. The Sec-
retary of State of New York report:
that 34,6 per cent, of all sentences
imposed in 1919 by the criminal
courts of the State were suspended.
Yet 90 per cent, of all convictions
were secured on pleas of guilty. The
routine seems to be: Commit your
crime, wait at the police station until

a bail bond can be made out, which
frees you to continue operations until

your case is reached (and the courts
are one to two years behind on their
work), then plead guilty, accept a
suspended sentence, and repeat.
Sometimes the trial Judge forgets

to suspend the sentence. In that case

the Parole Board comes to the rescue
of the culprit. In the year ended
June 30, 1920, the New York Parole
Board placed 19,637 prisoners, one-
third of the total prison population
of 59,033 for that year, on parole.
The New York law provides that

" courts may place defendants on
parole for all offenses except those
punishable by death or life imprison-
ment." In Michigan, defendants may
be paroled " where it appears to the
satisfaction of the court that the de-
fendant is not likely again to engage
in an offense or criminal course of
conduct, and that the public good
does not require that the defendant
shall suffer the penalty imposed by
law."

Probation Laws Abused

Every State in the Union has a
probation law along these general
lines. In 1919 no fewer than 200,000
delinquents were " dealt with " on
parole. And for fear some criminal
might suffer the inconvenience of a
temporary sojourn in jail, the Nation-
al Probation Association procured the
enactment by Congress of a bill con-
ferring upon the Federal courts the
privilege, now enjoyed by State
courts, of freeing felons; but Presi-
dent Wilson vetoed the bill, thus put-
ting the National Probation Associa-
tion to the trouble of going through
with its Congressional campaign all

over again.
Addressing the National Probation

Association in 1920, Edwin J. Cooley,
Chief Probation Officer of New York
City Magistrates' Court, asserted
that the " success of the probation
system, which had its origin in

America, had been remarkable."
Massachusetts, which originated the
system, had not built a prison cell in

twenty years, he said, while half the
existing cells were empty.

Unemotional statistics compiled by
the Secretary of State seem to indi-

cate that if Massachusetts has stopped
building prisons it is not for the rea-

son that they are not needed. Nor
do these statistics tend to encourage
the ardent faith in criminal nature
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professed by the uplifters; for they
show that criminal trials begun in the
courts of Massachusetts in 1919 in-

cluded 181 murder cases, as com-
pared with 161 in 1918 ; 472 robbery
cases, 89 burglary and 971 cases of
breaking, entering and larceny, as
compared with 288, 50 and 375 cases,

respectively, in the preceding year.

In further confirmation of conclu-

sions to be drawn from statistics in

preference to the assertion of uplift-

ers, it may be remarked that in 1917
the records showed that 87 per cent,

of the prisoners confined in various
New York State prisons were re-

peaters. On this showing it would
appear that the 200,000 probationers
dealt with in 1919 must have included

174,000 professional criminals who
would take advantage of their libera-

tion to resume depredations upon so-

ciety.

In this connection it should be re-

membered that a prison sentence is

not what it appears to be. Such lib-

eral deductions are provided by law
that, for example, a sentence of twen-
ty years, which happens to be the

maximum permitted for manslaugh-
ter in New York, is automatically re-

duced to ten years two months and
twenty days in the case of an ex-con-

vict. A first offender would receive

an indeterminate sentence of ten to

twenty years, on which he would re-

ceive a reduction of about ten days in

each thirty of his minimum sentence.

American People to Blame

Perhaps enough facts have been
adduced to show that the administra-
tion of justice has been growing
steadily worse in the fourteen years
since Chief Justice Taft characterized
it as a " disgrace to our civilization."

It follows, then, that the American
people, not the war, are to blame for

what amounts to a breakdown of the
whole system of administering jus-

tice. It has been the people's own
chosen representatives who, respond-
ing in some instances to explicit de-
mands, in other instances prompted
by an ever-growing public spirit of
lawlessness, an intolerance of author-

ity and a maudlin sentimentalism
regarding those whose misdeeds have
brought them into conflict with the

law, have enacted statutes restricting

Judges, Prosecutors and police in the

performance of their duty and con-

serving the rights of the wrong-doer
until the superior rights of society

have been altogether lost sight of.

In effect, the American people seem
to have resolved themselves into a
standing committee of the whole to

encourage crime and protect the
criminal.

Bearing in mind the complacency
with which the acquittal of the Mate-
wan murderers was received ; the hor-

rible record of lynchings; the spec-
tacle of San Francisco women over-
whelming with kisses and flowers a
motion picture actor upon his release

from jail charged with killing a girl

under disgusting circumstances; the
oration of the committing magistrate
from the bench to justify his refusal
to hold this same actor on a charge of
murder ; the clamor for the release of
Debs, who confessed in court that he
had done all he could to stab his coun-
try in the back while it was at war,
and a thousand other kindred inci-

dents which will readily occur to any
newspaper reader, it would seem as if

the encouragement of crime had be-
come a national cult.

The Remedy

The fact is worthy of note that the
aforementioned report of the Chicago
Council Committee had no effect

whatever, because it was not followed
by action. Nothing happened until

1919, when the Chicago Association
of Commerce, as the result of its own
study of crime conditions, appointed
a permanent crime committee, led by
a former District Attorney, to deal
with a condition which seemed almost
hopeless. This committee's succes-
sor, under the name of the Chicago
Crime Commission, is now at work.
A part of its program is embodied in
these suggested remedies

:

A larger police force, free from political
taint.
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Better Judges, and restrictions on grant-
ing new trials.

Repeal of the law permitting change of
sentence after it is imposed.
Take the selection of Judges out of the

sinkhole of politics.

Dispense with juries i'n certain criminal
cases where it would be to the advantage of

the community and not unjust to the defen-
dant.

Begin criminal prosecutions, except cap-
ital offenses and conspiracy charges, by
filing information, thus eliminating the
Grand Jury.

Maintain efficient bureaus of records of

criminals.

Amend indeterminate sentefnce and parole

laws.

Study further the problem of mental de-

fectives and secure legislation to segregate
this class from normal citizens.

More severe punishment for carrying con-

cealed weapons.

Basing his suggestions on the re-

tention of the present probation sys-

tem, Judge Rosalsky proposes that in

every case involving moral turpitude

the State should have control over the
delinquent in such a way as to keep
him under restraining influence for

a long period. Judge Rosalsky
would create a board of rehabilita-

tion composed of criminologists and
penologists, to whom the delinquent
should be responsible after his re-

lease. If charged with violation of

his parole, the delinquent, instead of
having a trial by jury, should be
brought before the Judge who sen-

tenced him—or his successor—with
witnesses, and if the charges are sus-

tained the culprit should be sent b'ack

to prison. Only if the Judge should
be left in doubt should there be trial

by jury. Thus ex-convicts could be
disposed of with celerity. Instead
of two days, the case could be settled

in fifteen minutes ; and the calendars,
now a year and a half behind, would
no longer be crowded. A further im-
portant point is that the prisoner is

not to be released without the consent
of the Judge who committed him.
Above all, the fact should be em-
phasized that the commission of
crime involves seve^re punishment.

But the whole present system of
penology is wrong, Judge Rosalsky
holds. In a hearing before the As-
sembly Code Committee last Feb-
ruary he said

:

" It is time for well-meaning re-
formers who have wasted a good deal
of sympathy and given too much con-
sideration to hardened criminals to
step aside and permit honest citizens
to have the protection the courts want
to give them."

FRENCH RULE IN THE CAMEROON
"IXTHEN France took over German Came-
'^' roon (in Africa) she was unable to

continue the land regime established by the

GeiTnans, owing to the impossibility of ob-

taining all the documents necessary to es-

tablish titles and transfers. Organization,

or, rather, reorganization was begun only

in 1920-21 ; the German legislation was then

taken up and modified so as to give the dis-

trict a new and individual land system. By
a Government decree dated Sept. 15, 1921,

the land was classified under four cate-

gories, and the conditions of transfer were

laid down. Measures were devised to pro-

tect the natives against both speculation
and expropriation, a proviso being made
that no application for alienation of land
belonging to native individual or collective

owners shall be acted upon until a full in-

vestigation has been conducted by the local

authorities. In case eviction from large do-

mains should prove necessary, a fair indem-
nity is to be paid those evicted, and new
lands are to be provided for them. The
main object of the French Government in

its dealings with the natives is to combine
protection with the privilege of owning
land, either individually or collectively.



THE ISLAND OF YAP
AND ITS PEOPLE

By William Herbert Hobbs
Professor of Geology in the University of Michigan

An interesting account of a visit to the much-discussed island

in the South Seas, which Japan now rules—Stories of O'Keefe and

his life among the natives—Curious community houses.

[Illustrations From Photographs i.t the Author]

ONE might count upon the fingers
the place names which now
find more frequent mention in

American news items than that of

the thirty square miles of tropical

jungle hidden away on one of the
forgotten byways of the Pacific which
goes by the name of Yap, Map or
Wap. Five times each year the world
reaches out to it a slim finger when
the Chikuzen Maru touches at its

port of Tomil on her way from Japan
to the Pelew Islands. The importance
of Yap in the world's affairs, and its

dominant position in the news of the
period, it owes almost exclusively to

the fact that it is the junction point
of the oceanic cable lines which run
to Manila (by way of Guam), to

Shanghai and to Menado on the Island
of Celebes. As this nerve centre in

the international cable system, it fig-

ured in the discussions of the Peace
Conference at Paris and remained a
subject of international difference
until the United States and Japan fi-

nally reached an agreement on it dur-
ing the early weeks of the arms con-
ference.

The Island of Yap is on the extreme
western margin of that broad band
of widely scattered volcanic and
coral islands which lies not far south
of the route from Honolulu to Manila
and is known as the Carolines ; a belt
which is extended to the eastward in

the Marshalls, both groups being now
in the possession of Japan as a conse-

quence of the allocations of the Peace
Conference.

Like Ponape and Kusai in the
Eastern Carolines, and the archi-
pelago of Truk near the centre of the
group, Yap is of volcanic origin—

a

double dome of lava partially dis-

sected by stream erosion, and, like

them, given its present form as a re-

sult of the progressive settlement of
the sea floor on which it rests. As
the island has subsided the coral
reef, which once closely hugged the
shore, has become separated from it

by a lagoon which communicates
with the open sea through several
channels, only one of which is nav-
igable for modern vessels. Within
the lagoon the coral growth still goes
on and is gradually filling it, here
with a broad area of reef, there with
the scattered coral heads which rise

abruptly to near the surface from
depths of a number of fathoms.

The northeastern half of the
island has its shores deeply embayed
where the lower reaches of the river

valleys have been flooded during the
process of subsidence. One of these
embayments of the eastern side of the
island penetrates far inland and is

the harbor of Tomil, which, in spite

of a rather narrow entrance, a cross-

tide near its mouth, and an exposure
to easterly winds, is one of the best in

this part of the Pacific.
A striking object lesson upon one

of the perils to which ships are ex-
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posed in this part of the world

—

during the rainy season—is fur-

nished by the wreck of the Kokura
Maru of 3,000 tons burden, which
occurred in December, 1920, in the
harbor of Tomil. As the ship was
leaving the harbor she was suddenly
struck, when in the narrowest part

of the channel, by one of those trop-

ical rain squalls which, like a child's

fickle temper, come without warn-
ing and are as quickly gone. All

navigation marks were immediately
blotted out in the heavy downpour,
and the ship was set down upon the
reef of the western wall by the strong
cross-tide, and there its bones re-

main, a grim warning to all vessels

which enter the port. The number of
vessels calling at Yap is extremely
small, and the United States gun-
boat Bittern, which came from Ma-
nila to take me aboard for a cruise of

geological research, was the first

American ship to enter the port in

ten years, the last having been the
Supply in 1911.

The rain squalls with their gusts
of wind have, however, nothing in
common with the fierce typhoon
which is the grim despoiler of these
fair islands. Last November a year
ago Yap was visited by one of these
hurricanes which wrecked most of
the native houses, completely ruined
the cocoanut crop, and left the island-
ers in an impoverished condition. In
the southern third of the island,

which is low and without protection
from the hills, I passed through vil-

lage after village in which every-
thing had been carried away or over-
turned. The tall tree columns of the
native clubhouses alone remained
standing as reminders of the help-
lessness of the native in the face of
these visitations of nature when in
her implacable moods.

Yap's Most Famous Man

Two islands within the harbor of
Yap, between the anchorage and the
landing, are full of memories of that
rough but kindly empire-builder, the
Irish-American David D. O'Keefe,

the most successful man this
part of the Pacific has ever devel-
oped. When he disappeared in 1901
his property was reported to be val-
ued at some millions of German
marks, mainly real estate in Hong-
kong and Yap, and cocoanut groves
on many coral islands of the Western
Pacific.

O'Keefe was the type of man who
in Sarawak would have been Rajah,
as was Brooke; but here there was
already the established civil govern-
ment of Spain. From the natives he
bought the copra (dried cocoanut
meat), transported it to Hongkong
on his schooner, and retui4led laden
with the goods of which they stood
in need. The small army of natives
which moved at his command, and
on whom he used his fists freely

whenever occasion demanded, had
been recruited not alone from Yap,
but from those isolated islands far to

the southwestward—Sonsoral, War-
ren Hastings, Lord North and St.

David's—islands which are still de-

scribed in the pilot books of navi-
gators as inhabited by natives that
are fierce and wild and on no ac-

count to be trusted.

Many stories are told of O'Keefe's
prowess, how single-handed he ar-

rested a native chieftain noted as a
desperate man and a murderer, for

which exploit he was officially thank-
ed by the Spanish Government; how
when shipwrecked on the Pelew Is-

lands and about tobe murdered hewas
saved by his native wife and other
native women throwing themselves
about him. It is known that he
knocked down his manager and near-

ly killed him by a blow on the temple
and that after trial by the German
authorities he was sentenced to two
months' imprisonment. It was while

out on bail that he disappeared, and
though no proofs of his death have
ever been supplied, it is known that
he sailed out of Hongkong in his

schooner, the Santa Cruz, with two
of his sons and ran into a typhoon.
This was in 1901, when he was 72
years of age. His widow, a native
woman, still lives on the little Island
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of Tarang, in the harbor of Yap,
where O'Keefe had located his trading
station; and one of his daughters,
Mrs. Alfred Scott, has her home
across the channel on the Island of

Dunig, somewhat nearer the landing
at Colony. Mrs. Scott inherits many
of the strong traits of her father,*

and speaks a fluent and, for this part

of the world, a rather distinguished
English. O'Keefe was a native of

Savannah, Ga., and deserted a wife
and daughter when he took up his

residence in the Pacific.

Habits of the Natives

The natives of Yap have ad-
vanced in civilization somewhat less

According to a recent cable dispatch from
Yap, tliis daugliter of lialf-native parentage is

now managing the large cocoanut groves and
shipping interests left by her father, and they
are flourishing under her direction ; she has the
only grand piano in the island. Mrs. Scott's
husband, a trader, died in 1918, and since then
she has run the business single handed. Though
the Japanese flag flies over Yap, and a Japan-
ese Governor makes its laws, Mrs. Scott is said
to be " the real boss of the island."—Editor.

than their neighbors in the other
Caroline islands lying to the east-

ward, and they are for that reason so

much the more interesting to study.
They are of muscular development,
with a dark brown skin and curly
black hair, the old men frequently
wearing beards. The only clothing of
the men is the narrow breech clot'

usually red, and the women and girL
wear as their only garment a short
skirt of grass or leaves, which may
be replaced by a woven fabric of ex-

cellent workmanship. The love of

ornamentation, which is highly de-

veloped in these natives, shows itself

particularly in the use of combs by
the men, these combs being of many
forms and generally constructed oii<

of the wood of the white mangro\
Perhaps the commonest form, aiui

certainly the most artistic of them,
resembles a fish's tail and projects
forward from the forehead for a dis-

tance of ten inches or a foot. The fa-

vorite earring, worn in one ear only.

Home of Mrs. Alfred Scott on DunIg' Tsland In Tomll Harbor. In the foreground are Mrs.

Scott and her little boy, the chief potty officer of the Steamship Bittern, and four of

Mrs. Scott's native servants
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A group of native -women standing In front of the Pa-bai at Tomil with the navigating officer

of the Bittern. Note the enormous cylinder of stone money at the right

is made from the pink shell lining"

which is in use for money, but it is

attached to the ear by a very small
perforation, so that it does not pro-
duce such disfigurement as one sees
in the ears of the Mortlock islanders
to the eastward.
Both sexes chew the betel or areca

nut almost constantly and without re-

moving the bark. Lime obtained by
burning the material of the coral

reefs is sifted over the nut from a
sifter made of a bamboo section, and
the nut is wrapped in a leaf of pepper
before it is put into the mouth. Na-
tives are seldom seen without their
bag of nuts and leaves and the bam-
boo sifter. Because of this practice
of betel chewing their gums and lips

are red and swollen and their teeth
blackened. But for this disfigure-
ment of their mouths many of the
women would be pronounced distinct-

ly good-looking.
The men of Yap are excellent ca-

noemen and at home in the water,

though perhaps inferior in this re-

spect to the natives of Ponape. About
the ships in the harbor, if a line which
is thrown falls short, it is never
pulled in for a second throw. A na-

tive is immediately in the water and
back again upon the ship before the

line could be drawn in for recoiling.

When navigating the lagoons in a
canoe, it has more than once happened
on a single trip that my canoemen
have paddled, sailed, poled, waded on
the reef, and lifted the canoe, as wind
and depth of water have changed.

Community Houses

Their canoes, their bamboo rafts,

and the cleverly constructed homes
and clubhouses the natives of Yap
put together without the use of any-
thing resembling a nail. Everything
is made fast by cords, and it is in part

because of this fact that the devasta-
tion wrought by the typhoons is so

complete. The design, workmanship,
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A bachelors' clubhouse, or Fa-lu, occupied only by youns men of Yap. It is built witli

nail anywhere in the structure

and artistic decoration of the club-

houses entitle these natives to a

higher place in the scale of civilization

than would be accorded them on the

basis of their personal appearance.

The community houses are of two
types, the fa-lu, or bachelors' club-

house, and the larger and more elab-

roately decorated pa-bai,

which, though built espe-

cially for the men, is open
to the women as well.

These community
houses, in external ap-
pearance particularly,

bear some resemblance to

the native houses in

Sumatra, having outward-
ly projecting peaks with
gables which also project
along the medial plane.

They are decorated on the
exterior, sometimes by
painted logs which pro-
ject horizontally like
exaggerated g a r g oyles.

sometimes by great colored shell-

pendent from the peak of the

roof. Within, these structures are

dark, being lighted only from the lo'

side and end openings, but the grea

peeled log pillars which support tht

roof are so placed as to yield a central

nave with transepts. Above the high

Community house, or Pa-bai. at the village of Rull, Tap
Island. Native houses of this type are occupied by both

men and women
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Bomb-proof structure built by the Germans near the old Spanish fort on Yap Island,

man in the fore^ound is a native guide
The

central nave one can make out in the
dim light the squared braces where
connections are made to the roof, and
these are covered with cord, which is

tied in most artistic, interlacing pat-

terns.

All about the pa-bais and the fa-lus,

and in lesser degree about the houses
of kings and chieftains, are to be seen
the great money wheels of aragonite

Cable station at Tap, the centre of an international dis-

pute that has finally been adjusted after two years of

diplomatic disousslon

which these hardy voyagers or their
ancestors have brought on their rafts
two hundred miles across the open sea
from the Pelew Islands to the south-
west. As some of these wheels are
fully seven feet in diameter and their
weight is measured in tons, their use
as money must be looked upon rather
as a bank deposit not easily converti-
ble during a panic, and far better to be

reckoned as prestige. In
the Pelew Islands, where
the wheels were quarried
out of an elevated and pro-
foundly altered reef-lirae-

stone, a considerable num-
ber of larger wheels
are still to be seen lying
in the shallow water of
Malakal Harbor near the
trading post. These wheels
are exposed at low tide,

and none of them is under
twelve feet in diameter.
An attempt which I made
to raise one from its bed
and transport it to Amer-
ica was without success
because none of our boats
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was large enough to bring it out to
the Bittern.

In addition to their stone money
the Yap islanders have a shell money
which consists of fragments of the
colored lining of the beautiful shells

brought from Ponape, and a chiefs
son who served as my canoeman wore
some fifteen dollars' worth about his

neck. In point of fact, money is

used very little, for the natives have
not risen above the stage of barter. A
pair of dirty overalls, a discarded un-
dershirt, a box of matches, or a few
cigarettes—these were the articles

most frequently bartered by the sail-

ors of the Bittern for the fruit, co-

coanuts, canoe models or other articles

which the natives brought out to the
ship in their canoes.

The native villages are replete
with interest, and if the visitor de-
sires photographs it is not difficult

to secure groups to pose for him.
The best ordered of these villages,

and the one showing the greatest de-

gree of prosperity, is that of Tomil,
on the eastern shore of the harbor.
This village is governed by King
Tamolin, a native of much ability,

who enjoys the distinction of having
been O'Keefe's first mate on the
Santa Cruz. His breast is tattooed
with the flags of the different na-
tions, the Stars and Stripes in great-

est prominence, and he speaks Eng-
lish fluently and with distinction,

though he must have found little

enough opportunity to practice it in

recent years. Mrs. Scott, O'Keefe's
daughter, paid a high tribute to the

fidelity and efficiency of King Tamo-
lin, and she related of him a story

which brings out strikingly the weak
qualities which were so strangely

joined to the stronger traits in her

father. On one of his voyages
O'Keefe's schooner was caught in a

terrific typhoon, and as he saw no
possibility of coming out alive, he or-

dered up all the liquor on board and
drank himself and his crew into in-

sensibility. Awaking from this

stupor the following day and finding

the ship intact, he called Tamolin
and asked him what had happened.

The mate replied, "The ship was
saved because with my men I did not
drink with you, and we worked the
ship through the typhoon."

Improvements by Germans

During their occupancy of the is-

lands the Germans carried out exten-
sive public works. An excellent road
was built entirely around the island

and a canal was dug across a narro /

isthmus so as to extend Tomil Harb'
and divide the eastern part of the is

land from the western. This canal

permits the passage of canoes from
Colony, the port village, to the north-

ern Islands of Map and Rumong. A
wireless station, which had been built

by the Germans for communication
with the other islands in the Caro-
line group and by relays with the

outside world, is another important
service which the Germans have to

their credit. With the outbreak of

the World War a British fleet ap-

peared at Yap and by bombardment
destroyed the wireless plant to sever

the island's connection with the out-

side world. The concrete bases for

the wireless masts are all that now
remain of the German plant at Yap,
but a new one has been erected at a

different point by the Japanese Gov-
ernment.

The German warship Planet, noted
as the surveying vessel which sound-
ed the greatest depth of the ocean

—

the so-called "Planet Deep" east of

the Philippine Islands—was anchored
in the harbor when the British fleet

appeared in the offing. She was sunk
by her Captain to avoid capture, but

was later salvaged by the Japanese
when they came into possession of

the islands.

Owing to O'Keefe's powerful in-

fluence, the natives of the island are

extremely friendly to Americans.
Members of our party were always
warmly welcomed in the villages, and
King Tamolin expressed to us his

regret that so many of his people

were away from the village at the

time we called. If we would come
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again he would see that every one
was at home and would make holi-

day with dancing in our honor. We
sailed away on the Bittern loaded
with presents of fruit, with chickens
and a fat pig for our larder. We
have retained a most friendly feeling

for the native islanders, as we have
for the Japanese officials, who did

everything in their power to promote
the geological investigation which
was the purpose of my visit. The
Japanese Civil Governor was serious-
ly ill, but he got up from his bed in
order to receive us and made every
provision possible by guides, canoes
and natives for rendering access to
the places I desired to visit.

PACIFIC CABLES AND THE ARMS CONFERENCE

THE inadequacy of communication be-

tween the United States and the Far
East was emphasized by the difficulties en-

countered by the Chinese and Japanese in

relaying news of the arms conference to

their home lands. Thirteen cables connect the

United States with Europe; only one with

the Orient, and that one cable is often out

of order for long periods, and is wholly in-

adequate to handle any large volume of

news such as that emanating from the con-

ference.

The seriousness of the situation was
pointed out recently by V. S. McClatchy,

editor of The Sacramento Bee, in an article

in The Editor and Publisher. Besides the

one cable, the only other means of commu-
nication is by wireless, and there is only

one private radio firm to serve all the Pa-
cific nations. The wireless facilities of the

United States Navy have been given a lim-

ited extension to relieve the situation, but

the results have shown how inadequate are

all the communications taken together.

Though Honolulu received promptly full re-

ports of the opening of the Washington
conference through navy wireless, China

and Japan received some of the first day's

proceedings four days late; and aftei-wai'd

tiie pressure on the inadequate facilities

became so great that only very short special

messages were sent by cable and by pri-

vately-owned radio at " ui'gent rate " (over

$3 a word).

One consequence of these abridged mes-
sages was a grave misunderstanding as to

what had actually been done by the confer-

ence powers. The danger of this was seen

in China, where thousands rioted after a
ti-uncated message had announced that the

Japanese and Chinese delegates would set-

tle the Shantung controversy by direct ne-

gotiations. Had the message included the
fact that these negotiations had been
brought about by the good offices of Sec-

retary Hughes and Mr. Balfour, this riot

would probably not have occurred. Simi-
larly th^ Japanese were left for days in the

belief that only France had agreed to re-

linquish her Chinese leaseholds, the mes-
sage having failed to state that the other

chief nations had also made offers.

At present the navy radio remains the

vital link in the news chain—all too weak

—

bridging the United States and the Orient.

If that link breaks, the situation must in-

evitably become worse. Congress granted
the navy authority to use its wireless facili-

ties for news transmission over the Pacific

at a low word rate, in June, 1900. That au-

thority will expire June 5, 1922. Only the

navy service has made possible the sending

of regular daily reports under noiTnal con-

ditions. The sentiment in Congress regard-

ing such a renewal has not yet been defi-

nitely gauged.



CURING LEPROSY IN
HAWAII

By William R. Comings
of Honolulu

Triumph of science over one of the most ancient and terrible of

diseases—Lepers at Kalihi recovering steadily under the new
treatment—No more sent to Molokai in the last three years

TECHNICAL science is again jus-

tifying its claim as man's most
valued servant and also his most

effective physician. Leprosy, the

loathsome terror of the Orient, ante-

dating all history, found in all lands,

is slowly giving way to the combined
efforts of skilled chemists and physi-

cians of the Hawaiian Islands. The
essential facts in this great victory

are brief, but not lacking in vital in-

terest.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica is

authority for the supposition that lep-

rosy originated in the thickly popu-
lated regions of the lower Nile and
was presumably caused by the eating
of great quantities of raw fish, some-
times putrid. Be that as it may, the
disease was certainly endemic among
the Children of Israel when they left

that pest-ridden land and began their

wanderings in the wilderness. The
Books of Moses give us our first

familiar accounts of it and of the at-

tempted system of cure and purifica-

tion. No less than 4,000 words in

Leviticus xiii. and xvi. are used to

describe the details of procedure. The
extremely sacerdotal rites had a few
elements of sanity in them—pure
running water was required for

cleansing, while those not afflicted

were enjoined to sleep not in a bed
in which a leper had slept, to sit not

in a chair in which a leper had sat,

and to avoid those who wore the

habiliments of the outcast. The whole
ceremonial, however, manifests the

stamp of long-established Egyptii
custom and priestly officiousness.
more pathetic cry has rung its wi
down the ages than that of the hoi
less Hebrew, " Unclean ! unclean

!

Isolation Camp at Molokai

No large country is now or ever ha^
been free from the taint of leprosy.
The Caucasian race is relatively free,

but during the Crusades and for cen-
turies afterward all Europe was af-
flicted and every city had its place of
segregation. It was not till the seven-
teenth century that Britain, Scandi-
navia and the countries of Central
Europe could boast a practical elimi-
nation of the disease. It is today not
uncommon in South America; China
and Japan have their villages for
segregation of the afflicted ; and one
who is familiar with the facts states
that there are more than a thousand
cases of it in the United States, ex-
clusive of Hawaii. Because of its

comparative rarity it may often es-

cape recognition. But in its early
stages it is insidious and is easily

overlooked by those who do not un-
derstand its peculiar manifestations.
Even reputable physicians in Hono-
lulu, with a leper hospital near them,
have treated those having the disease
for something entirely different.
The native Hawaiians are said to

have been entirely free from leprosy
until sailors and workers from the

Orient appeared and lived among
them. The old-time sex communism
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of the race gave it free scope and it

became a scourge. In 1866 the Gov-
ernment set off a peninsula on the

Island of Molokai as an Isolation

camp, and it is still used for that

purpose. The site was well chosen.

It is a fertile and beautiful tract,

separated from the rest of the island

by an insurmountable wall of vol-

canic rock. Everything possible was
done by the Hawaiian monarchy to

make the hopeless victims comforta-
ble. Since the islands became a terri-

tory of the United States in 1898 in-

terest and care have not slackened.

The village, with a thousand in-

habitants at times, is pleasant and
homelike. There are schools, movies,
churches, baseball, basketball, tennis,

billiards, croquet, political meetings,
a good string orchestra, dances, dra-
matics, and occasionally entertain-
ments and lectures provided by people
from Honolulu and other cities. In
most ways life is normal; there are
gardens, flowers, fruits, shrubs, ordi-
nary occupations and something of
family life. There is a Boys' Home
under the personal care of Brother
Joseph Button, who has been a faith-

ful friend and nurse for forty years.

During that time he has not left the
camp, though at liberty to do so, as
he is not a leper. He has never seen
a railroad or an automobile. In his
devotion he has fallen heir to the
good work of Father Damien, who
died of the disease. There is a Girls'

Home in care of the Sisters, some of
whom would never have gone there
but for their devotion to suffering
humanity.
The few visitors allowed are ad-

monished not to shake hands, not to

sit in a chair, nor rest on a couch, nor
lean on a table. Often the precaution
is taken of changing clothing on leav-

ing the boat. Officials say that with
proper care and sanitation there is

little danger. Perfect health and an
unbroken skin are elements of safety,

but sterilization is the never-to-be
neglected safeguard of the physician
and nurse. The disease is com-
municable rather than contagious.
On all the islands there is constant

watchfulness on the part of Boards
of Health, and every suspected case
is tested for bacterial germs. The
slightest evidence calls for immediate
isolation. New cases, however, are so
infrequent that there is little more
public concern about danger from
this disease than from tuberculosis.

A few years ago a writer in a popular
magazine asserted that the disease

permeated all society, that school
teachers habitually wore gloves in

school for fear of contamination. A
pure fabrication. It never was true
when the disease was at its worst.
Life goes on in Hawaii precisely as it

does in New Orleans or New York.

The new treatment, however, is

hailed with joy, especially on the part
of the native Hawaiians. They do
not now as formerly hide their cases,

but bring them instead to the proper
officers for examination, seclusion

and treatment.

Discovering the New Cure

Credit for initiating a revolution-

ary method of treatment is generally

ascribed to Dr. Victor Heiser of the

United States Public Health Service

in the Philippines. Instead of giving

raw chaulmoogra oil in doses, as had
been the custom for centuries, he

gave it by injection into the muscles.

Mixed with olive oil and drugs, it was
efficacious and helped all patients

treated. The old method of taking
the oil through the mouth, even in

capsules, produced such violent nau-
sea that very few could retain it. If

retained, it was healing; the best

remedy then known. The success of
the Heiser treatment led physicians
generally to adopt injections as the
best method of giving the oil, but it

was thick and not easily absorbed.
This led Dr. Harry T. Hollman, a
member of the Government Medical
Corps at Honolulu, to call for a more
diluted form of the oil, one freed
from extraneous matter, an ethyl

ester, or the vital principle, if there
was one. The decomposition of the
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oil, he said, should be accomplished
outside the body.

After securing the approval of his

superiors, Drs. McCoy and Currie, he
asked the Chemistiy Department of

the University of Hawaii to liberate

this essence from the vegetable com-
pound. President Dean, himself an
expert chemist, became greatly inter-

ested. He assigned to the task Miss
Alice Ball, a young negro woman and
an expert chemist, who found the

task exceedingly elusive. She gave it

all her time and secured a light es-

sence, which Dr. Hollman adminis-
tered with improved results; but he
still insisted it could be improved.
Miss Ball's health failed, possibly

from chemical poisoning, and she

went to California to recuperate. On
her return she again took up the

task, aided by Dr. Dean, but was
again forced to give up the work en-

tirely and soon afterward died in

California. .

President Dean then entered upon
the task with redoubled enthusiasm.
He was encouraged from results ob-

tained to give every possible aid to the

indomitable and optimistic Dr. Holl-

man. There were months of persis-

tent effort, the devising of expensive
and complicated apparatus, including

a special furnace for intense heat. At
last the precise ethyl ester desired

—

with a number of others—was se-

cured. Injections were made as be-

fore into the hips of patients—the
large muscles were selected to avoid
any possible introduction of the med-
icine into the large veins or arteries.

The improvement following in every
case was so marked as to cause sur-

prise and decided gratification.

It was not long till several cases
were pronounced cured and dis-

charged. But some of those sent away
had a recurrence of symptoms and
were brought back for further treat-
ment. Years of experimenting since
then have convinced Dr. Hollman and
his co-workers that a complete cure is

a slow process. Germs lie hidden
somewhere in the system that wait
for some possibly abnormal condition—alcoholic intoxication, perhaps—to

become active again. The rule now
followed is to parole, and then only
when no bacilli can be found in the
blood taken from any portion of the
body, and to continue frequent exam-
inations and occasional treatmnets
for a period of two years.

The Perfected Treatment,

The experimental work is carried
on at Kalihi, an intermediate hospital
established near Honolulu in 1865.
There is not the air of hopelessness
about this institution that is tradi-
tional at Molokai. With the success of
the new treatment all are now wait-
ing their time of parole, and they
take the treatments with decided hope
and faith. Injections are made week-
ly and to all patients. The event has
assumed a holiday air; good cheer
and raillery are encouraged by the
doctors. This lessens the nervous-
ness attending the physical pain of
the operation and has a psychical ef-

fect also that is desired. So success-
ful has the work been here that no
new cases have been sent to Molokai
for three years or more. The records
show that 150 are now out on parole
and going about the ordinary activi-

ties of life. Most of these are con-
sidered absolutely cured. In many
cases not even the characteristic
markings are visible.

Treatments upon the historical
Molokai are also going on systemati-
cally. Few absolute cures there can
be expected, but all treated are great-
ly improved, and many live in hope.
Strange as it may seem, about h?lf of
the patients refuse to be treated.
They are well cared for, are in con-
genial company and do not wish to
face a cold and unsympathetic world.
They could not hide their scars and
deformities. The total now upon the
island is 534, the number under treat-
ment 350. It is hoped by people now
living that they will see the complete
elimination of this camp.

There is another interesting story,

a sort of by-product. It was apparent
some years ago that the supply of
chaulmoogra seeds was all too small
for future needs, and Professor J. F.
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Rock, who was then in Southern Asia,

was asked to secure seeds and learn

something of the trees producing
them. He found a small supply in

the hands of curio dealers and ex-

porters, but did not have time to find

the trees, which, he learned, grew
far inland. A year or so later, when
in the employ of the United States
Government, he made the very diffi-

cult personal search for the trees. No
one in the towns could locate them,
but from one village to another he
made his way for hundreds of miles
into and through the forests of Siam,
Burmah and India. It was a soul-

harrowing experience and called for
no little fortitude and privation. He
found the trees and several allied

species. Had he not been a trained
botanistand tree expert, he mighthave
made the mistake that was made by
some English searchers, who were
satisfied with a similar tree and so
have wasted years of time. For it was

his mission to get seeds for propa-
gation as well as for direct use as
medicine. It is impossible here to re-

count all his thrilling experiences,
both with wild beasts and with na-
tives. He sent enough seeds to Ha-
waii to meet present demands and to
plant an allotment of a hundred acres,
se*" apart for that purpose by the Ha-
waiian Legislature.
The Dean specific is in no sense

proprietary. It is not obtainable for
individual use. Hospital treatment
and close observation are a necessity.

It cannot be self-administered. The
United States Treasury Department
has issued a " Reprint from Health
Reports, No. 607," prepared by Dr.
J. T. MacDonald and President A. L.

Dean, that gives detailed and techni-
cal information about the treatment
as now administered in Hawaii. This
and the oil are obtainable on applica-
tion to the Public Health Service,
Washington.

FRENCH OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE WAR
rpHE French Minister of War announced
-»- on Nov. 16, 1921, that a monumental
history of France's part in the great con-

flict was being prepared by the historical

section of the French Army Staff. The
purpose, he said, was " to give to the public

as rapidly as possible, in accordance with

a plan scientifically conceived and executed,

a narrative describing, (1) in its wide inter-

pretations, the conduct of the war by the

French High Command; (2) the main lines

of the development of operations."

Work on this official history was begun
in 1919. Voluminous Government records

of all kinds had first to be carefully sorted

out and classified for the five war years
from an aggregate of 60,000 separate files;

the documentation desired to meet the ob-

jects set forth above had then to be ex-

tracted from this mass by study and
analysis. To expedite this formidable task

the war epoch was divided into periods, and
the study of each period was assigned to a'

special section of writers. The work of

each section will be published when com-

pleted, and when the whole series is done it

will contain volumes on every great cam-

paign and battle of the war, besides tables

on the size of the French Army units and
their history from mobilization to armistice.

The Minister of War hopes that the volumes

dealing with the first operations of 1914

will appear before the end of 1922—if the

appropriations are granted by Parliament.



VOCATIONAL TRAINING

:

THE NEW EDUCATION
By Harry L. Fidler

vice Chairman of the Peileral Board for Vocational Kducation

How the national movement for Vocational Training arose, and
how it developed—AgricuUurey Trade, Industry and Home Eco-
nomics taught practically—Vast extension of a new education

IT
was in the United States Sen-

ate. The Sweet bill had come up
from the House proposing the

creation of a new Veterans' Bureau.
The Finance Committee had steamed
through a long night session, and it

had tacked a score of amendments
to the House measure. Among them
appeared a clause abolishing an ob-
scure department known as the Fed-
eral Board for Vocational Educa-
tion. Without a thought of opposi-
tion, the amendments were an-
nounced to the press.

The announcement had hardly left

the wires when a bombardment of
protests fell on Washington. They
came from Chambers of Commerce,
'colleges, women's clubs, churches,
labor unions. They rained upon the
Senators from every State in the
union. Their tenor was unanimous.
Pass the Sweet bill, by all means,
but strike out that clause abolishing
the Federal Board for Vocational
Education! The Finance Committee
had stirred up a hornets' nest. Of
course, the Senate capitulated to the
demand. The Sweet bill went glori-

ously through, but the Federal Board
amendment was significantly miss-
ing.

This incident revealed the vast
popular support which the Federal
Board for Vocational Education had
acquired. The board's work during
the four years of its existence had
been one of the silent and unheralded
activities of the Government. Who
tould have suspected that so many
minds were keenly following it, and

that such a nation-wide body of sup-
porters was behind it? And yet
there is a great school of men and
women in America today who believe
that the task which is being done by
the Federal Board for Vocational
Education is among the most mo-
mentous over conceived by the na-
tion; that it is pointing the way to
the future of the race ; that it is rev-
olutionizing our educational con-
cepts.

Even the meaning of vocational
education is unknown to an incred-
ibly large percentage of readers.
Perhaps the simplest characteriza-
tion of it would be education to earn
a living. Vocational education sees
the pupil as a prospective wage or
salary worker, rather than as a pro-

spective man of leisure. It would
shape his studies around a practical
employment objective, rather than,

as now, around a general ideal of
culture. It would reorganize our ele-

mentary educational system by add-
ing full time and continuation voca-
tional courses to the traditional cur-
riculum of the " three R's." Thus it

would teach the child to do things
rather than merely to know things;
and under such a system the pupil
would find school a practical step-
ping-stone to the all-necessary job.

How THE Movement Arose

The movement for such education
first arose ten or fifteen years ago.

it came out of the painful realization

that our much-vaunted democratic
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public school system was becoming
neither democratic nor public. The
original theory of the American pub-
lic school was that equal opportuni-

ties should be accorded to every child.

This worked in theory. Unfortu-
nately, in practice, it developed that

all children did not have equal oppor-
tunities to attend these schools. Sta-

tistics indicated that between 80 and
90 per cent, of public school pupils

were forced by poverty to discon-

tinue before or at the completion of

the grammar grades. The costly ap-
paratus of high schools and State
universities which we had erected
was available only to the 10 or 20
per cent. For the 80 or 90 per cent,

not even an attempt at continuation
education was provided; they were
left adrift.

(© Harris & Ewlng)

HARRY L. FIDLER
Vk-e Chairman.' of the Federal Board for

Vocational Education

But this was not all. Even the little

education which the children of the
poor could gain was inappropriate.
Although the majority of grammar
school pupils were destined for the
factory, they were forced to spend
their precious school years in courses
preparing them for high school. Al-
though the manifest need of such
children was education which would
make them successful wage earners,
the industrial objective was complete-
ly overlooked by the public schools.

Instead of individualizing instruction,

according to the future needs of the
pupils, our schools standardized in-

struction and took as the standard,
not the majority but the minority.
Here was a most patent wrong.

The realization of these unpleasant
truths inspired the vocational move-
ment. Already the schools had been
toying with the industrial idea in the
form of manual training. But manual
training averaged only one and a half
hours a week where employed ; it was
but a sop. The need was for schools

with distinct vocational courses, fol-

lowed by continuation courses after

the child had gone to work.

These schools should aim to turn
cut pupils well-rounded mechanics.
They should teach not mere mechan-
ical dexterity. They should give their

pupils what few mechanics possess

today — craftsmanship. The boy
should learn industry as a whole. He
should study all the supplementary
subjects technical to his chosen craft.

He should learn the inter-relation of

industrial processes. All of his text-

books and courses in general sub-

jects as well should be prepared from
the vocational slant and should con-

tribute toward a psychology of crafts-

manship in his mind.

The further argument for voca-

tional education was supplied by the

industrial situation itself. In pre-

vious periods young worker^ were
trained into craftsmen by the ap-

prentice system. They could get

vocational education after they

had " gone on the job." Unfor-
tunately, the coming of the machine
system virtually ended apprentice-
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Typ<--\viiiing class in one of the schools of the Federal Board for Vocational Education.
Several one-armed veterans of the World War belong to this class

ship. The working-class boy had now
no place to which to look for indus-
trial preparation but the public
school. And what did the public
school offer him?

There were years of agitation after
the vocational movement arose. It

was up-hill agitation. Educational
traditionalism died hard. The de-
fenders of classical education re-
sented the intrusion of the employ-
ment objective into their pleasant
world of theory, but the democratic
logic of the vocation argument was
too much for them. The labor unions,
above all, contributed their strength
to the fight. And so, at long last,

cautiously and experimentally, school
boards began to create continuation
schools and amplify manual training
courses. Results began to accumulate.

Backed by the Nation

But it was necessary, above all, that
the Federal Government itself be got-
ten behind the movement to give it

official standing. This was accom-
plished by the Smith-Hughes act of
Feb. 23, 1917. Congress not only en-
dorsed the movement, but voted an

annual endowment to continue indefi-

nitely. This endowment, graduated
upward from $1,655,586.72 for the
first year to a maximum of $7,367^-
000 to be attained in the year 1926
and continued thereafter, was to be
expended by State Boards for Voca-
tional Education which each State
was called upon to appoint. It was
to be given on condition that these
State boards match it dollar for dol-
lar. It was to be spent for instruction
and teacher training in vocational
education exclusively.

To allot these funds among the
States a Federal Board for Vocational
Education was created. A unique
form of organization was instituted
for this board. It was recognized
that no scheme of vocational educa-
tion would succeed without the co-
operation of the three interested in-
dustrial elements— the manufactur-
ers, labor and the farmers. And so
the board was made tripartite, with
each of. these elements represented.
The wisdom of the plan has been
manifest from the first.

Dr. Prosser, the first Director of
the board, described the method of
administration as follows:
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In the early stages of vocational educa-
tion the Federal Government enters into a
partnership with the State—the State being
the resident partner on the ground and
doing the actual work, and the Federal Gov-
ernment the non-resident partner, investing
from time to time the necessary sums of
money.

The funds which the non-resident
partner invests, to continue the doc-
tor's analogy, are safeguarded by the
board's establishment of standards
for schools receiving support, and a
systematic inspection of the work of
the State boards. In addition to this

standardization, the Federal board
supplies a national leadership to the
whole national vocational movement
by the holding of conferences and the
continual routing of field agents
through the States. In Washington,
it also has established a system of
research and investigation. It pub-
lishes vocational literature and it dis-

seminates vocational data. Thus it

has integrated the whole vocational
movement around itself. It has
lifted vocational education from a
theory and has made it an institution.

The Board's War Work

But hardly was the Federal board
in exsitence when it found itself

swamped with extraneous war duties.
On June 27, 1918, Congress enacted
the Vocational Rehabilitation act and
put upon the new board the task of
rehabilitating the army of disabled
veterans who were already pouring
back from France. It provided that
these veterans, when not completely
disabled, should be given vocational
education, under the direct adminis-
tration of the board. The job was
stupendous, and it is little wonder
that the machinery of the board soon
began to creak beneath the load. <

Beginning with a virgin field.

(© Wpstprn Newspaper Union)

Convalescent soldiers learning to paint and draw In an Improvised studio at a General Hospital
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without precedent to guide them, and
without schools or adequate teachers

to turn to, the Federal board devel-

oped an organization of 2,200 schools,

4,000 trained teachers and 10,000 job

placements. It prepared courses

around 1,600 employment objectives.

It registered 388,225 veterans and
placed 108,036 in vocational training.

It built up whole new universities.

In this immense laboratory of

trainees it accumulated vocational

data and developed vocational tech-
nique which has advanced the whole
science of industrial education by at
least a generation. And, despite
heart-breaking censure and misrepre-
sentation, it did its job for three
years; and did it so well that when
finally the Veteran Division of the
board was consolidated with the War
•Risk Bureau and the Public Health
Division in a new Veterans' Bureau,
Congress adopted the Federal board
form to govern all three divisions.

This veteran work of the board has
been the most discussed, although it

was but a temporary duty. The most
significant task, however, was yot to
be added to the board. On June 20,
1920. Congress enacted the Industrial
Rehabilitation act, and placed its ad-
ministration in the hands of the
board. Here was a task almost in-

calculable in its potentialities. The
whole vast field of men and women
disabled in industry now became po-
tential beneficiaries of the board.
The scope of the field can be imagined
when we explain that every year more
workers are injured in industry than
the total number of the war wounded
whom the board has registered up to
date. While the original appropria-
tion of Congress for industrial re-

habilitation was small and experi-
mental, this activity of the board is

destined to grow cumulatively with
the years until it eventually far over-
shadows the veteran rehabilitation

task which has so filled the press. It

is a bringing of educational thera-
peutics into the lives of multitudes
who, otherwise, would be fatally

marred. As such it is both an eco-

nomic and a highly humanitarian
work.

With the separation of the veteran
work from the board under the Sweet
act, there remains to it the two divi-

sions of vocational education and in-

dustrial rehabilitation. The officials

of the board welcome the change.
Now their energies can be concen-
trated on an intensified campaign for
vocational education proper.

Vocational Training

Just what is the work done by the
board in respect to vocational educa-
tion? This work is divided into
three fields—agricultural, trade and
industrial, and home economics.

Agricultural instruction is always;
practical. It is given by three;
methods, destined to reach all groups

'

of boys and men, in all-day schools
for boys still in echool ; in short-course
instruction for those already working
on a farm, and in evening classes for
older men who are practical farmers,
but who wish to learn impioved
methods. The students operate ac-

tual farms under the supervision of
their instructors, and are taught
stock raising, soil culture, fruit culti-

vation, business and administration
of farms, economics of the market,
&c. The total net income froni all

these experimental farms for the year
1918-19—a total of $832,487.60—
demonstrates eloquently the success

of this instruction.

The same division into three classes

of schools also operates in trade and
industrial instruction. In each com-
munity different trades are selected,

according to the employment needs
of the district. Continuation-school
pupils, preparing for the machinist's

trade, study in a miniature machine
shop, handle tools and do actual ma-
chine tasks. In Ohio, for example,
where the chief industries include

iron and steel, machine and foundry
establishments, automobile works,
rubber factories, shipbuilding plants,

garment-making and jewelry manu-
facturing, the classes in the public

schools are organized around these
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The automobile course is one of the most popular with the ex-soldiers and injured worlsmen
in the rehabilitation schools of the Federal Board

objectives. Figures for the fiscal

year 1919-20 were as follows : Twenty
part-time trade extension centres,

with thirty-five schools ; four general

continuation centres, with six

schools ; two all-day centres, with five

schools; thirty evening class centres,

with approximately 250 classes. The
part-time trade extension classes en-

rolled 1,200 students ; the general con-

tinuation schools 1,000; the all-day

schools 150; the evening classes ap-
proximately 6,700. These figures
are typical, and are borne out pro-

portionately throughout the country.
It may be added that the trade voca-
tional instruction teaches the stu-

dents to understand the whole indus-
trial process, as well as their part of
it, and has a broad cultural scope.

It teaches elementary economics,
civics, and does not neglect the prin-

ciples of good citizenship.

Home economics is framed for

girls to qualify them as homemakers.
Cooking, homework and baby care are
included. The instruction is all prac-
tical. That it is vitally necessary is

proved by the census, which reveals

that 60 per cent, of girls eventually

marry.

Achievements of the Board

Already the field which the board
reaches is immense. During the

year 1920 as many as 3,155 voca-

tional schools received aid from the

board. The enrollment of these

schools was 265,143. This is the
number which the board now bene-
fits. With increased appropriations
and increasingly efficient adminis-
trative machinery, this number
should be multiplied again and again.

Of course the full strength of the
vocational work cannot be gauged
from this figure, since much of the

impetus of the movement has gone
into private schools. The Federal
funds are available only for the public

schools. Though private schools

have done magnificent pioneering in

this task, it is felt that vocational

education can realize its true magni-
tude only when it is a part of the
public school system of the land.

Not the least of the weaknesses of
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private vocational schools is the fact

that the labor unions, which stanchly
support public school vocational
training, look with suspicion upon
private vocational undertakings.
•Without the support of the labor
unions the employment future of the
pupil might be doomed, even though
he were trained in the most efficient

of private trade schools.

The board has been specially for-

tunate in the able men whom it has
enlisted to captain it. Dr. C. A. Pros-
ser, the original director, can be
called the father of the organization.
It was he who drafted the adminis-
trative form of the board. His per-
sonality, during the early days, saved
the board from the fate of mediocrity.
He prepared the organization for the
immense task of veteran rehabilita-

tion which followed him. Upon Uel
W. Lamkin fell the lion's share of
that task. Assuming the director-

ship at a time of discouragement and
criticism, he banished despair and
disarmed criticism. When he re-

signed, he left behind him a splen-

didly ordered rehabilitation machin-
ery which was transferred intact to
the Veteran Bureau. The present
administative chief, Lewis H. Cards,
has played a leading role in the or-

ganization since its inception, and
enters his position exceptionally en-
dowed for his work.
From this brief survey, the sccpe

of the work of the Federal board can
be glimpsed. Today we are merely
laying the foundation for a vocational
educational system which within a
generation will reach immense pro-
portions. Educational traditionalists

only too often attempt to block our
progress, but their attempts are
futile. Vocational education has
arisen out of the crying industi'ial

needs of an essentially industrial na-

tion. Behind it lies the momentum
of the inevitable. The future of the

Federal board, at this moment, is

bright with promise. It has passed
the ridge of experiment. Perhaps
those enthusiasts are not wrong who
acclaim it as one of the Government's
most significant departments.

THE SENNAR DAM ON THE BLUE NILE

r\N the bands of the Blue Nile, about 200
^-^ miles south of historic Khartoum, on

the waters that come down from Abyssinia

to Soudan, the British are building the

largest dam in the world. Twenty thousand

natives of the country are employed—men
of every shade from deepest black to palest

yellow, some garbed elaborately and pictur-

esquely, the majority naked, or nearly so.

Hundreds of them have crossed the Red Sea

from Arabia, others have walked from
Nigeria and the French Congo. All wear

a knife strapped to the left arm, a chai-m

containing a few lines from the Koran on

their right. The scene, as described by a

writer in The London Telegraph, has its

grandeur: Vast machinery dumped down
on the desert sands; cranes and railway

trucks, giant canal cutters; a complete fac-

tory capable of producing 50,000 tons of

cement a year.

The vastness of the undertaking is seen

in the fact that over a million tons of gran-

ite will be used. All this granite is being

sliced off of Segadi Mountain, near at han

Assouan has granite in superabundance,

but it is too far away for transportation.

In ancient days the point of view was dif-

ferent; the Egyptians and Greeks and other

peoples of those days went to Assouan for

their granite, and brought it hundreds,

sometimes thousands, of miles to build

temples in Soudan, Egypt, Palestine and

even far away Syria. Speed was not neces-

sary. Like a hive of bees the arm\- of

modem workers run back and forth to

satisfy the British desire for accomplish-

ment.

When the mighty dam—3,330 meters long

—is finished, some 300,000 acres of land

—

eventually 3,000,000 acres—now lying use-

less, will be brought under cotton cultiva-

tion in the Sc^udan, giving work to thou-

sands, and producing within the British

Empire much needed raw material for the

mills of Lancashire. The cost is borne by

the Soudan Government. A great under-

taking, calculated to bring in a great i'

turn.



HOPE VERSUS DESPAIR IN
CENTRAL EUROPE

By Charles Upson Clark

Afi American educator's personal observations in Rumania,

Transylvania and Austria—How the spirit of unity is slowly

growing in Transylvania under Rumanian rule—Desperate

straits of Viennese intellectuals

(Written in the Last Days of 1921]

I
HAVE recently had an opportu-
nity to study conditions in Cen-
tral Europe—notably in Ru-

mania and her newly acquired prov-
ince, Transylvania, and in Austria.
The situation in Rumania I found to

be increasingly favorable. There
is great satisfaction among the
Rumanians over the final open-
ing of the great bridge over the
Danube at Cernavoda, which may be
taken as evidence that the world's
transportation is gradually returning
to normal. Through trains are now
running from Bucharest to Con-
stantza, on the Black Sea, as before
the war. An American firm had
made a bid for the reconstruction of
the bridge, which was destroyed by
the Rumanians during the war to

prevent its utilization by the Ger-
mans; they guaranteed to have it

ready a year ago, and their price was
reasonable; but for various reasons
the contracts were awarded to a big
steel firm in the Banat, which utilized

two spans from another bridge simi-
larly destroyed. At any rate, it is now
possible to go by steamer from New
York to Constantza, passing through
the Dardanelles and the Bosporus,
and at Constantza to take a through
sleeper for Bucharest, where one has
immediate connection by through
sleeper with Budapest, Prague and
Vienna.

Order seems to be returning also

in the Rumanian financial situation.

The lei, which had fallen to about 6
centimes, has rebounded to 10. Min-
ister Titulesco, in his recent trip to

Paris, states that he has arranged to

fund the Treasury notes, and that the
French financial authorities are co-

operating with him to prevent the
reckless speculation in lei on the
Paris Bourse which has so greatly

contributed to make the situation

worse. The Government seems also

to be making an earnest effort to cut

down the heavy expenses of its dip-

lomatic and consular services abroad,
which have to be paid for in francs or
other expensive currency. One pain-

ful consequence is that many of the
Rumanian students in Paris will have
to come home. A curious result of
the present financial situation is that
the education of Central and Eastern
European youth is inevitably thrown
into German and Austrian hands. At
Berlin, Leipsic or Vienna, boys whose
parents are paid in lei or crowns or
marks—and still more, liras—can live

in comparative comfort. Thus, from
purely material causes, if for no
other, the German universities are
forming the minds of the new gene-
ration. It is a great pity that we
Americans do not take the step, which
would be welcomed by all Rumanians,
of inaugurating an exchange of pro-

fessors and students with Rumanian
universities. Rumania is the land of
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the future in Southeastern Europe

—

a land of unbelievable wealth and
boundless possibilities. They want
us to know them ; their universities

are as veritably homes of learning as

our own ; and any American professor
or student who goes there will have
an illuminating experience.

TransVlvania of Today

We have heard in the United States

and England many stories of the hard
fate of the Transylvanian Hungari-
ans, whom the Treaty of Trianon has
placed under Rumanian rule. There
has now been time for both Ru-
manians and Hungarians to lay aside

the bitter feelings of the first few
months ; and in talking with eminent
representatives of both sides, I am
glad to note a great advance over the

strained relations which I found in

1919. All Transylvanians, whether
Rumanian, Hungarian, German or

Szekler, are out of patience with the

Central Government at Bucharest,
which they feel pays too little atten-

tion to Transylvania's needs, and
their grievances, in many cases iden-

tical, are bringing them together. It

will not be long before these Hun-
garians will be primarily Transyl-
vanians rather than Magyars, at least

so far as the younger generation is

concerned; their elders, I fear, will

never be reconciled to separation from
Budapest.

It is hard for us, so tolerant in

matters of language and religion, to

appreciate the situation which pre-
vails in all the sundered members of

the former Austro-Hungarian mon-
archy. Here was Transylvania, a
compact little country of over two
and a half million inhabitants, with
half a dozen different religious con-
fessions (and that counts far more
there than with us) and three im-
portant languages—German, Hun-
garian and Rumanian, the latter be-
ing spoken by over half the popula-
tion as their mother-tongue. Since
1867, this territory had been Hun-
garian. Most of the land belonged
to great Hungarian nobles—the
Bethlens, Banffys, Telekis, &c., or to

the various churches; nine-tenths of
the Rumanian population were peas-
antry, and few of them owned any
land. The Hungarian Government
made every effort to impose its lan-
guage on everybody. I remember how
perplexed I was, as a student in
Europe twenty-five years ago, to dis-
cover labels only in Hungarian in the
museums of Budapest, and to find
that I was expected to know what
was meant by " konyvtar," " egye-
tem," " urak " and similar linguistic
puzzles. If the language were only
like some other culture-tongue, one
would not object; but it comes from
the Asiatic steppes, and one who
knows French, German and Italian
stands helpless before a door labeled
" iroda."

And the Hungarian officials went
too far in their efforts to make eveiy-

body talk Hungarian. I have a

Rumanian-Transylvanian friend who
speaks perfect Hungarian, a native

of a town where there are about 5,000

Rumanians and less than a hundred
Hungarians. The ticket agent at the

station, a Hungarian official, spoke

good Rumanian—indeed, had to,

since most of the townspeople had no

knowledge of Hungarian, German be-

ing the other colloquial language of

that section. One day this friend

of mine asked for a railroad ticket in

Rumanian ; the station agent, know-
ing that he -spoke Hungarian, told

him to ask for the ticket in Hunga-
rian; he refused; they would not

sell him a ticket and reported him to

the police,who arrested him and fined

him 200 crowns for an act danger-
ous to the supremacy of the State!

There were many Rumanian students

in the university of Kolozvar; but

they might not speak even to each

other in their native tongue on the

university grounds, since there was a

by-law expressly forbidding the use

of Rumanian, except in the classroom
of Rumanian language and literature

(taught, by the way, by a Magyarized
Rumanian who fled to Budapest when
Transylvania became Rumanian).
These examples may serve to give an
idea of the general Magyar attitude
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emphasized by their ownership of the

land and consciousness of superiority

—a superiority especially irksome to

the Germans, who had been in Tran-
sylvania since the twelve hundreds,

and who considered themselves quite

equal to the Magyars. It must also

be stated that the Magyars had a
bone to pick with the Germans, since

under the Austrians—1848-1867

—

German had been the official lan-

guage, and the Hungarians felt they
had been persecuted by the Austrians
and Germans.

It was, therefore, quite a mess
which the war found in Transyl-
vania ; and, as usual, the war did not
improve matters. The Rumanian
advance into Transylvania uncovered
a great deal of sympathy with the
invaders ; and when they were driven
out the Hungarian Government made
it practically impossible for any Ru-
manian to buy land, and began a great
colonizing scheme, like the Prussians
in Silesia. The Russian revolution
forced them to give more Rumanians
the vote ; but they arranged a literacy
test which would disfranchise most of
them.

Rumania's Tolerance

Then came the collapse of October,
1918, and the first great mistake of
the Transylvanian Hungarians, the
evil consequences of which they have
only lately realized. Instead of re-
maining at their posts^I speak par-
ticularly of the civil, administrative
and school officials—and taking the
oath to support the new Government,
a large proportion of them refused
and left for Budapest in the expecta-
tion that the Peace Conference could
not possibly leave Kolozsvar, Arad,
Grosswardein and Temeshvar to Ru-
mania, and that they would return in
triumph after only a few months. Had
they all stayed, as some did, and
found that the Rumanian Govern-
ment, with its deai-th of a trained of-

ficial class and of teachers, must nec-
essarily keep them on (as it has done
with almost all those who did re-

main), they would have formed a
compact political mass, and would

probably long since have forced the
Bucharest politicians to give Transyl-
vania the special attention she needs.
They expected that the Rumanian
Government would be as intolerant of
them as they had been of the Ru-
manians.

But the Rumanian is singularly
tolerant by nature. I have been in
all the Succession States since the
war; and, with the possible exception
of Italy, I think the minorities are
nowhere so well treated—and sur-
prisingly well treated—as in Ru-
m.ania. I have had experiences which
I think could happen only in Ru-
mania. In a Hungarian book store
in a city not far from Cluj I found
exposed for sale, and mailed to friends
m America, picture post cards with
Hungarian captions of the Emperor
"Karl and of Kaiser Wilhelm—and this

in November, 1921 ! When I told this

to a Hungarian Protestant Bishop,
he remarked politely that he would
not have believed it possible. It was
clear he did not believe it at all. This
same Bishop told me that every Gov-
ernment statement or proclamation
was made solely in Rumanian, while
1 had been especially struck by the
bilingual character (both Rumanian
and Hungarian) of all the posters
and door designations in the Post
Office, the Prefecture and other Gov-
ernment buildings in Cluj. The truth
was that the good Bishop, who goes
around very little, had generalized
from the fact that the Government
proclamations and publications sent
directly from Bucharest are exclu-

sively in the State language, Ru-
manian, as those from Budapest in

the old days were purely in Hun-
garian.

A still more striking experience
was one I had in a Hungarian Roman
Catholic parochial school in one of the
" Saxon " (German) cities of Tran-
sylvania. There I found the children
reading aloud from readers of 1908
which sang the glories of the Hun-
garian State, of the Austro-Hun-
garian Empire, of the Kaiser Francis
Joseph, and of the Magyar race. I

did not need to have the selections
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translated: the illustrations were
enough. We are a tolerant people ; if

we had been struggling with the Ger-
mans for a thousand years and finally

beaten them, should we allow Mil-

waukee German schools to continue
using readers glorifying the Hohen-
zollerns? I wonder!

University of Kolozsvar

With the University of Koloszvar,
the Rumanians were in a puzzling

position. They were willing to let

the Hungarian Faculty stay on, if

they would take the oath of allegi-

ance ; but not only did the Hungarian
rector and professors refuse to do
this, but even in the Spring of 1919
they insisted that all graduates
should take the oath of allegiance to

the Hungarian Republic! The Ru-
manian authorities spent two months
arguing and corresponding with them
on the matter; but as the rector re-

fused to yield, they finally had
to close the university, which they
reopened as a Rumanian institution.

It has now 2,500 students; among
them are some Hungarians who speak
Rumanian only very brokenly, and
they are allowed to use Hungarian in

their answers, if the professor under-
stands that language. I met fifteen

or twenty of the Faculty, all men who
had studied in France or Germany,
and who in most cases spoke at least

three languages fluently.

Transylvania had an extensive sys-

tem of schools run by one or another
religious denomination. These have
little difficulty if their Principals and
Faculty have taken the oath of allegi-

ance; but the Hungarian Calvinist,

Roman Catholic, and particularly the
Unitarian teachers, were very slow to

do this, while the German Lutherans
(who ' ^ d had their own troubles with
the Hungarians) came over at once,

and have constantly been on good
terms with the Government ; the Prin-

cipal of the German gymnasium (high
school), at Bistritz, told me he was
not interfered with in any way by the
Rumanians. On the other hand, what
the Rumanians considered the ob-

duracy of the Calvinists and the Uni-
tarians led to severe and even unjust
measures against them; some forty-
five of the Calvinist pastors were im-
prisoned for terms aggregating forty
years, and in several cases were re-

leased without ever learning what the
charges against them were, while one
Unitarian professor of theology was
put through the third degree by the
secret police, to learn details of a plot
of which he claims to know nothing,
and bears the scars of this experience
on his person today. Undoubtedly
there were plots against the Ruma-
nian authorities, and one at least of
these pastors has been found guilty;
but every good Rumanian I know
hangs his head when I refer to those
arbitrary acts of the Sigurantza—the
secret police—and execrates his coun-
try's politicians, who have allowed
such things to be.

It is a pleasure to turn from this
blot on the Rumanian 'scutcheon and
look at the record of the University
Librarian. Kolozsvar had one of the
finest libraries and most beautifully
and thoughtfully appointed librar}^

buildings in the world, the creation
of its librarian, Dr. Farkas Gyalui, a
Hungarian of Jewish parentage. He
had been twenty-five years in the
library's service when the war broke
out; and when the crash came, and
orders came for Kolozsvar to be
evacuated, the commanding general
put fifty freight cars at his disposal

to carry his treasures to Budapest.
" I simply could not divide or leave

my library," he said, " whereupon the

General told me :
* You will answer

with your head for this if anything
happens to the library.' " He stayed

;

the Rumanians took over the library,

with Dr. Gyalui as librarian ; and it

is today the best arranged and most
usable library in Rumania.
Rumanian rule has brought thou-

sands of officeholders, army officers,

bank clerks and other Rumanians to

Cluj, so that, of the city's 105,000 in-

habitants, 40 per cent, are now said

to be Rumanian. The Rumanian
Government has installed an excellent

opera company in the Hungarian
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National Theatre. I saw admirable
renderings of " Faust " and " Samson
and Delilah," and heard wonderful
piano playing by Achron, the young
Bessarabian Jew who has taken Ru-
mania by storm. The city is fright-

fully crowded ; rooms have had to be
commandeered on a large scale, as in

Budapest, Vienna and Frankfort, to

take only a few examples ; but, except
^or the sudden blossoming forth of
Rumanian store signs beside the Hun-
garian, the city has not changed
much in appearance. King Mathias
Corvinus still stands triumphant in

bronze on the public square ; his name
is now written in Rumanian, not
Hungarian, and the Hungarian crown
and coat of arms have been removed,
to be replaced by his family's shield;

but one of the conquered Princes who
does obeisance before him still lowers
the Moldavian flag! Not far away
stands a new statue, the wolf suck-
ling Romulus and Remus, a gift of

the City of Rome to express Italian

congratulations on the reincorpora-
tion of Transylvania into Rumania, a
Latin State lik^ Italy.

Vienna After the Riots

" You don't mean to say you are
going to Vienna in times like these? "

was the question I heard on every
side in Bucharest ; and even in Buda-
pest, a few hours' run away, I was
advised not to think of staying in the
city over night; indeed, several peo-
ple had heard that all hotels and res-

taurants were closed. Only the day
before there had been no telephone or
telegraphic communication with
Vienna. But when I took a carriage
(1,000 crowns, about 15 cents) up-
town from the station, and saw the
people going to their work as usual,

and the stores, hotels and restaurants
bravely carrying on business behind
the barricades of planks which re-

placed the smashed plate glass, the
( ity made on me the impression of a
repentant child who has been break-
ing up his toys in a fit of passion and
is now trying to be good again.

Many of the episodes of the rioting

of Dec. 1, 1921, were really childish
and amusing. The mob of fifty or
sixty persons, for instance, who broke
into Sir William Goode's apartments
in the Bristol lost no time in appro-
priating his personal effects; one
man promptly disrobed in the bed-
room, put on a suit of Sir William's,
and did not bother to carry off hi^.

own. To be sure, one rioter did
throw a telephone at Sir William's
head, and another a pair of boots

;

nevertheless, he had the general im-
pression, he said, that they were good-
natured people, who were simply car-

ried off their feet by excitement and
poverty. And his diagnosis seems to

be correct.

A parade of several thousand
workingmen, demonstrating against
the recent enormous rise in prices

—

during November most prices more
than doubled, and some rose to four
or five times those of last Summer,
while wages and salaries lagged be-

hind—was joined by agitators and
Communists; and the patent, not to

say blatant, luxury of the great cafes

and shops gave them their text. It

was a wild and terrific outburst,

while it lasted; but the GovernnLent
got the situation in hand after a few
hours, and hundreds of the rioters

were sent to jail. Meanwhile, the

glass factories of Czechoslovakia
were doing a thriving business, and
the plate-glass insurance companies
were in despair.

The casual visitor to Vienna and
the thousands of buyers from more
fortunate countries who spend weeks
or months there do not come to knov/

the real Vienna. I took a Viennese
newspaper friend out to lunch in a
leading restaurant. He looked care-

fully around the crowded room, and
then said :

" In the old days, there

would have been only a few foreign-

ers here; today, I do not see a single

Viennese. In fact, in our largest
and most fashionable cafes and
restaurants, the only Viennese you
will see are the waiters. These are
all people like yourself, who have
dollars or pounds or francs or lire

—

we are overrun with Italians, who
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are buying everything we possess

—

or even Czechoslovak or Hungarian
crowns, which are worth so much
more than ours. We can no longer

afford to go into a good restaurant.

My salary—and I am well paid—is

about the equivalent of $12 a month

;

and most of the newspaper men of

Vienna are getting about $5." He
said this without bitterness; and a

university professor who received me
later in the day in an unheated room
—and the Summer suit he wore was
patently his only suit—had the same
grave calm in discussing the despe-

rate condition of the brain-workers

of Vienna.

Plight of Intellectuals

Vienna's intellectuals see no hope,

no way of escape; they have given

up any expectation of aid. Something
is being done by a local organization

—the Verein der Wirthschaftsver-

baende geistiger Arbeiter (Union of

Economic Associations of Brain-

Workers) ; but they stand aghast at

present before the approaching with-

diawal of the Government subsidies

which have kept down the price of

bread. A loaf of bread now costs 74

crowns in Vienna, thanks to this

subsidy (which, by the way, is the

chief cause of the tremendous Aus-
trian deficit) ; it is true that 74
crowns is only about one cent in

American currency; but to a Vien-

nese brain-worker, getting, say, 1,000

crowns a day, it is one-thirteenth of

his income for a loaf of bread a day.

What proportion of our daily income
does a loaf of bread make? How
much do we think about it? Some
of us have to look out for carfares;

in Vienna, a city of magnificent dis-

tances, the trolley-fare is 30 crowns;
3 per cent, of such an income. My
cabman charged me a thousand
crowns for the trip to the station; a
whole day's income gone for one car-

riage ride! A pair of indifferent
shoes—twelve or fifteen thousand
crowns ; a suit of clothes—seventy-
five or a hundred thousand crowns.
How does a professor or an editor or

a doctor or a lawyer feed and clothe
his family?

Thanks to the Hoover organiza-
tion and similar agencies, we are
helping somewhat; but a recent
school examination in a Vienna
suburb showed that about 70 per cent.

of the children are undernourished.
And the people who are suffering are

just those who made the charm of

Vienna in the past—the artists, writ-

ers, musicians, teachers. Not long

ago, they presented a dignified me-
morial in which they asked, not for

money or for aid, but that they might
somehow be given means to purchase
clothes and food at cost price—and
this memorial was signed by twenty-
two members of the Vienna Academy
of Sciences, the names of three or

four of whom are well known to most
of us!

Nor are the working people, who
have been comparatively well off till

the recent rise in prices, any less

anxious about the outlook. Vienna
is truly in a dreadful dilemma. Aus-
tria's Finance Minister has an-

nounced that the breach subsidies will

be abolished the first of the year,

and the price of bread will rise to its

natural level. The manufacturers,
bankers, &c., have promised to carry
the burden of the increased bread
cost for their employes by a corre-

sponding rise in wages; but this aid

will be only for a few months, and
will not affect the brain-workers
who are dependent on their own ef-

forts.

And what do these brain-workers
ask of Americans? Everywhere I

meet the same request: "If on.lv

your people would send us boo'

magazines, serious reviev/s—for yoi.i

prices are such that we cannot afford

to get even newspapers." All over
Central Europe college professors,

newspaper men, cultivated people in

general, would like to get our dis-

carded weeklies and monthlies, our
spare books. The Rockefeller Foun-
dation is doing a splendid work in

helping the medical schools of these

countries to get books at the old rate

of exchange. Much more could be
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done if friends of learning could com-

bine to help keep up culture over here

for it will perish without aid. The

Vienna Academy of Sciences, for in-

stance, has a number of valuable sci-

entific and technical monographs on

hand in manuscript, accepted for pub-

lication, which cannot be brought out,

for the printers want 30,000 crowns
for a sixteen-page brochure, in 700
copies, and are shortly going to raise

prices 60 per cent.

!

Every way you turn in Vienna, you
meet a new problem. There is an ex-

cess of government employes; how
could it be otherwise? Vienna was
the headquarters for the Government
of an empire of 50,000,000 people;

when this empire was cut up, a large

share of these employes left to join

the administrations of the new
States ; but a larger number remained
or came back from the new States,

and were without employment. They
could not be left to starve, so places

were found for them. As a result,

the Ministry of Railways, which be-

fore the war had 728 officials in its

building at Vienna for a railroad mile-

age of 23,000 kilometers (14,000
miles), now has over a thousand for
a system of only 5,900 kilometers.
Every one now realizes that the day

for such charity is over; that only
strict economy and immense sacri-

fices can convince foreign bankers
that the Austrian torso is a safe risk.

The first step is being taken with the
cancellation of the bread subsidy.
Will the cheerful, kindly Viennese
have not merely the strength of mind
but the physical force necessary for
the privations that must ensue? Or
will the despair, of which we have al-

ready had one example, seize the
whole population, and Vienna's
stately temples come crashing down
upon her children? Time presses.
If aid does not arrive soon, a cata-
clysm must ensue like that of Russia—and it will strike us all.

INTERNATIONAL LABOR CONFERENCE

THE third session of the International

Labor Conference, which opened on

Oct. 25 and closed on Nov. 19, 1921, was
declared by Lord Burnham, the President,

to have been a triumphant success. The

conference—created by the Treaty of Ver-

sailles—adopted seven international con-

ventions and eight recommendations, as

follows:

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS
1. Weekly Rest Day in Industry—A general

rule is prescribed of one day's rest in seven.

2. White Lead in Painting—The prohibition of

the use of white lead in interior painting (with

some few exceptions) and the regulation of its

use in exterior painting, is laid down.

3. AfjricnJtnral Workers—The right of indus-

trial combination is authorized.

4. AffHculHire and Children—T<!o child under

14 to be employed during compulsory school

hoiH's.

5. Agricultural Workers' Coonpensation—Com-
pensation laws at present applying to industrial

workers to be extended to agricultural workers.

6. Juvenile Employment at Sect—Persons un-

der 18 years of age are not to be employed as

trimmers and stokers in ships.

7. Medical Examination of Young Persons—

Compulsory regular medical examination of

persons under IS years of age employ-d in
ships is to be instituted.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Women employed In agriculture shall be

entitled to nine hours' rest, if possible consecu-
tive.

2. Children under 14 to have ten hours' con-
secutive rest; persons between 14 and 1^ to

have nine hours' consecutive rest.

3. Maternity protection, in the form of a
guarantee of a period of absence from work,
before and after dhild-birth, to be extended to

women agricultural workers.
4. Measures are recommended for th.- im-

provement of living in conditions of agjioul-

tural workers.
.5. A series of measures for dealing with agri-

cultural unemployment is suggested.

6. That social insurance laws applying to in-

dustrial workers should be extended to agri-

cultural workers.
7. Governments are recommended to develop

technical education as mucli for agricultural

workers as for others.

8. For commercial establishments, a weekly
rest day is recommended as a general rule.

A resolution was adopted asking the In-

tel-national Labor Office to "institute a

special inquiry into the international a.s-

pect of the unemployment crisis, and the

means of combating it."



SAVING FORTY THOUSAND
ARMENIANS

By Dudley S. Northcote
T.ate Administrator of Armenian Area, Refugee t'anip, Nahr-l'mar, Mi-sopotamia

One bright chaptei' in the tragic history of the passing of Armenia—How the British housed and fed thousands of refugees in

Mesopotamia for three years—Sending them to the Caucasus

BEFORE the war the Armenian
subjects of Turkey were for
the most part domiciled in dif-

ferent parts of Asia Minor, some be-

ing in or near Constantinople, some
in Cilicia, others around Erzerum,
Bitlis, Diarbekr, &c. They were thus
spread over the whole of Asia Minor,
but at the same time they clustered
more thickly in the eastern districts.

One of their chief centres used to be
the region of Lake Van, in the north-
eastern corner of Turkey, not far
from Persia, which lies due east of it,

or from Russian Transcaucasia,
wihch is due north. The City of Van
is situated on the southern shores of
the lake. The country all around is

very high and mountainous.

Before the war the population of

Van City was partly Turkish and
partly Armenian. The villages south
and east of the lake were either

Kurdish or Armenian. In many cases

half the inhabitants of a village

would belong to the one, and the
remainder to the other race. In the
early part of 1915 the Russians in-

vaded Northeastern Turkey, and soon
succeeded in occupying Van. The
Armenians promptly threw in their

lot with the Russians, and were rec-

ognized by them as allies and co-bel-

ligerents. Battalions of Armenians
were formed and placed in the Rus-
sian Army.

In 1917, after the revolution, the
Russian armies in the Caucasus, as
elsewhere, began to disintegrate and

melt away. Soon the Van Armenians
found themselves facing the Turks
alone. It must be remembered that

in those days they were completely
cut off from the Allies, as the British

AiTny had not as yet captured Mosul,
or even moved very far beyond Bag-
dad., The Armenians, however, did

not surrender, but still attempted to

hold their own against the Turks. In
this they were greatly encouraged
by the attitude of the Allies, and es-

pecially of the British Government.
They were invited by the latter to

hold out, and a picked force of offi-

cers and non-commissioned officers,

known as the Dunster Force, was
formed at Bagdad with a view to get-
ting through to the Caucasus via
Persia, and organizing there an army
to be recruited from the Armenians
and other pro-Ally elements that still

existed in those regions. Unfortu-
nately, however, the difficulties in

the way were too great. A great part
of the Dunster Force did not succeed
in getting through to any part of the
Caucasus, and none ever went to Van,
The Van Armenians were, how-

ever, joined by the Assyrians. These
latter are a Semitic race. They pos-
sess a language and alphabet some-
what akin to Arabic. They are Chris-
tians, and inhabit some very diffi-

cult and mountainous country be-
tween Mosul and Van. They are di-

vided into tribes, each with its local

chief or malik, but all acknowledge
the Patriarch, or Mar Shimun, as
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their supreme national leader.* The
Assyrians had also thrown in their

lot with the Allies, and, after having
made a gallant fight, had been driven
northward into Van. There they
joined hands with the Armenians.

Early in 1918 the Turkish regular
army attacked these Armenian and
Assyrian peasants. The Turks had
artillery and highly trained and ed-
ucated officers to lead them. The
Armenians and Assyrians had none
of these advantages. They were
driven out of Van, and retreated due
eastward, taking with them their
wives and families, and such of their
belongings as they could carry. They
were soon driven over the frontier
into Persia, whither the Turks fol-

lowed them. They made a stand near
a town called Dilman, and claim to

have repulsed the Turks once there,

but, on being attacked again, were
compelled to retire southward.
During their retreat southward,

they passed through the district

around Lake Urmiali, a large lake

lying in the northern corner of Per-
sia, nearly due east of Lake Van. A
large number of Christians used to

live in this district, some of whom
were Armenians, but most of whom
were Assyrians, the descendants of

some of the Mar Shimun's followers
who had migrated from their native
mountains to the fertile plain of Ur-
miah. The Turkish Army, in pursuit
of the Van Armenians and mountain-
eer Assyrians, began to harass these
Urmian Assyrians and to lay waste
their villages, thus giving these un-
happy people no other alternative
than to join the other refugees in
their retreat southward toward Mes-
opotamia.

British to the Rescue

By this time the British Army had
occupied the greater portion of Meso-
potamia, as well as a large part of
Persia. There were British officers
and non-commissioned officers be-
longing to the Punster Force at Ham-

* " Mar" is the word for Lord or Saint, and
" Shimun " means Simon or Peter. The Pa-
triarch is thus called because in the eyes of the
Assyrians he is St. Peter's successor on earth.

adan. It was recognized that, as most
of these refugees had been reduced to
their sad plight by their faithfulness
to the allied cause, something should
be done to help them.

The refugees were met, therefore,
near Hamadan by British officers
and men. Preparations were made
for the establishment of a large camp
near Bakubah, a small town on the
Dialah River, about thirty miles from
Bagdad, with which it is connected
by a railway constructed during the

war. A series of marching posts was
formed between Hamadan and Ba-
kubah; at each was stationed a Brit-

ish officer, whose duty it was to pur-
chase as much food as possible from
the local Persians, ration successive
parties of refugees and pass them on
to the next post.

The first batches of refugees be-

gan to arrive at Bakubah in the first

week of September, 1918. They came
in parties of 1,000 or 2,000, partly by
road and partly by train, from Ku-
raitu, all through September and the

first half of October, until about 40,-

000 had been received in all. They
were in a deplorable condition and
had had to abandon many of their

number along the road because of

weakness and starvation. Many of

them were suffering from dysentery,
typhus and relapsing fever, and there
was a certain amount of smallpox
among the children. As each batch
of refugees arrived, it was first of all

placed in a segregation camp with
barbed wire around it. Those who
had infectious diseases were imme-
diately sorted out and sent to hospi-

tals. The remainder were disinfected

thoroughly, their clothes being passed
through a steam thrasher in order to

kill all disease germs. They were
then passed out of the segregation
camp.
While a portion of the British per-

sonnel in the camp were seeing to the
disinfection of the newly arrived ref-

ugees, the remainder were occupied
in organizing them after their disin-

fection. The camp was placed in

charge of a Brigadier General, assist-

ed by a headquarters staff of six oth-
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er officers. It was subdivided into

three " areas," each area containing
about 12,000 persons. The Armenians
were placed in "A" area, the Urmian
Assyrians in "B" area and the moun-
taineer Assyrians in " C " area. The
areas were further subdivided into

thirty-six sections, each containing,
roughly, 1,250 persons.

Each area was, to begin with,
placed under the command of a Major
or Captain, and each section under a
subaltern assisted by five British sol-

diers. Each section had fifty-one

tents allotted to it. Of these one was
used as a store tent 'for rations, &c.,

the remaining fifty as dwelling places

for the refugees, who were thus ac-

commodated at the rate of twenty-
five per tent. In addition two long
cookhouses, open on one side, were
erected in each section, the' walls be-

ing built of mud bricks, which are
easily made in Mesopotamia, while
the roof was constructed of poles and
straw mats covered with an outer
layer of mud.

Caring for the Refugees

Deaths at first were enormously in

excess of births; indeed, during the
first six or eight months there were
scarcely any births at all. Until

about the middle of November there

were forty or fifty deaths a day. A
huge caldron of hot soup was pre-

pared for each batch of refugees as

it entered the camp, and on one oc-

casion I remember an officer stand-

ing near the caldron was knocked
right into it by the press of hungry
people. In order to deal with the
enormous percentage of sick cases it

was found necessary to establish as
many as three hospitals in the camp.

For a long time the refugees re-

ceived their rations from the army,
and a big ration dump, under the
charge of an officer of the Supply
and Transport Corps, was formed.
During the existence of the camp
both the amount of the ration and the
cost varied slightly. Just before I

left in July, 1921, the ration per head
was as follows:

Daily: 1 pound flour,* 2 ounces rice, 4
ounces fresh vegretaJales, 2 ounces dates, 2
pounds firewood.

Four times weekly: 4 ounces meat, 4
ounces dhall (a kind of g'rain). Small
quantities of salt, tamarind, tea and sugar
(1 ounce a week) were also issued. Chil-
dren under 12 were given half rations. Milk
was is.^ued in small quantities to children
between 18 months and 3 years.

When the camp was first formed
the war had not ended. Four battal-

ions (two and one-half Assyrian and
one and one-half Armenian) were
therefore raised from among the ref-

ugees, which were to have been used
against the Turks. This brigade was
quartered close to the camp. Very
shortly after the armistice, however,
all except one battalion of mountain-
eer Assyrians were disbanded. Dis-
cipline in the camp was maintained
by a police force under a British
officer.

Upon arrival the refugees were
mostly in rags; thirteen ^ards of
cheap cotton cloth per head, with a
few needles and buttons and a little

thread, were therefore issued. From
time to time old army blankets and
cast-off tunics were also distributed
among them. Old army mess tins

were given to those who had no cook-
ing pots of their own.

For the first nine months the camp
at Bakubah was entirely under the
military, being under the direct com-
mand of the army headquarters at
Bagdad< In May, 1919, however, it

was transferred to the civil adminis-
tration of Mesopotamia. The British
personnel was greatly reduced, each
of the three areas retaining but one,
or at most two, British officers, with
one or two soldiers. The places of
the remainder were taken by refu-
gees and each of the three different
nationalities was permitted to elect a
committee of its own, which settled

small disputes among its own na-
tionals.

Difficulties of Repatriation

On the conclusion of the armistice
it was hoped that it would be possible
to send the refugees back to their own
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country under reasonably safe condi-

tions. For this reason no attempt
was made to settle them down in Mes-
opotamia on any really permanent
work. Month after month passed
and still peace was not made with the
Turks, who remained in unchallenged
occupation of the lands from which
the refugees came. At length, in the
Summer of 1920, it was decided to
concentrate the Assyrians around
Mosul, with a view to their repatria-

tion by land to Urmiah. Before each
party left the camp it was supplied
with arms and ammunition. During
June and July considerable numbers
of Assyrians left for Mosul.

On Aug. 11, 1920, the Arab rebel-

lion suddenly spread to the Dialah Di-
vision, and by the night of Aug, 12
Bakubah had been occupied by the
rebels, and the refugee camp, distant
about three miles from the town, was
surrounded on three sides by Arab
snipers. At that time the situation
in Mesopotamia was critical, and
most of the troops were engaged with
the main body of the rebels on the
Euphrates. No troops could be
spared for the Dialah until about
Aug. 22, and for ten days the camp
remained partially surrounded. All
were placed on half rations. On five

or six different occasions the refu-
gees took the offensive against vari-

ous parties of rebels, on each occa-
sion driving them away with com-
plete success. Both Assyrians and
Armenians did some very good work
on these occasions.

Troops were sent from Bagdad
about Aug. 22 to deal with the Di-
alah Arabs, and the danger to the
camp passed away. At the same time,

however, orders were received that
the camp at Bakubah was to be closed

immediately. The remainder of the
Assyrians were sent to Mosul, the
Armenians to Nahr-Umar, about
twenty-four miles upstream from
Basrah, the port of Mesopotamia. It

was then hoped that it would be at

last possible to repatriate them, by
sea, to their own republic in the Cau-
casus.

The transfer of the 12,000 or more

Armenians from Bakubah to Nahr-
Umar was done as quickly as possible
by rail and boat down the Tigris.

By Sept. 7 the last party had arrived
at Nahr-Umar and a new camp was
constructed on lines similar to the
one at Bakubah. In October, 1920, it

was decided that it would be possible

to repatriate the Armenians, but just

as ships were on the verge of being
chartered for this purpose news ar-

rived of the collapse of the Armenian
Republic in the Caucasus in front of

the combined Turkish and Bolshevist

assault. Repatriation, therefore, had
again to be postponed.

It has now been finally decided to

repatriate them to the new Soviet

Armenian Republic, which has ex-

pressed its willingness to receive

them. At the moment of writing (De-

cember, 1921)' the refugees are once

more leaving Mesopotamia, the first

boatload of 3,000 being already en

route to Batum.
During this long period of three

years the bulk of the refugees re-

mained unemployed, owing at first to

the desire of the Government to send

them home and not to settle them
permanently in Mesopotamia, and
later on on account of the difficulty

of finding work for them. Nearly all

the skilled men, however, such as car-

penters, masons, &c., have been pro-

vided with work under different Gov-
ernment departments. Work of a

temporary nature was found at dif-

ferent periods for some of the un-

skilled, who were employed at various

times on the construction of a railway

embankment, a wireless station and
railway bridge near Bakubah camp,
roads near Mosul and Bagdad and,

finally, as platelayers and casual la-

borers under tha Railway Direc-

torate.

The cost of maintenance of the

refugees in Mesopotamia has been

borne directly by the British taxpay-

er. Nearly all the money has come
through the War Office, though late-

ly the Colonial Office has taken

charge of the refugees. The total

amount of money expended on the

Armenian refugees up to the end of
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October last was approximately £\,-

500,000. This figure does not include
the amount spent on the Assyrians,
who have cost a much larger sum.
The Armenian refugees are now

being sent to the Soviet Republic in

the Caucasus. The outlook for them,
however, is not rosy, owing to the
famine conditions that prevail
throughout the Caucasus. It is to be
hoped that these victims of the great
war, who clung to the allied cause in

face of the heavy odds so obstinately,

and who, in spite of our victory, have
lost so much by their action, somehow
or other will be able to ride over their

present difficulties and eventually
obtain peace and security.

[Since this article was written, the Soviet
Government at Moscow has announced the ab-
sorption of all the Caucasus republics into Rus-
sia. This apparently means that Armenia-
even the fragment of it that survived in the
Caucasus—Is entirely wiped out. These Ar-
menian refugrees, therefore, after havinsr been
saved by the British from the Turics. .seem
destined to become Russian subjects.—£<ditQr.i

THE FATE OF MEMEL
jV/TEMEL, the little strip of territory lying:

*''-'• between Lithuania and East Prussia,

and claimed both by Lithuania and Poland,

was placed provisionally under the adminis-

tration of the allied and associated powers
by the Treaty of Versailles. A decision

favorable to Lithuania was provided for in

the plan proposed by M. Paul Hymans to

settle the Polish-Lithuanian controversy

over Vilna. According to this plan, Lith-

uania would have taken over Memel, but

would have guaranteed to Poland the right

of transit over the Memel territory. This

plan, however, was rejected, and though

the Vilna problem has now been provision-

ally settled by the plebiscite solution adopted

by the Warsaw Diet, Memel still remains

under the provisional regime.

What will become of Memel? Its popu-

lation is naturally made up of German and
Lithuanian elements, the Germans pre-

dominating. That the economic and business

elements are definitely opposed to Memel's

being assigned either to Poland or to

Lithuania, and favor the setti»-::r up of the

district as a Free State under the protec-

tion of an Entente power, is demonstrated

by a memorandum recently issued by " the

Economic Bodies and Associations in favor

of the Independence of the Memelland," in

which the following considerations are

urged:

The overwhelming majority of the population

of the Memelland takes the clear decision of

Article 99 of the Versailles Treaty into account,

by which Germany cedes the Memelland, and
desires to preserve the popular character of the

Memelland in an independent State. The de-

velopment of the Memelland hitherto under the

protection of the French occupying authorities

has shown that the Memelland is financially and

economically perfectly well able to exist, and
gives rich promise of development in future, if

it retains the further protection of the Entente.
We demand unanimously and resolutely

:

1. To be consulted in negotiations concerning
the Memelland.

2. The complete independence of the Memel-
land, after we have proved conclusively that it

is fully capable of existing, financially and
economically.

3. We therefore beg that the Memelland may
immediately be declared a free State under the
protection of an Entente State.

4. We do not wish to be annexed politically
either to Lithuania or Poland. On the other
hand, we emphasize our willingness to conclude
economic treaties with ail neighboring States.
We are prepared to admit Germany, Lithuania,
Latvia and Poland to the free and unhampered
use of our railways, waterways^ and the port
of Memel, and to promote transit communication
in every way.

5. For this purpose preparations are being
made to establish a free port and a free " zone
with the necessary buildings and plant.

The industry, shipping, trade, agriculture,
crafts, fishermen and workers of the Memelland
definitely expect their wishes to be considered.
Signed on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce,

Chamber of Agriculture, Chamber of Craftsman-
ship, Union of Fishermen's Associations of the

Memelland, Employers' Association for Trade,
Industry and Crafts, Agricultural Employers'
Association, Federation of Free Trade Unions
of tiie Memelland.

Among other arg^uments used are the fol-

lowing: (1) The allocation of Memel to

Lithuania would mean the withdrawal of

GeiTTian trade and high import duties under

Lithuanian tariff legislation. Both these

eventualities would be a heavy blow to

trade; (2) the danger of religious dissen-

sions which would arise from assigning a

Protestant community to a Catholic power;

(3) the poor educational facilities of Poland

and Lithuania and the lower living standard.



CIVIL STRIFE IN ITALY
By Carleton Beals

Origin of Fascisti, and their bitter war on Communism—Real

causes of failure of revolution a year ago—Peasant opposition

and lack of raw materials—Bonomi Government built on factional

discords—Elements of danger in the situation

MILAN may well boast of having
more hurdy-gurdies than any
other city in the world. Civil

strife has not silenced them. A young
cavalry officer from my pension was
guiding me down a slot of a street

near the Porta Venezia in that city

when the rollicking, Old World tune of
" Funiculi, Funicula," floated around
a comer, and we came upon a smeary
bambino dancing hilariously in the
gutter. The officer pointed with his

hastone at a small yellowed poster
above the frowsy gray head of the
woman turning the crank. I read

:

" Proletariat : 300 of your comrades
v/ere killed in this street during the
last fourteen months by Fascisti and
Royal Guards."

While I was still marveling, my
companion grasped my arm and
shoved me unceremoniously through
the doorway of an inky charcoal shop.
A file of Fascisti with heavy loaded
canes swung around the corner sing-
ing their quick-step, " Giovanezza,
Giovanezza." We stood in a factory
workers' section. As though a button
had been pressed, the doors of the
dark little wineshops and dingy
clattering lunchrooms literally ex-
ploded Communists, who fell upon
the Fascisti with fists, knives and re-

volvers. The conflict ebbed and
flowed and swirled around the barrel-
organ.

Presently some one raised the
cry of " Guardia Regia "

! (" Royal
Guards ! ") We herad a few sporadic
last shots, the scurrying of many
feet, and—like a tropic thunder-
shower—the disturbance ended as
unexpectedly as it had begun.

Poking my head cautiously out of
the charcoal shop, I caught a glimpse
of a laughing bambino crawling from
under the organ, and a group of bat-
tered and disheveled Fascisti beating
a retreat around the corner. The only
casualty was a donkey that had been
hitched to a wine-cart, over whose
twitching carcass a runty, raccoon-
faced Neapolitan wept copiously. As
we passed on I heard the rollicking

strains of " Funiculi, Funicula," and
glancing back saw the bambino danc-
ing hilariously in the gutter.

The Civil War

During the ensuing week the Com-
munists and Fascisti fought a series
of pitched battles with casualties in

this same Porta Venezia. A few days
later occurred the fiendish bomb ex-
plosion in the Diana Theatre. The
windows of our room overlooking the
Porta puffed inward with a mighty
roar that brought my wife out of a
sound sleep and her feet to the floor.

For two hours of indescribable con-
fusion they were carrying out the
dead and wounded. The same night
the new million-lire Socialist head-
quarters were burned to the ground,
the meeting place of the sindicati was
invaded, and an attack made upon the
Anarchist paper. La Umanita Nuova.
From Florence, Bologna, Trieste, Pisa
and other centres came accounts of
equally terrible occurrences. This
was in March.

When I went to Bologna several
months later to make a first-hand in-

vestigation of the agrarian situation,
I found myself in the midst of an
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open Peasant-Fascisti land war,
which has been more intense and sus-

tained than the struggles in any
other part of the country. The sce-

nario writer who piloted me around
that medieval university town, and
through its endless miles of shadowy
polychromic arcades, warned me:
" If you see a fight start, or hear a
revolver shot, dive for the nearest
doorway or drop on your face. The
blood of Romagna is hot." Twice I

had occasion to follow his advice.

Most of this violence, during the
last six months, has been unneces-
sarily provoked by the Fascisti, who
are as doctrinaire in their way as the
Communists. Many times since I

have witnessed smaller frays, and in

many a town have heard on clear

nights the echo of marching feet

across deserted piazzas and beneath
medieval arches, and that blood-
quickening song, " Giovanezza," or
the old Roman battle-cry, ""Eja, eja,

alala!" Most of the Fascisti are
young men—I have seen the average
age given as 24 and again as 23—^and

this propensity for night prowling
and night violence is, in part, an un-
avoidable legacy of the war, of
marches beneath the black windy sky
and long wakeful hoftrs in the star-lit

trenches ; in. part, a primeval passion
for the dark, the restless wakeful-
ness of overwrought nerves, and the
call that the mystery of warm south
nights makes to every living crea-
ture.

How Fascismo Arose

The popular mind believes that the
Fascisti smothered the general revo-
lutionary movement of last year. In
reality the idea of immediate revolu-
tion had been abandoned before the
Fascisti intervention in internal af-
fairs had passed beyond the stage of
sporadic, unco-ordinated violence.
The Fasci di Combattimento grew
logically out of d'Annunzio's whirl-
wind campaign, which put Italy into
the war on the side of the Allies. The
program of these bodies was at first

concerned with the recoverv of Italia

Irredenta: Trieste, Istria, Fiume, Dal-
matia and certain ports in Albania,
and hence their members were and
still are extreme nationalists. They
formed the backbone of d'Annunzio's
following in Fiume and have since un-
dertaken that violent Italianization
pf the Slav population in Trieste and
Istria which has aroused so much ill-

feeling in Zagreb and Belgrade.

The active interest of the Fascisti
in the domestic life of Italy was not
aroused to any appreciable extent un-
til the menace of revolutionary propa-
ganda and the factory " occupations "

threatened to weaken the Govern-
ment's diplomatic attempts to gain
possession of the Adriatic outposts.
Fascisti violence, therefore, did not
gain general headway until 1921; in

fact, the apogee of fury was not
reached until the elections in May.
The reality of the crisis the Fascisti

encountered is unquestionable. A
year ago Italy was in the grip of a
revolutionary movement absolutely
unique in tactic, but the results of
which would doubtless have been, in

time, as disastrous as the Bolshevist
experiment. To all practical pui-poses
the Government under the leadership
of Signor Giolitti had abdicated all

control over the industrial life of the
nation. A new sovereignty—a Soviet
sovereignty—was in process of being
erected by the workers, who had oc-

cupied 'and barricaded the factories.

The famous European correspondents
were hastening south to witness the
third experiment in proletarian dicta-

torship. Italy was already being os-

tracised by the world ; the dollar was
quoted at more than thirty lire ; trade
was collapsing ; shipments were being
frantically held up; tourists were
fleeing to the frontiers.

The reasons for the failure of this

revolutionary movement are now be-
coming more obvious. The arch-
priests of the Third International
heap the coals of blame upon the head
of G. M. Serrati, one of the extreme
leaders of the Socialist Party—

a

bearded, spectacled man who always
reminds me of an emaciated Karl
Marx. In so doing they reveal an
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adolescent conception of Italian condi-

tions quite at variance with their own
emphasis upon immutable and imper-
sonal economic determinism. The lib-

erals thank Premier Giolitti for his

statesmanlike restraint, and his re-

fusal to aggravate the situation by
the use of armed force ; and certainly

his pacific resistance now appears to

have been fully justified, and his in-

sight into the psychology of his peo-

ple singularly acute. But the Social-

ist leaders know bitterly that other
reasons explain the collapse of the
proletarian experiment.

Why Revolution Failed

Certain more deeply-rooted and en-

during factors operated to make most
of these human agents but mere bob-
bing corlcs on the stream of events.

First of all, Italy is not a geographi-
cal, racial, political or industrial unit.

LfOmbardy, Piedmont, Liguria and
the Po Valley—Italia Settentrionale
—is sharply divided from the rest of
the country. ' Its characteristics, cli-

mate and products are those of Cen-
tral Europe. Its people are bom of

the melting pot. Mariotti, half a cen-
tury ago, termed its tall, blond, se-

rene-eyed inhabitants " the Lombard
wolves, or the Boeotians of Italy."

Physically and temperamentally they
constitute a distinct type.

In Northern Italy and Tuscany are
to be found the manufactories. Milan
is the industrial capital of the country
—a Handelstadt—and in more ways
than one, for the Germans and Swiss
once played a large part in its devel-

opment. The rest of Italy, from
Rome south, including the island pos-
sessions, is pre-eminently agrarian
and pastoral.

These conditions produce corre-

sponding political phenomena. If

Italy were chartered—red for the So-
cialists and Communists, yellow for

the Catholic Party (Partito Popo-
lare), and blue for the Constitution-
alists, Liberals and Conservatives

—

from Rome south the country would
be quite bluish, with dots of yellow;
to the north—except in the annexed
areas—largely red and yellow, deep-

ening to almost sanguinary intensity
in Milan.
Thus revolution in Italy would

mean, not merely a dictatorship of
the proletariat, but a dictatorship of
the factory workers of Lombardy.
The peasantry, even of Northern
Italy, is more Catholic than Social-
ist. The one noteworthy exception
is in the province of Emilia. But
though the mass of the peasants there
claim to be Socialist, their unique,
co-operative " colonies " afford one of
the most constructive and commend-
able examples of voluntary labor as-
sociation in the world. Revolution
would press heavily upon the Italian
peasants, who comprise the largest
indu, trial group and produce the bulk
of the national wealth. The mass of
the peasantry were and are against
confiscation of property, and, in case
revolution had been carried through,
would sooner or later have opposed a
solid front against the Milan dictator-
ship.

The next largest element in the
Italian population is the small mer-
cantile class. The ideal of the aver-
age poor man of Italy—if he cannot
emigrate—is to rake together enough
money to open a tiny shop which will

gradually expand, while not heavily
taxing mentality or energy, and
which will permit of many hours of
idle guitar-thrumming or easy gar-
rulity. The small merchants and
traders were not eager for revolution.
They would have been the first to
suffer, and would have been more
harshly dislocated than any other so-
cial group. As one passes down the
constricted streets of any city or town
and glances into these kerosene-light-
ed, dusty cubbyholes, with their mea-
gre stocks of fruit or stationery,
where the whole family congregates,
perhaps even sleeps, and the crawl-
ing babies clutch at the dresses and
trousers of the customers as though
to detain them for another five min-
utes of vivacious gossip—one vividly
realizes the impenetrable silent op-
position these individualistic units of-

fered to the on-rolling phalanxes of
revolution.
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Industrial Needs Decisive

The immediate factor, however, in

averting revolution was the actual in-

dustrial situation, and the inevitable

realization by the workers themselves

that they could not run the factories.

Oddly enough, the most active oppo-

sition to the new movement did not

come from the wealthy industrial

groups. Their attitude was: "Go
ahead and run the factories." They
knew that the acute shortage of coal

and iron made this an impossibility.

At the time of the " occupations," in-

dustrial conditions were fast ap-

proaching an impasse ; the first wave
of the industrial depression that has

since smothered the world was mak-
ing itself felt.

The workers—in actual possession

of the factories—faced the fact that

they could not continue operations

without raw supplies, which, once the

revolution had taken place—even had
the great powers imposed no blockade

—would have been even less obtain-

able. The workers' Government
would have been without credit or

purchasing power; industry, which
has survived in Italy through the

treaty stipulations regarding coal,

would have collapsed. The ravenous

city dwellers would have been forced

into a military raping of agricultural

products in order to survive.

Zinoviev and other Russian leaders

have since argued in connection with
their accusations of Serrati that the

contagion of revolution would have
quickly spread to France and Eng-
land. But the Italian workers, scan-

ning the horizon, saw no alacrity on
the part of labor in those countries

to follow their example. All this led

to a prompt willingness to compromise
on the Controllo act—a law that

would have created advisory work-
ers' committees in each factory, but
was never put in force—hastened the

secession of the Socialist Party from
the Third International, and has since

completely altered the party's tactics.

Perhaps, in any event, the Socialist

Party lacked the coherence to carry
through a revolutionary program.

The Socialist Party of Italy is not asJ

powerful as its numbers indicate.]

Since the signing of the armistice thel

membership of the party has trebled^

It became—and it still is—the nu-
merically largest party in the Cham-j
ber. Much of this following !s sentii

mental, not class-conscious—a juml
ling together of the pacifist sentiment
which caused the disastrous military
strike of Caporetto, the vague dis-

content resulting from post-war ad-

justment, and above all from the pre-

cipitate demobilization which flung
millions back into civil life almost
simultaneously,.with no attempt to in-

sure their industrial assimilation. At
the very beginning of the " occupa-
tions " revolutionary enthusiasm was
dissipated in factional bickering.

Disintegration of Fascisti

This led to the first open split since

1911. At the Congress of Leghorn
last March, when the twenty-one con-

ditions of Moscow were rejected, the
Communists, controlling about a

third of the delegated vote, seceded
to form a separate party. The Social-

ist Party has since been receding
from its more rabid tactics. Mean-
while the advocates of social reform
have consolidated their position. The
social-reform wing is led by Filippo
Turati, who advocates collaboration
in the Cabinet with other parties. His
speeches this last session have shown
a consistent willingness to enter-
perhaps head—a coalition Cabinet
He has argued that voting is collab-

oration with a bourgeoisie Govern-
ment, that holding a seat in Parlia-

ment is collaboration, that the pres-

ent tacit support of Premier Bonomi
is collaboration; that, therefore, the

logical course is " to enter the camp
of realization—^thus securing a little

socialism—without sacrificing the

party's independence of thought and
action." In t"he recent Congress of

Milan, which threatened to disrupt

the party a second time, the collabora-

tionists

—

Frazione di Concentraziop^—controlled a third of the vote.

This faction largely dictated the
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signing of a peace pact with the
Fascisti. That pact has had disas-

trous effects upon the Fascisti or-

ganization. Many local members-

—

especially in the agricultural districts,

where the Socialists still exercise
practically autonomous colony-con-
trol of the land—have refused to

abide by the pact. This insubordina-
tion caused the resignation of Signor
Mussolini, the head of the Fascisti
movement. Mussolini is an interest-

ing and volatile character, constant-
ly running before his horse to mar-
ket. For many years he was editor

of The Avanti. At the time of the
Crisp! Government, which vigorously
suppressed radical organizations, he
fled with Serrati, Matteoti and other
extremists to Switzerland. In 1914
he separated from the Socialists and
founded The Popolo d'ltalia, in the
columns of which he supported d'An-
nunzio's efforts to 'force a declaration
of war against Austria. He has re-

signed on several occasions from the
head of the Fascisti, and his latest

exploit is the fighting of a duel with
one of the leading newspaper editors

of Rome.

The Changing Situation

The fate of the Fasci is still

doubtful. Many organizations are
desisting from active violence in ac-
cordance with the pact; others are
disbanding entirely. Mussolini is en-
deavoring to transform them into a
national political organization. But
unless some new twist in national af-
fairs occurs, the organization seems
fated to disappear. It has no positive
program, and its members lack the
requisite experience and judgment
for consistent political activity.

Far more significant in* many re-
spects is the disintegration threaten-
ing the Partito Popolare. This or-
ganization was originally founded as
a result of the evangelical enuncia-
tion of the " Rerum Novarum," and
is an offshoot of the vast Christian-
Social movement of Ketteler, Man-
ning, De Mun and Toniolo. Not until
1905 did it enter politics, since which
time it has shown steady growth. At

present the Catholics occupy 110 seats
in the Chamber, and form the second
largest group.
The policy of the Popular Party

has been tinged with mild national-
ism, milder internationalism and
vague -social reform. It has con-
cerned itself with the mitigation of
class-antagonisms through a consis-
tent emphasis upon the rights of the
small proprietor

—

il piccolo borghese.
The party has thus made its strongest
appeal to the shopkeepers and small
landowners of the Adriatic delta dis-
trict. Of recent years much of its

phenomenal growth has been due to
an increasing emphasis upon material
reforms. This has opened the doors
to the more radical elements, and in-

jected class virulence into the coun-
cils of the party. At the last two
National Congresses the strength of
the radical elements under the lead-
ership of Miglioli has been growing.
These Christian Socialist elements
are largely responsible for the dis-
owning of the leaders who have col-

laborated with Premier Bonomi, and
have undoubtedly influenced the posi-
tion of Turati. In addition, the
Catholic Confederazione Italiana dei
Lavoratori has shown an increasing
readiness in times of crisis to follow
the lead of the Socialist Confedera-
zione Generale del Lavoro.

This general party disintegration
is nothing new in Italian political life.

For decades Signor Giolitti has ma-
noeuvred to prevent the formation of
clearly defined parties, finding the
bickering factions of Parliament, all

of which were invariably permeated
with his adherents, far easier to
manipulate. Though this is charac-
teristic of Latin politics, it has led to

a peculiarly vicious state of affairs,

for in times of crisis any small but
active group is enabled to exercise a
power quite disproportionate to its

actual numerical strength. The lack
of consistent party control accounts
for much of the governmental im-
potence in the fact of Socialist, Com-
munist and Fascisti violence.

But the simplest things in Italian

national life have always been at-
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tained only by the most frenzied
waste of emotional energy. Progress
has always been measured by the re-

actions to such emotional debauches.
Out of the general turbulence of
Italian life emerge certain deeper
tendencies. The reaction to war was
revolution; the reaction to revolu-
tion, Fascisti violence ; the reaction to

Fascisti violence, a widespread desire
for an ordered State, The present
majority sentiment of the country
clamors for internal peace, bureau-
cratic reform, rigid economy, and
sound, heroic reconstruction.

The political elements for the at-

tainment of these desiderata do not
appear to be in existence. The pres-

ent Bonomi Ministry is built upon the
shifting sands of factional discord.

Signor Bonomi is himself a clever

political manipulator. He began his

career as an extreme Socialist. He
has been elected to various local of-

fices by Socialist constituencies, and
served on the Executive Committee
of the Socialist Party. From 1908 to

1910 he was the editor of The Avanti

!

Though expelled from the party in

1911 along with the faction that col-

laborated with the Government at

that time, his sympathies have never
been completely alienated from the
Socialists, by whom he is addressed
familiarly by his first name,
" Ivanoe," or " tu."

With the publication of the Dugoni
letters and other documents, it has
come to light that Premier Bonomi
arrived at a secret understanding
with certain Socialist leaders before
accepting his post, especially with re-

gard to the appointment of a general
head of the Prefects who could be de-

pended upon to suppress Fascisti vio-

lence. Practically every local Prefect

has since been transferred or re-

moved, and the shooting dov»Mi of

Fascisti by Royal Guards in Modena
and elsewhere attests to the thorough
carrying out of this agreement.

The Arditi del Popolo

But the slenderness of the thread
by which Signor Bonomi dangles in

the Premiership robs stringency of its

dignity. These attacks upon thr
Fascisti seem ill-advised—a tickling

of catastrophe. Fascisti violence was
already sputtering to the socket, and
the Fascisti organizations which
were not already disintegrating were
in process of transformation into
local political bodies. The last months
of 1921 have witnessed a vicious
recrudescence of violence—sullenness
on the part of the Fascisti and
marked boldness on the part of the
Communists. The Arditi del Popolo,
composed of extreme Socialists, Com-
munists and Catholics, and pledged
to violent reprisals against the Fas-
cisti, has grown rapidly in numbers
and fervor. The rebellion of a com-
pany of Royal Guards when ordered
to fire on Fascisti has not increased
the Government's prestige ; nor is the
new amnesty to instigators of civil

strife likely to appease either faction.

It is true, on the other hand, that

the present Cabinet has seriously at-

tempted to curtail expenditure. The
budget estimates for 1921-22 have
been cut 10,000,000,000 lire. Some
tentative reforms have been effected
in the bureaucracy, and some slight

efforts made toward handling the un-

employment crisis.

Until the international industrial

and financial situation is clarified an
ordered Italian State is impossible.

The internal pacification of Italy has

been of doubtful, slow growth—

a

part of the general pacification of

Europe. The will to peace and order

is in the hearts of the Italian people,

but the material sinews are lacking.
" There is only one certainty in

politics," said Machiavelli, with his

eyes on the tumultuous city-States,
" the uncertainty." On this, the six

hundredth anniversary of the death

of the " enduring " Dante and the

sixtieth year of Italian unity, the un-

certainty is still certain. As apt as

when Horace walked down the Via

Sacra are those words addressed to

the Roman State

:

O Ship, new waves will drive you back to

sea. Bravely gain the port. O, what are
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you doing? Do you not perceive that your
sides are destitute of oars, and your mast
wounded by the violent south wind, that

your main-yards groan and your keel can
scarcely withstand the impetus of the

waves * * * ? Look to yourself if

you do not wish to be the sport of winds.

Yet I shall always see that bambino
dancing in the gutter, and the runty,

raccoon-faced Neapolitan shedding
tears over his donkey ; there, at least,

was the bed-rock of human nature;

and as long as the hurdy-gurdies can

play, as long as in the midst of strife
there shall be laughter without fear
and tears without hate, one may be
sure that the old, casual, cruel, keen-
witted Italy that has survived 3,000
years of vicissitude is not dead, the
port not lost, and that there must
still be brave promise for a nation
with sufficient resilience of spirit to

give the modern world a Mazzini, a
d'Annunzio, a Montessori and a
Marconi.

GERMANY'S UNOFFICIAL
KAISER: HUGO STINNES

By Burnet Hershey

Hoiv the German Rockefeller rose to power during the European

war, and the vast extent of his enterprises—Alines, factories,

railways, shipping, the press, all falling beneath his sway—
His political influence

IN Germany, one sees a one-man
power—Hugo Stinnes. He has
seized the chief German in-

dustries, he has spread the tentacles

of his promoting genius to Austria;

he is the new Kaiser of industry.

The solution of the problem of the

billions Germany will pay as war in-

demnity is believed to be in his hands.
Small wonder then that to Stinnes

is accorded that deference reserved
formerly for the Kaiser. Even in the
Reichstag, of which he is a member,
he is pointed out in awe. " That is

Stinnes," they whisper.

For three months I had the op-

portunity of studying Stinnes at first

hand. During that time he was my
next-door neighbor at the Hotel Ad-
lon. The hotel is on the famous
Unter den Linden, and the large
Stinnes suite faces both this beauti-
ful thoroughfare and the Pariser
Platz, where, with its tri-color flying,

stands the French Embassy, of which
Stinnes has an unobstructed view.

Opening into a corridor are five or

six doors leading from one cabinet

room to another. This corridor is con-
tinually crowded. There is ever a
restless surge about the place. Al-
ways, patiently and meekly, there
waits to see Stinnes a host of business
executives. Every time I walked
through the corridor I passed them,
silent and sitting apart. One thing
they had in common. All guarded
preciously a portfolio. These men
are the Directors of the numerous
and far-reaching companies owned
and controlled by the mighty Stinnes.
From near and far they travel to

bring reports for the personal super-
vision of the financial genius who
organized and combined these com-
panies. Bank Presidents, shipping of-

ficials. Directors of coal and minin^^
corporations, newspaper editors,
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statesmen, politicians—all wait some-
times hours until summoned by the
industrial imperator. They form the
connecting links in the business chain
forged by the master craftsman of

commerce.
The Hotel Adlon practically consti-

tutes the new imperial palace in Ber-
lin. On the third floor Stinnes sits

on the throne from which he rules

Germany. His finger is on the pulse
of Germany. At his word the mighty
industrial machinery of the nation
hums into motion. His office is a
seismograph of the fluctuations of the
country's commerce. The fall of the
House of Hohenzollern brought the
rise of the House of Stinnes. Under
the cloak of the new republic Stinnes
hides his sovereignty.

Stinnes is a veritable Sphinx.
Journalists by the score have tried

to interview him, and all have failed.

Only through his monumental under-
takings is he known. Living in such
proximity to him as to be able to ob-

serve his daily movements, I felt I

might tear down this wall of reticence.

One morning I sought an interview.

The rebuff I met was curt and de-

cisive. I approached Stinnes on one
of his hurried walks in the passage
way.

" I am your neighbor," I explained,
" and an American journalist. I

would like your opinion, say, on rep-

aration."
His eyes snapped menacingly, and

he retorted sharply: " I haven't given
any interviews as yet, and I don't

think I will begin now. Remember
that!"

Often he occupied the next table to

me in the dining salon. Sitting close

by, I watched him Zci'c. He eats glut-

tonously. As a host he is lavish. At
mealtime he is continually sur-

rounded by old friends, whom he en-

tertains sumptuously. The finest of

foods and the rarest wines are served.

His guests are solely close business
associates, and are not chosen for

social position. Stinnes doesn't care

a snap for society.

In all the time I saw Stinnes I

never caught a smile on his stern

face. He is reticent and dour. Music,
nevertheless, appeals to him, particu-
larly Viennese melodies. Rudolph
Stern, the Austrian virtuoso who
plays nightly at the hotel, received
many liberal tips from Stinnes. Be-
cause of his admirable playing this

violinist was quite a favorite with
the industrial giant. Hungarian
rhapsodies and czardas are very pop-
ular with Stinnes, and he shows
openly his appreciation.

Stinnes is of the American busine^so

type, alert and dynamic. Like the

tjT)ical New Yorker, he is intermina-
bly on the go, always in a hurry.
Often he rushes by so suddenly that
one barely can identify him. Those
with him invariably are hurrying to

catch up with him. Whenever
Stinnes shoots through the lobby,

his passage evokes a hush of awo.

Those who bow receive no acknowl-
edgment. The only person whose
greeting I ever saw- Stinnes return
was that of the aged proprietor of

the hotel, Lorenz Adlon, a friend of

the former Kaiser. Others he passes

by. In vain photographers wait for

him. He brushes them aside, and
sweeps past so rapidly that he is gone
before they realize it.

A German Rockefeller

Stinnes is the champion war prof-

iteer. He has made more money
than any other German out of the

war. Today he is the wealthiest man
in Germany. His holdings exceed in

value those even of Bertha Krupp or

August Thyssen. As a commercial
architect, his monetary companies
are unrivaled. He is a trust engi-

neer on a huge scale. The total capi-

talization of the corporations he has

created runs into fabulous figures.

The full range of his divers interests

defies listing. His commercial appe-

tite seems insatiable.

Revenue reports show that in 1904

Stinnes had to struggle along with an

income of from 400,000 to 500,000

marks. In ten years, by 1914, he had

accumulated a fortune of from
twenty-five to thirty million mark?*.
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Berlin ban'kers roughly estimate that

his obvious fortune today totals more
than a billion gold marks.

Stinnes is not wholly self-made.

He started with a fortune, which by
his financial and industrial genius he
has multiplied into a staggering total.

Born at Mulheim, in the Rhineland,on
Feb. 12, 1870, he inherited an estato

which bore upon its soil a forest, and
beneath it coal deposits. The report

has gone abroad that Stinnes is of

Jewish parentage. This is not the

case. His father was of pure Teu-
tonic stock, and his mother (nee Cou-
pienne) was a descendant of the
French Huguenots. Hugo Stinnes re-

ceived his early training in a com-
mercial school. He then became an
employe in the copper and iron plant

of a wealthy family friend. At 19

he entered the Berlin School of Mines,
which he left in a short time to enter
the employ of his paternal grand-
father. When his father died Hugo
was not yet 20. He inherited huge
coal interests. To learn the business
thoroughly, he mined coal himself.

He soon became what is known as a
"coal baron." Today he controls at

least sixty mines. In 1913 the ca-

pacity of his mines was 10 per cent,

of the entire German production, and
Germany at that time ranked third
in coal production. Stinnes demon-
strated that coal could be profitably
exported to England, a remarkable
feat. In entering into the field of in-

land shipping he was following family
tradition, for his grandfather, Mat-
thias Stinnes, was one of the first to

cori'ect the bed of the Rhine to make
it navigable for vessels of greater
draught.
Although at the outbreak of the

great war he was a figure of growing
industrial prominence, he had not
achieved a position of national power.
Not tali, but bulky, intensely dark,
with black beard and mustache,
bushy eyebrows, a twisted nose,
piercing eyes and a manner harsh and
despotic, his looks were never pre-
possessing. He cared little for dress.
In and out of season he wore and
still wears a black derby having a

high crown and a peculiarly narrow
brim. The Stinnes derby is famous.

Stinnes's Rise to Power
It was during the war that Stinnes

first showed signs of mastery. He
was one of the chief figures in Su-
preme War Councils. Ludendorff
and Hindenburg asked his opinions.
The Kaiser took his advice. Stinnes
issued orders. As the principal con-
tributor of war materials his aid was
sorely needed. He practically con-
trolled the sinews of the war. The
Krupps were only a popular legend.
It was Stinnes who produced the war
munitions and supplies that flowed
steadily to the front.

Stinnes played a large part in the
spoliation of Belgium and France. It

was his plan to wreck these countries
industrially during German occu-
pancy. French steel mills and coal

mines were the targets for his attack.
Competing with his, they had always
been a thorn in his side. When he
found them at his mercy, he carried
on wholesale destruction in the name
of war. He set out to damage them ir-

reparably, so that he could snatch up
markets while the French were strug-

gling to re-establish their disorgan-
ized industries. The hand of Stinnes
demolished the industries of Northern
France. At that time Germany was
still courting victory, and the prob-

bility of defeat had not been con-

sidered; so Stinnes carried out his

deliberate scheme for the annihila-

tion of French industrial life. In

1918, the French Minister of Finance,

Klotz, showed that the wanton ruin in

the wake of German hordes was not
purely a war measure, but the insid-

ious work of an industrial schemer.
With the war lost, Stinnes has re-

course to a new stratagem. France
having displayed remarkable recuper-

ative powers, the German business

lord, for whom business considera-

tions dominate sentiment, desired to

strike an industrial alliance. He has
succeeded in stimulating the foreign

trade of Germany. His advocacy of

rapprochement of an economic basis

has gained support in French financial
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and commercial circles. Stinnes suc-

ceeded in convincing Frenchmen that
the future of France and Germany
as well as that of Continental Europe
rests upon an economic understand-
ing between the two great powers.
He seeks an economic alliance with
France because it ranks second in

iron and steel manufacture. The eco-

nomic agreement on reparations re-

cently concluded between France and
Germany at Wiesbaden was the open-
ing wedge of the Stinnes plan.

Insight into the methods of Stinnes
employed in the construction of his

elaborate commercial edifice reveals
him as an industrial buccaneer. In
the creation of his vast enterprises
he has used every device for coercing
rivals and transforming opposing
firms into subsidiaries. The history
of his rise is a story of commercial
expediency. Every move he made was
to insure and safeguard his interests

and to give him a tighter grip in some
particular field. His growth was
methodical and systematic. Not by
accident, but by steady achievement,
he rose to the powerful commanding
position he holds in the world.
The tale of what Stinnes did in

Belgium is illuminating. It gives an
idea of how he accomplishes his ends.
Without accepting any risk, Stinnes
made enormous profits out ofBelgium
during the war. He obtained a con-
concession on the industries of Bel-
gium with the understanding that he
would pay for them upon annexation.
For four years he exploited Belgian
industry. Since the country was not
acquired by Germany he has paid
nothing for the rich privilege of col-

lecting profits from the sale of the
products of Belgian factories.

When informed of the inevitable
loss of the war, Stinnes took pre-
caution to safeguard his fortune.
Ludendorff warned him of the ulti-

mate outcome, and Stinnes immedi-
ately made huge investments in Dutch
companies. He carried off a good
part of his wealth and placed it for
safekeeping in solid institutions in

Holland. Just as the ex-Kaiser has
sought refuge in Holland, so Stinnes

has stored a sufficient fortune there,

where it is out of the hands of both
the German Revenue Office and the
Allies.

Step by Step

There is nothing haphazard about
the rise of this captain of industry.

One entei-prise was used as a stepping
stone to another, and it was pressure
of circumstances that caused him to

reach out into other fields. Today
his holdings present such a conglom-
eration that it seems strange to find

one man having interests which seem
so unrelated. But the Stinnes sys-

tem of procedure made them all neces-

sary, and so, today, we find that coke,

coal, gas, electricity, steel, forests,

factories, ships, harbors, shipbuilding
plants, hotels, newspapers, &c., are

all integral parts of the Stinnes ma-
chine.

The first great combination that
Stinnes effected was the merger of

the Rhenish-Westphalian Electric-

Works, the Gelsenkirschen Mining
Company, the Rodder Coal Mines and
the Deutsch-Luxemburg Mining Com-
pany. In forming this industrial

union Stinnes worked on the basis

of consolidating the producers and
consumers. He dovetailed natural re-

sources like coal and iron with gas

and electrical utilities in the district

surrounding Essen. This was his in-

itial achievement, and he planned it

long before the war. But it was the

pressure of war that brought about

the amalgamation.

Through the Rhenish-Westphalian
Electric Company Stinnes got con-

trol of the subsidiary street railway

systems. This corporation also is a

holding company for the metallurgic

factories. During the war Stinnes

was able to monopolize the manu-
facture of chemical and war ma-
terial. It was no easy task, but he

reconciled the antagonistic factors.

After the war he maintained the com-
manding position he had won in this

field.

Recognizing the importance of ra.v

materials and intermediate produi-
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Stinnes acquired interest in plants for

the distillation of lignite or brown
coal, taking over the Riebeck-Halle

Corporation. Next he realized that

the development of the by-products

of coke and fuel was as necessary as

the development of power machinery,

and that it was imperative to control

both to insure a powerful monopoly.

In this way he stretched his holdings

into the field of dynamo and w^ater

manufacture. He purchased the

bankrupt Wittenauer Imperial Works
and then gradually acquired other

companies in order to strengthen his

hold on this industry, his final acqui-

sition being the great Loeb Works.
Stinnes then got interested in

rail and water transportation. Many
large railway systems now operate

under his orders, and inland water-

ways shipping is under his control.

John D. Rockefeller used rebates to

defeat competition. Stinnes found re-

bates not enough. He must own the

conveyances. To circumvent the dif-

ferential freight rates he organized
syndicates. He created not only the
German Water Transportation Com-
pany, but also various branch firma

in Russia, England, Italy and the

smaller countries. When war nar-

rowed his sphere of operatioji, he
cleverly liquidated his foreign hold-

ings without incurring losses.- His
primary object was to acquire cargo
space for his manufactures, and in

his characteristic way he soon estab-

lished a monopoly of German inland

waterways shipping.
His next step was to acquire con-

trol of the ship construction steel

works in the Emden district. His
efforts were not restricted to inland
shipping. Ocean transportation was
also a requisite, so, acting in con-
junction with the late Henry Ballin,

he acquired the Hapag, Waerman and
East African Lines. Cheaper ocean
freight rates and direct routes to mar-
kets were his chief considerations.
He added more lines, and, as in other
industries, he became a commanding
figure in the marine world. German
river and coastwise traffice is almost
completely under his supervision.

Like the Kaiser of other dayi^,

Stinnes has his eyes turned to the
East. The Berlin-to-Bagdad railway
was a dream which wrecked William
II.'s reign. Yet Stinnes may succeed
where the Emperor failed. His com-
mercial navy sails the Rhine, the
Oder, the Elbe and down the Danube,
giving him unchecked egress to the
East. Stinnes also has his vision of
tapping the East for its treasures, and
under the guise of an international
trader he has set out to win the cov-
eted prize.

Ruthless Finance

Herr Stinnes's method of fi-

nancing is simple. He merely uses
other people's capital. He harnesses
outside money to his financial chariot.

When others are large investors, big
dividends fail to be declared. This is

shown in his management of the
Rhenish-Westphalian Corporation,
and the Hamburger Trading and
Transportation Company. Extra divi-

dends accruing are used in enlarging
the scope and operation of the firms,
and incidentally go toward increasing
the strength of the controlling genius.

When Germany was obliged under
the Versailles Treaty to deliver
300,000 tons of coal monthly, this
burden, together with the labor
shortage, crippled Germany's fuel
supply. High as the price of coal was,
Stinnes decided that it was not high
enough. Being the coal king, he tied

up fuel delivery and throttled the out-
put of the mines. A desperate coal
shortage resulted and the price
mounted. As coal monopolist,
Stinnes collected a royal tribute. In-
volved in projects requiring fuel and
motive power, Stinnes is turning his

attention to studying the oil and oil-

motive problems. His aim is to gain
control of inventions which will revo-
lutionize the use of crude oils for
energy and so enable him to win mas-
tery in this undeveloped field.

When Stinnes discovered that he
had become—overnight, so to speak

—

a national figure, he realized that he
would have to take over the press for
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the purpose of wielding public opin-

ion in his own interests. Some news-
papers overstepped what he consid-

ered the bounds of prudence, and to

prevent further unpleasantness he
simply bought them up. Dr. Georg
Gothein, a colleague of Stinnes and a
former German Minister, is authority
for the statement in the Neue Freie
Presse of April 1, 1921, that Stinnes
was purchasing one daily after

another and that there was no check-
ing his newspaper acquisitions. To
date, they number more than seventy.

He owns the powerful Deutsche Alle-

gemeine Zeitung, which, during the
days of the empire, was the semi-
official organ. He controls the Reuter
Bureau, the Associated Press of Ger-
many. Even Simplicissimus, the na-
tional humorous magazine, is his.

Stinnes is the Lord Northcliffe of
Germany in his domination of the
public prints. Ownership of news-
papers led the way to ownership of
paper mills. He has acquired forests

for wood pulp, and. since he also con-
trols the production of cellulose, the
numerous Stinnes newspapers will

never be short of print paper. Stinnes
runs his newspapers like his other in-

dustries. His object is not editorship,
nor is it the raising of German
journalism to a higher plane. All he
wants is to be certain of creating fa-
vorable opinion for his activities.

Joint ownership and control of pub-
lic utilities by cities, communities and
private capital is one of the pioneer
achievements of Stinnes in Germany.
His plan is to have communities be-
come partners in public enterprises

—

a co-operative municipal ownership
scheme. For himself, however, Stin-
nes reserves a definite power of
management, thus insuring profit for
himself under the guise of public
benefaction.

Stinnes's project to assist the Ger-
man people to fulfill the reparation
penalties throws further light on his
resourcefulness. He preaches in-

creased production as the panacea
for rebuilding Germany's economic
structure. He advocates labor sharing
by stock ownership. To the working-

men he appears to be heralding a be-
neficent gospel.

Stinnes, however, does not overlook
the fact that increased production in

his mines and factories means more
profits for him. He argues for the
raising of the number of working

tQ International)

HUGO STINNES
Geimany's most powrrfu] capitalist, icho

controls many of the nation's richest
mines and largest newspapers
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hours, which would fit in nicely with
his plans. The few shares he would
allow his workingmen certainly

would repay him in increased pro-

duction and as insurance against

strikes. Stinnes dominates the

Volkespartei, or People's Party, and,
ironically enough, poses as the spokes-

man of the laboring class.

His Power Displayed

At the Spa conference Stinnes
thrust himself forward as the su-

preme master of Germany's destiny.

He invited the Allies to submit to him
personally the reparation proposals.

Acting unofficially, for he was not a
member of the body, he undertook to

procure Germany's approval provid-
ing the terms were acceptable to him.
The allied representatives were as-

tonished at his role of leadership.

They were also surprised at the
strange deference shown Stinnes by
the German entourage.

Again, at the recent London con-
ference, Stinnes displayed his power.
Stresemann acted solely under Stin-
nes's orders. Stinnes planned to re-

ject the allied proposals. In F'rance
the feeling M^as that Stinnes desired
occupation of the Ruhr Valley. A
Socialist newspaper, the Schwae-
bische Tagwacht of Stuttgart, wrote

:

Stinnes and his friends had calculated
that within the first few months after the
occupation of the Ruhr district the price of
coal would rise so enormously as to become
prohibitive for the rest of Germany. Dur-
ing these first few months it was intended
to accelerate production of coal to the ut-

most until gigantic stores had been accu-
mulated. This, Stinness and his friends be-
lieve, could be accomplished under the pro-
tection of French troops, whereupon wages

would be decreased and working hours in-

creased.

If he desired, Stinnes could come
to the aid of Germany as Rothschild
did in France after the war of 1870.
Stinnes, how^^'-^^ ' does not plan to be
the savior of .^biinany. He is not a
popular figure, like certain American
millionaires. His system is not the
amassing of wealth, but rather the
persistent elaboration of a definite in-

dustrial evolution.

Since peace has been formally de-
clared between the United States and
Germany, Stinnes has indicated a de-
sire to visit America. His object is to
conclude an industrial alliance and to
establish markets here. In Germany
he is Chairman of the boards of
twenty-one corporations and a mem-
ber of twenty-six others. His com-
mercial prestige will win a readyhear-
ing with our captains of industry.
Wherever you turn in Germany you

come upon Stinnes. For the most
part you come into contact with his
projects. Everywhere, it seems,
nothing can be done without him.
Continually you buy his products,
ride on his transportation systems,
enter his banks. At every turn
Stinnes greets you— and collects

tribute. Already there are murmur-
ings against the might of this indus-
trial giant. He is trying to replace
the well-known trade mark, " Made in

Germany," with " Made by Stinnes."
How secure is his hold on the new
throne of Germany? Rumblings
predicating volcanic disturbance are
heard, and whether the dynasty of
the House of Stinnes will live through
the inevitable eruption time alone can
tell.



SOLVING GERMANY'S HOUSE
PROBLEM

By Julian Pierce

Remarkahle results of a new plan that gives building contracts to

co-operative associations of workers—Houses built by willing

labor for one-third to one-half less than under old methods

GERMANY is undertaking to solve
the housing shortage by the
" socialization " of the housing

industry, applied under different
plans. The methods employed are
worthy of study by Americans in

search of a cure for the present pro-

hibitive cost of housing construction.

In the United States the term " so-

cialization " usually implies direct

Government construction and man-
agement. In the current phraseology
of the German building industry the
term has a significance quite dif-

ferent. Although it is used to de-

scribe the principle of the plans now
being worked out, those who use it

reject partly or entirely municipaliza-
tion and nationalization.

Under one German plan the Fed-
eral Government, States and munici-
palities award housing and other con-
tracts to co-operative construction
societies composed of the workers
themselves. The societies are or-

ganized as public utility associations.

In some instances they are set up by
the municipal governments ; in others
they are organized by the mental and
manual workers in t^he building in-

dustry.
This plan is endorsed by the Na-

tional Union of Building Workers and
by the organized labor movement
generally. It was adopted as a sub-
stitute for direct nationalization and
municipalization of the housing in-

dustry, which was opposed on the
giound that hitherto Government
management, whether national, State
or municipal, has compared unfavor-

ably in cost and efficiency with work
done under private contract.

A. Ellinger, a member of the Fed-

eral Economic Council and of the Ex-
ecutive Committeee of the Federa-

tion of Building Workers, gives this

description of the Building Workers'
plan for the elimination of direct gov-
ernmental or municipal work while

still retaining the " socialization

"

principle

:

They asked that the Government and
municipal authorities should create largre

building concerns, organized and conducted
on business principles and in great measure
independent of national or municipal par-
liaments; concerns which would be carried
on, not by officials with assured pensions,
but by efficient building experts engaged
by private contract. These concerns must
be organized essentially in the same way as

9, capitalistic building concern, with this

difference, that the large scale concern
would belong, not to a private person, but
to the State or municipality. Consequently,
the surplus value created by the workers
would benefit, not an individual capitalist

or a capitalistic association, but the com-
munity organized as a State' or municipal-
ity.

In order to give the workers an interest
in their output, the union proposed that
Government and municipal building con-
cerns should not engage building workers
individually and employ them at hourly
wages, but that they should hand over com-
plete building contracts to associations, or
co-operative societies of building workers,
to be carried out at a fixed price.

The principle of the workers' co-

operative building societies has been
applied on municipal work in Nu-
remberg, Pforzheim, and other cities,

with satisfactory results.

Nuremberg was the first city to
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dispense with direct day labor on mu-
nicipal work. E. Schrag, the Munici-
pal Building J)irector, declares that

with direct employment in excava-
tion the output was so unsatisfactory

and the work so costly that a new
system was imperative. The employes
actually worked but a fraction of the

time for which they were paid, and
the more industrious workers were
derided by their less industrious fel-

lows. As an experiment, the Nurem-
berg authorities organized a co-oper-

ative society of municipal workers
and gave the next municipal job to it

at fixed prices. According to Mr.
Schrag, the result of the experiment
svas excellent:

This society has fulfilled the expectations
it raised. Building operations have been
started in which work is once more normal-
ly canned on with that industry which mod-
em conditions require, and in which, up to

the present, after six months' working, no
stoppage or dispute has taken place.

Great Saving in Cost

Other municipal operations were
turned over to co-operative societies

with equally satisfactory results. A
comparison of costs incurred by the
City of Nuremberg in its building
operations under various direct em-
ployment and contract systems gives
he following figures:

Job No. 1—Under direct employment by
city officials this job cost 100,800 marks.
If it had been done by the municipal work-
ers' co-operative society the saving would
have been 44,600 marks.
Job No. 2—The private contractor's ten-

der was 64,000 marks. The co-operative
.society did the work for 54,000 marks.
Job No. 3—The private contractor's ten-

der was 234,000 marks. The co-operative
society completed the work for 195,000
marks.

In canal construction the co-opera-

tive societies did the work for from
25 to 33 per cent, less than the pri-

vate contractor's bids.

Of the three methods of doing
municipal work—private contract, di-

rect municipal employment, or con-

tracts awarded to workers' co-opera-

tive societies—Mr. Schrag concludes
that direct city employment is the
costliest method of construction, pri-

vate contract the next costliest and

contracts to co-operative societies the
cheapest. Work done by contractors,

he finds, is from 15 to 20 per cent,

more costly than the work done by
co-operative societies. Direct em-
ployment on time wages has cost as
much as 50 per cent. more. In Pforz-
heim private contractors charged the
city from 37 to 42 mark^ per cubic
foot of walling for the erection of
municipal dwellings. The building
workers' co-operative societies per-
formed the work for 27 marks and
made a profit of 10 marks per meter.

Since the Nuremberg and Pforz-
heim experiments, municipal and
Government contracts are being
awarded to building workers' socie-

ties on a large scale. Today there are
over 100 suck societies; some were
set up by the municipal authorities,

others were organized by the building
industry workers.
When organized by the building

industry workers the capital of the
co-operative building associations is

subscribed by the workers them-
selves and draws a maximum interest

of 5 per cent. Surplus profits are
placed in reserve funds and used in

part for unemployment and relief

work. The net surplus constitutes a
social fund for the good of the com-
munity, and, in the case of dissolution
of the society, must be applied to ob-
jects of public utility. The co-opera-
tive building societies have mate-
rially decreased the cost of housing
and are liberally encouraged by
both Government and municipal au-
thorities.

Martin Wagner's Plan

The second " socialization " plan
is different. It is called the " Wag-
ner plan," after its author, Martin
Wagner, the Municipal Architect of
Greater Berlin. Like the plan just

described, it recognizes that the high
cost of construction is the basic rea-

son for the housing shortage. The
high cost of housing, in turn, is root-

ed in the low labor output of the
building industry workers. The cru-

cial question, therefore, is. How can
the labor output be increased?
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It was Mr. Wagner's belief—a be-
lief later adopted by the higher grade
municipal architects—that an in-

crease in labor output cannot be ob-
tained under private entei*prise be-
cause the worker has no interest in
the yield of his labor and conse-
quently takes little interest in his

work. Under the old military state

the German Government combined
with the employers to compel the
workers to speed up. But the military
State is history ; and giving the work-
ers an interest in the yield of their

labor is now the only way to increase

the output. From his study of the
problem Mr. Wagner concluded that

private enterprise in the building

industry should be rejected and a
" socialized " industry developed in

such a way that 100 per cent, of the

workers' industrial energy would be
mobilized.

Mr. Wagner originally outlined his

plan before the Voluntary Socializa-

tion Commission convened in the

Spring of 1919 by Mr. Beuster, Presi-

dent of the Housing Association of

Greater Berlin. The commission was
composed of experts in the building

industry — Government representa-

tives, architects, representatives from
the Federal Ministry of Labor, &c.

The plan, slightly modified, was
later adop'ted by a congress of the

higher grade municipal architects as

the proper basis for the socialization

of the building industry.

The Builders' Lodge Socialized

Building Association of Berlin is the

original Wagner plan association. It

has a capital of 1,000,000 marks, fur-

nished by the Marches Homesteads
Building Society for Greater Berlin

and the Province of Brandenburg.
The Marches Homestead is itself an
organization of the Prussian Govern-
ment, the Province of Brandenburg
and the jnunicipality of Greater Ber-

lin. The "Berlin Building Lodge is

therefore a State and municipal un-
dertaking. It is entirely independent
of the national. State, provincial and
municipal parliaments. It is jointly

administered by representatives of

the State, the Province and the muni-

cipality—those who supplied the
capital—and by representatives of
the skilled and unskilled workers in

the building trades—^those who sup-

ply the labor.

The administration consists of the
managers, a Board of Control and a
Board of Directors. The managers
are subject to the Board of Control.
Three-fourths of the members of the
Board of Control are selected by the
capital-supplying organizations and
one-fourth by the representatives of

the workers—the labor-supplying or-

ganizations. The actual operations
are conducted by the Board of Di-
rectors, consisting of the managers
and representatives of the workers.
The Board of Directors has complete
control of building operations—em-
ployment, wages, labor regulations,

contracts and so forth. The share-
holders' meetings are the supreme
authority, with power to discharge
the Board of Control.

From one-tenth to one-twentieth
of the net profits are set aside as a
reserve fund. Out of the balance, not
exceeding 5 per cent, interest is paid
on the capital, 5 per cent, is devoted
to the welfare fund, 20 per cent, may,
in the discretion of the association, be
applied to improvements, and the re-

mainder is divided among all the em-
ployes, from managers to clerks and
laborers, in proportion to their yearly
salaries or wages.

Success of New Methods

Building associations on the Berlin

plan have been organized in Stettin

and Frankfort-on-Main. In Stettin

the capital was furnished by the Pub-
lic Utility Company for Workmen's
Homes, neither the State nor the mu-
nicipality participating as capital

subscribers. In Frankfort the trade
unions took an active part in the or-

ganization of the Wagner association

and subscribed liberally to the cap-

ital. The local union of the National
Union of Building Workers assessed
its members one day's wages (42

marks) and purchased capital stock

with the proceeds. In other parts of
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Germany negotiations are on foot for

the organization of similar large
" socialized " building concerns.

In the Ruhr Valley housing con-
struction for the coal miners is being
finanjced by a coal tax. Otto Hue,
former chief executive for^ the Ger-
man Mine Worlcers' Federation, now
the federation's representative on the
national coal administration, thus de-
scribes the Ruhr Valley housing
scheme

:

In addition to the ordinary coal produc-
tion tax of 20 per cent, of the ton price, the
mines pay the Government a housing tax
of 6 mai-ks per ton of extracted coal, to be
used as a subsidy for the construction of
workmen's houses. The Minister of Finance
ti-ansfers the money to the treasury of our
Labor Construction Associations. * These
associations, which are organized locally and
regionally, are co-operative joint-stock
building societies of the building trades
unions and are under trade-union manage-
ment. The public powers usually con-
tribute subsidies of so much per cubic
meter of constmction.
These building societies are much like

the English " building guilds." The most
significant results of their wide develop-
ment are the elimination of middlemen in

the building industry and the reduction of
construction costs. The co-operative labor
construction societies are one of the do-
mains in which German trade imion initia-

tive has been most fruitful since the revolu-
tion of 1918.

The Federation of Socialized Build-
ing Concerns is also doing effective
work in promoting the new " social-

ized " building industry program.

In 1920 the National Union of Build-
ing Workers appropriated 5,000,000
marks to forward the " socializa-

tion " movement. As a result of this
financial stimulus ten building in-

dustry trade unions and a number of
local socialized building societies or-

ganized the federation. The consti-

tution of the federation defines its

objects as the •" establishment of pub-
lic utility, co-operative and other
building concerns not carried on for

profit." This object is more defi-

nitely explained by a A. Ellinger, a
member of the Executive Council of
the Federation of Building Workers

:

By establishing the Federation of Social-
ized Building Concerns, the unions of man-
ual and brain workers in the building in-

dustry, as representatives of the whole
body of building woi'kers in Germany, have
set themselves to carry out the socializa-

tion of the building industiy in Geimany.
* * * If the Federal Government, States,
and municipalities also do their part to pro-
mote this young community movement ac-
cording to their powers, the peaceful or-
ganic transformation of the present capi-
talistic building industry into a socialized
industry is only a question of time.

It is interesting to note that the
building workers* " socialization

"

plans, as well as the Wagner plan, re-

ject government and municipal own-
ership and operation of the building
industry and substitute therefor self-

governing service corporations large-
ly independent of State parliaments
and municipal councils.

FLEMISH VS. FRENCH IN BELGIUM

To the Editor of Cxirrent History:

Under the caption " Belgium's Two Lan-
guages," in your January issue, you state

that Flemish is the second national lan-

guage. Permit me to state that the census

of 1910, as reported in the Statesman's

Year Book for 1921, does not confirm your
statement. On pages 690-691 Belgium's

population is placed at 7,423,784, of whom
3,220,662 spoke Flemish only, 2,833,334

.'^poke French only, and 871,288 spoke both

French and Flemish—the Flemish outnum-

•bering the French by several hundred thou-

sands. THOMAS J. BRYANT.
Neic York, Jan. 2, 1922.

[The phrase quoted was used with no implica-

tion of inferiority as regards distribution ; It

was meant simply to convey the fact that,

besides French—hitherto the official lan-

guage—Belgium had another language, viz..

Flemish, spoken predominantly in the regions
described.—'Editor.]



A glimpse of the beautiful new town of St. Quentin, rebuilt by a railroad company, with the
artistic well in the foreground and some of the men who are doing the work

THE RESURRECTION OF
DEVASTATED FRANCE

By Jacob L. Crane Jr.
<"ity IMaii Knginecr, Cain)>ridf;c, M;jss.

Progress in the vital problem of rebuilding the homes of five

million people—Struggle for life on farms torn by shells and

denuded of orchards— Tergnier''s thousands of new houses

NOT even five years of war could
break the miraculous courage
of the French people in the war

zone. During the three desolate

years since the war ended they have
carried on bravely in the bitter strug-
gle for life. The enemy, poverty, has
been pitiless in this last battle, fought
silently on the barren land which had
been farms, and in the jobless towns
of wrecked factories. Impelled by
love for their own home land, a love

which seemed not to diminish even
though the homes themselves were
destroyed, these four million stricken
people, inarticulate and patient, hung
on in desperation and hope.
But even with all their courage

they could not have persisted in the
struggle except for the measure of

agricultural and industrial rehabilita-

tion accomplished during the first two
years of peace. Nor could they have
existed except for the temporary
housing, meagre as it was, erected by
the Government to shelter the most
helpless ones.

The vast problem facing the French
Government when the war ended may
be estimated from the official figures

issued by the Ministry of Reconstruc-
tion. In 1914 there were 4,700,000
inhabitants in the invaded zone. Dur-
ing the war 2,700,000 abandoned their

homes to enter the army or to be-

come refugees in other pails of
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France, leaving in the devastated re-

gion less than half the former pop-

ulation—a dismal, .poverty-stricken

remnant. When the war was over,

the first task of the Government was
to review and tabulate the damage
done to factories, farms, and homes.

In the .industrial field practically

every factory was partially disman-

tled or entirely destroyed. The coal

mines had been the particular object

of destruction, for the Germans real-

ized that on them the economic vital-

ity of France depended in a large

measure. All told, 220 mining opera-

tions were rendered useless. They

were flooded, dynamited, filled with

waste materials, or set on fire. Their

rehabilitation has been especially dif-

ficult and slow. The French estimate

that these mines cannot be brought

up to pre-war production before 1930,

and on this calculation base their

claim to German coal during the in-

tervening years. In other important

industries of the invaded district the

degree of destruction ranged from
60 to 100 per cent. For example, the

important sulphuric acid industry

was 80 per cent, damaged, the sugar

mills 90 per cent., iron foundries 80

per cent., and the textile mills were
from 60 to 100 per cent, destroyed.

Five thousand factories had been laid

waste, and the entire vital productive

capacity of the region reduced to a

pitifully low figure.

Likewise agriculturally the north

of France was reduced to a shadow
of its normal productiveness. Four
and a half million acres of land lay

barren when the smoke cleared away
—torn by shell holes, some so big that

they had to be fenced off to keep
stock from falling in; traversed by
trenches, filled with shell, grenades,

and all sorts of war refuse ; wild and
noxious weeds had sprung up, and in

other places the soil was washed
away. Orchards had been cut, barns
destroyed, and equipment confiscated

or wrecked. The land had to be
leveled, cleaned thoroughly, and re-

worked foot by foot; thousands of

farm buildings had to be rebuilt, tens

of thousands of pieces of equipment
replaced.

Grappling With the Problem

The great problem of reconstruc-
tion in this country of desolation had
two main aspects. In the first place
all the people of France are dependent
in an important degree upon the pro-
duction of the farms, factories and
coal mines of the North. It. was
necessary to repair the damage as
rapidly as possible, for the welfare
of all France. And secondly, a mil-
lion people who had remained in the
invaded territory were destitute be-
cause there was no work and no in-

come for them, and, moreover, some
2,500,000 refugees were clamoring to

return to their home communities,
and indeed they did return long before
there was cleared land or factory
work to support them. Most pitiful

of all, neither those who had remained
nor the returned refugees had houses
to live in. In a hundred towns not
a single building remained standing.
Here and there staggered gaunt walls,

but for the most part only a dismal
level of heaped brick and debris lined

the partially cleared streets. All

told, 2,600 towns were damaged, 300,-
000 houses were destroyed and 3^0,-
000 injured! Even if the farms and
factories could be re-established, how
could the people be provided with
houses? How could these twenty-six
hundred damaged towns and villages

be rebuilt and their social life re-

stored so that the workers and their
families could again take up some-
thing approaching a normal life?

The problems were gigantic, but
they were attacked boldly. For the
restoration of Northern France the
nation voted to pay all costs out of
the State Treasury, which could be
reimbursed with the German repara-
tion payments when they were col-

lected. Unfortunately, voting the
money did not produce it. The funds
which could be diverted to reconstruc-
tion from all possible sources were
still meagre, and it was necessary to
decide which of the reconstruction de-
mands should first be met. A primary
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consideration was that the people had
to have work, and the country needed
badly the products of their work;
housing could wait. So railroad, in-

dustrial and agricultural reconstruc-

tion got the first money. Work was
iDegun before the armistice was
signed, on the heels of the northward-
moving armies. And by the end of

1920 4,000,000 acres of farm land out

of 4,500,000 which had been laid

waste were cleared, and 3,000,000

acres placed again under cultivation.

The industrial restoration was almost
as rapid, so that now the industries,

except for the coal mines, are back
to 80 per cent, of their pre-war ca-

pacity. Four thousand establish-

ments have been reconstructed.

Thirty-five hundred miles of de-

stroyed railroad are back in opera-
tion. Five hundred bridges, twelve
tunnels, nearly six hundred stations

and warehouses, and two thousand
miles of telegraph were rebuilt on
the railroad lines. Four hundred
miles of canals have been repaired.

All this, an enterprise comparable
in magnitude only to the war itself,

took a vast amount of money, and
when the rehabilitation had reached
this point, the available funds were
exhausted, Government support
ceased, and the whole reconstruction

project slumped. This slump came
before any house construction had
been undertaken, except for a few
temporary houses. In the meantime
1,500,000 refugees had returned.

Four-fifths of the pre-war. popula-
tion is now there, employed in pro-

ducing farm and factory goods
which the rest of France needs crit-

ically. At least a third of them, a
million people, are up to this moment
living in dismal hovels built of refuse
brick, of cast-off ammunition cases,

or even of canvas. A number of
towns are still a dead-level of wreck-
age where the houses stood, the lit-

tle orchards are only shattered,

stumps, and the former gardens are
humpy, weedy fields with scraps of.

shell and all sorts of war debris
sticking out of the torn earth. No
wonder the psychology of depression
is taking hold of some of these
people. Tourists going north from
Parfs may not guess the conditions
in the completely destroyed places if

they see only Rheims, Chateau-
Thierry, and similar towns and do
not see Saint Quentin, Tergnier,
Moutdidier, Albert and a few dozen
others where the wreckage of Ihe
old towns has not even been cleared
away.

Tergnier, France, as the v/ar left it, a heap of pulverized ruins. The miracle of reconstruction

accomplished near these ruins is shown on tlie opposite page
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Progress in House Building

Various emergency schemes have
been proposed to remedy the deplor-

able living conditions in the unre-

stored communities, and although
some of them have been tried out,

none has proved generally successful.

The intense provincialism or patriot-

ism of the Frenchman will not let

him use German-built houses offered
in lieu of deferred reparation pay-
ments.*. The newly legalized co-

operative building plan is not readily

taken up by the individualist of
North France, although an appre-
ciable number of houses, both tem-
porary and permanent, have been

*An Amiens correspondent of the Paris Temps
wrote on Dec. 12, 1921. tliat the whole Somme
Valley was in passionate debate over the Wies-
baden agreement, under which the French Gov-
ernment had agreed to accept reparation in
kind from -Germany, including the services of
German labor associations in rebuilding French
homes. When It came to the actual test of let-

ting German workmen reconstruct Chaulnes
and a dozen other towns in that neighborhood,
French sentiment could not bear it. The Gov-
ernment had taken a popular vote on the sub-
ject last Summer, and 86 per cent, of the people
had cast their ballots in favor of the plan, tout

in December, when the Prefect again put It to
a vote, only 49 per cent, favored it. The other
51 per cent, decided against co-operating on
equal terms with the men who three years ago
were ravishing this same countryside. The Min-
ister of Devastated Regions is thus compelled to
find a new method for handling the reconstruc-
tion work in that part of Picardy.—Editor.

constructed by co-operative so-

cieties.f. Municipal rebuilding is

slow and uncertain in these disor-
ganized communities. Only a few
cities have been able to float bond
issues and to start to build houses.
Of course, the national reparations
law provides that each property
owner who rebuilds shall be paid the
full cost of replacement at present
prices. But most of the property
holders have been waiting three
years and still no reparation payment
is forthcoming. It is no wonder that
in face of these adversities a few
people are selling their land and
reparation rights for less than pre-
war values and emigrating. The re-

markable thing is that all but these
few are hanging on with such loyal

persistence for the sake of being in

their own country.

But there are decidedly hopeful
elements in the picture of slow do-

mestic and social reconstruction. One
of these is the movement to make the

tThe Chamber of Deputies last November au-
thorized the Union of Building Societies to float
a loan of 7.50,000,000 francs (normally $150,000.-
900) for building 100,000 cheap dwellings before
1930. The Government guarantees the interest
on the loan. Most of the buildings will be
erected in the devastated regions, but about
one-third* will be put up in villages and towns
near Paris.—Editor.

Panorama of Tergnier as it looks today, a wholly new town, built with all modem comforts,

on farm land near the wreck of the old town
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rebuilt towns better places to live

in than they were before the war.
The most important factor in this

tendency is the national law passed
in 1919 making city planning compul-
sory for every devastated town, as
well as for every town of 10,000 pop-
ulation or over throughout France.
This means that the resurrected com-
munities will perforce have more ef-

ficient street and block plans, better
sanitation, more and better parks and
playgrounds, finer situations for pub-
lic buildings, and, at the same time,

that the old picturesque beauty will

be preserved and enhanced by definite

planning with this in view, instead of
the old haphazard method of growth
or rebuilding. An organization known
as La Renaissance des Cites is help-

ing the devastated towns in their
planning under the new law. These
public-spirited men and women, sup-
ported in their work by contributions
from America, have had a new city

plan drawn for Rheims, have held a
competition for an ideal system of
sanitation for Chauny, have helped in

the plans for hundreds of other com-
munities, and are now financing and
directing the entire reconstruction of

Pinon as an ideal community after
which other towns everywhere in
France may be modeled.

Efficent American Aid

As usual in places of distress, the
Quakers are doing invaluable work.
They have provided a few houses for
the most needy, and have equipped
many poverty-stricken households
with furniture and utensils for
re-beginning life. Similarly, the
American Committee for Devastated
France is doing significant work in

social rehabilitation, directed and
largely carried out by American wo-
men on the ground in the war zone.
This committee, also with American
funds, is supplying agricultural and
domestic equipment, building school-

houses, organizing play centres and
health centres, repairing churches,
and assisting French organizations
for rehabilitation. Their work, while
chiefly in the Department of the
Aisne, will reach far beyond the time
and place of its origin, for it is intro-

ducing into French social organiza-
tion factors which will affect the fu-
ture life of all France. Nothing is

A corner of Tergnler, showing both temporary quarters and permanent new homes. Seven
people are living in the shack at the right, waiting for the houses to be completed
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being forced upon the people ; the ser-

vice of the committee is offered, and
where it is eagerly taken up, as it has
been without important exception,
facilities are offei'ed for going ahead
with the work. The committee has
established a tourist bureau at Laon,
in the geographic centre of the
devastated area, where visitors are
conducted to the sights of reconstruc-
tion and rehabilitation.

One of the more unusual projects
developed by the French is also being
carried out here in the Department of
the Aisne. The Marquise de Noailles,

whose chateau near Blerincourt was
the centre of five little villages, all

of which were destroyed, has under-
taken to reconstruct them entirely.

There is consequently a rush to claim
former residence in these towns, and
an enthusiastic co-operative organi-
zation has been developed for helping
in the work. American students of
engineering, architecture and land-
scape architecture have also been
working during the past few Sum-
mers, under the direction of the
French Government, at Rheims, Sois-

sons and other places.

Most of this work, however, is the

planning of reconstruction. The
actual building of homes on a large
scale has been done so far only by
industries and by the Railway of the
North. At Dourges a coal company
has built an efficient, pleasant work-
men's town, and in scattered commu-
nities over Northern France groups
of houses built by employers are be-
ginning to appear. But the projects
of the Northern Railway are the larg-

est rehousing enterprises now under
construction. This railway, although
one of the shortest in point of mile-

age, is the largest in France in the
amount of traffic carried. It was re-

built directly after the armistice,

but it was of little use until it had
arranged for adequate housing for
its workmen at the places where the
main shops were located. So far the
company has completed or has under
construction 11,000 houses in twenty-
six communities. The largest project
is at Tergnier, where nearly 1,500
houses are being built. The old town,
a level of ruins, has been left behind,
and in an open field a fine new vil-

lage is now nearly completed. Care-
fully planned houses, lots and streets,

public water supply and sewerage,

Tasteful homes In the resurrected French village of Dourge, built by a coal company for its

employes near the ruins left by German shells
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baths, gardens and playgrounds, a
little park, cleanliness and airiness,

distinguish this new town from the
old type of French community. And
its possibilities for picturesque beau-

ty, far from being destroyed, are at

many points increased by the care-

fully studied planning. The company
is renting these houses so cheaply
that it will receive less than 3 per
cent, net on its investment. The work
had to be done ; it is inspiring to see

it being done so well.

To be sure, these projects are
merely the start of the tremendous
task of permanent rehousing, which
has lagged so far behind the rehabil-

itation of farms and industries. The
Disarmament Conference in Wash-
ington may have an important bear-

ing on this work, if it makes it pos-
sible for France to divert battleship
appropriations to the building of
homes. The significant thing about
the work done so far is its tendency
toward better standards in French
domestic and community life. The
people who lived here before the war
can never have their old places back,
but their children will live in com-
munities far better than the old ones.
And slowly, but with the certainty of
slow-growing things, the old air of
peace and charm is returning to these
stricken towns; even the foliage and
greenery are reviving. In a hundred
years the marks of the war will be
gone, and from the destruction will

have risen a new and more livable
F'rance.

A DEFENSE OF RUMANIA
By I. I. ScHiopuL

Formerly r>eputy to the flumanian National Assembly

To the Editor of Current History:

Your magazine for December prints a

letter from a Bulgarian contributor, who
attacks Rumania on several questions, and
very unjustly, I think. He forgets that for

many long years Rumania has been the

asylum for all Bulgarians fleeing from
political persecution in their own country.

Many Bulgarian statesmen have earned

their living in Rumania, and many of Bul-

garia's best known scholars received their

education at the University of Bucharest.

The " Ode to the Rumanian Army,"
quoted by your correspondent, together with

the marginal note saying that " at Orhany

the Rumanian soldiers fled at the firing of

a single rifle," would seem to imply that

Ruma'nian soldiers are cowards. If this is

the intention, it would be a mean insult to

the memory of those many thousands of

Rumanian soldiers who, in 1878, lost their

lives at Plevna, in Bulgaria, fighting

against the Tui'ks for the freedom of your
correspondent's country. The memory of

those Rumanian dead, buried in Bulgarian
soil, ought to be sacred to all, especially to

the Bulgarian. Hatred has never been a

good adviser.

ifiO West Fifty-seventh Street, Xcw York, Dec.
li, 1021.

THE CENTENARY OF AMPERE
THE centenary of the memorable discov-

eries of the French physicist, Andre

Marie Ampere (bom 1775—died 1836), was
celebrated at the Sorbonne in Paris on Nov.

25, 1921. Before President Millerand, M.

Le Trocquer, Minister of Public works; M.

Paul Appell, rector of the University of

Paris, and a large assemblage of the most

eminent scientific men of France, an ad-

dress of eulogy of the great exponent of the

science of electrodynamics was delivered by
M. Daniel Berthelot. Other addresses were

delivered, notably by M. Appell, who said

in part:

It is fitting that our country, lover of truth

and humanity, should celebrate men such as

Ampere, who have created a whole new w'orld

in the field of science, who have opened a new
era in the development of humanity, and whose
glory contributes to the prestige of France
among the civilized nations of the earth.



THE NEW DEMOCRACIES
OF EUROPE
By Raymond Leslie Buell

Procter Fellow of Polities, Graduate College, Princeton Vniversity

A comparative study of four new Constitutions of European

StateSy revealing a significant effort to avoidfaults of the A7nerican

system—Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia

ASHORT time ago the President
of a great American university

declared publicly that the

United States had contributed a form
of government to the world which
every European nation—wearied with
continental inventions—would soon
be forced to adopt; but little will be
found in the Constitutions adopted by
European countries since the war to

justify this patriotic prophecy. Al-

though Germany, Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia and Jugoslavia have adopted
Constitutions, none of them follows

the American type of Presidential
government.

It is true that three out of the four

nations to adopt new governments
have provided themselves with a
President. In Germany he is elected

by the peopk ; in Poland and Czecho-
slovakia by legislative bodies. The
type, however, is not American, but
French. None of these Chief Execu-
tives possesses the vast powers of

President Harding; on the contrary,

they exercise little more authority

than Alexandre Millerand of France.
Ministers must countersign the acts

of these Presidents and of the King
in Jugoslavia. The Ministers, in turn,

are responsible to the legislative

body, which may at any time drive
them out of office by an adverse vote.

The President or the King, therefore,

can do nothing without the assent of

a Cabinet intimately controlled by a
Parliament which represents the peo-
ple. The legislative power supervises
the execution of laws as a board of

directors controls the management of
a corporation.

These new Constitutions are demo-
cratic not only because they assure
the constant control of the Govern-
ment by popular means, but also be-

cause they provide for the widest
possible suffrage. In Germany every
man and woman over the age of 20
may vote. In Poland and Jugoslavia
the age is 21. In Czechoslovakia
every citizen may vote for members
of the Chamber of Deputies at the
age of 21 and for the Senate at the
age of 26. In all these countries,
with the possible exception of Jugo-
slavia, women are given the right to

vote. In all provision is made for the
representation of minorities, or pro-
portional representation.

" Group " Representation

Guild Socialists and others who ad-

vocate that geographic representation

be displaced by the representation of

interests, or " functions," will find

little to encourage them in these new
Constitutions. All four Governments
have retained the geographic district

as the basis of representation, and
have not adopted that of the trade
union, professional group, or Cham-
ber of Commerce. None of these Gov-
ernments has provided itself with a
legislative body composed of indus-

trial interests per se. The German
National Council is composed of rep-
resentatives of States; the Polish
Senate, of Voyevodships, or local self-
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governing districts; the Czech Sen-

ate, of the same constituencies as the

Chamber of Deputies, the Senate hav-

ing only one-half the number of mem-
bers possessed by the lower house.

An effort was made in the Gei-man
Constituent Assembly to secure the

adoption of a professional Parliament
(Kammer der Arbeit), composed of

representatives of producers, whether
employers or employed. This Parlia-

ment was to constitute a second cham-
ber, sitting side by side with a po-

litical chamber. It was proposed to

give it power to veto all legislation,

whatever its nature, passed by the
political assembly. Its veto could be
overcome only by the passage by the
political Parliament of the measure
under discussion in three successive

years. The professional Parliament
was to have power to invoke the ref-

erendum against a law thus passed
by the political Parliament; it was
also competent to initiate legislation

of a purely economic character.

.The advocates of this professional

second chamber were not strong
enough, however, to overcome the ob-

jections raised against it. As a re-

sult, the theory of functional repre-
sentation was recognized only par-

tially by the creation of a National
Economic Council, composed of rep-

resentatives of employers and work-
ers. But the powers of this body are
largely advisory. The Government
must submit to this council draft laws
of an economic nature. The council

has the right itself to propose such
laws, and even to introduce them to

the Reichstag against the will of the
Government. But the council is

given no legislative power.

The Polish Constitution also pro-
vides for a system of " economic self-

government for the individual fields

of economic life." A Supreme Eco-
nomic Council, composed of represen-
tatives of the Chambers of Agricul-
ture, Commerce, Industry, &c., and
of labor organizations, in co-opera-
tion with the Government authorities,

is to direct the economic life of the
country, as limited by law. Provision
for an Economic Council is also made

in the Constitution of Jugoslavia.
These functional bodies fall far
short of the ideal of this type of re-

formers. Doubtless the objections to

a Government of interests are well
founded, as even such a critic of our
present system as Graham Wallas, in
" Our Social Heritage," has been
forced to point out. Yet it is to be
regretted that none of the new Gov-
ernments of Europe—with the excep-
tion, possibly, of Soviet Russia—has
attempted to try the experiment. The
value and the shortcomings of such
an innovation cannot be determined
by reason alone. Experience is a bet-

ter teacher than logic.

Lower House Rule

In fact, the whole idea of a second
chamber, equal in strength to the
lower body, has found little favor i.

the countries which have adopted
new forms of government. Jugo-
slavia goes to the extent of making
no constitutional provision for a
Senate at all. In each of the other
three Governments, in Germany,
Poland and Czechoslovakia, though
provision is made for a Senate,
this body does not represent social

or material privilege, but geographic
divisions, such as the State of

Voyevodship. Neither does it pos-
sess the same legislative power as the
lower chamber.

According to the Constitution of
Czechoslovakia, the Senate may in-

troduce legislation equally with the

Chamber, except in the case of

army and budget bills. But by
a three-fifths majority the Cham-
ber may pass legislation of which
the Senate does not approve. In
Poland every bill passed by the
Sejm (or lower house) must be
submitted to the Senate for considera-
tion. If within thirty days the Senate
offers no objection to the bill, it be-

comes law. If it amends the bill, it

is returned to the Sejm. The Consti-

tution is silent in regard to cases

where the Sejm refuses to accept the

amendments of the Senate, but it is

implied that the Sejm's decision in

such a case is supreme. In Germany,
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the National Council (Reichsrat) has

the right to veto laws passed by the

lower house (Reichstag). If the lat-

ter body refuses to acquiesce, the

President of the republic within three

months may refer the bill to a

referendum, by which the people will

decide on the adoption of the disputed

legislation. But if the President does

not order such a referendum, and if

the Reichstag overrides the protest

of the National Council by a two-

thirds majority, the billl becomes
law.

The use of the referendum itself in

the German Constitution is another

democratic provision. It may be used

to recall the President before the ex-

piration of his seven-year term of

office. It may be invoked in such a

case by a two-thirds vote of the

Reichstag. Also the President may
refer any law passed by the Reichstag

to the people within one month.
Furthermore, a referendum may be

invoked if one-tenth of the qualified

voters petition for the enactment of

a specified law. However, if the

Reichstag enacts the law desired, the

referendum does not take place.

Finally, in cases of deadlocks between
the National Council and the Reichs-

tag, the President may order the

issue referred to the people. The
referendum is also authorized in the

Czechoslovak Constitution.

The referendum is an advance over

the special election v/hich is supposed
to occur under a parliamentary gov-
ernment to decide an issue between
the Prime Minister and the Legisla-

tive Assembly. In the case of a spe-

cial election a thousand considera-

tions will lead a voter to cast his lot

for or against the Government in

power—he maj/ even lose sight of the
issue upon v/hich the election is held.

But in the case of the referendum, the
voter has only to pass on the merits
of the particular issue. Consequently,
the popular will is more intelligently

determined, and Parliament does not
run the risk of being unseated. At
the same time there is no danger that
a Ministry opposed to the majority in

the Reichstag will be maintained in
power, for the Constitution declares

that the Chancellor and other Minis-
ters must resign as soon as the
Reichstag—and not the Federal
Council—withholds its confidence.

Standing Committees

The theory of popular control,

under a parliamentary form of gov-
ernment, is usually contradicted by
the complete freedom of a Ministry
when Parliament is not in session.

For example, in France Parliament
cannot be in session more than five

months out of the yeax if the Presi-

dent wishes to dissolve it. During
the intervals, the Government Minis-

ters carry on the activities of govern-
ment subject to no parliamentary
supervision. To overcome this de-

fect, three new Constitutions have
adopted a device of far-reaching im-
portance. This is the standing par-
liamentary committee, which con-

tinues in session when Parliament
is adjourned, to survey the activities

of the Government. In Czechoslova-
kia, this committee is known as the
Committee of Twenty-four, composed
of sixteen members chosen by the
Chamber of Deputies and eight by
the Senate, from their own member-
ship. This committee has power to

act on all matters of immediate
urgency. It is competent to deal with
all matters falling within the legisla-

tive and administrative powers of

Parliament, except electing the Presi-

dent, amending the Constitution,
levying perm.anent taxes or increas-

ing military duties, and declaring
v/ar.

In Germany a provision is also

made for a similar permanent com-
mittee, known as the Committee for
Outside Affairs. Its activity is to be
carried on " outside of the session

and after the close of the election

period until the reconvention of the
new Reichstag."

The problem of racial minorities
in these new States carved out of a
Balkanized Europe has been difficult

to solve. The Allies forced minority
treaties on most of these States,
guaranteeing a certain number of
civil rights to minorities who other-
wise would probably be oppressed.
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But it is natural to believe that the
most effective way of giving minori-
ties a share in government and keep-
ing them content would be by a Fed-

eral system of government in which
local units would be sovereign in mat-
ters of local interest. But, very
strangely,neither Poland, nor Czecho-
slovakia nor Jugoslavia has adopted
the Federal form of government. In

fact, the legislative powers of Bo-
hemia, Moravia and Silesia have been
suppressed by the Constitution of
Czechoslovakia. Special laws, how-
ever, will organize local self-govern-
ing bodies.

Measure of Decentralization

All these States are attempting to

avoid the evils of an over-centralized
" unitary " Government, not by
Federalism, but by the system of de-
centralization. Poland is divided up
into Voyevodships, districts, and
urban and rural communes. Each of
these units may elect a council, and
administration is placed in the hands
of locally elected boards upon which
representatives of the Central Gov-
ernment also sit. Through Superior
Self-Government boards, the central
authorities supervise all local activi-

ties.

In Jugoslavia a very strong minor-
ity favored a Federal type of govern-
ment. This would have permitted the
entrance of Bulgaria, who asked such
a union; but that idea was defeated.
Instead, an elaborate system of
regionalism was devised. These
regions are to be defined by law ac-

cording to economic and geographic
delimitations. A region cannot con-
tain more than 800,000 inhabitants.
A High Governor (Joupan), ap-
pointed by the King, is placed at the
head of each region and administers
its affairs. At the same time a
Regional Assembly is to have juris-
diction over such subjects as the fi-

nances, budget, public works, econo-
mic development, public health, social
welfare and communication systems
of the region. The High Governor
has the right to veto any decision of
the self-governing bodies which do

not accord with the Constitution or
national laws. His veto is subject to
review by the Council of State, the
supreme administrative tribunal of

the kingdom. By such a system, long

advocated in France, the advantages
of self-government may possibly be
reconciled with the necessity of na-

tional unity—which is of supreme
importance to these new nations be-

cause of disruptive racial elements
within and bitterly hostile foes with-
out.

Likewise in Germany, federalism
is giving way to a more unified State.

The Imperial German Empire was
marked by the hegemony of Prussia,

which provided the Emperor with a
King and Chancellor, and which con-

trolled seventeen out of the fifty-

eight votes in the Bundesrat, or Fed-
eral Council—a number sufficient to

defeat any constitutional amendment
or any law in regard to the army,
navy, or taxation. However, Bis*

marck realized the great difficulty of

uniting States which differed so

widely in interests as did Prussia and
Bavaria. Consequently, he purchased
the acquiescence of the twenty-four
other States of the Federation by
leaving to them many powers of gov-
ernment which in other federalisms
are vested in the central authorities.

The Federal Government was one
strictly of delegated powers. Even
the execution of Federal laws was
left, for the most part, in the hands
of State officers, an experiment
which was tried in America under
the Articles of Confederation, and
which ignominiously failed. Furthei-
more, the German States were per-

mitted to maintain their own army
contingents, as well as diplomatic
legations abroad. Prussian hegemony
and State localism were the earmarks
of the old empire.

Prussia's Loss of Power

All this has now been changed.
First, Prussia has lost, or soon will

lose, its former influence. Professor
Schucking declared recently in the
National Assembly that " until 1867
Prussia has been against the empire

;
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from 1867 to 1918 Prussia has
been above the empire; hence-
forth the empire must be above
Prussia." The new German Con-
stitution paves the way toward this

end, first, by permitting the ter-

ritorial dismemberment of Prussia.
The boundary of any State may now
be modified by a simple Government
law. In case Prussia or any other
State objects to the loss of part of its

territory, theReichstag may even then
disregard its wishes, provided at least
a majority of the total number of
voters in the territory in question
votes to join another State. By vir-

tue of this authority, seven of the re-
publics of Central Germany have
united to form the new State of
Thuringia, while Coburg has voted
to join Bavaria. It is entirely possible
that in the future Prussia also may
lose part of its territory by such a
means.

Prussia has also lost in power be-
cause the Emperor of Germany, who
was Emperor of Prussia, has been de-
throned; and because the great
powers of the old Bundesrat, or Fed-
eral Council,which Prussia controlled,
have been destroyed. Consequently,
Germany has become, and in the
future is likely still more to become,
a nation representing the whole Ger-
maH people. But at the same time
Prussia will long exercise a legiti-
mate preponderance over the repub-
lic, inasmuch as four-sevenths of the
total population of Germany is within
her borders.
As for destroying localism gener-

aWy, the German Constitution has
also done much. The army has been
placed under more strict Federal coji-
trol. The Federal Government has
secured the right to administer State
railways, posts and telegraphs. In
April, 1920, the Government bought
up the State roads and placed them
under Federal control. It has also
obtained control over State finances,
for the States now must live virtually
on subsidies from Berlin. The ad-
ministration of Federal laws is still

vested generally in State officials, but
in cases where the Federal Govern-
ment has the exclusive right of legis-

lation it may provide for the execu-
tion of its laws by Federal agents.
There can be no question of secession,

because the Constitution declares that

Government law transcends State

law, and that if a State does not cany
out the duties laid down by the Con-
stitution or laws, " the President of
the republic may hold it to such ful-

fillment with the aid of armed
power."

Judicial and Other Features

Of the other features of these Con-
stitutions deserving of notice, one of
the most important is the provision
for administrative courts. These
courts, which try cases in which
State authorities are alleged to have
overstepped their power, are estab-

lished in Germany, Poland, Czecho-
slovakia and Jugoslavia.

. Social legislation, especially in re-

gard to agrarian reform, constitutes

a considerable part of the Constitu-
tions ofJugoslavia and Germany. Pro-
visions of this nature were not to be
found in the old Constitutions, which,
for the most part, limited themselves
to questions of political rather than
social science.

Religion has also proved in some
States a difficult problem to solve.

Only one of these States has set up
an official religion. In Poland, Roman
Catholicism occupies " the chief posi-

tion among enfranchised religions "

;

but religious freedom is guaranteed
within the limits of public order and
morality. While only one State has
thus set up a State religion, two
States have disestablished such a re-

lationship. In Germany no State
Church is recognized, but religious

organizations are given complete
independence in administering their
affairs. They also have the right to

tax their members. The former obli-

gation of the Government to share in

theexpenses of the established Church
is no longer recognized. (Likewise in

Russia the Church has been officially

separated from the State.)

In Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia,
both Greek Orthodox and Roman
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Catholic members are found in large

numbers. A State Church was there-

fore impossible. In Jugoslavia the

Constitution provides for religious

liberty. Faiths obliged to communi-
cate with a religious head outside of

the State are permitted to do so, sub-

ject to the limitations of law. The
Constitution does not prevent the

financial support of religions by the

State, but it does say that in case such
support is given, it must be divided

between the different recognized
faiths according to the number of

their members and needs. In Czecho-
slovakia the Constitution provides for

the equality of all religions before the
law and for religious freedom. No
one can be compelled to participate
in a religious ceremony.
Such are the outstanding features

of the new Constitutions of Europe.
They are the product of an earnest
effort to provide these countries with

a form of government that will em-
body the best in political thought and
that will reflect the popular will.

None of these new Constitutions fol-

lows the American system of gov-
ernment. This should indeed be a

subject of concern, because the !•

jection of the presidential type mu>
be due to some deep-laid objections to

the manner in which it operates. In
formulating their own systems, the
new democracies of Europe have
called attention unconsciously to the

defects of our Federal system: the
inefficiency and irresponsibility of

those who enforce the law; the dead-
locks between executive and legisla-

tive power; the overshadowing in-

fluence of the Senate. These charac-
teristics deserve the serious attention
of every American who does not wish
his country to lag behind the nations
of Europe in providing itself with a
system of government worthy of the
people it is designed to represent.

FRANCE AND THE ARMENIANS I
To the Editor of Current History:

Anent the treaty recently concluded be-

tween the French Government and the

Turkish Nationalists, and the consequent

withdrawal of the French army of occupa-

tion from Cilicia, Premier Briand, in a let-

ter addressed to the President of the Ar-

menian National Delegation in Paris, states

that Armenians fleeing from Cilicia are

given permission by the French to take

refuge temporarily in Syria, the British

having refused to admit them i'nto Pales-

tine, Egypt, or Cyprus.

This the Premier cites as evidence of

French generosity. Ostensibly he ignores

the fact that this same Franco-Turkish

Treaty, made in violation of tho inter-

allied agreement, left the Armenians no

alternative between subjection to their

ancient persecutors (which meant probable

annihilation) and flight from their home-

land.

Cable messages from Cilicia state that

the passport stations are suri-ounded by im-

mense crowds of Armenian men, women and

children. These refugees have either aban-

doned their property or sold it for a song,

and are waiting in the open, day after day,

in the hope of securing permission to leave.

The scenes of panic and misery recall the

tragic days during the deportations of 1915.

ARMENIAN NATIONAL UNION OF
AMERICA.

^1 Old South Building, Boston, Mass., Jan. s.
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BULGARIA'S TREACHERY
By Captain G. Gordon-Smith

To the Editor of Current History:

In addition to those contributors in pre-

ceding numbers of CURRENT History, Bul-

iiaria, in your issue of December last, Js

fortunate enough to find no fewer than

three more defenders. These writers per-

sist in denying Bulgaria's treachery, both

in 1913 and 1915. One of them declares

that in 1915 " Bulgaria was a free and In-

dependent State, free to act as she chose."

This is an argument which nobody can

gainsay, provided always that Bulgaria is

willing to abide by the consequences of her

choice. What is irritating is that, having

taken the German side and opposed the

Allies and the United States, she expects

that, because she was beaten, a sponge will

be passed over the slate and that we will

forget and forgive. She should remember

that the first condition of the absolution

of sins is sincere repentance.

Of this repentance I can discover no

trace. On the contrary, all that one finds

is a denial of guilt. Bulgaria tries to pose

as a victim, not a criminal. One of your

Bulgarian contributors declares that in

1913 " Bulgaria was at war with her for-

mer allies, trying to make them observe the

sanctity of their treaties." When one reads

&uch a statement in connection with Bul-

garia one asks one's self if one is dreaming.

I know nothing more extraordinary in

the domain of history than the continual

attempts made by Bulgarian writers to

deny the treachery of that State, both in

1913 and 1915. If any doubt whatever ex-

isted as to the guilt of Bulgarian states-

men, this denial might be comprehensible.

But as this can be proved up to the hilt by
means of official documents, most of them
Bulgarian, these continual denials by Bul-

garian contributors make it almost a duty

to lay at least the list of these documents
before its readers and once for all destroy

the legend of Bulgaria's innocence.

As it is impossible in the short space at

my disposal to cite these documents in ex-

ten so, I will have to give them in the

shortest possible summary and indicate

their source, so that any students interested

in this phase of European history can con-

sult the documents themselves.

The point of departure is naturally the

treaties of friendship and alliance entered

into between the Balkan States. That be-

tween Serbia and Bulgaria was signed at

Sofia on Feb. 29, 1912, and was completed

by a secret annexe, signed the same day, a
military convention (signed at Varna, June
19, 1912,) and two agreements between the

General Staffs (signed at Sofia, Sept. 15,

1912).

The first mentioned treaty and secret

annexe provided for the division of the

Turkish territory captured in case of vic-

tory. It further provided that in case of

disagreement both powers would accept the

arbitration of the Czar of Russia.

A second treaty, in similar terms, was
signed at Sofia on May 12, 1912, by Bul-

garia and Greece and completed by a mili-

tary convention signed at Sofia Sept. 22,

1912.

After the victory over Turkey, Bulgaria

began putting forward exaggerated claims

to territory. They were resisted by Serbia

and Greece and these Governments, in ac-

cordance with the terms of the treaty, pro-

posed that the controversy be submitted to

the Czar for his arbitration. Reports of

this attitude on the part of Bulgaria

reached Petrograd and led M. Sazonoff to

address a stern warning to Bulgaria, in-

forming her that she could not count on the

oid or sympathy of Russia if she failed to

keep her treaty engagements. (Dispatch

dated Petrograd, April 28, 1913. " Collec-

tion of Diplomatic Documents (Russian)

Concerning Events in the Balkan Pe-

ninsula," No. 155, pp. 107 and 108.)

That there was good reason for this

warning is proved by the fact that on April

4, 1913, a Bulgarian Ministerial Council

had determined to negotiate secretly with

Turkey for a separate peace and, leaving

in Thrace only the effectives strictly neces-

sary for its defense, to attack, with the rest

of the army, their Serbian and Greek allies.

{" The Truth About the Catastrophe," by
General Savoff, Bulgarian Commander in
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Chief, published in the Dnevnik, No. 42iy,

June 12, 1914. J

On April 21, 1913, a telegram was sent

by M. Guechkoff, the Premier, to General

Savoff, asking how long it would take to

concentrate the Bulgarian armies against

Serbia and Greece. (Telegram No. 974, in

Bulgarian Foreign Office Archives.) The

reply by General Savof (April 23) indi-

cated that from twenty-five to thirty-five

days were necessary. (Telegram No. 3779.)

That this idea of a treacherous attack

on Serbia and Greece had long been ger-

minating in the Bulgarian mind is proved

by a letter from General Savoff, dated as

far back as March 8 and addressed to King

Ferdinand, in which Savoff openly advo-

cated a secret peace with Turkey and an

attack on Serbia and Greece. (" Diary of

General Savoff," published by the Dnevnik

(No. 4219), June 12, 1914.)

The King replied by telegraph the same

day, promising to take up the question of

an attack on Greece and Serbia, but only

after the capture of Adrianople, for which

the Bulgarians had need of the support of

tlie Serbian heavy artillery.

The ever-growing anxiety as to Bul-

garia's attitude led the Russian Govern-

ment to propose a general demobilization of

the armies of the Balkan States. To this

M. Pashitch, the Serbian Premier, at once

consented. (Dispatch from M. Hartwig,

Russian Minister at Belgrade. See " Col-

lection of Diplomatic Documents (Russian)

Concerning Events in the Balkan Penin-

sula," No. 149, p. 103.)

Though pretending to the Russian Gov-

ernment that it was ready to accept the

proposal of demobilization, the Bulgarian

Government really opposed it. (Decision

of a Ministerial Council held on Easter

Tuesday, April 29, 1913.) '-'his council was
attended by Generals Savoff and Fitcheff.

On May 3, . 1913, M. Hartwig, Russian

Minister in Belgrade, telegraphed his Gov-

ernment that M. Pashitch greatly prized the

alliance with Bulgaria and had assured

him that Serbia was ready to undertake a

friendly revision of the treaty. -("Diplo-

matic Documents (Russian) Concerning

Events in the Balkan Peninsula," No. 163,

pp. 113 and 114.)

On May 18 a telegram was sent by Gen-

eral Savoff advocating an immediate at-

tack on the Serbian and Greek armies. The

following day General Savoff sent anothei

telegram to M. Guechkoff. Its text, quoted
from the " Diary of General Savoff,

Dnevnik, No. 4223, June 15, 1914, is as fol-

lows:

War with the Serbs and Greeks is inev-
itable.

Any concessions made to our enfeebled
allies would excite great discontent in the
ranks of our army, and nothing could stifle
it. On the other hand is the question of the
future of our country. One asks one's self,

who will have the hegemony of the Balkan
Peninsula? The moment has come to profit
by the advantages with which our allies

themselves have furnished us in this strug-
gle, and to concentrate on it all our efforts.
A victorious war will settle definitely the
question of the hegemony in our favor. A
year or two from now it will be too late;
Europe itself would oppose it. This is

why, in my opinion, we ought to
make use of all the ruses and all

the means at our disposal to arrive at
an armed conflict with our allies, while
at the same time disclaiming all responsi-
bility for it. When we will have inflicted a
decisive defeat on them we will remove all

possibility on the part of our enemies of
creating in the future obstacles to the re-

alization of our national ideal. According
to my idea, we would commit an irreparable
error if we let slip the favorable oppor-
tunity we now have.
According to information which I posses.-

regarding our future operations, in four
days at the most the Greeks will find them-
selves under the necessity of breaking with
the Serbs and asking for a separate peace
in order to escape defeat. Then our whole
effort can be directed against Serbia. Tht
Serbian Army could not at any point re-

sist a sudden attack by our powerful col-

lumns.
(Signed) Lieutenant General SAVOFF.

Adrianoiile, May 10, 1913.

On May 29 General Savoff declared that

he required thirty days to prepare the at-

tack on Serbia and Greece, and that " he

counted on Bulgarian diplomacy to gain him

this breathing space," so that he might pre-

pare this treacherous attack on Bulgaria's

allies.

When the critical moment came M.

Guechkoff's courage failed him and he re-

signed. M. Daneff became Premier. Events

i«ow began to move rapidly. On June 26

and June 27 urgent orders wore telegraphed

to the commanders of the various Bul-

rrarian aiTnies to attack -Bulgaria's allies all

along the line at midnight on the night of

June 29, 1913. The attack was made with

full force, and the Greeks and Serbians,

being taken completely by surprise by this
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act of treachery, were hurled back to a

great distance from the position they held.

Boiling with indignation at this treach-

trous attack, the Serbs and Greeks coun-

ter-attacked in their turn and with such

success that they completely routed the Bul-

garians. Then Rumania intervened and

marched on Sofia, while Turkey " came

back " in her turn and recaptured Adrian-

ople. Bulgaria was then, as the result of

her treachery;, forced to sign the Treaty of

Bucharest.

Such is the stoi-y of Bulgaria's treason as

told in Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian

State documents. I think it forever dis-

poses of Bulgaria's claim that she was at-

tacked in 1913 by her allies without due
cause.

The Chateau-Thierry, Twentieth and S
Streets, Washington, D. C, Dec. 30, 1921.

MONTENEGRO'S UNION WITH SERBIA
By V. P. BouRiTCH

To the Editor of Cmrent History:

I note that a correspondent in your De-

cember issue serves up afresh the old legend

that the Montenegrins were " subdued by

the tyrannical Jugoslav Government."

The union of Montenegro with Jugoslavia

was the free act of the people. Immediate-

ly after the armistice the elections for the

Grand National Assembly took place in

Montenegro. The Assembly was summoned
j.t Podgoritza on Nov. 26, 1918. On that

memorable date the people of Montenegro
unanimously proclaimed the union witli

Serbia, and, incidentally, with the other

Jugoslav provinces. Ex-King Nicholas and
his dynasty were deposed and accused of

having betrayed and delivered the people

and the army to the enemy. These elec-

tions compare favorably with any previous

\oting uner the reign of Nicholas, whose
specialty in " faking " every election held

in Montenegro before the war is well known
to all acquainted with that country. This

is confirmed by the report of an Inter-

r.llied Commission under Generals Franchet
d'Esprey and Bridges.

The suggestion that the electors were in-

timidated by the Serbian army of occupa-

tion is a mere invention. The forces which,

after the armistice, advanced into Monte-

negro consisted, in addition to some French
detachments, of about 2,000 Jugoslav volun-

teers from America. When the dissolution

of the Austrian Army set in the Monte-
nejBrrin population lost no time in arming it-

self to the teeth. Since then it has remained
ermed, and if the Montenegrins were op-

posed to unity with Serbia, or if they took

up this attitude today, the few battalions

of Serbian soldiers would not be able to re-

main in Montenegro for twenty-four hours;

still less would they be able to exercise any

pressure on the population. But the fact

is that the former high command and
senior officers in Montenegro, including a

brother and a cousin of the Queen of Mon-
tenegro, have without pressure accepted the

fusion of Montenegro in Jugoslavia. The
same applies to all the administrative of-

ficials and the whole people.

Nicholas's hopes were crushed by the re-

sults of the elections for the Constituent

Assembly of Jugoslavia, which were held in

Montenegro on Nov. 28, 1920. These elec-

tions proved disastrous for the ex-King.

The Montenegrins showed once more that

they were firm for the union. Out of

37,000 electors, more than 27,000 voted. Ten
Deputies were elected, of whom four are

Communists, two Democrats, two Repub-
licans, one Radical and one Independent.

The ex-King's party is not represented. The
British Government has its own evidence

that the people of Montenegro freely ex-

pressed their wishes, as British officials

vv-ere present during the elections. And the

fact that the French Government has re-

called its diplomatic and consular repre-

sentatives shows plainly that France was
more than satisfied with the result.

As regards the charges of atrocities com-

mitted by Serbian soldiers, these were in-

vestigated by the British Government, and
the Foreign Office issued a report that the

stories wei'e the work of partisans of the

ex-King and were " sheer inventions."

I.MO Connecticut Avenut, N. W., Washington,

D. C, Jan. .'>, 1922.



MACEDONIA AND THE GREEKS
By Constantine D. Kojouharoff

Member if the Bulgarian Xation:il Historifal and Geograp1ii<;il So< i.ti<'s

To thr Kditor of Cnirtnt History:

The stand taken by certain pro-Greek

contributors to your magazine does not cor-

respond with the facts of the Macedonian

question. These facts may be summarized

as follows:

1. Ethnically, Macedonia, in its geogra-

phical limits, is not a Greek, but a Bul-

garian, province. The Greeks form an in-

significant minority, which holds third place

among the ethnic groups, and consists

mainly of " Greekomans " recruited through

threats and force by Greek propaganda

and the Greek Patriarchate. Greek aspira-

tions to Macedonia are based purely on a

policy of conquest. The Greeks have always

desired the partition of Macedonia, and

opposed autonomy or the principle of self-

determination. Greek terror-rule in Mace-

dtfnia—inhuman persecution of the popula-

tion—has forced large numbers to seek

refuge in Bulgaria, and this was the object

sought by the Greeks. Confirmation of

these statements will be found in H, N.

Bradford's book, "Macedonia: Its Races

and Their Future," pp. 114, 198, 130, 197,

199, and passim ; i-n de Lavely's " Balkan

Peninsula"; in the Report of the Carnegie

Commission on the Balkan Wars (1913, p.

13) ; in Pouquerville's " Voyage dans la

Grece," p. 346; in the Couri'ier d'Orient,

Constantinople, 1878; in the Paris Temps
(No. 15950), and in Lebedev's " Souvenirs

d'un Volontaire Russe." Only lack of space

prevents me from citing other confirma-

tions, including my own personal experi-

ence, of the truth of the propositions above

laid down.

The Greeks, in a systematic m viner, con-

tinue to present the Macedonian question to

the world in a light favorable to their im-

perialism. The Greek dread of revision in

respect to the settlements of Macedonia and

Thrace has forced the Greeks to send a

delegation to Washington, headed by Mr.

Cassavetes, to be an the ground when the

Bulgarian Premier arrives, and has led

them to represent the Macedonians to the

American public as a flock of sheep without

national consciousness.

There was a time when Greece was

modest in her pretension.^. After the first

Balkan war (1912), Venizelos expressed the

desire to reach an understanding with Bul-

garia against Serbia, by which Greece was
to obtain Saloniki with a small hinterland

large enough to protect the city from ai'til-

lery. The Bulgarian Government declined

to consider the proposition and Venizelo.s

concluded a treaty with Serbia against Bul-

garia, providing for the partition of Mace-

donia. In Bucharest (1913), during the

peace negotiations after the Balkan War,
Venizelos declared that he himself was op-

posed to Greek annexation of Seres, Drama
and Cavalla, but that Ki'ng Constantine,

through the Kaiser, insisted upon their an-

nexation.

At the Paris Conference, Venizelos had
changed his policy, and, in placing Greece

under British influence, as a tool of the

latter i'n the Balkans, he gained for Greece

nearly all of Thrace; but he did not have

the courage to state that Greece had any
legitimate claim to these territories. He
expressed himself as follows: "I am al-

ready in a position to take Thrace, as Bul-

garia is no longer dangei-ous."

Greece has always been associated with

a policy of conquest far exceeding her

strength, and her difficult situation today

is the result of an imperialistic .program,

with favorable elementary natural condi-

tions lacking; that program has already

ended in failure and disappointment.

Natural geographic conditions in Asia

Minor foretold Greek failui-e even before

the Treaty 6f Sevres had been enforced.

More success has attended the Greeks i'n

Macedonia and Thrace, but this does not

mean that Greece has permanently acquired

these provinces, no matter what extraor-

dinary measures are used to subdue the

populations. These populations are bitterly

opposed to Greek rule, and, in spite of op-

pression, will .struggle for that autonomy of

Macedonia and Thrace which is the legiti-

mate and permanent solution of the Balkan

question. Until then, the Balkans will re-

main a menace to peace in Europe.
HIS Massachusetts Av., Washington, J). <

Dec. J7, liiSJ.



INDIA'S MOHAMMEDANS
AND TURKEY

By S. B. Dehianian

To the Editor of Current History:

In your Deceinber issue you publislied an

article efntitled " India's Movement Against

British Rule," in which the author—

a

native of India—cited as one of the chief

causes of India's hostile spirit to Great

Britain the dismemberment of the Turkish

Empire by the Allies, and especially by the

British, who are now in possession of Meso-

potamia and Palestine.

Your contributor condemns British poli-

cies in the Near East—that is, i'n Turkey

—

with no basic reason. He fails to consider

that from the beginning of Turkish rule

up to the present, Tui'key has been unable

to govern herself; that she has not safe-

guarded the rights of the minorities in-

habiting her boundaries for the last 600

years ; that she has stood against all modern
civilization by force of arms. Why does

your correspondent ignore the greatest

crime of the war—Turkey's shedding of

innocent blood throughout the Turkish

Empire, from the coast of the Black Sea

to the shores of the Red Sea, from the

Strait of Marmora to the mouths of the

Tigris and Euphrates -divers? The British

Indian soldiers themselves, as they fought

gallantly on the battlefields of Mesopo-

tamia, Palestine a'nd Syria with the vic-

torious British armies, witnessed these

massacres and their results. Does the world

wish to leave the unprotected Christian

minorities in the power of these Turkish

brutes?

I do not question the good faith of the

Mohammedans of India, but I regret to say

that their judgment seems to have been

warped by their sympathy for their co-

religionists in Turkey. This bias makes

them blind to the bloody deeds of Abdul
Hamid in 1895 and to the bloody persecu-

tions of the Christians in 1908 and 1914 by
Abdul's followers, Hamal, Talaat Bey and

Enver Pasha. Nor do they properly weigh

the certainty that, once the Turks have

triumphed over the defenseless Christians,

the last remnants of the Christian race in

Turkey will be butchered in cold blood.

This makes it dear that the Christian world

of the West must refuse all moral support

to the Turkish cause.

Your contributor describes the origin of

the Caliphate, and its qualifications to con-

trol the three former Turkish provinces,

namely, Mesopotamia, Palestine and Syria,

now under the joint control of Great

Britain and France. How can such qualifi-

catio'ns be attributed to a power whose
main aim and ambition has been to loot

and massacre? History shows plainly that

Babylon and Damascus made no progress

under the retrogressive Turkish rule. Tur-

key always stood as a barrier against utiliz-

ing the natural resources of the empire

under modern methods. Instead of serving

the empire, she turtied it into a shambles,

committing crimes of every description on

innocent men, v/omen and children who
were her subjects. It was i'n consequence

of the continuance of these conditions and
the discontent of the provinces mentioned

that Great Britain, acting under the clauses

of the Treaty of Sevres, occupied Mesopo-

tamia and Palestine, in order to give a'n

opportunity to the unfortunate inhabitants

to regain their rights as human beings,

which the Turks had so long denied them,

and for which they had so long and so

vainly strivevi.

Boston University, Dec. 28, 19Z1.



WHAT THE TWENTY-ONE DEMANDS
MEAN TO CHINA

Thomas F. Millard's presentation of the official text of a famous document

side by side with a paraphrase that shows how the treaty might read if it had
been forced upon the United States instead of upon China

THE Japanese delegates at the ai-ms con-

ference have repeatedly stated that the

policy of Japan is in no sense threaten-

ing to China, and is not conceived in a spirit

of aggression upon the territorial integrity

and political autonomy of China. How near-

ly do the famous " Twenty-one Demands "

of 1915 square with that statement?

These demands have never been withdrawn

;

they are still an index to Japan's real atti-

tude. In order to make their meaning clear

to American readers, Thomas F. Millard,

former editor of Millard's Review, Shang-
hai, has paraphrased each article as it might

read if Japan had forced it upon the United

States instead of upon China. This start-

ling paraphrase, side by side with the offi-

cial text of the Twenty-one Demands, is

published in pamphlet form by the Weekly
Review of the Far East, an American
owned and edited magazine issued at

Shanghai in behalf of the economic, politi-

cal and social development of China.

When the war broke out in 1914 the

Japanese military forces—against China's

protest—occupied the territory of the Ger-

man leasehold on Kiao-Chau Bay, in Shan-

tung Province, and extended their control

oves almost the whole area of the province.

This was the situation when, on Jan. 18,

1915, the Japanese Minister at Peking, act-

ing under instructions from his Govern-

ment, privately presented to the Chinese

Government a series of proposals in five

groups and twenty-one articles. The text of

these famous demands, in the official Eng-

lish translation made by the Chinese Gov-

ernment and confirmed officially in various

ways, is given herewith in the left-hand

column, headed " The Real Demands." In

the right-hand column Mr. Millard has

adopted a simple device for making the true

meaning plain to American readers; he has

paraphrased each article, translating it into

terms of American life corresponding with

those of China. The two versions follow:

THE REAL
DEMAXDS.

1.

The Japanese Gov-
e r n m e n t and the

Chinese Government,
being desirous of

maintaining the gener-

al peace in Eastern
Asia and further

strengthening the
friendly relations and
good neighborhood ex-

isting between the two
nations, agree to the

following articles

:

Article 1. The Chi-

nese Government en-

gages to give full as-

sent to all matters
upon which the Japa-
nese Government may
hereafter agree with
the German Govern-
ment relating to the

disposition of all
rights, interests and
concessions which
Germany, by virtue

of treaties or other-

wise, possesses in re-

lation to the Province
of Shantung.

Article 2. The Chi-

nese Government en-

gages that within the

Province of Shantung
and along its coast no
territory or island will

be ceded or leased to

a third power under
any pretext.

AnriCLF. ."?. The Chi-

nese Government con-

sents to Japan build-

ing a railway from
Chefoo or Lungkow
(in Shantung) to join

the Kla-Chau-Tsing-
tau Railway.

THE DEMANDS
PARAPHRASED.

I.

The Japanese Gov-
ernment and the Gov-
ernment of the United
States of America, be-

ing desirous of main-
taining the general

peace in the Pacific

Ocean and further

8 t r e n g t hening the

friendly relations and
good neighborhood ex-

isting between the

two nations, agree to

tlie following articles

:

Article 1. The Gov-
ernment of the United
States of America en-

gages to give full as-

sent to all matters
upon which the Japa-
nese Government may
hereafter agree with

the German Govern-
ment relating to the

disposition of all
rights, interests and
property which Ger-
many, by virtue of

treaties or otherwise,

possesses In relation

to the State of Cali-

fornia.

Article 2. The Amer-
ican Government en-

gages that within the

State of California

and along its coast no

territory or island will

be ceded or leased to a

third power under any
pretext.

Article 3. The Amer-
ican Government con-

sents to Japan build-

ing a railway from a

port in California to

be selected by Japan
to joifi the Southern
Pacific Railway Sys-

tem.
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ARTICLE 4. The Chi-

nese Government en-

gages, in the interest

of traik' and for the

residence of foreign-

ers, to open by herself

as soon as possible

certain important

cities and towns in

the Province of Shan-
tung as commercial
ports. What places

shall be opened is to

be jointly decided (by

Japan and China) in

a separate agreement.

II.

The .Japanese Gov-
arnment and the ('

.1 e s e Government,
since the Chinese Gov-
ernment has always
acknowledged the spe-

cial position enjoyed

by Japan in South
Manchuria and East-

ern Inner Mongolia,

agree to the following

articles

:

Abticle 1, The two
contracting parties
mutually agree that

the term of the lease

of Port Arthur and
Dalny and the term of

the lease of the South
Manchurian Railway
and the Antung-Muk-
den Railway shall be
extended to the period

of 99 years.

Article 2. Japanese
subjects in South Man-
churia and Eastern
Inner Mongolia shall

have the right to lease

or own land required

either for erecting

suitable buildings for

trade and manufac-
ture or for farming.

Article .3. Japanese
subjects shall be free

to reside and travel in

South Manchuria and
Eastern Inner Mon-
golia and to engage in

business of any kind
whatsoever.

Article 4. The Amer-
ican Government en-

gages, in the interest

of trade and for the

residence of foreign-

ers, to open, as soon
as possible, certain

important cities and
towns in the State of

California as commer-
cial ports. What places

shall be opened Is to

be decided in a sepa-

rate agreement.

II.

The Japanese Gov-
ernment and the
American Govern-
ment, since the Ameri-
can Government has
always acknowledged
the special position

enjoyed by Japan in

Alaska and in the

States of Oregon and
Washington, agree to

the following articles

:

Article i. The two
contracting parties
mutually agree that

the term of the lease

to Japan of the Port

of Seattle and of the

Alaskan and Northern
Pacific Railways shall

be extended to the

period of 99 years.

Article 2. Japanese
subjects in the States

of Oregon and Wash-
ington, and Alaska,

shall have the right to

lease or own land re-

quired either for erect-

ing suitable buildings

for trade and manu-
facture or for farm-
ing.

Article .3. Japanese
subjects shall be free

to reside and travel in

the States of Oregon
and Washington, and
Alaska, and to engage
in business of any
kind whatsoever.

Article 4. The Chi-

nese G o V e r n m ent

agrees to grant to

Japanese subjects the

right of opening the

mines in South Man-
churia and Eastern
Inner Mongolia. As
regards what mines
shall be opened, they

shall be decided upon
jointly.

Article 5. The Chi-

nese Government
agrees that in respect

of the (two) cases

mentioned herein be-

low the Japanese Gov-
ernment's consent
shall be first obtained

before action is taken :

(a) Whenever per-

mission is granted to

the subject of a third

power to build a rail-

way or to make a
loan with a third

power for the purpose

of building a railway
in South Manchuria
and Eastern Inner

Mongolia.

(b) Whenever a
loan is to be made
with a third power
pledging the local

taxes of South Man-
churia and Eastern
Inner Mongolia as se-

curity.

Article 6 The Chi-

nese Government
agrees that if the

Chinese Government
employs political,

financial or military

advisers or instructors

in South Manchuria or

Eastern Inner Mon-
golia, the Japanese
Government shall first

be consulted.

Article 7. The Chi-

nese Government agees

that control and man-
agement of the Kirin-

Changchun Railway
shall be handed over

to the Japanese Gov-
ernment for a term of

99 years dating from
the signing of this

agreement.

Article 4. The Amer-
ican Government
agrees to grant to

Japanese subjects the
right of exploitation

of the mineral re-

sources in the States
of Oregon and Wash-
ington and Alaska. As
regai'ds what r e-

sources shall be ex-
ploited, they shall be
decided upon jointly.

Article 5. The Amer-
ican Government
agrees that in respect

of the (two) cases
herein below men-
tioned the Japanese
Government's consent
shall be first obtained
before action is taken:

(a) Whenever per-

mission is granted to

the subject of a third

power to build a rail-

way or to make an
international loan for

the purpose of build-

ing a railway in the

States of Oregon and
W^ashington, and in
Alaska.

(b) Whenevera
loan is to be issued for

International subscrip-

tion pledging the local

taxes of the States of

Oregon and Washing-
ton, or Alaska, as se-

curity.

Article 6. The Amer-
ican Government
agrees that if the

American Government
employs political,

financial or military

advisers or instructors

in Oregon, Washing-
ton, or Alaska, the

Japanese Government
shall first be con-

sulted.

Article 7. The Amer-
ican Government
agrees that control

and management of

the Oregon Short Line

Railway shall be

handed over to the

Japanese Government
for a term of 99 years

dating from the sign-

ing of this agreement.
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III.

The Japanese Gov-
ernment and the Chi-

nese Government, see-

ing that Japanese
financiers and the
Hanyehping Company
have close relations

with each other at

present and desiring

that the common in-

terests of the two na-
tions shall be ad-

vanced, agree to the

following articles:

Article 1. The two
contracting parties
mutually agree that

when the opportune
moment arrives the

Hanyehping Company
shall be made a joint

concern of the two na-

tions and they further

agree that without

the previous consent

of Japan, China shall

not by her own act

dispose of the rights

and property of what-
soever nature of the

said company nor
cause the said com-
pany to dispose freely

of same.

Article 2. The Chi-

nese Government
agrees that all mines
in the neighborhood
of those owned by the

Hanyehping company
shall not be permitted,

without the consent of

the saict company, to

be worked by other

persons outside of the

said company ; , and
further agrees that if

it is desired to carry

out any undertaking
which, it is appre-

hended, may directly

or indirectly affect

thr interests of the

said company, the con-

sent of the said com-
pany shall first be

obtained.

III.

The Japanese Go%--

e r n m e n t and the

American Govern-
ment, seeing that Ja-
panese financiers and
the United States Steel

Corporation and its

associated industries

have close relations

with each other at

present and desiring

that the common inter-

ests of the two na-
tions shall be ad-
vanced, agree to the

following articles

:

Artiilk 1. The two
contracting parties
mutually agree that

when the opportune
moment arrives the

United States Steel

Corporation and its as-

sociated industries

shall be made a joint

concern of tho two
nations and they fur-

ther agree that with-
out the previous con-

sent of Japan the

American Government
shall not by its own
act dispose of the

rights and property of

whatsoever nature of

the said corporation
and its associated in-

dustries, nor permit

the said corporation

to dispose freely of

same.

Article 2. The Amer-
ican Government
agrees that all mines
in the neighborhood of

those owned by the

United States Steel

Corporation and its

associated industries

shall not be permitted,

without the consent of

the said corporation,

to be worked by other

persons outside of the

said corporation ; and
the American Govern-
ment further agrees

that if it is desired to

carry out any under-
taking which, it is ap-

prehended, may direct-

ly or indirectly affect

the interests of the

said corporatioh, the

consent of the said

corporation shall first

be obtained.

IV.

The Japanese Gov-
ernment and the Chi-

nese Government, with
the object of effec-

tively preserving the

territorial integrity of

China, agree to the

following special ar-

ticle :

The Chinese Govern-
ment engages not to

cede or to lease to a
third power any nar-

bor or bay or island

along the coast of

China.

Article 1. The Chi-

nese Central Govern-
ment shall employ in-

fluential Japanese as

advisers in political,

financial and military

affair.".

Article 2. Japanese
h o s pitals, churches
and schools in the in-

terior of China shall

be granted the right

of owning land.

Article 3. Inasmuch
as the Japanese Gov-
ernment and the Chi-

nese Government have
had many cases of

dispute between Jap-
anese and Chinese to

settle, cases which
caused no little mis-

understanding. It is

for this reason neces-

sary that the police

departments of im-

portant places (in

China) shall be jointly

administer ed by
Japanese and Chinese,

or that the police de-

partments of these

places shall employ
numerous Japanese so

that they may at the

same time help to

plan for the improve-
ment of the Chinese
police service.

IV.

The Japanese Gov-
ernment and the
American Government,
with the object of ef-

fectively preserving
the territorial integ-

rity of the United
S'tates, agn'ee to the
following special

aiticle:

The American Gov-
ernment engages not
to cede or to lease to

a third power any
harbor or bay or
island along the coast
of the United States.

V.

article 1. The Amer-
ican Government at

Washington. D. C
shall employ influen-

tial Japanese as ad-

visers in political, fi-

nancial and military

affairs.

Articlk 2. Japapese
hospitals, churches
and schools in the

United States shall be
granted the right of

owning land.

Article 3. Inasmuch
as the Japanese Gov-
ernment and the
American Government
have had many cases

of dispute between
Japanese and Ameri-
cans (in America) to

settle, cases which
caused no little mis-

understanding. It Is

for this reason neces-

sary that the jjolice

Qepartmenjts of Im-

portant cltle.* in Amer-
ica shall be jointly

administered by Ja-

panese and Americans,
or that the police de-

partments of these

places shall employ
numerous Japane.se" so

that they may help to

plan for the improve-
ment of the American
police service.
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Article 4. China
shall purchase from
Japan a fixed amount
of munitions of war
(say 50 per cent, or

more) of what is

needed by the Chinese
Government, or there

shall bp established in

China a Chino-Japa-
nese jointly worked
arsenal. Japanese
technical experts are

to be employed and
Japanese material is

to be used.

Article 5. China
agrees to grant to

Japan the right of

constructing a railway
connecting Wuchang
witli Kiukiang and
Nanchang, and an-
other line between
Nanchang and Hang-
chow, and another
line between Nan-
chang and Chaochou.

Article 4. The United
States, shall purchase
from Japan a fixed

amount of munitions
of war (say •'50 per
cent, or more) of what
is needed by the Amer-
ican Government, or

there shall be estab-

lished in America a
Japan-American joint-

ly worked arsenal.

Japanese technical ex-

perts are to -be em-
ployed and Japanese
material used.

Article 5. The Amer-
ican Government
agrees to grant to Ja-

pan the right of con-

structing a railway
connecting Chicago
with St. Louis and
Pittsburgh, and
another line between
Pittsburgh and Balti-

more, Tand another line

between Pittsburgh

and Charleston.

A-Rti^cle 6. If China
needs foreign capital

to work mines, build

T'ailways and construct
harbor works (includ-

ing dockyards) in the

Province of Fuklen.
Japan shall be first

consulted.

Article 7. China
agrees that Japanese
subjects shall have
the right of mission-
a r y propaganda i n
China.

Article 6. If the
United States needs
foreign capital to de-
velop mines, build
railways and construct
harbors (including
dockyards) in the
States of Virginia and
North Carolina, Japan
.shall be first con-
sulted.

Article 7. The Amer-
ican Government
agrees that Japanese
subjects shall have the

right of Buddhist
propaganda in the

United States.

These humiliating concessions, with the

temporary exception of Group V., China was
compelled to sign under pressure of an ulti-

matum in which Japan demanded " a satis-

factory reply " by 6 o'clock P. M., May 9,
1915. Mr. Millard's pamphlet gives the

text of the ultimatum, China's official pro-

test at the time of signing, and the Ameri-
can note of protest handed to the Japanese
Government a week later.

THE FIRST AIRPLANE FLIGHT
rpHE eighteenth anniversary of the first

-^ airplane flight made by Orville Wright
at Kitty Hawk, N. C, was celebrated on

Dec. 17, 1921. On the corresponding date

in 1903, Wright, in a crude, insecure bi-

plane, attained a speed of thirty miles an

hour in a continuous flight of fifty-nine

seconds. Continuous flights of more than

than lis miles an hour are now of fre-

quent occurrence. In his first statement

issued since the war Mr. Wright, at the

office of the Aeronautical Chamber of

Commerce, New York, recalled that early

attempt. Flying, he ,pointed out, up to

1903, had been " classed with perpetual

motion, and the few who expressed belief

in its possibilities were looked upon as

mentally unbalanced." Mr. Wright de-

scribed the difficulties encountered by him-

self and his brother Wilbur, now deceased,

as follows:

The problem wias not one to be solved by
guesswork. Duechemin, 'about the middle of

the last century, had published a formula for

calculating the .pressure on planes at different

angles. Lilienthal, in the eighties, had pub-

lished his measurements on several curved sur-

faces, with other valuable scientific work.
Langley, in the nineties, published his measure-
ments of 'plane surfaces, corroborating the
earlier work of Duechemin. It was to the work
of Lilienthal that -my brother and 1 were by
far more deeply indebted. But owing to va-
rious defects in the systems of measuring all

this work, we found it too inaccurate and too

meagre for purposes of design.

In 1901 my brother Wilbur and I, having
proved by actual gliding tests the inaccuracy
of these tables, began a scientific study of the

subject. We designed new types of measuring
instruments and made measurements of hun-
dreds of differing wing surfaces In a wind tun-
nel. It was due to the accuracy of these

nieasui'ements that We were able, in 1903, to

design a new type of biplane, almost entirely

fiom calculation, which was able to lift itself

and operator into the air with a crude motor
v/eighing more than twelve tjounds per horse
power. We had alreaciy developed a new sys-

tem of control, the system with which our
name has been so largely connected, but this

system of control would have been of little use
without our wind-tunnel work, which enabled
us to design a machine which would lift itself.

Mr. Wright believes that aviation is still

in its infancy, and that the use of the air-

plane as a carrier will eventually become
universal.
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THE Jugoslav Constitution went into ef-

fect on June 28, 1921, after consider-

able opposition on the part of those

who desired to see a P'edei-al rather than a

unitary State constinicted from the various

fragments of the Serbo-Croat and Slovene

peoples, brought together as a result of the

World War. This Constitution owes its ex-

istence primarily to Premier Pashitch, who
led the fight for its adoption, a fight that

was successful by u narrow margin, taking

into consideration those who refused to vote

for it as well as those who voted against it.

The new Jugoslav Constitution owes a

great deal to the Serbian Constitution of

18S8, Avhich was re-enacted in 19Q3. In

fact, the more one compares the two the

less one is inclined to calb^the latest pro-

mulgation a new Constitution at all; it

seems to be rather an extension of the old

instrument to cover new territory, rather

than a totally new instrument for the ad-

ministration of Government.

The older document provided for repre-

sentative parliamentary government undei*,

of course, the same Monarch, Peter I.

(1903), who was the King upon the passage

of the present Constitution. It emphasized,

as this does, the parliamentary type of gov-

ernment. There was then, also, but a single

chamber in the legislative branch. The pro-

visions in regard to budgetary conti'ol, and

even for the sessions of the Legislature, re-

sembled those provided for in 1921. In this

year again reappears the Court of Ac-

counts, the Council of State, and you find

similar provisions for the jury in 1921 as

in 1903. The earlier Constitution, like the

later, provides for proportional representa-

tion in elections and the scrutin de liste.

Still more important it is to note that the

great space given to the detailed Bill of

Rights in the Jugoslav Constitution goes

back to the many clauses in the Serbian

Constitution, which seemed to have caused
as much remark then as these same pro-

visions do now. It is worth while here

quoting the words of M. Milanovitch:

Those who do not know the constitutional his-
tory of Serbia in the past might be astonished
by many of the clauses of this Constitution,
which appear superfluous or out of date. In its

second part, for example. It treats of the con-
stitutional rights of the Serbian citizens. These
are not only guaranteed in principle—the public
rights of private individuals, such as personal
liberty, inviolability of the home, the liberty of
the press, &c.—but there is set forth the detail,

often including the minutest things ; eveiything
that the rights thus guaranteed have as conse-
quences and everything that they exclude and
prohibit.

Here M. Milanovitch emphasizes the ne-

cessity for such clauses, "^ owing to the

vicissitudes of the constitutional stjuggle,

revolutions and the like."*

In this Jugoslav Constitution Part I.

(three sections) provides for a constitution-

al, parliamentary and hereditary monarchy,
and designates the name of the State, the

coat of aiTOs, the flag and the official lan-

guage (which is Serbo-Croat-Slovene). Part

II. devotes eighteen sections to the rights

and duties of citizens, a longer space de-

voted to these topics than in any other Con-

stitution among the new States. Along
with this should le considered Part III.,

which is composed of social and economic

regulations (twenty-three sections), as to

the protection of labor, health, marriage,

insui-ance against accident, illness, unem-
ployment, incapacitation, old age and death.

The protection and obligations of property

rights ai'e provided for, with special atten-

tion to the forests, fisheries, &c. Part IV. is

given up to brief definitions of the various

* Milanovitch, " The Constitution and Oon.«!ti-

tutionalism," in Stead's " Servia by the
Servians." London, 1909. Pp. 46-67.
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authorities in the State. To the powers of

the King are given eleven long sections in

Part v., which, however, include the pro-

visions whereby the Government is con-

trolled by the Cabinet. There are also

special provisions in regard to the royal

family, the possible absence of the King
and the appointment of his successor, who
shall assume the position of heir to the

throne during the lifetime of the King.

Following this there are nine sections, Part

VI. providing minutely for the working of

the regency, under the control of the rep-

resentatives of the people. Part VII. con-

tains twenty-one provisions for a national

Legislature of but one house, chosen by uni-

versal suffrage, with representation of the

(Times Wide World Photo)

KING ALEXANDER
New ruler of Jugoslavia, whose engagement

to Princess Marie of Rumania has
recently been announced

minorities, and also the regulations in re-

gard to those" qualified to vote as well as

those qualified to sit in this national Legis-

lature.

Part VIII., composed of nineteen sections,

discusses at length the administrative au-

thority and provides for paitial control of

the Ministry by the courts, as well as by
the national Legislature, and also for the

division of the country into administrative

units, under autonomous officials, as they
are called. Provision for the Council of

State is contained in six sections, a Council

of State which acts as the highest admin-
istrative court and has appellate jurisdic-

tion in many cases. These administrative

courts are quite in accordance with Conti-

nental usage.

The judiciary is treated in Part IX.,

where, in four sections, arrangements are

made for an independent system of courts

Avhose importance in the trial of civil and
criminal cases may be great enough, but
whose power over the other branches of the

Government may be described as practically

nil.

A curious arrangement devotes Part X.

(six sections) to State Economy, i. e., taxes,

budget and general financial control. Thi«

is followed by six sections devoted to the

army (Part XL), in which provisions for

military courts and for tenns of service are

particularly noteworthy. In Part XII., ar-

rangements for amending the Constitution

according to the French model are given in

three sections. The difference between an
amendment to the Constitution and ordi-

nary legislation is not very great. Parts

XIII. and XIV. provide for the transfer of

authority from the old officials and old or-

zanization to the new, and for the definite

coming into effect of the new Constitution.

The emphasis is notable on the supremacy

of Serbian procedure in all these arrange-

ments.

The tendency to regard the Constitution

as the place to insert all measures or re-

forms that one feels most concerned about

is quite evident. The idea of making the

Constitution merely a skeleton on which to

hang such arrangements as the Legislature

may enact is not followed, therefore, even

though constant reference is made to laws

by which the provisions of the Constitution

shall be supplemented in detail and put

into effect.
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We can sum up the situation by stating'

that in almost every respect the parlia-

mentary monarchy in Jugoslavia suggests

the parlieimentary Republic of France. The
powers, attributes, actions of the Cabinet,

the election and composition and action of

the Chamber, multiplicity of parties, the

place of administrative law and the Council

of State, the interi)ellations, at all these

points and many others we can see clear

resemblances to French procedure and reg-

ulations. Certainly the sources are French,
rather than American, and more essentially

French than British, although both Jugo-
slavia and Great Britain are constitutional

parliamentary monarchies.

The Jugoslav document has two signifi-

cant provisions: No one is obliged to take

part in religious rets, celebi-ations, rites

and practices, except on State holidays and
celebrations, and in so far as the law en-

joins this upon persons who are subject to

paternal, guardian's or military authority.

Religious leaders may not employ their

spiritual authority for partisan aims out-

side their houses of worship, or beyond

prescripts of a religious character, or other-

^vise in the fulfillment of their official

duty.

To those acquainted with Eastern and

Southeastern European history, this sig-

nificance is not lost. Coercion on the one

side, interference by ecclesiastics in politics

on the other, have been the rule rather than

the exception. Probably the attempt by
their rulers to iron out religious differences

among the Serbo-Croat people was a vital

factor in making easy their subjugation by

the Turks. Surely much of the ill-feeling

today among the Balkan peoples can be

traced to Church jealousies and attempted

clerical usurpations.

Text of the Constitution
The copy of the Jugoslav Constitution

which sei-ved as the basis for this English

translation was given to Arthur I. An-
drews, then Professor of American Foreign"

Policy at Charles University, Prague, by
the Premier of Jugoslavia. From it the

tianslation was prepared by Howard Web-
ster Wolfe, a lecturer and instructor at the

same Charles University, in collaboration

with Professor Andrews. Parentheses (-)

have been used to indicate somewhat freer

renderings than a literal translation would
justify. Words enclosed in bi'ackets [-] axe

added to clarify the meaning. The transla-

tors, however, have preferred to keep to the

literal text as closely as possible. The full

translation follows

:

PART I.

General Provisions
SECTION 1—The state of the Serbs, Croats

and Slovenes is a constitutional, parliamentury
and hereditary monarchy.
The official name of the State is the Kingdom

of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.

SECTION 2—The coat-of-arms of the king-
dom is a double-headed spread eagle in flight,

on a red shield. Over both h'jads of the double-

headed tipread eagle stands the crown of the

kingdom. On the breast of the eagle i.s a shield

on which are the coat s-of-arms, Serb—a crosa

on a red shield with a .single fire.«tei'l by each
bar; Croat—shield with twenty-five fields, alter-

nately red and silver; Slovene—on a blue field

three golden six-pointed stars and under this a
white half moon.
The State flag is blue, white and red in a

horizontal position facing an upright staff.

NICHOLAS PASHITCH
Premier of. Jugoslavia, whose ivovk in the
Constituent Assembly xvns largely i^istru-
nuental in shaping the new Consfitutwn
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SECTION 3—The official language of the

kingdom is Serb-Croat-Slovene.

PART II.

Basic Rights and Duties of Citizens
SECTION 4—There is one citizenship in the

whole kingdom; all citizens are equal before

the law. All enjoy the same protection from
[State] authority.

There is no recognition of nobility, nor titles,

nor pre-eminence of birth.

SECTION 5—Personal freedom is guaranteed.
No one can be called to account, nor be ar-

rested, nor otherwise be deprived of freedom
by any one except in cases that the law has
prescribed.

No one can be imprisoned for any crime what-
soever without a warrant of competent author-

ity in writing and furnished with reasons. That
warrant must be shown to the person arrested,

either at the time of the arrest or, if that be
impossible, at furthest within a period of twen-
ty-four hours from the time of the arrest.

Against this warrant for arrest he has the

right to appeal to a competent court within a
I'L-riod of tiiree days. In case there has been
no appeal within that time, the investigating

body must send the evidence to the court
within twenty-four hours. The court is bound
to give its decision within a period of two days
from the time of receiving the evidence. The
< ourt decision is final.

Official authorities who transgress against
these statutes shall be punished for illegal depri-
vation of freedom.
SECTION 6—No one can be tried by an in-

"mpetent Judge.
SECTION 7—No one can be condemned until

iie shall have been summoned by an official

lawfully or in legal manner to defend himself.

SECTION 8—Punishment may be fixed only in

accordance with the law and can be applied
solely to acts for which the said law stated
forehand that they shoula be punished ac-
rding to said law.
SECTION 9—Capital punishment cannot be

inflicted for merely political crimes.
Excepted are the cases of the commission of

or attempt at assassination on the person of the
lukr or members of the royal house, for which
tlie death penalty is fixed in criminal law.
Besides this are also excepted acts in which,

to purely political culpability there is added
some punishable act for which the death penalty
Is fixed in the criminal law, and such acts also
which military law punishes with death penalty.
SECTION 10—No citizen can be banished from

the State. He cannot be driven within the
country from one place to another, nor be ban-
ished to one particular place except in cases
which the law has expressly foreseen.
No one can, in any event, be banished from

his own native place without judicial action.
SECTION 11—A dwelling is inviolable.

The authorities [the State] may not imder-
take any investigation or search in the house
of a citizen, except in eventualities which the
law has foreseen and in the manner which the
law has prescribed.

Before the investigation [or search] the au-

thorities are obliged to give to the person whose
dwelling is being searched a written warrant
for the search, the authorities [stating] on what
grounds the investigation is undertaken. Against
this warrant he has the right of appeal to a
court of first instance. But this appeal does
not prevent the carrying out of the search.
The search shall be carried out immediately in
the presence of two [other] citizens.
Immediately after the completion of a search,

the authorities are obliged to give to the person
whose house is searched information about the
outcome of the search and a signed list of ar-
ticles taken away for further examination.
At night police officials may enter a private

house only in cases of sudden emergency, as
when they shall be called on from the house
for helip. At this act of the authorities there
shall be present the President of the municipality
or two neighbors summoned.
Officials of state who have acted contrary to

these provisions shall be punish-ed for illegal
violation of a dwelling.

SECTION 12—Freedom of belief and con-
science is guaranteed. The adherents of dif-
ferent confessions are of equal rights beforo
the law and may practice ^heir religion openly.
The enjoyment of civil and political rights i3

not dependent on confession or belief. No one can
be freed from his civil and" military duties and
obligations by appealing to the tenets of his faith.
Those faiths are permitted which have thus

far obtained legal recognition in any part of
the kingdom. Other faiths can obtain recog-
nition only in accordance with the law. Ac-
cepted and recognized faiths regulate independ-
ently their internal religious affairs and control
their own institutions and funds within the
limits of the law.

•No one is obliged to express publicly his re-
ligious convictions. No one is obliged to take
t)art in religious acts, celebrations, rites and
practices, except on State holidays and celebra-
tions and in so far as the law enjoins this upon
persons who are subject to paternal, guardian's
or military authority.

Accepted and recognized faiths may maintain
relations with their sovereign superiors even
outside the borders of the State, in so far as
the spiritual prescripts of the several confes-
sions demand this. The manner in which these

relations shall be maintained shall be regulated

by law.

In so far as is foreseen in the State budget
for religion, the outlay is to be divided amongr
the several accepted and recognized faiths, ac-

cording to the number of their adherents and
their clearly shown need.

Religious leaders may not employ their spir-

itual authority for partisan aims outside their

houses of worship, or beyond prescripts of a
religious character, or otherwise In the fulfill-

ment of their official duty.

SECTION 13—The press is free.

There cannot be established any preventive

measure which hinders the appearance, sale

and circulation of publications and newspapers.

Censorship can be established only during time

of war or mobilization, and that in a manner
previously specified by law. Forbidden is the

circulation and sale of newspapers or printed
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matter which contains abuse of the ruler or
members of the royal house, heads of foreign
States, the National Skupshtina, indirect in-

citement of me citizens to forcible change of

the Constitution or laws of the land, or which
contains serious offense against public morals.
But in these cases the authorities must lay the

matter before the court within twenty-four
hours of the infringement of the prohibition,

and said court must also within twenty-four
hours enforce or annul the suppression. In a
contrary event. It is considered that the sup-
pression is annulled. T!io regular courts shall

decide about the indemnification for a -vvrong

done, independently of the- court decision about
the suppre.<<f!ion.

For such crime committed by the press are
responsible : Author, editor, printer, publisher
and circulator. It shall be prescribed by a spe-
cial law regarding the press when and in what
event the persons enumerated above, and in

what manner they shall answer for crimes com-
mitted by the press. The regular courts shall

try all crimes committed by the press.

SECTION 14—Citizens have the right of as-

sembly and discussion. Further stipulations

about this, the law shall provide. They may
not come into assembly under arms. Assemblies
In the open mu.st be announced to competent
authorities at least twenty-four hours before-

hand.
Citizens have the right to assemble for pur-

poses which are not punishable under tjie law.

SECTION 15—Citizens have the right of pe-

tition. Petitions may be signed "by one or more
Individuals or by all legal persons. Petitions

may be presented to all authorities without dis-

tinction.

SECTION 16—Science and art are unrestricted

and enjoy the protection and support of the

State.

University instruction is imrestricted.

Education is a prerogative of the State.

In the whole land education rests on one and
the same plan, .being adapted to the purpose for

which it is intended.

All schools must give moral instruction and
develop the civic consciousness in the spirit of

national unity and religious toleration.

Public instruction is individual, general, and
obligatory.

Religious instruction is given according to the

wish of the parents or guardians respectively,

divided into groups according to confession and

in harmony with their religious principles.

Technical schools shall be opened in accord

with the needs of business.

State education is given without enrollment

fees, school tuition, or other charges.

In how far there shall exist private schools

and schools of the several religious .sects and

under what arrangements they shall operate

shall bo established by law.

All institutions for instruction are under State

supervision.

The State .^hall assist the work of national

enlightenment.

To minorities of other race or language ele-

mentary instruction shall be given under con-

ditions which the law shall prescribe.

SECTION 17—The right of private corresponc.-

ence and telegraph and telephone communica-
tion is uninfringed 'except in the case of crim-
inal investigation, mobilization, or war.
All those who violate private correspondence

or telegraph and telephone communication shall

be punished according to law.

SECTION 1»—Every citiz-n nas the right di-

rectly and ^without any sort of [previou.s] offi-

cial authorization to bring charges against State

courts or minor autonomous [minor civil] offi-

cials for criminal acts, which they may have
committed against him in official activity.

Special regulations apply to Ministers. Judges
and soldiers under the flag.

For a wrong whicli a State* or autonomous
official does to citizens by irregular fulfillment

of duty, the State or autonomous body is an-

swerable before the regular courts. The official

concerned is answeraTjle to them.
A- complaint of a wrong is invalid after nine

months.
SECTION 1»—All offices in all branches of

State service are open alike within their legal

requirements to all [Jugoslav] citizens by birth

as also to citizens who are by birth of Serbo-

Croat-Slovene nationality.

Foreign-born citizens can enter State service

only when they have been ten years resident

in the kingdom; and by the express authority

of the Council of State and with the wi
:"

founded support of a competent Minister bef(

hand (previously given).

SECTION 20—Every citizen enjoys the pro-

tection of the State in foreign States. Every

citizen has the right to renounce his citizen.shlp

after fulfilling his obligations toward the State.

The surrender of its own citizens is prohibited.

SECTION 21—Every citizen is under obligation

to obey the laws, serve the interests of national

unity, protect the fatherland, support thp bur-

dens of the State according to his inherited

ability and in accord with the provisions of the

law.

PART III.

Social and Economic Provisions

SECTION 22—With the purpose that" imiform

prosperity be brought to all citizens, the State

will provide a place of display for the economic

products to which they give their efforts. In

keeping -with this it will establish a permanent
scientific organization and institute constant

support of school attendance for capable poor

children.

SECTION 23—^The working class is under tli«

protection of the State.

"Women and children not fully grown art- espe-

cially to be protected from occupations harmful

to their health.

The law shall establish special measures for

the security and protection of workers and .'shall

prescribe the hours of work in all occupation.s.

SECTION 24—The products of mental exertion

are the property of the author and enjoy State

protection.

SECTION 25—Freedom of agreement in trade

relations is recognized in so far as It is not

opposed to the interests of society.
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SECTION 2G—It is the right and duty of the

State to intervene in the public interest and on

the basis of the law, in the economic relations

of citizens, in the spirit of justice and foi- the

jtrcvention of social friction.

SECTION 27—The State shall give attention

to (1) The betterment of general hygenic and

social conditions which affect the national

health: (2) special care for mothers and young
children; (3) the preservation of the health of

the whole citizenship; (4) the suppression of

acute and chronic infectious diseases, as well as

the suppression of the abuse of alcohol; (5)

medical assistance without cost, the furnishing

of medicines and other necessities without cost

for the preservation of the general health of the

nei^dy citizens of the nation.

.SECTION 28—Marriage shall be under the

protection of the State.

SECTION 29—The State shall assist materially

the National Syndicate. Likewise the State

tliall assist materially other national economic

organization.'! which are not working for profit,

rrecedence shall be given over other private

imdertakings under otherwise equal conditions

to such syndicate and such economic associa-

tions within the circle of their activities in view

if their co-operation.

There shall be passed a law with reference to

;i«sociations, which shall apply to the whole
iiHtion.

SECTION SO—Farmers' insurance unions shall

be established by a special legal enactment.
SECTION 31—The insurance of workingmen

against the event of accident, illness, unemploy-
ment, incapacity, old age and death shall be es-

tablished by a special law.

SECTION 82—Invalids, war orphans, war
V, idow.s and the poor parents, unable to work,
of soldiers who fell or died in the war shall

enjoy special State protection and help in token
cf recognition.

In accoi'd with the law, provision shall bo

made for the feeding of invalids incapable of

v.-ork and for the training of war orphans foi-

work and for life.

SECTION 33—The right of workingmen to or-

ganize for the purpose of obtaining better work-
ing conditions is guaranteed.
SECTION 34—Special attention shall be given

tc the marine and to sea fisheries.

The" insurance of persons employed on the sea

fgainst the event of sickness, incapacity, old

age and death shall be established by a special

law.

SECTION 35—The State shall care for the

construction and maintenance of all means of

intercommunication wherever the general State

interests demand.

SECTION 30—Usury (extortion) of every .«ort

is forbidden.

SECTION 37—Property rights are guaranteed.
From property arise also obligations. There
.«hall be no employment of property to the detri-

ment of the public. The content, extent and
limitations of private property shall be fixed

by law.

Expiopriation of private property for the bene-
fit of the public is permitted on the basis of

the law in return for just compensation.

SECTION 88—Entail shall be abolished.
Foundations with purely beneficent purposes

shall be permitted. It shall be fixed by law
in what event aims and objects of foundations
shall be changed to meet changed conditions.
SECTION 39—According to law concerning

taxes on an inheritance, an interest in the in-

heritance shall be assured to the State; in

this, basing the calculation on the degree of

relationship between the heir and the deceased
person and the value of the inheritance.
SECTION 40—The requisition of a room and

of other necessities for the military shall be
done only in return for just compensation.
SECTION 41—Large private forest tracts shall

be expropriated a^icording to the law and shall

pass into the possession of the State or of au-
tonomous bodies. The law shall stipulate in

how far great forest tracts can be the property
of other legal bodies which already exist or
which shall be founded.
Real forest land, whose forestation furthers

climatic, and cultural considerations, shall pa.'^s

likewise in accordance with the law of expro-
priation into the property of the Stajte or of

autonomous bodies, in so far as this forestation

cannot be accomplished in any other manner.

Great forest tracts which foreign authority
handed over to individuals shall pass, accord-
ing to the law, into State or municipal posses-
sion without any recompense whatever to those
individuals. T'l? L?w regarding forests shall fix

the conditions unaer which peasants cultivating
the land, and those who support themselves in-

cidentally by wcvrk on the land, may help them-
selves by cutting wood for building material or
fuel, as well as for the pasturing of cattle in

State and communal forests.

SECTION 42—Fief relationships are legally re-

garded as terminated on the day of freedom
from foreign domination. In how far injus-
tioes were done anywhere before that time by
the dissolution of fief relationships or their

simulations into private legal relationships shall

be passed on by the law of rectifications.

Vassals (serfs), as also in general land work-
ers who till the land in fief-like relationships,
shall be established as free possessors of State
lands, not paying themselves any sort of com-
pensation whatever for it and sliall be regarded
as having hereditary rights.

SECTION 43—The expropriation of great pos-
sessions and their division into properties for
those who till the land shall be regulated by
law. The law .shall fix also what sort of com-
pensation shall be given for expropriated pos-
sessions. For great possessions which belonged
to riiembers of foi-mer foreign dynasties, and for

those which foreign authority bestowed on in-

dividuals, no compensation whatever shall be
given.

Settlements shall bo effected primarily with
tlie help of settlement associations organize<l

freely, and giving attention also thereto that
the settlers may be supplied with the indispen-
sible equipment for production.

In settlements as well as in the division of

expropriated tracts, preference shall be given

to needy soldiers who fought for ^he deliverance
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of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and their

families.

The amount of ground assigned to the land

workers shall be specified by law, also the con-

ditions under which this rnay not be divided

among heirs or in any manner be taken away.
SECTION 44—An Industrial Council shall be

created for the working out of social matters

and the formulating of industrial laws. Fur-

ther details about its composition and compe-

tency shall be fixed by law.

PART IV.

State Authorities

SECTION 4.'>—All State authorities shall be

established in accordance with the provisions of

this Constitution.

SECTION 46—The King and the National

Skupshtina (Assembly) together shall constitute

the law-giving authority.

SECTION 47—The King shall exercise admin-

istrative authority through a responsible Min-

istry in accordance with the provisions of this

Constitution.

SECTION 4fr—The courts shall exercise judi-

cial authority. Their judgments and decisions

shall be handed down and carried out in the

name of the King on the basis of the laws.

PART V.
The King

SECTION 49—The King shall confirm and pro-

claim the laws, appoint State officials, and give

out military commands according to the pro-

visions of the law.

The King is the Commander-in-Chief of all

military forces. He gives out decorations and
other distinctions.

SECTION .50—The King has the right of am-
nesty for political and military criminals.

Through amnesty the legal consequences of the

criminal act may be lessened, but the right of

private persons to compensation for injury can-

not be infringed by it. Amnesty may be given

before the beginning of court proceedings, dur-

ing the course of the proceedings, or after the

judgment is rendered. Amnesty is general or

individual.

For amnesty of a Minister there is necessary

a previous concurrence of the National Skupsh-
tina, but this cannot be given to a Minister

in any event before the rendering of j^idgment.

The King has the right of pardon. He can
pardon, or shorten, or mollify a pvmishment
fixed by the .court. The right of amnesty for

acts punishable only through private complaint
is fixed by the law regarding judicial procedure
in criminal cases.

SECTION 51—The King shall represent the

State in all its relations with foreign States. He
shall declare war and conclude peace. If the

State is not attacked or war declared upon it

by some other State, a previous approval by
the National Skupshtina is necessary for the

declaration of war.
If war be proclaimed on the country or if it

shall be attacked, the National Skupshtina must
be called together at once.

SECTION .52—The King shall summon the Na-

tional Skupshtina for ordinary or extraordinary
.session.

He shall open and close the sitting in person,
with a speech from the throne or through tli

Council of Ministers with a message or uka.s.

All the Ministers shall countersign a specn.
from the throne, a message and ukas.
A ukas by which the sittings of one .session

are closed shall always contain also an an-
nouncement of the date of the new session.

The King can at any time, in State necessity,

convene the National Skup.shtina which had
prorogued its sitting.

The King has the right to dissolve the N.i

tional Skupshtina, but the ukas concerning tli'

dissolution must contain a call for new ek(

-

tions within a period of three months at latest

and a call for a sitting of the National Skupsl
tina within four months at latest from t)

day of dissolution of the Skupshtina. All Mit
isters shall countersign a ukas for the dis^;'

lution of the National Skupshtina.
SECTION 53—The King cannot at the sam

time be the ruler of any other State without tli-

consent of the National Skupshtina.
If the King, contrary to this provision, still

accepts the crown of any other State, he shall

be regarded as having renounced the throne of

the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.
SECTION .54—No act of royal authority shall

have force nor can it be enforced if a competent
Minister has not countersigned it. For all acts

of the King, oral or written, countersigned or

not countersigned, as also for all his proceedings
of political character, a competent Minister shall

be responsible.

For the King's acts as military Commander-
in-Chief the Minister of War and Marine shall

be responsible.

SECTION 5.5—The King and his heir are of

age when they complete eighteen years.
The King's person is unassailable [inviolable].

No charge can be brought involving the King's
responsibility, nor can a complaint be made
against the King. This [inviolability] does not

hold of the King's private status.

SECTION 56—In the Kingdom of the Serb
Croats and Slovenes the ruler is Peter I., Kai
ageorgevich. King Peter shall be followed by
Heir to the Throne Alexander and his male off-

spring from legal marriage by the right of

primogeniture.

If the King has no male offspring he shall ap-
point an heir to himself from the indirect line

with the consent of the National Skupshtina.
For that is necessary a decision of half plus one
of the full number of the membership of th*'

National Skupshtina.

SECTION 57—The royal hou.se shall consi.<;

of the Queen Consort, the living forebears and
descendants in direct line with their consorts,

the full brothers and their descendants, with

their consorts, and the sisters of the ruling

King. The relations and status in the royal

house shall be defined by a statute which shall

be extra legal. No member of the royaJ house

can be a Minister or member of the National

Skupshtina.

SECTION 58—In the presence of the National

Skupshtina the King shall take an oath which
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lunt-- as follows: I [name], ascending the

throne of the King-dom of the Serbs, Croats

and Slovenes, and assuming royal authority,

swear by Almighty Gtod that I will preserve

the unity and independence of the State and the

integrity of State territory, and that I will hold

the Constitution inviolable; that 1 will rule ac-

;iccoiding to it and the laws, and that I will

keep before me with all my might the welfare

of the nation. So help me. Lord God. Amen !

SECTION 59—The King shall live constantly

in the country. If the necessity appears that

the King go out of the country for a short time

tlie heir to the throne shall represent him. If

the heir to the throne is not of age or if he

is pi evented [in any way], the C(*mcil of Min-

isters shall represent the King. This representa-

tion .shall be carried out according to the direc-

tions which the King shall give within the limits

of the Constitution. This also applies in the

.vent of illness of the King which shall not

produce permanent incapacity.

During the time of absence of the King or

heir to the throne, the Council of Ministers

shall not have the right to dissolve the National

Skupshtina.
The representation of the Council of Minis-

t'.rs can last at longest six months. At the

« nci cf this time shall come into play the consti-

tutional regulations for a regency.

PART VI.

Regency

SJiCTION «0—The King's authority shall be

as.«umed by a regency: (1) If the King is a
minor; (2) If, on account of mental or physical

illness, he is permanently Incapacitated from
a.?.=uming the King's authority.

The National Skupshtina shall decide by secret

vote regarding the establishment and abolition

of a regency.

If the Council of Ministers shall decide that

the event of the King's incapacity has trans-

pired, it shall impart this to the National
Skupshtina, together with the opinion of three

physicians selected from the National Medic;\l

Faculty. The proceedings shall be the same if

the heir to the throne is in question.

SECTION 61—The authority of Regrent shall

fill by right to the heir to the throne, if he is

f age. If the heir to the throne, for reasons

numerated in Section 60, cannot assume the.

authority of Regent, the National Skupshtina
shall, by secret vote, choose three Regents for

the King. Regents for the King shall be chosen
for four years: after this time, in the event

that the regency must be prolonged at least

for a year, there shall be a new election ; Ir the

regency is to last longer, a secret election

shall be held again for four years.

Eligible for Regents are only those born Serbs,

Croats and Slovenes, citizens of the Kingdom of

the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes who are 4.'> years

of age and have a higher education.

Before they take the King's authority into

their hands the Regents must take an oath be-

fore the National Skupshtina which has chosen
them that they will be faithful to the King and
that they will rule according to the Constitu-
tion and the laws of the land.

SECTION 62—If one of the three Regents is

for the time absent or [in any way] prevented,
the two other Regents shall have authority and
shall carry on State business without him.

SECTION 63—The Regents shall care for the
education of a minor King. The administrators
appointed by the willl of a King shall care for
the property of a minor King. If the deceased
King has not appointed administrators, the Re-
gents shall- appoint them, conferring with the
Council of State.

SECTION 64—Until the selection of Regents,
the Council of Ministers shall exercise, provi-
sionally, the royal authority under their own
responsibility.

SECTION 65—In the event of the death or
resignation of the King-, the heir to the throne,
if he is of age, shall assume the Government at
once and shall announce this to the nation by
proclamation. At the end of ten days he shall
take the prescribed oath before the National
Skupshtina. If the National Skupshtina has
previously been dissolved and the new one is

not yet elected, the old National Skupshtina
shall be convoked.
SECTION 66—If the King, after his death,

has not left male issue, but the Queen should
be pregnant at the time of the King's death,
the National Skupshtina shall choose Regents,
who shall exercise the authority of the King
only until the time of birth. The Government
is bound to submit to the National Skupshtina
before the selection of Regents, the opinions of

three physicians selected from the National Med-
ical Faculty regarding the pregnancy of the
Queen. The same requirement holds also in the
event that the heir to the throne should die and
that his wife should be pregnant at the time of

the King's death.

SECTION 67—In the event that the throne,

according to the provisions of this Constitution,

should remain without an heir, the Council of

Ministers shall take into their hands the author-
ity of the King, and shall at once call the Na-
tional Skupshtina to a special session, in which
a solution about the throne shall be reached.

SECTION 68—The civil list of the King shall

be fixed by law. The civil list, once fixed, can-
not be increased without the consent of the

National Skupshtina, nor decreased without the

consent of the King.
The King's Regents shall take from the State

Treasury, for the fulfillment of their duties,

only so much as the National Skupshtina shall

fix for them at the time of their selection.

PART VII.

National Skupshtina

SECTION 69—The National Skupshtina shall

be composed of representatives which the na-
tion shall choose freely in a general, direct and
secret election, held ever>-where at the same
time, with representation o_f the minorities.

For every 40,000 inhabitants one representative

shall be chosen. If the excess of inhabitants in

any election district shall be more €han 25,000,

one representative shaJl be chosen for that
remnant.
The National Skupshtina shall be elected for
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tour years. The further details about the elec-

tion shall be prescribed by law.

SECTION 70—Every citizen by birth or nat-

uralization shall have electoral right if he shall

have reached the age of 21 years.

Active officers, even though not in service,

as well as under officers and soldiers under the

tlag, cannot exercise electoral right or be
elected.

The law shall decide also about woman's right

to the vote.

SECTION 71—Those persons shall be deprived
temporarily of electoral right: (1) Who are
condemned to <hard labor (imprisonment), until

they shall be restored to their rights; (2) who
are condemned to the loss of the prlvilegfes of

citizenship, for the duration of this punishment;
(3) who are under restraint (temporarily men-
tally incompetent) ; (4) who are under guard-
ianship.

SECTION 72-For representative in the Na-
tional Skupshtina can be chosen only those per-

sons who have electoral right, regardless of

whether they are -entered on the electoral list.

From every representative are demanded the

following conditions: (1) That iie ^hall be a
citizen by birth -or natuiialization of ti>e King-
dom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. Nat-
uralized citizens, if not of Serb-Croat-Slovene
birth, must be resident at lealtet ten years count-

ing from the day of naturalization; (2) that

he be 30 years of age ; (3) that he speak and
write the national language.
National representatives cannot be* at the

same time purveyors or State contractors.

SECTION 78—Political, financial and forest

officials as well as officials of the: agrarian

reform cannot be candidates except they have
given up office a year before the announcement
of the election.

Other officials who ex-ercise public authority

cannot •he candidates in the electoral district

of their territorial competence.
Officials who shall be chosen for national rep-

resentatives shall be placed in official retire-

ment during the period of the duration of the

niandate.

Ministers, active and in retirement, and pro-

fessors in the universities can be candidates,

and if they are elected shall hold their position.

SECTION 74—Every national representative

shall represent the whole nation and not merely
those who elected him.

Electors cannot give, and national representa-

tives cannot receive, mandatory and obligatory

Bnstructions.

All national ' representatives shall take oath

tl.'at they will faithfully preserve the Consti-

tution.

SECTION 75—The National Skupshtina shall

meet in the capital city, Belgrade, in regular

sfssion every year Oct. 20, if it is not called

before that date into extraordinary session by

the King's ukas.

If in the event of war the capital is changed,

the National Skupshtina shall meet In the f>ro-

Tisional capital.

The regular session cannot be dissolved until

the State budget shall be fixed.

During the time of war the National Skupsh-

tina is constantly in session except if it itself

shall decide otherwise.
SECTION 76—The National Skupshtina shall

scrutinize the credentials of its own member.'^
and shall decide about them.
The National Skupshtina shall prescribe it.-^

own order of business.

SECTION 77—The NaUonal Skupshtina shall
choose for each session its officials from Its

own membership.
SECTION 7»—The Council of Ministers or in

dividual Ministers shall introduce bills on Ut
King's authority.

The right of introducing bills belongs to ever.\

member of the -National ^Skupshtina.
SECTION 70—The King shall conclude treaties

with foreign States, "but a .provisional confirma-
tion of the National Skupshtina is necessary
for the validity of these treaties. The provi-

sional confirmation of the National Skupshtina
is not necessary for the validity of merely po-

litical agreements, if they are not contrary to

the Constitution and laws of the State.

An agreement that a foreign army shall oc-

cupy land of the kingdom or shall go across it

is not valid without provisional confirmation of

the National Skupshtina.
The National Skupshtina can, if State neces-

sity demands it, by resolution beforehand, em-
power the Council of Ministers to take measures
for the acceptance of a proposed treaty If it

cannot be postponed.

State territory cannot be disposed of or e'x.-

changed without the ratification of the National

Skupshtina.
SECTION 80—The King shall proclaim the

laws by ukas which shall contain also the law

itself if passed -by the National Skupshtina. All

the Ministers shall countersign the ukas. The
Minister of Justice shall place on it the Stat*

seal and shall care for the publication of thi

laws in the Official News.
The law shall have binding force fifteen day-s

after publication in the Official News, if the

law itself does not stipulate otherwise. The day

of publication in the Official News shall be

counted.
SECTION 81—The National Skupshtina" has

the right of inquiry and even of Investigation

in electoral and purely administrative questions.

SECTION 82—Bve<*y member of the National

Skupshtina has the right Xo put questions and

interpellations to the Ministry. The Ministers

fire obliged to gi^»e answer to them in the courst-

of the same session at the time which the order

of business fixes.

SECTION 83-The National Skupshtina shall

dtal only indirectly with the Ministers.

SECTION 84—Only Its members, members of

the Government, and Oovernment confidants

have the right to speak in the National Skupsh-

tina.

SECTION 8.V-The National Skupshtina can

make a fully binding decision if there are one-

third of all the members present in the sitting.

iFor a fully binding decision a majority of the

votes of the representatives present is necessary.

In the event of an equal division of votes, the

proposal voted upon shall be regarded as lost.

SECTION 86-^0 bill can be passed in a legal
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manner by the National Skupshtina until it shall

liave passed first through a competent com-
mittee.

Voting in the National Skupshtina is usually

open : only elections are decided -by secret bal-

lot. A vote can be cast only in person.

Each bill must be voted on twice in the same
session of the National Skupshtina before it Is

finally adopted.

SECTION 87—No one can ever call a represen-

tative to account for a vote which he has cast

as a member of the National Skupshtina.

For all utterances and proceedings in exercise

of a mandate, whether in a sitting of -the Na-
tional Skupshtina, or in a committee, or on an
inciividual mission, or in an individual duty at

ithe direction of ihe Skupshtina, representatives

are accountable only to the National Skupsh-

tina according to th^e provisions of the order of

procedure.

SECTION 88—Without the authorization of the

National Skupshtina nq members can be held

to answer for any crime of whatever degree,

r.cr in any event or on any authori-ty be de-

prived of their freedom, as long as their man-
date lasts, unless they are caught in the very

act of crime or misdemeanor. But even in this

last event the National Skupshtina, if it is in

S'-ssion, shall be informed at once an^ shall

give or refuse authorization for a competent
trial to be carried on during the time of the

sf^ssion.

Right of immunity of the representative be-

gihs with the day of election.

If any one becomes a representative before

a judgment against .him on account of any
crime is carried out, the authority which made
the inquiry and investigation shall give in-

formation about this to the National Skupshtina,
vhich shall give or refuse authorization for the

continuance of the proceedings,

A inember of the National Skupshtina can
he held to account only for that act of which
he is charged.

SECTION 89—To the National Skupshtina
falls the exclusive right of maintaining order
in its midst through its presiding officer. No
armed force can be posted in the building of

tho NaWonal Skupshtina, nor in any courtyard,
without the consent of the President of the Na-
tional Skupshtina. Likewise no State officials

can perform any acts of authority in the Na-
tional Skupshtina without his consent.
No armed person may enter the building of

the National Skupshtina except persons who
are authorized to wear arms and are engaged
in service under the National Skupshtina.

PART VIII.

Administrative Authority

SECTION 90—All the Ministers form the Coun-
cil of Ministers, which stands directly under the
King. The King names the President and the
P'embers of the Council of Ministers. The Min-
isters stand at the head of the several branches
of the State Administration.
Ministers can also be without portfolio.

In the Ministries there can be placed, where
the necessity is shown. State Under Secretaries

for one definite part of the business of these
branches of the State Administration. State
Under Secretaries, if they are chosen from Par-
liament, do not lose their mandate.
Ministers name the subordinate State officials

according to the provisions of the law.
Ministers before entering upon their duty take

oath to support the Constitution and be faithful

to the King.
SECTION 91—Ministers are responsible to the

King and to the National Skupshtina.
The King and the National Skupshtina can

bring charges against Ministers for infringement
of the Constitution and of the laws of the land
committed in their official capacity. For wrongs
which Ministers do by an illegal [act in] fulfill-

ment of duty the State is responsible.

SECTION 93—Charges can be brought against
Ministers both during the time of their service

and for five years after retirement.

A proposal that charges be brought against a
Minister must be made in writing and must con-

tain the charges.

If the National Skupshtina brings charges
against a Minister a decision to bring the Min-
ister before the court shall be brought by a
niajori-ty of two-thirds of the votes of the

members present.

SECTION 93—The State Court shall try Min-
isters. The State Court is formed of six Coun-
cilors of State and six Court of Cassation
Judges, whom each of these bodies shall choose
by lot in their plenary sittings. The President
of the Court of Cassation is the President of

the State Court.

For those acts which are not foreseen in the

said law punishment shall be fixed by the law
about Ministerial responsibility.

Further detail's about Ministerial responsibility

sJiall be set forth in a special law.

SECTION 94—Administrative authority can
make the necessary regulations for the appli-

cation of laws.

By regulations with legal force administrative

authority can regulate relations only on the

basis of legal authorization which shall -be given
especially for each case.

The National Skupshtina can by resolution de-

clare without force in whole or in part regula-

tions set forth on the basis of legal authoriza-
tion.

Regulations may be pu-blished, and in them
must be cited each time the law on the basis

of which they are made.

SECTION 95—Administration in the kingdom
shall -be conductetl by departments, circuits,

districts and communes.
The division into departments shall 'be made

by law on natural, social and economic bases.

One province can have at most 800,000 In-

habitants.

Two or more smaller departments can be
joined into one larger department. The depart-
mental assemblies of the departments concerned
shall make the final decision about this. But
even such a department cannot have more than
800,000 inhabitants.

At the head of each department shall be a
Great Zupan, whom the King shall appoint and
who shall conduct the business of State admin-
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Istratlon in the department through State of-

ficials.

SECTION 96—For business of a city, com-
mune, district and departmental character there

sliall be established local civil autonomous or-

ganizations for tiie city, commune, district and
cfepartment on an elective basis.

A special law shall be passed regarding the

government and autonomy of cities.

Autonomous business shall be cared for by
special autonomous officials, according to the

provision of the law.
In the rango of activity of the autonomous

d<.partmental administration shall fall the fol-

lowing sorts of business:

1. Departmental finances: (a) Making up the

departmental budget; (b) disposition of depart-

mental public taxes, which are fixed on the

basis of the law by the department to cover

departmental expenditures.

2. Departmental public works, as al.so building

prescriptions.

3. Care for the furthering of departmental
economic interests: Agriculture, stock raising,

vine culture, fruit culture, forestry, lake and
river fisheries, hunting, as also for technical

improvement of the land.

4. Administration of public property.

.J. Care for the public health in the depart-

ments, as well as for all institutions, through

which the health status of the department may
be furthered.

6. Care about social problems in the depart-

ment.
7. Departmental humane institutions.

8. Departmental means of communication.
9. Co-opevation in the furtherance of enlight-

enment in the department.
10. Co-operation in industrial education in the

department.
11. Establishment and maintenance of seed

institutions, tourist clubs, mutual loan and in-

surance associations.

12. The expression of opinion at the request

of the Government about projects in conformity
with the law, which concern the department,
as also in general about all other subjects for

which the Government asks their opinion.

Also other business can by law be entrusted

to the departmental, autonomous administration.

If the dep..rtment with its means should not

be able to carry out the several matters enume-
rated, the State shall on demand of the depart-

mental Skupshtina and by decision of the Na-
tional Skupshtina give the necessary means or

shall itself take over the carrying out of these

matters.

SECTION 97—Autonomous [local] units shall

have their yearly budgets. The administration

of autonomous units shall be under the super-

vision of the Minister of Finance and the chief

control shall be regulated by special laws.

SECTION 98 — The departmental organs of

administration are the departmental Skupshtina
and the departmental committee.
The departmental and district Skupshtina shall

choose for themselves a President, who shall

preside over their sittings. They shall choose

also a departmental and district committee.
By exception, joint competence can be as-

.signed by law for the sani'.' bianclus of State

and autonomous work in the department.
The Gteat Zupan is tho chiet official of the

general State administration in the department,
in so far as special competence for one or

more departments is not given by law for spcr

cial business of State administration.

The law shall decide what State business the

Great Zupan shall handle in consultation with

the d<^partmental committee.
Further dt;tails about authority and compe-

tence of autonomous bodies — city, commune,
district and departmental—shall be fixed by a
.special law.

SECTION 99—The departmental Skupshtina
has the right to make departmental regulation

about those matters of its competence. The
Great Zupan of the department shall proclaim
departmental regulations.

The Great Zupan of the department shall stay

from proclamation regulations which he finds

aTo not based on the Constitution and the law.

In "this event he shall bring such regulations

with his opinion to the Council of State for

decision, and shall inform the competent Minis-

ter about this. If the Council of State shall

find that the said regulations are not based on

the Constitution or on any law, they shall not

be proclaimed or published. The Council of

State is obliged to bring in their decision within

two months. If the Council of State shall not

bring in their decision in that time, the decision

of the Great Zupan shall stand.

SECTION 100—The departmental committee
shall prescribe provisions and directions for the

fulfillment of departmental regulations.

SECTION 101—The State administrative au-

thority exercises supervision over autonomous
business authorities through the Great Zupan
and individual expert officials. The Great

Zupan has the right to stay from execution all

decisions of autonomous officials which should

not be based on the Constitution, the laws or

departmental regulations. Against a ruling of

the Great Zupan a complaint can be lodged

with the Council of State within the time limit

of the law. If the Council of State should not

biing a ruling within a month at furthest from
the date of its receipt, the decision, of the

Zupan shall stand.

SECTION 102—For matters of administrative

nature administrative courts shall be estab-

lished. The law shall fix their seat, competence

and organization.

SECTION 103—The Council of State Is the

highest administrative court. The King shall

appoint members of the Council of State on the

advice of the President of the Council of Min-

isters, and in the following manner: The King
shall name half the members from twice the

number which the National .Skupshtina pro-

poses, and the National Skupshtina shall choose

the other half from twice the. number which

the King proposes. The filling of the adminis-

trative positions of the Councilors of State

shall be fixed by a special law which can also

deviate from the above .stipulations.

For members of the Council of State only

those higher officials or public workers who
have Faculty (university) preparation or ten
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years' State service or public work can be ap-

pointed.

At least two-thirds of the Councilors of State

must have diplomas after completing [the work
of] a legal Faculty.

Members of the Council of State can. be re-

moved from their places, transferred to another

branch of State service and placed on pension

only on legal action. But when they reach

70 years of age or become ill, so that they

cannot fulfill their duty, they must be placed

on pension.

The Council of State has the following duties:

1. As the highest administrative court it de-

cides on matters of administrative nature. Mat-
ters pertaining to a complaint against a ukas
and Ministerial decrees shall be decided by the

Council of State in first and. last instance.

2. As an administrative organ it heads State

Administration and decides about acts of ad-

ministrative nature for which its approval is not

necessary according to special laws.

3. It exercises supervisory authority over au-
tonomus units according to the provisions of

the law.

4. It decides conflicts about competence be-

tween State administrative authorities as well

as conflicts about competence between State and
autonomous authorities.

5. It decides also about other questions which
shall be placed within its competence by law.

Further details about the constitution of com-
petence and its handling under the Council of

State shall be prescribed by special law.

SECTION 104—State competence shall be es-

tablished according to the prescriptions of the

law.

SECTION 105—It shall be prescribed by law
how officials shall be named.
SECTION 106—The names of State officials,

rights and duties, pay and pensions of State of-

ficials according to their office shall be fixed

by the law about officials.

SECTION 107—State officials are officials of

the whole State and shall work for the general
interest.

The use of their authority and position by
State officials for partisan aims, as also the in-

fluence of a chief on State officials, shall be
punished according to the law.

SECTION 108—An official to whom a perma-
n€-nt place shall be assured by law cannot be
removed against his will without process of a
regular criminal or disciplinary court.

PART IX.

Judicial Authority

SECTION 109—Judges are independent. In the

rendering of justice they shall not stand under
the influence of any authority, but shall judge
according to the law.

Judges and judicial competency can be estab-

lished only by law. But in no event can ex-

traordinary Judges or commissions be estab-
lished for investigations.

In family and supervisory business of the Mus-
sulmans State Sheriat Judges shall act.

SECTION 110—For the whole kingdom there

shall be only one Court of Cassation, with its

seat at Zagreb.
The Court of Cassation is competent also for

the settlement of conflicts between administra-
tive, civil or military authority and judicial au-
thority. Likewise it is competent, also for the
settlement of conflicts -between administrative
and regular courts.

SECTION 111—The appointment of Cassation
and Appellate Judges and of the President of

courts of the first rank shall be made by the
King's ukas (decree)' on the advice of the Min-
ister of Justice from among the number of can-
didates which the original body shall select, the

constitution of which shall be fixed more exactly

by law.

SECTION 113—The Judges of all courts are

permanent. Judges cannot be deprived of their

office nor from any cause be relieved from duty
against their will, without process of regular

courts or disciplinary process of the Court of

Cassation. Judges cannot be held to account for

their judicial work without approval of a com-
petent Appellate Court. For members of the

. higher courts the Court of Cassation shall give

this approval.

A Judge cannot, even provisionally, be as-

signed to another paid or unpaid public service

without his own consent and the approval of

the Court of Cassation.

A Judge can be transferred only at his own
consent.

A Judge can be in service only until reaching
the sixty-fifth year of his life and the Presi-

dents of the Ca.ssation and Appellate Courts till

the age of 70 years. Before that time Judges
can be placed on pension only on written re-

quest or if they have so failed physically or
mentally that they cannot fulfill their duty.

The Court of Cassation shall bring in the rul-

ings about pensioning in this last event.

PART X.
State Economy

SECTION 113—Each year the National
Skupshtina shall draw up a State budget, which
it shall fix only for a year.

The budget must be spread before the National
Skupshtina at furthest a month after its coming
together. At the same time with the budget
shall be spread before the National Skupshtina
for survey and approval also a complete ac-

count of the expenditures of the last fiscal year.

The National Skupshtina cannot increase the

showing of the parts, but can decrease and omit
them.
The budget shall be approved by parts.

The manner of construction and completion of

the budget shall be prescribed by law.

The savings of one part of the budget or

budget year cannot be expended in satisfying

the needs of another part or year, without the

approval of the National Skupshtina.
SECTION 114—I'ntil the budget laid before It

shall be approved, the National Skupshtina can
approve one-twelfth for one or more months.
If the National Skupshtina is dissolved befor<i

the budget is fixed, the budget of the preceding
fiscal year shall be prolonged by ukas for at

most four months.
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SECTION 115—State expenditures and gen-

eral State outlay shall be fixed by law.

The National Skupshtina shall decide about

State loans. The Government is obliged tc lay

before the National Skupshtina, through the

Chief Control, a punctual attested report,

whether arrangements about loans ar concluded

and fvilfilled in the sense of the law.

SECTION 116—Tax obligation is general, and
all State public expenditures are general for

the whole State.

lA] tax shall be paid according to taxable

worth, and progressively.

The King and heir to the throne shall pay
State taxes on private property.

No lielp whatever, permanent or temporary;
no gift or loan can be given from the State

Tieasury if it shall not be based on the law.

SECTION 117—The Minister of Finance shall

have control of State property, so far as the

laws do not establish otherwise.

A .special law shall be passed about the man-
ner of disposal of State goods.

[The] right of monopoly shall fall to the State.

Ores, medicinal waters atid springs and force's

of nature are State property.

A special law shall .be passed about the giving

over of mining, industrial or, indeed, any other

pnvileges.

SECTION 118—A Chief Control shall be estab-

li.«hed for the oversight of State accounts and
supervision of the completion of State and pro-

vincial budgets and as head of the Court of

Accounts.
The President and members of the Chief Con-

trol shall be chosen by the National Skupsh-
tina from a list of candidates, which the Coun-
cil of State shall prepare and in which shall

be nominated twice as many candidates as

there are places vacant.

The President and half the members of the

Chief Control must be jurists (i. e., members of

the bar). The other members must have been

Ministei's of Finance or must have had ten

years of proved service in financial employ-
ment.

Tlie President and <nembers of the Chief Con-
trol shall enjoy the same right of tenure as the

members of the Council of State.

Further details about the composition,- author-

ity and procedure of the .Chief Conti'ol shall be

set forth in a special law.

It shall be fixed by law in what events tliere

shall be grounds for coinplaint against the rul-

ing of the Chief Control to the Court of Cassa-
tion.

The Chief Control shall survey, justify and
liquidate accounts of general administration and
all bills rendered against the State Treasury. It

shall watch that no expenditure overstep the

budget, and that no sum shall be carried from
pne part of the budget into another. It shall

close up the accounts of all State administra-

tion and is obliged to bring together all evi-

dence and information.

A complete State accounting shall be laid be-

fore the National Skupshtina in conjunction

with explanations of the Chief Control and
that, at longest, for one year, reckoning from
the completion of each fiscal year.

PART XI.
The Ar.ny

SEtVriON 11»—Military- obligation is general,

according to the ordinances of the law. The
organization and size of the army and fleet

shall be prescribed by law. The King, depend-
ing on the advice of the Minister of War and
Marino, sha* prescribe the formation of units

for both within the prescriptions of the law.

How much of the army shall be held under
the flag shall be decided each year by tlie

budget.
SECTION 120—The military courts are inde-

pendent. In rendering justice, the Judge shall

not be under any authority, but shall judge ac-

cording to the law.

The Judges of the Military Appellate Court
shall be permanent, but the pernjanency or the

Judges of military courts of .first instance shall

be regulated by the law.

Judges of a military court of first instance

cannot be held to account' for their judicial work
without the approval of the Military Appellate
Court, and Appellate judges without the ap-
proval of the Court of Cassation. Judges of a
Military Appellate Court can be transferred

only by their own consent, and in the event of

promotion to a higher position, and Judges of a
military court of first instance in accordance
with the ordinances of the law.

SECTION 131—The civil courts shall judge
crimes which* a civilian associated with the anny
commits, but during time of war military courts.

SECTION 123-No one, on reaching the age
of 20 years, can enter State service or re-

main in it if he has not served his year accord-

ing to the ordinances of the law or been ex-

cused from military service.

SECTION 128—For the maintenance of inter-

nal order, the military can be used only on the

request of competent civil authorities.

SECTION 124—A foreign army cannot be
taken into the service of our State, as also the

army of our State cannot be placed in the

service Of any foreign State without the previ-

ous approval of the National Skupshtina.

PART XII,
Changes in the Constitution

SECTION 12.'>—The National Skupshtina, with

the King, shall decide about changes in the

Constitution.

SECTION 126—A proposal that something bo

changed or supplemented in tiie Constitution

can be made by the King or the National

Skupshtina.
In such proposal must be named expressly all

the points of the Constitution which should b«!

changed or supplemented.
If the 'King hijS njade the prpposaJ, .he 5l)all

impart this to the National Skupshtina, but the

National Skupshtina can be prorogued at once

afterward, and shall be convened anew after

four months at longest.

If such proposal originated from the National

Skups>*ina, decision shall be made about it on

the basis foreseen for decisions of legal (con-

stitutional) proposals with a majority of three-

fifths of the whole number of members.
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If ."the proposal shall be adopted in this man-
ner, the National Skupshtina shall be prorogired

and convened anew at latest in a period of four

rnonths from the day when the proposal was
adopted.
And in one and the other event the National

Skupshtina can decide only about those changes

i^nd supplements of the Constitution which the

proposal on the *asis of which it was called

together contains.

The National Skupshtina shall make decisions

with a majority of half plus one of the total

number of its members.
SECTION 127—In the event of war or general

n^obilization the National Skupshtina can sus-

pend for the whole territory of the State, eind

for the event of an armed uprising for any
single part of it, by law. temporarily •these rights

of citizens: The right of assembly, coming
together and taking counsel, freedom of move-
Bient, noninfringement of dwelling, cor-

refipondence and telegraphic communication. For
the same reason the freedom of the press can

be limited in the event of an armed uprising for

the part of the State concerned.

PART XIII.

Transfer of Authority
SECTION 128—In the first session of the

Skupshtina after the proclamation of the Con-
stitution the Heir to the Throne Alexander as

the Regent of King Peter I. in the sense of Sec-

tion 58 of the Constitution shall take the oath:
" In the name of his Majesty King Peter J., I

swear with the help of God that I will. 4iold

the Constitution inviolable, that I will rule ac-

cording to it and the laws, that I will preserve

the unity of the nation, the independence of the

State and the integrity of the territory of the

State, and <hat in all my efforts and work I

will have the good of the nation before my eyes.

So help me, God. Amen! "

SECTION 129—After this the national repre-

sentatives in the sitting of the Skupshtina be-

fore the President of the Skupshtina shall take

this oath

:

' I [name] swear that with the help of God
and by all that is most holy to me under the

law and dearest to me on earth, I will hold true

to the Constitution in my work as a representa-

tive, and that I will have ever the good of the

King and the nation before my eyes and the

unity of the State in my heart and mind."

SECTION 180—The provisions and provisional

laws, with the signatures of the Provisional

Government, published in the Official News,
given out for the time from Dec. 1, 1918, until

the entering into force of this Constitution,

s'lall remain further in force as laws so far as
they are not rescinded or changed by other laws.
Within the period of three months from the

entering into life of this Constitution the Gov-
ernment shall lay before the Constitutional
C;ommittee all those provisions set forth for the

time being in the first sitting which are to bo
annulled, and the Constitutional Committee shall

render its decision as 'to what shall be an-
nounced.
SECTION 131—Until the passing o'f laws re-

garding Ihe organization of the Ministries, re-

garding the Council of State, regarding the
Chief Control, regarding the order of business

in the Council of State and regarding Minis-
terial responsibility, there shall be extended pro-
\i.sionally over the whole State the force of the
corresponding laws of the Kingdom of Serbia,
with changes and additions which shall be
carried out in the manner foreseen in Section
13.3.

SECTION 132—The statute signed by the King
Aug. 30,. 1909, and published in the Serb News
Feb. 26, 1911, shall remain in force until a new
statute shall be passed in the sense of Section

r>7 of this Constitution.

SECTION 133—For the correlation of legisla-

tion and administration in the [newly] founded
land a short course of procedure shall be estab-

lished.

All legal proposals which have for their ob-

ject the correlation of legislation and adminis-
tration, originating either from the Government
or from individual representatives, shall be re-

f";rred through the President of the Skupshtina

'

to a legislative committee.
The report of the legislative committee with

the proposal which the committee has adopted
.shall be referred to the National Skupshtina
for action. Regarding these legal proposals the

Skupshtina shall decide by roll-call vote once
and for all whether it shall accept or reject

them. Before the vote each Parliamentary group
may give short explanation through one repre-

si='ntative.

Such rather "brief procedure for correlation of

legislation and administration in the land can
be applied within five years from the day of

entering into force of the Constitution, but this

time caji also be extended by law.

As long as the Constitutional Skupshtina shall

last as a legislative Skupshtina the Constitu-

tional Committee shall fulfill the duty of the

legislative committee.

SECTION 134—After the entering into force

(if this Constitution there shall remain for the

time being the provisional provincial adminis-
trations. A provincial Regent shall exercise ad-
ministration through a chief of department
i-nder the direct supervision of the Minister of

Internal Affairs, but as the organ of com-
petent Ministers on th^ basis of laws and ordi-

nances hitherto prevailing.

Laws pas.sed after the entering into force of

this Constitution cannot assign to provincial

administrations new duties.

Regarding the progressive transfer of the busi-

iifss of the provincial administrations to the

individual Ministries and to the individual de-

partments, according to provisions set forth in

tiie manner foreseen in feection 135, the Coun-
cil of Ministers shall make decisions in agree-

ment with the provincial Regent concerned.

As long as the provincial administrations shall

be prolonged the subordinates of the several

Ministries in the provinces are obliged to con-

sult the opinion of the provincial Regent pre-

vious to a Ministerial decision for a project of

theirs of general character or which bears on
the official personnel.

Parties have the right of appeal to the Council

of State as a first and last appeal about ad-
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mjnistrative conflicts In which the provisional

liovincial administration decides. With respect

;( this duty, whatever is necessary is prepared

in the Council of State. An administrative con-

flict is only between a private or legal person

oil the one side and an administrative authority

on the other : and they arise there where by
regulation or decision of an administrative au-

tliority the right of a private or legal person

is injured contrary to legal provisions. Ac-

cording to this there Is no conflict there where

It is established by law for the provisional pro-

^incial Executive or administrative authority

how he shall handle, judge or decide a matter.

SECTION 185—The project of a law about the

<livision of the country into departments and
for the establishment of departments (Sectlonr.

Jir» and 96), as also about the transfer of tho

previous provincial authority to the Ministerial

and Departmental Governments (Section 134),

the Government must present to the National

Skupshtina for adoption within a period of

four months. If the National Skupshtina should

not act on these laws within a period of three

months, the same shall be carried out under the

provisions of Section 133 regarding the corre-

lation of legislation and administration in the

country ; and in so far as these laws shall not

be passed in accordance with this rather short

method of procedure in the further time of two
months, there shall be made by a decree of the

King within one month a division of the coun-

try together with the apportionment of the pro-

vincial administration in the sense of Sections 95

and 96 of the Constitution. This decree can be

changed only in a legal manner. If this division

of the country should be made, not in accor-

dance with the first nor the second sentence of

this section, but in accordance with the third,

tl.en there .shall be established in Chorvatia and
Slavonia four departments.

Likewise, also, if the country be divided by

lii^her decree, according to this section, Tzrna
Gora (Montenegro), of 1913, with the region of

Boka Kotorska, but without the circuits of

Plevlje and Bijelopolje shall constitute a de-

partment and shall fulfill the functions of a de-

partment according to this Constitution.

In accordance with the law about the appor-

tionment of departments, Bosnia and Herzego-

vina shall be divided into departments within

their present bounds, until this shall be enacted

by law, the circuits in Bosnia and Herzegovina

shall constitute departments. Uniting of these

departments shall, be carried out by decision of

the Departmental Skupshtinas of the depart-

ments concerned by a majority of two-thirds

of the votes cast within the limitations fixed

by the third paragraph of Section 9.5 of the Con-

stitution. Single communes or districts can be

.separated from their departments and annexed

to another department within the present

bounds of Bosnia and Herzegovina or outside

of them, if their autonomous representatives

con.eent to this by a decision of three-fifths of

the votes and the National Skupshtina approves

this decifa'C'*'

The circuit* (rupanates) shall remain as units

of State admuiistration as far as they are not

abolished by law. The law shall regulate their
circuit work.
Liquidation of the autonomous circuits shall

be carried through in favor of the departments
;ind districts as soon as the departments shall

be organized.

SECTION 186—Until the new law about offi-

cials foreseen in Section 106 of the Constitution,

the present law about the rights and duties of

officials shall hold. The new law shall contain
the transfers of authority in the whole com-
pass and schedule of the officials of administra-
tion and shall be passed at furthest within three
years from the entering into force of this Con-
stitution, until which time the list of officials

shall be extended and revised.

SECTION 137—The Presidents of the courts
and all Judges to whom permanency is guar-
anteed by the Constitution or the law shall be
maintained further in their positions and duties

in court. In other regions than the former
Kingdom of Serbia, permanency for the several

Judges can be instituted within a period of one
year from the adoption of this Constitution. In

this time the Minister of Justice will form a

commission of the Judges of the higher courts
for these regions, with whom he shall formulate
a decision, for what Judges by name this per-
manency shall not hold.

The necessary filling of administrative Presi-
dencies and judicial positions shall be done ac-
cording to the laws which are now being for-

mulated.
Judges, who are appointed or shall be ap-

pointed in accordance with the law about the
provisional filling of official positions during
time of war or according to any other provi-
sional law or decree, must pass their judicial

examination within a year and a half after the
entering into force of this Constitution. Who-
ever of them does not do this within the time
decreed, shall be at once relieved from judicial

duty.

The Court of Cassation in Belgrade, the Hun-
dred Seven in Zagreb, the High Court in Sera-
jevo, the Great Court in Podgoritsa and the
division of the Court of Cassation in Novy Sad
shall continue as hitherto until the new estab-

lishment of one Court of Cassation for the whole
land and shall be regarded as part of the Court
of Cassation.

SECTION 138- The publishing—i. e., the circu-

lation—of newspapers and printed matter can be
forbidden if they stimulate hatred gainst the

State as a wliole, religious or race discord; like-

wise if they indirectly incite citizens to change
the Constitaiion or the laws of the land by
force, merely if it is seen clearly from the title

that they thereby aim at such incitement of

the citizens. The provisions of Section 13, Para-
graph 3, about the enforcement of suppression,

apply also here. If express necessity arises

these provisions can be annulled by law.

SECTION 139—Until a law shall be pa.^ised

about privileges in the sense of Section 117 of

the Constitution, all privileges assigned until

the day of the proclamation of the Constitution

shall be reviewed in the manner foreseen in

Section 133 of the Constitution. In the priv-

ilege for the cutting of State forests the terms
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fixed in the review shall have retroactive force

from Dec. 1, 1918.

SKCTION 140—"When this Constitution shall

enter into force the Constitutional Skupshtina
called Nov. 28, 1920. shall be transformed into

an ordinary legislative Skupshtina with the time

of duration provided by the electoral law for

the Constitutional Skupshtina.

SECTION 141—I'ntil a new law is passed re-

garding the election of representatives on the

basis of the Constitution, that law shall con-

tinue in force on the basis of which the elections

were held on Nov. 28, 1920, with whatever
changes shall be made in conformity with this

Constitution. These changes shall be made in

the manner provided in Section 133 of this Con-
stitution and shall have force as soon as they

receive the sanction of the King.
The committee can make the necessary

changes in time also, which that law prescribes,

but besides that it is empowered to prescribe

the manner, too, in which shall be made the

apportionment of the mandates to the several
candidate lists in proportion to the number of
votes.

PAKT XIV.
Concluding Ordinances

SECTION 142—This Constitution with the
transfer of authority shall come into force when
the King signs it, but shall take on binding
force when it is published in the Official News.
From that day all legal provisions which might
be contrary to it shall cease to have force.
The President of the Council of Ministers and

all the Ministers shall care for the enforcement
of this Constitution.

We recommend to our Provisional Ministry
for the Constitutional Skupshtina and Unifica-
tion of the Laws that this Constitution be pub-
lished, and to all the Ministers that they care
for its enforcement; we enjoin the authorities
then that they act according to it, and one and
all that they submit to it.

THE END OF THE HAPSBURGS
Text of the Dethronement Act which debars any member of the House of

Hapsburg from assuming the Hungarian throne, by election or otherwise—
Debate that preceded the passage of the bill

THE text of the Dethronement act of

Nov. 6, 1921, which deposed the Haps-

burgs from all future title to the

throne of Hungary, together with the Gk)v-

ernment report recommending the bill to

the National Assembly, is printed below.

The third paragraph is somewhat am-

biguous, and might, so far as the Haps-

burgs are concerned, be construed " at a

suitable time " as nullifying the first and

second paragraphs. The Ambassadors' Con-

ference had demanded that Hungary pass a

law deposing the Hapsburgs and revoking

the Pragmatic Sanction, to some extent

under pressure from the Little Entente.

Dr. Benesh, the Prime Minister of Czecho-

slovakia, had stated with considerable

definiteness that the Little Entente was de-

termined, after the last adventure of Karl,

to secure once and for all the deposition of

the Hapsburgs. The debate in the Hun-
garian National Assembly, when the Gov-

ernment introduced this bill, showed that

both the Government and the majority of

parties at present represented were bitterly

opposed to the measure.

Because of the ambiguity of the third

paragraph the representatives of the Gi-eat

Entente informed the Hungarian Govern-
ment in a note (Nov. 5) that the bill was
inadequate, as it did not expressly exclude

the members of the House of Hapsburg
from election as King. This occurred on
the day (Nov. 5) on which the bill was
passed in the Hungarian National Assem-
bly. Subsequently (Nov. 8) the Hungarian
(Government issued a declaration, subject

to ratification by the Assembly, correcting

the ambigfuity of the statute by an interpre-

tation which definitely bars the election of

a Hapsburg as King.

Report Recommending the Bill

The text of the Government report recom-
mending the bill that deposed the Haps-
burgs, followed by the text of the law, is

as foHows:

To the sorely tried Hungarian Nation the
time has come for further severe trials. In
connection with the recent events the demand
has been made of the Hungarian State to de-
clare that its crowned King is deprived of his

throne and his dynasty of its right of succes-
sion. The Hungarian State has never been faced
with so hard a decision as this. Foreigners are
now interfering with the independence of Hun-
gary, guaranteed by the Peace Treaty, and
with her internal affairs. They are demanding
a measure to which Hungary has never bound
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herself, the execution of which is not laid upon
her by the Treaty of Trianon, and which cannot
be brought Into harmony with the basic prin-

oipli-H of her Constitution. In cast; the demand
is iffused, they threaten the country with armed
attack. The Government cannot take the re-

.<ponsJbillty of exposing the nation, deprived of

its rights by the World War and the devasta-
tions of both revolutions, to a fresh war which
would menace the very existence of the father-

land, for it places all its hopes of renewed pros-

perity and power for the country in the indus-

trious habits which may be developed in peace.

It has, therefore, resolved, in view of the crisis

in the country—after resorting in vain to every

possible peaceful means <of maintaining peace,

averting the menace to the existence of the

nation, and safeguarding the free expression

of the people's will—to bring the following bill

before the National Assembly in fulfillment of

tlie demand of foreign powers.

The bill satisfies the above-mentioned demand
v)f the powers by declaring expressly in Clause 1

that King Charles's royal rights have ceased to

exist, and on the other hand in "Clause* 2 by

repealing the Pragmatic Sanction contained in

Acts I. and II. of the year 1723, and all other

laws upon which the succession of the House
of Hapsburg is based. Consequently the bill

decrees at the same time that the privilege of

electing a King reverts to the nation. It was,
however, necessary to provide that the extinc-

tion of the succession of the dynasty could not
be held to involve any fui-ther consequences af-

fecting the constitutional form of the Hungarian
State. The bill, therefore, provides that the

nation retains the constitution of a kingdom
unaltered. By this provision the National As-
sembly, in accordance with Clause 2 of Act. II.

of the year 1920, which gives it the right, as
the legal representative of Hungaiian Slate
sovereignty, to determine the method by which
the State shall be governed, finally decider the
future constitutional form by declaring for the
ancient institution of royalty for the future in

conformity with the feelings and traditions of

the Hungarian Nation.
[From the Prager Presse, Nov. k, viomtny

fdition.'l

Text of Dethronement Act
1. King Charles IV.'s rights as a ruler ha v.

ceased to exist.

2. The Pragmatic Sanction, contained in Acts
I. and II. of the year 1723, which determines
the succession to the throne of the House of

Austria (Domus austriaca), has lost its A'alidity,

and thereby the right of free election of a Klnq
has reverted to the nation.

3. The nation retains the ancestral Constitu-
tion as a kingdom unchanged, but postpone.'-, the

choice of a Kmg to a later date and instructs

the Governmenc to make proposals in this

matter at a suitable time.

4. This act shall come into force on the day
of its promulgation.

[from the Neue Freie Presse, Xov. S, inorning

edition.]

Debate on Dethronement Bill

The measure permanently debarring

Charles and the rest of the Hapsburg-

Typical harbor on the south shore of the Island of Madeira, 400 miles off the west coast of
Morocco, to which island the former Emperor of Austria-Hungary has been exiled
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(© Keysrone View Co.)

Ex-Emperor Charles and his wife, former Empress Zita, kneeling: while high mass was being
celebrated at a railway station near Budapest. They had just arrived in Hungary and still

expected to become the rulers of that country

family from the throne was passed by the

Hungarian National Assembly on NoA^ 3,

1921, but with great reluctance—under the

imminent threat of armed invasion by the

neighboring States of the Little Entente.

The debate that preceded the passage of

the bill is a matter of historical interest.

It was, in part, as follows:

Count Bethlen, Premier—The bill now before
the National Assembly is not a consequence of

normal constitutional development, but the
result of the events -of the past two weeks. It

makes a break in the development of 400 years
by a stroke of the pen. Events had matured
rapidly as the result of two circumstances

:

First, the frivolous attempt to which the King
and the dynasty have been sacrificed [cries

from members of the Friedrich Party: " JL,ong

live the King !
" Answering cries from mem-

bers of the Smallholders' Party: "You are a
disgrace to Hungary ! "] that unpiincipled at-

tempt t-o which the King, the dynasty and the

peace of the nation have been sacrificed ; sec-

ondly, the eagerness and greed which our neigh-

bors showed as a result of the attempt, with

the object of interfering in our internal affairs

and compelling us by force of arms to yield to

their demands. The events are too close for

any one who played a part in them to claim to

judge impartially. History will pronounce .judg-

ment on these events, and I, for my part, sub-
mit to that judgment.

* * * Hitherto we have been represented
as the disturbers of the peace, desirous of inter-

fering with armed force in the affairs of others
and pursuing aggressive ends. Now Europe can
see for herself that it is we who have saved
the peace of Central Europe. Although we did
nothing to endanger peace, yet it was endan-
gered. This is explained by the fact that within
the Carpathian basin Hungary has not ceased
to attract all the peoples living in the basin.

The fact that the Hapsburg problem has been
raised in this form is, perhaps, also to be ex-

plained by the fact that, although from the
international point of view it is clearly an in-

ternal question for Hungary, it becomes a ques-
tion of foreign policy only if it is true that even
the dying theories and traditions which the

peoples living around us connect with the

dynasty are still strong enough to break up the

unity of neighboring States. [Applause con-
tinuing for several minutes.] It has not hitherto

been clear what need there is, from the point
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of view of defense, for u federation of States

with 42.000.000 subjects to talte hostile action

against a State with 7,500.000 inhabitants. In
the light of present events we can explain It

thus : either that federation is necessary—in
which case it is a confession of inner weakness
by those States—or else It is unnecessary from
the point of view of defense, and then it aims
at aggression.

Count Appo«i/»—Article 73 of the Peace Treaty
stipulates for the independence and integrity

of Hungary. • * « Moreover, the Peace
Treaty of Trianon contains the Covenant of the

League of Nations. No armed interference or

threat of armed attack Is permissible until the
matter has been before a court of arbitration.

Only if one party does not submit to the award
can there be any question of military action

for a period of three months reckoned from the

summons of the League of Nations. A t;onflict

has arisen between Hungary and her neighbors.

Hungary has therefore the right to demand that

the League of Nations shall require her to sub-

mit the matter to arbitration. Any attempt at

or threat of armed Intervention is a flagrant

(ICeystone View Co.)

EX-EMPEROR CHARLES HAPSBURG
Whom the Allies havr banished to Madeira

and barred from (ho Hvagarian throne

breach of the Covenant of the League of Na-
tions, against which we must protest with such
vehemence that we are heard beyond the
frontiers of our country. [Stormy applause.)

Nobody deplores the recent unfortunate events
more than 1. Nobody has more cause for re-

gret than the legitimi.-t."!. Many patriots were
In the throes of a hard mental struggle, and
each individual decision must be Judged histori-

cally, for patriots might in all good faith think
this or that point of view best for their country.
Tlie Government Ministers followed the voice of
conscience, and took steps which they assumed
to be essential in the interests of the country.
They used armed force to prevent the return
of the King. The neighboring States ought to

have learned this with the utmost satisfaction,
since the Hungarian Nation, on its own initia-

tive, adopted a standpoint which thoy demanded.
But they were not satisfied. The question is

now no longer one of the honor and dignity
of the nation, but of the personal safety of
every citizen, since the surrender of a Hunga-
rian, and that the King, is demanded. The
Government has not been able to resist. But
I regard it as my duty not only to protest in
the interest «of all Hungarian citizen.s but to

give expression to the burning r-orrow of all

Hungarians at this violation of the legal se-

curity of all Hungarian citizens and of the
sacred crown, which embodies the glory and
dignity of the nation. * » [Count Apponyi
with twelve other Deputies leaves the Chamber,]

The President of the National Assembly, Oaal
—According to Count Apponyi, the bill which
the National Assembly is Just about to pass Is

invalid. According to Paragraph 1 of Act I.

of the year 1920. the National Assembly consti-

tutes the sole representative of national sov-
ereignty. • » From this it appears that at
the piesent moment the Hungarian Nation has
only one constitutional and legal representative
body, that is the National Assembly. Count
Apponyi himself took part in passing this act.

I must, therefore, state that Count Appohyl's
declaration is contrary to the law. The freedom
of .speech of the Deputies cannot go so far as
to allow them to cast doubt upon the validity

of the existing laws. [Exclamations of approval
from all paits of the House.]
Deputy Tiassny proposes that In Clause 1 the

provision be included that all members of the

House of Hapsburg, now living and in future,

should be excluded forever from the reversion

of the Hungarian throne.

Count Brthlcn begs that the clause be adopted
in its original form.

Deputy Rubinek [reporter] makes the same
reauest.

The bill is passed in It.'^ original form.

[Fi-oni the Prager Presse and Ncue Freie Presae,
Nov. '>, liUl, evening edition, and Nov. (I,

morning edit ion. "1

On Nov. 6 the Dethronement act was
promulgated and came into force. Two
days later the Hungarian Government, at

the demand of the Great Entente, issued the
declaration that removed the ambiguity of
Paragraph 3 and satisfied both the Council
of Ambassadors and the Little Entente.
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IRISH RATIFICATION OF THE
PEACE TREATY

Historic debate that ended in acceptance of the covenant making Ireland a Free

State with rights of a British Dominion—Resignation of de Valera and elec-

tion of Arthur Griffith—Provisional Government headed by Michael Collins

[Period Endkd Jax. 18, 1922]

AS the signing of the Irish Free State

.
treaty in London was the outstand-

ing Irish event of December, so the

ratification of that treaty by the Dail

Eireann at Dublin was the great event

of January.. After long and bitter debate,

which bade fair to create a dangerous split

in the ranks of the Irish patriots them-

selves, the treaty was ratified, on Jan, 7,

by a vote of 64 to 57. Thus by a ma-

jority of 7 the anxiously awaited decis-

ion was determined in favor of the cov-

enant making Ireland a Free State within

the British Empire.

Events leading up to this conclusion

were at times of a tense and dramatic

nature. At the resumption of the debate,

on Dec. 19, Arthur Griffith and Eamon de

Valera stood out prominently as the lead-

ers for and against the treaty. With
sincerity conceded to both, a plain, common-
sense, reasonable man was found opposed

to a very fluent, loud-voiced, unbending

extremist who believed that Ireland was
losing all she had fought for. As the

mover for ratification of the treaty, Mr.

Griffith won sympathetic cheers when he

referred to the heavy task placed upon the
'. shoulders of the London plenipotentiaries.

He declared they had brought back with

them the evacuation of British troops, who
had been in Ireland for 700 years; they

had got a full right of fiscal control and

equality for Ireland with all the other

nations of the British Commonwealth. Yet

they were told the treaty was a poor thing,

and the Irish people were to go back on

it and fight for a quibble. He declared

that 95 per cent, of the Irish people were

for the treaty. The seconder of the mo-
tion was Michael Collins, who spoke in the

direct form of a man of action. Mr. de

Valera followed, and asked for rejection of

the treaty, because it would not make Ire-

land a republic and would not bring peace

to the nation.

At this session Mr. Barton told the, dra-

matic story of the last hour of the Down-
ing Street negotiations, at which the treaty

had been signed. He said there was a pro-

posal to refer certain matters to the Dail.

Mr. Lloyd George told them they were
there as plenipotentiaries, and they must
accept or reject. " He gave us," said Mr.

Barton, " till 10 o'clock to make up our

minds whether we should stand by our pro-

posals for external association, face war,

and maintain a republic, or whether we
should accept inclusion in the British Em-
pire and make peace. The responsibility

for that war was to rest directly on two
of the delegates who refused to sign. For
myself I declared I could not accept that

responsibility." Mr. Barton accordingly

signed the agreement. This disclosure

brought the unofficial English answer that

Mr. Lloyd George had not intended to hand
the Irish delegates an ultimatum of peace

or war, but in the stress of that fateful

hour, when a decision had to be conveyed

to the Ulster Premier, Sir James Craig, he
had wished to impress upon them most
earnestly the consequences of rejection.

The meeting of the 20th was largely

taken up with discussion of " Document 2,"

or de Valera's alternative treaty, which
had been the subject of argument for three

days in secret session. As a cat out of a
bag, de Valera's oath was read by Mr.
Milroy, after demanding to know if they

were to take the responsibility before all

humanity and all history of sending young
men and women to their death for that.

The oath ran as follows: " I do swear to

bear true faith and allegiance to the Con-
stitution of Ireland and to the treaty of
association of Ireland with the British Com-
monwealth of nations and to recognize the
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King of Great Britain as head of the asso-

ciated States." Mr. de Valera later ex-

plained the difference between his oath and

that contained in the treaty. He said:

" The word ' Constitution ' occurs in both

oaths, but in one it refers to a Constitution

in which there is not a vestige of British

authority. The other oath is one in which

the British King must be recognized as the

head of the Irish State. There is a tre-

mendous difference, though the same words

are used in both."

The Dail Eireann on Dec. 23 adjourned

until Jan. 3. During this interval many local

public bodies adopted resolutions in favor

of ratification of the treaty. Many Depu-

ties i-eceived telegrams urging them to sup-

port the covenant. The Clare County Coun-

cil made de Valera their representative in

the Dail, aware of the strong trend of pub-

lic opinion, by adopting a resolution which

requested him to work for the treaty. The

press was almost unanimously for it.

A statement issued by Premier Lloyd

George on Dec. 28 threw new light on the

broad liberal principles of the treaty, and

left little but the form of allegiance to

the British Crowm for the de Valera fac-

tion to continue its opposition upon. It

read as follows:

The treaty places Ireland on an equality with

the other States of the empire, gives Ireland

the same clam to membership in the League of

Nations, and every right that Canada has in

law, fact and constitutional practice, and not

merely rejection but alteration even of the treaty

by Ireland or Great Britain would render it

null and void. This would, indeed, be deplora-

ble in the interests of both countries.

The British Government have gone to their

utmost limit in the treaty, and to reopen the

discussion, which was closed only after the

most exhaustive consideration of everj' point,

would be a fruitless proceeding and. is impossi-

ble. A committee consisting of British Minis^ters,

presided over by the Colonial Secretary, has

been set up to deal with the evacuation of the

British forces, the settling of an amnesty and
the making of all necessary arrangements on

the Briti-sh «=ide for transferring full executive

responsibility to an Irish Provisional Govern-

ment. The work of this committee, which had
been in continuous session up to Christmas, and

had proposed to sit through the Christmas holi-

days, is now unavoidably held up pending the

approval of the treaty. But on approval it

would be carried through with the utmost possi-

ble dispatch.

It is the intention of the British Government
to hand over without delay their responsibilities

to a Provisional Government which will function

during the period of transition required for the

[American Cartoon]

--©Chicago Tribune

JU.ST AS SHE IS GETTING IRELAND
QUIETED DOWN

setting up of the Irish Free State administra-
tion.

When the Dail Eireann reassembled on
Jan. 3 it plunged at once into a stormy
debate. The Republicans signalized the

occasion by issuing a new organ, The Re-

public of Ireland, to represent their princi-

ples. On its committee of directors were
Charles Burgess, Austin Stack, J. J. O'Kel-

ly, Mme. Markievicz, Miss MacSwiney, Sean

[American Cartoon]

—New Ymk Evening Mail

THERE'S NO HOLDING A THIRSTY HORSE
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[Dutch Cartoon]

-De Atnsterdamer, Ainaterdam

THE IRISH QUESTION SETTLED
Lloyd George: "Viola!"

Etchingham, Erskine Childers and E.

O'Callaghan. In its first issue the paper
declared that " war, the exposure of our-

selves to wounds, toil and death, is as much
our duty in a just cause as any other mode
of sustaining justice."

A peace committee was formed on Jan.

4 by nine members, representing both par-

ties, to try to discover a formula on which
the two sides could agree. This committee
reached a temporary argeement the next

(lay, but de Valera vetoed it. At the public

session of the Dail in the afternoon of Jan.

6 de Valera caused a sensation by offering

his resignation; but he subsequently agreed

to Griffith's plan to wait for a vote on the

treaty if taken within twenty-four hours.

Jan. 7, 1922, proved to be a notable date

in the history of Ireland. Ratification of

the treaty with England was voted by 64

to 57, a majority of 7. The last hours of the

debate were made memorable by a bitter

attack on Michael Collins by Charles Bur-

gess, who questioned the former's military

record. The vote in favor of the treaty was
received with cheers, but was taken by de

Valera as proof of his defeat. He rose im-

mediately and said:

It will be, of course, my duty to rcsigri, but
I don't know if I will do it just now. But I

have to say to the country and to the world that
the Irish people established a republic. A vote
of Dail is simply approval ; the republic can only
be disestablished by the Irish people. There-
fore, until the Irish people in regular manner
disestablish it this Republican Constitution goes
on. Whatever arrangements are made, this is

the supreme sovereign body in the nation. This
is the body to which the nation looks for its

supreme Government, and it must remain, no
matter who is the Executive, until the Irish

nation ha^ disestablished it.

Subsequently in attempting to say a last

word he broke down completely, a pathetic

figure as he almost fell back into his seat

and covered his eyes with his hands. Many
of the President's supporters gave way to

tears. Michael Collins, in pleading for a

united committee of both parties to take

over the machinery of Government, said:

" The President has the same position in
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my heart as he always had." After cheers

had been given for the republic, Charles

Burgess declared that so far as he was
concerned he would see that discipline

was kept in the anny.

After a heated debate on Jan. 9, de Va-
lera finally resigned the Presidency of the

Irish Republic. On permitting himself to

be offered for re-election, he was beaten in

the Dail Eireann by a vote of 60 to 58.

Both he and his Government thereupon

passed out of official existence. On the

following day Arthur Griffith was unani-

mously elected President by 64 Deputies of

the; Dail Eireann after de Valera and his

followers had left the Chamber. The Dail

then approved a Cabinet presented by Mr.

Griffith, as follows:

Mjchael Collixs—Minister of Finance.
G^fiOBut: Gavin Duffti'—Foreign Affairs.

Gamun J.. Ducgan—Home Affairs.

WiLUAM T. COSGROVB—Local Government.
KaviN' O'HicGi.v*—Economic Affairs.

Rich ard Muixah v—Defense.

The Griffith Cabinet held its first meet-

ing on Jan. 11 and discussed plans for tak-

ing over the . administration from Dublin

Castle and for obtaining the release of the

1,010 political prisoners in Ireland and Eng-
land. On the 12th King George issued a

proclamation of amnesty " in respect to

political offenses committed in Ireland prior

to the truce of last July."

Mr. Griffith and his Cabinet summoned
the Southern Parliament to meet on Jan. 14,

and on that day it assembled, in Mansion
House, Dublin, where it formally ratified

the treaty with Great Britain, created a

Provisional Government, and set up the

Irish Free State.

The Southern Parliament, which was
technically different from the Dail Eireann,

should have consisted of 126 members, in-

cluding the four from Trinity College; but

the abstention of Eamon de Valera and the

other Republicans reduced the number to

65. The one surprise of the session was
that Michael Collins, and not Arthur Grif-

fith, was nominated as Premier or head of

the Provisional Government. The change

of plan was to avoid the criticism that

would come from the Republicans if Grif-

fith became both the Premier and the Presi-

dent of the Dail Eireann.

Pierce Beasley moved and Joseph Mc-
Bride seconded the resolution " that the

instrument entitled ' the treaty between

[American Cartoon]

—Springfield Republican

It's only taken about 7.50 years, but it seems
longer

Great Britain and Ireland—articles of

agreement signed in London on the 6th day
of December, 1921,' by the members of the

Irish and British delegations respectively

be and is hereby approved." With the same
businesslike dispatch it was moved, seconded
and carried, " that a Provisional Govern-
ment be and is hereby constituted composed
of the following members: Michael Collins,

William Cosgrove, Eamon Duggan, Pat-

rick Hogan, Finian Lynch, Joseph McGrath,
John MacNeill, Kavin O'Higgins and such

other persons if and as determined from
time to time by the Ministers for the time

being." All are Ministers of the Dail

Cabinet except Professor John MacNeill,

who is Speaker of the Dail, and Finian

Lynch, who was Secretary of the Irish dele-

gation at London.

Arthur Griffith then stated that the Pro-

visional Government had been set up to

supervise the carrying out of the treaty.

The Dail Eireann, he said, would remain in

being until the treaty had been executed

and a general election held in Ireland. He
concluded by making a plea for fair play

for the new Administration.
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The Southern Parliament under the Home
Rule act had met, but it will never meet

again, and so before it adjourned the min-

utes of its proceedings were read over and

approved. All the members present signed

them, and then adjourned to a garden to be

photographed as a memento of the historic

occasion.

The next day—Jan. 16—Michael Collins

and the Irish Provisional Government took

over Dublin Castle amid public rejoicings,

and received in their hands all the powers *

of Government. The cheering crowd com-

mented freely on the fact that the taking

over of the ancient British stronghold fell

to Collins, who until a few months ago was

a fugitive sought by Dublin Castle. He and

the other Ministers, who received a salute

from the military and police guards, went
to the Chief Secretary's office and then to

the Council Chamber, where the formal

transfer was carried out. Viscount Fitz-

Alan, Lord Lieutenant, and the chief offi-

cials were present. An official report of

the proceedings was issued as follows:

Mr. Collins handed to the Lord Lieutenant a
copy of the treaty In which acceptance of its

provisions by himself and his colleagues had
been endorsed. The other members of the Pro-
visional Government were then introduced. The
Lord Lieutenant congratulated Mr. Collins and
his colleagues and informed them that they were
now duly installed as a Provisional Government,
and that in conformity with Article XVII. of

the treaty he would at once communicate with
the British Government, in order that the neces-
sary steps might be taken for the transfer to

the Provisional Government of the powers and
machinery requisite for discharge of its duties.

He wished them every success in the task they
had undertaken, and expressed the earnest hope
that under their auspices the ideal of a happy,
free and prosperous Ireland would be attained.

When Loi-d FitzAlan drove from the Cas-

tle he was cheered. The evacuation of Ire-

land by the British Army, consisting of 60,-

000 men, began the next day. Ten battal-

ions had already been ordered to embark.

Peace with England seemed at last assured

to the Irish people.

[Dutch Cartoon on the Arms Conference]

-De Notenkiahff. AntsfcrdciTti

A PERMANENT RESULT FROM WASHINGTON
" The high contractirs parties undertake that they will only be slain by each other "
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Senate investigation of charges against officers of the American Expeditionary

Force—Supreme Court decision forbids a manufacturer to control retail prices

I'^'KRion Ended Jan. ITi. ]}>22]

THE Senate Committee appointed to in-

vestigate the charges made by Senator

Watson of Georgia against officers of

the American Expeditionary Force held sit-

tings on Dec. 20 and 21, and then adjourned

until after the holidays, when the sessions

were resumed, beginning Jan. 4. Some of

the charges made were that officers had
shot down enlisted men in cold blood; that

they had made courtesans of army nurses,

that many men were hung without court-

martial, &c. The cases thus far heard have
tended to disprove these assertions.

Thus charges were made that Major H.

L. Opie of Staunton, Va., as a battalion

commander of the 116th Infantry, had de-

liberately and without provocation shot

five enlisted men. Major Opie, who was
decorated by President Wilson with the

Distinguished Sei-vice Cross and by the

French with the Croix de Guerre and the

Legion of Honor, took the stand and denied

the charges absolutely. Only one of the

thirteen witnesses who were called testified

against Major Opie. Lemuel O. Smith of

Dublin, Va., swore that he had seen Major
Opie shoot to death in a dugout on the Ver-

dun front a young Virginia soldier named
William Woolwine. He named three com-

rades, who, he said, were with him at the

time. These three men in turn testified

that Smith's accusation was false, while the

soldier said by Smith to have been mur-

dered was shown to have met a gallant

death in battle.

As his comrades, one after another, de-

nied the charge made against Major Opie,

that young officer almost lost control of

himself, and he wept when Colonel John

Philip Hill of Baltimore testified that no

more courageous, high-minded officer than

Opie served under the American flag in

France.

Supreme Court Dectsions

The resale price maintenance policy

adopted by the Beechnut Packing Com-

pany of New York, by which it controlled

prices of its food and other products to

consumers, was condemned as illegal on

.Jan. 3 by the United States Supreme Court.

An order of the Federal Trade Commission
requiring the company to desist from its

methods was upheld by the court. The
decision was rendered by a five to four vote,

the Justices dissenting from the majority

of the court being Holmes, McReynolds,
McKenna and Brandeis. Opposing views

were read by Justices Holmes and Mc-
Reynolds, in which the practices of the

company were defended and held to be en-

tirely legal. The order of the commission

that was thus upheld by the court provided

that the company, its officers, Directors,

agents, sei-vants and employes, cease from
directly or indirectly recommending, re-

quiring, or by any means bringing about

the resale of Beechnut products by dis-

tributers, whether by wholesale or retail,

according to any system of prices fixed or

established by the company.

On Jan. 9, the Supreme Court, ruling for

the second time on the North Dakota
statute imposing a special excise tax

against corporations, joint stock companies

and associations organized under the laws

of other States and doing business in that

State, declared it invalid, so far as it had

been applied to interstate railroads. The
case in which the decision was rendered

was an appeal from the United States Dis-

trict Court, which sustained a tax assessed

upon the business of railroads within the

the States. The tax was opposed on the

ground that it was levied on interstate

commerce, and for a period when the rail-

roads were under Federal control, and when
the railroad corporation was not doing busi-

ness within the State.

Greater Safety on Railways

The Interstate Commerce Commission on
Jan. 11 issued a sweeping order directing

forty-nine railroad systems to equip con-
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gested sections of their main lines with

automatic train control devices, to be

operated in connection with all road en-

gines. The carriers were allowed until

March 15 to show cause why the order

should not become effective. It was speci-

fied that under the Transportation act the

installation must be completed by July 1,

1924. Figures were presented to show the

heavy cost of railroads caused by wrecks,

and proof was advanced that these would

not have occurred if there had been ade-

quate automatic control devices. In di-

recting the roads to make the installations,

which would entail considerable expense,

the commission stated that investigation

by a special train council committee had
demonstrated that the devices were prac-

ticable.

Aid Against Profiteers

Attorney General Daugherty, on Dec. 27,

addressed a letter to every State Attorney

General, in which he urged close co-opera-

tion between State and Federal law-enforce-

ment officers, and suggested that the sepa-

rate States should call conferences between

Federal and County District Attorneys to

pttain this object. Violations of the liquor,

food and fuel supply laws should be prose-

cuted without duplication of State or Fed-

eral effort, Mr. Daugherty declared. Though
the Department of Justice did not seek to

evade any of its responsibilities, he said,

it was his opinion that the initiative for

the enforcement of these laws lay with the

State authorities. The majority of cases

of retail profiteering, the Attorney General

held, were interstate matters, and rested

Avith individual States for correction.

Investigation by the Federal Trade Com-
mission of the housefurnishing goods in-

dustry was directed in a resolution adopted

by the Senate on Jan. 4. The resolution,

sponsored by Senator Kenyon of Iowa, pro-

vided that the inquiry should embrace the

causes of factory, wholesale and retail price

conditions in the industry. There was
no record vote on the resolution. The de-

bate which preceding its adoption was char-

acterized by a general attack on profiteers,

trusts and combinations in restraint of

trade. The commission was defended by
several Senators, who contended that it

could never be a " popular " Government
agency because of the nature of its work.

Ban On Union Abuses

The Lockwood Committee of the New
York State Legislature served a warning,

Dec. 20, on upward of 1,000,000 members
of labor unions in New York State, to the

effect that it would expect them to eliminate

existing abuses and regulations that limit

efficiency, retard production and violate

the law, and that if the reforms were not

made voluntarily, legislation would be en-

acted to remedy the abuses. The communi-
cation embodied approximately fifty re-

forms and abuses. The latter cover re-

striction of membership, high initiation fees,

limitation on the number of apprentices,

the issuance of permit cards to non-union

men, the auditing of books by independent

chartered accountants, and the assumption

of power by unions to hale their employers

before them and to impose fines on them
for infraction of union rules.

On Jan. 10, the Building Trades Council

unanimously approved resolutions embody-

ing practically all of the above reforms, as

changed and modified somewhat at con-

ferences between their representatives and

Samuel Untermyer, counsel for the Lock-

wood committee.

War Finance Loans

The War Finance Corporation showed,

in the annual report submitted to Congress

on Dec. 22, that it was doing business at

the rate of several millions of dollars a day.

Up to Nov. 30, the date of the report, the

corporation said, its advances for agricul-

tural and live stock purposes totaled more

than $82,000,000, of which the principal

items were loans on cotton aggregating

$22,000,000; on grain, $16,000,000; live

stock, $13,000,000, and for general agricul-

tural purposes, $34,000,000.

In addition to the agricultural financing,

advances were reported aggregating $51,-

500,000 on exports, of which the largest

items were $28,000,000 on cotton and $11,-

500,000 on grain.

The loans were distributed as follows:

Colorado, $3,000; Georgia, $208,000; Idaho,

$13,000; Illinois, $46,000; Iowa, $899,000;

Kansas, $138,000; Louisiana, $375,000;

Minnesota, $196,000; Missouri, $168,000;

Montana, $329,000; Nebraska, $375,000;

New Mexico, $16,000; North Dakota,

$902,000; Ohio, $100,000; Oklahoma,

$28,000; South Carolina, $655,000; South

Dakota, $559,000; Texas, $170,000; Utah,
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[Aniorican Cartoon]

—New Yojk Evening Mail

TRYING TO SPII^L, YOUR UNCLE

$602,000; Virginia, $250,000;

$59,000 and Wyoming, $806,000.

Wisconsin,

Farm Conference Summoned

President Harding on Dec. 30 instructed

Secretary Wallace, head of the Department
of Agriculture, to call a national conference

in Washington for the consideration of all

phases of the country's agi-icultural prob-

lems. In a letter to Mr. Wallace the Presi-

dent declared it " unthinkable that with

this country's vast agricultural resources

the United States should develop into a

distinctly industrial nation." To illuminate

the matter, he would have a conference to

consider, first, the solution for temporary
agricultural difficulties, and, secondly, to

make a survey of the future and lay down
a general policy that would co-ordinate with

governmental policies toward general busi-

ness and manufacturing. Secretary Wal-
lace expressed .satisfaction with the Presi-

dent's suggestion, and set about its execu-

tion at as early a date as possible.

In the final estimates for the year, is-

sued by the Department of Agriculture on

Dec. 28, the important farm crops of the

United States for 1921 were valued at

$5,675,877,000. This was almost $3,400,-

000,000 less than the crops for 1920 were
worth and $8,000,000,000 less than was re-

ceived by the farmers in 1919, -when high

prices prevailed for farm products. The

values were based on prices paid to farmers
on Dec. 1, and the crops comprised about

90 per cent, of the value of all fann crops.

There were only two $1,000,000,000 crops

in 1921, com and hay, while in 1920 four

ci-ops were valued at a billion dollars or

more. Production was below that of 1920

for almost every crop.

Immigration Quotas

The number of immigrants permitted to

land in this country up to the end of the

fiscal year, June 30, 1922, and also those

admissible for the month of January, as

made public at Ellis Island, N. Y., Jan. 4,

was as follows:

Remainder Remainder
for January, for Year.

Armenia 92 02

Austria 1,480 4,«}«lt

Belgium 66 t5«

Czeciioslovakia 2,159 2,ir>!>

Denmark 1,127 2,721

Finland 778 2,140

France 1,138 2,<«a

Germany 13.608 57,70«i

Italy 1.465 l,4ti.'>

Netherland.s 720 2,a')S

Norway 2,425 ».2«3

Rumania 753 7.53

Russia 6.848 18,246

Sweden 3,991 14,776

United Kingdom 15,439 50.300

f A nie ri c a n Ca rtoon 1

—Providence JouJ-niil

CONGRESS STARTS ON A LONG TRAIL
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The following countries have exceeded

their quotas for immigrants admissible

(luring the remainder of the fiscal year:

Australia, Africa, Atlantic Islands, Bul-

garia, Greece, Hungary, Jugoslavia, Other

Asia, Other Europe, Palestine, Poland, Por-

tugal, New Zealand, Spain, Syria, and Tur-

key and Smyrna district.

Anti-Lynching Bill

During the debate on the anti-lynching

bill, fathered by Representative Dyer of

Missouri, statistics were submitted to show

that in the last thirty-five years there had

been 4,096 lynchings in this country, and

of that number only 810 of the victims

were charged with offenses against women.
Opposition to the bill was expressed almost

solely by Southern Democrats, and was for

the most part temperate. They made their

fight on the ground that Congress had no

authority to pass such legislation, that such

an act would be a serious encroachment

upon the sovereign powers of the States,

and that it would not cure the evil, but

would have a tendency to encourage the

outrages which led to lynchings. Advocates

of the bill declared that its provisions were

simple and sensible. One section provided

for the punishment of officials who should

fail to do their duty. Another was to pun-

ish those who participate in lynchings, and

a third provided for fining communities in

which the crimes occurred.

Release of Debs

Announcement was made at the White
House on Dec. 23 that President Harding
had commuted the sentences of twenty-four

so-called political prisoners, including Eu-
gene V. Debs, who were convicted under the

Espionage act and other wartime laws and
sentenced to from two to twenty years in

prison. The releases from prison took place

on Christmas Day. A statement issued

from the White House said in part:

The list, in the main, is made up of those
who opposed the war in one way or another,

and it is made up of less than a third of

I. W. W. prisoners, and these have either ex-

pressed full penitence or are booked for de-

portation. The Department of Justice has

i

given no recommendation in behalf of the ad-
vocates of sabotag'e or the destruction of Gov-
ernment by force, and the President let it be
known he would not consider such cases.

No comment was made by the President on

I

the case of Debs. The President and the At-
torney General had given very extended consid-
eration to the Debs petitions, and it is known
that the fact that he had twice been the Presi-

dential candidate of a million voters had its

influence in reaching a decision favorable to his

release.

The President expressed the wish that it be
stated that the grant of clemency in the cases
acted upon does not question the justice of any
action of the courts in enforcing the law in a
time of national peril, but he feels the ends of
justice have been fairly met in view of the
changed conditions. The vast majority of so-
called political prisoners still imprisoned are
the I. W. W. group, are rarely American citi-

zens and have no good claim to Executive
clemency. A number of convicted citizens have
never been imprisoned, owing to appeals under
bond. There are also many thousands of in-

dictments under war legislation still pending.
These do not come under Executive considera-
tion.

Mr. Debs called upon the President and
Attorney General Daugherty to thank them
for the act of Executive clemency. He took

pains to make it clear that there had been

no change in his opinions, and declared that

he would devote his time and efforts to-

ward the freeing of all prisoners.

Newberry Seated as Senator

By a vote of 46 to 41, the Senate on Jan.

12 adopted a resolution declaring Truman
.H. Newberry entitled to his seat as Sena-

tor from Michigan, but expressed disap-

proval of the large amounts spent to obtain

his election. The affirmative vote was en-

tirely Republican, while nine members of

the majority (Borah, Capper, Jones of

Washington, Kenyon, Ladd, La Follette,

Norbeck, Norris and Sutherland) voted with

thirty-two Democrats against the resolu-

tion. Mr. Newberry's view of the vote was
thus expressed:

" My heart is filled with thankfulness

that the three years and four months of

persecution have ended in complete vindica-

tion and exoneration of myself and all con-

cerned."

The resolution adopted by the Senate,

concerning which Senator Kenyon of Iowa

declared, " We have written our own infamy

into this resolution," read as follows:

1. That the contest of Henry Ford against

Truman H. Newberry be, and it is hereby dis-

missed.
2. That Truman H. Newberry is hereby de-

clared to be a duly elected Senator from the

State of Michigan for the term of six years,

commencing on the fourth day of March, 1919,
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and Is entitled to hold his seat In the Senate
of the United States.

3. That whether the amount expended in this

(Michigan) primary was $193,000, as was fully

reported or openly acknowledged, or whether
there was some few thousand dollars in ex-

cess, the amount expended was in either case

too large, much larger than ought to have been
expended. The expenditure of such excessive

sums in behalf of a candidate, either with or

without his knowledge and consent, being con-

trary to sound public policy, harmful to the

honor and dignity of the Senate and dangerous
to the perpetuity of a free government, such
excessive expenditures are hereby severely con-

demned and disapproved.

Per Capita Money Circulation

Per capita circulation of money in the

United States declined $6.09 during 1921,

according to a statement issued Jan. 9 by
the Treasury Department. On Jan. 1, 1922,

the per capita circulation was $53.03, based

on a total of $5,775,400,315 and an esti-

mated population of 108,917,000, as com-

pared with a per capita of $59.12 on Jan.

1, 1921, based on a total of $6,340,436,718

in circulation and an estimated population

of 107,249,000. The reduction in the amount
of money in circulation was accounted for

mainly by the decrease of nearly $1,000,-

000,000 in Federal Reserve notes, the total

on Jan. 1, 1922, being $2,443,789,739 in cir-

culation, as compared with $3,349,389,117

on Jan. 1, 1921.

During 1921 2,355 petitions in bank-

ruptcy were filed in the Federal Court of

the Southern District, being 852 more than

in 1920 and 632 more than in any year

since 1911. In the Eastern District, bank-

ruptcies increased 60 per cent., compared

with 1920. The 1921 record exceeded the

number of bankruptcies in any year since

the passage of the Federal Bankruptcy law

in 1898.

Death of Senator Penrose

Senator Boies Penrose of Pennsylvania,

Chairman of the Finance Committee, and

for years one of the outstanding figures in

the Republican Party, died Dec. 31 in his

apartments at Washington, D. C. He was

a member of an old and distinguished fam-

ily, bom to affluence, well educated, and
with a mind and training that would un-

doubtedly have made him eminent as a law-

yer had he not chosen politics as a career.

He had served in the Senate from Pennsyl-

vania since 1897, at which time he suc-

ceeded the late Senator Donald Cameron.
Since that time he had been by far the most
powerful figure in Pennsylvania politics

and extraordinarily influential in the na-

tional councils of his party.

On Jan. 9, Governor Sproul of Pennsyl-

vania appointed Mr. George Wharton Pep-

per of Philadelphia as successor to Mr.

Penrose. Like his predecessor, Mr. Pepper

is a member of an old Philadelphia family.

He will be 55 years old on March 16. He
was graduated in 1887 from the University

of Pennsylvania, of which he is now a tni.':-

tee, and from the law department of thai

institution two years later. He is a lawyer

of wide experience and recognized ability.

He2*ry Watterson's Death

Colonel Henry Watterson, one of the most

forceful and picturesque figures in Ameri-

can journalism, died of heart disease Dec.

22 at Jacksonville, Fla., at the age of 81.

Mr. Watterson was almost the last of the

old personal editors, those whose person-

alities were so dominant in their papers

that the two were never dissociated in the

thoughts of the readers. His was a tren-

chant and vivid pen, and the thoughts of
" Marse Henry " as expressed in his paper,

The Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journal, went
all over the country, and were widely

quoted abroad. He was a redoubtable

fighter for the causes in which he believed

and a fonnidable foe to those that aroused

his opposition. His virility and vigor, his

spontaneity and buoyancy, endured to the

day of his death. He fought with the

energy of a crusader against sectionalism,

greenbackism, protectionism and prohibi-

tion. His original and at times whimsical

style made him tremendously effective, and

no editorial writer has so enriched Ameri-

can journalism with memorable phrases and

epigrams of enduring quality.
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Afghanistan

THE full text of the treaty between Great
Britain and Afghanistan signed at Kabul
on Nov. 22 was made public in London on

Dec. 13. It contained points of importance not

hitherto disclosed. Of these. Article 3, providing

for the excliange of diplomatic representatives

between London and Kabul, removed an Afghan
grievance of many years' standing: the Afghan
Government had long resented being • compelled

to negotiate as a vassal or protected State with
the British Indian Government at Calcutta in-

stead of with London direct as an independent
sovereignty. A matter of Afghan prestige was
also decided in the realignment of the British-

Afghan: frontier so as to Include in Afghanistan
a small . place known as Torkhani, on a ridge

.some 2,240 feet high. * * On Dec. 4 Sir

Henry Dobbs, head of the British Mission to

Afghanistan, recrossed the frontier after having
been entertained at Kabul by the Amir Ami-
n^illah with the most friendly courtesy.

Albania

After hardly a month's term In office, the

Cabinet of Pandheli Bvangheli resigned owing
to differences of opinion with the Council of

Four Regents. The latter availed itself of the

recess of the Diet in order to assert its claim to

a more positive and active leadership. The
Evangheli Ca.binet was succeeded by one formed
by Hussan Prishtina and supported chiefly by
the Catholic leader Louis Goura Kuqi, appointed

Minister of Interior, and the prominent Bektashi

Moslem chieftain, Hodja Kodri. This Cabinet,

however, lasted for only a few days. The chief

mover in the intrigues that led to the overthrow
of both Ministries was Aqif Pasha, Bektashi
Moslem member of the Council of Regents, over

which his personality predominates. He is sup-
ported by Abdi Toptani, the Sunni Moslem Re-
gent. The Orthodox Regent, Dr. TourtuH, was
in Paris during the crisis, while his Catholic

colleague, Mgr. Bumci, was outvoted by the

two Mohammedans. After the withdrawal of

Hussan Prishtina a " business Ministry," with-
out party color, was formed by M. Kosturi, a
wealthy merchant. This Ministry is expected to

remain in power until Parliament reconvenes at

the end of January. * * » The Mlrdites (Cath-

olic Albanians of the North) have made repre-

sentations to the League of Nations and to the

Allies, asking for protection against the en-

croachment of the " Turkish " Government of

Tirana. The Mlrdites have formed their own

independent republic and have applied for
recognition.

Argentina
This year's wheat crop appears to be consid-

erably larger than last year's, the most authori-
tative estimate being 207,415,067 bushels. • * *

The Governor of the Province of San Juan,
Senor Jones, was assassinated by a group of po-
litical enemies. Federal intervention has ex-
tended not only to San Juan, but also to the
Province of Entre Rios. • • * The appoint-
ment of John Riddle of Connecticut, as Am-
bassador to Argentina has been generally well
received throughout the country. * • * Nor-
berto Pinero, a lawyer, former Minister of
Finance and one-time Minister to Chile, was
named candidate for the Presidential election
by a new party called the Concentracion Na-
cional. This party is a combination of the
groups of Conservatives and Democrats arrayed
against the governing Radical Party. • • •

President Irigoyen declared to a representative
of the Cologne Gazette that Argentinian neu-
trality during the war was neither for nor
against any country, but purely in the national
Interest, and that though the Argentinian Sen-
ate and House or Representatives had both de-
clared themselves in favor of joining the Allies,

neither of them had gained popular support.
The House of Representatives has enacted an
insurance law by which insurance will be made
compultory for all citizens earning more than
6,000 nacionales a year. National insurance
comprises as minimum benefits the age pen-
sion, pension for the disabled. Insurance for
illness and for maternity. The employer's and
the employe's quota will be fixed according to

the amount earned. • * • According to the
most recent statistics, the population of the
country has reached 8,698,516 inhabitants, the
immigration for last year being 188,688 per-
sons and the emigration 148,907.

Australia

A reconstructed Australian Cabinet was an
nounced in . a dispatch from Melbourne, dated
Dec. 27, as follows

:

W. M. Hughes— Premier and Minister for
External Affairs.
George Foster Pearce—Home and Terri-

tories.
E. D. MiLLEN—Repatriation.
L. E. Groom—Attorney General.
Massey Greene—Navy and Defense.
A. S. Rogers—Trade and Customs.
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Alexander Poynton—Postmaster General.
S. M. Bruce—Treasury.
R. W. Foster—Works and Railways.
J. Earle—Vice President of Executive

Council.

Premier Hughes has proposed a Constitutional

<!'onvention composed of delegates to be elected

to amend the Federal Constitution, adopted in

1000 and since unchanged. It Is proposed to give

the Federal Parliament full powers over all

trade and commerce, instead of that between

the States only. As the convention would In-

clude eighteen members of the State Legisla-

tures, eighteen from present members and sev-

enty-five elected from Parliamentary constitu-

encies, it is considered there will be enough de-

fenders of State rights to prevent drastic Social-

ist proposals for centralizing government. * • *

Australian labor unions on Jan. 10 voted in

favor of merging into One Big Union.

Austria

A bill passed by the National Council on Dec.

21 obliges owners of foreign currency, cheques
or credits abroad to deposit with the Govern-
ment such property in exchange for bonds bear-

ing •"» per cent, interest. The purpose of the

measure is to raise the exchange of the Austrian
krone. Failure to comply Is punished with im-
prisonment (maximum, ten years), and confis-

cation of the concealed property. Foreigners
resident in Austria are not exempted. * » »

Plans to pledge the famous Imperial collection of

gobelins and other art treasures, valued at $r)0,-

000,000, with an American syndicate, have been
announced. The money thus obtained will be
used for the purchase of foodstuffs. * • • Pre-
war bonds of the former Austrian Government
owned by Americans and held outside of the

Succession States will be received for collection

by the Department of State at Washington, it

was announced. The United States Govern-
ment, the announcement says, does not guaran-
tee payment, but merel.v turns the securities

over to the Reparations Commission, which will

take proper action.

Belgium

The new Belgian Cabinet which, at the request
of King Albert, on the resignation of Count de
Wiart, following the November elections, was
formed by M. Georges Theunis, and is consti-

tuted as follows

:

M. Georges Theunis—Premier and Minister
of Finance.
M. Henri Jasper (Catholic)—Minister of

Foreign Affairs.
M. Masson (Liberal)—Minister of Justice.
:M. Van de Vvvere (Catholic)—Economic

Affairs.
M. Deveze (Liberal)—Defense.
Viscount Berryer (Catholic)—Interior.
M. Neujean (Liberal)—Railways.
Baron Riizette (Catholic)—Agriculture and

Public Works.
M. Moversoen (Catholic) — Industry and

Labor.
Professor Hubert (Liberal)-Sciences and

Arts.
M. Franck (Liberal)—Colonies.

Thus M. Theunis selected five Catholics and

?i^etc

(© Harris & Ewlng)

HENRY P. FLETCHER
Minisicj- to Belgium, succeeding

Brand Whitlock

five Liberals for his Ministry, leaving the So-
cialists unrepresented. The complete returns of

the elections showed a gain to the Catholic'

Party, a loss to the Socialists, while the Libera'

Party remained about as it was before. The
Chamber of Deputies is constituted as follows-

Catholics 80, Socialists 68. Liberals 34, other
parties 5. The Senate is as reported in the

January Current History: Catholics 73, Social-

ists 52, Liberals 28. Mme. Paul Spaak, Socialist

Senator, is the first woman elected to a Belgian
Parliament. M. Jasper was also Minister of

Foreign Affairs in the old de Wiart Cabinet.
• * • On Dec. 24 King Albert visited the

American Embassy for a two-hour farewell call

on Mr. Brand Whitlock, the retiring American
Ambassador, expressing his nation's thanks for

Mr. Whitlock's relief work during the German
occupation. • * • President Harding nomi-
nated Under Secretary of State Henrj' P.

Fletcher to succeed Mr. MTiitlock as Am-
bassador to Belgium, but it was understood that

Mr. Fletcher would remain in Washington until

the close of the Armament Conference.

Brazil

All the important Republics of America, in-

cluding the ITnited States, have expressed will-

ingness to take part in the Brazilian World's
Fair to celebrate the centenar.\* of Brazilian in-

dependence. It is stated that the American
building will be a permanent structure, to be-
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come the home of the Embassy after the Expo-
sition is closed.

Bulgaria

It was officially announced that normal dip-

lomatic relations have been resumed with the

Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.

The step was delayed since the termination of

the war because of disagreements between the

two Governments concerning- the fulfillment of

certain provisions of the Treaty of Neuilly.

* * * The I'rincesses Eudoxia and Nadejda,
sisters of King Boris of Bulgaria, have been
granted permission by the Bulgarian Diet to re-

turn to Sofia, and they are entertained there

by their brother. The deposed King Ferdinand
iri barred absolutely from the country. * * *

The Diplomatic Corps at Sofia, Including the

American Minister, Charles S. Wilson, has
made a collective representation to the Bul-

garian Government by way of protest against

the burdensome taxation imposed upon foreign

coiporations in violation of peace treaty pro-

(© Harris & Ewing)

COUNT LASZLp SZECHENTI
Newly appointed Hungarian Minister to the

United States

visions. * * * The Bulgarian Government is

negotiating with an American syndicate con-
cerning the purchase of 1,000 freight cars from
the United States.

Canada
In the new party alignment due to the Liberal

triumph in the December elections, Arthur
Meighen, the defeated Prime Minister, has un-
dertaken to lead an opposition group of Con-
servatives in the next House of Commons. The
new Premier, William Lyon Mackenzie King,
stated on Dec. 29 that national unity through
having all parts of the Dominion represented
in his Cabinet was the principal aim of his ad-
ministration. On the same date he announced
his Cabinet as follows

:

W. L. Mackenzie King of Ontario—Premier.
WILU.4M S. Fielding of Nova Scotia—Fi-

nance.
Daniel D. Mackenzie of Nova Scotia—So-

licitor General and Minister without port-
folio.
A. B. Copp of New Brunswick—Secretary

of State.
John E. Sinclair of P. E. I.—Minister with-

out portfolio.
Raoul Dandurand of Quebec—Minister with-

out portfolio.
Henri S. Beland of Quebec—Health and

Soldiers' Re-establishment.
Sir LOMER GouiN of Quebec—Justice.
Jacques Bureau of Quebec—Customs and

Excise.
Ernest Laponte of Quebec—Marine and

Fisheries.
James A. Robb of Quebec—Trade and Com-

merce.
George P. Graham of Ontario—Militia, De-

fense and Naval Service.
Charles Murphy of Ontario—Postmaster

General.
Thomas A. Low of Ontario—Minister with-

out portfolio.
William C. Kennedy of Ontario—Labor.
William R. Motherwell of Saskatchewan-

Agriculture.
Charles Stewart of Alberta—Interior, Mines

and Indian Affairs.
Hewitt Bostock of British Columbia—Pub-

lic Works.

According to a report issued by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, Canada's commerce de-

clined heavily in the twelve months ended with

November, 1921. Exports totaled 4880,458,548.

compared with ?1, 289,536,450 the previous year,

while imports were $82j),226,585 against $1,345,-

.')92,300 last year. Customs duties fell to $124,-

184,941 from $207,412,639 in the same period.

Imports from the United States were valued

at .?.574,927,941 and exports at $359,016,167.

Caucasus Republics

Events are moving swiftly in the Caucasus.

Under the treaty signed Oct. 13, at Kars, Ar-

menia, between the four Bolshevized republics,

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Daghestan,

on the one hand, and the Turkish Nationalist

Government of Angora, the latter power was
given about half of Caucasian Armenia and

large tracts of territory in Georgia ; a small

autonomous State was also set up on Armenian
territory, to be known as Nakitchevan, under

the protection of Azerbaijan. It now appears

that the Russians broached to the Turks at

Kars, and received support for, their intention

to federalize in the Russian State all the .so-
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called Caucasus republics. This has now been
effected, with the definite object of fortifying

Soviet influence In the Near Bast, and ostensi-

bly for these republics' own protection. This

action was timed to synchronize with the econo-

mic crisis in the region, and with the activities

of the notorious Enver Pasha, Mustapha Ke-
nial's bitter enemy, on Caucasus territory. The
political centre of the new Russian province

is at Baku, the economic centre at Tlflis. The
independence of these republics is now a thing

of the past, and they have reverted to their

pre-war status as a part of Rus.sian rule. For-

eign Affairs, Finance, Transport. Food, Army
and I^abor have all been placed under Pan-
Russian administration. The change was sig-

nalized by a note sent by Tchltcherin, the Soviet

Foreign Minister, to the Angora Government,
the text of which was published on Dec. 30.

Central America

That Guatemala intends to adhere to the Cen-

tral American Federation was shown by the

election on Jan. 7 of Senators to represent the

State in the F'ederal Senate, and the approval

by the Assembly of the Deputies and Federal

Councillor. * * * General Jos6 M. Orellana,

one of the leaders of the revolution that deposed
President Herrera (see Currknt History for

January, p. 626) took the oath of office as Pro-

visional President and named the following

Cabinet for Guatemala:

J. S. Rodriguez Castillejo—Foreign Rela-
tions.
Selite Solare—Finance.
Jorge Ubico—War.
Berxardo Alvardo—Interior.
Manuel P. Arrioda—Education.
David Pizarao—Agriculture.

As an expression of desire for peace in Cen-

tral America, Secretary Hughes sent a note to

Salvador and Honduras, hoping they would
abide by their treaties with Guatemala. Senor

Castillejo telegraphed to Washington that Fran-

cisco Sanchez Latour had been designated to

take charge of the legation archives and that

the new Guatemalan Administration did not

recognize Dr. Julio Blanchi as Minister. Dr.

Bianchi refused to turn over the legation to

Sefior Latour and said the same position had
been taken by Guatemalan Ministers to France,

Mexico and Nicaragua, also by a number of

Consuls. • • Elections for President of

Guatemala have been set for May 21 to 27.

• • * Amnesty was proclaimed for Herrera
and the more important prisoners held in con-

nection with the overthrow of his Government.

Chile

The note addressed on Dec. 12 by the Chilean

Government to the Peruvian Minister of Foreign

Affairs provoked a spirited though short-lived

debate which carried the exchange of views al-

most to a tentative agreement for a meeting of

plenipotentiaries at Washington. It finally failed,

howtver, due to Peru's insistence that the nego-

tiations should be preliminary to submitting to

arbitration all the provisions of the Ancon
Treaty, while Chile maintained that direct nego-

tiations should be abandoned only on failure of

the plenipotentiaries to reach an agreement on
the basis of the protocol governing the plebi-

scite by which the attribution of Tacna and
Arica shall be decided. Another reason for the
temporary suspension of negotiations has been
the Interference of the Bolivian Governnu-nt.
which claimed a voice in the negotiations with
a view to obtaining a port on the Pacific. The
Chilean Government replied that this was im-
possible, owing to the fact that it was then deal-

ing with a provision of the Ancon Treaty with
Peru, in which Bolivia has no part. Moreover, it

was pointed out that matters between Chile and
Bolivia were definitely settled by the treaty of

1004. The reply, however, leaves the door open
for direct arrangements with Bolivia. Chile's

contention, on the other hand, was upheld at
the recent meeting of the League of Nations at

Geneva, at which Bolivia's move for a revision

of her treaty of 1904 with Chile was dismis.sed

by the conference. • * • President Alessandrl
has sent a message to Congress recommending
the passage of the bill limiting the production of

wine, beer and liquors to one-fifth of the present
output. The Presidential proj'ect proposes a tax
on the manufacture of alcoholic beverages, the
proceeds of which shall be destined to compen-
sate the growers who prefer to destroy their

vines and undertake some other agricultural en-
terprise. The establishment of bone-dry dis-

tricts around the copper, coal and nitrate min-
ing camps is also included in the bill.

China
The resignation of the Chinese Cabinet

headed by Ching Yun-peng, on Dec. is,

it is now known, was virtually forced by
General Chang Tso-Lin, the powerful super-
Tuchun of Manchuria, who arrived In Peking on
Dec;. 14. This feat, performed with apparent
ease by General Chang, supported by his troops
in and around the capital, and the formation of

a new Cabinet of men approved by him, demon-
strated " strong-man " dictatorship in a land

where the central Government is completely
over.«hadowed by the provincial military rulers.

The .new Cabinet, which assumed office on Dec.

25, was made up thus:

Li\.\'<; S H I-Yi—Premier.
W. W. Yen—Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Chang Hu—"Vice Minister of Finance.
Pac Kwoi-ching—Minister of War.
I<1 Ting-hsing—Minister of the Navy.
Yeh Kun-cho—Minister of Communication.
Wang Chung-hui—Minister of Justice.Cm YAO-SHAN-r-Mlnister of Commerce.
Kao Ling-wei—Minister of the Interior.
Huang Yen-pei—Minister of Education.

General Chang's motives were thus ex-

plained by himself in an interview published
in Peking toward the end of December: '* Gov-
ernment by an Occidental Constitution was a
failure. We propose to assemble Parliament to

frame a new Constitution suited to the temper-
ament of the people. » • • Unscrupulous of-

ficials having been eliminated, financial re-

form.<; are easy, since the Government's normal
Income Is 300,000,000 taels, and normal expendi-
ture totals only 100,000,000 taels." This state-

ment was challenged by the foreign press of
Peking, which made charges against several of
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the new officials. The reaction of the Canton,

South China, Government to the new Cabinet

was hostile. It issued, and subsequently re-

newed, an order for the arrest of Premier Liang-

a.3 a traitor, and charged that he and his Cabi-

net were planning to capitalize the " failure "

of the Chinese delegation at the Arms Confer-

ence to strengthen the grip of the Northern

Government upon the country.

Another enemy against Liang appeared in Wu
Pei-fu, Inspector General of the Southern prov-

inces of Hunan and Hupeh, who charged the

new Cabinet with being pro-Japanese. On Jan.

1.5 it was reported from Peking that Wu Pei-fu

had* .sent a triple ultimatum to Liang demanding
his and his Cabinet's resignation within three

days, Wu threatening to publish further charges

if this demand were not complied with in five

days, and to march on Peking if Liang took no

action within seven days. Liang defied all three

ultimatums. President Hsu's appeals to Gen-

oral Wu had no effect, and all evidences pointed

to war between Wu Pei-fu and Liang's sponsor.

General Chang Tso-lin. Not only the Chinese
delegation at Washington, but the United States

Government itself was apprehensive of the

threatened civil war, and the House of Repre-
sentatives on Jan. 16 passed the Mapes reso-

lution (alrea(Jy passed in substance by the Sen-

ate on Nov. 14, 1921) to prevent the shipment

of arms and munitions from the United States.

It was expected that the Senate would act on

it promptly, in view of the crisis. * • * The
China Trade bill was passed by the Senate on
Dec. 16 ; under its terms American firms in

China were to be incorporated under Federal

charter, but tax exemption privileges were
stricken out.

Colombia

Just as the House of Representatives was
about to adjourn on Dec. 20, the President of

the Republic, Seiior Holguin extended the period

of extarordinary sessions four days, for the pur-

pose " of putting an end to the grave crisis af-

flicting the National Treasury, and of furthering

the serene and careful study of international

questions having an influence upon the future

of the Republic." On Dec. 24, the House ap-

proved the treaty with the United States on the

Panama settlement, by which Colombia is to

receive $2.5,000,000 payable in five instalments,

as a compensation for territorial losses she sus-

tained through the setting up of the Republic

of Panama. Thus is closed a series of incidents

and unsuccessful negotiations between the Gov-
ernments of the United States and Colombia
lasting since 1903, when Panama separated itself

from the latter country.

Cuba
Thirty thousand Cubans took part in a public

demonstration on Dec. 18 against the Fordney
Tariff bill, parading through Havana, carrying

Cuban flags and banners demanding a " square

deal." Similar demonstrations were held

throughout the island. A statement was pre-

sented to President Zayas and Major Gen. B. H.
Crowder, by sugar-mill owners and planters, pre-

dicting disaster to the trade of the island if

ruinous tariff rates were enforced. On Dec. 19,

Horatio S. Rubens, Chairman of the American
Committee on Cuban Emergency, told the Sen-
ate Finance Committee that the proposed tariff

would ruin Cuba and possibly again force Amer-
ican intervention, adding: "There is no use of
protecting Ouba physically unless you protect
her economically." On Jan. 7 a legal opinion was.
sent by Mr. Rubens to the Senate Committee,
holding that the proposed Fordney rate is a
violation of part of the reciprocity treaty
with Cuba, under which preferential rates are
granted over commodities from other countries.
* * * The Cuban Sugar Commission, created
to control the export of the 1920-21 crop, was
dissolved on Dec. 31 by decree of President
Zayas after it had disposed of half the crop
and the free export of sugar was resumed,
* • • At a conference between President Zayas
and Congressional leaders it was decided to re-
duce the budget to a point that will render it

unnecessary to continue negotiations in the
United States for a loan. Congress had ap-
proved a budget of $64,000,000, but it was stated
an effort would be made to cut this to less than
$40,000,000.

Czechoslovakia
A new era of friendship and good-will be-

tween the Republics of Czechoslovakia and Aus-
tria was Inaugurated with the conclusion of ne-
gotiations at Lana Castle, in Tyrol, between
the Presidents Masaryk and Hainisch, the for-
mer staying as the latter's guest. The outcome
of the negotiations is virtually a new Entente
between Austria and Czechoslovakia. Conten-
tious questions will in the future be referred to
the League of Nations. The two countries have
agreed to assist each other in the defense of
this policy of good-will and co-operation.
* * * The agreement guarantees mutual sup-
port in maintaining the peace treaties of St.
Germain and Trianon. Czechoslovakia under-
takes to communicate to Austria her treaties
previously concluded with Jugoslavia, Rumania
and Poland. Austria will do likewise. The
agreement is valid for five years.

Denmark
With respect to the recent negotiations for a

commercial treaty between Denmark and
Soviet Russia, the Rosta (Bolshevist News
Agency) published an interview with Kerzentsev,
the Soviet delegate, who said he warned For-
eign Minister Scavenius of Denmark that Dan-
ish unemployment would increase if Denmark
did not come to an agreement satisfactory to
Soviet Russia, who could " afford to bide her
time. Afterward Danish Socialists made use
of this threat in an attack on M. Scavenius at
a private meeting of Rigsdag members. At the
meeting of the Folkething (Lower House), held
on Dec. 16, the former Socialist Minister, Staun-
ing, introduced a resolution violently attacking
Foreign Minister Scavenius for his attitude to-

ward the Soviet delegation and interpellated
him on the interruption of the negotiations. M.
Scavenius replied that Kerventsev would have
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not}ung to do with any Danish-Russian " com-
mercial " treaty, and was trying to secure a
political treaty, with a dejure recognition of the

Soviet Government. Thereupc*? ""he Folkething
rejected M. Stauning's resolutioi. by a vote of

81 to 47. * * * A letter was recently

received in Copenhagen from Knud Ras-
mussen's fifth Thule Expedition to Arctic

North America. Three months out from Copen-
hagen the expedition reached Lyon Inlet, Sept.

18, the latter part of the journey being made
difficult by block ice and motor trouble. Dis-

covering an uncharted island at the mouth of

Lyon Inlet, they took it for Winter quarters

and named it Danish Island. There the letter

was dated Sept. 23. It reports good hunting,

sealing, and salmon fishing sufficient for food

for men and team-dogs, and a highly favorable

situation for scientific work. As ruins found

suggest former Eskimo habitation, sledge-quests

were to be made for tribes, Eskimo migrations

being one of the objects of study.

Egypt

After continuing negotiations for an Egyptian

settlement the greater part of last Autumn
(Current History, October, 1921, Page 153), Adly

Pasha's delegation gave up the task on Nov. 19

and left the next day for Egypt. Britain, It

was conceded, would find it easy to grant inde-

pendence to the Egyptians, a single nation with

one race and practically one religion, were it

not that the right of Britain to guard her com-

munications through the Suez Canal, keeping

garrisons in Cairo and Alexandria, was insisted

upon by the Foreign Office and refused by the

Egyptians. Adly's contention was that British

troops should be confined to the canal zone, that

Egypt should control her own foreign relations

and Britain abandon her claim to the Anglo-

Eg>ptian Sudan, now under joint control. Adly

Pasha arrived at Alexandria on Dec. 5, reaching

Cairo the next day. He resigned the Premier-

ship on Dec. 8. The Sultan asked Sarwat
Pasha to form a Ministry, but he declined unless

certain conditions were accepted by the British

Government. * * * Zaglul Pasha, on the day
of Adly's arrival in Cairo, issued a manifesto

stating that Britain had always toyed with

Eg>pt, after the occupation promising evacu-

ation and after the protectorate independence,

but had thrown aside the mask and demanded
that Egypt form part of the British Empire. He
appealed to his followers to use their energies

for the liberation of the country. * • • Riot-

ing began in several places during the week
before Christmas and on Dec. 24 extended to

Glzeh, where students raided the Government
Survey offices, but were ejected by British

troops, leaving 5 killed and 20 wounded. There

were minor disturbances at Tanta and Alexan-

dria, spreading on Christmas Day as far south

as Beni-Suef, sixty-two miles up the Nile from
Cairo. British armed boats moved up the

sacred river and airplanes circled over the

tombs of the Pharaohs. Twelve persons were

killed in disturbances In Cairo, among them
" Professor Jean Orth," said to be the Austrian

Archduke who disappeared years ago and who
had been living as a teacher in the capital. He

was stabbed in the back on his way home. All

the other persons killed were natives. * » »

The disturbances were largely due to the forci-

ble removal of Zaglul Pasha from Cairo to Suez
early in the morning of Dec. 23 on his refusal to

obey an order by General Allenby to refrain

from political activity. With him were arrested
five of his followers, and on Dec. 29 the six

sailed from Suez for Ceylon, Arabi Pasha's old

place of exile. On Jan. 10, twenty-seven partici-

pants in the riots were sentenced to several

months' Imprisonment and a number of others

were ordered flogged.

England
From official returns of the Ministry of Labor

It was gathered that unemployment In Great
Britain had decreased 350,000 between June 24

and Nov. 25, 1921. The reports showed 1.^32.400

remained on the " live " registers. • • The
annual report of the Minister of Pensions Issued

on Dec. 20 showed the number of awards of

all kinds at the end of the period was 1,7(50,000,

1,200,000 being for disabled officers and men
and 500,0(i0 in respect of widows and depend-
ents. The total number of beneficiaries of all

kinds was 3,365,000, an increase of about 20,500

on the figure of March 31, 1920. • * * An
interim report of the Economy Committee, pre-

sided t)ver by Sir Eric Geddes, was presented

to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. It planned
to save £195,000,000 by further cuts in the army
and navy services, since there was an absolute

need to effect a reduction approaching £200,000,-

000 in the national expenditwe. • * * The
Official Gazette of Dec. 13 contained the an-

nouncement of the revocation of Sir Edgar
Speyer's British naturalization and the ordering

of his name .sftricken from the list of his Majes-

ty's Privy Council, on counts of disloyalty dur-

ing the war. Sir Edgar Speyer declared the

charges trivial and readily susceptible of expla-

nation, in which contention he was supported by
his English partners. • * * Over 1,000 men
blinded in the war attended a memprial ser\'lce

on Dec. 13 for Sir Arthur Pearson, who, when
his own sight failed, had devoted himself to

alleviating the lot of others similarly affected.

Finland

The tension between Finland and Soviet

Russia caused by the Karelian insurrection

which the Russians accused the Finnish Gov-
ernment of fostering continued liigh, and wire-

less dispatches from Moscow declared that Fin-

land was preparing for war. It was partly In

answer to this threat that Leon Trotzky, at the

ninth Soviet Congress, declared that the Red
Army would be prepared for all attacks, whetiier

they came from p-inland or from any other

neighboring nation. Tchitcherin, in a new note

to the P'innish Government, gave warning that

all Karelian recruiting bureaus nmst be ex-

pelled from Finnish territory : the Soviet For-

eign Minister even furnished Finland with the

addresses of such bureaus. In Karelia, mean-
while, the Russians had gathered a force of

1.50,(KK) men, part of whom protected the roads

to Petrograd. This force was under the com-
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mand of Colonel Sergius Kamenev, Commander
in Chief of the Bolshevist armies. From Bol-

tshevist sources it was stated that this force

j'ould not cross into Finland unless attacked by
the Finns themselves. Fighting between the

Russians and Karelians was still going on early

in January, and the insurgents sustained heavy
losses. A considerable number of Karelian fugi-

ives had crossed the frontier. A decisive victory

fas won by the Soviet forces against Finnisli

EWhite raiding bands around Jan. 7. It was
believed in Moscow that the defeat and dispersal

of these Finnish pro-Karelian marauders would
do much to decrease the danger of war between
Russia and Finland, as the attacks of these

bands had been one of the chief causes of fric-

tion. True to her word, Finland brought tlie

whole controversy up before the Council of the

League of Nations, which accepted the task of

investigation of the . merits of the controversy.
• • * The Council of the League of Nations on
Jan. H formally undertook to guarantee the

neutralization of the Aland Islands and to

shoulder the responsibility of enforcing* the ten-

power trfeaty under which the League recently

settled the dispute over these islands. Finland
is empowered to act in defense of the islands if

their neutrality is threatened. This is the first

agreement involving the guarantee of neutrality

of territory by the member States of the League.
* * * Axel Leonard Astrom, the new Minister
from Finland to the United States, was received

by President Harding on Jan. 5.

France

Ari-^tide Briand resigned his office as Premier
on Jan. 12, and Raymond Poincare, former Pres-
ident of France, became the new Premier on
Jan. 13. No recent event has caused more ex-
citement in French political circles than the res-

ignation of M. Briand, occurring as it did in the
midst of uncompleted negotiations with Mr.
Lloyd George at Cannes. The Cannes confer-

ence had opened on Jan. 6 and continued nearly
six days. Briand had obtained a Franco-British
treaty guaranteeing protection to France against
any sudden German attack, but in exchange had
made certain concessions on reparations. The
news of this proposed arrangement aroused a
storm of political hostility at home. Important
organs of the French press raged against Bri-

and, and even President Millerand was affected.

The Senate Commission for Foreign Affairs on
Jan. 11 sent to Briand at Cannes a warning
telegram, embodying a resolution adopted unan-
imously by twenty-five Senators, declaring that
no reductions in the May 5 reparations program
should be made, and that the Franco-British
compact " should, above all, confirm the guar-
antees and methods of execution and the securi-

ties France now holds under existing peace
treaties, or will hold under fu'-ure accords."
Strong objection was also made to French par-

ticipation in the proposed Genoa Conference, to

which both Germany and Soviet Russia were to

be invited, unless all French rights were previ-

ously guaranteed. The storm in Parliament and
press was so violent that President Millerand
sent a telegram to Premier Briand, soon fol-

lowed by another, urging him to return to Paris
at once. With a modified draft of the Franco-
British compact in his pocket, M. Bi'iand has-
tened home, and after a stormy Cabinet meeting
on the morning of Jan. 13 he appeared before
the Chamber to defend himself. Pale and weary
after his hurried night journey, the Premier de-
clared it was his duty to dissipate certain fears
and to tell the truth regarding the Cannes nego-
tiations. Point by point he answered his enemies.
In the bluntest words he declared that for a
year he had done his best to put his country in

a sound position, and that the responsibilities

of the problems raised must be faced. He could
not, however, continue without sufficient sup-
port; this he did not have, and others must now
carry on the work he had begun. He then gath-
ered up his papers and left the Chamber, which
was still resounding with aprlause. Many Depu-
ties crowded around him as he left, congratu-
lating him, shaking his hand. The Premiership
of Arisjtide Briand was over. His formal resig-

nation was forthwith offered to President Mil-
lerand—and at once accepted. The next day the
President asked Raymond PoincarS to form a
new Cabinet. Briand' s arch enemy accepted the
post, and with considerable difficulty formed on
Jan. 1.5 a Cabinet made up wholly of members
of the Right. Its personnel was as follows

:

Raymond Poincare—President of the Council
and Minister of Foreign Afafirs.
Louis Barthou—Vice Premier and Minister

of Justice for France and Alsace-Lorraine.
Andre Maginot—Minister of War and Pen-

sions.
M. Raiberti—Minister of Marine.
Count Charles- de Lasteyrie—Minister of

Finance.
Maurice Maunoury-Minister of the Interior.
Leon Berard—Minister of Education.
Yves le Trocquer—Minister of Public Works.
Henry Cheron—Minister of Agriculture.
Albert Sarraut—Minister of the Colonies.
M. Reibel—Minister of the Liberated Re-

gions.
M. PeyronNET—Minister of Labor.
LuciEN Dior—Minister of Commerce.
Paul Strauss—Minister of Health.

Germany.

The total estimated deficit for the year, in-

cluding railroad and post subsidies, was 46,800,-

000,000 marks.* * * The industries are active

and the number of unemployed at the close of

the year was estimated around 1 per cent. All

the factories were in operation. * * * Herr
Stinnes obtained the consent of the Government
to denationalize the railroads. His plan as-

signs to the Government 51 per cent, of the

new railroad stock, 23 per cent, to the capi-

talists and apportions 24 per cent to/the rail-

road employes. • * * Between 250,000 and
800,000 Russian immigrants now live in Ger-
many. The colony consists mainly of ex-offi-

cers, lawyers and merchants. * * * The Krupp
Works has increased its capital 250,000,000

marks, changing from war production to peace

production. The gross profits during the year
were 2.")0,000,000 marks, the net 98,000,000. The
new stock is to be profit sharing with the em-
ployes. * * * Tlie Allied Disarmament Com-
mission reconsidered its order to destroy the

Deutsche Werke, a group of plants used during
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the war for manufacturing German armaments,
and will Instead convert them into workshops
for the manufacture of Intlustrial machinery,
which will call for the employment of 20,000

workers. • • • Tlie German Consulate at New
York was reopened in January at the old ad-
dress, n Broadway. The office was taken in

charge by Dr. Erich Kraske, Acting Consul
General in the absence of Dr. Karl Lange.
• • • The trial of the Kapp supporters ended

in Berlin Dec. 21. Herr Jagow was sentenced

to five years' detention in a fortress. The other

defendants. Baron von Waginheim and Mr.
Schelle were discharged. Jagow once was
famous as Berlin's Police Chief. • • • The
German monarchists circulated a petition em-
bodying birthday greetings to Emperor William,

expressing the hope for his restoration t« power.

(jrREECE

The new year began auspiciously for Greece

with the announcement made on Jan, 1 by the

Ministry of Finance that the British Govern-
ment had withdrawn its objections to granting

a credit of £15,000,000 to Grece, the credit to

be fuppUed by private banking interests. * • •

The congress of the Metropolitans and Bishops
belonging to the Oecumenical Patriarchate of

Constantinople, but whose dioceses are in the

provinces liberated by the Greek Army, met in

Saloniki on Jan. 2 and decided to consider the

election of the Most Rev. Meletios Metaxakis as

null and void. It appointed a committee to

proceed to Constantinople after the holidays in

order to find a settlement of the difficulty aris-

ing from his elevation to the Patriarchate.

The Ecclesiastical Court of the Holy Synod
of Athens found him guilty of an at-

tempt to create a schism in the Greek Church
on Jan. 12, and sentenced him to lifelong seclu-

sion in a monastery, with reduction to the rank

of a ifiiere monk. Metaxakis was not present

when he was sentenced, and his extradition was
askbd by Greece from the Allies. • * * On
Jan. 4 King Constantine received a delegation

representing the Popular Clubs of Athens, who
congratulated him upon the first anniversan'

of the plebiscite that brought him back to

Greece. The King, in an address to them, ex-

pressed his firm belief that Greece, with the

help of her great allies, will succeed in satis-

factorily solving all her problems. • • • On
the same day the newly-appointed British Min-
ister to Athens, Mr. Llndley. who bears the title

" His Majesty's Representative," visited the

Minister for Foreign Affairs of Greece and
assumed his duties. • • • The Greek Govern-

ment decided (Jan. 6) to build a great port at

the Aegean town Dede-Agatch, which is to be

renamed Alexandroupolis. • • * M. Nicholas

Demetracopoulos, one of the most prominent

jurists of Greece and ex-Minister of Justice

under M. Venizelos. died in Vienna on Jan. 6.

M. Demetracopoulos was the leader of the Pro-

gressive Party. • • • M. Caffrey Jefferson,

until recently Counselor of the American Em-
bassy in Madrid, was sent to Athens on Jan. 19

to take charge of the American Legation there.

Haiti

The Senate Committee investigating Ameri-
can naval administration in Haiti and Santn
Domingo returned on Dec. 21, and the Chair-
man, Medill McCormick, delivered a prelimi-
nary report to President Harding advising that
United States marines should not be withdrawn
from the island at present. It exonerates th.

marines of charges of atrocities, urges a defi-
nite policy, while making it clear that annexa-
tion is not intended, and advocates the cen-
tralization of American control and the exten-
.sion of road building and educational and san- i

itary work. The report contained no analysis '

of the charges of brutality by marines, made by
Haitians, such as cutting off ears of prisoners
and pouring salt into their wounds. Appoint-
ment of a high Commissioner, to whom botii

civil and military authorities should report, con-
tinuance of the treaty forced upon Haiti, and
maintenance of the American civil staff wero
recommended. Senator Pomerene. Democrat,
of Ohio, was quoted as saying reports of atroci-
ties were largely exaggerated. One case was ;

well established, that of Captain Merkel, who '

ordered killing of men without trial in 1918, but
when arrested by order of the Military Gov-
ernor he committed suicide. • • • The Haiti-
Santo Domingo Independence Society In New '

York, on learning of the foregoing report, if

sued a statement saying that the committ-
had done irrevocable damage to the good nam
of the United States, especially in Latin Amer-
ica, as it made a part of American policy th

overthrow of weak nations, imposed a treaty

and upheld a dununy President by American
bayonets. It urged the restoration of Haitian
independence at once.

Holland
The Government bill to increase the size of

the Dutch Navy is opposed by all parties, on
the grounds that it is premature in view of th<-

"Washington conference's efforts to limit arma-
ments, that it will stimulate the militarist mov-
ment, that even joint action with an ally :

such a policy offers too great risks, that tli-

plan is at variance with the economy recom-
mended in the last speech from the throne, an'i

that Holland cannot afford the estimated ex-

penses of the fleet contemplated in the plan. It

would cost Holland for twelve years 36,0O0,O(mi

guilders (normally $14,000,000) and India 32,00<i.-

000 guilders (normally $20,800,000) annually fm
the expenses of the fleet.

Hungary
The discussion in the National Assembly of

the responsibility for the attempted coup d'etat

of the ex-King Charles revealed sensational d«

-

tails. Deputy Somogyi read the depositions

of the arrested Legitimist leaders. ex-Forelgn
Minister Gratz and Mr. Borovicsenyi the Hun-
garian Government's Envoy to Charles's Couit
at Hertenstein, Switzerland. It appeared from
these documents that Premier Bethlen had en-

couraged Charles's plans, and that Regent
Horthy himself conducted a correspondence witli
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the ex-Monarch. Another storm broke forth

when the ex-Premier, Friedrich, in an impas-

sioned speech, hurled charges of responsibility

for the White Terror at the Regent's head. He
disclosed a plot, engineered by Regent, then Ad-
miral, Horthy in August, 1919, to do away with

the leader of the Farmer's Party, Stephen

Szabo of Nagyatad. The latter, he said, was
kidnapped at Kaposvar and taken to Siofok, the

Admiral's headquarters. It was planned to

wrap him in cotton and burn him in a railroad

engines boiler, so as to make him disappear

without a trace. Friedrich said that he had
learned of the plot in time. He was Premier

then, and rushed without a moment's delay to

Siofolk and effected Szabo's release. Szabo, who
listened to the narrative, confirmed it with a

nod, but refused to make a statement. * * * Dr.

George Nagy and Emery Veer, leaders of the

Republican Party, which has no representa-

tion in Parliament, were acquitted by a jury of

a charge of seditious utterances, made in con-

nection with a celebration at Louis Kossuth's

grave. The acquittal is regarded as a sign of a

reversal of public sentiment toward more liberal

policies. * * * Oedenburg, principal city of

the Burgenland, over which discussion had

raged with Austria since August, 1921, was

handed back to the Hungarian authorities on

New Year's Day by the interallied commission

in charge of the plebiscite there. The plebiscite

had decided in favor of Hungarian sovereignty.

» * * Count Laszlo Sz6chenyi, husband of

the former Miss Gladys Vanderbilt of New
York City, has been appointed Hungarian Min-

ister to the United States following the ex-

change of ratifications of the Peace Treaty be-

tween the two Governments.

India

The tour of the Prince of Wales through India

continued to produce some demonstrations of

popular protest from the Gandhi Nationalists.

The month's events will be found sketched in

detail on page 752, following the article on
' Gandhi's Weaponless Revolt in India."

Ireland

The story of the ratification of the treaty that

created the Irish Free State is told in detail

on pages 851-855. Ratification was accepted on

Jan. 7 by a vote of 64 to 57 in the Dail Eireann.

On the 9th de Valera resigned the Presidency of

the Irish Republic. A motion for his re-election

was defeated by 60 to 58 votes. This action

automatically terminated the de Valera Gov-

ernment. After a night without an Irish Gov-

ernment, on the 10th Arthur Griffith was unani-

mously elected President of the Dail Eireann

ia a House vacated by de Valera and his sup-

porters. Mr. Griffith then presented the names
of his Cabinet, and after formal approval of

this Cabinet the Dail Eireann adjourned until

Jan. 14. • * * In Northern Ireland the setting

up of an Irish Free State fixed the attention

of Ulster politicians on the task of saving the

whole of the counties of Fermanagh and Tyrone
from the surrender of one inch to Southern
Irish dominion. J. M. Andrews, Northern Min-

ister of Labor, stated there would be a fight

to a finish by the Northern Parliament over this

question. In a more pacific vein the Ulster

Premier, Sir James Craig, at New Year's ex-

pressed a hope for good feeling between North
and South. Meantime factional disorder con-
tinued to increase in Belfast and adjacent ter-

ritory, with many casualties. Official figures

made public in Belfast on Dec. 29 showed that

110, including eleven policemen, were killed and
540 wounded by bombs and bullets in Belfast
disorders in 1921.

Italy.

The Parliamentary situation underwent a con-

siderable change at the beginning of December,
through the formation of a bloc of the Constitu-

tional parties of the Left, comprising at least

140 Deputies. The Rome correspondent of the

Temps reported that Signori Boselli, Orlando,
Nitti and Giolitti—all former Premiers—had
joined this new grouping, and that everything
Indicated that the three chief parties of the

Right—the Fascisti, the Nationalists and the
Liberals—would give their adherence. The for-

mation of this group implied a diminution of the

influence of the Popular or Catholic Party in

the future. • * A great sensation was
caused in Rome and other cities of Italy by the

suspension of payments by the Banca di Sconto
(Bank of Discount) on Dec. 29. It was well

known that this bank, one of the largest in

Italy, had been shaken by heavy losses, and
that it had been saved from closing several

months before only by the aid of other banks.
The Government took steps at once to protect
the bank's creditors, granting meantime a limit-

ed moratorium. Government aid to the indus-
tries which had been dependent on the bank
was being considered. The bank's liabilities

totaled 4,000,000,000 lire. A dramatic sequel
came on Jan. 4 when It was announced in Rome
that the liquidating court had decreed the se-

questration of the private fortunes of the Di-
rectors of whom Senator Marconi Is one. * • •

The long-delayed commercial agreement be-

tween Italy and Soviet Russia was signed on
Dec. 26 by Marquis della Torretta, the Foreign
Minister, and M. Vorovsky, the Soviet repre-

sentative in Rome. The conclusion of the com-
pact had been previously hindered by the Rus-
sian desire to include political clauses. The
terms of the agreement were briefly these : re-

ciprocal clauses regarding import and export,

the use of ports by shipping, abstention from
propaganda, removal of all trade barriers ex-
cept the ban on import of alcoholic liquors from
Russia, repatriation of Italian nationals from
Russia, postal and telegraph communications
and Italian trading In Russia not to be hampered
by the Soviet, Italian goods in Russia not to

be requisitioned, funds of former Russian prop-
erty In Italy not to be demanded, all forms of

blockade and boycott to be avoided. A similar
agreement was signed to cover the Ukraine.
M. Vorovsky departed at once tfor Russia to
secure the ratification of this agreement. The
Foreign Affairs Committee of the Senate had
previously (Dec. 17) given Its anticipatory con-
sent to the resumption of trade relations with
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Soviet Russia, on condition tiiat it be based on

the free expression of the will of the Russian

people, that the rights, past, present and future,

of all Italians in Russia be effectively guaran-
teed, and that the bonds with the Entente
Powers be not thereby weakened. • • An-
other agreement signed with M. Vorovsky
pledged the Italian Red Cross to establish eigh-

teen food and medical bureaus in the famine
area of South Russia. An Italian famine mis-

.sion is to leave for Russia in February. The
Government has contributed «,000,000 lire for

this work.

Japan

Reactions to the decisions of the Washington
conference have not been lacking in Japan.

These decisions were denounced at a mass meet-

ing of the Anti-American Young Men's League
in Tokio on Dec. 18. The police suppressed a
contemplated demonstration before the Amer-
ican Consulate. Various papers, notably the

Asahi, the Yorozu Choho and the Kokumin
Shimbun, condemned especially the naval ratio

agreement, which they interpreted as detri-

mental to Japan. The leaders of the Kensei-
kai, or Opposition Party, at a meeting of Par-

liamentarians held on Dec. 20, formulated ques-

tions implying that the acceptance by the Gov-
ernment of the invitation to the Washington
conference was unjustified by the circumstances

and that the conclusion of the four-party treaty

would be a wedge for interference by the

United States and other powers in Far Eastern
affairs. One of the Ministers contested this

view and declared the criticism unwarranted.
Premier Takahashi, on the other hand, in an
address delivered the following day to the Seiyu-

kai, or Government Party, stressed the " paira-

mount importance of the understandings nearly

concluded at Washington." On Dec. 23 he de-

clared that " the Quadruple Alliance, which for

Japan replaces the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, is

much wider in bearing and removes all chances
of war." The conference, he added, had
*' opened a new epoch in the Pacific and in

the world." The new entente, he said, would
lighten the Japanese people's burdens and
strengthen the position of Japan in the Far
East. * * The Cabinet met on Dec. 24 to

consider the Shantung and Siberian questions.

In both cases a deadlock had been established,

in the one instance with the Chinese delegates

at Washingrton (see the Arms Corrference), in

the other with the Chita delegates at Dairen.

It was semi-officlally understood in Tokio that

Japan was determined to maintain her position

regarding property rights in Siberia, including

the coal properties in Northern Saghalin. The
Chita delegates at Dairen (Dalny) from the

latest reports (see Siberia) had refused the

Japanese demands. * • * A Korean appeal for

independence to the Washington conference was
made public in Washington on Jan. 1. Signers

of a similar appeal from Korean students in

Tokio were arrested. • • • Marquis Shigenobu
Okuma, Japan's " grand old man " and twice

Premier, died in Tokio on Jan. 6. The ileath

of this great progressive and patriotic states-

man waa universally deplored.

Jugoslavia

The threatened Cabinet crisis was averted
when President Ribar of the Chamber succeeded
in mediating between the Radicals and Demo-
crats, whose split threatened the coalition with
ruin. The Democrats retain the Ministry of

the Interior, which was the bone of contention
between the two parties, but M. Pribitchevitch.

the Minister of Education, is forced out. Th«'

Radicals obtain a new post of Under Secretary
in the Ministry of the Interior and the Demo-
crats a similar post in the Department of Agra-
rian Reform. M. Pashitch remains Premier.
• * • Disorders between Croats and Italians

at Sebenico, Dalmatia, culminated in an attack
by an armed Croat mob, aided by police, ui>on

sailors from an Kalian destroyer at anchor in

the port. Friction also occurred at Spalato.
• • * Prince George, former Crown Prince of

Serbia, who i enounced his rights to succession
in 1909 and of whom nothing was heard for

some time, has been discovered as a student of

law in the Univer.sity of Lausanne, Switzerland.
• • * The engagement has been announced of

King Alexander of Jugoslavia and Princess
Marie, eldest daughter of the King and Queen
of Rumania.

Latvia

M. Meierovics, Premier and .Foreign 'Minister
of Latvia, in an Interview given in Riga in the

middle of December, stated that the general
situation of his country, both 'internally and
externally, was favorable. Economic questions
with Soviet Russia were being resolved. Moscow
was doing all it could to fulfill the terms of

the Russo-Lettlsh treaty, considering the lack

of administrative organization and the inertia of

the Russian character. The Soviet had restored

some of the locomotives, cars and boats re-

moved by the Russian army. It had sent back
more than 200,000 Lettish refugees. The Let-

tish Government was effectively helping tlv

feeding of Russia's starving by facilitating

railroad translL across its territory. • • •

I^atvia's relations with her other Baltic neigh-
bors were excellent. The military alliance with
Esthonia was in force. A political agreement
had been made with Finland. A full under-
standing with Lithuania and Poland was de-

pendent on a solution of the Vilna controversy.

Lithuania

The Vilna controversy between Lithuania and
Poland, which was expected by both, parties to

be settled by the plebiscite elections held on
Jan. 8, is again threatening trouble. The offi-

cial result of the elections has not yet bfen
published, but unofficially it is understood that

a large majority of votes were cast in favor of

annexation to Poland. The dispute was broughtt
before the Counc 1 of the League of Nations at

CJeneva for the tenth time on Jan. 12, at the

Council's request. At this session both the

Polish and Lithuanian delegates declined for-
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nially to accept the second solution proposed by

M. Paul Hymans, the Council's President. [This

solution proposed to maice Vilna a canton in a

Ijithuanian federation under a joint Polish-

Lithuanian council.] The Lithuanians refused

furthermore in advance to be bound by the out-

come of the Vilna elections. M. Askenazy, the

Polish spokesman, admitted that the Council's

efforts had prevented armed conflict between

his country and Lithuania, and declared that

Poland was ready to settle the dispute in a

spirit of fairness. Both delegations declared

that all safeguards existed in their respective

countries for the protection of minorities. At
the session of Dec. 13 the Council again ac-

knowledged its inability to settle the dispute

and uged the parties in dispute to seek their

own settlement. M. Hymans informed them that

the League could not accept the Vilna plebiscite,

inasmuch as it had been held without the Coun-
cil's sanction. A resolution was presented ter-

minating the League's efforts for conciliation

and notifying the disputants that it proposed

to withdraw its military mission within one
month. The Lithuanian representative laid the

initial blame on the failure of the Versailles

Treaty to establish boundaries. He feared that

the withdrawal of the League mission would
lead to a revival of the frontier troubles which
would be fatal to peace. Lithuania, he said, was
ready to sumbit the whole controversy to the

League's newly-established Court of Interna-
tional Justice. Both parties agreed to strive for

a peaceful settlement. * * * The plebiscite

held on Jan. 8 covered not only Vilna, but the

two contiguous districts of Lida and Braslaw,
both which were already a part of the Polish

State. The total vote approximated 900,000. To
remove all appearance of coercion General Zeli-

gowski, the Polish irregular General who had
occupied and held Vilna since October, 1920, was
induced to resign at the end of November, 1921,

and he was replaced by a prominent local citi-

zen, M, Alexander Meysztowicz.

Mexico

President Obrcgon in a reception on New
Tear's Eve declared his policy would be xm-

changed during the coming twelve months, but
some prohibitionists see hope for their cause in

his interest to end the manufacture of pulque
and mescal by forbidding future planting of the

niaguty, or century plant, from the juice of

which these are made. * * * During recesses

of the Mexican Congress legislative affairs are

placed in charge of a permanent commission,
which has considerable power and is elected by
the Chamber of Deputies just before adjourning.
On the last occasion, Dec. 30, the Social Demo-
cratic bloc triumphed over the Liberal Consti-

tutionalist Party, of which President Obregon
is the head, receiving 122 votes to 118 cast by the

administration party. Crowds in front of the

building took a lively part in the discu.ssions,

which lasted two days, and there were scenes

of wild^ disorder, scores of shots being ex-

changed and several persons wounded. * » •

General Francisco Reyna, who figured promi-
nently in revolutions in Mexico during the last

ten years, was executed by a firing squad in
Nogales on Dec. 26, having been caught digging
up rifles that had been buried in preparation
for a revolt on Jan. 1. * * • A special dele-
gate fiom the Pope, Mgr. Philipi, who was in
Mexico during the Diaz regime, was received
by President Obregon on Dec. 21. Since 1910
the Vatican had been unrepresented. * * •

Mexico's army budget calls for $124,383,8.59,

more than $30,000,000 less than in 1921, and
|.")0,000,000 are to be spent on school.^, mor« than
ever before. * * * Unemployment in Puebla
has reached an acute stage, and union workmen
on Dec. 24 asked tlie authorities to grant them
lands on which they can raise food. The May-
orazgo hacienda was seized by workmen, who
displayed a red and black flag. * * * Felipe
Carillo, a Deputy and leader of the Socialists in
Yucatan, was elected Governor of that State,
unopposed by the Liberal-Constitutionalists, and
was inaugurated on Jan. 1, succeeding Manuel
Berzuanza, a youth of 23. * * * Senor Mo-
rones, leader of the Social Democratic Party,
and Congressman Luis Leon were attacked on
Jan. 10 in the streets of Mexico City. Tliree
sliots were fired at them, but they escaped
without injury. The attack was said to be a
result of the troubles over the election of the
permanent commission referred to above. * • *

Supreme Court Justice Donnelly of New York,
on Jan. 33, dismissed a suit brought by the
Mexican Government against the Lebertan Cor-
poration for breach of contract to supply
twenty-five submarine chasers, on the ground
that Mexico has not been recognized by the
United States.

New Zealand

The population of New Zealand increased
more than 14,500 last year by immigration from
Great Britain and other parts of the Empire,
the largest annual total of new arrivals in

forty years. The British Government assisted
5,286, and of the remainder nearly 5,000 were
assisted by the New Zealand Government. A
curious feature of the immigration laws is that
those Britons expecting to receive assistance in

the form of steamer passage at a reduced fare
are required to be nominated by some person
already in the Dominion. * * * At a confer-
ence of meat packers and dealers, presided over
by Premier Massey, a resolution was adopted
on Jan. 10 supporting the principle of compul-
sory pooling of meat sales, and a committee
was appointed to bring it into operation.

Nicaragua

Three American marines, who killed three
Nicaraguan policemen and wounded others in a
brawl in Managua on Dec. 8 (Current History,
January, 1922, p. 675), were sentenced on
Dec. 30 to ten years' imprisoment at hard labor
by a United States naval tribunal composed of

officers from the Galveston, which had been
ordered from Balboa to investigate. * * * Nic-
aragua's best harbors and the bulk of her popu-
lation are on the west between Lake Nicaragua
and tha Pacific, so that the chief means of com-
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munlcatlon with Eut-ope and Eastern America
AT^ by way of the Panama Canal. To 6pen a
more direct route, it is proposed to construct a
railroad to the Atlantic Coast, and the Govern-
ment has authorized a loan of $3,000,000 to start

the work.

North Africa

Anti-white feeling is increasing among the
natives all over Africa, according to evidence
obtained by an authoritative British observer.

The strongest factor in the development of this

antagonism, he says, is " skillful propaganda
fostered by an extreme section of American
negroes." Circulars from the United States are
translated into the principal African languages
and distributed with unsettling effect in French
and Belgian Africa. Nyassaland, I Uganda and
Kenya. * • » Italy, to allay the race preju-

dice, has announced her intention of granting
self-government to Tripolltana. All persons 20
years of age are to receive the franchise. • * •

Count Maurice de Leusse, member of a well-

known Paris family, was assassinated by natives

while on a big-game hunting expedition in

Northeast Africa, according to a message from
Jibuti to the French Foreign Office, on Jan. 2.

The other men>bers of the party were returning

to France with the Count's body. • • • The
death of Colonel Charles Young, the only negro
to reach the rank of Colonel in the United States

regular army, was reported in a cable to the

AVar Department, received in Washington on
Jan. 12 from Monrovia, Liberia, which said he
had died in Nigeria, but gave no details of

why he went there. He was graduated from
West Point in 1889, served with Pershing in

Mexico and was Military Attach^ in Liberia in

1912, reorganizing the constabulary there. He
was retired in 1917 and went again to Liberia
two years ago.

Norway
Under the special arbitration agreement be-

tween the United States and Norway, signed
June 30, 1921, for the adjustment of certain
claims of Norwegian subjects against the United
States arising out of requisitions by the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corpor-
ation during the war. President Harding has ap-
pointed Chandler P. Anderson of New York
arbitrator, and William C. Dennis of Indiana
ngent. Under the terms of the treaty, the case
3s to be heard by an arbitral tribunal of three
(members sitting at The Hague. • • * M. M.
Mjelde of Norway House, London, in a letter

to The London Daily Telegraph, Dec. 23, cor-

rected newspaper reports that an amount re-

cently paid to Norway by Gennany for food
sold to the latter since the armistice was an
Indemnity for submarine damages. M. Mjelde
Bdded that Norway had received no submarine
Indemnity from Germany, and that the Nor-
wegian merchantmen seized by the Germans
were afterward divided between the Allies as
German ships. On T)ec. 29, King Haakon for-

jTially opened the newly finished Norway House,
Cockspur Street, London, which for several

rrtonths has been the home of the Norwegian

Legation, the Norwegian Chamber of Commerce,
and the Norwegian State Railways Travel Bu-
reau. • • • News of Messrs. Knudsen and Tes-
sen, the men lost from the Roald Amundsen
North Polar expedition in the Winter of 1919,

was given through the official Russian Rosta
Agency. It told The Associated Press on Dec. 30

of getting a letter signed by the two lost Nor-
wegians and found at Cape Wild by the Russian
expedition under Begltchen. The letter was dated
Nov. 10, 1919, and read in part: " Bears de-

stroyed our depots; we have now twenty days'

provisions." Near Cape Premetny, the Begltchen
expedition, which has been searching the Arctic
regions for traces of Knudsen and Tessen, re-

ported finding the remains of a fire on the beach
and what seemed to be a burned human body.
There were footprints of only one man, and a
rifle and cartridges of the Norwegian 1914

model. Little hope is entertained of their sur-

vival. • * Captain Roald Amundsen's prepara-

tions for his renewed quest for the North Pole

contemplate a five-year drift from Alaska, over

the top of the world with the ice-pack, to Nor-
way.

Palestine

On the fourth anniversary of Lord AUenby's
entry into Jerusalem, Dec. 9, the Palestine Arab
delegates in London, in a florid telegram to the

King, requested his Majesty, under the guidance

of the Christianity originating in Palestine, to

grant them the self-determination proclaimed by
Lord Allenby on his entry into Jerusalem. • •

The Duke of Sutherland replied in November,
on behalf of the British Government, to inter-

pellations by Lord Sydenhan* and Lord Par-
moor, that a moratorium had been declared In

favor of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusa-

lem to ease its almost hopeless burden of debt.

The activities of the Patriarchate, founded on
the Bishopric of Jerusalem, which extended back
to the days of the Apostles, had been paralyzed

by a great schism between the Patriarch and

the majority of the Synod, at the time of the

formation of Palestine's civil government. As
Palestine was no longer under Moslem rule, it

had been decided to sell off the properties of the

Patriarchate still under Mo.<5lem jurisdiction.

Also, lands in Palestine, especially in the -sub-

urbs of Jerusalem, of recent acquisition and of

no historic associations with the Patriarchate,

were being sold under provisions that aimed to

prevent land speculation.

Panama
Panama's independence, after eighteen years

of separation, was finally recognized by Colom-
bia on Dec. 24, when the Chamber of Deputies

at Bogota passed the treaty with the United

States first presented on April 6, 1914.

Persia

Rabbi Joseph Saul Kornfeld of Columbus,

Ohio, has become United States Minister to

Persia, having been nominated for that position

by President Harding. The President received

the credentials in November of Mirza Hussein
Khan All, the new Persian Minister to the
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United States. « * * Friendly negotiations be-

tween Britisii and American interests in Persian

oil fields were under way in December. The
result was expected to have no effect on the

Anglo-Persian Oil Company's operations in

Southern and Eastern Persia. A complication

arose over the Northern interests, originally be-

longing to a Georgian named Khostaria. Oil

magnates in Great Britain expected the whole

question of the remaining Persian oil concessions

would have to be settled by diplomatic action of

the powers concerned,

Peru

On Dec. 2.' the Peruvian Government sent a
note to Bolivia offering to co-operate with Bo-
livia to bring about arbitration between Bolivia

and Chile, provided the present controversy be-

tween Peru and Chile is settled by arbitration.

The Bolivian Government in a previous note

suggested that in case Peru and Chile were un-

able to reach an agreement regarding the sov-

ereignty of th€ disputed Provinces of Tacna and
Arica an international conference, composed of

disinterested and friendly nations, be called to

settle all claims. * * * The head of the Peru-

vian Cabinet denied on Dec. 14 that revolution-

ary troops operating in Eastern Peru had de-

feated the Government forces, declaring that,

on the contrary, the rebel forces have been re-

pelled three times in small encounters. * * *

The anniversary of th^ battle of Ayacucho was
commemorated witlk the inauguration of the

Eolivar, Museum, in which many trophies of

the War of Independence are exhibited. * * *

A Presidential decree forbids the crossing of

the national boundaries at below 3,000 meters
for any foreign airplane or other airship, estab-

lishing at the same time a protective zone of

32,000 meters breadth. Any foreign aircraft

trespassing beyond these limits will be suspected

of espionage, and will be dealt with by force

and its crew taken prisoners. Notwithstanding
this law, foreign aircraft will be permitted to

cross Peruvian territory in transit if previously

furnished with official authorization. The de-

scent within Chilean territory wfll also be al-

lowed, provided the place and time have been
designated in advance. * * * With the hun-
dred-thousand-pound loan for the payment of

several months' salaries to customs employes
and the approval by the Executive of the plan
presented by the American expert in charge of

th« reorganization of customs services, rapid
improvement is expected of the commercial life

of the country.

Poland
Poland received its first payment about the

middle of December fi'om the Russian Soviet
Government under the Riga Peace Treaty
signed last March. The payment was in the

form of gold and jewels to the value of 50,000,-

000,000 Polish marks, and arrived on a special

train under military guard. The bullion, weigh-

ing 1,280 pounds, gives Poland its first substan-

tial gold reser\'e. * * The number of Polish

lefugees from Russia arriving daily at Bara-
nowicze, on the frontier, was estimated in De-

cember at 6,000. Many, of these repatriated Poles
had been frozen to death in unheated cars, and
the Polish officials blamed the Soviet Govern-
ment for criminal neglect. * • Polish
foreign trade is improving month by month.
Trade with the Ukraine is active, and a special

commission composed of Polish economic lead-

ers has been, formed in Warsaw for the double
purpose of developing trade relations between
Poland and Soviet Russia and impro -ing the
transportation conditions between tham. Con-
siderable quantities of agricultural implements
were being exported to Russia. * * * The set-

tlement in Upper Silesia was progressing
smoothly, both in Kattowitz and in Geneva. The
German industrialists, haunted by the fear of

expropriation in the districts assigned to Poland,
and the Polish negotiators were showing a mu-
tually conciliatory spirit. * * * The result of the
Vilna elections, which were held on Jan. 8, has
not yet been officially announced. (See Lith-
uania.) * * * The political and economic treaty

concluded by Poland with Czechoslovakia (Nov.
7) was communicated to the League of Nations
toward the middle of December. Under this treaty,

all future disputes are to be settled by compul-
sory arbitration under an appeal to the Per-
manent Court of International Justice recently

set up by the League. * * * Danzig-Poland re-

lations continue to be favorable. The inter-

allied commission for the division of former
German property in Danzig has assigned vir-

tually all the material of the arms factories to

Poland, thereby arousing the furor Teutonicus
of the Pan-German press. The Free City has
given all Germa"ns one year in which to exer-
cise their option of citizenship under the Danzig-
German Treaty, which Poland refused to ratify.

Porto Rico

Despite the demand of Porto Ricans, of fif-

teen out of nineteen Senators and thirty-nine
out of fifty-eight Assemblymen, for the removal
of E. Mont Reily as Governor of the island.

President Harding instructed him to return to

his duties, according to a White House an-
nouncement made on Dec. 16. • * * With re-

gard to the charge that Governor Reily was
appointing an unusual number of Americans to

jobs in Porto Rico, about which Senator King.
Democrat, of Utah, offered a resolution of in-

quiry, President Harding, without waiting for

its passage, wrote to Mr. King saying that on
July 1, when Reily became Governor, forty-nine

continentals and 5,911 natives w^ere employed in

the insular government and the only changes of

consequence since then were a reduction of the

number of Americans from forty-nine to forty-

five. In the major appointments, there had
been six changes, and in four of them conti-

nentals had been replaced by islanders. * • •

Associate Justice Emilio del Toro was selected

for appointment as Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Porto Rico by Secretary Weeks on

Dec. 22. * * * The Federal farm loan system
has been extended to Porto Rico. * • •

Cayetano Coll, Speaker of the Porto Rico House
of Representatives, in an address at Madrid,

Spain, on Dec. 20, suggested the founding of a

Spanish-speaking League of Nations, " as Spain
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and Latin America have been Ignored at the

Washington conference." • • • A commission
of Porto Ricans on Jan. i^ presented a petition

to Congress for an ample autonomous form of

government, comparing the political situation of

Porto Rico to that of Canada in 1839.

Portugal

The outstanding event in revolution-torn

Portugal in December was the overthrow of the

Cabinet of Maia Pinto, with the formation of a
new Cabinet under Senhor Cunha I^eal, former
Minister of Finance. The new Premier, who
came into power on Dec. l.'n is barely 30 years

of age, a Captain in the Engineer Coi-ps, who
served in Africa and Flanders. He entered poli-

tics only three years ago, and his rise to high

responsibility has been exceptionally rapid. The
downfall of the Pinto Cabinet was due primarily

to the dissolution of Parliament and the ad-

journment of the elections. Premier Cunha Lieal

increased his reputation for energy and courage

on the night of Dec. 15, when, menaced by the

revolutionary Octobrlsts, he passed the night

under the protection of the Republican Guards
and declared that no threats would deter him
from accepting his new responsibilities—that he

would succeed or perish. Assured of the support

of the principal parties in Parliament, he man-
aged despite all obstacle." on the following day
to form a Cabinet, composed as follows:

Captain Cunha Leal—Premier and Interior.
Senhor Juuo Dantas—Foreign Affairs.
Senhor Victorino Guimaraens—Finance and

Commerce.
Captain Joao Cavalho—Marine.
Senhor Maruno Martins—Agriculture.
Senhor Rego Chaves—Colonies.
Colonel Freiria—War.
Senhor Alves Santos—Labor.
Senhor Rocha Saraiva—Instruction.
Senhor Abranches Ferrao—Justice.
" I have a double task—to maintain order and

to reorganize the Administration," said the new
Premier on Dec. 20. It was essential, he said, to

improve the ^bad financial situation caused by
Portugal's failure to increase taxation during the

World War. First of all, the Government must
be stabilized. Measures must also be taken to

remedy the high cost of living, which caused
universal discontent. Arrests were made on Dec.

29 following the killing of two persons and the

wounding of five others through the explosion of

borr»bs in process of manufacture In a building

belonging to the Lisbon General Confederation of

Labor. Up to the middle oi January Senhor
Leal had succeeded in keeping the revolutionary

element in control.

Rumania
The Cabinet crisis continued to be the centre

of public interest. It appears that, although
the withdrawal of the Averesco Government
had been expected, it occurred ahead of

schedule time and under rather precipitate cir-

cumstances. This was the result of a feud of

old standing between Premier Averesco and the

Foreign Minister, Tak^ Jonesco. The former

had made all arrangements to cede his place

to General Coanda, who had been Premier In

the period between the pro-German Marghllo-

man Cabinet of 1918 and the appointment of
the Averesco Administration. The Coanda
Cabinet was to assume power pending ihe con-
vocation of a new Chamber. This plan, how-
ever, was thwarted by Averesco's enemy. For-
eign Minister Jonesco, who resigned three days
ahead of the time set, and thus precipitated

the fall of the Ministry. It is generally as-
.'<umed that the newly-appointed Cabinet, headc
by M. Jonesco, cannot last over Feb. 1. Bot
the new Premier and ex-Premier Averesco ard"*

canvassing the Deputies, trying to secure their

pledges of support for the reopening of Parlia-
ment. Averesco is making approaches to thej
Extreme Left, the Peasant Party, headed by-
Dr. Lupu. It is generally believed, however,
that the man of the future is the former Pre-
mier Bratiano, who Is regarded as the strongest

man by both Court and people, and who, as
head of the Liberal Party, commands the sup-^

port of all the big banks. He Is negotiatinsr]

with the powerful Transylvanian Nationalist

Party, and the combination, if achieved, would
probably carry the day. The Liberals, who
have been out of power for several years, have
a detailed program of economic reconstruc-

tion, with the stoppage of the currency-printing

presses as a preliminary.

Russia

Premier Lenin has shifted some of the port-

folios in his Cabinet and added three new mem-
bers. The following is the revised list, as taken

from the official newspaper Pravda and the

Rosta Agency on Jan. 13:

Nikolai Lenin-President of the Council
of Commissars.
M. Rykov—First Vice President.

M. TsuRUPOFT—Second Vice President. (The
Vice Presidents are newly created officials.)

M. LrNACHARSKY—Commlssar for Educa-
tion.

Leonid Krassin—Foreign Trade.

M. Karestinsky—Finance.
M. Stalin—National Minorities ajid Labor

and Peasant Inspection.

M. Schmidt—Labor.
M. Brl'khanoff—Food.
Leon Trotzky—War and Navy.
M. Djerjinsky-Communication and In-

terior.

M. Duvnalevsky—Posts and Telegraphs.
Dr. Semashko—Health.
George Tchitcherin—Foreign Affairs.
M. KurskY—Justice.
M. Yakovenko—Agriculture.
M. HoGDANOFT—President of the Supreme

Economic Council.

All the members of the Cabinet are of the so-

called Right Wing Communists, following

l.,enin's lead. Nearly a' are native Russians.

Trotzky, the Minister of War. and Schmidt. Alin-

ister of Labor, are of Jewish parentage. Djer-

jinsky, the Minister of the Interior, is of Polish

nationality, and Stalin, the Minl.«iter of National

Minoritio.^ and Labor and Peasant Inspection, is

a Georgian.

.\n American appropriation of $20.0<)0,tKX) for

Russian Relief was signed by President Harding
on Dec. 2.^. Col. Haskell, Director of the relief

work in Russia, had reported that 27,000.000

1
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people were starving. * * The Soviet Govern-
ment on Dec. 24 promised Walter Lyman Brown,
European Director of American relief work,

that it would contribute ?10,000,000 to purchase
food and seed supplies in the United States

within IK) days. The Soviefs request for per-

mission to send a representative to the United
States to supervise these purchases was granted
by Mr. Hoover. Meanwhile five large ships,

laden with grain, sailed for Russia. • * •

The ninth All-Russian Congress opened in

Moscow on Dec. 23, and closed on Jan.
4. Many addresses were made, notably by
Lenin and Trotzky, but the practical results

of the congress were few. Lenin announced at
the opening session that the dreaded Extraor-
dinary Commission would henceforth confine
itself to political activities. His whole plan for
economic reform was approved at this first ses-

sion. Land reform plans were adopted at the
session of Dec. 28. Trotzky on Dec. 29 made a
belligerent speech against Poland, Rumania and
Finland, in which he declared that the Red
Army would be ready to beat back all new ag-
gressions in 1922. He also denounced the Wash-
ington Conference, one of the first consequences
of which, he declared, was Japan's attack on the
Far Eastern Republic. The whole " Presidium,"
or Soviet governing body, was re-elected at the
closing session.

Santo Domingo
The Senate Committee which investigated

conditions in Haiti also inquired into affairs in
Santo Domingo and advised against the removal
of American troops. The conditions laid down
by ^'resident Harding last summer—that elec-
tions be held under American auspices and that
a loan floated by American bankers be vali-

dated—had not been fulfilled, Senator McCor-
mlck, the Chairman, said in a preliminary re-

port. He admits that the program of public
works was " perhaps too ambitious " and urges
a new loan to refund two previous ones saddled
on the 'Dominican Government, of which he says
thf services " including the provision for their

amortization, are unusual and crushing," crip-

pling the ordinary administration. * * * Horace
G. Knowles, formerly United States Minister to

Santo Domingo, and counsel for the deposed
Government before the Senate Committee, re-

turned to New York, and on Dec. 30 issued a
statement denouncing the report, the only base
for which was a plea made by the Navy De-
partment in attempted defense of its action. He
says abuses, cruelties and murders were com-
mitted by the marines. An alleged bandit was
invited to American headquarters on promise of

a commission and assassinated on the way, after

one officer. Captain Thomas E. Watson, had re-

fused to do the killing because he " did not

want nigger blood on his hands." Lieut. Com-
mander Arthur H. Mayo had been elevated to

Chief Financial Manager and brought the coun-

try to a state of bankruptcy. " Although last

year's rev'enue had exceeded by $4,000,000 the

budget estimates, so much had been spent that,

against the protests of the people, $2,.'iOO,000

had been borrowed in New York on which the

rate of interest was from 9.2 to 18.7 per cent."

Scotland

Industry along the Clyde has suffered a stun-
ning blow from the suspension of the huge con-
tracts given to the shipyards for the construc-
tion of three great warships. The Washington
disarmament plan means that for a long time
to come there will be more workers than work
on the Clyde. The three firms immediately af-
fected had counted on earning their running ex-
penses from the warships, which would enable
them to make more favorable bids on merchant
liners. Until the news of the suspension was
received there had been a turn for the better,

but, as one shipyard manager put it, the sus-
pension will only darken the gloom and give a
set-back -to other possible contracts. It was
estimated that the suspension of the warship
contracts would have the effect of throwing
between seven and ten thousand men back into

the unemployed ranks, and blasting the hopes
of other thousands who anticipated work in the

near future.

Siberia

The already tangled situation in Siberia be-

came still more complex at the end of December,

through the capture of Khabarovsk by forces

of the Vladivostok Government. This city, ly-

ing at the point where the Trans-Siberian Rail-

road crosses the Amur River and turns west

into inner Siberia, has great strategical impor-

tance. It had been held by the Chita Govern-

ment since October, when the Japanese evac-

uated. The capturing forces were made up
largely of soldiers formerly of the Kappel,

Semenov and Kalmykev armies controlled by
Kolchak, and who have now allied themselves

with the Vladivostok anti-Bolshevist regime,

which is headed by Spiridon Merkulov. The
attackers took advantage of the Japanese area
extending some 120 miles north of Vladivostok

and oC the neutral zone twenty miles wide lying

beyond and fixed by an agreement between
Japan and Chita. Advancing under this double

cover, they fell on the Chita garrison suddenly
and overpowered it easily. The Chita army all

told amounts only to some 50,000 soldiers, and
the Khabarovsk position was weakly defended.

The power of the Vladivostok Government was
thus extended to the northern boundary of the

Far Eastern Republic. The Chita delegation at

the Washingrton Arms Conference, on the basis

of its messages from home, charged the Japanese
with engineering this assault in order to gain

from the Vladivostok Government concessions

which had been refused them by the Chita ne-

gotiators at the Dairen Conference, their alleged

purpose being to find new pretexts for not with-

drawing their military forces from Siberia. The
leaders of the Japanese delegation at Washing-
ton denied this. The Chita representatives al.«o

charged the Japanese with maintaining an op-
pressive military rule in the Maritime Province
and at Nikolaevsk, basing their charges on proc-

lamations issued by the Japanese military com-
manders there. * • • The Dairen Conference,
which has continued with interruptions since

last May, has made but little progress. -The
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latest demands made by the Japanese, which
the Chita officials declared were equivalent to

making the Far Eastern Republic a Japanese
colony, were these

:

(1) That Japanese subjects receive equal
rights and privileges with citiisons of the Far
Eastern Republic. (2) Abolition of all laws lim-
iting the rights of Japanese subjects. (3) De-
.struction of fortifications in Vladivostok and
in the Maritime Province. (4) The recognition
of the right of Japan to maintain military
guards in the Far Eastern Rapublic.

Officially the attitude of the Japanese Gov-
ernment remained the same: Japan would with-

draw her forces from Siberia when she re-

ceived assurance that a stable Russian rule ex-

isted there and that the lives and property of

Japane.«e subjects would be secure. There are

some S,0()0 Japanese nationals in Vladivostok

alone. The official representatives of the new
Vladivostok regime, on their arrival in Wash-
ington, issued statements in which they denied

that they were controlled by or in complicity

with tlie Japanese, and asserted that they were
the standard bearers of the sane Russian ele-

ment unalterably opposed to the Bolshevist

regime, of Which they declared Chita, despite

all camouflage, to be a part. Nikolai Matveev
is now the President of the Far Eastern Re-
public.

Spain

The Spanish military successes in Morocco
continued through December, both in the west-

ern and the eastern sections of the war zone.

The Spanish forces had been increased by ap-

proximately 20,000 men under High Commis-
sioner Berenguer as Chief of Command. Span-
ish prisoners taken by the Moors were bein»

ransomed on the payment o( sums averaging

from 4,000 to 5,000 pesetas. More than a score

of these prisoners who escaped early in De-
cember were recaptured and severely punished.
• * * The debate on the Morocco campaign
which had occupied the Spanish Parliament for

forty days continued with little practical result.

The general sentiment expressed was that this

campaign, wliich had cost so much in blood and
treasure, as well as national prestige, should be

ended speedily. Seiior Martinez Campos, a staff

officer in Melilla, drew a deplorable picture of

the disorganization existing in every branch of

the service in Morocco, and General Primo Qe
Rivera advocated withdrawal. To this disor-

ganization, attested by Spanish authorities, the

Madrid correspondent of The London Times at-

tributed the grievances of the British volunteers

who quit the Spanish service and returned to

England. * * The dispute between Juan de

la Cierva, the civilian Minister of War, and the

army officers' juntas or committees was reach-

ing a crisis in the first ten days of January.
The efforts of this Minister to reform the

Morocco maladministration are said to have been
the cause of the committees' hostility. Clashes

of tlie juntas with the Morocco conSnanders
over the appointment of junta officers on the

new General Staff were recorded In the Tanuarj'

issue of Current History. Feeling was high

over the resignation of the octogenarian General

Valerlano Weyler, Chief of Staff, following cen-
sure from Minister de la Cierva. • • • The
preferential tariff regime in force between
France and Spain since 1906 ended on Dec. 10.

and what was described as a tariff war began
on that date. The main cau.«e of this rupture
was Spain's surcharges for depreciated cur-
rency. • • • The Madrid Government received
notice on Nov. 1.5 that the Spanish-American
Postal Convention drawn up in Madrid last year
had been ratified by the Governments of Cuba.
Colombia, Salvador, Honduras, Bolivia, Peru
and Santo Domingo.

Switzerland

The Swiss Federal Assembly has elected M.
Robert Haab President of the Confederation,
with l.">4 votes out of 163. M. Haab Is a lawyer
and railway expert. He was born at Zurich In

186.5. He had held the position of Minister to

Berlin, and since 1017 has had charge of the De-
partment of Posts and Communications, which
he will retain during his Presidency. The
President whose term has just expired, M.
Motta, will retain charge of the Political De-
partment, which is the Foreign Office of the
Federal Council. M. Stheuier of Berne, head
of the Alilltary Department, was elected Vice
President. • « » Construction of the second
Simplon tunnel, started In 1012, has been fin-

ished. * • * The electric industry of Switzer-
land is seriously crippled by the drought which
lasted all last Summer and Fall, and has left

generating stations In the Alps without adequate
supply of water. * • * The Federal Council
has ratified, by 7 votes against 2, the convention
with France concerning the free border zones,

as provided by the Treaty of Versailles. • • •

Ex-Empress Zita of Austria-Hungary arrived In

Switzerland to attend the operation on her son,

the Archduke Robert, for appendicitis. She
was given special permission to do so by the
Swiss Government, as the imperial couple have
been barred forever from Swiss territory.

The permit was valid for two weeks only. •

Sweden
The stabilization of exchange rates in Sweden,

bringing Swedish money almost on a par with
the American dollar and thus reviving foreign

trade, has raised hopes of early business Im-
provement in all Scandinavian countries.

Sweden's trade with the United States, after

two years of suffering from the high cost of

American dollars, can now go on as formerly,

.according to Stockholm bankers. The Swedish
Government, In December, prolonged the Rlks-
bank's dispensation from the redemption of bank
notes In gold until March 31, 1922. Consign-
ments of Soviet gold to Sweden are declared to

amount, all told, to something between 500,-

000.000 and 600,000,000 kroner, according to In-

vestigations of the Svensk Handelstidning. Of
this amount, Swedish mints have melted down
gold valued at $31,200,000. Trade with Russia
and the Baltic States Is slack. Trade negotia-

tions with the Soviet proceed very slowly and
with lemote prospects of settlement. A Swed-
ish communist delegation to Moscow had to re-
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port there that, in spite of growing unemploy-
ment and stringent money conditions, Sweden
was not revolutionary. So, with no prospect of

civil war, the Swedish Communist Party decided

to suppoit Branting's Socialist Government.
* * * On Jan. (5, Emma Goldman, Alexander
Berkman and Alexander Shapiro, the anarchist

deportees from America, arrived in Stockholm
from Soviet Russia. The Swedish authorities

gave the trio permission to remain in Sweden
a month, granting also guarantees that they

might return by way of Sweden to Soviet

Russia. * * * While Premier Hjalmar Brant-

ing and the Swedish press praise the progress

of the Wa.shington Conference as beginning a
new phase in relations among the great powers
which will proportionately benefit the smaller

nations. " Sweden could not accept the banning
of the submarine, which is the most efficient

weapon of defense for small nations," according

to Captain Gisiko, chief of the submarine de-

partment of the Swedish Navy. Unable to build

battleships and cruisers comparable to those

of the great powers, Sweden is to base her naval
defense on submarines, destroyers and airplanes.

Turkey

The snarl of complications created in the

Turkish situation by France's separate treaty

with Kemal's Nationalist Government at An-
gora (see text of same in January Current
History) was aggravated by the resignation of

Premier Briand, and the immediate succession

of ex-President Raymond Poincarfe, M. Briand's

opponent, to the Premiership. M. Poincarg had
been carrying on a press campaign to secure

a modification of the Treaty of Angora, largely

agreeing with British criticisms of it, that it

dangerously divided allied policy, and str£«ined

relations between France and Britain, and that

France did wrong in conceding territories to the

Kemalists over which she had only mandates.
The terrible plight the Treaty of Angora

created for Christian minorities in Cilicia be-

came apparent froin the moment the withdrawal
of French troops began, Nov. 28. Thousands of

Armenians and Greeks had begun to migrate
us soon as the French withdrawal was assured.

The Kemalist Turks, rushing into the vacated
terj-itory, began such a series of atrocities and
outrages that the remaining Armenians sent

appeals to the British Government, to the

French Government, and to the League of Na-
tions both for relief from famine and for trans-

portation of their entire population to some for-

eign country. Britain replied that she was

unable to give either. On Jan. 5 the evacua-
tion of 49,884 Christians, mostly Armenians,
from Cilicia into Syria under the protection of

the French Army was completed. According to

the French official annpuncement, 3,98.5 Chris-
tians remained in Cilicia of their own free will.

On Jan. 6 the French Government Issued an
official paper indicating that the Angora agree-
ment is not regarded as a treaty of peace and
implies no recognition, de facto or de jure, of
the Angora Government. It indicates further
that the rights of Great Britain and Italy, rec-
ognized in the tripartite agreement, are in no
way affected by the Angora agreement, and
that France admits the principle of adjusting
In a final peace treaty all outstanding problems.

Meanwhile the continued state of war between
Greece and the Angora Turks and the menace
of the Bolshevist machinations in the Kemal-
ists' rear create a dilemma. The Kurds were
kept supplied with arms from Russia, and they
kept passing the arms exported to them from,

Russia on to Enver Pasha, who, at last ad-
vices, was in Batum, creating a new State—
Ajaristan—under his rule on the Black Sea.

This unfriendly activity of the Bolshevists re-

sulted from Kemal's transference of economic
concessions already granted the Soviets to

France, in the Angora agreement. This es-

tranged the Russians, though Kemal continued

to profess loyalty to his alliance with them.

Moscow's continued efforts to stir up unrest in

the East to prevent peace between Turkey and
the Western nations are in contrast to her ef-

forts for Western recognition. It was indicated

in London that a joint offer of reasonably ac-

ceptable peace terms to Kemal by the Allies, as

a solution of the Near Eastern deadlock, was
contemplated by the Supreme Council before its

final adjournment. Franklin-Bouillon, the

French negotiator of the Angora Treaty, had
been called to the Cannes Conference about a

week before its adjournment. A British ii.ission

to Ineboli under Major Henry meanwhile had

done much toward securing for Great Britain

an agreement favorable to British interests in

Turkey.

United States

The chief interest continued to centre about

the Arms Conference at W^ashington, a full re-

port of which will be found at the beginning of

this magazine. Other American developments
fire recorded under the heading, ' The Month
in the Trnited States."



THE CANNES CONFERENCE
What the Supreme Council accomplished in the sessions that inadvertently

overthrew the Briand Government—Call to the Genoa Conference—New
German reparation terms—Franco-British treaty of alliance

ACONFERENCE was held at London on

Dec. 21 and 22, 1921, between Pre-

miers Lloyd George and Aristide Bri-

and, at which the whole question of dis-

aiTnament, reparations and economic resto-

ration of Europe was discussed. As a re-

sult, a call was issued for a meeting of the

Supreme Council at Cannes, France. Pre-

liminary to the Cannes Conference, a meet-

ing was held at Paris Dec. 29 by French

and British financiers under the leadership

of Laming Worthington Evans, the British

Secretary of State for War, and Louis

Loucheur, French Minister of Reconstruc-

tion. It was at this meeting that plans

were formulated for organizing a national

corporation to finance the restoration of

Europe, with a capital of $100,000,000, to

be shared equally by Great Britain, France,

Gemnany ond the United States— if the

United States so desired.

The allied Supreme Council met at Cannes

on Jan. 6, with the Premiers of Great Bri-

tain, France, Italy, Belgium and the Japa-

nese Ambassador at Paris in attendance.

Ambassador Harvey was present as an ob-

server, but did not participate in the pro-

ceedings. The Allied Reparation Commis-
sion was also in attendance, and large offi-

cial delegations from the allied counties.

The Supreme Council held two sessions the

first day and unanimously passed a resolu-

tion calling for a conference of all the

European States to meet at Genoa, Italy,

March S. The resolution was as follows:

Thp allied powers, mat in conference, are
unaniniou.sly of .the opinion that a conference

of an economic and financial nature should be
called during the first weeks of March, to which
all the European powers, Germany, Austria,

Hungrary, Bulgaria and Russia Included, should
be invited to send representatives. They con-

sider that such a conference constitutes an
urgent and essential step toward the economic
recon.=truction of Central and Eastern Europe.
They are of the firm opinion that the Prime
Ministers of each nation ought, if possible, to

take part themselves at this conference, so that

the recommendations can be acted on as quickly

as possible.

The allied powers consiaer that the restoration

of the international commerce of Europe, as
well as the development of the resources of all

countries, is necessarj' to increase the amount
of productive labor and lessen the suffering

endured by the European peoples.

A common effort by the most powerful States

is necessarj' to render to the European system
its vitality, which is now paralyzed.

This effort ought to be applied to the sup-

!

pression of all obstacles in the way of com-
merce. It ought to be applied also to granting;

large credits to the most feeble countries and
to the co-operation of all for the restoration of

normal production.

The allied powers consider that the funda-
mental and indispensable conditions for the

realization of an efficacious effort are capable
of being defined in general terms as follows:

1. The nations cannot claim the right to dic-

tate to each other the principles according to

which they must organize within their frontiers,

their regime of property, their economy and
their Government. It is the right of each coun-
try to choose for itself the system which It

prefers.

2. Nevertheless, it is not possible to place for-

eign capital In order to help a country unless

the foreigners who provide the capital have a
certitude that their property and their rights

will be respected, and that the fruits of their

enterprise will be assured.

3. This feeling of security cannot be re-estab-

lished unless nations or their Governments de-

siring to obtain foreign credits freely engage:
(a) To recognize all public dtbts and obliga-

tions which have been contracted, or will be

contracted or guaranteed by States, munici-

palities, or other public organizations, and to

recognize also obligation to restore or, in case

of default, to indemnify all foreign interests for

loss or damage which has been caused by the

confiscation or sequestration of property; (b)

to establish legal and juristic punishment and
assure the impartial execution of all commercial
or other contracts.

4. The nations ought to have available con-

venient means of exchange; in general, finan-

cial and monetary conditions ought to exist

which offer sufficient guarantees.

5. All nations ought to engage to abstain from
all propaganda which is .subversive of the po-

litical system established In other countries.

6. All nations ought to take a common en-

gagement to abstain from all aggression on
their neighbors.

If, with a view to assuring the necessary con-

ditions for the development of the commerce of

Russia, the Russian Government claims official

recognition, the allied Governments cannot ac-
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cord this recognition unless the Russian Gov-
ernment accepts the preceding conditions.

Premier Lloyd George took the leading

part in the deliberations. He delivered a

long address in which he reviewed the situ-

ation in Europe, urging the utmost frank-

ness between delegates, and dwelling par-

ticularly upon the importance of all the

nations being invited.

The meeting of the council on Jan. 7 was
devoted to discussion of reparations, and it

was finally determined to summon German
representatives to Paris, whence, if neces-

sary, they could be called later to Cannes.

Meanwhile, however, conversations were in

progress between Premier Lloyd George and

Premier Briand with relation to a treaty of

alliance between France and Great Britain.

The Supreme Council on Jan. 10 approved

the plan for the formation of an internation-

al finance corporation and appointed a com-

mittee, composed of two British, two French,

one Italian, one Belgian and one Japanese

representative, to organize a corporation.

The Governments represented at the Cannes

Council undertook to furnish £10,000 for

the organizing expenses. It is to be called

the Central International Corporation, and

will have its principal offices in London.

The corporation will consist of representa-

tives of the national corporations to be

formed in England, France, Italy, Belgium

and Japan, and, if willing, the United

States. Germany is not invited, but is de-

sired in the corporation, though it is stipu-

lated that one-half of the profits accrued

on the shares of the German National Cor-

poration will be paid to the Reparation

Commission. The first meeting of the com-

mittee was called for Jan. 25 at London.

At the meeting of the council on Jan. 10

it was announced that the text of the

Anglo - French Treaty of Alliance was
agreed upon. Meanwhile reports from
Paris of the great opposition to the course

of Premier Briand convinced him that it

was necessai-y that he consult at Paris be-

fore proceeding further in the deliberations.

The Council was suspended until he could

go to Paris for this purpose. The next day
the world was startled by Briand's resigna-

tion and the creation of a new French
Ministry. [See " France " in News of the

Nations.]

At the final session of the council formal

invitations were issued summoning the na-

tions to the Genoa Conference, regardless

of what happened at Paris. The most im-

portant countries were asked to send at

least three delegates, and not over five, and
the other nations two delegates each.

The Reparation Commission at this same
meeting made its final report of an adjust-

ment of the German payments. The deci -

sion stated that the Reparation Commission
had decided to grant the German Govern-

ment a provisional delay for payment of

the sums due Jan. 15 and Feb. 15, so far

as these payments were not covered by
payments in cash or in kind, on certain con-

ditions. These conditions are:

First—During the period of provisional delay
Germany must pay in approved foreign securi-

ties 31,000,000 gold marks every ten .dsiy.s, the

first payment to be Jan. 16.

Second—Germany, within a fortnight, must
submit to the commission a, plan for reforms or

appropriate guarantees for its budget and paper
currency, and also a i progi-am for reparation
payments in cash and' in' kind for 3922.

Third—The period of i provisional delay shall

end when the commission or the allied Govern-
ments have reached a. decision in regard to the

plan and program mentioned in the second con-
dition, the balance due becoming payable a
fortnight after the commission or the Allies

have reached a decision.

The 31,000,000 gold marks which Ger-

many is called on to pay every ten days

during the period of provisional delay is

just about equal to 25 per cent, on Gei-man

exports. It is made clear in the condition.s

that the arrangement is only temporary,

to be superseded by any definite arrange-

ment the Allies may make hereafter in re-

gard to reparations. The expectation in

Council circles is that by the time the Ger-

mans reply to the demand of the commission

for reforms, which include the suppression

of subsidies and an increased price for coal,

the French Government will be ready to

resume consideration of the whole repara-

tion question.

Dr. Walter Rathenau, head of the Ger-

man delegation, took note of the decision in

the name of his Government. He added

that Germany had not defaulted in her pay-

ments, because negotiations had been taken

up regarding the payments due Jan. 15. He
also took note of the invitation to Germany
to take part in the Genoa Conference.

Dr. Rathenau, in his speech before the

commission on the day preceeding, had said

that Germany was able to meet the London
terms of 500,000,000 gold marks in cash and
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-De Amaterdammer, Amsterdam
THE GERMAN REPARATIONS

John Bull: "No! Don't kill it, Marianne. Let's fatten it"

1,000,000,000 gold marks in kind annually,

but could not go beyond those figures. He
explained that Germany's inability to pay

was due to the disastrous exchange, which

had made it necessary for Germany to use

marks to buy foreign currency, until the

mark was a drug on the market. Ger-

many's exportations amounted in the last

year to only one-fourth of the exports in

1914, and the balance of trade against her

amounted to 2,500,000,000 gold marks. This

could not be offset by decreasing imports,

because Germany was now buying abroad

only food and necessary raw materials.

In connection with the reparation re-

port the French Ministry of Foreign Af-

fairs issued the following figures of the

relative financial condition of France and

Germany:
The German foreign debt is $787,2.50,000: in-

terior funded debt. $8.")0.2.'i0,000 : interior float-

ing debt, $2,111,110,000, whereas France's

foreign debt is $6,8.56,000,000; interior funded

debt, $10,171,000,000, and interior floating debt,

$7,199,(K)0.000.

To meet the financial obligations of the

Treaty of Versailles Germany has designated

for the budget $787,000,000, whereas France to

meet reconstruction of the devastated regions
has designated a budget of $1,570,000,000.

According to the tables the German budget
makes the tax per person $13.88. At the same
time the French tax per head is $4.5.22. The
German fiscal year is May 1 to April 3 and the

French Jan. 1 to Dec. 3. A kilogram of bread
in Germany is 3>4 cents, in France 8.22 cents.

In Germany a ton of coal costs $2.03, in France
$9.56. Transportation of a ten-ton railway ca^
1,000 kilometers : Germany, $60, and France.
$178.50.

The Franco-British Treaty

FoUoMring is the text of the proposed

Treaty of Alliance between France and
Great Britain as finally presented to the

respective Governments for ratification:

Considering that the territory of France has
been twice invaded by Germany within the

memory of living men and that the country
still profoundly suffers from the devastation
Inflicted by the enemy

;

Considering that the peoples of both France
and the British Empire paid a heavy tribute in

human lives and riches to repulse the invasion

of the German armies:
Considering that the prosperity of European

peoples and the economic organizations of tha

world have been profoundly troubled by the
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trial of prolonged war through which they have
just passed

;

CoNsn)E3nNG that guarantees for the security

of France against future invasions by Germany
are indispensable for the restoration of the

stability of Europe, the security of Great Britain
and the peace of the world

;

Considering that the following measures for

security contained in the Versailles Treaty—

Ai-ticle 42—Germany is forbidden to maintain
or construct any fortifications either on the left

bank of the Rhine or on the right bank to the
west of a line drawn fifty kilometers to the
east of the Rhine.
Article 43—In the area defined above the

maintenance and the assembly of armed forces,
either permanently or temporarily, and military
manoeuvres of any kind, as well as the upkeep
of all permanent works for mobilization, are in
the same way forbidden.
Article 44—In case -Germany violates in any

manner whatever the provisions of Articles 42
and 43, she shall be regarded as committing a
hostile act against the powers signatory of the
present treaty and as calculated to disturb the
peace of the -world.

—may not provide sufficiently for the defense of

the common interest essential to both iiigh con-

tractir^ parties, as well as to the maintenance
of peace in Eastern Europe,

His Britannic Majesty and the President of

the French Republic have agreed upon the fol-

owing dispositions

:

ARTICLE I. In case of direct and unprovoked
aggression against the territory of France by
Germany, Great Britain will place herself im-'

mediately at the side of France with her -naval,

military and aerial forces.

ARTICLE II. The high contracting parties again
affirm the common interest which Articles 42,

43 and 44 of the Treaty of Versailles have for

them, and they will act in concert if there

arises any menace of violation to any one of

said articles, or if any doubt arises as to their

interpretation.

ARTICLE III. The high contracting parties also

undertake to act in concert in case of Germany
taking any military, naval or aerial measures
whatever incompatible with the Treaty of Ver-

sailles.

ARTICLE IV. The present treaty imposes no
obligation whatsoever on any dominions of the
British Empire, unless or until approved by
the dominion which is interested.

Article V. The present treaty will remain in

vigor for a period of ten years, and will, by
common accord, be renewable at the end of that
period.

The Genoa Conference

The Genoa Conference was expected to be
the most important gathering since the

Versailles Peace Congress. Up to the time

of going to press the United States Govern-
ment had made no announcement as to

whether or not it would officially partici-

pate. The Soviet Government accepted

with alacrity, even before the official invi-

tations were issued. The following wire-

less communication was sent by Tchitcherin,

Minister of Foreign Affairs, on Jan. 8:

The Russian Government accepts with satis-

faction the invitation to the European confer-
ence called for March next. An extraordinary
session of the Central Executive Committee
will proceed to select the Russian delegation
and will confer on it the most extended powers.

Even if President of the Council of the
People's Commissaries Lenin is prevented by his

multiple tasks, particularly In connection with
the famine, from leaving Russia, in any case
the composition of the delegation, as well as
the extent of Its powers, would give it the same
authority as if Citizen Lenin were in It.

Nothing, then, will hinder in any case on the
part of Russia the rapid progress of the con-
ference.

Deep satisfaction was expressed in Ger-
man official circles over the conference, and
the German Government announced that it

would be represented.

AMERICAN ATROCITIES IN THE
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

By Helen Leschorn*

T T was my good fortune to be in Santo
-*• Domingo City, the capital of the Do-

minican Republic, some time prior to and
at the time of the hearings held by the

Special Committee of the United States

The writer, an American, was for six years
private secretary to the Attorney General of
Porto Rico, and for the last three years has
been a resident of Santo Domingo.

Senate to Investigate the Occupation and

Administration of the Dominican Repub-

lic by the United States. It looked at first

as if there were to be no hearings. When
the Dominicans learned that the impresario

had staged the investigation in the palace

of the Military Governor, in a room ad-

joining his private office, and that the place
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was to have armed marines posted every-

where, even close to the table where the

Senators would sit, they indignantly decided

to have nothing to do with the investigation,

declaring that such display of armed ma-
vines would make it appear that in no other

way could the investigation be conducted

in an orderly manner and with safety to

the Senators, and would prejudice the minds

of the Senators at the very outset against

the Dominicans. Counsel for the Domini-

cans was not able to persuade his first

witnesses and a few spectators to attend

until the second day.

The hearings extended over a period of

five days, and in all my experience attend-

ing court and judicial proceedings I have

never heard and witnessed anything so in-

tensely interesting, so amazing, and at

times so horrifying. As an American citi-

zen, devoted to the honor of our flag, my
emotions were kept at the breaking point

practically every moment of the time the

committee held its sessions. Crimson with

shame must have been my face most of the

time, as witness after witness, men of high

character and lofty ideals, ability and com-

manding patriotism, gave their accusing

and incontrovertible testimony against our

Government.

The claims of the Dominican people as

to the illegality of the invasion and occu-

pation of their country were supported by

a number of unimpeachable witnesses. Their

testimony and the sworn declarations of

Senators, Congressmen and Ministers of

State went much further and charged the

United States with (1) either having origi-

nated or being implicated in a plot to fo-

ment a revolution; (2) interfering with the

Dominican Congress when it was proceed-

ing according to the Constitution and en-

deavoring to elect a President of the coun-

try; (3) using the American Legation to

effect a corrupt deal whereby a certain

man, apparently desired by Wa.shington,

was to be elected President of the Domini-

can Republic; (4) using armed force and
imprisoning members of Congress in an at-

tempt to elect that man President; (5)

seeking to overthrow the Constitutional

Government of the island republic. All the

witnesses, without a single exception, de-

clared that the reasons stated by the Navy
Department as the cause for the interven-

tion were based on false information.

Then came the accounts given under oath,

many by men who had been victims, bear-

ing horrible and ineffaceable wounds made
by keen-edged steel and red-hot irons, of

torture committed by United States ma-
rines, both officers and men. When details

of some of the countless atrocities inflicted

upon the previously disarmed, helpless, de-

fenseless and unoffending Dominican people

were given, the effect on me and, I be-

lieve, on every one in that audience room,

ircluding the Senators, was sickening, as

pallid faces plainly indicated. At one stage

I recall that Chairman McCormick, showing

rare judgment and caution, indicated to the

counsel of the Dominicans that it would be

just as well if no more of that accusing

evidence were given. Already an alarming

effect of the at times unlistenable testimony

of maimed natives on the Dominican

auditors was noticeable to keen-eyed ob-

servers. The committee ended the hearings

with astounding suddenness and left Santo

Domingo City three days earlier than the

time that had been announced.

• The American people can prepare them-

selves for hearing one of the worst trans-

actions in which our Government has ever

been concerned. The evidence already in

the record of this case puts Uncle Sam,
probably for the first time ia our history,

on the defensive in a matter of our inter-

national relations and involving our integ-

rity, and apparently the four members of

the Senatorial committee realized that this

investigation was developing in such a way
that our country's honor was at stake,

far as the Dominicans are concerned, they

tell me that the case has just been openel,

and that when hearings are resumed
Washington there will be presented to tl

investigation committee evidence of wron,

doing on the part of representatives of th^

United States Government, and of atidc

ties and brutalities inflicted by the uni-

formed men of the United States upon a

defenseless and unoffending people, that

will shock and arouse every good citizen of

our country.

Let the truth be told. It is far better for

the American people to learn about this

unfortunate affair now, and to end it in an

honorable way, than to have such a black

chapter go in our history for future gen-

erations and other nations of the world to

read.
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CONQUEST OF HAITI AND
SANTO DOMINGO

By Ernest H. Gruening
Managing Editor of The Nation, Xew York

A documented narrative of the United States Government's seizure

of political and military control in the two island republics—
Ruthless destruction of Dominican self-government— "The gra-

vest breach offundamental American traditions in our history''

HISPANIOLA, or Haiti, is the
second largest island in the An-
tilles. It lies between Cuba

and Porto Rico. It was discovered
by Columbus, and the earliest Cauca-
sian civilization in this hemisphere
took root there. The tomb supposed
to hold Columbus's ashes is in tlie

Cathedral of Santo Domingo. The
eastern two-thirds of the island is oc-

cupied by the Dominican Republic,

the western one-third by the Republic
of Haiti. The island was a French
colony till 1804, although the French
claims were frequently disputed by
the Spaniards, who at various times
established themselves in the eastern
part, where language and culture re-

main Spanish. Following nearly fif-

teen years of struggle, which began
v/hen the Bastile fell, the natives

achieved their independence. The
revolution was unique in that the
revolutionaries, who had formerly
been slaves, secured the political inde-

pendence of their country and their

personal freedom as well. The Re-
public of Haiti was established on
Jan. 1, 1804, the second republic in

this hemisphere. In 1844 the eastern
two-thirds of the island seceded and
set up the Dominican Republic.

The Republic of Haiti continued
free and independent until 1915.
During that 111 years it had trou-
blous history. For many years rec-

ognition of this little State was re-

fused by other world powers, who

feared the effect on their own slaves.

The French, under the constant
threat of reinvasion, succeeded in

exacting a 90,000,000-franc indem-
nity for the property of Frenchmen
ousted in Haiti's war of indepen-
dence. Charles X. of France then
recognized the republic. American
recognition did not come until the
Presidency of Abraham Lincoln. Th'3
relations with the United States from
then on until 1915 amounted chiefly
to negotiations and efforts to secure
the cession of Mole St. Nicholas, a
harbor at the northwestern extrem-
ity of the island. It controls the
Windward Passage, and the United
States desired it for a naval base.
All these efforts failed. The Haitians
adhered firmly to the constitutional
provision, which forbade the cessioi
of territory. During 1914 and 1915
the United States began overtures to
Haiti of a different character. A
treaty giving Americans control of
the customs and finances was pro-
posed. The cession of Mole St. Nich-
olas appears also in the earlier ex-

changes. In October, 1914, Mr. Bry-
an, Secretary of State, wrote to Pres-
ident Wilson, urging the immediate
increase of our naval forces in Hai-
tian waters, " not only for the pur-
pose of protecting foreign interests,

but also as an evidence of the earnest
intention of this Government to settle

the unsatisfactory state of affairs
which exists." More naval vessels
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were sent. At the same time the

United States offered to assist the

President of Haiti to put down cer-

tain threatened revolutionary dis-

turbances. Certain conditions were
attached to this assistance, and it was
refused. In November and December
modifications of previous treaty

drafts were again submitted. They
proposed the control and administra-

tion of the Haitian customs by the

United States, and were again re-

fused.

On Dec. 13, 1914, without warning
to the Haitian Government, Ameri-
can marines landed in the Haitian

capital from the U. S. S. Machias.

They went to the vaults of the Na-
tional Bank of Haiti and carried

away $500,000 in gold, the property

of the Haitian National Government,
on deposit in the bank for the re-

demption of paper money. This pro-

cedure had been arranged between
the Secretary of State and the Ameri-
can Director of the National Bank of

Haiti, who had been in charge since

the control was secured by the Na-
tional City Bank of New York in

1911. The reason assigned for the

removal of the gold was that the bank
feared revolutionary activities. The
Haitian Government protested to

Washington against this violation of

its sovereignty, but no explanation

was ever given.

Landing of Marines

Subsequent negotiations brought
about successive modifications, in

Haiti's favor, of the proposed con-

vention. The Haitians indicated will-

ingness to secure American financial

aid and friendly co-operation, but

would not consent to any abdication

of their sovereign rights, and so all

negotiations came to naught. On
July 1, 1915, the U. S. S. Washing-
ton, with Rear Admiral Caperton on
board, arrived at Cape Haitien, on
the north of the island. He estab-

lished a field radio station ashore on
July 3, and on the 9th landed marines
from the Washington and bluejackets

from the Eagle. On the 27th a revo-

lution broke out in the capital. The
President, Vilbrun Guillaume, seized

some two hundred Haitians of the

better class and threw them into

prison. During the night, either at

his order or that of the military com-
mander of the capital, General Oscar,
these political prisoners were mas-
sacred. The next morning a mob of
friends and relatives of the victims
marched to the Presidential Palace.
The President fled to the French Le-
gation. The mob pursued him there,
dragged him and General Oscar out
and cut them to pieces. Quiet was
immediately restored. There was no
looting and no other violence. A
committee of safety took charge.

The same day, July 28, a regiment
of marines was landed south of the
capital. They took possession of all

strategic points and disarmed the in-

habitants. There was virtually no
resistance. On Aug. 10 Admiral
Capei*ton issued the following proc-
lamation :

I am dii-ected by the United States Gov-
ernment to assure the Haitian people that
the United States has no object in view ex-
cept to insure, establish and help maintain
Haitian independence and the establish-
ment of a stable and firm government by
the Haitian people. Every assistance will

be given to the Haitian people in their at-
tempt to secure these ends. It is the inten-
tion to retain United States forces in Haiti

j
only so long as will be necessary for this 4
purpose. 1

Meantime the election of the Presi-
dent by the Legislative Chambers was
twice delayed at the request of Ad-
miral Caperton, who was acting un-
der orders from the State Depart-
ment. Secretary Lansing's orders to
the American Minister were, in part,

as follows:

In order that no misunderstanding can
possibly occur after election, it should be
made perfectly clear to candidates, as soon
as possible, and in advance of election, that
the United States expects to be entrusted
with the practical control of the customs
and such financial control over the affairs
of the Republic of Haiti as the United
States may deem necessary for efficient ad-
ministration.

The Government of the United States
considers it a dxity to support a constitu-
tional Government, * * * It has no de-
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sign upon the political and territorial inieg-^

rity of Haiti.

Forcible Intervention

In the interval granted, American
naval officers in the capital sought a
candidate who would agree in ad-
vance to sign and support any treaty
which the United States would sub-
mit. Several thus approached refused.
Among, them was the Hon. J. N. Le-
ger, for many years Haitian Minister
at Washington, characterized by Lord
Pauncefote as " the ablest diplomat I

have ever known." He could not
agree to such conditions, he said ; he
was " for Haiti, not for the United
States." Finally, Philip Sudre Dar-
tiguenave, President of the Senate,
appeared as a candidate and offered,

if elected, to accede to any terms the
United States desired, including cus-

toms control and cession of Mole St.

Nicholas. Upon being apprised^ of
this fact, the Navy Department noti-

fied Admiral Caperton that it pre-

ferred the election of Dartiguenave.
Under American supervision, he was
elected on Aug.^ 12.:

Two days later, Aug. 14, i a. draft of

a treaty was presented. It contained
all the clauses which the Haitians
had rejected in previous peaceful ne-
gotiations—and further conditions.

The American Legation was instruct-

ed to advise the Haitian President
that " the Haitian Congress will be
pleased to pass forthwith a resolu-
tion authorizing the President-elect
to conclude, without modification,
the treaty submitted by you." The
legation transmitted the message.
Negotiations for the acceptance of
the treaty. were thenceforth carried
on by Admiral Caperton and his na-
val officers, acting jointly with the
legation. On Aug. 19 Secretary Dan-
iels ordered the seizure of the Hai-
tian custom houses, adding :

" Con-
fer for purpose of having Dartigue-
nave solicit above action. Whether
President requests or not, proceed."
By Sept. 2 the ten principal Custom
Houses had been taken over. The
Haitian Government protested in the
strongest terms in a series of notes,

but in vain. Meanwhile strong oppo-
sition was evidenced in the Haitian
Cabinet and Congress against ratify-

ing the treaty. On Sept. 3 Admiral

P\ R. I B B E A N_

Map of Haiti and Santo Domingo, showing- the geographical relation of the two republics
to each other, and the location of the island
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Caperton proclaimed martial law in

the capital, and on Sept. 8 sent the

following message to Captain Durell,

commanding the Connecticut at Cape
Haitien

:

Successful negotiation of treaty is pre-
dominant part of present mission. After
encountering many difficulties, treaty situ-

ation at pi-esent looks more favorable than
ustial. This has been effected by the exer-
cising of military pressure at propitious mo-
ment in negotiations. Ye>iterday two mem-
bers of Cabinet who had blocked negotia-
tions resigned. President himself believed
to be anxiotis to conclude treaty. At present
am holding up offensive operations and al-

lowing President time to complete Cabinet
and try again. Am therefore not yet ready
to begin offensive operations at Cape
Haitien, but tvill hold them in abeyance as
additional pressure.

Meanwhile the customs receipts,

virtually the sole revenue of the Re-
public, were held up by Admiral
Caperton, so that there were no funds
for the payment of Government
salaries and other current expenses.
On Oct. 2 Admiral Caperton informed
the President that " funds will be
immediately available upon ratifica-

tion of the treaty." The President
replied that if funds were further
withheld he could not face the grow-
ing opposition of the Senate, espe-

cially in view of the steadily increas-

ing subjugation of the country by
American naval forces, but would
have to resign. Upon transmission
of these facts to the Navy Depart-
ment, the latter authorized the allow-

ance of a certain weekly amount to

the Haitian Government to meet cur-

rent expenses, saying also :
" The

question of payment of back salary

will be settled by the department im-
mediately after the ratification of the

treaty." The Haitian Cabinet had
ratified on Sept. 16. The Chamber
of Deputies followed suit on Oct. 6.

During these weeks several messages
from the Navy Department demand-
ed to know the cause of the delay in

securing ratification. On Nov. 3 Ad-
miral Caperton, in a statement to the

President, said in part:

I have given Captain Edward L. Beach,
who is my senior Captain, orders to do
everything in his power to get the treaty

ratified. Accordingly, he has repeatedly

seen different members of the Senate
Treaty Committee, as well as other promi-
nent and influential Haitians, and has
earnestly and forcefully presented to these
members my reasons why the Senate com-
mittee should reconsider the report it has
determined upon, and should recommend
immediate ratification by the Senate of the

(© Harris & Ewlng)

SENATOR MEDILL McCORMICK
Chairman of the Senatorial Commission of

Inquiry in Haiti

treaty as it has passed the House. Captain
Beach will continue to work for this ratifi-

cation. * * * The only objections are
unimportant technical points and abstract
principles. These and other details can be
arranged later.

On Nov. 5 the Senate presented its

objections to the treaty and de-
manded certain modifications. On
Nov. 7, following the election—to fill

a vacancy—of a new Senator known
to be favorable to the treaty, Admiral
Caperton sent the U. S. S. Hector to
transport him from Cape Haitien to

Port-au-Prince. On Nov. 10 Secre-
tary Daniels sent the following mes-
sage to Admiral Caperton:

* * * Arrange with President Darti-
guenave that he call a Cabinet meeting be-
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fore the session of Senate which will pass

upon ratification of treaty and request that

you be permitted to appear before that

meeting to make a statement to the Presi-

dent and to members of the Cabinet. On
your own authority state the following

before these officers :
" I have the honor

to inform the President of Haiti and the

(© Marceau, New York)

REAR ADMIRAL, W. B. CAPERTON
Naval officer under whose command American

marines first occupied Haiti in litis

members of his Cabinet that I am person-
ally gratified that public sentiment con-
tinues favorable to the treaty; that there is

a strong demand from all classes for im-
mediate ratification, and that the treaty
will be ratified Thursday. I am sure that
you gentlemen will understand my senti-

ment in this matter, and / am confident if

the treaty fails of ratification that my
Govemifnent has intention to retain control
in Haiti until the desired end is accom-
plistied, and that it will forthwith proceed to

the complete pacification of Haiti so as to

insure internal tranquillity necessary to such
development of country and its industry as
will afford relief to the starving populace
now unemployed. * * *

The message ended with the con-

fidential memorandum, " It is expect-

ed that you will be able to make this

sufficiently clear to remove all oppo-

sition and to secure immediate rati-

fication."

The Admiral carried out these in-

structions and the next day, Nov. 11,

the treaty was ratified by the Haitian
Senate. It was ratified by the Senate
of the United States the following
May (1916).

Forced Labor Instituted

Since that episode, the history of
Haiti under the American occupation
has been, in the words of Admiral
iCaperton, written at that time,
*' purely one of military control."

Operations were conducted into the
hills, particularly against all who
offended against the existing regime.
The military operations were, how-
ever, of minor consequence. The
Haitians had no n^odern weapons.
The annual report of the Secretary of

the Navy for 1920 gives the Haitian
killed for the ensuing years as fol-

lows :

1915 212 11918 35
1916 50 ! 1919 1,861
1917 2 I 1920 90

During the same period one marine of-

ficer and twelve enlisted men were killed

in action or died of wounds.

The tremendous rise in Haitian
casualties in 1919 was due to the fol-

lowing conditions:
While determined opposition ex-

isted against the coming of the
Americans, the Haitians are a natu-
rally peaceful people. Almost without
exception, they expected the Ameri-
can military occupation to be of
short duration. (The categorical
promises in the American proclama-
tion confirmed that belief.) There
had been little resistance. In 1917
the country was absolutely at peace.
In 1918, however, the American mili-

tary forces resurrected the old Hai-
tian law of corvee. This law required
Haitians to work a few days each
year on the roads in their immediate
community to keep the highways in

repair. The occupation determined
to build a military highway running
from north to south through the is-

land, and other roads, by forced la-

bor. Even the moderate Haitian law
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had been in disuse for a long time.

Testimony varies as to the extent of

the abuses committeed under the

corvee, but it seems to be clearly

proved that Haitians were (a) seized

wherever they could be found; (b)

transported to other parts of the is-

land; (c) compelled to work under
guard, often for weeks; (d) placed
under guard at night to prevent their

escape; (e) subjected to physical vio-

lence if they resisted
;
(f ) shot if they

attempted to escape. Navy Depart-
ment testimony admits that at least a
hundred were thus killed. Haitian
figures are very much higher. It is

also proved that the corvee continued
in certain sections after it had been
ordered discontinued by brigade
headquarters.

In consequence of these repressive
measures, a widespread revolt broke
out against the American military
forces. This was headed by Charle-
magne Peralte, a formerly wealthy
landowner of the town of Hinche and
a former chef d'arrondissement. He
was arrested, charged with revolu-

tionary activities and sentenced by
court-martial to a long term of im-
prisonment. He was subjected to ill

treatment and forced to labor on the
public streets in prison garb. He es-

caped and became the leader of the
rapidly growing revolutionary forces.

For many months he defied all ef-

forts of the American troops, until

finally he was captured and killed

with the aid of treacherous natives
and his body exposed in the market
place at Cape Haitien. His followers
were then rapidly exterminated.

The New Constitution

In the Spring of 1917 the draft of a
new Constitution was submitted to

the Haitian Congress by the Ameri-
can officials. The chief provision of
the new Constitution was that it per-
mitted foreigners to acquire land.

Haitians had always considered that
their greatest safety lay in their con-
stitutional provision which had hith-

erto forbidden this. The new Consti-
tution centred unheard-of powers in

the executive, enabling him, at his
D!easure,to hold or postpone elections

!

Moreover, this Haitian Constitution
contained clauses ratifying all acts
of the occupation, providing that no
Haitian could be prosecuted either

PHILIP SUDRE DARTIGUEXAVE
President of Haiti, elected under American

auspices soon after landing of murines

civilly or criminally for any act exe-

cuted by order of the occupation, and
that the courts-martial of the occupa-
tion were the supreme law of the
land. The Legislative Assembly re-

fused to ratify. It proposed instead
to pass the Constitution without the
most objectionable provisions. On
June 17 General Eli K. Cole, U. S. M.
C, chief of the Occupation, sent the
following message to the Secretary
of the Navy:
Antagonism National Assembly to for-

eigrn ownership land such that no endeavoi*
short of dissolution will prevent passage
Constitution along lines reported my 13107.
Have discussed matters fully with Minis-
ter and General Butler. Suggest Minister
notify Haitian Government that, in opinion
our Government, Constitution prepared As-
sembly will make impossible to bring about
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results contemplated Articles 1 and 14 of

treaty, and consequently our Government
cannot accept such Constitution. If As-
sembly refuses heed such warning, it will

be necessary to dissolve Assembly to pre-

vent such passage. The number marines
in Haiti should be increased by at least

BRIGADIER GENERAL JOHN H. RUSSELL
Marine Corps Commander named by President

Harding to iiivestigate conditions in Haiti

eight full companies to prevent disorders
that may follow dissolution Assembly.

On June 18 General Cole notified
Washington, " unless contrary in-

structions received, if necessary to

prevent passage proposed Constitu-
tion, I intend dissolve National As-
sembly, through President, if pos-
sible, otherwise direct." In reply the
Navy Department vested General
Cole " with full discretionary power."
The next day General Butler, acting
under instructions from General Cole,

dissolved the Assembly. The Haitian
newspapers were ordered by General
Cole to omit all comment on this

action.

So universally hostile was public
sentiment to the proposed Constitu-
tion that it was evident that no Hai-

tian Legislature could be elected that
would vote for it. No authority exist-

ed in consequence to pass such a Con-
stitution. But in the course of the
following twelve months the occupa-
tion decided to arrange a plebiscite
for that purpose. For such a plebiscite
neither prcedent nor authority exist-

ed in Haiti. The following is a speci-
men order indicating the manner in
which this plebiscite was conducted:

Republic of Haiti,
Port-de-Paix. June 11, 1918.

In accordance with the decree of his Ex-
cellency the President of the Republic,
published in The Monitor of May 8 last, all

the citizens of this commune of Port-de-
Paix are asked to be present tomorrow at
the Hotel Communal to vote on the new
Constitution, published in The Monitor of
the same date. Any" abstention from such
a solemn occasion will be considered an un-
patriotic—that is, an anti-American occu-
pation—act. Maintenance of order will be
assured by the gendarmerie [under chief,

General Williams, American marine offi-

cer], and the ballots will be distributed by
a member of the Administration of Fi-
nances [an American marine officer] op-
posite the voting offices, &c.

The voting is described by a Bap-
tist missionary, the Rev. L. Ton
Evans. (Page 191 et seq., Official

Record, Senate Resolution 112, In-

quiry Into Occupation and Adminis-
tration of Haiti and Santo Domingo.)
He states that " the natives were ter-

ror-stricken." Further, all the pink
slips marked non (no) were tied up
and only the white slips with oui

(j^es) were handled on the table be-

fore which the so-called voters were
driven in.

The following passages are taken
from the record

:

Senator POMERENE—What was tlie vote at

St. Marc? Wiiat was tiie result there?

Mr. EVANS—There was no means of know-
ing. The natives felt no interest whatever, as

it was known from announcement by the occu-

pation (through Dartiguenave), that whatever
the American marines did no one dared to

oppose or even question. All slips were taken

to Port-au-Prince and published there. It was
looked upon as a mere farce, and lowered the

prestige of the United States among Haitians

who seriously think, and even Europeans, and,

indeed, Americans, who felt that the American
occupation had gone the limit, and made itself

a laughing stock and looked contemptible. No
votes were reckoned to my knowledge at either

town, but all taken in charge of American
marines to Port-au-Prince.
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f

Senator POMERENE—No. no; when the votes

were counted, what was the result of the election

at that place?

Mr. EVANS—All were taken to Port-au-Prince

and published there, but whether they gave

numbers supposed to be cast at each town, I

know not, and, like others, cared little, as I

became disgusted and felt disgraced that such

was possible in the name of the United States

and by any one who called himself an
American !

Senator KING—Sixty-three thousand for, and
two or three hundred against in all the island.*

Mr. EVANS—You mean the republic, Senator.

They might have published the vote as 1,000,000,

or as 6.3,000; there is no one to contradict or to

explain, for the American marines managed the

whole business. I do not believe that any slips

were put in by Haitians, and that out of shame
certain marines cast in a couple of hundreds.

This is the belief in Haiti. I denounced it then,

and denounce it more still today, as the greatest

mockery I ever saw in my life, and never

thought we had Americans and marine officers

that could sink so low before these gendarmes
and poor Haitians, whose respect, implicit con-

fidence and highest admiration should be the

aim of every military officer and true American,

who despises anything like hypocrisy and scorns

deceit and fraud.

Senator POMERENE—What part did these

educated Haitians take in the election?

Mr. EVANS—The great majority—apart from
those who happened, as stated, to be officially

and financially connected with the occupation,

so-called Haitian Government, sugar and castor-

oil corporations, schools, courts, prisons, cus-

tom.s. railroads, &c.—abstained and kept clear of

the voting places, though in so doing they ran

the risk of being blacklisted, run into prison on

slightest suspicion or provocation, &c.

Had they gone they would have asked for the

pink slip with non, which would have decided

their lot with the occupation. It was a hard

and trying situation, but many were heroic

enough to stand the test, whatever have been

the consequences since.

This testimony has remained un-

contradicted, although virtually every

high marine officer who served in

Haiti testified subsequently, viz..

General Butler, General Waller, Gen-
eral Cole, General Catlin, Colonel

Williams (the General Williams of

the Gendai*merie d'Haiti mentioned
in the above plebiscite order) , as well

as Admiral Caperton and General
Barnett, who was Commandant of

the Marine Corps from 1914 to 1920.

The Haitian Memorial

Today Haiti remains under martial

•The official figures as published at the begin-
ning of the new Constitution are 98,294, yes;
769, no.

law, but recently the situation there

began to attract attention in the

United States and elsewhere. In the

Summer of 1920, following the pub-
lication of articles in The Nation,
President Harding made of the Hai-
tian and Dominican situations a cam-
paign issue. Secretary Daniels de-

nied the accusation of wrong-doing
by the Democratic Administration,
but sent a Naval Commission to in-

vestigate. This commission found
nothing materially discreditable to

report. On Oct. 2, 1920, Major Gen.
Barnett, Commandant of the Marine
Corps, expressed himself as shocked
by " the indiscriminate killings in

Haiti." Another Naval Commission
was sent to investigate, and it re-

ported approximately as had the first.

Shortly afterward a delegation of
representative Haitian citizens came
to the United States, representing the
Haitian people, and particularly the
popular organization known as the
Union Patriotique d'Haiti. These del-

egates, refused an audience by the
State Department, composed a de-

tailed memorial—with documents

—

which was sent to the Secretary of
State and to the Chairman of the
Committees on Foreign Relations of
the Senate and House. It was also

read into the official record last

August of the Senatorial Commission
of Inquiry, of which Senator Medill
McCormick was Chairman. This me-
morial makes charges of administra-
tive incompetence and malfeasance by
the civilian officials. It lists twenty-
five specimen atrocities which, it

charges, were committed by the
American military and were vainly
called to the attention of the Naval
Commission of Inquiry headed by Ad-
miral Mayo. The memorial makes the
following conclusion (pp. 32 and 33
of the record of the Senatorial Com-
mission of Inquiry)

:

The Haitian Republic wa.s the second na-
tion of the New World—second only to the
United States—to conquer its national in-

dependence. We have our own history, our
own traditions, customs and national spirit,

our own institutions, laws and social and
political organization, our own culture, our
own literature (French language), and our
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own religion. For 111 years the little Hai-
tian Nation has managed its own affairs;
for 111 years it has made the necessary
effort for its material, intellectual and
moral development as well as any other na-
tion—better than any other nation, because
it has been from the start absolutely alone
in its difficult task, without any aid from
the outside bearing with it along the harsh
road of civilization the glorious misery of
its beginning. And then, one fine day, un-
der the merest pretext, without any possible
explanation or justification on the grounds
of violation of any American right or inter-

est, American forces landed on our national
territory and actually abolished the sov-
ereignty and independence of the Haitian
l?epublic.

We have just given an account of the
chief aspects of the American military occu-
pation in our country since July 28, 1915.

It is the most terrible regime of military
autocracy which has ever been carried on in

the name of the great American democracy.

The Haitian people, during these last five
years, have passed through such sacrifices,

tortures, destructions, humiliations and mis-
ery as have never before been known in the
course of their unhappy history.

The American Government, in spite of the
attitude of wisdom, moderation, and even
submission, which it has always found in

dealing with the Haitian Government, has
never lived up to any of the agreements
which it solemnly entered into with regard
to the Haitian people.
The Haitian people are entitled to repara-

tions for the wrongs and injuries committed
against Lhem.

The great American people can only honor
themselves and rise in universal esteem by
hastening the restoration of justice—of all

the justice due a weak and friendly nation
which the agents of its Government have
systematically abused.

Reparations are due for the human lives

that have been taken and for the property
that has been destroyed or abstracted. An
impartial investigation will provide the nec-
essaiy statements and supply the basis for
the estimates to be determined.

The piesent political aspirations of the
Haitian Nation have been formulated by the
Union Patriotique, a comprehensive na-
tional association which, through its numer-
ous branches throughout the country and in

all levels of society, includes virtually all

the Haitian people. The undersigned have
been sent to the United States by this asso-
ciation to make the will of the country
clearly known.
The Haitian people are filled with peace-

ful sentiments, but there is no doubt that
they intend to recover definitely the admin-
istration of their own affairs and to re-

sume under their own responsibility the en-
tire life of the country, with full sovereign-
ty and independence. They will never rest
until them have obtained them.

The salient aspirations of the Haitian
people are summarized as follows:

1. Immediate abolition of martial law and
courts-martial.

2. Immediate reorganization of the Hai-
tian police and military forces, and with-
drawal within a short period of the United
States military occupation.

3. Abrogation of the convention of 1915.
4. Convocation, within a short period, of

a Constituent Assembly, with all the guar-
antees of electoral liberty.

But the Haitian people desire too strong-
ly the friendship of the great American
people, and ai-e too anxious for their own
material, intellectual and moral develop-
ment, not to wish and bespeak for them-
selves the impartial and altiniistic aid of the
United States Government. They have
urgent needs, vital to the development of
the natural resources of the country and
essential to the full expansion of its agri-
cultural, industrial and commercial activity.

The satisfying of these needs is absolutely
necessary for the continued progress of the
Haitian community.
Nothing would sei-ve better to bring about

the speedy re-establishment of noi-mal rela-

tions between the two countries than the
friendly aid of the United States Govern-
ment in the economic prosperity and social

progress of the Haitian Republic.

Situation in Santo Domingo

The Dominican situation may be
said to have begun on Nov. 19, 1915.
On that date, one week after the final

ratification by Haiti of the treaty
giving the United States military and
financial control, a virtually similar
draft was presented to President
Jimenez of the Dominican Republic.

It was promptly and emphatically re-

jected. The following April, after

a disagreement between President
Jimenez and his Minister of War,
Desiderio Arias, impeachment pro-

ceedings were entered upon against

the President in the Dominican Con-
gress. On May 4, 1916, during some
revolutionary disturbance, and with-

out warning to the Dominican Gov-
ernment, American marines were
landed near Santo Domingo. The
American Minister at that time gave
assurance to the Dominican Govern-
ment that these forces were solely for

the purpose of protecting the Amer-
ican Legation. On May 7 these forces

had increased so greatly that it ap-
peared evident to President Jimenez
that they were there for another pur-
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pose, and he resigned in protest
against this violation of Dominican
sovereignty.

The next day. General Arias, the
Minister of War, was invited and es-

corted personally by the American
Minister to the American Legation,
where he was induced to enter a con-
ference with Federico Velasquez. It

was proposed to Arias that, in return
for certain favors and remunerations,
he would use his influence and the
military under his command to aid the
election of Velasquez. Arias refused,
declining to abet the scheme to foist

illegally and by force majeure an
undesired candidate on the Dominican
people. On May 11 Federico Hen-
riquez y Carvajal was nominated
for president of the Republic
in the Chamber of Deputies and
confirmed by the Senate on May
23. On May 13 the American
Minister formally notified the Do-
minican Government of the intention

of the United States Government to

land a large armed force and to oc-

cupy the capital, and threatening bom-
bardment of the city and unrestricted

firing upon the natives if in any way
they interfered with the landing of
the American forces. The next day.
May 18, the American Minister noti-

fied the Dominican Congress that

Federico Enriquez y Carvajal was
not acceptable to the United States

as President.

On June 5 the American Minister
gave formal notice to the Dominican
Government that the Receiver Gen-
eral of Customs would take charge of

all the finances and funds of the Gov-
ernment. Under the treaty of 1907
with the United States, an American
appointed by the United States Gov-
ernment was in charge of the collec-

tion of customs of the Dominican Re-
public. It was his duty under this

treaty to turn in all but the sum of

$100,000 monthly to the Dominican
Government. All above this $100,000
was to go, one half to the Dominican
Government for its own uses, the

other half to the sinking fund of the
loan contracted under the treaty. The
Dominican Government instantly and

vigorously protested against this pro-
cedui^e. On June 11 Federico Hen-
riquez y Carvajal, bowing to the ex-
pressed opposition of the United
States, declined election to the
Presidency. His resignation was
accepted by the Dominican Congress,
which then decided to elect as Presi-
dent a man who had had no affilia-

tions with any of the existing politi-

cal parties, namely, Dr. Francisco
Henriquez y Carvajal, who had been
practicing medicine in Santiago de
Cuba for the previous twelve years.
On June 16, following orders from
Washington, the Receiver General of
Customs took charge of all revenues—internal, as well as the customs
revenues which alone were stipulated
in the treaty of 1907—and set him-
self up as disbursing agent of the
republic. Dominicans made vigorous
protest, pointing out that this action
was in violation of the treaty of 1907.

The Receiver GeneBal admitted his
inability to conform to the wishes of
the Dominican Government, stating
that his orders were received directly
from the State Department of the
United States, and that he had
but to obey. On July 31 Dr. Hen-
riquez was inaugurated as President.
No objection was raised by the
United States to his election. On Aug.
18 notice was sent to the Dominican
Government by the American author-
ities that no money coming into the
hands of the Receiver General would
be paid to the Dominican Govern-
ment. On Aug. 23 the American
Minister presented a note demanding
the acquiescence of the Dominican
Government to the conditions rejected
Nov. 19 of the preceding year by
President Jimenez — virtually the
same treaty then in effect in Haiti.
The Dominican Government refused.
On Oct. 17, following instructions
from Washington, the Receiver Gen-
eral formally refused recognition to
the Dominican Budget to pay the
salaries of its officials and employes
and the pensions of its widows and
orphans. On Nov. 29, 1916, a " procla-
mation of occupation " was made by
the United States. It was issued over
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the signature of Captain H. S. Knapp,
U. S. N., who subsequently declared
himself to be " supreme legislator, su-

preme judge, suprem.e executor."

Held in Iron Bondage

For five years Americans held
Santo Domingo in the iron bondage
of martial law. Public meetings were
forbidden, the press censored, pro-
testors court-martialed. Every gov-
ernmental function was taken over by
American marines. During this pe-

riod, also, the occupation built excel-

lent highways, cleaned up towns, and
gi'eatly improved the school system,
using Dominican funds for these ends.

Many Dominicans were also killed in

action. The occupation holds all Do-
minicans killed in action to be ban-
dits; the Dominicans consider them
patriots. The Dominicans have never
ceased to protest before the world
against the occupation of their coun-
try. The sentence of imprisonment
and fine of the poet, Fabio Fiallo,

because of his article of protest

against the invasion of his country,

attracted wide attention in Latin
America.

A plan for withdrawal was pro-

posed by the Wilson Administration
in December, 1920. A similar plan was
proposed by the Harding Adminis-
tration through the proclamation is-

sued by the Military Governor on June
14, 1921. The plan set a date eight

months ahead for the withdrawal of

the American forces and the restora-

tion of the national Dominican Gov-
ernment. It constituted the Military

Governor the provisional Dominican
Executive, gave him the power to pro-

mulgate an electoral law and to con-

vene the people to the elections. It

also gave him the power to name
the Dominicans who, together with
representatives of the American Gov-
ernment, would agree: (1) to ratify

all acts of the military Government;
(2) to entrust the command and or-

ganization of the Dominican forces to

American officials.

This plan aroused the unanimous
lesentment of the Dominican people.

They protested solemnly that they
desired their freedom without quali-
fications. They refused to ratify the
acts of the military Government,
which included a loan that carried
interest varying from 9 to 19 per cent.
As the co-operation of the Dominicans
was necessary, the plan went by the
board.

That is the status of the Dominican
Republic to date. It asks its uncon-
ditional sovereignty as an absolute
right. It desires that the Americans
retire and leave them in peace.

The contentions of the American
Government, justifying its occupa-
tion of the Dominican Republic, are
vigorously denied by the Dominicans.
They assert, first, that they have not
violated the treaty of 1907 by increas-
ing the public debt, and that the in-

debtedness to the United States has
been paid far in excess of require-
ments (they present the official fig-

ures to prove these assertions) ; sec-
ond, that the revolutionary disturb-
ances were of a purely political and
Pjinor character, which in no sense
affected American lives or property,
or the execution of the treaty of
1907; third, that granting a differ-
ence of interpretation of these two
preceding issues, nothing in law or
morality justified the aggression and
conquest practiced by the United
States.

Summary and Indictment

To sum up: The cases of Haiti
and Santo Domingo are closely
analogous. In both instances the
United States clearly desired to gain
control of these republics. In both
instances, when attempts to secure
this by peaceable means failed, ad-
vantage was taken of internal dis-

order to land forces. Then what
could not be obtained by peaceably
means was sought by military pres-
sure. In Haiti the United States was
abl^ to force through a treaty, and
today this treaty is held up as the
sanction for all America's acts in

that republic since. In Santo Do-
mingo the treaty could not be forced

V
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through, and a ruthless destruction

of all forms of Dominican self-gov-

ernment followed. These acts are in-

disputably proved by the record.

They comprise the gravest breach of

fundamental American traditions in

our history. They violate interna-

tional law. They violate the Consti-
tution of the United States. They
violate every treaty involved. They
constitute essentially the same kind
of aggression as that which Germany
practiced against Belgium in 1914—
and without even the invalid excuse
of " military necessity." While we
were preparing to enter the struggle
against Germany to oppose ruthless
military conquest we were secretly
practicing it.

The activities in Haiti and Santo
Domingo were guarded by a rigid
military censorship and were prac-
tically unknown in the United States

until 1920. They are not widely
known today.

The people of both these countries
are clamoring for their independence.
The Haitians demand the abrogation
of the convention of 1915, imposed
upon them by force, and the with-
drawal of the occupation. In the next
few weeks the Senate of the United
States will have the opportunity to

decide whether or not the nation
will adhere to the traditions in which
it was conceived and grew to great-
ness. The issue is far larger than
Haiti and Santo Domingo. Shall the
United States follow the course of
Japan in Korea, of England in Egypt,
of Germany in Belgium? Or shall it

follow the path of honor, justice, fair-

dealing and common decency to weak
and friendly neighbor States? We
are at the parting of the ways. Haiti
and Santo Domingo are the acid test.

THE EX-KAISER'S " HISTORICAL TABLES

"

rpHERE was published in Leipzig early
-•- in January a book by the ex-Kaiser,

entitled " Comparative Historical Tables

From 1878 to the Outbreak of War, 1914."

We find here what may be called

a skeleton of history for the thirty-

six years concerned, with the essential

dates, the treaties, the wars, and the con-

ferences of Kings and Emperors. Though
the compiler was one of the pi-incipal

actors in these events, there is practically

no information given which has not been

made known oy the usual agencies of pub-

licity. There are two exceptions to this,

however; one is the statement that in 1900

the Czar surprised Chancellor von Biilow

and Wilhelm himself by informing them
that he intended to go to war with Japan
as soon as possible; the other is that King
Edwai'd in 1909 told the Emperor that the

excitement in England over the growth of

the Gennan fleet was ludicrous.

Considerable space is devoted to foreign

comment, much of which has been already

used by the Germans as propaganda to

prove that Germany was not to blame for

the war. Many of the obscurer diploma-

tists of the minor powers are quoted; there

are unsigned articles from Russian and
Gorman papers, as well as cuttings even

from the British press; one record placed

in evidence gives what Frank Harris,

sometime London editor, wrote in 1887.

As to what the Kaiser thought, what really

went on behind the coulisses—silence. The
events based on the critical date, July 5,

1914, fail completely to coincide with what
is now definitely known of the events

leading directly to the war. All the Kaiser

says is this: "The Gennan Goverament
considere the cleai'ing up of the relations .

with Serbia is an Austrian affair, in which \

Germany will not interfere." Fi-om other

sources we know that the Austrian Em-
peror sent a letter to the Kaiser, and that

the Kaiser personally guai-anteed to the

Austrian envoy his full support of the
j

proposed Austrian action. The growth of

the Gennan fleet is put in the background.

The challenge by Gennany to the world is

completely ignored.



THE LYNCHING INFAMY
By Charles Frederick Carter

Plain facts about the frequent exhibitions of mob savagery that

disgrace the United States among civilized nations—Record of

each State for the last thirty-five years—Penalties imposed by

the Anti-Lynching bill passed by the House of Representatives

BURNING human beings alive by
slow fire so that the spectators,

men, women and children, may
be edified by the agonies of the vic-

tims as long as possible—it is re-

corded that one such spectacle lasted

59 minutes before the victim became
unconscious—is likely to lose some-
thing of its popularity if a bill which
passed the House Jan. 26, by a vote of
230 to 119, becomes a law. The pur-
pose of this bill (H. R. 13) is " To
assure persons within the jurisdiction

of every State the equal protection of
the laws, and to punish the crime of
lynching."

Briefly stated, the bill is drawn on
the theory that if a State or a govern-
mental subdivision thereof fails or
refuses to protect the lives of persons
against a mob (three or more persons
may constitute a mob), it may be
deemed to have denied the equal pro-
tection of the laws guaranteed by the
Constitution; and the Federal Gov-
ernment may, therefore, intervene to

punish the State officers for their
dereliction. The bill provides that
any local official who is charged with
the duty of protecting a prisoner, and
who fails, neglects or refuses to make
all reasonable efforts to protect him,
or any officer who fails to make all

reasonable efforts to apprehend or
prosecute all persons composing the
mob, shall be deemed guilty of a
felony punishable by imprisonment
not exceeding five years or a fine of

$5,000 or both. Action is to be
brought in the United States District
Courts, so that local feeling may not
interfere with justice. Participa-
tion in a lynching is defined as a

felony punishable by imprisonment
for a term varying from five years to
life.

Any county in which a lynching
takes place is to forfeit $10,000 to the
family of the victim ; or, if he has no
family, the money is to be for the use
of the United States. It is made
mandatory upon the Federal courts
to see that the money is collected

—

by execution against any property of
the county or by the levy and collec-

tion of a tax if it is not paid volun-
tarily.

Lynching Bill Constitutional

This anti-lynching bill, introduced
by Representative Leonidas C. Dyer
of the Twelfth Missouri district, and
amended by the Committee on the
Judiciary, was strongly contested by
some Southern Representatives, who,
if it is permissible to judge by their
reported expressions, saw in any ref-

erence to the subject of lynching a
studied insult to the South. It is also
opposed on the ground that it is an
invasion of the rights of the States.

All Democratic Congressmen voted
against it except eight. Advocates
of the bill maintain that the power of
the Federal Government to intervene,

when a State fails to accord protec-
tion guaranteed bythe Constitution to

all persons within its jurisdiction, is

amply conferred by the Fourteenth
Amendment, by Section 31 of the
Judiciary act and by decisions of the
Supreme Court thereunder.

Assistant Attorney General Goff,
who examined the bill on behalf of
the Committee on the Judiciary, pro-
nounced it constitutional in every
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particular. In fact, every provision

in the bill is now in force in some of

the States. The sections penalizing

communities for permitting lynching

are based on South Carolina and Ohio
laws which have been held constitu-

tional in both States by their respec-

tive Supreme Courts. A West Vir-

ginia law recently enacted provides

that the representative of a mob vic-

tim may recover $5,000 from the

county, the action to be brought in

a State court. If the amount is not

paid, a tax may be levied against the

county for its collection. The county
may recover on the official bond of

any officer responsible for the pro-

tection of the victim, when proved
guilty of negligence. Every person
participating in a riotous assemblage
which puts another person to death
is declared guilty of murder. If only

damage to property or injury to per-

sons, not resulting in death, are in-

flicted by the mob, members thereof

are liable to a penitentiary sentence

of from one to ten years.

One argument in behalf

of a Federal anti-lynching
law is the fear, expressed
by more than one member
of Congress, that a Califor-

nia mob by some outrage
against Japanese residents

of the State may embroil us
with Japan. From that
standpoint legislation is de-
clared to be of immediate
urgency. The country has
reason to know the danger
that may arise from lynch-
ing citizens of foreign Gov-
ernments, for Congress has
had to appropriate nearly
eight hundred thousand
dollars for payment to for-

eign Governments for the
murder of their citizens by
American mobs.

Why the Bill is

Necessary

Obviously the paramount
reason for a Federal anti-

lynching law is that the
States in which lynching is

prevalent seem wholly incapable of
dealing with the matter, however sin-

cere and courageous some State bffi-

cials have shown themselves to be.

Kentucky has a law providing for
the automatic removal of officials

who fail to do their duty in dealing
Vv'ith mobs, yet lynching goes on as if

no such law had ever been heard of.

Governor Cooper of South Carolina
attracted national attention by using
the National Guard to prevent a
lynching; yet South Carolina ranks
tenth among the States in the fre-
quency of lynchings.

Governor Bickett made possible the
defense of the Goldsboro (N. C.)
Court House against a mob bent on
lynching, yet North Carolina ranks
fourteenth in the frequency of lynch-
ings.

Governor Dorsey of Georgia, the
State with the worst lynching record
of all, organized a movement to check
such crimes, and for a time the coun-
try apparently did not know whether

[American Cartoon]

-Dallas Nrtvs

IT LOOKS AS THOUGH SOME ON^ NEEDED A
LITTLE HELP
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to expect his impeachment or his

lynching.

Governor Hobby of Texas, aided

by State Attorney General Cureton,
proceeded against a lynching mob in

Hill County, but the case was never
called up from the docket. Two years
later two members of a lynching mob
in East Texas were tried on reduced
charges, and sentence was suspended.
The Mayor of Omaha attempted to

check a mob which was wrecking the
Court House to carry out a lynching
in September, 1919, and was himself
strung up. He was rescued barely

in time to save his life.

Lynching appears to be decreasing
somewhat, according to such statis-

tics as are available. Sixty-three
lynchings were reported in 1921, as

[American Cartoon]

—Rochester Democrat and Chronicle

TRYING TO EXTINGUISH IT

compared with sixty-five in 1920 and
eighty-three in 1919. While there
are fluctuations in the number of
these outrages from year to year,
there has been an almost steady de-
crease in lynchings for the last thirty
years from the high-water mark ot
208 in 1892. In no year of the decade
ending with 1901 did the number of
lynchings drop below 100, the total

for the ten years being 1,460. In the
next decade only once, in 1903, when
the figure was 102, did the annual
total reach 100. The total for the pe-
riod was 782. For the ten years end-
ing with 1921 the total was 604. This
shows a decrease of 678, or 46.5 per
cent., in the second decade, as com-
pared with the first, and a decrease
of 178 in the third decade, as com-

pared with the second, and
a decrease of 58.6 per cent,
from the decade ending
with 1901 to that ending
with 1921, The annual
average number of lynch-
ings during the whole
period of thirty-six years
for which any statistics are
available was 94, as com-
pared with 63 in 1921.

In all but the ten States

in which the crime has
always been at its worst,
lynching is decreasing. The
highest number of lynch-
ings in any year in Geor-
gia, foremost of the lynch-
ing States, was 21 in 1911
and again in 1919. If

the ratio of lynchings to
population had been the
same throughout the
United States as it was in

Georgia, the 1919 total

would have been 766 in-

stead of 83, which was the
highest for twelve years.
To put it another way,
Georgia in 1919 had 9.1

times as many lynchings in

proportion to population as
all the rest of the country.

If the Mississippi lynch-
ing rate in the first half
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of 1921 had been maintained
throughout the United States for

the entire year, there would have
been 1,180 such crimes. That is to

say, the lynching rate in Mississippi

was eighteen times what it was in

the rest of the country, including

neighboring States in which lynch-

ings are not rare.

It should not be surprising to find

other forms of murder more frequent
where lynching is so common. Sta-

tistics show that in 1920 there were
63.4 murders per 100,000 population
in Memphis, Tenn. In Savannah, Ga.,

there were 44 murders, and in At-
lanta, Ga., 40.9 murders per 100,000
population. In Charleston, S. C., the
murder rate is 36.5, in New Orleans
16.9, and in Nashville 16 per 100,000
population. All these cities are in

the leading ten lynching States. Com-
pare the murder rates there with the
corresponding rates of 1.3 per 100,-

000 in Rochester, N. Y., 2.9 in Prov-
idence, 3.4 in Newark, 4.1 in Buffalo,
4.3 in Hartford, or even 5.9 in New
York City.

Neither should it be deemed sur-
prising to find illiteracy high among
the native white population of the
lynching States. As shown in the
table, page 901, there has been only
one lynching in New England in the
whole period of thirty-five years, and
that was in Connecticut in 1886. Il-

literacy among the native white pop-
ulation in these six States, according
to the census bureau, was but seven-
tenths of 1 per cent, in 1920.
Utah has never had a lynching.
There the illiteracy among the na-
tive white population is but three-
tenths of 1 per cent. The average
illiteracy among native whites for
the whole United States is 2 per cent.

In Georgia, the leading lynching
State, 5.4 per cent, of the native
white population is illiterate. For
the leading ten lynching States the
percentage of illiteracy among native
whites is 5.66. Ignorance, murder
and lynching seem to go together.

Whenever lynching is referred to,

particularly in the South, it is always

pleaded in extenuation that no other
form of punishment is swift and ter-

rible enough to be effective as a de-

terrent from crimes against white
women, the impression conveyed be-

ing that only black men are lynched,

and only for this particularly revolt-

ing crime. But, according to figures
prepared by the Tuskegee Institute
of Alabama, only 20 per cent, of all

the lynchings from 1885 to 1921 were
for this cause. In the five-year
period ending with 1918, 264 ne-
groes were lynched. Crimes against
white women were alleged in twen-
ty-eight of the cases, or a little more
than 10 per cent, of the total. The re-

mainder included white men as well
as black, women and even girls. In-

cluded in the wide range of causes
deemed serious enough to warrant
lynching, according to this authority,
are 53 for " insults to whites ;" 237
paid with their lives for thefts of va-
rious kinds ; 189 were shot, burned or
hanged for felonious assaults not
connected with white women.

In 1918, six women were done to

death by mobs. The crime for which
Sarah Cabiness atoned with her life

at Huntsville, Texas, on June 4, 1918,
was attempting to drag the bodies of
her four sons from their buniing
home after they had been murdered
by a mob. She was shot and her body
was tossed into the burning house to

be cremated along with those of her
sons. Her daughter Bessie was also
shot and burned on the common pyre.
The four sons who were the unwit-
ting cause of their mother's death
had committed no crime against
white women. In fact, they had com-
mitted no crime at all. Their lynch-
ing was merely by way of precau-
tion. A fifth brother had been killed

by officers who had come to arrest
him on the charge of trying to evade
the draft law. Under these circum-
stances the surviving four brothers
conspired, or at least they might
have conspired if they had thought
of it, to avenge his death.

June 4, 1918, seems to have been a
good day for lynching, for there
were no fewer than three such af-
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Mississippi
Texas
I^ouisiana
Alabama

Oklahoma H4
Virginia 7G
No. Carolina 71
Kansas 'i7

West Virginia .TT

California
Indiana
Nebrastia
Illinois
Colorafk)
Maryland
Montana
Ohio
Wyoming
New Mexico
So. Dakota
Wasl^irjgton
Arizona

fairs in Texas on that
date, the total score
being eight victims,

one of whom was a
white man.
Three negroes were

lynched at Rayville,

La., Feb. 26, 1918, two
being hanged and the
other shot, for steal-

ing hogs, number not
specified. In this af-

fair one member of
the mob was killed. A
fourth negro also was
killed, but that was ac-

cidental. If the total

number of hogs stolen

equaled the number of
negroes killed, this

would establish the
value of a negro's life

in Louisiana at one
hog. The prevailing
quotation in Georgia
is somewhat higher

;

for there two negroes
were lynched for kill-

ing a mule, which es-

tablishes a valuation
of half a mule per
negro.

Spencer Evans was convicted by a
court at Crawfordsville, Ga., March
22, 1918, of attacking, not a white,

but a colored woman, and sentenced
to be hanged. Not to be cheated of
its favorite diversion by any such
legal subterfuge as a death sentence,
a mob took Evans from the jail and
hanged him the same day.

William Bird was hanged by a mob
at Sheffield, Ala., Nov. 11, 1918, for
creating a disturbance! Three days
later Charles Shipman was lynched
in Fort Bend County, Texas, because
he disagreed with a landowner. Of
the total of sixty-four lynchings in

1918, fifteen were for crimes or at-
tempted crimes against white women.

In this connection an incident re-
lated to the House by Representative
Dyer last January may be interest-
ing. It appears that a Mississippi
gentleman had repeatedly attacked
two negro girls, one 18, the other 16

Lynching Record
BY States

More than 78 per cent, of
all lynchings from 1885 to
1920 took place in ten
Southern States. Here is

the record:
state. Lynchings. State. Lynchings
Georgia 528 Arkansas 21!t

400 Tennessee 1!>S

;?04 Florida !*«>

289 Kentucky IKT
260 So. Carolina 121

Total 2,666

The lynching record for
the other States for the
period from 1885 to 1920,

both inclusive, follows:

state. Lynchings. State. Lynchings.
Missouri S."> Idaho >'

Iowa 1 'I

Oregon 10
Minnesota
Nevada
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Wisconsin
No. Dakota
New York
Connecticut 1

Delaware 1

New Jer.'sey 1

Maine <>

Ma.ssachusett.s (I

N. Hampshire
Rhode Island «
Utah O
Vermont

years old. Finally a
negro youth aged 20
killed the white man
as the most effective
way of stopping the
attacks. A mob
promptly assembled
and hanged the youth,
another boy of 17 and
the two girls from the
same tree.

In a total of eighty-
three lynchings in
1919 the victims were
burned alive in eleven
cases; one was cut to
pieces, one was
drowned and one was
beaten to death.
Thirty-one were shot
and twenty-four were
hanged. The manner
of death in the re-

maining cases is not
recorded.

Offenses alleged in-

cluded 27 crimes, or
attempted crimes,
against white women;
27 murders; 7 white
men shot but not
killed ; assaulting a

white man, 1; altercation with a
white man, 1 ; not turning out of the

road for a white boy in an auto, 1;

talking about the Chicago riot, 1 ; for

being a member of the Non-Partisan
League, 1. Four of the victims were
white men, two were Mexicans, one
was a woman, ten were soldiers,

three of whom were lynched in

Georgia, three in Mississippi, two in

Arkansas, and one each in Alabama
and Florida.

Eight of the sixty-five persons
lynched in 1920 were burned alive,

one was flogged to death, two were
drowned, fifteen were shot and thir-

ty-one were hanged. The manner of

death in eight cases is not known.
One of the victims was charged with
the crime of jumping a labor con-

tract. Another was lynched because
he was insane, another because he
was a moonshiner, while six paid
with their lives for creating a dis-

turbance on election day.

Total 737
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The Frank Case

The State of Georgia has one ab-

solutely unique lynching on its

record : A Georgian mob actually en-

tered a Georgia penitentiary and
broke into the prison hospital, where
was confined a white man named
Frank, who had been committed to
prison on the charge of assaulting
and killing a girl in his employ. The
conviction was based on the testi-

mony of a negro drunkard and ex-

convict. Frank, while in the peni-
tentiary, had been attacked by a fel-

low-prisoner with a butcher's knife

and frightfully lacerated, his throat
being cut almost from ear to
ear; this convict acknowledged that
his " sense of honor " prompted him
to try to lynch his fellow-prisoner.

Frank, suffering from ghastly
wounds, was dragged from the
Georgia penitentiary by the Georgia
mob and conveyed nearly 100 miles
to Marietta, Ga. ; there he was
lynched by hanging, his body riddled
with bullets, the corpse being after-

ward set upon by the lynchers and
kicked and mangled to an almost un-
recognizable pulp. Though many of
the lynchers were well known, not
one was punished, but the man who
convicted Frank (believed by many
to have been entirely innocent) was
rewarded by being made Governor of
the State.

A mob, which included women and
children, burned a negro alive near
Hubbard, Texas, in September, 1921.
While the victim was slowly roast-
ing, various members of the mob
amused themselves and entertained
the rest by jabbing sticks into his

mouth, nose and eyes. Not even the
Sioux, reputed to be the cruelest of
all Indians half a century ago, ever
surpassed this achievement of a
Texas mob.

In too many cases officers of the
law do not make so much as a pre-
tense of protecting prisoners. An
example of flagrant dereliction oc-

curred in Missouri early in the Sum-

mer of 1921. A negro youth had
been arraigned in court, had pleaded
guilty, and had been sentenced to ten
years in the penitentiary. His of-
fense could not have been against
a white woman, for Missouri pro-
vides the death penalty for such
crimes. That night a mob went to the
jail and asked for the prisoner. The
officer in charge complied with all

the ready courtesy with which he
might have granted a request for a
match, whereupon the mob proceeded
to lynch the youth. No attempt what-
ever was made to protect a prisoner
v/ho had been duly condemned by law
to a punishment which a Judge had
deemed adequate. Indeed, it is no
rare thing for a mob to lynch a man
after he has been tried in court,
found guilty and sentenced to death.
This would seem to dispose of the
plea often advanced in extenuation
of mob rule, that the courts cannot
be depended upon to administer
justice.

One specific case in which law-
abiding citizens proved that they
could deal with a mob when they
wanted to do so, and that the courts
were equally capable of dealing with
crime, occurred in Indianapolis in

June, 1920. A negro attacked a
white child. He was promptly ar-
rested. A mob of 3,000, chiefly com- ^

posed of boys and tough characters, '

collected, demanding that the pris-
oner be turned over to them. But
the police, reinforced by a number
of Deputy Sheriffs hastily sworn
in, including Representative Merrill
Moores, dispersed the mob and pro-
tected the prisoner. Next day the
Grand Jury was called, the negro
was indicted in due form, tried, con-
demned and electrocuted within ten

j

days after the crime.
More recently New Jersey has had

occasion to deal with two similar
crimes by white men against chil-

dren, both the victims being mur-
dered. The culprits were hunted
down, tried and put out of the way
promptly, without any degrading ex-

hibitions of mob savagery.



THE REVOLUTION IN
HOUSING
By Jacob L. Crane Jr.

city Plan Engineer, Cambridge, Mass.

England's wonderful success in co-operative and community
house building—Half a million new, comfortable and sanitary

homes under construction by methods developed since the war

FOR twenty years it has been evi-

dent that the cities of Europe
and America are degenerating

from the effects of insanitary living

conditions— poor housing. The all

too common overcrowding in dark,
poorly ventilated tenements and
houses is producing city populations
with an increasing susceptibility to

disease and demoralization. The in-

evitable result is decreased produc-
tive capacity and lowered social value
for millions of the people on whom
the cities must depend for their exist-

ence. The critical nature of this prob-
lem has been aggravated and forcibly

brought to public attention by the

vast housing shortages all over the
world following the war, for, with the
five-year cessation of building, over-

crowding increased enormously and
conditions of insanitation became
much worse. A Government agency
estimated that in this country four
million families, or perhaps eighteen
million people, were without adequate
housing in 1921.

In England and on the Continent

the situation has been even worse.

Between four and five million people
in England and Wales were until re-

cently living two persons to a room!
A tenement of kitchen and bedroom
accomplished four persons in the
bedroom, or two each in the kitchen

and bedroom. As in America, the
problem had become vital in the life

of English cities.

The critical importance of this pub-
lic emergency has finally set going in

Europe and America a virtual revolu-
tion in housing standards and meth-
ods. This revolution has passed
through two phases. The first pro-
duced legislation requiring that only
hygienic new houses be built and that
old ones be maintained on sanitary
principles. When it was found that
new houses were not being built by
private builders at the time of great-
est pressure the second phase of the
revolution developed—^the construc-
tion of houses in large numbers as
a community or Government enter-
prise.

In all Europe the movement is in
full swing along these lines, but in
America the second phase has not yet
been reached. We are, however, ap-
proaching the point of community
house building, and when we reach it

the developments across the Atlantic
will be of great use to us. By all

odds, the most valuable developments
are those in England. England of-
fers, in the revolutionary housing
schemes developed there in the last
few years, a vital contribution to the
solution of the housing problem in
America. As pioneer she has made
mistakes which we shall not need to
copy, but she has also set the pace for
original and very promising methods •

of getting adequate housing for city
and suburban populations. Various
reports are to be had on each phase of
this English work, but I am here out-
lining together the most important
movements.

The reaction against bad housing
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in England began several decades
ago, for, in contrast to the beautiful

English country, the cities have for

generations been ugly, unfit places

for people to live in. The first rum-
blings of the housing revolution, as

has been suggested, resulted in legis-

lation to prohibit the unenlightened
building operator and landlord from
constructing or collecting rentals for

rooms without light or ventilation,

for insanitary basement dwellings,

for tenements which endanger the
lives of the occupants. In some places

the worst slums were cleared out or

rebuilt. All this was vitally impor-
tant, for it defined public opinion in

England on these two critical points

:

First, that insanitary slums are dan-
gerous to the community and not to

be tolerated, and, second, that decent

housing could not be secured by anti-

slum legislation alone, but only by the
construction of new houses. The fi-

nancing, then, of new building on a
large scale became the engrossing
problem. In fact, it became so acute

with the aggravation of the housing
shortage after the war that it might
almost be said that the integrity of

the British Nation depended upon its

solution.

Government Takes a Hand

No one knows just how near to vio-

lent revolution England came after

the declaration of peace. At any rate,

a few statesmen there realized that

open revolt could not be averted un-
less houses were built for the five

million English people existing with-
out decent homes. Each year while
house building was at a standstill this

number was increased by hundreds of

thousands. To house these people
private individuals coul.d not be
counted upon to build at post-war
prices, which would leave them losers

when costs receded. Nor, on the other

hand, could workmen pay full rental

on houses built at three times pre-

war cost. In particular, the millions

of soldiers would not without active

protest return to poor jobs or no jobs

at all, and at the same time pay this

full rental for new houses. It became
plain, therefore, that newly built

homes would have to be let at rentals
too small to pay a fair interest and
maintenance on the investment—that
there would be an annual deficit on
each house. And, since there was no

Typical town plan of a London housing:
scheme, showing the improved arrangement

of houses and streets

one else to pay and houses had to be
built, it developed upon the nation, in

order to get house building started,
to make up the deficit between the
economic rental and the rental which
could be collected. So, on a great
wave of popular clamor, the Govern-
ment,through the Ministry of Health,
undertook to subsidize and dil*ect the
work of municipal house building in

every town in England.

The scheme was more enormous
than anything of the sort ever at-

tempted. To relieve the greatest
pressure 500,000 houses would have
to be built by 1926! This called for
an outlay of $2,000,000,000—in a
country with several billion of war
debts and disorganized industry and
trade. But with a revolutionary out-
look upon the question of housing and
with untried methods the Govern-
ment set about this unprecedented
task. It granted a subsidy of about
$1,000 per house to private builders
and public utility societies, which
produced a few thousand houses ; but
these few counted for little in the tre-

mendous demand ; and the major part
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of the construction was undertaken
by municipalities. Each city issued
housing bonds, organized building de-

partments, operating under the gen-
eral supervision of the National Min-
istry of Health, and set to work with
great vigor.

As the houses were completed the
municipalities rented them for as
much as could reasonably be collect-

ed, applied a penny rate tax (a penny
on the pound of the annual rental
value of the property) to the deficit,

and the Federal Government made up
the rest. In a few cases the penny
rate alone has paid the deficit, but
usually the State has had to pay up
to as much as two-thirds of the eco-
nomic rental. If the program had
been carried out to completion and
500,000 houses built on this plan, the
National Treasury would have had
to collect in taxes and pay as a deficit

on the housing scheme $100,000,000
a year for sixty years.

But there were many delays, costs

exceeded estimates, dissatisfaction
was rampant—all of which was to be
expected in such a project. It was a
mistake to leave the ultimate deficit

to the State, because this arrange-
ment did not offer sufficient incen-
tive for the municipalities to save on
their construction. And finally, when
it became clear that England's na-
tional debt was reaching an insup-
portable figure, the housing scheme,
along with many other public proj-
ects, was curtailed. At that time and
since then the whole scheme has been
criticised on all hands and its failures
have been ruthlessly advertised. Nev-
ertheless, while other countries have
had investigations by the dozen and
houses at about the same rate, Eng-
land has 200,000 homes under con-r

struction.

Methods Revolutionized

More important, the whole field of
city housing has been revolutionized.
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Beautiful new residences in Hampstead, a co-partnership suburb of London, owned and
occupied by worlters and middle-class families with no more income than that of the people

who still live in the unsightly brick barracks in neighboring towns
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From a haphazard business of " jerry

builders " it has become a community
affair in which the old standards

have been relegated to the dust heap
and replaced by sane ideas of hygiene,

light and air, gardens, house loca-

tion and site planning. Since the cur-

tailment of the national scheme, in-

dividual communities are going for-

ward without the Government sub-

One of the new Letchworth houses,

built on the co-operative plan

which is revolutionizing the hous-
ing situation in England

sidy, so that altogether at

least half a million houses
will be built as commu-
nity enterprises under the

inspiration of the new
standards—a half million

well-designed human habi-

tations instead of the deso-

late old row houses. This
practical application of

new ideals on such a tre-

mendous scale itself con-

stitutes a revolution in

English housing, which
has begun the regenera-

tion of English cities. And
the world in its business

of progress has much to

learn from England's experience in

this great project.

Smaller in the number of houses
produced and people affected, but
equally significant as the forerunners
of the Government housing scheme
and capable of higher development in

the future, are the other three main
subdivisions of the general better-
housing movement: Industrial hous-
ing, supported or encouraged by em-
ployers; copartnership housing and
the Garden City movement. These
three overlap at certain points, and
they have given inspiration and as-

sistance to each other, but each has
produced its own revolutionary re-

sults.

The two earliest and therefore
most important examples of indus-
trial housing on a large scale are Port
Sunlight, near Liverpool, at the
works of Lever Brothers, who make
Sunlight Soap and Lux, and Bourn-
ville for the Cadbury Chocolate
Works, in the suburbs of Birming-
ham. At Port Sunlight Lever Broth-
ers built a village to house 6,000 em-
ployes, maintaining the property by
company forces and renting the
houses to workmen at rates which
yield no interest whatever on the

Model homes in the workmen's village of Earswick.
The most valuable thing in the housing revolution in

England is the new financing method which makes
such ideal homes possible for ordinary wage workers
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Before and after housing revolution near Liverpool, where the new workmen's village
of Port Sunlight has been built. At the left is a street of the old houses, now demolished,
and at the right a glimpse of the modern cottages now occupied by the same workmen

company's investment. The greatest
care was given to the design of the
village and of the individual house, to
provision for gardens, playgrounds,
libraries and schools. The result is

a community of loyal workmen living

in conditions almost undreamed of in

old England. And Lever Brothers
say it pays. Loyalty, good health,

better production and a high adver-
tising value are the results on which
extensions are being planned as fast
as they can be financed.
Although they were started at

about the same time, these two de-
velopments proceeded on different
lines. In Port Sunlight only the
employes of the company can live,

but at Bournville a new plan
for workmen's communities was
introduced whereby any one can live

in the village, which was built by a
trust separate from the company and
largely operated by the men, thus
eliminating much of the element of
paternalism. Bournville is a great
success, one in which the Cadburys
take the greatest pride as a high-class

The commons at Port Sunliglxt, the new and beautiful English village built by an industrial

firm and occupied wholly by its employes and their families
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community developed by the work-
men themselves with the advice and
support of the company. In contrast

to the old Liverpool and Birming-
ham, these industrial villages are

places of delight, which set the

pace for a new era in the housing
of employes in England. Follow-

ing these two, other industries have
developed similar communities on
slightly different lines, but each

with the principle of healthful, at-

tractive housing. Two of the most
notable instances are those of the

Prince of Wales estate in Cornwall
and Earswick of the Rountree Choco-
late Company, near York. In the

field of industrial housing these suc-

cessful experiments, varying in their

methods, but aiming at the same goal,

will be landmarks for years.

Partnership Enterprises

Copartnership housing, which
touches the field of housing for pro-

fessional and clerical people, rather

than that for industrial workers, has
been growing up in England for a

decade and before the war had pro-

duced several beautiful low-cost city

and suburban communities. In the
copartnership method an association,

pooling the funds of individuals, buys
land at agricultural value, and plans,

builds and operates an entire commu-
nity as a single enterprise. The re-

sults in view are lower costs and, par-
ticularly, pleasanter homes, with
carefully planned streets and gar-
dens. The most famous development
is that at Hampstead, a suburb of

London, where 6,000 houses have
been built in a beautiful garden sub-
urb reached by the bus lines and sub-
ways of the city. It is built around
a great play field in a hollow, where,
on Summer evenings, games of crick-

et, tennis, bowling and football are
played in the wholesome English way.
Along the streets the hedges and gar-
dens are beautiful and the houses
cozy and adapted to the best type of
modern English life. It seems to me
that Hampstead is the nearest to the
ideal in community life that has been
reached so far in the world. Since

the war not a great deal has been
done in this type of housing, because
of high prices; but altogether nearly

ten thousand homes have been built

by copartnership societies, so that in

most of the great English cities you
will find one or more little model
communities within or adjoining the
city area and contrasting stri'ringly

with the pre-revolutionary housing.
Similar to copartnership housing

in its co-operative aspect and, in fact,

gathering together the best ideas of
co-operative enterprise and of com-
munity planning, the Garden City
movement fires the imagination of
nearly everv one who sees it in action.

In 1898 a modest book entitled " To-
morrow," by Ebenezer Howard, first

attracted an attention which in-

creased when it was reissued under
the more explanatory title of " Gar-
den Cities of Tomorrow." Today,
the Garden City of Letchwoi*th,
about forty miles from London,
and the many garden suburbs
in process of creation through-
out the United Kingdom are
monuments to the author's sound
foresight as a social reformer. Mr.
Howard desired to remedy two great
evils—the migration of rural popula-
tion into the towns and the conges-
tion resulting in the industrial cities

themselves, which causes bad health,

inefficiency and degeneration; high
rents, high tax rates and excessive
competition in the labor market.

Attempts at remedy within the
city seemed to Mr. Howard not to

touch the root of the trouble. Grad-
ually the Garden City idea formed in

his mind—the relief of the situation

in old cities by the establishment of
new ones, smaller and better con-
trolled. In brief, his scheme, which
must not be confused with the " City
Beautiful " or with the popular
phrase " Garden City," was to pur-
chase a freehold estate at its agricul-

tural value, plan it with regard to the
present and future needs of the pop-
ulation, provide ample open space, re-

serve to each inhabitant a plot of gar-
den ground, and then by favorable
land prices and tax rates attract in-

dustries and employers of labor to the
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town. Around the Garden City, to be

limited in size to about thirty thou-

sand people, an agricultural belt is

preserved to insure a local food sup-

ply and provide genuine rural envi-

ronment for the town. The unearned
increment of the land as it advanced
in value from the establishment of

the town was to be reserved to the
community.
The astonishing thing is that this

dream has come true. The Garden
City is there, with its railroad sta-

tion, its industries. Post Office, public

services, churches and halls and
schools and playgrounds and some
four thousand homes. There are hun-
dreds of humble houses, but each has
its garden ablaze with flowers in

Summer ; they have served as models
to housing experts from Europe and
America. It is one of the healthiest
towns of England.

Letchworth has grown to 15,000,
and a new Garden City, Welwyn, has
been started. The experience gained
at the first Garden City has been of
value in the second, and it looks now
as if thei'« would be several such

cities within the next twenty-five
years. No one who has seen it can
resist the inspiration of this prac-
tical realization of an ideal. It is the
climax of the revolution in housing.

In Continental Europe these Eng-
lish schemes are being adapted to the
critical housing problems. Municipal
house building has been undertaken
by every large city on the Continent.
Co-operative suburbs have been com-
pleted in Germany, Austria and Italy.

A most interesting example is the
residential suburb at Milan, exclu-

sively for journalists.

In America we have had some
valuable anti-slum legislation, a few
excellent industrial housing projects,

many investigations and volumes of

statistics on the housing deficiency

and its grave consequences—and a
total failure of any Government or

community action to relieve the
stringency as a whole. But sooner or
later our communities will have to

face the situation squarely, and then
the good and bad examples of the
English work will be more valuable
to us than any other housing work in

the world.

BELGIUM'S HOUSING METHODS
By Julian Pierce

THE National Low-Priced Housing
Society is a Government insti-

tution authorized by the Bel-

gian Parliament in October, 1909, as

a form of Government assistance and
co-operation to relieve the housing
shortage. It was definitely estab-

lished on April 15, 1920, by an agree-
ment between the Belgian Govern-
ment and the Governments of the
nine provinces. Last Autumn it

already had more than 5,000 houses
completed or under construction.

This society is not empowered to

construct houses for sale, or to ac-

quire real estate. It is largely an
association to stimulate the organiza-
tion of local and regional building so-

cieties and to mobilize local and re-

gional capital for housing projects.

It is authorized to make financial ad-

vances to approved societies, the Bel-

gian Government having made an
original deposit of 100,000,000 francs
for this purpose. The society makes
the loans at a low rate of interest

fixed by Parliament. The present
rate is 2 per cent, per annum. In ad-
dition, the Government has advanced
to the society a special credit of 25,-

000,000 francs to enable it to sub-
sidize building societies in certain

cases, thus making up in part for the
abnormal costs of construction. The
society may also act as a general buy-
ing and selling agent of building ma-
terial and supplies, and is empowered
to perform a wide range of experi-
mental work in housing construction.
If emergency conditions render such
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a venture imperative, it may also

manufacture building supplies.

A. Van Billoen, Director General
of the National Low-Priced Hous-
ing Society, gave an account of some
of its methods and accomplishments
in his first annual report

:

During the middle of 1920 the National
Society organized a veritable crusade
throughout Belgium to establish local and
regional building societies and give them
the benefit of its advice and assistance. Our
accomplishments in less than one year are
highly gratifying. Up to May 15, 1921,
sixty-three local or regional societies had
been approved. A hundred others are in

process of formation and will soon be reg-
ularly constituted.

Capital to the amount of 82,290,800
francs has been subscribed. Of this sum
the Belgian Government contributed 15,-

231,000 francs, the provinces 14,273,400
fi'ancs, 141 Communes 34,413,100 francs,
hospitals and charitable organization?
4,730,600 francs, industrial chiefs 7,157,800
francs, banks and individuals 2,157,800
francs, and certain building societies 4,329,-

000 francs.
Of the sixty-three approved societies,

thirty-six have already begun building
projects, including 5,383 houses, whose total

cost is estimated to be 107,000,000 francs.

This building program is extending every
day. There are now [May, 1921] 2,775

houses completed or nearing completion.

One hundred and three of the ap-

proved local and regional building so-

cieties already organized or in process

of organization have made public

their first building projects. They in-

clude the construction of 11,000
houses at a cost of approximately
220,000,000 francs. A large part of
the building program had been com-
pleted by the end of 1921. To these
figures there must be added the
projects of the building societies

which have not as yet made their
plans public.

Mr. Van Billoen declares that the
results of the first year's work of the
National Low-Priced Housing Society
are such as to merit felicitation.

The task of the National Society [he
says] is heavier because of the handicaps
which confront it in the construction of so-
called " low-priced " houses when the prices
of both material and labor are at high
levels. Happily, the recent labor adjust-
ments have brought about important reduc-
tions in contractors' prices. A house that
would have cost from 4,000 to 5,000 francs
before the war can now be constructed for

from 16,000 to 17,000 francs, not including?

the site. At the .prices prevailing at the
beginning of 1921, the same house would
have cost 20,000 francs.

All the new houses, several of which are
already occupied, indicate a serious effort
to react against the commonplaceness and
lack of comfort which characterized work-
ers' dwellings in pre-war times, when they
were often but ugly copies on a small
scale of the houses of the bourgeoisie. The
architects have also endeavored to give the
houses regional characteristics. In general
the houses have at least three bedrooms
in order to provide adequate accommoda-
tion for large families.

In May, 1921, the National Low-
Priced Housing Society organized the
National Material and Supply Office,

a co-operative society. The capital

of 800,000 francs was subscribed by
the cities, communes, approved build-

ing societies and individuals. The
principal function of the Material and
Supply Office is to act as the central
buying and selling agent for every-
thing required by the building socie-

ties in the development of their
projects. The office does not fix

prices, but regulates them, and stimu-
lates effective competition. Mr. Van
Eilloen says of it

:

Thanks to wise technical supervision,
bulk buying, and the judicious standardiza-
tion of certain elements of construction, the
National Material and Supply Office is

even now able to furnish a large variety
of building material of irreproachable
quality at prices visibly lower than those
obtaining in current commercial circles. The
building societies make constant use of it-

good offices, as it responds to a real need
Many have realized important economic,
through its sei*vices.

In the attempt to reduce still

further the cost of building, the Ma-
terial and Supply Office is construct-

ing sixty different types of houses in

order to experiment with new mate-
rials and methods.

In concluding his report of the first

year's operations. Director General
Van Billoen declares that by the " en-
ergetic action which it uses, and with
the sympathetic co-operation of the
public powers and private initiative,

the National Low-Priced Housing So-
ciety expects shortly to solve an im-
portant part of the serious housing

|
shortage in Belgium." ^



WHAT GREECE HAS WON
FROM THE TURK

By Demetrios P. Gounaris
I'riiiie Minister of (Jrefce

A clear and simple statement of Greek aims in Asia Minor,

addressed especially to the American public by the head of the

present Government—War of liberation against Mustapha Kemal

THE Hellenic people have been a
good deal surprised and disap-
pointed in the attitude of the peo-

ple of the United States toward the

war for the liberation of the Greek
Christian population of Asia Minor,
which has been going on now virtual-

ly since the Treaty of Sevres was
signed. For a century there have
been tens of thousands of people in

America who have longed very ar-

dently to see the Greeks, not only in

Greece proper, but throughout the
Near East, liberated from the yoke of

the Turk, and who have expressed
that hope in their prayers. We
Greeks naturally expected that when
the moment of the final struggle for

that liberation came we should have
with us the expressed sentiment of all

those who had for so long prayed
and hoped for what has now been
accomplished.

But the late war confused many
issues in people's minds, and the
peace which followed the war was so
complicated that there were many in

every country who did not under-
stand just what was being settled or
how it was being settled. We Greeks
believe that this must have been so
in respect of the Near Eastern ques-
tion, so far as the American people
are concerned ; otherwise, certainly,
we should have had the whole senti-
ment of America with us in the strug-
gle which we have been conducting
against the Turks, instead of the un-
certain, divided opinion which the

American press has reflected. We
all feel that if the American people
understood clearly what is at stake
in the Near East in this struggle with
the Turks there could be no question
as to the whole-hearted support that
America would give us. That is why
I am going to try to set a few mat-
ters right as to our war, so that the
misunderstanding may be dispelled
and that those devoted people in

America who for a century have re-

membered the Greeks under Turkish
rule in their prayers—and they are
numbered by the hundreds of thou-
sands, we know—may be reassured
in their faith in us.

In the first place, we have* been
charged with conducting a war of
imperialism—seeking to conquer vast
territories in Asia Minor which are
not Greek, with a view to subjecting a
Turkish majority to Hellenic rule.

Nothing is further from the truth.
God forbid that we, a small nation
which for a century has struggled for
its very existence, should now enter
upon a course of imperialism! It is

the thing furthest from our thoughts.
For 468 years millions of Greeks
knew what it was to live under the
rule of conquerors. We know that it

did not crush our spirit or our deter-
mination to be free. We know that it

did not profit the world, advance civ-

ilization or better the state of the con-
querors under whom the Greeks lived.

It was a festering sore in the whole
state of civilization, and no one knows
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it better than we. Why, in God's

name, should we now try to commit
the same evil that for 468 years was
committed against us?

The war which we have been con-

ducting is a war of liberation, and
nothing else. It began not in 1919
but in 1821. Piece by piece, almost

foot by foot, during a century of

struggle we conquered back from the

Turk the freedom which had been
Greece's for 3,000 years. Little by lit-

tle we had achieved that freedom so

far as Europe was concerned, save

in Thrace. Then came the World
War. For a while we kept apart from
it, saving our strength for the great

final struggle with the Turks, which
every Greek knew was bound to come

;

King Constantine, who had led the

Hellenic armies in the Balkan wars,
knew it better, perhaps, than any one
else. At last we joined the Allies,

and with the final victory of the Al-

lies received by the Treaty of Sevres
a certain quasi-realization of that
dream of the freedom of the Greeks
which had been the ultimate aim of
our whole history since the beginning
of the Hellenic War of Independeilce
in 1821.

But, unfortunately, the Treaty of
Sevres, which was to have settled

once for all this whole mooted
Near Eastern question, which had
been the basis of so many wars, was
not in effect really a settlement. It

was rather in the nature of a com-
promise, in regard to what the Greeks
had been working for and fighting
for and giving their money and their

lives for, for the last hundred years.

The point is that it was not a solu-

tion. It was an arrangement—and the
Greeks had been rearranging ar-

rangements for a centuiy, and were
tired of it.

But the Treaty of Sevres did one
clear thing: It established the right
of the Greeks to security in Asia
Minor, and to that part not only the
Greeks and the rest of Europe set

their hands, but the Turks as well.

Yet no sooner was this arrangement
signed and sealed than it was called

into question— as every previous

settlement of the Turkish problem
had been called into question for

the last hundred years. And to main-
tain what they had gained and what
had been officially recognized as
theirs, the Greeks were called upon
once more to take up arms and to

fight.

It is important to recall that it was
not the present regime in Greece
which began that fight, but the previ-

ous regime, the very one which had
negotiated and signed the Treaty of

Sevres. Thus it is plain that there

was no change in policy with the com-
ing of the present regime ; it was all

an expression of the will of the whole
Hellenic people. An entire nation does
not give over what it has been strug-

gling for for a century, for nothing

;

nor did the Greeks in this instance.

And now comes the second im-
portant factor in the situation, which
does not seem to be well understood
in the United States. The elements in

Turkey which were opposed to the

execution of the Treaty of Sevres
Were riot the Government of Turkey.
The Goverfiment of Tur|cey—the only

one recognized b)r- any: other Govern-
ment in the ^v^orld—had signed the
Treaty of Sevres and agreed to abide
by its terms. The Government of

Turkey was under the surveillance

of the Allies, because Turkey had
been one of the defeated enemies dur-

ing the war ; and the Government of

Turkey was held by the Allies to

carry out the terms of the treaty

which it had signed.

But at that moment there came into

being a rebel force—that of Mus-
tapha Kemal Pasha— unrecognized
by any one as having either rights or

responsibilities. And this rebel force

said in effect :
" We shall not carry

out the terms of the Treaty of

Sevres."

So far as our allies in the World
War were concerned, all was well so

long as the Government of Turkey
declared its willingness to carry out

the terms of the Treaty of Sevres.

The Allies were not directly con-
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Premier of Greece, who succeeded Venizelos after the

return of King Constantine

cerned in what Mustapha Kemal and
his rebel army said. But the Greeks
were, because that part of the Treaty
of Sevres which provided for freeing
the Greeks of Asia Minor—one of the
main aims for which Greece had gone
to war—was precisely one of the
things which Mustapha Kemal Pasha
not only said he would not accord, but
raised an army to resist.

It is plain that, even if this did not
concern the other signatories of the
Treaty of Sevres, it certainly con-

cerned the Greeks most vitally. And
as they were the ones vitally con-

cerned, it fell upon them to see that

the Treaty of Sevres was
executed in this particu-
lar respect. As there was
no organized force in
Constantinople to com-
pel the rebel Mustapha
Kemal Pasha to carry
out the terms to which
the Constantinople Gov-
ernment had agreed, it

devolved upon the
Greeks, alone and single-
handed, to do it.

Well, they have done
it. There was a brief
period in which even
some of those who had
signed the Treaty of
Sevres together with the
Greeks felt doubtful
whether it could be done
or not. They said:
"Mustapha Kemal Pasha
is too strong. He cannot
be made to agree to the
terms of the treaty. Bet-
ter compromise." But
the Greeks said: "No!"
And they set about
demonstrating that
Greece alone could force
Mustapha Kemal's rebel
army far out of the ter-

ritory which had been
granted to the freed
Greeks by the Treaty of
Sevres, and keep it out.
They have demonstrated
that. Those who thought

that Mustapha Kemal could not be
driven out of the territory which he
sought to wrest from the Greeks have
been convinced that he could be
driven out, and driven so far out that
there is no chance of his return. That
is all the Greeks set out to do. They
have done it.

And now, in the final solution, they
do not want a foot of territory that
is not and should not be Greek ; they
vvant only Greek-inhabited ten'itory,

with whatever may be necessary
from a military standpoint to see that
it remains Greek. They want no con-
quests, no colonies. But it must be
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borne in mind that they have learned

a bitter lesson, which has cost thou-

sands of lives—and that lesson is that

It is suicide to depend upon the writ-

ten word of the Turk if he can find

a way to escape it. The Turkish Gov-
ernment agreed to the Treaty of
Sevres ; but a Turk, Mustapha Kemal
Pasha, refused to recognize or abide
by that agreement. Well, the Greeks
have learned from that—and the
whole civilized world may well note
it—that whatever settlement is now
made must, absolutely, place Greece
in a position to guard, militarily,

what has been given to Greece in the
way of freeing the Greeks of Asia
Minor from Turkish rule. In a word,
any frontiers now set up between
Greeks and Turks in Asia Minor must
bo frontiers that the Greeks can hold
easily against any more such unau-
thorized attacks as that of Mustapha
Kemal and his rebels.

It is not the Greeks who seek this.

There are Greeks today who have
been mobilized for the last twelve
years, and who are sick of the whole

war business. Every one in Greece
is sick of it. But it is in order to

avoid another war in a year oi" so

that the Greeks must now insist upon
terms which will make it easy for

them to keep themselves free from a
new Turkish domination. If the

Turkish Government at Constanti-
nople has been so weakened that it

cannot enforce its will in the interior

of Turkey, then the Greeks must pro-

tect themselves where there is no
other protection.

That is all we seek. We have
waited a hundred years for it, and we
have won it with our blood and our
treasure. We have done it alone. We
have not been a nuisance to any other
ration in the woild in carrying out
the terms of a treaty which had been
formally signed by all concerned. All

•we ask now is that the rest of the
world shall recognize the fact that
the Greek populations of Asia Minor
have been freed, and that it.would be
a grotesque negation of the whole
civilization of the past centtiry to re-

turn them to slavery.

.

KRUPP STEEE. WOBKS TRANSFORMED)

TT" RUPP'S, famous for the part it played
-^^ during the war, has undergone a

complete transformation. At present

its output is mainly limited to locomotives

—on whose weldless steel tires the House
of Krupp built its first success—and to

general railway steel and iron work. Hun-
dreds of locomotives are in process of con-

struction at the same time, and a complete

locomotive leaves the works every day in

the year. The actual output is 400 a year.

Many of these are being built for Russia.

The new peace activities include high-speed

machine tools, dynamos and electrical

appliances, boilers, motor engines, screw

propellers, hydraulic presses, steam ham-
mers, rails, paper-making machinery, tex-

tile machinerj', agricultural machinery,
cutlery and tools, 100-ton steel castings,

p»en nibs, &c. Miles of factories employ-
ing 80,000 workmen are impressive. One
of the Directors has said that even if

Krupp's never made another gun or rolled

another ai-mor plate it would always be

able to find work for its anny of employes.
English visitors look with uneasiness on
this vast industry as they recall the sinis-

ter part which Krupp's played in the World
War, seeing here ample scope both in

means and in large-scale training for the

fabrication of munitions and guns in the

event of another war. Meanwhile Essen
goes on with its colossal production for

the ends of peaiCfe;
-

•



BOLIVIA AND THE CHILE-
PERU CONTROVERSY

By Carlos Castro-Ruiz, C. B. E.
Professor of International Law in the University of Cliile

Facts tending to show that Bolivia was the chief gainer by the

treaty of 1904, which she is now seeking to revise or to repudiate

PRACTICALLY every Latin-
American republic has had long-

standing controversies with its

neighbors over the boundaries in-

herited from colonial times, since

they were vaguely given dominion
over unknown territories in accord-
ance with theological and not with
geographical or economic principles,

at a time when a million square miles
more or less was something entirely

negligible for the world-wide Spanish
dominions overseas. The coast of the
Atacama Desert from the Loa River
to the south was for a long time the

subject of discussion between Chile

and Bolivia, until, by the treaties of

1866 and 1874, it was agreed that

ownership over that territory as far

as the twenty-fourth degree of south
latitude should reside in Bolivia; for
this Chile had received substantial
compensations in exchange, exemp-
tion from future taxation for Chilean
nitrate owners being the principal
one.

The nucleus of Bolivian population
was, however, .over three hundred
miles inland, on the Andean plateau,
" the roof of South America," and
separated from the sea by a barren
desert, without roads or even trails.

The ports and inlets of that lit-

toral were Cobija, Mejillones and
Antofagasta, the last-named having
been founded by the Chilean Nitrate
Company (Compania Chilena de Sali-

tres). These ports were of little or
no use to Bolivia, wholly lacking as
they were in supply points to which
the mule and the llama caravans

could have recourse for sustenance in
transportation.

A quick glance at a map will suf-
fice to show why this territory was
not suitable as an outlet to the sea for
Bolivia, unless some modern means
of communication were provided.
Geographically, the whole of the Ata-
cama desert lay below the southern
Bolivian frontier, and its immediate
inland boundary was touching Ar-
gentinian and not Bolivian territory.
Therefore, Bolivian commerce was
carried on almost entirely by way of
Arica, which port, isolated as it was
from other Peruvian centres of popu-
lation, owed its existence to that com-
merce, because in that location as
well as in Tacna (some forty miles
from the sea) there lay two small
valleys useful for pasturage, but use-
ful principally because Arica was at
the end of the shortest route from
Bolivia's centres of trade to the Pa-
cific Coast.

In the years 1875 and 1876, the
Peruvian Railroad from Mollendo
to Lake Titicaca was put in
operation, and a large part of
Bolivia's freight went over that
line, with the consequent loss of
trade in transit for Arica. Later
after the war of the Pacific, the
railroad from Antofagasta to the
Bolivian mining district of Oruro was
constructed, and Bolivian commerce,
abandoning the caravan transport,
availed itself exclusively of those two
railways, thereby wholly depriving
Arica of that commerce on which it

had been depending for its very ex-
istence, and thus leaving the life of

I
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both Tacna and Arica to rely solely

on what they derive out of Chile's

possession thereof. The railroad from
Arica to La Paz, constructed by Chile

in conformity with the stipulation of

the Treaty of Peace of Oct. 20, 1904,
revitalized Arica and re-established

its importance, because that railroad

follows the shortest line between Bo-
livia and the sea. It is only 400 kilo-

meters long, whereas the Mollendo
rail-and-water route covers about
double that distance, and the Anto-
fagasta line a little more than a
thousand kilometers. Such are the
geographical facts.

The war of the Pacific was termi-
nated by the Treaty of Ancon (with
Peru) in 1883 and by the truce with
Bolivia in 1884. By virtue of the
latter, the entire Atacama littoral

from the Loa River southward was
definitely incorporated under the
sovereignty of Chile. It is to be noted
that the Treaty of Ancon ceded to

Chile the Province of Tarapaca, and
that this cession imposed upon Bo-
livia the recognition of perpetual
Chilean sovereignty over the Ata-
cama littoral, since Chile could ,not

be expected to accept a break in

her territorial continuity. Bolivia
acknowledged this accomplished fact
in the adjustment of the truce con-
vention.

No further thought was given by
Bolivia to the recovery of what she
called her littoral (which was hers
solely by reason of Chile's condi-
tional cession in the above-mentioned
Treaties of 1866 and 1874). Upon
Bolivia's abandonment of the idea of
the recovery of that littoral, all her
thought was concentrated upon ob-
taining her own access to the sea by
way of Arica, and to this end she took
various steps before the Chilean Gov-
ernment, (^hile found herself unable
to consider Bolivia's proposition, in
view of the fact that the sovereignty
under which she occupied that terri-

tory was conditional upon a future
plebiscite. It is not known whether
Bolivia took similar steps before the
Government of Peru, but there .are

certain reasons for believing that if

such steps were taken they were not
acquiesced in by her former ally.

When it became apparent that
Chile and Peru were unable to reach
an agreement as to definitive owner-
ship of Tacna and Arica, Bolivia de-
cided to abandon her hopes of a port I

on the Pacific in favor of other more '

immediate and substantial benefits.

In the Summer of 1902 she commis-
sioned her Minister in London, Don
Avelino Aramayo, to return by way
of Chile and sound its Government on
a proposition by virtue of which, in

exchange for her abandonment of the
idea of a port and the substitution
of a definitive treaty of peace for the
truce pact, Bolivia was to get certain
concessions from Chile. These con-
cessions were embraced in a memo-
randum, and, improved by Chile, they
are the same that are set forth in

the Treaty of Peace of Oct. 20, 1904.

Among the provisions of that
treaty are those for the construction
of a railroad from Arica to La Paz
(in operation since 1913) and the
free use by Bolivia of all Chilean
ports. In their entirety the Chilean
concessions to Bolivia exceeded in

value the sum of £6,000,000.
Chile accepted Bolivia's proposi-

tion at the hands of Seiior Aramayo

;

thereupon the present Chilean Am-
bassador to the United States, Senor
Mathieu, was appointed Minister to

]

Bolivia for the special purpose of
|

drafting the treaty. This would have
been accomplished within a few days
but for the fact that the Bolivian
Government expressed the desire that
the boundaries between the two coun-
tries should be definitely deter-

mined in the same treaty, in order
that m the future there should be no
differences for dispute. This subject
naturally required a long time for

study by experts on the field.

Finally, in 1904, the treaty was
signed and ratified to the satisfac-

tion of the two Governments, par-
ticularly that of Bolivia, as shown by
the reports of the Bolivian Chancellery
covering that period. The conclusion
of the treaty was considered to have
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been a substantial achievement be-

fore the country by President Montes
and by his Minister in Chile, who
signed the treaty, Don Alberto Gu-
tierrez, an enthusiastic defender in

A^o//encfo
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An^-ofcx^as^o-
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SHADED AREA INDICATES THE TACNA-
ARICA DISTRICT. THE SUBJECT OF A
TRIANGULAR DISPUTE WHICH ALL.
THE NATIONS CONCERNED ARE NOW

SEEKING TO SETTLE
From a map sketched by Lieutenant Commander J.

M. Creighton, U. S. Naval Intelligence Office

both books and pamphlets of the ad-
vantages that accrued to Bolivia by
that instrument.

Serior Aramayo, the bearer of Bo-
livia's proposition to Chile; Seiior

Montes, the President of the Repub-
lic at that time, and Serior Gutierrez,

the signer of the treaty, are the same
persons who, after the treaty had
been in existence for seventeen years
without cause of friction or diffi-

culty, haled Chile before the League
of Nations and repudiated unequivo-
cally a pact which they had thereto-

fore held up as a meritorious personal
achievement.

Bolivian commerce is being carried

on without any obstacle whatsoever
through Chilean ports. Not only that,

but the treaty brought back to Bolivia
the confidence of Chile, and there was
a great influx of Chilean capital and
enterprise, which have contributed to

the present great development so
happily enjoyed by that country.
Furthermore, the entire population
of the Province of Antofagasta is

Chilean ; it has always been Chilean,
even before the war, as were also the
industries therein established.

RADIO REPORTS FOR FARMERS

THE first attempt ever made in the East

to distribute market news to farmers

by radiophone — a system already in

operation in the West—was initiated in

New York City in the last week of Janu-

ary, 1922. From this date began the

sending out twice a day of radiophone news

of the wholesale markets. Ari-angements

to serve the farmers of New York, Ne\r

Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania had al-

ready been completed between the State

Depai-tment of Farms and Markets and

the Westinghouse Electrical and Manufac-

turing Company. Under the new system

the farmers of the regions specified will

receive news the same as by telephone.

A statement issued by the Department of

Fai-ms and Markets said in part:

The farmers' reports will cover not only-

market prices and conditions of the day in the

New York wholesale market, but will summarize
Information from other large national markets
obtained daily by the United States Bureau of

Markets and Crop Estimat'e over their leased

telegraph wires. Market conditions for Rastern
agricultural products in the big wholesale cen-

tres will be compared on at least three days a

week.

The isolation of the farmer is rapidly

becoming a thing of the past.



THE WAR LORDS OF CHINA
By Henry C. Fenn

An American resident of Peking

An intimate view of Chang Tso-lin, the military Governor who
has seized the Peking Government^ and of Wu Pei-fu, his chief

rival—How Sun Yat-sen faces two powerful military dictators

ALL Gaul was divided into three
parts. Nothing as definite as
that can be said about China

at present. Divided the country cer-

tainly is, and into many more than
three parts. The rapid shift of di-

visions gives a kaleidoscopic effect,

but this very fact shows that the
divisions are neither natural nor per-

manent. There are no claims of dis-

tinct nationality such as caused the
break-up of Austria-Hungary. No
one of the " independent " sections of

the country looks forward to perma-
nent separation from the others.

Each is a protest against the present
military oligarchy in Peking. All

look forward to a reunited China, but
their conceptions of the terms on
which that union can be effected
differ materially.

Outsiders frequently get the im-
pression that China is in the throes
of a civil war between the North and
the South very similar to the Amer-
ican Civil War of half a century ago.

Nothing could be further from the
truth. There is no Mason and Dixon
line in China marking a distinct

cleavage of public opinion. One
*' Government " happens to be located

fairly far north and another at the
extreme south. China is not equally
divided betwieen them, however, and
there are further divisions within
the territories more or less nominal-
ly controlled by these two " Govern-
ments." Also, as I have made clear,

this is not a war of secession.

" TucHUN " Government

In Peking there is nominally a
Government, headed by a President;
also a Cabinet, which is a variable

quantity. But the real power behind
these figureheads is lodged with
three of the strongest provincial
Tuchuns, or military Governors. Ru-
mor occasionally mentions a " Par-
liament," ostensibly to be summoned—some time. But when? And really,

what's the use of summoning it? It's

a serious question whether the Presi-
dent would find himself in harmony
with it, and it's a foregone conclusion
that the war lords behind the Gov-
ernment would not. So if it ever does
convene it is likely to be the " goat

"

for all good war lords to burden with
the blame for their mistakes while
they see to it that said " goat " be
not allowed rope enough to make any
mistakes on its own account. Inas-
much as these military gentlemen are
having great difficulty in keeping the
figurehead President supplied with a
Cabinet,* will they be able to keep a
Parliament convened once they get
it? Of course, a judicious use of
troops has a strong persuasive force

;

troops have been used before.
It can fairly be said that in no

part of the country do thinking
people outside the militarist circles

pin any faith on the ability of the
Peking officials and their supporters
to evolve a responsible Government.
Opinions to that effect are openly
voiced, and no serious attempts are
made at their suppression. There
has been a process of decay since the
death of Yuan Shih-kai, due largely

to the weakness of the Presidents
and consequent growth of power

•This article was written early in December,
1!)21. Later in the month (Dec. 25) the Peking
Cabinet of Ching Yun-peng was overthown and
replaced by a new Cabinet virtually dictated
by Chang Tso-lin, the super-Tuchun of Man-
churia, and headed by Liang Shi-yi.—Editor.

I
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among the military officials. It is

freely predicted in Peking as well as
elsewhere that even if left to work
out its own future the present " Gov-
ernment " has not long to live.

The chief props of this anomalous
" Government of the Republic," as I

have intimated, are the three super-
Tuchuns, or " Inspectors General,"

who dictate it. These are Chang Tso-
Im (Manchuria), Tsao-kun (Chihli),
and Wu Pei-fu (Yangtse provinces).
Chang Tso-lin, the uncrowned

King of Manchuria, sends forth his
orders and decrees to Peking from
Mukden, the capital of the three east-
ern provinces known collectively as
Manchuria. (See the accompanying
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Map of China as it is today, torn by warring factions, which Include two rival Governments
and the mutually hostile armies of three or more Military Governors
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map.) These orders usually read
somewhat as follows :

" I need a few
million yen to suppress bandits in In-

ner Mongolia and to rescue Outer
Mongolia from the Far Eastern Re-
public. If I don't get them my un-
paid troops are likely to mutiny, and
I won't be responsible for the conse-
quences." And he gets them. The
suppression of bandits never takes
place. Neither does the campaign
against the Siberians. But after a
while Chang comes back for further
funds. While foreign loans fall due
and are defaulted, Chang stipulates

his needs for imaginary military ex-

peditions and gets quick attention.

There's a reason. He has 20,000
troops in the vicinity of Peking and
controls the Peking-Mukden railway.
It is whispered that the policemen
in Peking are his troops in disguise.

And this man Chang a few years ago
was a hunted bandit in Manchuria.

Tsao-kun is the war lord of the
" Chihli Party " and rival-in-chief of
Chang Tso-lin. His headquarters are
at Paotingfu, eighty-odd miles down
the railway southeast of Peking. His
wants are only less than those of
Chang because he has no troops in

Peking. Some think that they see a
grain of mercy in Tsao. Others say
he is merely biding his time. Certain
it is that last Fall hewas muchweaker
than Chang, whereas today the bal-

ance of power is quite the other way.
The change is due to the rise to power
of Tsao's chief lieutenant, Wu Pei-fu.

Since last Spring Wu Pei-fu, now
the Lord of the Yangtze, has so over-
shadowed his master, Tsao-kun, that
the relationship is merely a con-
venience. Tsao saw the need of con-
solidating the central provinces of
the Yangtze River region before they
seceded like other quarters, so

—

much against the will of the Mukden
Lord—he got General Wu appointed
super-Tuchun No. 3, in charge of all

the Tangtze region. And Wu made
good. The Szechuanese from the
west invaded his territory and
threatened the great river port of
Ichang. " He drove them out and al-

most annihilated their army. That
was the first bit of real fighting

China had seen for some time. No
serious attempt to penetrate his pre-

serve has been made since.

But Wu's chief problem is not de-

fense. He is intrusted with the task

of winning back the seceded prov-

inces—not an easy task for any man.
But Wu's standing with the people at

large is certainly better than that of

any other single leader in the North.
If any one can do it, he can. Last
Fall it was said by many that Wu,
w^ho was then ingratiating himself

with the people of Shantung prov-

ince as their Governor, and the Chris-

tian General, Feng Yu-hsiang, were
the only two leaders whom China
cc«uld trust. Chinese and foreigners
alike voiced the hope that they would
get together. Today Feng is Tuchun
of Shensi—under Wu. His elevation

was a quick piece of work and a sur-

prise to the country. But such hap-
penings are rather frequent in China.
Last Spring the writer was engaged
in famine relief work at Shuntehfu,
some two hundred miles south of Pe-
king on the Hankow Railway. Tsao-
kun was north of us at Paotingfu,
and Wu was south of us at Honanfu.
Both were very helpful in facilitating

the shipment of supplies for our
work. But the local commandei* at

Shuntehfu, General Hsiao Yao-wan,
had a division of troops who were con-

stantly interfering with our tians-

portation. It was not until we threat-

ened to report him to his superiors

that he gave us the protection we
were entitled to. The same Hsiao is

now Wu's right-hand man.
General Wu admittedly holds the

strongest position in the country at

present. In his control—merely nom-
inal in some regions—are the central,

richest and most populous provinces
of China. The kingdom of Chang
Tso-lin is situated in the border lands,

a thinly populated country supporting
some twenty millions of people. Wu's
domain includes nearer two hundred
and fifty millions, or more than one-
half the entire population of the
country.
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Situation in South China

The main factor in the South is, of

course, the Canton Government,
headed by Dr. Sun Yat-sen. Another
political division, it is true, exists in

the three southwest provinces of Yun-
nan, Kweichou and Szechuan, which
are independent, though fluctuating

at present between Dr. Sun and Wu
Pei-fu. The papers announced early

in December that Yunnan and Kwei-
chou had decided to support Sun. It

remains to be seen what such " sup-

port " will consist of. These prov-

inces, far from any railroad, are no
small prize, for their aggregate pop-
ulation is near the hundred million

mark. It is the Canton Government
in the southeast, however, as I have
said, which focuses attention.

The question as to whether Dr.

Sun, bitter enemy of Peking and the

ruling power of Canton, is a patriot

or a self-seeker is beyond the scope

of this article. He has his friends in

the North as well as in the South.
Many, on the other hand—especially

foreigners—consider him a visionary.

However that may be, he has set up
and maintained at Canton a " Gov-
ernment " which has caused no little

stir abroad. Probably it has aroused
more talk abroad than in China, due
in a measure to the preponderance of

Cantonese in Britain and America.
This at least seems certain : Sun has
set up what all who visit Canton re-

port to be a very efficient administra-
tion within the city limits. They note

new roads cut through the heart of

the city, where once were narrow
lanes ; electric lighting and telephone
systems, aqueducts, and a remark-
ably progressive municipal organiza-
tion. Canton has the first city char-
ter known in China. At the same
time the writer has heard the admis-
sion from Cantonese in Peking that
Sun, outside of Canton itself, has
little hold on the province of Kwang-
tung, which is constantly overrun
with bandits.

As for Kwangsi Province, which
lies in the East, Sun's able lieutenant,

General Chen Chiung-ming, is in con-

trol there, but Chen is anything but
Sun's humble servant. Sun is pre-
paring to invade the North, or so the
papers report every few days. He is

trying to raise a loan abroad, as the
teiTitory under his control cannot
possibly produce sufficient funds for
such an enterprise. But whenever
Sun says, " Let's go," Chen Chiung-
ming replies, " Not yet. The time
isn't ripe." Meanwhile it is reported
that Chen and Wu are negotiating.

Sun vs. the War Lords

If Sun should really start his ex-
pedition—which he is supposed to
have done several times already—the
three War Lords would probably lay
aside private disputes and unite
against him. In fact, they act to-

gether now in all matters concerning
the South. And their funds will be
drawn from within the country, two-
thirds of which they control. Hence
it is evident that Sun's tactics will be
to try to alienate elements from his

enemy and give his friends in the
North reason to believe he will be suc-
cessful. But he is consistently refus-
ing overtures from the North, which
seek to reach an agreement without
fighting, while Chen Chiung-ming
seems to be playing for time in order
to reach such an agreement if possi-

ble. Chen's game is more Chinese.
But will the outcome be that Wu will

go over to the South, or that Chen
will go over to Wu?

It would seem to the casual ob-
server that, in spite of warlike prep-
arations on both sides, the chance of

real fighting is small. Either an in-

vasion of the North by Sun or of the
South by Wu would cost more than
either has to spend. Wu has shown
by his tactics since assuming the
General Inspectorship of the Yangtze
provinces that he will not attack Sun
until all efforts at diplomacy have
failed. Chen seems to have the same
attitude. So Sun will have to force
war on the country, and the country
is in no condition to welcome it after
several years of famine and flood.

One big reason for Wu's " watchful
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waiting " policy is that he has an-

other matter to attend to which is

much more to his liking than a fight

with Sun. Some day he must whip
Chang Tso-lin. Only lately he an-
nounced tha^. he would not be the one
to start the fight. That is probably
only too true, for time is on his side.

If he can come to terms with the

South, persuading Sun that he is

seeking China's welfare rather than
his own, he will have overwhelming
odds against Chang. Otherwise the
fighting between them, which will

probably take place on the Peking-
Hankow Railway, between Peking
and Paotingfu, is likely to be no joke.

However, there will be few in that

day who will waste one good wish on
the Mudken War Lord.

[Since this was written, Chang has
become virtual dictator at Peking,
and Wu has gone through the form
of sending him an ultimatum.]

Although the provinces of Fukien,
Kiangsi and Hunan are generally in-

cluded in Wu Pei-fu's domain, they
are internally divided and their in-

fluence is doubtful. A misstep on
the part of the Yangtze Lord may
throw them into Sun's arms, for his

agents are hard at work there. An
unprovoked attack by Sun, on the
other hand, may cause them to unite

against him. Hence their weight is

in favor of negotiations.

Public Opinion

I suppose that if a straw vote were
to be taken among the students
throughout China the result would
be a complete victory for Sun Yat-sen
in the North as well as in the South.
Such is the impression conveyed by
students in Peking, at least, for al-

most to a man they come out openly
for Sun. But they have no leader-

ship and their numbers are compara-
tively small. The Peking Govern-
ment fears them so little that it

doesn't even trouble to punish sedi-

tious statements.
In the merchants, however, we

have a class whose influence is in-

creasingly felt. Through chambers
of commerce and bankers' associa-
tions they are even now exerting no
small presure. They are the keepers
of the nation's pursestrings. Al-
ready they have refused loans for
military purposes. What greater
power is there than just this to bring
peace and unity in the country? A
normal revenue is insufficient for
military expeditions in any country,
and especially in China. The consist-

ent shutting off of funds will do more
to curb the War Lords than seces-
sions, revolutions and expeditions. If

military movements are impossible,
diplomatic means will soon reunite
the provinces.
Of course, once reconciliation is ef-

fected, these same merchants must
pay the enormous bill for disband-
ment of the troops. Unpaid troops
are an invitation to any one who is*

willing to lead them for personal gain.

At best they will become scattered
groups of bandits, requiring further
raising of troops for their extirpation.

Only when China's 1,600,000 soldiers

are sent home with pay in their
pockets will there be any real peace
in the country. And when that kind
of peace is secured, a very small police

force will suffice to keep order, for
the Chinese people are by nature law-
abiding and peace-loving. The chief
need of a Government in China is to
govern the Governors, for, after all,

they are the trouble-makers. They
have been and will be a constant dan-
ger to any central Government, not
merely until the power of raising
troops is talcen from them, but until

the Chinese people as a whole change
their entire code of personal and po-
litical morality and practice the pa-
triotism they are now preaching
everywhere.



WHAT JAPAN IS THINKING
By Jesse Willis Jefferis

Glimpses of the contents of some recent books by Japanese on

international issues—Volumes by American authors on Jananese

aims and ideals—Forces making for peace in the Pacific

THE rise of Japan in seventy-

years from obscurity to a com-
manding position in a proposed

entente of the most powerful nations

in the world is a striking example
of what an ancient civilization may
become when quickened by modern
ideas. It is true that the precocity

of Japan, compared with the con-

servatism of such countries as China
and India, is largely the result of her

exposed insular position; but they

cherish an illusion who believe that

Japanese civilization began when
" the big black fire-ships of the bar-

barians," commanded by Commodore
Perry, first steamed into the harbor

of Yeddo. May not historians of the

future declare that the dropping of

our anchors was the beginning of

Japan's lapse into a modernized and
more deadly form of barbarism ? For
since then the pacifist Japan of cher-

ry blossoms, poetry and the gentle

teaching of Buddha, the Light of

Asia, has learned the ways of West-

ern imperialism.

It is because the Japanese have

learned from Germany, Great Britain

and America to arm themselves to the

teeth, and, like us, to plant all four

feet in the trough of commercialism,

that we are now compelled to regard

them as factors to be reckoned with

in what is popularly known as " the

family of civilized nations." Dwelling

so smugly and complacently in cellu-

Iloid
houses, let us discreetly refrain

from shooting Roman candles.

Every honest American, and every

Liberal living in the Kingdom of the

Rising Sun, is unalterably opposed to

of course, demands that Japan take
her foot off the neck of China and
that Great Britain do likewise. But
what Pharisees have we become to
protest against the expansion of the
overcrowded, rock-ribbed island of
Japan, no larger than the State of
Montana, and wholly incapabje of
sustaining 57,000,000 inhabitants,
while we who command a continent
have taken possession of and fortified
islands which repose almost under
the shadow of Mount Fujiyama

!

Psychologists say that no one is

capable of plumbing the depths of
another's soul. If this be true, how
much more difficult must be the task
of the American who tries to pierce
the wall which separates his mind
from the peculiar consciousness of
the Japanese! The chasm between
the two may be indicated by a single

example. Dr. Uyesugi, Professor of
Constitutional Law in the Imperial
University of Tokio, declares that the
Mikado is the organized will of the
Japanese nation. " The wish of the
whole people," he says, " can never
be indicated through a majority vote,

but is expressed by the Emperor."
The Sovereign in Heaven sent his

grandson down to Japan for the pur-
pose of founding an ideal State on
earth, and willed that the grandson's
descendants should be the Emperors
of Japan, from generation to genera-
tion. By absolutely obeying the Mi-
kado, who is a descendant of the Al-

mighty, every Japanese may attain

the highest virtue. As the Mikado's
will does not conflict with the peo-

ple's, says Dr. Uyesugi, the true
ideals of democracy can be realized
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only in Japan. Jimmu Tenno, the

first Emperor, who ascended the

throne in 660 B.C., said :
" The world

shall be our metropolis ; the universe

shall be our realm."

Mirrors of Japan
Difficult as it is for an American

to get the viewpoint of the learned

professor just quoted, I shall en-

deavor, by means of significant

passages from recent books on Japan,

to mirror some phases of present

Japanese thought. Never before has

there been so abundant an outpour-

ing of good books on Japan. A glance

into some of the best of them may aid

to a fuller understanding of the na-

tion's traits, aims and ideals.

In the admirable collection of ar-

ticles written by representative Japa-

nese, entitled " What Japan Thinks,"

just published by the Macmillan Com-
pany, may be found striking opinions

on political questions of the day.

In this volume a representative lib-

eral, Professor Sakuzo Yoshino—also

of the Tokio Imperial University-
deplores the militaristic tendencies of

the Japanese Government. The mili-

tary ordinance of 1909 provides that

in certain matters plans may be car-

ried out by appealing directly to the

Emperor. According to this law, it

is not necessary to submit these poli-

cies to the Diet, nor do the members
of the Diet have any right to question

such proceedings. The Minister of

the Navy or the Minister of War may,
without consulting the Premier or

other member of the Cabinet, carry

out plans over the Premier's head and
bring new ordinances into effect.

The military ordinance of 1909
provides that in certain matters
plans may be carried out by appeal-

ing directly to the Emperor. Ac-
cording to this law, it is not neces-

sary to submit these policies to the

Diet, nor do the members of the Diet

have any right to question such pro-

ceedings. The Minister of the Navy
or the Minister of War may, without
consulting the Premier or other mem-
bers of the Cabinet, carry out plans

over the Premier's head and bring
new ordinances into effect.

In the conduct of national affairs,

a scheme has therefore been adopted
in which the militarists, including

the army and navy, compose one side

of a triangle, while on the other side

is the Cabinet, whose business it is to

look after ordinary administrative

affairs. The Emperor, who is at the

top of the triangle, is the unifying

force. The result is that Japan prac-

tically has two Governments. On the

one side is the militaristic class and
on the other the people, with the Em-
peror at the top. Of course this

scheme of a double Government is not
constitutional.

But reform is very difficult to un-
dertake. The stronger the opposition
among the people, the stronger the
resistance of the militarists, whose
attitude is that whatever is best for
Japan should be done, no matter who
or what is to be sacrificed.

Professor Yoshi S. Kuno of the
University of California in " What
Japan Wants " (Thomas Y. Cro-
well Co.) says that Japan has no
intention of seeking to control the
Pacific Ocean single-handed. She
well knows that this would be im-
possible so long as strong marine
powers, like Great Britain and the
United States, exist. What she really
wants is a fair share of rights and
privileges on the Pacific. Such being
the case, the sti'ong fortification by
the United States of Hawaii, Guam
and the Philippines has caused her
grave misgivings. She can see no
reason for the fortification of these
islands, unless the United States re-

gards Japan as a potential enemy.
Therefore, with the exception of a
few militarists, the people of Japan
are united in wanting the nations to
remove all fortifications from their
insular possessions on the Pacific, so
that this ocean may become in reality

what it already is in name—a truly
" peaceful sea."

The concessions held by Japan in
China, Professor Kuno explains, are
of three kinds. The first were se-

cured as a result of the Chino-Japa-
nese war. By them persons of other
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nationalities are permitted to navi-
gate the rivers of China and to estab-
lish industrial plants within the con-
fines of her territory. The second
were obtained as a result of the
Russo-Japanese war, when Japan
stepped into the shoes vacated by-

Russia, By these concessions special
rights were granted to Japan alone

—

rights not open to other nations. By
securing territorial leases with
special mining and railroad conces-
sions, the Japanese have thus en-
tered upon an era of remarkable na-
tional expansion. Out of these con-
cessions has sprung the ill-will of
China for Japan. The third class

of concessions consists of former
German rights in Shantung, which
Japan acquired as a result of the
World War. The famous " Twenty-
one Demands," by means of which
Japan gained further political and
industrial concessions, have at the
same time brought the enmity of
China to its highest pitch.

Japan desires to retain all these
concessions, but only in their com-

mercial and industrial aspects, sep-
arating them from military and po-
litical influences. Her policy regard-
ing Shantung, says Professor Kuno,
is to return the political control of
the peninsula to China and to retain
only the mining, railroad and indus-
trial concessions, which China con-
ceded to her under the " Twenty-one
Demands " of 1915.

The California Question

An apology for Japan's peaceful
economic conquests in California is

found in a notable book, just pub-
lished by G. P. Putnam's Sons,
" Japan and the California Problem,"
by Dr. T. lyenaga, Department of
Political Science, University of Chi-
cago, and Kenosake Sato. According
to these authors, the chief cause of
Japanese emigration is the lack of
productive land. Japan has an area
of only 147,655 square miles, or about
8,000 less than that of California.
Such is the geological formation of
the islands that only about 16 per

Illustration from " The Pacific Triangle," by Sydney Greenbie, showing- Japanese children
dressed in modified foreign clothes—" Japan's first reaction to foreign influence "
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cent, of the total area is fit for culti-

vation, over 70 per cent, being moun-
tains and forests. Nearly five and
one-half million families—30,000,000
people—cultivate 15,000,000 acres,

which means less than three acres
per family, and half an acre per in-

dividual farmer. In recent years the
pursuit of agriculture has become
less and less remunerative, driving
farmhands into the industries.

Congested Population

Naturally, the authors continue,
the Japanese look with eager eyes
for an opportunity to cultivate land
abroad. In the north are the vast
plains of Manchuria, toward the
south the fertile soil of Australia,
in the east Hawaii and California of-

fer golden opportunities for indus-
trious farmers. But Manchuria is

too cold, and competition there with
cheap Chinese labor is unprofitable.
From the beginning Australia never
welcomed the yellow races. Only
Hawaii and California seemed satis-

factory for Japanese emigration.

Within the last fifty years the
population of Japan has nearly
doubled, increasing from 35,000,000
to 55,000,000. At the present time the
population is increasing at the rate
of 650,000 or 700,000 per annum in

Japan proper alone. The census
taken Oct. 1, 1920, shows the total

population of the Mikado's empire
to be 77,005,510, of which that of
Japan proper is 55,961,140.

Twenty years of emigration at-

tempts have resulted in failure,

Japan's efforts to colonize her race

un other lands having proved futile

in every case. There are many causes
for this failure, and Dr. lyenaga and
Mr. Sato say in their book that Japan
herself is partly, but not wholly, re-

sponsible for it. Excluded and mal-
treated wherever they have gone, the
Japanese return home with shattered
hopes and wounded feelings, where
the mooted question of population
once more confronts them with in-

tensified severity.

That the Japanese are efficient

tillers of the soil, these authors say,

is evidenced bv their work in Cali-
fornia. Of the 12.000,000 acres of
irrigated farm land in that State the
total value of the crops produced is

$500,000,000, or about $42 per acre
annually. Of the 890,000 acres culti-

vated by the Japanese, the total value
is $55,000,000 in farm products, or
$141 per acre. The value of Japanese
farms per acre has therefore turned
out to be three and one-half times as
much as California farms in general.

The authors of " Japan and the
California Problem " contend that the
Japanese may be readily assimilated
by the white race. To fortify this
statement they cite the conclusions
reached by such authorities as Pro-
fessor Millis and Dr. Gulick. *' The
offspring of mixed marriages," Dr.
Gulick declares, " are often practi-
cally indistinguishable from Cauca-
sians. The color distinction is the
first to break down. The Japanese
hair and eye exert a stronger in-

fluence. So far as the observation
of the writer goes, there is a tenden-
cy to striking beauty in the Americo-
Japanese. The mental ability, also,

of the offspring of Japanese and
white marriages is not inferior to

that of children of either race."

Through a Glass Darkly

The mutual impenetrability of Occi-
dental and Oriental minds to one an-
other is explained by Julian Street in

his " Mysterious Japan " (Doubledax

.

Page & Co.), as follows:

The Orient is all vague to the average
American. If he does not live on the Pa-
cific Coast, or in some large city where
Japanese may have settled, he may never
have laid eyes upon a Japanese. Or, if he
has seen Japanese over here, he may have
seen them in the farming districts of the
Pacific Slope. Whether he has seen them
or not, he has gathered some impressions
of them through newspaper accounts of the
trouble there has been about them in Cali-
fornia. He understands that their curtoms,
religion and food are unlike his—which m;n
be taken as implying a certain lack of mei
in them. He understands that Japane
women and children work in the fields. His
own women and children do not work in the
fields, but wear silk stockings, chew gum
and go to the movies—all of which, of
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course, counts against the Japanese, since

to woik in the fields is in these times almost
un-American. And, of course, it is still

more un-American to do what the Japanese
laborers did in California until the patriotic
Californians stopped them, namely, to save
money and buy farms.
Then there is this business about " pic-

ture brides "—my average American may
have heard vaguely about that, though prob-
ably he does not know that the Japanese
Government, in deference to our wishes, no
longer allows picture brides to come here.

He would not think of such a thing as
picking out a wife by photograph. None of
his friends would do it, either.

A decidedly entertaining and beau-
tifully illustrated work, published by
Harper & Brothers, is Sydney Green-
bie's " Japan, Real and Imaginary."
The author is of the opinion that
Western ways have been accepted by
the Japanese under protest and have
only to a slight degree become an in-

tegral part of their civilization.

The effect [he says] of the transplant-
ing of Western ways to Japan is ominous.

Ai-tificial enough in themselves, they are
not bad when they are the outgrowth of
ages of experimentation. But in Japan there
is not that growth. The new is plastered
right on to the old, which seemed much
grander in its ancient simplicity. The dan-
ger is that the Japanese begin to feel dis-
couraged; begin to lose self-confidence. The
danger of reaction is even worse. With
primitive races, the stage of development is
so elemental that it is not difficult for for-
eign culture and habits to grip them. There
is no hard, ingrained custom to overcome.
But here in Japan, Western civilization
came in contact with a civilization as per-
fected and as rigidly formed into habit as
it was itself. At first the Japanese threw
their own away as children do their toys.
Today they realize their mistake.

Problems Confronting Japan.

The problems confronting Japan
and the methods which America
might employ to meet them are ably
set forth in J. 0. P. Bland's " China,
Japan and Korea," recently published

(Wt.Je World I'hotos)

Tapanese school girls are learning to handle rifles and many of them are becoming very .skillful.

The illustration shows Japanese military officers giving instructions to a girl student
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by Charles Scribner's Sons. Mr.
Bland says:

The motive force behind Japan's impera-
tive claims to expansion is severe economic
pressure, due to increasing overpopulation
of the Island Kingdom. This pressure is

compelled to seek relief on the Asiatic con-
tinent; because insistence on a free right of

entiy into America and Australia is impi-ac-
ticable. It is evident that, as laborers, col-

onists and farmers, the Japanese cannot
hope to compete with the Chinese in Man-
churia and Mongolia. The Japanese Gov-
ernment's policy of expansion now aims
chiefly at obtaining control of the latent re-
t=ources of these regions, and developing
them as economic protectorates, so to speak,
for the supply of raw materials.

I have also endeavored to show that, if
China is to be protected from internal dis-
integration, a common purpose of good-will
toward her must actuate the United States,
Great Britain and Japan; that this cannot
possibly be achieved if Japan has reason to
consider that her claims to expansion are
being arbitrarily thwarted by the same
powers which deny her the right of emigra-
tion to white men's countries, and that
therefore it would seem to be good states-
manship to recognize Japan's " special in-
terests " in Manchuria and Mongolia.

Recalling the rise to power of such
insular and peninsular countries as
England, France, Spain, Italy and
Greece, G. A. Ballard in his " Influ-
ence of the Sea on the Political His-
tory of Japan " (E. P. Duttor. & Co.)
contends that Japan's splendid isola-
tion renders her practically impreg-
nable to attack, either from Europe
or from America.

Surrounded by the Pacific Ocean [he
says], which has once again become her
great guarantee of safety, because she has
learned how to use it as a line of defense;
separated by 10,000 miles of water from
Europe and nearly 5,000 from America, and
having no great military neighbor near at
hand since the break-up of the Russian
Empire, her situation is such that no power
in the world can seriously threaten her in
her own regions, in the near future, at
least. For any attack on Japan, as matters
now stand, the enemy must be in possession
of a fleet about three times as powerful as
that of the defense; because no other coun-
try has a fully-equipped modern naval base
and arsenal in the Eastern Pacific capable
of docking two or three of the largest
battleships simultaneously; or of removing
guns 100 tons in weight ; or of manufactur-
ing wholesale supplies of heavy-calibre am-
munition; or, lastly, of storing the millions
of tons of oil-fuel required by a twentieth-
century fleet in war.
Without such a base in easy reach, a

large proportion of the attacking fleet

—

probably a third—must constantly be at-
some distance from the theatre of opera*
tions; while the force actually on the spot
must always be twice as strong as the de-
fense, if any effective watch or blockade ia

to be possible. No power exists at pi-esent
in a position to undertake such a task.

Arthur Judson Brown's " The Mas-
tery of the Far East," from the press
of Charles Scribner's Sons, is the
most comprehensive book on this sub-^
ject published in the last year. Trac-
ing Japan's rapid rise to supremacy
in the Orient, the author portrays the
Japanese people neither as a nation

-

of saints nor as " varnished savages."

What America Expects

What America expects of Japan is

clearly set forth in Payson J. Treat's
" Japan and the United States," pub-
lished by the Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany.

Thoughtful Americans [says Mr. Treat]
recognize the peculiar necessities of Japan—the pressure of a rapidly increasing pop-
ulation dwelling in a small area with lim-
ited natural resources. They welcome,
therefore, any development of Japanese
commerce and industry which will help
Japan to provide for the econoniic advance-
ment of her industrious people. But this
development must not come at the expense
of the rights and liberties of neighboring
States. American capital has shown it?elf

willing to co-operate with Japan in develop-
ing the resources of China, and the new con-
sortium, if it can secure the co-operation of
the Chinese people, will offer large opportu-
nities for legitimate investment of Amer-
ican and Japanese capital in enterprises of
great and permanent value in China. If

Japan should continue to follow the old
precedents; should endeavor to extend her
special interests in China by force or in-

trigue, then there need be no question that
American public opinion will certainly sup-
port China, and the relations between Japan
and the United States will be increasingly
unsatisfactory.

Popular notions of Japan, which
her rising sons usually fail to take
seriously, frequently put the highly
sensitive mistress of the Far East on
her mettle. Such is the view ex-

pressed in " The Pacific Triangle
"

(Century Company) by Sydney
Greenbie, who says that Japan is try-

ing to stand up to the world as a
man, and not as a pretty boy, as the
world has imagined.
Wherever I have gone [he continues] I

have been asked a certain type of question
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that seems to me to hold the mirror up to

Japan. The questions are generally these:

What business is it of ours, after all, what
Japan docs in Asia? Isn't it only the con-

ceit of the white man that makes him re-

gard himself as superior to the Japanese?
Isn't it true that the Japanese haven't any
room for their surplus population? Or, the

more knowing, those who have read up on
the subject—like the man who signed a con-

tract with a publisher to produce four boys'

books at once, one of which was on Shinto-

ism in Japan—assume this attitude: "Let
them adore their Emperors; it's a charming
little peculiarity." There is still a third
group. It belongs to the adblescent class,

to the age of boys who threaten to lick

other boys with their little finger, or " I'll

fight you with my right hand tied behind
my back," and has been fed by the ro-
mancers who portrayed everything Japanese
as petite and charming.

Fortunately, powerful forces in the
world are making for peace. In
" Must We Fight Japan? " (Century
Company), Walter B. Pitkin, Asso-
ciate Professor of Journalism, Colum-
bia University, weighs in the balance
.the main factors which—aside from
the momentous developments of the
arms conference—will determine the

future international relations of
Japan and America. He says

:

Certainly the most conspicuous of the
forces making for peace, so far as the
United States is concerned, is the wide-
spread disgust and disillusionment as to the
value of war as a method of getting re-
sults. Almost every American today real-
izes, somewhat bitterly, that the cost of the
World War was out of all proportion to any
possible or actual benefits accruing from
the conflict. Two years ago this statement
would have been treason; today it is an
axiom.

A second influence is the rapidly growing
solidarity of the intellectual classes of the
world and their concerted efforts to antici-
pate international crises and block them by
honest and open debate and publicity. In
this movement the intellectuals of Japan
are playing a worthy part, at times under
handicaps little realized by us.

A third influence is the shaky financial
condition of the whole world, and of Japan
in particular, which operates to array all

international bankers solidly against every
political movement that threatens, even re-
motely, to carry any country into war. A
fourth influence is the economic dependence
of Japan's new industrial system upon the
United States for most of its raw materials
and special machinery.

(Photo International)

Group of Red Cross nurses of Japan about to leave Tokio for the northern resrion of Saghalln
Island, where they will caie for sick soldiers of the Japanese army of occupation
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How Serbia and Bulgaria, after throwing off the Turkish yoke,

sought a permanent union, and how this failed through assassina-

tion and Austro-Russian intrigue—Movement for a Slavic feder-

ation that will include Bulgaria

I'Vdorttion is the only salvation of the South-
em Slavs.—Prmce Michael III. of Serbia.

I am first a Jugoslav, and then a Bulgarian.
—Alexander Stajnbolisky, Peasant Premier of
Biilyoria.

, ^ ^
Tht^ Southern Slavs are a people of four na-

tionalities and four distinct types of national
ci->n.<( iousness.—Stepan Raditch, leader of the
Croalian Agraiian Party.
There can be no lasting Jugoslavia without

Bulgaria.—Dr. Koroshets, leader of the Clerical

Parly of Slovenia.

THERE is a saying among the

Slavs :
" Why aren't you on good

terms with John?"—"Because
we are brothers." The relations be-

tween Serbs and Bulgars ever since

their appearance in the Balkans,

twelve centuries ago, are well char-

acterized by this paradox. Hardly
any other two peoples have so many
identical national features. They are

both Slavs, brave, industrious, out-

spoken, honest, genial, hospitable.

They both use almost the same lan-

guage, which now, with the ortho-

graphic simplification introduced into

the Bulgarian by the present Peasant
Cabinet under Premier Stambolisky,

renders the two kindi*ed tongues still

more nearly identical. As it is, the

Slavs, from Klagenfurt and Press-

burg to thie Aegean, and from the
Danube to the Albanian frontier, can
easily understand each other. The
Dalmatian or the Croatian feels

equally at home in Sofia. The Bul-

garian and his brother of Serbia
proper are Jugoslav in race, speech,

belief, popular folk-lore and tradi-

tions.

It is a different matter, of course,
when we touch upon the question of

nationality and national self-con-

sciousness. The political events
which have taken place in the Bal-

kans since the establishment of the

Slav tribes in the peninsula have ex-

erted such an influence upon their

character that—as Mr. Raditch was
constrained to declare during his trial

for high treason at Belgrade in Au-
gust, 1920—today among the Balkan
Slavs one must reckon with " four
distinct nationalities and four distinct

types of national consciousnesses,"
meaning, of course, the Serbs proper,

the Bulgarians, the Croatians and the
Slovenes. The last two, besides, are
Catholic, and that divergence will al-

ways stand in the way between
Agram and Laibach on the one side,

and Orthodox Belgi-ade on the other

;

though the fact that the Bulgarian
and Serb are both Orthodox did not
prevent the two kindred peoples from
WTiting a series of most bloody rec-

ords of their mutual relations in the
past, while, on the other hand, the
Orthodox Bulgarian and the Catholic
Serb of Croatia and Slovenia, or the
Mohammedan Serb of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, have never had occasion
to rue their ethnic origin and blood

affinity. At present, because of the
despotic proclivities of the Serbs
proper, manifested toward all other
branches of Jugoslavdom, a more
brotherly feeling unites Croatians,
Slovenians, Bosnians, Herzegovinians,
Montenegi'ins and Bulgarian Mace-
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donians against what they consider
the " usurper brother," who is bent on
playing the role of the Piedmontese

—

in his own rude, uncouth and unscru-
pulous fashion.

Ties in Common Oppression

The mutual bondage to the Turkish
yoke, under which both Serbs and
Bulgars suffered for some four hun-
dred years, intensified their racial

and brotherly feeling. The Slav sol-

idarity of the two peoples during that
period manifested itself in many
ways. Religiously they were one;
both professed the same orthodox
faith. Socially no distinction was
made between them. They were
" bracha," brothers, and felt and
acted as such. Students, scholars,

priests and merchants found brother-
ly reception and treatment in either

country. Politically, both Serbs and
Bulgars had one aim in view—the

final expulsion of the common op-

pressor from their land. Throughout
the long period of Turkish dominion
the two peoples demonstrated re-

peatedly their possession of national

self-consciousnes§. A joint guerrilla

warfare against the Ottoman despot-
ism was carried on to the last days
of their bondage. Serbs, Bulgarians
and Macedonians always took an ac-

kk tive part in the wars waged by the

W'' European powers against the Otto-
man Empire. The Bulgarians in par-
ticular had to pay dearly for the gen-
eral uprisings in 1405, 1444, 1595,
1612, 1669, 1673, 1829, 1841, 1856,

1878, for the vengeance of the Otto-
man ire was wreaked mainly upon
the inhabitants of the territory which
by virtue of its central position be-
came the arena of all the Turko-
European conflicts.

The fighting qualities of the Ser-
bian and Bulgarian were well known
to the then great powers. Austria
and Russia, in their repeated strug-
gles with the Osmanlis, always
counted upon the help of the op-
pressed Christian peoples, particu-
larly on the Serbs and Bulgars, who
looked to them for deliverance. Un-
happily for these races, neither of
the great powers named was sincere

in its military campaigns against the
Sultans of Turkey. Their aims and
interests were purely political and
imperialistic. And, to their disgrace
it should be stated, the Bulgarians
and Serbians allowed the bonds of
brotherhood, which had become tra-
ditional during Turkish times, to be
shattered, chiefly through the mach-
inations and intrigues directed from
Vienna and Petrograd.

The Project of Union
The fraternal feeling between the

Serbs and Bulgarians had been so
deeply rooted in the hearts of the two
peoples that during the sixties of the
19th century they were both imbued
with the idea of forming a lasting
alliance, a union of the two kindred
laces. From this time dated the
first serious and consecutive move-
ment for the creation of a Jugoslav
Federation. It is true that an at-
tempt to create a united Jugc»slavia
had been made as early as the begin-
ning of the 19th century, but that
proved a premature political under-
taking and lasted only as long as the
French Army of Occupation remain-
ed in the Balkans. Ten yeai's later

all these provinces were subjugated
by Austria.
The Serbo-Bulgarian rapproche-

ment which started over fifty years
ago was a spontaneous manifestation
of two kindred peoples. The chief
promoter and patron was no less a
personage than the third Prince
Michael Obrenovitch of Serbia. The
Balkan Slavs were pervaded with the
idea of federating all Jugoslav States
under his leadership. It was to be
the first, important step toward the
formation of a Danubian Confedera-
tion, with Greece, Rumania and Hun-
gary as members—a confederation
strong enough to defend- itself

against encroachments from the
East, the West, and the North. With
that end in view the Serbian ruler set

out to raise and organize a large na-
tional army, to which was secretly at-

tached a Bulgarian legion, made up
of the best Bulgarian and Mace-
donian revolutionary contingents.
The Serbian Government meanwhile
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made preparations for a sudden at-

tack upon the Turkish garrison still

retained at Belgrade. The assault

took place in 1862, and the Bulgarian
legion, under the leadership of Ra-
kowsky, distinguished itself in the
bloody encounter.

Encouraged by his military suc-

cesses, Prince Michael concluded, in

1867-68, treaties of alliance with
Montenegro, with the representatives
of Croatia, Dalmatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and with the Bulgarian
Revolutionary Committee, whose
headquarters were at Bucharest, all

with the idea of bringing about the
unification of these Slav lands.

Though the Serbian Government, in

order to please the Sultan for re-

turned favors, had expelled the Bul-
garian legionaries from its territory,

and had thus created great disap-
pointment in Bulgaria and among the
Bulgarian revolutionary organizations
abroad, his federation plan had not
ceased to attract them. The Bul-
garians in 1867 gladly responded to

the invitation of Prince Michael for
the conclusion of a treaty of alliance.

After an exchange of views a proto-
col was drawn up, which contained
twelve points, chief of which were
the first three, which read

:

1. Between the Serbians and the Bul-
garians is established a brotherly union un-
der the name of " Jugoslav Kingdom."

2. The future Jugoslav Kingdom is made
up of Serbia and Bulgaria. (Bulgaria in-

cludes Thrace and Macedonia).
3. The ruler of the Jugoslav Kingdom is

the present Prince Michael Obrenovitch of

Serbia, endowed with the right of heredity.

Failure Through Assassination

This treaty was well advanced to-

ward realization when the hand of
an assassin put an end both to the life

of Prince Michael and to his noble
project. The murder of the great
Serbian ruler is justly laid at the
door of Austrian and Russian agents.
It should be remarked that both the
Russian and Austrian diplomacy
skillfully pretended to be in favor of
Prince Michael's program, and, curi-
ously enough, Count Andrassy, for
Austria and Magazinovitch for Rus-
sia were admitted into the secret con-

versations carried on between the
Serbian Government and the Bul-
garian revolutionary societies. As
was the case in 1912, both Russia and
Austria gladly encouraged a move-
ment likely to cause a new conflict
with Turkey, thus creating an oppor-
tunity for their intervention in the
Near East question. Finding, how-
ever, that the federation idea was be-

ing consummated successfully, they
decided to'choke it at its very incep-
tion by doing away with Prince
Michael, the soul of the movement.
And, indeed, with him also died the
grand Jugoslav idea.

That the murder of the Serbian
Prince was an act inspired from
Vienna, which was exceedingly sen-
sitive on any question touching Jugo-
slav unity, is now an open secret. Did
not Austria show her mischievous
hand again in 1885, when, fearing
the union of Bulgaria and Eastern
Rumelia, she incited King Milan,
Prince Michael's cousin and succes-
sor, to attack the Bulgarians in the
rear? The Serbo-Bulgarian war in

1885 was a heinous crime. Serbia
played the part of t!ain, and the re-

lations between the two kindred
States were strained to the extreme.
But " blood is thicker than water,'*

and the Bulgarians, tracing the fin-

ger of Austria in the fratricidal war,
were ready to «pardon their Serbian
brothers.

The Balkan Alliance

All those familiar with the events
of the first decade of our century re-

member the joy and enthusiasm of
Serbs and Bulgarians, which led to

the glorious days of the Serbo-Bul-
garian Alliance of 1912, and which
paved the way for the creation of the
ill-fated Balkan Alliance. The aged
Bulgars and Serbs, who still remem-
bered the old days of Serbo-Bul-
garian fraternity, were moved to

tears at the sight of the new com-
radeship, by the common festivities,

games, excursions and musical enter-
tainments inaugurated by their
young sons and daughters. Ever
memorable will be the touching
scenes witnessed at Sofia and else-
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where on the arrival of the allied

Serbian Army in September, 1912.

They were addressed with the en-
dearing word "bracha" (brothers),
which was seldom used more appro-
priately. Bulgar old men and women
kissed and hugged and loved the Ser-

bian heroes as their own. The Bul-
gar and Serbian youngsters sang,

drank and danced together as if they
had done so all their lives. The Turk
soon found out to his sorrow what
Serbo-Bulgar unity meant. In less

than three weeks the Ottoman vet-

eran forces were swept off their feet

at Kirk-Kilisseh and Lozengrad in

Thrace, at Koumanova in Macedonia.
What tried European Generals had
so often attempted and failed to

achieve in the past was accomplished,
so to speak, by Captains and subal-

terns of two young States in less than
a month. It was a war of liberation.

Two brothers had clasped hands and
vowed to break the chains of bondage
in which still groaned a third. The
whole world was amazed at the light-

ning dash and military exploits of

the young Jugoslav soldiers. Almost
before she realized it, the power of

Turkey in Europe was a thing of the
past.

These days of brotherly feeling,

abnegation and patriotism were
short-lived. The narrow-minded, im-
perialistic -and chauvinistic politi-

cians at Belgrade and Sofia, largely

under the influence of Austrian and
Russian diplomacy, soon had their

own way again. Russia, it will be
remembered, played the " patron " of

the Balkan Alliance, perfectly confi-

dent that the Ottoman hordes would
cut to pieces the green youngsters of

the allied Balkan States, in which
emergency her hard-pressed proteges
would again turn to her for interven-

tion. Austria, too, though the Serbo-
Bulgarian Treaty of Alliance was
also directed against " the power
who might attack Serbia," showed a
marked forbearance until the signal

victories of the small allied States set

her hair on end. Thereupon she fell

back upon her old tricks. Vienna
urged the Serbian Government not to

evacuate Macedonia, as stipulated by

the Serbo-Bulgarian Treaty, and to

demand its revision, while the Rus-
sian Minister at Sofia intimated that
the entry of the Bulgarian troops in

Constantinople would be looked upon
with displeasure by the Russian
Czar.

War Incited by Austria

Foreign and local intrigues were
set going, and already in December,
barely two months after the war had
begun, the Serbs and Bulgars were
allies only in name. Bloody en-
counters between contingents of the
two camps had commenced to take
place. The Serbians began to en-
trench and fortify themselves in

Macedonia, determined to retain it at
all cost. The relations between the
members of the Balkan Alliance grew
so hostile that to all who knew the
psychology of the Balkan peoples it

was evident that a fratricidal conflict

was inevitable.

The Balkan war of liberation was
to become a Serbian war of conquest,
with ugly consequences for all con-

cerned.
Posterity will brand the chauvinist

circles at Belgrade and Sofia as the
real culprits in the second Balkan
war. Both the Serbian and the Bul-
garian Governments are to blame for

the rupture of the Jugoslav entente
so auspiciously launched—a rupture
which they would surely have
avoided had they not flagrantly vio-

lated that stipulation of the Serbo-
Bulgarian Treaty which provided
that in case of disagreement about
Macedonia it was to be converted into

an autonomous province, and was to

form a connecting link between Ser-

bia and Bulgaria. Had they adhered
to that clause, the fratricidal war
would have been prevented, the broth-
erly unity preserved, and the founda-
tions of a Jugoslav federation laid.

The second Balkan war is one of

the blackest stains upon the records
of history. It was waged with blind

desperation and vengefulness, to the
satisfaction and joy of the Austrian
diplomats who had inspired it. It

v/as the forerunner of the Serbo-Bul-
garian conflict during the World War.
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Some even go so far as to trace the

origin of the world conflagration to

the Serbo-Bulgarian quarrel over

Macedonia. Nowhere else was armed
antagonism carried on with such
ghastly ferocity as in the Balkans.

The Bulgarians of Macedonia ac-

quitted themselves in a most brutal

manner. The draconian regime of

the Serbs in Macedonia had created

deep-seated animosities in the mind
of the Macedonian Bulgar, who is

largely responsible for the cruelties

committed in Serbia during the Bul-

garian occupation. If Imperial 'Eng-

land has been unable to curb a hand-
ful of Irish patriots, all the less could

a small Serbia stifle a Macedonian
movement led by a hardened a,nd des-

perate race of men. Russian and
Austrian diplomacy well knew this

secret and acted accordingly.

The Nev^ Jugoslavia

The great war of 1914 wrought
radical changes, political, geographi-

cal, ethnical, social and economic. It

solved some questions, but bungled
up most of them. Of the latter the

Balkan problem is typical. Bulgaria
was cut down to a minimum, in order

to satisfy the wishes of the Entente
Balkan allies. And yet neither

Greece nor Serbia, nor even Rumania,
has found a lasting solution of her
national problems. The World War
lb still going on in the Near East.

Jugoslavia, so called, is the country
that interests us here. The compact
of Corfu, July 20, 1917, and the
Geneva Convention the following

year, at the stroke of the pen created

the Kingdom of Serbia, Croatia and
Slovenia. Here another fatal mistake
was made—all due to the frenzied

Belgrade politicians headed by Nicho-
las Pashitch, the arch-knperialist in

the Balkans. The new State was ap-
propriately named " Jugoslavia," but
in reality it is nothing else than a
greater Serbia. None of the new
Slav States was properly consulted
when it was formally set up. The
Jugoslavia brought into existence by
the Pashitch party is a bitter disap-

pointment to all good Slavs in South-
eastern Europe. They awoke one
morning in October, 1918, to find
themselves under Serbian, instead of
Austrian, occupation. The inhabi-
tants of these States, who for gen-
erations had yearned to be delivered
fiom Austrian rule and hoped to see
a true Jugoslav federation estab-
lished, were filled with terrible mis-
givings. They soon discovered that
the Serbian Administration and
Army of Occupation were more ob-
noxious to them than those of the
fallen Austrian Empire. A new rule

was imposed upon them against their
will, and it proved harsher and more
arbitrary than the alien one. The
discontent became general. There
soon followed riots, outbreaks and
even revolutions. First the Monte-
negrins, then the Croatians and Slo-

venians rose in protest. The Marburg
rebellion was a serious affair.

Federation vs. Centralization

In the midst of that popular dis-

content and turmoil there rose the
spokesman of the oppressed Jugo-
slavs, Stepan Raditch, the great
Croatian Peasant leader, once the ter-

ror of the Dual Monarchy. The Aus-
trians had feared to lay hands on
him, but now he was languishing in

prison in his own country, just de-
livered from the foreign yoke. He
was secretly dragged to Belgrade by
men of his own blood to be tried for
high treason. That trial will ever re-

main memorable in the annals of his-
tory. A great patriot, fearless, self-

confident, he boldly took the stand to
defend himself against his judges,
who were rendered mute by the irref-
ragable pleadings of a brother and
patriot. His words rang clear and
sonorous to the discomfiture of his
accusers

:

The people are still yearning for real
freedom, and have a different conception
of the Liberation act. We did not destroy
Austria in order to have Budapest in
Zagreb, Belgrade or Sarejevo. The South-
ern Slavs today are a people of four na-
tionalities and four types of national con-
sciousness. The principle of self-determi-
nation is not concerned only with territorial
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boundaries, but also with the right of estab-

lishing a form of government such as the

people desire.*

So spoke the intrepid apostle of

Jugoslav federation. Had he been
tried a year before, he would have

been hanged on a Belgrade gallows.

But a year of Serbian occupation had
blasted the force of Serbian imperial-

istic zeal. Raditch had become the

idol of all oppressed Jugoslavs. The
Belgrade Government now feared
Raditch dead more than Raditch liv-

ing.

Raditch was virtually acquitted by
the Belgrade High Tribunal. The of-

ficial press consoled itself by brand-
ing him as a " madman." On Nov. 28
following, however, the date of the
general elections, " Mad Raditch

"

polled more votes than any single man
in all Jugoslavia. His native land,

Croatia, gave him fifty-one mandates
out of eighty, thus completely endors-
ing his policy for a Jugoslav union
on the Federal basis. All the new
States virtually voted against theCen-
tj*alist parties, the Radical and the
Democratic. Even the Slovene Cler-

icals of Dr. Koroshetz now stood for

the federation idea with Raditch,

their political opponent. Raditch and
Dr. Koroshetz, not to speak of the
extremists, Dr. Frank, Dr. Horwath
and others, now assumed a bolder
stand for a federated Jugoslavia. The
Government coalition, composed of
the Centralist parties of Pashitch,
Trotitch and Davidovitch, perfectly

well aware that time was working
against them, hastily completed
preparations for the adoption of the
new Constitution. When the Constit-

uent Assembly met and the Organic
Statute was put to the vote, on June
28, 1921, 161 Deputies, mostly follow-

ers and sympathizers of the Raditch
program, boycotted the assembly in

protest.

Serbia's Victory

After skillful parliamentary ma-
noeuvres, the Government finally suc-

ceeded in putting the project through
by a vote of 227 against 35 of the

Deputies present, out of a total of
419, the number of the Deputies elect-

ed for the Skupshtina. Of the 227
votes cast for the Constitution, how-
ever, 31 represented the rich Moham-
medan begs of Bosnia and Macedonia,
who cared less for the Constitution
than for the preservation of their
vast estates, which was promised
them by Premier Pashitch before
their consent was obtained. The dis-

satisfaction and disgust of most Jugo-
slav States at the way the Constitu-
tion was carried through may easily

be judged when it is remembered that
at its voting the general principle of
a two-thirds majority of the votes, in

vogue in all advanced States, was
utterly disregarded by the Govern-
ment. The Pashitch Cabinet resort-

ed to the so-called " absolute ma-
jority " tactics ; but it came near lack-

ing even that kind of majority, as the
31 Mohammedans for a long time re-

fused to vote, and without their sup-
port the Government's mandates
dwindled to only 196 seats out of a
total of 419. So the votes of the 31
Mohammedan begs had to be won or
bought at all cost, at the expense of
thte Orthodox and Catholic Serbs.

The Constitution of the Kingdom of

Serbs, Croats and Slovenes then was
able to pass through, thanks to the
vote of the rich Mussulman faction,

without which the coalition of the
parties in power were in the minor-
ity. The real victors were again the
Mohammedans, even as they had been
the victors in 1389, the fatal day of
the Kossova battle.

That the new Constitution does not
represent Jugoslavia, but only the
present Cabinet of Radicals and
Democrats, who are Centralists covte
que coute, may be seen from the fact

that against the Government votes
for Centralism (Radicals 87, Demo-
crats 88, Mohammedan begs 31, Slo-

vene agrarians 10, scattered 5), there
stood for the federation or decentral-

ization 161 Deputies representing all

the States of Serbia proper, besides
35 Deputies representing Serbian
Agrarians, Nationalist Socialists,

Social Democrats and Republicans
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who voted against it for various other

reasons. (According to the Croatian
paper, Obzor, only 8 out of 80 Croa-
tian and 10 out of 30 Slovenian Depu-
ties, and only 1 from Dalmatia voted

for it, w^hile outside the Mohammedan
begs, Bosnia, Herzegovina and Voi-

vodina abstained altogether.)

Federation Struggle Continues
" Jugoslavia or Greater Serbia,"

that is the " to be or not to be " dilem-

ma facing the Kingdom of the Serbs,

Croats and Slovenes today. On one
side are arrayed the politicians of the
old school, the jingo parties, imperial-

ists " par excellence," of the Pashitch
Radicals, and the Davidovitch sup-

porters of the Democrats, with the
scanty subsidiary forces of w^eaker

factions reluctantly siding with them
on most questions. On the other side

there looms up the growing popular
movement headed by Raditch, Dr.
Frank, Dr. Pavetitch, Prebek, Dr.

Horwath (in Croatia), Dr. Koroshetz
and Franich (in Slovenia), Dr.
Pavitchich (in Dalmatia), and other
leaders throughout Jugoslavia, not to

mention Macedonia, which is totally

anti-Serbian. These leaders stand
boldly for a real Jugoslav federation

to include all Slav States, taking in

Bulgaria, too, and eventually all the

Bulgar provinces now found under
an alien rule. The Croats, Slovenes

and Montenegrins particularly insist

on the entry of Bulgaria into a united
Jugoslavia. This has been repeatedly

demanded in the Skupshtina by anti-

centralist Deputies. Thus at one of

the sittings of the Constituent As-
sembly, Dr. Shurmin of the Croatian
National Club, in answer to Minister
Davidovitch, who had said that all

Slavs should come to an understand-
ing, declared, " Mr. Lyuba Davido-
vitch is a Jugoslav, but I say there can
be no Jugoslavia without the Bul-

garians," which statement evoked a

volley of protests from the Govern-
ment's right wing.

Happily for the Jugoslav idea, in

Bulgaria, on the contrary, the Gov-
ernment itself has the Jugoslav Fed-
eration inscribed as one of its funda-

mental principles. The Cabinet
leader. Premier Stambolisky, is a
stanch supporter of and pleader for
a united Panslavia, and in a speech
delivered as early as 1914 he uttered
the words that have since become fa-
mous :

" I am first a Jugoslav and
then a Bulgar." Since his party has
come into power he is doing his best
toward a rapprochement with Bel-
grade—the only bar to a Jugoslav
understanding today. He has de-
.clared on several occasions in the Na-
tional Assembly that Bulgaria is

ready to join a Jugoslav federation.
And no man can speak with more au-
thority in behalf of Bulgaria than he,
for his party represents 82 per cent,

of the Bulgarian people. In this
policy Premier Stambolisky has also
the support of the Socialists and even
of the Communists, who control the
greatest Parliamentary vote next to
the Agrarians.

In Bulgaria, too, there are rabid
imperialists and extreme nationalists.
This group, with ex-Czar Ferdinand,
precipitated the two fratricidal

wars in 1913 and 1915. There are
also the Serbian Radicals and Demo-
crats, who are just as incorrigible,

but they are a stifled minority today.
And when one remembers that, of the
most influential parties, the National
Liberal was the one that concluded
the Serbo-Bulgarian Tariff Union of
1904, and the People's Party, now
amalgama:ted with the National
Progressives, was the chief promoter
of the Serbo-Bulgarian or Balkan Al-
liance of 1912, one can form a good
estimate of the popularity of the
Jugoslav federation movement in

Bulgaria.

Stambolisky and Raditch

The two strongest personalities
throughout Jugoslavia today are
Premier Stambolisky, the undaunted
leader of the Bulgarian Peasant
Party, which is the strongest politi-

cal gi'oup in Bulgaria, and Stepan
Raditch, the founder and leader of

the Peasant Party, the strongest in

Croatia, and recognized spokesman
of the newly liberated Jugoslav

i

I

I
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States. Behind these idols of the peo-
ple stand Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia,
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Dalmatia,
Macedonia and Peasant Bulgaria,
with a population of nearly 15,000,000
people and an area of some 120,000
square miles, in contrast with Serbia
proper, which by itself alone counts
only 4,500,000 population and an
area of 35,000 square miles.

Slowly but surely the struggle be-
tween a federated Jugoslavia and a
greater Serbia is progressing.* Al-
ready on the horizon are seen march-
ing the slow but sure-footed masses
of Raditch and Stambolisky, who are
now the recognized victors of their

own lands, and whose popularity is

daily increasing throughout the Jugo-
slav States. Even the people of Ser-
bia, who find it difficult to forgive
and forget the cruel treatment meted
out to them by the Bulgarian army
of occupation during the great war,
speak of Stambolisky as " the only
Bulgar friend of Serbia."

Raditch-Stambolisky versus Pash-
itch-Davidovitch, democracy versus
imperialism, united Jugoslav versus
Greater Serbia—these are the issues

in the Balkan Slavdom of today. The
Magna Charta of the Southern Slav,

which is yet to come, will bring the
realization of the dream of these two
Cromwells of Jugoslavdom.

All Jugoslav nations (including
Bulgaria), except the present Gov-
ernment of Belgrade, are ready to see

the realization of this project. The
Jugoslav provinces now under Ser-
bian occupation have repeatedly pro-
tested and risen in bloody revolts

against the Centralist regime forced
upon them. The Bulgarian Govern-
ment, on the other hand, has been
empowered by the Peasant Party to
make all efforts to secure joint co-

* When these lines were being written there
arrived a Belgrade official telegram announcing
that " owing to the co-operation of the Com-
munists the Croatian Separatist bloc, led by
Raditch, had obtained a majority of votes at
the Zagreb communal elections." Simultane-
ously with this came the report that at Bel-
grade the congress of the Republican Party had
laid the foundation of a new and bigger party
under the name of " Republican Democratic
Party of Jugoslavia," in which will participate
all republican factions throughout the land, and
whose motto is "A Federated Jugoslav Re-
public."

operation with the other Southern
Slavs for the creation of a united
Jugoslav Federation. Premier Stam-
bolisky on passing through Lublana
recently told the editor of the Sloven-
sky Glas :

" The great majority of
the Bulgarian people are for union
with Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia,
and for the formation of a great
Jugoslav State." And Novi Chas, an
organ of Dr. Koroshetz, the most
powerful Slovenian political leader
today, in an editorial which combats
the dangerous manoeuvres resorted to

by the Belgrade Centralist Govern-
ment, frankly declares:

The most salient question facing our
State is that of our relations with Bulgaria,
because the Bulgarians belong to the na-
tional unity of the Southern Slav States.
Without Bulgaria we shall pursue only a
great Chauvinistic policy, which sooner or
later will lead us to isolation and catastro-
phe. That policy, espoused by the support-
ers of great Serbian dreams, is the real ob-
stacle to the creation of a strong and united
Jugoslavia. All Jugoslav people indepen-
dent of the Belgrade politicians are thor^
oughly convinced that the security of our
future existence as a State demands union
with Bulgaria, all the more as the Bul-
garian Nation today is fully prepared and
qualified for it. We know that this ques-
tion, left for solution to the Belgrade race
alone, will never bring about our consolida-
tion with the brave Bulgarian people. On
that account the entire Slovene and Croa-
tian people should inscribe this demand in

its program, and should never rest until it

has been realized. The future Jugoslavia
of Serbs, Bulgarians, Croatians and Slo-

venes will be the strongest State in South-
ern Europe. It will prove a great guaran-
tee for the cultural development of Southern
Jugoslavdom, and one of the strong citadels

for the world's peace.

The bitter experience of the past

should make clear to the Jugoslav

nations the necessity for Jugoslav

solidarity, which seems to be the only

alternative. Did not the Serbian

poet, Voislav Hitch, once say,
" There is no room in the Balkans
for both the crown of Simeon and the

sceptre of Czar Doushan " ? The
Southern Slavs today are groping to-

ward a free and united Jugoslavia.

God grant that the Jugoslav States

may soon realize the truth of Presi-

dent Masaryk's words :
" The op-

pressor Slav is no Slav!"



SIMPLIFYING THE CALENDAR
By Frances A. Blanchard

Bill before Congress to divide the year into thirteen months of

twenty-eight days each—New system to include a fixed Easter

FOR twenty-five years men have
argued the desirability of re-

forming the old Gregorian cal-

endar, which has been in use since

1582. There are now increasing

signs that something definite may
soon be accomplished in that regard.

A bill has been presented in Congress
which calls for an arrangement of the

fifty-two weeks of the year into thir-

teen months of exactly four weeks
each, seven days in a week. The calen-

dar sheet for every month would
register twenty-eight days, and each

week and each month would begin on
Monday and end on Sunday, as shown
below

:

MO. TU. WE. TH. FR. SA. SU.12 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

In 1918 a group of business men
of Minnesota formed an incorporated
organization known as the Liberty

Calendar Association of America for

the stated purpose of accomplishing

a worldwide calendar reform. They
elected a Board of Directors, of whom
Joseph U. Barnes of MinneapoHs is

the President, and engaged experts to

study different calendar arrange-

ments and present one that would be
simple and at the same time cor-

rect.

The result was that about a year

ago Congressman Thomas David
Schall of Minnesota presented a bill

before the House of Representatives

for a new calendar much more suited

to the needs of business men than the

one designed by Julius Caesar, which,

in a form modified by Augustus and
later by Pope Gregory, has been fol-

lowed for 340 years.

On Feb. 7 and 8, 1922, a convention

of astronomers, business men, and all

interested in the revision of the calen-
dar, met in Washington, D. C, for
the purpose of discussing the new
proposition.

Thirteen months of twenty-eight
days each account for 364 days of the
year. The new month, to be called

possibly Vern or Verna, is to follow
immediately after February. The one
additional day is to be placed between
December and January, not numbered
or named except that it will be called

New Year Day, and will be a legal

holiday. The next day will be Mon-
day, Jan. 1. Every fourth year a day
will be added between June and July
called Leap Year Day, also a legal

holiday. Each seventh New Year Day
and Leap Year Day is to be observed
as Sunday to preserve one-seventh of
time as sacred.*
An innovation long desired is the

fixing of an established date for

Easter, which has been determined
by the movements of the sun and
moon at the Spring equinox ever since

the year 325 A. D. The bill suggests
March 12 as Good Friday, which
would bring Easter two days later, on
the 14th. The only holiday that would
be displaced by reducing the length
of months to twenty-eight days would
be Memorial Day. The date set for

this holiday is Saturday, May 13, a
time of year nearly corresponding
with the present 30th.

Although the thirteen months are
not exactly divisible into quarters,

yet the fifty-two weeks of the year
are, and by dividing in this way each
quarter would contain thirteen weeks.
The first quarter would begin on

•Apparently this simplified calendar is based
on the plan devised by Charles Wilkes Bennett
of Coldwater, Mich., and submitted by him to
a scientific magazine in New York City on June
7, 1011, as described recently in The New York
Herald by Dr. John A. Wyeth.—Editor.
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Monday, Jan. 1 ; the next on Monday,
March 8; the next on Monday, June
15, and the last on Monday, Sept. 22.

This is a much simpler, more accu-
rate, more easily remembered division

than the one now in use.

This calendar may be instituted on
any year beginning with Sunday or
Monday without disarranging dates
in any way. Congressman Schall's

bill provides that all contracts, agree-
ments and obligations, maturing on
or after the first day of the year when
the new calendar is put in operation,
shall mature on the same numerical
day of the year as they would under
the present calendar. Further, all

agreements requiring monthly pay-
ments entered into under the Grego-
rian calendar should be so construed
that the sum or sums to be paid each
month should equal one-thirteenth of
the total amount to be paid annually,
and that contracts requiring payment
of sums after the 28th day of the

month should become due on the same
numerical day of the year as that
specified in the contract.
An International Chamber of Com-

merce was organized in Europe in
June, 1920, to consider the question
of adopting a fixed date for Easter
and reforming the calendar, but no
definite arrangement has been agreed
upon. The late Pope Benedict called
a convention of astronomers to meet
at the Vatican in April, 1922, for the
purpose of discussing an improved
calendar and a settled date for
Easter.
M. Armand Baar, a distinguished

Belgian member of the International
Chamber of Commerce, said before a
recent conference in London :

" It is

the commercial and industrial world
that will eventually reap the largest
amount of benefit from the reform of
the calendar. It is, therefore, for the
men of the business world to take the
initiative in the movement."

DEATH OF POPE BENEDICT XV.

AND ELECTION OF PIUS XL
pOPE BENEDICT XV. died of
*• pneumonia at the Vatican on Jan.

22, 1922, and his successor. Cardinal
Achille Ratti, elected in solemn con-
clave of the high Cardinals of the
Church on Feb. 6, was crowned in St.

Peter's amid scenes of medieval
grandeur on Feb. 12. " Sic transit

gloria mundi !
" was the admonition

which the new Pontiff heard, as a
part of the stately ceremonial, just

prior to his coronation with the mas-
sive, many-jeweled tiara.

Profound grief was manifested
throughout Italy over the death of

Pope Benedict. Flags were flown at

half mast on the public buildings, and
the Italian Cabinet, which subse-

quently fell (see Italy), sent Catholic

representatives to bring condolences
to the Vatican. Messages of sorrow
were received by Cardinal Gasparri
from many lands. The obsequies

took place on Jan. 26 according to the
solemn rites which have attended the
burial of Pontiffs for centuries. The
body was lifted from the funeral bed
in the Chapel of the Sacrament by
sediari clad in red brocade, . and by
them slowly borne toward the Shrine
of St. Peter, the high dignitaries of
the Church following in procession.
The last rites were administered in

the Chapel of the Choir, lighted by a
hundred candles and two immense
braziers. In the presence of the
violet-robed Cardinals the body was
enclosed in three coffins and lowered
into the crypt by red silken cords,

while the choir chanted the Miserere.
The new Pope, Cardinal Ratti, was

elected by the Sacred College, consist-

ing of fifty-three Cardinals, which
deliberated in secret council in the
Sistine Chapel, beneath the magnifi-
cent frescoes of Michelangelo's " Last
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Judgment." The Cardi-

nals were completely cut

off from the outside

world on Feb. 2, when
workmen walled up the

doors, according to an-

cient custom. In the first

two votes taken (Feb.

3), the Sacred College
reached no agreement,
this result being an-
nounced according to

prearranged signals by a
cloud of black smoke
from the chimney. The
same result attended the
voting of the next two
days. It was not until

Feb. 6 that Cardinal
Ratti was elected. A
thin stream of white
smoke announced that a
decision had been
reached, and Cardinal
Bisleti, one of those
whose elevation to the
Papal throne had been
predicted, appeared on
the balcony and an-
nounced the result to
the excited crowd of
10,000 people, waiting
outside St. Peter's in the
rain. " I announce to
you great joy," he said. -

" We have a new Pontiff, Cardinal
Ratti, who assumes the name of
Pope Pius XI." The bells of
St. Peter's immediately rang out,
and the chimes were answered at
once by the bells of all the other
churches of Rome ; but the guns of the
great Castle of St. Angelo, which now
belongs to the Italian Government,
did not boom as they did on a similar
occasion fifty years ago. The Italian
troops, who were drawn up in the
square, and whose presence was one
of several friendly concessions by the
Government, presented arms, and the
crowd gave way to demonstrations of
joy.

A dramatic appearance upon the
balcony was made at this point by the
new Pope, whose white robes con-
trasted sharply with the rich red of

(Photo International)

roPE PIUS XI.

Cardi7ial Achille Ratti, A7-chbishop of Milan, elected

to succeed Pope Benedict XV., Feb. 6, J922

the Cardinal's gown. His blessing of

the people from this balcony was an
innovation, contrary to precedent
since the feud between the Papacy
and the Italian Government began.
After intoning in Latin, " Blessed be
the name of the Lord !

" he pro-
nounced his first apostolic benedic-
tion " urbi et orbi " (to the city and
the world) over the kneeling throngs.
The new Pope is renowned both for

his learning and for his love of
mountain climbing. His attitude is

said to favor reconciliation with the
Italian Government. Cardinal O'Con-
nell of Boston reached Rome one
hour too late to take part in the elec-

tion. The ceremonial of coronation
on Feb. 12 was described by specta-
tors as a scene of imposing splendor,

a blaze of medieval costume and color.



RISE OF THE FASCISTI
IN ITALY
By Carleton Beals *

Growth of the revolutionary movement that began by fighting the

Italian Reds and has developed into an intensely nationalistic

organization of tradesmen and peasants—Its tyrannical methods

and imperialistic aims—Has both good and evil aspects

THE Fascist! call themselves the
" backbone of Italy." They con-
stitute a movement with a doc-

trine and a tactic known as fascismo.

Their doctrines revolve around the

tactic, which is direct action. That
is why Gabriele d'Annunzio, when the

Fascisti began to enter politics, pre-

dicted the downfall of their organiza-

tion. Fascista direct action does not

include the boycott, strike or sabot-

age. It is still more direct and prim-
itive. Thus, last Summer the Fascisti

ordered all retailers to cut prices 20
per cent. Most dealers immediately
posted signs

:

THIS STORE COMPLIES WITH THE
FASCISTA ORDER. ALL GOODS
20 Vr BELOW MARKED PRICES

Recalcitrants were promptly caned
into submission. In Florence the
price of show-case glass and window
glass went up. Reduced schedules
were also imposed for butter, eggs,

fruits and vegetables. I saw many
an old man and one old woman kicked
and caned and their cartloads of veg-
etables trampled into the mire.

In Venezia Giulia, the annexed
province—containing, according to

the Austrian 1910 census, 700,000
Slavs and Germans—foreign lan-

guage schools, churches and printing
plants are destroyed and the teachers,
pastors and editors maltreated. In
the farming areas of the Adriatic
Delta district, Apulia, Sicily and Sar-

dinia, the headquarters, newspaper
offices and co-operative stores of the
agricultural leagues are pillaged and
burned; the capi-lega—league offi-

cials— are beaten, doused, seques-
tered, even murdered. In the Prov-
ince of Mantua all meetings of the co-
operatives were supervised by Fas-
cisti representatives. In the towns
the public buildings are occupied on
behalf of the mutilated, strikes are
broken, officials intimidated and rad-
ical funerals and processions disrupt-
ed. According to the Critica Sociale
(Reform-Socialist) of June 15-30, be-

tween Jan. 3 and May 9, 1921, there
occurred in the Province of Ferrara
forty-fiye Fascista sorties character-
ized by shooting, bombing and as-
saults on private houses; forty-two
league and three labor union head-
quarters, valued at from 2,000 to

250,000 lire, were burned and twen-
ty-one Clerical and Socialist commu-
nal administrations terrorized into
resigning. Fascista tactic is direct
action in the most direct sense.

The well-springs of Fascismo are
found in the pre-war nationalist
movement led by Enrico Corradini,
in the increased faith in violence en-

*Mr. Beals has resided in Italy, with one short
Interruption, since February, 1921. He has de-
voted his attention to a study of the political
and social situation. In Bologna he made a
first-hand investigation of agrarian Fascismo,
interviewing the leaders, and witnessing several
Fascista forays. Prior to this he spent three
years in Spain and L#atin-American countries in
various educational and journalistic capacities.
He has had articles published in a number of
leading magazines. His alma mater is the Uni-
versity of California, and he also holds a degree
from Columbia University. '
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gendered by the war and in the out-

raged idealism of the middle class.

The Nationalists have always prac-
ticed direct action. The unification

of Italy was in large part attained by
revolution and the direct action of
Garibaldi

—
" seven men on seven

mules going to capture a kingdom."
Garibaldi would have overrun Tyrol,

Trentino and Istria in the same
manner had Cavour not called him
off. Since then the Italians in

Trieste, Fiume and Zara have con-
stantly resorted to violence, trying to

embroil Italy with Austria as now
with Jugoslavia.

A Form of Syndicalism

The Nationalists have boldly ac-

knowledged their tactical debt to the
syndicalists—to Bakunin and partic-

ularly to Fernand Felloutier and
Georges Sorel. The Fascista Deputy,
Farrinacci, has labeled Fascismo "the
Nationalistic Syndicalism." This
thought is of German origin, but was
elaborated by Enrico Corradini fully

a decade ago

:

Just as socialism has redeemed the prole-

tariat, so nationalism will be our method
of redemption from France, Gennany, Eng-
land, North and South America, who are
our bourgeoisie. Just as the methods of
socialism are strife, and they look to the
general strike to emancipate them from
exploitation, so the methods of nationalism
must be war, or the preparation for war.
Nationalism is the logical outgrowth of so-

cialism. The Nationalists have taken up
the struggle where the Socialists left off.

But, of course, their ideal is a greater one:
instead of a class, the whole nation; in-

stead of the bourgeoisie, the world.

Piero Marisch, a Nationalist from
Venice, declares openly that Fascismo
means revolution (Nuovo Giornale,

Nov. 18, 1921)

:

We do not admit the charge that a thing
can be too revolutionary; we are the only
revolutionists. Let it be well understood
that the revolution of workers and com-
munist gentlemen. Republicans and similar
canaille, has nothing in common with that
one and only true serious revolution con-
ceivable in Italy: the revolution bom of
Fiumianism and Fascismo together—the
revolution which is actually transpiring.

This faith in direct action was
heightened by the war. In many a

commune have I heard eddying down
the dark, narrow streets that battle-
song of the Fascisti

:

Giovanezza, Giovanezza,
Primavera di belleza. . . .

Many a night have I heard their
feet ring past in military quick-step.
There were starlit nights such as
these in the Trentino and the Tyrol.
This restlessness, this night-prowling,
this thirst for adventure and im-
patience with routine, this love of
quick conflict, are primeval emotions
ever in the heart of man ; but the war
has permitted their untrammeled ex-
pression.

Lastly, Fascismo is a reaction of
the outraged middle-class

—

il piccolo
borghese. Before the war this group
was pinkishly socialistic. During the
war it was protected by special de-
crees. Since, it has been ground down
by speculation, taxation and the revo-
lutionary thrusts of the proletariat.
Fascismo, in spite of such inconsist-
encies as retail price-lowering, is a
violent reassertion of middle-class
libertarian ideals, standards of liv-

ing, and rights of property.

Yet, both in tactics and in doctrine,
Fascismo has shown gradual change
and growth. The Fasci di Combatti-
mento are the logical outcome of the
Nationalist locals that sprang into
new life in 1914 when Benito Musso-
lini deserted the Socialist Party and
his editorial chair on the Avanti to
found the pro-war Popolo d'ltalia of
Milan, and d'Annunzio scattered his
poetic propaganda from Sicily to the
Alps. Actually, the first groups of
that name were made up of ex-
soldiers in the annexed areas, who co-
operated with the troops of occupa-
tion to hasten the Italianization of
aliens by the methods already de-
scribed—men who were disgusted
with the Government's failure boldly
to seize the fruits of victory.

When the eastern outposts of the
Adriatic were in danger of being lost

to Italy, the Fascisti and many of the
troops rallied behind d'Annunzio and
followed him to Fiume and Zara. On
Sept. 11 and 12, 1919, these volun-
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teers streamed south from Trieste by-

bicycle, by motorcycle, airplane, auto

and boat—infantry, machine gun
companies, grenadiers, even 300 pro-

fessors.

Two Dangerous Years

Concurrent with the rise of the

Fascisti came the general strike in

protest against the Treaty of Ver-
sailles, and the elections which gave
the Socialists the largest party repre-

sentation in Parliament and control

of 2,500 communes, including Milan.

From then on the mood of labor was
ugly. Mails, trains, steamers, manu-
facturing were held up without warn-
ing for five minutes or five weeks.
Demobilization had flung the soldiers

back into civil life without provision

for their assimilation. Revolution

was in the air. The Government of

Signor Nitti admitted that the war
had been a disaster and that the

country's one salvation lay in sweep-
ing socialistic reform. By September
of 1920 the occupation of the fac-

tories and fields was well under way.

The Fascisti did not prevent revo-

lution at that time. Rather the land

and factory seizures, by withdrawing
public attention from Fiume, broke
the backbone of the Regency of Car-
naro. Only then did the Fascisti ap-

ply themselves to domestic affairs,

and enroll the middle class, which had
become alarmed at the threat of revo-

lution. Fascista violence, however,
was quite sporadic until the first

months of 1921, by which time the
reaction had spread to every corner
of Italy. Yet the workers had al-

ready abandoned the idea of revolu-

tion. At the Congress of Leghorn,
held in February, 1921, the Socialist

Party definitely purged itself of com-
munism, and the pendulum began to

swing toward the tactic of parlia-

mentary reform. As Socialism re-

treated Fascism© advanced. Toward
March bloody conflicts took place in

every corner of Italy, but particularly

in Milan, where I witnessed the fiend-

ish explosion in the Diana Theatre,
the sacking of the press of the

Avanti, the burning of the million-lire

Socialist headquarters and several
sanguinary riots. In Bologna, Pisa,
Venice, Siena and other communes
occurred piazza demonstrations; and
in Florence on the notorious day of
San Frediano the Communists were
driven out of the, barracks they had
erected after the assassination of
their leader, Spartaco Lavagnini.
One may still see the bullet holes in
the Y. W. C. A. Except in Apulia,
where the peasants rose en masse;
in Trieste, where millions of dollars'
worth of lumber was burned, and in
the Adriatic Delta district, even
sporadic communist violence was
ended. Yet the wave of Fascista pas-
sion was carried on by its original
propulsion until it finally broke in an
orgy of blood and incendiarism the
week prior to the elections of May.
Then Italy breathed again. The

Fascisti, by the end of June, were
even induced by De Nicola, President
of the Chamber, to sign a peace pact
with the Socialists—the Pact of
Rome, which in the recent national
Fascista convention was declared by
the Delegate Mandel to be a " truce
with the public opinion of America."

Into the signing of this pact en-
tered not a little demagogism. Cer-
tainly the signers were not so super-
ficial as to believe that civil strife

—

" lotta fratracida "—is a sport called
off ad libitum, or that pacification
can be secured by " fraternal senti-
ment."

Italy Weary of Demagogues

Following the May elections. Pro-
fessor Modestino Petrozzielo stated
in La Vita Italiana for June 15

:

An impetuous wave of reform has per-
vaded the electorate, which affirms its as-
pirations for the greatness of the pati-ia,
the restoration of social order, the reinte-
gration of ethical and political values, but
above all else, a new method with a new
conscience, whose chief characteristic shall
be anti-demagogism.

The people of Italy were, and still

are, tired of false prophets, violence
and Governmental laissez-faii'e. That
Mussolini was well aware of this new
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sentiment is revealed in the tone of

his explanation made upon his resig-

nation from the Presidency of the

Fasci di Combattimento, when half

the organization—sixty local secre-

taries represented by 150,000 agra-

rian Fascisti—refused to abide by the

Pact of Rome (Popolo d'ltalia, Aug.
8, 1921) :

How shall we achieve pacification? Do
you think it will be possible to extei'minate

the 2,000,000 who voted for socialism? Or
to run the risk of civil war? Or to go

against the sentiment of the nation? Or do

you prefer to submit to a peace imposed by
the Socialists by another not impi-obable

whirl of the wheel? * * * The Peace

Pact of Rome does not mean the demobili-

zation of the Fascisti nor the cessation of

their political struggle against the Social-

ists; nor a general embracing of enemies.

With the Pact of Rome the Fascisti might
have shown not only their pugilistic, bom-
barding superiority, but their cerebral and
moral superiority. * * * After the Pact of

Rome that party which could give the most
firm proof of internal discipline would in

the reality of things be victorious. The
Fascisti ai-e giving constant proof of their

discomfiture.

But in view of the recrudescence

of communist violence and the for-

mation (July 6) of the Arditi del

Popolo, composed of revolutionary

Socialists, Communists and Anarch-
ists, and even radical Clericals, for

the extermination of thei Fascisti;

and in view of the fact that Premier
Bonomi, in agreement with the So-

cialists, has consistently suppressed
Fascista demonstrations with the

Royal Guard (as in Sarzana), the

Agrarian Fascisti have won over the

organization, so that in the national

convention recently held in Rome the

peace pact was annulled.

Violence, however, is to be re-

stricted to reprisal and self-defense.

On the whole, the bitterness of the
internal war has abated, and Fas-
cismo has definitely entered a politi-

cal phase. Last May thirty-five Fas-
cist! were elected to the National
Chamber. This was purely the result

of local or individual initiative. At
the national convention of November,
however, the Fascisti definitely con-
stituted themselves a political party.
Mussolini confidently expects it to

become the leading parliamentaiy
force. He stated at the convention ;

There is a middle group, La Democrazia.
Who is not a democrat today? Every one
is a democrat both in public and private
life. But democracy for us must ever be a
means, not an end; for even the develop-
ment of democracy can be a danger for
Italy. However, a democratic pai-ty lives

only by dead dogmas and the art of danc-
ing. We Fascisti have given potent injec-
tions of energy to this party. But there is

a limit beyond which we cannot go. * * *

Nor can Fascism© ever be absorbed by
liberalism, because Fascismo is something
superior. Only by surpassing the methods
of liberalism (based on the theory that the
Government is neutral in all conflicts) were
we able to save the nation. The liberals
will come to us.

Object of the Movement

If these are the four principal
stages in the evolution of Fascismo

—

Italianization of the annexed areas,

occupation of Fiume, violent reaction
to communism, and the political em-
bodiment of an aroused spirit of na-
tionalism and middle-class ideals

—

it nevertheless presents varied as-

pects. The movement is not yet ori-

ented. At times it has been used by
the big industrials to further their

private interests. In Apulia it marked
a bloody reaction to property; in

Sicily and Sardinia it has assassi-

nated the peasant leaders who were
responsible for the land seizures. But
in Parma it has been accused of being
communistic, and the delegate from
Parma, Ruggeri, was hissed when he
attempted to speak at the Rome con-
vention. In the Adriatic delta dis-

trict it has a definite program of

"spezzatemente," or small land-hold-
ing.

Thus far the negative aspects of
Fascismo have been most obvious. It

is, first of all, anti-socialistic. Yet it

is not, as the radicals say, a White
Guard in the service of reactionaries
and profiteers. As De Stefani de-

clared in Parliament on July 22;
" The Fascisti do not intend to be the
dagger of the politicians and indus-
trials with whom, for expediency,^
they were yoked during the elec-

tions." As a matter of fact, its prin-
cipal leaders are recruited from radi-
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cal ranks. Before the war Benito Mus-
solino and Enrico Besana were revo-

lutionary Socialists; Alceste de Am-
bris founded the Soviet of Parma;
Leandro Arpinati was an anarchist;

Cesare Rossi was an anarchist-syndi-

calist.

Indeed, the same bitterness is

manifested against the Catholics. In
Florence I witnessed the bloody
break-up of the Catholic procession

that marched to lay a wreath on the

towering statue of Dante in the Pi-

azza Santa Croce. The Fascisti con-

sidered this a defilement of the
memory of the first great seer of

Italian nationalism. Mussolini has
spoken of the Clerical Party (Partitb

Popolare) in the most rabid manner:
It is the most dangerous. It swings from

one extreme to another. It rests upon its

rich banking institutions, upon ignorance,

upon its thirty thousand parochials—black
Bolsheviki, more dangerous than red Bol-
sheviki, and guided by more ferocious neu-
trals and anti-Italians.

Conflicting Elements

Anti-socialism, anti-Catholicism
and anti-pacifism— these are the
burning sparks of the nationalistic

fervor of Fascism©. Writes Piero
Belli, one of the arditi who gained the
nickname of " Ironhead " in the war
(Popolo di Trieste, Feb. 5, 1921) :

A few months ago Fascismo did not ex-

ist. We were " gay cats." We were the
"froth" of the arditi. * * * We were
equivocal elements " in the pay of the bour-
geoisie and armed by the police." * * *

But we have grown. We are still growing
eveiywhere. We are incessantly multiply-
ing. Between conflict:; and battles we .cwell

to legions, to armies. We have sprung up
like " fungi " without propaganda, without
oi'ganizers. It is not necessary to hunt for

us. You will find us everywhere. And we
are " felt " by everybody. Because we are
the new Italy. Because we are the patria
itself. * * *

We have not been bom to comb;it the So-
cialist Party; we are against the past of
every party. We march to the conquest of
the futuie against every force that negates
the patria, that insults it, that would
ruin it.

But the entrance into politics has
made necessary the replacement of
instinctive interest by defined pro-
grams. As yet these are hazily

mouthed by the leaders, as, for in-

stance, by Piero Marisch in II Nuovo
Giornale for Nov. 18

:

We are for a State not considered as
something already made, but as a dynamic
organism in continual transfoiTnation by
means of its profound cthiccl content
founded upon the principle of co-ope i'ative,

productive un-ty resulting from tlie fervor
of the aroused individual conscience in be-
half of the national welfare—the State that
was envisaged in the Regency of Carnaro.
The duty of Fascismo is to create the spirit

and means to this end; to create a spirit

free from demagogism and apathy; to ar-
range for a means, which cannot be aught
else but our economic organization—our
flying squadron transformed into a solid

civil militia. This is the force which will

stir in the breast of Italy, and no one will

arrest it—^neither guards, nor police force,
nor GoveiTunent.s barren of national pride,

nov subversive elements without faith or
idealisra; neither democratic oligarchs nor
plutocratic oligarchs.

In internal affairs this nationalism
is republican in tendency, advocating
liberty of contract, co-operation be-
tween capital and labor, . the estab-
lishment of a stabilized class of peas-
ant proprietors, the suppression of
the free commune, the centralization
of power. In international affairs it

advocates an aggressive foreign pol-

icy, the seizure of the eastern shores
of the Adriatic and the consistent
pursuit of a mild Mediterranean im-
perialism, which will further the
prosperity of an agrarian, shop-keep-
ing, coastal-trading civilization with
the minimum of personal sacrifice.

Corrado Zolli, the former Sub-Sec-
retary of Foreign Affairs under
d'Annunzio in Fiume, has, in his ""Le
Giornale di Fiume" (Page 137), ex-

pressed the current sophism of this

imperialism

:

From the Alps, from the Carso, from the
Piave, has stepped forth a nation of 40,000,-
000 inhabitants * * * the second great
Continental power of Europe, constricted in

the long land pier that reaches out toward
the East and toward Africa—seething with
energy that will burst over its neighboring
European and African confines; for from
Marseilles to Tunis, from Trieste to Smyrna,
from Alexandria to Tripoli, nothing is

heard but the language of Genoa and
Venice, of Bari and Palermo—even the dis-

tant shores of the two Americas are fecun-
dated with the intelligent labor of our peo-
ple. This nation cannot but be proud of its

honor, cannot but respond to the stirrings
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of its strength. Sooner or later it should
and will regrasp its proper post in the
world.

What Fascismo Stands For

Some declare that Fascismo is

doomed to disappear; that it has no
definite theories and no lasting in-

terest. But Fascismo is not a new
movement. It is a projection of the
sentiment that freed Italy from Aus-
tria. Following unification, how-
ever, the Italian Government became
the grab-bag for office-seekers,

grafters and crooked cliques. It was
weakened by regionalism and fac-

tional feuds. Its finances were de-

pleted; its army, a ragged laughing-
stock. Public opinion, to the extent

that it existed, was apathetic. The
Nationalists brought the first breath
of idealistic fervor into the arena.

They demanded the cleansing of the

Augean stables. The Fascisti carry
this demand into the present.

Second, Fascismo is an expres-

sion of the self-centred, raucous
adolescence of a nation without gov-
ernmental traditions or achieve-

ments in the sense that these are pos-
sessed by France, Spain or England.
It represents a historic phase in the
rise of all new nations eager for

unity and glory.

Third, Fascismo is an honest ex-

pression of the aspirations of the
traditional Italy—the Italy of the
self-sufficient peasant and the small
trader. The Fascisti would endow
this class, so long indifferent, so long
betrayed by the bureaucracy, with
political energy and acumen; they
would give it a conscience; they
would weave it into a closely knit so-

cial fabric, capable of withstanding
international anarchy.

Fascismo does not represent the
new industrial Italy of Lombardy; it

does not represent the proletarian
Italy. Nor does it, in its egotistic

emphasis upon the strong State, rep-
resent those broader, nobler, interna-
tional forces that are struggling to
life. From the national standpoint
Fascismo is a powerful, reinvigorat-
ing force ; from the world standpoint
it appears reactionary and dan-
gerous.
The Fascisti, in their passion for

the patria, in their impatience with
the status quo, with their insistence
upon immediate tangible changes,
have been forced into two inconsist-
ent courses: that of weakening gov-
ernmental prestige when they stand
for a strong State and that of ad-
vocating certain socialistic reforms.

But when Italian public opinion
demands that its Government merit
respect the Fascisti will automati-
cally be assimilated by the State.
And there are those, as Mario Mis-
siroli, editor of II Secolo of Milan
(one of the chain of Nitti papers),
who even declare that the aims of the
Socialists and the Fascisti are not in-

compatible; who say that a strong
socialist movement is historically in-

evitable in the smaller, more pov-
erty-stricken nations, and that when
the Socialist Party of Italy has fol-

lowed its present tendency to the end
of becoming a truly national party
of constructive reform, the two an-
tagonists will discover common
causes and slogans. Certainly they
have a common tactical tradition.

This would be a true Chestertonian
paradox; but no more of a paradox
than we have learned to expect from
Italian politics.

[Since this article was put in type the Bonomi
Government has been forced out [Feb. 2], and
though the chief Issue on which it fell was that
of its attitude toward the Vatican, the under-
lying conflict of the Socialists and Fascisti un-
doubtedly had much to do with the overthrow.]
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SINCE the revolution there have
been no groups in Russia which
have undergone more disappoint-

ment and suffering than the nobihty,

the wealthy, and the intellectual

classes. Some of these cultured peo-
ple have been killed, others have
joined the various counter-revolu-
tionary movements of Denikin, Kol-
chak, Wrangel, and in the end have
fled before the advance of the Red
armies to other lands. It is said that
there are over 2,000,000 such Rus-
sians trying to eke out a meagre liv-

ing on foreign soil. In Constantino-
ple, for instance. Princesses are
working in restaurants, nobles toil as
day laborers in factories, and army
officers clean the streets. Many of

the women have been forced even
into lives of shame.*

Besides these exile groups is the
unhappy number of those who have
remained in Soviet Russia. They
have, for the most part, opposed the
Bolsheviks, but have felt that if all

A young English naval officer at Constanti-
nople wrote to his father in December: " Here in
Constantinople 30,000 loyal Russian refugees are
starving and homeless. We (the fleet) have
started saving our scraps for these unfortunate
people; this ship alone is feeding 500. Even
our seamen are deliberately buying more than
they want for themselves, especially bread, and
we find whole new loaves put into the scrap
baskets. We hope to raise £100 in our ship, but
that will go no way, and unless something is

done at home the services out here (5,000 all
told) can't hope to keep 30,000 starving Rus-
sians alive through the Winter. This will mean
cholera for a certainty. For Heaven's sake,
and for cur own, let us preserve these brave
loyalists from starvation, that in due time they
may return to their own country."

to bring about its regeneration. So
they have dared to stay and risk the
charge of being considered Bolshe-
viks by working in various depart-
ments of the Government.
Were one of the old prophets of

Israel writing about these aristocrats
of a past splendor he would declare
that their lot now is merely a retri-

bution for the " hardness of their
hearts " in the days gone by. It is

the sound elements should desert
Russia there would be no force left

indisputably true that many of the
nobles in the Czar's regime were so
utterly indifferent to the sufferings
of the workers and peasants that
there is a certain amount of grim
justice in the reversal of the wheel of
fortune. Today numbers of the no-
bility themselves confess that they
never realized what a peasant must
have had to bear in the old days until

they themselves were in a similar po-
sition. " Now we understand why a
peasant in need of food would steal,"

they say ;
" we are quite ready to do

the same thing ourselves."
One of the most popular and well-

known of the military leaders re-

maining in Soviet Russia is General
Brusiloff. He has been co-operating
with the Bolsheviks to the extent of
serving on their military committees.
He feels that foreign military inter-

vention is a big mistake and has
gladly done what he could to repel in-

vasions such as that of the Poles. In
view of this work one would natural-
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ly expect that he would be compara-
tively well off and comfortable, but
as a matter of fact his present situa-

tion is in striking contrast to his

former one. His salary, including
the food given by the Government, is

not sufficient to meet the needs of
his family, hence he has been forced
to sell the family furniture and jew-
elry piece by piece. Today he is liv-

ing in a small flat with borrowed fur-

niture. The old family servant re-

fuses to do more than prepare the
noonday meal, and for this demands
her board, no mean requirement in

the Russia of the Bolsheviks. All the
work of cleaning the floor and wash-
ing the clothes has now to be done by
Mrs. Brusiloff, whose hands clearly

show the results of such unaccus-
tomed labor.

I took dinner with the family. The
meal consisted of a thin vegetable
soup, black bread, cucumbers and tea.

Yet it must be remembered that Gen-
eral Brusiloff is well taken care of,

compared with many army officers.

He has served on the military com-
missions. Today in a period of peace
he is at the head of a commission to

conserve the horses and cattle still

remaining in Russia. As a matter of
fact, the Government is giving him
unusual consideration, yet he is still

unable to live without selling his pei*
soi^al belongings. What about others ?

Hardships of a Princess

Let us consider the case of Prin-
cess S. Before the war she lived
in a palace with a retinue of servants
and governesses. She had four auto-
mobiles entirely at her command.
When the Bolsheviks seized the
power, her home and personal be-
longings were confiscated. Her hus-
band was at last forced to secure a
position in one of the Soviet depart-
ments, and the family, including two
small children, found themselves in

a three-room flat. In 1919 her hus-
band was ordered to make a trip to

Kiev on Soviet business. While there
he contracted typhus and died with-
out seeing his wife.
Never having learned to support

herself, the wife was soon on the
verge of starvation. After an anx-
ious period, during which she sold
even the rings from her fingers, she^
appealed to the peasants on her old)
estate, who consented to grant theirj
former mistress a small plot of land.'

With her own hands she tilled the soil!

and planted potatoes. When these
were large enough, she—a former
Princess—dug and carried them, on|
her own back, to the railroad station.

!

There she took her place along withj
the peasants in the crowded third-

j

class cars, perhaps even standing on
the platform in Winter when she wasj
not successful in pushing her way in-|

side. Arrived at Moscow, she hadj
still to walk with her burden clear]

across the city to the market, where]
she stood all day selling her product.
She now lives in a one-room attic, j

which even the Soviet officials them-"
selves said was not worth requisition-
ing. Thus her life drags on. One of
her two children has died as a result]

of the hardship endured, but the
mother still has the other to live for.

Another typical case is that of the
wife of a very wealthy political leader
who had fled from Soviet Russia.
She was forced to accept work in the
Government as a translator, and for
this received at first 2,000 and later

4,000 rubles a month. This is just
about the cost of one pound of black
bread on the market. The advan-
tages of a position in Soviet Russia,
however, do not depend upon the sal-

ary, but on the pyok or food ration
given by the Government. Indeed,
the amount of the pyok is the chief

(

criterion of the importance of one's
occupation, and people scheme for
weeks and months to obtain a posi-
tion with a larger pyok. The posi-

tion of this lady, who was exception-
ally proficient in four languages

—

English, German, French and Rus-
sian—was supposed to be especially
good because of the p7jok. Yet this;

is all it consisted of each month:
One pound of sugar, eighteen pounds
of flour with an additional twelve
pounds for each member of the fam-
ily under sixteen years, three pounds
of kasha or barley, two boxes of.
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matches, one-half pound of soap, and
apples and potatoes in substantial
quantities. In addition three-quar-
ters of a pound of black bread could
be secured every two days.

It is obvious that this is little more
than the barest subsistence diet, yet
the salary for one month was hardly
more than enough to purchase a
pound of black bread on the open
market. It was quite inadequate to
buj"" any article of clothing. The
situation of those who belong to even
the most essential professions is quite
as bad.

Doctors and Lawyers

Let us consider the doctors, whose
vital importance is obvious even to

the Bolsheviks. The following is but
one concrete illustration. Doctor
v., in the Czar's regime, had an im-
mense practice and was worth over

a million rubles. When the Bolshe-
viks took the power, his home and
Summer estate were nationalized, so

that he lost everything. Although he
was about 60 years of age and found
it difficult to adjust himself to a
Communist Government, he contin-

ued to serve as a physician in one of
the Bolshevist hospitals. For this

work he received enough money to

pay for three rooms. During the
civil war he was commandeered to

one of the base hospitals which
served the Red Army, and had to

leave his wife in Voronezh. During
the protracted absence she was
stricken by disease and her husband
was unable to reach her before she
died. Today he continues to work
in a hospital, receiving enough to pay
for black bread, vegetables, and oc-

casionally a little meat; but life for

him is at best a dreary thing.

The practice of the law we usually

consider a necessary profession in any
country, but in Soviet Russia this is

not true in the old way. As a conse-

quence, the lawyers who still remain
there are serving in various depart-

ments of the Government, as, for ex-

ample, that of food or commerce.
Many of them have been able to live

in comparative comfort through

speculation, although that has been
hazardous until the recent decree per-
mitting free trade. For the most
part that speculation has consisted in
buying food supplies on the market
and selling them later at a profit.
There is also a brisk trade in property
rights which would be valid under the
old regime. Some believe that under
another Government these will be
recognized. One man showed me a
bank draft for 1,000,000 rubles on
the Azofski-Donski Bank, one of the
largest institutions of its kind in
Czarist Russia, which he had pur-
chased for £2 and expected to sell for
double the sum. Another had pur-
chased the rights to the building in
which the Moscow Soviet holds its

m.eetings. He said that he did not
expect that the Soviet would be
ousted, but intended to sell the paper
at a profit. It is obvious that the
speculators gain by these transac-
tions, whether or not the Bolsheviks
are overthrown.

Nearly all the lawyers are clever
enough to get ahead by some means
or other under the Bolsheviks. For
example, one told me that he had a
two years' supply of flour saved up.
" Of course," he said, " I keep it else-

where." The Bolsheviks have finally

realized that for the present, at least,

they cannot get enough flour to pro-
vide for the needs of all the people,

nor even for those who work in their
own departments. In consequence,
they urge each Soviet department to

organize its own co-operative and
secure its own supply of bread as
best it can. This affords an oppor-
tunity for a trained lawyer to use his

skill. One showed me a handful of
gold coins, which he had worked
six months to secure. With these he
would go down to Kiev with a special

railroad car and purchase flour and
incidentally feather his own nest.

Naturally, all the lawyers are not as
successful as this one. For most of
them conditions have been so diffi-

cult that they, too, have been forced
to sell their personal possessions one
by one.

The Bolsheviks have placed the
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teachers in a category entitling them
to the best pyok. They are supposed
to get as much as the most favored
class. Nevertheless, they are having
an extremely hard time. Those who
are clever enough to do so receive sev-

eral pyoks. The trick is accomplished
by accepting more than one position

at the same time. For example, one
prominent professor, although ap-

posed to the Bolsheviks, serves in five

or six places and earns a salary of

500,000 rubles a month, or 6,000,000

rubles a year. At the peace-time rate

of exchange this would equal $3,-

000,000, but at present it is the

equivalent of only $220 annually, a
sum which scarcely pays for living

expenses. Besides the money his

pyok yields four pounds of bread each
week, and, each month, two and one-

half pounds of sugar, seven pounds of

barley or beans, one-half pound of

tea and two pounds of lard. In ad-

dition, his relatives who live with

him—an elderly lady, a mother with
two young children, and a girl of 16

—

receive jointly two and one-half times

the above rations. This professor

also has a sister who is ill in the

tuberculosis hospital. Owing to the

inadequacy of the food given the pa-

tients, a supplementary ration cost-

ing about 20,000 rubles a day must be
supplied by her brother. His extra

food. supplies are purchased from the

co-operative, which is still function-

ing, and his monthly bill from this

source averages 300,000 rubles. The
result is that he also is compelled to

sell some personal belongings from
time to time to meet his obligations,

although his position is far better

than that of the ordinary teacher.

The great majority are struggling

along with a salary of only a few
thousand a month and almost a
starvation food ration. They are liv-

ing in one or two rooms, most meagre-
ly furnished. Many of them have de-

veloped tuberculosis, and, being un-
able to obtain proper care, have died.

To cite but one illustration: The
fiancee of one doctor contracted the
disease chiefly on account of her
n)eagre food supply. Because of his

MAXIM GORKY
Noted Riissian Author (at right), lecently
photographed in Berlin, where he is trying

to aid Russia's famine victims.

position he was able to send her to

the Crimea for recuperation. In the
course of the slow railroad journey,
traveling in cars which were crowded
with a conglomeration of peasants
and soldiers, she caught typhus and
died before reaching her destination.

As has been intimated, others who
are more fortunate, or perhaps
brighter and more forceful, hold
more than one position. For exam-
ple, one unusually capable woman
teacher holds three. She assists a
professor in the radio laboratory
from 8 to 12 at night, for which her
salary is 17,500 a month. During the
day she works in the Radio Commis-
sion, and for this receives 17,600. In
the afternoon from 4 to 6 she serves
in the library at a compensation of
18,000. Her total salary, therefore,
is 53,100 rubles a month. Unfortu-
nately, the payments are not always

4
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regular; for the work in the library,

although she served from April to

June, she received her salary for only
one month—June. But much more
important than her salary is the food
ration. Of the three positions, the
library gives by far the best pyok. It

consists of two and one-half pounds
of sugar, four pounds of barley, one
pound of cottonseed oil, six pounds of

dried fish a month and one and one-

half pounds of bread daily. In spite

of the combined income from three
positions, she uses part of her Sun-
days to bake smair cakes, which she
sells on the street in order to obtain
additional funds for new shoes and
clothing. And yet the ordinary indi-

dividual must live on one pyok! The
result is that he must accept one of
the following alternatives: fill two
or three extra positions and thereby
work twelve to sixteen hours a day,
be a speculator, or take part in illegal

transactions.

Tragedy of the Situation

One American, who had been im-
prisoned by the Bolsheviks and was
later released, worked for a time in

one of the Government departments.
He found it impossible to live on the

CIEXMUAl. A A. L;UI SIIjOFF

Former Commander of the Czar's armies,
now an employe of the Soviet Govrrnment.

ration he received, so he managed to

secure an extra food card through
deception, and daily received two din-
ners. This is typical of existing con-
ditions in Soviet Russia. The food
pyok and the salary are so small that,

in order to live, men are almost
forced to become dishonest. Another
result is that many of the profession-
al men desert their professions for
work where the possibilities of food
supply are better. Thus, one capable
lawyer is working as a Pullman por-

ter, because in so doing he makes a
weekly trip between Moscow and
Latvia, and is able to bring his fam-
ily food.

The result of all this is that there
is a shortage of capable professional

help where it is most needed. It is,

no doubt, true that the average office

clerk, and even the worker, is almost
as badly off as the professional man

;

but they do not feel it so keenly.

They have never been used to the
comforts which are almost a neces-

sity to the intellectuals. The tragedy
of their situation is the contrast with
what they have always been accus-
tomed to.

Moreover, the best of the intel-

lectuals have always gloried in their

task. Today they have been stripped
in large part of all their former
luxuries and enjoyments; at the
same time they do not get much
satisfaction from their work. They
do not feel that it is achieving any-
thing worth while. This fact causes
perhaps the greatest mental suffer-

ing to the intellectual classes in Rus-
sia, and thousands have as a conse-

quence fled the country. Other thou-
sands have succumbed to tuberculo-
sis, typhus and cholera. It takes un-
usual heroism to endure under such
conditions.

Gorky's Appeal to Americans

These are some of the things that

I saw with my own eyes last Summer
in Russia. Since returning to this

country I have received from Maxim
Gorky the following appeal, which
speaks for itself, and which throws
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further light on the tragedy of all

educated people in Russia:

To the Generous Heart of America:
I feel sure that without contradiction you

will all agree that the most precious treas-

ure of humanity is intellectual power and
scientific discovery, and that the most valu-
able people of the world are the leaders in

scientific thought. The culture of the United
States and of Europe is indebted to them
for its present strength and beauty.

Permit me to call your attention to the
fact that a considerable number of such
leaders, the group of Russian scientists who
have helped to develop the world's discover-
ies and culture, are now, because of the
famine, facing death.

Their situation is becoming more and
more tragic. I will not dwell on the general
condition of life in Russia, but I wish to

point out that during the last four years
Russian scientists have suffered great pov-
erty and famine; their condition is so crit-

ical that some already have been attacked
by disease and have perished.

Re-establishment of free trade in Russia
cannot improve the condition of Russian
scientists, because the fact of the high cost

of provisions, the shortage of necessary
food and, above all, their poverty, will re-

main. Even now the Soviet Government is

unable to pay when due their wages, and
since August they have not received any
salary payments.

Starvation is rapidly spreading among
them, and the time is not far off when they
will be compelled to die by the score. To
save their lives, the lives of the best minds
of Russia, immediate help in the form of

food is indispensable.

It is absolutely vital that they have flour,

cereals, fats, beans and sugar. O America!

this is not a beggar's plea; it is only a
human cry, an appeal to people who know
that science is the foundation of culture
and that only the work of science is, in the
last analysis, international and universal.

Notwithstanding the hard conditions of
life during the war and the revolution, the
Russian scientists have tenaciously clung to
their work. Members of the Academy of
Science and the educational societies, as
well as individual scholars, have written
and prepared for publication results of the
most valuable research work, which un-
doubtedly has great social importance for
humanity.
Of such manuscripts there are now ready

for the press what would approximate 20,-

000 printed pages. All these works cannot
be published in Russia because of the short-
age of money and technical supplies. Dear
people of tlie United States, you would
render a very great service to humanity by
establishing a fund for the publication of
these works of the Russian scientists. They
would enrich the world with a considerable
amount of new knowledge in every branch
of science.

It is not my right to discuss the methods
for the practical realization of this idea, but
it seems to me that its accomplishment
would afford a unique opportunity for all

the cultured world to feel its intellectual

solidarity.

For you citizens of the wealthiest land,
who have proved yourselves capable of
achieving such wonderful material prosper-
ity, the making real of this idea should be
easy and simple. I cannot believe that this
appeal to you will result only in silence for
Russia. MAXIM GCWIKY.
[Maxim Gorky's address Is " Pension Stellin-

ger, Augsburger Strasse 47, Berlin, Germany,"
wJiere direct communications may be sent to

him.]

TWENTY THOUSAND KILLED BY U-BOATS
OFFICIAL estimates brought before the

Washington conference showed that

more than 20,000 noncombatant people of

both sexes and various nationalities, mainly

British, were killed by the intensive sub-

marine warfare initiated by Germany dur-

ing the war. These men, women and chil-

dren were drowned, killed by explosions, or

died from exposure while aboard merchant

vessels and fishing craft. The British

losses from submarines totaled 12,723;

adding the American lives lost—largely on

British ships—the figure reached approxi-

mately 14,000. Of this number, 13,233 were

aboard British vessels of all descriptions,

except those listed as naval vessels, while

408 were aboard vessels flying the Amer-
ican flag, 66 before the United States

entered the war, and 342 after. These ships

were all unequipped for warfare, and their

passengers were noncombatant civilians

peaceably going about their legitimate

business.

The similar losses of France, Italy, Nor-
way, Belgium, Japan, China and other

countries are not yet available in detail,

but are known to bring the grand total to

20,000.



AMERICAN OIL CLAIMS
IN TURKEY

By Henry Woodhouse
Author of " Anglo-French Discord in Turkey," " Dominant Factors Affecting International Relations,'

'• The Inside of the United States versus British-Dutch Oil Controversy,"
" The Struggle for the World's Oil Resourcts."

Why Secretary Colby and Secretary Hughes wrote those tart notes

about Mesopotamian oil—Full stfiry, now first published, of the

Chester Syndicate's billion-collar concessions in Turkish oil

fields—Backed by five Washington Administrations

THE question of American rights

to the oil fields of former Turk-
ish territory, which has been the

subject of many sharp diplomatic
notes between the United States and
Great Britain during the past two
years, is still unsettled. It was
thought that this question could be
settled at the Washington Conference
for Limitation of Armament as part
of the Mesopotamia, Palestine and
other Near East mandate questions,

but somehow these claims were er-

roneously listed as being located

mainly in Mesopotamia, and the Brit-

ish delegation sidetracked discussion

of Mesopotamian matters by stating

that Mesopotamia (or Irak) was now
ruled by the new Arab King, Emir
Feisal, and that matters relating to

concessions in that country must be
taken up directly with him.*

This excuse would be technically

correct if the American rights were
confined largely to Mesopotamia, but
they are not. Therefore it is to be re-

gretted that the opportunity to settle

this controversy has been lost, and
that the controversy is to be con-

tinued by way of diplomatic notes.

In the meantime the Turkish Petrole-

um Company, which is controlled by
the British Government through its

ownership of over 50 per cent, of the

company's stock held by his Majes-

* Felsal, third son of the KinR of Hedjaz. was
crowned King of Irak on Aug. 2S, 1920, at

Bagdad.

ty's Petroleum Department, is drill-

ing and operating about twenty wells
and tapping some of the richest oil

fields in Mesopotamia and other for-
mer Turkish territory, and on the
Persian border, to which Americans
have prior claims. As shown by the
San Remo agreement and the Anglo-
French agreement of Dec. 23, 1920
(published in Current History for
January, 1922), the British Govern-
ment has given to France a 25 per
cent, share in the oil to be obtained,
for which France agrees to permit
the British to run a pipe line across
territory under French influence.

These oil fields, which are esti-

mated to hold oil worth over $1,000,-

000,000, are the oldest in the world,
and are referred to repeatedly in the
oldest books of the Old Testament,
and by Herodotus, father of Greek
history, as well as by other his-

torians.

Origin of American Claims

After twenty-four centuries, dur-
ing which the Mesopotamian-Per-
sian-Turkish oil fields remained un-
touched and practically undiscovered.
Rear Admiral Colby M. Chester, U.
S. N., was sent in 1899 to Turkey, in

command of the U. S. S. Kentucky, to

lend " moral support " to the United
States Minister at Constantinople to

secure payment of indemnity for de-

struction of property belonging to
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American missionaries in the so-

called Armenian massacre of 1896.

The claim, amounting to only $95,-

000, was not of great importance to

either party concerned, yet, like

everything else connected with the

Ottoman Government at the time, it

was whipped by foreign interests into

an international episode, with some
European powers clashing in such a
way as to threaten American and
Turkish relations. Rear Admiral
Chester did not indulge in a demon-
stration of gunboat diplomacy to in-

timidate the old Sultan, Abdul
Hamid, to get concessions, and the
Sultan was very favorably im-
pressed. The diplomatic negotiations

also were carried on with such tact

by the American representative,

Lloyd Griscom, as to redound to the

credit of all Americans concerned. A
contract for the construction of a
Turkish cruiser by the Cramp Com-
pany of Philadelphia, which had been
hanging fire for a long time, was im-
mediately recorded in connection
with the missionary claim. Rear Ad-
miral Chester acted as adviser to the

Sultan, who informed him that it was
the beginning of a large order for

ships which he wished built in Amer-
ica. The Sultan also extended the

concession for Robert College, the
credit for which has very properly

been given to Admiral Chester. The
original concession for this great
American college in Turkey had been
obtained by Admiral Farragut on his

visit to Constantinople in 1866.

Without Chester's influence the con-

cession might not have been extended.

In 1899 Abdul Hamid already had
been Sultan for twenty-three years,

having succeeded his brother, Amu-
rath v., on Aug. 31, 1867. During this

time his reign had been subject to

foreign interferences in connection
with or following the atrocities of

1876, the Russo-Turkish war of

1877-78 ; the Treaty of Berlin, 1878

;

Bulgaria and Rumelia union, 1885;
Armenian atrocities of 1896, the
Greco-Turkish war, 1897, and other
similar events. He had suffered from
the intrigues of the various scheming
powers and interests, which incited

disorder so as to create pretexts for
seizing Turkish lands and obtaining
valuable concessions.
Admiral Chester proved to Abdul

and the Turkish officials that the
American Government and people
were not inclined, as other nations
were, to take advantage of the ex-

cuses afforded by the massacres of
1896, the Greco-Turkish war of 1887
and similar upsetting conditions, to
" hold up " the Turkish Government
in various ways.

Admiral Chester's " Commission "

The cordial relations thus estab-
lished by Admiral Chester grew and,
finally, when the United States Gov-
ernment, following the Boxer upris-

ing of 1900, remitted its share of $25,-

000,000 of indemnity from China, the
Turkish Government officials, greatly
impressed, sought to attract Amer-
icans and American trade to Turkey
as a means of creating a moral influ-

ence to counteract the selfish influ-

ence of most of the European nations.

Rear Admiral Chester himself
urged American business men to go
to Turkey. As a result, American
capitalists invited him to go to Tur-
key in the interest of American trade,

which he did in May and June, 1908.
Previously he had written several re-

ports to the various Government de-

partments on the opportunities of-

fered to American commerce by Tur-
key. When he decided to go to Tur-
key, the Chamber of Commerce and
the Board of Trade and Transporta-
tion of New York furnished him with
a commission, now of historic impor-
tance, as it was based on the lines of

the commission under which Lord
Charles Beresford of the British

Navy was sent to China by the United
Boards of Trade of Great Britain to

report on the possibility of increasing

the British trade in the Far East.

The " commission " given Rear
Admiral Chester by the Chamber of

Commerce of New York, which has
historic as well as diplomatic impor-
tance, read as follows:
Chamber of Commerce, New York, May, 190S.

Dear Sir:
In view of the great changes that may
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occur in the development of trade with the

East, the Chamber of Commerce of the

State of New York, which is composed of

leading men of this community, is deeply
interested in the future outlook for the par-
ticipation of our country in this develop-

ment.
As Chairman of the Committee on For-

eign Commerce and the Revenue Laws of

the Chamber, I am desirous of contributing

as much as may be in my power toward
promoting our commercial interests in the
countries of Asia and Eastern Europe that
are now opening their doors to Western
civilization and trade, and I therefore take
the liberty of addressing you on this sub-

ject.

Understanding that you are about to en-

gage in a mission—partly official and
partly civic—which may lead you into the

vicinity of these countries, it appears to me
that an officer in the navy of the United
States, which has as one of its chiefest

glories the credit of laying pathways across
the seas for our commerce, may be able to

secure ready access to information that
might be of benefit to our Chamber, as well

as to kindred organizations of this country
which are seeking light in this direction.

I write to ask, therefore, your engage-
ments permitting, if you will kindly furnish
me at the end of your trip abroad with a
report of any matters that you think will

tend to the betterment of our country's for-

eign trade or upon any other subjects that
in your opinion are of interest or advantage
to the Chamber of Commerce of the State
of New York.
(Signed) GUSTAVE H. SCHWAB,

Chairman, Committee on Foreign Commerce
cund t'he Revenue Laws.

Similar credentials were given to

Rear Admiral Chester by other com-
mercial bodies. His mission was to

the Near East, where America prac-

tically had no trade, although Amer-
icans were spending millions there

for the social development of the peo-

ple of the Ottoman Empire, while the
British Admiral's activities were in a

region where Great Britain controlled

more of China's trade than all other
countries combined. Lord Beresford
brought back a voluminous report of

conditions in his bailiwick, published
in book form, called " The Breaking
Up of China." Admiral Chester re-

ported to Americans the dawn of a

new era in the Ottoman Empire and
the " Waking Up of Turkey."
Upon Chester's acceptance of the

duty delegated to him by New York's
commercial bodies, application was
made to Elihu Root, then Secretary

of State, for governmental support in
such negotiations as might arise. The
Secretary agreed to support the meas-
ure heartily and has done so ever
since. Eventually Admiral Chester
was placed on special duty to carry
on this work under the direction of
the Secretary of State by President
Roosevelt, who also took every oppor-
tunity to foster the enterprise. " On
its way home from its globe-encir-
cling cruise, in 1909, the American
fleet was directed to stop at Smyrna
and take on board twelve Turkish
naval officers in the interest of the
American concession.

The Concessions Offered

Sultan Abdul Hamid and his tlose
advisers wanted American friendship
and moral support in Moslem affairs.
Admiral Chester had shown his abil-

ity to establish friendly relations
with the natives of Turkey. The Sul-
tan, on Chester's visit in 1908, there-
fore promptly tendered him a broad
concession, which included the con-
struction of practically all the public
works of Turkey, with appropriate
guarantees for the payment of the
cost.

The two principal features of the
plan which the Chester interests ar-
ranged, first with the Sultan, then
with the Young Turks, to remu-
nerate the capitalists, were the Arg-
hana copper mine and the oil fields,

both in Mesopotamia and across
the Tigris River on the Persian
border, and the several other gold,

silver and copper mines and other
valuable properties that came with-
in the purview of the American
concessionaires. On parts of the
railroad line which the Chester in-

terests did not want to take, a sub-
stantial kilometric guarantee was of-
fered in the contract.
Because Admiral Chester had un-

dertaken to establish cordial rela-
tions between the two countries,
Sultan Abdul Hamid granted these
concessions with a large " kilometer
guarantee " to be paid to the Chester
interests by the Ottoman Govern-
ment for every kilometer of railroad
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built, which guarantee would prac-
tically pay half the cost of building
the railroad ; and, further, an annual
subsidy of 5 to 8 per cent, of the
total capital invested in the railroad
and the cost of operation thereof.
Abdul Hamid also granted the

right to explore for and operate oil

fields and mines for a number of
years prior to deciding on the loca-

tion of the railroads, so as to insure
that the roads when constructed
would be along and between produc-
tive points and would be capable of
self-support and represent an asset

to the Ottoman Empire. He believed
this would probably attract many
Americans to that part of Turkey,
and thereby extend the cordial rela-

tions between the two countries.

The concessions were to be opera-
tive from that date, but without re-

strictions or time limits regarding
the actual starting of operations,
and were to be for ninety-nine years,

with provisions that the Ottoman
Empire could buy the properties at
the end of the first thirty years by
paying their aggregate cost and a
good margin of profit to be mutually
agreed upon.
A few weeks later Sultan Abdul

Hamid was suddenly deprived of his

throne by the Young Turk Party, and
was replaced by his brother, Reshid
p]ffendi (Mohammed V.) Abdul was
exiled to Saloniki, where he remained
until November, 1912; then he was
taken to Constantinople by a German
warship and imprisoned in a palace
on the Bosporus. Mohammed, mean-
while, and the leaders of the Young
Turk Party accepted and confirmed
the concessions which had been
granted to Admiral Chester, and on
which a stay of proceedings had been
obtained pending the reorganization
of the Government by the Young
Turk regime.

After two years of exploration in

Asia Minor and Syria by representa-
tives of the Chester interests, defi-

nite plans of operation were drawn
and included in a formal contract to

be approved by the Ottoman Parlia-
ment, which was the only power that
could grant concessions to foreign-

ers. The concessions carried the
privilege to explore and operate ex-
tensive mineral and mining conces-
sions extending from Alexandretta
Bay to the oil fields in the Mosul,
Mesopotamia, Kirkuk, Chemihemal
and Sulaimaniya districts. They also
granted the privilege of building and
operating a railroad, or a number of
short railroads, aggregating 2,000
kilometers in length, from Alexan-
dretta Bay or some other point on
the Mediterranean to and along the
Euphrates River, with the privilege
to extend to Harput, Arghana, Sam-
soun, Bitlis and Van, with the right
of navigation on Lake Van, and with
the further privilege to extend opera-
tions along the Tigris River to Diar-
bekir, to Mosul, to the oil fields of
Altoun-Keupru, Kirkuk and Sulai-
maniya, and to neighboring districts

on the Persian border, and from
these oil fields to Bagdad or any part
thereof, with the right to exploit all

metal, petroleum, coal and all the
mineral and other resources and
water power that might come within
the zone of twenty kilometers on
each side of the railroad or railroads
that might be contemplated by the
Chester interests. Leaders of the
Young Turk Party took steps to have
this convention confirmed by the Ot-
toman Parliament in June, 1911.
American trade to Turkey was

then limited to purchases by Ameri-
cans of Turkish goods in amounts
ranging from $10,000,000 to $22,-
000,000 annually, the latter being the
amount of American purchases for
1912 (the bulk being for carpets,

rugs, silk, lace, skins, wool, mohair,
cotton, slippers, oranges and other
fruit, attar of roses, gum tragacanth,
emery, chrome, &c.) It was expected
thatthenew American interests would
construct improved public works
throughout the Ottoman Empire and
supply the Turkish market with au-
tomobiles, trucks, machinery, electric

power plants, electric equipment,
typewriters, office furniture and
supplies, leather and shoes, rubber
products, gasoline, vegetable oils,

soaps, canned goods, live stock and
food products in general.

J
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Reasons for Delay

Owing to the delay caused by the
schemes and bitter opposition of

German interests, the Chester con-

tract could not be presented in time

for formal confirmation by Parlia-

ment, but it was stated to be gen-

erally approved and was placed on
the calendar as the first matter to be

acted upon at the following session in

November. While arrangements
were being made in New York to

carry out the Chester contract, how-
ever, war between Italy and Turkey
broke out (in September, 1911), and
further action on the concession was
deferred until the war should end.

The Ottoman Government was so

notified.

After the convention was sub-

mitted to the Turkish Parliament,
every Government in Europe,
through the Chancelleries in Con-
stantinople, recognized the success-

ful termination of the contest by
sending congratulations to John
Ridgely Carter, the Acting Ameri-
can Ambassador in Constantinople,
for his diplomatic efforts in securing

the concession, and Sir Babington
Smith, then financial agent of Great
Britain, now prominent in the British

Government-controlled oil monopoly,
gave a banquet to the American con-

cessionaires in Constantinople, pub-
licly felicitating them on their work.

Action on the Chester project,

however, was again repeatedly pre-

vented by new upheavals—the upset

of the Young Turk Party in 1912,

followed by the declaration of war
by Turkey against Bulgaria and
Serbia on Oct. 17, 1912, and the
declaration of war on Turkey by
Greece on Oct. 18, 1912; the second
Balkan war, which began on July 5,

1913; Turkey's entry into the World
War in November, 1914, and finally

the more recent hostilities. None
of these wars, it should be stated, in

any way impaired the value of the

Chester concessions, claims, fran-

chises, rights, privileges and priori-

ties, because, both under accepted
principles of international law and
under the special provision made on

behalf of the Chester interests in
case of war, such operations are sim-
ply deferred until after the cessation
of hostilities, without prejudice to
the value or extent of the concession.

The Claims Not Abrogated

Under the recognized principle of
international law laid down by the
Swiss jurist, Emeric de Vattel, close
to two centuries ago, which holds that
" the aliens' right of action is only
suspended during the war," the Ches-
ter concessions were only suspended
during the wars in which Turkey has
been involved since 1911, and the
Chester interests have the right to
resume now or to wait until the
present conflict between Turkey and
Greece is ended. This right, further-
more, was specifically laid down in
the concession governing the Chester
interests, as follows:

Article 6—At all times, in case of inter-
ference by " force majeure," duly proved,
the delay fixed for the execution will be
prolonged by one of equal duration to that
of the interruption of the work.

Great Britain has accepted and up-
held Vattel's principle on similar oc-
casions—a matter of importance In
view of the fact that the keenest con-
tenders for the Chester concessions
have been the British interests that
formed the Turkish Petroleum Com-
pany, Ltd., in 1912, and acquired from
the Deutsche Bank some alleged
claims for alleged rights to prospect
for oil in certain Mesopotamian fields.

These German claims were admitted
to be spurious by the Germans in their
secret correspondence, which has
come into the hands of British and
American authorities and of the
Chester interests.

Article 6 of the Chester compact
was invoked in September, 1911, on
the outbreak of Turkey's war with
Italy, and this formal notice of a stay
in execution was duly acknowledged
by a messenger sent from Turkey to

the United States. The Secretary of
Parliment, Halil Bey, it is true, upon
Parliament's reconvening in Novem-
ber, 1911, declared that the Legisla-
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ture was ready to pass an act ratify-

ing the convention and urged the
Chester interests to proceed with its

execution in spite of the war. But
the Chester interests wisely preferred
to wait until the country was at peace
again. Many times in the last ten

years, during which Turkey has been
engaged in almost continuous war-
fare, messages of this character have
been received by individuals con-

nected with the Chester concession.

One such call came through the
former American Ambassador to the

Ottoman Empire, Henry Morgen-
thau. Shortly after he returned to

the United States from his mission
abroad he told Admiral Chester that

the Turks had frequently inter-

rogated him regarding the " Chester
project " and wanted to know when
the syndicate would take over the con-
cession.

This, summarized, is the hereto-
fore unpublished story of the " Ches-
ter claims " to the $1,000,000,000 oil

fields of Mesopotamia and Turkey,
which are the American claims to

those oil fields referred to in the
forceful notes sent to Great Britain
by Secretary of State Colby and Sec-
retary of State Hughes in the last two
years. These claims antedate the
British claims by several years, and
the secret German correspondence
and statements made by high British
authorities show that they are the
only valid claims. Therefore the
monopolistic British " oil group " can-
not deprive Rear Admiral Chester
and his son, Arthur Chester, and
their associates of their rights to
these oil fields.

Full Government Support

The Chester project has had un-
usual official support from the United
States Government from its incep-
tion, receiving the sanction of the Mc-
Kinley, Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson and
Harding Administrations. The late

President Roosevelt instructed the
Navy Department to give Admiral
Chester carte blanche authority to
carry out a public policy, in which he

was so deeply concerned as to dispatch
a portion of the United States battle-

ship fleet to Turkey, with instruc-
tions to the commander to receive on
board the vessels twelve officers be-
longing to the Ottoman Nav>' for
passage to the United States, mainly
in the interest of the concession the
Chester interests were securing in

Turkey.

When Admiral Chester first re-

turned from his mission to Turkey,
he and his friends made it clear to
Secretary Root and the McKinley
Administration that American capi-
tal had never before been invested,
to any great extent, in Asia Minor,
and that before taking this new de-
parture it must be definitely known
that the enterprise would receive the
strong backing of the home Govern-
ment, as it was sure to involve long
and tedious negotiations and substan-
tial financial burdens as well. It is

a matter of record that not only was
the syndicate assured of such support
from the American Government, but
that in the ensuing negotiations no
attempt to open up trade for Ameri-
can citizens in a foreign country ever
received more cordial and helpful co-

operation from the Federal Govern-
ment than that accorded to the
Chester group.

It was with this understanding that
the Ottoman-American Development
Company, the first Chester organiza-
tion, was incorporated, and that its

capital was enlisted in the cause of
advancing American trade in the
Near East. It should be understood,
moreover, that this great under-
taking originated in the State De-
partment itself, being based upon the
report from the United States Consul
at Alexandretta as a part of a public
policy in which the Government was
at the time greatly interested.

German Opposition Overcome

After a bitter contest with the
Bagdad Railway Company, which
was backed by all the power of the
German Government, wielded by one
of the most astute diplomatists.
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Baron von Bieberstein, the German
Ambassador at Constantinople, a con-
vention was arranged with the
Ottoman Minister of Public Works,
was approved by the Grand Vizier,

and sent to Parliament for ratifica-

tion, when a strong speech in its

favor was made by the head of the
Government himself. It was gener-
ally known that in this assembly the
American concessionaries held the
strong backing of a majority of the
delegates, and that adoption of the
concession was certain. While the
negotiations were going on in Con-
stantinople, it was understood that
the State Department at Washington
had communicated with all the Eu-
ropean powers interested in Turkey,
and had been informed that they were
satisfied with the verdict of the Otto-
man Cabinet rendered in favor of the
Americans. Even the German For-
eign Office went so far as to say that,

as the convention had been harmon-
ized with German interests, the
Kaiser was not only willing but anx-
ious for American capitalists to come
to Turkey and aid in the development
©f the country. Admiral Chester
himself was a party to a conference
which brought about the withdrawal
of German opposition to the scheme.

Philander C. Knox, Secretary of

State during the latter part of the
negotiation period, displayed—as he
authorized Admiral Chester to state

—his deep interest in securing the
concession, and the Assistant Secre-
tary, Huntington Wilson, who was
commissioned in 1909 to proceed to

Constantinople to felicitate the new
Sultan of the Ottoman Empire on his
coronation, publicly stated that the
principal object of his visit was to
aid the American claim. Moreover, ^

in the presence of Admiral Chester
he informed the American Ambassa-
dor that the department would be
willing, in order to secure the con-
cession, to give up our treaty rights
to the " capitulations " in Turkey, as
had been doile a short while before in
the case of Japan.

During the war there was no occa-
sion to assert diplomatically the
policy of the Department of State re-
garding American rights to conces-
sions secured abroad before the war,
but soon after the signing of the
armistice that necessity arose, and
both Secretary of State Colby and his
successor, Mr. Hughes, stated in firm
tones that the United States Govern-
ment insists that account must be
taken of legitimate rights abroad ac-
quired by American interests before
the war. It cannot be asserted, there-
fore, that the Chester rights have
been unsupported by the United
States Government.

This is, briefly, the history of the
American claims to the oil fields of
former Turkish territory; claims
which have been the subject of exten-
sive diplomatic correspondence be-
tween the United States and Great
Britain, and which are to be dis-

cussed again in the near future, in
view of the fact that the question was
not settled at the Washington arms
conference.

AUTOMOBILE FATALITIES

ACCORDING to the National Highways
Protective Society, 1,981 persons were

killed by automobile trucks and passenger

cars in New York State, including New
York City, in 1921. This is the highest

number of motor fatalities ever recorded in

any State. Fatalities in 1921 were 452 more

than in 1920.

In the City of New York automobiles

caused the death of 835 persons, 281 of

whom were killed by trucks. The increase

of automobile fatalities since 1919 in the
State of New York was nearly 60 per cent.

In 1919 the number of deaths was 1^270.

Experts at the National Safety Council

meeting in Chicago, Jan. 14, 1922, estimated

that the total number of persons killed by
automobile accidents in the whole United

States in 1921 was between 12,000 and 15,-

000, with the probabilities in favor of the

larger figure. The total in 1920 had been

approximately 11,000.



Tent colony at Lick Creek, West Virginia, inhabited by union miners wlio have been evictetl

from houses owned by the mine operators

WRONGS OF THE SOFT-

COAL MINERS
By Elus Searles

Editor of the United Mine Workers Journal, official publicaUon of the United Mine Workers of America

Official revelation of abuses in the coal region of West Virginia
—Tyranny of the operators declared to he maintained by means

of armed thii^s—Charges of a spokesman of the union*^

IN writing about industrial condi-
tions in West Virginia, it is just
as well to stick to the truth. Actu-

al conditions are bad enough to make
it unnecessary for any writer to draw
on his imagination. A tremendous
conflict has been raging in industrial

West Virginia for many years, but
too often the facts of the case are
utterly misrepresented in the public
prints. Sometimes we read that the
union coal miners of that State are a

* This article is essentially a reply to the
one In the January Currbnt History: entiUetl
" Murder to Maintain Coal Monopoly." Tlie

two tog-ether furnish a full statement of both
sides of the warfare in the .West Virgrinia coal
r.egion.—Editor.

lawless mob of vicious men with ab-
solute disregard for law, order and
right; and when we take the trouble
to investigate we find that the infor-

mation comes directly from the of-

fices of coal companies and coal oper-
ators that adhere to the old, worn-
out theory that a coal miner is merely
an animal to be used in the manufac-
ture of dividends. You may go out
into the coal-mining fields of West
Virginia or any other State and study
the coal miner in his home, at his

work and as a citizen, and you will
find an entirely different set of facts.

He is not a bandit. He is not a law-
defying cutthroat. He is as good an
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American citizen as can be found
in any walk of life.

It is unfortunate for the coal miner
ihat he is not better known to the
American public. That he is so woe-
fully unknown is due to his inevitable
isolation from the rest of the world.
It is only when the citizen becomes
alarmed at the prospect that he may
run out of fuel that he ever gives the
coal miner a second thought, and then
it is only to denounce the miner as a
brute with no regard for public com-
fort. No thought is given to the
miner's side of the case. The public
loses sight of the fact that the coal

miner is a man—a human being

—

just like the rest of us; that he loves

life and liberty, and hates tyranny
and oppression ; that he has the same
love for his wife and children that
other men have for their families;

that he craves knowledge and educa-
tion like other men, and grieves when
these advantages are denied him;
that he is just as loyal, just as patri-

otic in his devotion to his country as
any other man, whether in high sta-

tion or low, and that he stands ready
to defend the flag with the same
valor that manifests itself in other
men.

The public, too, gives too little heed
to the fact that the coal miner lives

in an out-of-the-way, isolated camp
on the side of a mountain, where op-
portunities do not exist. There he
works and raises his family under
conditions that would, in most cases,

appal the city man. He spends his

working hours in inky darkness. He
braves the dangers of the earth's
caverns, with no assurance that he
will return to his loved ones at home.
He hears nothing, sees nothing,
learns nothing except that which is

brought in to him from beyond the
great hills.

Ruled by Armed Thugs

The coal miners of West Virginia
are virtually cut off from the rest of
the world, entirely dependent upon
one single industry for their living.

Unless a man works in the mines he
can find no employment in that State.

And once a man moves into a non-

union mining field the chances are a
hundred to one that he cannot get out
without trouble. He becomes at once
the property of the coal company.
His liberty is taken away by means
of coal company rules and orders.
His freedom of action is abolished,
because coal companies employ hun-
dreds of armed men, the majority be-
ing of the most desperate character,
to coerce and intimidate the miner
and his family into strict obedience
to the will of the operators. Tho
miner cannot walk on the public high-
way without the consent of these
gunmen. He cannot board a passen-
ger train at a railroad station unless
these thugs are willing. They are
employed for that purpose, and right
well do they perform their work.
When a miner is assaulted or shot by
one of these hired gunmen prosecu-
tion for the crime is a farce. A gun-
man is never punished for anything
he may do. Most of these gunmen
are sworn in as Deputy Sheriffs, but
their salaries are paid by the coal
companies. The coal companies ad-
mit this to be true. A circular re-
cently issued by the Logan District
Mines Information Bureau, Charles-
ton, W. Va., says that the levy in
Logan County is sufficient only for
the employment of eight Deputy
Sheriffs, and then the circular says

:

Consequently, the coal operators of the
county have been called upon to provide
funds for the employment of thirty-nine ad-
ditional Deputy Sheriffs. These men are
not employed by the operators, but by the
Sheriff of the county, who, under the West
Virginia law, is also fiscal officer of the
county and to whom the funds provided by
the operators are paid and by whom me
deputies are paid. These deputies are un-
der the direct authority of the Sheriff, just
as are the eight deputies whose wages are
paid by county levy.

That circular was issued by an as-

sociation of coal operators. They
say there are thirty-nine " addi-
tional " Deputy Sheriffs in Logan
County who are paid by the opera-
tors. The fact is that there are hun-
dreds of them, and their sole pur-
pose is to prevent the coal miners'
union from obtaining a foothold in

that field.

There would be no industrial
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trouble in West Virginia if it were
not for these brutal ruffians, who
are employed by the hundreds by the

coal operators. They bear a roving
commission to roam at will over the
mountains and in the coal mining
camps and assault and intimidate
and murder union coal miners or any
others who may attempt to seek im-
provement in their conditions.

Square Deal Impossible

Coal miners are like other men.
They resent the murderous activities

of this private armed force. But
there is one peculiar fact about this

whole business. The public never
hears about the crimes of these gun-
men against the miners, yet when a
miner resents an assault or rises up
against their intimidations the news
is spread broadcast over the land
that the miners are defying the law.
The operators can do this, while the
miners have no means of placing
their side of the controversy before
the public. The coal companies con-
trol the politics, the judiciary, the
military and every public activity in

West Virginia, and it is impossible
for a coal miner to obtain a square
deal.

Remove the company gunman and

thug from the coal fields of West
Virginia and give the citizens the
liberty guaranteed to them by the
Constitution, and industrial peace
will reign. But the coal companies
will not do this. The local officials,

controlled by the operators, will not
do it. The Governor and the other
State authorities will not do it. The
miner is driven to the expedient of
self-defense.

The march of miners and citizens
which took place last August in

Boone and Logan Counties is fresh
in the minds of all who have paid
attention to events in West Virginia.
Exasperated and driven to the last

ditch of despair by the brutality of
the armed guards and company gun-
men, the people made up their minds
to stand no more of it. So they gath-
ered by the hundreds, miners, mer-
chants, professional men and others,
with the announced purpose of
marching across the mountains and
driving out the company thugs. The
United Mine Workers of America
did not authorize that march, nor did
the union give that movement any
kind of sanction or approval. In fact,

the international officials of the
union had no knowledge of the pro-
posed march until it was well under

I

Group of West Virginia coal miners and their families, eivictetb frem company houses : because

:

• of their union activities, and now llWng in a tent colony.'
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The holes in these tents of evicted miners were slashed with knives by State Police in one of

their many attempts to malte life unbearable for union members.

way. The charge that it was financed
and promoted by the miners' union
is as false as many of the other al-

legations and insinuations that are
hurled against the union. Instead
of giving approval to the movement,
John L. Lewis, President of the
United Mine Workers of America,
at once sent Vice President Philip

Murray to West Virginia with in-

structions to do all in his power to

bring about peace and order, and it

was largely due to Murray's efforts

that the march, finally was aban-
doned and peace restored. But the
operators, of course, never tell that
fact to the public.

John J. Leary Jr., one of the best
newspaper reporters in the country,
covered the march last August for

The New York World. After telling

of the coming of General Bandholtz,
by direction of President Harding,
to make an investigation of condi-

tions, he said General Bandholtz
called on the men to disperse and re-

turn to their homes, which they
agreed to do. Leary then quoted
Thomas W. Petry, acting head of the

United Mine Workers of America in

that district, as follows:

As we agreed, we began sending the men
back. The drive was over and General
Bandholtz was satisfied that it was, and
everything went well until the night of
Aug. 27. Then Chafin's men and State
Constabulary began shooting up Sharpies.
They killed two and injured two more. Then
it was all off. The next day and the 29th,
the men, who had started home, wei'e on the
drive again until there were 10,000 men out.
The men were actually afraid to go home.
They said they might as well die fighting
as to be murdered. " We'll at least get a
chance," they said.

Sharpies is a mining village where
the men belong to the union. It is

interesting to note that General
Bandholtz corroborated this state-
ment in his official report, when he
said:

It is believed that the withdrawal of the
invaders, as promised by Keeney and
Mooney, would have been satisfactorily
achieved but for the ill-advised and ill-

timed advance movement of State Constab-
ulary on the night of Aug. 27, resulting in
bloodshed.

Soon after Governor Morgan of
West Virginia declared martial law.
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a squad of improvised militia raided

the office of the United Mine Work-
ers of America at Williamson, where
relief was being given to locked-out

miners and their families, and ar-

rested twelve union workers on a

charge of " unlawful assemblage."

These men were engaged only in re-

lief work to save those poor people

from starvation. The twelve men
were taken to Welch and locked in

the McDowell County Jail, where a
kangaroo court held sway. One of

the pastimes of this court consisted

in brutally whipping newcomers
with a big strap. The twelve men
were released only on their promise
to leave the State.

Throughout the years 1920 and
1921 armed gunmen continually shot

up the little mining camp of Willis

Branch, where the miners were
members of the union. When the men
moved from place to place to escape
the bullets, they were followed by
the thugs, who again shot up their

homes. When the miners could
stand it no longer, they decided upon
a pitched battle with the so-called

guards. Fifty-six of the latter par-
ticipated. The miners won the fight,

and twenty-eight gunmen packed
their guns and artillery on a train
and departed. What became of the
other twenty-eight gunmen has never
become known. And the operators
sent out stories about how lawless
union miners fired upon officers of
the law.

There was a tent colony at Lick
Greek last Summer in which the fam-
ilies of a large number of miners were
obliged to live after they had been
evicted from company houses because
of the union activities of the men.
There was no other place for them to

go to, and the union supplied the tents

and leased the ground upon which the
tent colony could be established. Coal
ct'mpanies were opposed even to the
tent plan of living, and, as they had
done many times before, they deter-

mined to drive out the tent dwellers.

As I said before, they completely con-
trol every public activity in the State.

They boast their control of the judi-

cial system, the administration, the
civil authorities, the military estab-

lishment and everything else, includ-

ing the right of men to work and earn
a living.

The State police is a part of the
whole system that is controlled by
coal companies. One day last Sum-
mer the State police raided the Lick

Creek tent colony. A State trooper
ordered Alex Breedlove, a union
miner, to throw up his hands, and
when Breedlove complied with the

order the trooper shot him dead in his

tracks. Then the State troopers cut

and slashed the tents of the colony,

broke up the furniture, destroyed the

food supplies of the families living in

the tents, poured coal oil in milk that

was to feed the babies of the tent

colony, and marched a number of men
off to jail for no reason whatever.
Every constitutional right of the mine
workers was violated by these troop-

ers in behalf of the coal companies.

The Charge of Treason

What may be regarded as being,

perhaps, the most astounding move
on the part of the West Virginia coal

operators to keep the union out was
made when the Logan County Grand
Jury recently returned indictments
against approximately three hundred
union men, charging them with
treason to the State of West Virginia.

The indictment is based on the march
of last August. The operators are

in complete control of Logan County,
and they are responsible for the in-

dictment. Treason is the highest de-

gree of crime that can be committed
by any person, and to charge treason
against union coal miners is nothing
short of ridiculous. The members of

the United Mine Workers of America
challenge the coal operators of West
Virginia or any other State to a com-
parison of their records for patriot-

ism and loyalty to country. More
than 80,000 of them donned the uni-

form of Uncle Sam in the World War.
More than 3,300 of these coal miner
soldiers, sailors and marines made the

supreme sacrifice by giving up their
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lives for the flag of liberty. And yet
West Virginia coal operators indict

tJie miners of the union on a trumped-
up charge of treason. Surely, the
public will not sustain such an accusa-
tion against men who did their full

part to win the war while most of the
coal operators were at home, piling up
huge extra profits on the coal that
the nation and the world needed.
One of the men thus indicted was

Lawrence Dwyer of Beckley, W. Va.,
member of the International Execu-
tive Board of the United Mine Work-
ers of America. Dwyer had no part
whatever in the march. And it is

significant that he was not placed
under arrest until after he had taken
a delegation of starving men, women
and children from the West Virginia
mining field to Washington for a con-
ference with President Harding. Coal
companies had served eviction notices

on hundreds of miners, and the fam-
ilies were to be set out of company
houses on the mountainside in eight
inches of snow. The miners had been
out of work for months. They and
their families were on the very edge
of starvation. Local and State au-
thorities refused to interfere or
supply relief. So Dwyer took a com-
mittee to Washington on Jan. 15, and
this committee told President Har-
ding of the situation and begged for
Federal relief.

The President, through Secretary
of Labor Davis, induced the coal com-
panies to postpone the evictions. The
committee returned to West Virginia,

and on his arrival home Dwyer was
arrested on the treason charge.
Dwyer and his lawyer went to Logan
County to give bond. Sheriff Don
Chafin at first refused to admit him
to bail because of the publicity that
Dwyer had lately given out, and said
he would be kept in jail. Later, how-
ever, Chafin changed his mind. On
his arrival home from Logan, Dwyer
wrote me a letter (Jan. 28), in which
he said:

After we left the Court House for the
depot to take the train, Don Chafin's
" Deputy Sheriffs," or thugs, followed Ui»

around. The man with me asked a man
whom we met to walk to the depot with us,

as he feared the thugs wei'e going to attack
us. While we were waiting at the depot
the thugs stood around and, speaking so
that I could hear them, said : " That's the
peg-legged that went to President
Harding. Let's knock his head off,"
and a group of them boarded the train with
us, continually passing in front of me with
threatening looks.

So we find that a West Virginia
miner cannot appeal even to the Presi-
dent of the United States for relief

from the cruelties of the system in

that State without danger of being
arrested for treason. Treason to

whom? To the coal companies, of
course.

Is it strange that the coal miners
of West Virginia become desperate
over such treatment? No man can
smother his wrath forever when he is

subjected to ruffianism and provoca-
tion year in and year out. Every at-

tempt at self-protective organization
by the miners meets with redoubled
fury on the part of the coal companies
and their paid gunmen. They are de-

termined that the union shall not
come in, for they know that if it

comes the day of their unhampered
domination over the lives and bodies
of the miners is at an end.

In the Federal Courts

That is the reason why the Border-
land Coal Corporation, a West Vir-
ginia company, brought suit in the
Federal Court of Judge Anderson, at

Indianapolis, to enjoin the United
Mine Workers of America from fur-

ther efforts at organization of the
miners of West Virginia, and to

abolish the check-off system for the
collection of the dues of members of
the union. The company filed a bill

containing vicious allegations against
the union. It supported the bill with
affidavits and ex-parte evidence by
coal company officials and others who
bitterlj^ oppose the union. Some of
the affidavits were simply astounding
in their character. For instance, a
man named Jesse Stepp made affi-

davit as follows:

During my stay in this union field several
inflammatory and riot-inciting speeches
[were made] by agitators and organizers
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of the Mine Workers' Union. One speech
in particular that I remember was made
by John L. Lewis of Indianapolis, Ind., who
is International President of the United
Mine Workers' Union, in which he stated

they wanted to get all the men they could

from other States and make a march on
Mingo County, that they intended to kill

all the gunmen, poison the waters and blow
up every damned tipple in Mingo County.
The above remarks were made in a speech

at a local union meeting at Red Rock, which
is about seven miles from Adrian, and just

a few days before the miners started to

gather at Marmet, W. Va., for the purpose
of marching into Logan and Mingo Coun-
ties.

President Lewis immediately de-

nounced the affidavit as utterly false

and filed the following counter-affi-

davit :

John L. Lewis, being duly sworn, says

that he is the President of the International

Union, United Mine Workers of America;
that in open court this morning, on the

29th day of October, 1921, he heard read the

affidavit of one Jesse Stepp of Mingo Coun-

ty, West Virginia, filed by the plaintiff in

the above cause; that so far as the state-

ments in said affidavit relate to this

affiant, they are wholly untrue; that

affiant never addressed the union at Rea
Rock and was never in the town; that the

affiant never made any speech on any oc-

casion whatsoever in the State of West
Virginia in the year 1921; that affiant has

not been in the State of West Virginia in

the year 1921 except upon a railroad train

while crossing said State. Affiant fur-

ther denies that at the time and place

stated, or at any other time or place in

West Virginia or elsewhere, that the affiant

ever countenanced, encouraged or approved

the destruction of property, poisoning of

water or the killing of people, or any other

form of violence whatever.

However, Judge Anderson granted

the injunction, forbidding further col-

lection of dues by the check-off and
prohibiting the union from making
any further attempt to organize the

non-union mine workers of the field

in question. Of course, the coal com-
panies paraded the Anderson injunc-

tion all over the country as proof that

the United Mine Workers of America
was a vicious thing that had at last

been downed in court. Public senti-

ment was arrayed against the union

by this propaganda of the operators.

But they told only half of the story,

-hiding the. rest of it effectually, so

that the public might not leani the

full truth.

Judge Anderson Reversed

The United Mine Workers of Amer-
ica appealed from the decision of
Judge Anderson to the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals at Chicago,
and that court, after a full and com-
plete hearing, by a unanimous de-
cision of its full bench, reversed Judge
Anderson in every essential feature
of the case. The Circuit Court of
Appeals held that the check-off was
legal and could not be enjoined. It

held, too, that the United Mine Work-
ers of America had a legal right to at-

tempt to organize the non-union
workers of West Virginia by any and
all lawful means and methods. That
was all the union could ask.

In commenting upon the check-off,
while the hearing was in progress,
Judge Baker stated clearly that the
check-off was nothing more or less

than an assignment by the miner to
the union of a part of his wages al-

rciady earned. Such assignment, he
said, was entirely lawful. A work-
man has the legal right, he said, to
assign his wages for any purpose.
The wages earned are the sole prop-
erty of the wage-earner and may be
disposed of by him by assignment or
otherwise; therefore. Judge Baker
said, the check-off could not be en-
joined. And the court carried this
statement of the law into its written
decision when it said

:

So far as the contracts themselves and
this record disclose, the check-off is the
voluntary assignment by the employe of so
much of his wages as may be necessary to
pay his union dues and his direction to his
employer to pay the amount to the Treas-
urer of his union. In that aspect that con-
tract provision is legal; and quite evidently
there are many lawful purposes for which
dues may be used.

Coal operators have made a persis-
tent effort to induce the public to be-
lieve that the check-off is simply a
contribution which they are forced to
make to the coal miners' union. They
have told the public that they are
compelled, through the check-off, to
furnish money to sustain and main-
tain the union. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The check-
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off does not cost the mine operators su

cent. They do not contribute a penny
of their own money to the union.

It is wholly unfair for the operators
to ask the public to believe otherwise.

The miner earns so much money.
The operators pay a small pant of that

money to the union and the rest of it

to the miner. That's all there is to

the check-off. The miner has the
same right to assign a part of his

wages to his union that he has to

assign a part of his wages to a grocer,

a doctor or a landlord. And the same
coal mining companies that are now
denouncing the check-off for union
dues as being illegal and a burden
have never objected to a check-off for

the other purposes mentioned.

The real reason the coal operators
seek to abolish the system is that
they believe they see in such a course
an opportunity to cripple or destroy
the United Mine Workers of Amer-
ica. And if they can destroy the
union or impair its influence they
can again bring the coal mine work-
ers down to the old-time level of
wages and working conditions; com-
pel them to accept any wage rate

that the operators may feel disposed
to pay; compel the men to work
longer hours for less money; in fact,

drag them down to a lower level of
existence, so that they may be unable
to protect themselves against what-
ever practices or conditions the oper-
ators wish to impose.

I am not overstating the case.

Men who have been employed in the
coal mining industry for years re-

member what conditions were before
the union came to their rescue. They
know what they might expect if the
union were out of the way.

Legal Rights of Unions

It was difficult for miners of
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana
and Illinois to understand by what
right the Borderland Coal Corpora-
tion, a West Virginia concern, could
come into a court and seek to regu-
late the. affairs of the Central Com-
petitive Field, where the check-off
contract between miners and opera-

tors is in effect. Judge Anderson
held that the Borderland Coal Cor-
poration could do that very thing.
But the Circuit Court of Appeals re-
versed Judge Anderson completely
on that point. The Circuit Court of
Appeals, in its decision, said in part:
But appellee is not a party to the con-

tract, is not the attorney of either contract-
ing party, and is not the agency to estab-
lish the public welfai-e.

In reversing Judge Anderson and
holding that the union had the legal
right to attempt the unionization of
the non-union mines, the Circuit
Court of Appeals said:

Appellee sought and obtained a decree
restraining " the unionization or attempted
unionization of the non-union mines " in the-
Williamson district. Appellants, and theirs

agents and representatives in West Vir-
ginia, are thus enjoined from publishing
lawful union arguments and making lawful
speeches in the closed district ; from makings
lawful appeals to those in the pool of un-
employed labor to join the union rather
than the non<-union ranks; and from using
lawful persuasion to induce any one of ap-
pellee's employes to join the union and
thei'eupon instantly and openly to sever hia
relationship with appellee, not in violation

of, but in exact accordance with, his ccn^
tract with appellee. Manifestly, the pur-
pose of such publications, public speeches
and personal persuasions would be to en-
large the membership of the union. If com-
pletely successful, these means would rom-
pel appellee, if it stayed in business, to deal
with the union, and thus " unionise " its

mine. And use of these means, .short of
complete success, would be an " attempted
unionization." This broad sweep of re-

straint makes it necessary to refer briefly

to the rights of employers and of labor
unions. Unions of owners of capital may
bargain collectively, through their officers,

with laborers either individually or collec-

tively. Unions of laborers may bargain
collectively, through their officers, with em-
ployers either individually or collectively.

Employers may bargain for a closed non-
union shop. Laborers may bargain for a
closed union shop. Both are entitled to free

and equal access to the pool of unemployed
labor for the purpose of securing recruits

by peaceful appeals to reason. Employers
may persuade a union man, provided they
do not violate his right of privacy nor in-

vade the rights of another, to become nonr
union. Union laborers may under the same
conditions persuade a non-union man to be-
come union.

There was no conspiracy about the
entrance of the United Mine Work-
ers of America into West Virginia,
and no such conspiracy exists today.
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The United Mine Workers invaded
West Virginia for the sole purpose
of bettering the condition of the coal-

mine workers of that State. The
union went in because the oppressed
miners of West Virginia wanted it

to come. The union carried to the
downtrodden miners of that State
the first ray of hope that had ever

penetrated the gloom of their exist-
ence. No other organization, no
other influence in the land could do
it, but the United Mine Workers
could make life better for the miners
and their families, and the union
went into West Virginia to do that
job. That was no conspiracy. It

was a mission of mercy, of justice.

FINANCE IN SOVIET RUSSIA

IN all recent discussions of the possibili-

ties of reopening trade and commerce
with Russia, the financial problem has

loomed large. The Paris Temps has de-

fined this problem as one involving the

stabilization of the ruble and the balancing

of the Russian budget. A writer in the

Contemporary Review remarks that the

Temps, like others who have dealt with the

subject, seems to be entirely unaware that

the Russian Government has already

adopted measures to deal with reforms in

currency, banking and the budget.

Private trade requires some form of

stable currency, and the first difficulty at-

tending the introduction of the new eco-

nomic policy was the fact that the Russian

ruble had depreciated to such an extent

that it was no longer an adequate medium
of exchange. The paper ruble at the pres-

ent time is reckoned to be worth between

one-fifty thousandth, and one-sixty thou-

sandth of the pre-war ruble. In other

words, the ruble is practically valueless, be-

ing worth about one-eleven hundredth of a

cent. This depreciation has been very

largely caused by an immoderate use of the

printing press. No business transactions

of any magnitude can be conducted with a

unit of currency which has fallen in value

from 50 cents to one-eleven hundredth part

of a cent.

The first step which the Soviet Govern-

ment took, therefore, was to introduce a

new unit of currency, a new medium of ex-

change. The People's Commissariat for

Finance is now putting this new monetary

token into circulation. Its value is fixed

as equal to 10,000 paper rubles. If it main-

tains this ratio value in actual circulation

it will be worth about 1 cent. The Govern--

ment proposes, furthermore, to renounce

the policy of inflation, and to limit severely

the amount of money which it puts into

circulation.

This involves a reorganization of the

Russian budget. The new budget for 1922

has been made, first of all, for the nine

months ending on Oct. 1, 1922, in order that

the end of the Government's financial year
may coincide with the realization of the

hai-vest. The most important innovation is

that the estimates of revenue and expendi-

ture are expressed in gold i-ubles. The
Finance Department has explained that the

old method of expressing these estimates

in paper rubles, the value of which is sub-

ject to depreciations sometimes as great as

100 per cent., made any financial order or

control utterly impossible. The estimated

revenue (883,000,000 gold rubles) by no
means balances the estimated expenditure

(1,403,000,000 gold rubles), and the Gov-
ernment has, therefore, been compelled to

make good the deficit by the old expedient

of issuing more money. Thus, on the reve-

nue side, one finds an item of 230,000,000

gold rubles under the heading, " Issue of

Paper Money." This involves the colossal

sum of 18,000,000,000,000 paper rubles. The
Government contends that its new method
of computation in gold is at least an im-

provement over the old system.

A second step taken by the Government
was the establishment in November, 1921,

of a Government bank. This bank has only

just begun its activities, and it is too early

to form any opinion of its chances of suc-

cess. It is intended that the bank shall

play an important part in reviving the for-

eigfn trade of Russia, mainly through oper-

ations in bills, foreign currencies, &c., nec-

essary for the financing of foreign com-
merce.



THE NEGRO IN THE NORTH
By Eugene Kinckle Jones

Executive Secretai-j- of the National Urban League

Important results of the recent negro migration to the North, as

set forth by a progressive member of that race—Definite progress

toward establishing the negro's place in the business world

^^rpHE negro population in the
^B JL Northern United States in-

^B creased in the ten years be-

^Ptween 1910 and 1920 from 1,-

000,000 to more than' 1,500,000.
The one-half million represents,
in the main, the increase due

^ to a considerable migration of ne-

I groes from the South and to a rela-
^ tively small West Indian immigra-

tion. Although the migration from
the South has been largely from rural
and small town districts, the popula-
tion in the North is almost entirely

centred in urban communities, where
death and birth rates are about equal,

thereby providing practically no nat-

ural increase. The majority of this

one-half million came to the North
preceding and following the partici-

pation of the United States in the
World War. The causes of this mi-
gration are well known—the indus-
trial vacuum caused in the North by
the departure of foreign reservists
for service in Europe, drafting of
many men from the North's indus-
trial centres, the speeding up of in-

dustry incident to the war, the push
from the South caused by the with-
holding of personal, civic and educa-
tional rights from the negro, especial-
ly the persistent persecution of ne-
groes by the lawless elements, against
which no protection was afforded.
Though it is true that in the South
the negro has not been denied indus-
trial opportunity as a skilled or un-
skilled laborer, his wages were rela-

tively low and his treatment at the
hands of white men in authority, both
on the job and in connection with his
civic and home affairs, made him feel

constantly restricted and oppressed.

A discussion ten years ago on the
negro in the North would have con-
sisted primarily of a consideration of
the housing conditions and the gen-
eral wage scale of negroes engaged in
domestic and menial service, with a
citation of isolated cases of negroes
employed here and there in responsi-
ble positions where their work was
in the main associated with white
people- But the discussion of this
subject today must embrace a study
of the masses of negroes who have
recently come to the North, the suc-
cesses or failures with which they
have met in seeking adjustment, the
development of larger opportunities
for personal and group advancement
and the actual material progress
made thus far. Negro cities, as it

were, within the already established
cities, may be seen in New York, in
Boston, in Chicago, in Cleveland, in

Detroit, in Pittsburgh and in many
other Northern and border communi-
ties. Here negro banks, theatres, ho-
tels, restaurants, stores of all kinds,
real estate offices and modern
churches with social service facilities

are in evidence, and negro doctors,
lawyers, architects, social workers
and other professional men and wo-
men are kept constantly busy minis-
tering to the needs of their own
people.

The Negro Movement North

Of course, negroes have been mi-
grating to the North in large num-
bers since the Civil War. But this

migration has only been the answer
to tlie demand, in the main, for per-
sonal servants, and such social prob-
lems among negroes as have arisen
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in Northern cities have been of such

gradual growth that, though existent,

they have not altered in any large

measure the condition of the commu-
nities at large. When the war period

set in, however, the communities to

which negroes went began to realize

that they had a problem of their own.
One often heard unfavorably of the

Southern negro, of his crude beha-
vior, of his boarding street cars while

returning from work without chang-
ing his working clothes, of groups of

men in their shirt sleeves and women
with cloths tied around their heads
hanging out of windows or sitting on
front porches of recently acquired

houses in restricted neighborhoods.
Many of the industries that were re-

sponsible for negroes coming North
in large numbers did not consider the
communities' welfare and made no
provision for the housing of the new-
comers, for their recreation and re-

ligious observances. Thus three or
four families were forced into houses
intended for one normal family; epi-

demics of pneumonia ensued, as was
the case in Newark, N. J., and race
disturbances followed, as in East St.

Louis, Chicago and Omaha.
The first movement North early in

1916 and subsequently for three years
was, in the main, composed of the
average and under-average working-
man and his family from the fields

and smaller cities. For the last two
years those coming have been princi-

pally lawyers, doctors, artisans and
skilled workers—the type of solid and
efficient persons who usually follow
in the train of such mass movements,
and who build on them business and
professional life and thereby main-
tain or elevate such standards as have
already been developed.

I suppose that few people are un-
acquainted with the conditions that
obtained in the North at the time the
negroes came. Business was flour-
ishing. Labor was scarce. Wages
were high. Money was plentiful. Now
two years of unemployment have
been passed through by the country,
and a considerable number of negroes
who were not adjusted in mind or po-

sition to the Northern atmosphere
have returned South ; it is interesting

at this juncture, therefore, to con-
sider the present status of the North-
ern negro population and to gauge
thereby the negro's future prospects
both in the North and in the South.

Negro Unemployment

I have recently talked with pro-
fessional men, business men, skilled

workmen and unskilled labor groups
in practically every large city of the
North, and I have yet to meet one
who has any idea of returning perma-
nently to the South. They all seem to

feel that the present business depres-
sion and period of unemployment is

but a temporary social phenomenon
that is also being experienced by the
whites, and that they will find them-
selves in much better circumstances
when prosperity returns to the coun-
try at large. In Detroit, where the
unemployment situation was the most
desperate of all the cities of the
North, the negro suffered in exactly
the same way as the whites suffered,

and assistance was rendered him in

exactly the same way by the munici-
pal and private relief-giving agen-
cies. The Employers' Association of

Detroit has continued to support its

employment office (located on St.

Antoine Street, in the heart of the col-

ored section) , although but few place-

ments have been made during the last

year. This is evidence of the inten-

tion of the employing group to con-

tinue the employment of negro
workers.

In Cleveland, an inquiry sent to
most of the industries employing
negro workers brought the reply that
negroes would be re-employed on the
return of normal business conditions
and that many of the plants were
still carrying the workmen's com-
pensation insurance on their negro
employes.
An interesting incident recently oc-

curred in Chicago in connection with
the unemployment problems there.

The city made scant provision for the
care of its unemployed. The only or-

ganized and co-ordinated effort to
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help the unemployed for the first six

months was in behalf of the negroes,

the effort being promoted by a com-
bination of negro churches and wel-

fare agencies in that city. With 15,-

000 colored men unemployed in and
about South State Street alone, this

co-operating group was not able to

cope entirely with the sitaation. A
number of negro unemployed, rather

than face the necessity of returning
to the South, where possibly they
might have gotten along better physi-

cally in their old haunts, repaired to

the lake front, built their own huts

out of collected stone and driftwood
and organized themselves into a mu-
nicipal government witl^in the City of

Chicago itself, with their own Mayor,
Police Department and an additional

city department known as the Culi-

nary Division, with a chef and an im-
provised refrigerator made of a cave
within the hillside. They adopted
and applied rules and regulations suf-

ficiently stringent to keep the deni-

zens law-abidin?:, yet in good spirits

and happy, while waiting for the re-

turn of better times.

That the big industries generally
intend to continue negro labor in the
North is attested by the experiences
of one of the largest corporations in

industry. After a recent great strike,

almost country-wide, in which the
negro employes with a few exceptions
refused to participate, several of the
company's local managers were in-

clined to discontinue the use of negro
labor. This was after the strike was
lost. A complaint of this evidence of
ingratitude was made to the head-
quarters of the corporation, which re-

sulted in an order being issued to the
effect that in practically all the sub-
sidiary plants of this corporation up-
ward of 17 per cent, of their employes
should remain colored, or that the col-

ored proportion be increased to that
figure. It should be stated in ex-

planation that the main reason the
negroes did not line up with the white
strikers in larger numbers was that
no effort was made to encourage
negro membership in the unions until

the eve of the strike.

Opportunity in the North

Some years ago Dr. Booker T.
Washington in one of his many force-
ful speeches said, " The negro can
earn a dollar in the South, but he can-
not spend it. He can spend a dollar in
the North, but he cannot earn it."

He always emphasized the view that
the place for the negro was the South.
Dr. Washington was a wise man. He
talked in terms of immediate need,
always keeping his eye on the future.
Before his death, however, he became
much interested in welfare activities

calculated to help the negroes adjust
themselves to Northern environment.
If he were alive today, he undoubtedly
would change his philosophy about
the negro's earning capacity in the
North, whether in the factory,
foundry and hotel, or in professional
and business pursuits. In New York
City there are more than 200 colored
teachers, among them being teachers
in high schools, a principal and an as-
sistant principal in public schools, su-
pervisors and lecturers for the Board
of Education. In Chicago, in Cleve-
land, Buffalo, Detroit, Boston and
several other cities there are also col-

ored teachers in schools that likewise
make no special provision for colored
pupils.* Many intelligent and pro-
gressive negro clergymen have estab-
lished themselves, and their congre-
gations are purchasing and building
beautiful edifices. The St. PhiHp's
Protestant Episcopal Church of New
York City has church and other real

property valued at more than $1,000,-
000. The Olivet Baptist Church of
Chicago has a membership of 8,000,
requiring two church edifices and
three assistant pastors.

It is interesting: in tViis connection to note
the great increase in rural schiools for the negro
communities of the South, as set fortii in a
declaration of the thirty-first annual Tuslcegee
Negro Conference held on Jan. 18, 1922. From
this it appears that !?1,000,000 will be expended
during 1922 in building schoolhouses for ne-
groes, and in Mississippi ^SOO.OOO will be de-
voted to a .^iimilar purpose. The Julius Rosen-
wald School Building Fund, it was said, had
assisted in building more than 1,100 schools at
a cost of almost $4*000,000. Plantation owners
were commended for schools built for their
tenants. Educational work, of a. valuable nature
wa« Ijeing done in- Alabanta and- Louisiana.

—

Editor.
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Although prejudice has denied the

negro the opportunity to advance in

industrial and professional pursuits,

even in the North, thorough business

development and acquired ability are

breaking down a great deal of this

prejudice based upon color. In

practically all the cities of the

North where negroes reside in

large numbers there are colored

doctors who have made great head-

way in their profession. With many
their white practice has almost
crowded out their colored practice.

In Paterson, N. J. ; in Morristown, N.

J. ; in Jersey City, in New York City,

in Chicago, in Detroit, in Buffalo, I

personally know of colored physi-

cians and dentists at least 90 per
cent, of whose practice is white. A
colored surgeon of Chicago, who was
the first to operate successfully on
the human heart in 1894, is on the

staff of a Chicago hospital, where he
seldom has a colored patient. Col-

ored chemists on Staten Island, in

Northern New Jersey, in Detroit, in

Chicago, in St. Louis, are employed
by large industrial concerns. Colored
artists, such as Scott, the mural
painter ; Meta W. Fuller, the sculptor,

and Charles Gilpin, the actor, have
made their mark and are being fol-

lowed by numerous other individuals

who are studying and making head-
way in these directions.

Two large mail order houses in Chi-

cago, before the industrial depression
set in, employed 2,000 colored girls in

clerical positions, one firm employing
700 and the other 1,300. One large

bank in New York employs eight or

ten negro clerks. Checkers and wrap-
pers in department stores in Pitts-

burgh; binders, map mounters and
cutters with amap and textbook man-
ufacturer in Chicago; several thou-
sand shirtwaist makers, machine op-

erators on various kinds of underwear
and outer garments in New York
City; women workers at machines
in Newark, Bridgeport, St. Louis and
Detroit, have been employed, and in
many instances are still at work de-
spite the general state of unemploy-
ment.

Business Efficiency

In the business world many in-

stances of success may be given of
even greater interest. One colored
woman has a retail coal business in

a small town near New York City
bringing in $100,000 a year. Two
beauty culture concerns with head-
quarters in Indianapolis and St. Louis
take in annually gross receipts of
more than $250,000. One New York
real estate concern has monthly col-

lections of $30,000; brokerage firms
handling oil stock and real estate
ventures, restaurants and theatres
are thriving. One firm of contrac-
tors has a monopoly on the work
of moving and wrecking buildings in
a prominent Northern city of over
250,000 inhabitants. A colored doll

factory in New York City has grown
to large proportions. Garage, taxi-
cab and private automobile service
has sprung up in practically all these
Northern cities, one man in Chicago
having a garage—of which he is sole
owner—with a capacity of 200 cars
and a demand for much more car
space than he can provide. There
are barber shops and hotels, one hotel
representing an investment of $250,-
000. A phonogi-aph and record manu-
facturing company in New York,
handling only music composed, sung
and played by negroes, is doing a
business of more than $25,000
a month. Chicago has a State
bank with $2,000,000 deposits,
Philadelphia has one with more than
$1,000,000 in deposits.* A newspaper
for negroes in Chicago—a national
weekly with a circulation of 225,000

—

requiring the services of over forty
employes, more than half of whom
are white, has a plant valued at $250,-

*The first national bank ever operated by ne-
groes was opened in Chicago at the beginning
of the year 1922. All the officials and Direc-
tors, including P. W. Chavers, its President, are
negroes, with but a single exception, O. F.
Smith, President of the Citizens' Trust Bank,
who is Chairman of the Board of Directors.
R. R. Jackson, Spanish War veteran, who fol-
lowed Roosevelt in the famous charge of San
Juan, is the Vice President. Mr. Chavers in
an interview given on Dec. 7 said: "Lincoln
gave * the colored man political emancipation,
but nobody can give him economic emancipa-
tion. He must win that for himself by thrift,
honesty and good judgment."—Editor.
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000, all paid for. There are at least

fifty negro newspapers and journals
located in the North. In West Vir-

ginia there are two coal mines op-

erated and owned exclusively by ne-

groes. Business schools have sprung
up in practically all the large cities,

affording to young colored boys and
girls training in stenography, book-
keeping and business methods.

For years the impression has been
assiduously spread by certain groups
of whites that the negro is inefficient

and cannot absorb modern civiliza-

tion. What impression of his phys-
ical efficiency, first of all, must one
get from the account of the breaking
of the world's record in the broad
jump and the winning of the Pentath-
lon by Edward O. Gourdin, negro ath-

lete of Harvard ; of the holding at

various times by negroes of the light-

weight, welterweight and heavy-
weight pugilistic championships; of

the securing of two places on the All-

American team in the last four or five

years by negro football stars of Rut-
gers and Brown Universities ; of the

larger percentage of negroes than
whites received as " physically fit

"

in the draft and retained as " phys-
ically fit " in the army after being
accepted in the draft? 'What, from
the mental aspect, may be deduced
from the 5,000 patents taken out in

Washington by negro inventors, in-

cluding a self-starter for airplanes

and a device for taking motion pic-

tures by daylight? What of negro
organizations such as the National
Association for the Advancement of

Colored People and the National
Urban League, which are demanding
for them full citizenship and all their
human rights, and which urge them
so to prepare themselves for the de-
mands of a competitive modern civil-

ized community that when justice is

secured for them they may be able
to merit it and be secure in the exer-
cise of their rights?

With the great influx to the North,
more negroes have received the ballot.

As a result negroes have been elected
to the State Assemblies of Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, New York, Illinois and New

Jersey, and to the City Councils or

Boards of Aldermen of New York,
Cleveland, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Morrisville, Pa., and other cities. A
colored Magistrate has just been
elected in Philadelphia, and a colored

man was nominated for election to

serve on the commission to draw up a
new City Charter for Kansas City,

Mo. Because of the weight of their

political influence, negroes have been
appointed to the following positions:

Assistant Federal District Attorney
located in New York City; Assistant
District Attorney, New York, Indian-

apolis and Chicago; Assistant Attor-
ney General for the State of Illinois

;

m^ember of the Zoning Commission,
Chicago ; Special Assistant in the De-
partment of Agriculture, New York;
Assistant City Solicitor, Pittsburgh;
State Librarian, West Virginia; Di-

rector of the Department of Negro
Welfare, West Virginia ; Clerk of the
Juvenile Court, Boston; Board of

Education, New York (until the
board was reduced to seven mem-
bers) ; health officers in Richmond,
Ind., Detroit, Mich., and New York
City. On local unemployment com-
mittees negroes have been appointed
in Chicago, Detroit, New York, St.

Louis and Pittsburgh.

The Challenge to Democracy

This larger distribution of the
negro population over the United
States is apparently having a good
effect on the great American experi-

ment in democracy. It is giving the
North an opportunity to disprove the
assertions of Southern critics that the
citizens of the North with the negro
present in numbers would treat the
negro in exactly the same way as the
Southerner has seen fit to treat him.
It will give the negro an opportunity
to disprove the statement that he can-
not thrive physically, industrially or
intellectually in the North, where he
has to combat a more rigorous climate
and match skill with a more un-
compromising industrial competitor.
President Harding, in the wisdom of
his statesmanship, has already indi-
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cated that the South and North alike

need guidance and counsel in their

attitude toward the negro. Already
the attitude of the labor unions

toward negro labor is being chal-

lenged. The Executive Council and
the National Convention of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor are demand-
ing of their internationals and locals

that the negro be not denied member-
ship in organized labor and equal

opportunity for advancement in in-

dustry. The negroes of Boston and
New England are learning through
inquiry that even there, where Free-

dom received its birth, and where the

negro is not generally denied his civic

rights, there is still great need of im-
provement. Most of the factories in

and around Boston employ no ne-

groes, or employ them only as un-
skilled yardmen, sweepers and por-

ters.

It is being discovered that it is pos-

sible to reduce materially the death
rate of negroes in cities through edu-

cational processes. The Health Of-
ficer of Newark, N. J„ has recently

stated that since the introduction of
public service nurses of the negro
race infant mortality among negroes
in that citv has been reduced in two
years from 171.6 per 1,000 in 1919 to

106 in 1921. A campaign of educa-
tion in New York City under the gen-
eral direction of the City Department
of Health, working largely in negro
districts, resulted in the reduction in

two years (from 1915 to 1917) of

negro infant mortality from 202 per

1,000 births to 173 per 1,000 births,

the rate during 1920 being further re-

duced to 164.

The years to come bid fair to show
the same steady improvement along
all lines; a lessening of opportunity
fcr exploitation of the negro by false

and unprincipled leaders, both black
and white ; a growing race conscious-

ness, a stronger determination on the
part of negroes of ability to excel ; a
net result of increased virility, moral-
ity, intelligence and wealth, which
will command a greater respect for
the group.

With a greater migration of the
negro population from the South, an
increased participation by negioes in

community affairs generally, the pas-
sage and enforcement of a national
Anti-Lynching bill* and the good re-

sults of the proposed national inter-

racial commission to be authorized by
Congress, the nation will gradually
be impressed with the necessity of
treating all peoples within its boun-
daries fairly, in order that our great
experiment in democracy may be in-

deed a lesson to the other nations and
races of the world. The migration of
the negro to the North and his prog-
ress in this section of the country
will, therefoi-e, in large measure be
both the occasion for a larger number
of negroes in America receiving bet-
ter treatment and an aid to the whole
nation in its efforts to meet the
" challenge to democracy."

*See article on lynching at the beginning of
this issue of Current History.

COMMERCIAL AVIATION IN SOUTH AMERICA
COMMERCIAL lines of aeroboats of both

the land and the sea type are in process

of establishment in several South American

covrntries, having already had a start in

Colombia, where a weekly mail and passen-

ger service between the Atlantic ports of

Barranquilla and Cartagena has been

inaugurated by the Governor, Martirnez-

Aparicio. Argentina is purchasing some

twenty military airplanes of the Avro

and other English makes, besides plac-

ing a good order with the Italian firm of

Ansaldo for Sva airplanes. A commercial
passenger service between Neuquon and
Bariloche, in the Southern Andean terri-

toi-y, has proved practicable after a trial

trip by Major Kingsley of the Argentine

Military School. The new conveyance re-

duces to three hours a trip usually mad6 in

two days. Chile has made a fifteen-year

concession in favor of the firm of Recart

for the establishment of a coastal airplane

service extendrng from Iquique in the north

to Concepcion in the south, some 650 miles.



GOVERNMENT CONTROL
OF MEAT AND GRAIN

By Julian Pierce

A striking innovation in governmental methods, which places

the stockyards, the packing houses and all trading in grain

^*futures" in the United States under official supervision—
Guarding the nation's food supply

fr^ HE meat-packing industry of the
I United States has passed under

the supervision of the Govern-
ment, also the buying and selling of
live stock in commerce. Together
these twin industries represent an in-

vested capital of about $20,000,000,-
000; with the possible exception of
the railroads, they may be called the
largest business venture in the United
States. The Packers and Stockyards
act, passed on Jan. 24, 1921, placed
both of them under the control of the
Department of Agriculture and creat-

ed an entirely new administrative unit
to perform the new function thus im-
posed upon the Secretary of Agricul-
ture. Secretary Wallace has intrust-

ed this important task to Chester
Morrill, Assistant Secretary, who has
now completed the organization of
the Packers and Stockyards Adminis-
tration, the bureau which will hence-
forth execute the Government's func-
tions in this untrodden field.

Gambling in grain has also been
brought under Government control by
the Futures Trading act of Aug. 24,
1921, which places all boards of
trade, grain exchanges and similar
institutions under strict supervision
of the Department of Agriculture.
The enactment of these laws by a

Congress and a President pledged to
a policy of less, rather than more, in-

terference in business is a striking
proof that a representative Govern-
ment, in this day of democracies, has
.to deal, with facts rather than with
theories. The laws in question are

among the first fruits of the activi-

ties of the " farmer bloc " in Con-
gress.

The production of live stock for
food purposes is carried on in every
State. The live stock is usually pur-
chased from the small producers by
dealers, who forward it to the stock-

yards in various cities. In the stock-

yards it is received by other dealers
or commission men, who in turn sell

it to the meat packers. Certain large
producers ship their own stock direct

to the yards without the intervention
of the local dealers. These stock-

yards are scattered all over the coun-
try, from Arabi, La., and El Paso,
Texas, to New York, St. Paul and
Spokane.
The act places all these stockyard

services—buying and selling, market-
ing, feeding, watering, holding, de-

livery, shipment, weighing and han-
dling of live stock—under Govern-
ment control, provided that the ani-

mals are bought and sold in interstate

commerce, and most of them are so

bought and sold.

From the stockyards the Govern-
ment follows the live stock to the

meat packers, who transform it into

food products—fresh meats, smoked
meats, canned meats, lard and every
other edible meat food. There are
also by-products, such as fertilizer.

All these products are then shipped
to the four corners of the country,
and the Government control follows
them wherever they go. The same
is true of dairy products, poultry and
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eggs,,when handled by the meat pack-
ers. Beginning with the stockyards,
the Government supervision follows
the buying and selling of all these
food products and by-products
through every channel of interstate
commerce until the shipments reach
the wholesale local dealers.

Origin of the Law.
" Packer control " legislation is an

old question. It has been hanging
fire for a quarter of a century. For
many years the stock raisers—from
the general farmer, with his farrow
cow, or a couple of steers, or a litter

of pigs to sell, to the cattlemen, sheep-
men and hog raisers, with their hun-
dreds or thousands of cattle and
sheep and hogs—have been firmly
convinced that the large meat packers
were in a permanent conspiracy to

destroy competition in the buying of
live stock, and thus depress prices to

the detriment of producers. There
was also a conviction that the stock-
yards were controlled by the same in-

terests-—and always against the
farmers. Among the consumers of
meat products, on the other hand,
there was a well-grounded feeling
that the packers were arbitrarily
" boosting " the prices of meat prod-
ucts. The general idea was that the
packers defrauded the farmers by
buying their live stock for less than
its real value, and then defrauded the
consumers by profiteering in the
manufactured meat products. Much
of this controversy is now ancient
history, and includes many indict-

ments and prosecutions, with very
few convictions, under the anti-trust
laws. But the immediate parent of
the present Packers and Stockyards
act is a Federal investigation con-
ducted only three years ago, the
character of which was spectacular.

After the World War was launched
there was a heavy demand by the
allied powers for American food
products. The " natural " law of
supply and demand worked perfect-
ly on the demand end. The cost of
living soared—and never came to
earth. There was nation-wide un-

rest over food prices. In 1916 the
charge was persistently made both in
the press and in Congress that the
constantly rising prices of food prod-
ucts were caused by artificial and il-

legal combinations in restraint of
trade. On Feb. 7, 1917, President
Wilson took official cognizance of
this charge in a communication to
the Federal Trade Commission. In
his letter Mr. Wilson included this

order

:

Pursuant to the authoi-ity conferred upon
me by the act creating the Federal Trade
Commission, I direct the commission, with-
in the scope of its powers, to investigate
and report the facts relating to the pro-
duction, ownership, manufacture, storage
and distribution of foodstuffs and the prod-
ucts or by-products arising from or in con-
nection with their preparation and manu-
facture; to ascertain the facts bearing on
alleged violations of the anti-trust acts, and
particularly upon the question whether
there are manipulations, combinations, con-
spiracies or restraints of trade out of har-
mony with the law or the public interest.

Federal Commission's Report

The Federal Trade Commission re-

ceived the necessary funds from Con-
gress on July 1, 1917, and engaged
Francis J. Heney to make the investi-

gation. Mr. Heney conducted a spec-

tacular and thorough investigation,

and the Packers and Stockyards act

is the reply of Congress and the Pres-

ident to the findings of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission based upon
Mr. Heney's researches into the pack-
ing industry.
The Federal Trade Commission

made its report to President Wilson
on July 3, 1918—one year and three
days after the Congressional appro-
priation. The commission's findings
were limited to five great packing
concerns with headquarters in Chi-
cago. This is what it reported to the
President

:

It appears that five great packing con-
cerns of the country * * * have at-
tained such a dominant position that they
control at will the market in which they
buy their supplies, the market in which they
sell their products, and hold the fortunes of
their competitors in their hands. Not only
is the business of gathering, preparing and
selling meat products in their control, but
an almost countless number of by-product
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industries are similarly dominated ; and, not
content with reaching out for mastery of
commodities which are used as substitutes

for meat and its by-products, they have
invaded allied industries and even unrelated
ones.
The producer of live stock is at the mercy

of these five companies, because they con-

trol the market and the marketing facilities,

and to some extent the rolling stock which
transports the product to market. The
competitors of these five concerns are at

their mercy because of the control of the

market places, storage facilities and the re-

frigerator cars for distribution. The con-

sumer of meat products is at the mercy of

these five because both producer and com-
petitor are helpless to bring relief.

After having thus revealed the
power of the packers, the commission
inquired into the exercise of that
power.
The power [it reported] has been and is

being unfairly and illegally used to manipu-
late live-stock markets, restrict interstate

and international supplies of food, control

the prices of dressed meats and other foods,

defraud both the producers of food and con-
sumers, crush effective competition, secure

special privileges from railroads, stockyard
companies and municipalities, and profiteer.

Entrenched in their position of

monopolistic power, how did the pack-
ers protect their possessions against

the encroachments of both law and
public opinion? The commission re-

ported to the President that the pack-
ers created " joint funds " which were
used

:

To employ lobbyists and pay their un-
audited expenses; to influence legislative

bodies; to elect candidates who would wink
at violations of law and defeat those
pledged to fair enforcement; to control tax
officials and thereby evade just taxation;
to secure modifications of governmental
rules and regulations by devious and im-
proper methods; to bias public opinion by
the control of editorial policy through ad-
vertising, loans and subsidies, and by the
publication and distribution at large ex-
pense of false and misleading statements.

Passing on to the results of the
packers' alleged combination, the
commission said:

The purposes of this combination are: to

monopolize and divide among the several

interests the distribution of the food supply
not only of the United States but of all

countries which produce a food surplus,

and, as a result of this monopolistic posi-

tion, to extort excessive profits from the

people not only of the United States but
of a large part of the world. To secure

these ends the combination employs practi-
cally every method of unfair competition
known to the commission * * * among
which may be mentioned the following:
Bogus independents, local price discrimina-
tions, short weighing, acquiring stock in
competing companies, shutting competitors
out of life-stock markets.

Following the report of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission the packers
opened a nation-wide campaign of de-
nial and defense. A large sum of
money was spent in publicity to break
down the commission's charges. Con-
gress took up the matter, and week
after week, in session after session,
the packers and their counsel con-
fronted the commission and its ex-
perts before committees of both
houses. But, true or false, the com-
mission's report stuck. The farming
and stock-raising interests believed
the commission's charges were true,

and nothing could shake their belief.

The Packers and Stockyards act fol-

lowed.

Extensive Prohibitions

This act is designed to prevent the
practices described in the Federal
Trade Commission's report to Presi-

dent Wilson on the meat-packing in-

dustry. Under the act the packers
are prohibited:

From any unfair, unjustly discrimina-
tory, or deceptive practice or device

;

From giving undue or unreasonable
preference or advantage to any person or
locality

;

From apportioning the supply of any
article between them, where the tendency
or effect of such apportionment would re-

strain commerce or create monopoly;
From dealing with any person for the

purpose, or with the effect, of manipulating
or controlling prices, or creating a monov.-
oly or restraining commerce;

From engaging in any course of business
for the purpose, or with the effect, of
manipulating or controlling prices, or of
creating a monopoly in buying, selling or
dealing in any article, or restraining com-
merce

;

•

From conspiring or combining with any
other person to apportion territory or pur-
chases or sales, or to manipulate or control
prices;

From aiding or abbetting the doing of

any of the foregoing acts.

The Secretary of Agriculture may
also require the packers to " keep
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such accounts, records and memoran-
da as will fully and correctly disclose

all transactions in their business, in-

cluding the ownership of such busi-

ness by stockholding or otherwise."

From the prohibitions litited, taken
in connection with the last-mentioned
provision, it would appear that Con-
gress has placed the meat packers in

a straitjacket of inflexible material.
" Teeth " are put into the law by the

following penalties: For violation of

the terms of the act packers or their

agents will be liable to a fine of from
$1,000 to $10,000 or may be sent to

prison for terms ranging from one
year to five years, according to the

seriousness of the infraction. The
privilege is given to the packers, as to

the stockyard men, to appeal to the

United States courts against, such
penalties imposed by the Secretary of
Agriculture.

As for the stockyard men, the law
requires all owners, live-stock deal-

ers and commission merchants to reg-

ister with the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, file their price schedules and
change those schedules to conform
with the decree of the Secretary in

case he finds them unreasonable. The
stockyard owners and others are also

required to keep their accounts in the
manner prescribed by the Secretary
of Agriculture so as to disclose all

their transactions and the ownership
of their business.

With regard to his policy in admin-
istering the law, Secretary of Agri-
culture Wallace says:
The power placed in the hands of the

supervising agency is very great, and could
be used to cause much annoyance and un-
necessary expense to those who come under
the law. I am all the more conscious of
this because, for the time being, I happen
to be the one who is charged with this re-
sponsibility. Therefore, I wish to make
it perfectly clear that without prejudice
of any kind my whole effort will be to
administer this law in a constructive way,
and with the purpose of promoting the live-
stock and meat industiy and safeguarding
the legitimate interests of every one con-
nected with it. There will be no arbitrary
or offensive exercise of power. There will
be no interference with the fi-ee operation
of legitimate business nor imposition of
burdensome and unnecessary rules and reg-
ulations. Discretionary powers will be

used fairly and with due regard to all

concerned.

The Futures Trading Act

Confident that in the enactment of
the Packers and Stockyards act a
definite step had been taken toward
securing a square deal for all con-
cerned in the marketing of live stock
and meat products, the agrarian bloc
in Congress turned its attention to
remedying certain long-standing
evils in the handling of grain. The
result of these activities was the Fu-
tures Trading act, designed to pre-
vent speculation and gambling in

grain, which the law defines as in-

cluding wheat, corn, oats, barley, lye,

flax and sorghum.
Gambling in grain may be quite ac-

curately described as betting that the
price will go up or down within cer-

tain dates. It usually takes the form
of " trading in futures," which means
that the grain gamblers sell millions

and millions of bushels of grain
which they contract to " deliver " on
some future date. The grain, how-
ever, is not delivered. The " selling

"

gambler does not intend to deliver it

;

the " buying " gambler does not in-

tend to insist on its delivery; both
settle in cash the difference between
the delivery price and the market
price on the delivery date.

Under this gambling regime the
staple grain crops are sold over and
over again. The 1920 corn crop of
3,000,000,000 bushels was sold three
times over before a bushel of it

reached the market. Most of the sales

were " paper " sales by the grain
gamblers. The grain growers con-
tend that this gambling forces down
the producer's price and forces up
the price to the consumer.
The Futures Trading act under-

takes to abolish this whole system of
grain gambling by imposing a tax of
20 cents on every bushel involved in
transactions known as " puts " and
"calls," and on all contracts for
future delivery except where the sell-

ers are the actual owners or growers
of the grain. " Puts " and " calls

"

are contracts giving one the right to
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deliver or call for the delivery of cer-

tain amounts of grain at a fixed price

and time. In actual practice the grain

is rarely delivered on these contracts.

The contracts are merely bets on the

price. The new law proposes to de-

stroy this sort of gambling by taxing
the transaction.

Friends of the law admit that it

will not destroy all gambling in grain

;

to a certain extent its action will be
defeated by the persistence of what
is called the " hedge " in legitimate

marketing as well as in gambling.
Ihe " hedge " is a sort of insurance
against price fluctuation in grain

bought and sold for future delivery.

A grain buyer is buying wheat from
the farmers during the harvest. He
knows that tomorrow he will buy in

the neighborhood of 20,000 bushels.

Wheat on the Minneapolis wheat ex-

change is selling for $1.50. He in-

structs his broker in Minneapolis to

sell 20,000 bushels at or near that
price for delivery on some future
date. This is " selling a future," but
it is protected by the present law
as a legitimate part of grain market-
ing. In the Congressional investiga-

tions preceding the enactment of the
Futures Trading act it appeared that
many grain buyers, millers and ex-

porters make use of this " hedge " in

the actual handling of grain. But the
same device is used by the specula-

tors. The grain marketing experts
who appeared before the Congres-
sional committees were unable to de-

vise legislation under the present
marketing system which would
abolish the " hedge " as a gambling
device and at the same time permit
its use in legitimate grain marketing.

Effect of the Law

The law as enacted undertakes to
destroy manipulation of grain prices
and to minimize grain gambling. It

compels Boards of Trade and Grain
Exchanges to make proper rules to
prevent unfair practices, abolishes

the so-called " bucket shops," com-
pels exchanges and brokers to keep
proper accounts, undertakes to pre-
vent the dissemination of false mar-
ket reports and makes it mandatory
for the Grain Exchanges to admit to
their membership co-operative asso-
ciations of grain producers, who have
hitherto been barred.
When Boards of Trade and Grain

Exchanges live up to the provisions
of the Futures Trading act and the
administrative regulations imposed,
the Secretary of Agriculture is au-
thorized to designate them as " con-
tract markets." These organizations
then receive exemption from the tax
of 20 cents a bushel on contracts for
future delivery.*

Among the things made mandatory
on Boards of Trade to qualify for this
exemption are these: That they pre-
vent the " dissemination by the board
or any member thereof of false, mis-
leading or inaccurate reports con-
cerning crop or market information
or conditions that affect or tend to
affect the price of commodities," and,
further, that they " prevent the ma-
nipulation of prices or the cornering
of any grain by the dealers or oper-
ators upon such board."

It has taken twenty-five years to
write this prohibitory legislation into
the Federal statute law. The grain
growers are confident that this en-
tering wedge will be driven deeper
and deeper, until poker playing with
the nation's grain resources is com-
pletely stopped. The live-stock pro-
ducers are equally hopeful that the
new legislation will defend the Amer-
ican people against the machinations
of monopolistic packing industries.

Suits have been Instituted at Chicago in the
United States District Court to test the consti-
tutionality of both the Packers and Stockyards
act and the Futures Trading act. Pending "a de-
cision, the Supreme Court has instructed the
Secretary of Agriculture to designate tlie Chi-
cago Board of Trade as a " contract market "
and has suspended the collection of the 20 cents
a bushel fine imposed by the law until the litiga-
tion is ended. Otherwise the enforcement of
both laws throughout the country is now in
operation, Congres.s having made the necessary
appropriation in the Emergency Deficiency bill.



Powerful Alexanderson alternators, the machines at the radio central, which generate the

current that conveys telegraph or telephone messages to amazing distances.

THE LONG ARM. OF RADIO
By Raymond Francis YAtes

Wondei^s ofTecent wireless inventions which make it possible to

telephone across the Atlantic and to telegraph around the world
—How 300,000 amateurs are getting musical programs out of

the air every day

TWENTY years ago radio was a
plaything of scientists. Today,
15 per cent, of international

communication is carried on by
means of ethereal impulses. The last

three years have brought tremendous
progress—progress so rapid, indeed,
that the man in the street does not
have even an inkling of its far-reach-
ing character.
As to the " how " of the new sci-

ence : We all have a more or less hazy
idea that radio waves are formed by
a disturbance of the ether. When one
throws a stone into a quiet pool of
water there is a splash, and waves

radiate from it in all directions. We
might look upon a radio transmitting
station as being an instrument that

sets up splashes in the ether. These
splashes produce waves, which travel

in all directions, and which can be
picked up by suitable apparatus and
transformed back into electric cur-

rents that are made audible in head
'phones. If the transmitting station

has a range of 3,000 miles, this means
that every receiving station within
that distance will be able to receive

the message sent forth. It is con-
venient to think of the ether as an all-

pervading substance ; in fact, it would
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be well, as a matter of analogy, to

look upon the world as a sponge
soaked in ether. This brief explana-

tion should be sufficient to relieve

the reader of the mistaken idea that

radio messages are made up of visible

flashes from the transmitting an-
tenna.

Intensive radio development took
place during the war, and progress
that would otherwise have taken ten
years was crowded into three. Radio
history was made rapidly.

It is gratifying to know that Amer-
ica has taken the lead in the develop-

ment of radio telegraphy. There was
recently opened at Rocky Point, Long
Island, a powerful radio station de-

signed to make New York the focal

point of radio-telegraphic communica-
tion throughout the world. This pow-

E. F. W. ALEXANDERSON
Consulting engineer of the General Electric
Company, whose invention of the high-fre-
quency, alternator has made it possible to
send tvire less messages arotind the earth.

erful transmitter, the aerials of which
are supported by no less than seven-
ty-two 410-foot steel towers, and
spread over a space of ten square
miles, will enable this country to com-
municate with six foreign nations
simultaneously. Besides this we have
several other transatlantic stations
and one transpacific station.

Modern transoceanic radio teleg-

raphy is carried on in a way some-
,what different from that of a few
years ago. What is known as a re-

mote control system has come into

vogue. The big transatlantic sta-

tions at New Brunswick and Rocky
Point are attended to only by en-
gineers and mechanics, who see that
the apparatus is kept in condition.
The operators for these stations are
located at a central point on Broad
Street, New York City. Here the
transatlantic transmission and re-

ception are controlled. When the
transmitting operator presses a small
telegraphic key on his desk at the
Broad Street control room, the im-
pulse is carried by wire to the switch-
boards of the big stations. Here the
comparatively feeble current con-
trolled by the key passes into what is

known as a relay. This relay can be
looked upon as another key which
controls a still heavier current, and
this heavier current in turn controls

a still stronger relay. The last relay
controls the powerful, high-frequency
electric currents that are produced by
the Alexanderson alternators. The
Alexanderson alternators are really

electric generators, or dynamos, so

to speak, which produce alternating
current that oscillates back and forth
many thousands of times a second.
When the operator at Broad Street
presses his key, 3,000-horsepower of
electrical energy is released by the
aerial system as a stream of electro-

magnetic waves in the all-pervading
ether.

The transatlantic receiving sta-

tions are located from twenty-five to

forty miles from the transmitter.

The purpose of this is to prevent in-

terference, so that receiving and
transmitting can be carried on simul-
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(Radio Corpora r I 1 m erica.)

Transatlantic operating room in New York City, where wireless messages are sent to and
received from all parts of Europe by expert operators. The plant that furnishes the current

is thirty or forty miles away

By means of this appartus In a Pittsbiirfi^h rhurch, the congrogation listened to a preacher in

another city, whose voice was transmitted perfectly through the horn-shaped " loud speaker "

above the pulpit, by means of the kite-shaped antenna at the right.
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taneously. The receiving arm of the

New Brunswick (N. J.) station is on
Long Island. Here the transatlantic

messages are detected by an experi-

enced radio man, and after amplifica-

tion the messages are placed on land

wires and carried to the Broad Street

office in lower Manhattan, where
they are either read in the form of

dots and dashes or registered on a
fast-moving tape at the rate of from
sixty to one hundred words a minute.
Rapid transmission is possible by the

use of a perforated tape, which is run
through an automatic sender. This
method of sending is gradually re-

placing the use of the hand key.

The business interests of the

A few of the seventy-two towers, each 410
feet high, which constitute the new and
powerful central radio station near Port

Jefferson, L. I.

United States are rapidly finding a
place for radio. The Ford interests
now have an interplant system, and
many other large manufacturers, in-r

eluding the B. F. Goodrich Company,
have come to realize that radio can
be of use to them. Many of the power
companies located in the mountain
passes of the West keep in touch with
their home offices by radio teleg-
raphy, and large contractors who
have construction work in isolated
places manage to communicate with
their home offices by radiophone.
Newspapers are using radio. The
New York Times now receives much
of its transatlantic news by radio
telegraphy. The messages are first

recorded directly upon a phono-
graphic cylinder at high speed and
read off later. The New York Stock
Exchange has been experimenting
with radio, and radio communica-
tion between cities is now an estab-
lished thing.

The night of Dec. 7, 1921, marked
a new era in amateur wireless work,
for on that and succeeding nights
more than a score of American and
Canadian amateur operators first

realized their ambition of . " getting
across " the Atlantic. Though the
law limits amateurs to compara-
tively short wave lengths, some of
their messages during that historic

test covered the 3,000 miles of ocean
and were accurately recorded at an
amateur receiving station in Scot-

land.

Toward the end of 1921 a photo^
graph of President Harding was
flashed across the Atlantic Ocean
from Annapolis to Paris in twenty
minutes. This feat was achieved with
an ingenious apparatus invented by
Edouard Belin. The picture, of
course, was not transmitted in ma-
terial form, but was translated into

radio-telegraphic impulses, which
were recorded on the distant ap-
paratus. The work done along this line

opens up a new field. Within a few
years we shall probably be transmit-
ting important news pictures over
great distances, and then how easy it

will be even to sign checks and im-
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portant papers through the ether!

In fact, a signature sent by this

method has ah-eady been recognized

as legal in France. The possibility

of criminal detection is also interest-

ing in this connection. A criminal's

likeness can be sent broadcast to any
part of the country within the space

of a few minutes.

Wireless telephone apparatus has

reached a point of perfection that en-

ables it now to be applied to commer-
cial affairs. The human voice has

been wafted across the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. In the not far dis-

tant future we shall be able to pick

the telephone receiver off the hook
and ask central to connect us by
radiophone with any telephone sub-

scriber in Europe or any vessel on

the ocean. It will not require a very

complicated system. The operator

will simply connect us by wire with

a radio telephone transmitting and
receiving station. When we speak

into the transmitter in our home it

will be like speaking into the

transmitter of the radio tele-

phone station, though the station may
be a good many miles away. One's

voice will be sent forth across the sea

by this radio telephone station, and
on the other side it will be picked up
and sent again into a land wire,

through the telephone exchange, and
on to the person with whom one

wishes to talk. The gap is simply

filled by radio telephony. Within ten

years it will probably be a common
thing for a person to be called to

the telephone on a transatlantic liner

to speak with his home or office.

This system is in use today on a

small scale between the Catalina

Islands and the City of Los Angeles.

A Los Angeles telephone subscriber,

or any subscriber in the United
States, for that matter, can call a

person located on the Gatalina

Islands, which are off the coast of

California. The intervening space

has been covered by radio telephone

for the last two years.

The use of radio in safeguarding

sea travel has increased in the last

three years through the development
and application of what is known as

the radio compass. With this appara-
tus the captain of a vessel approach-
ing a harbor in a fog can learn his

exact bearings within five minutes.
Several small " direction-finding

"

stations are located at different
points. These stations are able to de-
termine the exact direction of a send-
ing station. They find the direction
from which the ship's message is

coming, and make their report to a
central station ; there the exact posi-

tion of the vessel is computed, and
the report is then sent to the captain
of the inquiring vessel.

The United States Department of
Agriculture recently inaugurated a
radio farm service, which has proved
to be both practical and profitable.

Nine broadcasting stations are lo-

cated in various parts of the country,
and these are used to send forth
weather and market reports, together
with other information of value to
tillers of the soil. With an outfit that
need not cost over $25 a farmer can
" listen in " and take advantage of
this valuable information.

The Westinghouse Company re-

cently started a radio telephone
broadcasting system which will

eventually cover the entire United
States. At present radiophone sta-

tions are operating in Newark, Pitts-

burgh, Chicago and Springfield,

Mass. A musical and educational pro-
gram is sent out daily. With an outfit

ranging in price from $25 to $100,
this music and speechmaking can be
heard in any home. No unsightly out-

side wires are needed, nor is a knowl-
edge of radio essential. Radio has
leached a point of great popularity
among amateurs in cities where
radiophone service is in use. Thou-
sands of outfits have been sold in the
last few months. In fact, it is esti-

mated that there are no less than
300,000 privately owned receiving
stations in this country. In Newark,
for instance, it is quite a common
thing for Mrs. Jones to take her cre-

tonne-covered phones along when she
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A typical but elaborate amateur installation of wireless telephone apparatus, by wliich any
one can hear the music and news sent broad'cast through the air every evening.

goes to call on Mrs. Smith. She plugs
her phones in on her hostess's receiv-

ing equipment, and they listen to the
radio concerts while knitting and
sewing. This service is so complete
that the final number on the program
consists of bedtime stories for the
children.

Radiophone receiving outfits are
now fighting for their place beside

the phonograph. In fact, an enter-

prising manufacturer has already
brought out a receiving equipment
that greatly resembles a phonograph
cabinet. By the use of a loud-speak-
ing and amplifying apparatus the
music or voice is made available for

the entire household without the use
of phones.*

Although the United States has
taken the lead in the development
and application of radio telegraphy,

*The Department of Commerce on Feb. 3, 1922.
issued a temporary order forbidding amateur
radio sending stations to broadcast addresses
and music until some system could be worked
out for preventing the " interference " of these
stations with other wireless activities. The
boom in amateur work of this kind is thus,
checked for a time, but there is already a loud
cry of protest. It is estimated that there are
more than 14,000 amateur radio sending stations
scattered over the country.—Editor.

England, France, Germany and
Japan are by no means overlooking
the value of this kind of communica-
tion. England has already started to
carry out an ambitious plan which
will s^ve her an " All Red Chain " of
wireless stations throughout the
world. Japan recently completed the
erection of a powerful transmitter
which places her in direct touch with
points as far distant as the United
States. Germany's powerful Nauen
station represents the latest advances
in the art and keeps her in constant
touch with the commercial activities

of America. Many German brokers
have small radio receivers in their
offices, so that the information re-

ceived at Nauen can be made in-

stantly available for use. France has
provided herself with a number of
efficient radio stations for world-
wide communication, and the Scandi-
navian Peninsula is in direct touch
with America through the use of a
newly erected station. Poland is now
building a transatlantic station,

which will enable her to avoid the
cables in her communication with
America. The radio era is here.



FINAL FRUITS OF THE ARMS
CONFERENCE

Proceedings of the last sessions, in which the labors of twelve

weeks were crystallized in five epoch-making treaties—Limits set

an the world's great navies, and on submarines and poison gas—
Shantung controversy settled and the open door assured in China

THE Conference on the Limitation

of Armament, which had opened

its sessions on Nov. 12, 1921,

came formally to an end on the morn-
ing of Feb. 6, 1922, after the signing

of five important treaties resulting

from almost three months' incessant

labors. The final session was marked
by a valedictory address by President

Harding, who had called the confer-

ence, and who declared that it had
written " the first deliberate and ef-

fective expression of great powers, in

the consciousness of peace, of war's

utter futility,"

Its greatest achievement was the

Five-Power Naval Limitation Treaty,

by which the perilous competition iii

naval armament between the great
powers, notably the United States,

Great Britain and Japan, and, second-

arily, France and Italy, was definitely

ended for at least the next decade.
Next in importance was the signing
of a five-power treaty prohibiting the

use of the submarine against mer-
|

chant shipping, and also the use of 1

poison gas as an instrument of war-
j

fare. The Four-Power Pacific Treaty,
which was signed early in December,
was also momentous, in that it re-

placed and did away with the Anglo-
Japanese treaty, which had alienate'd \
both the United States and China and
had generally aroused suspicion of
British policy in the Far East.

By the first of these main treaties
the conference took a long stride to-

ward its fundamental aim—the lift-

ing of the world's gigantic burden of
armament. By the second and third

it decreed the elimination of especial-

ly atrocious weapons developed in the

World War, and the causes of suspi-

cion and alienation produced by Brit-

ain's alliance with Japan. But the

conference went still further : it bold-

ly faced the colossal problem created
by the situation in China and took ef-

fective action to do away with condi-
tions which bore in them the seed of
future wars.

Among its accomplishments in this

field were the signing of the Openj
Door and Tariff Treaties. Under the
first of these, the whole nine powers
bound themselves to refrain from
seeking any unfair or special privi-

le^ges in China and to aid China to re-

gain her sovereignty; a special per-
manent Board of Reference, further-
more, was created in Peking to main-
tain the open-door principle and to

study and report on all disputes and
controversies in that connection. Un-
der the Tariff Treaty, the effective

customs revenues of China were
raised to 5 per cent, and special sur-
taxes were provided for to increase
the financial resources of China's de-

pleted Treasury.

Important resolutions were also

passed with a view to correcting
many abuses and injustices at for-

eign hands, of which China had been
for many years the victim. Measures
were adopted for the eventual elim-

ination of extraterritorial rights;

foreign Post Offices were made sub-
ject to removal within a year ; resolu-

tions for the taking over by China of
foreign radio stations were passed;
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all the powers pledged themselves to

withdraw their military or police

forces under a procedure to be deter-

mined by a mutual Chinese and for-

eign commission ; China and all pow-
ers operating railroads in Chinese
territory pledged themselves against
unjust discrimination in rates, and
the conference went on record as fa-

voring the eventual unification of all

Chinese railways under China's own
control. All treaties, secret or other-
wise, concluded by any of the powers
with China or in respect to China
were made subject to full publication
and listing—a provision considered of
the highest importance alike for the
maintenance of the open door and for
the prevention of mutual suspicion
among the powers themselves.

Last, but not least, the long-stand-
ing and dangerous dispute between
China and Japan over Shantung was
finally settled on Feb. 4 by a treaty
concluded under the auspices of the
conference. The settlement of this
controversy through the conference,
if not directly by it, was considered
by all as one of the most vital of its

achievements.

Besides many general agreements
to " consult " among themselves when
troublesome questions arise, the con-
ference powers as a Committee of the
Whole set up a number of commis-
sions qualified to deal with specific
problems. Nine such commissions,
conferences or boards were estab-
lished, namely:

1. A five-power conference (created by
the naval limitation treaty), to meet eight
years hence to discuss the question of naval
armament anew.

2. A five-power commission to revise the
rules of warfare in the light of the World
War.

3. A board of reference to consider eco-
nomic and railway questions in China

—

what may be called the Open Door Commis-
sion.

4. A nine-power commission on " extra-
territoriality " rights in China.

5. A special conference to prepare the
way for Chinese tariff revision.

6. A separate commission to revise the ex-
isting Chinese tariff.

7. A conference of Chinese officials and
foreign diplomats at Peking, to meet sub-
ject to China's request, in order to deter-
mine the procedure under which foreign

military or police troops shall be withdrawn
fiKMirchina.

8. A conference of the managers of for-
eign wireless stations in China and the Chi-
nase Communications Minister, to v/ork out,
the details of radio regulation

9. A joint Sino-Japanese Shantung Com-
mission to determine the. procedure under
which Japan shall restoi'e Kiao-Chau and
Shantung rights to China.

The results listed above were the
concrete achievements. Action of va-
rious kinds was taken in many other
directions. In cases like that of land
armament and auxiliary craft limita-
tion, as well as the twenty-one de-
mands and the Japanese-occupation
of Siberia, the conference, guided
wholly by the necessity of complete
unanimity, had to limit itself to what
was possible. All in all, its delegates
adjourned with a sense of success
achieved. Eloquent was the fact that
both the Chinese and Japanese dele-

gations issued statements expressing
their appreciation of its work, and
that Hsu Shih-chang, the President of
China, sent a special message of
thanks and appreciation to President
Harding when the conference closed.

President Harding himself, in his

farewell address of Feb. 6, called the
work of the conference *' a truly great
achievement, the beginning of a new
and better epoch in human progress."

President Harding's Address

The President's address of Feb. 6
summarizing the results of the con-
ference was in full as follows

:

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Con-
ference: Nearly three months ago it was
my privilege to utter to you sincerest words
of welcome to the Capital of our Republic,
to suggest the spirit in which you were in-

vited, and to intimate the atmosphere in

which you were asked to confer. In a very
general way, perhaps, I ventured to expresr,

a hope for the things toward which our
aspirations led us.

Today it is my greater privilege, and
even greater pleasure, to come to make ac-

knowledgment. It is one of the supreme
compensations of life to contemplate a
worth-while accomplishment.

It cannot be other than seemly for me,
as the only chief of government so circum-
stanced as to be able to address the con-
fei-ence, to speak congratulations and to

offer the thanks of our nation, our people;
perhaps I dare volunteer to utter them for
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the world. My own gratification is beyond
my capacity to express.

This conference has wrought a truly
great achievement. It is hazardous some-
times to speak in superlatives, and I will

be restrained. But I will say, with every
confidence, that the faith plighted here to-

day, kept in national honor, will mark the
beginning of a new and better epoch in

human progress.
Stripped to the simplest fact, what is the

spectacle which has inspired a new hope
for the world? Gathered about this table
nine great nations of the earth—not all to
be sure, but those most directly concerned
with the problems at hand—have met and
have conferred on questions of great im-
port and common concern, on problems
menacing their peaceful relationship, on
burdens threatening a cormnon peril. In
the revealing light of the public opinion of
the world, without surrender of sovereignty,
without impaired nationality- or affronted
national pride, a solution has been found in

unanimity, and today's adjournment is

marked by rejoicing in the things accom-
plished. If the world has hungered for
new assurance, it may feast at the banquet
which the conference has spread.

I am sure the people of the United States
are supremely gratified, and yet there is

scant appreciation of how marvelously you
have wrought. When the days were drag-
ging and agreements were delayed, when
there were obstacles within and hindrances
without, few stopped to realize that here
was a conference of sovereign powers
where only unanimous agreement could be
made the rule. Majorities could not decide
without impinging on national rights. There
were no victors to command, no vanquished
to yield. All had voluntarily to agi-ee in
translating the conscience of our civiliza-
tion and give concrete expression to world
opinion.

And you have agreed in spite of all dif-
ficulties, and the agreements are proclaimed
to the world. No new standards of national
honor have been sought, but the indictments
of national dishonor have been drawn, and
the world is ready to proclaim the odious-
ness of perfidy or infamy.

It is not pretended that the pursuit of
peace and the limitations of armament are
new conceits, or that the conference is a
new conception, either in settlement of war
or in writing the conscience of international
relationship.

Indeed, it is not new to have met in the
realization of war's supreme penalties. The
Hague conventions are examples of the one,
the conferences of Vienna, of Berlin, of Ver-
sailles, are outstanding instances of the
other.

The Hague conventions were defeated by
the antagonism of one strong power whose
indisposition to co-operate and sustain led
it to one of the supreme tragedies which
have come to national eminence. Vienna

and Berlin sought peace founded on the in-
justices of war, and sowed the seeds of
future conflict, and hatred was armed
where conference was stifled.

It is fair to say that human progress, the
growing intimacy of international relation-
ship, developed by communication and trans-
portation, attended by a directing world
opinion, have set the stage more favorably
here. You have met in that calm delibera-
tion and that determined resolution which
have made a just peace, in righteous rela-
tionship, its own best gfuarantee.

It has been the fortune of this conference
to sit in a day far enough removed from
war's bitterness, yet near enough to war's
horrors, to gain the benefit of both the
hatred of war and the yearning for peace.
Too often heretofore the decades following
such gatherings have been marked by the
difficult undoing of their decisions. But
your achievement is supreme, because no
seed of conflict has been sown, no reaction
in regret or resentment ever can justify re-

sort to arms.
It little matters what we appraise as the

outstanding accomplishment. Any one of
them alone would have justified the con-
ference. But the whole achievement has so
cleared the atmosphere that it will seem
like breathing the refreshing air of a new
morn of promise.

What Has Been Wrought

You have written the first deliberate
and effective expressioi^ pf great powers, in

consciousness of peace, of war's utter futil-

ity, and challenged the sanity of competi-
tive preparation for each other's destruc-
tion. Vou have halted folly and lifted bur-
dens and revealed to the world that the one
sure way to recover from the sorrow and
ruin and staggering obligations of a world
war is to end the strife in preparation for
more of it, and turn human energies to the
constructiveness of peace.

Not all the world is yet tranquilized. But
here is the example, to imbue with new hope
all who dwell in apprehension. At this table
came understanding, and understanding
brands armed conflict as abominable in the
eyes of enlightened civilization.

I once believed in armed preparedness. I

advocated it. But I have come now to be-
lieve there is better preparedness in a pub-
lic mind and a world opinion made ready
to grant justice precisely as it exacts it.

And justice is better sei-viced in confer-
ences of peace than in conflicts at arms.

How simple it all has been! When you
met here twelve weeks ago there was not a
commitment, not an obligation, except that
which each delegation owed to the Govern-
ment commissioning it. But human service
was calling, world conscience was impelling,
and world opinion directing.
No intrigue, no offensive or defensive al-

liances, no involvements have wrought your
agreements, but reasoning with each other
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to common understanding has made new
relationships among Governments and peo-

ples, new securities for peace, and new op-

portunities for achievement and attending
happiness.

Here have been established the contacts

of reason, here have come the inevitable un-
derstandings of face-to-face exchanges
when passion does not inflame. The very
atmosphere shamed national selfishness in-

to retreat. Viewpoints were exchanged, dif-

ferences composed and you came to under-
stand how common, after all, are human as-

pirations ; how alike, indeed, and how easily

reconcilable are our national aspirations;
how sane and simple and satisfying to seek
the relationships of peace and security.
When you first met I told you of our

America's thought to see less of 'armament
and none of war; that we sought nothing
which is another's, and we were unafraid,
but that we wished to join you in doing
that finer and nobler thing which no nation
can do alone. We rejoice in that accom-
plishment.- It may be that the naval holi-

day here contracted will expire with the
treaties, but I do not believe it.

Those of us who live another decade are
more likely to witness a growth of public
opinion, strengthened by the new experi-
ence, which will make nations more con-
cerned with living to the fulfillment of
God's high intent than with agencies of
warfare and destruction.

Points to Ftjture Conferences.

Since this conference of nations has
pointed with unanimity to the way of peace
today, like, conferences in the future, under
appropriate conditions and with aims both
well conceived and definite, may illumine
the highways and byways of human activ-

ity. The torches of understanding have
been lighted, and they ought to glow and
encircle the globe.

Again, gentlemen of the conference, con-
gratulations and the gratitude of the
United States. To Belgium, to the British
Empire, to China, to France, to Italy, to

Japan, to the Netherlands and to Portugal,
I can wish no more than the same feeling
which we experience, of honorable and hon-
ored contribution to happy human advance-
ment and a new sense of security in the
righteous pursuits of peace and all attend-
ing good fortune.

From our own delegates I have known
from time to time of your activities and
of the spirit of conciliation and of adjust-
ment and the cheering readiness of all of
you to strive for that unanimity so essential

to accomplishment. Without it there would
have been failure. With it you have heart-
ened the world.
And I know our guests will pardon me

while I make grateful acknowledgment to

the American delegation—to you, Mr. Sec-
retary Hughes; to you, Senator Lodge; to

you. Senator Underwood; to you, Mr. Root

—^to all of you for your able and splendid
and highly purposed and untiring endeavors
in behalf of our Govrnment and our people;
and to our excellent Advisory Committee
which gave to you so dependable a reflex
of that American public opinion which
charts the course of this Republic.

It is all so fine, so gratifying, so reassur-
ingly full of promise, that above the mur-
murings of a world sorrow not yet silenced

;

above the groans which come of excessive
burdens not yet lifted, but now to be light-
ened ; above the discouragements of a woi'ld
yet struggling to find itself after surpass-
ing upheaval, there is the note of rejoicing,,

which is not alone ours or yours or of all of
us, but comes from the hearts of men of all

the world.

The Last Weeks' Sessions

Three sessions of the Far Eastern
Committee—Jan. 16, 17 and 18

—

were devoted to discussing the " open
door " in China, the poKcy first de-

fined by Secretary Hay in 1908, ac-

cepted by all the powers throughout
the last twei.ty years, and variously
confirmed by the American Govern-
ment in recent times. The subject
first came up at the session of Jan.
16, with which the record virtually

closed in January Current History.

At that session Secretary Hughes
presented a series of four resolutions,

restating the open-door principle and
providing for a permanent commis-
sion of jurists in China, empowered
to maintain it and to investigate and
decide on all questions in connection
with it. In the debate that followed,

it soon became evident that both
France and Japen were opposed to Mr.
Hughes's fourth resolution, which
opened tlie possibility that existing

concessions might be referred to this

permanent commission. The first

three resolutions were finally adopted
on Jan. 18, with only one slight modi-
fication ; the fourth was omitted. The
text of the three resolutions, as

finally passed, was is follows

:

I. With a view to applying more effec-
tually the principles of the open door or
equality of opportunity in China for the

trade and industry of all nations, the pow-
ers other than China represented at this

conference agree:

(a) Not to seek or to siipport their na-
tionals in seeking nny arrangement which
might purport to establish in favor of their
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interests any general superiority of right
with respect to commercial or economic
development in any designated region of
China;

(b) Not to seek or to support their na-
tionals in seeking any such monopoly or

pi-eferences us would deprive other na-

tionals of the right of undertaking any
legitimate trade or industry in China or of
participating with the Chinese Government
or with any local authority* in any category

or public enterprise which by reason of its

scope, duration or geographical extent is

calculated to frustrate the principle of equal

opportunity.
It is understood that this agreement is

not to be so construed as to jrrohibit the

acquisition of S7ich properties or rights as

may be necessai-y to the conduct of a par-

ticular commercial, industrial or financial

undertaking or to the encouragement of

invention and research.

II. The Chinese Government takes note

of the above agreement and declares its

intention of being guided by the same prin-

ciples in dealing with applications for eco-

nomic right and privileges from Govern-

ments and nationals of all foreign countries

whether parties to that agreement or not.

III. The powers, including China, repre-

sented at this conference agree in principle

to the establishment in China of a Board

of Reference to which any question arising

on the above agreement and declaration

may be referred for investigation and re-

port. (A detailed scheme for the consti-

tution of the board shall be framed by the

special conference referred to in Article I.

of the convention on Chinese customs

duties.)

Secretary Hughes's Proposals

All the powers, said Secretary

Hughes in bringing up the resolu-

tions, were in agreement regarding

the desirability of maintaining this

piinciple. Long discussions on the

question of concessions or preferen-

tial economic privileges—the next

item on the agenda—might be

avoided, he said, if the conference

would adopt '* a statement of prin-

ciple in amplification of the so-called

open-door principle." It was ob-

vious, he added, that to grant to any

one power special concessions of a

monopolistic or preferential charac-

ter was in opposition to the open-door

principle. He then presented a draft

resolution pledging the conference

powers not to seek or to support their

nationals in seeking such monopo-

•In the draft as originally proposetl, the text

read " any Provincial CJovernment."

listic or preferential rights, with the
exception only of the acquisition of
properties or rights necessary to the
conduct of a particular undertaking.
(Later interpreted by Mr. Balfour as
referring to railroads, telephones,

telegraph systems, &c.)

Sir Auckland Geddes and Mr. Bal-
four, in the ensuing discussion, took
the stand that the resolution proposed
was inadequate, in that it did not pro-

vide machinery to settle the inevi-

table disputes of interpretation that
would arise from the exception laid

down. These objections were care-

fully weighed by Secretary Hughes,
and at the opening of the next session,
Jan. 17, he presented his resolutions
in a new and amended form, the text
of which was that finally adopted.
Resolution IV., which was eventually
omitted, read as follows:

IV. The powers, including China, repre-
sented at this conference agree that any
provisions of an existing concession whicli
appear inconsistent with those of another
concession or with the principles of the
above agreement or declaration may be sub-
mitted by the parties concerned to the Board
of Reference when established for the pur-
pose of endeavoring to arrive at a satisfac-
tory adjustment on equitable terms.

After reading all four resolutions
Secretary Hughes explained that
Article I. was intended to define,

with as much precision as the sub-
ject allowed, the accepted under-
standing of what the open-door prin-
ciple really is; it could not provide
for all contingencies nor even at-

tempt to state them. Article III., he
said, set up machinery for resolving
all questions in a sane and practical
way; the permanent board it consti-

tuted would have no power to make
decisions or to interfere in any way
with the freedom and sovereignty of
any State, but would be charged only
with the duty of investigation and
report; by mere elucidation of the
facts, it would undoubtedly aid in

finding a solution of any contro-
versy. As for Article IV., that pro-
vided for inquiry and report and ef-
fects a readjustment where there
existed conflicting claims.
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Insuperable Opposition

This last article became the storm

centre of the debate, implying as it

did a retroactive construction for the

revision of already existing conces-

sions. So unexpected was this pro-

posal that when Secretary Hughes
completed his explanations there was

an embarrassing interim of silence.

This was finally broken by Signor

Schanzer, head of the Italian delega-

tion, who rose to ask further explana-

tion of Article I. Secretary Hughes *

replied that Paragraphs (a) and (b)

of this article, though consistent and

even complementary, were different

in scope: (a) related to a general

superiority of rights in the develop-

ment of designated regions (i. e.,

spheres of influence) ;
(b) to particu-

lar concessions of a monopolistic or

preferential character, which ex-

cluded other nations from under-

takings either alone or in co-opera-

tion with the Chinese Government,

and thus infringed the open-door

principle.

Senator Schanzer was satisfied,

and the Italian delegation accepted

the American proposal. Sir Auck-

land Geddes voiced a similar assent

for the British Empire delegation.

Albert Sarraut, however, head of

the French delegation, found objec-

tions. First of all, he wished to know
if it was intended to make the revi-

sion power of the permanent board

retroactive. Secretary Hughes re-

plied that this was the intention, but

emphasized the fact that the board

was a purely advisory one, and that

no power would be bound by its de-

cisions. M. Sarraut then said that

he agreed to all the resolution except

Article IV., through which he

thought the way might be opened to

abuses through bad faith. Secretary

Hughes assured him that his observa-

tions would receive due considera-

tion. He had not, he admitted, ex-

pected any objection to Article IV.,

which merely set up machinery for

the settlement of disputes over con-

cessions now existing in China. M.
Sarraut replied that the principle of

retroactivity had not been generally

accepted at international conferences,
ynd that he did not believe it wise to

adopt the principle that existing con-

tracts could be made subject to re-

vision. Baron Shidehara for Japan
declared himself in agreement with
the general principles of the resolu-

tion, but wished more time to study
it before any decisive action was
taken.

At the next session, Jan. 18, the
debate on the American proposals
was resumed. Baron Shidehara
asked how the proposed Board of
Reference would be set up and com-
posed. Under Article III. of the reso-
lution this board was to be consti-

tuted by the special appointees on
Chinese customs duties. Judging
from the nature of the questions to be
dealt with, the nine nations repre-
sented would have to appoint some of
their ablest jurists, who would have to

remainpermanently in China or would
have to be sent there whenever they
were needed. The question arose, said
Baron Shidehara, whether jurists
of this calibre could be spared ; there
was also the consideration of expense
for the maintenance of such a board.
Sir Auckland Geddes rose to say that,

so far as Great Britain was con-
cerned, he thought his country could
utilize the services of eminent British
jurists already resident in Hongkong
or Shanghai. He believed the other
nations could solve the problem in a
similar way. Before sitting down he
asked the Chairman whether the
resolution would affect the activities

of the international consortium.
Secretary Hughes replied that it was
not so intended.

Baron Shidehara then pointed out
that the resolutions embodied an en-
tirely new definition of the open-
door policy, differing from that first

laid down by Secretary Hay in 1908

;

it seemed natural, therefore, he said,

that this new definition should not
have any retroactive force, for fear it

should affect private parties unfair-
ly. He proposed to substitute in Ar-
ticle IV. the words " of a concession
which may hereafter be granted by
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China," instead of the former word-
ing, " an existing concession."

Defeat of Article IV.

Secretary Hughes, to controvert
Baron Shidehara's view that the am-
plification of the Hay open-door doc-

trine was new, read several interna-

tional documents. The first of these
was the communication of Ambas-
sador Choate to Lord Salisbury in

1899, saying that the United States
did not admit the right of any coun-
try to hold positions in China which
interfered with the rights of Ameri-
can nationals. Subsequent state-

ments were read by Secretary
Hughes from the British, French
and Italian Governments recogniz-
ing the American stand ; then the re-

statement by Secretary Hay in 1900,
in notes to the six powers holding
leases in China, and finally the
declaration by Great Britain and
Germany in 1900 recognizing the
principle. He also read the assent of
various other Governments, includ-

ing the American note to the Japa-
nese Government in 1908, outlining
the policy toward China, and ending
with a sketch of the Root-Takahira
correspondence.

In the light of all these confirma-
tions, said Secretary Hughes, he
could not agree that the restatement
embodied in his resolutions contained
anything new. It was rather a more
precise and definite statement of a
principle long admitted and to which
the Governments had given their
unqualified adherence for twenty
years.

The first suggestion to eliminate
the contentious Article IV. came
from Sir Robert Borden, Canadian
representative on the British Empire
delegation. If this article were
omitted, he pointed out, it would
still be open for the powers, if they
saw fit, to give consent to the deter-
mination or investigation of any rele-

\ant question by the Board of Ref-
erence to be established under Article
III. Mr. Alfred Sze, speaking for
China, thanked the delegates for
their zeal on behalf of the open-door

principle, and made it plain that his
delegation wished Article IV. to re-

main. When Mr. Hughes asked for
opinions. Baron Shidehara veered
trom his former position in favor of
emendation of Article IV., and said
that Japan approved the suggestion
of Sir Robert Borden in favor of its

tlimination. The French delegation
also supported this. Senator Schan-
zer for Italy hesitated to express his
view until he knew that of the Amer-
ican delegation. Secretary Hughes
then said that in view of the pre-
vailing attitude it would perhaps be
best to omit Article IV. He put the
remaining three articles to the vote,
and they were adopted by all, the
Chinese only making the reservation
that they would be free to bring up
Article IV. on a subsequent occasion.

Baron Shidehara made a state-
ment urging China to open her doors
fully to foreign capital and to for-
eign trade and enterprise. He re-

ferred to the important statement
made by Mr. Sze at the meeting of
Nov. 16, declaring that China wished
to make her vast natural resources
available to all people that needed
them. He hoped that China would
formulate a policy in favor of extend-
mg to foreigners, as far as possible,

the opportunity of co-operation in the
development and utilization of these
resources. The rest of the session
v/as taken up with discussion of
Chinese railways.

Resolutions on Railroads

The discussion which began at this

point in the session of Jan. 18 re-

sulted the next day in the adoption
of two important resolutions on
China's railways, and the commit-
ment of the whole subject, including
specifically the Chinese Eastern
Railway, to a subcommittee for
study. Secretary Hughes began it

by stressing the extreme complexity
of the question, especially in relation

to the Chinese Eastern Railway. The
United States, he declared, had no in-

terest whatsoever in the ownership
of this important line, and no desire
to secure control; it wished only to
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do all in its power to promote the

proper conduct of the road, as one

of the greatest instrumentalities of

commerce in the East. He suggested

that a subcommittee of experts be

appointed, representative of all the

nine powers present, " to consider at

once whether there was anything

that could be done at this conference

which would aid in promoting the

efficiency of the railroad and its

proper management." Mr. Hanihara
of the Japanese delegation made the

point that not all the nine powers
present were interested in the Chi-

nese Eastern Railway. Secretary

Hughes, however, held that it was
advisable to have the views of as

many powers as possible. The rec-

ommendation was then unanimously
adopted. The personnel of the sub-

committee, as announced at the close

of the official communique of 1;his

session, was as follows:

United States—Dewitt C. Poole, chief of

the division of Russian Affairs of the State

Department, Chairman.
Belgium—M. Lemaire de Warzee.
British Empire—M. W. Lampson.
China—Dr. Hawkling Yen.
France—M. Kammerer.
Italy—Count Emilio Pagliano.
Japan—Mr. Matsudaira.
Netherlands—Mr. de Kat Engelino.
Portugal—Captain E. de Vasconcellos,

The Chairman called for resolu-

tions on the subject of Chinese rail-

ways in general. Sir Auckland
Geddes offered one which would
commit the Chinese Government to

practice no discrimination on any of

its railroads. The avenue leading in

through that open door which they
had just been discussing, he said,

was becoming more and more an
avenue of railroads. It was in the
common interest of all countries that
there should be equality of treat-

ment. He offered his resolution

from this viewpoint. Secretary
Hughes stressed the importance of

adopting a definite stand as to rail-

way operation by China in the fu-

ture, and he therefore offered an ad-
ditional resolution declaring that the
powers wished to see China enabled
as soon as possible to weld her rail-

roads into one unified system.
Both resolutions were circulated
among the delegations, and after
some further debate were adopted
with slight modifications at the fol-

lowing session on Jan. 19. The
Geddes resolution, as finally passed,
was as follows:

The Chinese Government declares that
throughout the whole of the railways in
China it will not exercise or permit any un-
fair discrimination of any kind. In partic-
ular there shall be no discrimination what-
ever, direct or indirect, in respect of charges
or of facilities on the gi-ound of the nation-
ality of passengers or the countries from
which or to which they are proceeding, or
the origin or ownership of goods or the
country from which or to which they are
consigned, or the nationality or ownership
of the ship or other means of conveying
such passengers or goods before or after
their transport on the Chinese railways.

The other powers represented at this con-
ference take note of the above declaration
and make a corresponding declaration in

respect of any of the aforesaid railways
over which they or their nationals are in a
position to exercise any control in virtue of
any concession, special agreement or other-
wise.

Any question arising under this declara-
tion may be referred by any of the powers
concerned to the Board of Reference, when
established, for consideration and report.

The resolution for railway unifi-

cation, as finally adopted, read thus:

The powers represented in this confer-
ence record their hope that, to the utmost
degree consistent with legitimate existing
rights, the future development of railways
in China shall be so conducted as to enable
the Chinese Government to effect the uni-
fication of the railways into a railway sys-
tem under Chinesp control, with such for-
eign financial and technical assistance as
may prove necessary in the interests of
that system.

In the debate Sir Auckland Geddes
voiced the belief of the British Em-
pire delegation that the resolution
offered by it " would go far to make
the open door a reality." He made
it plain that there was no intention
to charge China with having prac-
ticed discrimination in the past, fur-

ther suggesting that a regime of ab-
solute fairness and equality in re-

spect to transportation would grow
up in China if the Board of Refer-
ence created by the conference to
maintain the principle of the open
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door were also empowered to deal

with any alleged cases of railway dis-

crimination. He moved that the res-

olution presented by him should be
incorporated in the convention on
the open door. Mr. Sze for China
asked and received assurance that

there was nothing in the resolution

which would impair China's right to

classify railroad rates. At the sug-

gestion of Baron Shidehara, the

Chairman stated that it was under-
stood that this classification of rates

would be made in such a way as to

avoid any unfair discrimination.

Japan assenting, the resolution was
then adopted. The Hughes resolu-

tion on unification was similarly

adopted after the Chairman had ex-

plained that it was indicative of a
general policy " to aid in the main-
tenance of a strong and stable ad-
ministration in .China, and of suit-

able control of the facilities essential

to such an administration and to the
prosperity of the people, and that it

did not in any way suggest the slight-

est interference with any legitimate
and existing rights."

Reducing China's Armies

The Far Eastern Committee on
Jan. 20 adopted a formal resolution
asking the Chinese Government to

reduce the forces of the Tuchuns, or
military Governors of the Chinese
provinces. The conference had made
the recommendation that such a reso-

lution be drafted after hearing the
leport of the subcommittee on the
Chinese customs tariff (Jan. 5).

Senator Underwood, the Chairman
of that subcommittee, had drafted
the resolution and presented it at
the Jan. 20 session. This is its text

as finally adopted:

(l2DbtttQ£i the powers attending this

conference have been deeply impressed with
the severe drain on the public revenue of
China through the maintenance in various
pails of the country of military forces, ex-
cessive in number and controlled by the
military chiefs of the provinces without co-

ordination;* and

(^Ilf rtflSf the continued maintenance of

these forces appears to be mainly respon-
sible for China's present unsettled political

conditions; and

{l£)i)fread it is felt that large and
l)rompt reductions of these foi-ces will not
only advance the cause of China's political
unity and economic development, but will
hasten her financial rehabilitation;

^tltVttOtt, without any intention to in-

terfere in the intenial problems of China,
but animated by the sincere desire to see
China develop and maintain for herself an
effective and stable Government, alike in

her own interest and in the general interest
of trade; and being inspired by the spirit

of this conference, whose aim is to reduce,
through the limitation of annaments, the
enormous disbursements which manifestly
constitute the greater part of the encum-
brance upon enterprise and national pros-
perity; it is

1^fSlOlb(tl« That this conference express
to China the earnest hope that immediate
and effective steps may be taken by the
Chinese Goveniment to reduce the afore-
said military forces and expenditures.

The Military Governors

Prior to the adoption of the reso—
lutipn, Sir Robert Borden, represent-
ing * Canada on the British Empire
delegation, spoke at considerable
length on the conditions which made
such an expression by the conference
desirable. The Canadian spokesman,
whose concluding words, expressing
serene belief in China's future, were
deeply appreciated by Mr. Koo and
the whole Chinese delegation, spoke
in part as follows:

The resolution now presented was in-

spired by a sincere and earnest desire to
aid the purpose of the Chinese people in
establishing stable goveniment and in free-
ing the country from the incubus of ex-
cessive militarism. The appointment of Mil-
itaiy Governors for the pro^'inces, which
was initiated shortly after the inception of
the republic by the then President, Yuan
Shih-kai, has had an unfortunate effect and
operation since his death. The power of
these Governors has increased to such an
extent that the Central Government at
Peking exercises very little control over a
laige part of the country.

In fact, the Military Governors have be-
come military dictators within their respec-
tive provinces or spheres of influence; they
recniit and maintain their owm armies;
they form combinations among them'^elves
and struggle for ascendency, and at inter-

*The original worrling of this first section, as
•Irafted by Senator Underwood, was " through
the maintenance of excessive military forces in
various parts of the country, most of whicli
are controlled by the military chiefs of the
provinces." The new wording was adopted at
the suggestion of the Chinese .elegation to meet
certain difficulties brought up by one of the
other delegations.
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vals they dictate the personnel and policy

of the Central Govemment.
This system has continued in force for

several years, although it is entirely alien

to the habits and traditions of the Chinese
people. Up to the present there has been
an unfortunate lack of such organizing ca-
pacity as would establish a strong and
stable Central Government and bring the
country once more under its effective direc-

tion and control. For such a purpose the
provision of great revenues or the placing
of large funds at the disposal of a w^eak
administration is not of itself effective. So
long as the Military Governors retain theii'

present dominating authority and influence,
such financial resources would probably bo
absorbed to a very great extent by these
military chiefs, instead of being employed
to cut down their power.
Exact accuracy in any statistics of mili-

tary forces and expenditure in China at the
present time cannot be expected; but
reasonable estimates place the total num-
ber of men under anms at not less than
1,000,000; at least the payroll probably in-

cludes that number. It is confidently as-
serted that more than half of the total rev-
enues of the country are employed in the
upkeep of these forces. They have not been
laised for the defense of the country
against outside aggression; on the contrary,
they are really maintained for the purpose
of civil war, and when on active sei^vice

they are fighting against their own coun-
trymen enlisted under the banner of some
other military chieftain.

In one province, which is said to be ex-
ceptionally well governed by a man who
devotes his whole attention to the welfare
and prosperity of his district, a consider-
able militaiy force maintained as a neces-
sity to his prestige is made to do duty in

the construction of excellent roads. In that
province the progress and advancement of
the people are said to be quite remarkable
and they give an illusti'ation of what the
Chinese people may accomplish under good
government.
The forces enlisted under the various

military chieftains are said to regard their
military duties as entii-ely occupational, and
it is believed that they would be quite ready
to accept employment in the consti-uction of
railways, highways and otherwise, provided
the arrears in their pay were made good.
This weakness, and indeed impotency, of
the Central Govemment, so far as a great
portion of the country is concerned, must
necessarily be a matter of concern to the
other powers.

All Chinese Treaties to Be
Revealed

Two important resolutions affect-

ing the open-door principle, and mak-
ing against secret commitments by
any power in China, were adopted

by the Far Eastern Committee on
Jan. 21, after three days of animated
debate. The first of these was pre-
sented by Secretary Hughes at the
session of Jan. 19, immediately after
the adoption of the railway resolu-
tions. His proposals embodied a
sweeping demand that all the powers
represented in the committee should
list and reveal to the conference all

treaties with the Chinese Govern-
ment, as well as treaties concluded
by their nationals with China and
involving sums greater than $1,000,-
000. During the long debate that
followed, the original resolutions
were considerably modified by
amendments. The text of the
Hughes resolution, as finally adopted
on Jan. 21, read thus:

The pou'ers represented in this confer-
ence, considering it desirable that there
should hereafter be full publicity with
respect to all matters affecting the political

and other international obligations of China
and of the several powers in relation to

China, are agreed as follows:

I.

The several powers other than China
will, at their earliest convenience, file with
the Secretariat General of the conference
for transmission to the pai-ticipating pow-
ers a list of all treaties, conventions, ex-
change of notes or other international
agreements which they may have with
China, or with any other power or powers
in relation to China, which they deem to

be still in force and upon which they may
desire to rely. In each case citations will

be given to any official or other publica-
tion in which an authoritative text of the
documents may be found. In any case in

which the document may not have been pub-
lished, a copy of the text (in its original
language or languages) will be filed with
the Secretariat General of the conference.
Every treaty or other intennational agree-

ment of the character described which may
be concluded hereafter shall be notified by
the Governments concerned within sixty
days of its conclusion to the powers who ax-e

signatories of or adherents to this agree-
ment.

II.

The several powers other than China will

file with the Secretariat General of the con-
ference at their earliest convenience for
transmission to the participating powers a
list, as nearly complete as may be possible,

of all those contracts between their nation-
als, of the one part, and the Chinese Gov-
ernment or any of its administrative sub-
divisions or local authorities, of the other
part, which involve any concession, fran-
chise, option or preference with regard to
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railway construction, mining,
forestry, navigation, river con-
servancy, harbor works, recla-

mation, electrical communica-
tions, or other public works or
public services, or for the sale

of arms or ammunition, or
which involve a lien upon any
of the purviews or properties of
the Chinese Government or of
any of its administrative subdi-
visions. There shall be, in the
case of each document so listed,

either a citation to a published
text or a copy of the text itself.

Every contract of the public
character described which may
be concluded hereafter shall be
notified by the Governments
concerned within sixty days,
after the receipt of information
of its conclusion to the powers
who are signatories of or ad-
herents to this agreement.

III.

The Chinese Government
agrees to notify, in the condi-
tions laid down in this agree-
ment, every treaty agreement
or contract of the character
indicated herein which has been
or may hereafter be concluded
by that Government or by any
local authority in China with
any foreign power or the na-
tionals of any foreign power,
whether party to this agreement or not, so

far as the information is in its possession.

IV.

The Governments of powers having
treaty relations with China, which are not
represented at the present conference, shall

be invited to adhere to this agreement. The
United States Government, as convener of

the conference, undertakes to communicate
this agreement to the Governments of the

said powers, with a view to obtaining their

adherence thereto as soon as possible.

TEXT OF Root Resolution

The second resolution, which was
similarly adopted, and virtually as an
integral part of the Hughes propo-
sals, was presented by Elihu Root.
It bound the signatory powers not to

give support to their nationals in

respect to spheres of influence, and
read as follows:

Resolved, That the signatory powers will

not support any agreement by their respec-

tive nationals with each other designed to

create spheres of influence or to provide for

the enjoyment of exclusive opportunity in

designated parts of Chinese territory.

Taken together, these two resolu-

[Amerlcan Cartoon]
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BLEST BE THE TIE

tions were interpreted as insuring a
new era of open dealing and fair

play in all matters pertaining to

China's economic development.
Though all the delegations were in
sympathy with the spirit of the
original proposals, it was strongly
felt by some of them, notably the
Japanese, that it was asking too
much of the respective Governments
to demand that they list and publish
all the engagements and contracts
made in China by private individ-
uals. Throughout the debate the
Japanese clung tenaciously to their
view that the Tokio Government, for
one, had no power to compel its na-
tionals to divulge details of their
commitments in China; this diffi-

culty, it was afterward said by the
Japanese delegates, might be covered
by the inclusion of the qualifying
clause, " as nearly complete as may
be possible."
An important amendment was

made by omitting a clause that re-
ouired the powers to list all engage-'
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ments of private individuals " on
which their respective Governments
propose to rely." It was felt by many
delegates that this closed the door
against Government support in the
future for any contract not included
in the proposed lists. Another im-
portant elimination was made in the
case of a clause of the original text
providing that all public utility con-
cessions involving an obligation of
more than $1,000,000 silver on the
part of the Chinese authorities must
be included in the list. This elimina-
tion was voted on the strength of the
British argument that it would be
unfair to compel business inferests
to divulge the exact amounts involved
in their contracts. Another altera-

tion in the original proposals, made
at the motion of the Japanese, trans-
ferred from the powers to China her-
self the task of publishing, agree-
ments made by the Chinese authori-
ties with the nationals of any of the
powers in respect to other than pub-
lic utilities.

The whole tone of the debate indi-

cated that the delegations were some-

what staggered by the pro-

posal to publish all com-
mitments and treaties in

China. Few hopes were
entertained of the possibil-

ity of completing the task
before the end of the con-
ference. Many queries were
made, many difficulties

pointed out, but Secretary
Hughes remained steadfast
in his view that no im-
portant progress could be
made toward solving the
tangled situation in China
until all the treaties and
commitments were exposed
to the light of day in one
common clearing house.
The Chinese, naturally,

hailed the resolutions en-
thusiastically from the
start, but the adoption of

,j„g
them in their final form
after so many amendments
left them less satisfied.

One of the leaders of
the Chinese delegation said after
the session of Jan. 21 that his

Government would probably not
have knowledge of contracts made
by private corporations or na-
tionals of another country with
local military Governors or nationals
of China, and therefore could not
make such agreements public. Many
of the agreements made by Japanese
nationals, therefore, he said, would
probably never become known un-
less the Japanese Government forced
their publication. (The Japanese
delegates had specifically objected to

such compulsion.) He thought it un-
likely that the Japanese intended to

secure publication of any agreements
of doubtful character, made without
the knowledge of the Tokio Govern-
ment. The discussion which resulted

in the final draft was not made pub-
lic, though it was indicated that some
very earnest exchanges had taken
place; the official communique was
one of the briefest ever issued by
the committee, consisting only of the
official version of the resolution as
finally adopted.
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China Presents Secret

Pact
[American Cartoon]

The first nation to regis-

ter a secret treaty, as pro-

vided under the above reso-

lutions, was China herself.

At the session of Jan. 24,

Chairman Hughes an-
nounced that he had re-

ceived from the Chinese
delegation a telegraphic

summary (sent by Peking)
of the secret treaty of al-

liance between China and
Russia concluded in May,
1896. It was presented pro-
visionally to comply with a
request of the conference
that China disclose the
text of this secret treaty,

the full importance of
which may be 'gauged by
the fact that it is supposed
to have been one of the
direct causes of the Russo-
Japanese war. The treaty
was secretly negotiated
after the Treaty of Shimo-
noseki, which terminated
the Sino-Japanese war.
Under Shimonoseki, Japan
took over the southern
portion of the Liaotung
Peninsula, in which Dairen (Dalny
and Port Arthur are situated.

The protests and attitude of

France, Russia and Germany be-

came so threatening that Japan
was intimidated for the moment,
and compelled to disgorge her
new territories. Russia at once
moved in, and it was this action

which impelled the Japanese later to

declare war on the Czar's Govern-
ment, the result being the first vic-

tory of an Asiatic over a first-class

European power. The Japanese have
declared that Russia's action was un-
dertaken under the cloak of this se-

cret treaty with China, with the aim
of occupying Manchuria arid Korea.

Japan, at all events, was the chief
gainer by the treaty, for it enabled
her to consolidate her power in Man-
churia, while China, the main loser.

—Rochester Democrat and Chronicle
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ascribes to it most of her present
troubles. The Chinese rely upon its

publication to prove that Japan is an
intruder in Manchuria. The object
of the conference in asking for the
text of this flagrant example of se-

cret diplomacy was to make sure
that it had lapsed through definite
and formal Chinese declarations, so

that HO future Russian Government
would be able to claim it as still valid.

The telegraphic summary sent by Pe-
king reads as follows:

Treaty of alliance between China and Rus-
sia—May, 1896.

Article 1.—The high contracting parties

engage to support each other reciprocally

by all their land and sea forces in case of
any aggression directed by Japan against
Russian territory in Eastern Asia, China
or Korea.

Article 2.—No treaty of peace with an
adverse party can be concluded by either

of them without the consent of the other.
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Article 3.—During niilitaiy operations all

Chinese ports shall be open to Russian ves-

sels.

Article 4.—The Chinese Government con-
sents to the construction of a railway across
the Provinces of Amur and Kirin in the di-

rection of Vladivostok. The construction

and exploitation of this railway shall be ac-

corded to the Russo-Chinese Bank. The
contract shall be concluded between the

Chinese Minister at St. Petersburg and the

Russo-Chinese Bank.
Article 5.—In time of war Russia shall

have free use of the railway for the trans-

port and provisioning of her troops. In

time of peace Russia shall have the same
right for the transit of her troops and pro-

visions.
Article 6.—The present treaty shall come

into force from the day on which the con-

tract stipulated in Article 4 shall have been
confirmed. It shall have force for fifteen

years.

Radio Stations in China

The question of the return to China
of all foreign-owned and foreign-

operated radio stations was settled at

the session of Jan. 27. Debate on this

subject had been reopened on Jan. 24,

when Mr. Balfour brought up again

the Viviani resolution
adopted on Dec. 7 (see

January CURRENT His-
tory), and offered an alter-
native resolution based on
the same fundamental plan.
At the following session
Mr. Balfour offered the
resolution in still another
form, in which were incor-
porated various sugges-
tions which he had received
from the other delegates.
Both resolutions, as well as
the original Viviani draft,
were resubmitted to the
Drafting Committee. At
the session of Jan. 27 Mr.
Root stated that the Draft-
ing Committee now recom-
mended the readoption of
theViviani resolution with-
out change, but also recom-
mended that two specific
declarations which it had
formulated be spread upon
the record. The first of
these set forth that nothing
in Paragraphs 3 or 4 of the

Viviani resolution shall commit the
conference to any opinion as to

whether the radio stations main-
tained in China are or are not au-
thorized by the Chinese Government.
The other reservation declared that
nothing in Paragraph 4 shall mili-

tate against the principle of the open
door. The Viviani resolution, as
readopted is as follows:

The representatives of the powers herein-
after named participating in the discussion
of Pacific and Far Eastern questions in the
conference on the limitation of armament,
to wit, the United States of America,
Belgium, the British Empire, China, France,
Italy, Japan, The Netherlands and Portu-
gal, have resolved

:

1. That all radio stations . in China,
whether maintained under the provisions
of the International Protocol of Sept. 7,

1901, or in fact maintained in the grounds
of any of the foreign legations in China,
shall be limited in their use to sending and
receiving Government messages and shall

not receive or send commercial or personal
or unofficial messages, including press mat-
ter; provided, however, that in case all

other telegraphic communication is inter-

rupted, then, upon official notification ac-
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companied by proof of such interruption to

the Chinese Ministry of Communications,
such stations may afford temporary facili-

ties for commercial, personal or unofficial
messages, including press matter, until the
Chinese Government has given notice of the
termination of the interruption;

2. All radio stations operated within the
territory of China by a foreign Government
or the citizens or subjects thereof, under
treaties or concessions of the Government
of China, shall limit the messages sent and
received by the terms of the treaties or con-
cessions under which the respective stations
are maintained

;

*

3. In case there be any radio station
maintained in the territory of China by a
foreign Government or citizens or subjects
thereof without the authority of the Chinese
Government, such station and all the plant,
apparatus and material thereof shall be
transferred to and taken over by the Gov-
ernment of China, to be operated under the
direction of the Chinese Ministry of Com-
munications upon fair and full compensa-
tion to the owners for the value of the in-

stallation, as soon as the Chinese Ministry
of Communications is prepared to operate
the same effectively for the general public
benefit

;

4. If any question shall arise as to the
radio stations in leased territories, in the
South Manchurian Railway zone or in the
French concessions at Shanghai, they shall

be regarded as matters for discussion
between the Chinese Government and the
Government concerned.

5. The owners or managers of all radio
stations maintained in the territory of
China by foreign powers or citizens or sub-
jects thereof shall confer with the Chinese
Ministry of Communications for the pur-
pose of seeking a common arrangement to

avoid interference in the use of wave
lengths by wireless stations in China, sub-
ject to such general arrangements as may
be made by an international conference
convened for the revision of the rules estab-
lished by the International Radio Telegraph
Convention signed at London, July 5, 1912.

Text of Reservations

The reservations, as approved by
the committee and spread upon the
record, read thus:
The powers other than China declare

that nothing in paragraphs 3 or 4 of the
resolution of Dec. 7, 1921, is to be deemed
to be an expression of opinion by the con-
ference as to whether the stations referred
to therein are or are not authorized by
China.
They further g^ive notice that the result

of any discussion arising under paragraph
4 must, if it is not to be subject to objection
by them, conform with the principles of the
open door, or equality of opportunity, ap-
proved by the conference

In addition, Mr. Alfred Sze for
China similarly spread upon the rec-

ord the following declaration by
China

:

The Chinese delegation takes this occasion
formally to declare that the Chinese Gov-
ernment does not recognize or concede the

right of any foreign power or of the na-

tionals thereof to instal or operate, without
its express consent, radio stations in lega-

tion grounds, settlements, concessions, leased

territories, railway areas or other similar

areas.

To understand this declaration, as

well as the other reservations affect-

ing the interpretation of Clauses 3

and 4, it is necessary only to bear in

mind the unchanging viewpoint of

China—a viewpoint at odds with that

held by the powers—^that all radio

stations maintained and operated on
Chinese soil are so maintained and
operated without China's consent,

that the Chinese Government recog-

nizes no such concession, and asserts

vigorously that radio communication
in China is a Government monopoly.

The Siberian Issue—Japan's New
Pledge

The question of Siberia, involving
the possible withdrawal of the Japa-
nese forces, had been considered one
of the most important on the confer-
ence agenda. Considerable debate
had been expected, and the discussion
had been arranged under several
heads. To the surprise of most of
the delegations, the whole question
M'^as settled in two sessions of the
committee.

Japan, at the first of these ses-

sions, presented a formal statement
reviewing the circumstances of her
occupation and repeating her pledges
to evacuate as soon as she received
trom a stable Siberian Government
assurances of protection for the lives

and property of Japanese nationals
in Siberia (as well as indemnity for
the massacre of Japanese at Niko-
laievsk, as a guarantee for which
Japan occupied part of Saghalin).
At the following session Secretary
Hughes presented a full statement of
the American position regarding Ja-
pan's continued occupation of Si-
beria, and asked that both statements
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be spread on the records. Both the
statement by Baron Shidehara and
that by Secretary Hughes were con-
sidered as of the greatest importance
m their bearing upon the eventual
restoration of normal conditions in

Siberia.

The problem of Siberia was first

brought up by Secretary Hughes at
the session of Jan. 23. Fully half of
this session was given up to a series

of eulogies of Viscount Bryce, whose
death had been announced. Mr.
Hughes, Mr. Root, M. Jusserand
and Mr. Balfour all spoke in praise of

his personality and achievements for
universal peace. Then Secretary
Hughes opened the Siberian discus-

sion. Baron Shidehara at once rose
and announced that he would like to

read a formal statement for Japan in

regard to Siberia. If this problem
was to be discussed, he said, it would
be of interest to the committee to

know exactly the intentions and aims
of Japan in regard to Siberia. He
then read a formal statement, the
text of which follows

:

The military expedition of Japan to Si-

beria was originally undertaken in common
accord and in co-operation with the United
States in 191S. It was primarily intended
to render assistance to the Czechoslovakian
troops who in their homeward journey
across Siberia from European Russia found
themselves in grave and pressing danger
at the hands of hostile forces under Ger-
man command. The Japanese and Ameri-
can expeditionary forces, together with
other allied troops, fought their way from
"Vladivostok far into the region of the Amur
and the Transbaikal Provinces to protect
the railway lines which afforded the sole

means of transportation of the Czecho-
slovakian troops from the interior of Siberia

to the port of Vladivostok. Difficulties

which the allied forces had to encounter
in their operations in the severe cold

weather of Siberia were immense.

In January, 1920, the United States de-
cided to temtiinate its military undertaking
in Siberia and ordered the withdrawal of

its forces. For some time thereafter Japa-
nese troops continued alone to carry out
the duty of guarding several points along
the Transsiberian Railways, in fulfillment

of interallied arrangements and of afford-
ing facilities to the returning Czechoslo-
vaks.
The last column of Czechoslovakian troops

safely embarked from Vladivostok in Sep-
tember, 1920. Ever since then Japan has
been looking foi"ward to an early moment

for the withdrawal of her troops from Si-
beria. The maintenance of such troops in a
foreign land is for her a costly and thank-
less undertaking, and she will be only too
happy to be relieved of such responsibility.
In fact, the evacuation of the Transbaikal
and the Amur Provinces was already com-
pleted in 1920. The only region which now^
lemains to be evacuated is a southern por-
tion of the Maritime Province around
Vladivostok and Nikolsk.

Obstacles to Withdrawal

It will be appreciated that for Japan the
question of the withdrawal of troops from
Siberia is not quite as simple as it was
for other allied powers. In the first place,
there is a considerable number of Japanese
residents who had lawfully and under guai*-
antees established themselves in Siberia
long before the Bolshevist era, and they
were entirely welcome. In 1917, prior to
the joint American-Japanese military enter-
prise, the number of such residents was
already no less than 9,717. In the actual
situation prevailing there, those Japanese
residents can hardly be expected to look for
the protection of their lives and property to
any other authorities than the Japanese.
Whatever districts those troops have evac-
uated in the past have fallen into disorder,
and practically all Japanese residents have
had precipitately to withdraw, to seek for
their personal safety. In so withdrawing
they have been obliged to leave behind
large portions of their property, abandoned
and unprotected, and their homes and
places of business have been destroyed.
While the hardships and losses thus caused
the Japanese in the Transbaikal and the
Amur Provinces have been serious enough,
moie extensive damages are likely to fol-

low from the evacuation of Vladivostok, in
which a larger number of Japanese have al-

ways been resident and a greater amount
of capital invested.

There is another difficulty by which
Japan is faced in proceeding to the recall

of her troops from the Maritime Province.
Due to geographical propinquity, the gen-
eral situation in the districts around Vladi-
vostok and Nikolsk is bound to affect the
security of the Korean frontier. In par-
ticular, it is known that these districts have
long been the base of Korean conspiracies
against Japan. Those hostile Koreans, join-

ing hands with lawless elements in Russia,
attempted in 1920 to invade Korea through
the Chinese territory of Chien-tao. They
set fire to the Japanese consulate at Hun-
chun and committed indiscriminate acts of

murder and pillage. At the present time
they are under the effective control of Jap-
anese troops stationed in the Maritime
Province, but they will no doubt renew the
attempt to penetrate into Korea at the first

favoiable opportunity that may present
itself.

Having regard to those considerations,
the Japanese Government have felt bound
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to exercise precaution in carrying out the
contemplated evacuation of the Maritime
Province. Should they take hasty action
without adequate provision for the future,
Ihey would be delinquent in their duty of
affording protection to a large number of
their nationals resident in the districts in

(luestion and of maintaining order and se-

curity in Korea.

It should be made clear that no part of
the Maritime Province is under Japan's
militaiy occupation. Japanese troops are
still stationed in the southern portion of
that province, but they have not set up any
civil or military administration to displace
local authorities. Their activity is con-
fined to measures of self-protection against
the menace to their own safety and to the
safety of their country and nationals. They
are not in occupation of those districts any
more than American or other allied troops
could be said to have been in occupation
of the places in which they were formerlv
stationed.

Policy of Non-Intervention

The Japanese Government are anxious to
see an orderly and stable authority speedily
re-established in the Far Eastern posses-
sions of Russia. It was in this spirit that
they manifested a keen interest in the
patriotic but ill-fated struggle of Admiral
Kolchak. They have shown readiness to

lend their good offices for prompting the
reconciliation of various political groups in

Eastern Siberia. But they have carefully
refrained from supporting one faction
against another. It will be recalled, for in-

stance, that they withheld all assistance
from General Rozanov against the revolu-
tionary movements which led to his over-
throw in January, 1920. They maintained
an attitude of strict neutrality and refused
to inteirfere in these movements, which it

would have been quite easy for them to
suppress if they had so desired.

In relation to this policy of non-inter-
vention, it may be useful to refer briefly
to the past relations between the Japanese
authorities and Ataman Semenov, which
seem to have been a source of popular
misgiving and speculation. It will be re-

membered that the growing rapprochement
between the Germans and the Bolshevist
Government in Russia in the early part of
1918 naturally gave rise to apprehensions
in the allied countries that a considerable
quantity of munitions supplied by those
countries, and stored in Vladivostok, might
be removed by the Bolsheviki to European
Russia for the use of the Germans. Ataman
Semenov was then in Siberia, and was or-
ganizing a movement to check such Bolshe-
vist activities and to presence order and
stability in that region. It was in this sit-

uation that Japan, as well as some of the
Allies, began to give support to the Cossack
chief. After a few months such support by
the other powers was di.«icontinued. But the
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Japanese were reluctant to abandon their
friend, whose efforts in the allied cause
they had originally encouraged, and they
maintained for some time their connection
with Ataman Semenov. They had, how-
ever, no intention whatever of interfering
in the domestic affairs of Russia, and when
it was found that the assistance rendered
to Ataman Semenov was likely to compli-
cate the internal situation in Siberia, they
terminated all relations with him, and no
support of any kind has since been ex-
tended to him by the Japanese authorities.

The Japanese Government are now se-
riously considering plans which would justi-
fy them in carrying out their decision of
the complete withdrawal of Japanese troops
from the Maritime Province, with reason-
able precaution for the security of Japan-
ese residents and of the Koiean frontier
regions. It is for this purpose that ne-
gotiations were opened some time ago at
Dairen between the Japanese representa-
tives and the agents of the Chita Govern-
ment.

Promise of Withdrawal.

Those negotiations at Dairen are in no
way intended to secure for Japan any right
or advantage of an exclusive nature. They
have been solely actuated by a desire to
adjust some of the more pressing questions
with which Japan is confronted in relation
to Siberia. They have essentially in view
the conclusion of provisional commei'cial ar-
rangements, the removal of the existing
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menace to the security of Japan and to the
lives and property of Japanese residents
in Eastern Siberia, the provision of guaran-
tees for the freedom of lawful undertak-
ings in that region, and the prohibition of
Bolshevist propaganda over the Siberian
border. Should adequate provisions be ar-

ranged on the line indicated, the Japanese
Government will at once proceed to the
complete withdrawal of Japanese troops
from the Maritime Province.

The occupation of certain points in the
Russian province of Saghalin is wholly dif-

ferent, both in nature and in origin, from
the stationing of troops in the Maritime
Province. History affords few instances
similar to the incident of 1920 at Niko-
laievsk, where more than 700 Japanese, in-

cluding women and children, as well as the
duly recognized Japanese Consul and his

family and his official staff, were cnielly
tortured and massacred. No nation worthy
of respect will possibly remain forbearing
under such a strain of provocation. Nor
was it possible for the Japanese Govern-
ment to disregard the just popular indigna-
tion aroused in Japan by the incident.

Under the actual condition of things, Japan
found no alternative but to occupy, as a
measure of reprisal, certain points in the
Russian provinces of Saghalin, in which the
outrage was committed, pending the es-

tablishment in Russia of a responsible au-
thority with whom she can communicate
in order to obtain due satisfaction.

Nothing is further from the thought of

the Japanese Government than to take ad-
vantage of the present helpless condition
of Russia for prosecution of selfish designs.
Japan recalls with deep gratitude and ap-
preciation the brilliant role which Russia
played in the interest of civilization during
the earlier stage of the great war. The
Japanese people have shown and will con-
tinue to show evei*y sympathetic interest
in the efforts of patriotic Russians as
pointing to the unity and rehabilitation of
their country. The military occupation of
the Russian province of Saghalin is only a
temporai-y measure and will naturally
come to an end as soon as a satisfactory
settlement of the question shall have been
arranged with an orderly Ru.«sian Govern-
ment.

In conclusion, the Japanese delegation is

authorized to declare that it is the fixed
and settled policy of Japan to respect the
territoi'ial integrity of Russia and to ob-
sei-ve the principle of non-intei-\'ention in
the internal affairs of the country, as well
as the principle of equal opportunity for
the commerce and industry of all nations
in every part of the Russian possessions.

Statement by Mr. Hughes

At the session of Jan. 24, Secre-
tary Hughes read a long and detailed
statement taking cognizance of the
Japanese declarations and setting
forth the American attitude as fol-

lows:
The American delegation has heard the

statement by Baron Shidehara and has
taken note of the assurance given on be-
half of the Japanese Government with re-

spect to the withdrawal of Japanese troops
from the Maritime Pi-ovince of Siberia and
from the Province of Saghalin. The Amer-
ican delegation has also noted the assurance
of Japan by her authorized spokesman that
it is her fixed and settled policy to respect
the territorial integrity of Russia, and to

observe the principle of non-inters'ention in

the internal affairs of that country, as well
as the principle of equal opportunity for
the commerce and industry of all nations
in every part of the Russian possessions.
These assurances are taken to mean that

Japan does not seek, through her military
aperations in Siberia, to impair the rights
of the Russian people in any respect, or to

obtain any unfair commercial advantages,
or to absorb for her OAvn use the Siberian
fisheries, or to set up an exclusive exploi-

tation either of the resoui'ces of Saghalin
or of the Maritime Province.
As Baron Shidehara pointed out, the

military expedition of Japan to Siberia
was originally undertaken in common ac-
coi'd and in co-operation with the United
States. It will be i-ecalled that public as-
surances were given at the outset by both
GoveiTiments of a finn intention to respect
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the territorial integrity of Russia and to
abstain from all interference in Russian in-

ternal politics. In view of the reference by
Baron Shidehara to the paiiicipation of the
American Government in the expedition of
1918, I should like to place upon our records
for transmission to the conference the pur-
poses which were then clearly stated by
both Governments.

The American Government set forth its

aims and policies publicly in July, 1918,
The pui-poses of the expedition were said
to be, first, to help the Czechoslovaks con-
solidate their forces; second, to steady any
efforts at self-government or self-defense
in which the Russians themselves might be
willing to accept assistance; and, third, to
guard the military stores at Vladivostok.
The American Government opposed the

idea of a military intervention, but re-

garded military action as admissible at the
time solely for the pui*pose of helping the
Czechoslovaks consolidate their forces and
get into successful co-operation with their
Slavic kinsmen, and to steady any efforts

at self-government or self-defense in which
the Russians themselves might be willing

to accept assistance. It was stated that
the American Government proposed to ask
all associated in this course of action to
unite in assuring the people of Russia in

the most public and solemn manner that
none of the governments uniting in action
either in Siberia or in Northern Russia
contemplated any interference of any kind
with the political sovereignty of Russia,
any intei-vention in her internal affairs, any
impairment of her territorial integrity, ei-

ther now or thereafter, but that each of
the associated powers had the single object
of affording such aid as should be accept-
able and only such aid as should be accept-
able to the Russian people in their endeavor
to regain control of their affairs, their o'wti

territory and their own destiny.
What I have just stated is found in the

public statement of the American Govern-
ment at that time.

The Japanese Government, with the same
purpose, set forth its position in a state-
ment published by the Japanese Govern-
ment on Aug. 2, 1918, in which it was said:
" The Japanese Government, being anxi-

ous to fall in with the desires of the Ameri-
can Government and also to act in harmony
with the Allies in this expedition, have de-
cided to proceed at once to dispatch suitable
forces for the proposed mission. A cei^tain

number of these troops will be sent forth-
with to Vladivostok. In adopting this
course, the Japanese Government remain un-
shaken in their constant desire to promote
relations of enduring friendship with Rus-
sia and the Russian people, and reaffirm
their avowed policy of respecting the ter-
ritorial integrity of Russia and of abstain-
ing fi'om all interference in her internal
politics. They further declare that, upon
the realization of the projects above indi-

cated, they will immediately withdraw all

Japanese troops from Russian territory and
will leave wholly unimpaii-ed the sovereign-
ty of Russia in all its phases, whether
political or military."

Japan's Course Regretted

The United States of America withdrew
its troops from Siberia in the Spring of
1920 because it considered that the original
purposes of the expedition had either been
accomplished or would no longer be sub-
sei-ved by continued military activity in
Siberia. The American Government then
ceased to be a party to the expedition, but
it remained a close obsen^er of events in
Eastern Siberia and has had an extended
diplomatic correspondence upon this sub-
ject with the Government of Japan.

It must be frankly avowed that this cor-
respondence has not always disclosed an
identity of views between the two Govern-
ments. The United States has not been
unmindful of the direct exposure of Japan
to Bolshevism in Siberia and the special
problems which the conditions existing
there have created for the Japanese Govern-
ment, but it has been strongly disposed to
the belief that the public assurances given
by the two Governments at the inception of
the joint expedition nevertheless required
the complete withdrawal of Japanese troops
from all Russian territory—if not immedi-
ately after the departure of the Czechoslo-
vak troops, then within a reasonable time.
As to the occupation of Saghalin in re-

prisal for the massacre of the Japanese at
Nikolaievsk, the United States was not un-
impressed by the serious character of that
catastrophe; but, having in mind the con-
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ditions experienced by both Goveraments at

the outset of. the joint expedition, of which
the Nikolaievsk massacre must be consid-

ered an incident, it has regretted that

Japan should deem necessary the occupa-

tion of Russian territory as a means of as-

suring a suitable adjustment with a future

Russian Government.
The general position of the American

Government was set forth in a commimica-
tion to Japan of May 31, 1921. In that

communication appears the following state-

ment:
" The Government of the United States

would be untrue to the spirit of co-opera-

tion which led it, in the Summer of 1918,

upon an understanding with the Govern-
ment of Japan, to dispatch troops to Si-

beria, if it neglected to point out that, in

its view, continued occupation of the stra-

tegic centres in Eastern Siberia—involving

the indefinite possession of the Port of

Vladivostok, the stationing of troops at

Khabarovsk, Nikolaievsk, De Castries, Ma-
go, Sophiesk and other important points,

the seizure of the Russian portion of Sag-
halin, and the establishment of a civil ad-
ministration, which inevitably lends itself to

misconception and antagonism—^tends ra-

ther to increase than to allay the unrest
and disorder in that region.
" The military occupation in reprisal for

the Nikolaievsk affair is not fundament-
ally a question of the validity of procedure
under the recognized rules of international

law.
" The issue presented is that of the scru-

pulous fulfillment of the assurances given
to the Russian people, which were a mat-
ter of frank exchanges and of apparently
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complete understanding between the Gov-
ernments of the United States and ofJapan.
These assurances were intended by the
Government of the United States to convey
to the people of Russia a promise on the
part of the two Governments not to use
the joint expedition, or any incidents which
might arise out of it, as an occasion to oc-
cupy territory, even temporarily, or to as-
sume any military or administrative control
over the people of Siberia."
Further in the same note, the American

Government states its position as follows:
" In view of its conviction that the course

followed by the Government of Japan
brings into question the very definite
understanding concluded at the time troops
were sent to Siberia, the Government of
the United States must in candor explain
its position and say to the Japanese Gov-
ernment that the Government of the United
States can neither now noi* hereafter recog-
nize as valid any claims or titles arising
out of the present occupation and control,
and that it cannot acquiesce in any action
taken by the Government of Japan which
might impair existing treaty rights or the
political or territorial integrity of Russia.
" The Government of Japan will appreci-

ate that in expressing its views the Govern-
ment of the United States has no desire to
impute to the Government of Japan motives
or purposes other than those which have
heretofore been so frankly avowed. The
purpose of this Government is to inform
the Japanese Government of its own con-
viction that, in the present time of disorder
in Russia, it is more than ever the duty of
those who look forward to the tranquiliza-
tion of the Russian people and a restora-
tion of normal conditions among them, to
avoid action which might keep alive their
antagonism and distrust toward outside
political agencies. Now', especially, it is

incumbent upon the friends of Russia to
hold aloof from the domestic contentions of
the Russian people, to be scrupulous to
avoid inflicting what might appear to them
a vicarious penalty for sporadic acts of
lawlessness, and, above all, to abstain from
even the temporary and conditional impair-
ment by any foreign power of the terri-

torial status which, for them a? for other
peoples, is a matter of deep and sensitive

national feeling, transcending perhaps even
the issues at stake among themselves."
To that American note the Japanese

Government replied in July, 1921, setting
forth in substance what Baron Shidehai-a

has now stated to this committee, pointing
out the conditions under which Japan has
taken the action to which reference was
made, and giving the assurances, which
have here been reiterated, with respect to

its intention and policy.

Resolution on Siberia

While the discussion of these matters has
been attended with the fi'iendliest feeling,

it has naturally been the constant and earn-
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est hope of the American Government—and
of Japan as well, I am sure—that this oc-
casion for divergence of views between the
two Governments might be removed with
the least possible delay. It has been with
a feeling of special "gratification, therefore,
that the American delegation has listened

to the assurances given by their Japanese
colleague, and it is with the greatest friend-
liness that they reiterate the hope that
Japan will find it possible to carry out with-
in the near future her expressed intention
of terminating finally the Siberian expedi-
tion and of restoring Saghalin to the Rus-
sian people.

My suggestion would be, if it is not de-

sired otherwise by the delegates, that the
statement made on behalf of the Japanese
Govei-nment by Baron Shidehara and the
one that I have made setting forth the po-
sition of the Amei'ican Government, which
is as stated in its communication of May
31, 1921, which I have read, ehould be com-
municated to the conference for the pui-pose

of being spread upon its records.

I suggest the adoption of the following
resolution:

"Resolved that the statements by the

Japanese and American delegations in re-

spect to the presence of foreign troop.* in

Siberia be reported to the conference at its

next plenary session to be spread upon its

records."

This resolution was then put by
the Chairman to a vote. All the nine
delegations formally assented, and
it was unanimously passed. In signi-

fying the assent of the French dele-

gation, M. Sarraut declared that it

was with "peculiar satisfaction" that
he had heard the formal assurance
given by Japan that she would with-
draw her troops as soon as possible,

and would not interfere in the do-
mestic affairs of the Russian people.

He recalled the fact that France was
one of the oldest allies of Russia, and
declared that France was still grate-
ful to the Russian people for the part
they had played in the world war,
still loyal to that friendship, and to

Russia's hopes of future regenera-
tion. When that time arrived, he
said, it would be good for Russia "to

find unimpaired the patrimony that
had been kept for her by the honesty
and loyalty of her allies."

Final Sessions

The final sessions of the confer-
ence were marked by a large number
of positive achievements, including

the approval of several important
treaties and decisions on many mat-
ters that had been worked out in com-
mittee. The Far Eastern Commit-
tee continued its labors to the very
end, and all outstanding issues af-
fecting China were adjusted at its

last session on Feb. 3. The question
of the administration of the Chinese
Eastern Railway, the long contro-
versy between China and Japan over
the famous twenty-one demands, and
last-minute declarations by China on
the " open door " and on leased terri-
tories, were some of the matters
settled. The conference, meeting as
a Committee of the Whole, held two
plenary sessions on Feb. 1 and Feb.
4, at which many questions of im-
portance were finally disposed of.

At the plenary session of Feb. 1

the conference took the following ac-
tion: Adoption of the Five-Power
Naval Treaty, providing for abolition
of competition in capital ships; fix-
ing the ratio of such ships in the
American, British, Japanese, French
and Italian navies; limiting the ton-
nage of aircraft carriers; specifying
the maximum size and armor per-
mitted to capital ships; laying down
the status quo for the possession by
any power of naval bases in the
Pacific; adoption of the Five-Power
Treaty binding the same nations to
refrain from the use of submarines
as commerce destroyers and from the
employment of poison gas in war-
fare. A number of resolutions on
China approved by the Far Eastern
Committee were formally adopted.

At the sixth plenary session, Feb.
4, the conference adopted the two
nine-power treaties on the open door
and the Chinese tariff. It also

adopted a resolution for the estab-
lishment of a Board of Reference in

Peking to consider questions arising
from the application of the open-door
principle; adopted resolutions on
the Chinese Eastern Railjway, ap-
proved a supplement to the four-
power treaty which removed Japan's
" homeland " from its scope, naming
Formosa, the Pescadores, the Japa-
nese half of Saghalin and the man-
dated islands as the only Japa-
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nese insular possessions specified in

the treaty ; approved a declaration by
China that she would not alienate

any of her territory, and finally

passed a Bupplementary resolution

to the Naval Treaty intimating that

the five signatory powers would con-

sider it a breach of honor for any

of those powers to sell or otherwise

dispose of any of the warships desig-

nated for scrapping between the

present and the date of ratification

of the treaty. These and other de-

cisions will be found treated under
separate heads. The text of the

treaties finally approved and signed

at the seventh plenary session of

Feb 6—the closing meeting of the

conference—as well as of the sepa-

rate treaty on Shantung (signed on

Feb. 4)—will be found further along

in these pages.

Chinese Eastern Railway

Resolutions were passed by the

Far Eastern Committee on Feb. 2

regarding the future administration

of the Chinese Eastern Railway. The
subcommittee of experts charged
with the problem of what should be

done in the case of this important
line, which China is holding and
operatng through the Russo-Asiatic
Bank, pending the establishment of

a stable Government in Russia, had
recommended that the supervision of

finances and protection for the road
be intrusted to the Interallied Tech-
nical Commission, which has exer-

cised a moral trusteeship since 1919.

The strong objections of Dr. Hawu-
ling Yen, the Chinese member of the

subcommittee, led to an impasse,
many resolutions being drafted and
failing to meet the Chinese objec-

tions. The net result was embodied
in this double resolution, presented
to the main committee at the Feb. 2
session

:

Resolved. That the preservation of the

Chinese Eastern Railway for those in in-

terest requires that better protection be
given to the railway and the persons en-

gaged in its operation and use, a more care-

ful selection of personnel to secure effi-

ciency of sei-vice, and a more economical

use of funds to prevent waste of the prop-
erty.

That the subject should immediately be
dealt with through the proper diplomatic
channels.

At the same time all powers other than
China—that is to say, the United States,
Belgium, Great Britain, France, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands and Portugal—have
united in the following reservation:
The powers other than China in agreeing to

the resolution regarding the Chinese Eastern
Railway reserve the right to insist hereafter
upon the responsibilities of China for per-
formance or non-performance of the obliga-
tions toward the foreign stockholders, bond-
holders and creditors of the Chinese Eastern
Railway Company, which the holders deem
to result from the contracts under which
the railroad was built and the action of
China thereunder and the obligations, which
they deem to be in the nature of a trust
resulting from the exercise of power by the
Chinese Government over the possession and
administration of the railroad.

Mr. Koo defended the Chinese ob-
jection against giving financial con-
trol to the Interallied Technical Com-
mission. He referred to the inter-

allied agreement of 1919, to which
China was a party, and to which five

of the other powers represented at
the Washington conference were also

parties. Under this agreement
provision had been made for super-
vision of the whole Transsiberian
system, including the Chinese East-
ern Railway ; he feared, he said, that
misgivings would be aroused in China
if this particular railroad should be
singled out for separate treatment.
Any such special agreement, further-

more, he added, would be of slight

value if it did not take in the Trans-
Siberian Railway, which connects

with Europe and the Ussuri Railway,
and which assures its access to the

sea. The line, furtheremore, ran
through Chinese territory, and Chi-

nese sovereignty must be guaranteed.
He pointed out the legal status of the

contract under which China now as-

sumed responsibility for this orig-

inally Russian line, though he em-
phasized the provisional nature of

this responsibility. He admitted
that there was opportunity for in-

provement in the Chinese Adminis-
tration, but pointed out the unsettled

conditions which prevailed, due to

the political revolution in Russia, and
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declared that China had done her
best. The resolution was then
unanimously adopted.

The Twenty-one Demands

In the Far Eastern Committee on
Feb. 2 Japan offered three modifica-

tions in the famous twenty-one de-

mands, including the withdrawal of

Group 5, which had been reserved for

further consideration when these de-

mands were forced upon China by an
ultimatum on May 25, 1915, following
the Japanese seizure of Kiao-Chau
from the Germans. Baron Shidehara,

the spokesman for Japan, declared

emphatically against revision of the
treaties growing out of these de-

mands, which gave Port Arthur and
Dairen (Dalny) to Japan under ex-

tension of a lease formerly owned by
Russia. These treaties had been
signed by China, he declared, and any
attempt to revise them would create

a dangerous precedent. Japan, how-
ever, he explained, was willing, in

view of the change in the situation,

to make the following modifications:

1. Japan is ready to throw open to the
international consortium the right of op-
tion, granted exclusively to Japanese capi-

tal, to loan for the construction of railways
in South Manchuria and Eastern Inner
Mongolia.

2. Japan will not exercise her preferen-
tial rights in questions concerning the en-
gagement by China of Japanese advisers or
instructors on political, financial, military
and police matters in South Manchuria.

3. Japan will withdraw the resei-vations,

which she made in proceeding to the signa-
ture of the twenty-one demands, to the ef-

fect that Group 5 of the original proposals
would be postponed for future negotiations.

These modifications, as well as the
Japanese viewpoint, were regarded
as unsatisfactory by the Chinese del-

egates, and the matter came up again
at the next day's session, when Dr.
Wang vigorously reasserted China's
desire for a revision on the ground
of essential injustice; the demands
were forced on China, Japan gave no
quid pro quo; the agreements are in

violation of treaties between China
and other powers, inconsistent with
the principles adopted by the confer-
ence, dangerous to the peace between

China and Japan. This statement, he
said, was made by China in order to

place on record her unchanging view
regarding the treaties of 1915. Sec-
retary Hughes then explained the at-

titude of the American Government,
as it was outlined in the note sent by
Washington to Japan on May 13,

1915; this attitude, he said, remained
the same. Group 1 of the demands,
he added, had been eliminated by the
Shantung settlement ; Group 5 would
not be pressed by Japan, while many
of the other rigid features of the de-

mands had been softened by the con-

cessions now offered. In comment
on the first of the three concessions

offered by Japan, he expressed the
hope that this might be interpreted
10 mean that Japan would not confine
such undertakings by foreign capital

to the consortium powers alone. At
Mr. Hughes's suggestion, the various
speeches made in the conference on
the twenty-one demands were spread
upon the record. The Chinese dele-

gation assented to this, but reserved
the right to seek a solution of the
question on some future occasion.

The controversy, so far as the action

of the conference was concerned, was
thus terminated.

The Open-Door Treaty

The Open-Door Treaty was unani-
mously adopted at the sixth plenary
session on Feb. 4. This agreement,
considered one of the most important,
incorporated in treaty form the orig-

inal Root resolutions, which had
pledged the powers to aid China to

recover her equilibrium, to refrain
from seeking any unfair or special

advantages and to respect Chinese
neutrality. The treaty also empow-
ers any of the nations concerned, in-

cluding China, to call a conference of
all the signatories in case a situation
arises " which in the opinion of any
one of them " involves the application
of the stipulations of the treaty. With
this treaty a special resolution was
passed for the creation of a Board of
Reference in Peking to consider dis-
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puted points in connection with the
open-door principle.

In reference to this agreement,
Baron Shidehara of Japan, at the ses-

sion of the Far Eastern Committee of
Feb. 2, took occasion to press the Chi-
nese delegation for a statement re-

garding the development of China's
vast resources by foreign capital un-

der the open-door principle of equal
co-operation. He had first asked for

such a formal statement at the ses-

sion of Jan. 18, but the matter had
been laid over. Mr. Sze replied with
a voluntary statement declaring
China's entire willingness to throw
this development open to foreign in-

terests ; her policy for some time, he
said, had been in this direction, and
had been based on China's conscious-
ness " of mutual advantage which
foreign trade brings." Such trade,

he added, consisted mostly of natural
products. In the railway transporta-
tion of such products and other ar-

ticles of merchandise his Govern-
ment had always followed the prin-
ciple of strict equality of treatment
between all foreign shippers, and it

had also steadily encouraged the de-

velopment of natural resources by
the participation of foreign capital.

Thanks to this liberal policy, said Mr.
Sze, raw material and food supplies

in China and Manchuria are now ac-

cessible to all nations on fair terms.
He understood that Japan in pressing
for this statement was not seeking
any special consideration for herself,

or even for the foreign powers as a
whole, but merely wished to be as-

sured that China was disposed to ac-
cord equal opportunities on the same
terms as any other nations richly en-
dowed with natural resources.

Chinese Tariff Treaty

The nine-power treaty on the Chi-
nese tariff was approved at the plen-

ary session, Feb. 4. It embodied reso-

lutions that had been passed on Jan.
16. In reporting it. Senator Under-
wood reviewed the history of events
leading to the adoption on Oct. 8,

1843, of the existing arrangement,
under which China was technically to

receive a 5 per cent, quota of the
revenues, but under which she re-
ceives a scant 31/2 per cent, ad val-
orem. To give China an effective 5
per cent., he explained, it was neces-
sary to provide for a revision of this
arrangement; furthermore, in recog-
nition of China's need of greater in-
come, a special commission is to be
charged with the levying of various
surtaxes detailed in the treaty. Sen-
ator Underwood stressed the impor-
tance of the clauses of the treaty
abolishing all unfair discriminations
made in tariff treaties concluded by
China in favor of Russia, Great
Britain, France and Japan. He ended
his reading of the terms of the treaty
thus : "I can say that adoption of
this treaty and putting it into effect
will, in all probability, double the ex-
isting revenues of China received
from maritime and inland customs."

Mr. Sze, for the Chinese delega-
tion, then asked to have spread on the
record the statements made by him
on this subject at the sessions of Jan.
5, Jan. 16 and Feb. 3. He took spe-
cial note of Senator Underwood's
statement that the present treaty was
drawn only to meet the present tem-
porary conditions m China, and em-
phasized the fact that his country
** looks eagerly toward the earliest

restoration of full tariff autonomy."
The treaty was then formally ap-
proved by all the delegations.

The Shantung Treaty

The long and dangerous contro-
versy between China and Japan over
Shantung was finally settled by the
signing of a treaty between those two
powers on Feb. 4. This was one of

the most important things done at

the Washington conference; its im-
portance was in no way diminished
hy the fact that the action and in-

fluence of the conference were only
indirectly exercised. Under the
treaty China is to receive back from
Japan the former German properties,

concessions, railway, port, mining,
maritime customs and other rights.

Thus was written, apparently, the

last chapter in a perilous controversy
that had raged without cessation ever
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since the signing of the Treaty of
Versailles. That treaty had con-
firmed Japan's claim to the former
German rights in Shantung. China
had refused, for that reason, to sign
the Versailles Treaty. Many times
since then, Japan had tried to get
China to negotiate on this question,
but the Chinese Government had
steadfastly refused to accept the de-
mands which the Japanese Govern-
ment made the condition of an event-
ual return of Shantung. Meantime,
Japanese military forces held the dis-

puted peninsula.
At the conference the Chinese per-

sisted in this refusal to negotiate, and
as Japan remained inflexible in her
demands, there seemed to be no hope
of a settlement. The conference
itself was. hampered by the situation.

It was only through the intervention
of Secretary Hughes, Chairman of
the conference, and of Mr. Balfour,
head of the British delegation, that
the Chinese and Japanese delegates,
after securing the consent of their
respective Governments, consented to

tackle the issue in separate negotia-
tions outside the conference. The re-

sult of these " conversations," which
were opened on Dec. 1, and which
continued for nearly two months, was
the treaty signed on Feb. 4.

The ceremony of signing took
place in the presence of Secretary
Hughes and Mr. Balfour, also of four
Far Eastern experts, namely, John
V. A. MacMurray and Edward Bell

for the United States, and M. W.
l.amson and F. A. Gwatkin for Great
Britain, and lastly of a small group of
newspaper men. The proceedings
took place in the Hall of America, ad-
joining the room where the Chinese
and Japanese delegates had wrestled
over the problem so many weeks.
The delegates and other participants
met at 5 o'clock, and the signing oc-

curred half an hour later. The two
delegations, seated at opposite sides
of the table, signed alternately, and in

the following order for each delega-
tion: China—Dr. Sze, Dr. Koo, Dr.
Wang; Japan—Baron Kato, Baron
Shidehara, Mr. Hanihara. 'The sig-

natures were in English, not in Chi-

nese or Japanese characters. The
annex was signed immediately after

the treaty.

After the signing, Dr. Sze formally
voiced, on behalf of the Chinese dele-

gation, his thanks to Mr. Hughes and
Mr. Balfour for their good offices,

which had resulted in so happy a set-

tlement. Baron Kato expressed also

Japan's gratitude. Secretary Hughes
replied simply :

" I congratulate you
both, gentlemen." Mr, Balfour said

:

" It is a source of deep satisfaction to

me to see the matter so happily set-

tled." The session then adjourned.
Thus ended one of the most danger-
ous disputes in the Far East.

This agreement had not been
achieved without a struggle. From
the moment when the discussions

opened on Dec. 1, almost up to the
beginning of February, the difficul-

ties of reaching a settlement were
constantly in evidence. The terms on
which Japan should hand over the
Shantung Railway to China consti-

tuted the chief rock on which the ne-

gotiations threatened to be shattered.

Several times a deadlock was estab-

lished, and Japan ultimately declared
that she had gone to the fullest ex-

tent of her power of concession. A
report that President Harding had
intervened personally, in view of the
importance of a settlement to the
Arms Conference itself, proved to be
erroneous. The Chinese delegation
leaders had seen and talked with the
President at the White House, but
they had sought this intei-view of
their own volition. The deciding fac-

tor in securing a settlement of the
embittered controversy was the un-
v/earied effort of Secretary Hughes
and Mr. Balfour to aid the conflicting

delegations to compose their differ-

ences. The main dispute was over
the desire of the Chinese to obtain
absolute possession of the Shantung
Railway by purchase; the Japanese
wished to retain financial control for

a number of years, and also desired
joint operation under a Japanese traf-

fic manager, which meant Japanese
administrative control.
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China Buys the Railway

Under the agreement finally re-

ported to the fifth plenary session of

the conference on Feb. 1, and signed
three days later, China is to pay to

Japan 53,406,141 gold marks (the as-

sessed value of the properties taken
by the Japanese from the Germans
during the World War, plus the value
of the improvements added by Japan,
and making allowance for deprecia-

tion) . Payment is to be made in Chi-
nese treasury notes, and the instal-

ments may be spread over fifteen

years, China being given an op-
tion to complete payment within five

years. Pending the redemption of the
treasury notes, a Japanese traffic

manager and Japanese auditor are to

be sanctioned by the Chinese Govern-
ment. Under a statement of under-
standings reached at the conversa-
tions and read by Secretary Hughes
at the session of Feb. 1, the entire

subordinate staff of these two Japa-
nese officials is to be appointed by
the Chinese Managing Director, the
Japanese employes to be gradually
eliminated by substitution; China is

also to have the right to appoint an
assistant traffic manager of Chinese
nationality within two years and a
half after the transfer of the railway
is effected.

Japan pledges herself, further-

more, to withdraw all her military

forces from Shantung as soon as
China sends her own troops to guard
the railway. Special agreements were
reached on the following questions:
transfer of public properties and of

the maritime customs ; disposition of
the mines lying along the railway,
opening of the former German leased
territory, purchase by China of the
salt industry, return to China of the
former German cables, transfer to

China of the Japanese wireless sta-

tions under fair compensation, and
Japanese military withdrawal from
these stations. The full text of the
Shantung treaty will be found further
along in these pages.
The importance of the treaty was

stressed by both Baron Shidehara

and Dr. Sze. Before all the delega-
tions they formally voiced their grat-
itude to Secretary Hughes and Mr.
Balfour for so powerfully aiding in
the settlement. " Of supreme impor-
tance," said Baron Shidehara, " is it

that this vexatious question of long
standing between Japan and China
should be definitely removed. The
atmosphere of unrest and tension
which it has created in the popular
mind must be set forever at rest.

That desirable end, indeed, has been
achieved fully and completely." Dr.
Sze said in part :

" The Chinese dele-
gation rejoices in the settlement of
this question, not only because a
source of friction between its Govern-
ment and that of Japan has been re-
moved, but also because the Chinese
Government is able to aid in the re-

alization of the beneficent object for
v/hich this conference was convened."
Secretary Hughes extended "most
cordial congratulations of the confer-
ence to the representatives of the
Japanese and Chinese Governments
upon the successful conclusion of
these conversations, and upon the
fact that they have been able to reach
a satisfactory basis of agreement
with regard to this most serious sub-
ject of controversy,"

Mr. Balfour, after making similar
appropriate comment, gave utterance
to a formal statement for the British
Government, of great importance in

its bearing on the Shantung treaty.

He announced that Great Britain was
now ready to complete the purpose of
that treaty by handing back the Brit-

ish concession of Wei-hai-wai, which
also lies within the Shantung borders.
He reviewed the events which first

led the British to acquire this con-
cession at a moment when both Ger-
many and Russia were attempting to

dominate the Chinese Empire. The
necessity which thus arose had disap-
peared, and his country was now
ready to hand this strip of Chinese
territory back to its rightful owner,
China. (The intention to do this was
first announced by the British dele-

gation at the session of Dec. 3.) Thus
the complete sovereignty of her most
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populous province would be restored
to China. This statement was
warmly applauded by all the delega-

tions.

Leased Territories

The subject of leased territories

which had thus arisen again, was
finally closed at the session of

the Far Eastern Committee held

on Feb. 2, when Mr. Sze de-

clared that the Chinese delega-

tion would cordially welcome a
similar statement from the French
delegation with regard to the French
concession of Kwang-chow-wan. M.
Sarraut in reply pointed out that
France had been tlie first to offer to

restore her leased territory to China,
and reminded Mr. Sze that M. Vi-
viani, speaking for France on Dec. 4,

had stated in the most definite way
that this return would be made on
condition that all the other powers
having leased territories should re-

store them to Chinese sovereignty.
The French Government, added M.
Sarraut, still had this intention, and
was now willing to do so, irrespective

of whether the condition stipulated
was fulfilled or not. Mr. Sze, in re-

ply, stated this would be greatly ap-
preciated by the Chinese people.

Commission on Rules of War
The conference on Jan. 27 created

a commission to study the rules of
warfare in the light of the World
War. Though certain decisions had
been reached in regard to sub-
marines, gas warfare, and the use of
airplanes, the American delegation
still advocated a future parley to re-

vise international war rules in gen-
eral, and Secretary Hughes made a
formal proposal to that effect on Dec.
9. His, plan, he explained, contem-
plated only a commission of expert
jurists, because a general conference
would be as greatly handicapped by
its lack of technical preparation as
was the conference at Washington.
Objection to a juristic personnel was
overcome, but new opposition arose
from an unexpected quarter when
Mr. Balfour, head of the British dele-

gation, pointed out that the scope as-

signed by Secretary Hughes to the
contemplated commission was alto-

gether too broad. He referred to the
many complex ramifications of the
whole subject of the international
rules of war, and intimated that
no one commission would ever
be able to compass an investi-

gation of such magnitude. He
then suggested that the field of
study be limited to rules of war as
effected only by the new weapons.
The commission was accordingly
created on these lines by a resolu-

tion approved on Jan. 27; it is to be
composed of ten members, two each
for the United States, Great Britain,

France, Italy and Japan, and is to re-

port its findings to each of these
powers, which shall consider collec-

tively the steps necessary to make the
adoption of the new rules universal.
The resolution, as finally adopted, in-

cluded a special reservation exempt-
ing submarines and chemical warfare
from the inquiry. The text follows

:

The United States of America, the British
Empire, France, Italy and Japan have
agreed:

1. That a commission composed of not
more than two members representing each
of the above-mentioned powers shall be con-
stituted to consider the following questions:

(a) Do existing rules of international law
adequately co\'er new methods of attack or
defense resulting fi*om the introduction or
development, since the Hague conference of
1907, of new agencies of warfare?

(b) If not so, what changes in the ex-
isting rules ought to be adopted in conse-
quence thereof as a pait of the law of na-
tions ?

2. That notices of appointment of the
members of the commission shall be trans-
mitted to the Government of the United
States of America within three months
after the adjournment of the present con-
ference, which after consultation with the
powers concerned will fix the day and place
for the meeting of the commission.

3. That the commission shall be at liberty
to request assistance and advice from ex-
pei-ts in international law and in land, naval
and aerial warfare.

4. That the commission shall report Hs
conclusions to each of the nowers repre-
sented in its membership. Those powers
shall thereupon confer as to the acceptance
of the report and the course to be followed
to secure the consideration of its recom-
mendations by the other civilized powers.

The reservation, cast in the form
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of a supplementary resolution, read
thus:

Resolved. That it is not fhe intention of

the powers agreeing to the appointment of a
commission to consider and report upon the

rules of international law respecting new
agencies of warfare that the commission
shall review or report upon the rules or

declarations relating to submarines or the

use of noxious gases and chemicals already-

adopted by the powers in this conference.

Adopting the Naval Treaty

The fifth plenary session, held on
Feb. 1, was one of the most mo-
mentous in the whole life of the con-

ference. This session was marked by
the final adoption of the Five-Power
Naval Treaty embodying, in a some-
what modified form, the American
proposals with which Secretary
Rughes had electrified the world in

November, The salient features of

the compact, as passed, are these:

Abolition of competition in capital

ships ; a fixed ratio for such ships in

the British, American, Japanese,
French and Italian navies ; limitation

of the tonnage of aircraft carriers;

specification of the maximum size and
armament permitted to non-capital

ships ; a special Anglo-American-Jap-
anese agreement to abstain from
further construction of naval bases
and fortifications in the islands of the
Western Pacific. The official text of

the treaty will be found elsewhere in

these pages.
The treaty, which had been dis-

tributed to the delegations in both an
English and a French version, proved
to be a long document, and Mr.
Hughes, who reported its final com-
pletion after weeks of arduous labor

en the part of the Subcommittee on
the Limitation of Naval Armament,
made no attempt to read it. In lieu

of this, he presented a very full an-
alysis of it, pointing out the differ-

ences between the original American
proposals and the version finally re-

ported. The main features of Secre-
tary Hughes's explanation, elaborated
and clarified, are as follows:

In the original American proposals of
Nov. 12 these four principles were laid
down, under which the limitation of capital
ship tonnage should pix>ceed:

1. That all capital ship building pro-

giams, whether actual or projected, should
be abandoned.

2. That further reduction should be made
through the scrapping of certain of the
older ships.

3. That, in general, regard should be had
to the existing naval strength of the powers
concerned.

4. That the capital ship tonnage should
be used as the measurement of strength for
navies, and that a proportionate allowance
of auxiliary combatant craft should be pre-
scribed.

The Original Plan

The original American plan for naval
limitation had been briefly as follows:

United States— (a) Retention of eighteen
capital ships, with an aggregate tonnage
of 500,650. (b) Scrapping of fifteen capital
ships now under construction, representing
a total of 618,000 tons; these fifteen ships
included six battle cruisers and seven bat-
tleships on the ways, and two battleships
already launched, (c) Scrapping of all the
older battleships up to, but not including,
the Delaware and the North Dakota—

a

total of 227,040 tons, (d) Total number of
capital ships to be scrapped, 30; total ton-
nage to be scrapped, 845,740.

Great Britain— (a) Retention of twenty-
two capital ships, with an aggregate of 604,-

450 tons, (b) Scrapping of four projected
battleships of the Hood type, not yet laid

down, but on which money has been spent,
representing a total tonnage of 172,000.

(c) Scrapping of her pre-dreadnoughts, sec-

ond and first line battleships up to, but not
including, the King George V. class, a total

of nineteen capital ships, with an aggregate
of 411,375 tons, (d) Total number of ships

to be abandoned or scrapped, twenty-three;
total tonnage to be scrapped, 583,375.
Japan— (a) Retention of ten capital ships

with an aggregate of 209,700 tons, (b)

Abandonment of her building program for

ships not yet laid down, viz., the Kii, the

Owari, battleships No. 7 and No. 8, battle

cruisers Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8. (c) Scrapping
of three capital ships (the Mutsu, launched,

and the Tosa and Kago, in course of con-

struction), also of four battle cruisers (the

Amagi and Akagi, in course of building,

and the Atoga and Takao, not yet laid

down, but material for which has been as-

sembled) ; whole number of ships under this

heading, seven, totaling 288,100 tons, (d)

Scrapping of all pre-dreadnoughts and bat-

tleships of the second line, up to, but not

including, the Settsu, a total of ten old-

type battleships, with an aggregate of 159,-

828 tons, (e) Total number of ships to be

scrapped, 17; total tonnage to be scrapped,

448,928.
France and Italy—The American propos-

als stated, in respect to France and Italy,

that " in view of the extraordinary condi-

tions due to the World War, affecting tiie

existing strength of the navies of France
and Italy," the proportion in capital ships
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to be allotted to these nations would be sub-
ject to later adjustment.

In the long committee debates following
the presentation of the American proposals,
Japan, though accepting the proposals in

principle, held fast to her contention that
she should be allowed to retain the Mutsu,
recently launched and partly built by pop-
ular subscription. This claim was finally
allowed, though the change necessitated a
readjustment of plan for both the United
States and Great Britain.

The Treaty as It Stands

The plan, as modified by the treaty,

now stands thus:
The United States, Great Britain and

Japan are to retain the same number of
capital ships as in the original proposals,
viz.: The United States, 18; Great Britain,

22, and Japan, 10. For the United States,

the tonnage figures remain roughly the
same, that is, 500,650, but the following
changes are provided for: Two ships of
the West Virginia type are to be completed,
and on their completion two of the ships
originally to have been retained, viz., the
North Dakota and the Delaware, are to be
scrapped,bringing the total tonnage retained

to 525,850. Gi-eat Britain retains the same
ships as in the original proposal, except
that the Thunderer is substituted for the
Erin, bringing down the original tonnage
estimate from 604,450 to 580,450 tons. She
is, however, given the right to construct
two new ships of 35,000 tons each, on the
understanding that she will scrap the fol-

lowing ships: The Thunderer, the King
George V., the Ajax, and the Centurion.
When these four ships are scrapped and
the two new ships are completed, the total

tonnage for Great Britain will be 558,950.

For Japan, the only difference is that the
Mutsu is to be retained, and the Settsu
scrapped, making a total tonnage of 301,320
tons, as against the 299,700 tons originally
proposed, and diminishing the tonnage to

be scrapped in a similar proportion.

As for France and Italy, for which the
principle of approximate parity has been
applied, each of these nations is to retain
the ships which it now possesses, viz.:

France, 10 ships (three of these are pre-
dreadnoughts of the old type), with a total

tonnage of 221, i 70 tons; Italy, also ten
ships, with a total tonnage of 182,800 tons.
Secretary Hughes made the following ex-
planation:

" In view of the reduced condition of the
navies of France and Italy, it was recog-
nized at the outset that they could not fair-
ly be asked to scrap their ships in the pro-
portion in which the United States of
America, the British Empire and Japan
were to scrap their ships. In the case of
these three powers, the scrapping roughly
amounts to about 40 per cent, of the capi-

tal ship strength, and it was not thought,
in view of the reduction of the navies of
France and Italy, that they could be asked
to scrap in anything like that proportion."

The number and tonnage of ships
to be retained, as laid down by the
treaty for all the five powers con-
cerned, as well as the number and
tonnage of the ships to be scrapped,
are shown in the following table

:

No. of No. of Anit.of
shlp.s re- Amount of ships ton'agi-

Country. tain'd. tonnago retain'O. scrpd. scrpd.
United States.18 500.650 (•525,850) 28 845,740
Great Britain. 22 .'>80,450 (•.558,9.50) t2.'5 .583,375
Japan 10 .301,320 17 t447,30S
France JO 221,170 None None
Itaiy 10 182,800 None None

• The eventual tonnage.
t Including the four projected but unbuilt

Hoods.
t Excludinj? the difference of tonnage between

the Mutsu and the Settsu.

Special Provisions

Secretary Hughes pointed out that
the prescribed process of scrapping
was not left to conjecture or to indi-

vidual decision, and that special pro-
visions had been inserted to cover the
procedure in Part II. of the treaty
under Chapter II., " Rules for Scrap-
ping Vessels of War." He emphasized
Article 4, which fixes the maximum
replacement tonnage as follows:

United States, 525,000 tons; Great
Britain, 525,000 tons ; Japan, 315,000
tons; France, 175,000 tons; Italy,

175,000 tons. He also referred to the
special provisions for aircraft carriers
under Articles 7, 8, 9 and 10. Mr.
Hughes stressed the importance of
the definition of this type of ship as
" a vessel of war, with a displacement
in excess of 10,000 tons standard dis-

placement, designed with the specific

and exclusive purpose of carrying air-

craft." It must be so constructed,
under the treaty terms, that aircraft
can be launched therefrom and landed
thereon, and not designed and con-
structed to carry a more powerful ar-

mament than that allowed to it. Pro-
vision for replacement without regard
to age had been made owing to recog-
nition of the experimental nature of
existing aircraft carriers. Tonnage
had been generally limited to 27,000
tons, but a special arrangement had
been made authorizing the contract-
ing powers to build not more than
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two of these craft, each of a tonnage
of not more than 33,000 tons. Fur-
thermore, it was provided that any
nation might convert two ships slated

for scrapping into aircraft carriers,

not to exceed 33,000 tons each.

Secretary Hughes also explained
the insertion of certain provisions

' of a protective nature, that is, to

protect the faithful execution of the
agreement." No vessel of war laid

down by any of the contracting
powers (save capital ships) may carry
a gun in excess of eight inches; no
vessel slated to be scrapped may be
converted into a vessel of war; no
merchant ship in time of peace shall

be prepared for conversion into a war
vessel, other than the stiffening of

decks necessary for the mounting of

C-inch guns ; no vessels built for any
foreign power may exceed the limits

laid down in the treaty for vessels of a

similar type; no aircraft carrier so

constructed may exceed 27,000 tons;
information is to be given by any
signatory nation of orders for the
construction of such ships; no such
nation shall seize anj'- such ship in

process of construction for a non-
signatory nation in the event of war

;

none of the signatory nations may
dispose " by gift, sale or transfer " of
any vessel usable as a warship.*
Lastly, Secretary Hughes referred to

the special article regarding fortifica-

tions in the Pacific Ocean (Article 19)
embodying a special agreement—al-

ready published—between the United
States, Great Britain and Japan, to

maintain the status quo in respect
to fortifications and naval bases es-

tablished on any of the Pacific
islands held by these powers. His
final remarks, summing up the re-
sults of the treaty and stressing its

value, were repeatedly applauded. He
said in part

:

May I say, in conclusion, that no more
extraordinary or significant treaty has ever
been entered into ? It is extraordinary be-
cause we no longer merely talk of the de-
sirability of diminishing the buidens of
naval armaments, but we actually limit

•A supplementary resolution in amplification
of this prov-ision (Article 18) was passed on
Feb. 4. Its text will be found at tlie end of the
treaty.

them. It is extraordinary because this limi-
tation is effected in that field in which na-
tions have been most jealous of their power
and in which they have hitherto been dis-

posed to resent any interference with their
power,

I shall not enlarge upon the significance
of the engagement. Of course, it is obvious
that it means an enormous saving of money
and the lifting of the very heavy and un-
necessary burden from the peoples of the
countries who unite in this agreement. This
treaty ends—absolutely ends—the race in

competition in naval armament. At the
same time it leaves the relative security of
the great naval powers unimpaired. * * *

In other words, we are taking perhaps the
greatest forward step to establish the reign
of peace.

France's Acceptance

The naval treaty, as thus reported

and clarified, was approved and
adopted by all the delegations. The
French delegation, through M. Albert

Sarraut, seized the opportunity to say

a final word in defense of France's
attitude throughout the discussions.

Both M. Jusserand, the French Am-
bassador to Washington, and M. Sar-

raut had made strong pleas against

what they deemed unfair criticism of

the French policy regarding sub-

marines and auxiliary vessels. M.
Sarraut now pointed out the neces-

sity, if the moral effect desired were
to be obtained, that the treaty should

be given to the world sanctioned by
the full acquiescence, the loyal con-

viction, the unreserved assent of all

those who have signed it. " It must
not," he said, " appear threatened

with a precarious existence and ex-

posed in the future to the reaction

and fermentation of ill-disguised dis-

appointments or persistent spite."

He wished above all to state clearly

that the minds of the French dele-

gates were free from any such feel-

ings. The French delegation had
yielded what they felt they should

yield, and resisted on the points

where they had to resist. " We
marked the line to show how far we
could go, and traced the limit which
we would not pass; and, therefore,

when today we come and say, * I as-

sent,' everybody must know that
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what France has signed will be re-

spected and defended by her with the

same sincerity and the same good
will." As to the shadows which the

debate on naval disarmament had left

on American public opinion so far as

France was concerned, he was confi-

dent that in the course of time a
proper perspective would be secured,
and the ghost of " French Imperial-
ism " would finally be laid. The de-
struction of German ambition had
cost France the lives of 1,500,000 of
her best sons and the devastation of
her most prosperous regions. Should
she have made this frightful sacrifice

only to recommend now the crime
which she has helped to chastise? He
then gave the whole crux of the
French argument regarding both her

If France keeps a strong enough army,
which she is now reducing; if she must still

fear the crushing burden of militaiy charges,
is it not because her territory, twice invaded
in fifty years by the same enemy, still re-

mains exposed to the threat of revenge and
because the world is menaced along with
us ? And if, together with this army, France
needs an adequate naval strength, is it not
because without those naval means she can-
not maintain her army, she cannot muster
on her frontiers effectives that are not all

found within the mother counti-y, but are
scattered abroad in distant colonies? Nor
can she without warships insure the safety
of transport vessels that bring to the as-
sistance of the home forces the indis-
pensable colonial contingents which during
the last war supplied the mother country in

its hour of peril with nearly a million men,
hastening from all French possessions
beyond the seas, through the dangers of
oceans infested by German pirates whom
we could find there again if we did not
take proper precaution. * * * Yet so great
v^as the desire of France to co-operate in

the great work initiated by the Washington
conference that she did not recoil before
sacrifices the extent of which should not
pass unnoticed on a day like this. Two fig-

ures, more eloquent than any words, will

allow you to appreciate the importance of
her share in the reduction of naval arma-
ment. In 1914, on the eve of the war,
France was fully occupied in carrying out a
naval plan through which, if war had not
interfered, she would now possess 700,000
tons of capital ships. Instead of this my
country reduces to 175,000 tons her strength
in capital ships—a i*eduction of three-
fourths of her program. France, had it not
been for the war, would possess since the
first of November last twenty-eight capital

ships; with the treaty of Washington she is

now content with five. Thus does France,
represented as an imperialistic country,
abandon the essential arm of aggressive
militarism. * * *

France has only preserved, she only
wishes to keep a defensive force (sub-
marines and auxiliary craft) for the pi'otec-

tion of her coasts, her colonies, ports and
lines of communication with her distant pos-
sessions, and even in this it is only a possi-
bility, an oppoi*tunity, which she eventually
rcsei-ves. She does not assert her intention,
her will, to build such a defensive force. It

is certain she will not want to incur the
burden if circumstances turn out so that she
can give it up without danger. Furthermore,
France gives a spontaneous adhesion to the
resolutions so loftily expressed by Senator
Root, which brand the abominable use made
by Germany of offensive weapons in naval
and submarine warfare, and unite all of us
in a gentlemen's undertaking, binding each
to repudiate those infamous practices

forever.

Annex to Pacific Treaty.

One of the last acts of the confer-

ence was to pass a special agreement
supplementary to the Four-Power Pa-
cific Treaty, the text of which was
published in the January Current
History. This agreement had been
drafted with the intention to define
precisely the extent of the guarantee
given under that treaty to the integ-

rity of the Japanese " homeland,"
doubts concerning which had been ex-
pressed even by President Harding.'
The new agreement was adopted
on Feb. 4, and was one of the five
treaties signed on Feb. 6. It reads as
follows

:

The United States of America, the Brit-
ish Empiie, France and Japan have, through
their respective plenipotentiaries, agreed
upon the following stipulations supple-
mentary to the quadruple treaty signed at
V/ashington on Dec. 13, 1921

:

The teiTn " insular possessions and in-

sular dominions " used in the aforesaid
treaty shall, in its application to Japan, in-

clude only Karafuto (or the southern por-
tion of the Island of Saghalin), Formosa
and the Pescadores and the islands under
the mandate of Japan.

The present agreement shall have the
same force and effect as the said treaty,

to which it is supplementary.

The provision of Article IV. of the afore-
said treaty of Dec. 13, 1921, relating to rati-

fication, shall be applicable to the present
agreement, which, in French and English,
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shall remain deposited in the archives of
the Goverament of the United States, and
duly certified copies thereof shall be trans-
mitted by that Government to each of the
other contracting powers.

In faith whereof the respective plenipo-
tentiaries have signed the present agree-
ment. Done at the City of Washington,
Feb. 6, 1922.

President Harding's farewell ad-
dress, which summed up the achieve-
ments of the conference before the
departure of the delegates on Feb. 6,

is given in full near the beginning of
this article. The text of the treaties
will be found on the following pages.

THE FIVE-POWER NAVAL TREATY
Full official text of the treaty under which the United States Great Britain,

France, Italy and Japan agree to abolish competition in capital ships—One
of the greatest achievements of the Arms Conference

THE axioption by the Arms Conference

at Wcishington on Feb. 1, 1922, of the

Five-Power Naval Treaty, the text of

which is published herewith, v^'as one of its

most momentous achievements. By this

treaty competition in capital ships is abol-

ished; a ratio for ownership of such ships

is fixed for the British, American, Jap-

anese, French and Italian navies; the ton-

nage and armament of aircraft carriers are"

limited, the maximum size and armament
permitted to non-capital ships are speci-

fied, and the status quo in respect to forti-

fication and naval base construction in the

islands of the Pacific is agreed upon by the

powers concerned. An account of the re-

porting of the treaty by Secretaiy Hughes,
as Chairman, to the fifth plenary session

on the date given, and a summary of his

clarifying explanations, will be found in pre-
ceding pages describing the sessions of the
conference. The official text of the treaty

follows:

'EJe ^niteb fetatfsf ot Simnita, t^t

'Btiti^^ (Bmpittt ^tanct, Jtalg anb

liapan,

Desiriny to contribute to the maintenance of
the yeneral peace, and to reduce the hv.rdens of
competition in armament.
Have resolved, with a view to accomplishing

these purposes, to conclude a treafy^ to limit

their respective naval armament, and to that

end have appointed as their plenipotentiaries

:

The President of the United States of America:
Charles Evans Hughes,
Henn' Cabot Lodge,
Oscar W. Underwood,
Elihu Root,
Citizens of the United States;

His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland and of the
British Dominions beyond the Seas. Em-
peror of India:

The Right Hon. Arthur James Balfour, O.
M., M. P.. Lord President of his Priv.y
Council

;

The Right Hon. Baron Lee of Fareham, G.
B. E.. K, C. B., First Lord of his Ad-
miralty ;

The Right Hon. Sir Auckland Campbell
Geddes, K. C. B., his Ambassador Extraor-
dinary and Plenipotentiary to the United
states of America ;

and for the Dominion of Canada

:

The Right Hon. Sir Robert Laird Borden, G.
C. M. G., K. C. ;

for the Commonwealth of Australia;

Senator the Right Hon. George Foster
Pearce, Minister for Home and Territories

;

for the Dominion of New Zealand

:

The Hon. Sir John William Salmond, K. C,
Judge of the Supreme Court of New Zea-
land ;

for the Union of South Africa:
The Right Hon. Arthur James Balfour, O.

M., M. P. ;

for India

:

The Right Hon. Valingman Sankaranarayana
Srinivasa Sastri, member of the Indian

Council of State

;

The President of the French Republic

:

M. Albert Sarraut, Deputy, Minister of the

Colonies

;

M. Jules J. Jusserand, Ambassador Extraor-
dinary and Plenipotentiary to the United

States of America, Grand Cross of the Na-
tional Order of the Legion of Honor;

His Majesty the King of Italy:

The Hon. Carlo Schanzer, Senator of the

Kingdom ;

The Hon. Vittorio Rolandi Ricci, Senator of

the Kingdom, his .Ambassador Extraor-
dinary and Plenipotentiary at Wa.shington ;
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The Hon. Luigi Albertinl, Senator of the

Kingdom

;

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan

:

Baron Tomosaburo Kato, Minister for the

Navy, Junii, a member of the first class of

the Imperial Order of the Grand Cordon
of the Rising Sun with the Paulownia
Flower

;

Baron Kijuro Shidehara, his Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary at

Washington, Joshii, a member of the first

class of the Imperial Order of the Rising
Sun;

Mr. Masanao Hanihara, Vice Minister for

Foreign Affairs, Jushii, a member of the

second class of the Imperial Order of the

Rising Sun,

who, having co7nmtinicated to each other their

respective full powers, found to he in good and
due form, have agreed as follows:

CHAPTER I.

General Provisions Relating to the Limita-

tion of Naval Armament
AKTICI.K 1—The contracting powers agree

to limit iheir respective naval armament as

provided in the present treaty.

AKTICL]<: 3—The contracting powers may
retain respectively the capital ships which are

specified in' Chapter II., Part 1. On the com-
ing into force of the present treaty, but subject

to the following provisions of this article, all

other cai.ital .ships, built or building, of the

United States, the British Empire and Japan
shall be disponed of as prescribed in Chapter
II., Part 2.

Ir. addition to the capital ships specified in

Chapter II., Part 1, the United States may
complete and retain two ships of the West
Virginia class now under construction. On
the completion of these two sliips the North
Dakota and Delaware shall be disposed of as

prescribed in Chapter II., Part 2.

The British Empire may, in accordance with
the replacement table 'n Chapter II., Part 3,

construct two new "^pital ships not exceeding

35,000 tons (S.'i.oeO metric tons) standard dis-

placement each. On the completion of the said

two ships, the Thunderer, King George V.. Ajax
and Centurion shall be disposed of a.s prescribed

in Chapter TI., Part 2.

.\KTICT-K 3—Subject to the provisions of

Article 2, the contracting powers shall aban-
don their respective capital ship building pro-

grams, and no new, capital ships shall be con-

structed or acquired by any of the contracting

powers except replacement tonnage which may
be constructed or acquired as specified in

Chapter II.. Part 3.

Ships which are replaced in accordance with

Chapter II., Part 3, shall be disposed of as

prescribed in Part 2 of that chapter.

.ARTICLE 4—The total capital ship replace-

ment tonnage of each of the contracting

powers shall not exceed in standard displace-

ment, for the ITnlted States .^25,000 tons (533,-

400 metric tons) ; for the British Empire 1125,000

tons (.">33,40«» metric tons) ; for France 17.'>.000

tons (177.800 metric tons> ; for Italy 175,000 tons
(177,800 metric tons) ; for Japan 315,000 £ons
(320.040 metric tons),

AKTICLK ii—No capital ship exceeding 35,000
tons (35.560 metric tons) standard displace-
ment shall be acquired by, or constructed by,
for, or within the jurisdiction of, any of the
contracting powers.

AKTICI.E 6—No capital ship of any of the
contracting powers shall carry a gun with a
calibre in excess of 16 inches (406 millimeters).
.ARTICLF 7—The total tonnage for aircraft

carriers of each of the contracting powers shall
not exceed in standard displacement, for the
United States 135,000 tons (137,160 metric tons);
for the British Empire 135,000 tons (137.160
metric tons) ; for France 60.000 tons (60.960
metric tons) ; for Italy 60,000 tons (60.960
metric ton:?); for Japan 81,000 tons (82.296
metric tons).

ARTICLE 8—The replacement of aircraft car-
riers shall be effected only as prescribed In

Chapter II., Part 3, provided, however, that all

aircraft carrier tonnage in existence or building
on Nov. 12, 1921. shall be considered experimen-
tal, and may be replaced, within the total ton-
nage limit prescribed In Article 7, without re-

gard to its age.

ARTICLE 9—No aircraft carrier exceeding
27.000 tons (27,432 metric tons) standard dis-

placement shall be acquired by or constructed
by. for or within the jurisdiction of, any of the
contracting powers.
However, any of the contracting powers may,

provided that its total tonnage allowance of air-

craft carriers is not thereby exceeded, build not
more than two aircraft carriers, each of a ton-
nage of not more than 33.000 tons (33.528 metric
tons) standard displacement, and in order to ef-

fect economy any of the contracting powers
may use for this purpose any two of their ships,

wht'ther constructed or in course of construc-
tion, which would otherwise be scrapped under
the provisions of Article 2. The armament of
any aircraft carriers exceeding 27,000 tons (27,-

4.T2 metric tons) standard displacement shall be
in accordance with the requirements of Article

10, except that the total number of guns to be
carried in case any of such guns be of a calibre
exceeding 6 inches (152 millimeters), except
anti-aircraft guns and ' guns not exceeding 5
inches (126.7 millimeters), shall not exceed eight.

-ARTICLE 10—No aircraft carrier of any of
the contracting powers shall carry a gun with
a calibre in excess of 8 inches (203 millimeters).
Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 9.

if the armament carried includes guns exceeding
6 inches (1.52 millimeters) in calibre, the total

number of guns carried, except anti-aircraft
guns and guns not exceeding 5 inches (126.7

millimeters), shall not exceed ten. If alterna-
tively the armament contains no guns exceed-
ing 6 inches (1.52 millimeters) in calibre, the
number of guns is not limited. In either case
the number of anti-aircraft guns and of guns
not exceeding 5 inches (126.7 millimeters) is

not limited.

ARTICLE 11—No vessel of war exceeding 10,-

000 tons (10.160 metric tons) standard displace-

ment, other than a capital ship or aircraft car-
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lier, shall bo acquired by or constructed by. for

or within the jurisdiction of any of the contract-

ing powers. Vessels not specifically built as
fighting- ships, nor taken in time of peace under
Government control for fighting purposes,
which are employed on fleet duties or as troop
transports or in some other way for the pur-
pose of af'sisting in the prosecution of hostilities

otherwise than as fighting ships, shall not be
within the limitations of this axllcle.

AKTICI^E 13—No vessel of war of any of the
contracting powers hereafter laid down, other
tlian a capital ship, shall carry a gvm with a
caibrc in excess of 8 inches (203 millimeters).

ARTICLE 13—Except as provided in Article

9, no ship designated in the present treaty to

be scrapped may be reconverted into a vessel

of war.

ARTICLE 14—No preparations shall be made
in merchant ships in time of peace for the in-

stallation of warlike armaments for the purpose
of converting such ships into vessels of war^
other than the necessary stiffening of decks for

the mounting of guns not exceeding 6-inch (152

millimeters) calibre.

ARTICLE 15—No vessel of war constructed
within the jurisdiction of any of the contracting
powers for a non-contracting power shall exceed
the limitations as to displacement and arma-
ment prescribed by the present treaty for ves-

sels of a similar type wMch may be constructed
by or for any of the contracting powers : pro-

vided, however, that the displacement for air-

craft carriers constructed for a non-contracting
power shall in no case exceed 27,000 tons (27,432

metric tons) standard displacement.
ARTICLE 16—If the construction of any vessel

of war for a non-contracting power is under-
taken within the juristliction of any of the con-
tracting powers, such power shall promptly in-

form the other contracting powers of the date of

the signing the contract and the date on which
the keel of the siiip is laid; and shall also com-
municate to them the particulars relating to the
ship prescribed in Chapter II., Part 3, Section I.

(b), (4) and (.5).

ARTICLE 17—In the event of a contracting
l>ower being engaged in war, such power shall

not use as a vessel of war any vessel of war
which may be under construction within its

jurisdiction for any other power, or which may
have been constructed within its jurisdiction for

another power and not delivered.

ARTICLE 18—Each of the contracting powers
undertakes not to dispo.se by gift, sale or any
mode of transfer of any vessel of war in such

a manner that such vessel may become a vessel

of war in the navy of any foreign power.
ARTICLE 19—The United States, the British

Empire and Japan agree that the status quo at

the time of the signing of the present treaty,

with regard to fortifications and naval bases,

shall be maintained in their respective territories

and possessions specified hereunder

:

(!) The insular possessions which the I'nited

States now holds or may hereafter acquire in the

Pacific Ocean, except (a) those adj'acent to the

coast of the United States, Alaska and the Pa-
nama Canal Zone, not including the Aleutian
Islands, and Cb) the Hawaiian Islands

;

(2) Hongkong and the insular possessions
which the British Empire now holds or may
hereafter acquire in the Pacific Ocean, east of
the meridian of 110 degrees east longitude, ex-
cept (a) those adjacent to the coast of Canada,
(b) the Commonwealth of Australia and its ter-
ritories, and (c) New Zealand:

(3) The following insular territories and pos-
sessions of Japan in the Pacific Ocean, to wit:
the Kurile Islands, the Bonin Islands, Amami-
Oshima, the Loochoo Islands, Formosa and the
Pescadores, and any insular territories or pos-
sessions in the Pacific Ocean which Japan may
hereafter acquire.

The maintenance. of the status quo under the
foregoing provisions implies that no new forti-
fications or naval bases shall be established in
the territories and possessions specified: that
no measures shall be taken to increase the ex-
isting naval facilities for the repair and main-
tenance of naval forces, and that no increase
shall be made in the coast defenses of the terri-
tories and possessions above specified. This re-
striction, however, does not preclude such repair
and replacement of worn-out weapons and
equipment as is customary in naval and mili-
tary establishments in time of peace.

ARTICLE 20—The rules for determining ton-
nage displacement prescribed in Chapter II.,

Part 4, shall apply to the ships of each of the
contracting powers.

CHAPTER II.

Rules relating to the execution of the treaty—Definition of terms

P.ART I.

Capital Ships Which May Be Krtaincd by the
Contracting; Powers

In accordance with Article 2, ships may be
retained by each of the contracting powers as
specified in this part.

Ships which may be retained by the I'nited
States

:

Name. Tonnage.
Maryland 32,«00

California 32,.300

Tennessee 32,.300

Idaho ..32,000

New Mexico 32,000

Mississippi .32,000

Arisona 31,400

Pennsylvania ...31,400

Oklahoma 27,500

Name. Tonnage.
Nevada 27,500

New York 27,000

Texas 27,000

Arkansas 2(>,000

Wyoming 2(1,000

Florida 21,825

Utah 21,825

North Dakota . . . 20,000

Delaware 20,000

Total tonnage 500,650

On the completion of the two ships of the
West Virginia class and the scrapping of the

North Dakota and Delaware, as provided in

Article 2, the total tonnage to be retained by the

I'nited States will be .525,850.

Ships which may be retained by the British

Empire

:

Name. Tonnage. 1 Name. Tonnage.
Royal Sovereign. 25, 750 Emper. of India. 2.5.000

Royal Oak 25.750 Iron Duke .25,0(M)

Revenge 2.5,750 Marlborough . . . .25.000

Resolution 25.750 Hood 4],20(t
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Xame. Tonnage.
Ramillles 25.750

Malaya 27.500

Valiant 27,500

Barham 27.500

Queen Elizabeth. 27.500

Warspite 27,.500

Benbow 25,000

Name. Tonnage.
Renown 20,500

Repulse 26,500

Tiger 28,500

Thunderer 22,500

King George \'.. 23,000

Ajax 23,000

Centurion 23.000

Total tonnage 580,450

On tho completion of the two new ships to be

constructed and the scrapping of the Thunderer,

King George V., Ajax and Centurion, as pro-

vided in Article 2, the total tonnage to be re-

tained by the British Empire will be 558,950 tons.

Ships which may be retained by France:

Tonnage.
Name. (Metric Tons).

Jean Bart 23,500
Courbet 23,500
Condorcet 18,890
Diderot 18,890
Voltaire 18,890

Tonnage
Name. (Metric Tons).

Bretagne 23,500
Lorraine 23,.50O

Provence 23,500
Paris 23..500

France 23,500

Total tonnage 221,170

France may lay down new tonnage in tie

years 1927, 1929 and 1931, as provided in Part

3, Section 2.

Ships which may be retained by Italy:

Tonnage
Name. (Metric Tons).

Andrea Doria. . .22,700
Cai Duillio 22.700
Conte di Cavour. 22,500
Giulio Cesare...22,.500
Leonardo da Vin-

ci 22,500

Total tonnage 182.800

Italy may lay down new tonnage in the years

1927. 1929 and 1931, as provided in Part 3, Sec-

tion 2.

Ships which may be retained by Japan:

Tonnage
Name. (Metric Tons).
Dante Alighieri. .19,500
Roma 12,600
Napoli 12,600
Vittorio Eman-
uele 12,600

Regina Elena 12.600

Name. Tonnage.
Fu-So 30,600
Kirishima 27,500
Haruna 27,500
Hlyei 27,500
Kongo 27,500

Name. Tonnage.
Mutsu 33,800
Nagato 33,800
Hiuga 31,260
Ise 31,260
Yamashiro 30,600

Total tonnage 301,320

PART II.

Rules for Scrapping Vessels of War

The following rules shall be observed for the

scrapping of vessels of war which are to be

disposed of in accordance with Articles 2 and 3

:

1. A vessel to be scrapped must be placed in

such condition that, it cannot be put to com-
batant use.

2. This result must be finally effected in any
one of the following ways:

(a) Permanent sinking of the vessel.

(b) Breaking the vessel up. This shall always
involve the destruction or removal of all ma-
chiner>-, boilers and armor, and all deck, side

and bottom plating.

(c) Converting the vessel to target use exclu-

sively. In such case all the pro\isions of Para-
graph 3 of this part, except Subparagraph 6,

in .^o far as may be necessary to enable the

ship to be used as a mobile target, and except
Subparagraph 7. must be previously complied
with. Not more than one capital ship may be
retained for this purpose at one time by any of
the contracting powers.

(d) Of the capital ships which would other-
wise be scrapped under the present treaty in or
after the year 1931. France and Italy may each
retain two seagoing vessels for training pur-
poses exclusively; that is, as gunnery or torpedo
schools. The two vessels retained by France
shall be of the Jean Bart class, and of those
retained by Italy one shall be the Dante Ali-
ghieri, the other of the Giulio Cesare class. On
retaining these ships for the purpose above
stated, France and Italy respectively undertake
to remove and destroy their conning towers,
and not to use the said ships as vessels of war,

3. (a) Subject to the special exceptions con-
tamed in Article 9, when a vessel is due for
scrapping, the first stage of scrapping, which
consists in rendering a ship incapable of further
warlike service, shall bo immediately under-
taken.

(b) A vessel shall be considered Incapable of
further warlike service when there shall have
been removed and landed, or else destroyed in
the ship

:

(1) All guns and essential portions of guns,
fire-contiol tops and revolving parts of all bar-
bettes and turrets

;

(2) All machinery for working hydraulic or
electric mountings

;

(3) All fire-control instruments and range-
finders ;

(4) All ammunition, explosives and mines;
(•j) All torpedoes, warheads and torpedo tubes

;

(6) All wireless telegraphy installations:
(7) The conning tower and all side armor, or

alternatively all main propelling machinery ; and
(8) All landing and flying-off platforms and

all other aviation accessories.
4. The periods in which scrapping of vessels is

to be effected are as follows:
(a) In the case of vessels to be scrapped under

the first paragraph of Article 2, the work of ren-
dering the vessels incapable of further warlike
service, in accordance with Paragraph 3 of this
part, shall be completed within six months from
tjie coming into force of the present treaty, and
the scrapping shall be finally effected within
eighteen months from such coming into force.
(b) In the case of the vessels to be scrapped

under the second and third paragraphs of Ar-
ticle 2, or under Article 3. the work of rendering
the vessel incapable of further warlike service
in accordance with Paragraph 3 of this part
shall be commenced at later than the date of
completion of its successor, and shall
be finished within six months from the
date of such completion. The vessel shall be
finally scrapped, in accordance with Paragraph
2 of this part, within eighteen months from the
date of completion of its successor. If, however,
the completion ft the new vessel be delayed,
then the work of rendejing the old vessel inca-
pable of further warlike service in accordance
with Paragraph 3 of this part shall be com-
menced within four years from the laying of the
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SECTION II.—Replacement and Scrapping of Capital S/itps.

[Comprising the tables on this and following pages]

1

Replacement and Scrapping of Capital Ships—

UNITED STATES

Ships Ships Ships Scrapped
Year. Laid Down. Completed. (Age in Parentheses.)

Maine (20). Missouri (20), Virginia (17),
braska (17), Georgia (17), New Jersey
Rhode Island (17), Connecticut (17), Lo
ana (17), Vermont (16), Kansas (16), Mi
sota (16), New Hampshire (15), South
olina (13), Michigan (13), Washington
South Dakota (0), Indiana (0), Montana
North Carolina (0), Iowa (0), Massachu
(0), Lexington (0), Constitution (0),
stellation (0), Saratoga (0), Ranger
United States (0).*..

1922 A. Bt... Delaware (12). North Dakota (12)

J
Ne-

(17),
uisi-
nne-
Car-
(0),
(0),

setts
Con-
(0).

Ships Retained.
Summary.

Pre- Post-
utland. Jutland.

17 1
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
15 3
12 5
9 7
7 8
5 10
4 11
2 13
1 14

15
15

>urposes, after

dard displace-

1923 ...
1924 ...
1925 . .

,

1926 . .

.

1927 ...
1928 ...
1929 . .

.

1930 . .

.

1931 ...
1932 ...
1933 . .

.

CD
. . . .E F

G ,

1934 ...
1935 ...
1936 ...
1937 ...
1938 ...
1939 . .

.

1940 ...
1941 ...

1942 ...

*The
eoniplyir

tTwo
Note.

ment, la

H, I.... ...C. D Florida (23), Utah (23), Wyoming (22)...
J E, F Arkansas (23), Texas (21), New York (21)
K, L G Nevada (20), Oklahoma (20)
M H, I Arizona (21), Pennsylvania (21)
N,0. ..J Mississippi (21)
P Q K L New Mexico (21), Idaho (20)

M Tennessee (20)
N, O California (20), Maryland (20)
p Q 2 ships West Virginia class

United States may retain the Oregon and Illinois for noncombatant r
ig with the provisions of Part 2, III. (b).
West Virginia class.
—A, B, C, D, &c., represent individual capital ships of 3.5,000 tons stan
id down and completed in the years specified.

keel of the new vessel, and. shall be finished

within six months from the date on which such
work was commenced, and the old vessel shall

be finally scrapped in accordance with Para-
graph 2 of this part within eighteen months
from the date when the work of rendering it

incapable of further warlike service was com-
menced.

PART III

Replacement

The replacement of capital ships and aircraft

carriers shall take place according to the rules

in Section I. and the tables in Section II. of

this part.

SECTION I.—Rules for Replacement

(a) Capital ships and aircraft carriers twenty

years after the date of their completion may,
except as otherwise provided in Article 8 and
in the tables in Section II. of this part, be re-

placed by new construction, but within the

limits prescribed in Article 4 and Article 7.

The keels of such new construction may, except

as otherwise provided in Article 8 and in the

tables in Section II. of this part, be laid down
not earlier than seventeen years from the date

of completion of the tonnage to be replaced,

provided, however, that no capital ship tonnage,

with the exception of the ships referred to in

the third paragraph of Article 2, and the re-

placement tonnage specifically mentioned in

Section II. of this part, shall be laid down until

ten years from Nov. 12, 1921.

(b) Each of the contracting powers shall com-
municate promptly to each of the other con-
tracting powers the following information:

(1) The names of the capital ships and air-

craft carriers to be replaced by new construc-
tion ;

(2) The date of governmental authorization
of replacement tonnage

;

(3) The date of laying the keels of replace-

ment tonnage

;

(4) The standard displacement in tons and
metric tons of each new ship to be laid down,
and the principal dimensions, namely, length
at waterline, extreme beam at or below water-
line, mean draught at standard displacement

;

(5) The date of completion of each new ship

and its standard displacement in tons and met-
ric tons, and the principal dimensions, namely,
length at waterline, extreme beam at or below
waterline, mean draught at standard displace-

ment, at time of completion.

(c) In case of loss or accidental destruction

of capital ships or aircraft carriers, they may
immediately be replaced by new construction
subject to the tonnage limits prescribed In
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Bei'L-acement axd Scr.\ppino of Capital Ships—

11)22

1923
1024
192.-.

1926
1927
J92.S

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
]934

193.-)

I93(i

15«7
13.38

1939
1940

GREAT BRITAIN

Ships
^ai<l I>o\vn.

Ships
Completed

.A, Bt.

Ships Scrapped Pre-
(Age in Parentheseo). Jutland

Commonwealth (16). Agamemnon (13), Dread-
nougrht (l.->). Bellerophon (12), St. Vincent
(11), -Inflexible (13). Superb (12), Neptune
(10). Hercules (10), Indomitable (13), Tem-
eraire (12). New Zealand (9). Lion (9),
Princess Royal (9), Conqueror (9). Monarch
(9), Orion (9), Australia (8), Agincourt (7),
Erin (7). 4 building or projected* 21

. .A. B king G«orge V. (13), "Ajax 'vi2)', ' Centurion

Ships Retained.
Summary.

Post-
Jutland.

(12), Thunderer (13).

.C, D.

.E, P.

.G

.H, I.

21 1

21 1

21 1

21 1

17 3
17 3
17 3
17 a
17 3
17 3
17 3
17 3
17 3

..C. D.

.K, L,.,

..M
-X. O.
.P, Q.

.E. F..

...G.
. .H, I..

Iron Duke (20), Marlborough (20). Emperor of
India (20). Benbow (20) 13

Tiger (21), Queen Elizabeth (20). Warspite
(20), Barham (20) ;. 9

Malaya (20), Royal Soveregin (20) 7
Revenge (21). Resolution -(21) .5

J Royal Oak (22) 4
K. L, .Valiant (23). Repulse (23) 2
M .Renown (24) 1

1941 N, O Eamillies (24). Hood (21)
1942 P. Q A (17), B (17)

*The British Empire may retain the (Colossus and CoUingwood for noncombatant purposes,
after complying with the provisions of Part 2, III. (b).

tTwo 3.-1,000-ton ships, standard displacement.
Note.—A. B. C. D. &c., represent individual capital ships of 5Ti,0()0 tons standard displace-

ment laid down and completed in the years specified.

10
11
13
14
l.->

Articles 4 and 7, and in conformity with the

other provisions of the present treaty, the reg-

ular replacement program being deemed to be

advanced to that extent.

(d) No retained capital ships or aircraft car-

liers shall be reconstructed except for the pur-

pose of providing means of defense against air

and submarine attack, and subject to the fol-

lowing rules : The contracting powers may. for

that purpose, equip existing tonnage with bulge

or blister or anti-air attack deck protection,
' providing the increase of displacement thus af-

fected does not exceed 3.000 tons (3,048 metric

tons) displacement for each ship. No altera-

tions in side armor, in calibre, number or gen-

eral type of mounting of main armament shall

b<> permitted, except

:

(1) In the case of France and Italy, which
countries within the limits allowed for bulge

may increase their armor protection and the

calibre of the guns now carried on their exist-

ing capital ships so as to exceed sixteen inches

(406 millimeters), and (2) the British Empire

shall be permitted to complete, in the case of

the Renown, the alterations to armor that have

already been commenced but temporarily sus-

pended.

[Here follows Section II. of Pari III., giving

i)w replacement and scrapping schedules of all

five countries—the United States, Great Britain,

France, Italy find Japan. These tables are

2)rinted separately at the tops of pages 1021-10^.1

P.XItT IV

I>efinition8

For the purposes of the present treaty the fol-

lowing expressions are to be understood in the
.sense defined in this part:

Capital Ship

A capital ship, in the case of ships hereafter
built, is defined as a vessel of war, not an air-

craft carrier, whose displacement exceeds 10,000

tons, (10.1.")0 metric tons) standard di-splacement.

or which carries a gun with a calibre exceeding
S inches (203 millimeters).

Ail-craft Carrier

An aircraft carrier is defined as a vessel

of war with a displacement in excess of 10,000

tons (10,160 metric tons) standard displacement
designed for the specific and exclusive purpose
of carrjing aircraft. It must be so constructed
that aircraft can be launched therefrom and
landed thereon, and not designed and con-

structed for carrying a more powerful arma-
ment than that allowed to it under Article 9

or Article 10, as the case may be.

Standard Displacement

The standard di.=placement of a ship is the

displacement of the ship complete. fully

manned, engined and equipped ready for sea,

including all armament and ammunition, equip-
ment, outfit, provisions and fresh water for

crew, miscellaneous stores and implements of

t-very description that are intended to be carried
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Replacement and Scrapping of Capital Ships—

FRANCE

Ships
Laid Down.

Ships
Completed.

Ships Scrapped
(Age in Parentheses).Year.

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927 35,000 tons
192S
1929 35,000 tons
1930 35,000 tons.. Jean Bart (17), Courbet (17)
1931 35.000 tons
1932 35,000 tons 35,000 tons. .France (18) 4
1933 35,000 tons 4
1934 35,000 tons. .Paris (20). Bretagne (20) 2
1935 35,000 tons . . Provence (20) 1

1936 35,000 tons . . Lorraine (20)

Ships Retained.
Summary.

Pre- Post-
Jutland. Jutland.

193';

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

Within tonnagre limitations ; number not fixed.
Note.—France expressly reserves the right of employing the capital ship tonnage allotment

as she may consider advisable, subject solely to the limitations that the displacement of
individual ships should not surpass 35,000 tons, and that the total capital ship tonnage should
keep within the limits imposed by the present treaty.

Replacement and Scrapping of Capital Ships-

Year

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1532
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

Ships
Laid Down.

SMp.s
Completed.

ITALY

Ships Scrapped
(Age in Parentheses).

Ships Retained.
Summary.

Pre-
Jutland.

... 6
6
6

: 6
6

. 35,000 tons 6
6

.35,000 tons «
6

.35,000 tons. Dante Alighieri (19) 5

Post-
Jutland

.25,000 tons.

.45,000 tons.

.25,000 tons. .35,000 tons. Leonardo da Vinci (19) 4 •

4 *

35,000 tons. Giulio Cesare (21). 3 •

45,000 tons. Conte di Cavour (21), Duilio (21) 1 •

25,000 tons. Andrea Doria (21) •

Within tonnage limitations ; number not fixed.
Note.—Italy expressly reserves the right of employing the capital ship tonnage allotment

as she may consider advisable, subject solely to the limitations that the displacement of
individual ships should not surpass 35,000 tons, and the total capital ship tonnage should
keep within the limits imposed by the present treaty.

in war, but without fuel or reserve feed water
on board.
The word " ton " in the present treaty, ex-

cept in the expression " metric tons," shall

be understood to mean the ton of 2,240 pounds
(1,016 kilos). Vessels now completed shall re-

tain their present ratings of displacement ton-

nage in accordance with their national system
of measurement. However, a power expressing
displacement in metric tons shall be considered
for the application of the present treaty aa
owning only the equivalent displacement in tons

of 2,240 pounds. A vessel completed hereafter

shall be rated at its displacement tonnage when
in the standard condition defined herein.

CHAPTER III.

Miscell'aneous Provisions
ARTICLE 21.—If, during the term of the pres-

ent treaty, the requirements of the national se-

curity of any contracting power in respect of

naval defense are, in the opinion of that power,

materially affected by any change of circum-

stances, the contracting powers will, at the re-

quest of such power, rfieet in conference with

a view to the reconsideration of the provisions

of the treaty and its amendment by mutual

agreement.

Tn view of possible technical and ."scientific

developments, the United States, after consulta-

tion with the other contracting powers, shall

arrange for a conference of all the contracting

powers, which shall convene as soon as possible

after the expiration of eight years from th«

coming into force of the present treaty to con-

sider what changes, if any, in the treaty may
be necessary to meet suc'i developments.
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Replacement, and ScRAPPiNfj of Capital Ships—

Year.

.A

.B
• C
.D
.E
.F
.G
.H

JAPAN
Ships Retained.

Sumniarj'-
Post-

Jutland.
Laid Down. Completed. Ships Scrapped Pre-

Ships Ships (Agf in rartntheses). Jutland.

Hizen (20), MIkasa (20), Kashima (16), Katori
(16), Satsunia (12), Akl (11), Settsu (10),
Ikoina (14), Ibuki (12), Kurama (11), Amagi
(0), Aka&l (0), Kaga (0), Tosa (0), Takao
(0). Atago (0). Projected program 8 ships
not laid down.*

1922
l}>2;i

1»24
192.5....

1926
1927....
1928....
1929
1930. . .

.

1931 ....
1932....
1933....
1934...
1935...
1936. .

.

1937...
1938
1939.!! ...I .F Ise (22)
1940 G Hiuga (22) .

1941 H Nagato (21)
1942 1 .Mutsu (21) .

•Japan may retain the Shikishima and Asahi for noncombatant purposes, after complying
with the provisions of Part 2, III. (b).

Note.—A, B, C, D, &c., represent individual capital ships of .'$.'i,000 tons standard displace-
ment, laid down and completed in the years specified.

A..,
...B,.
,...C...
....D..

E..

.Kongo (21) 7
•Hiyei (21), Haruna (20) .5

.Kirishima

.Fuse (22)

.Yamashiro

(21)

'(21)

8 •J

8 o

8 2
8 •>

8 2
8 o

8 •)

8 2
8 •>

8 2
8 2
8 •>

7 3
i> 4
4 .".

3 6
o 7
1 8

»
9
9

NoTc: Applicable to all the Tables in Section II.

The order above prescribed in which ships are to be scrapped is in accordance with their age.
It is understood that when replacement begins according to the above tables the order of scrap-
ping in the case of the ships of each of the contracting powers may be varied at its option; pro-
vided, however, that such power shall scrap in each year tlie number of ships above stated.

.AKT1CL.K S2—Wlienever any contracting

power shall become engaged in a war which, in

its opinion, affects the naval defense of its na-

tional security, such power may, after notice

to the other contracting powers, suspend for the

period of hostilities its obligations under the

present treaty, other than those under Articles

13 and 17, provided that such power shall notify

the other contracting powers that the emergency

is of such a character as to require such su.s-

pension.

The remaining contracting powers shall, in

such case, consult together with a view to agree-

ment as to what temporary modifications, if

any, should be made in the treaty as between

themselves. Should such consultation not pro-

duce agreement, duly made in accordance with

the constitutional metliods of the respective

powers, any one of said contracting powers may.

by giving notice to the other contracting pow-

ers, suspend for the period of hostilities its obli-

gations under the present treaty, other than

those under Articles 13 and 17.

On the cessation of hostilities, the contracting

powers will meet in conference to consider what
modifications, if any, should be made in the

provisions of the present treaty.

ARTICL,E 23—The present treaty shall remain

in force until Dec. 31, 1936. and in case none of

the contracting powers shall have given notice

two year.s before that date of its -intention to
terminate the treaty, it shall continue in force
until the expiration of two years from the date
on which notice of termination shall be given
by one of the contracting powers, whereupon
the treaty shall terminate as regards all the
contracting powers. Such notice shall be com-
municated in writing to the Government of the
United States, which shall immediately trans-
mit a certified copy of the notification to the
other powers and inform them of the date on
which it was received. The notice shall be
deemed to have been given and shall take effect

on that date. In the event of notice of termina-
tion being given by the Government of the
United States, such notice shall be given to the
diplomatic representatives at Washington of the
other contracting powers, and the notice shall

be ideemed to have been given and shall take
effect on the date of the communication made
to the said diplomatic representatives.

Within one year of the date on which a notice

of termination by any power has taken effect,

all the contracting powers shall meet in con-

ference.

ARTIClii: 24—The present treaty shall be rati-

fied by the contracting powers in accordance
with their respective constitutional methods and
shall take effect on the date of the deposit of

all the ratifications, which shall take place at
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Washington as soon as possible. Tlie Govern-
ment of the United States will transmit to the

other contracting: powers a certified copy of

the proc6s-verbal of the .deposit of ratifications.

The present treaty, of which the English and
French texts are both authentic, shall remain
deposited in the archives of the Government of

the United States, and duly certified copies

thereof shall be transmitted by that Government
to the other contracting powers.

3n faitl]! tuIlPrPOf the above-named pleni-

potentiaries have signed the present treaty.

Done at the City of Washington the first day
of February, one thousand nine hundred and
twenty-two.

To the naval treaty was added a supple-

mentary resolution, adopted at the plenary

session of Veh. 4. This addition was an
amplification of Article 18 of the treaty,

which binds the signatory powers not

to dispose of war craft—in such condi-

tion that the vessels might be utilized as

warships—" by gift, sale or transfer." The
new resolution, which is to be taken as a
part of the treaty, reads thus:

It should, therefore, be recorded In the min-
utes of the sub-committee (on naval limitation)
and before the full conference that the powers
signatory to the treaty of naval limitation re-

gard themselves in honor bound not to sell any
ships between the present date and ratification

of the treaty, when such a sale would be a
breach of Article 18.

SUBMARINES AND POISON GAS TREATY
Text of the Five-Power compact under which the United States, Great Britain^

Japan, France and Italy bind themselves to refrain from the use of submarines

as commerce destroyers, and of poison gas in warfare

THE treaty embodying the resolutions

passed by the conference against the

use of submarines as commerce destroyers,

and also against the employment of poison

gas in warfare, the text of which is given

herewith, was presented by Mr. Root at

the fifth plenary session of Feb. 1, and

signed at the seventh and last plenary ses-

sion on Feb. 6, 1922. Both subjects had

been debated at length in previous sessions,

and the decisions here translated into treaty

terms were not reached without consider-

able discussion. [See February Current
History.] Mr. Root was sponsor for both

of the original resolutions prohibiting these

agencies of warfare. The text of this dou-

ble treaty is as follows:

ullie Inttpb 0tatP0 nf Ammra, tljp

UrttiHli Smptrp. Jffranr?, 3tale anb 3lapan,

Hereinafter referred to as the signatory pow-

ers, desiring to make more effective the rules

adopted by civilized nations for the protection of

the lives of neutrals and noncombatants at sea

in time of war, and to prevent the use in war
of noxious gases and chemicals, have determined

to conclude a treaty to this effect, and have ap-

pointed as their plenipotentiaries [here follows

the list of names], who, having communicated
their full powers found in good and due form,

have agreed as follows

:

ARTICLK 1—The signatory powers declare

that among the rules adopted by civilized na-

tions for the protection of the lives of neutrals

and noncombatants at sea in time of war, the

following are to be deemed an established part

of international law: (1) A merchant vessel

must be ordered to submit to visit and search
to determine its character before it can be
seized. A merchant vessel must not be attacked
unless it refuse to submit to visit and search
after warning or to proceed as directed after
seizure. A merchant vessel must not be de-
stroyed unless the crew and passengers have
been first placed in safety. (2) Belligerent sub-
marines are not under any circumstances exempt
from the universal rules above stated ; and if

a submarine cannot capture a merchant vessel

in conformity with these rules, the existing law
of nations requires it to desist from attack and
from seizure and to permit the merchant vessel

to proceed unmolested.

ARTICIiE ?—The signatory powers Invite all

other civilized powers to express their assent to

the foregoing statement of established law, so
that there may be a clear public understanding
throughout the world of the standards of con-
duct by which the public opinion of the world
is to pass Judgment upon future belligerents.

ARTIClii: 3—The signatory powers, desiring
to insure the enforcement of the humane rules

of existing law declared by them with respect to
attacks upon and seizure and destruction of
merchant ships, further declare that any per-
son in the service of any power who shall violate

any of those rules, whether or not such person
is under orders of a governmental superior, shall

be deemed to have violated the laws of war and
shall be liable to trial and punishment as if

for an act of piracy, and may be brought to

trial before the civil or military authorities of
any power within the jurisdiction of which he
may be found.

ARTICLiE 4—The signatory powers recognize
the practical Impossibility of using submarines
as commerce destroyers without violating, as
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they were vioIat<Ml in the recent war of 1914-

1918, the requirements universally accepted by
civilized nations for the protection of the lives

of neuti-als and nonconibatants, and to the end
that the prohibition of the use of submarines
as commerce destroyers shall be universally ac-
cepted as a part of the law of nations they now
accept that prohibition as henceforth binding' as
between themselves, and they invite all other na-
tions to adhere thereto.

ARTICLE 5—The use in war of asphyxiat-
ing, poisonous or other gases, and all analogous
liquids, materials and devices having been
justly condemned by the general opinion of the
civilized world, and a prohibition of such use
having been declared in treaties to which a
majority of the civilized powers are parties,

the signatory powers, to the end that this

prohibition shall be universally accepted as a
part of international law, binding alike the con-
science and practice of nations, declare their

assent to such prohibition, agree to be bound
thereby as between themselves and invite all

other civilized nations to adhere thereto.

ARTICLE 6—The present treaty shall be rati-

fied as soon as possible in accordance with the

constitutional methods of the signatory powers

and .shall take effect on the deposit of all the
j

ralificaitons, which shall take place at Wash-
ington. The Government of the Tnited States
of America will transmit to all the signatory
powers a certified copy of the procfes-verbal of

the deposit of ratifications. The present treaty,

in French and English, shall remain deposited
in the archives of the Government of the United
States of America, and duly certified copies
thereof will be transmitted by that Government
to each of the signatory powers.
ARTICLE 7—The Government of the United

States of America will further transmit to each
of the non-signatory powers a duly certified

copy of the present treaty and invite its ad-
herence thereto. Any non-signatory power may
adhere to the present treaty by communicating
an instrument of adherence to the Government
of the United States of America, which will

thereupon transmit to each of the signatory
and adhering powers a certified copy of each
instrument of adherence.

Jn if^attlj Wi^trtaf the above - named
plenipotentiaries have signed the present treaty.

Done at the City of Washington, the sixth day
of January, One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-two.

TEXT OF THE "OPEN-DOOR'^ TREATY
Nine-Power Pact declaring for integrity of Chinese sovereignty and for

equal opportunity in trade intercourse—PeHng*s rights respected

THE Treaty on Chinese Integrity, as it

was entitled in the official version, or

the treaty on the " Open Door," the

text of which is given below, was presented

by Secretary Hughes at the sixth plenary

session of the arms conference on Feb. 4.

This nine-power agreement, sigrned by the

American, British, Chinese, Japanese,

French, Belgian, Italian, Dutch and Portu-

guese delegations for their respective Gov-

ernments, was based on the original Root

resolutions and embodied further a number

of resolutions passed by the Far Eastern

Committee at various sessions. It was

formally approved by the conference after

Secretary Hughes had read the " substan-

tive portions " and was signed, together

with other treaties, at the seventh plenary

session held on Feb. 6—the last meeting

of the conference. All the delegations also

unanimously approved a supplementary

resolution, which had been adopted by the

Far Eastern Committee on Feb. 3, and

•which provided for the establishment in

China of a board of reference charged with

the maintenance of the " open-door " princi-

ple, as well as a special declaration by

China binding her not to alienate any of

her territory.

The main treaty pledges the nine signa-

tory powers to help China to get on her

feet, and not to seek for themselves any
unfair or special advantages, and also to re-

spect Chinese neutrality; it further au-

thorizes all or any of them, including China
herself, to call a conference of all the signa-

tories in case a situation arises which in-

volves the application of the terms of the

treaty. The official text is as follows:

iH}t Unitrb Btatts of Amrrira. Htl-

gium, titp Sritialj Empirr. (Ehina. JFranrr,

Jtalg. 3a)ian. tbr ^rtbrrlanda and Portu-

gal,

Desiring to adopt a policy designed to stabilize

condiHons in the Far East, to safeguard the

rights an/i interests of China, and to promote in-

tercourse between China and the other powers
upon th-e ba^is of equality of opportunity

;

Have resolved to conclude a treaty for that

purpose, and to that end havr appointed as their
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respective plenipotentiaries [here follow the

names of the plenipotentiai-ies], who, having
communicated to each other their full powers,

found to he in good and due form, have agreed
as follows:

ARTICLE 1—The contracting powers, other

tlian China, agree

:

1. To respect the sovereignty, the inde-

pendence, and the territorial and adminis-

trative integrity of China.

2. To provide the fullest and most un-
embarrassed opportunity to China to develop
and maintain for herself an effective and
stable Government.

3. To use their influence for the purpose
of effectually establishing and maintaining
the principle of equal opportunity for the

commerce and Industry of all nations

throughout the territory of China.

4. To refrain from taking advantage of
conditions in China In order to seek special

rights or privileges which would abridge
the rights of subjects or citizens of friendly

States, and from countenancing action

inimical to the security of such States.

ARTICLE 2—The contracting powers agree
not to enter into any treaty, agreement, ar-

rangement or understanding, either with one
another, or Individually or collectively with
any power or powers, which would Infringe

or impair tlie principles stated in Article 1.

ARTICLE 3—With a view to applying more
effectually the principles of the open door, or

equality of opportunity, in China for the trade

and industry of all nations, the contracting
powers, other than China, agree not to seek or

to support their respective nations in seeking:

(A)—Ary arrangement which might pur-

port to establish in favor of their interests

any general superiority of rights with re-

spect to commercial or economic develop-

ment in any designated region in China;

(B)—Any such monopoly or preference as

would deprive the nationals of any other

power of the right of undertaking any
legitimate trade or industry in China, or of

participating with the Chinese Government,
or with any local authority, in any cate-

gory of public enterprise, or which by reason

of its scope, duration or geographical extent

is calculated to frustrate the practical

application of the principle of equal

opportunity.

It is understood that the foregoing stipulations

of this article are not to be so construed as

to prohibit the acquisition of such properties

or rights as may be necessary to the conduct

of a particular commercial. Industrial or finan-

cial undertaking or to the encouragement of

invention and research.

China undertakes to bo guided by the prin-

ciples stated in the foregoing stipulations of

this article in dealing with applications for

economic rights and privileges from Govern-
ments and nationals of all foreign countries,

whether parties to the present treaty or not.

ARTICL.E 4—The contracting powers agree
not to support any agreements by their respec-
tive nationals with each other designed to

create spheres of influence or to provide for
the enjoyment of mutually exclusive opportuni-
ties in designated parts of Chinese territory.

ARTICLE 5—China agrees that, throughout
the whole of the railways in China, she will

not exercise or permit unfair discriminations of

any kind. In particular there shall be no dis-

crimination whatever, direct or indirect, in re-
spect of charges or of facilities on the ground
of the nationality of passengers or the countries
from which or to which they are proceeding, or
the origin or ownership of goods or the coun-
try from which or to which they are proceeding,
or the nationality or ownership of the ship or
other means of conveying such passengers or
goods before or after their transport on the
Chinese railways.

The contracting powers, other than China, as-
sume a corresponding obligation in respect of
any of the aforesaid railways over which they
or their nationals are in a position to exercise
any control in virtue of any concession, spe-
cial agreement or otherwise.

ARTICLE 6—The contracting parties, other
than China, agree fully to respect China's
rights as a neutral in time of war to which
China is not a party; and China declares that
when she is a neutral she will observe the ob-
ligations of neutrality.

ARTICLE 7—-The contracting powers agree
that, whenever a situation arises which. In the
opinion of any one of them, involves the appli-
cation of the stipulations of the present treaty,

and renders desirable discussion of such appli-
cation, there shall be full and frank communi-
cation between the contracting powers con-

cerned.

ARTICLE 8—Powers not signatory to the
present treaty which have governments recog-
nized by the signatory powers and which have
treaty relations with China shall be invited to

adhere to the present treaty. To this end the
Government of the United States will make
the necessary communications to non-signator.v

powers and will inform the contracting powers
of the replies received. Adherence b.v an.v

power shall become effective on receipt of notice

thereof by the Government of the United States.

ARTICLE 9—The present treaty shall be rat-

ified by the contracting powers In accordance
with their respective constitutional methods and
shall take effect on the date of the deposit of

all the ratifications, which shall take place at

Washington as soon as possible. The Govern-
ment of the United States will transmit to the

other contracting powers a certified copy of the

procfes-verbal of the deposit of ratifications.

The present treaty, of which the English and
French texts are both authentic, shall remain
deposited in the archives of the Government of

the United States, and duly certified copies

thereof shall be transmitted by that Govern-
ment to the other contracting powers.

Jltt SJ^atth Iffiljiprpof the above - named
plenipotentiaries ha^j signed the present treaty.
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Done at the City of Washington the sixth day
of February, one thousand ninp Jiundred and
twehty-two.

The Supplementary Resolution

The supplementary resolution adopted by

the conference at this same session read
thus:

The Ignited States of America, Belgium, the

British Empire. C+iina, France, Italy, Japan, tne

Netherlands and IVDrtugal,

Desiring to provide a procedure for dealing

vfith questions that may arise in connection with

the execution of the provisions of Articles 3 and
5 of the treaty to be signed at Washington on

Feb. 6, 1022, with reference to their general

policy, designed to stabilize conditions in the Far
Bast, to safeguard the rights and interests of

China, and to promote Intercourse between

China and the other powers upon the basis of

^quality of opportunity.

Resolve, That there shall be established in

China a board of reference to which any ques- j

tions arising In connection with the execution I

of the aforesaid articles may be referred for i

investigation and report.

The special conference, provided In Article 2
j

of the treaty to be signed at Washington Feb.
<!, 1{>22, with reference to 4.he Chinese customs
tariff shall formulate for the approval of the

powers concerned a detailed plan for the con-

stitution of the board.

Declaration by China

The Chinese declaration regarding aliena-

tion of territory, also added to the Far
Eastern treaty, was stated thus:

China upon her part Is prepared to give an
undertaking not to alienate or lease any portion

ot her territory or littoral to any power.

TREATY ON THE CHINESE TARIFF

Text of the Nine-Power Agreement raising China s Customs Revenue to

5 per cent.y and appointing a Revision Commission to meet at Shanghai

THE nine-power treaty on the Chinese

tariff, like the treaty on the " open

door," was presented to the arms con-

ference at the sixth plenary session of

Feb. 4, and was unanimously approved at

that session. The reporter for the compact

was Senator Underwood, who traced the

series of events that had created the exist-

ing situation—a situation under which

China received a quota of customs revenue

far below the nominal 5 per cent, to which

she was entitled, Mr. Sze asked that

China's various statements on this sub-

ject—made at the sessions of Jan. 5, Jan.

16 and Feb. 3—be spread upon the record,

and this was done. The treaty, which em-

bodied the resolutions adopted Jan. 16, pro-

vides for the assembling at Shanghai as

soon as possible of a special commission,

whose duty ic shall be to revive the Chinese

tariff so as to make it equivalent to 5 per

cent, ad valorem, instead of about 3.5 per

cent., as at present. The treaty also pro-

vides for a special conference to take steps

toward the abolition of the " likin " or in-

ternal customs in China, and authorizes the

levying of a surtax, in most instances 2.5

per cent., on Chinese imports as soon as this

is found advisable. A further revision is

to be made in four years to adjust the

specific duties fixed by the revising com-

mission to the ad valorem rates, and there-

after revisions are to take place every

seven years instead of every ten years, as

heretofore. Senator Underwood, in report-

ing the treaty, said that it might be ex-

pected to double the maritime customs rev-

enue of China. A full account of the pre-

senting address made by Senator Under-
wood, and the reply of the Chinese delega-

tion, will be found in preceding pages. The
text of the treaty, which was signed at the

last session of the conference on Feb. 6,

reads as follows:

(Lilt llnitrft g»tatrH uf Amrrira, 9tl0nm,
Uritial} izui^ite, (Eljina. iFranrp. Jtalg,
iajian, 2IJ?^ Nrtiyprlanifl ani portti^aJ,

WU'h a rirw to increasinfj the revenues of the
Chinese Government, have resolved to conclude
a treaty relatitiff to the revision of the Chinese
customs tariff and cogitate matters, and to that
end have appointed as their plenipotentiaries

[here folloic Hhe names of the plenipotentiaries'i

,

who, having communicated to each other their

full powers, found to be in good and due form,
have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE 1—The representatives of the con-

tracting powers having adopted, on the 4th day
of February. 1922. In the City of Washington,
a resolution, which is appended as an annex to
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t

this article, with i-espect to the revision of

Chinese customs duties, for the purpose of mali-
ing- such duties equivalent to an effectivi- o per
centum ad valorem, in accordance with existing-

treaties, concluded by China with other nations,

the contracting powers hereby confirm the said
resolution and undertake to accept th^ tariff

rates fixed as a result of such revision. The
said tariff rates shall become effective as soon
as possible, but not earlier than two months
after publication thereof.

Annex—AVith a view to providing additional
reveniie to meet the needs of the Chinese Gov-
ernment, the powers represented at thisy confer-

ence, namely, the United States of America, Bel-

gium, the British Empire, China, PYance, Italy,

Japan, the Netherlands and Portugal, agree:

That the customs schedule of duties on im-
ports into China, adopted by the Tariff Revision
Commission at Shanghai on Dec. 19, 19JS, shall

forthwith be revised so that rates of duty shall

be equivalent to 5 per cent, effective, as pro-

vided for in the several commercial treaties to

which China is a part.

A revision commission shall meet at Khs^nghai,

at the earliest practicable date, to effect this

revision forthwith and on the general lines of

the last revision.

This commission shall be composed of repre-

sentatives of the powers above named and of

representatives of any additional powers having
governments at present recognized by the pow-
ers represented at this conference and T'-ho have
treaties with China providing for a tariff on
imports and exports not to exceed 5 per cent,

ad valorem and who desire to participate there-

in.

The revision shall proceed as rapidly as pos-
sible, with a view to its completion within four
months from the date of the adoption cf this

resolution by the Conference on Limitation of

Armament and Pacific and Far Eastern Ques-
tions.

The revised tariff shall become effective as
soon as possible, but not earlier than two months
after its publication by the Revision Commis-
sion.

The Government of the United States, as con-
vener of the present conference, is requested
forthwith to communicate the terms of this

resolution to the Govei'nments of powers not
represented at this conference, but who par-
ticipated in the revision of 1918 aforesaid.

ARTICLE 2—Immediate steps shall be taken
through a special conference to prepare the way
for the speedy abolition of likin and for the

fulfillment of the other conditions laid down in

Article 8 of the treaty of Sept. 5, 1902, between
Great Britain and China ; in Articles 4 and 3

of the treaty of Oct. 8, 1903, between the United
States and China, and in Article 1 of the sup-
plementary treaty of Oct. 8, 1903, between Japan
and China, with a view to levying the surtaxes
provided for in these articles.

The special conference shall be composed of

representatives of the signatory powers, and of

such other powers as may desire to participate
and may adhere to the present treaty, in accord
with the provisions of Article 8 in sufficient

time to allow tiieir representatives to take part.
It shall meet in China within three months after
the coming into force of the present treaty on
a day and at a place to be designated by the
Chinese Government.

ARTICLE S—The special conference provided
for in Article 2 shall cr isider the interim pro-
visions to be applied prior to the abolition of
llkin and the fulfillment of the other conditions
laid down in the articles of the treaties men-
tioned in Article 2; and it shall authorize the
levying of a svirtax on dutiable imports as from
such date, for such purposes and subject to such
conditions as it may determine.
The surtax shall be at a uniform rate of 2^^

per centum ad valorem, provided that in case
of certain articles of luxury which, in the opin-
ion of the special conference, can bear a greater
increase without unduly impeding trade, the
total surtax may be increased, but may not ex-

ceed 5 per centum ad valorem.

ARTICLE 4—Following the immediate revision

of the customs schedule of duties on imports
into China, mentioned in Article 1, there shall

be a further revision thereof, to take effect at

the expiration of four years following the com-
pletion of the aforesaid immediate revision, in

order to insure that the customs duties shall

correspond to the ad valorem rates fixed by the

special conference provided in Article 2.

Following this further revision there shall be,

for the same purpose, periodical revisions of the

customs schedule of duties on imports into China
every seven years, in lieu of the decennial re-

vision authorized by existing treaties with
China.

In order to prevent delay, any revision made
in pursuance of this article shall be effected

in accord with rules to be prescribed by the

special conference provided for in Article 3.

ARTICLE 5—In all matters relating to customs
duties there shall be effective equality of treat-

ment and of opportunity for all the contracting

powers.

ARTICLE 6—The principle of uniformity in the

rates of customs duties levied at all the land

and maritime frontiers of China is hereby rec-

ognized. The special conference provided for in

Article 2 shall make arrangements to give prac-

tical effect to this principle, and it is author-

ized to make equitable adjustments in those

cases in which a customs privilege to be abol-

ished was granted in return for some local eco-

nomic advantage.
In the meantime, any increase in the rate of

customs duties resulting fiom tariff revision or

any surtax hereafter imposed in pursuance of

the present treaty shall be levied at a uniform

rate ad valorem at all land and maritime fron-

tiers of China.

.ARTICLE 7—The charge for transit pa.sses

sliall be at the rate of 2V2 per centum ad

valorem until the arrangements provided for by

Article 2 come into force.

ARTICLE 8—Powers not signatory to the pres-

ent treaty, whose Governments are at present

recognized by the signatory powers and whose

present treaties with China provide for a tariff

on imports and exports not to exceed 5 per
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centum atl valoiem, shall be invited to adhere

to the present treaty.

The Government of the United States under-

takes to make the necessary communications

for this purpose and to inform the Governments

of the contracting powers of the replies re-

ceived. Adherence by any power shall become
effective on receipt of notice thereof by the Gov-
ernjjient of th United States.

.\RTIC1.E 9—The provisions of the present

treaty shall override all stipulations of treaties

between China and the respective contracting

powers which are inconsistent therewith, other

than stipulations according most favored nation

treatment.

ARTICI-E 10—The present treaty shall be rati-

fied by the contracting powers in accord with

their respective constitutional methods and shall

take effect on the date of the deposit of all the

ratifications, which shall take place at Wash-
ington as soon as possible. The Government of

the United States will transmit to the other con-

tracting powers a certified copy of the procfes-

verbal of the deposit of ratifications.

The present treaty, of which the English and
French texts are both authentic, shall remain
deposited in the archieves of the Government of

the United States and duly certified copies

thereof sliall be transmitted by that Government
to the other contracting powers.

Jn ifaitS CMfifteOt the above-named
plenipotentiaries have signed the present
treaty. , Done at Ibe City of Washington the

sixth da>" of February, one thousand nine nun
dred and twenty-two.

In connection with the tariff treaty, the

Chinese delegation presented and caused

to be spread upon the record a resolution

which states that " the Chinese Government
have no intention to effect any change

which may disturb the present administra-

tion of the Chinese maritime customs."

THE SHANTUNG TREATY
Text of the separate treaty betiveen China and Japan which settled the long and

bitter dispute over Shantung—The agreement a result of mutual'concessions

\

rriHE treaty between China and Japan

J_ embodying the terms of transfer to

China of Kiao-Chau and the Shantung

Railway, together with all rights to public

property, maritime customs, mining, port

and other rights formerly held by Germany,

was presented to the conference at its fifth

plenary session on Feb. 1. The history of

this whole episode, and of the conditions

under which a final settlement was reached

after two months' discussion outside the

conference proper, has been told in the main

article on the conference. The two Asiatic

delegations attributed the final success of

these long negotiations to the good offices

of Mr. Hughes and Mr. Balfour. The text

of the treaty, which was signed at the

seventh and last plenary session, Feb. 6,

follows herewith

:

(Kljttta anb 3(a|ian, '>*»w."3' equally animated by

a sine fir desire to settle amicably and in ac-

cordance with their common interest outstatid-

infi qufs^ions relative to Shantung, have re-

solved to conclude a treaty for the settlement of

such, and have to that end named as their pleni-

potentiaries, that is to say:

His Excellency the President of the Chinese

Republic

:

Soa Ke Alfred Sze, Envoy Extraordinary and
Mini-ter Plenipotentiary;

VI Kvuln Wellington Koo, Envoy Extraordi-

nary and Minister Plenipotentiary ; and
Chung-Hui Wang, former Minister of Justice

;

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan

;

Baron Tomosaburo Kato, Minister of the

Navy

;

Baron Kijuro Shidehara, Ambassador Extraor-

dinary and Plenipotentiary ; and
Masanao Hanihara, Vice Minister for Foreign

Affairs ;

Who, having communi<;ated to each other their

respective full powers, found to be in good and
due form, have agreed upon the following

articles:

1.—THE FORMER GERMAN-1.EASED TER-
RITORY OF KIAO-CHAC

1. Japan shall restore to China the former
German leased territory of Kiao-Chau.
2. The Governments of Japan and China shall

each appoint a commission with powers to make
and carry out detailed arrangements relating to

the transfer of the administration and of public

property in the said territory and to settle other

matters equally requiring adjustment. For such

purposes the Japanese and Chinese commissions
shall meet immetliately upon the coming into

force of the present agreement.
3. The .^aid transfer and adjustment shall be

completed as soon as possible, and in any case

not later than six months from the date of the

coming into force of this agreement.
4. The Japanese Government agrees to hand

over to the Cliinese Government, upon the trans-

fer to China of the administration of the former
German leased territory of Kiao-Chau, such

archives, registers, plans, title-deeds and other
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documents, in the possession of Japan or certi-

fied copies tliereof, as may be necessary for the
said transfer, as well as those tiiat may be use-
ful for tlie administration by China, after such
transfer, of that territory, and of the fifty-

kilometer zone around Kiao-Chau Bay.

II.—PUBUC PROPERTIES

1. The Government of Japan undertakes to

transfer to the Government of China all public
properties, including land, buildings, works or
establishments in the leased territory of Kiao-
Chau, whether formerly possessed by the Ger-
man authorities or purchased or' constructed by
the Japanese authorities during the Japanese
administration of the said territory, save those

indicated in this article (Paragraph 3) of this

treaty.

2. In the transfer of such public properties no
compensation will be claimed from the Govern-
ment of China except (1) for those purchased or
constructed by the Japanese authorities and
also (2) for the improvement on or additions to

those formerly possessed by the German author-
ities. With regard to cases under these two
categories, the Government of China shall re-

fund a fair and equitable proportion of the ex-

penses actually incurred by the Government of

Japan for such properties specified in (1) or
such improvements or addition specified in

(2), having regard to the principle of deprecia-
tion.

3. It is agreed that such public properties in

the leased territory of Kiao-Chau as are re-

quired for the Japanese Consulate to be estab-
lished in Tsing-tao shall be retained by the Gov-
ernment of Japan, and that those required more
especially for the benefit of the Japanese com-
munity, including public schools, shrines and
cemeteries, shall be left in the hands of the

said community.

Details of such matters shall be arranged by
the joint commission provided for in an article

of this treaty.

111. JAPANESE TROOPS
The Japanese troops, including gendarmes now

stationed along the rTsing-tao-Tsinanfu Railway
and its branches, shall be withdrawn as soon as
the Chinese police or military force shall have
been sent to take over the protection of the rail-

way.

The disposition of the Chinese police or mil-

itary force and the withdrawal of the Japanese
troops under the foregoing provisions may be

effected in sections. The date of the comple-
tion of such process for each section shall be ar-

ranged in advance between the competent au-

thorities of Japan and China. The entire with-

drawal of such Japanese troops shall be ef-

fected if possible within "tliree months," and, in

any case, not later than six months from the

date of the signature of the present agreement.

The Japanese garrison at Tsing-tao shall be
completely withdrawn, simultaneously, if possi-

ble, with the transfer of the administration of

the leased territory of Kiao-Chau to China, and
in any case not later than thirty days from the

date of such transfer.

IV. THE 3IAi:iTIME CUSTOMS
1. It is agreed that upon the coming into force

of the present treaty the Custom House of
Tsing-tao shall be made an integral part of the
Chinese maritime customs.

2. It is understood that the provisional agrree-
ment of Aug. 6, 101.5, between Japan and China
relative to the maiitime customs office at Tsing-
tao will cease to be effective upon the coming
into force of the present treaty.

V. THE TSING-TAO-TSINANFU RAILWAY
1. Japan shall transfer to China the Tsing-tao-

Tsinanfu Railway and its branches, together
with all the properties appurtenant thereto, in-
cluding wharves, warehouses and other similar
properties.

2. China, on her part, undertakes to reimburse
to Japan the actual value of the railway prop-
erties mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
The actual value to be so reimbursed shall con-
sist of the sum of 53,406,141 gold marks (which
is the assessed value of such portion of the said
properties as was left behind by the Germans),
or its equivalent, plus the amount which Japan,
during her administration of the railway, has
actually expended for permanent improvements
on or additions to the said properties, less a
suitable allowance for depreciation. It is un-
derstood that no charge will be made with re-

spect to the wharves, warehouses and other
similar properties mentioned in Paragraph 1 of

tlii J article, except for such permanent improve-
ments on or additions to them as may have
been made by Japan during her administration
of the railway, less a suitable allowance for

depreciation.

3. The Government of Japan and the Govern-
ment of China shall each appoint three commis-
sioners to form a joint railway commission, with
powers to appraise the actual value of the rail-

way properties on the basis defined in the pre-

ceding paragraph, and to arrange the transfer

of the said properties.

4. Such transfer shall be completed as soon ffs

possible, and, in any case, not later than nine

montlis from the date of the coming into force

of the present agreement.

5. To effect the reimbursement under Para-
graph 2 of this article, China shall simultaneous-

ly with the completion of the transfer of the rail-

way properties, deliver to Japan Chinese Gov-
ernment Treasury notes, secured on the proper-

ties and i"evenues of the railway, and running
for a period of fifteen years, but redeemable at

the option of China at the end of five years fi-om

the date of the delivery of the Treasury notes,

or at any time thereafter upon six months'
previous notice.

Cy Pending tlie redemption of the said Treasury
notes, the Chinese Government will select and
appoint, for so long a period as the said notes

remain unredeemed, a Japanese subject to the

post of traffic manager and another Japanese
subject to be chief accountant jointly with the

Chinese chief accountant with co-ordinate func-

tions. These officials shall all be under the di-

rection, oontrol and supervision of the Chinese
managing director, and removable for cause.

7. Financial details of a technical character re-
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lating to the said Treasury notes, not provided

for in this article, shall be determined In mutual

at-cord between the Japanese and Chinese au-

thorities as soon as possible, and, in- any case,

not later than six months from the date of the

coming into force of the present agreement.

VI. THK EXTEK810N8 OF THK T8ING-TAO-

TSINANFr RAILWAT

It Is agreed that the concessions relating to

the two extensions of the Tsing-tao-Tsinanfu

Railway, namely, the Tslnanfu-Shunteh and the

Kaomi-Hsuchowfu lines, will be thrown open

for the common activity oi an international

financial group, on terms to be arranged be-

tween the Chinese Government and the said

group.

VII. MINES

The mines of Tsechuan, Fangtse and Chln-

lingchen, for which the mining rights were for-

merly granted by China to Germany, shall be

handed to a company to be formed by a special

charter of the Chinese Government, in which

the Japanese capital may not exceed the amount
of the Chinese capital. The mode and terms of

such arrangement shall be determined by the

Chinese and Japanese commissions which are to

be appointed for that purpose and which shall

meet immediately upon the coming into force of

the present agreement.

VIII. OPENING OF THE FORMER GERMAN
LEASED TERRITORY

The Japanese Government declares that it has

no Intention of seeking the establishment of an
exclusive Japanese settlement or of an interna-

tional settlement in Tsing-tao.

The Chinese Government, on its part, declares

that the entire area of the former German leased

territory of Kiao-Chau will be opened to foreign

trade, and that foreigners will be permitted

freely to reside and carry on commerce, indus-

try, and other lawful pursuits within such area.

The vested rights lawfully and equitably ac-

quired by foreign nationals in said area, whether

under the German regime or during the Japa-

nese military occupation, will be respected.

All questions relating to the status or validity

of such vested rights acquired by Japanese na-

tionals shall be arranged by the Sino-Japanese

Joint Commission.

IX. SAL.T INDUSTRY

Whereas, the sa,lt industry is a Governmeiit

monopoly in China, it Is agreed that the inter-

ests of Japanese companies of Japanese na-

tionals actually engaged in the said industry

along the coast of Kiao-Chau Bay are to bo

purchased by the Chinese Government on pay-
ment of fair compensation, and that exportation

to Japan of a quantity of salt produced by the

said industry along the said coast is to be per-

mitted on reasonable terms. Arrangements for

the above purposes,. Including the transfer of

said interests to the Chinese Government, shall

be completed by the Chinese and Japanese com-
missions as soon as possible, and in any case

[English Cartoon]
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not later than six months from date of the com-
ing into force of the present agreement.

X. SUBMARINE CABLES
Japan declares that all the rights, titles and

privileges concerning former German submarine
cables between Tsing-tao and Chefoo, and be-

tween Tslng-tao and Shanghai, are vested in

China, with the exception of those portions of

the said two cables which have been utilized by

the Japanese Government for the laying of a
cable between Tslng-tao and Sasebo—it being

understood that the question relating to the

Landing and operation at Tsing-tao and the said

Tsing-tao-Sasebo cable shall be arranged by the

Chinese and Japanese commissions as subject to

the terms of the existing contracts to which
China is a party.

XI. WIRELESS ST.4TIONS

The Japanese wireless stations at Tsing-tao

and Tsinanfu shall be transferred to China
upon the withdrawal of the Japanese troops at

those two places, respectively, with fair compen-
sation for the value of these stations. The de-

tails of such transfer and compensation ahall

be arranged by the Chinese and Japanese com-
missions.

ANNEXES
/. Preferential Rights—Japan declares that she

renounces all preferential rights with regrard

to foreign assistance in persons, capital and
material, stipulated in the Sino-German Treaty
of March 6, 1898.

IT. Public Enterprises—Enterprises relating to

electric light, telephone, stock yards, &c., snaU
be handed over to the Chinese Government,
with the understanding that the stock yard,
electric light and laundr>- enterprises are, in

turn, to be handed over to the municipal gov-
ernment of Tslng-tao, which will form Chinese
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corporations in conformity witii the Chinese-

Company law to manage them under municipal
supervision and regulations.

///. Telephones—1. The Japanese Government
agrees to turn over to the Chinese Government
the telephone enterprise in the former German
leased territory of Kiao-Chau.

2. As regrards such telephone enterprise, the

Chinese Government will give due consideration

to requests from the foreign community at

Tsing-tao for such extensions and improve-
ments as may be reasonably required by the
general interests of the public.

IV. Public Works—The Chinese Government de
Clares that in the management and maintenance

[Arrierican Cartoon]
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of the public works in Tsing-tao, such as roads,

waterworks, parks, drainage, sanitary equip-

ment, &c., handed over to the Chinese Govern-

ment by the Japanese Government, the foreign

community in Tsing-tao shall have fair repre-

sentation.

V. Maritime Customs—The Chinese Govern-
ment declares that it will move the Inspector

General of the Chinese maritime customs to

permit the Japanese traders at Tsing-tao to

communicate with the said customs in the

Japanese language, and, in the selection"^T>f a
suitable staff- for the Tsing-tao customs, to give

consideration within the limits of its established

service regulations to the diverse needs of the

trade of Tsing-tao.

VI. The Tsinff-tao-Tsinanfu Railway—S>hi.n\l 1

the Joint Railway Commission fail to reach an
agreement on any of the matter entrusted to

its charge, the points at issue shall be taken

up by the two Governments for discussion ami

adjustment by means of diplomacy. In the de-

termination of such points the two Governments
shall, if necessary, obtain recommenidations of
an expert or experts of a third power or powers
who shall be designated in mutual agreement
with each other.

VII. Extension of the Tsing - too - Tsinanfn
Railway.—The Japanese Government has no in-
tention of claiming that the option for the con-
struction of the Chefoo-Weihsien Railway should
be thrown open for the common activity of the
international financial consortium if that rail-

way is to be constructed with Chinese capital.
VIII. Opening of the Former Leased Tciii-

tory—The Chinese Government declares that,
pending the enactment and general application
of laws regulating the system of local self-gov-
ernment in China, the Chinese local authorities
will ascertaia the views of the foreign residents
in the former German leased territory of Kiao-
Chau in such municipal matters as may directly

affect their welfare and interests.

Special Understandings

The four following special understand-

ings, as recorded in the minutes of the con-

versations, and as explained by Secretary

Hughes at the plenary session of Feb. 1,

form a part of the conclusions reached:

1. It is understood that on taking over the
railway, the Chinese authorities shall have full

power and discretion to continue to remove the
present employes pf Japanese nationality in the
service of the railway and that reasonable notice

may be given before the date of the transfer
of the railway. Detailed arrangements regard-
ing the replacements to take- effect immediately

[American Cartoon]
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on the transfer of the railway to China are to
be made by the Chinese and Japanese au-
thorities.

2. It is understood (1) that the entire sub-
ordinate staff of the Japanese traffic manager
and of the Japanese chief accountant is to be
appointed by the Chinese Managing Director;
and (2) that after two years and a half from
the date of the transfer of the railway, the
Chinese Government may appoint an assistant

traffic manager of Chinese nationality, for the
period of two years and a half, and that such

assistant Chinese traffic manager may also be
appointed at any time after six months' notice

for the redemption of the Treasury notes is

given.

3. The Japanese delegation declares that Japan
has no intention to claim that China is under
any obligation to appoint Japanese nationals as

members of the said subordinate staff.

4. It is understood that the redemption of the

said Treasury notes will not be effected with
funds raised from any source other than Chi-

nese.

ITALY'S TRADE AGREEMENT
WITH RUSSIA

All barriers except that in regard to alcohol are removed between the two

countries—Abstention from political propaganda promised—Italian goods

in Russia not to be requisitioned, and Ru^isian gold not to be seized

A PRELIMINARY commercial agree-

ment between the Italian Govern-

ment and the Soviet Government of

Russia was signed at Rome on Dec. 26,

1921, by M. Vorovsky, head of the Russian

Commercial Mission to Italy, and Marquis

della Torretta, the Italian Foreign Minis-

ter. The brief cabled summary of this

agreement was printed in the February
Current History. The full text of the

agreement, as given in the Russian Soviet

press, reads as follows:

PREAMBLE—As it is in the interest of Rus-
sia and Italy to resume peaceful commercial in-

tercourse Immediately, and as it is necessary to

establish a preliminary agreement between the

Italian Government and the Government of

the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic
(hereinafter to be referred to as the Russian
Soviet Government) to cover the period pre-

ceding the conclusion of a commercial agree-

ment and of a formal general treaty between
the Governments of these countries which shall

regulate their economic and political relations in

the future, the above-mentioned parties have,

by mutual consent, concluded the following pre-

liminary agreement with the object of the re-

sumption of traffic and commerce between
them.
The present convention is conditioned upon the

fulfillment of the following:

(a) That each party shall abstain from any
act or attempt hostile to the other party and
shall abstain from carrying on, outside of its

own borders, any direct or Indirect propaganda
against the institutions of the Kingdom of Italy

or of the Russian Soviet Government. (By the
term propaganda we include assistance or en-
couragement given by either party to any

propaganda whatsoever conducted outside of its

own borders.)

(b) That all Italians, including natives of the

redeemed provinces, who are now in Russia
shall be allowed immediately to return to their

home country, and that all Russian citizens liv-

ing in Italy who may wish to return to Russia
shall likewise receive full liberty to do so. The
two parties obligate themselves immediately to

give all necessary instructions to their agents
or other persons subject to their authority so
-that they may conform to the conditions stated

above.

ARTICLE 1—The two parties agree not to im-
pose or maintain any blockade against each
other, and agree that they will remove imme-
diately all obstacles that have hitherto pre-
vented the resumption of trade between Ital.v

and Russia in goods that may be regularly ex-
ported from or imported into their respective
territories from or to any other foreign country.
They will not subject such commerce to any
condition putting it at a disadvantage compared
with commerce with any other country, and
they will not hinder the banking, credit «nd fi-

nancial operations connected with such com-
merce, but will apply the legislation ordinarily
current in their respective countries. It is un-
derstood that this article does not deprive the
parties concerned of the privilege of regulating
traffic in arms and munitions by general legal
rules that may later be applied to all importa-
tions of arms and munitions from foreign coun-
tries, as well as to their export.
No provision of this article shall be inter-

preted as derogatory to the general interna-
tional conventions binding upon each party by
which commerce in any specific kind of goods
is now regulated, or may be regulated later.
ARTICLE 2—Italian and Russian ships and

their commanders, crews and cargoes shall
obtain In Russian and Italian ports precisely
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the same treatment, privileges, facilities, im-
iTiunities and protection in every respect as are

granted habitually, by the practices established

among commercial nations, to foreign mer-
chant ships, their commanders, crews and car-

goes visiting their ports, including the facilities

customarily granted with regard to coal, water,

pilots, anchoring, docks, cranes, repairing, stores

and, in general, all the services, facilities and
privileges connected with maritime commerce.
In addition, the Italian Government undertakes
the obligation not to participate in, or adhere
to, any measure restricting or preventing, or

tending to restrict or prevent, Russian ships

from exercising the rights of free navigation

on the high seas, straits and canals enjoyed by
ships of other nations.

This article shall not impair the right of either

party to take the action authorized by its laws
connected with the admission of foreigners to

its own territory.

.ARTICI,!!: 3—Each party shall name such
number of its citizens as shall be determined
from time to time as reasonably necessary for

the execution of the . present agreement, with

due regard to the conditions under which com-
-merce in its territories is being carried on.

The other party shall permit such persons to

enter its territory and to remain there and
transact business. It shall furthermore remain
within the discretion of each of the two con-

tracting parties to limit the admission of the

above-mentioned persons or individuals to any
specific region and to refuse such admission

and sojourn in its territory to any person

whom it may consider non grata.

The persons admitted in conformity with this

ai'ticle to the territories of each of the two
parties shall, during the time they may remain
for commercial reasons, be exempt from all

compulsory services of any kind, whether civil,

naval, military or other, and from all contribu-

tions, whether in money or in kind, imposed as

an equivalent for personal service; and they

shall have the right to leave whenever they

so desire. They shall be at liberty to communi-
cate freely by mail and telegraph and to make
use of telegraphic codes under the conditions

and regulations fixed in the International Tele-

graphic Convention of 1876, in St. Peter.sburg

(as revised at Lisbon in 1008).

Each party obligates itself to keep account and
to pay the difference due to the other party for

telegrams, direct and in transit, and for letters

in transit, on the basis of the Regulations of

the International Telegraphic Convention and of

the Convention and Regulations of the Universal

Postal L'nion. The resulting difference shall be

paid in the currency of either cour.try, accord-

ing to the desire of the receiving party.

Persons admitted to Russia under the terms

of this agreement .?hall have the right to im-

port freely goods (except goods, .such as alco-

holic beverages, the importation or production

of which are, oi" may be, prohibited in Russia),

destined soley for their own domestic use, or

for consumption in quantities reasonably re-

quired for such domestic use.

ARTICL,E 4—Each party may delegate one or

more official agents, the number of whom shall

be mutually agreed upon, who may reside and
exercise their functions in the territory of the
other party. These agents shall personally en-
joy all the rights and immunities mentioned in

the proceeding article and also immunity from
arrest and search and immunity for their office
premises and dwellings ; but it shall be understood
that each party reserves for itself the right to
refuse admission as an official agent to any
person whom it considers persona non grata, and
it may request the other party to recall such
persons whenever acts have been committed con-
trary to the present agreement or to the cus-
toms of international law.
Such agents shall be accredited to the author-

ities of the country in which they reside for the

purpose of facilitating the execution of this

agreement and protecting the interests of their

nationals.

These official agents shall have the right to

communicate freely with their own Governments
and with the official representatives of their

own Governments in other countries, by mail,

telegraph and wireless, in cipher, and to receive

and forward consignments in sealed pouches,

subject to a limitation of eight kilograms a
week, whicli shall be exempt from search.

The telegrams and wireless messages of these

official agents shall enjoy all those rights of

precedence over private dispatches as are gener-

ally granted to the dispatches of official rep-

resentatives of foreign Governments in Italy and

Russia.

The official Russian agents in Italy shall en-

joy the same privileges regarding local and gen-

eral taxation as are granted to the official

representatives of foreign Governments. The of-

ficial Italian agents in Russia shall enjoy simi-

lar privileges, which shall in no case, however,

be less than those granted to the official agents

of any other country.

The official agents .shall be empowered to

visa the passports of persons who may ask to

be admitted to the territory of either of the two

parties, in conformity with the preceding

article.

.VRTICI.E .5—Each of the parties obligates

itself in general to assure the persons admitted

to its territory in accordance with the twc pre-

ceding articles every protection and right and

such facilities as may be necessary to carry on

business, but such persons shall always remr.in

subject to the regular laws effective in the

respective countries.

-VRTICLE 6—The two contracting parties

agree, from the moment of the conclusion of

the present commercial agreement, to resume

the exchange of private mail and telegraphic

correspondence between the two countries, as

well as the forwarding and accepting of tele-

graphic messages and parcel post, in accordance

with the laws and "regulations in force up to

lfil4.

.4RTICL,E 7—Passports, identification papers,

powers of attorney and other documents of like

nature issued or certified by competent authori-

ties in either of the two countries and by their

official agents, for the purpose of making pos-

sible the carrying on of commerce in accordance

with this agreement, shall be considered In th<;
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otlier country as ha%ing been issued or certified

by the authorities of a recognized foreign Gov-

ernment.
AKTU'LK 8—The Italian Government de-

clares that it will not take any step toward se-

questrating, or taking possession of, gold,

funds, securities, or goods that have not been

identified as the property of the Italian Govern-

ment and which may be exported from Russia

in payment, or as guarantees for imports. Nor
shall any action be taken against the movable

or real property that may be acquired by the

Russian Soviet Government in Italy.

The Italian Government renounces all special

legislation not applying to other countries

against the importation into Italy of precious

metals from Russia, in coin, In bullion, or in

finished articles, or against gold imported to be

stored, analyzed, refined, or melted, and given

as guarantees or for similar purposes in Italy.

ARTICLK 9—The Russian Soviet Government
obligates itself not to advance any claim to

the right to dispose in any way of the assets or

property of the former Imperial Government or

of the Provisional Russian Government, that

may still exist in Italy. The Italian Government
in turn obligates itself in the same way regard-

ing the assets and property in Russia of the

Italian Government. This article does not pre-

clude the inclusion in the general treaty pro-

vided for in the preamble to this agreement of

provisions regarding the subject of this article.

The two parties agree to hold, and not to trans-

fer to any claimant prior to the conclusion of

the above indicated treaty, the assets and prop-

erty mentioned and now under their control.

ABTICI,£ 10—By virtue of the declaration at-

tached to the present convention regarding the

claims of either of the two contracting parties

and of its citizens upon the other party for

property rights or for obligations assumed by
the existing Governments, or by other Govern-

ments preceding them, in either country, and
regarding the compensation of private Italian,

or Russian, persons who may have furnished

goods or services to Russia or to Italy, re-

spectively, it is agreed that gold, funds, securi-

ties, goods, and in general property of all kinds

of the two countries imported or acquired after

the conclusion of this convention shall not be

subject to sequestration in either country, or to

legal action limiting their free disposal, by rea-

son of obligations incurred by the existing Gov-
ernments or those preceding them in either coun-
try prior to the present agreement.
ARTICL.£ 11—Goods, products and manufac-

tured articles of one country imported into the

other, in accordance with this agreement, shall

not be subject to compulsory requisition by the

Government or any local authority.

.ARTICl.K 12—It is agreed that all questions
concerning rights or claims of the nationals of

each of the two countries regarding patents,

labels, copyrights, or other literary property in

the territory of the other country shall be
equitably adjusted in the treaty provided for in

the preamble.
.\RTICL,E 18—The present preliminary agree-

ment shall come into force immediately, and
both parties shall at once take all measures nec-

essary for its execution. Immediately following
the signing of this agreement the two parties
shall begin a discussion of the commercial
agreement mentioned in the preamble, which
shall regulate the conomic relations between
the two countries u..iil it is superseded by a gen-
eral treaty. The commercial agreement shall be
signed within six months after the signing of
the present preliminary convention.

In case there is a violation by one of the two
parties, at any time whatsoever, of any of
the provisions of this agreement or of any of
the conditions mentined in the preamble, the
other party shall be freed immediately from its

contractual obligations. But it shall neverthe-
less be agreed that before taking any action
contrary to the convention the Injured party
shall allow the other a reasonable time to furnish
explanations or to make good the error.

It is mutually agreed that in the event of the
cases covered by the preceeding clauses each
party shall offer all necessary facilities for the
liquidation, in accordance with the principles
of the agreement, of the transactions already
effected, and the facilities necessary for the
recall and departure from its territory of the
nationals of the other party and for tjie with-
drawal of their movable property.
In case the present convention should expire

without being superseded by a commercial agree-
ment a prolongation, not to exceed one year,
shall be provided for the liquidation of business
transactions in order to continue in force the
immunities provided for in Article 3 in favor
of such persons as are indispensable for such
liquidation. Drawn up in Rome. Dec. 26. 1921.

(Signed) DELLA TORRETTA.
VOROVSKY.

A similar convention was signed on the
same day between Italy and the Ukraine,
the Ukrainian Soviet Government having
given Vorovsky full power to act for it.

The agreement was accompanied by this
declaration of recognition of claims

:

At the moment of signing this agreement both
parties declare that all claims of each party and
of its own nationals against the other party
regarding property or rights or obligations as-

sumed by the existing Government and the pre-

ceding Government of either party shall be
equitably adjusted in the general definite treaty

provided for in the preamble.
However, without prejudicing the general pro-

visions of the treaty provided for above, the

Russian Soviet Government declares that it rec-

ognizes In principle its own responsibility for thv^

payment of compensation to private persons who
may have furnished goods or services to Russi.-i

that may still remain unpaid. The details for

the carrying out of this obligation shall be laid

down in the treaty provided for in the pre-

amble.
The Italian Government makes the same dec-

laration for itself.

It is understood that the declarations given

above do not actually imply that the claims in

question shall have priority in the above-men-
tioned treaty over claims of other kinds which
may be provided for in said treaty.
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Presentation of the Arms Conference treaties to the Senate for ratification—Foreign debt to 'be refunded—Action of the Agricultural Confer-

ence—Resignation of Postmaster General Hays— Senator Kenyan a Judge

[Period Ended Feb. 15, 1922]

PRESIDENT HARDING on Feb. 10 pre-

sented to the Senate in person the

seven treaties resulting from the Con-

ference on the Limitation of Armament.
[See frontispiece.] He declared that they

involved no alliances, and asked for their

ratification in order to prove that the de-

sire to end war was not a mockery. He
said in part:

If we cannot Join in malcing effective these

covenants for peace and stamp this conference

withi America's approval, we shall discredit the

influence of the Republic, render future efforts

futile and unlikely, and write discouragement
where today the world is ready to acclaim new
hope.

There has been concern. There has been ap-

prehension of territorial greed, a most fruitful

cause of war. The conference has dissipated

both, and your ratification of the covenant will

stabilize a peaces for the breaking of which
there is not a shadow of reason or real excuse.

We shall not have less than before. There is

no narrowed -liberty, no hampered indepen-

dence, no shattered sovereignty, no added obli-

gation. We will have new assurances, new
freedom from anxiety, and new manifestations
of the sincerity of our own intentions : a new
demonstration of that honesty which proclaims
a righteous and powerful republic.

Immediately following his address, the

President handed to the Senate the official

report of the American delegation. The re-

port, which went into the work of the con-

ference and the reasons actuating the

American delegation, was a printed docu-

ment of 132 pages. It declared that the

treaties embodied a " new state of mind "

tending toward better relations in the East,

and supplying a sense of security in connec-

tion with the naval agreements.

No announcement respecting American
participation in the Genoa Conference had
been made up to Feb. 15. It was un-

derstood that the latest developments in

the situation had rendered it unnecessary

for the American Government to hasten

the announcement of its disinclination to

have any complete participation in the

work of that conference as long as there

were swollen land armaments and unbal-
anced financial budgets in various impor-
tant countries of Europe. The position of
the Administration was that this country,

which was affected by anything that af-

fected the general European economic and
financial situation, had great sympathy
with the problems that confronted Europe,
but was reluctant to participate at Genoa
in the making of treaties and agreements
until necessary steps had been taken by
other nations in the direction of stabiliza-

tion.

Pershing's Army Reforms

General Pershing informed the Houso
Military Committee on Jan. 20 that elimina-

tion from the military service of inefficient

officers would reduce the War Depart-

ment's annual payroll approximately $3,400,-

000. To provide retirement pay for officers

of considerable service and one year's pay
for younger officers dropped would require

an expenditure of approximately $2,000,000,

making the net having for the first year

about $1,500,000. By discharging ineffi-

cient officers of higher rank, $4,000,000

would be lopped off the payroll, the com-

mittee was informed, and the appointment

of needed Second Lieutenants at lower sal-

aries would cost about $600,000 in pay.

The Independent Offices Appropriation

bill was passed on Jan. 30 by the House
and sent to the Senate. The bill appro-

priated for the Veterans' Bureau $377,474,-

622. The only change made in the bill as

passed was the elimination of a provision

which would have limited the number of

camps at which training schools might be

established to Camp Sherman, Ohio.

An All-American Navy

Figures compiled by the Bureau of Navi-

gation and made public on Jan. 16 show
that among the 119,205 members of the

United States Navy only 352 are aliens.

Of he total enrolment at the end of the
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fiscal year, 109,457 were natives, 5,829 were

bom in Guam, Samoa, the Philippines and

Virgin Islands, and 3,567 were naturalized

citizens. The care taken in recruiting was
also shown by the fact that out of 135,993

applicants, only 72,386 were accepted. Of
the total number of discharges, only 6.8

per cent, were dishonorable and but 6.08

per cent, of those in service during the

year deserted. The good conduct medals

in the service totaled over six thousand,

some men having as many as eight to their

credit.

Foreign Debt Bill Passed

The Senate on Jan. 31 passed, by a vote

of 39 to 26, the bill authorizing the re-

funding of $11,000,000,000 of foreign debt

into securities maturing in not more than

twenty-five years. All those who voted

for the bill were Republicans, while the

opposition was made up of twenty-three

Democrats and three Republicans—Senators

Borah, La Follette and Norris.

The bill, as passed, provides for a com-
mission of five members, of which the Sec-

retary of the Treasury shall be the Chair-

man. The other four will be named by the

President, with the advice and consent of

the Senate. The commission is authorized,

subject to the approval of the President, to

refund or convert and to extend the time

of payment of the principal or the interest,

or both, of " any obligation of any foreign

Government now owing the United States,

or any obligation of any foreign Govern-

ment hereafter received by the United

States."

It is stipulated, however, that the time of

maturity of any obligation shall not be ex-

tended beyond June 15, 1947. The obliga-

tions which the commission is authorized to

refund or convert include all those based on

the Liberty and Victory loans, as well as

the obligations held by the United States

Grain Corporation, the Navy Department,

and the American Relief Administration.

On Feb. 3, the House, by an overwhelming
majority, accepted the Senate measure.

Bill to Curb Lynching

The Dyer bill, making lynching a Federal

crime and providing penalties, was passed

by the House on Jan. 26 by a vote of 230
to 119, with four membei'F voting present.

The vote was almost entirely partisan, al-

though seventeen Republicans broke from
their party i-anks to vote with the Demo-

Harris & Ewingi

WILL. H. HAYS
Who has resigned the position of Postmaater

General to become arbiter of the
moving-picture industry

crats against the bill, while eight Demo-
crats joined the Republican majority. Un-
der the original language of the bill a
" mob ' was constituted by five or more
persons, but this was amended by having
the number reduced to three. The chief

argument used by the opponents of the bill

was that it was unconstitutional, because

it invaded the police powers of the State.

The bill still awaits the action of the

Senate. [See " The Lynching Infamy,"

p. 897.]

Savings by Budget System

On Feb. 3, President Harding announced,

at a meeting of the Business Organization

of the Government, consisting of about 1,000

department heads and bureau chiefs in Con-

tinental Hall, that the expenditure of

$109,000 in the establishment of the Bureau

of the Budget had accomplished the direct

saving of $32,000,000 and the indirect sav-
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ing of $104,000,000 in all branches of the

Federal Government during the preceding

four months. This example of Govern-

ment thrift " has helped greatly to make
saving fashionable," the President said, in

commending the work of Charles G. Dawes,

Director of the Budget Bureau, and the

co-ordinating officials under him. He
added

:

In a business so great as that of the National
Government unexpected receipts will not infre-

quently swell the total of calculated revenues.

It seems likely that this will be true during the

current year, but, despite this possibility, it now
seems probable that the restrictions upon e'x-

penditure which have been possible by reason
of the Administration's general policy and your
splendid co-operation would have resulted in a
surplus of receipts for the year. The prospect
of such a surplus, when compared with the
estimated deficiency of $24,.500,000 that was out-

lined in the budget figures submitted to Con-
gress in December, is certainly the occasion of

much satisfaction to all of us.

The President was followed by Mr.
Dawes, who made a vigorous speech, in

which he explained the way in which
economies had been effected and denounced

(Wide World Thotos)

JUDGE WILLIAM S. KENYON
Iowa Senator, leader of the farmers' bloc,

tcho has been made Circuit Judge of the
Eighth Federal DistiHct Court

the bureau chiefs who wound red tape
around the Administration's efforts to

economize.

Loss IN Export Trade

Foreign trade reports, issued Jan. 30 by
the Department of Commerce, showed that

exports to Europe during the last year fell

off by more than $2,000,000,000 as com-
pared with 1920. During the year 1921,

exports to Europe aggregated $2,364,000,000,

as against $4,466,000,000 in 1920, while im-

ports for the year aggregated $765,000,000

as against $1,228,000,000 in 1920. Exports
to South America for the year aggregated

only $273,000,000 as compared with $624,-

000,000 in 1920, while imports from South
America totaled $296,000,000 as against

$761,000,000 in 1920.

Government Expenditures

Government financial operations since

this country's entrance into the World War
involved more than $200,000,000,000, ac-

cording to figures compiled Jan. 15 by the

Treasury, on the basis of daily statements

from April 6, 1917, to Dec. 31, 1921.

This stupendous sum consisted of receipts,

both ordinary and public debt, of more than

$99,000,000,000, balanced against disburse-

ments, of both classes, of a like total. Start-

ing on the eve of the war, April 5, 1917,

with a net balance in the general fund of

$92,000,000, receipts, exclusive of principal

of public debt, from April 6, 1917, to Dec.

31, 1921, totaled $24,018,000,000, while

public debt receipts during the period

amounted to $75,643,000,000.

Disbursements, exclusive of public debt,

for the period aggregated $45,785,000,000,

while public debt disbursements totaled

$53,481,000,000, and on Dec. 31, 1921, the

net balance in the general fund was $488,-

000,000.

For the war period the excess of disburse-

ments, exclusive of principal of the public

debt, over receipts of the same class was

$24,000,000,000. Over the same period the

gross debt increased by $^2,000,000,000 from

$1,000,000,000 on April 5, 1917, to $23,.

000,Q00,000 on Dec. 31, 1921.

Exclusive of foreign loans of $9,597,-

000,000, ordinary disbursements of the Gov-

ernment from April 6, 1917, to the end of

the past year aggregated $36,187,000,000,

these expenditures amounting to $330,-
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000,000 from April 6, 1917, to June 30, 1917,

$7,958,000,000 for the fiscal year of 1918,

$15,035,000,000 for the fiscal year of 1919,

$5,982,000,000 for the fiscal year of 1920,

$5,042,000,000 for the fiscal year 1921, and

$1,837,000,000 from July 1, 1921, to Dec.

31, 1921.

Agricultural Conference

The National Agricultural Conference

met in Washington on Jan. 23. It was

made up of 325 delegates, who included

farmers, representatives of agi'icultural as-

sociations, bankers, packers, implement

manufacturers, middlemen and Government

officials. The conference was opened with

an address by President Harding, who as-

serted that the whole country had an acute

concern with the conditions and the prob-

lems which the conference had met to dis-

cuss. He declared that it was ti-uly a na-

tional interest, and not entitled to be re-

garded as primarily the conceni of either a

class, a section or a "bloc." The Presi-

dent's recommendations were, in brief:

1. Provision for greater working capital for

farmers.

2. Extension of co-operative marketing asso-

ciations.

.3. Better dissemination of scientific informa-

tion.

4. Measures to protect farmer and consumer
from violent price fluctuations.

5. Greater development and use of waterways
and eventual electrification of all railroads.

6. Fuller development of natural resources

through increased reclamation.

The conference continued in session for

five days. In general, the resolutions

adopted and the speeches made reflected

the opinion of the delegates that there were
three classes in this country—capital, labor

and agriculture. For themselves and their

efforts to force agricultural prices up to a
level with other commodities, the farmers

passed a resolution favoring the limitation

of crop acreage until agricultural conditions

in this country and in Europe should im-

prove. An utterance from the report of

the committee on costs, prices and adjust-

ments, which was adopted by the confer-

ence, summed up the general view of the

delegates as to the necessity that labor and

capital should share in the deflation which

had come to the farming industry. In addi-

tion to a general statement on the subject,

a specific resolution was adopted in regard

to the railroad situation, which read as fol

lows:

We insist that the railroad corporations and
railroad labor should share in the deflation in

oliarges now affecting all indu.str.v. This i

f-.'spential to the restoration of normal condition

in agriculture, and it is essential to the welfare
of the entire community. "We earnestly appeal
to those in authority to take such action as
may be necessarj' in order to accomplish that
result.

Co-operative Marketing

The Senate on Feb. 8, by a vote of 58 to

1, passed the Co-operative Marketing bill,

which authorizes farmers, ranchers, dairy-

men, planters and nut and fruit growers
to act together in associations, coi-porate or

othei-wise, in collectively processing, prepar-

ing for market, handling and marketing in

interstate and foreign commerce the prod-

ucts of their farms, dairies, groves and
ranches. Whether or not such an associa-

tion becomes a monopoly or unduly en-

hances prices in violation of law is a mat-
ter left to the decision of the Secretary of

Agriculture instead of the Federal agencie.-;

created for that purpose. A substitute bill,

which was reported from the Committee on

Judiciary, and which stipulated that noth-

ing in the bill shall be deemed to authorize

or create a monopoly or to exempt any as-

sociation organized under the provisicms of

the bill from any proceedings vmder the

Federal Trade Commission act, was over-

whelmingly defeated.

Decrease in Unemployment

While the unemployment situation during

January had its discouraging features, the

United States Employment Service, in a

sui-vey made public Feb. 5, declared: "The
feeling that there will be a decided change

for the better by early Spring is manifested

by eveiy section of the country, and seems

to be baaed on real evidence of prosperity

and not mere optimism." Forty out of

sixty-five cities reported employment in-

creases over December. Most of 1iie in-

creases, however, were small. Twenty-five

cities reported decreases in employment,

the decrease in New York being 1.8 per

cent.

President Harding on Jan. 27 sent ^ let-

ter to the Secretaries of "War, Navy, Agri-

culture, the Treasury, Interior and Com-
merce, asking them to aid in providing

work for the jobless by pushing ahead all

repair and construction plans which other-

i
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Mr. Hug-hes, Secretary of State, signing the treaties (Feb. 6) that embody the results of twelve
weeks' deliberations of the Conference on Limitation of Armament, over which he presided

wise would not be undertaken until later

in the year.

Cotton manufacturers employing approx-

imately 50,000 operatives in New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts and Maine notified

their employes on Feb. 2 of wage cuts

amounting in most cases to 20 per cent., ef-

fective Feb. 13. New Hampshire plants

also gave notice of an increase of from
forty-eight to fifty-four hours in the

weekly working schedule.

War-Plane Makers Sued

The Department of Justice announced on

Jan. 26 that suits would be started soon in

Ohio and New York to recover $7,260,439

which, it is alleged, represents over-pay-

ment made to the Dayton-Wright Company
and the Wright-Martin Aircraft Corpora-

tion on cost-plus contracts for aircraft

production during the war. The Attorney

General intimated that a thorough investi-

gation of aircraft production for the Gov-

ernment would be made as the result of

information which had been supplied by

accountants, who have been at work for

some time. It was understood that the ac-

tion taken in New York State would be un-

der the direction of United States Attorney

Haywood.

The Attorney General stated that the

work of investigating the war fraud cases

generally would continue as fast as the

magnitude of the xmdertaking would per-

mit. He repeated the announcement,

which he had previously made, that while

the innocent need feel no alarm, the Gov-

ernment would exhaust every civil and

criminal remedy to reach the guilty.

Postmaster General Hays Resigns

Postmaster General Will H. Hays an-

nounced on Jan. 14 his intention of leaving

the Cabinet on March 1 to become the head

of a national association of motion-picture

producers and distributers. His salary in

his new office was said to be $150,000 a

year. After his interview with the Presi-

dent the latter gave out the following

formal statement:

The Postmaster General and I have been dis-

cussing at considerable length the proposal

which has been made to him to become the

head of a national association of motion-picture
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producers and distributers. If the arrangement

proves to be, when the details are worked out,

what it seems to be, I cannot well interpose any
objection to Mr. Hays retiring from the Cabinet

to take up a work so important. It is too

great an opportunity for a helpful public service

for him to refuse. I shall be more than sorry

to have him retire from the Cabinet, where he

has already made so fine a record, but we have

agreed to look upon the situation from the

broadest viewpoint and .seek the highest public

good.

The President intimated on Feb. 7 to a

delegation from St. Louis that while he had

not definitely made up his mind as to the

appointment of a successor to Mr. Hays, he

looked with favor upon the recognition of

the hard work and splendid service that had
been rendered by Colonel Hubert Work of

Pueblo, Colo., now First Assistant Post-

master General.

Kenyon Named for Bench

Senator William S. Kenyon of Iowa,

leader of the farm bloc in the Senate, was
nominated by President Harding on Jan.

[American Cartoon!

—.V. E. A. Sfrvice

IT'S FUNNY, THE DIFFERENCE THREE THOUSAND MILES MAKE'
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STRUCTURE

31 to be Circuit Judge for the

Eighth District, and the nomi-

nation was unanimously con-

firmed by the Senate in open
session, the Senators rising to

vote.

The contention was raised

that Senator Kenyon was ineli-

gible for the position under the

section of the Constitution which

declares that no Senator or Rep-

resentative shall, during the

time for which he is elected, be

appointed to any civil office

which has been created or

whose emoluments have been
• increased during such time. The
salary of the Circuit Judgeship

to which Senator Kenyon was
appointed was increased from

$7,000 to $8,500 by a law passed

during the Senator's service. It

was later declared, however, by
Attorney General Daugherty,

that the appointment was legal

on the ground that the action

in question had taken place

before the beginning of Mr.

Kenyon's latest Senatorial term. The Sena-
tor thereupon announced his purpose to ac-

cept the new position at an early date.

Ruling on Railroad Earnings

Railroads which earned more than 6 per

cent, upon the value of their property used

in transportation during the period from
Sept. 1, 1920, to Jan. 1, 1921, were required,

under an order issued Jan. 28 by the Inter-'

state Commerce Commission, to turn half of

the excess so earned over to the Govern-

ment. The order, as issued by the commis-
sion, made effective sections of the Trans-

portation act of 1920 and prescribed rules

for the application of those sections. Rail-

roads, during the four months specified in

the order, were understood to have earned

a considerable amount in excess of the 6

per cent, limitation prescribed by Congress,

but the valuations not having been given

out for the individual lines the amounts had
not yet been calculated.

Porto Rico

A bill to make Porto Rico a free State

with an autonomous government, under
which all administrative officers would be

[American Cartoon]

—A'. E. A. Sei'vice

THE WATER HOLE
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elected by the Legislature, was introduced
in the House by Representative Campbell
of Kansas on Jan. 19. It is sponsored by
the Unionist Party of Porto Rico, which
sent a commission to back it, A United
States Resident Commissioner is to have
power to annul all laws for a period of

ninety days, pending an appeal to the Presi-

dent. The Porto Rican Unionist Party
pn Feb. 10 issued a new platform pledging

the party to work for the creation of a free

State. On the same date Senator King of

Utah introduced a bill in the Senate pro-

posing to make Porto Rico a State of the

Union, with a Governor and Legislature

elected by the people.

Governor Reily's return to Porto Rico
was marked by demonstrations of hostility

similar to those attending his visit to the

United States last November. Extra police

protection was afforded at the pier in New
York, whence he sailed on Jan. 20. His

chief opponent, Antonio R. Barcelo, Presi-
dent of the Porto Rican Senate and head
of the Unionist Party, left a few days later,

saying that Mr, Reily's return had created
a difficult .situation.

George R. Shanton, Chief of Police at

San Juan, requested authori^ of Federal
Judge Odlin to destroy evidence in Volstead
law cases. The court refused, but the

liquor disappeared and Judge Odlin sen-

tenced the Chief of Police to forty-eight

hours in jail for contempt of court. Gov-
ernor Reily and other officials petitioned

the Judge to leniit the sentence, but he
indignantly declined, saying he did not have
the power and, if he had, he could not

exercise it without belittling the dignity

of the United States in Porto Rico, He
characterized the attempt of the executive

to interfere with the judicial authority as
" probably the most unusual occurrence " in

the history of the Federal Courts.

THE CZECHOSLOVAK CONSTITUTION
By E. F. Prantner

To the Editor of Current History:

In your issue of February, 1922, Raymond
Leslie Buell, in commenting on the Czecho-

slovak Constitution, says: " In fact, the

legislative powers of Bohemia, Moravia and
Silesia have been suppressed by the Consti-

tution of Czechoslovakia."

Objection is made to the use of the word
" suppressed " in this extract. The reasons

are obvious. The word implies the use of

force, and surely no one will contend that

any force was used in erecting what is now.

Czechoslovakia. Thus, Section 3, Subdivi-

sion 1, of the Czechoslovak Constitution

provides: "The territories shall foi-m a

united and indivisible unit." Section 6,

Subdivision 1, of the same instrument, says

:

" The legislative power * * * shall

rest in the hands of Parliament." And Sec-

tion 7, Subdivision 1, of the same instru-

ment, provides :
" The legislative and ad-

ministrative powers of the former Diets are

hereby abolished." (The italic is mine.)

No hint of any suppression that I can

see. Everything was done openly and above-

board, and there was no one else to be satis-

fied except the people. If they did not want

to surrender this power they would have

spoken long ago.

For a State of 13,000,000 inhabitants it

would be mad folly to maintain four legis-

lative bodies of minor importance in the re-

public's Parliament. Suppose the State of

New York were divided into five districts,

four of them to enjoy legislative powers
and be subordinate to a main Legislature.

That would be not only wasteful but cum-
bersome. The Czechoslovak people wanted
their State to be a *' united and indivisible

unit." For that purpose they centralized

power of legislation in the Parliament. The
republic is not a confederation, like Switzer-

land, but is more like Belgium. [See Presi-

dent Masaryk's New Year address, Czecho-

slovak Review, February, 1922.]

Then, on Page 865, you speak of Lany
Castle as being in the Tyrol. Lany Castle is in

Czechoslovakia, near Pilsen (Bohemia), and
is the Summer home of President Masaryk.
He is occupying it this Winter because of

repairs to his quarters in Hradcany,
Prague. In the circumstances. President

Hainisch and Chancellor Johann Schober

paid a visit to President Masaryk and
Premier Benesh. The treaty was negotiated

on Czechoslovak soil.

J479 Elmwood Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio, Feb.
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Abyssinia

Two correspondfnts of the I>ondon Westmin-
ster Gazette assert that slave raiding and
slave trading in Abyssinia have increased

by leaps and bounds. The slave gangs are
smaller than formerly because -the border dis-

tricts are becoming depopulated. In Southern
Abyssinia, these correspondents say, there aro
to be seen men chained together and women and
children dragging themselves painfully alongside

them, many of Jhem dying from exhaustion by
the roadside. They are captured not only in

Abyssinian territory but in British East Africa

and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. On one occasion

the slave raiders advanced 120 miles into Brit-

ish territory. The correspondents describe a
steady relapse into barbarism since Menelik's

death. The situation as described by them is as

follows

:

The Central Government exerts no authority

outside of the suburbs of the capital. Roads,
bridges and water mains have sunk in decay
and all pretenses at sanitation have disap-

peared. Brigandage is rampant and a majority

of the inhabitants of Addis Abeba, the capital,

are slaves. Bribery and corruption flourish

among the officials, including the Judges, while

the police condone theft and blackmail and do
not protect the community. America is said to

be to some extent responsible, on the ground
that the slave traders get most of their ammu-
nition from the Ignited States. The only way
to abolish the slave system in Abyssinia, these

writers conclude, would be a demonstration in

force by one or more of the European powers.

Their charges were taken up and discussed seri-

ously by several London papers and so far as

the decay of the Abyssinian Kingdom was con-

cerned their statements were confirmed.

Afghanistan

Satisfactory progress is being made in put-

ting the British-Afghan Treaty into force. A
feature of the treaty peculiar to the frequently

unsettled state of the frontier tribes makes it

incumbent on each party to inform the other

of any contemplated military activity of major
importance to preserve order before commencing
such operations. Announcement was made of

the appointment of Abdul Hadi, a noted Kabul
journalist, to be the first Afghan Minister at

the Court of St. James's, and Major F. H.
Humphreys, C. I. E., Indian Army, to be the

first British Minister at Kabul. The British

Minister's staff is made up of a Military At-

tache, two British Secretaries, an Oriental Sec-
retary and a Surgeon. Previously the only
medium of diplomatic intercourse between the
British Empire and Afghanistan was through
a representative of the Indian Government at
Kabul, of late years usually a native military
officer of high rank.

Albania

The new Albanian Government, formed after
the December coup d'6tat, is composed as fol-
1(/WK :

Djakfek Uti Bct, President of the Council.
MoNscxK Fan Xol, Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs.

Ah MID Bey Mati Zogoli. Minister of the In-
terior.

KOL Thatchi, Minister of Finance.
HusEi Cey UitiOiVi, Minister of Justice.
Colonel IsM.ui, Tazarii, Minister of War.
Spiko Kouka, Minister of Public Works.
Redjte Bey Mitroiztsa, Minister of Education.

Argentina

A movement in Argentina to restrict the con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages has materialized
in a bill introduced in the House of Representa-
tives. It proposes to regulate the consumption
of intoxicants, even in centre.s of private re-
union, such as clubs, &c. Selling liquor from
Saturday at midnight until early Monday Is
forbidden. One of the bill's most important
provisions is that from Jan. 1, 102.?, no
alcoholic beverage containing any ingredient
other than the product of fermented grapes, ap-
ples and pears may be manufactured or sold In
Argentina. « » * The Legislature of the Prov-
ince of Cordoba has increased the tax on beer,
establishing an even heavier toll on the imported
article. • * The French Government has ex-
pressed its appreciation to the Government of
Argentina for having extended the time for pay-
ment of the loan advanced to France during the
war. A similar loan offer has again been ex-
tended to the French Minister in Buenos Aires
for an undetermined amount, which could be
used as a credit in the purchasing of wheat,
meat and other staples. * * * The Argentine
Army has made a contract with the American
firm of E. J. du Pont de Nemours & Co. for
more than a million dollars' worth of ammuni-
tion. This is the first purchase of American
products of this kind ever made by Argentina,
but it is expected that if the initial order proves
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satisfactory others will follow. • • • The plan

referred to in a former issue concerning tl-e es-

tablishment of a Zeppelin line between Spain

and Argentina will begin by regular flights be-

tween the Spanish coast and the Canary Isl-

ands. The type of dirigible definitely agreed

upon is one with nine motors of 350 to 400 horse-

power. The structure, 2.'iO meters long by 33.8

wide and containing 12r>,0<)0 cubic meters of gas,

will be able to carry a cargo weighing 15,000

kilograms, exclusive of Its fuel. The trip is ex-

pected to require: From Spain to the equatorial

line 37 hours, to Cape Frio 31 additional hours,

to Buenos Aires 20 hours more. The speed will

be 120 kilometers per hour. The return trip is

expected to take a longer time, but Dr. Eckner,

the German engineer in charge of the plans, de-

clared that he had observed that at a height of

1,800 to 2,500 meters the contrary winds can be

avoided. • * • The condition of lawlessness in

the Territory of Santa Cruz has been definitely

suppressed, in the opinion of the local authori-

ties. News of recent outbreaks are declared by
the officials of the Territory to be merely de-

layed reports of former incidents. * • * The
National Educational Council is prepared for the

establishment of 1,000 new schools, which will

be distributed throughout the Provinces and Ter-

ritories of the republic. » • • There is great

speculation in financial as well as industrial

circles following the announcement that the Ger-

man captain of industry, Hugo Stinnes, has

asked for the incorporation under Argentine
laws of the Hugo Stinnes Company, Limited.

Among its plans are the development of agri-

cultural, oil, lumber and transportation business

and the establishment of a steamboat line in

the Parana River for the opening up of virgin

tracts in the Chaco Territory. • • • The Im-

provement in the exchange situation has deter-

mined an increase in the imports, especially

those from North America. A decisive influence

for good is attributed in this connection to the

recent loan of $50,000,000 negotiated in the

United States.

Australia

Few countries have shown such a remarkable
recovery in economic conditions as Australia.

She entered 1921 under dense clouds of commer-
cial and industrial depression. Wool, her chief

product, seemed to have no market. But the

resources of the country are so great that one
or more industries are almost certain to offset

the failure of others. First came . a bumper
wheat crop, with 100,000 bushels surplus. When
wheat exports began to slacken, trade in wool
revived. There followed abundant rain, and
agricultural crops flourished beyond recent rec-

ords. With only about $250,000,000 in notes,

backed up by one of the biggest gold reserves

in the world, Australia occupies a very strong
financial position. The Commonwealth is aiding
In relieving the starving people of Europe to th^
extent of $2.50,000 In supplies, principally wheat,
shipped from stores in Great Britain. » • •

It was announced on Feb. 4 In Berkeley, Cal.,

that astronomical observations to test the valid-
ity of the Einstein theory of relativltv are to

be undertaken by an expedition which the Uni-
versity of California will send to Australia to

observe the total eclipse of the sun on Sept. 21.

Delegations from all over the world are pre-

paring already to go there, as Australia con-
tains the most favorable points for observation.

• * Austi'alla's census shows a population
of 5,436,796, of whom 2,762,758 are males and
2,(!74,038 females—one of the few countries in th-

world where the males are in excess of the

females. * • * As a result of the Washington
arms parley, Australia's single battle cruisei,

the Australia, was placed In reserve on Feb. 9

in Sydney harbor, about 450 of her men being
dismissed. » * • With the advance of the Aus-
tralian Summer the bubonic plague In Queens-
land was reported on Jan. 21 to be slowly in-

creasing and a plague of grasshoppers and ants
has descended upon South Australia, even hold-
ing up trains by alighting on the rails and pre-

venting the driving wheels of the locomotives
from obtaining a traction hold. • • • Aus-
tralia has elaborate plans for her mandateii
territory of New Guinea. The Central Laboi-

Administration has perfected a scheme of tech-

nical education, with a view to equipping the

island with skilled native labor, A site for a
school bulding has been selected at Rabaul and
instructors will be sent from Australia.

Austria

The currency crisis reached another high wa-
ter mark early in January, when, in spite of a

new issue of 17,000,000,000 kronen, increasing the

total to over 160,000,000.000, many employers
were unable to pay wages on account of short-

age of bank notes. * • The ratification of
the treaties concluded with Czechoslovakia pro-

voked a storm In the Federal Parliament, culmi-
nating in the resignation of Chancellor Schober.
The Pan-Germans, whose support is essential to

the Coalition Government, attacked the Chan-
cellor bitterly for the clauses in which the two
republics safeguard mutually their territorial

Integrity and in which the Austrian Govern-
ment pledges itself to suppress any movement
within Its territory aimed against the safety of

the Czechoslovak Republic. The former pro-

vision, the Pan-Germans felt. Is Intended to

thwart Austria's union with Germany. The lat-

ter Is aimed against the restorationlsts. Owing
to these furious attacks, which charged him
with betraying his country. Chancellor Schober
tendered his resignation, but was later induced
to withdraw it. The Cabinet was reorganized.
Chancellor Schober yielding the foreign port-

folio to Dr. Leopold Hennet and assuming the

portfolio of the Interior instead. • • • The
governmental crisis aggravated the financial un-
certainty to such an extent that on Jan. 23 the

dollar was quoted in Vienna at 10,000 kronen.
This resulted in a panic. * A deputation
of scholars, writers and artists called on the

Government to protest against the reported sale

of the Imperial gobelin collection. The Presi-

dent of the Republic Informed the deputation
that no such sale was contemplated. • • •

The famous pearl necklace of Maria Theresa,
which had been pawned by the ex-Emperor
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Charles in Switzerland, was sold in Paris to

Jefferson Davis Cohn of London for $200,000.

He is a godson of the late ex-President of the

Southern Confederacy.

Belgium

Discussion of the Anglo-Belgian defensive

compact, negotiated at Cannes by Foreign Min-

ister Jasper and Lord Curzon, which the Brit-

ish Government had expressed willingness to

sign, was still under way in the Foreign Af-

fairs Commission of the Belgian Chamber of

Deputies, Feb. 9. Practically, it renews the

famous guarantee of Belgian territory against

attack contained in the treaty of 1839, which

the invading Germans, in 1914, treated as a

.scrap of paper, the difference being that Bel-

gium, has abandoned • her technical neutrality

and become an ordinary sovereign State.

Chaniber members objected to the absence of a

definite declaration that the guarantee is

against any possible attack by Germany ; with-

out this, it was held, the compact would amount
to a British protectorate rather than protection.

It was objected also that the clause prohibiting

Belgium from concluding any other convention

in conflict with this Anglo-Belgian compact was
a restrfction upon Belgium's sovereign rights, no

treaty being acceptable that might compromise
Belgium's independence. Unlike the proposed

Anglo-French pact, this proposed Anglo-Belgian

pact has not been officially published.

At the Cannes Conference, Belgium also ob-

tained important financial advantages, notably

in regard to her prior claim of the first 2,000,-

000,000 gold marks received from Germany over

and above the costs of the allied armies of oc-

cupation on the Rhine. Out of the 1,000,000,000

gold marks (about $250,000,000) paid by Ger-

many in 1921, Belgium received only one-half

—

5.50,000,000 gold marks. She was looking for-

ward to the payments of 1922 for needed funds.

Lloyd George and M. Briand, however, in their

conference at London on Dec. 22, 1921, recom-

mended the reduction of German payments for

the current year to 500,000,000 gold marks and
the equivalent of 1,750,000,000 gold marks in

kind, reducing thereby also Belgium's share to

250,000,000 gold marks (about $62, .500,000) in

cash, plus an undeteimined share of about
.500,000,000 gold marks in kind. At Cannes, M.
Theunis, Belgian Minister of Finance, and M.
Jasper, Minister of Foreign Affairs, convinced

the Reparations Commission that Germany
would be able to pay 720,000,000 gold marks in

cash. Deducting about 140,000,000 marks for

the British Army of Occupation, this means that

Belgium will receive 580,000,000 gold marks in-

stead of the 250,000,000 proposed by the London
Conference. As Belgium is well supplied with

native building rnaterial, the major part of the

payments in kind will go to France. The Bel-

gian Government, apprehensive lest the German
indemnity will be reduced or spread over a
lengthy period, is looking anxiously to the forth-

coming conference at Genoa.

Belgium also persuaded the British Exchequer
not to press for post-war loans amounting to

$74,000,0<JO, and to change these to long-time

obligations. In announcing this arrangement to

the Belgian Parliament, the Prime Minister
.stated that the Belgian Ambassador at Wash-
ington had been instructed to obtain similar
action in regard to the .$160,000,000 post-war
loan made by the United States.

Negotiations between Belgian manufacturers
having large properties in Russia and the Rus-
sian Trade Commission under General Ipatiev
weifc still proceeding in February. The manu-
facturers' proposals of complete restoral of these
properties and indemnities for damage done
were transmitted by General Ipatiev to Moscow.

Bolivia

In response to the offer made by President
Saavedra to the White House for Bolivian in-

tei-vention in the negotiations to be held in

W'ashington for the settlement of the difficulties

pending between Chile and Peru, an answer
from President Harding, worded in the most
cordial and friendly terms, was received at La
Paz on Feb. 28. President Harding begins his

note by making it clear that the part played
so far by the American Government has been
limited to that of a friend and neighbor who
thinks it a duty to offer a friendly and neutral

ground for the discussion of the problems aris-

ing between American nations. There is noth-

ing in the offer made by the United States to

Peru and Chile, the note continues, which could

possibly be construed as a move toward the

mediation of the United States. It is, therefore,

the President concludes, left to the Governments
of Chile and Peru to decide whether they will

consider it necessary to call Bolivia to par-

ticipate in the forthcoming negotiations. (See

Chile.)

Brazil

The Brazilian Federal Congress has passed a

law prohibiting gambling in public and limit-

ing it to clubs, water resorts and other places

far from the centres of population. The alarm-

ing increase in public gambling has determined

this measure. The next measure in Congress

is study of means to replace in the public

Treasury the great sums it derived from the

tax on gambling. * » * President Pessoa has

sent President Alessandri of Chile a marble

bust of the late Secretary of State, Baron de

Rio Branco. Sefior Alessandri, in his answer,

expressed his gratitude for a present that shall

perpetuate in the Executive Mansion of Chile

the memory of a great South American and a

great worker in cementing the friendship ex-

isting between the two countries. • * * Great

enthusiasm has been displayed during the cere-

monies commemorative of the famous decla-

ration of Emperor Dom Pedro I., who on be-

ing invited by the Lisbon Court to take up his

residence at the metropolis answered: " It being

necessary to the happiness of the Brazilian peo-

ple, the Emperor has decided to remain in the

capital of the colony." * • • The Executive

has been authorized to undertake the work of

linking the telegraphic and railway lines of

Brazil with those of Paraguay and Bolivia,

promoting at the .same time improvement.s in
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the navigation of the rivers Paraeruay, San
Lorenzo and CuyabS,. The Government has also

been authorized to negotiate the necessary inter-

national conventions for this work of American
rapprochement. • * In retaliation for pro-

hibitive custom measures in Argentina, the

Brazilian Government had for some time made
difficulties for the introduction of Argentlnan
fruit. An agreement has now been reached
between the two Governments and importations

have taken a new impetus.

British West Indies

Bermuda is about to inaugurate automobile

omnibus and freight service between Hamilton
and St. George, on the main island, a majority

of the House of Assembly having been won
over to the plan. This is a settlement of the

question which has disturbed the politics of the

island for a score of years. An automobile was
imported into Bermuda toward the close of the

last century, but the Legislature bought it from
the owner and deported it, passing a law for-

bidding future importations.

Jamaica, on Feb. 7, issued a statement of ex-

port trade for last year and for January, this

year, showing clearly that the period of acute

depression from which the island has been suf-

fering is passing. PriciS are low, but quantities

exported are satisfactory, the banana output

being 50 per cent, greater than last year. The
authorities of Jamaica have taken steps to pre-

vent emigration to Panama, where the condi-

tion of laborers who have gone there is re-

ported to be serious. The Jamaica Govern-
ment expects to repatriate the destitute men.
At a meeting of sugar interests of Jamaica

and other Caribbean colonies on Jan. 10 resolu-

tions were adopted stating that the industry

was faced with ruin unless Imperial assistance

were given. A deputation was chosen to go to

London to obtain Government aid in the crisis,

due to abnormal overproduction in Cuba, en-

hanced by heavy import duties in the consuming
countries such as proposed in the Fordney bill.

Dominica has been more seriously hit than
other colonies by the prevailing depression.

Lime fruit products are it? principal crop. The
island is also interesting as containing the Carib

Reserve, where remnants of the original inhabi-

tants of the West Indies still live. Mr. Wood,
Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, who
has made a tour of the West Indies for the

Colonial Secretary, was informed that Dominica
favors the introduction of a small elective ele-

ment in the Legislative Council, such as that

granted to Grenada.. Mr. Wood's Colonial Office

delegation found the same sentiment in favor of

representative government to be general in St.

Vincent.

Bulgaria

A treaty to safeguard American interests in

Bulgaria, in view of allied reparation claims

agrainst that country, was approved by the Bul-
garian Cabinet and submitted to Parliament.

This agreement, tliough ilrawn in the form of a
treaty of commerce and amity, is really the

after-war settlement between Bulgaria and the

United States. As the two countries liave not
Ix-en at war, no formal pe-ice treaty is necessary.
As soon as the treaty is passed by the Sobranj<-
it will be forwarded to Washington. • * A
Greek commission has arrived in Sofia to re-

ceive from the Bulgarian Government valuabh-
archaeological objects seized by the Bulgars dur-
ing the war in Greek territory, and ordered re-

turned to Greece by the peace tieaty. • • •

Following the decree 'Of the Minister of Educa-
tion, M. Omartchevsky, abolishing three letters

of the Bulgarian alphabet, a conflict 'has arisen
between that official and the Faculty of the
university. The latter protested against th.-

reform, whereupon the Minister tried to stop
payment of the Professors' salaries: the Rector
of the university, Jiowever, had withdrawn from
the bank funds sufficient to meet current ex-
penses. An effort of the university to secuif
publicity for its views failed when the Minister,
who is also acting as censor, prohibited publi-
cation of the university statement.

Canada
In the Quebec Legislature, Premier Tasch-

ereau, in continuing the debate on the speech
from the throne, declared the Provisional Gov-
ernment's policy in control of the liquor traffic

both a moral and financial success. He stated
that the success in the administration of the
liquor business and other retrenchments meant
the probable elimination of tHe whole provincial
debt within twenty years, while enabling the
Government to spend much more on improve-
ments, education, roads and the support of
charities. For the present year he estimated
the province's surplus at $1,300,000, the largest
but one in the history of Quebec. He added
that the liquor law brought a profit of $4,000,000

a year to the Government, which contemplated
opening a wine-purchasing office In Paris to

Import the wines of France, Spain, Portugal
and Italy direct, thus following the policy of
encouraging the use of wine rather than
" hard " liquors. Though the Premier issued a
stern warning to breakers of the liquor laws, he
emphatically cried " hands off Quebec " to the
professional prohibitionists seeking Dominion
prohibition. • • • A decrease in customs and
excise collections of $l,.'iOO,000 was reported for

January, 1922, as compared with the corre-
sponding month in 1921. Total revenues from
these sources were $17,19.5,744.77 for the month,
and $191,39.5,2.50.77 for the first ten months of

the fiscal year ended Jan. 31. The same period
of 1921 yielded $2.53,990,790..50.

Caucasus States

Now that the new Transcaucasian Federation,
sponsored by the Russian Soviet Government, is

an accomplished fact, it is of interest to follow
the effect of the Bolshevist rule on the various
States included in this compulsory union. These
States at present are limited to Azerbaijan, the

adjoining autonomous district of Nakitchevan,
Armenia, Georgia and the little Republic of
Ajarlstan, In the Moslem district of Georgia.
The mountain republic of Daghestan on the

Caspian and the Republic of Sukhum on the
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Black Sea are not included. The federated

States are held under strong military control by

the Bolshevist forces. The famine conditions

previously reported, partly as a consequence of

drought conditions similar to those in the Volga
region, and partly as the result of the influx of

Bolshevist .soldiers and refugees, are now sai3

to have considerably improved. Finances are

still bad, owing to the output of enormous
masses of paper currency. According to H. C.

Jacquith, a representative of the Near East Re-

lief Committee, who -returned from a. year's visit

to the cities of Angora, Tabriz, Erivan, Tiflis,

Novorossisk and other Caucasus centres on Feb.

J», the Bolshevist rule is proving for Armenia,

at least, a blessing in disguse, the common peo«-

pie showing actual relief at being protected by

Russia and Russian armored trains from the

nightmare of Turkish invasions and massacres.

American money spent in Armenia, he said, was
ooingthemaximum amount of good. The Russian

Armenian Government liad scattered the refugees

among the country villages, thus preventing- the

worst cases of starvation and congestion in the

cities. This official further declared, on the

basis of his observations, that the whole Cau-

casus region had benefited by the Bolshevist

conquest in its elimination of all previous fron-

tiers and the facility of communication thus

gained. * » * Great popular discontent was re-

ported in Azerbaijan Jan. 1 against the soviet-

ized Government of M. Narimanhov. Mass meet-

ings hostile to the Government have been held

in Baku, and the unreconciled element of Tartar

Azerbaijani were maintaining their guerrilla war-

fare against the Bolshevist forces throughout

the country. These partisans are called offi-

cially " brigand bands."

Central American Union

The Central American Federation collapsed on

Jan. 29, the Provisional Federal Council sitting

at Tegucigalpa, Honduras, dissolving voluntarily

on that day, largely owing to the overthrow of

the Herrtra regime in Guatemala last Decem-

ber. The Provisional Government of General

Orellana, wlio ousted Herrera, had repudiated

the plan to become a member of the Federation.

The flag of the Central American Union flying

over Guatemala City was hauled down on Jan.

14 and the Guatemalan flag raised in its place.

• * * General Orellana, it was announced on

Jan. 26, would be a candidate of the Liberal

Party for President of Guatemala. • * * Mean-

while officials of the Herrera Government

abroad continued in office, and the ownership

of ?1 ,000,000 deposited in the National City

Bank, New York, in the name of Dr. Bianchi,

Guatemalan Minister at Washington, was in

dispute. The bank refused to disburse the

money without a court order. * * • Manuel

Dieguez, who was Consul General in New York,

aied suddenly on Jan. 11. Dr. Bianchi appointed

Miguel Pardo to take charge, but Enrique

Muiioz, who claimed to be acting for the new
Government, took possession of the consulate,

afterward removing the effects to another office.

Thus there were two Guatemalan agencies in

New York, one representing a Government which
had ceased to function and the other a Govern-
ment not recognized by the United States. * »

Honduras on Feb. 11 resumed its status as a
sovereign republic under its former Constitution,
following the collapse of the federation.

Chile

The identic notes sent on Jan. 17 by Secretary
Hughes to the Ministers of Foreign Relations
of Chile and Peru, by which President Harding
extended to them an invitation to send repre-
sentatives to Washington in order to reach an
agreement on the unfulfilled clause of the Ancon
Treaty, were answered after two days with
acceptance, in the most appreciative terms, by
both Peru and Chile. Although President Har-
ding's note does not involve in any sense a
suggestion of mediation by the United States,

it clearly indicates, on the one hand, the pos-
sibility of using arbitration in case direct nego-
tiations do not promise an understanding ; while,

on the other hand, the scope of the conferences
is limited to finding a solution for the fulfill-

ment of those articles of the Treaty of 1883

not yet complied with. Chile has already ap-
pointed Mr. Luis Izquierdo and Mr. Luis Aldu-
nate as its plenipotentiaries in the negotiations.

•Comparing the last two censuses the conclusion

is reached that the foreign-born population of

Chile has diminished by about 16,000 inhabitants

since 1907. * * « The Minister of Bolivia,

Seizor Macario Pinilla, shortly before leaving

Santiago, presented a demand for the extradi-

tion of former President Gutierrez-Guerra, who
is at present a political refugee in Chile. The
demand is based on charges of fraudulent bank-
ruptcy of the banking institution founded by
Seiior Gutierrez. Claudio Pinilla, a brother Of

the Minister, but a political opponent to the

present de facto government " of Bolivia, and
now in Santiago, has expressed his confidence

that the Chilean Government will refuse the

demand, considering that Gutierrez-Guerra had
resigned his position as President of the bank
a year before he assumed the Presidency of

the Republic, and that the present first magis-
trate, Senor Saavedra, in his desire to perse-

cute his legal predecessor, has gone so far as

to amend the bank statute so as to build a
foundation for his charges. * * • The In-

tendente (governor) of Santiago, Seizor Mac-
kenna, has succeeded in organizing a popular
subscription for the purchase of the Colonial

palace known as the Casa Colorada, with the

purpose of converting it into a historical mu-
seum for the many relics and objects of art be-

longing to the families of the founders of —

e

nation. * * * The Government (^ Argentina
has communicated its agrreement to the con-

vention for a single management in the opera-

tion of the Chilean and Argentinean branches

of the Transandean Railway. * • * A bill

limiting the right of coastal trade to the na-

tional merchant marine has "been amended by
the Senate to include in that qualification any
foreign firm which has established branches

In Chile, and whose head has taken up resi-
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dence in Chile and is actively engaged In com-
merce or industries.

China

So far as actual results are concerned, the

elevation of Liang Slii-yi on Dec. 25 to the Pre-

inier.ship at the dictation of General Chang Tso-

lin, the " super-Tuchun " of North Manchuria,
WIS a failure. The opposition of General "Wu
Pei-fu, one of the leaders of the Chihli faction

and the strongest military leader at present in

China, proved fatal to Liang Shi-yi's hopes;

and, ."soon after General V\'u sent Liang (Jan. 15)

an ultimatum to resign under threat of a march
on Peking, President Hsu Shi-chiang announced
that he had granted a leave of absence to

Liang, 3nd had appointed Dr. W. W. Yen, the

Foreign Minister, as Acting Premier (Jan. 23).

Premier Liang and several members of his Cabi-

net were still technically on " sick leave " at

the beginning of February, their attitude being
that the President must either dismiss them or

recall them to office. It was stated on Feb. 9

Premier Liang Shi-yi had " requested " an ad-
ditional ten days' leave. Meanwhile, war was
threatened between General Wu and General

Chang, and the Chinese Premier found himself

in a dilemma between the two. * * * A
parade of 10,000 students in Peking on Dec. 19

was staged to protest against the Washington
negotiations with Japan over the return of

Shantung and to demand the abrogation of the

twenty-one demands. Dr. Yen, who at that time

was still the Foreign Minister, received repre-

sentatives of the paraders and pointed out to

them the importance of the Washington discus-

sions. * » • The financial situation of the

Government continued bad. The four-power
consortium agreed toward the end of January
that China, should float a 14,000,000-tael domestic

loan secured by the salt revenues. The con-

sortium stipulated that the overdue Japanese
loan of 20.000,000 yen should be redeemed in

monthly instalments of .$700,000 from the salt

surplus. The proceeds of the consortium loan

were to be devoted to military and administra-
tive expenses. Thus empowered, the Peking
Government sought to raise the sum required,

but an advance in discount and the refunding of

small bank loans, together with other complica-

tions, reduced the available funds to 6,000.000

taels, insufficient even to enable the Government
to pay the large totals of back salaries to

Government officials. Meanwhile General Wu'p
reported seizure of the .»-alt revenues in his

Province of Hupeh (Jan. 22) led to preparations

for the landing of British marines at Hankow
to protect the salt administration office there

(Jan. 28).

Colombia

In the Presidential election, Feb. 12, the Con-
servative candidate, Sefior Pedro Nel Ospina,

obtained a majority of votes over the Liberal

candidate, Don Benjamin Herrera. Dr. Jos4

Vicente Concha, who had been backed up by
the Centre Conservative Party, withdrew at the

last minute and lent his help to Sefior Nel

Ospina. Tiie Conservative candidate also, of course,

had the backing of th>; authorities already in

power, the police, the army and the clergy.

Charges of fraud in some villages were made
before the courts, but it was l>elieved a i-e-

count would affect the announced result but lit-

tle. It was thought in political circles that the

showing made by the Liberals demonstrated
that they must be reckoned with in the future.

The election attracted much interest throughout
Latin America, as representing a stride forward
in democratic methods. Since 1885, when the

Conservative Party went into power, the Lib-

erals had abstained from participation in Presi-

dential elections for alleged lack of guarantees.

The election of Feb. 12 was held on account of

the resignation of President Marco Fidel Suarez
in November, 1921, caused by the opposition of

Congress to his policies. Suarez was succeeded

by Jorge Holguin as Provisional President. Gen-
eral Ospina was born in 185S in the Presidential

Palace at Bogota., the son of former President
Mariano Ospina. He was graduated as an en-

gineer from the University of California. He
has been Governor of the State of Antioquia,

Representative in Congress and Senator, also

President of the Council of State and Minister

to the United States, England and Belgium.

Cuba

Prominent American capitalists paid a fort-

night's visit to Cuba in January, with a view
to possible large investments in the island.

Among them were Percy Rockefeller, Guy Carey
and Charles E. Mitchell, President of the Na-
tional City Bank, New York, which already has
a heavy Hen on important sugar properties in

Camaguez Province. They made a ten-day tour

of the island and at its conclusion Mr. Mitchell

addressed 200 of the principal business men and
financiers at a luncheon given in his honor in

Havana, saying the worst of Cuba's sugar crisis

was over and admitting that Cuba was not be-

ing treated fairly in tariff regulations by the

United States. On Jan. 27, with several others

of the party, Mr. Mitchell returned to Miami by
airplane and thence by train to New York,
where he gave out an interview saying he be-

lieved the sugar industry in Cuba was bound to

go through an evolution of combinations which
would bring producing, manufacturing and dis-

tributing organizations under single manage-
ments. * * • A preliminary one-year loan of

*5,000,000 was made to Cuba on Jan. 25 by a
syndicate of New York bankers headed by J.

P. Morgan & Co., the proceeds to be used for

pressing needs. Later, It was stated, a long
term loan of $.'>0,00(),000 would be made, pro-

vided the Cubans can cut their budget to a
point where they can meet all expenses and take

caie of the additional burden of the loan. • *

The budget has already been cut in regard to

supplying food to prisons, the alternative as
stated in the Cuban House on Feb. 8 being
either to pay $300,000 at once or let the pris-

oners go hungry. • • • Private D. J. Honey,
an American marine, shot and killed Ramon
Garcia, a Cuban, on a ranch outside of Cama-
guey on Jan. 21, claiming he shot in self-de-
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fense. The Cuban Government had already-

asked for the removal of the 375 marines at

Camaguey, who had been sent there during the

Vfrar to protect local sugar Interests. On Jan.

26, Secretary Denby ordered their removal and
they arrived on Feb. 7 at the United States

naval station at Guantanamo. * * * Gayety
of the Winter season in Cuba is considered a
sign of returning prosperity. Mme. Frieda
Hempel made her debut in concert at the Capl-
tolio Theatre on Feb. 6, winning a sensational

success. On the following day John Philip

Sousa, who had been welcomed to Cuba by
Piesident Zayas himself, appeared with his

famous band at the National Theatre. • * *

Forty prominent Masons left New York on Feb.
11 for Havana to take part in the unveiling of

a bronze tablet to Dr. Elisha Kent Kane, the

Polar explorer, to be placed on a small house
in Havana in which Dr. Kane died in IST)?.

Czechoslovakia

The Czechoslovak Government has signed an
agreement with the Franco-American Standard
Oil Company, giving it a monopoly for oil pros-

pecting and well sinking, and also to some ex-

tent a trading concession for thirty years. A
local company will be created with Czechoslo-
vaks as majority stockholders. * * • A loan
of .500,000,000 Czech crowns was granted to the

Austrian Government as an advance on the

credits negotiated by the latter with France
and England. * * * The Federation of Trade
Unions issued its annual report, stating that in

the year 1020 the total membership amounted
to S22,.j61 persons associated with one or other

of the fifty-three ^unions. This means an in-

crease from the preceding year of 94,0.">6 mem-
bers. * * • The housing situation in Czecho-
slovakia is acute and is receiving attention

from the Government. Recently 2, ST.") houses,

with accommodation for 7,910 families, have
been erected at a cost of (5,32,000,000 crowns. A
further program of 2,178 houses, accommodating
4,836 families, at the cost of some 400,000,000

crowns, is being carried out.

Denmark
Commercial treaty negotiations between Den-

mark and Soviet Russia were bixjken off again
in January. Foreign Minister Scavenius said

at a Liberal meeting in Copenhagen that the

whole policy of separate trade arrangements
had broken down, and that the only real basis

for trade with Russia was shown in Mr. Lloyd
George's plan of thorough international oo-oper-

ation. Though the Bolsheviki would probably

be suspicious of such a policy, he added, unity

among the other powers would compel the

Soviet to yield, as Russia could exist no longer

in isolation. Certain Danish newspapers sub-

stantially agreed with him. » * * Dr. Krebs
was recognized by the Soviet as representative

of the Danish Red Cross. He was to act as Dr.

Fridtjof Nansen's deputy at Saratov in control-

ing distribution of the foodstuffs bought by the

Red Cross in the Baltic to supply 4,000 Rus-
sian children with meals for the next five

months. • * The eightieth birthday of Dr.

Wilhclm Thomsen, Denmark's distinguished au-
thority on Classical and Oriental philology,
especially on the influence of East European
languages on Scandinavian tongues, was cele-
brated Jan. 2."> by greetings from the royal
family and from Oxford University, where iie

foimerly lectured. The Royal Scientific Society
of Defjmark arranged for a special meeting in
his honor. * • * Denmark mourned the death,
on Jan. 2.5, of her greatest advocate of world
peace, M. Frederik Bajer, who was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1908. He began his career
as a cavalry officer in the Danish-German War
of 1864, and afterward worked for international
peace, republican government, and woman suf-
frage.

Ecuador

Among the several festivities being prepared
for the commemoration of the centennial anni-
versary of the battle of Pichincha, a victory by
which Bolivar insured the independence of

South America, the Government of Ecuador is

organizing an agricultural exposition to be in-

augurated on May 26. Official facilities in Cus-
tom Houses and railways will be tendered to

every one who wishes to send products or man-
ufactures for exhibition. Foreign concerns
manufacturing agricultural implements, as well

as those dealing in seeds or in live stock, are

especially invited.

England

Industrial reports for 1921 show in impressive
figures the adverse influences of labor disputes

and trade depression. Thus, according to a re-

liable computation, about 86,000,000 working
days were lost through labor disputes, with
about 1,800,000 workpeople involved. In the

coal mining industry, the aggregate output for

the year was estimated at 167,598,600 tons, and
for the three months of the great strike only
179,100 tons. In shipping, the March, 1921,

highest record of 3,79S,,")93 tons under construc-

tion in the United Kingdom had been lowered
by December, 1921, to 2,340,319 tons, a reduc-

tion of 1,1.58,274 tons in only nine months, while

for the whole quarter ending in Decembtr only

.55,000 tons of new vessels had been begun. In

contrast with the foregoing adverse conditions,

1921 pi-oved the healthiest year on record, the

death rate being only 12.1 per 1,000, with infant

moitality at 83 per 1,000, the lowest for any
year except 1920. • * * On Jan. 26 the Labor
majority on the Popular Borough Council, one

of the poorest London districts already swamped
by high local rates, doubled the dole allowed

the unemployed to 91 shillings a week ; this

being more Ihan breadwinners normally earned,

but in line with the Labor Party's p«Dgram for

a modified form of Soviet government for the

British metropolis. • * * At the reassembling

of Parliament on Feb. 7, Premier Lloyd George
voiced the national feeling when he called the

Washington arms conference the greatest

achievement for peace ever registered in history.
* * * Prominent among deceased British sub-

jects were Viscount Bryce, famous scholar and
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former Ambassador to the United
States, and Sir Ernest Shackleton,
celebrated ArUarctic explorer.

Egypt
After the deportation of Zaglul

Pasha (see Current Historv for
February, p. 866) a boycott mani-
festo was issued by his Nationalist
Party on Jan. 23 modeled on Gand-
hi's non-co-operation movement in

India. It included incitement of
Government servants to insubor-
dination and strikes, constituting a
deliberate interference with public

order. General AUenby retaliated

the next day, arresting the signers

of the manifesto and suspending
four Cairo newspapers which pub-
lished it. Among other points in

the manifesto was one stating that
" no Egyptian statesman should

form a Ministry while the present

policy obtains." Egypt was still

without a Cabinet on Feb. 12.

* • * On Jan. 29 the British

Government issued a manifesto of

its own, saying: "His Majesty's

Government have explicitly stated

their readiness to invite Parliament
to terminate the protectorate, to

recognize Egypt as a sovereign

State and to agree to the re-estab-

lishment of an Egyptian Ministry of Foreign

Affairs as soon as they were satisfied as

to the following conditions: First, that

imperial communications are assured; second,

that Britain retain the right and power

to afford protection to foreign communi-

ties: and, third, that Egypt is safeguarded

against all foreign interference. As soon as an

agreement satisfying these conditions has been

drawn up, there will be no hesitation in inviting

parliamentary sanction to such an accord."
• • * General Allenby was ordered to return

to England to report on the situation, and Lloyd

George in his address on foreign policy in the

House of Commons on Feb. 7 said: "We are

prepared to abandon the protectorate upon clear,

fundamental issues." He called Egypt a " cor-

ridor country " between the eastern and western

parts of the empire. It was abnormally placed

with reference to the empire and the world. It

was not a country to which self-determination

could be granted without reference to any ex-

ternal conditions. * • * Despite the disturbed

state of the country, there seems to be no ap-

prehension on the part of tourists, who are

flocking to the land of the Nile in greater

crowds than ever before in history, 350 excur-

sionists leaving New York alone on Jan. 28 and
1,280 on Feb. 4, raising the total since the begin-

ning of the season to 3,300.

ESTHONIA

The Ministers of the Baltic States held a con-

ference at Reval at the end. of December, 1921,

to discuss economic questions and to agree

[American Cartoon]
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ITS A GIFT

upon a common plan for the resumption of com-
mercial relations with Soviet Russia. Finland,
Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania were repre-

sented. Considerable progress was made, and
it was decided to convoke at Riga a new confer-
ence to consider the various commercial treaties

concluded by the Baltic States with Russia. The
Esthonia-Finland treaty of Jan. 29 provides for

reciprocal customs preference and almost
amounts to a customs union.

The signing by Esthonia of an important
commercial treaty with France was announced
on Jan. 7. Under this treaty, France is granted
most-favored-nation treatment for her exports
to Reval, together with a rebate for wines, silks

and perfumes. France grants Bsthonia the
mimimum tariff for certain goods and rebates
of from l."> to 60 per cent, for others. The
mutual raising of the embargo on imports forms
the subject of a special agreement.

Finland

The uprising of the Finnish East Karelians
against the Russian Soviet Government is

creating a most difficult domestic crisis for the
Finnish Government. Thus far the firm yet
tactful attitude of the Finnish Foreign Minister,

M. Holsti, had averted an international ex-
plosion. The belligerent tone of M. Tchitcherin's

various communications to the Finnish Govern-
ment, however, has deepened the public resent-
ment in Finland.
General Sergius Kamenev, Commander-in-Chief

of the Soviet Army, announced on Feb. 8 that
he had crushed the East Karelian insurrection
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on all fronts. He had made a similar announce-
ment on Jan. 11, but on Jan. 24 the Karelians
retook Kilmast-Jarvl, Inflicting a severe defeat
on the Soviet forces. General Kamenev's later

announcement was borne out by a dispatch
stating that the last of the Karelian strongholds,

Ukhta, had been captured on Feb. 7, and the

rebel bands had been driven over the Finnish
frontier. Women and children crossing into

Finland were being cared for in internment
camps by the American Red Cross. Neither the

Karelian autonomy question nor the friction be-

tween Finland and Soviet Russia over it was
settled. The insurrection was caused by Mos-
cow's failure to live up to tlie Soviet guarantee
of full autonomy for East Karelia under the

protocol of the Dorpat Treaty. The East Kare-
lians tried to throw off the Soviet yoke as rep-

resented by the dictatorship in their commune
of Edvard O. V. Gylling, whom Finland regards

as a traitor in her war of independence, and
who has been charged, with the authorship of

the Bolshevist revolutionary plot in Sweden and
Norway in 1921.

When the Finnish delegates to the mixed com-
mission, created by the Dorpat Treaty to ar-

range its details, tried to bring up the Karelian
question in committee in January, the Soviet

authorities ordered them out of Moscow in so

many hours. At the same time the Finnish Min-
ister to Moscow, M. Gyllenbogel, went home and
resigned, leaving the Secretary of the Legation.

M. Alexis Tchernykh, as Acting Charge
d' Affaires. His explanation was that it was
impossible for the legation to function under
Moscow's treatment.

When Finland referred the Karelian question
to the League of Nations, Esthonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland and Rumania all sent to the
League their endorsement of Finland's action.

The League appointed Poland as arbitrator be-
tween Finland and Soviet Russia, deputing to
Poland the task of seeking out means of solving
the Karelian question and securing approval of
the autonomy promised to East Karelia. The
endorsement by the Baltic States was made in
defiance of Trotzky, who, in a speech on Jan.
16, had alluded to the " attempt of the so-called
League of Nations " to intervene in the Russo-
Finnish conflict, and declared :

" The Russian
Government rejects the application to Russia of
the covenant's stipulations about outside powers.
Any participation in such attempt will be con-
sidered an unfriendly act."

France
The new French Premier, Raymond Poincar6.

on Jan. 19 received full support for his an-
nounced policies in the Chamber of Deputies by
a vote of 472 to 107. The Premier's declaration
that France would stay on the Rhine until Ger-
many paid her reparations, restored the devas-
tated provinces, and fulfilled the Versailles
Treaty in respect to disarmament, punishment
of war criminals, and other provisions, was
cheered by the Deputies, and it was evident that
this strongly Nationalist Chamber at last had
a Premier after its own heart. M. Poincar6
declared in favor of the projected Anglo-French
alliance, but made it plain that France would
not be represented at the Genoa economic con-
feierce agreed upon by Lloyd George with M.
Briand at Cannes unless full guarantees respect-

ing German and Russian demands were given.

His speech was received with some misgivings
in the British press and with a storm of vitu-

peration in Germany, where his attitude was
characterized as " pathological."

One of the new Government's first acts—the

appointment of General Petain as Inspector
General of the army, but virtually as a member
of the Ministry of War, was attacked in the

Chamber on Jan. 21, not only by the Socialists,

but by Andre Lefevre, foi-mer Minister of War,
as an attempt to militarize the Government.
The Premier set himself at once to work out

the details of the alliance with Gi-eat Britain,

holding parleys with Lord Curzon on Jan. 1<5

and preparing data to enable Count de St. Au-
laire, the French Ambassador in London, to

take up the subject with Lord Curzon there.

He early made clear his attitude that he was
opposed to further continuance of the Supreme
Council, and intended to return to the methods
of the old diplomacy. In the subsequent ex-

changes of notes, running through January into

February, Great Britain declined to give tlie

proposed compact the form of a general military

instrument or to extend the V(;rsailles provisions

to a guarantee of the left bank of the Rhine.

Great Britain also insi.=ted on solidarity in the

Near East in respect to Turkey. While these

discussions wore still going on. Premier Poin-

car4 came out with a firm declaration against

French participation in the Genoa conference

without the guarantees he had already outlined

in the Chamber and which he now elaborated in

detail (Feb. 2). On Feb. 8 he asked that the

conference be postponed for three months. De-
spite this note the British Premier announced in
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Parliament that the date set for the Genoa par-

ley—March >s—still held. «nd the rift between
the two nations widened. In speaking for the

new French Army bill, which provides for an
army of 630,000 effectives, and which was ap-

proved by the Finance and Army Commissions,
in the Chamber on Feb. 7, M. Poincar^ declared

that France must be a " military power, but not

a militarist." In public interviews he had de-

clared that so far as Fi-ench relations with

Great Britain were concerne<i. It would be his

aim to make France's international attitude

that of an equal among equals.

. Germany
There was a complete tie-up of Germany's

railroads on Feb. 2 because the Government re-

fused to give an immediate answer to the

demand of the men for an increase of .V) to

70 per cent, in pay. An increase of 1.1 to 20 per
cent, had already been granted on Oct. 1, 1921.

An acute economic crisis resulted from the

strike, which received sympathetic support from
public utility workers in some of the larger
cities, though the General Federation of Labor
Unions strongly condenmed it. The Government
made firm efforts to resist, but the food situa-

tion giew so desperate that it was forced to

capitulate by practically granting the demands.
The strike lasted six days. The wage increase
will entail an additional annual expense to the
railroad budget of fully 50,000,000,000 marks.
Germany made her first payment of 31,000,-

000 gold marks Jan. 18 in accordance with the
decision of the Reparation Commission at
Cannes ; the second was made ten days later,

and the third also in ten days. The Germans
also have agreed to deliver 5,700,000 tons of
coal and coke each three months.

Congressman A. B. Houghton of Corning,
N. T., was nominated by the President as Am-
bassaxlor to Germany on Jan. 18 and was
promptly confirmed by the Senate. He was born
at Cambridge, Mass., in 186.*}, gi-aduated from
Harvard, and studied at Gottingen and Berlin.

His appointment was well received ty the Ger-
man press. • * • Dr. Andreas Hermes. Min-
ister of Food, who was offered the German Am-
bassadorship to the United States, declined, as
his party desired him to retain his post in the
Cabinet. • • • Dr. Walter Rathenau, former
German Minister of Reconstruction, has been
appointed German Foreign Minister, thus re-

lieving Dr. AVirth, the present Chancellor, of his

dual r61e. His appointment was fiercely as-

sailed by Hugo Stinnes. There is a l)itter feud
between the two and a wide difference in

policies.

Germany's merchant fleet is being rebuilt with
phenomenal speed, and the shipping in German
harbors is already back to three-fourths of its

pre-war dimensions. Some of the more en-
thusiastic predict that in four years Germany
will have 5,000,«X)0 tons of shipping, and so will

have regained a merchant fleet equal to that
which in 1!>14 ranked second among tho.se of the

nations of the world. The chief explanation for

the boom is that the Government in paying
32,000,000,000 marks indemnity to .shipowners

for losses under the treaty required that 90

per cent, of this be spent in building new ships

in German shipyards and permittcil only 10 per
cent, to be used in new purchases, the buying
back of ships or the chartering of foreign

vessels.

. ^^
'1^^ ^^^Sg

—

_

^|i ^^^^^^1

—© Harris & fwing)

ALANSON B. HOUGHTON
Member of Congress from Netc York, who

has been named as United States
Ambassador to Oermanjf

In a letter written by the former German
Crown Prince, dated Oct. 15. 1921, to his old

teacher of political economy, he strongly
condemned any agitation to restore the mon-
archy. He said that a republic for the

present seemed to be the wish of a ma-
jority. He regarded all attempts such as the

Kapp " putsch " as distinctly harmful. He
expressed th^ hope that he might be permitted
to return to Germany. • • • The main com-
mittee of the German student Iwdy gave a blow
to anti-Semitism by deciding that membership
in the student bodies in all colleges should be
open to all German students regardless of race
or religion. • • • The new tax plan, which
is supported by a majority of the Reichstag,
proposes: (1) A compulsory loan of one bil-

lion gold marks, bearing no interest for the first
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three years, to cover the 1922 budget expenses
except posts and railways ; (2) no tax on post-

war pi-oflts ; (3) coal duty raised 40 per cent,

and sugar duty increased to 50 marks
; (4) an

increase of 1% to 2 per cent, per 100 kilograms

on sales. It is estimated that these new taxes

will increase the receipts by 45,000,000.000

marks.

The German note to the Reparation Commis-
sion, In explaining the failure to meet reparation

obligations in January and February, requests

that Germany be relieved of all cash payments
In 1922. The note points out the steps taken to

Increase revenues ; it also asks for a reduction

in cash payments and an increase in payments
in kind. With the schedule of increased taxes,

the note states, there will be a surplus of some
16,000.000,000 marks available for reparation
payments.

(jtREECE

Recent cAents in Turkey have done nothing
to improve the embittered feeling of the Greeks
toward the Turks. By an order issued b.v

Mustapha Kemal, the Turkish Nationalist

leader, on Jan. 20, all the Greek residents of

Konieh, in Anatolia, were deported to Erzerum.
The Kemal authorities in Samsun, furthermore,
on Jan. 30 arrested 300 Greek civilians and put
them to death. On Feb. 6, Kemal Pasha had
22 Greeks hanged in Ak-Dagh : among the

[German Cai'toon]

[German Cartoon]

—Kladderadatschj Berlin

THE CONTROL COMMISSION IN HEAVEN
" As sundry dangerous Germans are here,

such as Frederick the Great, Bismarck, Moltke,
&c., we wish to ascertain whether they are
mobilizing the celestial armies !

"

—Kladderadatsch , Berlin

THE POSITION OF GERMANY
Between Bankruptcy and Bolshevism

murdered were a priest and a boy. Fourteen
more Greeks were hanged at Samsun on Feb.

14. The Turkish authorities still nominally in

power in Constantinople confiscated large

quantities of Greek goods; Greek Consular
agents, in trying to prevent the seizure, were
ill-treated by the Turkish police, and a clash

followed, which terminated only when the

British police appeared on the scene and drove
the Turks back. (Feb. 5.) • • * Desultory
fighting between the Kemalist and Greek
forces continued. A Turkish force of 250 horse-

men on Jan. 27 attempted to enter the Greek
lines in Asia, Minor, and was repulsed. On Feb.

8 the Greek auxiliary cruser Naxos captured

the steamship Berkshire, bearing a cargo of

coal and oil consigned to Mustapha Kemal.

Greek reservists of the 1910 and 1911 classes

in Mecedonia and the Augean islands were
mobilized on Feb. 4. • • • A widely ramified

Kemalist conspiracy was discovered by the

Greeks in Smyrna. The Greek Government
ordered that the harbor of Smyrna should be
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closed between sunset and fcuniise. Plotting was
also laid bare in Athens, and ColonclJafar Tayar,

the former Turkish commander of Adrianople,

who was captured wh«.'n that city fell, was
banished to the Peloponnesus on Jan '2't for

cspionaffc. * • • A mass meeting attended by
fully 10,0()0 people was held in Adrianople on
Feb. 8: Greek, Turkish, Armenian and Jewish
speakers declared that they and their com-
patriots would resist to the bitter end any
Entente attempt to transfer that province back
to Turkey. • • • The Thracian Deputies in the

Gi^ek National Assembly on Feb. 2 presented

a memorandum to the .Ministers of Great Britain,

France, Italy and the I'nited States, asking

that Thrace should not be separated from Greece
imder any circumstances. • • • The convic-

tion of the Rev. Meletios Metataxis by the

Greek Ecclesiastical Court on the ground of

usurpation of the Metropolitan throne of Athens
In 1917 was confirmed by the Greek Government
on Feb. 8. On the same day Metataxis, who is

considered by hi.s followers as the legally

elected Ecumenical Patriarch, arrived in Con-
stantinople. All the Greek officials, as well as

the allied and American Commissioners, were
conspicuous b.v their ab.sence from the re-

ception of welcome tendered him.

Haiti

Professor Pierre Hudicourt, a member of The
Hague Court of Arbitration and a native of

Haiti, told the National Popular Government
League in Washington on Feb. 2 how his coun-

try is bsing bled by financial sharks and lesser

grafters, with very little incidental benefit In

the way of public improvements. He charged
John A. Mcllhenny, financial adviser to the Re-
public of Haiti, appointed "by President Wilson,
with being interqpted in a scheme to force upon
Haiti a loan" of ?14i«W0,000, which the people

there do not want. He said Mcllhenny gets

iflO,000 a year and $(!,«)flO for traveling expenses

from tha Haitian Government for doing work
"Which the Haitian.s do not want done. The Na-
tional City Bank of New York, the Haitian-

American Sugar Corporation and R. E. Forrest,

President of the "V\'est Indies Trading Company,
he said, wore interested in the loan. He con-

tinued: "The proposition is inade to the Hai-

tian Government that the National City Bank
shall loan it *U,000;000, of which the Haitians

would get $12,«8(t,000. for it is to be sold at 92.

Out of this the railway interests represented by
Vice President Farnham of the National City

Bank are to get :pi,«S21i."»«() immediately in pay-

ment for a railway which the Haitians never

bargained for. The Americans who have in-

vaded Haiti propo.se to pay off the French debt

of ?6,66S,080 and the ifiOKi.OOO of internal debt. Of
the proposed loan there will be left $l,r>45,80(i.

This, if the plans of the schemers go through,

is to be devoted to irr'gation projects and roads,

not for the Haitians, but for the benefit of the

American land-grabbers. I am here to protest

against a treaty imposed by military pressure

against the wishes of the people." He added :

•• The Haitian gourde, which was worth $1 in

American money. Admiral Caperton lias arbi-

trarily fixed at 20 cents. The sugar an»l ootton

and other interests may pay their labor little

more than 20 oents a day. By the most brutal
and arbitrary methods these interests, working
through the United States Government, Imvc
forced a new treaty, providing complete control
of my country's finances and a Receiver Gen-
eral, who is a carpet-bagger from Lioui.siana.

The country is now in complete vassalage."
* * • Dr. Hudicourt was sunnnoned before the
Senate Investigating Committee on Feb. S and
repeated his charges substantially as given above
in his address of Feb. 2. Senator King on Feb. 6
introduced a resolution calling on the Secretai-y
of State to inform the Senate by what authority
a loan of $14,0«H),0<K) was being negotiated in be-
half of Haiti. * » • Brig. Gen. John H. Rus-
sell, it was stated on Feb. 8, would go as High
Commissioner to Haiti to clear up the situation
involving American occupation. Dr. Hudicouit
protested against the appointment of a Higa
Commissioner, especially a military man, de-
claring it would amount to the establishment of
a protectorate. He described President Darti-
guenave as the " rubber stamp " of the Ameri-
can forces of occupation.

Holland
The Permanent International Court of Justice

on Feb. S announced the acceptance by the
Queen of the Netherlands, the Queen Mother
and the Prince Consort of its invitation to be
present at the meeting of the tribunal, Feb. l.">,

in the Great Hall of Justice fn the Peace Pal-
ace, The Hague, lo inaugurate the commence-
ment of its functions. The municipality ar-
ranged a gala play at tho Royal Theatre for
Feb. 17, in honor of the opening, and presented
to the Court seven inscribed crystal inkstands
with a letter assuring the Judges of the city's

unsparing efforts to make their stay agreeable.
The costume adopted for the Judges comprised
black velvet robes, lined with black silk, with
ermine collars; black velvet birettas were also
included, similar to those worn by Judges in

French courts. Although the main lines of in-

ternal organization had been laid down, many
details remained incomplete. • • • Qn Feb.
10 Jonkheer Van Karnebeek, Dutch Mini.ster of
Foreign Affairs and President of the last League
of Nations Assembly, addressed the States Gen-
eral. He urged that the League should keep
close to reality and follow its own essential
aims. It need not. he said, be feared that the
Supreme Council would eclipse the League from
the world's sight. Competition between the two
was disappearing. It was, however, undesirable
for the Supreme Council to dissolve and lea\e to

the League the burden of all questions of inter-
national dissension. The League should continue
its efforts to persuade all nations to join, .sucli

universal co-operation being necessary for its

.success. Minister Van Karnebeek praised the
work of the United States in the Washington
conference. Holland, he said, had attendetl only
in its colonial interests in connection with the
Pacific question, and had not been Invited on
di^rmament. He stressed the »n>portance to
Holland of the Four-'Power Treaty, which re-

spects Dutch colonial possessions. He also paid
warm tribute in the House to the new Interna-
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tional Court of Justice, and announced the forth-

coming negotiations with Belgium regarding the

Treaty of IS^S), expecting soon a satisfactory

solution. * * * Dutch commercial interests

\iewed with alarm the progress of the Stinnes

interests in tlie Dutch East Indies.

Hungary
A great Carlist demonstration was held on

the occasion of release from prison of the Le-
gitimist leaders. When some of them appeared
in Parliament they were loudly cheered and a
dinner was given in their honor. M. Rakov-
sky, the ex-King's temporary Premier, pro-

posed Charles's health, and Count Apponyi
promised to take the leadership of the Carlist

movement. * • Count Bethlen, the Pre-

mier, and CoUnt Banffy, the Foreign Minister,

have been challenged to a duel by Count Sig-

ray, one of the Carlist leaders recently freed

from prison, on account of statements made in

the White Book, published in connection with
the Carlist coup, which Count Sigray regarded
as injurious to his honor. • * * A wild scene
took place in the Diet on Jan. 20, when a Le-
gitimist Deputy delivered a violent attack on
Regent Horthy. He was howled down by par-

tisans of the Regent, one of whom rushed at

him and struck him in the face. A general
turmoil ensued, in which blows were showered
right and left, and even a revolver was pro-

duced. A number of duels resulted and M.
Gaal, the Speaker, who himself participated in

the affray, resigned. * * * According to The
Westminster Gazette's Geneva correspondent,

the debts of the ex-King Charles had been paid

before he left Switzerland.

Iceland

Anglia is the name of a new society formed
to promote intellectual intercourse and good-

will between the Icelandic people and the Eng-
lish-speaking world. Reykjavik is its liead-

quarters ; the British Consul stationed there is

its President, and Mr. Snaebjorn Jonsson is

its Secretary. Anglia's first task is to estab-

lish a lectureship in English at the University

of Iceland, and to appoint a lecturer from
England. This cultural enterprise is in pursu-

ance of the Icelanders' endeavors to break

their insular exclusiveness, since the separa-

tion of Iceland from Denmark as a sovereign

State, by seeking relations with other coun-

tries besides Denmark, especially England and
America. * * * A resolution, in which the

United States Senate would express its pro-

found regret at Spain's " reported threats " of

creating prohibitive tariff duties on certain

Icelandic proclucfs, in retaliation for Iceland's

adoption of prohibition, was introduced on

Feb. 2 by Senator Jones of Washington.

India

With the capture of Varian Kunnath Kun-
hamed Haji, principal leader of the insurgent

Moplahs, the Mohammedan uprising in the

Malabar district was regarded as overcome.

The extent of the movement was made evident
in a statement of figures given out on Jan. 24.
from which it was gathered that 2,266 Moplahs
were killed, l,62.-> wounded, 3,688 captured and
38,2.56 voluntarily surrendered. * • * Of infi-
nitely more potential gravity, the Gandhi cam-
paign of non-co-operation continued to inflame
the riindu mind into resistance to British rule.
It was reported that agitators were exciting the
ignorant masses with assertions similar to those
which stimulated the Indian Mutiny of 1857.
Among notable figures to join Mr. Gandhi's civil
disobedience volunteers was Mrs. Sairojlni
Naidu, head of the woman's movement in India
and a poet of distinction. Early in Feb-
ruary Mr. Gandhi delivered what was practi-
cally an ultimatum, in the form of a letter, to
the Viceroy, in which he offered to postpone
mass civil disobedience for reconsideration of
the whole subject, if the Viceroy would liberate
all political prisoners within seven days and
restore liberty of association and freedom of
the press. The India Office replied in an
official communication of Feb. 7, in which Mr.
Gandhi's terms were set aside as beyond even
discussion, far less acceptance, and he was
warned that stern rule would be introduced, to
uphold the principles of civilized government.
* * * Meanwhile arrests and rioting continued
on an increasing scale in several parts of In-
dia. The most serious to date was the storm-
ing of the police post at Chauri on Feb. 4 by
Indian Nationalist Volunteers and the killing of
at least seventeen officials. On Feb. 10 con-
ditions in the region of Madras were reported as
decidedly worse, the police having been com-
pelled to fire into a mob of 10,0()0 persons at
Tiruvannamali. * * * The tour of the Prince
of Wales through Southern India, up to Nag-
pur, which he entered in state, and thence to
Bhopal was reported as entirely successful. His
visit to the last named native State, ruled
over by the Begum, or Queen, was made memor-
able by the granting of a constitution on the
British plan. * * • On Feb. 11 the Working
Committee of the National Congress of India
adopted a resolution deploring the recent out-
break at Chauri-Chaura and calling for suspen-
sion of the " civil disobedience order " until

the wave of violent feeling had passed. An-
other resolution ordered the cessation of activi-

ties provocative of arrests and imprisonment.
The situation was considered so menacing that
all Europeans in Madras, according to latest

advices, were being enrolled as special con-
stables, by order of the Government. • • •

On Feb. 13 the strike on the East Indian Rail-
way was continuing to spread, assuming most
serious proportions at Allahabad, whence an
armoied train went to investigate the trouble
between there and Cawnpore, where stations,
in charge of Indians, had been deserted by their

entire staffs.

Ireland

Following upon the successful establishment of
the Provisional Govern^nent, the transfer of
executive powers went forward without in-

terruption. On Jan. 16 Dublin Castle was
handed over by Lord Fitzalan, the Lord Lieu-
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tenant. On Jan. 15) custody of the Irish Post

Office was turned over to Provisional Govern-

ment Postmaster General, J. J. Walsh. * • •

Mayoralty election returns of Jan. 20 placed op-

ponents of the treaty in office in Dublin, Cork,

Limerick and Sligo, seated a Nationalist for

Dero', and elected a candidate in favor of a

direct vote on the treaty In Dro&heda. The
boycott against Ulster was called off by the

Dall Eireann Cabinet on Jan. 24 as the result

of a conference between Michael Collins and Sir

James Craig, In which the latter agreed to re-

move the impositions of religious and political

tests in Ulster. • * Sitting in Paris, the

Irish Race Congress, whose avowed object it i

to work for full recognition of an Irish republic,

on Jan. 27 elected Eamon de Valera President,

and decided to open an office for the Cential

Committee at the Mansion House, Dublin, on

the invitation of the Lord Mayor of that cit>

.

• • • Meanwhile evacuation of Ireland by
British troops went on until, on Jan. 31, more
than 12,000 had departed. No manifestation

either of popular rejoicing or regret attended

the passing of the British troops. • » * Dur-
ing the transfer of authority the criminal ele-

ment took occasion to perpetrate country-wide

crime, so that the Irish Republican Army was
compelled to reimpose the rigid British curfew

law, this time welcomed by the law-abiding

public. • * * On Feb. 2 a deadlock occurred

between Ulster Premier Sir James Craig and
Michael Collins of the Free State Provisional

Government during negotiations at Cfty Hall,

Dublin, for a settlement of the Ulster boundary
question. After the meeting. Sir James Craig
issued a statement .saying that the discussion

was almost entirely confined to the subject of a
boundai^y commission. He pointed out, how-
ever, the serious difference in the two view-
points, viz., that, though Ulster understood it

was merely a boundary line question, the othei-

.•side contended that large territories were in-

volved. With the arrival of Sir James Craig
In London on Feb. 3, and the summoning of

Provisional Government leaders to the English
capital by Premier Lloyd George, It was at
once seen that a new crisis had developed In

Irish affairs. Conferences on Feb. 5 and 7

merely indicated a wide impasse between the

two sides. Premier Lloyd George, however,
stated In the House of Commons on Feb, 7 that

the boundary controversy might be postponed
advisedly until after the framing of the Irish

Constitution. • * * The Iri.sh Free State bill,

designed to put into effect the terms of the

Anglo-Irish treaty, was introduced into the

House of Lords on Feb. 0. • • * On Feb. M,

parts of Ulster became subject to wild raiding
by Irish Republican bands from over the border,

caused, it was said, by the British failure

to release all Irish prisoners ; i-esult, police

attacked, bridges blown up, 100 Ulster citi-

zens kidnapped. The Ulster Government at
once took measures to obtain release of the
captives and to patrol the border with a large

armed force to prevent further Sinn Fein In-

oui'sions. On Feb. 10 Mr. Lloyd George made
xepresfntations to Mr. Collins on the increasing-

[American Cartoon]

—Los Anx/ttcs Timts

" The Harp That Once Through Tara's Halls

gravity of the situation, and was assured that
the captives would be gradually released.
• * • On the afternoon of Feb. 11, four Ulster

special constables were shot to death In the rail-

road station at Clones, in the Ulster Free State

territory near the border, a number wounded
and others of a party of twenty captured by a

partj' of Irish Republican Army men with rifles

and a machine gun. The aggressors then fled

before a shot could be fired by those whom
they surprised. Sir James Craig, Premier of

Ulster, addressed an urgent remonstrance to

Premier Lloyd George, Winston Churchill and
Viscount FitzAlan, demanding immediate action.

On his arrival in Belfa.<5t from London, Sir

James Craig announced that' he had been a.«!-

sured of the immediate dispatch to Belfast of

four additional battalions of troops. The Union-
ist prisoners recently kidnapped were still held.

• * • On Feb. 13 Michael Collins cabled to

Tliomas W. Lyons, National Secretary of the

American Association for the Recognition of the
Irish Republic, Washington, D. C, that the
Republican extremists in Ireland were planning
a coup d'6tat to overthrow the Provisional
Government. Orders countermanding the evac-
uation plans were received from London at

Dublin and Bantry, and the withdrawal of the
British troops from parts of Ireland was
stopped.

Italy
Italy had a new Cabinet crisis on Feb. 2,

w.hen Signor Bonoml and all his oolleagrues re-

frlgned prior to the taking of a vote of confi-
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WaJn-e Jakob, Stuttgart

THE SECRET
" This key, Messrs. Europeans, is the solution

of the reparation problem. It is the key of my
safe "

dence. Premier Bonomi preferring this solution

to certain defeat. Important groups in the

Chamber had passed over to the opposition be-

cause of objection to various Government poli-

cies. The causes of the majority defection were

of both domestic and foreign origin, including

the failure of the Italian delegation at Wash-
ington to have Italy included in the four-power

Pacific treaty, the similar exclusion of Italy

from the Anglo-French Treaty drafted (thougli

not subsequently signed) at Cannes, and the

Government's course in the recent Banca di

Sconto failure. The most important cause of

all, perhaps, was popular opposition to the Bon-
omi Cabinet's apparent desire to extend an olive

branch to the Vatican on the occasion of tlie

Pope's death. [See page 938.] Much dissatis-

faction was expressed by the anti-Catholic

groups over the Government's action in sending

Minister of Agriculture Mauri, one of the Catho-

lic members of the Cabinet, to the Vatican to

convey condolences, and the half-masting of

flags on the public buildings. Even the Catho-

lic groups, however, were alienated from the

Government, owing to its failure to have a

eulogy of the late Pope read from the tribune

of the Chamber by Signor de Nicola, its Presi-

dent, as had been promised. The exit of the

Ministry at the opening of the conclave for the

election of a new Pope created a great sensa-

tion in Rome. * * * The King, meanwhile,

though not accepting at once the resignation,

began a series of conferences with several ex-

Premiers, including Orlando, Giolitti, Nitti, also

with de Nicola and others, in an attempt to find

a successor to Premier Bonomi. Signor de Nicola

declined the p-ast. Signor Orlando tried to form

a coalition Cabinet but failed. Despairing of

any other solution, the King on Feb. 9 then
summoned Premier Bonomi to the Quirinal and
asked liim to present himself again before Par-
liament for a vote of confidence. The result

had not been made known when these pages
went to press.

Japan
The results of the Washington Arms Confer-

ence had a wide reaction in Japan. Baron
Takahashi, the Japanese Premier, in an address
before the Diet on Feb. 7, and also in a special

interview on the day following, extolled the re-

sults attained from the viewpoint of Japan's
national interests and world peace. In answer
to attacks upon the five-power naval treaty and
the Pacific fortifications agreement, the Pre-

mier admitted that the results had not been

complete, but declared that the main purpose,
" to minimize the possibilities of warfare in

the future and insure national development
along more peaceful and productive lines," had
been accomplished. He was followed by Foreign

Minister Uchida, who repeated his strong assur-

ances already given to the Diet on Jan. 21 re-

garding the evacuation of Siberia by Japanese

troops: this withdrawal, he said, would take

place as soon as the negotiations with Chita at

Dairen had been completed, and the safety of

Japanese nationals assured. Intense satisfac-

tion over the results* of the Washington dis-

cussions was shown throughout the commercial

circles, which looked forward to an unprece-

dented era of prosperity in industrial and com-
mercial development, access to raw materials

and improved foreign trade relations, now that

the hostility to the United States and the Chi-

nese trade boycott were to be overcome. The
Naval Department 'ad formally ordered the

dockyards to stop work on the eight battle-

ships and battle cruisers which had been on
the ways. * * The Kokuminto Party intro-

duced a bill in the Diet to cut down the army
onti -half, and to confine conscription to one

year (Jan. 25). * • * The advocates of uni-

versal suffrage were showing renewed activity.

Plans were forming for the presentation of a

new suffrage bill by various Parliamentary

groups. Suffrage leaders on Dec. 26 ascribed

the assassination of ex-Premier Hara to his lail-

ure to secure suffrage reform. Ozaki Yukio

pointed out that of a total male adult population

of 1.5,000,000 only 3,000,000 enjoyed the suffrage,

viz., only 20 per cent. This issue, he declared,

was far more important than the five-five-three

naval ratio, and Japan could never hope to take

her place among the progressive nations of the

world until this .situation was changed. Gov-

ernment opposition remained unchanged, • » *

Prince Yamagata, one of the last of the Elder

Statesmen, died in Tokio on Feb. 1, at 83 yeara

of age. A gieat statesman and diplomat, a

born aristocrat of immense popularity, his death

was universally deplored.

Jugoslavia

Owing to rumors that the visit of the ex-

Empress Zita to her invalid son, the Archduke
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Rolert, at ZUrich was merely a pretext for

staging another Carlist coup d'6tat in Hungary,
the Jugoslav Government took all precautions

to intervene in case of a Hapsburg restoration

attempt and ordered the mobilization of the

army. At the same time the Government com-
municated with the Council of Ambassadors.
This body took up the matter of Zita's mission,

with the result that the Swiss Government
asked the ex-Empress to cut short her stay in

Switzerland by two days.

Liberia

Liberia has approved the dreft of the agree-

ment for the loan of $.".,000,000 which the United

States promised to make to her during the war,

but the draft has not received the requisite

j^atution of Congress. Of the ^•»,000.000 only

about *3.">,000 was actually advanced. On the

other hand IJberia suffered severely for join-

ing the Allies, her capital. Monrovia, having

been bombarded by a G<irman submarine.

Mexico

Piesident Obregon charaxiterized the ruling of

Justice Donnelly of New York, dismissing a

suit for «;.")0<).000. brought by the Mexican Gov-

emm< nt on the ground that the Mexican Ad-
minittration had not been recognized by the

United States, as an injustice which puts a
premium on fraud and tends to restrict trade,

as there is no legal recourse if contracts are

violated. * * » Thomas F. Lee. Executive

Director of the National Association for the

Protection of American Rights in Mexico, who
wrote a letter promising aid to any " aggres-

sive Mexican " in an attempt to overthrow

Obregon. was forced to resign when the facts

became public late in January. * • « Two
resolutions wer« introduced in Congress to in-

vestigate charges that American interests were

seeking to prevent recognition of Obregon. and
President Harding, on Feb. 7. let it be known
that he would welcome such investigation. * * *

Norway, on Jan. 18, recognized Obregon. • • *

A decree signed by President Obregon allows

American citizens to enter Mexico without pass-

ports after Feb. 1. • Miguel Ale.'sseo

Robles was appointed Secretary of Commerce
and Industry, and General Francisco Serrano

Minister of War on Feb. 11. * * * Mexican

oil export taxes set for payment Dec. i.*) and
postponed to Jan. 2.'> were postponed indefinite-

ly ; the .amount involved is more than $14,000,-

000. The original purpose of these oil export

taxes was to enable Mexico to adjust her de-

faulted bond interest, and negotiations have

been in progress to that end. the chief point of

dispute being the amount of the bonds issued

by Victoriano Huerta. which the Mexican Gov-

ernment will admit as valid. * * » An in-

crease in Government taxes en all alcoholic

beverages from 16 to 32 per cent, led to an in-

quiry as to President Obregon' s views on pro-

hibition. He replied that, though he thought

a dry State would be a good thing for Mexico,

he personally believed in eliminating vice

through edueatlon rather than force. • • • A
few revolutionary movements in Mexico have

been reported, one by General Francisco Mur-
gia, who crossed the border from the United
States with fourteen men, and another by Gen-
eral Miguel Aleman. who tool^ refuge in tlie

hills below Vera Cruz. • • • Revolutionists on
Feb. 1» burned two bridges on the railroad be-

tween Juarez and Chihuahua City, about thirty

miles from the former, and aLso destroyed
parts of the track between Chihuahua City and
Torreon. • • • Major Jose Anaya, a Federal
aimy officer, connected with General Aleman'

s

movement, was convicted and executed on Feb.
2. • • • Despite the efforts of the Rockefeller

Foundation, yellow fever became epidenfiic at

Vera Cruz in January ; IW deaths out of 217

cases were reported. • • • Racing was re-

sumed in Mexico City on Jan. l'>, after an in-

terlude of ten years, under the auspices of the
International Jockey Club. President Obregon
and his Cabinet attended as tlie club's guests.
* * • Mexico has placed a ban on motion
pictures which contain Mexican " villains " or
incidents that may portray Mexican life un-
favorably, and has notified motion-picture com-
panies that any pictures made by those who
produce films derogatory to Mexico will also

be prevented from entering Mexico aJid the

companies will not be allowed to do business in

Mexico.

Nicaragua

A Sergeant of Marines and four Managua po-

licemen were killed In a fight on Jan. 24, when
the police overtook the Sergeant and three ma-
rine CoiT)orals who had been reported as de-

.serters from the marine detachment the pre-

vious day. This was the second disturbance in

a few weeks, and the Navy Department, there-

fore, on Jan. 27 ordered the entire force of 100

men relieved by a new detachment from Haiti.

In future, marines will be kept at the Managua
barracks only for short periods. The American
Minister has asked the Government for space

on which to erect a canteen, dance hall, motion-
picture theatre and other buildings to keep the

marines away from Managua City. A petition

was presented to the Nicaraguan Congress ask-

ing the Government to negotiate with the United

f?!^!'* for the withdrawal of the marines.

Norway
King Haakon opened the Storthing Jan. 26 by

leading the speech from the throne, in which he
stated that the friendly relations with foreign

jHjwers were unchanged, and said that the min-

ing legislation for Spitzbergen had been handed
to the powers concerned in September. 1921.

Negotiations were to be op-^ned with Finland re-

garding Norwegian privileges in Petchenga, re-

cently ceded to Finland by Russia. The Gov-
ernment was to submit to the Storthing bills for

a State monopoly of the importation of cereals,

flour, brandies and wines; for compulsory arbi-

tration in labor conflicts, and for reform of the

foreign Consular Service. The Communists were
conspicuous by their absence. • • * The Nor-
wegian I.^bor Party's annual report in January
showed a loss of 41.000 members through the de-

feat last Summer of the ill-advised general strike
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of organized labor against inevitable labor ad-
justments. This loss was one-third of the party's

strength. * * * The GoveiTiment estimated a
cut of 7<),000,()00 kroner in its expenditures for

the coming yeai'. Civil service salaries are re-

duced by 83,000,000 kroner. No new taxies 'svill

be need-t'd to balance the budget. * * * In

[Anuiican Caitoon]

—IXetroit News

VV'hic-h Is Safer, Weapons or Friends?

view of itnpi'oved financial conditions, the Bank
ef Norway, Jan. 27, applied for Gov^ernnvent

permission to reduce its extr&oix:linai*y issu€ of

Tiotes further by 25,000,000 kroner, the intention

being to cancel this emergency issue as soon as

possible. * * » Norway's recognition of the

Oteregon Government of Mexico was reported

Jan. 1€ by the Mexican Charg-€ d" Affaires at

Chri*itiania. * * • Th-i appointment of ©r.

Fridtjof Na«sen, High Commissione i- of the

lieague of Nations' International Commission
for Russian Relief, as an honorary member of

the AI0.SCOW Soviet was reported in a Reuter

dispatch Feb. 7. In recognition of his work for

v\^ar prisoners in Russia the Danish Interpar-

liamentary Groups Committee unaninwusly de-

cided, Jan. 28, to propose to the Norwegian
Storthing's committee that the Nobel Peace Frize

for 1'922 be awarded to I>r. Nansen.

Persia

The -new Tersian Cabinet, as ainnounced by the

Persian Legation in Lonolon, Jan. 26, is com-
posed as follows

:

MoCHin-OL-D«)WLEii, Prime Minister and Min-
ister of the Interior.
Hakim-ol-Molk, Ministej- of Foreign .\ffairs.
Sardak-Sepak, Minister of War.
Nayer-ol-Molk, Minister of Education.
SARUAK-M0AZ2AM, Minister of Justice.
Botlla-os-iSaltameh, Mini,s.t*r of Post and Tele-

graph.
Abid-os-Sai.tambh, Minister of Public Works.
MoBiR-oL-Moi.K, Acting Minister of Finance.

The League of TsTatlons has secured protection

f-or the wonven and childrew working in the car-

r»et factories of Persia. Protests addressed to

the Persian Government by the International
Labor Office of ti>e League resulted in an order
forbidding the employment of children under 10

years of age in the carpet-making houses of
Kernian, Persia, and the establishment of an
eight-hour working day, as reported in the Labox-
Office Official Bulletin, issued in CJeneva. The
International Labor Office had received many
complaints that women and children were cono-
j'elled to work long h>ur« for small wages.
Atrophy of tJieir arms and legs and other phys-
ical disorders resultefl from the uncomfortable
posture the workers had to assume. Following
i^ the text of a message sent in December by
th* Persian Foreign Minister in reply to the
League protests:

I have the honor to inform you that, pending
definite measures on this subject, Kerman local
authorities and other.s have been requested to
enforce the following articles:
EIngagement of workers to be effected wiiaa

ooniplete liberty on both sides.
Eight-hour day.
Prohibition of employment of boys and girts

under age of 10 years.
Permission foi- work-ers to leav« factory at

midday for rest.
Provision of healthy sites and pure air for

factoi-ies.
Preparation by local aathorities of comfortable

and suitable seats for women and children to
allow work in normal positions, &c.
Authorities al.so requested to regulate wages

and welfare of workers.

Poland

Poland faces a new year of hei- cxistenoe Scb

an independent republic full of hope and oon-
fidence. M. Skirmunt, Foreign Minister uader
the Ponikowski Cabinet, on Jan. 5 drew a most
favorable picture of the f»olitical situation. The
Government's efforts of the last year to -estab-

lish peace with all her neighbors had been -siic-

cessful. The relations with Rumania, Czecbo-
. Slovakia and France wei'e fraternal. The rap-

prochenvent with Czechoslovakia was a guaran-
tee of peace for all Central Europe. As for

Lithuania and Russia, M. Skirmunt said

:

"I do not lose hope that Polish-Lrthuanian
relations will also be harmonized, as the whole
Polish Nation desires. It will be the same for

Russia." Thr-ee days later the plebiscite elec-

tions occuired in Vilna, resulting in a sweeping
victory for the Polish Unionists in the Viloa As-

sembly. Subsequently, however, the League of

Nations refused to accept these elections, as

undertaisen without its sanction, and the whole

dispute between Poland and Lithuania as to the

disposition of the Vilna territory was turned

back to the Polish and Lithuanian representa-

tives for a new solution by agreement. Poland

still hopes for an adjustment. * * • Late in

JanuaiT the Warsaw Government was pi-eparing

to open negotiations with Soviet Russia for the

conclusion of a comniercial treaty. Meanwhile
representativeB of the Russian Co-opeiatives

have been permitted by the P<:dish Government

to maJte purchases in Poland, and they have

opened accoimts in Warsaw hanks for this pur-

pose. The Polish customs authorities are facili-

tating the export of goods so purchased. • • •

Repatriation from Russia of Polish nationals

continues. Up to the end of 1921 some 400,000
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Poles had been repatriated under the Ri^
treaty. Over 1,00(»,0()0 still remain in Russia.
* • * The Ponikowski Cabinet, which replaced

the Witos Peasant Government in September,
1921, and which it was thought would be in

office only for a short time, still remains in the

saddle, though M. Skirmunt as Foreign Minister

is exposed to the attacks of the Peasant Party
in the Diet Commission for Foreign Affairs.
• • • One of the strongest men in the Poni-

kowski Cabinet is M. Michalskl, the Minister

of Finance, who is accomplishing miracles in

rehabilitating Poland's finances. Marked reduc-

tion in note issues and extensive economies
through elimination of non-essential Govern-
ment bureaus, which will result in the saving of

billions of marks annually, were reported by the

Minister. The value of the mark was rising.

* • * Minister of War Sosnkowski presented a

bill on Jan. 10 providing for a peace-time army
of 2.)0,000, deemed by him necessary in view of

Poland's lack of strategical boundaries, exclu-

sive of the Carpathians in the south. As soon

as Russia and Germany were actually on a

peo^ce footing, he said, the Polish Army might
be reduced. • » * The Alcohol law passed by

the Diet on Jan. 28 bans the sale of beer con-

taining over 2% per cent, of alcohol.

Rumania
After the brief interlude of the Tak6 Jonesco

Ministry, which was formed on the retirement of

General Averesco, the Liberal Party, absent

from power since 1919, was restored to ascen-

dency under the leadership of Premier Ion Bra-

tiano, who also retains the Portfolio of War.
• * * The members of the Liberal Cabinet are

as follows:

ViNTiLA Bratiano. Minister of Finance.
M. ViATOiANo, Minister of the Interior.
M. DucA, Minister of Foreign Affairs.
M. Sasso, Minister of Industry.
M. AXGELESCO. Minister of Public Instruction

and temporarily of Commerce.
M. CoNSTAXTiNESCO, Minister of Agriculture.
M. Baku, Minister of Public Worship and

temporarily of Public Works.
M. Marzesco, Minister of Labor.
M. Fix»KESCo, Minister of Justice.
M. INCULETZ, Minister for Bessarabia.
M. Nestor, Minister for Bukowina.
M. ZiGREA. Minister for the Minorities.
M. Moscui, .Minister of Transport.
M. CosMA, Minister for Transylvania.

One of the most important items in the pro-

gram of the new Cabinet is public economy. For
this the Foreign Minister, M. Duca, set the pace

by abolishing six legations at minor EJuropean

capitals and the legation at Cairo.

Russia

The famine situation in Russia continued to

occupy the front rank of national problems. The
American Relief Administration toward the end

of January had reached the point where It could

save children dying from hunger in Saratov, the

worst famine district. With the $20,000,000 ap-
propiation by Congress in its hands, it began to

lay plans for an extension of its work to adult
feeding. Colonel Haskell, who heads the famine
relief work In Russia, declared on Jan. 13 that

his organization would exercise the same control

over adult feeding as It had done in the case
of the starving children. Subsequently, Colonet
Haskell stated that by March 5,000.000 adults
and 2,000,000 children would be sustained on
American grain. The question of railway trans-

portation was serious, but he thought the Rus-
sian railroad system would be adequate to the
task.

Tchitcherin, the Soviet Foreign Minister, pub-
licly expressed In Moscow toward the end of
January, his and Russia's full appreciation of

the " grandiose relief " being extended by the
United States to the famine sufferers, which, he
said, " has found a deep-felt echo in Russia."
Director Walter L. Brown, European Director
of the American Relief, stated that 150,000 tons
of food would reach Russia monthly. In addi-
tion to large supplies to be purchased in the Uni-
ted States by the Soviet Government itself, an
additional pledge by the Soviet Ukrainian Re-
public to purchase to the value of $2,000,000 was
signed in London on Feb. 2. Dr. Fridtjof Nan-
sen declared in Geneva on Jan. 26 that 15,000,000
persons must die of starvation unless greater ef-

forts were made to cope with the situation. At
least 19.000,000 were suffering, he said.

The seriousness of the famine situation, de-
spite all relief measures, led the Soviet Gfovern-
ment to adopt a measure which indicates that
the Internal struggle has but just begun. The
Central Executive Committee on Feb. 9 resolved
to empower the Minister of Justice to seize the
wealth of all religious bodies and sects for fam-
ine relief. Archbishop Yevdokim of Novgorod
had Just issued an appeal to all true believers to
" lend to the Lord " their possessions to aid

those dying of starvation, adding that even
church wealth should be sacrificed In this time
of terrible need. Until the famine gave the
Soviet Government this opportunity it had made
no attempt at expropriation, though it had done
all in its power to discredit the Church, whose
influence notwithstanding, on the Russians—the
most religious people in the world—has steadily
grown. Considerable mystery surrounds the ac-
tion of the Archbishop in yielding up the
Church's treasures to Its bitterest foe. The de-
cree extends also to Moslem mosques and Jew-
ish synagogues.
The Ukrainian delegation to Angora left Ine-

boll, on the Black Sea, on, Jan. 2 bearing the
Turco-Ukralnian treaty concluded with Mus-
tapha Kemal. Under this treaty, the Ukrainian
and Turkish Nationalist Governments mutually
recognize each other's sovereignty and bounda-
ries, and agree to protect each other's rights on
the Black Sea and Its tributaries, and In the
straits. • • • The Congress of Appressed Far
Eastern Peoples opened in Moscow on Jan. 21.

Santo Domingo
Horace G. Knowles, former United States Min-

ister to Santo Domingo, In an address before the

Foreign Policy Association In New York, on
Jan. 28, said: " I charge that the United States

either formed a scheme or took part In one
whereby the Dominican people were to be de-
prived of the right to elect a President. A cor-
rupt deal was proposed in the United States
L«gat!4«n In Santo Domingo City to a man
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accused of improper action at or some time

prior to tlie occupation, whereby he would use

•his influence and improper force to bring about
the election of another man for President who
was proposed in the American Legation and
was present at tlie time the deal was made.
The United States used its armed force to

coerce duly elected members of the Dominican
Government to vote against their will and con-

science for that man as President. None of

the reasons given for American intervention

was true. In violating the territory and seiz-

ing the Government, coercing, oppressing and
ruling its people, our Government is violating

all the essentials and ideals of democracy."

Scotland

A manifesto was forwarded on Jan. 1.") by The
Scottish Home Rule Association to the British

Government, offering congi-atulations on the

Irish settlement, and demanding that immediate
attention be given to a measure of self-govern-

ment " suited to the needs and circumstances
of Scotland and satisfactory to the Scottish

people."

Siberia

The power of the " White " Government of

Vladivostok, or the Priamur Government, as it

is son>etimes called, seems to be growing. On
Jan. 30, Francis B. Kirby, a member of a British

engineering concern in Vladivostok, and the

author of an article on fhe Far Eastern Republic

at Chita, which appeared in the June (1921)

Current History, p. 476, caWed the editors of

this magazine as follows

:

" A momentous change in the trend of events

has occurred in the evolution of the Vladivostok
Government, Avhich, cleansed of Semenov in-

fluencses, is seriously taking root in the Maritime
region. The influence of the Vladivostok Gov-
ernment now extends a hundred versts beyond
Khabarovsk, in which area the population is

genuinely sympathetic, owing to the successful,

ocmscientious efforts to restore order and re-

habilitate public services, although terribly

handicapped financially. * » * Chita's au-

thority is crumbling before the White advance,

owing to the fact that the population is sick of

communism despite superior odds."

The capture of Khabarovsk by the Vladivostok
forces and that of Tsitsihar by the Japanese
have now been followed by the taking of

Blagoveshchensk, capital of the Amur Province,

according to Moscow advices dated Jan. 20.

Information received by the Chita delegation in

Washington early in February was to the effect

that the Japanese were reinforcing their garri-

SOTi In the neighborhood of Vladivostok, *00
soldiers having recently arrived. The Priamur
Govemment was preparing ' a new offensive

against Chita from Khabarovsk as a base. The
Chita authorities continued to charge the

Japanese -with complicity with Merkulov, head
of the Priamur Government, in his attempt to

overthrow the Far Eastern Republic, the alleged

object being to find further pretexts for keep-

ing the .Japanese forces in Siberia. This both
the Japanese and the Vladivo.stok authorities

have denied. The negotiations between Japan
and Chita at Darien (Dalny) continue, but the
deadlock caused by the refusal of the Chita
representatives to discuss economic questions
until the Japanese consent to withdraw has so
far been unresolved. The Japanese have ac-
cused the Par Eastern negotiators of •' insin-
cerity," pointing to official utterances at Chita
to confirm this view. A curious phase of the
situation is seen in the protest sent by Vladimir
S. Kolesnikov, Foreign Minister of the Priamur
Government in Washington on Jan. 20, to the
Japanese Government, declaring against the
granting of any forest, land, fishing or other
concessions to the Chita delegates, against the
delivery of any arms or the facilitating of any
attempt of Chita to chastise and beat back the
Vladivostok forces. Such concessions, rightly

belonging to the Vladivostok Government, would
not be recognized, said the protest. • * «

Chita advices by wireless to Moscow at this

time state that the Vladivostok Government
had leased the Ussuri Railway line from Vladi-

vostok to Khabarovsk to Japanese business
interests.

South Africa

Rhodesia wants to join the Union of SotJth

Africa, but authoritative opinion in the Orange
Free State is opposed to its admission at the

present time, preferring that the Rhodesians
should first have a few years' experience in

governing themselves before joining the Union,

with its two European races, its bi-lingual sys-

tems (English and Dutch) and other many-
sided and intricate problems. * • « General

Christian De Wet, Connmander-in-Chief of the

Boer forces in the war of 1899, died at his home
in Dewetsdorp on Feb. 3. After, the Boer War,
during which he eluded capture by the British

forces for many months, be became a member
of the first Pai-llament of the Orange River

colony in 1907 and after the outbreak of the

great war he headed a rebellion against the

Union of South Africa, which was suppressed

by General Botha, and De Wet was captured,

convicted of treason in June, 1915, and sen-

tenced to six years' Imprisonment, but released

after six months. * • • A strike in the South

.\frican Rand mines, which sadly interfered

with the production of the world's gold supply

for several weeks, appeared to be reaching a
climax early in February. Heavy dynamite ex-

plosions occurred on Feb. 9 between Ptrex and

Anzic and two electric cable .^standards were

blown up. Three violent explosions near the

Kleinfontein railway station were also reported.

Several a i rests were made. The Right Rev. W. J.

Carey, Bishop of Bloemfontein, who was ap-

pointed only last year and was a naval Chaplain

during the war, suggested that two employes

be elected annually to the Boards of Manage-
ment, assuring fair play to the workers. A
modeiate section repudiated their leaders and

selected delegates to ask Premier Smuts to con-

sider the appointment of an arbitration court.

The Premier consented to receive them, but

their opponents locked up the delegates until

they promised not to visit the Pi-emier. A large

meeting of miners on Feb. .5 requested the mem-
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bers of Parliament then In Pretoria to proclaim
a Provisional Government and declaie a repub-

lic. A meeting of 4,000 miners in Johannesburg
on Feb. 12 rejected Premier Smuts's plea urging
them to return to work, voted in favor of con-

tinuing the strike and against taking any fur-

ther ballots on the question of returning to

work.

Spain
The battle royal between the army juntas

(military committees) and Seftor de la Cierva,

the Minister of War under the Maura Cabinet
(see February Current History) led to a Cab-
inet crisis early in January, The Cabinet re-

signed on Jan. 11, following the presentation

by Sefior de la Cierva to the King of a decree

tantamount to dissolution of the juntas. When
the King refused to take action Seizor Maura
and his entire Cabinet laid down their port-

folios. Intense excitement was caused in Mad-
rid over this situation, brought about by tlie

juntas' violent attacks upon de la Cierva for

the policy followed by him in the campaign in

Morocco, notably his refusal to take dictation

from them in regard to the choice of those in

command. Stirred by the gravity of the event,

the King consulted a wide range of party

opinion. Meanwhile, it became more and more
evident that the junta leaders feared to bring

down on themselves the "reprobation of the

whole nation by continuing the fight for su-

premacy with the civil authorities, and the

Infantry Committee, which was the main bel-

ligerent, found itself deserted by the other

inilitar>- groups. On Jan. 16 the crisis was re-

solved by the King's summoning Seflor Maura
and informing him that the consensus of party

opinion was in favor of his recall, with his

entire Cabinet. Seflor Maura resumed office,

but only after receiving the submission in

writing of the committee still recalcitrant.

This dramatic denouement of the five days'

crisis means that the civil power has won pre-

dominance, at least for the time being, over

the military elements, which have been the

cause of ten changes of government since 1917.

* • • The military operations in both the

eastern and western zones of Morocco still re-

main favorable to the Spanish forces. The
River Kert, west of Mellila, was crossed Jan.

9, and Anual and Abaran were expected to

fall soon. The operations in the western zone,

aimed to link the line from the Mediterranean

to the border of the French zone, were pro-

gressing favorably, , though attended by hard

fighting over a most difficult terrain. Rais

Uli, the chief foe of the Spaniards, who holds

many Spanish prisoners, both officers and

men, was reported at the end of January to

have asked again for terms of surrender.

There is no doubt that Spain will be glad to

end the campaign if it can. So far it has

cost Spain many thousand.s of lives, vast ex-

penditures of money and much national pres-

tige.

Sweden
In King Gustaf's address at the opening of the

Rik.-^dag in January, he cited the work of the

Washington disarmament conference as a most
promising sign of better times. He praised its

efforts as aiding toward the same end as
the League of Nations. In emphasizing the eco-
nomic troubles which Sweden .shared with the
rest of Europe, he said that only through the
co-operation of all nations could the interna-
tional problem of the world's reconstruction be
worked out. To enable Sweden to take her part
in its solution he requested the Riksdag's co-
operation, his Majesty being forced by Sweden's
industrial depression to ask for appropriations
to relieve unemployment. There would be no
increase in property and income taxes, he an-
nounced, but the tobacco tax would be in-

cieased and the Riksdag might have to draw on
the State's reserve funds.

The Swedish Government extended the suspen-
sion period of gold payments, relieving the
Swedish Riksbank of the obligation of redeem-
ing bank notes with gold until March 31, and
probably conserving the country's metals pend-
ing the receipt of revenues from increased taxes.
American bankers with Stockholm connections
say that Sweden Is financially better off than
her Scandinavian neighbors and that the Gov-
ernment has the situation firmly in hand. * • •

Sweden's exceptionally cold Winter has tied up
much shipping in her ice-locked ports and har-
bors, stopped the ferries from Treileborg to

Sassnitz, Prussia, and made it extremely diffi-

cult to keep up connection with Denmark. On
Feb. 6 the steamer Gladiator, a powerful Ice-

breaker, arrived at Stockholm from Reval,
Esthonia. It had sprung a leak under the ice

pressure and had a narrow escape before It

could deliver its consignment of Russian Soviet
gold. It brought from Reval thirty-five to forty
tons of gold, amounting to nearly 120,000,000

kroner, consigned by the Soviet Government to

two Swedish banks ; this was the largest amount
of gold ever delivered in the Swedish capital.

Most of it was to be forwarded to Western Eu-
ropean countries. Up to Jan. 18 It had been
reported that the Soviet Government had de-
posited in Sweden, all told, about £9,000,000,

which would probably be exhausted in April.

The Swedish Red Cross relief expedition, un-
der M. Ekstrand, was settled in the Samara
district the last week in January, distributing

17,000 rations a day. M. Ekstrand telegraphed
an urgent appeal to Prime Minister Hjalmar
Branting for a dispatch of further provisions, as

40,000 rations a day were needed in the dis-

trict. He reported cases of madness and canni-
balism.

Trade treaty negotiations between Sweden and
Soviet Russia, after repeated failures, culmi-
nated Feb. 9 in agreement between the Swedish
and Russian delegates to proposals for a com-
mercial treaty providing as a safeguarding
measure for examination and adjustment by a
German expert trade commission of certain
agreements lately concluded in Russia.

Stockholm is successfully operating local

schools for hundreds of unemployed, ser\ing a
free meal daily to each jobless pupil—prominent
professors, architects and engineers are doaat-
ing tlieir services as lecturers.
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Switzerland

The Swiss Government has started the pre-

paratory survey for the construction of a canal
connecting the Rivers Rhine and Rhone. The
ca«ial would issue from the Rhone near Geneva
and traverse the LaJies of Neuchatel and Bienne
befoi'e joining the Rhine, after coinciding for a
distance with tlie course of tlie River Aau. at

Coblenz. It is asserted that the potential

electric power that will be derived from the

sluices of the projected canal alone will pay
for the enormous expenses of construction. * * *

The lace and embroidery industry of Switzer-
land, one of the most important export trades,

is showing a marked decline, owing to unsettled
economic conditions the world over and the in-

crease of costs of labor and raw materials.
* * * The children of ex-King Chailes of Hun-
gary, with the exception of the Archduke Rob-
ert, now convalescing at Zurich after an opera-
tion for appendicitis, have left Switzerland on
their way to join their parents in their Madeira
exile.

Tibet

After a residence of eleven months in Lhassa,
Mr. Bell, head of the British Mission to Tibet,

returned to India and related some unique ex-
periences. Mr. Bell wa.s .the first white man
to attend the ceremony of initiation of new offi-

cials at the great festival of the Tibetan New
Year. He was also invited by the monks to

act as arbitrator in one of their quarrels with
the army, which in the past had given rise

to terrible massacres. Mr. Bell found that the
Dalai Lama read the Indian newspapers, closely

followed events in the Outside world, and was
a capable ruler. He further repoi'ted the
Tibetans as contented and prosperous, but with
an instinctive dislike for foreigners.

Turkey
The Angora Assembly, in the middle of Jan-

uary, elected as Commissar for Public WorKs
Pevzl Bey, Deputy for Diarbekir, and as Com-
missar for Defense, General Kiazim Pasha,
formerly in command of the Ismid front. Both
these men were regarded as extremists. Yusef
Kemal Bey, the Commissar for Foreign Affairs,

[American Cartoon]

—Stockton (Cal.) Record

Shall We Permit This to Continue?

He Who Treads Upon the Constitution Shows
Disrespect to the American Flag

telegraphed his regrets to M. Aristide Briand,
whose resignation as Prime Minister caused a
good deal of anxiety in Angora. » * • on
P'eb. 3 a returned member of the French Mis-
sion to Angora said in an interview in Paris
that Mustapha iCemal Pasha's anxiety for a
.settlement of the Angora understanding with
France was emphasized by the daily dwindling
of his ranks and the exhaustion of his treas-

ury. Over 1,000 Nationalist functionaries had
been paid nothing since July, 1920, and tribal

chieftains had contributed only enough gold

to pay for food for the army. Con.sequently,

the Angora police winked at crimes, including

the looting of stores, whose stocks, however,
were so reduced, that, unless the Allies reach

a settlement, Kemal would face • a general

strike and the possible tiesertion of his follow-

ers to ^Constantinople.

PUBLIC OPINION ON DISARMAMENT

AMERICAN public interest in the success of

the Washington conference was revealed

by a statement published on Jan. 17 by the

Committee of General Information of the Ad-
visory Committee to the American delegation.

Up to Jan. 1.5 the committee had received opin-

ions of the work of the conference from 13,878,-

671 peeple. These communications included 10,-

05)3,845 pleas for Divine guidance. More than
1,1000,000 people repoiled themselves in favor of

open sessions. Some 11,642,685 voiced theii- belief

that the delegation should use Its own judgment

in deciding how far world disarmament or limi-

tation of armament should go; 271,926 favored

limitation with " benevolence and liberality "
;

only 20,010 demanded complete disarmament.

There were 12,798 who declared again.st any
limitation, while 11,647 advised caution, and S,4."4

demanded an increase in naval strength. Pre-

tests against alliances and ententes with Europe
were received from 11,369 ; on the other hand,

appeals for an association of nations were mad<»

by 1,008,905.



SLESVIG'S REUNION WITH DENMARK
By H. Bollemose

To thr Editor of Cw^-ent Histoi-y:

In your magazine for December, 1921,

there is an article about the reunion of the

northern part of Slesvig with Denmark.

Marius Hansome writes (p. 476), "The
Annexationists raised the cry of the old

" Ejderpolitiken " ; and on p. 477, " In con-

trast with * * * stood a few fanati-

cal Nationalists and Annexationists at

home, who wanted Slesvig annexed as far

south as the Ejder River, regardless of the

free plebiscite."

It was not only a few fanatical Nation-

alists and Annexationists that disagreed

with H. P. Hanssen's policy; but, as the

voting in the council of the Voting Society

of North Slesvig, in December, 1919, shows,

a strong minority, vei-y little smaller than

the majority, there fa^M)red Mr. Hanssen

and his work. Those Slesvig Danes who
differed from him were called the Flens-

burg Group. This included T. Grau, the

leader, and N. G. Gotthardsen, who, with

H. T. Hanssen, were the three Danish can-

didates to the German Reichstag in 1912.

The foundation on which the present Ger-

man-Danish boundary is fixed was laid at

a meeting of the council of the Voting

Society of North Slesvig. This meeting

was held Nov. 16-17, 1918, in Aabenraa.

H. P. Hanssen proposed that North

Slesvig, down to the present boundary,

should vote as a unit for Germany or Den-

mark, and if there should be a Danish ma-

jority (a foregone conclusion), the whole

district should go to Denmark, even if

everybody knew that there was a German
majority in the town of Tonder and per-

haps other parts of northwestern North

Slesvig. This was considered a natural

division that could not be broken up. Later

there was to be held a separate plebiscite

in a yet undecided area south of North Sles-

yig, which afterward became the Second

Zone. On the other hand, the Flensburg

Group, thi-ough N. G. Gotthardsen, pro-

posed that a plebiscite should be held

over the whole of Slesvig, but by districts.

The Supreme Council of the Allier; would

then divide Slesvig in accordance with the

result of the vote, as was done later in the

case of Silesia. The foregoing information

is taken from H. P. Hanssen's own book,
" Graensesporgamaalet " (" The Boundary
Question "), and I will leave it to American
readers to decide for themselves as to

whether any one has a right to call the men
of the Flensburg Group, who disagreed with

H. P. Hanssen, fanatical Nationalists and
Annexationists.

True, after the vote in the Second Zone

had given the Germans a majority, the

Flensburg Group tried to get that district

internationalized for fifteen years. But
that was not a disagreement with the

principle of self-determination. It was the

principle used later in Upper Silesia, which

for fifteen years will be ruled by a mixed

commission. The plan was not accepted,

and the Second Zone, including Flensburg,

is now a part of Germany.
It is hard to understand what is meant

by the statement that the case would have

been lost if Mr. Hanssen had not foreseen

the necessity of dividing Slesvig into three

zones. On the contrary, he succeeded in

eliminating Zone 3, South Slesvig. Even
if there had been no zones in Slesvig, as

the Flensburg Group desired, and if there

had been a German majority in Slesvig as

a whole, Denmark would have got the

northern part, where there was a large

Danish majority. Thus in Upper Silesia,

where there is a German majority, Poland

gets part of the country.

The article states that Flensburg has an

adult population of 40,000, of which only

1,500 voted for restoration. The fact is

that Flensburg contains over 60,000 in-

habitants, of which 19,416 voted for Ger-

many on March 14, 1920, and 7,589 voted

for Denmark. Flensburg had a Danish
majority when the Prussians conquered the

town in 1864; then it became more and
more Germanized. But since the end of the

war, the Danish sentiment has been so

strong a growth that the leading German,
the Mayor of the city, Mr. Todsen, some
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time ago warned his countrymen that it

was possible to lose Flensburg as a Ger-

man city.

Finally, a few words about the Gfer-

manization of South Slesvig. The whole
population there, with the exception of a
very few immigrant (Jermans, is of pure
Danish origin, exactly the same kind of

people as the Danish-speaking, Danish-
feeling natives of North Slesvig. But for

various reasons the people of South Slesvig

have adopted the German language and
therewith, in a way, German sympathies;
even though the Prussians never have been
popular there. Yet even in South Slesvig

the native people are here and there learn-

ing to see that they are living on old Danish

soil, and that Denmark is their mother
country. For example, take the case of
Detlef Thomsen, a farmer of the most
southerly part of Slesvig. He was elected
after the war a member of the German
Reichstag, as a German, of course. Then,
by studying Danish history, he became con-
vinced that he was living in an old Danish
land, and that he was really a Dane; there-
fore he wanted all Slesvig to go back to

Denmark. He sacrificed his public position
for his convictions and resigned his seat in

the Reichstag. This case and many others
prove that the time may come when all

South Slesvig will wish to be reunited with
Denmark.

Kelowna, B. C, Qnnada, Jan. 24, 1922.

THE PROHIBITION MOVEMENT
IN CHILE

By Ernesto Montenegro
North American editor of El Mercuric, Chile

TIE Latin-American countries look to

the United States not only as a great

purchaser and producer of commodities,

but even more eagerly as a source of inspira-

tion for their political and social reforms.

That this interest is beginning to be
reciprocated by the more enlightened

elements of the Northern Republic is

evidenced by the numerous items on
reform movements in Latin-American
countries that find their way into the

American press. The prohibition move-
ment in Chile is an instance in point. For
many years there has bee* a steadily in-

creasing propaganda in Chile for the re-

pression of alcoholism. This movement
found expression some thirty years ago in

a National Temperance League, and ten

years later in the passage of a bill for the

taxation and control of alcoholic beverages.

The law is now undergoing a thorough

revision in Congz-ess according to a care-

fully worked out plan, which was formu-

lated in the course of lengthy discussions

between representatives of the opposing

interests, with the Government sitting at

the meetings. In order to appreciate the

spirit and the letter of the new bill, it

should be remembered that the factors

which influence the problem in Chile are

quite different from those which the Amer-
ican reformer has had to deal with. In

the first place, there is a great dispropor-

tion in the relative value of the wine indus-

try in Chile as compared with that in the

United States. The real importance of

this element of the problem may be under-

stood by comparing it with the problem
which the State of California had to solve

when prohibition was imminent.

For many years Chile has had a surplus

of wine, which for one reason or another

has been unable to find a market abroad.

The two main causes for this lack of de-

mand are the want of standard qualities

in the export product itself and the arti-

ficial obstacles in the form of tariff duties

levied by neighboring countries. The lack

of adequate reciprocity treaties is still a

serious obstruction in this regard. At the

same time it must be borne in mind that

Chile has more than 500,000,000 pesos in-

vested in vineyards alone and about 200,-

000,000 in machinery and buildings. Fur-

thermore, the production of fine types of

wine has been for more than sixty years
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the pride of our great landowners, to such

an extent that our historical family names

are forever identified with certain wines.

This overproduction has served, of

course, as a stimulus to an abnormal na-

tional consumption, putting it within easy

reach of all. On the other hand, the prob-

lem of alcoholism in Chile resembles that of

countries like France, rather than that of

Northern Europe or the United States,

where hard liquors are the prevailing evil.

For, it seems to me, even though the wine

habit and the whisky habit have no other

difference than the quantity needed to pro-

duce intoxication, there are more hopes of

effecting a national cure of a wine-drink-

ing nation by slowly diminishing the alco-

holic content of the less strong beverage.

The Chilean Government does not aim at

a more profitable exploitation of drinking

by means of a heavier tax; neither does it

aim at a summary enforcement of prohibi-

tion. The whole spirit of the law can be

summed up in the homeopathic formula:

Similia similibus curantur. The project as

it is presented is to limit the production

of brandy to 2,000,000 litres for the first

year, and to reduce this amount 10 per cent,

at every vintage for five successive years;

this means that by 1926 the production will

be reduced to 1,000,000 litres for human
consumption. The vineyards of the coun-

try are to be taxed according to their acre-

age, regardless of the amount they produce,

and at the same-'time a different scale, of

taxation is to be introduced, based on the

quality of the product in each zone. Two
other very important measures are stipu-

lated in the bill. One is the establish-

ment of local prohibition in the nitrate

region, leaving only to the ports far dis-

tant from the working districts the rrivi-

lege of receiving and consuming a limited

quantity of alcoholic drinks; the other for-

bids the sale of liquor in the mining dis-

tricts of Central and Southern Chile, where
several American plants are situated, and
in the Magellan territory, where the wool

and meat industries are located.

The influence of the reformers in shaping
the bill is plainly visible in the provisions

for social uplift and economic compensation.

For instance, 50 per cent, of the taxes on

vineyards will be devoted to the buying of

bonds for the reimbursement of wine grow-
ers who decide to uproot their vines and try

a new agricultural venture. The distillers

who wish to abandon their business will also

be compensated and their plants turned

over by the Government to industrial pur-

poses. There will be a substantial subsidy

for the production of industrial alcohol such
as can be used for motive power.

The other 50 per cent, of the taxation on
vineyards will be used for temperance
propaganda, for stimulating the exportation

of standardized wines and for research work
to improve the methods of production of fuel

alcohol. The fruit industry will also re-

ceive protection from the same source in

the form of subsidies for the exportation

of the natural product as well as for its

manufacture into non-alcoholic beverages.

One of the most significant features of

the Chilean prohibition movement is that

it has succeeded in engaging the active co-

operation of many labor societies, among
them the longshoremen of the northern

ports, who in some instances have opposed

the unloading of liquor shipments. To
many observers this attitude appears to

have been inspired by religious and temper-

ance workers from the United States, al-

though to more cynical onlookers the

sabotage had all the earmarks of a demon-
stration staged by the manufacturers of

more poisonous beverages in the very ports

where the demonstrations were held.

At any rate, it looks as if Chile, the

Latin-American country where the liquor

interests are most powerful, will have the

honor of leading in a South American move-

ment toward prohibition.

Correcting an Injustice

the Reuter Agency
to

In February Current History Magazine,

in an article by Burnet Hershey on Hugfo

Stinnes, this sentence appeared :
" He

[Hugo Stinnes] controls the Reuter Bureau,

The Associated Press of Germany." Cur-
rent History wishes to express to its read-

ers and to the Reuter Agency its regi-ets

and apologies for this unfortunate error.

The long-established Reuter News Agency
is an English organization of the highest

repute, and is not in any way associated

with Hugo Stinnes or with any other Ger-

man or German organization.

—

Editor Cur-
rent History.
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the economic operation of all tele-

'phone activities, vigilance begins
where work begins. Science and en-

gineering skill enter into the selection

of all raw^ materials; and into the

adapting and combining of these ma-
terials to the end that the finished

product may be most efficient in

operation and endurance, and pro-

duced at the least cost.

A series of progressive tests are

made at every step during the trans-

formation of these materials into tele-

phone plant and equipment. And

when all these complicated devices,
with their tens of thousands of deli-

cately constructed parts, are set in

operation they are still subjected to

continuous, exhaustive tests.

As the best of materials and the

most complete machinery is of little

value without correct operation, the

same ceaseless vigilance is given to the

character of service rendered in pro-

viding telephone communication for

the public.

Such constant vigilance in regard
to every detail of telephone activity
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ards during the trials of reconstruc-
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B
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The only dictionary with the TVeuJ /?li;ic/e<i Pa^e characterized as "A Stroke of Genius."

THE ATLAS
is the 1922 "New Reference
Atlas of the World," containing
148 pages, with 96 pages of
maps, beautifully printed in

colors, including changes
brought about by the Great
War, New Census Figures, Par-
cel-Post Guide, &c., all hand-
somely bound in red cloth, size

9% in. X 12% in.

^^ To those who mail this Coupon at once

!

G. & C. Menriam Co. =»™* ®|«*^*Springfield, Mass.
(Publishers of Genuine Webster Dictionaries for over 75 years)
Please send me free of all obligation or expense a copy of "Dic-
tlonf.ry Wrinkles" containing an anxusing "Test in Pronuncia-
tion" (with key) entitled "The Americanization of Carver"; also
•"125 Interesting Questions" with references to their answers, and
strikinp "Facsimile Color-Plate" of the new bindings. Please
incluiJe specimen pages of India and Regrular paper, with terms ©f
your Current History free Atlas offer on Webster's New Inter-
national DIctlonao'.

Name

Address
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inORTY-THREE yean ago Alexander Graham Bell, the inoentor of ihe

1 lelephorte. Wrote this inspired forecast: "It is conceioable that cables of tele-

phone wires could be laid underground or suspended overhead, communicating bu
branch wires With private dwellings, country houses, shops, manufacturers, etc.,

and a man in one part of the country may communicate by word of mouth
with another in a distant place."

Al the right, an old print of Bell lecturiig on telephony, 1877

Foresight
More than forty years ago, when

the telephone was still in its experi-

mental stage, with but a few wires

strung around Boston, the men back

of the undertaking foresaw a universal

system of communication that would

have its influence upon all phases of

our social and commercial life.

They had a plan of organization

capable of expansion to meet the

growth they foresaw ; and their wisdom

is borne out by the fact that that plan

which they established when telephones

were numbered by dozens is efficient

now when telephones are numbered

by millions.

This foresight has advanced the

scientific development of the art of

telephony to meet the multiplied public

requirements. It has provided for

funds essentia? to the construction of

plant; for the purchase of the best

materials on the most advantageous

terms; for the training of employees

to insure skilled operators; for the ex-

tension of service in anticipation of

growth, with the purpose that no need

which can be foreseen and met will

find the Bell System unprepared.

The foresight of the early pioneers

has been developed into a science dur-

ing the years which have elapsed, so

that the planning of future operations

has become a function of the Bell

System. This is why the people of

the United States have the most effi-

cient and most economical telephone

service in the world.

" Bell System"
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

And associated Companies
One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed

toward Better Service
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